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Preface 

Applied Mathematics as well as simulation are based essentially on appropriate modelling of a 
given task. Such a model is intended to help for a better understanding of what is going on in 
the system and - last but not ileast - to assist in finding a good solution of the problem to be 
solved. There is a rather broad consent that modelling is of intrinsic in:iportance. Moreover, most 
engineers and scientists know quite well that appropriate modelling is far from being easy and that 
the quality of the result depends strongly on the quality of the model. By now, this is accepted by 
practically all people involved in such tasks, no matter whether they work at a scientific institution 
or in an industrial environment. 

However, one can observe that e.g. modelling approaches, methods for model simplification or 
for parameter estir:uation are developed and modified quite frequentl y and quiLe many things are 
discovered repeatedly. Therefore, many discussions during congresses and conferences showed 
the desire for a forum with mathematical modelling as its center whereas the solution of the 
underlying problem remains in the background is of peripheral interest only. Consequently, the 
IMACS symposium on Mathematical Modelling originated being devoted to the mathematical (or 
formal) modelling of all type of systems no matter whether the system is 

* dynamic or static 
* lumped parameter or distributed parameter 
* deterministic or stochastic 
* linear or nonlinear 
* continuous or discrete 
* or of any other nature. 

Consequently, a wide variety of formal models is to be discussed and the term " mathematical 
model" includes classical models such as difforential or difference equations, Markov processes, 
ARMA models as well as more recent approaches .such as Bond graphs or Petri nets. 

The written versions of the contributions to l.MATHMOD Vienna are collected in these Procee
din gs. There are several tqpes of papers: 

I ... invited lectures of experts p resenting a survey 
C . .. contributed papers which were selected for presentation by a reviewing process in which the 

members of the IPC took part and which was based on submitted extended abstracts 
0 . .. papers contributed upon invitation of a session o rganizer 
L . .. late papers for which the abstracts were submitted after the deadline and which were re-

viewed and selected by a the organizing committee 
P ... posters 

All these contributions were coHeted and arranged in sessions according to their main thematic 
point. This was by no means easy because quite many contributions address several different 
aspects in a balanced manner . Therefore, the arrangemenL chosen for this volume follows rather 
closely the one of the conference were also time limitat.ions had to be observed . 

The editors wish to express their sincere thanks to all who have assisted them by making Lhe idea 
of this symposium known within the scientific community by acting as sponsor or cosponsor, who 
have assisted them in the reviewing process and - last but not least - have done a good job by 
putting together special sessions devoted to one main theme. 

Vienna, January 1994 l.Troch, F. Breitenecker 
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Abstrac't 

Bond-graph modelling has been known for more tha.n 30 years and is recognized to an increasing 
extend by academia and industries all over the world. By the same time considerable progress has been 
ma.de with regard to the methodology, to the development of supporting software, and to applications 
in various fields of engineering. 

The aim of this pa.per is to survey more recent advances in bond graph modelling, t o discuss some 
topics of c'urrent research, and to briefly investigate emerging relationships to other disciplines. 

1 Introduction 

Bond-graphs were devised by H. Paynter at MIT in April 1959 (Paynter in (6]) and subsequently developed 
into a methodology together with Karnopp and Rosenberg. Early prominent promoters of bond-graph 
modelling techniques among others were J. Thoma, van Dixhoorn, and P. Dransfield. They contributed 
substantially to the dissemination of bond-graph modelling in Europe, Australia, Japan, China and India. 
Van Dixhoom founded an IM ACS Technical Committee on bond graph modelling chaired by J. Thoma 
for many years. Moreover, since th.e eady days the methodology has been computer assisted by the well 
known ENPORT pro.grams originated by Rosenberg. Nowadays, the success of bond-graph modelling 
reflects in a number of subconferences w,i,thin IMACS conferences, a first international SCS conference 
explicitly dedicated to bond graph modehng in 1993 in San Diego, invited plenary session papers on 
bond graph modelling (Cellier [ll]), the 1990 second edition of the well known textbook of Karnopp and 
Rosenberg (Karnopp et al. [15]) and the new textbook of Thoma (23] that was published also in 1990, 
seminars in industry, and an increasing number of companies using bond graphs, especially in France. 
Last but not least, bond graph modelers organized into national associations like the Bondgraafclub in 
the Netherlands, or the Club de Bondgraphistes in France. 

Besides ENPORT and the TUTSIM, formerly THTSIM program developed in the 70's numerous other 
programs with windows and menu oriented graphical user interfaces and powerful symbolic manipulation 
and numerical capabilities have emerged supporting bond graph modelling, analysis, and simulation. Re
lations to other disciplines like object oriented programming, artificial intelligence, or parallel processing 
are investigated and exploited. Nevertheless, in some cases adequate, proper bond-graph modelling of 
details of real-world physical systems respectively processes can be a challenge, however with the prospect 
of a gain in physical insight .. 

Before discussing some state-of-the-art issues and topics of current research the concept of bond graph 
modelling is briefly outlined in the next section. 
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2 Brief Outline of the Principles of Bond Graph Modelling 

As it is common in other modelling methodologies first of all complex physical systems are partitioned 
into subsystems which in turn are decomposed further hierarchically top down to components of which 
the dynamic behavior is known or down to elements that represent physical processes. In bond-graph 
modelling that decomposition is guided by the view that subsystems, components, elements interact by 
exchanging power which is intuitive and essential in the bond graph modelling approach . Power while 
flowing through a system is distributed, passed on, stored, converted into other forms. An important 
consequence is that true bond graph modelling displays conservation of energy ( lst law of thermody
namics) and of quantities like momentum, matter, electrical charge, etc. Thus, bond graph modelling 
applies lbasically to continuous processes and systems, but virtually instantaneously changes can be in
cluded .as discussed in section 5 below. Adopting the abstraction of spatially concentrated properties 
the fundamental physical processes of energy storage, energy transformation, and energy dissipation as 
well components and subsystems are represented by the vertices of a bond-graph while the edges called 
bonds denote the power exchange between through so-called ports. (Nodes with several ports are called 
multiports.) Bond-graphs .are directed graphs in the sense that a half arrow attached to a bond indicate 
a reference orientation of the power flow represented by that bond. Since in every energy domain the 
amount of power is given by the product of two conjugate variables, in contrast to block diagrams, edges 
in a bond-graph are associated with two generalized variables effort and flow. Unified mnemonic codes 
for the basic physical ·processes of energy delivery, storage, transportation, and dissipation make bond 
graphs applicable to all kind of physical systems and best suited for multidisciplinary physical systems in 
which different forms of energy and their interactions are involved. Moreover, since the exchange of power 
between c·omponents of a system or between subsystems is mostly bound to real-world interconnections 
like mechanical shafts, hydraulic pipes, or electrical wires the physical structure of a system is a strong 
help in the development of bond graph models. In many cases a bond graph, before it is simplified , shows 
a close topological affinity to a schematic system representation. 

A final impor.tant issue of bond graph modelling that needs to be mentioned in this brief outline of 
fundamentals is the concept of causality. One aim of bond graph modelling is to come up with a concise 
graphical representation from which, either manually or automatically, a mathematical model can be 
derived . To that end the generalized variables effort and flow associated with each bond of a bond-graph 
are viewed as two signals with opposite directions. Considering a port of an element or of a multiport 
one signal must be an input while the other is an output. The direction of the effort signal is depicted by 
a so-called causal stroke at one end of that bond, perpendicular to the bond. The important point is that 
from a complete causally augmented bond graph information concerning the form of the mathematical 
model to be constructed can be obtained prior to considering any equations. It suffices to know whether 
port characteristics of vertices are linear or not. That is, generation of the equations of a mathematical 
model in general is the final step in the systematic step by step approach of bond graph modelling. This 
is an important characteristic of the bond graphs methodology and will be discussed in more detail later 
on . Another feature of causal bond graphs with respect ·to control applications is that they allow for 
investigation of structural properties like observability and controllability (Sueur and Dauphin [21]). 

3 M uUibo:nd Graphs 

A remarkable feature of the advanced bond graph modelling methodology is the concept of multibond 
graphs not appreciated by aH bond graph modelers in the same way. Originating from an idea of Paynter 
and used in the beginning by Bonderson [2] for description of one-dimensional distributed systems, who 
called them vector bonds, they wer·e systematically developed into the concept of multibonds by P. Breed
veld and exploited in modelling 3D-mechanical multibody systems by Bos [5]. In a multibond graph rep
resentation ordinary bonds are collected into multidimensional bonds which in turn can be collected into 
arrays of multibonds. By consequence the associated generalized power variables effort and flow become 
vectors. The advanced abstraction of multibond graphs results a compact notation that conveniently sup
ports a top down modelling approach. Its full power however, deploys in modelling large 3D-mechanical 
multibody systems. The result is a clear and compact representation from which 30 Newton-Euler 
equations can be derived. In modelling e. g. robots with several degrees of freedom (DOF's) standard 
mul1tibond graphs of a single freely moving rigid body containing a transformation from a reference frame 
to a body-fixed rderence frame are connected accor·ding ito the joints between the bodies allowing to 
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account for damping and compliance in the joints (Bos [5]). An important step in the progress of bond 
graph modelling is that modelling and simulation environments like for instance, CAMAS (Broenink et 
al. in [6]) or BONDYN (Vera et al. in {14) were developed that do not only support graphical input of 
multibond graphs but can also generate the corresponding systems equations. Moreover, since solvers 
for Differential Algebraic Systems (DAE's) like the DASSL code (Brenan et al. [8]) are used , algebraic 
constraints which-frequently occur in models of rigid multibody systems , in general are no problem for 
the simulation software. That is, in principle there is no need to either modify an initial bond graph 
model for instance, by introducing additional small compliances or to reformulate equations by explicitly 
using a symbolic manipulation package. Nowadays multibond graphs are widely used, in particular in 
the Netherlands and in France. · 

4 Bond-Graph Modelling of Systems with Convection 

Hydraulic and pneumatic systems are commonly described in an Eulerian frame, that is with reference to 
a control volume appropriately defined . On the other hand the difficulty of constructing true bond graph 
models for open thermodynamic systems in which enthalpy is carried across boundaries into and out of 
a control volume by means of matter flows has been well known . By consequence, due to the complexity 
of the problem a number of approaches have emerged. One attractive approach due to Karnopp [15) 
is to represent a gas fiUed control volume by a so-called accumulatoir with a true mechanical bond and 
two pseudo bonds. (A pseudo bond is a bond for which the product of effort and flow is not power.) 
From a practical point of view it is important to note that the accumulator although not a true capacitor 
with a stored energy function from which its constitutive relations could be derived, nevertheless can 
be connected (with some care) to a true bond graph representation of the mechanics of a system while 
thermal aspects are computationally conveniently and more intuitively modelled by a pseudo bond graph. 

Another approach proposed by Brown in [7] has been to introduce so-called convection bond graphs 
in which two efforts , enthalpy h and pressure p are assigned to bonds while the flow variable variable 
is chosen to be the matter flow m, and in which standard bond graph elements are adapted to that 
particular bond . The development of convection bond graphs was influenced by previous work of Thoma 
and Atlan [24] who also coined the te.rm convec.tion bond. An important feature of that remarkable 
approach is that the concept ·of two bilateral signal flows associated with the power bonds in conventional 
bond graphs can be retained such that causality can be assigned consistently allowing to derive state 
equations. However, at least to the authors knowledge, up to now there is yet no software that directly 
supports convection bonds. 

On the other hand Beaman and Hreedveld showed by investigating a number of idealized case studies 
that for ·Open systems in principle, true bond graphs without ad hoe elements nor even controlled sources 
can be developed (Beaman and Breed veld [l]). This was done for some real-world systems under simpli
fying modelling assumptions. For instance, Willson and Traver carried out a control volume analysis for 
components of a 2-stroke internal combustion liquid piston pump and came up with a true bond graph 
model in which heat transfer is not taken into account (Willson and Traver [25)). Borutzky in [6] used 
a control volume approach for an incompressible, isothermal fiu·id to propose a true bond graph model 
of the fluid mechanical interaction in spool valve control orifices which is close to formulae commonly 
used for practical investigation of hydraulic control systems. Nevertheless, the authors feel that the de
velopment of true bond graph models for thermodynamic systems in general will remain a difficult task 
and give rise to further modelling attempts. For instance, in 199.2 Thoma proposed another approach to 
true bond graph modeHing of thermof:luid systems using an Eulerian frame and 3-dimensional multi bonds 
of which the conjugate variables are pressure and volume flow, temperature and entropy flow, chemical 
potential and matter flow (Thoma [22]). Excluding phase changes the chemical potential µ is dropped 
turning the corresponding bond into an activated bond that only represents matter flow. An important 
point with r·egard to practical engineering is that the output flow variables of a basic multiport R element 
representing restrictors and the output variables of a multiport C element accounting for fluid st?rage 
can be computed by using real data tables. Here efforts, flows and power variables (enthalpy flux h and 
heat flow Q) are used alternately , in order to take advantage of their respective conservation proper
ties. As demonstrated by Thoma the multiport R element can be extended into a pseudo bond graph 
representation of heat exchangers and moreover, of thermal fluid m~chines by adding a pseudo bond for 
conduction with conjugate variables temperature T and heat fiow ·Q and a mechanical bond·. Cf. Fig. 1 
(Thoma in ps]). Note, that multibonds are distinguished from normal bonds by adding a little circle. 
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Figure 1: Pseudo bond graph of thermal fluid machine 

5 Treating .Discontinuities in a Bond ·Graph Modelling Frame 

Conventional bond graph model represent power flows as well as storage and conversion of energy in a 
physical system. These fundamental processes are continuous with respect to time (and space) . Hence, 
bond graphs cannot be expected to easily support the useful abstraction of state transitions taking place 
virtually instantaneously in a macroscopic time scale. Whil-e simulation programs like for instance ACSL, 
ESACAP, or SIL accept event driven continuous models a true bond graph modelling approach forces 
either a microscopic view or •to look for simplifying assumptions in order to ensure that the model does 
not violate .conservation principles for physical quantities. Since this is not satisfactory with regard to 
investigation of real-world physical. systems dynamics for which ,not the beauty of the model is of major 
concern but the 'l'esults obtained from simulation of the model, the question of how to treat discontinuities 
in a bond graph modeUing frame is one of the topics currently discussed by bond graph modelers. In 
fact, two 1'993 international conferences dedicated a special session exclusively to that topic. Considering 
electrical diodes, thyristors, or hydraulic ·check valves recently several authors proposed to incorporate 
the concept of an ideal switch into the bond graph language and to introduce either another basic bond 
graph element with variable causality (Stromberg et at in [14)) or to model the swilch supposed non 
ideal by means of a transformer modulated by a Boolean signal and a small ON-resistance that is, using 
standard celements (cf. Fig 2). In that case, the choice is made to assign a unique and fixed causality 
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Figure 2: piecewise linear characteristic and bond graph model of a hydraulic check valve 
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to the association MTF - R element whatever the switch state is, which is physically correct because of 
the hypothesis of a non ideal switch (Dauphin et al. in f18]). It leads to a unique mathematical model 
valid not only for simulation but also for control design (Ducreux et al. in [14]). Other approaches are to 
represent energy interactions that depend on conditions by s~called switched bonds and to use a Finite 
State Machine representation (Broenink and Wijbrans in (14]) in addition to the bond graph, or last but 
not least, to identify major modes of operation in a system, to represent states and state transitions in 
an overall Petri net and to develop for each mode of operation taiken into account a bond graph or a set 
of ·disjoint bond graphs composed of standard elements (Borutzky and Thoma [3]). An attractive feature 
of switches is that one single bond graph can be used for all modes of operation. Parts of the bond 
graph are simply switched off and on. Moreover, one single set of system equations can be generated 
in which Booelan expressions account for the different modes. A disadvantage is that causality changes 
on switching elements partly affect the rest of the bond graph if not prevented by introducing parasitic 
elements (causality resistors). Again, a drawback of these causality resistors is that they can lead to 
widely separated time constants in the model. If causality resistors a•re not used causality switching may 
entail a change in the dimension of the state vector and produce Dirac pulses in the time history of some 
variables. For linear systems theses pulsed values can be calculated in order to compute the initial values 
for the new mode (Buisson [9]). Bond graph representation that employ switched bonds do not explicitly 
indicate which bonds are switched on and off at a given time point. (With n switched bonds at most 
2" combinations of switc'h states are possible.) The third approa·ch has the advantage that conventional 
bond graphs do not have to be extended in some way. The important point is that a bond graph is only 
used as long as the system is i.n one mode of operation. The problem is the same as with bond graphs 
using switched bonds. Theoretically the number of different system modes may be 2". Obviously, in case 
of a large number of modes it is not attractive to develop sets of conventional bond graphs for each mode 
even if th.e individual bond graphs are small. The different approaches have been discussed in more detail 
by Borutzky in [19]. 

6 Analysis and Symbolic Processing of Causal Bond Graphs 

An impor.tant well known feature of causal bond graphs is that information about the form of a math
ematic~l model to be generated can be obtained prior to writing any equation. For instance, if there 
storage elements that have .a port with derivative causality or/and ·causal paths between the ports of ele
ments with algebraic constitutive relationships occur, it •can be concluded that the mathematical model in 
general will be a set of O.ifferenti'al and Algebraic Equations (DAE's). In the past such a result of causal 
analysis was of more importance than today because many simulation programs had very limited capa
bilities to solve models of that category forcing the user to modify th·e initial model appropriately. With 
the advent of solvers like DASSL which is mostly used, t lhe need for producing assignment statements 
has relaxed. By consequence, since DAE's can be generated straigJhtforward from causal bond graphs 
automatic generations of system equations extends to the very general case of bond graphs containing 
any kind of so-called Zero-order Causal Paths (ZCP's) (van Dljk and Breedveld [13)). In case the user 
has access to the equations of an automatically generated model an advantage of DAE's over the explicit 
state-space form is that they directly reflect underlying fundamental physical principles and constraints 
that is, modelling assumptions are more explicit. Nevertheless, presently not a.II bond graph preproces
sors for -continuous systems simulation programs have been adapted for generation of DAE 's, while in the 
meantime the algorithms of DASSL have been incorporated into the widely used ACSL program, and 
a number of bond graph modelling aind simulation programs are aMe to generate and to solve DAE's. 
An alternative to the well known Sequentia•I Causality As.signment Procedure (SCAP) , especially for 
mechanical multibody systems is the Llligrange causality approach proposed by Karnopp [16]. However, 
at least to 1the author's knowledge derivation of .Lagrange equations from bond graphs up to now is not 
supported by modelling and simulation tools. 

On the other hand in a recent theoretical investigation van Dij.k and Breedveld in [14] showed that 
the system of DAJE's in the general case is of semi-staite space form and statements about its structure 
can be deduced from structural properties of the causal bond graph. Moreover, they give topological 
criteria under which a state-space form can be derived from the linearized semi-state space equations. A 
practical implication is that system equations derived from a bond graph after linearization by means of 
formula m anipulation may be analyzed by progirams like MATLAB in the context of control engineering 
applications . 
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The significance of causality in bond graphs reflects in the development of tools that emphasize 
not (only) on simulation but on symbolic and numerical analysis. In fact, an acausal bond graph can 
be viewed as a symbolic core representation from which specific representations can be automatically 
derived. For instance, programs like ARCHER (Azmani and Dauphin in [6]), or the Bond Graph Toolbox 
(Nolan in {7]) automatically assign causality, perform causal analysis (determination of causal paths, 
algebraic loops), and generate mathematical models in symbolic form. Obviously, automatic causal 
augmentation of an acausal bond graph in combination with re-arrangement of constitutive relations 
is of particular importance for models that are hierarchically composed of sub-models and in deriving 
a mathematical model of reduced order from a bond graph. For linear systems , transfer functions or 
transfer matrices can be derived in add,ition to formal linear state-space equations, allowing for an analysis 
of system properties like stability that relates to modd parameters. In the Bond Graph Toolbox symbolic 
manipulation is carried out by MATHEMATICA. A remarkable analysis capability of ARCHER is that a 
causal bond graph can be investigated with regard to structural controllability and observability (Sueur 
and Dauphin [21]) . Lastly, both analysis tools provide a link to numerical simulation. Archer can 
transform the symbolic form of a model into a notation accepted by ACSL or MATLAB, while in the 
Bond Graph Toolbox MATHEMATICA is used to output FORTRAN code that can be compiled and 
linked to an appropriate solver from a mathematical library. 

7 Applications 

Although the various engineering disciplines have their own traditional modelling techniques bond graphs 
have been used for physical systems modelling in many fields of applications and numerous application 
related papers have been published (Breedveld, Rosenberg, Zhou in [7)). 

Presently there is a remarkable growing interest in using bond graphs and multibond graphs for 
modelling multibody and mechatronic systems in robotics and automation, especially in the French 
automobile industry. This can be seen for instance, from the OLMECO project initiated by PSA Peugeot 
Citroen and a European consortium that aims at building an open library of reusable bond graph based 
models of mechatronic components (Rault in [6]) and e. g. by the fact that in the 1993 IEEE conference 
on Systems, Man and Cybernetics an organized specia1l session on mechatronics in car industry was held 
in which most papers were related to bond graphs . 

In a related field of applications, bond graphs have been used intensively in industrial projects for 
modelling electrohydraulic and pneumatic systems for instance by IMAGINE, an exceptional consultant 
company of a team of bond graph modelers (Moulaire in [19]). Details of such systems like an energetically 
consistent tw~port C element representation of the variable volume chambers in hydraulic cylinders still 
have been subject of current research (Borutzky in (19]. Scavarda [20]). 

Furthermore, presently bond graphs have gained considerable attraction in modelling power electronic 
systems and electrical mach,ines in research as well as in industry (Dauphin and Rombaut in [18]). In 
that context switching elements and their implications for causality are subject of ongoing research. 

Last but not least, recently some (distinct) bond graph approaches to modelling of complex processes 
in distillation columns with a two phase fluid and chemical reactors have been presented (Brooks and 
Cellier in [14]). For dynamics and temperature control of simple chemical reactors modelled by bond 
graphs :see Thoma et al. in {14}. The authors feel that due to the complexity of the problems including 
convection and phase changes bond graph modelling of these phenomena will be subject of remain subject 
of ongoing research, however , as Brooks and Cellier state: "bond graphs do point the way towards the 
nature of the requisite research" [14) . 

Moreover, it is professor Paynter's vision that bond graphs will play an important role in understanding 
and modelling processes in such fields as chemistry, electrochemistry and biochemistry (18]. As early as 
l 973 Oster et al. (17) used bond graphs for modelling chemical reaction systems and in his recent textbook 
on Continuous System M odeling F. Cellier [10] devoted a voluminous chapter to that topic. 

8 Relationships of Bond-Graph Modelling to Other Disciplines 

Frequently it is appropriate to represent the control system by a standard block diagram while the system 
to be controlled may be described by a bond graph. With such m~ed representations it should be kept in 
mind tha't causality is not as easily traced as in pure bond graphs. Computational dependencies may be 
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somewhat hidden and are only revealed by careful examination [12]. Combinations of bond graphs and 
block diagram ar.e supported by a novel modeling system BondGraph-80 developed by Reid (Reid and 
Rosenberg in [6]). An essential feature of this preprocessor is that object oriented programming (OOP) 
techniques were used in its implementation that allows for appropriate capturing of objects, attributes, 
and interrelations of objects in physical systems modelling. The fundamental concepts of OOP, namely 
encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism are the key to the re-use and modification of submodels that 
have proven useful and to the definition of generic submodels. The object oriented paradigm supports 
hierarchical modelling and provides a new kind of flexibility in customizing and extending the capabilities 
of the software. 

In regard to physical system models containing diswntinuities one approach proposed by Borutzky 
et al. in (!.9] already mentioned above has been to combine standard bond graphs with a Petri net. This 
idea has been pursued also by Bloch et al. [18] in a recent paper in modelling hybrid systems. 

Furthermore, bond g·raph modelling relies on the abstraction of lumped parameters. Nevertheless, be
sides the weU known modal analysis investigated by Margol•is, as well as by Lebrun, recently Pelegay et. al. 
proposed to combine the benefits of bond graph modelling and Finite Element techniques by representing 
the element stiffness matrix and the element mass matrix resulting from a finite element approximation 
of distributed parameter subsystems by means of an energy conservative C field, respectively I field in 
an overaH bond graph of the system (Pelegay et al. in [14]). 

Moreover, some advanced bond graph based modelling environments like the mechatronic modelling 
environment MAX (van Dijk et al. in [6]) even allow for using application dependent graphical symbols 
in the development of ~called Ideal Physical Models (IPM's) such that ibond graphs can be viewed as an 
intermediate format in the transformation of an initial graphical :system description into a mathematical 
model. By that way bond graphs may be transparent to users who like to prefer a representation 
other than bond graphs for some r·easons. The other way round, users who are familiar with the bond 
graph language may start with an initial bond graph model and request for an application dependent 
schematic description. Now, if one of the both representations of the same model is manipulated by 
means of a graphical editor these modifications are automatically and consistently transformed to the 
other representation(s). This management of multiple representations is achieved by maintaining an 
internal wre model. 

Finally, •recently bond graphs have attained some interest in artificial intelligence, where they are 
viewed as a conceptual framework and as a knowledge representation that can be exploited for qualita
tive rea.soning that requires deep-level knowledge models, and for qualitative simulation. A number of 
corresponding software tools have emerged in this presently highly advocated research area among which 
QREMS (Linkens et al. in [14]) is an environment that supports modelling and simulation of physical 
systems by combining qualitative reasoning with bond graphs. 

'9 Conclusions 

In this paper we aimed at giving a survey of the state-of-the-art and of trends presently pursued in 
bond graph modelling by focusing the discussion on some topics which we think are of actual relevance. 
However, the world of bond graph modelling has much more facets and the interested reader is invited 
to have a look at the voluminous and ever increa.sing bibliography (Breedveld, Rosenberg, Zhou in [7]) 
and to study original papers related to his/her field of specialization. 

By concluding, there is no doubt, advances in theory and software development have contributed 
significantly to the power and potential the bond graph modelling approach shows today. Nevertheless, 
human expertise and creativity will still remain th.e key to a successfu'I modelling process. 
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Abstract. Many modern continuous system simulation tools provide good facilities for the 
efficient implementation of simulation modets and for interactive experimentation using a 
simulation model. In most cases, however, the environment lacks some important features 
which can greatly assist the user in tackling efficiently some of the broader issues which arise 
in the model development prooess, such as model testing and validation. This paper reviews 
the problems which arise in the validation of dynamic system models and discusses the 
implications in terms of the type of computing envimnment within which model development 
can be carried out efficiently. 

1. lNTRODUCUON 

The user-friendly nature of modern simulation packages and the very powerful facilities 
for model implementation within such software products have contributed greatly to the range 
of applications which now exist for continuous system simulation methods. This growth 
means, of course, that simulation tools are being us,ed more and more by non-specialists and 
the risk of errors through misunderstandings and misuse is thefefore becoming steadily more 
significant. 

The ob}ectives of computer simulation .studies diffor considerably according to the 
apphcation area, but some overall classification is possible in terms of the intended use of the 
model. Many simulation models are developed to prov.ide insight about the dynamic 
behaviour of a complex system, or to allow design decisions to be made, or to provide a basis 
for predictions of system behaviour. 

As part of the model development process it is very important to be ahle to test a 
simu'lation program to ,establish that it is an accurate implementation which incorporates the 
equations of the chosen ma:thematical model. It is also vital to lest the mathematical model 
to ensure that, in the context of the intended application, the mathematical description is itself 
appropriate. 

Although the significance of both of these aspects of testing appears to have been 
recognised rn many texts on modelling (e.g. { 1]) it is disturbing to find that most applications 
papers pass over the question of simulation testing in a superficial fashion, or make no 
mention of it al aH. Those applications studies in which some discussion of validation is 
included seldom provide ,enough detail of the methods used. The processes of model testing 
and evaluation too often appear to be regarded as an afterth01!1ght, rather than as a central part 
of the model development process. Validation and testin,g shouJd he an integral part of the 
iterative process of development of the mathematical model and the associated simulation 
program. Their importance should he ~etlected in the provision of specialised facilities 
available for mode!! vabdation and testing within the computing environment. 
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2. THE PROCESSES OF SfMULATION MODEL VALIDATION . 

While validation appears to be a somewhat neglected topic in many application areas , there 
are some safety-critical applications in which the importance of model validation is already 
fully recognised. The aerospace industry provides many good illustrations of this, since 
accurate externally-validated models are needed for the design of aircraft flight control 
systems, for the design of simulators for pilot training and for other activities such as aircraft 
handling-qualities investigations. The nuclear power industry provides other examples in 
which safety requirements make it ,essential to have a high kveJ of confidence in simulation 
models and in the results of simulation experiments. 

Guidelines on terminology were published in 1979 by the Technical Committee on Model 
Credibility of the Society for Computer Simulation [2] . Although these have not been adopted 
as a standard by everyone using simulation and modelling techniques, the committee has 
provided very useful definitions . One key recommendation of the Committee was that there 
a strong distinction ·should be drawn between the words "verification" and "validation". This 
has since been extended slightly to associate the word "internal" with "verification" and 
"external'" with "validation"[3 ,4). lnternal verification is defined as the process of proving 
that a computer simulation is consistent with the underlying model , to a specified degree of 
accuracy, while external validation involves demonstrating that the mathematical or 
conceptual model has an acceptable accuracy over the range of conditions relevant for the 
application. 

2.1 Internal verification. 

Criteria for internal verification involve the following two aspects : 

(i) Internal consistency of the simulation program with the mathematical model 
on which it is based. The pro.gram and the model must be shown to involve 
no contradictions in terms of mathematics, logic or concept~. 

(ii) Algorithmic validi·ty of the simulation program so that all the numerical 
algorithms and associated software routines are shown to be appropriate and 
provide solutions having a specified numerical accuracy . 

internal v·erification is important at every stage of model development. All changes within 
a model must be consider·ed carefully in terms of internal verification, however minor they 
may be . This must involve v·ery careful line-by-line checks of code which form the simulation 
program. In addition there are a number of additional checks and comparisons that can be 
helpful. Checks of well-understood special cases which can sometimes even be derived using 
pencil-and-paper calculations are particularly appropriate and these can be divided 
conveniently into checks of static (or equilibrium) states and dynamic checks. 

2.2 Ex1terna'I validation . 

Criteria for external validation involve assessment of the accuracy and suitability of a 
modet in the context of the intended application. They may include a number of different 
aspects, the most important of which are:-

(a) Theoretical validity, in the sense that the model shows overall consistency with 
accepted theories or is based upon a satisfactory theoretical foundation. 
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(b) Empirical validity, with adequate agreement shown between the behaviour of 
the model and that of the real system represented by the model. 

Assessment of theoretical validity involves checking that the chosen mathematical 
description does not, in any way, violate important physical laws or principles. Many 
situations can arise in which mathematical statements have no physical relevance, or have 
restricted validity in terms, say, of the frequency range over which they are applicable. 

Empirical validity is concerned, in the hroades1t sense, with comparisons between the 
behaviour of the model and the behaviour of the real system. This can include comparison 
of chosen system and model variables under equilibrium conditions, comparison of stability 
limits and comparisons in terms of the dynamic response of selected variables to chosen input 
perturbations. Parameter sensitivity analysis and system 'identification techniques have been 
found to be panicularly important tools for the investigation of empirical validity. 

Models are not unique and in most situations of practical imponance there will be a 
number of candidate models which give an adequate match for a given set of experimental 
responses. Models should therefore be assessed for a variety of experimental data sets and, 
before being accepted for the intended application, should be shown to be capable of 
matching the experimental results to an acceptable level of accuracy for all of the test 
conditions. 

3. THE COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT. 

It can he seen that the tasks ~nvolved in simulation model ·validation go far beyond the 
technical processes of constructing a simulation model and the performing of simulation 
experiments. They may include analysis of linearised descriptions derived from a more 
general nonlinear model, storage, retrieval and comparison of simulation results for a wide 
range of conditions, comparisons with measured responses obtained from the real system, 
system identification and parameter estimation, sensitivity analysis, experiment design, post
processing, graphical presentation of results and documentation of simulation models and 
experiments. What is of vital imponance is to have a properly integrated set of software tools 
covering the continuous system simulation requirements, together with database software for 
experimental and simulation model response records, facilities for visualisation and well
designed user-friendly software for all of the analys1is and optimisation tasks mentioned above. 

The computer-based support system should ideally be wide in scope but closely integrated 
in terms of the ways in which its differ.ent parts relate. It should be easily comprehensihle and 
tolerant of mistakes on the part of the user, so that the effects of user errors should be 
capahle of being undone without undue difficulty. It should be an adaptahle environment with 
powerful help facilities providing rapid and efficient access to relevant information for both 
novice and experienced users. Self documentation is a1lso an imponant feature in the highly 
interactive situations which can arise in validation applications. 

Recent experience with the development and application of validation methods for 
helicopter flight mechanics models (5-8] suggests that currently available simulation tools do 
not yet provide an environment which is ideal. For example, one approach to the empirical 
validation of these flight mechanics models involves comparison of linear models identified 
from flight test data with equivalent models ohtained from a theoretical nonlinear description 
by linearisation. The comparisons of the theoretical and identified models must be made for 
a wide range of operating conditions over the complete flight envelope of the aircraft . In the 
planning of external validation e.xperiments of this kind it is, of course, important to make 
provision for a numher of separate tests at eaclh flight condition. For example, careful 
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consideration of linearity is of imponance for reliable ,estimation of parameters in a linear 
description. Test inputs should therefore be applied to the aircraft for a number of different 
amplitudes and for different directions for each tes,t point. For each test condition it is also 
helpfol to carry out tests with different forms of test input signal , selected to cover different 
part~ of the frequency range. Repeated tests are desirable for each situation to reduce the risks 
of data degradation, due for example to external disturbances such as atmospheric turbulence. 
In the case of a conventional helicopter a single test input shape applied on each of four 
controls with two repeats at two amplitudes in each direction of control movement would give 
a tota'I of 48 experiments at each test point. The requirement for several input test signal 
shapes and a range of differ,ent operating points with.in the flight envelope funher magnifies 
the task. Each experiment is .likely to lead to the creation of a large data file involving 
dynamic response data relating to a number of measured variables associated with the 
fuselage, main rotor and tail rotor. When using data of this kind for model validation it is 
likely that one will also generate a large number of files relating to simulation experiments. 
Unless the computing environment is designed .to allow users to handle both test data and 
simulation model response data efficiently the whole validation task can easily become 
unmanageable. 

4. DISCUSSION. 

It is possible that something useful can he learned about the integration of simulation 
software with other modules by considering the experience which has been gained in the 
development of facilities for the computer-aided design. MacFarlane, Grubel and Ackermann 
have provided [9] an interesting review of future possibilities in terms of control engineering 
design environments. MacFarlane { l 01 has more recently expanded upon this in a broader 
context through a discussion paper on computer environments appropriate for engineering 
design and for education. These thought-provoking papers bring together many useful ideas, 
some of which should be equally relevant for those concerned with the development of 
environments for system modelling and simulation. 

One interesting current development, which might provide a basis for a powerful support 
environment for modelling and simulation activities , is .the ANDECS system being developed 
at DLR-Oberpfaffenhofen [ 111 . Although developed primarily as an environment for 
computer-aided design for control engineering, it has been suggested that ANDECS could 
also be of considerable value as an environment for more general simulation and modelling 
activities [ 12]. ANOECS already has featur;es which support modelling and simulation, 
together with integrated database, manipulation and visualisation facilities. The ANDECS 
system is modular in narure and through its multi-objective programming system could allow 
clear distinctions to be mad·e between the processes of model creation, execution and 
experimentation. Other interesting features of ANDECS include a translator for the 
commercial simulation language ACSL and code generation by the Dymola modelling 
language. A module has also been developed for the system to allow MATLAB routines to 
be called from ANDECS. Other environments have, of course, been developed elsewhere for 
control :systems design and for other engineering design applications. A review of the type 
of facilities available within these might well he a revealing and useful exercise 

5. CONCLUSIONS. 

Support environments for simulation model development are not yet ideal in terms of the 
integtation of facilities needed for the handling of experimental response data, the application 
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of system identification and parameter estimation me,thods and the application of analysis and 
optimisation tools. The type of support environment required should not only he designed to 
meet these needs, which are specific to the model development cycle, but should also have 
some more general attributes defined by Macfarlane ( 10] for other intensively-supportive 
environments. These attributes include facilities to allow the user to build, analyse, hrowse, 
search, compare and evaluate, reason and hypothesise, synthesise, design , manipulate and 
modify, experiment, catalogue, store and retrieve. Experience in the helicopter application 
suggests that further enhancement of the computing environment, especially in terms of the 
man-machine interface and the proper integration of s,imulation facilities with other features 
such as databases, could make the processes of model validation more straightforward and 
thus less likely to be neglected . 
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Abstract. The application of Petri nets and AI to enhance the effectivity of modeling and simulation is 
envisaged. The combined use of both disciplines enabling the dynamic control of simulation by intelligent 
demons as w,eU as the ·realization of mobile knowledge bases attached to the tokens by the introduction of 
Knowledge Attributed Petri Nets a 1re outlined. The principles described are illustrated on practical examples. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

ln recent decades both the disciplines of artificial intelligence and Petri nets (PN) have acquired 
considerable attention among people engaged in R&D activhies. It is interesting to note that their origins in 
time are very close to 1each other. The term artificial intelligence (Al) was introduced by Minsky in 1961 (1) . 
The origin of Petri nets, on the other hand da,te back to 1962 when C.A. Petri introduced the concept in his 
Ph.D. dissenation [2]. 

Since that time both disciplines have developed extensively and rather independently of each other. The 
dir1ections of investigations in each of the fields are 'rather dive.rse ranging from strictly theoretical to those 
aiming at practical applications [3) (4). Considering the problems dealt with; AI is intended for the solution of 
tasks for which no predetermined sequence of problem solving operatio.ns exist, such as: theorem proving, 
,games, robotics, vision, natural language processing, knowledge engineering. In the case of Petri nets -
beyond [he fie1ld of formal language theory - their main application has been in modeling and simulation of 
various complex systems 131 as e.g.: flexible manufacturing systems, computer networks and communication 
protocols, computer systems (hardware and software), logistics, transportation, management, etc. 

It is interesting to note, that both AI .and PN - although from different starting points - aim at the 
achievement of the most general problem solving tools possible equivalent to human problem solving 
capabilities. Al is intended 1to implement methods enabling computers to do the job where human intelligence 
has been required. On the other hand the R&D work in the field of PN resulted in numerous different High 
Level Petri Nets (as e.g. coloi;ed, delayed, stochastic, numerical, object, knowledge attributed Petri nets) as a 
further develop-ment of the original idea [5] ,('6] . Among high level P·etri nets there are such that possess the 
modeling power of Turing machines [71 that - as it was stated in the Theorem of Church • are able to solve 
problems as generally as human thinking procedures can undertake it. 

In recent y.ears artificial intelligence as well as Petri nets have had a great impact on the simulation tools 
and methodologies. It is interesting to have a look on 1the "cross fertilization" of them. 

2. BASIC WORLD VIEWS AND METHODS 

Let us have a quick glance on Petri nets • including those high level versions that have been successfully 
apphed in simulation - without ·going into details .. The keyword for describing a PN is directed graph (see Fig. 
1/a) provi·ding for the structural description of l"eru world models where parallel events and processes occur 
and have to be simulated. The nodes of the graph are places (depicted as circles) and transitions (depicted as 
bars) interconnected in an alternating way, i.e .. no two nodes of the same type can be interconnected directly. 

The state of a PN is characterized by i1ts marking, i.e., the distribution of tokens (depicted as dots in Fig. 
l/a) in the places. The 1trajectory of a PN in the time·state space is described by the sequence of markings 
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called the token play. Changes in the markings are caused by the firing of the transitions. A transition fires if 
it is enabled in case the required conditions supplied by the states of the places (i.e .. the required numbers of 
tokens) connected to it are fulfilled. Firing destroys tokens in the places connected to the inputs of the 
transition and creates new ones in the places connected to its output. Depending on the type of PN it may be 
that; 

- Different types (colors) of tokens may be in the places. Accordingly the firing conditions may include 
prescribed numbers of various types that have to be available in the respective input places. This may also 
apply to the numbers of destroyed and created tokens. 

- The tokens may have attributes that can be tested as firing conditions by . the transition of which input 
places they are, and modified in the newly created tokens in case of firing. 

- The places may have limited capacities for each token type that has to be considered as an additional 
condition for firing (i.e., whether the token creating operation can be executed). 

- Complex logic and arithmetic conditions can be assigned to the transitions as firing conditions. 
- Detenninistic or stochastic time delays can be assigned to the nodes (in some cases to the transitions in 

others to the places). 
In general it can be stated that the places contain the states as conditions and consequences of the actions 
performed by the transitions. 

An extremely important property of PNs is that they enable an easy and natural mapping of real world 
systems preserving not only their behaviouraJ properties but aJso their structure on an abstract model level. 
Thereby more insight can be given into the operation and interaction of the subsystems of the model as a 
whole. 

a) b) 

Figure I Graph representations of a) Petri nets. b) knowledge bases 

It is very interesting to have a brief look on some tools and methods of AI. Let us consider the aspects of 
knowledge bases, search procedures and inferencing. 

With regard to knowledge bases it is interesting to note that one of the most important forms of 
knowledge representation is in the form of frames. Knowledge can be stored in graphs that have in many 
cases tree structure (see Fig. lib). Information can be stored and manipulated in the frames located in the 
nodes of the graph and the search for solving the problems can be undertaken by searching in the tree using 
various techniques as depth first, width first, hill climbing, best first strategies, etc. (4). This representation of 
knowledge can be regarded as a model of the knowledge that shows an interesting analogy to the PN graph 
model representations. The search during problem solving in AI is performed in the state spac.e while the 
trajectory of the simulation is in the time-state space. The basic difference is that - usually - there is no time 
dimension involved in the knowledge space. 

Another important aspect of AI is inferencing. A well-known way for solving this is the application of 
production rules. Here a pattern of facts is given to the rules and if the expressions in the rules are fulfilled; 
they "fire" and a conclusion (a new fact) is created that may be used in further inferencing by other production 
rules. This resembles directly to the operation of Petri nets. It is also easy to model them directly. The 
production rules can be mapped into transitions while the places may represent the facts the fulfilment of 
which being signalized by the presence of tokens. As it is well-known most • AI based • expert systems can 
also provide some measure of cenainty of their decision. This can also be easily solved by using high level 
Petri nets as, e.g., numerical PNs where the token attributes may carry this information . 
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3. COMBINATION OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND PETRI NETS 

Let us envisage how the two tools can be combined to increase the effectivity of simulation. In the 
following, two solutions shall be dealt with which can also be applied together. 

3.1 • .Intelligent Demon Controlled Simulation (8) (9) 

In conventional programs the procedures are activated by other procedures calling them. Demons on the 
other hand are monitoring the situation continuously and in case a certain special predefined pattern occurs; 
they are activated and perform their activity. Demons are used in various fields including AI (4). Let us now 
use special intelligent demons equipped with knowledge bases and inference engines. The goal to be achieved 
is to automate the - usually iterative - process of simulation. The application of simulation can generally be 
regarded as an iterative process where a series of simulation runs with modified model parameters, structures 
and/or experimental conditions are undertaken until the goals are reached. These goals may be the 
determination of the appropriate model corresponding to given requirements or the behaviour of it. The 
efficiency of this process can be increased considerably by applying intelligent demons to supervise the 
trajectory of the simulation experiment, evaluate it and execute the necessary interventions (i.e ., modification 
of model structure and parameters or the experimental conditions respectively). As can be seen in Fig. 2 not 
only a single intelligent demon can be used to control the experiment. This distributed control of the 
experiment can be more effective than a centralized one, as has already been shown empirically. 

The reali?.ation of this principle can be undertaken easily in an object oriented way meaning that the 
model consists of a network of interconnected modules and the demons themselves can also be implemented 
as objects. Petri nets lend themselves naturally to be used as such models. The nodes (i .e., places and 
transitions) can be implemented as objects and the demons can easily change the structure and parameters of 
the model. 

1----c;:~--~Dcmoo1 
Model o-------Dcmoo 

o---+----4 Dcmoo D 

Figure 2 Principle of demon controlled simulation 

3.2. Knowledge Attributed Petri Nets (6) 

As it was mentioned already earlier in high level Petri nets, attributes can be assigned to the tokens. In 
Knowledge Attributed Petri Nets (KAPN) the tokens may also have knowledge bases as their attributes. This 
enables the inclusion of mobile knowledge bases in the models. The knowledge bases can be implemented 
using object oriented techniques and in many cases in form of frames proposed by Minsky ( 10). A frame is a 
data-structure for representing a stereotyped situation. Attached to each frame are several kinds of 
information. Some of this is about how to use the frame. Some is about what one can expect next. Some is 
about what to do if these expectations are not confirmed. We can think of a frame as a network of nodes and 
relations. It is also possible that a set of tokens may use the same knowledge base frame as their attribute that 
can be accessed by individual pointers that can point to various parts of the frame network attached to the 
individual tokens. 

4. EXAMPLES FOR UTILIZING PN WITH AI 

The principles outlined above are illustrated on examples run on the CASSANDRA (Cogni7.a.nt Adaptive 
Simulation System for Applications in Numerous Different Relevant Areas) simulation system version 3.0 
where the demon control of simulation experiments has been implemented. The models in the system are built 
from Knowledge Attributed Petri Nets internally and user modules can be built from their subnetwork that can 
be stored in libraries and used in various fields ( 11} I 12} [ 13 }. 
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ln Fig. 3 a simple producer-consumer model is shown where the "producer" (formed from p6-t6) supplies 
products to the "market" (p7) lo which a set of consumers (p 1-t l through p5-t5) can be co1U1ected. Demon D 1 
monitors the contents of the market and in case the average contents increases {i.e., there is an 
overproduction) it connects more "consumers" to the market. ln case the average contents decreases. the 
demon disconnects "consumers". Thus the equilibrium state can be determined, i.e., how many consumers can 
be satisfied. Here - as can be seen - the demon undertakes structural modifications of the model. It is clear that 
similar equilibrium could also be reached if it would be given the task to modify production or consumption 
rates by changing delay values i.e. parametrical changes. 

lal_.~I 
·-~-

Figure 3 Producer-consumer model 

Another model can be seen in Fig. 4 (14). Although it is not shown in the user level display of the 
animated run, internally the building blocks are built from KAPNs and the workpieces are represented by 
Knowledge Attributed Tokens (KA n. Here a flexible manufacturing system (FMS) is simulated with eight 
workstations, each consisting of a conveyor belt for advancing pallets and a robot, with an input and output 
buffer before and after it. lf the arriving workpiece on the pallet does not have to be processed by the given 
robot, or the input buffer is full, it proceeds further on the conveyor belt and leaves the station. Otherwise the 
pallet is shifted to the input buffer, and after the required operation has been performed by the robot, it 
proceeds to the conveyor belt through the output buffer. (The FMS system we have investigated has been 
described in EUROSIM Simulation News Europe, No. I.) The building blocks represent the workstations 
together with their respective conveyor belt segments. In each station the conveyor belt segment is represented 
by a horizontaJ rectangle, the branching conveyor bell segments by vertical rectangles and the input buffer, 
robot and output buffer are sho\\n by rectangles between the two branching conveyor belt segments. The 
mentioned rectangles representing the various parts of the building elements are colored white if empty and 
they become red to the extent of their relative occupation as a result of animation during the dynamic 
simulation run. 

The eight robots perform various processes and have different parameters. Robotl places unprocessed 
workpieces on empty pallets and removes the finished ones from the pallets. Robot2 l, Robot22 and Robot23 
can perform the same process (processA), while Robot3, Robot4 and Robot5 can undenake different processes 
(processB, processC and processD). Robot6 is a special robot, which can substitute any of Robot3, Robot4 or 
Robot5. 

The technological prescription for manufacturing in the given example was the following: an unprocessed 
workpiece can either be processed first by processA then in arbitrary order, or processA has to be the last after 
the other three. The workpieces on the pallets are circulating in the system until they are not completed, then 
Robot! replaces them with unprocessed ones. The technological prescription is described in a knowledge base 
together with the current state of manufacturing attached to the individual workpieces in the system. The 
frame describing the technological prescription is shown in Fig. 5. The manufacturing system performance is 
characterized by the total throughput and the average transfer time of the workpieces. The goal is to optimize 
the number of the pallets in the system. 
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Figure 4 FMS model 
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Figure 5 Technological description stored in knowledge base 

Using CASSANDRA 3.0 optimization can easily be performed by applying demons for intelligent 
experiment control. In this case the optimization is fast and direct. Fig. 6 shows the process of such an 
optimization, where the optimization rule given 1lo the demon was the following: find the number of pallets 
that gives the maximum total truoughpu:t, then decrease the number of pallets until reaching the 90% of the 
maximum in order to decrease the average l!anSfer 1time. In 1this case the optimum number of pallets was 13. 
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This "oplimum" is obviously an arbitrary one and in general the demon needs weighting factors (weighting 
the total throughput against the transfer time. e.g.), telling the demon what is to be regarded as an optimum 
and the demon provides the optimum number of pallets automatically. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
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Fi.gure 6 Optimization of FMS performance 

It is a usual fact that in ·case principles and methods of different origins ·can be combined successfully their 
positive effects may be more ·,than just as ·oould 1be expected by adding up the components. It may be that 
instead of addition the results can be the multiplication of the effects, and this might hopefully also be 
expected in case of combining AI and PN. 
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In this paper we first discuss the different assumptions used for the graphical analysis of dynamical systems 
arising from bood graph models. Secondly we propose a descriptor formulation of such dynamical systems defined 
by the constitutive relations of the elements and a basis set of constraint relation at the ports of the Simple Junction 
structure of a linear bond graph model. Fmally we state that these systems verify the two fundamental propenies: 
the rank identity and the dynamical degree identity. 

l. INTRODUCTION 

The graphical analysis of the properties of linear dynamical systems such as solvability. controllability. observ
ability and structure at infinity [1] [2][3] [4] [SJ [6] [7]. relies on the assumption that the matrices defining the sys
tem are structured. i.e. that their coefficients are algebraically independent[3J [6]. In this paper we first shall discuss 
the different assumptions underlying the proposed graphical analysis when the dynamical systems arise from bond 
graph models [81 [9] [10] [11) [12). Secoodly we propose a descriptor formulation of such dynamical systems. dif
ferentiating between real valued coefficients defining constitutive relations and integer valued coefficients defin
ing constraint relations at the ports of Simple Junctioo Structures. and discuss its properties in relation with mixed 
matrices [6] [7]. 

2. REAL DESCRIPTOR SYSTEMS ARISING FROM BOND GRAPH MODELS 

The definition of structured systems and their associated graphical representations relies on the definition of 
structured real matrices [3] splitting its coefficients into fixed zeroes and non-zero reals in the following way. 
Dejiniti.on I: 

A structured real matrix Mis a matrix for which some coefficients are fued to zero and the remaining non-zero 
coefficients are supposed to be algebraically independent reals. 
In the frame of classical control theory, one considers then structured explicit systems defined as follows [3] . 

Dejiniti.on 2: 
A structured erpliciJ system is defined by the the following system: 

{
i=Ax +Bu 
y=Cx (l) 

where: u E RP, x E R ". y E R'" and A, B. Care structured real matrices. 
To this system different graphs may be associated. representing exhaustively the structure of the system and 

different algorithm for determining the dynamical structural properties were proposed [2) [3] . However for sys
tems arising from physical systems, the assumption on the (algebraic) independence of the non-zero coefficients of 
the matrices A. B. C is almost always false as will be illustrated on the example in figure 1 . 

On figure 1 .a all the energy-storage elements are given integral causality yielding a causal conflict on the 
greyed I-junction. Hence. associated with this causal conflict (13). there is a relatioo among the energy-variables: 

Pc .,, P1 _ P2 (2). 
le 11 I 2 

Thus the order of the system is 2 and one may choose for instance (q, p1, p2)
1 
as state vector. Moreovertheoutputs 

are taken as the momenta: (p1, p 2)'. lben the associated structmed explicit system is defined by the following 
structured matrices: 

(0 acll 0) 
C = 0 0 C23 

(3). 
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Assuming that the non-zero coefficients of these matrices are independent implies to overlook that the rank of 
A is generically 2 as is shovm on figure 1 .b: indeed assigning differential causality to all energy storage elements 
yields the causal conflict on the greyed 0-junction, i.e. to the following dynamical invariant: jJ1 + p2 = 0 (4). 
In the same way one deduces that the rank of the decoupling matrix BC is 2 although it is actually 1: graphically the 
I-element label.led I.1 is a separation node on 1the causal connection from the 2 I-elements labeled 11, I 2 to the input 
.sowces [11]. 

In order to properly take into account such structural algebraic constraints, one may consider dynamic systems 
described by a coupled set of differential and algebraic equations, and called singular or descriptor systems [ 14]. 
Consequently structured descriptor systems wer.e consider:ed and defined as follows [11). 

(a) Fig. 1 . Bond graph model 

Definiti.on 3: 
A .structured descriptor system is defined by the the following system: 

{
Fi= Ax + B u 
y = c x 

(b) 

where: u ERP. x E Rn. y E R"'andF,A,B,Car;e structured r.ealmatrices. 

(5) 

Different choices of the semi-state variable x were proposed: 1the complete set of energy-variables [10] [ 11] 
following the usual expression of the systems equations [l5] or or the complete set of energy variables and port 
variables at the ports of the energy storage and dissipative elements [12] however without writing the system 
explicidy in descriptor form ,ofoq. (5). On the example we shall criticize the first choice of variables. similar argu
ments holding for the se.cond one. 

Considering the example in figme 1 . and writing 1the .s·tate·-vector as: x = (q , p 1, p2, pc)', the associated 
structured descriptor system is given by: 

[

fu o o o] [o a1
2 

an o] 
F = 0 /22 0 f24 A = 0 21 °22 °n 0 , 

0 0 /33 / 34 G31 a32 a33 0 
O O O O 0 a42 043 a" : 

_ [b~I b~2] 
B - I 0 0 

0 0 

- (0 Cn 0 0) 
C - 0 0 c

23 
0 (6) . 

(ap.) . 
Now the .rank of the decoupling matrix is seen to be 1, indeed: rank au~ ii = rank CB = 1 (7) 

which may also be seen graphically as :t!he [-element labelled I 1 is a :separation node on the causal connection from 
the 2 I- elements with energy variables p1, p2 to the input sources [1 l]. However the dynamic invariant is still not 
seen as the dynamical degree of the system: deg, det(sF - A) is 3 assuming the independence of the non-zero 
coefficients. 

3. MIXED SYSTEMS ARISING FROM BONO GRAPH MODELS 

Therefore to 1take account .all .the .algebraic rel:ation:s expressed in a bond graph model, we propose consider on 
one side the con:stitutiv·e relations defmed iby real valued par.ameters and on ·the other side the constraint relations 
on the port variables 1of the Simple Junction Strnc·ture and eventually some .coupling elements like the Symple.ctic 
Gyrator. lbis has the major consequence .to distinguish amo~ the ·crefficien·ts between real-valued and numbers 
defined on a subfidd of R. This correspond to coosider scrcalled mixed ma1trices [6] and acrordingly mixed des
criptor systems. With such sys·tems different graphs may be associated 1to analyze graphically their structural 
dynamic properties sucb as solvability. controllabili·ty/observability [6] and structure at infinity [4]. 
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Definition 4: 
Let K be a subfield of a field F. A mired matrix D with respect to FIK is ma1rix which may be decomposed 
addirively as follows: D = Q + F (8) 
where Q is a matrix over the field Kand Tisa ma1rix over the field F such that its non- zero coefficients are 
algebraically independent over K. 

Definition 5: 
A descriptor systems defined by eq.(5) is called structur,ed mixed descriptor system if the matrices F. A. B. C 
ar.e mixed matrices. 
Then it may be shown tha,t two classes of (linear) bond graph models generate a mixed descriptor systems [16): 

1the first class corresponds to models of L. C. R electrical networks or 1-dimensipnal mechanical systems. and the 
·second class corresponds ,to (linearized) chemical reactions. 

ProposiJion 1: 
Consider a bond graph consisting of linear/, C, R elements connected by a Simple Juncrion Structure (respec
tively linear C. R elements connected by a Weighted Juncrion Structure with moduli being integer). Choosing 
as semi-state variables the energy-variables and the port-variables of all the elements: I. C, R. output vari
ables and source input-variables. the set of constitutive relations and a basis set of constraint relations at the 
port of the Simple Juncrion Structure (respectively Weighted Junction Structure), define the equations of 
motion as a mixed descriptor system defined with respect to R f { - 1, 0, - 1} (respectively Rf~ where Cl 
denotes the field of rational nwnbers). 
If the bond graph model contains ttansfcxmers or gyrators with real-valued moduli. the set of constitutive rela

tions of the elements and a basis set of coo.sttaint relations at the port of 1the Simple Junctioo Structure leads to a 
descriptor system which .may de.c.omposed additively according toeq.(8) with respect to Rf { - 1, 0, - 1 }. but is 
not a structured mixed system. Indeed, consider the example in figure 1 . , choosing as semi-state vector: 
x = (q, P1• Pi· Pc. ec, J,., /,i, fie, en, ein fir• fc. fn, fm eil• ei2• e;" e2n U1, u2) (9) 
the descriptor system is defmed by: 

(10) 

[

04 ><4 04 ><4 04 )() <J> oh 21 

(
- s 1, oh 16 ) z /4x4 04,.3 oh1 o,"i ( 01R"io ) 

F- A-O O I LO B-
- 016><4 01~><16 - 3 " 4 l><• Jx3 3xi - 02><Z /2~2 02><16 

o,"4 ~ 

where: Z defines the parameters of the e.oergy-storage elements: Z = diag ( - t, -f., -~, -t) (11). 

9> identifies the rate variables (i.e. time derivative of the energy-variables) with some power variables. L defines 
the constitutive parameters of the R elements and the coupling elements TF and GY and ~defines the independent 
set of constraint relations on the port variables of the Simple Junction Structure: 

0 1 - 1 0 

(

1000000] 0 1-10 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 (0 - r 0 0 0 0 0 ) 0 - 1 O O 

'J>= OOOOlOO .L= 0 0 0 000 - t , .~= 0 1 -11 
OOOOOlO O 0 -tOOO 0 -1 o 00 

1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

00010000 
00001000 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

- l 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 
10000001 
00000000 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

- l l 
1 0 
0 1 

(12). 

It is clear that the matrix l. has 2 identical coefficients corresponding to the two ad joint constitutive relations of 
the ·transformer. Hence the real coefficients ,of A are not independent (over any subfield of R) and the descriptor 
system is not defined on mixed matrices. 

Therefore it might seem that the .analysis proposed in [6] 1(4) fails for descriptor systems arizing for such bond 
graphs. However it may be pfoven 1that the two basic properties underly.ing the whole analysis proposed in [6] [4] 
still remain ,true [ 16). 

ProposiJWn 2: 
Consider a bond graph consisting of linear I, C.R. TF. GY elements connected by a Simple Juncrion Structure. 
Choosing as semi-state variables the energy-variables and the port-variables of the elements: I, C, R. TF. GY, 
output variables and source input-variables, the seJ of constitulive relations and a basis set of constraint rela
tions at the port of the Simple Junction Structure, define the equations of morion as a descriptor system (5) 
where the matrices F, A, B, C may be decomposed additively .according to (8) with coefficients in the field R or 
in the fie.Id { - 1, 0, - 1}. 
Any of these matrices or matrir composed of these matrices. denoted by M, denoting the additive decomposi
tion with respect to Rf{- 1, 0, - l}by:M = QM +TM verifiestherankidentiJy: 
rank M = max!r(QMl(RI/, CV1) + t(T M(J, J]) I 1 C R, J C CJ (13) 
where r is the rank function of matrices, t is .the term- rank of a matrix, R is the set of rows and C is the set of 
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columns of the matrix M and the dynamical degree identity: 
o(M) = rnax\o(QM(RV', CIJ]) + o(T M'[I, J]) I I c R, J c CJ 
where o denotes the dynamical degree of a matrix: o(M) = deg, det(M). 

4. CONCLUSION 

( 14) 

We have proposed here a descriptor formulation defined by the constitutive relations of the e lements and a 
basis set of constraint relation at the ports of the Simpfo Junction structure of a linear bond graph model. We have 
shown that although this system may be decomposed additively with respect ito the fields R / { - 1, 0, - 1}. but 
is not not a mixed descriptor system .as soon as it contains 1transformers or gyrators with real moduli. This is due to 
the two adjoint constitutive rdatioos of these elements. Finally we have stated that the two fundamental properties 
(the rank identity and the dynamical degree identity), aUowing a graphical analysis of the properties of such sys
ltems, are still verified for the proposed descriptor formulation. 

These results :allow first ~o apply the algorithms proposed in (6] [7] order 1to investigate the properties. such as 
solvability, controllability and structure at infini1ty., of dynamical systems arising from bond graph models and sec
ondly to derive and give an exact ba:sis to the causal algorithm applied direct'ly to the bond graph model [ 16]. 

Finally this formulation m.ay also be extended to hood graphs ·containing multi ports subject to causality restric
tion at their ports by defining the appropriate rank functi011S and the extension to nonlinear systems will also be 
treated ·in next future continuing [ 10] [ 11]. 
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Abstract. For a multibond graph representing the rotation of a rigid body we show that cransfonnation of both 
the 3-port inertia and the 3-port nonlinear gyrator ('Euler Junction Scructure') over the modulated cransformer 
representing the coordinate transfonnation from generalized coordinates, like Euler, Cardan or Bryant angles, to 
body-fixed coordinates (e.g. the principle axes of the body), results in a proper 6-port storage element for the 
kinetic ·energy, of which 3 ports have an 'I-nature' and the other 3 pons a 'C-nature' . 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Several ways to describe rigid-body mechanics in terms of (multi-)bond graphs have appeared in the 
literature 1(9, l, 2, i 2]. These descriptions generally represent a Newton-Euler approach . In this paper we show 
that the various formalisms to descr.ibe mechanisms and rigid-body systems in particular, such as the fonnalisms 
of (Newton-)Euler, (Euler-)Lagrange and Hamilton, can all be represented in multibond graph form [7] and that 
their relationships are relatively simple multibond graph operations. Especially the rotation of a rigid body will 
be elaborated. 

This again illustrates that bond graphs are not some alternative or even competitive (modeling) technique, as 
they are often depicted, but a graphical model description formalism, able of representing various techniques to 
describe physical models and the relationships between these techniques. As a consequence, this representation 
may increase not only insight in the scructure of the physical system and its behavior(s), but also, by virtue of its 
representation of computational causality, support an efficient choice of numerical computation algorithms. 

2. A BOND GRAPH •PREVIEW' 

Figure 1: Mult.ibond graph representation or Euler's equations 
for a rotating rigid body 

Figure 2: Virtual inertia and gyristor 

We start with a frequentily used multibond graph model of the spatial rotation of a rigid body that 
corresponds to the (Newton-)Euler formalism (figure 1) [2~ . It consists of a 3-port I-element characterized by the 
inertia tensor I of the body and the corresponding 3-port nonlinear gyrator ('Euler Junction Structure' or EJS) 
which represents the gyroscopic effects . This 3-port GY is also. but in a nonlinear way, characterized by the 
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inertia tensor. Both elemen,ts are connected to a I-junction array representing the rotational velocity w in body
fixed coordinates. In order to lbe able to repr,esent or compute ithe position of the rigid body, it is required that the 
rotational velocity w is transformed from the body-fixed coordinates to generalized coordinates rp, like the Euler 
angles, Cardan angles, Bryant angles, etc., in order to obtain an integrable form of the rotational velocity: 

w = T( rp) drp = T( rp )cp (I) 
dt 

The modulated multi port transfomer in figure I represents this coordinate transformation of the velocities. It 
is state-modulated due to T being dependent on rp. These angles 1can be obtained by integrating the rotational 
velocity <P expressed in generalized coordinates. 

Starting from this bond graph we show that transformation of the 3-port I-element over the 2x3-port MTF 
leads to a virtual inertia r and a 3-port gyristor MGR as described by Allen [I ], both modulated by rp (figure 2). 
The nonlinear 3-port GY (or EJS) in figure 1 has been described as a modulated multiport gyrator (3-port MGY) 
due to the presence of 2-port modulated gyrators in ,one of its decompositions (figure 3) [2]. The EJS was even 
introduced in this immediate canonical decomposition (6) - hence the terminology j unction structure - [9] , 
1because the co ncept of the multiport gyrator had not yet been introduced in the literature at the time of 
in1troduction of the EJ'S [ 4~. 

T(g!)IT('P) : JI <=:= ® 

~~l} 
t 1 ~ _=::;JIM:GY . u -TX(ITtP)T 

Figure 3: Decomposition of tht Eule.r Junct.ion Structure Figure 4: Tr.ansformation of tht EJS 

Transformation of this nonlinear 3-port GY over the state-modulated MTF representing the coordinate 
transformation 1leads to a state-modulated 3-port MG Y (figure 4) f2] . The crucial step presented in this paper is 
that the combined port behavior of the MOY and the MGR is equiva·lent with the port-behavior of a flow
modulated 3-port C-element. This means ~hat the resulting elements are a 3-port I, modulated by the state 
variable of th is 3-port C. which, in turn, is modulated by the output of the 3-port I-element (Figure 5). The best 
way to eliminate these modulations that violate the nature of a sto rage element, is to consider both elements 
together as a 6-port storage element with a mixed nature (Figure 6). Use of a symplectic gyrator array as 
proposed in the G eneralized Bond Graph notation to represent the coupling between the kinetic and the potential 
domains explicitly, results in o ne 6-port C-element, of which the constitutive equations o bey the Maxwell 
reciprocity conditions (Fig ure 7), because the energy s~ored in this ekment corresponds lo a proper energy 
function, the Hamiltonian [5, 11 ]. 

Figure S: Two mutually 
modulated storage ,elements 

Figure 6 : Nonlinear 6-port storage element Figure 7: Generaliud Bond Graph with 
SGY array 

In the next section we show this process in terms of the equations, both to support the conclusions, but also 
to illustrate that in the above ,discussion we made one silent assumption that is not always satisfied: the regularity 
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of the transformation matrix T(tp). This transformation becomes singular in one particular point. which 
correspond to a physically interpretable si'tUation 1called gimbal-lock. i.e. two of the three coordinate-axes line up. 

3. THE UNDERLYING EQUA HONS 

Using the basic re'lation (e.g. (8, I OJ): 

( da) =(~) +wxa=(~) +X(a)w=(da) -X(w)a 
dt s dt b dt b dt b 

(2) 

where a is an arbitrary vector, w the rotationa'l ve'locity of the body-fixed frame and the subscripts s and b 
stand for spatial and body-fixed coordinates respective'ly, the time derivative of T(ip) can be found: 

( dT) =(dT) -X(T)w= aT dtp -X(T)w= aT <P+X(w}T= aT tii+X(Tq,)T 
dt b dt s ar:p dt arp arp 

or 

( dT) -X(T<P)T = aT tP 
dt b arp 

hence 

(
dT

1

) -TtXt(T<P)=(dTt) +TtX(T(p)=q,t aT
1 

dt b dr b a"' 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

If (2) is applied t,o Iw , where I is the inertia tensor, we obtain Euler's equation for the rotation of a rigid 
body: 

( dlw) =(dlw) +wxlw=(dfo.1) +X(Iw)w=(diw) -X(w)lw 
dt s dt b dt b dt b 

(6) 

Figure I shows 1the bond graph interpretation of (6). The effort felation 
characterized by T(q>) is (compare {6)): 

of the multiport transformer 

•=T1(dlw) =T1 (dlw) -T'X(w)Iw=T1(dIT<P) -T1X(Tq,)1Tq, 
dt s dt lb dt b 

(7) 

or 

'= T'(dlw) = (dT1ITY:,) -(dTt) IT<P-T'X(Tq, )IT<P = (dT'tITq,) - [(dT1) + T1X(Tq,)]1Tq, (8) 
dt s dt b dt b dt b dt b 

The bond graph 1interpretation of (8) is that of figures 2 .and 4. The 3-port I is transformed over the 3x3-port 

MTF, resulting in a virtual r characterzed by T'IT and a gyristor MGR characterized by - dT' IT (figure 2) 
dt 

[ l ,3]. Transformation of the nonli1near 3-port GY over d;iis MTF results in a state-modulated 3-port MGY 
characterized by -T1X (Tq, )IT(figure 4 ). 

Combining (5) and (8) we obtain 

T'(dlw) =(dT
1

1Trii) -(p1 aT
1 

IT(p 
dr s dr b aip 

(9) 

This means in bond graph terms that the effect of the 1latter MGY and the MGR are combined into one term. 
We reco.gnize this term as the result of the (Euler-)Lagrange 1equation with the kinetic · co-energy 
E• (ip,q,) =-}(p1T11T(p : 

~(aE"(tp,q,))- iJE.(tp,ip) = ~[a(t<p'T 1IT<P)]1 -a{.;.(piT 1 IT~) = 
dr aip iJtp dr a~ , arp 

(10) 

d( l ·) 1 • 1 aTl . 1 • 1 1 aT. d(Ttrr · ) . 1 aT
1
IT. T1 ( dlw) =-TIT<P --<P - _-ITrp--<pTl-<P=- <P-rp-.- 1 rp=•= -

dr 2 arp 2 arp dt arp dr s 

This shows that the bond graphs of the figures 5 and 6 are correct: the combination of the MGY and MGR 
have the nature of a 3-port C and it is more proper to combine this 3-port C with the 3-ports of the modulated 
virtual inenia into a 6-port IC-element. 
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So far we d,td not consider causality in the bond graphs. lnspect,ion of the form of the equations and the fact 

that the Lagrangian £• ( cp, cp) = 1- cpcT1ITcp characterizes this 6-port storage element, shows that we have been 

using differential causality of the 3-port I-element. To elaborate on the latter argument: The Lagrangian does not 
represent the energy stored in the 6-port storage element, but a Legendre transformation of this energy with 

respect to the momentum '7 = Ttffcp. The proper energy 1s the Hamiltonian 

E(c,o.11)=t11tT1(c,o)r1rc(c,o)r,1= H(cp,1]). This Legendre transformation replaces '7 by cp as independent 

variable corresponding w'ith a change of causality of the I-ports from integral (preferred) to differential causality 
(figure 8). However, as well the causality of the MllF in the bond graph (figure 8a) as the form of the 
Hamiltonian (figure 8b) indicate that the transformation matrix T has to be inverted. In case of the rotation of a 
rigid body any choioe of generalized coordinates (Euler, Cardan, Bryant or other angles) will display the effect of 
lining up of two of the axis in a certain situation as a singularity of the mauix T. In bond graph terms this 
singularity resuicts the choice of integral causality: reach,ing the singular point (or approximating it in the case of 
numerical simulation), requires a change of causality. The alternative is to use differential causality all the time. 
but this has serious disadvantages in case numerical solution (integration) techniques are applied (figures 8c and 
8d). 

Figure Sa: 'Newtonian' Multibo.nd 
Graph in integral causality 

F,igure Sd: 'La,grangian' Generalized 
Bond Graph in diITerenthll causaUty 

Figure Sb: ''Hamiltonian' Mul,~ioond 

Graph 1in integral causality 

Figu'l'e 9: 'Ham:iltonian' Genera'lized 
Bond Graph in preferred causality 

Figure Sc: 'Lagrangian' Multibond 
Graph in diITerential causality 

~l~~ 
·~~·~~. ~ 

r- . 
r v.SGY lli C:H(l{l,1'/) 

====:;11 

" 
Figure 10: Brouwer's extension in 
Multibond Graph form 

Finally, lhe Generalized Bond Graph notation of figuDe 8b as shown in figure 9 represents 'Hamilton's 
equations explicitly in the form of an array of symplectic gyrators (SOY array) in combination with the 1-
junction array: 

. aH(c,o,r,i) 
<p=+---

ar,i 

aH( cp, '7) 
---- +r 

otp 

(11) 

Both (11) and figure 9 display the asymmetry of ,the regular Hamiltonian representation. Figure 10 shows 
how Brouwer's extension resolves this asymmetry: 

. aH(cp.r,i) 
'P = + (1 

dT\ 

i1H( cp, T}) 
'7 = +r 

ac.p 

(12) 

whefe a can be interpreted as an external velocity sourne analogue, or rather dualogue, to the external torque 

(generalized force) r. 
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It deserves attention that the figures 8b through I 0 represent any system characterized by a Lagrangian or a 
Hamiltonian. In many cases ,the matrix T can be replaced by the Jacobian J of the relation L between the 
coordinates x and the generalized coordinates q:>: 

x = L(q:>) 

. aL( q:>) . ( ) . x=--q:>=J q:> 'q:> 
iJq:> 

( 13 ) 

Equation ( 13) shows t.hat also in this more general case the matnx J can be singular, especially if the 
dimension of x is larger than the dimension of q:>, which is often the case. In that case the kinetic ports must have 
di ffcrcntial causality. This explains the .use of the Lagrangian in these situations. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this short paper we showed that (multi-)bond graphs can be used successfully to display several 
representations of the dynamics of rigid body rotation: Newton-Euler, (Euler-}Lagrange. Hamilton and even 
Brouwer's extension of Hamilton's equations, which is almost suggested by the asymmetry of the Generalized 
Bond Graph representation. The bond graphs show that the equations can have integral causality except for the 
situation of gimbal-lock, where the inner gimbal is not influenced by torque on the outer gimbal. The only way to 
drive the system out of this situation is to apply a velocity source, i.e. to change the causality of the external port, 
which changes the causality of the I-ports and of the MTF representing the coordinate transfonnation from spatial 
to body-fixed coordinates. 
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TAXONOMY AND MODELLING OF VARIABLE IMPEDANCE ACTUATORS 

ERNEST D. FASSE 

Mff Department of Mechanical Engineering, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA 

Abstract. A variable impedance actuator is a device which behaves like a modulated impedance. There is no 
theory of such devices. Elements useful in such a theory are presented. A number of concepts are introduced to 
distinguish different kinds of actuators, most importantly: intrinsically variable impedance, near-passivity, and 
postural stability. By means of example it is shown that the bond graph fonnalism is adequate to model both 
internal function and mechatronic function of variable impedance acrua1tors. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A variable impedance actuator is a device which behaves like a moduilat·ed impedance; for example animal 

muscle, which behaves like a modulated spring. There ,js no ex 1isting theory of such devices, that is: (I) There is 
no vocabulary that adequately distinguishes their 1essential properties and construction from other actuators. (2) 
There ,ar,e no intuitive models that descrihe their internal functiona1l, which is useful for detailed design 'and 
analysis. (3) There ar,e no essential, function.al models ap,propriate for incorporation in models of mechatronic 
syst,ems such as robots .• powered orthoses, and virtua1I envirnnment simulators. A theory of variable impedance 
actuators wou:!d (I) discourage existing misconceptions about the functionality of existing actuators, namely 
animal muscle, and (2) encourag1e the deve,lopment of new devkes. 

Elements useful in such a theory ar'e presented 1in the sequel. Section 2 defines a number of concepts, most 
importantly: intrinsically variable impedance, near-passivity, and postural stability. Section 3 shows by means 
of example that the bond graph formalism 1is adequate to model both internal function and mechatronic function 
•of variable impedance actuators. 

2. VARIABLE IMPEDANCE, PASSIVITY, .AN'O POSTIURAIL STAB\LITY 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the mu\t,ibond graph fonnalism [I]. The following set of defini

tions gmerate a basic taxonomy of actuators. 

Variable impedance. An actuator is an element with one or more energetic ports, and one or more non-ener
getic s1ignal inputs (Figure l ). An actuator is thus a modulated junction element. What distinguishes actuators 
from arbitrary, modulated junctions is that the moduilating signalls m1.1st be steering (control, command) inputs 
from somre ,intelligent device. The signals must be associated with physical communication channels, and cannot 
be merely abstract flow s of infonnation. This broad definition encompasses such mechatronic components as 
variable transmissions, servoamplifiers, servomotor systems, hydraulic servovalves, and shock absorbers with 
var.iable si~ed orifices. 

- --·---- -
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Figure 1. (A) An actual.or is a mechatronic component corresponding to a modulated impedance. (B and C) 
Examples of simple acllllators are (B) a var,iahle transmission and (C) a modulated effort source, such as a torque 

servorno1'or. (D) Example ,of a Thevenin·degenerate variab1le impedance actuator. 

Some actuators have simple functional descriptions. It is usefol to distinguish these actuators from others 
with more complex dynamic behavior. Simple actu,ator.s a:11e modulated junction structures (weighted junction 
structu11es, [ l ]), i.e., variable transmissions; and modulated flow and effort sources. The distinction is assumed to 
be based on the ideal functiona1! behavior of the device, not the actual behavior. Thus a variable transmision 
with significant internal! dynamics is .stilil a simple actuator; the 1intemal dynamics are considered to be parasitic. 
Simi1larly, a DC torque motor and servoamplifier is a simple actuator; the fact that the output torque is not 
independent of speed is an undesired, parasitic effect, and not •essential. 
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Actuators that are not simple will be said to be variable impedance actuators. They have a functional , non
parasitic, non-trivial impedance. Animal muscle is an example of such an actuator. Most mechanical a~uators 
are designed to be simple. 

Let us temporarily restrict our attention 'to linear systems. The impedance of an energetic port is a linear 
dynamic relation between conjugate power variables of the port. A network with a given impedance can a+vays 
be replaced by Norton or Tihevenin equivalent networks of identical impedance: that is, by a flow source in 
paraJileil with an impedance, or an effort source in series with an impedance. 

Two degenerate cases of a variable impedance actuator are (I) a modulated effort source in series with an 
unmodulated impedance (Figure 1), and (2) a modulated flow source in parallel with an unmodulated impednce. 
Such actuat•ors will be referred to as Thevenin-degenerate and Norton-degenerate actuators. These tenns are 
introduced primarily to facilitate the following definition of inherently variable impedance. 

A variab'1e impedance actuator will be said to be an inherently variable impedance actuator if it satisfies two 
criter,ia: (1) It is neither Thevenin- nor Norton-degenerate. (2) Neither its Norton nor Thevenin equivcient 
decompositions ar·e easily identifiable with a physical decomposition. The first criterion is conceptual. The 
second is constructural; it requires that the energy source .an.d the impedance be physically indistinguishable. An 
inherently variable impedance actuator is at some level of description monolithic. 

Passivity. The .impedance of an ,interac-tion port is passive ,jf it is possible to define an available energy fumlion 
(4]. Loosely, passive systems can store or dissipate energy, but cannot produce it. Passive systems are 
necessarily stable, and have robust interactiv·e stability properties. A system that consists of two coupled pasive 
subsystems is itself stable and passive. For 1this r·eason, passiv,ity is a desirable property of the actuators of 
interactive machines such as robots, powered orthoses and v 'irtual object simulators. 

Another desirable property of actuators is ,that they be .able to supply energy indefmitely, i.e., that they be 
active•! It is useful then to define near-passivity, a less stringent notion of passivity. The set of conjugate power 
variables at an int,eraction port, e and/, are related by a modulat·ed, possibly nonlinear, dynamic impedmce 
operator Z(u), where u is the steering input(s). Power flow, (e,.f), is assumed positive into the port. 

An actuator is passive if there exists an available energy function. The available energy function is a 
function of internal state, x. The following, acausal definition is a modification of Definition 3 of [ 4 ]. 

I 

S
0
(x) = sup -J(e,f)dt (\) 

u(I) 
e.f consistent with Z(u(I)) 0 

In words, ithe available :energy of an .actuator with intema.I state,x, seen through the interaction port, is the 
supr,emum ofthe energy taken from the system over al.I steering inputs,u(t), and effort and flows, e(t) andf(t). 
consistent with the impedance of the port, Z(u(t)), starting from initial conditionx. An actuator is active if it is 
not passive (i.e., if the supr·emum does not exist). 

An actua~or cannot both supply 1infinite power and be passive. An actuator isnearly passive if it is active, 
but passive for arbitrary, constant steering inputs, u(t) :: c. An actuator go both supply infinite power and be 
nearly passive. An actuator is strictly active if it is neither pass.ive nor nearly passive. 

Postural stability. The final distinction is useful in classifying actuators of mechanical linkages (e.g., rcbotic 
manipulators). Such an actuator will have at least one mechanical port. A configuration (displacement, posture) 
can be associated with the integrated flow variab'le oftihis port. An actuator ispostura/ly stable if for each 
constant, steering input Ll there is a stable configuration, x. 

The resultant taxonomy is use.fut ,in classifying variable ·impedance actuators. For example, it is now possible 
to artkulate the essential characteristics of muscle. Muscle can be thought of as a posturally stable, nearly 
passive, intrins·ically variable impedance actuator. Conventional DC torque servomotors can be thought of as 
posturally instab 1le, strkt\y active actuators. 

3. A FUNCTIONAL MODIEL .Q.F AVARIA'BLE IMPEDANCE, 'ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTUATOR 
This section shows that ~he bond graph fonnalism is fi.exible enough to model the function of a particular, 

reasonably ·complicated (posturally stable, nearly passive, intrin.sicaUy-) var1iable mechanical impedance, elec
tromechankal ac~uator .. Details of this acruator have not yet been published, although a relatively complete 
description of the design is given in Appendix A of [2]. This aclJUator berhavies like a modulated, mechanical 
spring and damper. A mode:! is presented whic1h conceprua\ly sep~ates the compliant and resistive subsystems of 
the <Wtuator. This detailed functional decomposition, which is unneccess~ to describe the behavior of the 
device, gives mor'e 1insight into the ilfl~emal func·tion. This detaded model is thus useful for design. This model is 
,then simplified, resulting in a model adequa~e to describe ·the mechatronic function of the device. 
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The first model of the VZ actuator is the schematic diagram shown in Pane1l A of Figure 2, which shows the 
essential geometry of the actuator. It represents a cylindrically symmetric, electromechanical mEhine. The 
machine has a moving rotor inside a stationary stator, with an air gap between the two. Both the rotor and stator 
are wound with independent windings of sinusoidally varying conductor density, as is common on electric 
machines. The rotor has three such windings, the stator two. Each winding is represented by a pair of conductors 
at the points where the conductor density is highest. This representation is similar to that used in (3] and other 
texts on electric machines. Three windings are driven by current sources. The other two are short-circuited, 
either directly or via external resistances as shown. This actuator is connected to some mechanical system via a 
shaft. The schematic diagram is appeaHng because, although quite abstract, it has an obvious spatial 
interpretation. It does not represent the function of the device. · 

I A 1 

~------fL i 
~ electrical I 
n i I 
! ~~:-~ 11 

mechanical 

Figure 2. (A) Schematic d'iagram of VZ actuator. (B) Simple bond graph of VZ actuator. 

Panel B shows what could be called the simplest bond graph corresponding to the device. The electro
magnetic energy storage is modelled as a six-port IC field, which looks like an inertance to each of the five 
electrical ports and a capacitance to the mechanical port. Two ports are connected to a 20 array of resistances 
via a 2D array of one junctions. The remaining electrical ports are connected to a 30 array of flow sources. The 
mechanical port is not connected. The coenergy of the IC field is: 

l,, 0 l,,. l,, cos( a.+ P) L" sin( a.+ p) 

0 l., LIK - L .. , sin(o. + p) l,, cos( a.+ p) (2) 
£• Yi •ll • - ~•I Loe lbc l ., l e.• cos(p) l e.• cos(p) i . 2 I l - 2 1 

L,, cos(a + P) -l,, sin( a+ p) l,. cos(P) l,, 0 

L,, sin{ a+ P) l ,, cos( a+ p) l ,_, sin(p) 0 l ,. 

The mu tu a 1 inductance between pairs of windings varies cosinusoidally withJ3, the angle between the rotor 
and the stator. The angle between windings A and C isa. = n/4. The inductance parameters Ljk are constant, and 

curr,em i' = {i. ib ;< id i,}. Although elegant, ~his model also does not give insight into the function of the 

device, due to the comp'lex IC field. Function could be explained by a detailed analysis of the dynamic equations. 
as in [2], but it is possible to describe the function by elaborating the bond graph. It is useful to break the IC field 
up into an equivalent network of four I fields and two IC fields, as in Panel A of Figure 3. 

The windings can be grouped into three functional groups, {A,B}, {C}, and {D,E}. This functional divsion 
is reflected by the three arrays of one junctions. 1 fields IAB• le, and IoE are the inductances associated with each 
winding group, and are nondegenerate (full-rank). I field ~B.C• and IC fields ICAB,DE and lCc,DE are mutual 
inductances between functional groups. These fields are degenerate, with self inductances (diagonal elements) of 
zero, and must have diffenential causaliry on the inertia.I ports. 

Fields le and loE also have differential causality because they ar,e in series with flow sources. Because the 
flows on the inertial ports of field are fixed by the sources, the field looks like a modulated capacitance from the 
mechanical port. This is accounted for in the simplified functional graph of Panel B. 
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Figure 3. (A) Internal func.tional graph. (B) Simplified graph. (C) Mechatronic functional graph . 

F1ield IAB c (coupling between different functional groups on the rotor) is functionally undesirable, athough 
it cannot be eiiininated from this particular design. Its effects are negligible ific changes quasi-statically. For 
this reason it is not present in the simplified graph. What is left is a division of the graph into two functional 
parts. The first functional part behaves like a modulated capacitance, as measured. The second part behaves like 
a modulated damper. This cannot obviously ibe shown with .additional bond graph manipulations, but the two 
th,ings have been gained: (I) The subgraph is much easier to analyse than the original graph. (2) The sub graph 
is equivalent to that of a two-phase induction motor [3] being excited by servoamplifiers, instead of sinusoidally
varying voltage sources. Quasi-static analysis of this graph (2,3] shows 'that the subgraph b4iaves like a 
modulated resistance. Equation 3 gives the resultant impedance seen by the mechanical port. 

· ~L · (n (io)) L~ (·2 -z) n t = 1c ..y10 +1£ cs sm f.'-arctan-:-- +- 10 +1£ 1 
't R I+( LMfRQ) 

(3) 

The actuator behaves like a modulated spring and damper, the stiffness, resistance and equilibrium postion 
of which are modulat1ed by currentsic, i0 , and iE. The mechatronic functionality of the actuator is described by 
the graph shown in Panel C of Figure 3. 

4. RESULTS 
The preceding discussion gave only a superficial description of the actuator; its primary purpose was to 

illustrate the use of bond graphs to model both internal and mechatronic functionality of actuators. Although it 
was obvious that dynamic behavior could be modelled by a bond graph (Panel B of Figure 2), it was not obvous 
that function ,could be modelled by a bond graph (Pane'I A ofFigur,e 3). The bond graph formalism, t<gether with 
1the actuator taxonomy presented, .are useful elements of a theory of variable impedance actuators. 
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Abstrad 

This paper em;phasises that the gyroscopic effects represented by the Eulerian Junction 
Structure in the rotational domain of a rigid body, are due to centrifugal phenomena, resulting 
from the non-inertia.lily of the coordinate frame in which the angular velocity is expressed. It 
is in fact common in literature to say that the EJS incorporates Coriolis effects. I t will be 
shown that these a,r,e not present at all in the rotational domain , but are indeed present in t he 
translational one. 

1 Introduction 

In the context of modeling of spatia1l mechanisms by means of bond graphs, the power continuous 
gyrator called Eulerian Junct,ion Structure plays an important role (6). T his element is a very 
expressive representation of the gyroscopic effects that can appear in a rotating rigid body. Un
fortunately, it is often stated that this element is representing also Coriolis forces in the rotational 
domain but, as it will be shown, this idea is not correct. In fact, the gyroscopic effects that the 
EJS represents in the rotatiorlal domain are only due to centrifugal phenomena. 

2 Basics 

2.1 Centrifugal and Coriolis apparent forces 

The second law of dynamics states that any acceleration of a point mass observed from an inertial 
frame, is justifiable by means of a force applied to it. If we consider two reference frames e and 
c in which e is inertial and c is rotating respect to e with an angular velocity w, the acceleration 
that an observer in c would see of a particle will be correlated to the one that an inertial obser ver 
will see by the kinematic relation: 

A = a - w x r - w x ( w x r) - 2w x V (1) 

where A is the acceleration of the particle that the non-inertial observer will see, a is the acceleration 
that the inertial obse rver will see, w is the angular velocity of c with respect toe, r is the position 
of the particle with respect to c and V is the velocity that the non-inertial observer will see . If the 
particle under consideration has a mass m the forces which wiB be attributed to these accelerations 
will be for the inertial observer e just ma which will be a real force. For the non-inertial observer 
instead , there will be three supplemerltary forces, two of which will respec tively be m(w x (w x r)) 
and m(2w x v). Both of them are apparent forces a nd they are called respec tively centrifugal and 
Coriolis forces . 
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(al 

2.2 Rigid body rotations. 

IMTF :A" 

rr--. 
i u l . s. 
m.~ 

Figure 1: A Rigid body 

(b) 

Let us consider the third law of Newton in implicit tensor notation [4]: 

d . 
M · = - {J··w') } dt JI (2) 

where wi is the angular velocity of the body respect to an inertial reference, I;; is the inertia 
tensor and M; is an applied torque . If we express (2) in a base which is static respect to the inertial 
reference, the derivative with respec t to time of the base elemen t is zero and therefore due to the 
linearity of the operator d/ dt . the numerical ·rep·resentation gets the same form: 

(3) 

The latter form 1 is similar to the tensor form of (2) and corresponds to an I-element in bond graph 
terminology. The form of the same equation in a base c that is not static is different and can be 
calculated in the following way. 

Let us indicate with A the jacobian matrix from coordinates c to coordinates e and suppose for 
simplicity that we are working with orthonormal bases . In this case A is orthonormal and therefore 
A - 1 = AT . If c is moving with respect to e the matrix A will be clearly time-dependent. Using 
the change of coordinates for the tensor under consideration, and the hypothesis of orthonormality 
of A we obtain: 

• ' I= A-TcIA-l = A<IA - I 

• 'M=A-T'M=AcM 

Substituting the last identities in (3) , we obtain 

A' M = ~(A'lcw) 
dt 

Now A is time dependent and therefore we obtain : 

1 The superfix e indicates that it is •the nwnerical rappresentation of the tensor in the base c . 
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. d 
A CM= A ere;..>+ A-(crcw) 

dt 
. t 

The matrix A being orthonormal yields that A= n~A, where en~ is a skew-symmetric matrix 2 , 

corresponding to the angular velocity 'w~ of the frame c respect to e in' coordinate of e . 
The general form of the numerical expression of (2) can be ob tained using the identity 

MTnMp =(MT w) x p and is therefore of the form: 

(4 ) 

where 0w~ is the vector corresponding to the anti symmetric matrix en~ which is used to have the 
vector product. 

If c is rigidly connected to the rigid body, <w~=0w, and the usual form of the Euler equation in 
body coordinates is obtained. 

Let us now pre multip1ly ( 4) for <wT. lL can be seen that if <w =c w~ the first term of the righ t 
side of ( 4) vanishes but in general if they are different, this is not the case. This means t hat in 
the representation of (4) in rigid body coordinates. there is no flow of power to t he EJS . in ot her 
wo•rds it is power continuous, in correspondence with the nature of a gy ris tor. 

3 The Bond Graph of a Rigid Body. 

In the context of modeling of 3D mechanism, one of the most used representa tions of a rig id body is 
the one r eported in Fig.la, [6]. T he gyrator in the top of the fig ure represents the gyrosco pi c effects 
in the rotational domain corresponding to the first term on the right side of (4 ) as also s ho wn in 
[2, 3]. By bringing the transilation inertia through the lower MTF , another gyra tor appears ( Fig . lb). 
These two gyrators, ar·e called Eulerian Junction St ructures and are representations of no n-inert ia l 
effects in the rotat ional and translational domain 1[2, 3]. 

S·ince the m 1i tensor representing the mass is a scalar matrix of the form 61j m and it is isotro pic3 

[4), its numerical representation is the same also after the transformation through t he MT F. 

3.1 The EJS in translation domain. 

T he EJS that appears by transformin g the inertia through t he lower MTF, is a represe nta tion of 
non-inert·ial effects . If the body is also translating with respect to the inertia l reference used, the 
EJ S will indeed represent all the non-inertial for ces introduced in ( 1 ) . 

3.'2 The EJS in rotational domain and the centrifugal effects. 

A rig id body is nothing else that a n infinite se t of infini tesimal masses rigid ly connected in which 
the mu tual d ·is tance does not change with time. Therefor e, a rig,id body could be in p r inciple 
studied by studying each of the single po int masses which constitute it and then integrating over 
the whole vo lume. To facilita te th is process, the concept of the inertia-tensor has been in t roduced. 
Nevertheless, concepts J,ike Coriolis and centrifugal accelerat•ion are defined for points of m asses 
and to see ho w they are co rrela ted to rigid bodies is important. To do so, we can analyze the 
rotational dynamics starting by considering the defin it ion of ang ular momentum fo r a po int p of 
mass m. 

The ang ular momentum for a point p of mass m at a position r with velocity v is defi ned as 
follows: 

'This can be also seen in a coordinate independent system by consid er ing A an element of the Lie group 50(3) 
and \l as ,an e lement belonging t o the Lie algebra tangen t a t the identity to t he Lie group that is the right translat ion 

of A . See [l ] or ['5] for d eta.ils. 
3 It can be sho wn th at it is the only isotropic second order tensor. 
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kk = (r x )tmjiV' 

which can be expressed in an inerLial coordinate frame e as: 

0 k = m ' r x •v 

By indicating with A the matrix of the change of base from c Lo e and d iffe ren tiating we obtain: 

• • c 
'k = m(A r) x t v + m(A 'r) x ' a 

Expressing A =. n~ A , using the identity ( 1) expressed in inertial coordinates e and the fac t t hat 
the velocity of the point of mass in the system c is zero, after some tedious calculations we ob tain : 

ck= m('r x (cw x er))+ m(<r x (<w x (cw x ' r) )} ( 5) 

The term corresponding to the Coriolis term has clearly disappeared because the poin t of m ass 
under consideration is not moving in its own frame, but the centrifugal term is stilt presen t. 

By considering now a rigid body and by using (5) with instead of m , dm , and with instead of 
k, dk we obtain: 

'k = j p('r x (°w x cr))dv+ j per x ('w x (cw xc r ))dv (6) 

v v 

Since we have that r x (w x (w x r)) = w x (r x (w x r)) and by the defini t ion of the inertia tensor , 
it is possible to see that the first term on the right side corresponds to <J<w and the second one to 
'w x (<J<w) which proves that the EJS represented by the last term is a consequence of centrifugal 
effects and not Coriolis ones. 

4 Conclusions 

By m eans of some simple calculations, it has been shown that the expressio n rep resenting Eule r 
equations in body-fixed coordinates gives rise to two terms represented in bond graphs by means 
of the so called Eulerian Junction Structure and a n I-element. It h as been shown that differen t ly 
from wha:t is normally stated in literature , the Eulerian Junction Structure of the rotatio na l domain 
.represents just centrifugal e ffects since Coriolis ones a·re not present. 
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Aibstrac.t. Many attempts to construct energetically correct network models of the dynamics of compressible 
fluid systems have been reported, many of them ·in bond graph - usually pseudo-bond graph - terms 
[ 10, 11, 14, 13, 12]. In this paper we show •that the us·e of the specific enthalpy and the (molar) mass flow as power
conjugate variables for energetically correct models of mass flow processes does not lead to a proper result. The 
simplest way to demonstrate this is by the example of a simple throttling process between two gas-filled tanks 
with differ•ent pressures and temperatures. The result is that the convected entropy flow has to be modeled 
explicitly and that the irreversible effect of the throttling has ~o be described by as well a constitutive relation 
between the pressure drop and the volume flow as the entropy production in this process. 

1. INTRODUCT.lON 

Suppose we want to model •the transient behavior of pressure and temperature in two gas-filled tanks coupled 
by tubes via a valve (figure 1), when this valve is opened. The process is assumed to be adiabatic, i.e. no energy 
is exchanged with the environment. This assumption holds due to either proper thermal isolation or a sufficiently 

fast process. The choice of the flow variable for •the gas flow usually causes no difficulty: the mass flow dm = m 
dt 

dN . 
or the molar flow - = N aJ"e used which are related by 

dt • 

" m=N~cM ,,C., r r (1) 

with c1 = ~ the molar fraction or concentration. N = i N1 1the total number of moles, N, the molar number per 
N i= •I 

species i, n the number of species and M; the molar mass of species i. We suppose in the sequel that 11=i= I , 
wh.ich means that m=MN. This means that the molar flow and the mass flow differ only up to a proportionality 
constant M, such that the more commonly used mass flow can be chosen to describe this process without any 
conceptual difficulty. The total power due to the material flow is equal to •the enthalpy flow . The classical way to 
.initerpret this is ~o say that .the change of energy dE in a tank ccrnsists not only of the change of internal energy 
d U but also of the work d W done by the fluid, i.e. 

dE = dU + d W = dU + pdV = dH (2) 

where p is the pressure, dV the 'cubic displacement' of the flu.id (note that the total volume of the tanks, the 
valves and the fluid lines is constant!) and dH the change of enthalpy. Another way to look at this is to observe 
that the volume V has been used as a boundary ·criter0ion. This means that the volume is not a property that is 
convected by a flow of matter like the other stor·ed properties. This ·in tum means that the change of energy due to 

exchange Of matter has tO be reduced W•ith a term au d V: av 
au 

dE = dU--dV = dU-(-p}dV = dU + pdV = dH (3) av 
The latter interpretation results in a more systematic (bond graph) representation [2,3,8]. but this seems to have 
stayed unobserved in the last decade [9,7j. 
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p,,T, p,.T, 

F.jgure J: Two '.gas-filled tanks coupled by a valve Figure 2: Bond ,gnp'.h with improper powerconjugate variables 

2. PROPER POWERCONJUGATE VARIABLES 

The first interpretation suggests that the (mass-)spec,ific enthalpy h = !!. rs the proper conjugate power 
m 

variable (,effort) to describe ithis process: 

dE = dH = hdm (4a) 

or 
dE dH dm . 

P=-=-=h-=hm 
dr dr dr 

(Sb) 

This suggests that we need to describe the throttling process in the valve by a specific enthalpy difference tl.h and 
a mass flow m (figure 2). However, lJ;h is typically z,ero during throttling, such that there is no 'driving force' for 
the mass flow m. A first indication of how this paradox. c:an be reso:lved is that the power (!:;.h. )m is not equal to 

the entropy production rate times the temperature, i.e. the produced .the:rm:al energy ('heat') in such a resistive 
process. This suggest that, in order to modet the j.r;r;eversi'ble process of ~hrottling in a proper way, the whole 
entropy bookkeeping has to be made expJ,icit. For reasons of simplicity we will assume that no other extensive 
properties :than the entropy S, the amoum of matter m and the (in this .case constant) volume V characterize the 
.state of ithe gas. In other words ~he ·internal energy U is a function of these three extensities: U=U(S, V,m). In bond 
graph terms this means that .the tanks are both described by a 3-port C element of which the constitutive 
equations have the form (due to ,the prefemid integral causali1ty): 

p= p(V,S,m) 

T=T(V,S,m) 

µ = µ(V,S,m) (= µ(p, T)) 

l
o -s.'-1_ •T~- ~- )/. '! /. 

0 ..¥,,.RS . !. . 
T S, ~Ti/-'=- T, S, 

o·S,~ lls, )MTF l ls, C~:O 
V,=O ~ l ~ ~=O 

µf~', s~T f. µ11", ~ 
0 . _".'_7. J 1 µ, > 0 J 

-m,-m,~J. \ r in,=/. 
v¥y. 

~----~MTF~c------~ 
Vi V1 6pv. 
RS>----T~----~ 

!" ... 

F•i,gure 3: Bond :graph with proper ndab'les a ,nd ex.plidt 
entropy boo.kk,eep:tng 

(5) 

+ l: +.·!.-I: +::. 
C---l_ls~, _.,.MTF-<'-1_/s~,--C 

:rm .. "' .or~~ 
-1r1, =m,~f. I f. 

"¥1/. 
~----_,.MTF.,_-----' 

v, I "' 
¥1/, 

T 
f. 

Figure 4: S·implified bond gniph without conduction 
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Both for a monatomic ideal gas and for a monatomic van-der-Waals gas the constitutive equations of the gas 
('state equations') can be analytically derived [6]. ln other cases these relations may have to be found 
experimentally. Note that these three equations are not independent: The number of independent intensive states 
(p, T) is one less than the number of ,independent extensive .states (V, S and m) due to the fact that the internal 
energy is a first-order homogeneous function of V, Sand m [3]. 

Since the volume V serves as boundary criterion and cannot be convected, the only property to be convected 
by m is the entropy S. llhis means that the bond graph in figure 3 represents the throttling process much better 
than the one in figure 2: the entropy flow between the tanks is modeled explicitly . Apart from the convected 
entropy a'lso the entropy exchanged by conduction is shown, including the entropy generated in this process. The 
effort relation of the I-junction which represents the mass flow m is 

6µ = -s6. T + v6.p (6) 

where tlµ is the difference in (total) material potential between the tanks with au = µ , 6.T the temperature 
am 

d.f' . h au d 'ff -.L au s .f. 1 1erence wit - = T, 6.p the pressure t erence Wtm - = -p, s = - the (mass-) spec1 1c entropy and 
as av m 

v = ~ = _!_ the (mass-) specific volume, where p is the mass density. We recognize (6) as (a discrete version of) 
m p 

the Gibbs-Duhem relation, which also expresses ~he dependence ofµ, p and Tand thus is also a result of the first
order homogeneity of the (internal) ,energy. The state-modulated transformer (MTF) representing the entropy 
convection is modulated by s-1• Although the volume is not convected, it remains possible to convert the bond 
with variables v6.p a11d m into a bond with d{J and f.,, using an MTF modulated by v. The flow f.,, represents the 

material .flow as a volume rate. Note that it is not a change of change of vo'lume V. Therefore, it is not connected 
to the 'volume-ports' of ithe three-port C-ellements. The relation 1between 6.p and fv may be linear ( 6.p = Rfv) or, 

a.s will be often the case, nonlinear (d[J = dfJUv) ). It describes the resistive behavior of the valve (in the linear 

case is R the resistance). Since entropy is mode1Ied explicitly, the valve has to be described as an .irreversible 
transducer RS. The entropy production rate fsirr in this process is given by 

(6.p)· Iv 
fs;rr = T (7) 

In case of a linear resistive relation fv = 6.p (form corresponding with the causality shown in figure 3) 
R 

2 

f . - (6.p) (8) 
SVT -----;_:r 

or in case of a quadratic flow relation fv = sgn(d{J) JI~ : 
R 

j6.plJl6.pj 
fs..,. = RT (9) 

As the volume of the tanks is constant, the rate of change of the volume is zero. This explains the two zero-flow 
sources (Sf) connected ito the 3-port C element representing the tank. Although this means that the power is zero 
and the bond can be omitted in principle (figure 4), it is necessary to leave this port in the model as long as one is 
interested in the pressure in each of the tanks. Otherwise only the pressure difference over the valve would be 
known. Another phenomenon represented in frgure 3 that has been omitted in figure 4 is heat conduction. As 
shown iin figure 3, the ,~eversible )part of the entropy exchange ,between the umks may consist of a convective part, 
represented by the MTF and a conductive part, represented by the resistive port of an irreversible transducer. The 
other port of this transducer represents the irreversibly produced entropy in the process of heat conduction. In the 
model of figure 4 it has been assumed that the heat conduction can be neglected in order to be able to focuss on 
the modeling of the convection process. The causality of bot!h models emphasizes that the irreversible transducer 
which represents the throttling process (in the valve) is crucial for obtaining a dynamic model. 

What causality also shows, in combination with the modulating signals, are the following conditions to 
prevent positive feedback in the .model via 1the modulations is the foUowing: 

Given 'that 
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I) h . . . b·1· d. . f h . aT aµ ap t e mtnns1c sta 1 1ty con 1ttons o t e gas requ1re that - > 0, - > 0 and - < O (the latter condition 
as am av 

plays no role, since the corresponding port is not connected to the junction structure) 

2) due to the nature of S, m and V: S>O, v>O (in case of numerical integration it is even desirable to exclude 
the pathological case that the 'tanks are almost empty in order to prevent small time constants: s>s >0, 
v>v """>0) -- - """ 

e,,f,=h,m,=-hjn,~r, 

Sr:O 

1 ·, ll.e~h.-h, 
-p, J ,=() 

•t -e .e. 

rc:~l= T T 
t----1-:,..Q 1~ 

-/n fn 

T 
f. 

q.JN 

i·t is required that: 

s=s1 iffv>O; s=s2 iffv<Oand v =v 1 iffv>0; v=v2 

iffv<O 

In other words: 'the origin of the modulation has to be 
the orig,in of the flow of matter', which, in case of 
convection of properties, makes good sense. 

3. CONCLUSION 

Finally, figure 5 shows the main argument of this 
paper, viz. the fact that the specific enthalpy h cannot 
be used as an effort variable to 'drive' the mass flow 

Figure S: Mullibond g.raph ·Of •the th:rottling process 
during throttling is shown in multibond graph terms 

[4,5]. This representation ducidates 'even more that 1) 1the whole process is powercontinuous, 2) explicit 
representation of the entropy production is ,crucial to be able to model the ~esistive process and 3) any extensive 
variable (property) can be convected by the matter flow in ·the same manner as the entropy, even momentum 
(2,3,1). 
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Abstract. Exrlicit interrelations ;ue cstahlishcd hetwccn the geometric arproach for linear system conLiol 
synthesis and the structural study of hond grarh u:;1oc.lels. This allows us to have a better understanding o f hond 
graph models directly from a graphical approach in view of control synthesis. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

ConLiol synthesis for muHivariable linear. time invariant systems is an active area of current research. The so 
called "geometric arrroach" is proposed by Wonham '(11,12) within the s tate space framework and I.he linear 
algebra. The two fundamental concerts are die (A,8) invariant subs.paces and the rnntro llabilit y subsraces 
included in one specific sutlspace. The geometric approach has given complete answer~ to important synt11esis 
questions. such a~ the so called Morgan's protllem (Descusse e l al [4]). 

A jointly use of geometric and frequency domain concepts has led to the resolution of particular structural 
control synt.hesis. These synthesis arc hascd on the struc tural properties of I.he matrix triple t (C.A.B) which 
remains invariant under various transformation groups. Some invariant lisL~ of integers. such as the infinite zero 
orders. (Morse[5J). or the essential orders. (Commaul t et al [3]). have been found. 

In this comcxt. thc study of thc structural Contro llability/Observability properties, (Sueur et al [8]). and the 
Controllability/Ohservatlility subspaces for pole assignment. (Sueur et al [9)), have been proposed from a bond 
graph approach. Another work concerns tJ1e study of poles and zeros, (Sueur et al [I 0]). 

The oh_ject of t11is .paper is to characterize some structural properties of multivariahle systems mode led by bond 
graphs. The..1.;e properties arc proposed for the sta te space equations derived from I.he bond graph model and are 
direc tly pointed out trom causal manipulations on tJie hond grarh model. We characterize some invariant 
suhspm:cs for bond grarh models and we ~ i vc pnx:cdures to fonnally calculate U1em. We show up tJ1e simplici ty 
or !lie pnx:edurcs aw.J tllc accuracy o f the result s. 

2. BASI C CONCEPTS 

2.1 (A,B) .invariant suhspac~s. 

Let us cons ider a dvn;unical linear time-in v;uiant system (A,B.C) described by equation ( l) where 

A E 9\'u" = x. n E ':)\""". c E 9\ 1
"" . and le t us denote x the kernel of c and 13 = ImB. 

{
i = Ax + 811 

r = C.l 

Definition 1. 
A suhspacc V c ~)\'' is (J\.I3) invariant if there exists a map F c ~"'"'such tJ1at (A+ BF) V c V. 

(1) 

V has the propert y that if Uic init ial state x(O) E V . then t11ere exists a comrol 11(1), I ~ 0 , such that 

x(t) E V . forall 1 2'. 0 . It follows thc pmre11y AV c V+B . 
Now let 'L(A.B: X) denotes the subclass of (A.D) invariant subspaces contained in X . 'L(A,B; X ) has a 

unique largest or supn:mal eh.:ment v· . A well-known algorithm. the limit of which is y•. named the Invariant 
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Subspace Algorithm. proposed in the literalUre [ 11.121 is recalled in (2). A procedure for the numerical 

computation of v· hy matrix manipulation is proposed in {12] . 

(2) l R =0 

R = V.;(B+AR 
1

) 
µ µ -

'Definition 2. 
A subspace Re 9t" is a controllahle subspace of the pair (A,B) if there exists a map F c 9\0Ull such tha1 

R= -< A+ Bf1lmB >-= L(A + BF)t ImB . 
t~O 

The controllabiHty subspace R is characlerized by the fact thail for every X E R. there exists a continuous 

com.rol u(t) such tha1 every state x is reachable from the origin along a controlled trajectory that is wholly 

coniained in R. 

Now write C(A,B; X )=[R/R E C(A,B), Re X }. C(A,B; X ). tile set of controllahility subspaces contained 

in X has a unique largesl or supremal element R •. It is named 1the supremal controllability subspace of 

C(A,B;X ). It is ·the limit of :the algorithm (3). Other invariant subspaces, such as the conditionnaly invarian1 
subspace containing lmD can be characterized. We do not recall tbem. 

2.2 Characteriza'tion or the invariant subspaces. 

The previous subspaces emphasize the struc1urc of U1e system, and allow us to solve lundamental problem:. 
using the strucLUral propcnies of the sys1em. Par1icular HsL-; of integers which arc specific invariant.s of Ille system 
have bt!en characterize.d in a paper of Morse [5). There are a lisl of polynomials and tbree lists of imegers. l11ese 
lisls emphasize the structure of (C'.A.13) under a group of trtlllsforrnations and are closely related to the invariant 
subspaces. 

Some specific relations between lhe invariant subspaces ar·e recalled, as well as Ille properties on tbeir 
dimension. They simplify 1lheir compu1.alio11. 

R • c v· c KerC = X & dimV" = n - r.n,' & dim v• = q + dim.R. • (4) 

witb dim 1l • = 0 if m ~ p. q is Ille number of invariant zeros !bat is tile zeros (7) of Ille system matrix P(s), 

and r.n; is !he sum of Ute order of the infinite 7..erns. 

It means thal (dim v·) mo<.lcs will he hidden from Ille ou1pu1 and Ibis is the maximal number of modes wilil 

Ibis property. DimR. •of these modes are arbitrarily assignable . In case of single output systeml!. 

y• = r1 KerCA' . 
b•l.-.. n, 

2.3 finite and infinite structure 

By inspecting relations (4). it is concluded that Ille finite and infinite structures of linear systems point out Ille 
dimension of the (A.B) invariant subspaces. The study can he decomposed into several steps. The first one 
concerns ·the invertibility of the system, hy studying the rank of the system matrix, for example. In a second step. 
U1e number of finite zeros and infinile zeros is found . The first ones arc Ille zeros of Ille system matrix and Ille 
second ones are charactcrii'.ed hy the SmiU1 McMillan form at infinity of Ille transfer matrix. 

The (A.B) invarian1 subspaces an~ !hen ca.lculated by implemen1ing the previous algoriU11ns (4). by taking imo 
account this infonna1ion. 

2.4 Graph theoretic approach. 

A graph tbeorctic approach is proposed in [I] for sparce systems. The subspaces are no more characterized by 
vectors but by a set of nodes which arc a'isociated witb slate variables. Some well-known problems are solved. 
OU1er problems are solved in [61 once more from a graph theoretic approach hut not necessarily for sparce 
systems. 
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3. DONO GRAPH APPROACH 

3.1 Structural study 

The geometric concept for the study of multi variable linear systems requires a state space representation . from 
a bond graph model, it is possible to find a Stace space representation. In [8], it is shown t11at structural properties 
such as the S·tructural rank of the slate mauix or the controllability matrix can be obtained directly from the hond 
graph model hy causal manipulations. In [ lOJ, the finiite and infinite strucoture of bond graph models are highlight. 
The controllability and ohservahility suhspaces for bond graph models are calculated in [9 ] . In this paper we 
propose a new characterization of t11e invariant zeros from a bond graph approach: 

These different properties allow us to characterize the (A,B) invariant subpaces for bond graph models. Some 
results proposed from a graph theoretic approach are used. 

3.2 Invariant .ze.ros 

The Smich form of 1111.: system mau·ix P(s) points out the number of invarianl zeros. For square invertible 
syscems. t11e number of invariarl't zeros is superior or equal to the nwnber of dymamical elements which remain 
on U1e bond graph model when U1c dynamical clcmetlls conc.a.incd in the shorter different causal paths between all 
the outputs and U1e inpuL~ ar•e removed . 

For non square systems. t11e maximal numher of different causal paths between the inputs aud t11e outputs can 
not he ohtained. ·nie detcnninanc or P(s) cannot he calculated, therefore some minors of maximal dimension have 
to be calculated . The common polynomials highlight the invariant zeros. The minors are obtained by removing 
some columns of P(s) when m>p. From another point of view, it is enough to add m-p rows with 0 elements 
everywhere except for one position per row corresponding lhe column which has to be removed. Then. the 
de1Lenninant of the augmemed matrix can be calculated. 

From a bond graph point of view, it is enough Lo consider m-p dynamical elements at a lime, as m-p output 
de tectors and to calculate the number of invariant zeros of the new bond graph model as for square models. 

For a sake of place, U1e methodologies are proposed on simple examples. 

3.3 Examples 

a) Non observable sys1cm 

I :I1 C 

T l 
I: 'I 2 

T 
Se __ ___, 1 --- 0 __ ......,,.,. 1 

l 
Det 

Fig. I Non observable system 

The I3G-rnnk of the :-tale matrix is 2. the OG-rank or die controllability matrix is 3 and the BG-rank of t11c 
observability matrix is 2. [8). The system is then not stale observable. The minimal IengU1 of the causal path 
between t11e output detccLOr and tl1e input source is 2. The order of the infinite zero is then 2 (for monoviariahle 
systems. it is the difference between tJ1e degree of the denominator and the numerator of lhe transfer function ). 
When the dynamical elements in the previous causal path are removed, the second inertial element stays alone. It 
means that there is an invariant zero at s=O. 

Equation (4) induces tJ1aL the dimension of v· is equal LO 3-2= 1 and the dimension of R.. iS 0 because m=p= I . 

At most. v· = KerC " KerCA =Ker[ C ] which is in that case lhe non observable subspace. It is directly 
CA 

charac1cri:t.eu on lhL: bond graph mode l hy implementing a derivative causality assignment 19]. It come:-

v· = Sp<m{(l, !, o]'} . ln 1ha1 case. the implcmcnlation of algoritJuns (2) and {3) is not required. 
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b) Non observable syslem with two input<; 

c 

l 
__ ...., .... .,, 1 1----- 0 ""1 

,/, 
Det St 

Fig. (2) Non observable system with two inputs 

The bond graph model of figure (2) has two input sources and one output detector. The system matrix is not 
square. The order of the infinite zero is 1. It is !he shorter path length between the output and !he two inputs. The 

dimension of v· is equaJ 10 3-1=2. Then. v· = KerC = Span{Ul CJ}. These vectors are directly obtained from 

lhe bond graph model. 
As 111=2 and p=I. one dynamical clemenl is replaced by an output detector. When 11 is replaced by an oulpul 

detector. s can be fac1orized in lhe corresponding determinant and when lhe two other dynamical element~ are 
considered as output detectors. lhe system is no more invertible. that is lhe minors are null. 111en s = O is a 

struc1uraJ inva.rianl zero. From (4), it is concluded !hat dimll .=2-1= I. From (3), it comes 1l ·=Span {[~]} . 
4. CONCLUSION 

In !his paper. we have provided a new characterization of bond graph models in terms of geometric tools. The 
graph lheoretic. geometric or algebraic tools arc shown to be relevant to solve problems in linear multi variable 
control synthesis direc1ly from 1he bond graph model. These remarks are proposed on two simple examples. A 
synlhe:-is will be made in a fu1ure work. 
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Abstract 
In modeling hydraulic control systems it is convenient and common to describe phenomena like 

stops of pistons or devices like check valves discontinuously. On the other hand, their is still an 
ongoing discussion how to treat adequately discontinuities in the bond graph framework. Following 
a.n approach proposed in [l] in this paper a hydraulic-mechanical damping network in which check 
valves of a rectifier bridge and the limitation of spool displacement in a spool valve give rise to a partly 
discontinuous description is represented both by means of a small Petri net and three bond graph 
models. Each bond graph model corresponds to one of the system's (major) modes of operation . 
Different modes of operation and transitions between them are given by a Petri net. The model was 
manually coded in ACSL. During simulation it is switched from one initial value problem to another 
using values from the previous model for initial values in the subsequent model. 

1 Introduction 

In the bond graph framework modeling starts by considering energy flows in a system which are associated 
with an exchange of physical quantities like matter, momentum, electrical charge etc. between subsystems. 
This exchange of quantities happens continuously in time , and physical modeling must obey corresponding 
fundamental conservation principles. By consequence, the abstraction of state transitions taking place 
virtually instantaneously in a macroscopic time scale cannot be expected to represented adequately in 
a bond graph with standard elements . Energy that passes through a system is stored temporarily to 
some extent and it takes a finite time to change the content of energy in a subsystem. That is, a 
mathematical model contains Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs). In principle, ODEs may also 
describe instantaneous changes if variables are allowed to be generalized functions . Moreover, since the 
energy exchange between system components is bound to permanent interconnections like mechanical 
links, electrical wires, or hydraulic pipes in most cases, bond graph representations implicitly adhere to 
a time invariant system topology. However, when a valve spool reaches a stop and an energy exchange 
between the spool and the valve casing takes place during a short time interval, then there is a change 
in the problem structure. Such cases lead to energy links that do not exist permanently but depend on 
conditions. 

On the other hand it is common practice to neglect the dynamics of certain state transitions with 
respect to the overall dynamic behavior of engineering systems containing devices like for instance, thyris
tors or hydraulic check valves. Hence, in graphical representations like circuit diagram switches are used . 
In hydraulic networks the model associated with the standard symbol of a check valve may be discontin
uous , and block diagrams may represent any functional relations. 

Extending the standard bond graph language in order to cope with models containing discontinuities 
has been subject of growing interest recently. Common to several approaches is the introduction of an ideal 
switching element and the aim of using one single bond graph of fixed structure. In contrary, Borutzky, 
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Figure l : hydraulic positioning drive with damping network 

Broenink, and Wijbrans proposed in [l) a graphical description that uses a Petri net or a Finite State 
Machine (FSM) to display (major) states or modes of operation in a system and the different possible 
state transitions, while for each mode of operation a bond graph or a set of (disjointed) bond graphs 
describes the dynamic behavior of the system. That is , the bond graphs exclusively composed of standard 
elements are used only during a time window of the overall simulation interval. Both approaches have 
their advantage.s and disadvantages which are discussed by Borutzky in (1) . In this paper a combination 
of both approaches is applied to a hydraulic-mechanical damping network. 

The need for switching elements was cited by Thoma in [8), where they were called time dependent 
j unctions (tdj). Such elements can be reticulated as modulated resistors, or as resistors connected to an 
MTF (4), similarly as used here for check valves. The aim of the present work is to make the bond graph 
computationally efficient. 

2 The system 

The system we shall consider in this paper is the hydraulic positioning system shown in Fig . l. It 
comprises the hydraulic drive in the upper part of Fig. l with a piston of mass mK in target position 2 
and a control valve for each position, and a damping network with a bypass valve depicted in the lower 
part of Fig. l. For reasons of clarity only two of four possible positions are shown. The purpose of the 
damping network is 'to improve the dynamic behavior of the hydraulic positioning drive by establishing 
dynamically a bypass leakage between the chambers in the actuating cylinder only when the mechanical 
load is oscillating around a final position, while fast movement from one position to another must not be 
.affected significandy. Even if overshoots at a final position can be tolerated, badly damped oscillations 
must be avoided because they decrease the stiffness of the hydraulic positioning drive in a target position , 
or in other words , they increase the sensitivity to changes of the load. To achieve that goal a high pass 
filter is connected to chamber 2 of the hydraulic positioning drive. It sensors pressure rates of frequencies 
above its natural frequency in that chamber that a·re due to an oscillation of the actuating piston around 
its final position . That is, the system has a non symmetric structure. The pressure drop across the orifice 
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of the high pass filter controls the opening of a bypass valve connecting the chambers of the hydraulic 
positioning drive. Since the bypass valve can open only in one direction against the spring the pressure 
drop acting on its spool is rectified by means of a bridge with check valves. Hence, the frequency of the 
pressure drop across the spool in the bypass valve is twice the frequency of the pressure drop across the 
actuating piston of the positioning drive. To reduce sensitivity of the damping network with regard to 
low pressure drops, e. g . due to noise the spool of the bypass valve is biased by means of a spring. In 
addition , the maximum opening of the bypass valve can be adjusted by means of a screw (not shown 
in Fig. 1. Such damping networks were designed and tested by K. Engelsdorf [5]. A bond graph model 
of the system based on some simplifications was given by Borutzky in [3) . . A more elaborated model is 
proposed in this paper. 

3 A Model containing Discontinuities 

The damping network was manufactured as a small scaled integrated device in which check valves with a 
low set pressure of .5 bar were inserted. Hence, it is justified to neglect their fast transients between on
and off-mode, and to model them discontinuously as a non-ideal switch with a small on-resistance con
trolled by the pressure drop across the check valve. Following G. Dauphin-Tanguy and her co-workers [4) 
the check valves are represented in the bond graph by means of a modulated transformer and a resistor 
(Fig.2). 

R : Ron 

~ 
? 

MTF :m Ap ::>Poet 

~ 
Q 

0 

P1 ~ P2 
Put Ap O~I 0 

Figure 2: piecewise linear characteristic and bond graph model of a check valve 

Now, consider the spool of the bypass valve. Since the valve only opens in one direction the spool 
hits the valve casing when it closes the valve. Another stop is introduced by the screw that limits the 
opening of the bypass valve. Both stops may be represented in a bond graph in a conventional manner by 
means of a capacitor of very low capacitance and a resistor of rather high resistance . That is, the model 
would account for strongly damped oscillations of high frequency when the valve spool is in contact with 
a stop. A drawback of this straightforward approach is that the mathematical equations are stiff. Of 
course, this is not a problem for the Backward Differentiation Formula (BDF) method. However, if in 
addition other discontinuities like Coulomb friction have to be modeled properly a stiff stable multistep 
method is not very efficient since it must restart at low order after the discontinuity has been located. 
Moreover, such oscillations are of no concern for the overall dynamic behavior in most cases. Hence , it 
is natural to assume that the kinetic energy of the valve spool is lost instantaneously when the stop is 
reached . (T he valve spool acceleration reverses if the sign of the net force acting on the it changes.) Of 
course, as discussed above such an idealized model cannot be represented by means of a standard bond 
graph . (A storage element would empty instantaneously without causing a transient.) To cope with 
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the abstraction of an instantaneously absorption of kinetic energy a bond graph model for each mode of 
operation is introduced. From a mathematical point of view this means that computation of the system 
behavior switches from one initial value problem (IVP) to another by using values from the previous 
model as initial values of the subsequent model. 

Concerning the corresponding overall Petri net three different modes can be distinguished (cf. Table 1) . 
.Either the bypass valve is closed (state 0), then there is no bypass leakage between the chambers of the 
positioning drive, or it is fully open (state 2), then the spool of ithe bypass valve is at the stop introduced 
by the screw, or the spool is moving from one stop to the other (state 1) that is, we have a mechanical 
mass-spring oscillator in the bypass valve. In contrast to the check valves of_ the rectifier bridge the values 

Q 
1 
2 

valve closed 
valve partly open 
valve fully open 

no bypass leakage 
moving vailve spool 
valve spool at stop 

Table L Modes of operation 

of the valve spool inertia and. the biasing spring are such that the valve in the bypass leakage cannot be 
considered as a switch neglecting 'its dynamic behavior. Hence, all state transitions take place through 
state 1. The p,etri net of the damping network is shown in Fig. 3. An attribute c;; at a transition denotes 

Figure 3: Petri net of the damping network 

the condition under which a transitiion from state i to state j takes place. For instance, if the pressure 
auoss the spool predominates the biasing spring the bypass valve can open , and the damping network 
changes from state 0 (no bypass leakage) to state 1 (valve partly open). If the valve is fully open it 
remains open until the net force acting on the spool reverses its sign (condition c21 . Now, consider state 1 
in which the spool of the bypass valve is moving between both stops. In that case a flow force is acting 
on the valve spool which tends to close the valve. Taking that force into account by using the bond graph 
representation proposed by Borutzky in [2] a bond graph for that mode of operation can be derived from 
the system schematic 1 by application of the standard procedure. The result is shown in Fig. 4. In fact, 
in the equations of the mathematical modd only the static component of the flow force was taken into 
account. fo the opinion of the first author such a simplification cannot be represented in a · true bond 
graph without activated bonds [2}. In case the bypass valve is dosed only the high pass filter connected 
to chamber 2 of the positioning drive is active. On the other hand, as long as the valve is fully open we 
have an orifice of fixed cross section ar·ea in the bypass leakage and the high pass filter sensoring pressure 
oscillations in chambe,r 2. For both modes of operation the corresponding bond graph is a special case of 
that depicted in Fig. 4. Therefore, due to the lack of space not all bond graphs of the system are shown. 

4 Simulation results 

For validation of the damping network modeil proposed above its equations were formulated manually in 
ACSL. For each mode of operation the dynamic equations were der,ived manually from the corresponding 
bond graph and collected in a block of an IF THEN ELSE statement in the DERIVATIVE section. 
Calculation of the conditions for state transitions that is, for switching between the different dynamic 
models within the DERIVATIVE section is accompanied by SCHEDULE statements which allow for 
locating an event. The abstraction that the kinetic ene,rgy is lost instantaneously when the valve spool hits 
the stop can be expressed at block diagram level moire easier by means of the double limited integration 
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Figure 4: bond graph of the damping network in mode 1 

operator DBLINT provided by ACSL. That fonctional block is very convenient for description of the 
problem. The displacement is limited to the lower or upper bound, and the velocity remains zero until 
the net force acting on the valve spool changes in sign. However, such an operator does not fit .well in the 
bond graph language unless a combination of bond graphs and block diagrams is used as it is common if 
the entire feedback loop of a system and its control system is to be modeled. 

The damping network was not simulated as a system in its own but connected to the hydraulic 
positioning drive to be controlled. However, due to the lack of space and since we want to focus on that 
part of the overall system model containing discontinuities the conventional bond graph of the hydraulic 
positioning drive is not shown. The latter is stimulated by opening the orifice corresponding to the target 
position (position 2) according to a step function. The dynamic response of the system is shown in Fig. 5. 
The upper curve in Fig. 5 shows the velocity v of the piston of the positioning drive. As can be seen , 
after opening the orifice of position 2 the actuating piston moves towards that position with an increasing 
velocity. After about 25ms it closes the first outlets of the target position. By consequence , it is slowed 
down in order to avoid too large overshoots. At about 50ms the actuating piston totally closes the orifice 
and enters into a damped oscillation around position 2. 

The lower curve in Fig. 5 shows the displacement shy of the valve spool. As expected, the valve 
remains fully open, allowing for a maximum bypass leakage when 'the actuating piston of the positioning 
drive is oscillating amund its target position. More biasing of the spring would result in a periodically 
closing of the bypass valve which reduces the damping ·effect of the network on the positioning drive . 

There is one undesired effect that is related to the principle of operation of the damping network and 
hence, cannot be prevented. After opening of the orifice corresponding to the target position , chamber 2 
of the hydraulic drive as well as the volume of the high pass filter discharge rapidly through that orifice. 
By consequence, there is a high gradient of the pressure drop across the actuating piston of the positioning 
drive. This gradient corresponds to high frequencies sensored by the high pass filter and thus, the valve 
in the bypass leakage opens . The time for which the valve remains open as well as the time for closing 
cannot be reduced wi.tbout affecting the opening of the valve when the actuating piston of the positioning 
drive is oscillating around the target position. By consequence, due to that undesired bypass leakage the 
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Figure 5: Simulation results 

maximum velocity the actuating piston can attain when moving towards the target position is somewhat 
decreased. The time needed to close 1the bypass valve after 1the oscillations of the positioning drive have 
been damped, depends on t.he hydraulic capacity of the high pass filter which in turn determines the 
natural frequency of the filter. During that time for closing the positioning drive still remains sensitive to 
changes of the load. Nevertheless, as a major result, the simulation shows that the considered damping 
network fulfills its purpose of efficiently damping the oscillations of the positioning drive. Moreover, the 
simulation results agree well to measurement results of K. Engelsdorf [5) . 

5 Cone I usions 

By considering a dedicated hydraulic mechanical control system it was shown that a model containing 
discontinuities can be represented in the bond graph framework without introducing a switch element . 
The underlying idea presented in [l] is to develop different bond graphs for different modes operation 
by applying standard bond graph procedures and to represent the different modes by means of a Petri 
net. Of course, if we would use the abstraction of n binary switches and one set of switch states defines 
one state of the system we would have to consider a large number of up to 2" possible system states. 
Therefore, it is important to concentrate on major modes of operation. Therefore, we did not consider the 
different states of the check valves in the bridge but adopted the model of an electrical diode proposed by 
G . Dauphin-Tanguy and her c<rworkers [4]. This is also reasonable because the check valves permanently 
interconnect system components, although there is not an energy exchange through them at all times. 
(In contrary, the valve spool and its stops ar·e not always connected.) The result is a small set of three 
bond graphs for the damping network corresponding to the major modes of operation listed in Table 1. 
The aim of the approach in this paper has been to avoid contradictions to the fundamentals of the bond 
graph language without restricting a pragmatic development of realistic models . From a mathematical 
point of view the approach means that a (small) set of Initial Value Problems (IVPs) must be solved for 
one single system. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents our work on automated modeling and simulation of physical systems with 

bond graphs. A symbolic computation based method performing the derivation of dynamic equations 
from a bond graph model has been realized, then extended to multibond graphs. We focus now on 
the automation of multibody systems modeling. The systemat;c modeling of joints is organized by 
using joint coordinate systems and adapting a. generic joint bond graph model to ea.eh type of joint. 
A sta.ndud library of joint bond graph models allows the automated modeling of a large number of 
articulated mechanical systems. 

1 Introduction: context of our work 

The program we outline here is developed within the context of previous and actual researches of our 
team (SIAMES 1 ) on simulation of mechanical systems [ADH89], [ADH91). A simulation program based 
on the principle of virtual work was conceived. This system performs automatically the simulation of 
mechanical systems described in terms of objects, joints, constraints and initial conditions. Figure 1 
shows the main phases of the automatic process. The different stages from the interactive geometric 
modeling are respectively: extraction of the mechanical properties of the object (center of gravity, inertia 
matrix, principal coordinate system of inertia) ; symbolic derivation of motion equations; solving of these 
equations. The operations are carried out as far as possible with algebraic computation . 

Mechani:s_ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
: - - ----- -_·_·:::::::_-_____ _._._........ . -·... : 

...---"'-----------------"--.----. ---... . . 
interactive m·od-eling o.f the mecharn,ism ~--~-----.___, 

Aut·om.a.tk extraction of mechan.ical properties I 

Symbolic deriva.t·ion o.f the dynamic equations 

Equation solving 

l·n'tera.ctive modehng of t he 
physica.J s ystem 

Bond gra.ph modcling 

Reduct'1on of the bond graph 
re la.tions set 

Figure 1 : Simulation of mechanical systems and simulation of bond graph models 

In the continuity of this work, the bond graph approach should allow us to broaden our application 
field. We would like to be able to simulate pluridisciplinary physical systems. The stages of our simulation 
program based on bond graph modeling are the following: interactive physical modeling of the system; 
translation to the bond graph model of the system; derivation of dynamic equations; solving of these 
equations. The ·different steps of this program are represented on the right side of figure 1 (dotted lines). 
The two stages we are working on are the automation of the bond graph modeling and the derivation of 
dynamic equations from a bond graph model. 

• InstituL de Recherche en lnformatique et Systemes Aleatoires. 
I Institul Nation&[ de R.echerche en lnformaLique et Automatique. 
1 Synthese d ' lrnage, Animation, Modelisation 'Cl Simulation 
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2 Symbolic reduction of the initial bond 'graph relations set 

2.1 Overview of the method 

The dynamic equations of a physical system modeled with bond graphs are derived by redu cing the 
mathematical model linked to the bon,d graph model. Our reduction method consists in an ordered 
series of symbolic substitutions within the bond graph constitutive relations set. The set of equations 
obtained may be a non linear implicit DAE system. Derivative causalities and algebraic loops , which 
are handled at the solving level, do not condition the reduction operation. A prototype of the reduction 
process wa.s devised with the symbolic computation system MAPLE. We presented a detailed description 
of this reduction method in a previous article [EA93]. Since then, the algorithmic organization of the 
substitutions ha.s been optimized and the method has been extended to multibond graphs. 

2.2 example 

The following example shows a result of reduction. Figure 2 represents a small mechanical system and a 
bond graph model of this system (example taken from [RK83]). The set of initial bond graph relations 
and the reduced set of dynamic equations are listed below. The example, chosen a.s an illustration, is very 
simple but it must not conceal the fact that the reduction method is ·efficient when applied to much more 
complex systems. The idea we want to underline here is that this reduction is realized by performing a 
bond graph specific series of symbolic substitutions. 

l:M 

SE: mg 

l7 
K 

ql WMO ;;JM lq6 1· 
12 (qlO - ql)/q6 

K :C~ 12,_ 

<ilD ~m 
MTF 

MTF 

1 6 
---:0--

(ql - ql0)/q6 

Figure 2 : Mechanical system and bond graph model of this system 

rell := Pl : K • ql; 
rel2 :: -i>1 - P2 - P3 = O; 
rel3 := P2 = M • q1; 
rel4 := PJ = (q1,o - q1 )/96 •Pt.; 
rel5 :: <it.= (q10 - q1)/q6 •q3; 
rel6 :: q4 + q5 - q5 = D; 
rel7 := p5 + P1 - P6 = O; 

-rel8 :: P6 = m • iis; 
rel9 := p7 = m • g; 
rellO :: pg = (q1 - 910)/qe • pg; 
rell l :: <ia : (qi - q10 )/qs • qg; 
ttll 2 :: -p9 - PIO = O; 
rell3 :=PIO = m • 9'10 ; 
rell4 := 22 = 91; 

equl := (q10 - 91 )/q6 • ri1 + (q1 - 91o)fq5 • 910 - <is= O; 

rellS := <ia = <i1; 
rel16 := pg = ,;,; 
rell 7 :: p5 : p._; 
rell8 :: q5 = <is; 
rel19 := ri1 =<is; 
rel20 := q9 = ri10; 

equ2 := l/(q10 - q1) • q5 • (-K •qi -M • q1) + m • g - m • 9°6 = O; 
equ3 := -K • 91 - M • 91 - m •fro = O; 

I : m 

3 Auto.mated bond graph modeling of multibody mechanical 
systems 

The second part we ar,e working on is the ibond graph modeling pmcess. We are planning to automate it 
a.s much a.:s possible. As a first step, we are focusing on the automated modeling of multibody mechanical 
systems. 

3.1 Bodies and connections 

Our work o.n automation of such a modeling is related to researches on modeling of multibody systems 
in terms of multibond graphs [Bos86}, l[TB85l ., 

1
(BT85]. The systematic modeling is based on modularity 

which is a fundamental property of bond grapihs. The bond graph submodel of each body of the system is 
constructed by adapting to the represented body a generic submodel; this generic submodel corresponds 
to the bond graph model of a single freely moving body with one or more hinge points (see figure 3). 
The notation used is the following one: a velocity (linear m angular) v~·; is the velocity of point k , with 
respect to base j; the coordinates of this vector are expressed in base i. For further details on the body 
model, refer to i[Bos86). 
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The systematic modeling of joints is considered next . 

.:!l:t ~ l,O~ MGY:EJS 

~D.~ 

Objoct 2 Object I 

Figure 3 : Body bond graph model and description of joint reference frame 

3.2 Generic bond graph model of a joint 

The automation of the bond graph modeling of multi body systems is organized by using joint coordinate 
systems which a're defined during our geometric modeling of the mechanism (see figure 3). J'hese joint 
coordinate ba.ses are helpful since the joint is not supposed to be necessarily in the orientation of the 
principal axes of inertia of the bodies. For each type of joint, the directions of the two joint ba.ses axes 
are chosen in order to describe in the most adequate way the articulation. 

Each hinge point is fixed on the body it belongs to, it is not able to move with respect to the body. The 
motion between the bodies is entirely specified by the rotation and translation transformations between 
the two joint coordinate ba.ses involv-ed in the articulation. 

Figure 4 represents the generic bond graph model of a joint involving 3-dimensional rotation and 
translation . Numbers 0, 11 l', 2', 2 denote respectively the absolute reference base, the body l inertia 
reference base, the body 1 joint base, the body 2 joint base and the body 2 inertia reference base. 

Figure 4 : Generic bond graph model of a joint 

This generic bond graph model of a joint shows the different base transitions required to express the 
geometric transformation from hinge point A on body l to hinge point B on body 2. The " TF path" 
between the rotation level and the translation level exists as soon as there is a translation degree of 
freedom in the joint . 

Beyond the geometrical type of a considered joint, we have to take into account the efforts applied to 
the joint degrees of freedom (due to springs, absorbers, motors, .. ). When an effort is applied to a degree 
of freedom, the bond graph element which "gives" this effort is assigned non zero parameter values. 

The use of joint bases is recognized as a sensible way to model systematically the joints. The use 
of "attachment frames"' in the bond graph modeling of joints wa.s proposed yet in another paper [BL88] 
which establishes the feasibility of a local description of joints and mentions the possibility of elaboration 
of articulations libraries. Beyond the feasibility of an automatic bond graph modeling of joints, we 
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demonstrate here a realization of this automatic process. A library of joint bond graph models is presented 
in the following. Indeed, the automation of the modeling of multibody systems implies the elaboration 
of such a library. 

3 .3 Library of joint bond graph models 

The basic library presented on table 1 allows the automated modeling of a large set of articulated systems. 
To each type of joint corresponds a bond graph model. The joint specific degrees of freedom are expressed 
with appropriate direct sum decomposition of vector bonds, so that the 0 junctions which exist at the 
translation level and at the rotation level are effective only along the degrees of freedom axes. The only 
specifications a joint submodel needs regard the type of efforts applied to the joint degrees of freedom . 
Everything else is ready for assembly with the bodies submodels. 

Nu. Joint Rot TI-ans DOFs Nu. Joint Rot Ti-ans DOFs 
I Embedding 0 0 0 7 Ball and socket 3 0 3 
2 Pin l 0 I 8 Cyl. on p lane 2 2 4 
3 Sliding 0 l I 9 Ball in a c yl. 3 I 4 
~ Twist slid'ing l 1 I 10 Ball on pla.ne 3 2 5 

s C yhnd·rical l l 2 11 Flying object 3 3 6 
6 Plane on plane 2 3 

Table 1 : .Joint library. 

4 Conclusion 

Our current purpose is to devise an automatic process from interactive geometric modeling of a mul tibody 
system to its dynamic equations. The simulation part was perfected. The original method allowing the 
derivation of dynamic equations from a bond graph model by p·erforming specific symbolic substitutions 
has proved its efficiency for the treatment of multibond graphs. The automatic modeling part is under 
development. Joint coordinate systems are used to describe methodically the joints and specify straight
forwardly the rotation and translation degrees of freedom for each type of joint . In this context , a generic 
joint bond graph model was conceived. It gives the global structure of the models which constitute our 
library of joint bond graph models. Although a complete automation of bond graph modeling is not 
always possible, the process we set out in this paper is still applicable to a wide variety of multibody 
systems. 
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Abstract. A methodology for controlling dynamic simulation experiments using distributed 
Al is outlined. The principles presented have been implemented in the CASSANDRA 3.0 
simulation system where knowledge bases and inference engines have been included both in 
form of demons and in mobile entities of the models. A few examples for applying the 
methodology are mentioned. 

t. INT ROOUCTION 

The primary aim of AI controlled simulation experiments has been to dedicate the task of 
the iterative process of model building - simulation - evaluation - experiment mod!ficalio11 
(conventionally performed by the human experimenter) to agents of Al. It has been proposed 
[I] to apply demons monitoring the trajectory of the dynamic simulation procedure and using 
their knowledge bases and inference engines for modifying the model structures and 
parameters to obtain a model conform to the expected behaviour which in certain cases could 
be termed as optimal according to certain criteria. The same methodology can be applied to 
adjust the experimental frame in order to obtain certain characteristics of the model 
investigated. 

Assuming an object oriented approach where both the conventional building blocks of the 
model as weU as the demons are represented as objects communicating with each other in 
form of a network, the introduction of the inteUigent agents to control the simulation 
experiments has revealed that their inclusion into the models themselves provides a 
convenient means to build models of systems of high autonomy. On the one hand the 
intelligent demons mentioned above can be included as elements of the model [I] . On the 
other hand mobile knowledge bases and intelligence can be implemented into the model 
stnicture by their assignment to the mobile entities in the system. A possible and effective 
solution to this end is provided by the introduction of Knowledge Attributed Petri Nets 
(KAPN) [2], where knowledge bases can be used as attributes of the tokens. The inclusion of 
Al into the models themselves makes them adaptive and self modifying to which .the above 
mentioned methodologies [ 1] [2] provide convenient solutions. 

This work was pnrtly sponsored by the Natio11nl Scic11Lific Research Fund. Contract number: 184 7 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The theoretical-methodological principles have been tested in different fields, where 
simulation had to be applied to investigate complex systems. 

§a The first experiment has been undertaken in the field of digital logic circuit design. 
The problem that had to be solved was the determination of the limit speed with which a 
circuit designed already could operate according to its functional specifications. The input 
sequences to the model have been wned to determine the limit speed of operation. The test 
conditions in various parts of the circuit where the states could be observed were compared 
to the patterns stored in the knowledge base and production rules were used for a binary 
search of the input sequence frequencies (see Fig. 1). The investigation was undertaken using 
an extended version of the LOBSTER MPC simulation system where not all aspects 
descr.ibed in the introduction have been implemented only a centralized version of the 
experimental frame control ( 3]. 
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(1 
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SiowH than 
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Slower than 
SONS 

Slower than 
25NS , Fas ter ttian 

SONS 1 

S0/25 

Faster than 
25NS 

Figure I Experiment controI for determining the speed of a digital logic circuit 

§b A system level investigation of a communication protocol determining its throughput 
speed was undertaken by the version 1.4 of the CASSANDRA (Cognizant Adaptive 
Simulation System for Applications in Numerous Different Relevant Areas) simulation system 
where the speed of the input generator implemented in form of a delayed Petri Net was 
regulated by a demon [ 4] (see Fig. 2). In this system the principles of using demons as a 
means of distributed AI control have already been fully implemented in an experimental form. 

§c A number of experiments have been undertaken to prove the efficient applicability of 
the method using CASSANDRA 1.4 [ l]. They 'included - beyond parametrical - also 
structural modifications of the model. As the models have been built in form of various types 
of Petri Nets in an object oriented way the topology of the network has been modified by the 
demons according to their inferencing based on the trajectory of the models in the time-state 
space and the information stored in their knowledge bases. 
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Figure 2 a) Petri Net model of the communication protocol, b) result of the simulation 

Investigations were performed to determine the number of customers that could be 
assigned to a given market getting products at a given production rate to avoid both 
deficiency and overproduction. 
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In an other example the demon applied has become an integral part of the model itself 
The problem solved here was tlhe dynamic assignment of a reserve resource to the subsystem 
where it was desired most. So the relative state of both subsystems (that may have been 
interpreted as computing or manufacturing systems as well) had to be evaluated. In this 
experiment two other demons undertaking parametrical modifications in parallel with the 
structural resource assignment have been used demonstrating the advantage of distributed 
control. In these cases already secondary parameters as average values of state variables 
postprocessed by the demons had to be used. 

§d We have considered as a highly significant field of application the simulation and 
design of flexible manufacturing systems [S] which beyond their importance can serve as an 
excellent testbed for other applications. Here - beyond applying the knowledge based 
methods to the experimental frame and the static model structure and parameters - another 
possibil.ity has also been investigated i.e. dealing with the mobile entities in the model. 

* The application of KAPNs [2] to describe and monitor the process according to the 
technological plan as weH as other foatures of the work pieces. 

• Controlling their life cycles (number and possible destination in accordance with the 
state of the model itself). 

These have been implemented and investigated in CASSANDRA 3.0 a completely new 
version of the system and are to be reported on in the next future. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The experimental verification of the methodology proposed has proven its advantageous 
applicability in various fields encouraging further methodological research as well as their 
adaptation in many fields. 
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Abstract 

We have defined a Process Graph for an abstract representation of parallel programs, 
which are generated by the supercompiler VFCS. \Ve have developed a technique for au
tomatic generation of the Process Graph model and a tool PROGAN for evaluation of 
the detailed and global performance characteristics of the parallel models. This technique 
and tool is integrated in VFCS, but can be used also separately for other types of parallel 
systems. 

1 Introduction 

Parallei processing is one of the main techniques how to improve the performance of various 
technical or production systems. Our global aim is to develop tools for the automatic para.lle
lization of the Fortran programs. The program is parallelized by Vienna Fortran Compil;ition 
System (VfCS) [7], which translates Fortran programs into an explicit parallel program with 
message passing statements. An initial sequential version of the program is written in Fort
ran '77 or Vienna Fortran programming language (7]. T he considered target computer is the 
distributed memory computer sys tem iPSC/860 . The performance analysis for VFCS is su p
ported by the tools as Weight Finder [4], PPPT [5] and PEPSY [2] developed in our team and 
MEDEA [3] and PARMON [6] developed independently. 

The technique and tool described in this paper was developed for the performance pre
diction to be done before generation of the final code for the target compiler of the pa rail cl 
machine i.e. before a real run on the machine. T he performance results should be used for 
a comparison of several variants of the parallel program to be possible to find the optin1al 
parallelization strategy m a,de by VFCS. This implies that our focus is to de\·elop the techni 
que suitable for eva.luation of relative differences between several program versions and not to 
concentrate to absolute va.lues e.g. the precise run time \'alues usually measured on the real 
machine. 

The re are several abstrac t description tool s (e.g. Petri nets based) for parallel systP111s, 
where the common problem is the size of the model by their application for real systems. 

"The work described in this paper is being carried out. as a pa·rt of the research project " Performauce 
Prediction and Expert Adviser for ParaHel Programming En11iro11me11t", funded by the FWF, Vienna, Austria , 
under the grant number P9205-PHY. The author assumes all responsibility for the contents . 
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The model based tools use the model created by the user, what is not feasible way i11 onr 
case. The performance evaluation tools based on the measurements cannot be used befr>rc 
the real run o f the parallel prog ram . We tried to avoid these disa.dantages l>y the follo,,·i11 g 
approach. \·\le have defined the Process Graph (PG) (chap .2), for au abstract description o f 1 lte 
parallel program. The PG mocl cl of the program is generated automatically fro m its intcrn;d 
representation in VFCS. We have developecl PROGAN (chap.3), as a tool for performrt11re 
analysis of the Process Graph models. This technique is now implemented as a component of 
VFCS (chap.4). 

2 Process Graph for Abstract Representation of Parallel Pro
grams 

\Ve have designecl the abstract form called Process Graph for representation of sequential a11d 

parallel Fortran programs on tbe statement level. 

Def.: The Process Graph (PG) is defined as a directed graph PG'= (N,A), where:\' 
is a set of nodes and A is a set of the directed arcs A C N x N . The PG node is defined b~' 

th e following set of node attributes: 
n = {nn , nt.,11i,no, clti, ·is , os,ap} 

where nn is the node number. 11t is the node type, ni is the number of node inputs, no is the 
number of node outputs. di 1 is the delay time. i 8 ( os) is the set of nodes iclen tified by nn a nd 
connected to the node inputs (outputs). i.e. input (output) set aud a7J represents one or mo re 
additional parameters for the specific node type. 

We have defined the set of node types for the Process Graph with the following sema.ut ics: 

• The node type OA (Or-And , nf = I) with OR input and AND output logicis acti\·a1ed 
by the control flow comming to an >· of its inputs ancl after the specified delay (processing) 
time , aU nodes connected to its outputs are acti\·ated in pa.rallcl. 

• The node type AA (A11<l-A11d . 11/ = 2) with AND input/output logic, us ually "·ith 
two inputs and two outputs. is acti\'atcd hy tl1e control ftow present on all its i11p11ts 
simultaneously a nd the output signals are sent to a.II its outputs after the node cH"·'· 
time. 

• The node type OOI (Or-Or-ltcratiou, 111 = 3) has the OR input/output logic in gcn end 
and one additional parameter a71 = nil, where 11it is t he number of iterations. After t h~ 
initial activation from the second input the firs t output from the 11ode (to the loop bod >·) 
is activated. The next activation comes from the first input, the node counts dow11 t Ii <_• 

number of iterations and after the l;~st onl' the scconcl 111ode output is activated. 

• The node type OOT (Or-Or-Trne. 11t = -I) ha.s OR input/output logic and the ;iddi
tionai parameter for the prohabilit~· of the first (True) output ap = Pi or the numh1•r of 

cases for the first (second-Fabc) output ap = /\'i(N1),Ni > O,(N1 < 0). 

• The node type OAD (Or-And-Delay time , 11/ = 5) with OR input and AND outp11t 

logic has two possibilities for its <lela~· time. Tbe adclitional parameter ap = {Pt (Nt) , di 2} 
specifies the probability P1 , P1 E [O: 1], for the first va.riant of the clelay time dt = dti . 

otherwise dt = dt2 • or the number of times Ni when the delay time dt = dt 1 con'secutin•ly 

and then dt = dt ·i· 
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• The node type OAAA (Or-And-And-And, nt = G) has OH input and AND output 
logic for the "main" inputs and outputs and AND input/output logic for additiona l 
(communication) inputs and outputs. After receiving the s ignal on any of OR i11p11ts. 
all communication outputs (AND logic) are activated after the delay time for send i11g 
messages. Then the node has to \Va.it for all communication inputs (AND logic ) and after 
receiving of all communication inputs (synchronized) and the delay time for rcceivi11g 
the messages all outputs (AND logic) of the node ar-e activated. The node has a sC't of 
addition al parameters ap = { nco, nc i. cos. cis, pc, dt2} where nco ( nci) is the num IH'r of 
communication outputs (inputs), co8 (cis) is the set of commu1~ication outputs ( inp11 ts) . 
ps is the probability of communication and dt2 is the communicat ion time. 

3 Performance Analyzer PRO,G AN 

The performance analyzer PROGAN (PROcess Graph ANalyzer) is based on the event -drin'n 
simulation technique and developed for evaluation of the dynamic behavior of parallel proccss('s 
represented by the Process Graph. The input of PROGAN is the Process Graph model of 1 he 
parallel program to be analyzed .and the output of PROGAN is a set of performance d<tta 
characterizing the dynamic beha.vior of the process graph i.e. modeled parallel progr<in1. 
PROGAN has the following performance analysis facilities implemented by several optional 
monitoring modes. An activity diagram shows all active phases of nodes in the gn1ph 
activated sequentially or in para.lie!. A waiting messages protocol gives the numbers of 
waiting messages on inputs of the PG nodes. A detailed paraBelism degree protocol sho\\'S 
the number of simultaneously activated PG nodes in the graph. All these three protocols 
a re event driven protocols illustrating exactly all events in the graph and suita ble also fnr 
its debugging. The other monitoring modes arc based 011 a statistical processing of the PG 
behavior and give a more comprehensive view on the PG performance. Those are based on 

evaluation of the utilization or activity of the j-th node Uj, Uj E [O : 100]3,j E [l : n] ;i11d 

the parallelism degree pd , Pd E [O: n] in PG, where n is a number of the nodes in PG . llot h 
of these parameters are e valuated for steady and transie nt states by sampling the val ues. 

Going up for more comprehensive view on PG beha.vior we have developed t he monitoring 
mode for evaluation of the activity of PG nodes grouped into the specified size of the gro11 p. 
This mode gives the <la.ta about the activity (utilization) of every group of nodes. it 3 

communication activity and waiting for communication separately. The P G perfo r
mance is ana.lyzed for the specified time period, for whole graph or for the specified set oft It <' 
nodes and docum ented in the nurnerica.l or graphical form of res ults. Additional facili t ies n f 
PilOGAN include an output of the PG structure, connectivity test of PG, complete ou tp ut uf 

PG specificatio11, evaluation of the PG run time and others. 

PROGAN can be used also separately for performance anal ysis o f any PG s to red i11 t li e 
input file generated automatically or writte11 by an editor. Then PG behavior may be i111 Pr

preted for any para.lie! sys tem modeled by PG. 

4 Application for Parallel Fortran Programs 

The defined s ix node types cover all Fortranil statement s after processing by the fro11t-1'1 1Cl 
of VFCS and statements in Message Passing Fortran generated by VFCS. T his node S(' t is 
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open with regard s to the development of the VFCS and the Vienna Fortran lang uage [7]. The 
application of the defined PG nodes for the abstract representation of the program state11w11t s 
is the following [1]. The control statements as DO-loop head, conditional GOTO and loyirol 
IF are represented by the node types 00 I, OOT and 0 AD respectively. All other labekd or 
not labeled statements of Fortran 7i are represented by the node type 0 A . The special st <ile

ments from the Message Passing Fortran [7] are represented as follows. The masked state11w11 t 
OWNED by the node type OAD, simplified SEND and RECEIVE by OA and A.·I rc
specti vely, and the complex corn m unication statement EX 5 R ( EXcha.nge-Send-Recei ve ) Ii.\· 

0 AAA. The PG model is generated automatically by the PG generator PRO GEN [2]. T his 
abstract representation of the program is used for the next processing by t he performance a11a
lyzer PROGAN. Dy the first experience in performance analysis of the concrete PG mrnl<+> 
generated automatically, we can sa.y that this tool is very effective for prac t ical perforn1a 11rc 
analysis giving both the detailed and global view on the PG behavior. 

5 Conclusions 

We have defined the Process Graph for the abstract representation of the parallel Fortran pro
grams generated by the supercompiler VFCS. The Process Graph model of the parallel progr;rn1 
is generated automatically. We have developed the performance analysis t ool PROGAN f1)r 
the Process Graph models providing the detailed and global performance characteristics of 1 he 
parallel system to be a.nalyzed. This tool is interconnected with VFCS, but can be used also 
separately for the analysis of other Process Graph based models . 

Our future steps will be devoted to the de»elopment of the more compact representa l inn 
of the parallel program generated a.u tomatically and more precise performance analysis du ri 11g 
program design and improvement process . 
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A DISTRIBUTED OPEN SYSTEM ENVJRONMENT FOR A RF.AL- TIME SIMULATORS 

L.Casliglioni. M.De Chirico - S.d.l.Aulomazione Ind. -via Winckelmann.! Milano. ITALY 

F.Prelolani-ENEL C.R.A. - via Volta. 1 - Cologno . Milano. JTALY 

Abslracl. This paper presents lhe problems tackled and lhe solutions adopted in creating a dislribuled 
scheduling process for lhe conslruclion of real-lime simulators. This product is used by ENEL for 
training and engineering simulators within lhe conlexl of industrial processes for lhe production of 
electric energy. The scheduling process is for co-ordinating of a certain number of processes. each of 
which deals wilh lhe simulation of lhe diff erenl subsystem of a power planl constiluling a simulator 

1. lnlroduclion 

Within lhe LEGOCAD [ 1] syslem. simulators are constructed in a firsl phase grou ping logelher pre
buill library modules lo create a modelling task describing a single plant subsystem. After developing and 
optimising the various modelling tasks. lhey have lo be interconnected in order lo optimise models 
f urlher and build the simulator. A scheduling process is then required lo manage and synchronise lhe 
individual modelling tasks and their mutual interactions. 

The functions performed and the user services provided by this process are the following: 

functions: 
• activation of lhe modelling lasks forming the simulator: 
• synchronised exchange of the variables of interconnection between the various modelling tasks: 
• maintaining real lime (where the calculation resource allows it). 

user services: 
• periodical filing on disk of a certain (configurable) number of measurements of special interest: 
• saving and loading of snapshots of the simulator data base: 
• maintaining an updated and coherent data base of the simulator during transients: 
• management of a queue for receiving disturbances on lhe free inputs of the simulator: 
• management of a queue for receiving simulation commands and information on the slalus of the 

simulator. 

As listed. synchronisation of the various modelling tasks and management of the variables of 
inlerf acing between the diff erenl parts of the plant which they model are handled by the scheduling 
process. In the case of large simulators or those with highly sophisticated calculations. it may be useful 
lo be able lo distribute lhe modelling tasks over several computers connected by a network so as lo 
exploit fully the calculation parallelism. Synchronisation of the tasks on different machines and the 
correct exchange of interface variables is performed by the scheduling processes present on each 
machine. For this purpose a distributed scheduling process has been produced which. in addition lo the 
functions and services mentioned previously. allows modelling tasks lo be allocated to several. possibly 
dissimilar. machines. 

In the following sections the needs which led lo the creation of a distributed scheduling process. 
which enables the various calculation processes lo be allocated lo different machines. are underlined. 
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The guidelines followed when developing lhe project are also given. above all lhe choice of lhe 
hardware and software platforms supported by lhe syslem. The scheduling algorithm is described in 
detail. Finally reference is made lo lhe building of an engineering simulator for training purposes 
(simulator of a 320 MW unil al lhe Priolo power plant) in order lo check lhe effectiveness of lhe project 
performed. 

2. The dislribul,ed scheduling process 

The reasons which. in certain conditions. led lo the need to dislribule lhe sim ulalion environment 
over several machines connected in a network are now discussed. 

This need normally arises wilh real-lime simulators. a lerm which indicates occurrence of lhe 
following circumstances: 

• lhe simulated system evolves over lhe .same periods of lime as lhe real system. even in special 
load conditions of lhe system; 

·• lhe operator can interact wilh lhe simulator using the services of actuation and/ or command 
from external unils. achieving reaction limes which are comparable lo those of the real planl. 

The scheduling ,algorithm deals with activating lhe tasks modelling a process al specific frequencies 
which differ for each lask {we refer lo lhe interval of activation of lhe individual Lask as lhe inlegralion 
lime slep). So lhal lhe evolution of the system occurs in real lime. each lask musl lake for calculation a 
period of time which is equal lo or shorter than the integration lime assigned lo it. Normally the lasks 
completes the calculation phase within the time limit. The scheduler. after having managed the 
exchanges of variables belwe,en l'he lasks. waits for the set lime lo elapse before re-aclivaling them. 

For the regulation tasks the lime taken for calculation can be determined beforehand and is 
independent of the lype of lransienl underway. The process tasks. using an ileralive algorithm for the 
calculation. will however require calculation limes proportional lo the number of ileralions necessary for 
an integration step. 

The iterative tasks are therefore responsible for introducing a certain degree of non-delerminalion 
into the necessary calculation lime and in extreme cases for causing deceleration in simulation. If a task 
does nol complete the calculation phase in good lime. the other tasks also have to wail before being able 
lo exchange inlerf ace variables. introducing a delay inlo lhe simulation as a whole (it is in fact the 
actual inlroduclion of the delay. linked lo synchronisation between the tasks. which ensures lhe 
numerical accuracy ,of the simulation). Often the delay condition only occurs in particular phases of 
simulation in which some tasks are forced lo iterate repeatedly. In a later phase the tasks will probably 
return to a less critical working condition; in this cas.e lhe scheduler benefits from this situation by 
making up lh,e accumulated delay until it relinks with the clock which marks real time. 

The second condition introduced into the definition of real- lime simulator means lhal lhe lime 
taken for a command (sent by lhe console or by an MMI service) lo cause a reaction by lhe simulated 
system comes within limes of the order of 400 msec. Sending a command causes a variation in a 
simulation variable which. being part of a remote control or regulation lask. on the basis of lhe coded 
logic in the re mole control itself. produces a variation in another variable which acls as feedback for lhe 
operator. The lime taken lo perform lhe process described is directly linked lo the lime of integration of 
lhe remote control task lo which the relevant variables belong (in lhe worst hypothesis lhe inlegralion 
time will contribute in the l,olal calculation for a lime equal lo double ils value). In order lo achieve 
acceptable interaction limes. the integration times for ilbese tasks will normally be shorl (200 msec) and 
shorter than 'those taken for iterative tasks (typically 1200 rnsec). 

The possible delerioralion in performances in terms of operator-simulator interaction lime is however 
almost always caused by situations in which the iterative tasks accumulate a delay. Jn this case the 
regulation tasks are also slowed down .. 'leading to deceleration in the responses of the system which is 
apparent lo lhe operator. 

A further CPU load source for lhe system is lhe MMI services which. for inlerf acing wilh lhe user. 
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adopt advanced graphics environments which. if lhe system consists of a single workslalion. could bring 
about mutual disturbance silualions. 

The solution identified therefore is lo create real processing parallelism. using a syslem composed of 
several workslalions interconnected in a network. This solution enabJes parl of the calculalion polenlial 
lo be reserved for absorbing load peaks which occur in lhe simulation of particularly f asl lransienls 
which give rise lo a high number of iterations of lhe process tasks. During normal transients the excess 
calculation power can be used for developing simulation in f asl-lime mode. i.e. in a shorter space of 
lime than those of lhe rea~ plant. 

3. Project guidelines 

One of lhe essential HW and SW requirements of lhe simulation environment is the high portability of 
the end product. The simulation environment is currently available on UNIX (ULTRIX. AIX. SCO-UNIX). VMS. 
HELIOS platforms. 

This restraint has heavily influenced lhe decisions made when defining the project. leading lo the 
exclusion of those technologies. both HW and SW. which are excessively restrictive in terms of portability. 

Allenlion has been turned lo operating system which are widely used in lhe various applications. also 
present on HW plalf orms which differ in terms of calculation power supplied or graphical representation 
capability. UNIX. by now widely used as a standard bolh for workstations and personal computers. fulfils 
these requirements. Furlhennore lhe ease of integration via lhe network between HW platforms which 
support standards such as TCP /IP [3] is an addilional advantage. 

These considerations indicate lhat. by using simple IPC .mechanisms under UNIX. migration under 
these .other operating systems is nol particularly complex {obviously the situation changes if advantage is 
lo be gained from special mechanisms only existing in particular working environments). 

In order lo facilitate lhe por'labilily of the SW .. the ANSI C programming language was chosen. 
Moreover efforts were made lo maintain the unique nature of the source code also for the later 
extensions made lo make lhe simulation environment also available in VMS and HELIOS. Therefore on lhe 
one hand diff erenlialed coding of basic libraries was used. and on lhe other conditional compiling. 
Modifications were limited lo where the different operating systems required lhe use of diff erenl system 
services. maintaining general software structure uniformity and above all conformity in the use of SW 
inlerf aces between lhe different services. 

For VMS lhe structure of the simulator is identical lo lhe UNIX case. whereas modifications were made 
for the lranspulers lo exploit lhe parallelism polenlial where several processors co-operate in 
performing calculalion. Having maintained the same SW structure. and above all the same interfaces of 
1dialog and inlerf acing. a distributed simulation environment can a1lso be created by using heterogeneous 
machines. 

As regards the network protocol lo be used. TCP /IP[3] was chosen. a protocol which on the one hand 
is emer,ging as a .standard and which on the other lhas been available on the target platforms for the 
project for some lime. 

4. Scheduling algorithm 

The processes working together for simulation are allocated lo diff erenl workstations and dialog with 
each other via the network. Approximately 907. of the network traffic consists of data exchange and the 
remaining part of commands for driving simulation. 

Since numerical accuracy of the simulation is an essential characteristic. the protocol to be used for 
the exchange of data must be reliable. 

from the range of TCP /IP protocols a choice had lo be made between TCP (stream mode) and UDP 
(datagram mode). The TCP mode provides a reliable protocol while lhe UDP mode requires the addition of 
a suilalble acknowledge mechanism. 

Tests were performed lo assess. in a situation similar lo the real one. the performances of the TCP 
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prolocol compared lo lhose of lhe UDP prolocol wilh lhe addilion of a suilable acknowledge mechanism. 
The nelwork lraffic was eslimaled al approximalely 600 byles every 100 ms per laskl . 

Oalagram prolocol (UDP) Slream protocol (TCP) 

540 Kb/sec 
host 1 

611 Kb/sec 

hosl 3 

465 Kb/ sec 590 Kb/ sec 

Fig. 1 - Resull oblained wilh UDP and TCP protocol 

Fig. l gives lhe results oblained using 3 OEC-Slalion 500/200's and wilh lhe hypothesis of having 10 
lasks resident on each workslalion (hosl number 3 is nol on the same physical nelwork). Given lhe 
resulls of lhe lesls il was decided lo use lhe slream mode which. although involving greater complexity 
due lo lhe initial work of selling up a connection between lhe various hosts. has higher performance 
levels than lhe UDP. managing the acknowledge mechanisms efficiently inside lhe TCP protocol itself. 

Having defined lhe protocol of communication belween lhe workstations. allempls were made lo 
identify lhe archileclure which besl combines f ealures of simplicity and linearily wilh lhe performances 
within lhe limits of resource consumption and f asl lime. The choice was between a centralised 
architecture and a dislribuled one. 

Jn lhe first solution one of lhe workstations has lo be elected which. while continuing to conlribule lo 
the numerical integration of simulator tasks. also performs the role of MASTER. This means that all lhe 
data of lhe simulator are sent by lhe other machines (SLAVE) lo lhe MASTER machine. in this way 
centralising lhe whole dynamic simulation data base. The MASTER machine has lo deal with management 
of lhe variables of interface belween lhe various tasks. sending their updaled value lo the SLAVE 
machines. 

In lhe second solution. all lhe machines working logelher for simulation are al lhe same level: each 
individual workstation sends lhe data directly lo lhe workslalion which requires them. 

In lhe allempl lo find an architecture which is lhe simplest possible without jeopardising lhe system 
performances loo much. a hybrid one was chosen (Fig. 2): management of lhe exchange of data between 
lhe individual tasks is distributed. while performance of services (simulator data base management. 
snapshots. continuous recordings etc.) is centralised. Centralised management of services. in lhe case of 
the simulator data base. also allows greater ease of inlerf acing with external client processes. 

In the solution chosen. one of the machines is referred lo as MASTER and has lhe task of managing 
all the simulation services as well as activating and slopping simulation. while as far as exchange of data 
between lhe tasks during normal operations is concerned. all lhe machines are al lhe same J~vel. 

Thus an architecture was produced which. during normal operation. focuses on performances. 
decentralises communications and simplifies lhe functioning of services by centralising them on the 
MASTER machine. 

lThis value was obtained by estimating that on average lhe exchange of data between lwo tasks is 
approximately 150 data al activation. then considering lhe dimension of 4 byles per each item of data 
(float) and since 100 ms is the minimum activation lime of a task. lhe data shown is obtained. 
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Each simulalion slep 2 depends on the individual scheduling algorithms: the MASTER machine. where 
lhe MASTER scheduling process is resident. is the machine dedicated to receiving commands [4) from lhe 
oulside. Having receive the simulation start command. it sends it lo the SLAVE machines involved in 
simulation. according to the centralised model discussed previously. 

1 1 
I ~ 

; 
I ~ 

' 
·----·-- ····----- - -' _j_·-·-·-·-··~---·-·---

Fig. 2 - dislribuiled archileclure 

..... 

siimulatione data 

command 

Later the distributed management phase begins in which each machine dialogues. al lhe level of data 
exchange. with any other machine according lo needs. The destinalion and origin of each item of data is 
defined in special tables resident on each machine and containing the following information: 

a. times of activation of each resident task (e.g. integration step 0.4 seconds. simulation lime step 
1.2 seconds => aclivation times 0.0 - 0.4 - 0.8): 

b. lhe Jisl of oulpul 'data for each task wjlh the relalive destination tasks; 

c. the list of input data for each task wjth the relative origin tasks 

On lhe basis of these tables lhe scheduling processes. bolh MASTER and SL.A VE. al the slarl of the 
simulalion step. aclivale all the resident lasks and then await the conclusion of the calculation of the 
lasks with an inLe.gration step of 100 ms, The latter. having oompleted the calculalion ph.ase. send a 
calculation end message to lhe scheduler on which they depend. The scheduler. on lhe basis of table b). 
will send the output variables to the appropriate machines, then will hang up lo await the arrival. on the 
basis of table c). of all 'the data coming from lhe other machines. 

ll the lime taken Lo perform these operations is less than 100 ms. the task will hang up for a lime 
equal Lo the difference belween 100 ms and lhe time taken. otherwise the delay will be slored and 
recovered later if possible. avoiding hang- ups. 

Schedulin:g proceeds in a similar manner on each machine. with steps of 100 ms. up lo the end of lhe 
simulation slep which marks the return to centralised management: each SLAVE machine sends all the 
simulation dala relating lo the resident tasks. forming .a kind of local data base. lo the MASTER machine. 
on which the global data base relallng lo all the tasks ,of lh.e simula1t.or is resident. and then hangs up lo 
await a new step start message. 

'The MASTER scheduler . .afler having carried out the periodical recordings on files. checks lhat other 
simulation commands are not present. then. in :the absence of ·olher requests. sends the step start 

2 Simulation lime step is defined as lhe minimum common muliliple between all the individual 
integration steps of the tasks forming lhe simulator. 
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message lo lhe SLAVE machines. launching a new simulation slep. 

5. Calculalion dislribulion slralegies 

For lhe simulalor lo funclion properly. lhe various modelling lasks have lo be allocaled. wilh a 
cerlain amount of care. lo the machines making up lhe calculation engine. First of all lhe features have 
lo be indicated (in addition lo accuracy of calculalion) on the basis of which different possible solutions 
are lo be compared: 

• maintaining of real lime in the various operaling conditions of the simulated syslem; 
• achieving the maximum f asl-time level in relalion lo real lime. 

Due to the complexity of the problem and the large number of cases and hence of possible solutions. 
il is impossible lo trace a general theory for distribution of the calculation load. therefore only some 
guidelines will be set out. 

First of all it is to do analysed the case in which the machines set of lhe calculation engine is 
homogeneous (in respect of HW and SW). then additional considerations will be made in the case of a 
heterogeneous HW /SW environment. 

The first operation lo be performed is lhal of checking. in quantity terms. the consumption of each 
modelling lask which makes up the simulalor. bearing in mind thal. unlike the regulation and 
automation lasks which require a conslanl level of calculalion resource. lhe process lasks. using an 
ileralive calculalion algorilhm. have consumplion which varies according lo lhe operaling condilions of 
lhe simulaled plant. 

These variations in calculation lime can also be appreciable. even reaching peaks of over 100%. 
Generally however il is fairly unlikely lhal all lhe process lasks of a simulalor encounter lhis problem 
simullaneously. This means that real lime can be achieved even wilh.2,_ul excessively overdimensioning the 
calculalion syslem and advises lhe choice of a slruclure composed of many small lasks rather than a 
few large ones. An objection may be made lo this by saying lhal breaking down in lo many lasks may 
cause problems of numerical slabilily of lhe inlegralion algorilhm. which ensures slabilily wilhin each 
task. bul which cannot off er lhe same guarantees for an aggregalion of lasks. This clearly indicales lhal 
breaking down lhe process lo be simulaled inlo tasks is an operalion of some imporlance which has lo 
make a compromise between various needs. 

As regards dislribulion of lasks on the calculalion machines. lhose configurations which use less 
network resources have lo be idenlified from lhe various ones possible. In lhis way a large share of 
machine resources is available lo be dedicaled lo calculalion and an increase in lhe upper fast lime 
limil is achieved. This limil in facl depends mostly on saluralion of nelwork resources. 

Generally . in order lo achieve adequale performances. lhe subdivision of lhe planl {process. 
automation. regulation} merely has lo be copied for lhe machines making up lhe simulalor. For a 
quantilalive analysis il musl be considered lhal normally lhe quanlily of dala exchanged between 
individual lasks does nol pose a problem while . during a simulation slep. lhe number of packages of dala 
exchanged has lo be restricted as much as possible. 

Jl is unlikely lhal a single solulion can be found lo lhe problem and in any case a certain number of 
lesls will have lo be carried oul. 

Having decided on lhe dislribulion of the lasks. one of lhe calculation machines has lo be elected as 
simulation MASTER. Generally. since lhe MASTER machine has lo perform some additional services. il is 
advanlageous lo choose lhe less loaded machine in lerms of calculalion. without however f orgelling thal 
al lhe end of each simulation slep lhe SLAVE machines lransf er via lhe network lhe local dala base lo 
lhe global one resident on lhe MASTER machine. hence from lhe network slandpoinl lhe optimum 
solution is lhal of using as Masler lhe machine where the lasks relating lo lhe larger local dala base are 
resident. 

Since for communication between machines involved in simulation. use was made of messages wilh a 
formal independent of lhe HW plalf orm and lhe operating syslem used . lhe possibility remains of using a 
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helerogeneous group of machines. In lhis case. when determining lhe dislribulion of lasks on lhe 
available platforms, the following hinls musl be laken inlo consideration: 

,. calculate lhe load required of each machine as a percentage of lhe maximum available. in lhal 
lhe machines in general will have diff erenl cal cul a lion capacities; 

,. restrict lihe load due lo lhe possible conversions of formal for lhe dala. necessary for example 
in lhe case of the joinl presence of UNIX and VMS machines (e.g. G- FLOAT VMS formal wilh IEEE 
formal). 

16. ResuUs 

To dale. lhe most complete simulalor achieved (see Fig. 3) is lhe one of a 320 MW unil al lhe Priolo 
power planl. used by lhe ENEL operator training school in Piacenza [5]. 

As shown in the illuslralion lhe simulalor can be divided schematically inlo lhree seclions: calculalion 
engine. inslruclor's desk. operator console. 

Cailcu"lation engine 

Dec-Slelio11s 5000/240 

SlJ.VE 

~E BUS 

Dec-Slalion 5000/240 

:1u.STI:'R 

Operator C·onsole 

lnslruclor's desk 

Vax-Slalion 4000/ 60 

lo MMls 

Molorola 

'!Zl ~ ~ 

D D '= '<= <= 
' El = El 'c:I 8 = = c:i 

c:::i 
Cl 

El <= El <= 0 
Cl IC:I ICI 

1El c:::i El c:::i El _ .. ------~ 

Cl Cl IC> CL~ ~U 101 El El 
C> '= '= 

Iii 
lll=ttBni '&! a '<== 

Pig. 3 - Priolo po•u plant training simulator 11rchileclure 
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The calculation engine has been built by distributing the calculation load between three DECStalion 
5000/240's. In dislributing lhe modelling tasks over lhe Lhree works la lions. we referred back, as far as 
possible. lo lhe real subdivision present within the plant: process. regulation. aulomalion. This 
subdivision. restricting mosl interactions among the models inside lhe same machine. enabled lhe 
network traffic between lhe three workslalions forming the calculation engine lo be reduced lo a 
mm1mum. 

The use of three machines. operating logelher .. means lhal lhe three workstations always maintain a 
good calculation reserve. The presence of this reserve enables. even during lhe most critical transients. 
from the calculation point of view. real lime is lo be maintained [5), and also enables the use of fast 
lime during lhe transients of less importance from the training standpoint. The following tables give lhe 
CPU occupancies recorded in a lest aiming al establishing lhe load of lhe workslalions (in normal 
conditions) during normal and fast-lime operalion. For the instructor's desk a VAXSlation 4000/ 60 was 
used. . 

real lime host 1 hosl 2 host 3 
·~ .user ., ,. 40% I 38% I 39% 

. 7o.·svsteifr,,,,,_ ·:· 8'% 4% I 17% 
1. idle :::-: 52% 58% 44% 

fasl-timeJL6} host 1 host 2 I host. 3 
.7. user 48% i6i6% I 51% 

7. svSlein . 14% 20% 7% 
:% iddle 38% 14% 42% 

ihe operator console contains 'two subsystems seen as clients by lhe simulator: lhe S.d.J. supervision 
system (SCADA on PC-486) and lhe Motorola board (MVM[ 147 SA- 1) which handles the I/O cards of lhe 
operator console. For lhe first of lhe two clients. as mentioned previously, centralised· interfacing was 
used. From lhe tests performed this inlerf acing was found lo have a minimal effect both on the MASTER 
workstation and on lhe network load. 

For inlerf acing with lhe Motoro1la board. given the realism requirements. distributed management had 
lo be adopted with obvious increases in consumption of the calculation resources of lhe workstations 
forming the calculation engine. On average 15% of lhe resources of each workstation was consumed. In 
order lo assess lhe response limes in quantity terms. a modelling task with a step lasting 100 ms was 
used and the space of lime between pressing a pushbullon and later lighting of a led was measured: lhe 
average lime obtained was approximately 200 ms .. considered satisfactory for realistic operation of lhe 
console. 
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In this paper, the modelling and simulation of recipe driven multipurpose chemical or biochemical plants using 
an object oriented approach is described. A data model is presented which enables the description of all impor-
1tant aspects of batch plants: 1the model of the plant (reactors, tanks, pipes, separation units etc.). the batches of 
material and the dynamics of their transformation, and the recipe driven sequential production process. Batch 
plants are complex hybrid systems (Clark and Joglekar, 1992) because many different components with asso
ciated con.tinuous dynamics ar;e involved, the production sequence is event-driven, continuous and discrete state 
variables must be used to describe the production process, and the structure of the system and the number of 
sta~e variables change over time. 

1. .INTRODUCTION 

Multipurpose batch plants are used for the economic production of chemical products in small quanuues. 
Different products can be made at the same plant, eventually even in parallel at the same time. Flexible batch 
production, formerly mainly used in ·certain specialised branches of the chemical industry as e.g. the production 
of pharmaceutics .and paints, is extended to other ,products h ke polymers and replaces continuous production 
pf'ocesses as production to order becomes mor·e and more imponant. 

A multipuqx>se batch plant consists of different vessels (tanks and reactors). auxiliary equipment and pipes to 
transport the products. Recipes define the production process of each product, i.e. which substances have to be 
put together in which quantities and under which conditions. They also contain instructions for the operator or 
the ,process control system on temperature and pressure values or curves, variables to be monitored, stopping 
conditioA.S, etc. In ~ecent years, rapid 1progress in the automation of batch processes has been made such that in 
newly equipped plants the task of 1lhe operator is not any more the proper execution of the recipes, but the 
choice of the production sequences and the scheduling of the equipment. For this task, it is not sufficient to take 
the availability of raw mat•erials and other r•esources .and the production orders into account, but the complete 
state of the batc'hes of .substances .and the equipment and their future development must be considered. 

Purely discrete models of the production process as e.g. Petri nets are not sufficient to model such plants 
because the thermal and chemical processes have continuous, often variable, dynamics, which must be taken 
into account to predict the development of the plant, e.g. for scheduling purposes. The aim of our work is the 
development of a tool for the simulation of the pmduction pr·ocesses in .a recipe-driven multipurpose batch plant 
including all important aspects of such plants, in particular the continuous and the discrete dynamics, in order 
ito support the supervision of the plant and the scheduling of production tasks. 

The first step towards simulation is the development of a formal model of the system which is to be simulated. 
In our case, models ·Of the production plant (equipment with basic control units), of the recipes and of the 
batches of material are developed in a form which allows the free •combination of elements of ~eh class. So 
these a!re the atoms of 1the models which can be combined flexibly at run time to describe the actual processes in 
the plant which depend on the scheduling decisions. 

2. ELEMENTS OF THE MODEL 

The representation of the production processes in a hatch plant is based on the concept of recipe controlled 
operations, which has been deve'loped by the major chemical companies in Germany (Uhlig 1987, NAMUR 
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l 992) and is used in 1the automation of batch plants by most suppliers of process control systems. The structure 
of the model consists of the description of the multipurpose plant, the basic recipes. the production schedule, 
and the executable control recipes. In this paper, mainly ·the plant model and the control recipes are discussed. 

The plant model consists o.f all main elements of the plant, the auxi!liary equipment, the connections to 
exchange energy and material, and the control components. The plant model must be detailed enough to 
generate information about the duration of the production processes and quality parameters of the products. 
Therefore the states of the batches of material such as their pressures, temperatures, and compositions must be 
included. The state variables of the batches are changed by the unit operations. They can either be operations 
enforced by process control (or manualily} such as heating, cooling, mixing, discharging, or chemical or 
physical processes such as chemical reactions, condensation. solution or crystallisation of a component. The 
enforced operations are called technical functions. The technical functions are implementations of the basic 
operations used in the recipe io describe the production s~eps . In fact, the two types of operations can be treated 
in the same way, so the difference is ·one of semantics. 

A basic recipe is a sequence of instructions for the production of a batch of product of standard size. It de
scribes, without reference ito a particular plant or particular equipment, the sequential or parallel production 
steps. The se·quence of the product·ion steps is controlled by events which either arc created by clocks, the time 
events, or by continuous process variables reaching predefined th resholds, the state events. Sequential function 
charts are used to represent the recipes in a formal manner. In the actual production process, the basic recipe is 
specialised to the control recipe which makes reference to specific equipment assigned to the particular batch of 
a certain size which can differ f:mm the standard size. The basic operations of the basic recipe are replaced by 
technical functions of the real plant, and the process variables which occur in the conditions for the transitions, 
are identified with measurement devices. The control recipe activates resp. deactivates the unit operations as 
triggered by the evolution of 1the .state of the plant. Thus the mathematical model of the continuous processes in 
the p1lant may change with eve·ry stan of a new production step and must be generated during a production resp. 
simulation run depending on the actual dynamics and decisions. 

3. THE OBJECT ORIENTED DATA STRUCTURE 

In this section. the object oriented data structure of the most important parts of the model is described. We give 
no general description of the object oriented approach because there is ample literature about object oriented 
design and programming languages. e.g. (Martin and Odelt 1992). 

3.1 The class structure 

object 

control_ operation_ o 
unit_operation_o . 

·chemo_physical_o 

temperature The inheritance of data and 
~~~~!--f=~~~__, functions is a powerful ele-

pres:>ufe ment of the object oriented 
approach. It allows the 
design of basic elements and 
the stepwise refinement of 
the model objec~ . Similar to 
the manner how natural 
objects are classified by types 
and supertypes, e. g . plant, 
tree, broad-leaved tree, apple
tree, the class structure for 
multipurpose batch plants 
can be defined. The 
definition of such an 

figure 1: class inheritance of process units and unit operations 

inheritance structure depends 
on the point of view on the 
system, i.e. which properties 

are important, which properties are common to several objects, which features should they have. In figure l, the 
class structures of process units and of unit operations are shown. 

The class "object" is used as a common list object. All elements of the models are kept in lists. This allows for 
the management of an a.rbit rary number of components, which is or:tly limited by the memory size. The basic 
functions for list handling are defined in container classes. A container class defines objects that in tum contain 
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ot'her objects, such .as linked lists and binary trees. The objects in the class "modell_o" are nodes of a graph, 
connected by flow elements of different types. Functions to define and to save model parameters are provided. 
The class "process_unit_o" defines general process units. All process units are derived from this class. The nex1 
level of inheritance defines the classes "without_storage_o", process units which cannot store material, 
"with_storage_o" which provides properties to store material, and the class "energy_o" for which the basic 
features of sources (or sinks) of energy are defined. The classes on the right are non-abstract classes, only for 
these objects memory can be allocated. 

The dass "unil_:operation_o"' is the superclass of the classes "control_operation_o" for control operations and 
'"·chemo_p!hystcal_o" for chemical ·or physical unit operations, which cannot be controlled directly by external 
inputs. The class '"unit_ operation_o" provides a virtual func·tion to evaluate the equations of the unit operations. 
'fhe implementation of t'his fu nction is realized in the non-abstract classes, e.g. "heating" or "reaction". The 
definition of virtual functions enables the definition of basic functions in a program, without knowing on this 
level, how they are realized. But somewhere in the derived classes, the function must of course be defined 
completely. One advantage of this mechanism is that new models can easily be added to a model library. 

3.2 Relations between objects 

The hierarchical data structure allows the definition of classes which have specific properties on the different 
levels. Object are instances of the classes. They are used to construc•t the actual data model by (iefining the 
relations between the model objects. Model objects may contain a list of other objects or may have special 
relations to other objects. As the mathematical models change dynamically due to the structural changes in the 
system, the relations between the model objects must be dynamic as well. A multipurpose batch plant consists 
of many process units and their connections. The relation of the objects can be defined on different levels of the 
data structur,e. In complex systems there a:re many relations between the objects, therefore they are described 
from diffcere.nt viewpoints. A way to rcp~esent the i;e1ations bc·tween objects are entity relationship models. 

I.-~~~~~~~~~~~~::======::;-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-., 

~---+-l user_interfac:e 

5UbStance 

enthalpi• 

popeny database 

Figure 2: data-model of a multipurpose batch plant 

Figu11e 2 shows a part of the data structure of the modeL Here the Crows Foot Notation (Martin and Odell, 
1992) is used. The plant model, one or several control recipes and the properties database are contained in the 
object "model_manager". The plant model consists of one or several unit operations, process units and 
connecting elements. The unit operations may define state variables which appear in a differential equation. A 
process unit is an object with storage or without storage, or an energy object. A process unit with storage 
oonitains a mix1ure of substances, has a specified volume, and can have several measurement transducers. The 
mixtu11e is ·charactrerized by its enthalpy and a list of substances. Each substance is characterized by its mass and 
its s~tate of aggregation and has .ac·cess to its physical and ·chemical properties stored in a database. The state 
variables of a mixture, hs enthalpy and the masses of every substance can be changed by the unit operations. 

4. THE MODEL EQUATIONS 

The change of the state of 1the plant is caused by the active unit operations. The differential equations are 
fonnulated by ex-plicit equations such that every active unit operation gives an additive input to the derivatives 
of the state variables. Every object in figure 2 that contains a state variable (bold letters) also includes its 
derivative which is the left-hand side of an explicit differential equation. The use of implicit differential 
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equations is avoided because the numerical solution is computationally expensive and DAE's with high index 
can be created. If the solution of implicit equations is necessary this is done locally in every process unit by a 
special solver object. This approach can also be generalized to systems which have to be described by DAE's. 

This representation al'lows for a free combination of active unit operations. It is panicularly useful to describe 
the dynamics of multipurpose batch plants, because different unit operations can be active simultaneously. 

IR 1 l l f-d(enthalpy) _ _ d(mass A) 
/.rJ'. /dt 

y I 

1 

R2 Jid ~- d(enthalpy) __ d ~mass A) __ d(mns B) __ d(mass C) y /di /dt /di /di 

:d. 
Figure 3: The interaction of different unit operations 

and process units 

As an example, figure 3 shows two 
reactors, four unit operations and 
•the derivatives of the state vari
ables enthalpy and mass. The unit 
operations "fill R2 from R I ", "cool 
Rl", "chemical decomposition of 
A to B and C" and "discharge Rl" 
are active at the same time. Reac
tor Rl contains substance A, reac
tor R1 the substances A, B, and C. 
While the unit operation "fill R2 
from Rl " is active, d (mass A)/dt 
and d(enthalpy)/dt in Rl are nega
tive and the values are added to the 
derivatives of the state variables in 
reactor R2. The process units 
themselves are passive compo

nents. After all unit operations are executed in a simulation step, the derivatives are returned to the ODE 
solver. Only the solver changes the state variables. 

5.SUMMARY 

This paper describes a modular mathematical model of multipurpose batch plants using the object oriented ap
proach. The basic data s·tnwture of the model which consists of the class structure, the relations between the 
objects, and the way the model equations are formulated was presented. The resulting model describes a hybrid 
system that contains the continuous dynamics of the processes and the discrete dynamics of the production 
control (Cellier et al, 1993). The data structure is used in a prototype of a simulation system (Engel! and 
Wollhaf, 1993) that contains the data structure described here, implementations of basic models, algorithms for 
the solution of differential and algebraic equations, a database for physical and chemical properties of the most 
c,ommon 'Substances, a graphical user inteJfaoe to define the models, and an interface to other programs to 
·evaluate and visualise the results of the simulatio!il. Mechanisms to support automatic step size control, the de
tection of state events, the switching between models of different structure, and the handling of the global state 
vector are taken into account in the prototype of the program. 
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Abstract: In Lhis paper a database model is defined to be lhe structure of some real world model. The real 

world model is a model in Lhe sense of natural science that means it consists of a set of hypolhetical 

assumptions simplifying some real world area to enable a representation of lhe information about lhis area in a 

database system. Such an approach to database modelling makes it possible to give a malhematical treatment of 

database models and to give malhematicaJ definitions of database terms. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A database model is usually considered to be something like a user interface of a database system or a database 
management system respectively. For example, this spirit is expressed in the definition given in [5), where a 

database model is described in the following way ' A database model is used as the overall framework for 

describing how data and manipulations of it are to be presented to database users'. 

This function of a database model is certainly the most evident one, but there is another aspect of a database 

model which can be called the real world aspect. This real world aspect was recognized with the coming up of 

the semantic database models. The spirit of these semantic database models is best reflected in a statement 

given in [4]: 'Every database is a model of some real world system.'. In recent days, this spirit has a 

rennaissance in the object-oriented paradigm, this can be seen e. g. in [7], where it is stated: 'A data model is 

a logical organization of lhe real world objects, constraints of them, and relationships among objects' 

Bolh of these database aspects are vaJuable and have their own right This means that a database model has a 

bridge position bridging the real world and the computer world (world of data). 

The development of a database model can thus start from each of these two sides. Usually, the development of a 

database model starts from the computer side. The hierarchicaJ model, the network model, and the relational 

model are examples for such a procedure. 

In contrast to these approaches, I want to present an approach from the real world side. The starting point of 

my approach is a real world model which is described by a set of hypotheses and which acts as a framework for 

ordering the knowledge about some real world area. Such a model is comparable with a model used in natural 

science, e. g. the model of an ideal liquid, where simplifying assumptions are made to enable a malhematicaJ 

treaunenl. Natural science usually has to deal wilh dynamic systems. Therefore, the adequate mathematical 

description is given by differential equations. In our case, we have to deal with a static structure. Therefore we 
proceed to give a formulation in a first order language where the hypotheses of the real world model are 

represented by a set of first order formulas, describing a mathematical structure which is a model (in the sense 

of malhematical logic) of these formulas (axioms). 

This structure, which is a topological structure, can then act as a database model. This means it can be used as 

a framework for logicaJ interfaces to database systems. According to this theory, the general rule for developing 

a database model is given by the following steps: 
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(I) Formulate the real world model by a set of hypotheses. 

(II) Represent these hypotheses by a set of well formed fonnulas in a first order language. 

(Ill) Give a set theoretic discussion of the structure given by these fonnulas. 

(IV) Find those structural properties which are imponant for using the structure as a database model and 

derive set theoretic definitions of those 1.enns commonly used in database modelling. 

The merits of such a procedure are that it is a straightforward procedure, that it yields consistent and sharp 

definitions of database tenns, and that it offers a sound theoretical base for database modelling. 

Usually, the tenns of dalabase modelling are introduced as socalled basic concepts in a rather ad hoc fashion. 

They are defined by verbal descriptions and explained by examples. This is one of the reasons why a 

comparison and a systematic treatment of database models have not been possible yet 

Now we are able to derive these tenns from an overall structure und to define them in a mathematical notation 

as special structural properties. In the following chapter we give an ex.ample for such a procedure: 

2. THE PROPERTY-ORIENTED MODEL: A PARADIGM 

As an example for a general rule (i. e. a paradigm) for developing a database model, we present a special real 
world model which I call the property oriented model (6). It was designed lO reveal the basic assumptions 

underlying the 'flat' database models, including the relational model. 

In this model, the real world model is taken to be given by the following hypotheses: 

1. There exists a set of property values which enable us to describe a cenain real world area, e.g. {(colour 

red), (length 1 m) ..... }. 

2. Each such propeny value specifies exactly one property (type). e.g. (length 1 m) and (distance 1 m) are 

regarded to be different property values. Because the one is describing a leng th and the other is 
describing a distance. 

3. Each property value is atomic. This means that a property value cannot be described or replaced by any 

other propeny value(s) t.aken from the set of propeny values required in No. 1. 

4 There exists a set of objects which potentially can belong to the real world area. We will call them 

potential objects. 

5. To each object there belongs a non empty set of property values. Such a set is the 'description of the 

object' . 

6. Each object is described uniquely by its description. Which means that there are no two obja;ts with the 

same description and different descriptions refer to different objects. 

7. At each time t a real world area is in a special 'real world situation' which is defined by a set of 

potential objects actually belonging to the real world area at that time. The potential objects belonging to 

a real world situation are called 'actual objects' and the set of actual objects is called a 'state'. 'This 

means that each change of a real world situation is simply given by inclusion and exclusion of potential 

objects from the real world state. 

8. Each real world stale is well defined. This means that for every object it is decidable whether it is 

actual or not. 

To illustrate the meaning of these hypotheses, let us consider a small example: The real world area could be an 

enterprise. The potential objects for this enterprise might be buildings, cars, and employees. The property 

values available for descriptions might consist of inventory numbers, names of employees, social security 

numbers, licence numbers for the cars, values for describing loading space and transponation capacity. 
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A special situation of this real world area would be if the enterprise actually comprises three cars, two 

buildings, and ten employees, each described by some of lhe available propeny values. 

Let us now proceed to the formal representation of the hYJX>theses given above. The alphabet of our first order 

language is given by; 
(I) lhe set of basic logical symbols G := {,, (, ), ...,, 3, '\I, " • v, ~. c=>, =}. 

(II) the set of variables 

(III) Lhe predicate symbols 

VS := {x, x', y, y', z, z', .. }. 

RS := {A,B, D. Z}. 

A and B arc binary predicates and D and Z are unary. Thus the set of terms is given by VS and the atomic 

fonnulas are D(x), B(x,y), A(x,y), Z(x), x = y. The rules for constructing well formed formulas are the usual 

syntactic rules of first order languages (3). 

We now inrroduce Lhc interpretation (V, p). V is Lhe universe given by V := Du Q where Q is the set of 

'identifyers' identifying the potential objects and D is the set of the 'descriptors' d representing the property 

values. p is the mapping which assigns a relation over lJf' to each n-ary predicate symbol. p is given by 

(1) p : D H D p :Z I-+ nt p : A I-+ a p:B H p 

where nt is the set of identifyers identifying the actual objects, and a and p are given by 

(2) a c D xD, 

p ~ Dxn, 

a(d,d') c=> d and d' are descriptors for values of the same property type 

P<d. w) c=> d is a descriptor belonging to the description of c.o 

Taking this interpretation of symbols, the first order language formulation of the above hYJX>theses is given by 

the following formulas: 

(3) 'r/x '\ly [B(x,y) --+ (D(x) " -,D(y))) 

(4) 'r/y 3x [-.D(y) --+ B(x, y)] 

(5) 'r/x 3y [D(x) --+ B(x, y)] 

(6) 'r/x 'r/x ' ['r/y (B(y, x) H B(y, x)) H x = x'] 

(7) 'r/x 'r/y [A(x, y) --+ (D(x) "D(y))] 

(8) 'r/x [D(x) H A(x, x)] 

(9) 'r/x 'r/y [A(x, y)--+ A(y, x)] 

(10) 'r/x 'r/y \;;/z [(A(x, y) "A(y, z) --+ A(x, z)) ] 

( 11) '\Ix [Z(x) --+ -.D(x)] 

(3) says that objects are described by descriptors (property values) only and no descriptor can be described by 

other descriptors (hypothesis 3). (4) and (5) say Lhat every descriptor is used in some description and every 

object is described by at least one descriptor (hypothesis 5). (6) reflects the statement of hypolhesis 6 and (7), 

(8), (9), and ( 10) are the axioms for an equivalence relation defining a partition over the set of descriptors 

where each class represents a property (type) (hypothesis 2). (11) states that the state is made up by objects 

only (hypotheses 7 and 8). The hypolheses 1 and 4 simply state the existence of D and n. 

3. DISCUSSION OF THE STRUCTURE 
The fonnulas given above are closed formulas without any function symbols. Therefore, the model of these 

formulas is a topological (relational) structure. For a discussion of this structure, let us introduce some new 

terms and symbols: The equivalence classes of a are called attributes and will be denoted by ai with i e lu Ou 
being an arbirrary set of indices) and the quotient set 0/a =: U, is called the set of attributes (sometimes called 
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the universe). The potential objects shall be denoted by integers i e 10 and (J)i is the identifyer for the i-th 

objecL i. e . .Q := { (J)i Ii e 10 } . With these assumptions, we define 

(12) 

w be the entity representing (the description of) the i-th object and 0 := { Cjl i e 10 } to be the entity set. 

For each entity Cj. i e 10 , we have a set of associated aittributes Ai and for each attribui.e aj- j e lu, we have a 

set of associated entities Ej. They are given by 

(13) i E 10 

The associated attributes Ai and Aj need not satisfy Aj ~ Aj for i ~ j and the same is due to the dual situation 

with Ej and Ej. Thus we can define two further relations 't0 and 'tu given by 

(14) 

lt is evident 1that 'to and 'tu are equivalence relations over 0 and U. We will call them the entity type relation 

and the attribute type relation 11espectively. The quotient set Q0 := O/'t0 is called the set of entity types and 

the elements ofQ0 are the entity types (or simply types) denoted by Oi, i e IA where IA!:: 10 is the ·index set of 

the representatives of the equivalence dasses.The d11al notions for 'tu are given in the same way: The quotient 

set Qu := Uf'tu is called the set of attribute types and the ·elements of Qu are I.he attribute types denoted by 

Ui, i e IE where IE ~ lu is the index set of 11.he representatives of the equivalence classes. In contrast to the 

not.ion of an entity type, the notion of an auribute type is usuaHy not used in database theory. lL has been 

introduced to point out the dual natuie of this notion to the notion of entity type. An anribute type corresponds 

best to what is called a class in object oriented databases. The entity types play an important role in relational 

database design. Because •their rela·tional 11epresentations are usually ,taken as starting relations (before 

nonnalization) in relational databases [2j. 

A type Oj is said to be a subtype of Oj if for ·the associated auributes Aj ~ Aj holds. In a similar way we define 

Ui to be a .subclass of Uj if for I.he associated entities Ej c Ej holds. Conversely, Uj is called a super class of 

Uj. According to a general principle (the Galois Correspondence), I.he .attributes of a superclass are also 

attributes in all its subclasses. This is what in object-oriented modelling is called inheritance . 

For all these definitions I.here exists an underlying binary relation which is of really fundamental importance 

~or ·database modelling. This is ·the rela1tion $, given by 

(15) <l>~U x O for i e lu andj e 10 . 

A similar rdation <l> connecting classes and types is of special importance for database design. Cl> is defined by 

(16) 

The characteristic function x of Cl> (I.he 0-1-matrix with Xij = I iff Cl>(Ui, Oj)) gives a good picture of I.he overall 

structure of a schema (that is the model applied ito a specia1 application). Such a characteristic function can be 

viewed as an incidence matrix for a hypergraph. The representation of this hypergraph in the form of directed 

or bipartite graphs leads to the well known graphical design tools in database modelling (e. g. Bachmann 
Diagram [2], Enti•ty-Relationship-Diagram [l], FunctionaJ-Data-Model-Graph (8)). 
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Lel us now Lum back IO the small example introduced in the lasl section. The enterprise was assumed IO be 

made up of cars, buildings, and emplyees. Lel us assume further thal there are three cypes of cars, limousines, 

lorries, and busses, each having a specific set of associated awibutes. The form of the characteristic function 

xC<I>) could be 

(17) X(<l>) = (: ~ g g ~ ~ J 
011000 
0 0 0 1 0 0 

Here we have assumed thal 0 = {01,02,03,04,05} where 01 s1.ands for buildings, Oi for limousines, o3 for 

lorries (which is a subtye of limousines), 04 for busses, and 05 for the employees. The classes are U = 
{U 1.u2,U3.U4,U5,U6}· The awibute cype U1 contains those awibutes which lorries and limousines have in 

common. The auribute i:ype U2 can be interpreted IO contain the awibutes describing the class of cars 

containing I.he entity types 02. 03, and 04. U3 are the attributes applied IO busses only, U4 are the attributes 

concerning the employees, U5 might be some inveniory attributes applying IO buildings and lorries and u6 are 

the attributes applicabe to lorries only. 

4. CONCLUSION 

We have shown how a da1.abase model can be derived from a real world model. The procedure is not really 

new, because il is the classical procedure of natural science. But, as far as I know, it has never been described 

in the literature for da1.abase modelling and no model has been derived in such a way. It is a straightforward 

method of deriving daLabase models. The terms are formulated and defined in a mathematical style giving them 

a clear meaning and embedding them in an overall structure. The symmetries and dualities of this s1I1Jcture 

reveal a deep insight into the essentials of da1.abase modelling. 
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Abstract 

This paper surveys various approaches Lo executing discrete event simulation programs on a 
parallel compu,ter . Para.lllelization of discrete event ·simulation programs requires an adequate syn
chronization scheme. We review several synchroniiation schemes that ha.ve appeared in the literature 
in .recent years and discuss future trends in parallel simuila.tion. 

1. Introduction 
Simulation of a system may have several objectives, including: (i) understanding the behavior of 

a system; (ii) obtaining estimates of the performance of a system; (iii) guiding the selection of design 

parameters and (iv) validation of a model. Simulation has been used in many areas, including manu

facturing lines, communication networks, computer systems, VLSI design, design automation, air traffic 

and road traffic systems. 

Two separate classes of methodologies, called continuous time and discrete time simulation, have 

emerged over the years and are widely used for simulating complex systems. As the terms indicate, in a 

continuous simulation changes in the state of the system occur continuously in time, whereas in a discrete 

simulation changes in the system take place only at selected points in time. Thus, in a discrete-event 

simulation (DES) events happen at discrete points in time and are instantaneous. One kind of discrete 

simulation is the fixed time increment, or the time-stepped approach, the other kind is the discrete-event 

method. 

The conventional DES is sequential and may consume severa'I hours (and even days) to run a practical 

simulation on a sequential machine. Parallel computers are attractive tools that are used to reduce 

execution time of such simulation programs. In this paper, we discuss parallel discrete event simulation 

(PDES} where several processors of a mu'ltiprocessor system cooperate to execute a single simulation 

program. 

The common approach to PDES is t.o view the system being modeled , usually referred to as the 

physical system, .as a set of physical processes (PPs) that interact at various points in simulated time. 

The simulator is then constructed as a set of logical processes (LPs) 'that communicate with each other 

by sending timestamped messages. In this scenario, each logical iprocess simulates a physical process. 

Each LP maintains its own logical clock and its own event list. The logical process view requires that 

the state variables are statically partitioned into a set of disjoint states each belonging to an LP. This 

view of PDES as a set of communicating sequential simulators is used by all of the simulation methods 

reviewed in this paper. 
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It can be shown that no causality errors occur if each LP processes events in non-decreasing timestamp 

order [9) . Thi1> requirement is known as local cau6ality constraint. 

Two main paradigms have been proposed for PDES: conservative and optimistic methods . 

2. Conservative and Optimistic approaches to PDES 
Conservative approaches strictly avoid the possibility of any causality error ever occurring. Several 

conservative approaches to PDES have been proposed in the literature. These approaches are based on 

processing safe events. The main difference between these methods, as discussed in this section , lies in 

the way they identify safe events. 

Chandy and Misra proposed one of the first conservative PDES algorithms (9). Several researchers 

have proposed window based conservative parallel simulation schemes (e.g., see [3), [7], [10)). The main 

idea behind all these schemes is to identify a time window for each logical proceas such that events within 

these windows are safe and can thus be processed concurrently. The basic constraint on such schemes 

is that the events occurring within each window are processed sequentially, but events within different 

windows are independent and can be processed concurrently. 

The performance of the window based schemes depends heavily on how the windows are assigned to 

the processors. Several scheduling schemes have been proposed and evaluated in [2). As discussed in 

[3]. the number of non-empty windows and the size of each one depends on features of the system being 

simulated, e.g. message population, network topology, and network size. 

Several researchers have studied the performance of the conservative schemes. The most extensive 

performance result has been reported by Richard Fujimoto (5). According to Fujimoto, performance of 

the conservative 11.lgorithme is critically related to the degree to which logical processes c&n look ahead 

into their future simulated time. Ayani and Rajaei [3) present an intensive performance study of the 

conservative time window scheme on shared memory multiprocessors. 

Optimistic approaches to PDES, as opposed to conservative ones, allow occurrence of causality error . 

These protocols do not determine safe events; instead they detect causality error and provide mechanisms 

to recover from such error. 

The Time Warp mechanism proposed by Jefferson and Sowizral is the best known optimistic approach. 

The Time Warp mechanism allows an LP to execute events and proceed in its local simulated time, called 

local virtual time (LVT) , as long as there is any messeage in its input queue. This method is optimistic 

because it assumes that message communications between LPs arrive at proper time , and thus LPs can be 

processed independently. However, it implements a rollback mechanism for the case where the assumption 

turns out to be wrong , i.e. if a message arrives at. a node in its past . The method requires both time 

and space to maintain the past history of each node . and to perform the rollback operation whenever 

necessary. 

Several schemes for u11doing side effects caused by erroneous messages have appeared in the literature. 

In the aggressive ca11ce/latw11 mechanism, when a process rolls back antimessages are sent immediately 

to cancel erroneous messages . In lazy cancellation, antimessages are not sent immediately after rollback . 

Instead , the rolled back process resumes execution of events from its new LVT. If the re-execution of the 

events regenerates the same message, there is no need to cancel the message. Under aggressive cancel

lation , a process may send unnecessary antimessages. Under lazy cancellation there are no unnecessary 

antimessages. However, lazy cancellation may allow erroneous computation to spread further because 

anti messages are sent later. 
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The lazy cancellation mechanism may improve or degrade performance of the time warp depending on 

features of the application. Most of the performance results reported in the literature suggest that lazy 

cancellation improves performance. However. one can construct cases where lazy cancellation is much 

slower than aggressive cancellation . 

Several researchers have reported successes in using Time Warp to speedup simulation problems. For 

instance, Fujimoto ["'>] has reported significant speedup for several queueing networks . 

3. Hybrid Approaches 
The deadlock handling is the main cost factor in conservative methods. In optimistic approaches, the 

detection and recovery of causality errors require state saving and rollback. State saving may require a 

considerable amount of memory if system state consists of many variables that must be saved frequently. 

It seems reasonable to combine the advantages of these two approaches in a hybrid protocol. The issue 

of combining the two approaches has received considerable attention in recent years, s ince the limitations 

of each paradigm are better understood . It is believed that the future PDES paradigm will be a hybrid 

one! There are three general categories of hybrid approaches: 

(i) To add optimism to a conservative approach . For instance, in the speculative simulation method 

proposed by Horst f\lehl [8) whenever an LP is to be blocked, it optimistically simulates the events in its 

event list , but keeps the result locally until it becomes committed . 

(ii) To add conservatism to an optimistic approach . One may try to bound the advancement of 

LVTs in Time Warp. This technique reduces rollback frequency and the rollback dis tance in general. 

However, it tends to reduce the degree of available parallelism as well . The main problem with this 

category of schemes is how to determine a boundary for limiting the optimism. The bounded time warp 

(BTW) proposed by Turner and Xu {13) divides the simulation duration time interval into a number of 

equal intervals and all events within an int.erval are processed before the next one is started. The local 

time warp (LTW) proposed by Raja.ei (11) partitions the system into a set of clusters each containing a 

number of LPs. The LPs wit.hin each cluster are synchronized by Time Warp , whereas the inter-cluster 

synchronization is based on the conservative time window scheme described in [3]. 

(iii) Switching between Optismism and Conservatism. Some researchers , e.g. (1), suggest to switch 

between the conservative and the optimistic schemes. This approach is attractive, especially when the 

behavior of the application changes dynamically. 

4. Conclusions 
The state of the art 111 PDES has advan ced very rapidly in recent years and much more is known 

about the potential of the parallel simulation schemes. ln particular, the extensive performance studies 

conducted by several researchers have identified strengths and weaknesses of the parallel simulation 

schemes . In this paper , we attempted t.o provide an insight into various strategies for executing discrete 

event simulation programs on parallel computers and to highlight future research directions in this field . 

The implementation of the event-list and its impact on performance, though important , was not covered 

in this paper (interested readers are referred to [12]. [6J). 

Conservative methods offer good potential for certain classes of problems where application-specific 

knowledge can be applied to exploit look ahead. Optimistic methods have had significant success in a 

wide range of applications, however , reducing the state saving costs is still a research problem. The issue 

of combining the two approaches has received consider11ble attention in recent years. It is believed that 
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the future PDES paradigm will be based on hybrid approaches. 
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Abstract. Simulation of object-oriented continuous time models requires solution of differential
algebraic equations. This paper discusses use of symbolic analysis and manipulation for detection 
of incompletenesses and inconsistencies, and for reduction and transformation of the user's problem 
into a form well-suited for numerical solution. 

1. Introduction 

The aim of object-oriented modeling is to support model development and facilitate reuse so a 
model can be used to solve various problems and so model components easily can be modified to 
describe similar systems. Object-oriented modeling exploits modem concepts for model structuring 
to implement this. Models can be hierarchically decomposed with well defined interfaces to describe 
interaction with other components. Inheritance and specialization support easy modification. We 
have developed a new general object-oriented modeling language called Omola and an environment, 
called OmSim, of tools supporting modeling and simulation of Omola models. Omola and OmSim 
are described in [7), where references to other object-oriented modeling languages also are given. 

The explicit state space form, .X = f(t,x), required by today's most used general-purpose 
continuous simulation tools (ACSL, CSMP, EASY5, Simnon, SIMULINK etc.) is not general enough 
to support natural model decompositions and ffexible reuse of models. For continuous time modeling 
it is necessary to allow behaviour to be described by differential-algebraic equation (DAE) systems; 
g(t,x,x,v) = 0, where x and v are vectors of unknown dynamic respectively algebraic variables to be 
solved for. It is often a significant effort to transform a problem into explicit state space form. Use 
of symbolic manipulation to support automatic generation of state-space models for special classes 
of systems are discussed in (2]. 

There are two major approaches to solving a simulation problem: simultaneous or modular 
solution. In the simultaneous approach, all equations are collected and solved as one global problem. 
The idea of modular solution is to calculate the behaviour locally for each component and then 
include the effects of interaction by iteration or by external modification of the states at each step 
of integration. The modular approach has been very successful in object-oriented discrete-event 
simulation, where the objects are actors and communicate by means of message passing during a 
simulation run. It is not a good idea to use message passing for continuous-time simulation since 
interaction means that variables should be equal for all times. Efficiency is lost, since it is necessary 
to communicate frequently. Both approaches are of practical interest, but here we will focus on the 
simultaneous approach. 

There are numerical DAE solvers which treat the problem, g(t,x,x) = 0, if they are provided 
with a routine that calculates the residual, 6 = g(t,z,x), for given arguments. A good numerical 
DAE solver, which is available in public domain, is DASSL by Petwld [1]. DASSL implements 
a multi-step method. It converts a DAE system into a nonlinear algebraic equation system by 
approximating derivatives with backward differences of order up to 5. The simplest discretization 
is backward Euler, Xn+ 1 ~ (x .. + 1 - x,,)/ h, where h is the step size. It turns the DAE problem into the 
implicit recursion g(tn,(Xn - Xn- i)/h,x,,) = 0. A drawback is that discontinuities force multi-step 
methods to restart with low-order approximations. One-step discretizations of the Runge-Kutta type 
avoids this problem. One s uch available high-quality solver is RADAU5 [5) . 

Unfortunately, today's numerical DAE solvers are not able to solve all mathematically well
defined problems. For example, they fail to solve high-index problems. In this paper we will discuss 
use of symbolic analysis and manipulation to support and facilitate solution of DAE systems. 
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2. Structural analysis 

Since it is important that the methods to support solution of DAE systems are able to handle large 
problems, it is advisable to first analyze the structure to detect structural defects and to decompose 
the problem into a sequence of subproblems, which can be analyzed in tum. 

1b explain the idea, let us first consider the nonlinear algebraic equation system, h(x) = 0, 
and focus on which variables that appear in each equation rather than how they appear. This 
information can be represented by the "structure" Jacobian, where each element i,j, is zero if x1 
does not appear in the expression hi, otherwise it is one. The idea is now to permute unknowns and 
equations to make the structure Jacobian become Block Lower Triangular (BLT). A BLT partitioning 
reveals the structure of a problem. It decomposes a problem into subproblems which can be solved 
in sequence. There are efficient algorithms (cf. [3, 6]), which can be implemented in a few pages of 
Pascal or C++ code, for constructing BLT partitions with diagonal blocks of minimum siz.e. 

Structural singularities 

A basic step of a BLT partitioning is to permute the equations to make all diagonal elements of 
the structure Jacobian non-zero. We can also view this step as a procedure which assigns to each 
variable.xi to a unique equation h1 == 0 such thatxi appears in h1. !fit is impossible to pair variables 
and equations in this way then the problem is structurally singular. 

If a problem is singular, it is desirable to give the user some hints what is wrong. If any variable 
have not been assigned an equation, we can produce some hints by assigning each unassigned 
variable to a fictitious equation in which all unknowns appear and make a BLT partitioning. 
The fictitious equations will all be collected in the last block. Thus the variables of the other 
blocks can (at least structurally) be determined, whereas the variables of the last block are only 
partially constrained and the equations to be added must at least include one of these variables . 
Unfortunately, it is often the case that many variables end up in the last block, thus giving little 
hint. 1b produce some hints for the dual problem when there are redundant equations, we create a 
fictitious variable for each redundant equation and make them appear in each equation and make 
a BLT partitioning. 1b remove the overdeterminacy, equations of the first block should be removed. 

1b check for structural singularities of DAE systems we should not distinguish between the 
appearance of xi and the appearances of its derivatives; the appearances of Xi, ii, etc., are considered 
as appearances of Xi. Thus to check if the first-order DAE problem g(t,%,x) = 0 is structurally 
singular, we check if the algebraic problem g(t,z, z) = 0 is structurally singular with respect to z. 

It is advisable to check for structural singularities since it is a simple and efficient way to catch 
many bad models early. 

Time-invariant parts 

It is simple to use the BLT-partition to find out if variables in fact are constant or time invariant, 
i.e., the variables only change their values when parameters change values. 

By analyzing the variability of the subproblems in tum and by calculating variables that 
are implicitly constant the size of the problem can be reduced. By also calculating constant 
subexpressions of the equations and exploiting zeros it is possible to reduce the complexity of the 
equations. It may be useful to make a new BLT-partitioning of each simplified block, since it may 
now decompose into several subproblems. 

The DAE index 

The solution of a DAE problem with given initial values may involve integration, but also differenti
ation. The needs to differentiate are classified by the DAE indu, which is defined as the minimum 
number of times that all or part of g(t,%,x) = 0 must be differentiated with respect tot in order to 
determine i as a continuous function of x and t (1). An ODE, x = f(t,x), is index 0. The problem 
% = f(t ,x,y) and g(t,x, y) = 0 is index 1 if the Jacobian 8g/8y is nonsingular. 

Available numerical DAE solvers may solve some index 2 problems, but they fail when index is 
greater. High index problems are difficult to solve because they involve differentiations. Available 
DAE solvers are designed to integrate, i.e., calculate x from i, but if the index is greater than 1, 
they also should differentiate, i.e., calculate Xi from Xi for some components, which is quite another 
numerical problem. In numerical integration it is assumed that the errors can be made arbitrarily 
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sma[J by itaking sufficiently small steps. In numerical differentiation it is well-known that the step 
cannot be taken infinitely small. When the DAE solver estimates the errors by taking steps of 
different sizes and comparing the results, it gets 1error 1estimates that behave irregularly. 'Ibday's 
DAE solvers cannot handle this situation, but they have to exit with some error message. 

High index problems are natural in object-oriented modeling, since we want to build general 
model components. When connecting them to ma~e a model of a system we may introduce algebraic 
constraints on dynamic variables. For example, when building a model library for mechanical 
components, it is natural to model the components as moving freely in a three dimensional space. 
When the components are connected to buHd a model of mechanical system, the motion of each 
component a11e constrained by geometric constraints which implicitly define reaction forces and 
torques. 

The algorithm by PanteHdes 1[9] finds the minimum number each equation has to be differen
tiated to make the problem index 1. This algorithm is easy to implement. It is an extension of the 
algorithms for assigning equations to variables. It is not necessary to perform any differentiations. 
Tu fi:nd out the orders of the derivatives ap,pearing in a an equation that is differentiated m times, 
we need only know the orders of the derivatives in the origina~ equation and increment with m. 

3. Reductio.n of size and complexity 

The possibilities to reduce the size and the complexity of the problem that needs to be solved by the 
numerical DAE solver wiH now be 1considered . .Elimination of invariant parts was indicated above. 

Index reduction 

Tu facihtate the numerical solution, it is of interest 1to reduce the index to 1. If we differentiate 
the 1equations according to the results of Pantelides's a~gorithm we get the so called differentiated 
index-1 problem. U is ofben less satisfactory to solve this probJ.em because its set of solutions is 
larger. The algebraic relations of the DAE are only implicit in tbe differentiated problem as solution 
invariants. Unless Hnear, these invariants are generally not preserved under discretization. As a 
result, the numerical solution drifts off the algebraic constraints. We have developed a combined 
symbolic and numeric index reduction method which constructs an index-1 problem having the same 
solution set as the original problem; see [8]. whel"e also other techniques are surveyed. 

In the following we will for simplicity assume that the problem is index 1 and that it is BLT
partitioned with respect to the highest appearing derivative of each unknown variable. 

Tuaring and Hiding of Algebraic Variabl·es 

A model developer oft.en introduces algebraic variab11es for display and plotting purposes. It means 
that the associated equation for such a variable is 1in fa.et a simpJ.e assignment and that the value is 
not need,ed when solving for the dynamic variables. It is easy to sort out such variables by analyzing 
the BLT-partitioned problem and cakula1te their values aft.er having solved the dynamic problem. 

'lb use a numerical DAE solver we need only produce a routine that calculates the residuals for 
.given values of the variables and their derivatives. Algebraic variables, which are easy to calculate 
when the values of the dynamic variables and their derivatives are known need not be introduced as 
unknowns to the numerical DAE solver. Va1riables that can be hidden for the numerical DAE solver 
are found by analyzing the BLT-partitioned problem. An algebrak variable, u, which belongs to a 
scalar block, where it is possible to solve for u analyticaUy is a good candidate. It is not advisable 
·to eliminate u by snbsititutions since t1hat could mean that the residual routine "calculates u"several 
times. Auxiliary variabfos are ofit.en introduced to denote an expression that appears several times. 
Note that also when using numerical ODE solvers it is roommon to have a lot of auxiliary algebraic 
variables that in f:act are hidden for the numerical solver. 

The idea can be extended to bl·ocks of al:gebraic variables. Furthermore, the idea can also be 
used when a block has both algebraic and dynamic variabl1es. In more general terms, the variables 
and equa1tions al'.e divided into two sets :so that it is ,easy to solv.e for the variables in the first set 
if the variables .of the other set is known. Th1is kind of partitioning is called tearing. Here the 
intention is to hide the variables of the first set and let the DAE solver treat the variables of the 
second set. There are many algorithms for tearing. Unlike the situation for BLT partitioning, there 
are no clear winners. We refer to the textbooks {3, 6] for algorithms and further discussion. 
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Condition numbers and pivoting are important concepts when solving equation systems. By 
restricting manipulations to be local to each block, much is gained since it is, in general, a bad 
idea to use an equation to solve for a variable belonging to another diagonal block. It is not a good 
approach to use Gauss elimination to triangularize a block, since it is easy to make the problem 
ill-<::onditioned and it may also happen that the triangularization causes division by zero. For small 
or sparse linear_equation systems it is feasible to use Cramer's rule and calculate the inverse by 
calculating the determinant and minors [2] . 

Efficient numerical solution 

Symbolic analysis can be used to support selection of numerical solver. It is easy to find out if there 
are time delays, discontinuities, sampled subparts etc. If we have an object-oriented implementation 
of numerical solvers as proposed in [4] it would be possible to use such information to costumize the 
solver. A simulation is often repeated several times with small variations in input data or parameter 
values. It is then useful to make a retrospective analysis of the first results to decide if another 
solution method should be used. 

As indicated above the numerical solvers convert the DAE problems to algebraic equation 
systems. The symbolic methods discussed above can be applied to these algebraic problems. 
Symbolic analysis can be used to provide information about the structure of the Jacobian to avoid 
calculation of zeros or to exploit sparsity or special band structures. Symbolic and automatic 
differentiation [10) can be used for calculation of Jacobians. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper we have indicated needs and use of symbolic manipulation to facilitate numerical 
solution of DAE-problems, which is an important issue in object-oriented modeling. A good 
illustration to what can be achieved is modeling of the motion of mechanical systems. Tu get a 
flexible model library, it is natural to model components objects that can move freely in a three 
dimensional space, but when the components are connected to build a model of mechanical system 
such as an industrial robot, the motion of each component are constrained drastically. By use of 
symbolic methods outlined above, the size of the problem to be solved numerically can typically be 
reduced to one tenth of the original problem. 

The methods outlined above are to a large extent supported by OmSim. The economical 
support to the development of OmSim from the Swedish National Board for Industrial and Technical 
Development (NUTEK) is gratefully acknowledged . 
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Abstract. An object oriented melhodology is proposed for lhe developmenl of lhe specifications of 
an Advanced Man Machine lnlerf ace for power plal"ll engineering simulators. The most imporlanl benefits 
of lhis new approach are described and applied lo a project in progress al ENEL. 

1. lnlroduclion 
This paper describes some guidelines for lhe specifications of an Advanced Man Machine lnlerf ace 

(named LBGOM 1MI) for power plant engineering simulators in development al lhe Aulomalica Research 
Centre of lhe llalian Electricity Company (ENEL CRA). This class of simulators has a wide and important 
use in ENEL especially in lhe fields of lhe operators training. plant dynamic project assessment. control 
systems design and oplimisalion and in the factory trial of the hardware of lhe actual control systems. 

These specifications arise from lhe ones of lhe MM1 software pa·ckage used al present in ENEL for 
its engineering simulators extending performances in terms of portability and objecl oriented 
archileclure. 

As for lhe portability. lhe need lo easily migrate lo fulure slale-of-lhe-arl hardware platforms 
leads ilo lhe choice of "Open System" software environments for their easy lransporlabilily on most of the 
hardware platforms and in particular lo the choice of X-Window and OSF'-Molif graphical environments. 

The object oriented approach seems lo be very inleresling in environments where the application 
requirements may evolve quickly: a system designed using an object- oriented methodology is robust for 
fiunclionalily changes while. ·using a llradibonal function oriented methodology. a requirement change may 
ask for massive restructuring. 

In the following sections afler an overview of lhe functional and slruclural requirements of lhe 
MM! system. lhe description of the objects constiluiling the system .and their relationships is proposed; 
lhis view of lhe system is called objec/ mode/and may be represented in an expressive form via objecf 
diagrams All lhe steps consliluling lhe system development life cycle (analysis. design. implementation) 
are based on lhe object model and can be described using the same concepts and nolalion conventions: 
lhey only gain additional implementation details after ·each design step. 

Nexl lhe object model is integrated wilh lhe description of lhe s_yslem arc/Ji/ec/ure where lhe 
syslem is organised in subsyslems having a client-server relationship. 

A further chapter contains a brief discussion on lhe implementation details of major interest 
concerning the graphic objects and lhe use of lhe dala base. 

2. Functional requirements 
LEGOMMI is designed lo provide ;a MMl for engineering simulators developed in ENEL using the 

LEGOCAD [ 1] modelling environment 
LEGOCAD is based on a FORTRAN library of computational modules describing single components of 

power plants (LEGO modules library). All inlormalion concerning lhe LEGO modules. such as lopologic 
inf ormalion and .geometric or physical dala. are localed inside lhe LEGO modules library. 
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The mathematical models. representing in general portions of lhe entire power plant. are 
obtained aggregating instances of LEGOCAD modules (named blocks): at a higher hierarchical level the 
aggregation of one or more mathematical model gives rise lo a simulator. 

The main functional requirements for LEGOMMI can be summarised as follows: 
1) LEGOCAD engineering simulators are used in different fields and for different purposes. from 

thermodynamics sludies to control systems design. lo operators training: LEGOMMI musl be salisfaclory 
for all lhese working environments. This leads lo a MMI including a wide variety of services such as 
mimics. alarms lreatmenl. historical data trends visualisation and control room inslrumenlation 
emulation typical of an industrial plant supervisory MM!. 

2) when configuring a mimic the user musl be helped in establishing lhe desired connections 
between the graphic dynamic objects behaviour in animation and the related simulation variables. The use 
of information derived from the topology of the underlying mathematical models is considered lo be basic 
for this purpose. This f ea tu re should however be optional when the simulator model has not yet been 
crealed or completed. In this case the links between the simulator variables and the graphic dynamic 
objects placed on the mimics will be resolved in a following phase called MMI installation. 

3) navigation through simulator related information must be provided. The user can retrieve 
model's informations of plant components selecting the related graphic object on a MMl page. These 
information can include geometric and physical data and input/output block variables. The variables list 
can then be used lo request particular run-time services such as input variable value manipulation or 
graphical presentations. This requirement may be achieved using queries lo a relational data-base where 
simulator's lopologic information reside. 

4) LEGOMMI has lo manage correctly context information. Installed MMl pages are correct only in 
connection with a particular simulator. that relies on a particular LEGOCAD library. If the simulator model 
structure and/ or the modules library have been modified after the installation of the MMI pages. the 
system should force the user lo reinstall the pages out of order automatically fixing eventually changed 
links between the graphic components and the simulation variables. 

5)LEGOMMI graphic ability should also be used in the future graphic construction of the simulator 
mathematical models. The design of the object classes should be made so that subclasses with additional 
methods and attributes could be used for the mathematical model construction. This solution will allow a 
simple automatic generation of animated MMJ pages using the same graphic pages assembled for the 
mathematical model construction where object with topological information will be substituted with their 
simpler parents. 

6)Parlicular performances are needed in run-lime: a)user interactions. such as changing the 
current MMI page. should occur within 1 second; b) page refresh with updated simulation variables should 
occur every 1 second: c) control room instrumentation emulation should allow delay limes not greater 
then 300msec between the user action and the feedback on lhe emulated instrumentation panel; d) less 
restrictions are imposed for the lime required lo retrieve model related information in the data-base: 
standard SQL data base committing lime is considered acceptable. 

3. Architectural Requirements. 
Al present the LEGOCAD simulation environment is composed of a series of tools and utilities that 

co-operates lo the simulator's construction: LEGOMMI must be integrated in this simulation environment 
having the same basic architectural characteristics. 

The simulation environment has flexibility characteristics and can work on a cluster of co
operating workstations connected via Ethernet; il is implemented in accordance lo international de facto 
standards 12) such as UNIX as operating system. X-Window (XWS) and OSF /Motif as graphics windowing 
system. TCP /IP as networking protocol. 

The hardware plalf orms supported al present are: DECSlalion 5000 s.o. ULTRIX. VAXStation 4000 
s.o. VMS. IBM RJSC6000 s.o. AIX. PC386/486 s.o. SCO UNIX. 

The simulation environment and LEGOMMJ will co-operate sharing information stored in a 
relational database. Database queries will be conform lo SQL standard. granting system functionality on 
diff erenl SQL compliant databases. 
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4. Objecl M1odel 
The Objecl Model produclion is the firsl slep in lhe developmenl of specificalions using an object 

orienled approach; lhis phase gives rise lo lhe descriplion of lhe objects consliluling LECOMMI and lheir 
relationships. An OMT (Object Modelling Technique) nolalion derived from [2) and [3] is adopted. a brief 
description of the notation and ils meaning is summarised in App.1. 

In Pig.I lhe objecl diagram proposed for LEGOMMl is shown: objects lhal are not properly parl of 
LECOMMI (simulator. LECOCAD modules and variables) but strictly connected with il are also represented. 

The class Con/ex/has a single instance lhat provides a conlext granting consislency amoung lhe 
MMl's planl represenlalion and the Simulator or the Animated /cons library. Con/ex/ has a great 
importance during inslallalion and simulation. while al configuration lime consistency may not be granted 
meaning lhal the Jinks belween models' variables and graphic MMJ may not be solved in this phase. so 
allowing MM! configuration before the simulator models have been completed. · 

The Animated Icons library include and organize a series of Animated /cons These are 
rectangular windows containing a schematic representation of a planl component. Animated /cons own 
dynamic graphic aUrilbules and are connected wilh one or more simulator variables supplying the related 
components slales. These varjables values can be represented inlo lhe Animated /cons as numerical values 
called displays or can cause movement or colour modifications in parts of lhe icon's draw according lo 
lhe Amina/ion Table 

The .Animation Table contains one rnw for every simulation variable specifying lhe ranges of lhe 
variable and the associated corresponding colours; during lhe simulation lhe actual values of lhe 
variables are compared wilh lhe ranges thresholds and lhe icon's draw is eventually refreshed. 

During lhe configuration of the Amina led Icons it is optionally available a function lo f acililate 
the retrieving of lhe simulation var1iab.les lo be associated lo lhe icons. This is obtained through the 
implemenlalion of lhe Component object of class. This class specifies for each Component the names of 
lhe associated LEGOCAD modules and for each of lhem gives lhe def aull animation variables. 

In lECOMMl lhe collection of MMI graphical .Pages can be divided in lo two different subclasses: 
Con/Jgured Pages that are lypic.al MMI pages c1onfi.gured by lhe user before the simulation phase. and 
J)ynamica//]' Con/Jgurable Pages lhal provide services where lhe links wilh simulator's variables are 
specified during lhe simulation according lo lhe user needs. Con/Jgured pages include background draw 
elements defined by lhe class l'/emen/ary /}ra" l'lemen/sand objects of the class Adive Objeds. 

All Adive Ob;edsreference lo simulation variables for representing and/or modifying graphically 
(only for input variables) their values. Variables values. kepl up-lo-dale by the simulator. are 
represented as instances of the class J)ynamic Simu/a/ion Jlariables 

Some Ac/ive Objecls'subclasse.s /Crap.bksand Jnpu/ lo N'ode/)are also used as components of the 
J)ynamica//]' Conlijurab!e Ob;edsclass. This last class provides. during the simulation. a dialogue facility 
requesting variables names lo be associated lo its objects; in this phase additional modellislic information 
can be retrieved through queries lo a relational data base managing all simulator topologic related 
information included in lhe object class Simulator Topology /}a/abase. 

5. System Archileclure 
The whole LEGOMMl system will be slruclur1ed as a group of subsystems with client-server 

dependencies. This system decomposition is affected by the particular phase considered. Three phases 
charaderize LECOMMI use: configuration. installation and simulation. rigs. 2.3 describe lhe corresponding 
decomposition diagrams where arrows C·Oirmecl client lo server subsystems. 

During lhe configuration phase the Page Editor is used 'lo include graphic objects on the current 
page. These graphic objects 'can then be confi,gured using the Allributes Configurator. This configurator 
presents lo lhe user the editable list of aUribules lhal can be defined for the graphic object in use. Some 
atlributes are simply configurable inserting a line ,of text in editing fields or selecting an item from an 
option menu. others are configurable using Simple Atlribule Configurators such as colours and fonts 
configuralors. for animated icons a dedicated editor is provided (Animated Jeon Configuralor) that makes 
use as servers of the Draw and Animation 'i able Editors. ihe Draw Editor can also be used direclly by lhe 
Page Editor for background drawings. 
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Animated Icons are configurable direclly using lhe Allribules Configuralor when ediling a page or 
by means of lhe Icons Librarian. This last organizes a series of animaled icons and oplionally inlegrales 
lhem wilh LEGOCAD modellislic informalion by means of lhe Components Edilor. Animaled icons selecled 
from lhe librarian may have. when associaled lo LEGOCAD componenls. addilional capabililies of 
modellislic dala-base guided configuralion. 

Al inslallalion phase all references lo simulation variables names are solved by the Page Compiler 
in terms Gf pointers lo lhe dynamic Simulalion Topology Database. Also page links are verified . 
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During lhe simulation lhe system is composed by a Pagination Subsyslem lhal 
activates/ deaclivales the requested graphic pages. ll asks lo lhe Updating Syslem for the updating of lhe 
dynamic objecls included in lhe visualised page and acls as a client wilh respect lo lhe Run-Time 
Services. 

LEGOMMI 
Edit.or 

Page 
Edit.or 

Icons 
--~1>1 Librarian 

Attribute.a 
<Anfigurator 

F'ig.2 - ConrigurBlion phase 

----a <Amponcnig 
Edit.or 

Anima.ted 

<Anfigurator 

Simple attribute conf. 

Animation Table 
Edit.or 

These services are fulfilled by means of Dynamically Configurable Graphic Objecls (see previous 
section); they are started selecting an Active Object and through queries lo lhe simulator topology 
database they are capable or inleracling with the simulation variables. Finally the simulation 's variables 
are obtained from lhe simulator by the Updating System (generally via an Ethernet connection). 

Pqet compiler 

Simulator 
Data Bue 

Pagination 
I)' Item 

Page animation 

..,__ .. Ru1t-time 
Servicea 

1----t:>I Static Simulator 
Data Bue 

......_ ____ ~ Updatiog to simulator 

-------a l)'atem 

F'ig.3- lnslallalion phase (lefl) and simulation session (right). 

6. Implementation guidelines 
Architectural requirements have an important impact on implementation details in parlicular for 

whal concerns the choose of lhe graphical environment and lhe requirement of porlabilily on different 
opera ling systems. Although lhe use of an object oriented language for development (such as C+t) should 
be desirable. porlabilily requirements lead lo consider more convenient al present lo develop lhe system 
in C language. The choice of OSF / Motif graphic environment gives the opporlunily of using an object 
oriented syslem (lhe Xloolkit} for the implementation of lhe graphic objects. Neverheless lhe Motif Toolkil 
has a lack in widgel classes specific for plant simulation (such as animated icons. graphics. bar charts) or 
for control room instrumentation emulation (analogue display. switches. led-bulton etc .. ). In some cases 
Motif widgets should also be manipulated through attribute values to obtain widgets useful for lhis scope. 
In lhis case the creation of new and more dedicated classes. presenting only the allribules and call
backs useful for LEGO MM I. is desirable. 

Configuration of graphic objects is a maller of specifing particular user configurable widgel 
resources. A general resources configurator requesting lo a generic widgel lhe list of its user configurable 
resources (lisled by lype or resource. description and def aull value) and submilling lhem to lhe user via 
editable lists is lo be implemented. More complex resources such as animated draws can be edited by 
means of specialized editors. 
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Another imporlanl implementation choice concerns the dala formal and memorization policies. 
Dala used iby l.£GOMMl can be class~ified in graphic data (drawings). objecl related information (allribules 
of objects) and LEGOCAD simufalion model da'la (model topology data and pointers lo dynamic simulation 
data base). The direct use of a standard relational data-base lor retrieving graphical information has 
been evaluated loo much lime consuming lo allow for ins:tance a switching lime between configured pages 
of 1 second: a l:iefler solution should be lo store· the graphical and object related inform a lion in data
base flat files where pages description information will be managed as complete enlilies. 

Queries lo data base during simulation are performed only by Run-Time Services for retrieving 
general information related lo 'lhe LEGOC.AD mathematical models lo select variables for display or 
actuation. In conclusion. the relational dala base is used wilh di!ferenl granularity depending on lhe dala 
lypes lrealed. as represenled in lable 1. 

I f r l 11 orma 10n 1.vl'.le t l d n · 1mmum rea e en 1.v 
Graphic .Data Animaled Da1.ee 
Animated !Icons Library kon draw 

Component blocks 

' 
Proposed block's animation variables 

. Colours and ranfes or animation lable 
Model's rela:t,ed information Mode.I variable 

Variab}e attributes (alarm thresholds. var type. 
alarm lrealmenls. unils of measurement ..) 

Page refresh is achieved by a client-server connection between LEGOMMI and an updating process 
located on the simulator side. Variables' pointers lo dynamic simulator data base are obtained during 
page compilation and are available in the page des·criplion files during simulation: when lhe user calls a 
new page a message is send lo lhe updaling ·process conlaining the new variable poinlers and lhe 
required refresh time. This mechanism provides lhe minimum load for lhe dala transfer (via Ethernet 
conneclion) and the possibility of differenlialing lhe refresh frequency of the control room 
inslrumenlalion emulation from lhal of the conv·enlional MMI pages. 

7. Further developments 
The use of inherilance should be useful lo extend classes developed for LEGO MM I lo creale classes 

for fulure applications such as a graphic LlEGOCAD mathematical models builder. In lhis case lhe main 
functionality. nol needed in LEGOMMJ's classes. will be lhe lrealmenl of model topological information. 
Animated Jeon objecl class slhould be provided by a series or inpul and oulpul porlslo allow a mechanism 
for graphic connection or different icons by means of ports. Connection between porls should give rise lo 
changes in the data ·Of the objecl port so that lhe iLopology of the whole scheme drawn by lhe user should 
be reconstructed in a further aclivily caned -C·Ompilation ,of a model. 

'The requiremenls briefly described :should be satisfied by the implemenlalion of a new composite 
objecl class: icon wil/J ports Animated Icons atlribules and melhods will be reused in lhe simulalion 
phase creating directly a MM! pa,ge from lhe same topological scheme used lo produce lhe malhemalical 
model. 

8. Corndusions 
A representation of the whole MM~ syslem in terms of oonnecled objecl ( OMT objecl model) give a 

first view of dependencies belween different componenls of lhe whole syslem and indication on lhe 
characteristics of interfaces between subsystems that may be mosl convenient. This leads lo a 
decomposition of lhe syslem in subsystems lhal hav1e each olher client server relalionships. 

The lwo represenlalions proposed (OMT objecl model and subsyslem decomposition) may be 
considered lhe first sLep for a furlher detailed analysis lo describe. on one side. lhe atlribules and 
methods or the singJ,e objecls and on lhe o'lher. the functions and dala lypes that constitute the 
subsystems interfaces. 
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Object design can slarl with lhe definition of all operations thal an object may support. For 
graphics object polymorphism should be widely used: every operation is implemented for every single 
object class as a particular melhods. Hierarchy and class allributes are lhen described in details. 

Subsystem interfaces should be specified in lerms of inleraclions requested lo communicate dala 
amoung lhe applications ( clipboard's cul & pasle. drag & drop) followed by lhe software mechanisms 
accmplishing this f unclion. Dala lype formal used in dala passing should also be specified. 
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Appendix - OMT notation 

Cla.u: Asaociatioo: Qualified Aaoc:iatioo: 

Class Name I Class Name -1 ~Class Name • l I I Class Name ·1 I qualifier H Class Name - l I 
Multiplicity oC Associatioos: Generalizatioo (lnheritaoce): Aggregatioo: 

~ Exactly one Superclass AMembly Class 

~ Many (zero or more) 

~ Optional Subclass· 1 Subclass - l Subdass-1 Subcla.u • l 
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This paper describes a methodology and lhe related algorithms for the automatic generation of 
efficient computational procedures from models in declarative form, being the latter very suitable for 
a. fast a.nd easy model building. Design and implementation issues of a software tool based on object
oriented programming paradigm a.re also presented. 
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1 Introduction 

Computer modeling and simulation of industrial plants very often is a complicated and time-consuming task. 
A drastic reduction in model development work can be obtained if a modular model building and a high 
degree of module reusability are allowed by the modeling and simulation environment [11, 3] . 

Informally speaking, building a model in a modular fashion means that the model of a physical system 
is built putting together the models of its components following connection rules that are independent of 
the modules content. There are two main approaches for the description of a modeling module. The model 
of a physical component can be expressed like an algorithm for computing the "outputs" of the component 
model when its " inputs" are given . A model of a physical component expressed in this way is said to be in 
a procedural form . Most of the existing simulation packages use this approach. But this approach gives rise 
to some critical problems. The most relevant is low reusability. The user must define the model inputs and 
outputs at the module level. A model module depends on the context in which it is used and can be reused 
only when it appears in the same context. On the other hand, the procedural approach yields a ready-t<ruse 
software for model simulation. 

The model is in a declarative form if one software module is associated to one physical component 
independently of the context in which it is used [3, 12). The software module is a set of structured data and not 
a coded procedure. A module specifies the behaviour of physical component using directly mass, momentum, 
energy balances or other first principle equations without restrictive assumptions on the possible boundary 
conditions. The declarative form allows a complete model reusability, because it is not necessary to specify 
model inputs and outputs and it guarantees a one-to-one correspondence between physical components and 
their software representation . Powerful software environments as object-oriented databases [14] can be used 
to support easy and fast model building [3). However, this form of model representation cannot directly 
be used for simulation, so it is necessary to compile it, generating the procedural form (13). This paper 
just addresses the problem of deriving most efficient procedural forms in an automatic way and presents a 
prototype software where such operations have been implemented. 

2 Efficient computational procedures for model simulation 

If models are written based on ftrsl principles equations , their simulation often consists in solving a system 
of differential/algebraic equations (DAE) [12). A model can be simulated only if its boundary conditions1 

1 Boundary conditions represent the model interaction with the "rest of the world" . 
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are specified. Such a model is called closed. A closed model is consistent if the number of DAE system 
equations, is equal to the number of model variables. Of course , the model consistency is only a necessary 
condition for the DAE system solvability. 

Generally a DAE system has the form (1) : 

F(t,y,y,u,p) = 0 ( 1) 

where y is the unknown variables vector, u is the input variables vector, p is the parameters vector and t is 
the independent variable time. 

Especially for complex plants, the DAE system is of very large dimensions, so, its solution would require 
excessively long computation times. Therefore, an order reduction of the DAE system is recommanded ; this 
can be done by means of various expedients. 

First , equations of form Yi = ±yi can be eliminated substituting one of the variables with the other. 
The DAE system consistency is preserved, because for every eliminated unknown variable also an equation 
is eliminated. 

Second , the equations introduced by boundary conditions are of the form Yi = f(t) . The variable Yi can 
be considered as a known variable. So it is possible to have a further reduction of the DAE system order. 

Third, a drastic system order reduction is achieved if the DAE sytem is split into implicit equations 
and assignments. Let consider the unknown variables set y as two subsets, x the state variables (i .e. those 
variables which are present in (l) together with their derivatives) and z the algebraic variables. It is possible 
to rewrite (l) in the following form: 

F(t,x,x,z) = 0 (2) 

ommitting u and p for the sake of simplicity. If any equation of system (2) can be solved with respect to 
some algebraic variable, say Zm , it is possible to write: 

zm · g1(t,x,x,z) + g2(t,.r,i, z) = o (3) 

where z and x are subsets of x and z respectively and Zm ~ z. Once the variables of z and x are known, 
if 91 (t, x, x, z) :f 0, the variable Zm can be computed as an assignment . Let i be the set of those algebraic 
variables with respect to which no equation can be solved , and let z1 ... ZA: be the remaining algebraic 
variables. Then, if possible, the DAE system (2) can be transformed into the following one: 

z1 · 911 (t , x, z, i ) + 912(t, x , x, i ) = 0 

z2 · g21(t,x, :i:, i, z1 ) + g22(t,x,x,i, zi) = 0 

z.1; • g.1; i(t, x, x, i , z1, .. z.1;-1) +YA: 2(t, x, x, z, z1, .. z1;-1) = 0 

G(t,x , x,i,z1 , •. .,zi:) = 0 

The problem is finding of the subset i and the set of assignments. 

( 4) 

The efficiency may also be improved, if it is first possible to reorder the DAE system (2) into a block 
lower triangular (BLT) form [12, 4], then , splitting every subsystem into assignments and implicit equations . 

After substituting of variables z1 . .. , z1 into G, the problem is reduced to the solution of the DAE system 
G(t , :i: , x , z) = 0. To do this, a fun ction is required to compute the residual vector [12] : 

t:i.=G(t,x,x,i) (5) 

whe n all arguments of G are known . 
Remark: lt is known (7, 12], that the theory for deciding when a DAE system of form (2) has a unique 

solution is incomplete. A useful trace for the solvability, is the DAE system index, that is the minimum 
number of times that all or part of (2) must be differentiated with respect tot in order to transform it into 
an explicit ODE form [7]. All known implicit DAE solvers have troubles with solving problems of index 
greater than one (12, 8]. In particular, it is recognized that one of principal causes for the lack of DAE 
syst em solvability is the presence of algebraic constraints on state variables. 
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3 Generating procedural forms from declarative models 

An approach to generating efficient procedural forms that treats the majority of problems exposed in the 
previous section , is proposed in the rest of the paper. This approach is quite general, but it requires that 
a declarative model building environment be available. Such an environment, having the GemStone object.
oriented database [lOj as support , is realized at the center CEFR[EL in collaboration with the Politecnico di 
Milano [3] . All the data structures and algorithms shown in this paper are implemented in this environment, 
since using an object-oriented database as support, most operations that require information about model 
constitution, are implemented in a nice and secure way. 

3.1 Model's declarative form 

In the above mentioned model building environment, every model is represented as an aggregation of sub
models connected together by means of physical ports [9] or control signals. The connections representing 
physical ports are called physical terminals and the connections representing control signals are called control 
terminals [3] . It is possible also a hierarchical aggregation where every submodel can in turn be represented as 
aggregation of several submodels. Models that cannot be decomposed into submodels are called simple mod
els. A simple model is desribed as a set of variables, parameters, equations, terminals and variable-terminal 
relationships. 

If the hierarchical aggregation is reduced to a one-level aggregation, an overall plant model can be 
represented as a set of simple models connected together by means of physical and control terminals. Every 
connection between two physical terminals introduces equations of type e1 = e:i for effort variables and 
Ji = -h for flow variables [9], while a connection between 1two control terminals introduces an array of 
equations of the type vl = v 2 . The equations generated by connections between models terminals are called 
binding equations. The system of equations describing the plant model is obtained merging the equations of 
aU simple models and aH binding equations. 

There are two principal types of simple models: continuous-time and discrete-time. In every plant it is 
possible to distinguish two sets of models containing continuous-time and discrete-time models respectivly. 
The interaction between these two sets of models is realized only by means of control terminals, because 
only information (and not power) is exchanged between them. There are not physical terminals in the 
discrete-time part of the plant model. 

Given the simplicity of discrete-time models simulation, only the continuous-time part of the plant model 
is considered in the following, according to the lines defined in the previous section. 

3.2 Symbolic manipulation of model equations 

The generation of efficient procedural form is based on the symbolic manipulation of the equations system 
representing the overall plant model. In order to make it possible, the following information is needed: 

- if a variable is a state variable or an algebraic variable 
- if a variable takes part in an equation 
- if an equation containing an algebraic variable can be solved with respect to that variable 
Moreover, the following operations on the equations must be performed: 
- solving an equation with respect to one of its variables (if it is possible) 
• transformation of an equation into the implicit form g(t, y) = 0 
- substitution of a variable with another one 
- recognition of forms: y; = ±y; and Yi = f(t) 

3.3 Data structures for equation representation 

In order to allow tbe required symbolic manipulations , an equation is described as an entity holding the 
data concerning iits form and content and the set of allowed operations on those data. An object-oriented 
approach {5 , 2] is adopted for the representation and storage of equations as data structures. This, for two 
principal reasons : 

l. Object-oriented programming environments are very suitable for the declarative model building, spe
cially, to meet modularity and reuse requirements (31. A simple model defined as an object containing 
other objects, must contain also its equations. So, it is natural to define the equations as objects. 
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Figure l: Binary trees representing: an equation (left) and a conditional equation (right) 

2. It is of great convenience to define a class Equation, which can be seen as a set of encapsulated data 
and operations defined on ithem. So, the information associated to each equation can be encapsulated, 
while all tests and operations on it (belonging tests, solvalibity, etc.) are defined as methods applicable 
to equation's data. 

The symbolic manipulation of equations is much easier if an equation is represented as a binary tree (see 
figure 1) . To tree nodes that are not lea,ues there are associated atomic symbols called terminal symbols [l]. 
Typical terminal symbols are (=, +, -, *, /, der, sin, cos, sea, exp, ln, ... ). To the leaves are associated 
variables, parameters or numerical constants. Atomic symbols and numerical constants are string objects, 
while variables and parameters are compound objects (name, unity of measure and value are some of their 
components). 

Moreover, since every equation, variable or parameter is part of some simple model, relationships can 
be defined between simple models, equations, variables and parameters. A fundamental rule is established: 
if an equation is defined in a simple model, it must contain only variables and parameters defined in that 
model. The independent variable t is an exception , it takes part implicitly in every simple model (so it can 
be used in every equation) and it does not require a representation as a compound object. 

On the other hand, an equation is created as a text string, so operations that implement conversions 
between the two forms of equation representation are needed. More involved is the conversion string-to-tree, 
because it must be preceded by a lexical analysis that splits in tokens !1] the equation string,· passing these 
tokens to a tree constructor that builds the binary tree, providing also a parsing (syntax analysis) of the 
equation expression . As a consequence, specifications of regular expressions for the lexical analysis and a 
context-free grammar for parsing, are needed [l]. Tests about tokens that are not terminal symbols are 
needed, too. These tokens must be names of variables or parameters defined in the same model to which 
the equation belongs. 

Based on the above considerations , the following structure for the class Equation is proposed : 

Class: Equation 
Instance variables: 
name 
equationAsString 
equationAsBinaryTree 
variablesBelonging 
variableslnDiffFormBelonging 
explicitableVariables 
Class variables: 
symbols 
functions 

instanceOf 
instanceOf 
instanceOf 
instanceOf 
instance Of 
instanceOf 

String 
String 
BinaryTree 
SetOtvariables 
'S,etOfV,ar iabhs 
SetOfVar,iables 

{=, +. - ••• /} 
{der,sin,cos,exp, . . . } 

A special case in the description of equations defined in a simple model, is that of the so-called conditional 
equations which are equations taking on different forms in different conditions specified via if-then-ehe 
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Figure 2: Data structure transformation while treating an algebraic constraint 

constructs. A typical case is the interaction of some moving object (for example a robotic arm) with a stiff 
surface. The equations describing forces exerted on the object during the free motion are different from the 
equations describing forces during the interaction. Generally, in such a case, an equation form is associated 
to a boolean expression. If the boolean expression returns True, the corresponding form is selected as the 
current one. Considering boolean expressions as nodes and equation forms as leaves, the binary tree structure 
can be used also for the representation of conditiona1l equations (see figure 1). 

3.4 Preprocessing of the DAE system 

The first step toward DAE order reduction is the elimination of equations of form y 1 = ±Yi (binding 
equations are among them). Such equations are eliminated substituting one of variables with the other. The 
substitution of variables consists in moving all leaf pointers (see figure 1) from the substituted variable to 
the substituting variable. 

Algebraic constraints on state variables are then treated. An algebraic constraint on state variables 
causes a reduction by one of system's degrees of freedom. In fact, it defines one of the state variables as 
function of only other state variables. Such variable has to be replaced by a pair of two algebraic variables, 
the variable itself and its derivative. As a consequence, the DAE system lacks its consistency. To obtain 
consistency, an equation is added differentiating the algebraic constraint with respect to time . 

The above procedure can be implemented by suitable expedient in the modular model formulation. 
Based on information associated to each equation, it is possible to identify equations that contain only state 
variables not in different ial form 2. To this aim, in a model holding an algebraic equation which potentially 
may give rise to algebraic constraints on state variables, also the differentiated form of that equation is added. 
Than, when building the closed model, one of the state variables taking part in the algebraic constraint is 
substituted lby two algebraic variables (see figuire 2). 

3.5 Splitting into equations and assignments 

In this section, an algorithm for the trasformation of the form (2) in the form ( 4) using symbolic manipulation 
of equations is presented. This algorithm is executed after the above preprocessing of the DAE system and 
operates on the following sets of objects: 

- set of equations to be scanned: EQS 
- set of unknown variables: VARS 
- set of variables to be computed by the DAE solver: SVARS 
- set of equations left in implicit form: SEQS 
- set of assignments : ASS 

Initialization: The sets are initialized as follows: SEQS = set of conditional equations, EQS = set of 
overall model equations - SEQS, VARS = set of overall model variables, SVARS=0, and ASS=0. 

2Hidden algebraic constraints may occur, also. For example, an algebraic constraint between r1, :r2 and r3 is defined by the 
form h ( z1, z2) = O; z1 = h ( r 1 , z3); z2 ::;: h (x2 ); z3 = f 4 (r3 ) . Hidden algebraic constraints are not treated in the practical 
implementation. 
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Step 1: Search for the variables that cannot be computed as assignments, i.e. the algebraic variables with 
respect to which no equation E EQS can be solved, and the state variables. These variables are moved 
from VARS to SVARS. 

Step 2: The following iterations are repeated until VARS=0 or EQS=0 or substeps a) and b) are unsuc
cessful : 

a - Scan EQ S until equations of form f ( z ) = 0 where z algebraic variable is the only unknown variable 
(z EVARS) , are found. If the equation is solvable with respect to z, then it is solved , and moved in 
ASS. The variable z is cancelled from VARS . 

b - Scan EQS until equations of form f ( z, y) = 0 where z and y .are unkown algebraic variables ( z, y E 
VARS) , are found. If the equation is solvable witb respect to one of variables, say z, then it is solved, 
and moved in ASS. The variable.: is cancelled from VARS, while the variable y is moved in SVARS. 

Step 3: The remained variables are moved from VARS to SVARS, and the remained equations are moved 
from EQS to SEQS . 

The sets SEQS and ASS obtained from the algori thm are said split form of the sys tem , while the 
algorithm is said split algorithm. Note that the equation data structure contains all the necessary information 
required for the construction and updating of all sets. This information is largely used in all steps of the 
split algorithm. 

3.6 Manipulating vector equations 

Some application domains require vector variables and equations, also. This is the case of 3D modeling and 
simulation, very useful in robotic applications. There are not conceptual differences with the scalar case, 
since the data structures for equation representation does not depend on the variables type. The processing 
of vector equations consists in the following sequence of operations: 

- After the preprocessing of the DAE system, all vector equations are collected in a set and the algorithm 
for splitting into implicit equations and assignments is applied on it. 

- Every vector equation is expanded into scalar ones. Then, the scalar equations obtained by implicit 
vector equations expansion are merged with the rest of model equations giving the EQS set, while the scalar 
equations obtained by vector assignments expansion are put in the ASS set. 

- Finally, the split algorithm for the scalar equations is applied . 

3. 7 Coding the efficient procedural form 

ff a DAE solver is chosen, a software module that computes the residuals vector is needed . Thus, the 
set of equations and assignments (as data structures) representing the efficient procedural form must be 
transformed in a source code which can be compiled and linked together with solver modules. 

Generally, the residuals computing module is 'required in the form of a procedure or a function to which 
the vector ,of variables computed by solver y, the vector of their derivatives ypr, and the vector of parameters 
par are passed( this is the case of DASSLRT (7], the adopted solver, but few variations from this scheme are 
possible). The variables computed as assignments are not members of vector y, so it is necessary to pass 
them as part of par vector. As a consequence, the par vector contains plant parameters, control variables3 

and variables computed as assignments. Algebraic variables are passed to the solver as derivatives, because 
this is t he way to allow step variations of these variables. 

In an object-oriented programming environment, the correspondences between Variable objects and y , 
ypr and par vectors components can be represented as an instance of the Dictionary class, that is a non 
ordered collection containing associations between keys and values [5, 15). In the dictionary of correspon
dences a key is a string representing one element of y, ypr or par vectors and a value is an object that is an 
instance of classes Var.iable or Parameter. Such instances belong to various plant simple models that are 
instances of the dass Model. 

In the practical implementation [3) the module computing the ,residuals vector is generated as a C 
1language function , given the high machine-independence of C code. Every equation tree is converted to a 
string form putting at every leaf the var,iable or parameter key found in the dictionary of correspondences. 

3 Are variables computed iby the discrete pa.rt of the plant 
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Figure 3: Schematic represention of 3-links robot model 

The role of dictionary of correspondences is crucial because it allows not only t he generation of the 
simulation code, but also the association between simulation results and plant variables. 

Note that in the C function that computes the residuals vector there may appear built-in functions. Some 
of them as sin(), exp(), etc. can be part of the C language mathematical functions library, while other 
functions as step (), ramp() , etc. must be included in some user-built library. 

4 An example 

An application to the robotic modeling and simulation is reported . In figure 3 the model of a three-link 
direct-drive robot is shown. There are two types of physical terminals, mechanical terminals that export 
linear and angular positions, velocities and accelerations, forces and torques, and electrical terminals that 
export voltage and current. The robot is composed by three aggregate models linkl , link2, link9 and a simple 
model base. A link is an aggregate of a rigid body, a Direct Drive Joint (DDJ), i.e. a revolute joint equipped 
with a de motor , and a voltage-controlled power supply. The rigid body is described by 13 vector equations 
and the DDJ by 9 vector equations and 15 scalar equations. After the preprocessing, i.e. the elimination 
of equations of form y; = ±yj, the overall DAE system reduces to 117 scalar equations, while its split form 
reduces to 12 implicit equations. The split form corresponds to the Newton-Euler equations of mechanical 
manipulators [6]. The simulation has been executed on a DECStation 5000/200. The simulation times are 
shown in the following table: 

DAE system simulated time CPU time 
Not split 100 seconds 1500 seconds 

Split 100 seconds 14 seconds 

The drastic reduction of the computing time is due to the DAE system order reduction. 

5 Conclusions and future directions 

The declarative approach is very useful in model building for simulation aims. To simulate declarative 
models, a plant model compilation is needed in order to generate its procedural form . The generation of 
procedural form can be done taking into account its efficiency in therms of simulation execution times and 
numerical robustness . A drastic order reduction of DAE system is achieved ifbinding equations are eliminated 
and the remaining system is split into assignments and equations. This is realized by means of symbolic 
manipulation of equations. An object-oriented approach in model variables and equations representation has 
resulted of a great benefit in designing and implementing t.heir symbolic manipulation. A software package 
that allows to generate efficient procedural forms from declarative models and embedded into the modular 
model building environment [3) has been developed in the GemStone object-oriented database. Further 
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extensions of software package will implement the possibility of the DAE system partitioning into several 
subsytems. 
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Logistics Network Engineering (LNE) is a discipline connected with the Supply Chain Management 
approach. ModeUing is a 'famdamenta.I ,element in analysis, design and re-design of value chains and networks. 
Logistics networks are usually too large to be modelkd in detail. With modelling elements and a hierarchical 
approach the task becomes manageable. Exploiting modeUing and simulation in re-structuring logistics networks 
helps a company concentrate on essential problems and with that achieve competitive advantage through 
logistics. 

I. BACKGROUND 

During the past decades manufacturing research focused on productivity and efficiency of individual 
manufacturing operations. As companies managed lO squeeze down set up times etc. the hidden profit potential 
in the material flow at the fact0ry floor level was discovered. Then ·the focus was shifted towards achieving 
continuous material flow within the factory waHs. The scope was also expanded to include the first Line supply 
and demand customers. 

Constant new pressures and rapid changes in the business environment drive companies to set their focus 
on improving total value chains and logistics networks instead of re-engineering individual business operations. 
World class perfonnance at company level does not mean that the company achieves competitive advantage 
automatically. hs survival depends mo11e or 1less on the abili,ty of the total value chain to cost effectively meet 
the requirements of the end customers. Good and effec,tive perfonnance can easily be wasted along the value 
chain. Therefore. the companies can not afford to be involved with an ineffective value chain. 

In the l 990's the research scope is set one step further - tot.al business logistics. This is also the focus of 
the logistics research programme of VTT, Technical Research Centre of Finland [2). The total volume of the 
project is 50 mmil years including work done by participating companies representing the major areas of industry 
and trade. Tile 1t1enn total 'business 1logistics or integrated logistics has various definitions and VTT has adopted 
the holistic definition presented by the European Logistics Association ELA: 

The organization, planning, control and execution of the goods flow from development and 
purchasing through production and distribution to the final customer in order to satisfy the 
requi11ements of the market at minimum costs and capital use. 

2. LOGISTICS NETWORK ENGINEERING 

Logistics networks are large and complex. Supply Chain Management directs the scope to the importance 
of striving towards a global optimum instead of towards a 'group of local optimas. It helps the companies 
cooperatively improve the tot.al perfonnance of supply chains and logis·tics networks. One should first focus on 
doing the right things before doing things right. The hierarchial top-down approach guides the re-designing 
process so that the data involved remains manageable and resources are used on the essentials. Without re
structuring the network first the risk of solving problems that should not exist in the first place is huge . 
Improving the perfonnance of die eJC.isting network could easily lead ito a local optimum in spite of trying to 
avoid it. There is no optimal structure valid for all the difkrent scenarios. Instead of seeking an optimal network 
design one shou'ld seek a design that is the best possible solution in relation to the current knowledge and 
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estimate concerning the future. 
The steps required for gaining continuous improvement of value chains and logistics networks are the 

following 
I. 

2. 

3. 

selection of lhe structure that within a foreseen future will guarantee the hest performance as well 
as the desired flexibility of the logistics network. 
elimination of the non-value-adding operations to the extent possible without worsening the 
fl exibility and 
improvement of the operations of individual business processes connected to the network. 

The 1logistics concept is charac·terized by anaJysis and synthesis o( systems, process and cross 
functionality. Pfohl (3) says that all the logistics activities together form a system that is a coherent set of 
interacting elements o r variables. The logistics network flow is often described with its three components: the 
physicaJ material flow , the information flow and the capital flow. Actually this separation is only conceptual and 
the components .are just different sides of the same triangle. They cannot be treated separately. Methods and 
tools for all of them must lbe developed simultaneously. The same applies to the different time horizons. the 
bask solutions for planning and model.ling at the strategic level and at the operational level must be uniform. 

The rapidly increasing importance of logis·tics networks. and the development of the methods and tools 
for logistics organization and planning make the introduction of a new concept of Logistics Network Engineering 
(LNE) appropriate. The same progress took place when Software Design matured into Software Engineering. 
Savolainen and Mattila (4) define the LNE concept as follows: 

Logistics Network Engineering LNE is the discipline for organization and planning of the structure 
of 1the goods and information flow from development and purchasing through production and 
distribution to the final customer in order to satisfy the requirements of the market at minimum 
cost and capital use. 

The chaner of the discipline of LNE is to provide the methods and tools to be used hy logistics network 
engineers to organize and plan the goods and information flows. The aim is to assist continuous improvement 
of the logistics networks both from the structuraJ and the operational point of view. LNE can be seen as an 
ex tension to the concurrent engineering concept. One does not only have to desi gn a new product at the srune 
time with planning of the production pi;ocess. the logistics network bas to be designed simultaneously as well. 
The gelileral :Principle of LNE concept is Mt to emphasize individual variables but rather on how they interact 
as a whole. 
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Figure J. The area of Logistics Network Engineering. 

3. MOOELLING OF LOGISTICS NETWORKS 
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Modelling is a key element irn analyzing and desig111ing complicated systems like logistic networks. 
Different types of models are required in understanding the behaviour of existing logistic networks and in 
improving their performance as well .as creating new logistic networks. Modelling technology is normally used 
for analyzing systems and for estimation and optimization of alternative solutions. The models may also be used 
as an instrument to check whether the requirements are being met or to define the requirements to be met. 

In the field of logistics, modelling has been applied to individual operations. Unfonunately major effon 
h<L~ beelil wasted in solving problems 1that are of minor imponance (or totaHy avoidable) from the point of view 
of tlbe itotal logistics chain. Most of the modelling of logistics operations has been company-oriented. In many 
cases detailed modelling has resulted in precise solutions but in a highly constrained solution space. Design of 
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the model has usually been so big an effort that the real utilization including re-design and updating of the model 
has been neglected. 

Modelling of logistics networks has some special features. The networks are large and it is impossible to 
get detailed data from every organization or from every operation. Desiglil and re-design of the structure cannot 
only be based on existing companies and other operational units. Also units not belonging to the existing value 
chains must be included whenever needed. Fwthermore elements without any connections to real life are useful 
tools when striving for an optimal network structure. 

4. HIERARCHICAL ELEMENT·BASEO STRUCl'URE 

All the elements of a logistics network cannot be modelled in the same level of detail. The elements along 
die current critical path in refation to 1logistics performance measuremen.ts are the most important. The critical 
path can also move due to the changes in demand or due w tlhe re-design of the network. In that case new 
details must be introduced and the modelling structure has to support this. 

The hierarchical element-based modelling structure leads into an object-oriented approach. When taken 
into <he model an element mus·t be assigned an identifier that will be used during the planning phases. h has also 
allributes •that describe the properties (capacity. kad time etc.). The interaction between e lements" consists of 
service requests and services. The element is capable of carrying out internal actions (manufacturing. 
transportation. etc.) that can be requesced by other elements and it may need internal actions of other elements 
in order to fulfil the iask For example. an element representing warehouse receives a request (order) that 
initiates the appropriate internal action (picking) and a service request (transportation). [ l] 

Transportation C usto mer 
r-n~~-:liii~~~ ~""""""T'"""~~ 

- -

= 

FiRure 2. Modelling hierarchy. 

S. SIMULA TfON AND CA1LCULA TI ONS 

Looking from the point of view of the logistics flow the func tions of an element can be divided into three 
categories: receiving. processing and dispatching. The performance of a network is measured by time related , 
cost related and customer service related factors. Simulation of a log·istics network is controlled with demand 
pauems for various products and product types. An order is sent"° an e'lement "connected" to the end customer 
and that creates additional orders. A service request always creates demand for service. For example, if an 
e lement like Warehouse (W) receives an order (service request srl) from customer C it first checks whether it 
tlas the requested amo unt of the ordered product. If the answer is yes. a deli very (service s 1) is made and if not. 
the W has to make an order (service request sr2) to its Supplier (X). After X has fulfilled sr2 by delivering s2 
to W. then W can respond to srl by delivering sl. (see figure 3) 

Figure 3. Interaction berween elements via service request and service. 

Although the modelling can show that the problems within a network are caused by an individual element 
the real opportunities for improvement are hidden in the interaction of the e lements. The interface be tween two 
elements can contain operations needed only for matching of the d•ispatching and receiving operations. There are 
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usually de1lays between elemenL~ due to lack of balance. The key question of LNE is 10 find the network 
structure lhat in the best way meets the requirements of the end customers. The non-value-adding operations 
must be separated from the value-adding ones in order to find the critical points of the network. For the 
calculation three main perfonnance indicators have been defined: element burden (£8). inteiface burden (18 ) and 
flow burden ( F8 ). The element burden consists of all the appropriate factors connected with receiving. 
processing. dispatching and waiting. The interface burden consists of the factors describing. receiving and 
dispatching. The now burden consists of all the delays caused by timing and balancing of the now . Equations 
I 10 3 describe the main structure of the indicators. 

£8 
I [ ~ if,< Pi, • >ef, • ~ de, l ( I ) 

18 
'J 

[ if,
1 

+ df,, J (2) 

F8 
J [ wf; J (3) 

if represents any of the time, cost or customeI service related fact·ors when receiving. pf any of the time. 
cost or customer service related factors when processing. df any of the time. cost or customer service related 
faclOrs when d ispatching and wf any of the time. cost or customer service related factors whe n waiting. I 
represents the sending element, j the element in focus and k tlle receiving element. Note that all the indicators 
are vectors. 

6. IMPLEMENTATION 

This paper is related to the research project on business logistics in different branches of industry in 
Finland. The project focuses on development of decision suppon systems both for strategic and operational use. 
modelling and s imulation of logistic operations and development of technical solutions for the physical material 
now along the whole logistics chain. Modelling elements have been developed in close co-operation with the 
companies. The elements build up an object !library for it.he hierarchical modelling system and software based on 
an object-oriented process simulator software APROS (Advanced Process Simulator) by VIT. 
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DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF OFFSHORE PROCESSES 

J0rgen Nielsen, Steinar Scelid ,& Hilde Lien 
Norsk Hydrn a .s 

Postbox 200, Stabekk, Norway 

Norsk Hydro has performed a dynamic study of an offshore separation process with the 
aim of verifying the design's ability to handle process disturbances, -slugs. The 
modelling and the simulation study was carried out during the Engineering phase of the 
project by the use of the CADAS simulat,ion tool. CADAS is being developed in joint 
effort bet ween Simrad Albatross, S'INTEF, Norsk Hydro, Statoil, Aker and Kvcerner 
Engineering. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

!Norsk Hydro operates several pla tforms in the Norwegian sector of the North Sea. The 
newest offshor'e :platform, t o be operated by Norsk Hydro when commissioned , will be 
a floating concrete constiruction wit1h a complete oil/gas process installed . The 
producti on will exclusive1ly be from a number of sub-sea production wells some 350 
meters below the surface of the North Sea. The connection between the sub-sea well
head dusters and the floating product ion platform will be established via flexible risers. 
The geometry of well-stream risers and the choke valves may introduce dynamic 
production upsets, known as terrain slugs in the .offshore terminology. 

The modeUing of the Platform' s separation train has been executed as a multi-discipline 
project where personnel from both the Control Eng.ineer,ing and the Process Technology 
departments in Norsk Hydro has been involved. 

A detailed model of the separation process has been established. The model includes 
wells, risers, manifolds, pipes, control va'lves, measuremen t elements, controllers , water 
separat1ing cydones, two ,& three phase sep8'rators, an electrostatic coalescer, heat 
exchangers, oi1I export pumps and an export pipel1ine to the shore. Correlations have 
been established for all relevant fluid properties and equilibrium quantities. 

Controller settings have been optimized to handle variations in flow with a minimum 
negative impact on process performance. Further a controller module implementing 
fuzzy logic for mult,i variable control structures has been developed. A comparison 
betwe1en PIO and FUZZY control has been made. 

2. CAIDAS 

CADAS (Computer Aided Design, Analysis and Synthesis of industrial processes) is a 
software product for simulation and analysis of process plants and the associated 
control and logic structur,es of the plant. 

Constructi on of chemica'I processes involves a variety of engineering disciplines. 
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Examples are the proc1ess and control engineering disciplines. In large projects, such as 
the realisation of oil production plants in the North Sea , several distinct groups work in 
sequence on their respective tasks in order to complete the plant. Upon completion of a 
sub-task, the groups are demobilised while the results are used further downstream in 
the project. Consequently, information flows from conception to start-up of the plant 
and rnrely the opposite way. This means that every task should be correctly solved the 
first time. 

W 1ith this in mind, it is important to invest an optimal effort in analysing the process
and control design early in the project. It is much cheaper to find a design flaw at an 
early stage, than during the commissioning and start-up phase. 

2 . 1 The module concept 

The module 1is the basic building block for configuration of a CADAS simulator. A 
modul,e may be a control element like a control:le1r or a logic module, it may be a small 
model of a process unit like a pump, or it may be a mod·el of a complex process unit like 
a distillation column or a fluid catalytic cracker . 

The CAOAS user intertace is based on the process flow sheet (PFS). This is a drawing 
of the p·lant and the contirol and logic system on the computer screen . The total PFS in 
defined as a large viirtual drawing. The use1r can view parts, or the whole, of this 
drawing on the screen at any time . 'The build1ing blocks of a PFS are icons representing 
modules, and graphical lines representing pipes or signal interconnections between 
modules. The user interacts with CADAS using menus, a mouse and keyboard input. 
Addressing modules in the PFS is done by clicking at them with the mouse. 

The PFS is ;a true mapping of the real CAD.AS configuration. Each module in CADAS is 
r 1epresen1ted by a corresponding icon in the PPS . 

The configuration of a simulator is done by se1lecting modules from a library, and putting 
an instance of the module (actually the module icon) into the PFS. When this is done, a 
copy of the modules data structure is automatically created in the CADAS database. If 
the use1r makes a graphic connection between the terminals of two modules in the PFS, 
CADA.S automatically crieates a reference between the modul,es so that automatic data 
transfer between the mod 1ules is done when the s imulator is running. 

3. SYSTEM CONTROL O:IAGRAMS 

Norsk Hydro has developed a high level, graphical descriptive language for design and 
documentation of pr·ocess control systems. The basic building block of the System 
Control Diagrams , SCD, 1is the function block module, which comprises process modules 
as well as a range of control and l ogic function blocks. 

Many process control systems are configurated by the use of IEC standard functions 
blocks. For this reason the selection of function blocks or modules as a basic unit in the 
simulation language CAOAS was preferred. The benefits are several. It provides a 
graphical interface for the designer/operator of the module. while in addition engineers 
familiar with 1IEC programming of process contro1I systems needs a minimum of training 
in order to ·use CADAS as a design tool. 
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4. THE SEPARATION PROCESS 

The purpose of the separation system is to separate the incoming well fluid into a 
stabilized oil product for export water for cleaning and disposal and gas for injection or 
export. The separation is carried out in three stages, with an inter stage heater between 
the first and second separator stage. 

In the first stage separator, the pressure is controlled by the speed of the downstream 
high pressure compressor train. Free water and most of the gas is separated out in the 
first stage s.eparator. The flow of oily water is regulated on interface level control and is 
routed to the hydro cyclone package manifold for oily water treatment, the control valve 
being located downstream of the hydro cyclone. Emulsified oil with a water content 
possibly up to 40 (vol) % is heated before entering the second stage separator. The 
fluid is heated in order to break the water/oil emulsion and to meet the oil export vapour 
pressure. Level control in the first stage separator is done by control of the oil outlet 
upstream of the oil heater and water flow through the hydro cyclones. 

The second stage separator is a three phase separator located downstream of the oil 
heater. The pressure in the separator is controlled by means of a control valve in the 
gas outlet. The water phase is routed to the manifold of the hydro cyclone package for 
oily water treatment, while the oil phase is routed to the third stage separator. Level 
control in the second stage separator is through control of the oil outlet . 

The third stage separator is a two phase separator operating at a low pressure and a 
temperature determined by the inter stage heater. The gas is routed to the first stage 
compressor and the liquid flows to the electrostatic coalescer by gravity. The pressure 
is controlled by modulation of the speed of the recompression train. The level is 
controlled by modulating the speed of the oil export pumps. 

2nd stage 
lst Heater sbge 

Production 
manifold 

Hydro 
cyclone 

Elcctrostalic 
coalescer 

Wells 

Export 

Export 
cooler 

Pipeline pumps 

10 shore 

Figure 1 : A CA DAS Process Flowsheet of the separation process. 
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Separation is a single train operation, hence any shutdown of a separator will cause a 
total process shutdown. Following the third stage separator, the oil is finally dehydrated 
in an electrostatic coalescer. The coalescer is designed to remove the remaining water 
from the produced oil to the specification level. The water separated out in the 
coalescer is pumped back to the first stage separator by the produced water pump, 
whose speed is controlled by the coalescer interface controller. 

The oil export system comprises the oil booster pumps, the oil coolers and the oil export 
pumps. The export oil is then transferred to shore in an export p·ipeline. A CADAS PFO 
of the process is shown in the following figure. 

5. PROCESS SIMULATION 

Three different automatic control algorithms have been applied during the simulation of 
the oil separation process, traditional PIO controllers, FUZZY rule based controllers and 
compensation of process time delay by application of Smith compensators. All three 
types are defined as function blocks in CADAS, with input terminals for connection to 
transmitter function blocks and output terminals for connection to the control v.alves. 
The purpose of simulating the process dynamics with PIO versus FUZZY controllers was 
to evaluate the overall system performance against severe process disturbances. 

A CAOAS FUZZY controller was designed to handle level and pressure constraints and 
the multivariable nature of the process. Using this controller with 4 inputs and 3 
outputs as a replacement for the Cascade PIO controller for the liquid level, a 
substantial increase in performance was obtained. The primary process upsets to an oil 
separation train are slugs consisting of gas and liquid. In a multiphase transport system, 
pockets of gas will frequently occur in the well stream. In severe cases this will lead to 
trip of the process due to excessive level or pressure in the separation tanks. The 
multivariable FUZZY controller demonstrated during the simulation a 50 percent better 
capability to handle slugs compared with the PIO cascade controller. 

A large amount of thermal energy is often needed in order to increase the temperature 
of the wellstream between first and second separation tank. In order treduce C0 2 

emission from the production platform, waste heat for this purpose is recovered from 
the gas turbines, which drives the electrical generators on board . In this system a 
relative large dead time occurs in the temperature control loop relative to the time 
constant of the process. In the CADAS model of this waste heat recovery system a 
comparison was made between tradition PIO control and the combination of a Smith 
compensator and a PIO controller. The task of the Smith predictor module is to 
compensate for the time delay. By applying a Smith predictor the gain of the PIO 
controller can be increased beyond what is possible for a non compensated control 
loop. The simulation showed that an increase of 100 percent for the controller gain is 
possible, when a Smith predictor is used. This provides a far better control of the 
temperature, without sacrificing the stability of the process. 
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EXPERCNENCE ON l\fECHANISTIC MODELLING OF lNDUSTRIAL PROCESS DYNAMICS 
WITH APROS 

K. JUSLI.N 

Technical Research Centre of Finland (VIT), 
P.O.Box 34, SF-02151 Espoo 

Abstract. Dynamic simulation involving tbennohydralics of fluids of multiple components in several phases has 
been considered as a task for specialists in mathematics and computer progranuning. A high level model 
development tool, based on specHication of p'hysical mechanisms, not equations, is described. We have 
experienced that even a process engineer can build up a dynamic model of a large process with this tool. The 
code is optimized for modem workstation computers, enabling real-time simulation studies . 

l. INTRODUCTION 
As industrial process dynamics have become extremely complex, it has become more and more important 

to understand bow they work and react in very variable conditions. The traditional methods of calculation, 
experiment and measurement are no longer .sufficient nor economic: they need to be supplemented or replaced 
by compu·ter-based simulations. The complexities of real-life include scheduled and unscheduled interruptions 
even to basically steady-state processes. Dynamic simu'lation is needed to complement the steady state calculations. 

The Advanced Simulat,ion Environment (APROS), has made it affordable to construct computerized models 
of complete process plants, including automation systems and electrical power distribution [ l). The systematic 
mode'! specification, also producing the documentation needed, is made very easily by operating with the mouse 
on the workstation screen, choosing unit operation symbols .and filling in query forms. The user doesn't have 
to wri.te equations or be familiar with computer programming. 

All information on process parame·ters and flowsheet connections, is stored into the APROS object oriented 
real-time database. The user can define new unit operations by combining physical mechanisms with the APR OS 
process specification language, or by the graphics interface. He can also combine unit operations to subprocesses 
and make his own symbols. APROS is a computer-aided engineering (CAE) tool for the assistance of designers 
in the gaining of full knowledge and understanding of the dynamics of both .small- and large-scale chemical pro
cesses. Very fast and efficient solution methods have been developed, enabling the designer to use his own 
workstation for the simulation :runs. The system operates very interactively. The user can start a simulation run. 
and .include a new uni1t operation into 'the flowsheet, even without stopping the simulation. 

2. MODEL SPECIFIC.\ TION 
The user may specify the simuilation experiment. including process models and automation system models , 

using the APROS Specification Language on an alphanumeric terminal. The specification may concern control 
of the simulation experiment, or the unit operations on Technological level or on Mechanistic level. On a 
graphical work station the specification can be made using the mouse, simply combining symbols on the screen 
and filling in query forms. 

A synthesis tool for automatic construction of c·ommon unit operation models has been included. Based on 
easily available user specified perfol"IIW'lce ·criteria on Technologica1l l·evel it generates elementary process 
structut'es on Mechanisti·c 1level, which provide data for 'the equat,ion solvers involved. 

'The user can also build up a library of own specific unit operation models by combining suitable elements 
from the elementary process structures library, without computer programming, or knowledge of differential 
equations or numerical solution methods. Further, the user can combine unit operations to sub-processes, and 
combine sub-processes to larger entities, as well . 

The elementary flow stn1ctu!"es are composed of control volumes, and streams representing flows between 
the control volumes. Streams .are at present available for different accuracy levels, as single phase flow, 
homogeneous mix·ture of possible gas or liquid phases, or separated phase flow enabling different velocities and 
temperatutes for the .fhases involved. The direction of the flow can change during a simulation run. The control 
vo~lumes are either of phase separating or mixing type. The possible continuation of moment flux through a control 
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volume can be specified . The heat structures can contain several layers of different materials and can be shaped 
as a plane, a cylinder or a sphere. Elementary heat sources, automation system elements. pumps and valves can 
be connected lo the flow structures. 

A separate set of interconnected flow structures forms a flow department. For each isolated flow department 
the user can specify the physical properties estimation method used, as well as the expected flow components. 
Chemical reactions can be specified as well. 

3. INTERACTIVE SIMULATION 
When analyzing the modelled process with the simulator, the user can interac tively change the flowsheet 

structure or the parameters of the unit operation models, and continue with the simulation, all in the same session, 
without recompiling and linking procedures. The total number of specific process components need not be 
specified in advance. The real time database used is automatically reorganized for optimal operation. The 
calculated results can be displayed in graphical form on-line during the simulation. and can be compared with 
results from previous runs or measurements. The simulation time step is automatically chosen between user 
defined limits. The modelled situations can be stored as snap-shots for later use; the full snapshot comprises all 
the specification data including the object names, the run-time snapshot comprises all data needed for running 
simulation of a specific process, and the small snap-shot comprises only state variables. All the user operations 
during a simulation run are recorded, which enabling replay of the simulation run. 

Different users can work on their own subprocesses on separate workstations. Specified model data can be 
written in text form to specification batch files, whicb can easily be transported and combined to larger models. 
The computer platform includes UNIX workstations as HP, Sun, Alfa, and Silicon Graphics, equipped with X
Windows software. It also runs in network environment. The calculation program can thus be situated on an 
efficient network server and the graphics interface on a separate workstation. It is also possible to operate the 
graphics interface from an X-terminal or from a PC emulating an X-Terminal. 

4. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The parameters and boundary values needed by the governing equations for mass, momentum, chemical species 

and energy, are mainly derived from process structures and dimensions. material properties and empirical 
correlations [2]. The general conservation equations for mass . momentum and energy are partial differential 
equations with respect to time and space. The one-dimensional conservation equations for mass (I), momentum 
(2) and energy (3) are as follows: 

dAp+dApu=S 
dJ dz I , 

(1) 

dApu+dApu
2 

+Adp=S 
dt dz. dz 2 

(2) 

and 

(3) 

In equations (I) to (3) it is assumed that the properties are averaged over the c ross-section . The symbols are as 
follows: A is the flow cross section, p is the density, u is the velosity and p is the pressure. In equation (3) h 

represents the total entalphy of the mixture inc luding also the kinetic energy. The right side terms S1 .S: and S3 

are the sources terms of mass, momentum and energy, respectively. 
The kinetics of chemical reactions can be described by a set of ordinary differen tial equations (3] . The mass 

change due to reactions is described for each component by the equation 

dcj - n~ (l) (4) 
- - VR[r; (T,p,c1,..,c"), 
dt l •I ' 

where ci is the concentration of component j , VR the reaction volume, r i the reac tion rate of component j due 
to reaction k and nil. the number of independent reactions, nc is the number of independent concentrations. T the 
temperature and p the pressure. 

The thermodynamic equilibrium of a mixture containing several components in two o r more phases is described 
by algebraic equations, 

(I) (2) (n) 
µi = µj = ... =µ; • 

(S) 

where p.t' is the chemical potential of component) in phase i and n1 is the number of phases. The thermodyna-
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moc properties needed are calculated as functions of pressure , specific ent.alphy of the mixture h, and mass 
fractions xj. 

P dp x<vl .X(•J.x<lJ .x<•)h(vJ h<lJ pM p<I) 
'd • I •·· c l •~· c ' ' ' p • • (6) 

=fip.h,X1 •. • .X ) . 
c. 

The verification of the simulation system can be done using pilot plant data. Uncertain physical parameters 
and correlations can be measured and corrected. After that the simulation model can be scaled up to represent 
a best estimate model of a full scale plant. Finally, when the full scale plant has been taken into use, the design 
model can be validated, updated if needed, and used for optimization studies of the operation of the plant. 

5. NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
The differential equations have to be discretized both with respect to space and time. The staggered grid 

approach is used both for heat and flow structures. A nearly implicit integration method is used. This offers more 
stable calculation and larger time steps than explicit methods. 

The solution phase starts by the discretiz.ation of equations (I) to (3) and the lineariz.at ion of non-linear terms. 
The most important linearisation is done in the mass equation where the density is expressed as follows 

pk=p + ~; (pt-p) • (7) 

where the superscript k refers to the new iteration step. Most other nonlinear terms have been linearised in a 
similar fashion . ln the space discretiz.ation scheme used we define V; and \.j as two control volumes under consid
eration, l ;, as the lenght between the middle points of the volumes, and K;i as the flow resistance. the equations 
(I) to (3) can be discretized and linearized as follows: 

Vi r- /u Vi dpi l jL-i 1 
-(p .-p. )+-- -(p -p.)=- w .. +S1 , 
t:i.t ' • lit dpi ' • j I} 

(8) 

k 1-Ai.. l . (w-w .. J 
_!!_ I/ I} (9) 
Aii tu 

and 
h t _ r-/Hhr-Ar j-r j -i 

V Pi ; Pi i _ t' tht t' tht - S (10) 
i lit 7 W;; j + 7 WV i - 3 . 

The lineariz.at ion of the momentum flux term in the equation (9) and the source terms has not been shown in 
detail. In eq uations (8) to (10) w is the mass flow which can be calculated as 

(II) 

Separate equation systems are solved for control volume pressures, st ream total flows, control volume 
temperatures. stream component flows , chemical reactions, temperatures in heat structures and automation system 
dynamics. A quasi Newton method is used to correct the errors caused by the interaction between the separate 
equation systems and by the linaeriz.ation of the nonlinear terms. After that the thermodynamic properties and 
their deriYatives are updated. The remaining error is taken into account during the next time step. If the error 
is too large the previous iteration is automatically repeated with a smaller time step. 

The advantages gained by the tearing of the large equation system into separate smaller subsystems are 
obvious. The resulting matrices can be made fairly diagonally dominant. Their sparsity can be preserved during 
the solution using optimized sparse matrix methods. The computer code is optimized for RJSC architecture 
processors . Also hardvare capable of parallel or vector prosessing can be used efficiently; the calculation of the 
matrics element values of the sparse matrices can benefit from vector processing, and the component flows may 
be solved in parallel. 

6. APPLICATION EXAMPLES 
The fl ow sheets representing the following different application models have been plotted by post-script 

routines on a laser printer. The g raphical specification of a combined cycle power plant model is shown in Figure 
I . The diagram includes components related to the water, steam and fluegas flow, and components related to 
the electrical and control systems. A distillation plant model diagram is shown in figure 2. including a model 
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of a sieve tray column and a model of a packed column. The models are capable of simulating the pressure 
dynamics; this is essential especially when simulating vacuum columns and colJumns where floating pressure 
co11trol can cause farge changes in operating pressure. The flow sheet of a batch pulping process for craft cooking 
is shown in figure 3. The model is used for testing of cooking control and energy control concepts. In figure 
4 is sbow.a ,~be model specification of a black liquor evaporation plant used in the chemical recovery process in 
pulp and paper industry. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
The developed simulation software can be used in a wide range of applications , for instance for decisions 

making in process design, automation system design and the planning of operational procedures. Comprehensive 
disturbance and safety analysis can be made by experimenting with 1lhe dynamic simulation model - not with the 
real plant. The software is also intended for different training purposes, basic train,ing of students, more advanced 
training of design engineers, and training of plant operators. 
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Figure I. Combined cycle power plant model. Figure 2. Distillat,ion plant model. 

Figure 3 . Batch pulping p~ocess model. Figure 4. B:lack liquor evaporation process model. 
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Abstract. 

.Simulation of Energy Systems - Guidelines and Pitfalls 
by 

Niels Houbak, Laboratory for Energetics, 
Technical University of Denmark, DK-2800 Lyngby, PENMARK 

This paper is a survey paper on simulation of energy systems. It covers important aspects of the different 
phases of modeling an energy system. It also gives a short introduction to robust numerical methods which 
it is strongly recommended to use. Finally, 3 short examples illustrates some of the problems a modeler still 
has to face despite the developments in modern simulation software. 

The Modeling Process. 

Simulation of a system , i.e. in this paper an energy system, is a task that normally has to be divided into 
several subtasks. Each of these tasks arc equally important because the final difference between the physical 
reality and the simulated solution is the sum of the.: errors from each subtasks. 

The first task to be performed is to huild a physical model of the real system. This model is typically a 
drawing of the system. The boundaries for the system are specified, and neglected processes and processes 
accounted for are determined. These approximations 10 the narnre of the problem can cause a difference 
between the actual hehavior of the system and lhe computed solution. 

The second task is to make a mathematical model from the physical model. This is done by applying some 
of the fundamental laws. Conservation of mass and energy, definition of heat exchanger efficiency, the ideal 
gas equation, and the heat conduction law being exam pies on such fundamental laws. Some of the laws do 
have limitations; i.e. an ideal gas need not be ideal under the current conditions (pressure and temperature). 
This may influence the accuracy of the solution. 

The third task is to apply a numerical method 10 the mathematical model in order to obtain a numerical 
model. Finding the most appropriate numerical method depends on the type of the problem: algebraic 
equation system (static model), differenlial cqualion sysiem (dynamic model) , differential algebraic equation 
system (DAE model) , or partial differenlial equation system (PDE model). Further, the choice of method 
may also depend on the actual behavior of the problem: stiff/ non-stiff, highly oscillatory or discontinuous 
being some importanl properties. II is ohvious that applying the numerical method introduces errors to the 
solution; these arc iteration error, integration error and/or discreiization error. 

The fourth task is to implement Lht: nume rical model in a program, to run the program, and to present the 
results . In this process the computer iniroduct:~ rounding error~ into 1he so lution. 

It is good modeling practice to use stepwise rclinenH.:nt of the model. Always stan with the simplest and least 
complicated model of the system, even if the r1:suhs arc known on beforehand to be too erroneous. Having 
verified the correcl general behavior of the simple.: model, new components can be added (one by one). 

Mathematical Models of Energy Systems. 

Often an energy systems (for example a power stations) is modeled as a network of components, turbine, 
furnace, heal exchanger, or pump. The connection~ between components arc assum ed to be without losses. 
This component approach requires access to a large library of precompiled components but also that the user 
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can derine his own components. The behavior of a component is normally given by equations and preferably 
they should be residual equations. Complex component models may include several table lookups in order 
to get correct water / steam-. gas-. or other material properties. These lookups can be relatively expensive and 
should be avoided whenever possible. Other components contain chemistry; i.e. chemical reaction equations 
that have to be satisricd. 

It has been much used to make electrical analogies of various systems. For energy systems it is obvious that 
massnow is current and pressure is voltage, but the temperature (enthalpy) of the massnow has no electrical 
equivalent. ln some situations. the chemical composition of a massOow varies; this has no equivalent either. 

The component oriented approach usually generates many equations, but it is very user friendly. For a given 
component only a few parameters have to be speci(jed, almost independent of the complexity of the 
underlying equations. An alternative approach for the user, would be to generate all the equations himself. 
Here, the number of equations can be reduced dramatically by more or less trivial substitutions. 

Many energy system models arc steady state (static) models. Mathematically they can be described in the 
following way 
(I) Q = g(b n> . 

The vector z conlains all the unknown variables, n represents the parameters and !he function g describes 
all the residual equations from the components. 

Sometimes, one or more of the unknown variables arc determined by a differential equation. These variables 
are called y, their time derivative y' and mathematically the system can be written as 
(2) Y..' = f(t, y, z;, u) • o < = t < = T • y(O) Y.o 

Q = g(t, y, ~. n) . g(O, Yo. z(O). n> = Q 

t is the model time. These equations must be solved si multaneously for y and z. Systems of type (2) are 
referred to as DAEs in semi explicit form. 

Numerical Methods. 

Having a mathematical formulation of the system a~ in equation ( 1), the most robust method for the 
numerical solution is Newton iteration. This well-known method can be described as follows 
(3) J 6.y_ = - g(y_ n) a 

• s ,., "' ! = _a_v_ g(y, n) 
Y.s+ l = Y.s + 6.ys ,,_ 

Subscript s is the iteration count. ! is the Jacobian matrix. The first equation in (3) is a linear system of 
equations that has to be solved in each iteration. It is assumed that a good initial approximation Y.o to the 
solution exists. Specially for large systems an approximation to the exact Jacobian matrix is used because the 
cost of an iteration is dominated by generating the matrix and solving the linear system. The re are (at least) 
3 different ways of approximating the Jacobian; 

1) Numerical differentiation (difference approximation), 
2) rank one updates (Broyden update), and 
3) assume the .Jacobian matrix is constant for several iterations. 

For very large problems the non-linearities are often located in relatively few equations; combining 1) and 
3) may be advantageous. The iteration is converging as long as the residual (g(y, n)) is decaying in each 
component. As long as this decay is satisfactory, there is no need to update the ite rat ion matrix. 

The ODE part of (2) is normally writlen as 
( 4) y_' = f(t, y) , 0 < = t < = T , y(O) = Y.o 

and is referred to as an initial value problem . The numerical solution is only computed at special points called 
steppoints. From the initial solution the solutions at the steppoints are generated sequentially. By interpola-
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lion the analytical solution is approximated between steppoints. The distance between two steppoints is called 
the stepsize (denoted h). A good, simple, and popular ODE method is the classical 4'th order Runge-Kutta. 
(5) K1 = f(ln , Yn ) K3 = Htn + h/ 2, ~ + h/ 2*.Kz) 

Kz = f<tn + h/2 • Yn + h/2"K1) K4 = Htn + h • Yn + h •K3) 
Yn+l = ~n + h/6*(K1 + 2*K2 + 2"K3 + K4) 

Subscript .n is the step number. Some ODEs ar,e stiff: Initially a steep transient dramatically varies the 
solution; after the transient has died out, the solution is slowly varying. The stepsize strategy will select a 
small stepsize during the transient and increase 1lhc stcpsize when ,the transient has died out. Strategies for 
stepsize control are found in [3]. The previous Runge-Kutt a method is explicit and is not well suited for 
solving stiff systems. A simple implicit method is backward Euler 
(6) Yn+l = Yn + h Htn+l• Yn+l) · 

The method is implicit in Yn+l· It is rewritten in (7), which is of lhe same form as (1). It is solved using the 
quasi-Newton method previously described 
(7) Q = f{Yn+ d = Yn + h fCtn+b Yn+l) - Yn+l · 

A type of implicit ODE methods arc the BDF methods. For constant slepsize they can be derived from (6) 
by adding a linear combination of backward information 
(8) CkYn-k + C;.-1Yn-k+l + ... + CoYn + Yn+l = b h f<tn+l> Yn+1) · 

Jn each step, the sys,tcm of non-linear cqua·tions lo be solved is almost identical to (7). b and c0 to ck are 
determined in order to achieve the appropriate order (k + 1 ). These methods arc normally implemented using 
the Nordsicck formulation (a Taylor expansion). but this dots not change the form of the system of non
linear equations to be solved in each step. Cocflicicnts for scvt:ral of these methods can be found in [2]. 

Also implicit Runge-Kutta methods exists. A 2 stage, ::!'nd order Diagonally Implicit Runge-Kutta (DIRK) 
is given in (9). The coefficients can be found in [4J. 
(9) Ki = f(tn + b1 h, Yn + h ..., Ki) 

Kz = f<tn + b2 h, Yn + h az1 K1 + h -Y K2) 
Yn+l = Yn + h (c1 K1 + Cz K2) 

-y = I - l /}2 
az1 = 9 - 28•-y 
C1 = (43 + 10*-y)/ 62 

b1 = ..., 
bz = a21 + ..., 
C2 = 1 - C1 

By substit uting Y = Yn + h -r K1 (or K 1 (l'. - Yn)/(h -y) ) into the first stage of (9) we gel an equation 
of the form (7) with .Y: being the iteration variable. 

The DAE problem (2) can bt: solved in one of two ways. Han implicit ODE method is used, equation (7) 
from the ODE ,part is coupled with the algebraic part of the system. For explicit methods it is possible lo 
apply a quasi-Newton method for solving the algebraic parl, each time the derivatives have lo be calculated. 
DAE problems are covered in I 1 ]. 

What can go wrong? 

With a good ma1thematical model of a sysLt: m and using the best numerical methods for solving the problem, 
can anything go wrong? The answer is yes. First of all, th ere is the problem that a non-linear model may have 
0, 1, and several solutions. Second, it is possible to make small errors with major effect in each of the 3 
modeling stages. This is illustratt:d by the following examples. 

The lirst example is the problem of a discontinuous· behavior of a model. An on-off control, say, can cause 
serious troubles for the stepsize strategy in an ODE solver, as can a linearly interpolated table of data. A 
discontinuity can only be passed with a very small slcpsizc. The process of both reducing the stepsize and 
locating the point of discontinuity will cost many rejected stt:ps. 

The second example illustrates the problem of linear dependencies in the model. This has 3 aspects. 
1) It is sometimes difficult to find all the equa1ions of a system . One can combine 2 of the equations in the 
model to get an extra equation. Usually, this is trapped by the linear equation solver routine, saying the 
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matrix is singular. h is very rare to get information on which equation is superfluo us. 
2) Energy systems can be both open loop and closed loop systems. For closed loop models there are always 
one surplus mass balance equation per separate closed loop; it must be removed . 

Heat exchanger Pump 

Figure 1. 

Heat exchanger 

3) T oo simple models may also cause linear depen
de ncies. In figure 1, there is a pump and two heal 
t!xchangers. The pump has a characteris tic connecting 
the pressure increase and the massflow. If the heat 
exchangers are assumed lo have the same constant 
pressure dro p, the system is singular! Any mass flow 
can circulate between the two heat exchangers without 
influencing the pump pressure. With only o ne heat 
exchanger the re is no problem. 

The third example .is a gas turbine with a rccupcrator. The exhaust gas from a gas turb ine is normally very 
hot (500 °C) and with the recupcrator some of this heat is used for preheating the compressed air before the 
combustion camber. Figure 2 shows this schematically. 

exhaust recuperato r 

air compressor 

Figure 2. 

Conclusion. 

comb. chamber The system can relatively easy be modeled. R educing 
the load on the gas turbine reduces the temperature of 
the exhaust gas. This temperature may drop below the 
temperature of the compressed air. Consequently, the 
exhaust gas is heated! The prob lem is the recuperator, 
that works equally well bot h ways. In this small 
example it is easy to sec the problem, but simulating 
a large system, it is importan1 to check ' trivial' condi-

turb ine gent!rator t ions for all components. 

Whe n model ing large and complex systems it is necessary to have the right tools. This can be e ither a set of 
basic nume rical solution routines or a high level simulation language. Even with the right tools, it is still 
necessary to be very care ful when building and va lida ting a mode l. 

The modeling process can be d ivided into 4 se parate stagcs. l't is important to avoid m ixing m odels from the 
different stages; i.e. don 't inse rt a diffe rence approximation to a derivative when developing a mathematical 
mode l, this gives a build-in Euler method, without any chance of changing numerical me thod late r. 

Equally important is t nt.: s1cp by step refinement of a m o del. Develop and lest submode ls before they are 
g lued toge lhe r to form a complete system model. Modern simula tion tools have many facilities that are very 
useful for making good mode ls and validating them, but these features can n ever take the responsibility for 
the quality of a model away from the modc ler. 
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Abstract. A method is proposed which is aimed a:t reducing modelling effort and increasing productivity when 
dealing with optimal control problems. Pa.rt of the method is a dedicated language consistent with the ~
language providing automatic differentiation in order to generate necessary derivative information. The compiler 
built for this language produces efficient FORTRANi7 subroutines with a standard interface to a multiple point 
bounda,ry value problem solver being capable to solve the t'ransformed optimal control problem numericaUy. The 
efficiency of the automatically generated subroutines is shown . 

1. Introduction 

Modelling is an important task in engineering control problems when considering complex systems in 
a realistic way. The modelling effort is significantly increased for optimization techniques (Minimum 
Principle) which make use of adjoint systems being of the same complexity as the original physical 
system. The modelling effort is further increased when changes in the structure of a physical system 
occur in the course of a process. 

The proposed method .is aimed at reducing modeliing effort and increasing productivity by providing 
a small programming language that is consistent with ~ [l], a language widely used for typesetting 
of scientific publications. 

With the programming language developed especially for solving optimal control problems using the 
Minimum Principle the problems can be formulated in a very compact manner which is furthermore 
directly correlated to theoretical approaches to the addressed problems, e.g. (2, 3]. This is basically due 
to the introdudion of differentiation operators which are evaluated using the technique of automatic 
differentiation and some even mo.re sophisticated operators being capable of computing the optimal 
control at a given point of time. Basic knowledge of the structure of optimal control problems gives rise 
of detecting not only lexical and syntactical but also some semantic errors. 

The consistency with typesetting softwar·e ensures the identity between problem formulation and 
documentation. Therefore semantic errors during the modelling process of optimal control problems can 
be further reduced. 

An automatic transformation process is performed from the proposed programming language to an 
existing computer language with the use of a dedicated compi'1er. The compilation procedure includes 
!lexical and syntactical analysis and code generat,ion. Creating such small languages as proposed is 
considerably aided by some standard tools provided by UNIX-Systems [4]. 

2. Optimal Control Problem Description 

The optimal control problems under consideration are of Bolza type 

l
tm 

min .:J := <l>(x(tm),p)+ .C(x(t),u(t ), p) dt 
U, t 1 , . .. , tm 0 

(1) 
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where x(t) denotes state variables, u(t) controls and p system parameters. The dynamics of the system 
is to be modelled by a set of differential equation systems 

dx c·l dt := f J (x(t), u(t), p) , t E (t;_ 1 , ti), j E [l, m] (2) 

each of which is valid in a certain phase j and is assumed to be sufficiently smooth during this phase in 
order to use higher order integration methods. 

The problem of finding the optimal control history u(t), the optimal phase separation points t 1 , .. . , lm-I 

and the optimal final point tm can be reduced to a multiple point boundary value problem and solved by 
the appropriate numerical methods [5]. 

This reduction step includes the modelling of the adjoint dynamic system 

d>. Tt := 

~·-at.-

(') _a .C(x(t),u(t) , p) _ >.T(t) ofl (x~t),u(t),p) ox x ' 
(') _a .C(x(t),u(t) , p) _ >.T(t) afJ (x~t),u(t),p) 

Op p I 

jE[l,mJ 
(3) 

j E [l,m] 

which can be performed automatically by the proposed method applying results concerning automatic 
differentiation . 

The proposed language also allows for specification of nonlinear boundary conditions as well as interior 
point and jump conditions which complete the formal problem statement of the optimal control problem. 

3. Modelling System Dynamics 

An important modelling task is to describe the dynamics of the system properly. There are some fea
tures of the proposed language that reduce the effort for this task when compared with general purpose 
programming languages. 

As usual , auxiliary variables may be introduced in order to get a modular view of the system. In 
terms of the proposed language these auxiliary variables are called modelling functions. They may be 
composed by the use of state variables x, controls u, parameters p as well as adjoint variables >.x and 
>.p , switching variables <;j;l, ... ,m and previously defined symbolic constants and modelling functions . 

One of the above mentioned features of the proposed language is the possibility to describe piecewise 
smooth functions by the use of switching variables c;; which are implicitly defined variables correlated to 
the integration phases j. They are defined as 

-(t)·-{ lifftE(t;-1,i;) jE[l ,m] 
c;J . - Oifft~(t;- 1 ,ti)' (4) 

Another feature of the proposed language concerns the transcription of results obtained by previous 
modelling efforts to the formal problem statement. Modelling procedures often lead to polynomial ap
proximations of tabular or otherwise given data which may be derived from theoretical considerations or 
experiments. In order to enable a direct transcription of the modelling procedure to the problem formu
lation, a super-elementary operation for the evaluation of polynoms has been implemented . Introducing 
super-elementary functions such as polynoms, scalar products or matrix-vector operations not only allows 
for compact problem formulations but also give rise to more sophisticated algorithms concerning their 
evaluation and automatic differentiation. This especially holds for higher order derivatives. 

The maybe most sophisticated operation implemented in the current version of the language is the 
automatic modelling of the optimal control law. Concerning regular controls a necessary condition which 
usually defines the control variables is the system of algebraic conditions 

Cl a .C(x(t),u(t) , p) '>..T() a fJ (x(t),u(t),p) - 0 
a u + t au - I 

tE(t;-1,tj). j E [l, m] (5) 

Applying automatic differentiation to Eq . (5) yields a system of equations linear in the rate of the 
controls du/dt from which the rate of the controls can be determined explicitly. Together with pointwise 
evaluations of Eq. (5) this procedure leads to a fully automatized modelling of the optimal control. 

In the case of controls linearly entering systems dynamics, the controls take on either values on the 
boundary of the control domain or become singular. Since from a practical point of view singular controls 
of first order are very important, a special operator for modelling singular controls was also implemented 
which not only evaluates the optimal control law, but also counteracts inherent numerical instability 
effects existing with this kind of controls. 
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4. Automatic Differentiation 

Automatic differentiation is used to efficiently dea1[ with all operations requiring diffe rentiation . Neglecting 
rounding errors it yields the exact value of the desired derivative. Applied to evaluating the gradient of a 
scal[ar function it ha:s been shown ~6] that the derivative information is available in less than five times the 
evaluation of the underlying scalar function using the technique of automatic differentiation in reverse 
mode. Experience-in several realistic applications has shown that it is presumable to obtain a factor of 
about two. 

Application of automatic differentiation particularly concerns modelling the adjoint differential equa
tion systems (3) which are of the same size and complexity as the original engineering system. Modelling 
the adjoint system and the necessary algebraic conditions ( 5) concerning optimality of control can be 
considered as a gradient evaluation of the u.nder:lying Hamiltonian [, + >..T f (j) with respect to the state 
variables, controls and system parameters. Therefore t"he advantages of automatic differentation can be 
fully exploited. 

Automatic differentiation provides a'lso a particular advantage for optimal control problems showing 
singular arcs and problems with state constraints of higher order. Usually, evaluating and programming 
the optimal control law for singular arcs and for arcs with active state constraints requires a great effort , 
is very time consuming and also a major source of errors. In these cases evaluation of gradients can be 
combined with specific propoerties of the structure of optimal control problems so that the efficiency can 
be enhanced also for automatica'lly computing higher order time derivatives. Additionally methods for 
increasing numerical stabi'lity concerning the resu.lt,ing index reduced differential algebraic systems are 
automatically applied [7). 

Since the numerical solution is obitained using the Multiple Shooting Method [5], further derivative 
information is requ,ired wh,ich concerns the dependency of the result of the integration of an initial value 
problem with respect to the initial va1lues. The automatic differentiation technique is also applied to the 
computation of these transition matrices yielding full accuracy. 

5. Results 

The proposed method has been applied to a variety of optimal control problems related to flight trajecto
ries. Two applications for which reference data of usual solution techniques are available are considered 
in 'the following. 

The fr,rst example, referenced as nonplanar ascent in Table l deals with the minimization of fuel 
consumed during the ascent of an orbit.al stage. The ascent of the rocket propelled orbital stage of a two 
stage system begins at a hypersonic flight condition (Mach number 6.8, altitude 31 km) at a rather small 
fiigihit path angle. 

T he second example, referenced as singular control in Talble 1 considers range maximization for a 
propeller driven aircraft (8] . The resulting periodic solution of the optimal control problem shows arcs of 
singular control concerning throtitle setting. 

Optimal Control P rohlem 
Task Nonphnar Ascent Singular Control 

Hamiltonian ' 126 Basic Operations 246 B.asic Operations 
RHS of OD.E 285 Basic Operations ·.265 Basic Operations 

Jacobian 1590 Basic Operntions .2071 Basic Operations 

Table l. Complexity of produced FORTRAN77-Code 

Table I shows the number of basic operations for the two applications considered . Basic operations 
are understood as FORTRAN77 floating point operations or polynom evaluations. 

The number of basic operations neoessary to compute the Hamiltonian can be considered as a measure 
for the complexity of the differential equations defined by the original system. The right hand side of the 
ordinary d,ifferential equations shown in the second row of Table 1 (RHS of ODE) takes also into account 
the a utomat,ically modelled adjoint system and the optimal control law. The last row of Tab le 1 shows 
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the complexity of evaluating the complete system of differential equations together with the associated 
Jacobian matrix which is used to compute the transition matrices. 

I Optimal Control Problem 
Method / Task 

1
1 Nonplanar Ascent Singular Cont rol 

Programming FORTRAN7i, Differentiation by Hand I 1044.2 sec 63.0 sec 
Programming [}\TEX, Automatic Different.iation I 1683 .4 sec 58.3 sec 

IfiIFX to FORTRAN77 Compilation Time 'I 134 sec 14.6 sec 

Table 2. Comparison of computational costs 

Table 2 shows a comparison between the usual technique of der,iving the right hand side of the adjoint 
system and the optimal control law by hand and the proposed method of using a programming language 
especially built for dealing with optimal control problems. The example concerning the nonplanar ascent 
which was obtained by applying a continuation method proves that the computational costs for program 
execution may increase. Experience with the above mentioned optimal control prob lems shows that this 
slow down factor can be expected to be less than two. However, it must be taken into account that the 
programming effort of modelling the adjoint system and the optimal control law may be considerably 
more time consuming. As far as computational costs for program execution are concerned, Table 2 shows 
it may as well be possible to outperform handwritten code. 

6. Conclusions 

Experience with the proposed method in the field of flight trajectory optimization has shown that the 
method provides an efficient means for reducing modelling effort and increasing product ivity when dealing 
with optimal control problems. 

This particular holds for realistic engineering problems resulting in an complex modelling of the 
dynamics of the system and for prob'lems where state constraints or singular controls occur. 

The proposed method also increases efficiency when modelling changes a re considered and their effects 
are investigated. 

In addition to a theoretical treatment of the method, numerical results including a comparison with 
usual techniques have been presented in order to show quantitatively the improvements in efficiency. 
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Abstract 

Our objective is to provide a basis for automated modelling of energetic-dynamic systems. We have developed 
the evolutionary modelling approach, which defines a framewo.~k for organizing s1ruc1ural and behavioural 
assumptions. In this paper we summarize the main features of this approach by discussing the origins of 
assumptions and their ontological distinctions. Separating different ontologies is crucial for a knowledge-based 
approach w modeliting support systems, in particular with respect to ,the organization of generic component 
li braries. 

1 lntrod uction 

In the deve.lopment of technical devices and processes, modelling is a serious bottleneck. Indeed, modelling is 
often considered itO be an art, sugges,ting an unorganized creative process that cannot be automated at all. However, 
here we describe a structured, knowledge-based approach to physical model construction called 'Evolutionary 
Modelling'. This approach is based on Artificial Intelligence concepts and methodology for knowledge modelling 
and flepresentation. It lhas been implemented in an expe,rimental knowledge-based modelling and simulation 
environment called QuBA. 

We take the view that modelling is a f:orm of design. Similar to the design task [3], we can decompose the 
modelling ta:Sk into specification of assumprioTtJ, co.nstrucrion of the model and assessment of the model with 
respect to the assumptions. The specification subtask is the most important subtask: it is the incremental process 
of fonnulating the exact question which the model is supposed to answer. Hence, this subtask cannot be fully 
automated. However, a knowledge-based .approach to the construction and assessment subtasks supports the 
modeller in posing the right question for the given circumstances. Th'is is possible because generic knowledge can 
be made available in the fonn of reusable library components and domain theories. 

S~nc,e modelling can be viewed as the incremental specification of explicit assumptions, a structured approach 
necessarily calls for an orderly way of maintaining these assumptions. We begin with distinguishing between 
behavioural aspects and structural aspects of a model. Structural properties are those characteristics of the model 
'that need ito .be given in order to implement it. For example, the structure of a mathematical mode.I is defined by 
the set of variables and parameters and the relations between them. The behavioural properties are those features 
that emerg,e from this structure. For a mathematical model these could 1be stability, eigenfrequencies, asymptotes 
etc. Mod,elling requires specification of a structure such that the observed or intended behaviour is realized. To 
explain our approach we will deal w ith ·the following questions: 

·• Where do modelling assumptions come from? 

• How can modelling assumptions be organized? 

These issues will be covered in the next ·two sections in the context of energetic-dynamic systems. In section 4 
we will shortly describe the consequences f:or model libr.aries. The approach summarized in this has been described 
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in detail in [6). An example of the evolutionary modelling approach is presented in (7). 

2 Sources of modelling assumptions 

There are various potential sources of assumptions which can help the modeller to focus on relevant issues. First, the 
modeller supplies initial, panial assumptions by asking a question. For example, by mentioning 'central heater' and 
'temperature' in a central heating problem a number of assumptions have already been explicated, thus narrowing 
down the modelling context. The analysis of the original query is often considered as an important element of 
the modelling task [I, 4]. Second, heuristics derived from similar circumstances and applications can be used to 
suggest 'default' assumptions. For example, 20 degrees Celcius is usually viewed as an agreeable temperature. 
Another heuristic could be that from experience we know that the given type of heating system will reach its 
setpoint within one hour under nmmal conditions. Finally, the most general sources of modelling assumptions 
are domo.in theories. Theories provide a basis for rationality, giving confidence to models without the need for 
exhaustive validation. For example, if a model does not violate the law (assumption) of energy conservation. there 
is one reason less for scepticism. 

How can this knowledge be introduced into the modelling process? Heuristic and theoretical knowledge can be 
stored and retrieved if we can find proper representations. Query analysis seems to require interpretation of natural 
language, which is a separate problem of its own. But the modeller can be given guidance by making selections 
in lists and editing graphical models proposed by the system rather than having to formulate a query from scratch. 
We consider the following elements to be essential carriers of modelling knowledge: 

I . Generic components. For example, a generic model for a class of central heating systems can be proposed. 
The introduction of such a generic model component will add to the explicit assumptions underlying the 
model, to be accepted or rejected by the modeller. For example, it introduces the assumption that there 
is an electrical pump, a heater, pressure gauge, etc. Generic components can be accessed through part-of 
(decomposition) and kind-of (taxonomy) hierarchies. 

2. Formo.l representation languages. For lumped parameter dynamic systems the mathematics of ordinary 
differential equations is an adequate representation. However, it is very general and allows non-physical 
consrructs. An example of a more specific formalism is the bond-graph language (2) , which is based on 
power continuity. 

Modelling tools can exploit the knowledge from generic components and formal languages. In the case of 
physical systems, this can be done in a way set out in the next section. 

3 Organization of modelling assumptions: four ontologies 

A major activity in engineering is to design generic physical components with more or less ideal functions, such that 
the overall design task given a specific problem can be reduced to a configuration task, if necessary supplemented 
with some local tuning. These functions are typically shown in engineering drawings. However. the engineering 
drawing is not an unambiguous representation. On the one hand it is typically used for configuration of a system 
out of device components. On the other hand, the drawing is also interpreted as a representation of more or less 
ideal functions or processes: an initial abstraction step is implied. Hence, it depends on the modeller how an 
engineering drawing is going to be interpreted. 

Therefore, a more precise representation of engineering knowledge is needed, and it is necessary to distinguish 
between the different aspects or ontologies that are used to describe a model. This reduces the amount of 
information that has to be handled at any given time during model1ing. In the domain of energetic-dynamic systems 
we distinguish the following ontologies: 

Functional components Components are the basic starting points for decomposition, just because components 
are designed to perform well-defined functions. Therefore, we define the initial abstraction level in terms of 
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functional components, which are subsystems expressing two aspects of the observed syscem. Firs!, we have the 
interface between a subsystem and its environment. As far as its energetic-dynamic behaviour is concerned, a 
component is completely defined by the set of energy ports through which it exchanges energy with the environment. 
The ports are characterized by a physical subdomain (eg. mechanical, e'lectrical, hydraulic, etc.). Second, a label 
is ·used to indicate a class of engineering functions. For example, there are AC-motors, pumps, pipes etc. This is 
merely a (heuristic) way to provide additional organization of models. We note that the taxonomies of functional 
components are domain dependent. 

Physical processes The second abstraction level describes the actual physical processes occurring in the consid
ered system. A proper way to describe these processes is the bond graph. The external ports of bond graphs refer 
to the ports of the associated component model. The basic difference between the component view and the process 
view is the fact 1that the lbond graph represents abstract processes or mechanisms rather than devices. 

Mathematical l'elations The 1third leve.I of description is that of signals rather than energetic links: it describes 
1the mathematical structure of the model. The process level and the mathematical representation are frequently 
fused, but differentiation between these levels is certainly sensible, both from a theoretical and from a practical 
point of view. They deal with essentially different types of knowledge and they carry with them different methods 
(e.g. causal analysis vs. symbolic algebra). 

Model data The fourth level is that of model data, describing the quantities of interest in the model, and if 
possible, their scope and accuracy. llile latter specify the conditions under which the model is valid. The scope 
of a quantity (parameter or variable) generalizes the notion of 'possible value ' or 'applicability condition'. Any 
·instantiation of the quantities of interest that complies with the ranges specified here and the associated set of 
mathematical equations, is assumed to be valid. Hence, a state variable may be initialized at any value within its 
scope. This level .prov.ides the necessary data for perfonning simulation runs. 

4 Model libraries 

As we stated before, there are two main sourc.es for modelling knowledge that can be incorporated in support 
systems. In evolutionary modelling the bond graph language is used to restrict the modeller to create only models 
that are confonn 1the elementary laws of physics. The second source, generic components, requires the availability 
of a library of submodels. Our approach provides the organizational framework required for structuring and 
maintaining such a library. If engineering models are organized around the four mentioned engineering ontologies, 
the modeller can be supplied with reasonable alternatives {5]. The availability of sensible alternatives is important 
in any design activity because it provides potential answers for the questions summarized as 'What if ... ?' A library 
restricts ,the infinite number of possible alternatives to a limited set that has proved to be useful in practice. 

Each of the ontological levels is stored as a separate library entry. as depicted in Fig. 1. This figure shows 
how the four ontologies provide a framework for structuring reusable physical models. This framework is used in 
practice as a basis for organizing the library to be developed in the Esprit-Ill OLMECO project (P6521 ), which is 
concerned with mechatronic component design. 'This figure shows the actual contents of a composed model for a 
given situation. A complete model - i.e., a model for a panicular device within a cenain task environment- is 
composed by selecting a library component from each level, while keeping the references to possible alternatives. 

In addition to the entries for the actual energetic-dynamic model, important infonnation is stored in the 
observation data section of the library. The entries in this section contain behavioural and structural descriptions 
.together with the conditions under which they where obtained. S1tructural data are geometrical and material 
specifications. behavioural data are observations of dynamic quantities. 

When retrieving a model from the library, indexes of alternative models are obtained simultaneously, suggesting 
alternative decompositions. Further, alternative instantiat,ions can 1be obtained for the component, process or signal 
1level in tenns of respectively 'bond graphs, mathematical relations or data. Moreover, identical bond graphs may 
occur in d·ifferent components, 1in particular if the domains are not required ito be equal. 
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---------- , 
a lternative components : component 

level 

structural 
data 

behavioural 
data 

observations 
... __________ ,_, 

~· process 
level 

signal 
level 

data 
llevel 

I 

composed model : , __________ ., 

alternative decompositions 

alternative processes 

alternative relations 

altemative data 

Figure I : Composed model, retrieved from a library based on evolutionary modelling. The arrows denote links between 
difTerent entries in the library. The data level can refer to a set of observational data. containing device structure (geometry or 
material ) and behavioural data (experiments). 

5 Conclusion 

We have briefly sketched the evolutionary modelling approach for energetic-dynamic systems. This approach 
emphasizes the role of the specification subtask, and employs knowledge-based model construction and assessment. 
The latter two tasks suppon the modeller in fonnulating his or her query. In order to reduce the amount of 
infonnation d1at has ito be handled w,e 'have inwoduced four ontologkal levels: functional components, physical 
processes, mathematical relations and model data. Whereas the latter two levels comprise the core model, defining 
the required behavioural properties, the fonner two represeJJt essential suppon knowledge that is more or less 
domain specific. The evolutionary modelling approach forms the basis for our automated modelling system called 
QuBA. More information on our approach can be found in refs. (6, 7, 8) 
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Abstract Abstraction is a fundamental element of qualitative reasoning about physical systems 
and crucial for coping with complexity of real problems. Temporal abstractions form an important 
class that comprises a variety of different transformations. We show how an important subclass can 
be formalized in a theory of relational behavior mode ls of physical systems. 

l Introduction 
Transforming representations of problems into new ones is often crucial for finding solutions 
efficiently, sometimes for finding them at all. An important class of such transformations are 
abstractions. Abstraction is a conceptual generalization obtained by eliminating individual and 
arbitrary characteristics while maintaining those distinctions only that are essential in a particular 
context. It is frequently, and often unconsciously, applied in human reasoning and problem solving 
and promises to be a good means for coping with complexity in automated reasoning and problem 
solving. 

Whilst many Al .researchers agree upon this, the attempts to formalize abstraction are quite diverse, 
sometimes reflecting different understandin,g of the nature of abstraction. They are also not 
comprehensive. In particular, we are lacking a theory of a quite distinctive and important type of 
abstraction: temporal abstraction. 

Abstraction is a process of generalization. It steps from individual objects to concepts of these 
objects that capture their essence but eliminate their individual and incidental properties. 
More technically speaking, it creates equivalence classes of objects (see also [Hobbs 87]) or of existing 
concepts to build more abstract ,concepts. Of course, what is considered essential can depend on the 
context, task, or perspective. 

One kind of abstract, qualitative description of behaviors that we want to obtain in qualitative 
reasoning can be described in the following way: Even though one may consider system variables and 
parameters to change continuously over time, only certain changes are significant (say, for instance, 
melting). Hence, qualitative reasoning tries to make the essential distinctions only. Often, this is 
done by identifying "landmarks" in the ·continuum (such as melting point and boiling point) and by 
collapsing the intervals between adjacent landmarks into single "qualitative values". Thus, the 
discretization 1of the domain of .characteristic variables induces a discretization of time (in contrast to 
other methods, e.g. in numerical simulation, where a discretization of time enforces a discretization of 
the variable domain). For each behavior, only time points corresponding to essential changes are 
represented, and the intervals in between are summarized in single instances of time. 

This kind of representation allows us, for instance, to characterize a large class of behaviors as 
"oscillations" ignorant of their particular shape, amplitude, and frequency: if we make 0 the only 
landmark for .some variable x, then any function that is transformed into a sequence ( .. ., 0, +, 0, -, 0, 
+, ... )by the above steps is an oscillation .. 
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This is something we intuitively consider as a temporal abstraction, and our goal is to formalize this 
part of qualitative reasoning. The use of abstraction has been investigated and formalized in other 
areas of Al, such as theorem proving and planning (see, for instance, (Giunchiglia-Walsh 92] ). The 
strength of this work is that they use formal logic as a framework. Abstraction is analyzed as a 
mapping between logical theories. Our approach is dua l in the sense that, rather than viewing the 
problem from the-perspective of theories and :proofs, it analyzes different transformations applied t o 
the set of models (in the t.ogical sense). 

Section 2 summarizes then our theory of multiple relational models that introduces a notion of 
abstraction whose form is adapted to specific representations in qualitative reasoning about physical 
systems. In section 3, we demonstrate that the theory presented provides a foundation for formalizing 
at least some of them. 

Although we are aware of the fact that results presented in this paper are still preliminary, we 
believe they may stimulate the discussion of thi.s important area . 

2 Relational Models and their Transformations 
In ths section, we summarize the formalism for relational models we developed in [Struss 92] for 
structuring sets of multiple models and, in particular, for using this structure in model-based 
diagnosis. 

Different representional spaces for the behavior of a physical system, which may be an atomic 
constituent (component) or some aggregate, a 1re ,given by different vectors of local variables vi: 

y = (v1, v2, ... , vk).' 
and one or more domains ofy: 

DOM(y): = DOM(v1) xDOMCv2) x .. . xDOM(vk). 

A behavior of the system is described by specifying the set of possible values of y, i.e. by a relation 
R~DOM(~). As a logical formula , the respective behavior model can be regarded as the statement 
that R contains (exactly) the values that can be observed in real situations: 

Definition .2.1 (Strong Behavior M1odel, Complet·e Beha vior Model) 
A relation R~DOM(y) specifies a .strong behavior model by 

BCR) ~ 'tiyoEDOM(y) ((3sESITVal(s,y,y0>>~yoER ), 
and a complete beha vior model of C by 

M(Rl ~ 'tiyoEDOM(y) ((3sESITVal(s,y,y0)l~yoER) . 

On i[Struss 92], we focus on complete models, because they suffice for consistency-based diagnosis). 
Here, Val(s, y, Yo) means thatyhasthevalue Yo inthe situations, and ifyo= (vo1, vo2, ... , vok), then 

Va}(s, v, vo) ~ I\ Val(s, Vj , vOi) 
- - i 

holds. Note that we do not postulate thait the value be unique; fr.om 
3sESIT ( Val(s, y, yo) A Val(s, y, Y.J )) 

we cannot infer yo=Y1. This does not only allow us to handle multiple domains for y. Even if yo and y 1 
are from the same domain, they may be different. For instance, in the domain of intervals of real 
numbers 

Val(s, x, (1, 3)) A Val(s, x, (2, 5)) 
is perfectly consistent, ifVal(s, x, (a, bJ) means 

3rE(a, b)!:R Val(s, x, r) . 

On this case .• we may want to infer a relation weaker than equality, namely that the two values have 
a non~mpty intersection) . 

New behavior models can be obtained from an existing one in two ways: 
- by modifying the relation R!:DOM(y) to some relation R' in the same representation. Of course, if 

this transformation is not the identity, the property of a strong behavior model is lost, while a 
complete model property may survive , 
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- by transforming the representation space: 
r: DOM(y) - DOM'<y') 

and, thus, obtaining a relation R' = t(R)C DOM'(y') from Rs DOM(y) . 

The former allows us to directly express a variety of common modifications of descriptions of system 
behaviors, such as linear approximation (replacing R by the graph ofa piecewise linear function) and 
introducing tolerances (by expanding R). The latter provides the basis for exploiting other, equally 
frequently applied, mappings he,tween different representations, for instance switching from 
Cartesian to polar coordinates. In {Struss '92], we iHustrated such mappings also by structural 
ag·gregation (by dropping internal variables) and mapping domains into equivalence classes (e.g. real 
numbers to intervals between landmarks) using a real world example. 

Again, the question is raised what preconditions ensure the preservation of behavior model 
properties. A quite obvious and basic conditions tums out to suffice, namely that the Val-predicate is 
preserved in both directions: 

.Definition .2.2 (Representationail Transformation) 
A mapping 

t : DOM(y) - DOM'(y') 
is a representational transformation, iff 

Val(s,y,y0) /\ yoEDOM(yl ==* Val(s,y', t (yo)) 
and 

Val(s,y',y'0)/\ yoEDOM'(y') ==* 3y0Et.1(y'o) Val(s,y,yo). 

Intuitively speaking, the second condition states that the target domain does not introduce values 
that are not grounded in the original one (Actually, this definition becomes slightly more complicated 
for domains that aUow for multiple values, such as intervals, see [Struss 94)) . 

Theorem 2.1 
If t : DOM(y) -DOM'(y) 
is a representational transformation, then the image ofa strong model is a strong model: 

B(Rl f- B(t(R)). 

(For the preservation of complete behavior models the second condition of Def. 2.2 is sufficient; see 
proof in [Struss 94]). Obviously, we are getting closer to our concept of an abstraction transformation. 

Definition 2.3 (Abstraction) 
An abstraction is a representational transformation that is 

- surjective and 
- not injective . 

So far, in previous presentations of our theory and in this paper, we used static views on physical 
systems to iHustrate the concepts. It is now time to ask whether modeling dynamic systems and 
formalizing temporal abstraction can be handled within this framework. 

Unfortunately, there seem to be quite different methods to be subsumed under the heading of 
temporal abstraction. Describing behaviors as sequences of states (as done in qualitative simulation), 
viewing a slow process as providing constant conditions from the perspective of a faster one ({Kuipers 
87), [Iwasaki 92)), identifying a behavior as cyclic ([Weld 86)), and characterizing a signal as 
changing at least ·Once in .an interval ([Hamscher '91]) appear to be quite different operations, but still 
share that some aspect of time has been "abstracted away". Here, we focus on the kind of abstraction" 
discussed in the introduction (others ue discussed in the long version of this paper). 

3 Behavioral Abstraction of Relational Models 
As a matter of fact, the properties and their transformations we considered in the previous section are 
not very specific for time, but could be related at least to any variable that is considered to have the 
real numbers as the ultimate ground representation . So, one might be tempted to simply introduce 
ti.me as another variable in the vector y: 

y=(v1, v2, ... , vk, t) 
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and describe the behavior over time by a relation 
R~DOM(y) : =DOM(v1)X DOM(vz)X ... x DOM(v1i.lX T . 

In order to demonstrate that this does not provide a satisfactory solution, we go back to the problem of 
an abstraction transformation that maps different oscillations into a general qualitative concept 
represented by the sequence ( .. ., 0, +, 0, -, 0 , +, ... ),or, as a relation, 

RQ
3
={(0, tl I t=2n, nENo} U {( +, t ) I t=4n+l, n ENo} u {(-, t ) I t=4n-l, nENo } 

~{O , +,-}XN0 =Q3 XN0 =DOM'((x,t)) . 

Let us assume that two possible behaviors are described in the ground representation 
DOM((x , t)) =(-1, l] x R

0 
.. 

by 
RR= {(sin t , t) I tE R

0 
• } U {(sin 2t, t) I tE R

0 
+ } 

(Fig. 3.1). 

Figure 3.1 (sin t, t) and (sin 2t, tJ 

We notice that it is impossible to find a mapping 
tt: Ro+ -No 

of the temporal spaces such that, in conjunction with the qualitative domain abstraction 
tq: [-1, ll- Qa, 

it forms a representational transformation 
t=(tq,tJ: [-1, l]XRO· -QaxNo . 

For instance, the tuple (0, 2n)EDOM((x, t)) is shared by both oscillations . But for sin t ,. it has to be 
mapped onto (0, 2), whereas sin 2t reaches 0 for the fourth time, and , hence, (0, 2nl corresponds to (0, 
8) . In other words, the temporal transformation is not a unique one, but may be specific for each single 
behavior. again, we see that the kind of temporal abstraction we are aiming at cannot be achieved by 
treating time merely as an additional parameter. The reason is that what we want is bebavioral 
abstraction, and it might seem that we have to drop our claim that abstraction is to be considered as 
a general mapping between representational spaces rather than tied to particular behaviors . 

However, for the relational models, there are no restrictions imposed on the choice of the domains for 
the variables. They need not be sets of real numbers, integers, or qualitative values, as before. They 
can also be sets offunctions over time. So, ifT is some temporal universe, and DOMvlvi) denotes the 
set of possible values vi can take in principle at each time instance , let 

F(T, DOMv(vi))={ fl f: T-DOMv(Vj)} 
be the set of functions in DOMv( vi) over time and 

F(T, DOMv(y:)) =F(T, DOMv<v1l X DOMv<v2) X .. . x DOMvlv1i.)). 

If st is the "time slice" corresponding to tE Tin situation sESIT, then 
VfEF(T, DOMv(y:)) ( Val(s, y:, f) ~ VtET VaHst. y:, f(t))). 

Then we can describe behaviors over time in the representational space 
DOM(y:) = F(T, DOMv(y:)), 

and an abstraction will be a transformation of the function spaces . (Note that we assume the same 
temporal representation for each variable). This allows us to correctly handle some kinds of temporal 
abstraction, such as the "oscillation abstraction". 

As a first step, we show that the "traditional" domain abstraction 
a: DOMv(Y:) - DOM'y(y) 

induces a be'ha vioral abstraction. 
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We can map a function 
f: T-. DOMv(Y.) 

onto its composition with a: 
ta: DOM(y)=F(T,DOMv(,Y.)) --+ DOM'(yl=F(T,DOM'v(Y.)), 

where 
t 0 (fl: =0°f: T-. DOM'y(y) 

and 
a0 f(t): = a(f(t)) . 

ta collapses functions that differ only in values that are mapped to the same image, into one function 
on the abstract domain. More genera Hy: 

Lemma 3.1 
If a.: DOMv(.Y.) -+ DOM' v<Y.'l 
is an abstraction .• then 

ta: DOM(y)=F(T, DOMvlY.)) -+ DOM'(y')=F(T, DOM'y(_y'.)) 
is an abstraction. 

For instance, all functions k*sin t, kE(O, I], are mapped to the same function which has the value + 
over (0, a), 0 at a, - over (a , 2n) etc. (see first mapping in Fig. 3.2). So far , no property of time has been 

+ • 
t t 

0 (0, n) n (rr, 2n) 2rr 

• 

l / 
+ + • 

n t t 

0 2n 
. 0 1 2 3 4 

• 
Figure 3.2 The steps in constructing the osciHation abstraction 

lost. But temporal abstraction may now be applied by collapsing maximal time intervals in which no 
changes in values occur into single time instances t' of a new temporal space, T'r, which is still specific 
for each function f. Formally, we define 

T'r.={iEI(T) 13Y..'.oEDOM'v(y') f(i)={Y..'.o} /1. (i'~i~ f(i')~{.Y..'.o})}, 
where I(T) is the set of inte•rvals ofT. Then the function 

f : T'r -. DOM' v(y') 
is well-defined by 

r(t'):=f:(t) for some t Et'. 

This is the second mapping illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The spaces T'rstill contain the metric information 
ofT. But under certain reasonable assumptions (that exdud.e pathological cases such as sin lit ), there 
exists a subset Z'c ~ Z of the integers and a bijective mapping (the third one in Fig. 3.2) 

ir: Z'c -T'c 
for each f. Defining 

t'(f)=f0 t( Z' -. DOM'v(.Y.'l=[-1, l] 
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as a (partial) function on Z' = UZ'rCZ, we can obtain the desired representational transformation 
t': F(R

0 
.. , [-1, l]) - F(No, Q3l 

that maintains the ordering, eliminates metric properties, and performs the "oscillation abstraction". 
It is also the basis for other temporal abstractions, e.g. used in XDE (i[Hamscher 91)). For instance, 
the predicate that counts the number of changes, maps f to IZ'd -1. 

More generally, we have 

Lemma3.2 
If a: DOMv(Y) -+ DOM' v(y') 
is an abstraction, and r, tt", and t' are well-defined as above, then 

t': OOM(y) = F(T, DOMv(y)) -+ DOM'\~()= F(No, DOM'vlY.'.ll 
is an abstraction. 

4 Conclusions 
Our theory of relational descriptions of system behavior aHows us to express common transformations 
of models and representations easily. It can also be used to formalize at least some kinds of temporal 
abstraction if we introduce spaces of functions over different universes of time as domains that can be 
subject to transformations. 

All this is but a first step towards a systematic analysis of problems and techniques of temporal 
abstraction. Also, while the theory of multiple relational models has already helped to tackle 
practical problems involving models of static devices, this remains to be explored for the dynamic 
case .. This is true especially when th·e behavior description of components is not a priori given as sets 
of functions over time, but in terms of (ordinary or qualitat,ive} differential equations, as is the case in 
most qualitative physics systems. 

Temporal abstraction is too important as a means for complexity reduction, and we cannot afford to 
neglect it or treat it too generally in the ongoing discussion about multiple modeling and automatic 
model generation. 
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Increasing the degree of automation for compllex technical processes is an important challenge of today's 

system and control engineering. The tasks in view are not only closed-loop and open-loop control but also 
the automated start-up and shut-down phases of ithe process as well as supervision and fault diagnosis. 
Thus knowiledge-based components known as mode/-.based consulting systems or decision support systems 
have to be added to conventional process control equipment. 
The modelling of complex systems usually refers either to quantitative or to qualitative knowledge. 
However this yields disadvantages: 
On the one hand, the representation of the plant by exact quantitative models is often generally feasible 
only within a smaU environment of its working point. Furthermore quantitative modelling causes high 
costs or is even impossible. On tne other hand, using only qualitative descript ions of the plant always 
results in consiberable uncertainties that may be too large for analysis and control design. 
In order to achieve an overall optimum, both kinds of models are combined in the three-layer-model 
proposed in this paper. Not only its function and implementation but also an example for its technical 
application will be described in more detail in the further sections. 

2. The Three-Layer-Model 

The structure of the model is shown in figure 1. It is subdivided into a quantitative part represented 
by the lower 'layer and a quahtative part consisting of the 1intermediate and upper layer. Arrows indicate 
the possible interactions between the different layers of the model and the external inputs and outputs. 
In accordance with the different characteristics of the model layers the corresponding inputs and outputs 

vary. 
The qualitative laye1· I is represented by structured .Petri nets which have been used so far only for the 
modelling of discrete-event systems and the design of open-loop controllers ( 1], (2). Our interpretation 
of Petri nets results in a qualitative modelling of continuous-time systems: Each place in the Petri net 
is assigned to a specific quality of the considered plant. If a place is marked by a token, this quality is 
part of the plant's current state .. Hence the entire marking represents the qualitative state variables. A 
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Figure 1: Three-layer-model 

subset of them can be considered as the qualiative output variables. All possible changes of the qualitative 
state are modelled by the transitions. Their external activation-conditions constitute the qualitative input 
variables of this layer. 
The quantitative model layer consists of a set of differential equations used as analytical descriptions 
of well-known properties of the plant. Generally they can lbe of nonlinear type but commonly linear 
equations will be used: 

y 

Ax+Bu x(O)= xo 

Cx +Du 
(1) 

As usual, x indicates the state variables, whereas the input and output vectors u and y correspond to 
the input and output vari ables of the quantitative mode'l layer in Figure 1. 
The upper qualitative layer II of the model is to represent heuristic know ledge about the plant as a 

set or rules like 

IF antecedent THE'N consequence. 

T he antecedents of the rules reflect a more global descrip tion of the plant. The symbolic input variables 
a re determined by its interaction with both the environment (measured variables) and the operator. 
The consequences express the more strategic s tate changes which can not be derived immediately from 
the lower quanlitative and qualitative layers of the model. They are equivalent to the symbolic output 
variables . 
The three-layer-model ist characterized fi rst by the close interactions among the three completly different 

parts of the modeil : 
The Petr·i ne t as centra l part of the model is influenced by dilforent inputs linked to its transitions. These 
inputs, external or coming from the o ther layers, are represented by Boolean exp ressions. Depending 
on the truth value of the expressions, the token flow and the resulting marking of th e Petri net is 
con troUed. T h·is internal control of the model layers is necessary to resolve conflicts . They are caused 
by non-determinisms which are an inherent charac teristic of every qualitative model. Thus the resulting 
uncertainty can be reduced by means of quantitative and heuristic information as follows: 
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, 

The process phases which can be described by (I) are coupled with respective places of the Petri net. 
Marking these places with a token invokes their simulation providing a more precise description of the 
process dynamics. The computation stops dep ending on predefined criteria like exceeding limiting times 
or values. Passing the specific result back to the intermediate layer , this resul t is transformed into a 
Boolean expression which influences the further token flow in the Petri net and resolves the conflict. 
If the conflict can be solved neither by proceeding the qualitative input variables nor by activating a 
quantitative model in the lower layer the problem is transfered to the upper layer. An inference engine 
will be started to look for rules which match the current situation. In this case, as a consequence convenient 
algorithms are invoked to produce Boolean expressions in order to clear the conflict. Otherwise a dialog 
with the operator is started, represented by the symbolic input variables in Figure l. They are interpreted 
as answers to questions about conflict situations the model can not handle by itself. 

3. Example: Modelling of a nuclear reactor 

As a technical application consider the model of the starting-up phase of a nuclear power plant [4] 
shown in Figure 2. The Petri net comprises as the result of the operator's global analysis t he qualitative 

t2 
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emergency 
stop 
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Figure 2: Global phases starting-up a nuclear power plant 

s'tates s 1-s8 and the transitions t 1-t13 . As a global description, this Petri net is a useful example for the 
intermediate qualitative layer of the three-layer-model. 
The necessity of the quantitative model layer becomes obvious by consideration of place s2. The marking 
of this place, describing the shut-off state of the ·reactor causes a conflict with respect to the transitions 
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t1 and t3. To retract this conflict, it is necessary to observe the reactor's poisoning state caused by high 
Xenon concentration . Although it is not possible to get the degree of poisoning by measurement , there 
exists an approximate state space model like (1) to estimate it. Depending on the current situation , the 
simulation of the poisoning X2 exceeds its critical value x1:r;1 or not. If x 2 > xc.;1 , the computation stops 
and t 1 fires causing the token to move from s2 to s 1• Otherwise the computation stops after reach ing the 
steady state of x2 and the token stays in s2 . Hence the result of the simulation provides the essential 
information for the operator whether to begin the starting-up or not . 
The influence of the heuristics of the upper 1layer is demonstrated by consider ation of place s4 . If it is 
marked, the reactor is ready for start-up . The conflict among the following transitions t 5 , t 11 , and t 13 

expresses the operator's decision whether to calibrate the cont rol units firs t or to begin immediately with 
the start-up . This decision depends on the history i.e. the previous performance of the reactor. So the 
conflict can be retracted by defining the firing condition for ts with the following rule: 

IF the control-units have been used since time x THEN calibrate them. 

4. Implementation 

The presented three-layer-model has been designed for a current research project that aims at constructing 
a model-based consulting system for a nuclear power plant [4}. 
Both the Petri nets and the rules as the qualitative parts of the model are embedded in an environment 
of the expert system shell Goldworks II [3]. Its knowledge base is structured into an object-orientated 
hierarchy of frames and their instances. So the places and transitions of the Petri nets and general variables 
are defined as frames, their instances are given by the concrete modelling of the plant representing the 
current process state. 
From the knowledge base, new facts can be derived by the included inference engine by firing .rules. This 
leads to the change of the model's qualitative s tate (i. e. the corresponding transitions fire and produce 
the new marking). 
The quantitative layer of the model is implemented by a separate software module. As described above, 
the on-line simulation is sta1rted by the marking of places of the Petri net which are to simulate . Depending 
on predefined criteria it stops causing a state change of the qualitative model. 
The data exchange between the two programs is organized by software interfaces. 

5. Conclusions 

The proposed three-layer-model provides a powerful means for describing complex systems using as well 
qualitative as quantitative kinds of knowledge . Hence this model wiU be the key element of a model-based 
consulting sys tem to be built. 
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Abstract: When dealing with controlled systems qualitative model-based reasoning should not be confined to the 
physical principles governing I.he controlled process bul encompass reasoning about the controller. In particular. 
generation of control software becomes an integral part of systems design . We argue that qualitative. compositional 
models should be used ,to aut001atically synthesize control software. 'In addition we propose to reuse the same 
models to make use of information .a'bout intended function (pwpose) within fault diagnosis. 

1 Introduction 

The mle of qualitative model-based reasoning in systems engineering is generally seen (2). (3) as a general purpose 
framework for mode~g artifactst and a.mswering some kinds of questions about their behavior that may arise in 
engineering problem solving. Many important design criteria follow directly from this aim: 

I. Qualitative representations are used to focus on significant distinctions in quantity spaces. This way predictions 
do not depend on specific numerical parameters of an artifact which is essential e .g. in early design stages where 
a tentative design is evalutaled before aLI parameters aJ'e fixed .. 

2. Models are compositional in that a:wegates are formed fr001 simpler components. and the agg.rega1e behavior 
follows from the interaction of the component behaviors. 

3. Models separ.ate the description of component type behavior from lhe structural description of an individual 
arrifact. A.JI component type descriptions ,are co1lec1t.ed .in a library which can be used to construct models for 
arbitrary plants built up foom instances of the campooent types. 

Despite the generality of the approach we observe that the vast majority of published work is concerned with fault 
diagn05is. the rest dealing mainly with design . To date practicaUy all systems use a model for only one particular 
application ,task (e.g. diagnosis or design). Funhermore researchers have emphasized the representation and reaso
ning about the physical laws ("first .principles'') accounting for the behavior of an artifact. 

This paper proposes a generalization of this state of affairs by 

• introducing a novel application task to 1be supported: synthesis of cootrol software. 

• specifying purpose-dependent constraints on control behavior lli :a qualitative model. and 

• demonstrating how such a model can provide additional information for fault diagnosis. 

2 ControHed Systems 

The problem with limiting oneself to physical principles is that today on!ly very few processes of industrial rele
vance are left to the laws of nature alooe: most are controUed in some way with software increasingly taking the 
role of the controller. The overall behavior of a controlled system depends critically oo the cootroUer which there
fore must not be excluded from consideration. An example: assume that we want to constr>.x:t a simple elevator 
system (Figure I). WCX"king wt the electromechanics of cabin. cable. motor, winch etc. is an important. but not the 

L Throughrut this paper we use "artifact". "plant", and "process" as synonyms. 
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only part of the job. The elevator system will serve its purpose only. if the control software is correctly designed 
and boo~ed up to the hardware via sensors and .actuators. 

In the same manner many potential fauhs of an elevator system can only be addressed if both process and control 
are considered. An elevator may get stuck due to elecu-omech.anical problems. but also due to a fault in the control· 
ler (including sensors and actuators). Furthermore. a robust coou-oUer may mask faulty process behavior by ta.king 
compensatory actions. 

The main consequence of this observation is that design and diagnosis of systems should take into account the con
trol aspect explicitly (if present) and reason about both in me same framework . In particular. consttuctioo of the 
control software should be a part of the design of the controlled system. On a closer look. the mos t i..D:iportant argu
ments for using a model-based approach for design (generalization. reuse) also apply to the construction of conu-ol 
sofrware. Therefore we may ask whether it is possible to i;educe the development costs not only for hardware. but 
also for the sofrware part of a sys·cem by synthesizing die con•lrol software from a model of the conu-ol task. 

3 Hybrid Systems 

It is generally accepted •that progJam synthesis in the general case is hopelessly complex; for this reason any 
approach to synthesis of control sofrware will have to limit itself with respect to the kinds of models used for speci
fication and with respect to the absa:ac·t target machine. Although tJbe process to be controUed is usually described 
in terms of continuous variables and a set of differential equations. this kind of system descriptions is not well-sui
'ted to automated synthesis of control software. Firstly, synthesis requires extensive symbolic manipulation. and 
secondly. the analytic system description contains mof'e detail than is needed for the synthesis of the control logic. 

Just as in qualitative modeling for design or diagnosis. it is useful to abstract from the detailed system description 
and derive from it a discrete description of the control software in which only those distinctions are kept that have a 
bearing on the control decisions. This type of system description which combines a continuous process model with 
a discrete model of the control has 1been studied extensively in the literature under the name of hybrid systems [4]. 
[51, [7]. It has proved successful mainly for its analytic properties (cf. the work on simulation of discrete-event 

pos. switch 

-~····----····· · - ~ -

request up pos . switch 

floor 1 

Figure 1 Parts of a simple elevator system 
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systems [6]). In the work cited the control is frequently assumed to be a finite automaton which is amenable to both 
informal and formal [8] analysis. 

However. for cootrol tasks of industrial sire automata iend to either grow very large. if a centralized control is used. 
or - in a disoibuted control - the communication channels between individual automata rapidly multiply with the 
number of automata . lo either case manual constrUction of the finite state machine quickly becomes im~sible. To 
get the benefits of hybrid systems even for large-scale applications. we have to be able to automatically construct 
the control pan from a specification that can be handled more easily by humans. 

4 Qualitative Models for Control Synthesis 

Our design goals for control synthesis are remarkably similar to those for model-based qualitative reasoning in 
general: 

1. In the application domains that we studied. control software is repeatedly written for similar tasks differing 
mainly in the compositional strUccure of the controlled plant. For elevator systems. the numbers of floors and 
shafts may vary. for railway signalling applications the track layout may be different in each case. We want to 
factor out the pan of the specification that is common to such a family of control tasks; each individual system 
description merely adds the (much smaller) structure description in the form of a labelled graph. 

2. An intuitive representation of plant strUcture enumerates the compooent instances and defines bow they are 
interconected. Since control software depends on a panicukar plant con.figuration. we use the same structure 
description (i.e. in terms of plant components) for control synthesis as well . 

3. Unlike for diagnosis the component library does not describe the bebavior of the components itself; instead it 
specifies for each component type which constraints the control behavior must meet for each instance present in 
the plant. These constraints are instantiated according to the structure description and from these state transition 
function and output function of the finite automaton are computed. 

4. The component library must be general enough to be used in conjunction with hardware of different makes; it 
therefore abstracts from many of the numerical parameters and embodies only the qualitative control behavior. 

Our method of synthesizing control software from a model is explained in the companion paper [9]. Here we 
examine the models further. 

Consider again the simple elevator system. Mcxleling starts with the identification of relevant plant component 
types. Obvious canclidates are floors and cabins (or shafts). since individual plant struerures will differ in these. 
Further components are added. if they need to be controlled (e.g. the motor) or if they are the origin of events that 
influence the control (e.g. the push buttons). 

Next we decide bow to mcxlel the control bebavior for each component type. Each type description specifies a set 
of input symbols. a set of output symbols, a set of control state attributes. and a set of partial constraints on the state 
transition and output functions. called "transitions". Input symbols correspond to events in the process that require 
a reaction of the controller. Examples for input symbols are reque stUpPresse d for type floor and floor 
Rea c hed (N) (N = 1. 2 .... ) for type cabi n . While the former event is by nature discrete. cabin positioo is origi
nally a continuoos variable. Control actions are. however. only required at finitely many ~itions (the floors ). 
Hence we recognire only those. position measuremems as input symbols that may trigger a control action. Here 
qualitative abstraction is essential. because the union of type-specific input symbols wiU form the (fi.n.ite) input 
alphabet of the automaton. 

Output symbols correspond to control actions. In our example we view the continuoos fine control of the cabin 
positioo (e.g. stopping exactly at Boor level at a convenient deceleratioo) as pan of the process. Hence. control 
actions are discrete. such as s t op. goUp. and goDown for the motor or openDoor and c lose Do o r for the 
c abin. 

Almo.st always. the control reaction to a given input depends on previous events. This information is recorded in 
type-specific state attributes. e .g. pos ition and d i r e ct i on for the cab i n . Again qualitative abstraction is 
used wherever discrete values are sufficient for control decisions. In our example. the lowest ~sible resolution for 
positioo is the domain { floorl, (floor l; floor2) , . .. , (floorN-1; floorN), floorN I. Again. if 
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we want to synthesize a classical Mealy automaton, it is necessary to specify discrete domains for all state attribu
tes. as the Cartesian product of the domains will form the (finite) state space of the automaton. 

For each cooiponent type the control behavi<:X" itself is defined by a set of " transitions". Each transition is a triple 
(input. condition, output) where the condition is a propositional formula denoting a relation on two successive con
trol states. If the controller receives input and there ,is a future control state which together with the current control 
state satisfies condition. then one such successor state is selected and output is emitled. Transitions should not be 
,confused with rules: first. multiple transitions for the same input ar;e applied simultaneuously and secondly. transiti
ons may be nondeterministic1• Example: The cabin description may specify the transition 

(floorReached(Self, N), 
direction(Self) is up /\ moves(Self) is yes /\ requestUp(N) / \ 
next (moves (Self } is no /\ door(Self) is open), 
(stop(motor(Self)), openDoor(Self))) 

which stops the elevator at floor Nin case it needs to pick up a person. 

Figure 2 sums up the comparison between models used for diagnosis and for cootrol synthesis. 

I 

I 

I 

Figure 2 Comparison between models for diagnosis and control synthesis 
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5 Towards a Representation of Pur1pose in Diagnosis 

Despite their structural resemblance a fundamental difference remains between the two kinds of models. While the 
component library of a plant model describes the physical principles governing the process behavior. our models 
specify the intended behavior of .the controlled system. In which sense can our model of a controller be regarded as 
a statement of purpose? In the strict sense the purpose .of the elevator system is to transport people. picking them up 
and setting 1them down at different floors. This purpose is ooly implicit in the controller model. Instead. control 
models describe the purpose of the cootrolled system from ,the perspective of the control actions necessary to force 
the system behavior to one particular of the physically possib~ trajectories: one that achieves the purp05e. 

1. The synthesis procedure picks one ·representative from the set of all deterministic automata satisfying all transi· 
tions. 
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What can we gain by reasoning explicitly about intended behavior in fault diagnosis? 

l. ln a controlled system. faults are not meaningfully ciharacterized as "anything giving rise to observed behav ior 
that contradicts the behavior predicted by the physical piant model". Again the control must be taken into 
account, too. Most people would calJ it a fault. if they ·saw an elevator crash into the bottom of the shaft at full 
spee.d. even though this may happen due 1to a faulty controHer and in perfect accordance with the physical laws 
governing .motor. winch. cable and cabin. 

2. Tweaking the physical plant model so that unwanted behaviors are not predicted any more is not only concep
tually problematic. since by defini1tion physical laws cannot be changed in this way. Reusability of the model 
would also be seriously impaired: the very same behavior may actuaUy be intended in a shaft designed to con
duct experiments under micro-gravitation [ l]. Thus. fauhs have to lbe characterized relative to purpose. purpose 
is achieved by forcing the system to tbe intended behavior. and intended behavior must be represented explicitly 
as a counterpart to the physical plant .model. The "fauJ,ty" bebavior violates tbe control model for the elevator 
system which specifies that the cabin should stop under oondi1tions :similar to the example in section 4. It may 
not violate a oontrol model for the free-fall shaft. 

3. Diagnostic procedures based on qualitative simulation .ar.e often plagued by ambiguities in the envisioned beha
vior. especially when reasoning about temporally disuibuted fault symptoms. Through control actions (setting 
certain variables) the cmtrol CO[lSt.antly :influences the process. thereby acting as a powerful global filter on the 
envisioning of ·the plant behavior. If e.g. for complexity reasons the diagnostic procedure does not reason about 
1time and is applied separately to observations aueveral time iil'stants. a trace of the control behavior may be 
used to relate the .findings at each. time instant. Making use of "observations" within the control is esp&ially 
attractive, because me "state variables" in. the control are simply program variables which can be accessed at 
(essentially) zero "measurement cost". 

Fortunately, it seems quite straightforward to combine con.rrol and plant models to address these questions. Similar 
,to the standard fornmlation of hybrid systems we divide ,the model SD of the controlled syscem into three parts 

SD = SDcuSDpuSD1 

where SDc and SDp we .the cont1ol and plant models. respectively. and SD, is the interface mapping between parts 
of SDc and SDp. 

The plant is modelled by 

SDp = (Qp,qp0,RpcQ/) 

where 

• Qp = dom(vp 1) x ... xdom(v,,n).v,,;E Vp. 

• V p = U U X U Y with U input variables. X state variables and Y output variables of the process. 

• q pO E Q p initial state. 

1be relation Rp describes the plant 1beb.aviior as the set of traces of value assignments to the process variables. ln 
pr.actioe. it is given implicidy (e.g. as a set of cons.traints) and the tr:aces are computed from the consrraints by a pro
cess called •envisioning. In qualitative models all variables have discrete domains. 

The model of the controller describes .the controi 1bebav·ior as a state .sequence. 

where 

•QC= dom(vci) x .. . xdom(vcm>.vc;E V c ,dom(vc) finite. 

• V C = I US U 0 with I input variables, S state variables and 0 output variables of the controller. 

• q co E Q c initial stare. 
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Again. in practice. Re is given implicitly (e.g. as a finite automaton synthesized from a qualitative model) . and the 
traces are computed by evaluation of the automaton. 

The interfac.e SD1 consists of two maps CP: 0 ~ U and PC: Y ~ I respectively. 1 CP models the influence of 
the controller on the plant (via acruatocs). PC models feedback from the plant (via sensors). 

With these definitions it is possible to extend the notion of "envisionment" to behaviors respe.cting the combined 
model SD. The extended envisionment contains onJy those behaviors which are both physically possible and inten
ded. Hence. it is the adequate basis for diagnosis. Other concepts in mcxlel-based diagnosis (conflicts. candidates. 
diagnoses) are readily adapted. 

We are currently working on refining this definition. using it to model real applications. and experimenting with 
implementations. 

6 Conclusion 

Limiting the use of qualitative model-based reasoning in systems engineering to reasoning about physical laws has 
serious drawbacks when systems have a non-trivial cootrol. Rather than mixing physical laws and purpose in an ad 
hoe way both should be represented explicitly. In analogy to physical plant mcxlels it is useful and intuitive to 
describe the control task in a qualitative compositional model. Automated synthesis of the control software from 
such a model is possible. In addition we propose to reuse the control model for a second application task (diagne>
sis) by inserting control and plant models into the standard framework for hybrid systems. In this respect our pro
posal represents a step towards making use of information about intended behavior within diagnosis .' 
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Abstract: Th!:' Hybrid Phenomena Theory, HPT, specifies how physical knowledge may be encoded 
in terms of generic definitions of physical phenomena. From a description of process topology, the HPT 

implementation der,ives a model with three components: a state space model, a topological model and 
a phenome nological model. The two latter components formalize important assumptions underlying the 
state space model. The complete model ensures that t he structure of the state space model is adapted 
in accordance with changes in operating regime or assumptions. 

L INTRODUCTION 
D>ifferent types of models reveals different subsets of the characteristic properties of a given system. 

Quantitat·ive mathematical model formulations w,iU typically produce accurate results when used for 
simulation or analysis , but such formulations may yield poor results if some of the assumptions underlying 
the model is violated. Qualitative modeling techniques typicaUy attempt to take account of this by 
generating all possible so'lutions sanctioned by the 1less accurate qualitative model, [2], [3]. 

This paper describes the Hybrid Phenomena Theory, HPT, [5]. The HPT claims that mathematical 
slate spaC(' models based on physical principles may be derived by relating a description of process topol
ogy, including descriptions of processing units, material, location and connections, to a set of generic 
phenomena definitions. Reasoning at the qualitative level may directly affect the corresponding entities 
at the quantitative level, and computations at the quantitative le veil may directly affect entities at the 
qualitative level. The HPT builds Qn the Qualitative Process Theory, [I). The HPT has been implemented 
in the CommQn Lisp Object System (CLOS). 

2. DEFINING PHENOMENA 
Knowledge on properties of different types of prncess equipment and different material substances is 

encoded as a set of predefined CLOS c.lasses. Knowledge o n physical interactions is encoded as definitions 
of typ rs of vi.ews and phenomena. Examples of such d efinitions are shown in Fig. l . In the following, 
the concepts of a ilgebraic and dynamic influences are introduced first, then follows a discussion on the 
purpose of the differe nt types of statements in the d efi nitions. 

2.1. Influences 
Influences express how the value of a given variable is affected by a set of other variables. There 

are two types, dynamic and algebraic influences. Dynamic influences specify how the derivative of the 
influenced variable is affected by a set of influenc ing variables. Algebraic influences specifies how the 
vah1e of the influenced variable is affected by a set of influencing variables. The syntax is as follows: 

(dyn-inf <influenc-ed-variable> <list of influencing variables> <function - spec>) 
(alg-inf <influenced-variable> <list of influencing variables > <function-spec>) 

An example where a va·riable x 1 is dynamically influenced by the two variables x2 and x 3 are shown in 
( l). The amount o f influence is here computed as a nonlinea'r function of x 2 and x 3 . If this is the o nly 
influence affecting x 1, the de rivative of x1 will b e computed from the equation in (2). 

(dy11-i11f x1 (x2x3) (sqrt(x2x3))) 

ii = Jx2x3 
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(defview heat-bridge (obj 1 obj2) 
(individuals 
(obj1 (is-a object-with-heat-capacity)) 
(obj2 (is-a object-with-heat-capacity)) 
(heat-connected obj1 obj2)) 

(relations 
(def ine-pararneter \alpha 

(:value 1200 :unit "J s-1 K-1 m-2")) 
(def ine-pararneter \kappa 
(:unit "J s-1 K-1" 

:compfunc 
(* \alpha (HIN area(obj1) 

area(obj2))))))) 

(defphenomenon heat-flow (src dst hbr) 
(individuals 
(hbr (instance-of heat-bridge(src dst))) 
(src (is-a object-with-heat-capacity) ) 
(dst (is-a object-with-heat-capacity)) ) 

(quantityconditions(> temp(src) temp(dst ))) 
(relations 
(define-variable hstr 
(:unit "J s-1")) 

(alg-infl hstr (temp(src ) temp (dst)) 
(* \kappa(hbr) (- temp(src ) temp(dst))))) 

(dynamics 
(dyn-infl temp(dst) (hstr) (I hstr c (dst))) 
(dyn-infl temp(src) (hstr) 

( / hstr c(src))) )) 

Figure l: Definitions of physical interactions. 

2.2. Parts of a definition 
The individuals are listed in the first line of the definition, src, dst and hbr are the individuals in 

the definition of heat-flow in Fig. I. For an instance of a definition to be created, an object must be 
assigned to each individual such that the objects satisfy the condi t ions defined in the individuals field. 
Preconditions describe modeling assumptions, including external actions, e.g. turning on or off the 
power supply for a hot plate. Quantityconditions re'la te to the state in the system. Together, the 
in di vid uals conditions, the preconditions and the quantity conditions form both necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a definition to be applicabile. 

The rela,tions are used to specify all consequences of activity except for dynamic interactions between 
variables. A statement in the relations field performs one of the following tasks; Define a new variable 
for the instance; Specify a new object to be created; Establish a logical relation; Define an algebraic 
influence between variab1les within the scope of the definit ,ion. A variable, parameter or constant is said 
to be within the scope of a definition if it is defined by that definition, or if it is within the scope of the 
definition of any object bound to one of the individuals in th e definition . In addition , there exists a set. 
of global constants which are inside the scopf of all objects. 

The dynamics field specifies dynamic influences between variables within the srope of the definition . 

3. THE HPT MODEL 
This paper will use the example system in Fig. '2. The HPT modell rnnsists of three components: 

topological model, phenomenological model and state space model. The topological model indudes the 
en tities describing the physical objects and the relationships between these . An initial version of this 
model is specified ,in the input description which consists of a number of Defobject and Defrelatiou 
statements. T he example includes three defobect statement defin ing the PAN, WATER and HOTPLATE . 

For each combination of objects which satisfy the individua1l cond ,itions in a definition, an instantiation 
of that defin,ition is created . To find the obje<:ts satisfying a definition, the system reasons about relations . 
The definition of the heat-bridge view req uires that the two individuals be heat-connected. However, 
this relation need not be explicitl y defined. The system uses a set of rules in a backward chaining manner 
to establish that the pan and hotp late are heat-connected from the relationship rests-on pan hotplate 
whi,ch was explicitly stated. Note that view and phenomena instantiations may be bound to .ind ividuals 
in o ther instantiations. The set of phenomena instantiations constitute the phenomenological model. 

Fig. 3 shows all HPT-objects created for the example. Due to spatial constraints, only a subset of 
the defini1t ions used are given .in Fig. l. The syn,tax in Fig. :3 describes an instantiation by the name of 
the definition, followed by a number uniquely identifying the instantiation and the objects bound to the 
ind,ividuals. 

Only active instan ces influence the analysis. To be active, all pre- and quantity- conditions for an 
instance must be satisfied, and all of the objects bound to individuals in the instance have to be active. 
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Pan with 

Water 

Hotplate 

Figure 2: A simple example system. 

GLOBAL HEAT-BRIDGE- 4 (PAN HOT PLATE) 

PAN ELECTRIC-HEAT-HOTPLATE-I (HOTPLATE) 

HOTPLATE HEAT-FLOW- I (PAN HOTPLATE HEAT-BRIDGE-4) 

WATER H EAT- FLOW-2 (HOTPLATE PAN HEAT-BRIDGE-3) 

HEAT-BRIDGE-I {PAN WATER ) HEAT-FLOW- 3 (WATER PAN HEAT-BRIDGE-2) 

HEAT-BRIDGE-2 {WATER PAN) HEAT-FLOW-4 (PAN WATER HEAT-BRIDGE-I) 

HEAT-BRIDGE-3 ( HOTPLATE PAN) CONTAINER-WITH-LIQUID-I (PAN WATER) 

HEAT-BRIDGE-5 (HOTPLATE CONTAINER-WITH-LIQUID- I ) 
H EAT-BRIDG E-6 ( CONTAINER-WlTH-Ll,QUI D- 1 HOTPLATE) 

HEAT-FLOW-5 (CONTAINER-WITH-LIQUID-} HOTP'Lft:TE HEAT-BRIDGE-6) 

HEAT-FLOW-6 (HOTPLATE CONTAINER-WITH-LIQUID- I HEAT-BRIDGE-5 ) 

BOILING-} (CONTAINER-WITH-LIQUID-} HEAT-FLOW-6) 

BOIL-V2- l (WATER HEAT-FLOW-4) 

Figure 3: Objects , views and phenomena instances. 

4 . REASONING WITH THE HPT 
Now consider how changing the assumptions desc.ribed in the qualitati ve part of the model will 

affect the resulting state space model. The view instanC'e CONTAINER-WITH-LIQUID-! implements an 
assumption that WATER and PAN will be treated as a single objeC't in the C'Ontext of heat transfer , the 
heat flow from the HOTPLATE must thus pass diteC'tly to CONTAINER-WITH-LIQUID- i. Assuming that 
the initial values for the variables have been selected in a manner causing the heat to be generated in 
the HOTPLATE to flow into the CONTAINER-WITH-LIQUID-1 and the liquid in the container ~o boil , the 
H PT program produces the following model. 

U2 
(3) XJ = 

h1 
U:z Uz 

(4) X2 = ---
Ct C1 
Ut u 2 

(5) X3 = ---
C2 C2 

U2 =11:3·(x3-x2) (6) 

The interpretat ion of the quantities are as follows : x 1 - mass of WATER, z2 - temperature of CONTAINER

WITH-LIQUID-1, X3 - temperature of HOTPLATE, U1 - power consumption of HOTPLATE, u1 - heat flow 
from src to dst of HEAT-FLOW-6, Ct - heat capacity of CONTAINER-WITH-LIQUID- I , r1 - heat-capacity of 
HOTPLATE, 11:3 - heat transfer per Kelvin of HEAT-BRIDGE-5 , h 1 - vaporization-heat of WATER . 

One aspect of handling this kind of assumptions involves preventing view and pllf'nomena instances 
made obsolete by the assumption from becoming active. This is automatically prevented by what 
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is known as the subsumptzon mech,anism. Simply stated, the subsumption mechanism compares all 
instances of t!he same phenomenon. In the example, it will find that there is one heat flow going from 
the HOTPLATE to the PAN while at the same time there is a heat flow going from the HOTPLATE to 
CONTAINER-WITH-LIQUID-I which is binding PAN as one of its individuals. The subsumption mechanism 
therefore disables the first heat flow since this is considered less specific than the second because the 
destination object of the seconcl heat flow encompasses the destination object of the first. See [4 ] for a 
more elaborate discussion on the subsumption mechanism. 

The user interface of the system enablle the modeler to modify the value of any variable or parameter, 
and to change any explicit assumption. The assumption that PAN and WATER shoulcl be consiclered as 
one object in a heat flow context may now be revoked. This results in the following model. 

U5 
(7) Xt 

h1 
Ut U4 

(8) X3 ---
C2 C2 

U5 U5 
(9) X4 ---

C5 C5 

U4 U5 
( 10) X5 = ---

C6 C6 

U4 l\.7·(x3-xs) ( 11 ) 

U5 l\.g • (xs - x4) ( 12) 

The following quantities were not induded in the previous moclel: x 4 - temperature of WATER, x 5 -

temperature of PAN, u4 - heat flow from src to dst of HEAT-F'Low-2, u5 - heat flow from src to dst of 
HEAT-FLOW-4, c5 - heat-capacity of WATER, c6 - heat-capacity of PAN, 1\.7 - heat t ransfer per Kelvin of 
HEAT-BRIDGE-3, l\.g - heat transfer per Kelvin of HEAT-BRIDGE- I. Note that t he state variable x2 repre
senting the temperature of CONTAINER-WITH-LIQUID has been removed and supplantecl by th e variables 
x4 and X5 representing the temperatures of the WATER and PAN respectively. 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The HPT demonstrates that it is possible to formalize knowledge on physical interactions in a manner 

allowing automatic derivation of the quantitative moclel. Further, the framework formalizes important 
assumptions about the underlying moclels. A program tracking the dependencies between different as
sumptions and the structure of the model has been implemented. The H PT extends our capability for 
modeling physical systems like process plants. This provides an interesting platform for future research . 
A significant remaining challenge is to formalize a substantial amount of the existing knowledge about 
physical interactions within the clescribecl framework. 
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Abstract. Artificial visual sensors can have their orientation controlled using traditional structures of 

control systems. However such controllers lack some properties present in control systems of biological 
sensors, such as foveal or selective spatial attention processes and use of fused information from different 
sensory modalities. A model featuring a foveal zone and performing fusion of different sensory inputs 
(proprioceptive, visual, auditory) is presented here. The model uses physiological data as a guide in several 
aspects such as the network topology and the individual neuronal model. A new mechanism of coordinate 
transformation based on gain modulation is proposed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
This work presents a model of the fusion of sensory information (proprioceptive, visual, auditory), and 

coordinate transformation in view of the control of orientation of visual sensors in robots. It is well known that 
traditional structures of control systems can be used to control the orientation of such sensors. However these 
controllers lack some properties present in biological systems such as selective spatial attentional processes 
and fusion of inputs from different sensory modalities. The model adopted uses physiological data as a guide 
in several aspects : a) the use of a neural network as a part of the controller; b) the neural network topology and 
c) the individual neuron model. It is hoped that this approach could overcome, at least partially, some of the 
limitations intrinsic to controllers used presently. 

To model the mechanisms of fusion of different sensory inputs to control an action (the orientation of a 
visual sensor, for example), it is useful to divide the problem in two pans: 
o As each sensor has its own system of coordinates, it is necessary to operate an appropriate transformation of 

coordinates to use all information available. For example, a visual sensor uses its own orientation in space 
as the reference of coordinates; a proprioceptive sensor uses the position of the articulation as the reference 
of coordinates, which are expressed in angular form. 

o Sensory pieces of information sometimes are of different nature. They must be fused in order to generate a 
dynamic control action to be applied to the plant. 

1n all artificial neurons of the network. a plausible physiological model was chosen in which some 
important dynamic aspects of the biological neuron are considered: 
- instead of using a recurrent model for the neuron, a continuous time dynamic system is adopted (first order 

system where the constant can be interpreted as the time constant of membrane transmission), 
- the time of transmission of the pulses in the axon and the neuron is neglected (much lower than the 

membrane time constant), 
- the output represents the frequency of discharge of the biological neuron. 

These problems are solved in biological systems. In humans, the input information is generally 
heterogeneous: visual, auditive, proprioceptive, etc... Vision is however the most developed kind of 
information available. 1n fact, vision allows not only the identification of the attributes of objects of interest 
including color, shape and even sometimes the constituent material, but also its relative place in the 
surrounding space. 
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The eye is constituted by individual sensors organised in an structure callE."d the retina. The retina is a 
collection of visual receptors non uniformly distributed in such a way that the resolution of the eye varies from 
the centre to the periphery. Only a smaU central part, the fovea has a large number on individual visual 
receptors and so, it is provided with a very good spatial resolution (retinotopic reference). Therefore the eye 
must be oriented appropriately to collect peninent information. 

Several different mechanisms are used .to orienl the eye in an efficient manner. Among them saccadic 
movements are used to orient the visual sensor in such way that the image of a target is brought onto the fovea 
very fast. Tills allows to select an object ·in the visual field, .and thus to transmit the minimum necessary 
infonnation. In fact, it is well known thait only a small fraction of an object detected by the retina is necessary 
for the global perception of the object. The information transmission between the eye and the central nervous 
system is a communication with a limited bandwidth optimised by nature during phylogenesis as a 
compromise amon,g dimension. weight and the information necessary for survival. 

Audition is performed by two sensors symmetrically disposed on the head. The detection of the spatial 
localisation of a sound depends on intensity and phase of the signal received by each ear. Thus the reference of 
auditory systems is the head (craniotopic reference). The head must also be oriented appropriately to collect 
adequate information. 

In artificial systems the visual captor is ·often an electronic device such as a high resolution camera. The 
main advantage of such a device is the bigh resolution (similar to the fovea) with a uniform array of distributed 
captors in all the field covered by the camera. However, processing, in real time, a quantity of information of 
the same order of magnitude as in humans, is, in the present state of technology, not feasible at reasonable 
cost. It is expected that, in some specific cases, a physiologically inspired solution could be a good way to deal 
with the problem. In order to do so, the following correspondence is considered: 
o In the artificial system, a 1camera is provided with a selective attention region. This selective region is a 

small part of the ·entire sensitive region of the camera similar to the fovea, that can be electronically 
dis.placed- A displacement of .the selective attention region corresponds to an eye movement. 

o The camera is attached to a mobile platform w·ith larger inenia. Moving the platform corresponds to a head 
movement. 

o Two micmp'hooes are disposed on the platfonn symmetrically on each side of the camera. 
1be orientation of the visual captor is however depending not only on visual information but also of 

auditory infonnation. l1lis allows to increase the region of possible target detection but the complexity of 
information processing is increased. 

As was said before, in the present case where there are information of visual and auditory kinds. we must 
consider that: 
o Each sensor is associated with a system of coordinates. In fact, the position error of the visual information is 

coded in relation to a coordinate system where the fovea is the origin (retinotopic referential), but the 
auditory captors (ear or microphone) is coded in relation to the head (craniotopic referential). To control the 
position of the visual captor it is necessary to make appropriate transfom1ation of coordinates, in our case, 
to reti:notopic coordinates. 

o Sensory information to be convened in a common frame of reference are of different nature. They must be 
fused in O[:der to generate a dynamic control action to be applied to 1the plant. This second point is, in fact. 
performed aut.omaticaUy when a neural network is used since in both cases, information is represented by a 
particular neumn d1at is :activated. Dif1ference of precision ,can be represented by a suitable projection of 
infonnation in 1the neum:n network input layer. For this reason this second point is not emphasised in this 
work. 

The model developed here is biologically 1plausible . The functional aspects are related to physiology and 
its constituent parts are derived from neuroanat·omy. It is proposed this model could be used as a paradigm in 
implementing an artificial system. 

2.THEMODEL 
The image formed on the retina is transmitted to a particular brain structure: the Superior Colliculus 

(SC). Tills structure plays the role of interface between the sensory information and the commands to produce 
·suitable motor actions . .Information of sev·eral different nature, coded in their own system of coordinates arrive 
at the Colliculus. Tue upper part of the SC is essentially visual and the lower pa.rt auditive ( see Figure 1 ). 

In the inte.nnediate part of the SC, the different kinds of information are integrated and transformed to 
fonn a unique premotor system. The deep part ·Of the SC is directly invo'lved in the control of movement. A 
model study oftrus deep structure was done by Lefevre and Gahana (1992) [3,4). In Figure l, a version of this 
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model is presented, modified in order to fuse different kinds of information and their different frames of 
reference . 

COLLICULUS 

SUPERIOR INFERIOR 

VISUAL 'MAP AUDITORY MAP 

PAEMOTOR M.AP 

70 

•• Local Feedback 

•• Synaptic lnterconnectlona 

• 't 
EYE PLANT HEAD PLANT 

Figure l. Global structure of the model 

1be present model performs the movement of the head and eyes. To be physiologically plausible, the 
model uses the association of a neural network and a non-linear controller, described in more detail by 
Lefhre [3]. 

Tue neural network is composed of three different neumn layers in which different sons of infonnation 
are mapped 1be model is composed of two sensory 
layers where visual and auditory information is mapped 

\I.I •!Aini 'ln·,r.t 
Al• Atdftuy 11 1,rt 
u. ~1111'91 bcllatltat 
llF. l•ttrHl lfHOICt 

• Lat11'111 ~lltt!Y Wtlf~lt 8 -< lt•HI')' Wtltllt• 
« h11l'IMI ~nuk W11t11t 11 

N25 
V I .Al 

Figure 2. Neuron structure 

and one premotor layer where premotor information is 
created to be .transmitted to the controller of the head and 
eye. The connectivity between the sensory layers and the 
premotor layer is mustrated in Figure l . The output of 
each neuron in the visual sensory layer is used as input of 
only one neuron of the premotor layer, preserving 
position within the layer. 1be auditory layer, on the 
contrary. projec·ts preferentially on neurons far from the 
fovea. A premotor neuron can receive more than one 
auditory input Our model contains 50 neurons in each 
layer. 1be biological neuron (Figure 2) is modelled by a 
continuous time :fir.;t order linear system with a time 
constant equal to 3ms. Each neuron of the sensory layers 
is ·connected to i·ts two neighbours, with ~ymmetrical 
synaptic weight G and to itself, by an internal feedback 
with a gain of K (Figure 2). This feedback is used to 
increase the resultant time constant while keeping the 3ms 
time constant of the neuron, which has a physiological 
meaning. 
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The output weight of the neurons in the sensory layers is constant (unitary) and the output weight of the 
prem otor layer depends on the position of the neuron in the layer according ,to the expression: 

(I) 

where A; is the output weight of neuron in the position ni,• Nm is the number of neurons in the premotor layer 
(irn our case 50) and-A (equal to 0.82) is an adaptation wnstant in relation to the initial model [3]. 

The cont.roller follows d1e paradigm of model control (5]. The plant models used are continuous time 
linear systems, first order for the eyes, and second order for the head. The parameters of these models are 
,chosen according to the available animal physiological cfata. The neural. controller feeds the inputs to the head 
and eye plants and to the mode'ls of these plants. During the movement there is no visual feedback from the 
real objects, 1tbe models as.sur·e the necessary feedback. A visual ~eedback is indeed not possible due to the too 
long processing time wiitll:lin the retina. A velocity signal proportional to the gaze (movement of the head plus 
the eye) is applied at the neuron farthest from the fovea and allows the displacement of the maximum activity 
from 1tbis point to the fovea. This activation displacement is ,the basic mechanism of a dynamic coordinate 
conversion. The ope.rator perfonning this conversion is represented by: 

(2) 

and is shown in Figure 1 where FG is the feedback gain, Eo is the initial position of the eye in the orbit, and 
TH is the initial value of cranio~opic error. This value changes when a neuron of the auditive cluster is 
activated and it is ·constant when the input information is of visual nature. For an auditive source of 
information this opera·tor has its value set at the beginning of the movement and is invariable during it. This 
value is supposed to depend on two main variables: ithe initial position of the eye in the orbit (Eo) and the 
initial value of cr:aniotopic error (TH) as expressed in Equation 2. The displacement velocity of the maximum 
activity on the layer varies monotonically with the feedback gain. Indeed, when the value of the feedback gain 
is higher, the value •of the displacement velocity of the maximum activity is also higher. From the previous 
model study of Lefevre [4] it is possible to conclude that the saccade amplitude is proportional to the activity 
duration on the layer. However, in this previous model, the displacement of activity starting from an initial 
activated neuron had always ithe same dynamic characteristic. As shown in Figure 3, in the present model, the 
dynamic characteristics of the wave of activity may be modulated in shape and in duration by Equ~tioa 2 for a 
same activated neuron. A consequence is that, for a same ini1tial activated neuron, if the velocity feedback gain 
is increased, the saccade amplitude decreases. and if the gain decreases, the saccade amplitude increases. This 
mechanism and U1e topology of the network perfonn the 'transfonnation of .coordinates. 

3. SIMULATIONS 

3.1. Propagation of the itransver.sal wave 
Figure 3 mustrates :the 'transversal wave propagation in the SC layer and the mechanisms of coordinates 

transfonnation. The Figure is composed of 3 parts: I, II, III. Each part is divided in two graphs A and B. 
For all the simulations presented in the Figure, an auditory target is presented at 30 degrees to the right. 

The activity ,created by the auditory stimulus in the auditory layer is transmitted to the neuron 17 in the 
premotor layer independently of the initial position of the eye in the orbit. The target is presented I 00 ms after 
the onset of the simulation .. Its duration is eq11al to lOOms and it creates an initial activity of 100 spike/sin the 
auditory 1layer. 

In part l, II, and III ,11he initial position of the eye in the orbit is respectively 0 degree, 17 degrees right 
and 10 degrees left. For ithese values of the initial position, and taking into account the craniotopic error, the 
v,alues of FG are 3, 200, 0 .02 and the r.esul,ts are shown in I, II and UL 

The A graph of each part snows the activity on the premotor ilayer during the saccade. The 3 axes are: 
cell number, time and cell activity. The i·nitial activated neuron is indicated by an arrow (17th cell), except in 
part III. There are 'SO neuroms in the layer and neuron 50 receives the prnjec,tion of the fovea (indicated by an 
3l'T'OW in the graph). In all simulations, the feedback gain ·is distributed to the first 8 units. The time w s ranges 
from 0 to 300ms. The Z .axis quantifies, in a .relative scale, the neuronal activity in the layer. The B graph 
shows the saccades genera~ed by the premotor activities seen in A. The axes are time and amplitude of 
saccade. 
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Figure 3: Simulation for 1three gain values (3, 200, 0.02) 
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In Figure 3.1, it can be seen that the value of the feedback gain is such that the activity spreads in all 
neurons from the initial neumo to the projection of the fovea. When 1the activity arrives at the fovea, the 
movement is stopped. The amplitude of the saccade equals 30 degrees. In Figure 3.Il, the high value of the 
gain inhibits very quickly the activity present on the layer. Note the shape of wave of activity, very sharp, due 
to the inhibitory action of 1the feedback. The resulting saccade amplitude is 13 degrees. It is clear that an 
increase of the gain produces a decrease of the saccade amplitude (compare with Figure 3 .1). By this 
mechanism the gaze accurately reaches the target. The last part (Figure 3.lll) shows a simulation in which the 
value of the gain is small. In ·this case, the initial activity carried by neuron 17 is only slightly inhibited by the 
feedback. But as can be seen in graphic A tile maximum of activation is always near the l 7th neuron at the end 
of the movement. The saccade amplitude is equal to 40 degrees. As can be seen the initial starting position of 
eye in the orbit has been compensated by the decrease of gain. In order words, the craniotopic to retinotopic 
transformation bas been suitably perfonned. 

3.2. Mov·ement towards an audiitory target 
Figure 4 presents the simulation resu'lts of a movement towards an auditory target at 40 degrees to the 

right. The auditory target activates a neuron in the sensory layer representing the craniotopic position, and as a 
resu•lt, the neuron Ii in the premotor layer is ac•tivated. As. in this example, the initial eye position is 20 
degrees •to the left, the feedback gain that results is very low (0.05 in this case). In this case the resulting 
saccade is not sufficient to bring .the target to the fovea and the system must create a new corrective saccade. A 
new feedback value is set to attain the goal with a saccade having 20 degrees amplitude. The simulation shows 
that the m.ov·ement was decomposed in two saccade.s. The precision of the movement depends on the 
estimation of the ini1tiat error and on the mechanisms adjusting the correct gain value. These two mechanisms 
could explain why a movement using an auditory target is generally perfonned with a precision lower than in 
the case of a visual .target . 

EYE 'SACCADES GENE·RATED BY CEU 11 

NDITORY TARGET POSmON 

JO .. ..... ...... ......... .... .... .... . . . .. ... . .. ... . . ... . .. 
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Figure 4. Simulation result of.double saccade 

3.3. Head Free 
Figure 5 presents the simulation .results of a saccade made with .head free . A target is presented at 35 

degrees to the right. For ·t'hi:s angle an ·eye movement only is not sufficient to bring the target onto the fovea 
and a head movement is necessary. In this simulation, it can be seen that the eye reaches 28 degrees. At this 
position, as the head has already reached 7 degrees, the gaze (eye + head) is on the target. Then follows a 
phase when the head continues moving and the eye goes back in the orbit. Tbis phenomenon hides , at least 
partially, •the coordinate 1transfonnati.on mechanism, but the global functioning is perfectly suitable for the 
main goal of bringing the target image onto ·the fovea. 
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This mechanism has a counterpart in the artificial systems presented above. In fact , due to the electronic 
virtual shift of the fovea the 'eye' (selective attention region), can be oriented very fast. The 'head' (camera + 
platform) baving a high inenia and being oriented mechanically is slower to move. 

GAZE SACCADE GE:NERATEO BY OEU. N" 17 ( lnldal posldon +o·) 
50.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
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Figure 5 . Head free simulation 

This work presents a model study of the saccadic mecbanism integrating visual and auditory information. 
The model uses the paradigm of neural networlcs and a biologically plausible neuron model to perform 
transformation of coordinates. It is proposed that the mechanisms of ·ga-ze control follow an internal model 
control paradigm as studied in [2,3). This transformation of coordinates is based on the following facts: 
• Exis~ence of a projection from the sensory layers to the premotory layer of the model. 
• The 

1
possibility ·Of modulation of the feedback gain provided by an internal model that in the present model 

depends on initial eye position in the omit and on in initiai craniotopic ·error. 
1be model explains the occureoce of multiple saccades towards an auditory target, performs the fusion of 

different kinds of sensory information. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a self-tuning fuzzy controller using the similariities from a fuzzy controller and a CMAC 
archi-tecture. A modified backpropagation learning law based on propagation of output error through the 
plant is used. His properties is studied in software environment. 

1. fNTRODUCTION 

The recent great interest in fuzzy logic has been, in part, due to the extent of application area in which fuzzy 
control has been used. The complexity of behavior of many practical systems and unavailability of an 
analytical model motivates t·echnics like fuzzy control and neura;I control. 
The main features of the fuzzy control in complex dynamical syst·ems are: the transparency and local 
representation of ope:rator knowledge, use of qualitatiive reasoning irniilating the human operator • the 
possibility of contrnl without arn analyticaq model of the plant, robustness against noise and parameters 
variance of the plant, the generalization and interpo'lations properties 
The limiitation of fuzzy control (FC) are : rigid and generally unadaptive, unsolved problem of a general 
tuning strategy . 

On 1the other hand the neural network controllers are characterized by : adaptation, learning and self 
organization, generalization and interpolation, robustness and p'lasticity , fault and noise tolerance , and the 
limitation : difficulty representing structured knowledge, inability to handle diverse types of knowledge, black 
box solution (difficult to explain results), may require excessive training times. 
With this observations. is naturally the attempting to combine this two technics in order to obtain a better 
performance. In this sense we propose to add at the fuzzy rules a weight layer, which make possible on line 
tuning of controller using output error and signs of Jacobian of the plant. 

2. FUZZY CONTROLL[R 

A fuzzy controller (FC} typically itake 1the form of a set of lF-TIIBN .rules whose antecedents and consequent 
are fuzzy values with membership funct·ions. · 
A FC .infers a vailue for its outpu1ts variables from fuzzy values of input va.riables and from the rules base . 
The fuzzy rules a·re expressed as lF error is Ai AND change error is Bj THEN output is Cij where Ai, Bi, Cij 
are fuzzy numbers described by their membership functions (usually triangular or trapezoidal) . Given an 
actual situation a subset of rnles are triggered and then is calculated the nonfuzzy (crisp) command, by a 
combination of consequence of this triggered rules .. Usually, as inputs the scaled error {E) and scaled change 
error (CE) are used. thought relationship such as: 

E= KE• enor(I) CE= KC• change_error(t) 
where error =set point - output and change error= lff(error(t) -error(t-l}) 
KE , KC are scaling factors required by the ranges of the FC inputs , allowing the introduction of 
proportional and derivative controller modes and T is time sampling interval. The shape of membership 
fonctions and the rules ar·e issued from operator experience and are affected by some degree of 
uncertainties. The final value (crisp value) is obtained by a "center of gravity" method . 
The individual contributions ar.e computed by MAX_MTN composition, where t-norm MTN it is used to 
evaluate -the certainty factor of ·each rule amd co+norm MAX for union contribution of the rules with the 
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same consequence. 

3. SIMILARITIES BETWEEN A FUZZY CONTROLLER AND CMAC 

A neural controller perfonns a specific form of adaptive conLiol, with the controller taking the form of a 
nonlinear multilayer network and the adaptable parameters being the st~engths of the inter-connections 
between neurons. A special architecture of neural network used in control is CMAC. Cerebellum Model 
Articulation Controller (CMAC) is an artificial neural network proposed by James Albus I l J. The main 
advantage of CMAC against other networks is' that CMAC is capable of learning nonlinear mapping 
functions extremely quickly since only a small subset of weights are active at each point in the input space. 
This local approximation technique also has the ability to train the network in one part of the input space 
without corrupting what was already been learned in more distant region. His high rate of learning 
recommends rum to reaJ time applications. 
A CMAC neural network is a perceptron like associative memory with overlapping receptive fields. and 
uses two maps: S: X ---> A and P: A ---> Y where X is the input space, A association space and Y 
output space. 
The first, maps the input state space in the "state space detectors " which are AND- gates with several 
binary inputs and a binary output. This map explains input generalization. The overlaying sensors are 
arranged in such way that each input variable excites exactly C input sensors, and C is called 
generalization factor [2) . 
The second map connects the AND-gates to the output via adjustable weights Wi (Wij for multi variable 

. In order to learn a nonlinear behavior, the weights are modified with a Bernard-Widrow delta rule , 

w =w +Px(y,-y) x S,(x) 
L S/(x) 

I 

where yd and beta are desired output and training gain. 
Recently [J J was proposed for the receptive functions B-splines functions which oITers both function and 
function derivatives learning capability. 
The main idea of thls paper is that the fuzzy controller is the generalization of a CMAC controller in the 
following sense: 
-The receptive fields of CMAC, B-splines function can be considered the membership functions for a 
fuzzy conlroller witJ1 constraint that only two receptive fieJds can be overlaid. C=2 generalization factor. 
-The MIN gate from fuzzy conLioller are generalization of AND gate from CMAC 
-The first map from CMAC can be replaced by fuzzy rules from FC 
With this remarks it is naturally that a weight layer can be associate with each of the rules. These weights 
will be adjusted with a learning rule like in CMAC. · 
The output of trus fuzzy weighted controller will be 

Lµ; x w; x ll; 

OU/= _.._i ---- -

Lµ 1 
j 

4. HOW lT WORKS 

The main advantage of a such structure hybrid in some sense is that the conLioller has apriori knowledge 
about how to compute the command (fuzzy numbers, fuzzy rules) embedded in the fuzzy part. The weight 
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layer is neural weight like and can be adapted for fine tuning of the controller for a specific plant. 
The change of weight is a learning process CMAC like, which use delta rule used. In on-line tuning we 
use the method of specialized learning network training (5 ). 
The principle for on line adjusting of weights is to minimize the square of diITerence between output and 
desired output. Eu = (ud(t)-u(t))2 

The learning law is gradient type ~w=-17 x 

command desired. 

oEu 

ow 
Where 11 > 0 and ud (t) is optimal 

Unfortunately the desired command is not known on-line and even off line without a very precise analytical 
model of the plant is difficult to compute . 
In 14] authors propose to update the weight of neural network by using the error between set point and 
measure. 

Ey = (yd(l)-y(t)) 2 
The convergence condition is that 

sign( ud(t) -u(t)) =sign( yd(t) -y(t))• oy 
OU 

Where signs from Jacobian are already known (they are embedded in the fuzzy rules ) and only their signs 

are important, or it can be used an evaluation of oy = 6. y 
OU 6. II 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We have used a FC with seven fuzzy numbers for error and change error and the look-up table of fuzzy 
rules. The reference was rectangular pulses. The model of the plant used was a nonlinear equation suggested 
in (61 and defined by 
With PD like command we have a good convergence but a steady state error. With PI form the tuning is 

poor, the system become unstable. The best result was obtained when we have used PD PI form. with no 
stationary error and quick tuning of controller with an epoch learning approach. The learning expression 
for ~eights was: 

The behavior of this controller was tested in PD form : u(t)=Ku•out and PI form 6u(t)=Ku•out 
The stop condition is the rate of sum square of errors. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The paper propose and present the experiments of a new self tuning fuzzy controller with neural learning 
technique. This approach provides an elegant way for multivariable controller tuning, with a good adaptive 
capacity. The use of error for training and control with few information about process made him easily to 
implement for a large class of plants. In present we analyze the possibility to improve the convergence of 
parameters, and we test him for different multivariable nonlinear process (robots, bioprocesses). 
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Abstract 

A procedure for building qualitative models of control systems components is described. Using a 
multi-valued universe of discourse, introducing fuzzyness and holding it when processing the variables 
throughout t he model allow accurate fuzzy qualitative simulation . Simulation results for first-order 
and second-order systems with real or complex poles acre presented and the influence on the modelling 
accuracy of several factors such as the quantity space and the membership functions is inves tiga ted. 

1. INTRODUC TION 

Starting from the pioneering work of Forbus and Kuipers on naive physics and commonsense 
reasoning [10,12] qualitative modelling and simulation have gained an increasing interest among the 
control community over the past ten years (see e.g. {l,2 ,4,5 ,6,13,15 ,18]). There are several approaches 
to qualitative models, depending on the purpose of t he model [3] and behavioural properties such as 
precision , accuracy and uncertainty [14]; one of them is based on the use of fuzzy qualitative transposition 
of numerical discrete-time models [15.18] . An attractive feature of this approach is that it can be used in 
model-based contro l systems [11] as well as for relatively accurate s imulation of dynamical systems[l6] . 
The accuracy of such a qualitative simulation , in other words the closeness of the model behaviour to that 
of the modelled system, depends on several factors, in pa rticular on the number of distinctions supported 
by the description of the behaviour [17] and on the fun ctions and operators used in fuzzyfication and 
defuzzyfication processes. The influence of such factors will be shown in the next section considerin g 
mainly fuz zy qualitative modelling and simulation of a simp le first-order system. This choice is dictated 
by obvious 1reasons of s implicity but also by the fact that first-order systems are fund amental components 
of most control systems and that the analysis of qualitative simulation results of such simple components 
can give valuab 1le qualitative hints on the ability of using qualitative simulation for more complex systems. 
Section 3 presents some simulation results for first- and second-order systems. Comments and conclusions 
are given in the last section . 

2. QUALITATIVE MODELLING AND SIMULATION OF A LINEAR SYSTEM 

2.1. Quantita,tive model of a first-order system 

A continuous-time single-input-single-output first-order linear system can be described by t he 
following differential equation: 

dy 
- : a · y +b. · U dt < ' , 

( 1) 

where u and y are respectively the input and output vari ables of the system, is time , and a e and b, 
are parameters: ae = 0 and be = l for au integrating system, - a, = be = l/T > 0 for a self-regul atory 
system with time-const ant T and unit gain. 

•Thi s paptt p resents researcli results of the Belgian Program on lnterUniversity Poles of Attraction initiated by the 
Bdgiau State , Prime Minister's Office, Science Policy Programm.ing. T he scientific responsibility rests with its authors 
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Taking the sampling interval as time-unit the discrete-time numerical model of such a system is : 

y(k+ 1) = a·y(k)+b·u(k), (2) 

where k refers to the sampling time and a and b are parameters : a = b = 1 for an accumulator ( cor
responding to an integrator) , a = exp(l/T) E (O, l) and b = 1 - a for a self-regulatory system with 
time-<'onstant T and unit gain . 

2.2. Building a qualitative model of a firsit-order system 

The obvious conclusion of the previous section is that the next output of a first-order linear system 
is a weighted sum of th e current input and output values. Qualitative modelling using sign algebra which 
can only distinguish between crisp zero, positive and negative values is unable to take into acrnunt 
the relative values of the weighting factors a and b. Besides, even in the simplest case (a = b = I), 
the accuracy of such a qualitative simulation will be very poor. Then it has been proposed to extend 
the quantity space, in other words to increa.5E' the number of qualitative values or distinctions involved 
in the discretisation of the range of variables, and/or to replace the qualitative discretisation which 
is actually based on crisp membership functions by a fuzzy discretisation using smooth membership 
fonctions (5, 11,17]. Extending the quantity space allows the substitution of a more complete decision 
table for the naive qualitative addition rule (Table I). Moreover replacing the crisp discretisation by 
a fuzzy discretisation allows some kind of interpolation between the values given in the decision table . 
Obviously, attaching membership grades to qualitative values gives more information on the true value 
of any variable; however this information should be kept and conveyed throughout all the simulation 
process, 1even for simple systems such as the accumulator described by Eq.(2) with a = b = l. Such a 
system indeed involves a regenerative loop feeding the output back to one of the inputs (Fig. 1). In pure 
qualitative simulation this loop may lead to fasit saturation of the system output, in fuzzy qualitative 
simulation it may result in an explosion of fuzzyness as pointed in [7 ,8]. In fuzzy qualitative simulation 
the easiest way of avoiding loss of information is to introduce artificial defuzzyfication and fuzzyfication 
interfac~s in the previous loop as shown on Fig. 1, and more generally in any transfer of variable from a 
node of the model to another one [5 ,7,8,11]. 

(v] [v] 
- o I+ NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB 

NB NB I NB NB NB NM NS ZE 
- - - ? NM NB I NB NB NM NS ZE PS 

I NS NB NB NM NS ZE PS PM 
[u] 0 - 0 + {u] ZE NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB 

' PS NM NS ZE PS PM PB PB 
+ ? + + PM NS ZE PS PM PB PB PB 

I 

I PB ZE PS PM PB PB PB PB 

Table l : Addition rules in sign algebra and in a 7-valued qualitative universe of discourse 

Decision Table 1 is strictly valid only in the -case a = b = 1. [n other cases it is possibl~ to change 
some values in the decision tabile as it was done in [ll]. However this allows only crude approximations of 
the system response for time-constants of the order of two or three times the sampling interval. A more 
accurate representation is obtained via the obvious trick of tuning the inter/ace parameters, namely the 
scaling fadors used in the conversion of the real world onto the qualitative universe of discourse and vice 
versa, as it .is also done in qualitative control (9] . These interface parameters must be selected in such 
a way that the range of each input variable is converted in the normalized interval [-1, + l] taking into 
account the input gains of the system to be modelled. For instance the right-hand side of the model (2) 
is viewed as the true addition of [a· y(k)] and (b · u(k)), both variables being normalized in such a way 
that their normal values lie within the interval [-1,+l]. 

Then the chokes that the modd builder has still to do ar1e concerned with the definitwn of the 
quantity space (number of qualitative values, distribution of these values on the range of the normalized 
variable: the mapping of the real world into the universe of discourse may be linear or not) and the 
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figure l: Block-diagrammes of qualitat,ive and fuzzy qualitative predictors. 
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introduction of Juzzyness in the qualitative modeL In the followings n will denote the number of nonzero 
va 1lues on each side of the zero value; for examples, in sign algebra n = l, for the 7-valued discretisation 
in Table 1 n = 3. If the disc,retisation is regular, in other words if the qualitative values are equally 
distributed over the interval [-1, + l], the real value attached to the i111 positive value is then i/ n. The 
case where the distribution of qualitative values is not regular can also be considered by assigning arbitrary 
q; 's to the qualitative values. 

Introducing fuzzyness in the qualitative model implies the selection of mem bership Junctions , the 
choice of a rule for composition of the two added variables and the definition of a defuzzyfication procedure. 
In this study one has checlked the followings: 

membership functions : t riangular and bell-shaped functions have been used for regu lar distributions, 
triangular membership functions have also been tti·ed for nonregular distributions; 

composition rule : product- and minimum- rules have been used; it means that, for given real inputs u 
and v, if µr(u) and µk(v) are the membership grades attached to the qualitatives values correspond
ing resp ectively to the r 111 row entry and the k111 column ent,ry of the decision table, the weight 
assigned to the output value Qr,k corresponding to the crossing of the r 111 row and t he k111 column 
is Jtr,k = Jt r(u) · Jtt(v) for the product-rule or µr,k = min{µr(u),µk(v)} for the minimum-rule; 

defuzzyficatiou procedure : the real value ass,igned to the model output is given by 

2.3. Qualitative models of high order systems 

The basic qualitative blo ck presented in the previous section can be used in serial and/or parallel 
combinations for building more complex systems. for example a second-order system with real poles can 
be represented by two cascaded first-order bloc'ks. This is no longer possible for a system with comp lex 
poles such as : 

y(k + 2) = a 1 · y(k + l) + a 0 • y(k) + b · u(k), (3) 

with a?+ 4a2 < 0. However for any values of the parametern a qualitative model of the system described 
by Equation (3) can be set up by adding all the variables in the right-hand side of (3) . As qualitat ive 
addition has been defined for two variables only we have to us·e the associative property of addition: 

{u] + [v] + [w] = ([u] + [v]) + [w] , (4) 

hence using as many 2-input adders as there are "+" operators in the right-hand side of the original 
quantitative model. Obviously artificial fuzzyfication-defuzzyficat ion interfaces must be included in the 
connections between the various adders. Both approaches will be illustrated by simulation results . 
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3. SIMULATION RESULTS 

fig. 2 shows the step and free responses of a firsl-order system and several qualitative models 
using 3- and 7- valued universes of discourse (n = 1) and (n = 3), symmetrical t riangular or bell-shaped 
membership functions and product- or minimum-composition rule. Three magnitudes of the step input 
or of the initial output value have been checked: 1/3, 2/3 and full range . It is clear that the accuracy of 
the simulation with sign algebra is very poor except in the neighbourhood of zero. On the contrary with 
a 7-valued universe of discourse the us1;> of triangular membership functions with t he product-composition 
rule or of bell-shaped membership functions with the minimum-composition rule gives very accurat1;> 
simulation results except for values close to l thal is to say near the boundary of t he range of variab les. 
Same conclusions hold for a 5-valued universe of discourse and for various values of the respons1;> time of 
the system. On the other hand use of a.symmetrical membership functions has led to very poor simulation. 
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Figure 2: Responses of qualitative models using 3- or 7-valued universe of discourse 

actual system 

• tria.nguJa.r membership fw1c tiou.s and product-composition rule 

o triangular membersh.ip fw1ctions and minimum-composition rule 

x bell-shaped membership fw1ctions and pTOdtL c!-composi tion rule 

+ bell-shaped membership fw1ctions and minimum-composition rul e 

20 

20 

Fig. :3 shows the step response of th1;> qualitative models of two second-orde r systems using symmet
rical triangu la r membership fun ctions and a 7-valued universe of discourse . The firs t system is critically 
damped and is represented by a cascade of two fist-order blocks. The other one is underdamped and is 
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modelled according to Equation (3). Again it can be seen that the accuracy of qualitative simulation is 
very good over more than 2/3 of the range of variables. 

0 9 , 09 

0 1 - - - - - •• ·-···--+----'--+-----i--------+------+·· -- ~ 0 I • • • - • · • - ··- • • • • · 

01 07 ·- - ··- - . 

06 

Figure 3: Step response of qualitative models of two second-order systems 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

A procedure. for building qualitative models in view of qualitative simulation of control systems 
components has been described. The use of a 5- or better a 7-valued universe of discourse and the intro
duction of fuzzyness allow accurate fuzzy qualitative simulation of systems as it is shown by simulation 
results for firs t-order and second-order systems with real or complex poles. The qualitative model of a 
first-order subsystem is then a simple adder the parameters of the true system being included in the scal
ing factors of fuzzyfication interfaces. Obviously introducing fuzzyness gives more information on the true 
values of the processed variables. However this information could be lost or scattered dur ing the trans
fer of variables throughout the model; this is avoided by means of artificial defuzzyfi cation-fu zzyfi cation 
interfaces whi ch allow the assignment of membership grades to qualitatives values . Concerning the fuzzy
fication procedure it app ears that the use of qualitative values regularly distributed over the range of the 
processed variables with sy rrunetrical triangular membership functions and of t he prod uct-composit ion 
rule gives the best accuracy. Still using bell-shaped membersh ip fun ctions and the minimum-composition 
rule resul ts also in a reason able accuracy. Obviously such defuzzyfication-fuzzyfi C" a t ion interfaC"es allow 
hybrid s imulat ion mixing qualitative and quantitative models of the various components of the system 
to be simulated. 

lJ p to now only linear systems have been considered in this study. However this simulation tedi
nique could be applied to additive nonlinear systems, either through nonlinear scaling at the inpu t of the 
fuzzyfication interfaces or through an appropriate irregular distribution of t he qualitative values over the 
range of the processed variables. 
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MODELUNG OF 'NEURAL IN'ElW:QRKS IN VHDL 
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Abs,tracl. The paper deals with the implementation of artifidal neural networks (ANN) in VHDL - a 
programming language derived p.rimarily for hardware design and description . The features of VHDL in the 
context of its use for modelling and simulation of ANN aric briefly presented. The modelling approach is 
explained on some types of neural processing elements. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The VHSIC Baidware Description Language (VHDL) 'is a programming language designed to describe 
Very High Speed Integrated Circuits [l,2]. As a standard of IEEE it finds a wide interest among the designers 
of electronic circuits. However it can be .successfully used also for other purposes, see e.g.[3,4). particularly if 
implemented processes run paraUelly and processed data Me inteql11etable in tenns of directed signals of real, 
logical or other values. 

The purpose of t'h.is paper is to p~e.sent how VHDL can be appliied to modelling and simulation of artificial 
neural networks (ANN). The use of the concepts of this language in the modelling of ANN sometimes makes 
it necessary to r'ethink and modify ithe classic models of neurons .and nets. 

2. FEATURES OF VHDL 

The main features of VHDL particularly useful in ,the modelling of ANN are: 
- the concept of signai and pwcess, 
- activation of the .simulation process by changes of the values of signals, to which the process is sensitive 

("sensitivity list"), 
- modular and hierarchical structure of the program. 
- quasi-parallel running of computations. 

A set of opcrntions, whkh fo.rm a logical whole ( i.e. the operations arie executed sequentially and enclosed 
between ·process - end proces.s VHDL keywords) is refened to as a "process" and the pathways along which 
comrmmica.tion between processes takes place ov·er - as "signals". If the complex.ity of a particular system 
imposes so, a proper behaviour can be a collection of independent pI'ocesses running parallely (executed 
'concurrently). 

The s,imulation cycle is two-staged. In ,the first stage, all signals scheduled for updating, obtain new values. 
In the second .stage (only) ,the actival!ed proces.ses are execu~ed . At the completion of the simulation cycle, the 
simula,tion clock is set to t<he nex.t simulation time at whkh a transaction is to occur and the cycle is started 
again. For the description of I.he 1event driven simulation one needs the concept of the signal in VHDL and the 
definition of an event. 
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A signal in VHDL is an item which: 
- has a type associated with it, 
- defines a directed data pathway (i.e. one s,ide of the pathway generates the value and the other side receives 

it.hat value), 
- can activate a computational pmcess if the process is sensitive to the signal considered. 

The activation means that the processes contained in the architecture body of the VHDL-modulc will be 
execut,ed. The computational process will be activated if at least one of the signals contained in the sensitivity 
list changes its value in die current simulation cycle. The possible new value assigned to a signal is checked in 
the next simulation cycle. Self-activation is of course possible, too. When a process is sensitive to a signal, it is 
sensitive to events on 1that signal only, and not t,o general Uansaotions being propagated over its data pathway. 

Simulation runs only if ther,e occurs an event on a t least one ·Of the signals in the process sensitivity list. 
However, it is possible to impose some extra conditions on these signals to effect that if a proper change of the 
signal value takes place and the condi1tions arc not fulfilled the computational process will not be activated. 

Example 

Let y = f ( 1: , •• , 1 ~ , 1 m +I , .• , 1 0 ) ; y E Y , 1j E Xj where i = 1.. n, ( 1 ) 

n - number of aH signals, m - number of "active signals" 

be a given functional relationship between Xj and y where Xj and Y are sets of vectors of signals. Let us think 
of r as a behaviour description of a device and of .Y as a response of the device to input signals Xj. Signals 

1: , .. , x :i and y8 (y8 is the part of the response y, which can be redirected to the input and cause self

activation) can activa,tc computational process. Others signals (i.e. Xj ;i = m+ 1.. .n) are used for computations 
only and are n.ot "active signals". Let u.s consider .the following example ,where only three sets X, X8 and Y 
are present: 

entity Structure_of_devicc is 
generic (fl ,f2, ... fk); 

- fi - declarations for exact or 
- approximate description of r 

,po.rt ( x : -in datatypeof_x,; 
:18 : i'n .datatypeof_xa; 
y : inout datatypeof_y ); 

end Structure_of_device; 

ar:chitecture Behaviour of Structure_of_device is 

begin 
p~oc<e55 (:18 ,y•) 

begin 
- "implementation ofy=f(x,:18 ,y)" 

end proceu; 
end Behaviour; 

When a system to be modetled is complex and consists of many elements performing different or the same 
behaviour (e.g . neural networks), it is reasonable to :build the whole model from single devices of simpler 
functionality. These 'SUbdevices, named "components" in VHDL can communicate with each other over their 
ports, which may be an input.an output or both (inout ports). The described feature of the structure is 
modularity. The construction of hierarchy is a simple task in VHDL. 
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3. DATA PROCESSING IN NEURAL NETWORKS 

Exam.pie 1 

2 

n 

L, 
Let us begin wilh the following model of a single neuron 

(Fig. l) frequently used in the literature. The output of the neuron 
is computed by multiplying each input ei (i=l,2, ... ,n) by its 

o associated weight wi and then adding all results up. If the sum is 
greater than or equal to the threshold value of 0, the 1 is applied 
to the output, otherwise the element generate the 0. The inputs and 
the output are usually interpreted as directed signals propagating 
data from ·elements of one la:rer to Lhose of the successive layer of 
the neural net. Any change of data on any input causes the 

Fi .1 . Classic model 10f neuron described data processing for a possible new value of the output. 
The weights are taken to be passive parameters and they can be also declared in this way. 

2 

n 

w• w2 ..••. •wn 

neuron ·•nttty 

~ ·multiplication 

It is however advantageous in VHDL to declare all 
inputs, outputs and weights as signals. With reference 
to the outline of a program given in Section 2, the 
input V•ector e can be interpreted as the active vector 

I x•, ·the vector of weights w - as the inactive vector 1 , 

l 
; 

0 
and the output o - as the single signal y. The vector y• 

1---+-.. is not present in this case and the generic declaration 
can determine the threshold parameters of the element. 
These declarations make it necessary to change the 

n---l model of neuron - see Fig.2. The conclusion is: both 
inputs and weights are signals of different functions; 

F1i .2. VHDL-onernted mod·el of neuron 
they are discriminable according to whether or not they 
are active in dle process. 

Note that only the data propagation is described here. Although the learning requires a special procedure. 
both Lhe old computational 'behaviour and declarations stay, and new learning behaviour and new declarations 
needed can be added easily. The neuron model described here can be implemented in VHDL as follows: 

entity Neuron is 
generic(NumberOflnputs:natural; 

TresholdValue :natural); 
.port (e :in RealArr(l to NumberOflnputs); 

o :out real:=<l.O; 
w :in RealArr(l to NumberOflnputs); 
); 

end Ne11Ion; 
uchitedure Classic of Neuron is 

function CalculateSum(lnputs:RealArr;Weights:RealArr) return real is 
begin 

- definition of function 
e.nd Calcula·teSum; 

begin - description of behaviour 
Computational _process: 
process(e) 
begin 

if CalculateSum(e,w) > TresholdValue then o <= 1.0; 
,e:i.se o <= 0.0; 
'end if; 

end process ; 
- and here is the place for Leaming_process ! 

end Classic; 
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Example 2 

2 
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: d I .1--• - , 

Fi .3. Model of .A:OAUNE 

tJalnln11 enllty 

d 
delta rule ( 2) -

w1, w2 
..... ... 

w.~ 

: I 
I I 

I 
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I 
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I 
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··· .•. Pi 
' 

I 

neuron •nllty 

0 

Consider a model of a single neuron named "adaptive linear 
element" - ADALINE (Fig.3.), which should learn to project the 
given input vector e into ·the required output r , while the actual 
output o differs from r by the value d; see e.g.[5) . The delta 
method of it.he fonn 

wk+l=wk+ T}de, k=O, l,. .. (2) 

should be applied to modify the vector of weights, where T\ is a 
11ea1 numbe1r and k denotes the number of learning step. 

Assuming that e, w, o and r are defined as signals, the model of 
ADALINE can be modified in many ways. Figure 4. shows a 

, proposition in which the structure of the neuron presented in 

L -
I 

I 

I l 0 

r 

I 

-

I 
I 

Figure 2 is used. Here, however, the weight signals 
wi should be placed in the sensitivity list to assure 
the activation of the neuron for a constant input 
signals. The training entity generates no events on 
weight signals if the neuron has been learned 
satisfactorily. lt is of course also possible to 
integrate ,the module updating the weights into the 
nem;on entity and thus to make it sensitive to the 
sigrud d, or kl perform the whole data processing 
inside the neuron entity - alternatives are a few. 

4. FINAL REMARKS 

Fig.4.Event oriented model .of ADAUNE 

In the paper the features of VHDL have been 
presented and it has been shown how the 
capabilities of VHDL can be used for modelling 
and simulation of artificial neural networks. Due to 
the introduction of the concepts of a signal, quasi

parallel data processing, modularity and event driven simulation, VHDL can be successfully used for the 
considered task. 
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Abstract. We present a mathematical model for the evaluation of the heat gain through 
an external TIM-wall of a building, exposed to solar radiation. We state the underlying 
heat transfer problem in the multicomponent structure under consideration and describe 
the source terms arising from the solar heating. The much involved problem can be given 
a nonstandard variational formulation, suitable for numerical approximations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper deals with a mathematical model for the transient heat transfer through 
an external TIM-wall of a building, exposed to solar radiation. Here TIM stands for 
'transparent isolation material', recently deviced for building elements for reducing the 
energy demand for the heating of buildings. In a nutshell, TIM combines the transparency 
for short wave radiation a.nd a good heat resistance, the latter in contrast to standard 
glazing. Although intensive experimental research on TIM-building elements is reported 
on, see e.g. [3], no comprehensive mathematical approach seems to exist, evaluating t heir 
thermal performance and rational energy use potential. 

To fix the ideas, consider a typical external TIM-wall, with a single isolation sheet , as 
shown in Fig. 1. 

~ glass 

U1 

f li 

Xo X1 

air 
cave 

T1 

:Z:2 

TIM air 
cave 

concrete 

Fig. 1. A cross section of a TIM-wall 

room 

A relevant physical quantity is the heat gain , given by the heat flux at the indoor wall 
surface, x = x 5 , related to (a) the influence of the time varying solar radiation, incident 
upon the glass sheet and (partly) passing through the composite medium up to the surface 
x = :z:4 of the opaque material (concrete), ( b) the thermo-physical properties of the various 
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layers in the multicomponent structure, including the respective convective and radiative 
transfer coefficients. For the analysis of the thermal behaviour of the TIM-wall, also the 
temperature raise inside the TIM-material has to be ta.ken into account , with respect to 
its durability. 

The underlying mathematical problem is to determine the temperatures u,, 1 :::; i :::; 3, 
in the glass, the TIM-sheet and the ·Concrete respectively, .as well as the a.ir temperatures 
T1 and T2 in the two caves. 

For the sake of simplicity, we deal with a one dimensional model, the heat transmission 
through the wall being in one direction only, orthogonal to the parallel surfaces, which is 
a standard assumption in heat transfer problems in building physics. Likewise the air in 
the caves is taken to be homogeneously at the temperatures T1(t) and T2 (t) respectively. 
Moreover the caves are not ventilated. 

2. THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

2.1. The differential equations (DEs) and boundary conditions (BCs) 

In the slabs n,, 1 :::; i ·:::; 3, heat is transferred by conduction. Hence the temperatures 
u,, 1 :::; i :::; 3, obey the DEs 

au, 8 au, 
c; ·Pi· ot = ax(k; · ax) + fi(x, t; u,), (2.1) 

where c;, Pi and k; (with respective units J/kgK, kg/m3 and W/mK) represent the 
specific heat , the density and the thermal conductivity of the material in n, respectively. 
In general we may allow for the case c; = c;( x , t ; u.i) , etc. In (2.1) the source term f; 
correspond to the solar heating of the wall, [W/m3] • In the opaque material n3 we have 
h = 0 throughout. 

At the outdoor wall surface heat is transferred by convection and radiation, i.e. 

X = X o, t > 0 (2.2) 

Here hco and hro are the convective and radiative h·eat transfer coefficients at x = x0 

respectively, (W/m2 K] , (which may depend on t and u1 ), while u 0 = u 0 (x0 , t) is the 
outdoor temperature and :u.d:11 = u.1t11 (xo,t) = uo -21 (or a· Uo,a = 0.93). Moreover 
FsE = ( 1 - cos1 )/2 is the view factor w.all- surrounding.s, ; being the inclination angle , 
[
0
], of the waH with respect to a horizontal plane, and Fss = 1 - FsE is the view factor 

wall-sky. 
At the indoor wall surface we may assume heat to be transferred by convection only, 

t.e. 

X = X5 1 t > 0 (2.3) 

where hcs is the convective heat transfer coefficient at x = x5 (possibly adjusted to count 
for Linearized radiation) and Uin = '1Lin(x5 , t) is the indoor a.ir temperature. 
The transfer coefficients hco, hr.0 and hcs depend on the material properties. Typically, one 
has hco = a+ bu, where v is the velocity of the air flow parallel to the plane surface and a 
and bare ·constants depending on the type of the surface (when the velocity of the wind 
exceeds 5.03 m/s , a power law, hco = c ·v", with c and d constants, is more appropriate), 
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see e.g. [5]. Moreover hr0 = eo · u , where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and e0 is 
the emissivity of the surface x = x 0 • 

2.2. The transmission conditions (TCs) 

At the surface x = :z:1 of the glass sheet heat is transferred by convection to the air in 
the cave and by radiation to the opposite surface of the cavity, i.e. 

A similar situation occurs at the surfaces x = x 2 and x = x 3 , explicitly , 

In the opaque material we had h = 0 throughout. Correspondingly the influence of the 
solar radiation on this layer is thought to be concentrated at the surface x = :z: 4 • This 
give rise to a supplementary term, denoted by fsoL , in the heat flux expression, viz. 

Again the convective and radiative transfer coefficients may vary with time and may de
pend on the respective temperatures in the slabs, thus hc1 = hc1(t, u1(x1 , t)) , etc. The 
term f SOL entering (2.4) will be described in the next section, as it is also the case with 
the terms f1 and f2, a.rising in (2.1). 

2.3. The heat balance equations in the air caves 

In the air caves, which are neither ventilated nor heated, the change of heat, corre· 
sponding to a change of the air temperature, is in balance with the heat gained / lost by 
convection at the two surfaces of the cave. Thus, for the first cavity, when during a time 
interval (t, t + ~t) , the temperature change is ~Ti, we have 

or, in the limit ~t -+ 0 , 

dT1 
dt 

= the thermal capacity of the air, (J / Km3
] 

the volume of the lst cave, {m3) 

the area of the surfaces of the caves, (m2
) 

:z: 1 - x 0 = the length of the cave, [m] 
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Similarly, T2(t) obeys 

dT2 1 
dt l

2
. C'P · [hc3 · (u2(x3, t) - T2(t)) + hc4 · (u3(X41 t) - T2(t))], t > 0 (2.6) 

where f.2 = X4 - X3 • 

2.4. Initial conditions 

The system (2.1)-(2.6) for the fiv·e temperatures u 1(x, t), ... , T2(t) must be completed 
by the initial data at t = 0 , corresponding to sunrise, say 

(2.7.a-b) 

3. THE HEAT GENERATION 

In (2.1) the source terms f 1 and f2 represent the internal heat generation in the glass 
:sheet and the TIM-layer respectively, due to the :solar radiation. Likewise, the contri
bution FsoL to the heat flux at x = x 4 , see (2.4), represents the influence of the solar 
radiation on the opaque material) which is taken to be ·concentrated at this surface. 

3.1. The source terms / 1 and f.i. ( fransparent materials) 

This subsection is based upon [2]; see also [l] . 
The source term in the transparent material n1 and fl2 can be written as 

(3.1) 

where qi,t and fl,di stand for the density of heat :flow, [W/m2], of the direct (beam) radiation 
.and diffuse radiation respectively and where Qi,t and O:cii are the corresponding internal 
absorption coefficients, [1/m]. The coefficients abi are determined experimentally, while 
·Otci& may be taken to be constant and may be derived from ai,t . 

Fig. 2. Direct (beam) and diffuse raidiation in a slab. 

The sola.r radiation incident on transparent material is partly reflected at the boundary, 
partly absorbed and partly transmitted (the internal reflection and scattering may be 
disregarded in a .first model). Therefore, in a one dimensional situation, we have (when 
dropping the index i ) 

(3.2.a- b) 
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where the plus sign indicates the pa.rt of the (beam or diffuse) solar radiation going from 
the left (outdoor) to the right (indoor ), while the minus sign indicates sola.r radiation 
parts travelling in the opposite direction. 

The direct sola.r radiation passing through n, from left to right is absorbed at a rate 
o:,,. per unit distance and per unit density of heat flow. Hence q~ varies with x according 
to the DE 

oq~ ox = -o:,,.. q~ , i = 1.) 2 (3.3) 

Similarly, the direct solar radiation passing through n, from right to left obeys 

8qi: -ox = O:bi • q,,. ' i = 1,2 (3.4) 

The equations of radiation transfer for the diffuse radiation parts q;i. and qi. a.re the same 
as (3.3) and (3.4) respectively, with o:,,. replaced by o:4, . 

To obtain q~ and qi: from (3.3) and (3.4) appropriate BCs have to be added. 
We denote by qzb = qu,( ti f3, 'Yi A) the density of the heat flow of the direct radiation 
incident on the surface x = :to , A being the wave length and (3 the angle of incidence. q.11 

is obtained experimentally. 
Denoting the reflection coefficients of the glass and TIM~surfaces by p1 and p2 respectively, 
the appropriate BCs for qti_ at x = xo and for qtz at x = x2 read 

(3.Sa) 

(3.5b) 

Note that in the last equation the factor qb'i(x1 ) is known from the problem (3.3), (3 .5a) 
for qti_, while the factor (1 - p1 ) counts for the transmission of that beam at x = x 1 . 

The BC for the beam qbi passing through n1 from right to left may be written in the 
form 

(3.6a) 

where the first term at the right·hand side corresponds to the reflected part of the beam 
incident from the left on the surface x = xi, while the second term corresponds to the 
transmitted part of that beam, which is then further reflected at the surface x = x 2 

(giving rise to the factor P'J) and finally is transmitted again at the surface x = x 1 , now 
from right to left of course (inducing the last factor (1 - pi)). 

Similarly, the BC for q~ reads 

(3.6b) 

where p3 is the reflection coefficient of the surface x = z 4 and where q~(x3 ) is already 
known from the problem (3.3), (3.5b) for qtz. 

In summary, the equations (3.2a)-(3.6) constitute a closed system for qrn, x E ni, 
i = 1, 2. By a completely analogous system the diffuse radiation densities qc1i, x E n,, 
i = 1, 2, may be determined, now leaving from the density of heat flow, q.c1 = q.c1(ti 'Yi).), 
of the diffuse radiation incident on the surface x = x0 • This concludes the representation 
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of the source terms / 1 and /2, (3.1). 

3.2. The term f soL (opaque material) 

By the same arguments a:s above we have for the contribution of the solar radiation 
(only from the left to the right) to the heat fi we at x = :z:4 : 

fsoL = [q~(x3) + qt2(x3)] · (1 - P2) · (1 - p3) (3.7) 

the two terms at the right-hand side corresponding to the beam and diffuse radiation 
incident from the left on the surface x = x 3 , transmitted at this surface, passing through 
the air space and being not reflected (i .e. being 'kept ') at the surface x = x 4 of the opaque 
material. 

4. AN IMPERFECT THERMAL CONTACT PROBLEM. VARIATIONAL 
FORMULATION. 

The problem (2.1 )-(2.7) can be reformulated as an imperfect thermal contact problem 
in a multicomponent domain, by 'eliminating' the cavities. First the explicit expressions 
of T1(t) and T2(t), obtained from the first order initial value problems (2.5)-(2.6), (2.7b), 
e.g. (for the case that hcl and hc2 are constant in time), 

Ti(t) = T~ . e-(1/L1·C,.)-(li.ei+li..1)-t 

+ li ~Gp· 11
[hc1 · u1(xi, r) + hc2 • u2(x2, r)]e-(l/li·C,.)-(li.ci+li.<2)·(t-~) dr (4.1) 

are substituted in the TCs (2.4). 
Next, the domain n2 is shifted to the left 'SO as to be adjacent to the domain n1 and 

similarly 0 3 is .shifted to the left to be adjacent to 0 2 • We end up with a parabolic problem 
for a scalar unknown function u(x, t) in a multicomponent domain n = n1 n n2 n 03, 
where ui = ulo,, 1 :'.S i :'.S 3. Both the fiwc and the temperature jump at the interfaces of 
the subregions (which now read x = x1 = x 2 and x = :z:3 = x4), according to (2.4a-b) and 
(2.4c-d). The jumps turn out to be expressed in terms of Volterra operators acting on 
the traces of the unknown function from both sides of the internal boundaries, see ( 4.1 ). 
Parabolic problems of related types are studied in [4] and ,(6]. 

The elimination of the cavities, to arrive at an imperfect thermal contact problem, 
allows us to recast the much involved problem for the temperatures u,, 1 :'.S i :'.S 3, into 
a transparent , although nonsta.ndard, variational form, which is suitable for numerical 
approximations. We proceed in two steps. 

First we deal with the boundary value problem for u1 in the usual way, i.e. we multiply 
both sides of the DE (2.1) with a tesHuuction Vi E H 1(0i), H1(0i) being the first order 
Sobolev :space •OD the domain ni, 'W•e integrate over n1, 'W•e apply integration by parts to 
reduce the order of differentiation by one and finally we invoke the BCs (2.2)-(2.3) and the 
TCs (2.4) [Hereby, of course, a change of notation is ma.de, corresponding to the shiftings, 
mentioned above] . Next, the resulting variational equations for ui, 1 ~ i ~ 3, are added. 
This results in a variational equation for u = [u1, u2 1 u3] E V = H 1(01) x H 1(02) x H 1(03) 
of the type 

(w· ~:,v)+a(u,v)+b(u,v)+g(u, V(u);v) = (f ,v) + m(v), 'Vv = [v1,v:11 ,v3] E V. (4.2) 
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Here ( w · ~~, :v), a( u, v) and (f, v) arise from the parabolic term, the elliptic term and 
the source term of (2.1) respectively. Moreover b( u, v) and m( v) correspond to the BCs 
(2.2)-(2.3). Finally, g( u., V( u ); v) arises from the TCs (2.4 ), including Volterra operators 
acting on u. of the type (4.1) , which is summarized by the notation V(u). 

Leaving from ( 4.2) numerical approximation methods may be outlined, such as the 
Rothe finite element method, developed e.g. in {4] and {'6] for related parabolic problems. 

5. RESULTS 

Above we briefly described a mathematical model for evaluating the heat gain through 
an external TIM-wall of a building, exposed to solar radiation, as well as the temperature 
raise in the TIM-layer. After recasting the mathematical problem in a variational form, 
the physical relevant flux, (2.3), and temperature may be obtained by an elegant and 
rdiable numerical method. 
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HEAT-DYNAMICS MODEL OF A HOME 

Vladimir HAMATA., Jaromir KREMEN, Miroslav PA.EUC:IL, Rudolf PADOUK 
Civil Engineering Faculty, Czech Technical University Prague 

Thakurova 7, CZ-166 29 Prague 6, Czech Republi c 

Abstract. 
A continuous simulation model of a living home approximated by means of 

lumped parameters, a heating-system model and a model of automatic heat con
trol are introduced. The simulation model helps in designing the desired 
heat-dynamics of the building (even for improvement or reconstruction purpo
ses) and in investigation of the function of different types of controlled 
heating systems under given dynamics of the building. The model further en
ables selection of daily/weekly regimes of heating that yield maximal energy 
savings and assures thermal comfort of the interior. Results for a real fa
mily home are introduced as an illustration. 

1 • INTRODUCTION 

Simulation model of the heat dynamics of a building presented in this 
paper is described by physical quantities like heat-capacity, heat-conducti
vity, temperature, power, etc. The user on the other hand thinks and uses 
"construction" quantities like dimensions of walls, columns, ceilings, 
floors etc. and their material composition, various types of radiators, 
Transformation of these two types of quantities is provided by an interface 
not introduced in this paper - the attention is given to he simulation mo
del itself . 

2. KArnEMATICAL MODEL 

The over-all mathematical model consists of mathematical models of 
following systems: 

- the heating system (i.e. heat-producing system), 
- the control system and 
- the building object as well. 

The mathematical model of the heat-producing system is created by models 
of the heating agregate (i.e. boiler or heat-accumulating tank et~.). The 
model of the control system consists of submodels of the boiler- and room
thermostats, mixing valve, hot-water pump, pipe- and radiator systems. 

For illustration the heating agregate is in our case represented by a 
water-accumulation tank with 14 cubic meters volume. It is heated by elec
tric power (Power [W)), which is switched on by the signal PowerOn, if the 
temperature of water (Ts) is lower than its upper limit (in our case 98 °C) 
and simultaneously the interval suitable for the night cheaper rate goes on. 
The power from the heat-capacity Cs (6.0e+7 Ws/ °C) of the accumulating tank 
is withdrawn partly by the imperfect heat-insulation (heat-conductivity Gsa 
between Ts and the temperature of the ground TB) and partly in form of a 
utilizable power for heating. The temperature Ts in time t is given by the 
following equation (Tso is the initial temperature) 
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1 T =T +--. 
s so c 

s 

t 

I [PowerOn.Power-C .V.PumpOn.(T -T )-G .(T-T )] 
H 0 SHIX R SB S B 

2 
0 

dT 

The mixing valve is described by the relation TSKIX= µ.Ts+ {l- µ).TR, 
where: TR is the temperature of water which is fed back 

µ is the mixing ratio. 

( 1 ) 

The heat-water pump ensures - the signal PumpOn - the movement of heat
in§ water with the specific volume heat CH20 [Ws/ m3

. °C] by the speed v 
[m /s] in dependence on the function of the room thermostat. 

Water is pumped through the distributing pipes, which are represented by 
the heat-capacity CP . Heat-conductivity GPA between the temperature TP in 
the distributing pipes and temperature TAIR of the interior air represents 
heat-loss on the conduit. Temperature TP is given as follows 

1 
T =T +-

P PO C p 

t 

I [C . V. PumpOn . (T -T )-G . (T -T l] dT H
2
o SKIX P PA P AIR 

( 2 ) 

0 

The radiator with a heat-capacity CR is connected to the distributing 
pipes. The heat-power drawn from it is given by the heat-conductivity GRA 
between the radiator and air and by the difference of their temperatures as 
well. The temperature TR of the water leaving the radiator is given by 

t 

T =T + -c1 
. J [c . v. PumpOn. (T -T )-G . (T -T )] dT R RO H 0 P R RA R AIR 

R 2 

( 3 ) 

0 

According to the current purpose of our model the heat dynamics of the 
building is highly comprimated, i.e . less structured . The cladding is appro
ximated by its heat-capacity divided into two parts (internal and external 
one) that are mutually connected with the heat-conductivity. The mathemati 
cal model of the building consists of the mathematical descriptions of phe
nomena on heat-capacities and heat-conductivities of the fo l lowing parts of 
the building: 

CA [W. s/°K] heat-capacity of the a ir in the building' s int'erior 
Cr heat-capacity of the interior (partition walls and interior equipment) 
CCI heat-capacity of the internal part of the cladding 
Ceo heat-capacity of the external part of the cladding 
CLOFT heat-capacity of the internal loft construction 
GAB [W/°K] heat-conduc tivity between temperature of air TAIR and ground TB 
GAI heat-conductivity between TAIR and temperature of interior TI 
GACI heat-conductivity between TAIR and internal part of coat Tei 
GWND heat-conductivity between TAIR and outer temperature Tm.rr 
GCLAD heat-conductivity between Tc1 on Cc1 and Teo on Ceo 
Gcoo heat-conductivity between Teo on Ceo and outer temperature ToUT 
GAL heat-conductivity between TAIR on CA and TLOfT on CLOFT 
GLo heat-conductivity between TLOFT on CLOFT and outer temperature ToUT 
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This model is represented by following equations: 

r AIR =r Al RO. ~A • f [ GRA. er. -r AIR )+G ACI. er Cl -r Al R) +GAL .(\Of'T -r AIR). 

- · o 
+G . (T -T )+G . (T -T )+G . (T -T )+G . (T -T l] dT 

AB B AIR WNO OUT AJR Al I AIR PA P AIR 

1 
T =T +--

r 10 C · 
I f [ 

0 

G . (T -T >] dT 
Al AIR I 

t 

1 
T =T +--

c1 CIO C 
Cl I [ G . ( T -T ) +G . ( T -T >] dT 

ACI AIR Cl CLAD CO Cl 

0 

1 Jt[ T =T +--. 
LOfT LOFTO C 

LOFT 
0 

G .(T -T )+G .(T -T )] d-r 
AL AIR LOfT LO OUT LOFT 

( 4 ) 

( 5 ) 

( 6 ) 

( 7 ) 

( 8 ) 

The model is implemented on standard IBM PC architecture using simula
tion system PSI / e that has been deve loped at TU Delft . The results i : e. time 
dependencies of selected variables are shown at Fig. 1. These results were 
obtained for two-storey brick-built family home with six rooms built in 
1930. 

3. RESULTS 

The simulation model of the introduced structure represents the general 
view on the heat-dynamics of the building . It was formed by an order of de
signer and not by the demand of relatively simple approximation of a real 
building with a heating system as might seem. Richly structured model are 
under development to study other related problems . 

A set of experiments has been made with the presented model - at the be
ginning to verify it by comparing it to the real object, later to study the 
heating regimes in buildings with different heat dynamics under different 
external climatic conditions. 

Obtained results show fairly good correspondence of the simulated heat
dynamics phenomena with those observed and measured on the real reference 
home. 
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A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF ISOTROPIC MATERJAL BEHAVIOUR 
INCLUDING SECOND-ORDER-EFFECT.S 

HOLM ALTENBACH" and ALEXANDER ZOLOCHEVSKY·-

• Institut for Werkstofftechnik und Werkstoffpriifung 
Otto-von-G l!ericke-Universitat Magdeburg 
Postfach 4120, 39 016 Magdeburg, Deutschland 

Department of Strength and Dynamics of Mashines 
Kharkov Technical University 
Frunze str. 21, 310002 Kharkov 2, Ukraine 

Abstract. Some experimental investigations show significant second-order-effects for isotropic materials 
in the elastic, creep or failure behaviour. The proposed unified model based on a potential formulation 
taking into account all three stress tensor invariants. The proposed model containts some material 
parameters, which can be determed by so-called basic experiments. A good agreement between theoretical 
and experimental results for multiaxial stress states is obtained. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Some isotropic artificial or natura'l materials (light alloys, cast irons, plastics, ceramics, composites , 
geomaterials etc.) show in tests several types of non-negligible second-order-erfec ts. These effects are 
connected with the loading conditions. So we can obtain 

• different behaviour in tension and compression, 

• different normalized stress-strain-diagramms in tension and torsion , 

• dependence upon superposed hydrostatic pressure, 

• compressibility, 

• Poynting-Swift-effect etc. 

Examples are shown on Figs. l - 4. 

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

In the frame of the geometrical linear theory tne constitutive equations for elastic and creep behaviour 
and the criteria of strength (limit state) of this class of isotropic materials can be developed by an unified 
approach, based on a potential formulation. The potential or the limit surface is given by a funktion F 
in dependence of some equivalent stress Ueq 

F = F(e7e9 ). ( 1) 

The equivalent stress is a function only of the stress invariants in the case of isotropic materials. In case of 
cla.ssical theories F is a function of the second invariant of the stress deviator ( von Mius-type theories), 
and the influence of the first and the third invariant is neglected . 

The simplest extension of the von Mises-type theories can be given in the following form. The 
equivalent stress expressions take also into account the first or the third invariant of the stress tensor . In 
general the function F is more complex. Let us suggest here a dependence on all three invariants. 
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Figure l: Stress-strain diagramm of c~lluloid 
(after Nishda111[2]), T = 3381\, 1 - tension, 2 
- pure torsion, 3 - compression, 4 - uniaxial 
tension and hydrostatic pressure 
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Figure :3: Creep curves of the austenitic 
steel El - 257 (after Rabotnov(3]), O'i 

170M Pa. T = 873/\, l - tension, 2 - torsion 
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Figure 2: Creep curves of Zircaloy-2 (after 
L1Jcas fj Pelloux(l ]), tension - open symbols , 
compression - full symbols 
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Figure 4: Influence of hydrostatic pressure 
p (after Nish1lan1[2]) . O'; = 11, .).H Pa , T = 
3381\, l - p = 0, 2 - p = 0'1 , 3 - p = 2cr,, 4- p = 
:30'; 

There are two different possibilities to define the invariants. The first is connected with the pure 
mathematical definition of the 'linear mvariant 

(~) 

the quadratic in variant 

(3) 

and the cubic invariant 

(4) 

where u;; is the stress tensor, and 6;; is the Kronnecker's delta. Let us suggest some new combinations 
of these invariants, e.g. 

~ 1 2 J 1( 3 
0"1 = AI1 ,<Ti = 2(BI2 + C I1 ),0'3 = 3 DI;i + LI1I2 + MI1 ). (5) 

Then we propose the equivalent stress in the following form 

(6) 
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Here Q and /3 are numerical coefficients characterizing t he "specific weight" of the linear and the cubic 
invariants, A, ... , 1\rf are parameters. They should be determed for each material. 

Starting from Eq.(6), we assume the existence of a potential in the form 

l ? 
F = 2(1;q. (7) 

In the case of the elastic behaviour we get the following constitutive relation 

oF•'a•lie 
0<1ij 

For the description of creep we use the associated creep law 

where µ is a Lagrange's multiplier . 
The second possibility is connected with Novoshilov's invariants 

. 27 det( s;;) 
11 = <1jj0ij I Uj = I Stn 3~ = -- 3 ' 

2 '7; 

where s;; = u;; - I 16;; /3. In this case we can propose the equivalent stress in the following form 

Here Ai are the material parameters. Then the limit surface can be described by the equation 

<1eq = <7T . 

3. BASIC EXPERIMENTS 

(8) 

(9) 

( 10) 

( 11) 

(12) 

.As an example we determine the parameters in Eqs. (5) for creep behaviour. Let us discuss the following 
basic experiments: 

• uniaxial tension 

·• uniaxial compression 

• pure torsion 

• hydrostatic pressure 

Here constants L+ , L_, Q, N, ;\-I, P, n are known from tests. 
For determination of the parameters in the strength criterion 

failure tests: 

• uniaxial tension 
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(13) 

( 1-t) 

(15) 

(16) 

(11), (12) we can use the following 

(17) 



• uniaxial compression 

0"11 = -ere; ( 1 S) 

• pure torsion 

( l 9) 

• thinwalled tube under inner pressure 

(20) 

• uniaxial tension under hydrostatic pressure 

(2 1) 

• thinwalled tube under inner pressure and tension 

(22) 

4. APPLICATION 

Let us consider the failure of gr,ey cast iron with 17T = 2.53A.f Pa, <fc = 624.i\f Pa, TT = 168.\J Pa, 17 B = 
222M Pa, 17• = 195AI Pa, q•· = 592.M Pa. The results of calculations of the equivalent stress by Eq. (11) 
and the Huher-von Jfises-Hencky's criterion are shown in the Table. 

I I 0"33 ' cr.q Eq.( H ) 1\ 
(7von~'\rl :.J~.s 

I (j l i 0"22 I I <C 

253 I 0 0 253 2.53 
187 -100 -100 253.6 287 
128 -200 -200 261.2 I 328 
64 -300 -.100 263.8 364 
-15 -400 --100 251.4 385 
-80 -500 -.)00 : 253 420 

:1 222 tl 1 
I 

0 2l l .9 192.2 
176 38 I -100 223.l 239 
136 -32 -200 ' 240 290.9 
82 -109 -300 243.7 .330.8 
10 -159 -400 230 355.1 

-50 -275 -500 227.9 389.7 

Table l: Comparision of the new and the clasical strength criteria 
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The Mathematical Model of Shapeformation Processes of Metalpolymer 
Composite Shells 

Lvov G., Odintsova E. 
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Abstract. The paper is devoted to the problem of creation of mathematical 
model of shapeformation of composit shell. The material of shell is multilayered 
composite. It consists of metal and plastic layeres .The solution was built on the 
base of theory of effective moduls. The problem was solved for shadow shells 
and shells of rotation. 

Recently the utilization of laminated metalpolyrner composite ma.terial for 
making of shell elements of machinebuilding constructions is getting broader 
because these materials have many advantages over metals.such as :their weight 
is less than weight of metals about 15-20 %. they have heightened viscosity of 
destru·ction and vibration strength.That is why the interest to study of properties 
of these materials and creation of methods of calculation of composite 
construction increases. Durind calculation of behavior of composite material 
which consists of few components under mechanical loading many difficulties 
arise. In order to overcome these difficulties in practice real material is 
substituted for model, analysis of stress- deformation state of it makes possible 
to obtain exact notion of behavior of composite. The elastic - plastic deformation 
of intermediate products of simple forms ( cylindrical shells, plane sheets and 
etc.) is effective method of the obtaining the products from composite materials. 
The investigation of these processes requires of definition of a special problems 
of shapeformation. For shells which wer·e made from homogeneous materials 
these problems were definited in {1]. 

1. In this paper the inverse problem of shapeformation of composite shell 
which on process of deformation acquires a predetermined form is solved . It is 
necesssry to determine external influence which will make this shapeformation 
and components of stress - deformation state of shell. In order to build the 
model of composite the hypothesises of continuity and homogeneity were 
introduced. Thus during calculation composite is changed of homogeneous 
surroundings mechanical behaviour of this surroundings completely models the 
behavior of real material. The theory of effective moduls is used. The effective 
moduls are inverage values of stiffness and strength, they account properties of 
all phases of heterogeneous surroundings and their interaction. 

The process of the definition of effective moduls of laminated composite 
consists of two stages. During the first stage the problem of calculation of 
effective moduls of plastic layers is so[ved. The material of plastic is fibres 
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reinforced composite. The physical constants of the plastic are definitited 
with account properties of fibres and matrix and their volume content. 

In order to solve this problem the structural model of composite is 
introduced.as a rule this is polydispersed or threephase model [2,3J. At the 
second stage_the effective moduls of the packet on the whole are calculated. For 
the purpose of definited the stress - deformation state of shell we need to know 

the elastic constants in different directions :E11 ,E22 , V 12 , V 21 ,µ 1i · 

These values are expressed through characteristics of layers. Let shell 

consists of n layers. The coordinate axises a 1 , ai are situated in the plane of 

layers, axis a, is perpendicular to it. ln order to obtain the expression of the 

moduls of elasticity of composite we considered the tension in a 1 • and a 2 

directions in turns. 

(i = 1,2) ( 1.1) 
m=I 

where ym = h m /H - volume portion of m - layer ; h m, H 
layer and packet on the whole. 

thicknesses of m -

Consider stress s tate cr...,, E 
22 

to definite 

Poisson 's coefficients V1 2, V21 

(1. 2) 

where 

1 E"' h'n 
b =: • ~ II• • 111 

I L.. V:1· 
E . H m•I ~ - vm v"' 

t I 'I 11 21 

Consider stress sytate of pure shear to obtain the expression of shear modul 

1 " "\ "' h"' 
µ11 = H · L..µ1 1 • 

m"'I 

(1. 3) 

( 1.3) 
Like this, we obtained the expressions of effective moduls of laminated 

composite through elastic constants of separate layers. 
2. During study of elastic - plastic properties of composite we used the 

theory of plasticity of orthotropic material with isotropic strengthening. 
According to this theory the condition of the beginning of plasticity has view 
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Ho· (cr11-cr22)2 + Fo · (cr22-crn)
2 

+Go· (crn-cr1S + 

+2 ·No· 't12 + 2 ·Lo· 't23 + 2 ·Mo· 't13 -1 = 0, 

where H ,F ,G ,N ,L ,M -initial values of anisotropic parameters. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

(2.1) 

U is necessary to definite effective values of anisotropic parameters of 
composite on the whole to calculate the stress state of shell under the conditions 
of elastic - plastic deformations. 

At the first on the base of known diagrams of tension of plastic and 

metal which wer·e obtained under conditions of tension of examples in axis a 
I 

and axis a directions, the diagram of tension of composite was constructed 
2 

and than it was approximated. Consider the efforts which arise in the example 

after one - axial tension in axis a and axis a directions and pure shear to 
I 2 

obtain the values of plastic parameters of composite through constants of layers. 
For the solving of elastic - plastic problem the method of additional 

deformations was used, it allows to reduction elastic -plastic problem to elastic 
with additional deformati.ons. 

3. Resolving system of equations of inverse problem of shapeformation of 
shell of rotate which was made from cylindrical blank is constructed. ln initial 
state the middle surtace of shell is represented with parametrical equation with 

help of Lagrange coordinate R
0 
=R

0 
( a

1
,aJ. At the end of the deformation 

process the form of shell must satisfy the equation f( R )=0. Geometrical 

condition of realization of this shapeformation req1res that the vector of 

displacements 0( Cl
1
,Cl

2
) of points of middle surface satisfy an equation 

f(R
0 
+O)=o. 

This equation is .added with complete system of equations of physical and 
geometrically nonlinear theory of shells. The forces actors were expressed 
through displacements and than one of the equations of equilibrium was 
rearranged an such form 

a. (a) u.1 1 + ai (a)u , I+ aJ (a)u + <L (a) u.1 u + 

as(a)u2 + ao(a)u3 + L"' (a)- LP(a) = 0 (3 .1) 

So the resolving equation was obtained, it is the differential equation of 
second power with varying coefficients. The method of shooting (the modification 
of Runge - Kutta method for boundary problem )was used to solve this equation. 

The axial dispiacements u( al, (l2) were obtained. The second equation is 

solved to obtain the pressure which made this shapeformation. 

- t8<6 -

' 
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TURBULENT SCALE CHANGE DEPTH BENEATH FREE SURFACE 

Winston KHAN 
University of Pueno Rico 
Mayaguez, Puerto Rico 

Abstract. On the approach of turbulent vortices or eddies to an interface or free surface under 
varying interfacial conditions, it is believed and evidenced by various observers and 
experiments based on agitated systems, stirr:ed or otherwise, that the scale of turbulence 
changes ait some depth beneaith the interface. In this work, we derive an expression for this 
depth as a function of the Reynolds number and the surface compressional modulus of 
elasticity which arises due to surfactants. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Surface 1or interfa:cial phenomena have gained paramount importance in industry and, 
in particular, 1the shipping industry, which lends itself ito naval interest spanning the last 
decade. It is in this light, that vortex, jet and eddy interaction with clean and contaminated 
surfaces are being investigated. The scal,e change depth is germane to Navy considerations 
and ·Other industrial enterprises involving these physical situations. The author believes that 
the interaction of vortex dynamics with interfacial phenomena plays a major and significant 
role in this change of character corr:esponding to a characteristic depth beneath the free 
surface. In most of the past and present literature embodying the various ideas and evidence, 
the following are prominent. 

(a) . It appears that the boundary conditions at a free surface must influence this 
phenomenon either through the dynamics of the approaching eddies which creates an 
interaction with the interfacial boundary conditions to restrict its entry by a shear stress 
analysis, or 

(b) . Through a redistribution of the energy, which in turn translates into a restriction 
in the eddy turbulence scale. 

The above phenomena must occur at a certain depth beneath the free surface, and it 
is the purpose of this work ito determine this depth in 1terms of turbulent vortices and 
interfacial properties. 

2. METHOD 

Surface or interfacial phenomena has gained paramount importance in industry where 
jets and eddy interactions with clean and contaminated surfaces are being investigated. This 
particular problem contemplates a :theoretical inv,estigation of eddy or turbulent vortex 
interaction with ,surface phenomena. 
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In this light, it would be necessary to dwell for a few moments on the properties of 
surfactants. It is well known that variations in area in general involve variations in surface 
tension, such that D"fl'Yo = N dA/ A, where A is the ar'ea available per molecule and gives 
rise to the suraface compressional modulus of elasticity, c,-1

, but ·defined differently as -A 
d?r/dA. Since an approaching eddy would create dynamic disturbances close to the interface, 
such as dynamic pressures and stresses, its presence near the free surface would cause 
interfacial conditions to vary and become active due to dynamic disturbances through its 
elastic effect. 

As the free surface is approached, fluctuations nonnal to· the surface are diminished 
in comparison to those parallel to the surface, which are accentuated, resulting in an 
interfacial "tum around" of an approaching eddy. At the interface then the scale of the 
motion is two-dimensional and parallel to the surface, resulting in a scale change. However, 
the depth at which this scale change commences would correspond to the depth at which the 
dynamic properties influence interfacial conditions, which then retaliates through its elastic 
effect to negate the dynamic pressures exerted by an approaching eddy. We assume that this 
depth at which ·the scale change occurs is comparable to the average size of an eddy 
migrating into the interface from below. 

Experimental observation reveal .that the defonnation created in the normal direction 
is small in comparison to the horizontal motion of a migrating eddy into the interface. We 
may interpiiet dtis to imply that the impact of ·an eddy of fluid on the free surface causes the 
fluid to be redirected parallel to the surface and attributed :to a redistribution. of energy. 
Hence we ar:e seeking an energy redistribution solution, hence a clue to the model involved, 
that is, an energy approach. 

The model is that of a body of fluid in the fonn of an eddy or turbulent vortex which 
impinges on the interface under different interfacial conditions: (i) clean, and 
(ii) contaminated with in:so.luble film. 

If A. is the size of an ave.rage eddy, v is the velocity, 'Y the surface tension, and c;1 

the surface compressional modulus of elasticity, then energy considerations show that 

.!. .P v2,_3 = (A. + c,-1) ,_2 
2 

Hence, A. = ('Y + C,.1)/v2 = f(Re).g(c,-1
) = ('Y + c,·1)/Re2 • 

We interpret the average size of an approaching eddy to be comparable to the depth 
at which the dynamics of an eddy interacts with the surface conditions. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The depth A. characteriz·es a zone of damped tur1bu.l.en1ce near the free surface Eddies 
outside this depth are completely unaffected by the conditions of the free surface. 

The capillary forces must oppose the dynamic thrust which in tum is affected by the 
contamination through c.-1 and incorporated th(iough .energy considerations. 
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4. FIGURES 
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Fig. 3. Laser-i.nduieed fluorescence (LIF) ph1oto.gr:aph of a jet 
disCharging beneath a clean free .surface. 
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Variable Surface Tensi·on Ef f .ects on Drift 
Velocity of Water Waves 
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Abstract. In this paper, we consider the effect of the presence of 
a monomolecular film o n the free surface of an infinite horizontal 
extant. The asymptotic expressions for the Eulerian velocity field 
and the mass transport velocity are obtained for the motion indu ced 
by a surface wave in the regions of the free surface, the bottom 
boundary layers as also in the interior region outside of the two 
boundary layers. The bottom layer is assumed to be fully turbulent 
and the model developed by Trowbridge and Madsen (1984) is used. 
Also the wave damping coefficient is calculated. 

It is shown that for progressive waves the wave damping is 
O(jV) where v is the kinematic viscosity. This term vanishes with 
the vanishing film parameters. Also, it is established that the 
drift velocity just outside the bottom boundary layer changes 
direction for small va lues of (the wave number x the water depth) . 
The results for the drift in the presence and in t he absence of the 
surface film are compared . 

Reference: 

Trowbridge, John and Madsen , Ole . Turbulent wave boundary layer 
I & II. J. Geophysical Research 89, CS (1 984). 
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Abs,tr:act We present a novel technique for reducing linear multivariable controllers by approximating the 
frequency response of 'the high-order controller. For a 3x3 controller of 9th order the method is compared to 
frequency-weighted balancing and 1runcating as proposed by Enns where we use the output weighting and a 
two-sided weighting which is the same as applied in our frequency response approximation. 

1. Introduction 
The problem of controHer reduction is distinct from that of plant model reduction because the closed-loop 
behaviour rather dum the open-loop characteristics should be ;preserved. To achieve this, any controller 
reduction procedure oughit to take ·the plant model into account what leads to frequency-weighted 
approximation techniques. The weightings should be known a priori so they can be calculated automatically 
from the frequency responses of the nominal controller and 'the plant. 
We present a method for appr;oxirnating .a multivariabie controller frequency response matrix by a transfer 
matrix of specified structure and orders. While in [ 11 we discusse.d the controller design strategy, in this paper 
we emphasize die order rnduction method, assuming a high-order controller was obtained by whatever method 
seemed appropria~e. 
ln the third section, we summarize lhe concept of frequency-weighted balancing and 1runcating introduced by 
Enns. In addition to bis input weighting resp. output weighting we introduce a two-sided weighting which is 
similar w tha't used in our approximation technique. 
The application of lhe frequency response approximation method and the method of Enns demonstrates that a 
multi variable controUer of 9th order can be reduced w 4th order using ooth approaches if similar weightings are 
applied. 

2. Controller ired11ction by frequency response appro;\imation 
We consider a unity feedback system with r reference inpucs and r regulated outputs. The plant .e and the 
comro11er C .are rxp resp. pxr 'transfer m~trices, wi,th p2:r, and the reference-to-output frequency response is 

I.u(J)i = (!.. + t:.u(J)if uwJ r 1 
J:...uw>f Uw> . <2.1) 

To cakulate the sensitivity of the closed-loop frequency response to deviations of the compensator frequency 
response from ics nominal value Covai), we write die approximated controller as 

f Uw) = foUw) + ll.f.(jw) · (2.2) 

The aim of me approximation is to minimize the deviation of tbe closed-loop system frequency response matrix 
from ics nominal value which depends nonlinearly on t.Q(j<U) 

ll.IUwl = (l. + .f.UwJ(f.0 (jw) + ll.f.(jw) )t1 
f UwJ(f.0 (jw) + ll.£.Uw) )- IoUw) (2.3) 

Using 1the nominal resp. actual sensitivity funotions 

~0Uw> = (l. + fUw>foU(J)lf
1 

and ~U(J)> = (!.. + .f.UwJ£.uwJf
1 

ll.IUai} can be brought to the simple form 

ll.I(jw) = ~0 (j(J))P(jw)ll.f(jw)~(jw) 
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For a good approximation, .S.(joo) ·Can be replaced by SoUCD) what yields a linear relation of AI(joo) and ~~(jCil ) 

6.[()(I)) ""~o<Jw)f_(j(l))/:i..f_(j(l))~o<J(I)) · (2.6) 

If the desired closed-loop syscem is decoupled, Souco) is diagonal and each element of t:i...C(ico) affects only che 
corresponding column of 6.IGw) 

p 

Alkj (jaJ) = sok (j(l))soj (Ja>) L (Pki (jaJ)!J..cij (j(I))) . (2.7) 
i=I 

Thus the ·controller columns can be approximated independently. To solve the nonlinear problem of optimizing 
numerator and denominator polynomials simultaneously, the ii.erative method of Sanalhanan and Koemer[2] is 
used prescribing a common denominator in e.ach controller column (for more details see (1,3]). As the orders of 
the numerator polynomials can be differem and each coefficient can be set to zero, arbitrary structures as e.g. 
blockdiagonal controllers can be optimized. 
If the nominal controller frequency response is approximated by a relatively simple transfer macrix lhe achieved 
sensitivity function differs significantly from Souco). Most del:rimental is lhe fact lhat the off-diagonal elements 
do not vanish and thus ·lhe error in one controller column influences not only the same column of ICiw). 
Hence the solution of the column-by-column optimization is far from optimal and can be improved significantly 
by a nonlinear minimization of che overall quadratic error 

r r N 
1"' L. I. L. 6Jik (ja>() (2.8) 

2 

where N is the number of frequency points. AI is divide.d by ro to approximate che si.ep response rather chan che 
impulse response. We use Powell's unconstrained gradient-free minimization algorithm [4], starting from che 
solution of ·che independenc optimization of the controller columns. Auempts co solve (2.8) directly by global 
optirnizacion require enormous computation times due co the huge number of local minima and che results were 
not as good as from the two-si.ep approach . Furthermore che column-by-column approximation is an effective 
and computationally cheap indicator if che overall minimization is feasible wich the chosen orders. 
In order to avoid unstable approximations of stable controllers, che denominators dk(s) of order nk are 
parametrized as 

nri2 ( (sf (J)J2 + 2 s;/ (J)i + 1 ) 

i=I 
h -1)/2 ., 

(s/(1)0 +1) TI ( (s/(J)J-+2~;f(J)i+ 1) 
i=I 

nk even, 

StabiliLy of lhe closed-loop system is nol ensured in general buc depends on the approximation error. 

3. Balanc.ed Order Reduction 

3.1 The Balancing Tecibnique 

Let us consider an nth order, linear time-invarianL syslem Q cs) wilh a minimal realization 

G<s>"'f(sJ.-.:ir
1
§.+D . 

(2.9) 

(3.1) 

If che syslem is asymptotically stable, che controllability Gramian £and the observability Gramian Q exisl and 
are given by 

~ ·~ 

f.=- J e-1 1 B Br e.1
71 

dt, g = J e.drt £r fe.1 1 de 

0 0 

The Grarnians can be calculated from che Lyapunov equacions 

AP+PAT +BBT ;;:Q, .!f g+g.:i+f.Tf_;;:Q 

A realization (A,,a,.c,m of Q(s) is said to be (internally) balanced if 

E"'g"'~"'diag{a; ... an} wilh a; "'~~{.eg_} 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

It is assumed thac the state variables bave been permuted so chat ai ~ ai+l• i"' 1, ... ,n-1 where oi is che im 
Hanke'I singular value (HSV) that measures the input-output imponance of the balanced state xi. The 
eigenvalues of E and Q change under equivalence transformations but the HSVs are invariants of the inpul
output behaviour of che system. 
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Let the balanced realization be partitioned as 

(!l)=(~ll ~12 X!l)+(~11u. -2 !k1 !k2 -2 -2 f ( )( ~l ) (~l Q ) ~ = Q1 Qz x , ~ = 0 I: , 
-2 - -2 

(3.5) 

where .a11 and L 1 are rx r matrices. Moore [5] suggested that the subsystem (A11,!!1,£;1) should be a good 
approximation of the balanced system if o, » o,+i ·This direct truncation (DT) has the properties: 

• The subsystems (Aii·~·Ci), i = 1,2 ar;e internally balanced with Gramians Li [6]. 

• The subsystems <Ai·~·Ci), i = 1,2 are asymptotically stable if Or><Jr+I (6). 
• There is an upper bound for the approximation eroor (see e.g. [7]): 

~Q(ja>[ - ~r1 !l- ~'.i (ja>[ - d1 r1 ll1ll.. ~ 2 f ai 
1=r+l 

(3.6) 

The reduction error of the direct truncation method generally tends to vanish at high frequencies. There is a 
DC-gain mismatch berwe.en the high-order and the reduced-order model. If the order is reduced by l, the error 
achieves the upper bound 2on at (1)=0 [7]. 
In controller reduction one would like to retain as much as possible of the low and medium frequency 
properties of the high-order transfer matrix. This can be achieved by applying the singular penurbation 
technique lO the balanced realization instead of directly truncating it. The singular penurbation approximation 
(SPA) can be envisioned as making the eliminated states infinitely fast. Setting ! 2 = 0 yields: 

t. - A A t.-l t. C - C C t.-1 t. 
:!..."'r - -11 - -12=-"22:!..."21 -r - -1 - -2=-"22=-"21 

B =B -A t.- 1B 
-r -1 -12:.._"22-2 D =D-C t.- 1B -r - -2=-"22-2 

(3.7) 

ln [8] it was shown that the error bound (3.6) for the direct truncation method is also valid for the SPA. But 
opposite to the direct truncation there is no DC-gain mismacch and the error is shifted to higher frequencies. 

3.2 Frequency-Weighted Balancing 
Enns introduced frequency weighting into ·the balanced controller reduction co preserve properties of the closed
loop system instead of doing open-loop reduction. The basic idea is to change the controllability or observability 
Gramian co reflect the influence of the plant. 
From stability robusmess in the presence of plant uncertainties, the following conditions for closed-loop 
stability (assuming that the nominal controller stabilizes the plant) can be derived [7]. The closed-loop system 
with the reduced-order controller will remain stable if 

(3.8) 

with !he weightings 
W 

0 
(jlLI) = ~o (j{J)).f_(jw), W i (jw) = L "output weighting" or 

W 
0 

(jw) = L , W i (jw) = ~o (jw) .f. (jw) "input weighting" 
(3.9) 

depending whed1er the "uncertainty" due to the controller reduction is represented at the input or the output of 
the comroller. The weightings have the poles of the closed-loop sys~em and hence are stable. Note that only in 
!!he scalar case the two weightings will give the same weighted controUer. 
To calculate the observability Gramian in the output weighted case, A and C in (3.3) are replaced by the 
corresponding matrices of the controller cascaded with "Ylo<sl. For input weighting, the controllability Gramian 
is determined with A and Ji taken from the series connection of 'Yi.:,<s) and 1:;(s). Balancing the controller with 
this modified Gramians reflects the importance of the states co the closed-loop system; the controller can be 
thought of as frequency-weighted. 
It is possible to use both weightings in (3.8) simultaneously. If the closed-loop approximation error is to be 
minimized, the weightings 

(3.10) 

result from (2.6). Compared to the output weighted case which uses the same ~(s). the weighting on low 
frequencies where the loop gains are high is reduced. This two-sided weighting will be referred to as 
performance weighting in 1the sequel. 

4. Example 
To ·Compare the rwo methods, we reduce a 3x3 controller of 9th order for the vertical dynamics of an aircraft 
which has been ·considered in several publications. The plant model and the nominal controller are taken from 
[9] and are given in the appendix. 
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Using frequency response approximation, tbe controller can be reduced to order 5 without significant 
differences in tbe step responses. Reduction to order 4 with orders l/ 1/2 in columns 1-3 respectively and one 
integral tenn in each column yields 

-9. 79 s + 1. 4 7 0. 243s+2.63 -3.86s
2

+17.37s+24. 61 

s s 0.0003/ +s 
-I. 33s + 0.665 7. 76s+0. 9 

~ 
+2.9s+ 7 .27 

~I (s) = 
-0. 32s 

s s 0.0003/ +s 
-17. ls+2 . 2 -0. 556s + 5. 95 -20. Ss 

~ 
+0.375s+33.4 

2 
s s 0.0003s +s 

Approximation of a multi variable PI-controller yields a stabilizing controller witb very poor perfonnance. Up to 
order 6 no blockdiagonal controller with good performance could be obtained. Figure 1 compares ~r<s> with the 
nominal controller. 

s W-.:a J ·it&.- l ..... , 
Ll " " ·' I • 

I r ,, 
:t. \ .. - · OI I 

•• •• 
., 06 .. .. 
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•I •• l . " ' 1 . ' • ' " 0 } 6 I ~ 10 

u.-1-u l•'•-" 
Figure I : Step responses with the nominal coniroller (solid) and _c1 (s) (dashed) 

To balance 'the nominal controller the poles in tbe origin must be extracted. In modal canonical form (m.c.f.) 
tbe original controller is partitioned and after balancing and reduction the stable part is (again in m.c.f.) put 
together with the unstable part. 
From the unweighted HSVs of the stable part of the nominal controller C\=26.6/24.1 /21/19.1/3.6/0.01 it can be 
seen that tbe reduction to order 4(+3 integrators) is not difficult. But already the reduction to order 3(+3) gives 
an intolerable loss in performance especially for steps on reference 3. 
The output weighted HSVs of the controller are oi=0.926/0.893/0.248/0.131/0.081/0.001. As expected, 
reduction to order 2(+3) does not cause significant changes in tbe step responses. The reduction to order 1(+3) 
gives the following controller (the unstable part can be taken from tbe high-order conrroller) 

[

-11.94] [-3.11 -0.698 10.9 l 
~2 : A=-11.16, .§.=[3.28 -0.006 3.15]. £ = -2.71 , Q= 0.695 7 .07 0. 994 

102.9 - 38.86 -0.0574 -36. 48 

Performance weighting gives the HSVs o i=0.843/0.799/0.249/0.126/0.080/0.007 which are similar to that of 
the output weighting. The following controller results fr.om reduction to order 1(+3): 

[-2197] [-0.315 - 0. 769 1'38] 
Q3: A= -13.07, ~ = [ 2. 947 - 0 .00631 3.666]. ~ = -3.63 • !2 = 0. 716 7.07 1. 247 

113. 2 - 34. 14 -0.0638 - 39. 2 .. ._, .... _, NttfUCll l 

" " " I • E 
I f' 

.. 
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' 
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Figure 2: Step responses with the nominal coniroller (solid), _c2 (dashed) and i:.3 (dashdot) 
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The step responses in Figure 2 show no great differences between the controllers obtained by output weighting 
and the two-sided weighting. The behaviour of the controller optimized by frequency response approximation is 
closer to ·the nominal behaviour. Our opinion is that 1this is due to the difference between the approximated and 
the nominal sensitivity function which can only be caken into account in 1the nonlinear optimization .. 

5. Conclusions 
Il was demonstrared that order reduction of a 3x3 controller from order 9 to order 4 using the presented 
frequency response approximation and the frequency-weighted balancing introduced by Enns give qualitatively 
similar results. The importance of wei,ghtings which are known a priori and can be calculated automatically 
was shown. Advantages of the frequency response approximation technique are the possiblity to approximate 
controllers with specified sITTJcture and the direct applicability for plants with deadtimes. It may also be 
conjectured that the quality of the approximation will be better for the same controller structure in most cases 
because of the minimization of a quadratic cost functional. The truncation of frequency-weighted balanced 
realizations is computationally cheaper. The weighted Hankel singular values are good indicators for the 
achievable order reduction. 
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Appendix 

The state-space description of the plant is: 

0 0 1.J 320 0 -1 0 0 0 

0 --0.0538 - 0.17 12 0 0.0705 --0.1200 l 0 

£·[~ 
0 0 0 

n Qe[: A= 0 0 0 0 li = 0 0 0 I 0 0 

0 0.0485 0 --0.8556 -1.0130 4.4 190 0 -1.6650 0 l 0 

0 --0.2909 0 1.0532 --0.6859 15750 0 --0.0732 

The nominal controller (transformed to modal canonical form) is taken from [9] : 

.d."'diag {-213.3496 
[-28.8261 0.5725 ] o} - 94.1743 -8.2673 -0.1 0 0 

--05725 -28.8261 

[-303'6 6755 -463.76 -26359 -10015 --0.0337 3.496 0 

3J:J l}.T • -15378 247.21 0.0823 -112.43 12755 0.0011 0 1.5414 

-12076 -2313.7 -141.87 757.1 2065.1 0.0165 0 0 

[~"~ --0.736 --0.2566 --0.8279 --0.4132 0.0337 --0.1823 --0.021 """] Q{: 
0 

:J £· --0.0479 0.0199 --0.0232 - 1.2914 0.4691 0.0017 --0.0025 0.4624 0.0076 ' 0 

0.8309 --0.4839 --0.7953 0.0388 0.1823 0.0738 --0.2295 o.oorn --0.1968 0 
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ON MODAL TECHNIQUES FOR MOD.EL REDUCTION 
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Abstract. The general applicability of t he modal approach for model reduction is restricted by the lack 
of guaranteed bounds for approximation errors and of a satisfactory modal dominance analysis procedure. 
Functional and computational enhancements of this approach are proposed. Functional enhancements 
arise by combining the modal techniques with other methods and by using improved dominance analysis 
techniques. The computational enhancements are the results of employing numerically reliable algorithms 
for both dominance analysis as well as for model reduction. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The modal approach to model reduction proposed initially by Davison (I] was later extended with new 
variants by several authors: Marschall [2], Chidambara [3], Fossard [4], Litz [5] and others. The importance 
of the modal approach as a useful model redudion technique resides in its applicability to reduce high o rder 
systems as those arising for example from modelling of large mechanical structures or of large power systems. 
The method can handle models with lightly damped modes and even unstable systems. In case of very 
large order systems, the modal technique is one of the very few applicable methods. 

Several limitations of the modal approach raise problems for a general use of this approach . In the 
first place, the lack of a generally applicable modal dominance analysis method prevents the use of this 
method in many cases as for example when the original system has multiple poles. The existing methods 
fail sometimes even to detect exact structural non-minimality, that is, poles which are uncontrollable or 
unobservable. Another weekness of this approach is the lack of a guaranteed bound for the approximation 
error which has as consequence the frequent need to experiment on a trial and error basis with different 
approximations. 

In this paper we shortly survey the main existent modal reduction approaches and some of available tech
niques for dominance analysis. Then we discuss possible enhancements of the modal reduction approach . 
These enhancements consist in: 1) combining the modal techniques with other approaches; 2) using a new , 
more powerful method for modal dominance analysis; and 3) using numerical techniques with guaranteed 
numerical reliability. The proposed new approach is well suited for robust software implementation. 

2. MODAL REDUCTION TECHNIQUES 

Consider the n-th order original state-space model G := (A, B, C, D) with the p x m transfer-function 
matrix (TFM) G(A) = C(A1-A)- 1B+ D, and let Gr:= (Ar,Br,Cr,Dr) be an r-th order approximation 
of the original model (r < n), with the TFM Gr= Cr(>.I -Ar)- 1 Br +Dr. The modal approach to model 
reduction can be interpreted as performing a similarity transformation Z yielding 

[ 
z -1 AZ I z -1 B ] ·- [ A1 

CZ D .- , O 
C1 

( 1) 

where A1 and A2 contains the r d.ominant and respectively, then - r non-dominant eigenvalues (modes) of 
A, and then defining the reduced model on the basis of this partitioned representation. The above partition 
of system matrices is equivalent with the additive decomposition G = G 1 +G2 , where G 1 := (A1 , B 1 , C 1, D) 
and G2 := (A2, B2, C2, 0) are the dominant and non-dominant subsystems, respectively. 
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For our discussion of different modal approaches for model reduction we assume that the original system 
is already additively decomposed. Furthermore we assume that the system is asymptotically stable. This 
assumption is only a technical one, because for an unstable system the modal approach can be performed 
on its stable projection. 

We consider three basic approaches: 

Method 1. Define Gr := (A 1 , Bi, Ci , D). This is basically the modal approximation proposed in [1]. 
The approximation error D.= G - Gr tends to zero at high frequencies. However, the DC-gains mismatch 
of the original and reduced models could be large. 

Method 2. Define Gr :=(Ai, Bi, C1 , D + G2(1)), where/= 0 for a continuous-time system and / = 1 
for a discrete-time system. Note that G(I) = Gr(°'Y), and thus this approximation preserves the DC-gain 
of the original system, but the approximation error at high frequen cies could be large. The methods of 
[2, 3, 4], which compensate the steady-state errors can be viewed as particular cases of Method 2. 

Method 3 . Define Gr :=(Ai, Bi , Ci + C2E, D ), where Eis to be determined such that G("'f) = Gr(-y). 
This approximation automatically ensures small errors at high frequencies. From the equality of DC-gains 
follows that E should satisfy 

This is a system of pm linear equations with (n - r)r unknowns and a solution (wi th possibly minimal 
norm) generically exists provided pm :S ( n - r )r, a condition fulfilled in most applications. The method of 
[5] results if we impose the stronger condition 

which usually leads to an E with higher norm. The generical solvability condition in this case is m :S r, 
which in most applications is also fulfilled. The additional freedom arising from the non-unicity of E can 
be used to optimally tune the free parameters of E to minimize for instance the output error norm. 

One difficulty in using the modal approach is the lack of and a priori computable bound for the resulting 
approximatio n error D. = G - Gr . The actual erro r can be computed only after that a choice has been 
made, and thus the model reduction can be done only on a trial and error basis. In contrast , ~ethods based 
on balancing, as for example the balance & truncate (B&T) method [6, 7], provide a priori information (the 
Hankel-singular values) which can be used to select the appropriate order for an acceptable approximation 
error . 

It is possible to combine the modal approach with other techniques. For example , if t he system is al ready 
decomposed as in (1), then the reduction can be performed separately on G 1 and G2 . Let Gr = G1,. + G2r 
be the resulting reduced model, where G 1, and G 2,. a.re the resulting reduced subsystems computed say 
with the B&T method . If for the separate reduction of terms we have tha t llG; - G;,.11 :S F:; for i = 1, 2, 
then llG - G,.[I :S E1 + c2. Thus, by reducing individually the terms, we can also control the resulting global 
errnr by choosing appropriate orders for the reduced subsystems. The technique can be readily extended 
to additive decompositions with more than two terms (see the next section) and many variations of it are 
possible by employing alternative model reduction methods. 

The real advantage of such combinations is more evident when we have to reduce very large order 
models, as those which typically result from finite-element analysis of large mechanical structures . Because 
the large orders of such models, the modal approach is frequently t he only method which can be used 
for order reduction . This reduction is often only a preliminary reduction which makes tractable further 
reductions with the help of more powerful methods . 

3. MODAL DOMINANCE ANALYSIS 

T he main limitation of the modal approach to model reduction is the lack of a reliable, general purpose 
method for modal dominance analysis. The existence of such a method is highly questionable because for 
any of existing methods counterexamples can be easily constructed showing their failures in producing useful 
dominance information . An counterexample to the method of Litz [5] is given in [8), where a 12-th order 
system with distinct and equally dom inant poles is presented for which a good 4- th order approximation 
can be compu ted. We can see this as a basic limitation of the modal approach which can permanently 
occur, because often the identified dominant parts have still too large orders and thus further reductions 
should have recourse to alternat ive techniques. 
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In this section we discuss the limitations of existing dominance analysis techniques and we propose 
an alternative approach to overcome them. The new technique allows an easy handling of systems with 
multiple poles or of systems which are exactly or nearby non-minimal. 

Consider the system G =(A, B, C, D) with the state matrix A in a block-diagonal form (BDF) 

(2) 

and th.e matrices B and C parti tioned accordingly 

B = [Bf, .. . , Bf f , (3) 

This partition of system matrices is equivalent with the additive decomposition G = D + L::=l G;, where 
G;(A) = C;(Al - A;)-1 B;, for i = 1, ... , k . We use this decomposition to present an unifying treatment of 
modal dominance analysis methods. 

The earlier modal reduction methods (1, 2, 3, 4] concerns exclusively with continuous-time systems 
and always assume that A is diagonalizable, and thus all 'blocks in (2) are 1 x l. An eigenvalue A; is 
called .dominant (or slow) if it is situated not too far from the imaginary axis and non-dominant (or fast) 
otherwise. The fast modes lying far from the imaginary axis are always neglected, even if they have a 
substantial contribution to the system dynamics. 

A more satisfactory approach was proposed by Litz [9] . As dominance index for an eigenvalue A; he 
used the quantity 

(4) 

where Di and D2 are diagonal output and input scaling matrices, respectively, and llFll := L:i,j I/ii I or 
llF.ll := ma.X<,j If;; J. Those eigenvalues having the largest dominance indices are called dominant and are 
retained in the reduced model. In order to evidence week dynamic interactions, Litz also introduced a 
somewhat heuristically defined frequency-weighted dominance index. The choice of matrices D 1 and D 2 

should reflect the relative importance of different output and input variables. A possible choice for the 
diagonal elements of these matrices is to take them as the reciprocal of the absolute maximum values of 
the the corresponding output and input variables. Note that dominance indices equivalent with ( 4) can be 
defined by using any norm for TFMs .as for instance the 2-, oo- or Hankel-norm. Each TFM G;(A) being 
of the form C;B;/( A - A;), the evaluation of these norms can be done by using easily computable explicit 
formulas: llG;lloo = r, , llG;ll2 = JJA;j/2fi, llG;llH = f;/2, where f; = llG;(O)ll 2-

The main limitation of using such dominance indices is the requirement for A to be diagonalizable. 
Even if A is diagonalizable, all discussed dominance indices are not appropriate for detecting exact or 
nearby structural non-minimality, as evidenced by the following simple example A = diag( -1, -1, -10), 
B = [11 lf, C = [1-11]. Apparently the slow eigenvalues A1 = A2 = -1 should be kept in the reduced 
model and the fast eigenvalue A3 = -10 should be removed. The dominance indices Rt= R2 = 1, R3 = 0.1 
computed with ( 4) support this decision. However, it is easy to observe that an exact minimal realization 
of this system is A= -10, B = 1, C = 1. 

The possible enhancements of the modal dominan·ce analysis are directed towards handling the cases 
of multiple eigenvalues, or of exact or nearby non-minimality. We assume that in the BDF (2) , any of two 

diagonal blocks have no common eigenvalues. Let n; be the order of the i-th block and let uy>, j = 1, ... ni 

the decreasingly ordered Hankel singular values (HSY) of the subsystem G; = (A;, B; , C;) (the square-roots 
of the eigenvalues of the product of the corresponding gramians). The eigenvalues of a diagonal block A; 

for which u~? > e:, ar·e called dominant, where e: is a given tolerance on the HSV. If u~i ) ~ e: then the 

eigenvalues of A ; are called non-dominant. If u~i) > e for j = 1, ... r;, then r; of the eigenvalues are 
dominant and n; - r; are non-dominant. To uncontrollable and/or unobservable eigenvalues correspond 
null singular values. Thus , by setting e = 0, the dominant eigenvalues are those which are both controllable 
and observable. The non-dominant part of a subsystem Gi = (A;, B; , C;) can be removed by applying one 
of several powerful model reduction methods, as for instance the balancing-free square-root variant of B&T 
method [10] . 

The following straightforward procedure can be used lo compute reduced order models by combining 
the modal approach with a suitable model reduction method capable to handle non-minimal systems: 

l. Reduce the system (A, B, C, D) to the additively decomposed form (2)-(3), where A(Ai) n A(Ai) "# </>for 
i "# j. 

2. For i = 1, . . . , k determiner;, the number of dominant eigenvalues of block A; . 
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3. For each n;-th order subsystem G; = (A;, B;, C;) compute its r;-th order dominant part G;r = (A;,., B;,. , C;,. , D;,.) 
by using a suitable model reduction algorithm. 

4.Construct G,. = (A,.,B,.,C,.,D,.), where A,. = diag(A 1,., .•. ,A.1:r), B,. = [Bf,. ... Bf,.]T , C,. = 
[C1,. ... Ci:rJ,D,. = D+ L~=l D;,.. 
This procedure can be easily implemented to determine a reduced system of a specified order or a 

reduced system G,. satisfying llG - G,.11 ~ e .. , where ta is a given absolute error tolerance. In the latter 
case, the orders r; of reduced subsystems G;,., i = l, ... , k can be usually determined automatically. For 
instance when using the B&T method we can choose r; such that for a given e" we have 

k n, 

'"' '"' (') llG-G,.lloo ~ 2~ ~ u;' ~e .. , 
i=l j:r;+l 

where we used the expressions of bounds derived in [7) for the B&T method. Note however that t he actual 
error is generally greater (sometimes even much greater) than that resulting from the application of the 
B&T method directly to the whole system. Various other aims (DC-gain matching, phase preserving) can 
be accommodated by using alternative techniques (see [11] for a survey of model reduction methods) . It 
is easy to see that when A has distinct eigenvalues, then the above procedure can be so devised to be 
equivalent with any of mentioned modal methods. 

4. NUMERICAL ASPECTS 

The model reduction procedure of previous section can be implemented by using exclusively numerically 
reliable algorithms. For the computation of the EDF at step 1 the algorithm of [12) can be used followed 
possibly by the reordering and enlarging of diagonal blocks. Note however that in many cases (finite-element 
models, non-minimal TFM realizations) A is already block-diagonal. In such cases only the reordering of 
blocks is necessary in order to include nearby eigenvalues in the same blocks . 

For the dominance analysis at step 2 the HSY can be computed very accurately by using the square- root 
algorithm of [13] . The same algorithm is applicable to both continuous- and discrete-time systems. The on ly 
difference consists in solving continuous- or discrete-time Lyapunov equations to compute the corresponding 
gramians. The term square-root designates a class of new model reduction methods with enhanced accuracy 
in which the computation of reduced models is based exclusively on square-root information as for instance 
the Cholesky factors of the gramians. The computation of Cholesky factors can be done by solving directly 
for these factors the corresponding Lyapunov equations by using the algorithms proposed in [14]. 

The reduction at step 3 can be done by using any of the recently developed model reduction algorithm 
with enhanced accuracy (the so-called square-root or balancing-free square-root methods) (see the references 
in the companion paper [11]) . All these methods are appropriate to handle exact or nearby non-minimality 
and thus can be also used very effectively as minimal realization procedures. At both steps 2 and 3 additional 
computational efficiency arises by exploiting the particular quasi-upper triangular form of diagonal matrices 
A; which results usually from the reduction to EDF. 

Because of usually low dimensions of subsystems G;, the involved computational effort is mainly due 
to the reduction to the EDF and thus is about 15n3 operations. If the procedure is properly implemented, 
all computations can be done practically with minimum additional storage (at most n2 locat ions if the 
reduction to EDF is necessary). 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A model reduction procedure based on an enhanced modal dominance analysis technique has been proposed. 
The proposed procedure fulfills the basic requirements (generality, numerical reliability, enhanced accuracy) 
for a satisfactory numerical algorithm and thus can serve as basis for robust software implementation. The 
new procedure extends the range of applicability of the modal approach to the reduction of arbitrary 
continuous- or discrete-time systems. ln the same time, it can be seen as enlarging also the applicability 
of many powerful model reduction methods to very large order systems. 
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Abstract. When comparing the quality of different reduced order models, the purpose of the order reduction 
should be stated clearly. Here the problem of compensator order reduction is adressed. Starting from a full order 
compensaior, the reduction process is carried out in view of the desired closed loop propenies. The methods 
used are the frequency weighted balancing technique of Enns, and the so-called LQG balancing. Using three 
nontrivial examples from literature, the two <Cited methods are compared with unweighted reduction results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Using modem control system synthesis. ;the resultin,g compensators usually have the order of the plant. In view 
of industrial applications, however, ·CompeAsators of small orders are often desirable. Therefore, order reduction 
plays an important role in control li1terature [11]. 
With a few exceptions, order reduction 'has been considered as an isolated problem. Given a system of nth order, 
find a reduc·ed order model of order Dr<n, such lhat the input output behaviour of the system and of the reduced 
order model coincide as closely as possible. Probably the most widely accepted method for obtaining such 
models is the balancing technique [4]. If the reduced order model is needed for simulation studies, that model 
out of two will be pref erred, whose time response.5 match that of the the original system best 
If, however, reduced order models are used for compensator design, or if one looks for a reduced order model 
of a given compensator, the above criterion does not necessarily apply. Out of two reduced order compensator 
models, the one giving a better approximation of the full order compensator's step response could yield a closed 
loop response inferior to that achieved with the other. Therefore, attempts have been made to include the actual 
goal in the reduction process, namely the closed loop response resulting with the reduced order compensator. 
One of the first methods was the so-<;alled frequency weiglued balancing, developed by Enns in his Stanford 
dissenation [3]. The compensator balancing is modified such, that not the compensator' s frequency response, 
but iliat of the dosed loop is the approximation goal. 
Another method is the LQG balancing of Jonckheere and Silverman ,[8). Starting from an LQG design for the 
compensator, 1the balancing is carried out for the 1two .cost functiolls (quadratic control and estimation error 
covariance). A diffelient approach to red111ced order compensator design was presented in [9]. Starting from a 
compensator for a reduced or.der plant model, the (reduced order) compensator is updated to make up for the 
modelling errors. 
In this contribution we assume that a full order ,compensator l\as been designed to meet the requirements for the 
closed loop dynamics, and that this compensator is then reduced in order. Three methods are compared, namely 
compensator balancing with subsequent truncation, frequency weighted balancing, and LQG balancing. After a 
shon description of the methods, they are applied to three examples taken from literatme. It turns out, that in 
nearly all cases the frequency weighted balancing method of Enns gives the best results. 

2. BALANCING 

The balancing method is well 'known. The state equations of a system ,are transformed such, that the controlla
bility and the observability grammians are both diagonal and equal, with the diagonal entries arranged in descen
ding order. By truncati·on of the last K states, a r:educed order model with nr = n-lC is obtained. A reduced order 
model which is of ·better quality in the frequency range of interest results from keeping the steady state proper
ties of ·the discaroed states within the model (7]. This is automatically included in the modred-function of 
MATI.AB. Models obtained from this pliocedure wi!J be called Tnmbal models in the sequel. 
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3. FREQUENCY WEIGHTED BALANCING 

We assume that a compensator of order n has been designed to meet the design specifications for the considered 
closed loop. The idea of Enns ,can be described as follows: find a balanced representation of the compensator 
such, ,that by troncalion of its last 'IC states, 1the ,error frequency response between the closed loop representations 
with full order and with reduced order compensator becomes small. In the SISO case, this can be canied out 
by balancing the frequency weighted compensator 1transfer function Fc(s)=Nc(s)/Dc(s), where the weighting 
function is the close.d loop transfer func11ion for input disturbances 

N(s)Dc(s) W (s) = ....,_ ______ _ 
0 D(s)Dc(s) + N(s)Nc(s) 

(I) 

Posunultiplying the compensator Fc(s) by this weighting fWlction yields 

Fc(s)W (s) = N(s)Nc(s) 
0 D(s)Dc(s) + N(s)Nc(s) 

(2) 

so that the reference transfer function of the .classical one degree of freedom structure is the approximation goal. 
The algorithm for 1the frequency weighted balancing 1can either be fowid in (3) or in (7) . Closed loop stability 
is guaranteed also with 1the reduced order compensator F~(s) .as long as . 

E
00 

= IW 
0
(s)[Fc(s) - F~s)] L < 1 (3) 

holds. Again, it pmves to be beneficial to retain the statics of the discarded states. The resulting models shall 
be characterized as Freqbal models. 

4. LQG BALANCING 

Prerequisite for ,(he LQG balancing technique_is an LQG compensator design (8). The system equations are then 
transfonned such, that .the solutions P and P of 1the cwo dual Riccati equations 

PA + A Tp - PBR - 1B Tp + Q = o und AP + PA 1 - PC 1R-1CP + Q = O <4> 

are diagonal and equal, with the diagonal entries arranged in descending order. Discarding the last 'IC states of 
the (full order) compensator 

i = T(A - DC - BK)T-1z + TDy 

'U = KT-1z 

(5) 

a reduced order ·compensator is obtained. An algorithm for LQG balancing is available (5). The reason for 
discarding states with minor contributions to the LQG cost func·tions is not too obvious. However, compared to 
the isolated order reduction either for 1the plant or for the compensator alone, it takes the closed loop situation 
well into accowtt Different from the other two methods, it works without modifications also for unstable 
compensators. The models resulting from LQG balancing (also here, retaining the statics gives a considerable 
improvement of model quality) will be denoled by LQGbal. 

5. EXAMPLES 

Tables 1 'to 3 contain the complete data for the 1examples. Denoting d1e numerator and denominator polynomials 
by N(s) = ams m + .•. + ao and D(s) = s D + bo-lsn-l + ... + bo the Tables give the coefficients~ and 
bi in descending order. 

5.1 The four disc system 

This experimental system was developed in Stanford to investigate flexible structures. It consists of four discs 
·connected by a flexible wire, with a motor for applying torq11es to the third disc, and a sensor measuring the 
angular displacement of die first disc. The system has cwo poles at s=O, its vibratory modes have only 2% 
damping, and it is non-minimum phase [3]. Fig. 1 shows in solid lines the reference step responses for a 
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'System N: 6.4432e-3 23196e-3 
8th ·order .lB4550 ;99551 

D: 0. 1610 6;0040 
0.40727 3:9820 

Compens. N: 1.05942 .210907 
8d1 «der l().6033 .849316 

D: 3 .. 60685 12.4957 
49.9108 ·43.8075 

Tronbal N: .544827 .807423 
3rd •ender D: 13..4208 1.89438 
Freqbal N: .241883 -;0038002 
3rd order D: .564788 :974336 
LQGbal N· -1388e-4 .118817 
3rd order 0; 2.51008 3.40513 

Table 1. Data for Example 1 

System N: .. 089506 .. 857467 
5th order 3.74806 

D: 7 16 
-15 

Compens. N: l.89618e4 Ul7&4e5 
5,th order 2..85596e5 

D: 142.0S41 1.032977 
6J3609e4 

Trunbal N: -.0781726 1.89979e4 
4th order l.42782e'.'i 

D: 140.393 -297.998 
Freqbal N: -.831790 L92414e4 
41h Ol'der l.43691e5 

D: 14.2.4830 -311.4323 
LQGbal N: -'8.263e-4 1.87743e4 
4th order 1.0875l·e5 

D: 169.1331 -805 .. 5315 

Table 2. Da·ta for Example 2 

7.1252e-2 1.00020 

0.5'8215 9.98350 
0 0 
6.36779 .861650 
4.23928 .180 
25.6244 42.2586 
27.0835 12.2954 
L25372 .197770 
135092 
.l63794 .007002 
.478296 
.369896 .0527747 
3.60496 

-326526 -1.36961 

8 -17 

4.55952e5 6.08726e5 

-8812.93 L49508e4 

1J2149e5 2:30824e5 

-8.057le3 3;06769e4 
l.l.2932e5 .232607e5 

-8079.198 3.08723e4 
9.41966e4 L83472e5 

-4721.264 23365.437 

... 
u 

1.4, 

u 

0.1 

//~·:.,,_-;---Trunbal 
' , 

f LQObal 

,-:_7'\':':;·'.:o.,:;., •.•. _ 

Figure 1. Reference step responses 

Trunbal 

t/. 

Freq b!!__ .. J'-'"~·'"-, ...... .. 
--..:.:.:.·,---

//~~---· · ·· ·· 

.~ LQObal 

~2'---'-~~~~~~~-'-~~~~~--' 
O 10 ll 14 16 11 20 

t/• 

Figu·re 2. Input distwbance step responses 

System N: -le-4 -L6e-6 -2.78264e-5 - l.87056e-6 
8th order -1.94543e-4 6.5l688c;7 5.90592e-5 

D: .53 3;05276 L37533 l .838526 
.5232089 .342179 .. 0282333 .Ol44229 

Compens. N: -1214.957 -1390.831 -3644.978 -3449347 
8th Order -2077.973 -1106 .. 165 -292,3311 -1043821 s.lO"'JI 

H 
D: 3:099396 7:712953 12.78i72 15 .. 94241 Trunba17 .· LQObal 

1455674 9:512509 3..856581 .683687.5 ll 

Tnmbal N· 10..27270 -1305.092 182.·6832 -3194357 
'5d1 order 492.3531 -670..4497 

It(), 

D: 2.138934 4.472006 6.627740 4.615417 
43'91349 

Freqbai N: -.262.6'990 -.298..!!'781 -593:2736 -717.9377 
6, 

5th ender -3L9H77 -143.7487 
D: .5452'.H'S 3.49379.5 U96430 2.840391 

1~ 
.9415331 

LQGbal N: -.0325009 ·-l213J005 -718.1121 -2867:837 10 
16th order -1654 .. 844 -289.13.83 -427.0.284 

0: 2:596341 5.829594 9.G2iCl3l.6 8.834577 .1 
0 10 1$ 10 2S JO 1S 40 ., 

'° 7.133880 .2.796974 l/1 

Table 3. Data for Example 3 Figure 3. Input distwbance step responses 
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compensacor designed in [10), (case qz=IOO). Reducing the compensator from 8th order to third order, Fig.I 
shows the results for the reduced order models (frunbal dotted, Freqbal broken and LQGbal dash-dotted lines). 
The Freqbal results stay closest co the nominal one, while the Trunbal and LQGbal models give considerable 
deviations. 

5.1 An unstable system 

Next consider the LQG control of an unstable system, previously investigated in [6]. The weightings were 
Q = IOOc Tc, R = 1, Q =I, R = 0.001 . Fig. 2 shows in solid lines the input disturbance step response with 

the compensator of (full) order 5. This compensator has two unstable modes and no stabilizing model with Rr<4 
could be found. Fig. 2 shows the responses with 4th order models (Trunbal dotted, Freqbal broken, and LQGbal 
dash-dotted). Here, LQG balancing seems to work especially well. 

5.3 Flexible m~ile 

The third system, a structure block of a flexible missile, was alreadr investigated !_n (2]. Again an LQG 
compensacor was designed with the weightings Q = 106c Tc, R = 1, Q = 106 bb T, R = 1. Fig. 3 shows in 
solid lines the input disturbance step response with the nominal compensator of order 7. The reduced order 
Trunbal and Freqbal models of 5th order give the responses in dash-dotted and broken lines, respectively. The 
dotted line results with an LQGbal model of order 6. Closed loop stability is achieved for ll? 1 with Freqbal, 
for ny>4 with Trunbal, and for fl?5 with LQGbal models. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Using nontrivial examples, different methods for compensator order reduction were investigated. The results 
demonstrate that better results are obtained, when closed loop properties are considered in the reduction process. 
Only for example two, where the compensator contained two unstable poles, the LQGbal models gave better 
results than the isolated Trunbal procedure. The best results can be obtained with the frequency weighted 
balancing of Enns. It should be noted, that the frequency weighted balancing presented in [1] is different from 
the one considered here, as the restrictions imposed in [l] do not allow weighting functions of the form (1). 
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Abstract. This paper focusses on order reduction within a general controller design configuration. 
Theory and usage of a simple extension of frequency weighted balan ced reduction are explained. The 
main features are the direct link with controller design methods and the ease of adjusting frequency 
weighting functions to further limit the performance degradation. The procedure is illustrated on a 
CD-player tracking problem starting from a 1201h-order model. Both model reduction and controller 
reduction are performed . 

1 Introduction 

The increasing popularity of model-based controller design in industrial applications has revealed that 
LQG- , H00 - , and µ-controller design codes, to name a few, are only intermediate steps in synthesizing 
controlled systems with satisfactory performance. One of the hardest problems is to find an appropriate 
linear model of the system to be controlled and the operating conditions under which a good description is 
required . In the earliest stage there is little ground to neglect dynamic phenomena, obliging one to model 
in great detail and this usually leads to high-order models. There are two reasons to reduce high-order 
models prior to controller design. The first is to speed up the design process and to make it more reliable. 
The second reason is the controller complexity that roughly equals the complexity of t he controller design 
model. Low complexity is to be preferred from a reliability and cost point of view. In general it will not 
be possible to achieve satisfactory performance with a low-order controller without any type of iteration . 
Trial and error is indispensable to obtain a good understanding of the essential system dynamics and the 
impact of the per form ance wishes on the controller complexity. In the light of this it is important t o have 
easy manageable reduction schemes. 

This paper discusses a collection of extensions of the famous balance and truncate proced ure to 
achieve fast and accurat.e order reduction within the controller design configuration. Iterat ions on the 
modelling method or the controller design method are not discussed . We concentrate on continuous t ime 
linear systems with performance specifications in the frequency domain. 

In literature many results have been reported on order reduction of linear continuous time systems. 
Balanced reduction [12] is one of the strongest. The extensions to order reduction within controlled 
systems owe m uch to Enns [5 , 6]. who developed frequency weighted balanced reduction, that can be 
used for closed-loop relevant reduction. It does not apply to unstable systems however. 

Graph or fractional balanced reduction removed this restriction and besides can find reduced-orders 
for which the closed-loop system is guaranteed to be stable [11 , 3]. LQG-balanced reduction (10] is 
equivalent, [13] discusses the H 00-case. An overview of closed-loop relevant reduction methods is given 
in [l] . A drawback of these met.hods is that they are computationally demanding and that they cannot 
be easily modified to fit into a controller design configuration with changing frequency weightings. 

The method that we use here is basically an extension of frequency weighted balanced red uction 
that can be applied directly to either the system model or the controller within the weighted closed-loop 
configuration (4], and only requires the closed-loop system to be stable. It is supplemented with scalar 
interval based frequency weighting functions that can be used to i) model frequency contents of any 
input signal or ii) exp ress the importance of approximating output signals in certain frequency ranges 
(7, 14, 15]. 
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In order to be able to do system and controller reduction in any 
stage of design, the system and controller have to be isolated fro~ 
the controller design configuration. The general interconnection 
structure proposed is given alongside: z = 'I(M, G , K)w. This 
interconnection structure was first used to define the robust con
troller design problem [2, 16] . The performance is the attenuation 
that is achieved between signals w and z. G is the system model, 
and ]{ is the controller. M will be referred to as the connector 
system or connector and incorporates any selection of weighting 
functions. This structure is closely related to the configuration 
that is used for calculating optimal controllers. 

z M 
Yo 

w 

The fruitful use of the method heavily depends on an adequate implementation . The result of order 
reduction should be visualized in relevant performance terms. In the current MATLAB4 implementation 
these are attenuation measures (H2, H00 ) and frequency-magnitude plots. These plots are the clue to 
making scalar frequency functions (mouse driven) that can improve the approximation locally (on the 
frequency axis) . 

The organisation of this paper is as follows. First the theory of reduction is reviewed , then we 
present reduction results needed in designing a tracking controller for a CD-player mechanism. 

2 Reduction within a general controller-design configuration 

Continuous-time finite-dimensional t ime-invariant linear systems can be written in state-space as 1 

G =[A B C D] for G: 
i Ax+ Bu 
y = Cx +Du 

For clarity we will write Gn for a realization of n 1h-order. n is the full-order , r is the reduced-order and 
t = n - r . Using i: = r- 1x other realizations can be defined : 

for G: x 
y 

r- 1 ATi + r- 1 Bu 
CTx+ Du 

Note that for T # I, G # G, but their transfer mat.ri ces are equal: G(s) = G(s) = C(sl-A)- 1 B +D. 

Balanced reduction is a special case of truncation of a system realization. Let r r = [ ~ ] with 0 E IR.1 xr 

a zero matrix , then the truncation of realization Gn t.o order r is: 

Gr= R.ir; ,r.1(Gn) ~r [r;'. Arr r'[ B err D] = [A (l :r,1 :r) B c1:r ,:) C(:,l :r l D] d~f R.r-n(Gn) , 

In the same format a state transformation can be written as 

Gn = n[T-H ,TJ(Gn) 

v . • v v • w -H 
Let. Gn = R.rt-H ,f](Gn) be a balanced r_ealizat.1on. and Rr = T(: , l:r)• Lr = [T Jc,. i:r)> then 

defines balanced reduction . 

The balanced states are ordered according to the Hankel Singular Values (HSVs) which makes balanced 
reduction unique for appropriate r. A balancing transformation T = Rr, (f-H = Ln) satisfies 

VH v WH v • 

Ln PnLn =Rn QnRn = d1ag(un) 

with O"n = J>..(PnQn) the HSVs, Pn = P (Gn) the controllability Gramian and Qn = Q(Gn) the obser
vability Gramian. The transformation is exclusively based on Pn and Qn : 

To define balanced reduction within a general interconnection structure we need to analyse the realizations 
oft.he interconnected system 'I(M, G, K) . From linear fractional transformation theory [16] we know that 

I(M, G, I<)= :F1(:F.,(M, G), K) = :F.,(:F1(M , K), G) 

1 {A B C DJ is a ~y•tem realization, not a collection of constant matrices [A B C D J . 
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The key point for our scheme is that we make a realization of I( M , G, K) with a state vector that is built 
from G-states, M-states , and K-states in that precise order: x'f = [ x~ x~ x~ ] . Balanced reduction of 
G within I follows the standard balanced reduction procedure with the difference that instead of P,.. , Qn 
parts of the Gramians of I(M, Gn, K) are used . The scheme for G (or [K]) reduction then is: 

Po = ['P(I(M , Gn, K))](l:n,l:n) ~f 'P(I(M, Gn 1 K)) 

Qc; = [Q(I(M, Gn, K))](l:n,l:n) ~f Q(I(M, Gn, K)) 
[in, Rn]= T(PG, QG) 
- def • 
Gr= n[L,,.R.J(Gn) = bal"Rr-n(I(M, Gn, I\)) 

[

PK='P(I(M,G,Kn)) l 
QK = Q(I(M,G ,&) ) 
J{r = bal"Rr-n (I(M, G, Kn)) 

The full procedure allows interval-based frequency weighting of wand z [14, 15]. Let 1/J(w) be a positive 
symmetric frequ ency function which does not need to be continuous; it may even contain pulses. A direct 
solution exists for the -tPwCwl-weighted controllability of system I , and the -tJi,Cw l-weighted observability 
of I . We simply write P(I · "f/Jw) and Q( "l/J, · I) . Parts of these frequency weighted Gramians are used to 
transform and truncate the system and/ or controller: Gr= bal"Rr-n {-tPz · I (M,Gn , K) · "f/Jw) -

3 Application to a CD-player Mechanism 

For a CD-player mechanism, the elastodynamic behav,iour has been modelled by means of the finite
element method resulting in a model of order 120. It is assumed that this model describes the system 
well for a large number of operating conditions. The low inherent damping of such systems requires 
cautious order reduction. Open-loop reduction is not appropriate. · 

Only the tracking control is considered which means that K(s) is siso . The configuration used in H00 

controller design is a slight simplification of the one proposed in [8, 9]. I(M, G, K) = [ ~~s ~3s~ J 
with sensitivity S = [I - GKJ-1 and weights W3(s) (order 3) and W2 (s) (order 2). Thus M(s) is of 
order 5. The performance specification is not merely an upper bound on I (M, G, K), but also in
cludes sensi tivity considerations and controller order. The simplest controller that achieves satisfactory 
performan ce is sought. The first step is model reduction . We used a preliminary second-order con
troller (PID-type) K2 to reduce G120: G32 = bal"R32-12o(I(M, G120, K2)) . Wit h this model we de
signed 1<3 1 such that l)I(M, G32, K31)ll 00 :5 5. Model reduction was considered appropriate since we 
achieved llI(M, G 120 , K37)lloo :5 5. Next we did controller reduction and found t hat for r ~ 6 the 
performance degradation was very small. Thus balanced controller reduction within I (even without 
additional iP<wl) can quickly generate controllers of moderate order; most closed-loop relevant reduction 
techniques will give si milar results. For r < 6 the reduction is much more diffi cult and requires some 
iteration with 1/;. first we show that J<4 = balR.4_37(I(M, G32,K31)) performs clearly worse than !{3 ,: 
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In order to diminish the performance degradation near 4000 rad/s, 
we tried to emphasize this frequency in the reduction procedure 
by adding a frequency pulse. The figure on the right shows 
the crucial peak of the (old) weighted closed-loop configuration 
together with the final pulse definition for the new redu ction. 
~(w) was found after a few ·iterations. The 4th_order controller 
k4 = bal"R4-J1(J. ·ICM, G32, ]{37) ·-if;) performs almost as good 
as ]{37 (see next page): 
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Balanced reduction (1(4 = baJ'R.4_37([{37)) only achieved llI(M, G32, k4)lloo = 15.77, a factor 3 worse. 
k 4 also performed satisfactorily on G120-

ln many more examples closed-loop balanced reduction with frequency shaping of the rnputs and 
outputs was used to find a good trade-off between the order of the controller and the performance level. 
It should be stressed that the proposed iterative computer-aided procedure is only one way of achieving 
a satisfactory order-performance compromise. 

4 Conclusion 

Simple extensions of frequency weighted balanced reduction are very suit.able for application of order 
reduction within controlled systems. Model and controller reduction can be used in conjunction with 
model-based control design, since the same configuration is used. Flexible computer implementation 
using MATLAB4 facilitates the interactive design of systems with relatively low-order controllers. 
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Abstract. In .the course of a simulation study, the high order nonlincar simulation model of a hydro power 
plant was elaborated by physical analysis. This model was linearized in a number of operating points and 
approximated by 5th order transfer functions lo be used for stability analysis and controller design. It is the 
objective or the paper to report on the application of model approximation and order reduction to a real engi
necTing problem. 

I. LNTRODUCTION 

In .recent yea.r.s, several simul:ltion studies for hydro power plants were carried out by the author. Reasons for 
such studies a·re to predict the dyn;imic behaviour of the system, lo design the control algorithms, and to 
invesligate prob'lems appearing in already operating plants. Nowadays, such studies gaine significance when 
renewing old plants. In this connection, application of model sim.p!Hicalion and order reduction may be impor
tant as shown in this; cont.ribulion. 

Recently, a simufation study was carried oot for the three highhead turbine-generator sets of a plant commis
sioned and put into operation almost 40 years ago. Ever since, tllere were serious stability problems at speed 
conlroflcd no-load operation befor,e synch-ronizing with 1the grid. This was due to the fact that, regarding the 
state of both control engineering and oontroller techno'logy in the fillies, one could not do better at the time the 
plant was designed. Persistently, the speed control loops performed limit cycles around set point thus causing 
rather high pressure amplitudes endangering the penstock. It was never possible lo start all machines simulta
neously but some ".tricks" had to be applied to start and synchronize one unit after the other. Sometimes, this 
procedure took nearly 20 minutes from standstill to full load of the three machines. 

In 1993, the old mechanical governors were replaced by d igital controllers and the author was asked to design 
improved conlro'I algorithms for start-up and all other modes of operation. A similar task was already described 
in [I J. Among other commitments, the a'bovc menl ioned 20 minutes should be reduced to 4 minutes. 
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Fig. l . Simplified representation 
of the plant 



In this paper, little extent will be dedicated to controller design but modelbuilding, applied order reduction, and 
model verification will be outlined with some more emphasis. 

2. MODELBUlLDING 

Figure l is an extremely simplified representation of the plant. Nole that the lenghts of both tunnels and the 
penstock are about 4 km each. The pressure head of the Pellon-type turbines is still the highest in the world. 
A detailed mathematical model of the installation was developed by means of theoretical analysis. Models of all 
hydraulic subsystems are essentially based on the instationary equations of both conlinuily and motion. These 
relations are the basis for all methods lo simulate unsteady now through closed conduits (4,5). The equations 
were discretized in the axial coordinate and used to model the tunnel sections, the surge tank, and the penstock. 
The model of the surge tank had to consider the complex profile of the tank. Since the transient performance of 
a hydraulic turbine is very fast in relation to that of the conduit, il was sufficient to model the turbine by its 
static performance characteristic. In the case of both start-up (no load) and isolated network operation , the 
relation between turbine power output and running speed resulted from the balance of inertias. For intercon
nected grid operation, however, it is common practice to assume constant rotating speed. Modelling the 
hydraulic system and the turbines was based on detailed plans of all installations, 35 years old results of 
acceptance tests, on-site measurements of friction losses, performance graphs, etc., and on appropriate experi
ence. With some initial simplifying assumptions, the model consisted of 52 equations in its first stage. Funher 
model simplification was based on physical considerations and supported by simulation. Finally, the simula
tion model consisted of 12 nonlinear and 13 linear first-order differential equations, 7 algebraic connections, 
and 5 nonlinear functions. 

This model was simulated by means of the block oriented simulation tool FSIMUL which is described in (3). 
This package is written in C and offers about 120 different block operations, unlimited number of calculation 
levels, display of block diagrams, facility to create user defined macros (sometimes called super blocks), as well 
as a comfortable user's guidance. Programming the above indicated highly nonlinear simulation model needed 
327 block operations of FSIMUL; 309 of those were assembled to 20 defined macros. Simulation was carried 
out on a PC with a 486 processor. The relation between simulation time and real time was 1.8 for the above 
25th order simulation model. 

3. LINEARIZA TION AND ORDER REDUCTION 

Linearization and order reduction was carried out simultaneously by means of the multi purpose software tool 
REDU_RP described in (2). This package applies the method of cost function vector optimization to model 
approximation and controller design. The software offers 24 cost functions both in time domain and frequency 
domain as well as several optimization algorithms. The reduced model used for root loci calculations and 
controller design was developed as follows. 
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The time response of the 
hydraulic system simulation 
model to a rampwise opening 
of the turbine's nozzle was 
simulated with FSIMUL and 
intermediately stor~ in a file . 
Aft.er playback. into REDU_RP, 
this ramp response was ap
prox.i mated by the answer of a 
transfer function model with 4 
zeros and .5 poles. Based on 
cost-function-vector optimiza
tion, as described in (21, the er
ror between both responses was 
minimized. This procedure 
was executed for I 0 operating 
points of grid supply and 6 op
erating points of no-load per
formance. This way, the hy
draulic power acting on the 



turbine was represented by a 5tli order trnnsfer function with operating-point dependent parameters. This order 
reduced model was called de!ign mode:!. Figur·e 2 is an example: The t·urbine nozzle was opened from 800/o to 
100%. In 1the figure, the resul 1ting osciUation has the pe.riod of 13.2 sec, corresponding with the imaginary parts 
±j0.476 sec-1 of the ill-damped pair of eigenvalues (see Fig. 4). 

4. MODEL VERIHCATION 

To prove the reliability of both t'he 25th order simulation model and :the 5th order design model, various com
parisons between observations or measurements in the plant (before replacement of the old governors) and 
simuilatfon results were made. Two e.'tamples a:r;e discussed in the following passages. 

4.l Simulation or •the obsenred ;Instability 

This was one of the experiments to verify the ,25th <nder simulation model. Figure 3, as example, demonstrates 
the no-load operation when eacll lmbine is con·lmlled by die old govemor (see eq.(l) in the following chapter). 
The two strip charts display the pressure head acting on lhe turbines .. The upper one is a section of a recording 
fmm the plant the other char•t is the conespond.ing simulation result. First, two machines run in parallel. The 
speed ·control 'loop of the d1ird machine is dosed afier 100 sec. The pressure amplitudes received in simulation 
fully agree with the 1inadmissib'le amplitudes obse.rved ·in the plant l•t should be mentioned that, contrary to 
simulation, the pressure s,ignal recorded in the plant is :filtered by sensor, transducer, and recorder. 
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Fig. 3. Model verification: p,enstock pressu~e head at no-load operat·ion of two and three turbines in parallel. 
Above: R>eco,fded in the plant. Below: ResWl of simulation 

4.2 S·tability analysis w·i,th roo·t loci 

As •explained in the inooduction, the speed cont.rot loop was unstable at no-load operation all the Lime since 
commissioning. This unfavourable behaviour ·could be easily ·exp.lained and demonstrated by calculating the 
r,e.spective mol loci. This was ,one of the possibi'li'ties to prove the reliability of the design model. 

The speed controUer used until 1993 had the transfer fulRction (speed deviation to turbine nozzle opening). 

Ge (s) 6.25(s +0.20) 
s2 +6.39s+0.05 (I) 

The conn.ection between. turbine nozzle opening (at the respective no-load operating point) and hydraulic power 
is fepresenled by 
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573.3(s4 +l.98s3 +6.9ls2 +0.33s+l.58) 

GT(s) s~+l7.5s4 +43. 9s3 +113s2 +10.7s+25.8 • 
(zeros: + 0.011 ±j0.485, -l.00 ±j2.39; 
poles: -0.002±j0.485, -l.20 ±j2.41. -15. l). 

(2) 

The non-minimum phase property is significant of high-head water supply systems. 

Considering inertia and friction losses, the relation between turbine power and rwming speed of the twbine
generator set al no-load condition is described simply by 

G (s) = 6.211 
I S+0.0186 

-o.s -0.2 0. 2 o.4 o.s a.a i . o iR~ 

Fig.4. Branch of rool locus responsible for the unstable 
no-load operation with the controller lo be replaced 

5. CONTROLLER DESIGN 

-= 
0 

::00: 

c: 

(3) 

Thus, the open loop transfer 
function has S zeros and 8 
poles. Figure 4 shows the 
section of the root locus rcle- , 
vant for stability anaJysis. As 
not otherwise expected. the 
closed loop bas a pair of 
eigenvalues at the imaginary 
axis with ± j0.476 sec-I well 
corresponding with the first 
eigenfrequency measured in 
the plant (sec Fig.3). Thus. 
the validity of the Sth order 
reduced model was suffi
ciently demonstrated. 

Control algorithms were designed for speed control at both start-up (~load) and isolated network conditions 
as well as power control at interconnected grid operation. With respect to the problematic eigenvalue distribu
tion of the hydraulic system, excitation of penstock pressure had to be minimized. This l\CICC$ity requests 
filtering of frequencies near and higher than the first eigenfrequency of the hydraulic system. 

For speed control, the problem was solved by design of a rather complex cascade structured controller combined 
with a switching circuit. The deflector of the Pelton twbine is controlled essentially in a fast inner loop by a 
2nd order controller with lead behaviour. The nozzle is controlled in the slow outer loop by a 3rd order Jow
pass filter with operating-point dependent gain. The power-output controller is a 2nd order lead-lag system. 
again with operating-point dependent gain. The order reduced design model was used and cost-function vector 
optimi7.ation by means of REDU_RP was applied to design these various control algorithms. Eventually, before 
programming the new digital controllers, many simulation runs were carried out with the high order simulation 
model. The results were satisfactory. 

6. RESULTS 

In September and November 1993. the new digital controllers were installed and the algorithms indicated in 
the previous chapter were implemented. Extensive on-site tests were carried out to prove the effectiveness of 
the designed algorithms. Figure S shows start-up of one turbine-generator set. Steady state speed is reached 
without overshoot after 70 sec. To demonstrate no-load stability. the speed setpoint is changed stepwise. 
Figure 6 shows the performance of one machine at interconnected grid operation. The power setpoint is 
changed rampwise. There is almost no overshoot of actual power output. Due to lhe effectiveness of the 
designed power control. the pressure head at the turl>ine remains nearly constant Figure 7 shows the start-up 
procedure and no-load performance of three sets as recorded in the plant. To again demonstrate the no-load 
stability, the speed setpoint of one machine is changed stepwise whereas the other setpoints remain constant 
Note that the actual value of running speed is sufficiently steady and the highest pressure amplitude is not 
more Utan 1.6 bar, it was 13 bar before our inverstigalions. Thus. the comparison of the pressure amplitudes 
in Figures 3 and 7 is convincing and these results are very satisfactory. Finally, it should be mentioned that 
the time from standstill to full load of all sets could be reduced to 4 min as requested. 
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Fig.5. Start-up and speed control of one machine at no-load operation with the designed control algorithms. 
Above: Recorded in the plant. Below: Result of simulation. A: Running speed. B: Deflector position. 

C: Nozzle opening. D: Pressure at turbine inlet. Speed setpoint: 750 - 787.5 - 712.5 min-1 . 
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Fig.6. Power conll1ol at interconnec!ed grid operation. Above: Recorded in the plant. Below: Result of 
simulation. A: Power setpoint. B: Actual power output. C: Nozzle opening. D: Pressure at turbine inlet. 
Changes of power setpoint: 2 - 5 - I 0 - 20 - 15 MW. 
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Fig.7. Start-up procedure imd no-load performance of three turbine-generator sets. Recorded in the plant. 
Al,A2,A3 Running speeds of turbines 1,2,3. BI Deflector position, Cl Nozzle opening of turbine 1. 

D Pressure at turbine inlet. Changes of speed setpoint of turbine I: 750 - 825 - 675 rnin·l. 

7. CONCLUSION 

Simulation as well :as the application of effectiv,e controller design .software proved to be powerful tools. 
Modelbu.ilding, model approximation and order reduction respectively were the bases to successfu.lly solve 
the described real world problem of control engineering. 
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Abstract. Modelling of large and complex technical processes often results in very high order models 
(e.g. 50 ... 100). In lhe case of automatic control or simulation design, problems may arise due to the 
fact that either methods do not work or they become very itime consuming. For this reason, an 
engineer may be supported by order reduction methods. In tihis paper practical aspects for selecting an 
applicable order reduction method we investigated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Wiith the need for using an order reduct,ion method a seleeition process is started. Several order 
c;eduction methods hav·e been presented by various authors with reference to the mathematical 
criterion used (for example [l] with 143 references). Their general properties have also been 
described according to the application on special problems. 

Consider the "normal application engineer", who is to select one method for a special 
problem. He I she is no expert, nor is there time to get aU the information concerning the methods. 
The selection process is determined by a large variety of "practical" criteria instead: 

• What is the reason for the approximation (control design I simulation)? 

• What kind of quality criterion I weighting is important? 

• Which methods are available in present tools? 

• ls the method transparent I are there transparent parameters to adjust the reduction? 

• ls it really appropriate to handle linear Milv10-models of high order (if necessary)? 

• ls the tool easy to handle with respect to interactive dialogue, etc. ? 

In this paper a guideline is given how to procede during the search for an applicable order 
reduction method concerning the points mentioned above. 

2. GENERAL PROBLEMS 

2.l. The plant model 

Order reduction problems arise if the modelling of a technical process results in high order 
models. This might occur due to a very detailled modelling or the complexity of the plant. For both 
cases order reduction is applied to improve the handling of the system with respect to automatic 
control design or simulation. Both targets result in different demands for order reduction methods. 

Any consideration of simplifying the model is to start with the general properties of the plant 
and its mathematical model. By analyzing these charactersitics, a first clue for the selection of an or
der reduction method type is given. Oharacteristical properties like stability/instability and aperiodic/ 
oscillatory behaviour may have an influence on the choice of the weighting criterion or might even 
permit the general use of a special order reduction method. This will be shown in the examples. 
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Two high order models of stable technical processes were available for a critical examination: 
a metal strip processing line (2) with a linear modell of 41st order and a linearized model of a 
residential home with floor heating of l 5 rooms being of 7 4th order. In both cases the purpose for the 
reduction was a model order just high enough to 1include all states with physical meaning. The systems 
are very different in their dynamic behaviour and their characteristics are related to a variety of plants. 

2.2. Hardware I software 

After the plant model is given, it has to be transformed in a linear state-space-representation, 
so that order reduction methods may be used. Therefore, a computer tool is helpful due to the large 
number of states. These tools are more or less well known by its users and consist of both hard- and 
software. It is obvious that the capabilities supported by both components have a major influence on 
how often tools are used for solving a certain kind of problem. A demand is, that the order reduction 
methods to be used 1in the described situation slh0t.l'ld be available in such a tool. 

Two very different tools have :been investigated for this study on two different hardware platforms: 

• The package PILAR by the University of Karlsruhe on an IBM-compatible PC under MS DOS[5]. 

• The MATRIXx-package by Integrated Sys1tems Inc. on an IBM RISC-workstation [6J . 

2.3. Handling of available methods 

With a given plant model and hard-/software-packages there are still degrees of freedom left 
for the final choice of the order reduction method. In most cases it depends on how often a software 
package is used, until it gets useful. I.e. a software product 1that is very complex is - in most cases -
hard ,to handle. Its advantage in solving problems gets bigger the more often it is applied to a certain 
kind of problem. Since order reduction is not often used by the application engineer, the effort for a 
single reduction run is a decisive factor. This effort is determined by the general user support by the 
tool like mous·e support, interactive dialogue and the special properties of the order reduction module. 

To include very different kinds of tools, the two abovementioned ones have been chosen on 
very different platforms. An interactive, MS-DOS based module shell like PILAR can hardly be 
compared with a command-line program like MA TRIXx on a RISC-machine. But a decision is not 
only determined by hardware features. Especially in the ,case of very high order models it is important 
to ask for a comfortable system editor, i.e. changing of special matrix-elements, viewing and changing 
of submatrices etc. On the other hand the use of the order reduction module should not ·result in a 
permanent look-up in the user's manual. There should be either interactive dialogue or good online
help with respect to the demanded parameters or upcoming errors. 

3. CHOICE OF THE METHOD 

After a brief description of the general factors and the technical components is given in the 
earlier sections, the criteria are applied to the examplary problems. In this section it is pointed out, 
what a selection process for an order reduction method might be like in practice. 

3.1. Choice by weighting criterion 

In the case of the metal strip processing line, the system behaviour is oscillatory, but stable. 
Therefore order reduction methods with frequency weighted criteria and modal order reduction 
methods are of major irHerest. The Safonov/Chiang-method [3] in MA TRIXx is of the first type, 

where the additive error reduction focuses on errors of the fonn IJG(jro) - G, (jro )ii_ with G the 

originally given transfer function , or model, and Gr is the reduced one. An example for the second 
type is the method by Litz [2], where the dominant modes are determined by dominance measures and 
kept in the reduced system together with an optimal approximation of the nondominant ones. For the 
second plant, the characteristic is aperiodic. In addition to the first example, errors in the step 
responses could be taken into account here, like the method by Eitelberg ( 4] that is minimizing the 
equation-error. 
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3.2. Available methods 

According to 2.2. present tools were inspected for applicable methods. The two 
abovementioned tools included different modules for model order reduction. The package PILAR 
included one module for the Litz- and Eitelberg- method respectively. In MA TRIXx very similar 
methods were found based on the additional error and multiplicative error methods. But as one of the 
demands was ,the transparency of the modules, the module REDSCHUR has been selected, because 
there is one input parameter, 1the order of the reduced system. Another advantage of this method is the 
possibility to keep the physical meaning of the states by not balancing the system, only determining 
the output-matrix {;;_ of the original. The reduced systems of all applied methods may be compared 
therefore. 

Both tools included a matrix/system editor with different properties. For the typical application case, 
the engineer would probably first select the tooI he/she knows best and then take a look at the 
methods that are part of the tool. This might be the wrong decision, especially if there is no tool with 
properties demanded in one of the other claims. [t is more important to find a compromise between all 
the criteria. 

3.3. Finding the compromise 

Suppose there's still a choice. In MA TRIXx the methods are very similar with respect to the 
reduction properties. It is a question of time and work worth spending for a highly sophisticated 
adjusting of ~he several module parameters. In the mostly common case the easiest method will be 
chosen if the user is no expert. Ther;e~ore the REDSCHUR-module is first choice because of only few 
precognition for the first reduction is necessary. If a more sophisticated knowledge is supported by the 
reduction-module user, this choice might have been wrong. Ail of the modules used in MA TRIXx are 
based on either balanced truncation or multiplicative error-minimization method and therefore are 
mathematically demanding (including singular value decomposition, spectral factorisation · etc.) with 
respect to the derivation. Access to 1the basic steps is not easy for a normal user. Even the user's 
manual is only a guideline for a long search through other references. The online-help also is no help 
by itself, it may be concerned as a reminder of what kind of parameters have to be inserted in the 
module call instead, no other information is supplied in there. 

PILAR includes two methods in the modules RMG (Eitelberg) and RMO (Litz). Both 
methods are easy to handle in their basic version and may be customized for highly sophisticated 
application by an expert. The online-help is very close to the user's manual, describing the basic 
algorithm and being a guideline throughout the module. This facilitates the first use of the modules 
and yields results of high transparency. Every step during the reduction is briefly described. But there 
are disadvantages as weU. PILAR is about ten years old, based on a DOS-Shell. Every step of a 
further order reduction run has to be inserted on .and on again. A system editor is supported, but 
simulation facilities are not quite flexible. There is an option for data interchange with MATLAB 
(incorporating similar modules like MA TRIXx), but it is no substitute to what is demanded here. 

4. REDUCTION RUNS 

Reduction runs have been carried out with the a'bovementioned examples and tools to 
compare the results. According ito ,the first sections, the MA TRIXx-package supported a very flexible 
and fast system editor. Although PILAR's editor is good as well, it is not as flexible as its competitor. 
Especially for very high order systems, this is a very important factor. Flexibility is also much better 
in MA TRIXx regarding the simulation facilities. 

Suppose the plant model is given in each of the tools. The reduction process is more important 
now. In PILAR, each module is requesting the input parameters. Errors are avoided, because each 
,input value is checked before process is continuing. This takes a little while, but modules are used 
without major problems. To forget one module while progressing is the only mistake that could 
happen during the preparation for the RMO-module. Normally, this shouldn't occur as the users's 
manual as well as the online-help point out every single step including the mathematical derivation. A 
major problem is the MS DOS-based memory management of PILAR. So the Litz-method could not 
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be applied to the 74th order model because of memory problems. In the other cases the use of PU.AR 
was easy, and the behaviour of the reduced systems was according to the method's properties. Both 
methods resulted in stable and stationary exact systems with nonminimum phase behaviour for the 
aperiodic system due to a large reduction horizon. 

MATRIXx's reduction module is command line based. To start one module, only one 
command line is to be typed and results are the left hand side of a function call. Therefore, many kind 

. of mistakes a11e possible using this modules. The easiest module has been chosen and applied to the 
examples to avoid problems caused by the wrong use of parameters. All methods are minimizing a 
frequency error resulting in a non stationary exacit model for both examples. For the reduced 
simulation model of the domestic heating system, a special system output matrix C had to be used, to 
approximate special states. To adjust the other modules by using parameters, this is only possible by 
reading many chapters in the user's manual, presuming a large mathematical background. The great 
advantage is the fast acting module, but with only little transparency. 

The following table briefly summarizes the results of the operation tests with the selected 
methods and tools. The most important criteria for the choice are shown. The results for the methods 
are according to their application on the examples. 

' properties of the method 
I 

.I properties of the tool 
I 

method/ transpa- stationary transient simulation system (Online-) effort for effort f. 
tool rency exactness facilities editor Help first run next run 

Eitdberg I 
+ ++ 0 + + + PU.AR - -

Litz / 
0 0 PILAR + ++ ++ + + -

Safonov-
, Chiang I - - + ++ ++ - - + 
MATRIX.x 

S. RESULTS 

Summarizing the experience of this study, a short list of claims for a user-oriented model 
order reduction tool results: 

• Several order reduction methods with diff e11ent characteristics should be implemented in one 
tool. (During ·the studies, the Litz-method was implemented in MA TRIXx by the authors for a 
comparison of the reduction properties with respect to the 74th order model) 

• The tool is to take care of the u.ser's demands. It is to include a good system editor, simulation 
module and many more useful modules for the application engineer 

• No highly sophisticated method can be applied to a certain problem by a non-expert. The normal 
application case is time-limited, so that only the basic algorithms will be applied to the problems. 
A support for the user is necessary to raise the transparency of the reduction results, i.e. show the 
way the reduction method is proceeding. 

• Easy model order reduction application tools will help spreading the use of order reduction to 
solve problems. This can only be achieved by yielding the first claims. 
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Abstract: The paper describes a menu driven MATLAB program for model reduction. The software contains 
several model reduction algorithms including one based on an optimisation technique which can be used for origina1 
systems or reduced order models with time delay. Some examples of applications of the software are given in the 
paper. 

L lNTRO.DUCTION 

Model reduction techniques have attracted 111uch attention in the last two decades and good reviews can be found in 
Decoster and van Cauwenberghe (1), Mahmoud and Singh (2), and Bultheel and van Bare! (3). Model reduction 
finds many .applications in control engineering, some examples of which are the reduction of a plant transfer 
function in ,order that a control design technique can be used which requires a lower order plant model and the 
reduction of a high order controller transfer function, for example obtained using the H infinity design approach. to a 
simpler lower order model for practical implementation. Many analytical techniques have been presented in the 
hterature and without embedding them in software it is very difficult to compare their advantages and disadvantages. 
A software package is described in this paper which has been developed to perform model reduction by several 
methods and to compare the results. It has almost become a 'de facto' standard to compare the quality of model 
reduction by comparing only the step responses of the original system model and the reduced order model. In the 
softwa.I;e, however, one can compare the response of the original. system and the reduced order model to a variety of 
input signals and, also, probably more importantly, for feedback con.trot system design, can compare their frequency 
·responses. 

In addition to the classical methods of model reduction, the software also includes a routine for model reduction by 
optimisation where the parameters of the reduced order model of a selected order are optimised so that the difference 
between the output from the original system model and the reduced order model can be minimised according to a 
variety of criteria for a user specified input An advantage of the optimisation approach is that it can allow for either 
the original model, or the reduced Ofder model, or both, to incorporate a time delay. The analysis when a time delay 
exists is done using a Pade approximation for the time delay with an order which may be specified by the user. The 
best reduced order model for any application is that reduced model which matches as closely as possibly the 
input/output !behaviour of the origin.al system Wlder the .actual operating conditions. The optimisation approach 
enables one ito examine ithis facet much more easily. In the neXil section the software, which has been written in 
MATLAB, is described and this is followed by a section giving some examples of its application. Finally a brief 
conclusion is presented. 

2. DESCRIPTION OFIBE SOFTWARE 

The software is menu-driven so that it can be used by a person who has no previous experience with MATLAB. The 
first requi,rement is to enter the transfer function of the original system model and this is done by responding to the 
first menu which is: 

Main menu for model reducrion 
l) Enter G(s) ·in transfer function form 
2). Enter G(s) in block ·diagram fonn 
3) Load G(s) in a data file 
4) Keep G(s) unchanged 
0) Quit 

Select a menu number ~ 
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If I) is selected for transfer function entry. then the user is asked to enter a string wrinen as a ratio of polyonomials in s, for 
example '0.2s2+s+ 3/(s+ 1 )6. The power of th.e ,polynomial appears after the s and the slash divides the numerator and 
denominator. If .the user wishes to incorporate a time delay then this is requested after the string has been entered. Once a 
transfer function has been entered the main menu for model reduction is again displayed with the additions: 

5) display the original system 
6) perf onn model reduction 
7) comparative analysis of models. 

If 6) is selected. I.hen the available methods for model reduction are listed as indicated in the follo'"ing menu: 

A"ailahle ReductWn lflethod.s 

1) Continued fraction expansion method 
2) Ordinary Pade approximant method 
3) Routh based reduction method 
4) Do.m.inant modes method 
5) Balanced realisation method 
6) FF - Pade approximation method 
7) Optimal reduction method 
8) Optimal Routh approximant method 
0) Go back to the ma.in menu 

Select a menu number => 

After a number is selected, then some additional information may be requested in order to perform the model reduction. 
For instance, if 3) is selected, -then the user is asked to enter the expected reduction order and, once this is done, the 
numerator and denominator of the reduced model are given. Ail reduced models are then stored, so that at a later time the 
user, when using 7) in the main menu for model reduction, namely, comparative analysis of models, a list is given of the 
available models. This may include models of different orders obtained by the same technique as well as models derived by 
different methods. If the optimal reduction method 7) is selected then the user is asked to enter the required order of the 
nwnerator, the required order of the denominator and then a list is given of available weighting functions, which are used 
in the minimisation criterion for the error 1between the output of the original system and the reduced model, to choose from. 
The available waiting functions are: 

l) F(t) = l : lSE criterion 
2) F(I) = r2N 
3) F (t) =exp (-2at) 
4) F(t)= {l-ex:p(-at)}2 
5) A user defined prefilter GP(s) 

The input., r(t}, to the model and the reduced model is defined according to the parameters a1, a2, a3 in the formula 

r(t) = a1u(t) + a2m( t) where u(t) is a uni.t step and m(t) = e-11
"' . The objective function, J, of the error criterion is 

J = min 8 [ J: F( t )e2 (I , B)dt J where e( t, 0) is the error between the output from the original system model and the 

reduced order model as shown in Fig. l , and e is the parameter vector of the reduced order model. The initial guess fore 
may be provided by the ,user or if not lhe program will use those of a Pade approximation. The integral is evaluated in the s 
domain wruch is possible for an the weighting functions given [4). 

Frequency responses and time Tesponses to various inputs of the reduced models as well as the original system, and errors 
between these responses, can be obtained by responding appropriately to the menu options provided. 
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3. SOME EXAMPLE APPLICATlONS 

Two examples are given to illustrate usage of the program and the facilities provided. 

Example 1 The original system is assumed to have a transfer function G( s) = I I ( s + l )
6

. Four reduced order models 

are obtained, namely third order continued fraction., Routh, baJanced realisation and a single time constant plus time delay 
obtained using the ISE criterion for a step input. As is usually the case the balanced realisation is not a strictly proper 
transfer function being of order three over three. where.as the continued fraction and Routh are of order two over three. Figs 
2 and 3 show respectively the step responses and frequency responses on a Nyquist plot for the original model and the 
reduced order ones. It can be seen that on both figures the 'best' reduced models are the continued fraction and baJance 
realisation ones. The errors, which are shown in Fig. 4 for the step responses of these two reduced models. are only 
significant for small values of time and correspondingly at high frequencies on the frequency response plots. 

Eumplc 2 The original system is assumed to have the transfer function G( s) = I o( s2 + s + l) I ( s + l )5. The unit step 

responses of this original model and its second order balanced realisation reduced model, which has 

G,(s) = ( 0.0080s2 -0. 2090s+ 2. l 102) I (s2 + 0.820ls + 0. 2110) are difficult to separate on a graph so the error 

in the balanced reahsation .step response is sho\\'11 in Fig. 5. The error which has a maximum value of approximately 0 .5% 
of tbe maximum r:esponse at time 4.3 seconds does not appear too significant. PID controllers were designed using the 
same method for the original system (controller 1) and for the reduced model (controller 2) and then their performance 
checked on control of the original plant. The resulting closed loop step responses are shown in Fig. 6 from which it can be 
seen that the PID controller designed using the balanced realisation reduced model performs relatively poorly on the 
origi.Ral plant. The reason for this poor performance is due to the discrepancy between the frequency responses around the 
l80'0 phase point which is clearly seen i.n Fig. 7 wh.i.ch shows the Nyquist frequency response loci in this region. The 
critical gain and critical frequency, which were used to design the PID controllers as is done practically in the autotuning 
method, have values of l.959 and 2.300 for the original model and 4 .244 and 2.884 for the reduced model. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In ,this paper a menu driven MATLAB prQgram has been described wh.i.ch includes several model reduction methods 
including one based -on -optimisation which can be used for original models with time delays and for any original model 
produce a 1educed ,order one with or without a time delay. The software i.s easy to use and has many features to assess the 
accuracy of any reduced order model produced. Two application examples of the software have been given. 
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NUMERICAL METHODS AND SOFTWARE TOOLS FOR 

MODEL REDUCTION 
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Abstract. An overview of numerically reliable algorithms for model reduction is presented . The co
vered topics are the reduction of stable and unstable linear systems as well as the computational aspects of 
frequency weighted model reduction. The presentation of available software tools focuses on a recently de
veloped Fortran lib rary RASP-MOD RED implementing a new generation of numerically reliable algorithms 
for model reduction. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Model reduction is of fundamental importance in many modeling and control applications. The basic 
reduction algorithms discussed in this paper belong to the class of methods based on or related to balancing 
techniques [1, 2, 3, 4] and are primarily intended for the reduction of linear, stable, continuous- or discrete
time systems. All methods rely on guaranteed error bounds and have particular features which recommend 
them for use in specific applications. The basic methods combined with coprime factorization or spectral 
decomposition techniques can be used to reduce unstable systems [5] or to perform frequency-we ighted 
model reduction (FWMR) {6, 7]. 

The surveyed algorithms represent the latest developments of various procedures for solving computa
tional problems appearing in the context of model reduction. Most algorithms possess desirable attributes 
as generality, numerical reliability, enhanced accuracy, and thus are completely satisfac tory to serve as bases 
for robust software implementations. Such implementations are available in a recently developed Fortran 
77 library for model reduction called RASP-MOORED (8] . The implementations of routines are based on 
the new linear algebra standard package LAPACK [9] . It is worth mentioning that the implemented algo
rithms a.re generally superior to those implemented in the model reduction tools of commercial packages 
[10 , 11 , 12]. 

2. MODEL REDUCTION ALGORITHMS 

Consider the n-th order original state-space model G := (.4, B, C, D ) with the transfer-function matrix 
(TFM) Gp) = C( >.I - A)- 1 B + D, and Jet G. := (Ar, B. , Cr, Dr) be an r-th order approximation of the 
original model (r < n), with the TFM Gr = C. (U -Ar)-1 Br +Dr. A large class of model reduction 
methods can be interpreted as performing a similarity transformation Z yielding 

[ 
z-1Az j z-1B] ·- [An 

CZ D .- A11 

C1 

and then defining the reduced model (Ar, Br , Cr, Dr) as the lea.ding diagonal system (A11, B1 , C 1 , D). 
When writing Z :=[TU] and z-t :=[LT vr]T, then IT = TL is a projector on T along Land LT= lr. 
Thus the reduced system is (Ar, Br, Cr, Dr)= (LAT, LB, CT, D) . Partitioned forms as above can be used 
to construct a so-called singular perturbation approximation (SPA) . The matrices of the reduced model in 
this case are given by 
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A,. = Au+ A12(/I - A22)-1 A21 , 

B,. = B1 + A12('YI - An)-1 B2, 

C, = C1 + C2('YI - An)-1 A21, 

D,. D + C·krl - An)- 1 B2. 

where r = 0 for a continuous-time system and -y = 1 for a discrete-time system. Note that SPAs preserve 
the DC-gains of stable original systems. 

Specific requirements for model reduction algorithms are formulated and discussed in (13] . Such requi
rements are: (1) applicability of methods regardless the original system is minimal or not; (2) emphasis on 
enhancing the numerical accuracy of computations; (3) relying on numerically reliable procedures. 

The first requirement can be fulfilled by computing Land T directly, without determining Z or z-1 . In 
particular, if the original system is not minimal, then L and T can be chosen to compute an exact minimal 
realization of the original system [14] . 

The emphasis on improving the accuracy of computations led to so-called algorithms with enhanced 
accuracy. In many model reduction methods, the matrices L and T are determined from two positive 
semi-definite matrices P and Q, called generically gramians. The gramians can be always determined in 
Cholesky factorized forms P = SI'S and Q = RT R, where S and R are upper-triangular matrices . The 
computation of L and T can be done by computing the singular value decomposition (SVD) 

where 
L1 = diag(o-1, . . . , u,.), .L2 = diag(u,.+1, ... ,<Tn), 

and 0"1 ~ . •. ~ u,. > O"r+l ~ . .. ~ O"n ~ 0. 
The so-called square-root (SR) methods determine L and T as (15] 

If r is the order of a minimal realization of G then the gramians corresponding to the resulting realization 
are diagonal and equal. In this case the minimal realization is called balanced. The SR approach is usually 
very accurate for well-equilibrated systems. However if the original system is highly unbalanced, potential 
accuracy losses can be induced in the reduced model if either L or T is ill-conditioned. 

In order to avoid iH-conditioned projections , a balancing-free (BF) approach has been proposed in (16] 
in which always well-conditioned matrices L and T can be determined. These matrices are computed from 
orthogonal matrices whose columns span orthogonal bases for the right and left eigenspaces of the product 
PQ corresponding to the first r largest eigenvalues ui, ... , u~. Because of the need to compute explicitly P 
and Q as well as their product, this approach is usually less accurate for moderately ill-balanced systems 
than the SR approach. 

A balancing-free square-root (BFSR) algorithm which combines the advantages of the BF and SR 
approaches has been introduced in [14]. L and T are determined as 

T=X, 

where X and Y are n x r matrices with orthogonal columns computed from the QR decompositions 
S1'U1 = XW and RTVi = YZ, while Wand Z are non-singular upper-triangular matrices. The accuracy 
of the BFSR algorithm is usually better than either of SR or BF approaches . . 

The SPA formulas can be used directly on a balanced minimal order realization of the original system 
computed with the SR method. A BFSR method to compute SPAs has been proposed in {17]. The 
matrices L and T are computed such that the system (LAT, LB, GT, D) is minimal and the product of 
corresponding gramians has a block-diagonal structure which allows the application of the SPA formulas. 

Provided the Cholesky factors R and S are known, the computation of matrices L and T can be done 
by using exclusively numerically stable algorithms. Even the computation of the necessary SVD can be 
done without forming the product SRT. Thus the effectiveness of the SR or BFSR techniques depends 
entirely on the accuracy of the computed Cholesky factors of the gramians. In the following sections we 
discuss the computation of these factors for several concrete model reduction techniques. 
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3. ALGORlTHMS FOR STABLE SYSTEMS 

In the balance & truncate (B&T) method [l] P and Q are the controllability and observability gramians 
satisfying a pair of continuous- or discrete-time Lyapunov equations 

AP+PAT+BBT=O, ATQ+QA+CTC= O; 

APAT + BBT = P, ATQA+ ere= Q. 

These equations can be solved directly for the Cholesky factors of the gramians by using numerically reliable 
algorithms proposed in [18]. The BFSR version of the B&T method is described in [14]. Its SR version 
[15] can be used to compute balanced minimal representations. Such representations are also useful for 
computing reduced order models by using the SPA formulas [2] or the Hankel-norm approximation (HNA) 
method (4). A BFSR version of the SPAs method is described in [17]. Note that the B&T , SPA and HNA 
methods belong to the family of absolute error methods which try to minimize llt.0 1! 00 , where t.a is the 
absolute error t.0 = G - Gr. 

The balanced stochastic truncation (BST) method [3] is a relative error method which tries to minimize 
!lt..rlloo, where t.r is the relative error defined implicitly by Gr = (I - t..r)G. In the BST method the 
gramian Q satisfies a Riccati equation, while the gramian P still satisfies a Lyapunov equation. Although 
the determination with high accuracy of the Cholesky factor of Q is computationally involved, it is howe
ver necessary to guarantee the effectiveness of the BFSR approach. Iterative refinement techniques are 
described for this purpose in (13] . 

Both the SR and SRBF versions of the B&T, SPA and BST algorithms are implemented in the RASP
MODRED library. The implementation of the HNA method uses the SR version of the B&T method to 
compute a balanced minimal realization of the original system. All implemented routines are applicable 
to both continuous- and discrete-time systems. It is worth mentioning that implementations provided in 
commercial software [10, 11, 12] are only for continuous-time systems. 

4. REDUCTION OF UNSTABLE SYSTEMS 

The reduction of unstable systems can be performed by using the methods for stable systems in conjunction 
with two imbedding techniques. The first approach consists in reducing only the stable projection of G and 
then including the unstable projection unmodified in the resulting reduced model. T he second approach 
is based on computing a stable rational coprime factorization (RCF) of G say in the form G = M-1 N, 
where M, N are stable and proper rational TFMs, and then to reduce the stable system [NM]. From the 
resulting reduced model [Nr Mr] we obtain G, = M; 1 N, . 

The coprime factorization approach used in conjunction with the B&T or BST methods fits in the 
general projection formulation introduced in Section 2. The gramians necessary to compute the projection 
are the gramians of the system [NM] . The computed matrices Land T by using ei ther the SR or BFSR 
methods can be directly applied to the matrices of the original system. The main computational problem 
is how to compute the RCF to allow a smooth and efficient imbedding which prevents computational 
overheads. Two factorization algorithms proposed recently compute particular RCFs which fulfill these 
aims: the RCF with prescribed stability degree [19] and the RCF with inner denominator [20]. Both are 
based on a numerically reliable Schur technique for pole assignment . The use of other RCFs is presently 
under consideration. 

RASP-MODRED provides all necessary tools to perform the reduction of unstable system. Routines are 
provided to compute left/right RCFs with prescribed stability degree or with inner denominators, to com
pute additive spectral decompositions, or to perform the back transformations. A modular implementation 
allows arbitrary combinations between various factorization and model reduction methods. 

5. ALGORJTHMS FOR FWMR 

The FWMR methods try to minimize a weighted error of the form 11 W1 ( G - Gr) W2lloo, where W1 and W 2 
are suitable weighting TFMs. Many controller reduction problems can be formulated as FWMR problems 
[21] . Two basic approaches can be used to solve such problems. The approach proposed in [7] can be 
easily imbedded in the general formulation of Section 2. Provided G and the weights W1 and W2 are all 
stable TFMs, then P and Q are the frequency-weighted controllability and observability gramians of GW2 
and W1G, respectively (for details see [21)). Unfortunately no proof of stability of the two-sided weighted 
approximation exists unless either W1 = I or W2 = I . 
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In the second approach we assume that G is stable and W1 , W2 are invertible, having only unstable 
poles and zeros. The technique proposed in [6] to solve the FWMR problem computes first G 1 the n-th 
order stable projection of W1 GW2 and then computes the r-th order approximation G 1 r of G 1 by using 
one of methods for stable systems. Finally Gr results :as the r-th order stable projection of w1-

1
G1,. w2-

1
. 

RASP-MODRED provides all necessary tools to perform FWMR. Special routines based on algorithms 
proposed in [22J are provided to compute efficiently the stable projections for the second approach. 

6. THE RASP-MODRED LIBRARY 

RASP-MOD RED is one of the first numerical libraries developed by using the new linear algebra package 
LAPACK [9J. The library provides a rich set of computational facilities for model reduction. Besides the 
already mentioned functions, routines to evaluate Hankel- and L2-norms of TFMs, to perform bilinear 
transformations, to compute systems couplings, are also available. Many lower level computational rou
tines can have a special importance for other applications areas. In its present state of development the 
library consists of 77 routines and is continuously extended. Routines for alternative FWMR methods, for 
computing normalized RCF, or for evaluation of L00-norm are presently under development. 

The implementation of the library has been done in accordance with the newly established RASP /SLICOT 
mutual compatibility concept [23J. Thus the implemented routines belong simultaneously to both RASP 
[24] and SLICOT [25] libraries. This software sharing strategy is meant to save future efforts in developing 
both libraries. 

1. CONCLUSIONS 

We presented an up to date overview of numerically reliable algorithms and associated software tools for 
model reduction. The algorithmic richness and the complexity of the model reduction problems require 
efficient and robust software implementations which can exploit efficiently all structural aspects of the 
underlying computational problems. This is possible only in high level languages such as Fortran. In 
contrast, implementations in MATLAB, although much more compact than the corresponding Fortran 
codes, are generally less efficient with respect to both operation count and memory usage. Moreover, 
many MATLAB implementations, done unfortunately by people with insufficient numerical expertise , are 
unsatisfactory with respect to requirements as generality, numerical reliability, accuracy. 
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A PRACTICAL EXERCISE IN SIMULATION MODEL VALIDATION 
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Abstract. The validation of continuous system simulation models is an important top~c which 
often receives insufficient attention in courses on system modelling. The paper describes a 
practical exercise, using a laboratory-scale system involving two inter-connected tanks of 

. liquid, wbich can serve to introduce students to validation concepts in a practical fashion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The validation of mathematicail models and of associated computer simulation programs 
is a very imponant aspect of the process of developing usable simulation models. This fact 
is recognised in the introductory chapters of many textbooks on mathematical modelling and 
continuous .sy.stem simulation.. However, this recognition of validation as a central part of the 
modelling process seldom extends to a more detailed treatment of specific methods of 
validation in later sections of these texts. Students are, unfortunately, often left with only a 
vague :indication of the steps to be taken in trying to ·estabiish the adequacy, or otherwise, 
of a model which they 3I'e dev,eloping or intend to use in a given application. 

Terminology presents immediate difficulties in discussing questions of model credibility 
and validation methodology but useful guidelines have been provided by the Technical 
Committee on Model Cred~bility of the Society for Computer Simulation (2). Some aspects 
of these guidelines are particularly important, especially the recommendation that a strong 
distinction should be drawn between 'verification' and 'validation'. 'Verification' may be 
defined as the task of proving that a computer-based description is consistent with the 
underlying mathematical model to a specified accuracy level, while 'validation' is concerned 
with questions of the adequacy of rhe mathematical model. In order to avoid confusion it has 
been proposed that the terminology suggested by the SCS Technical Committee be extended 
by using the adjectives 'internal' and 'external', respectively, when discussing verification 
and validation [ 1]. The practical exercise described here involves both internal verification 
of a .simulation program and external validation of the underlying mathematical model and 
should hetp to emphasise the diffoliences between these activities, both of which are of great 
practical imponance. 

The system providing the basis of this exercise involves bench-top equipment of a type 
used widely for laboratory e.xperimeots in the teaching of elementary concepts in automatic 
control. It involves two coupled water tanks and provides a basis for the implementation of 
liquid level control .systems using either continuous or digital control techniques. Suitable 
equipment of this type is available for the ·ooucationaJ. market from a number of different 
sources. Tb.is type of system is inherently nonlinear but is relatively easy to model by the 
application of simple physical laws and principles familiar to most students of the physical 
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sciences and engineering. Students have no difficulty in understanding how the real system 
works and can thus focus their attention on issues of model credibility. 

2. THE TWO-TANK SYSTEM 

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the type of system used in the yalidation 
exercise. Coupling between the tanks is provided by a number of holes of various diameters 
near the base of the partition and the extent of the coupling may be adjusted through the 
insertion of plugs into one or more of these holes. The system is equipped with a drain tap, 
under manual control, and the flow rate from one of the tanks can be adjusted through this. 
The other tank has an inflow provided by a variable speed pump which is electrically driven. 
Both tanks are equipped with sensors which detect the level of liquid and provide a 
proportional electrical output voltage. 

The mathematical modelling of a hydraulic tank with volume flow rate in of Qv; and 
outflow Q.1 is based upon the fact that the rate of change of volume of liquid in the tank 
must be equal to the difference between the flow rate in and the flow rate out. In 
mathematical terms this means that, for the first tank which is of uniform cross-sectional area 
A,, 

( 1 ) 

where H1 is the height of liquid in tank 1, Q.,; is the input volume flow rate and Q.1 is the 
volume flow rate from tank 1 to tank 2. Similarly for tank 2 we can write 

(2) 

where H2 is the height of liquid in tank 2 and Q,., is the flow rate of liquid out of tank 2. 
Treating the holes connecting the two tanks and the drain tap as simple orifices allows the 
flow rates to be related to the liquid heights by the following two equations 

( 3 ) 

and 

( 4 ) 

where a, is the cross sectional area of the orifice between the two tanks, H2 is the cross
sectional area of the orifice representing the drain tap, H3 is the height of the drain tap above 
the base of the tank and g is the gravitational constant. The discharge coefficients C..Si and 
Cdl are constants. Continuous monitoring of the liquid levels and of the input flow rate is 
possible. 

It is a straightforward task to write a simulation program for the nonlinear model of the 
coupled tank system. Nominal parameter values corresponding to a real laboratory-scale 
coupled tank system [3] are as follows: A, = A2 = 9.7*10·3 m2

; a, =3.956*10-5m2
; 

a2 =3.85*10·5m2
; C,11 =0.75; Cd2= 0.5; H3 = 0.03m; and g= 9.81ms·2 • 

Simple simulation experiments on this simulation model could involve investigation of 
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Figure l _ Schematic diagram of the two-,tank system 

the changes of depth H1 and H2 versus time for a number of different initial values for the 
levels and different inflow rates_ It is important to consider whether results obtainable from 
such simulation experiments are likely to be meaningful when compared with the behaviour 
of tile real system. Is the given mathematical model adequate and does the simulation 
program represent the mode.I to a sufficient degree of accuracy? In order to answer these 
questions in a satisfactory way students must consider ,carefully how the simulation is to be 
used, how the com1puter program can be verified and how the model itself can be validated. 

2. l Internal verification of the simulation pro.wun 

The first stagre of verification is concerned with checking that the structure of the 
simulation program is consistent with the mathematical model. This involves working from 
the statements in the simulation program to ensure that when translated back to the form of 
differential equations they ,are the same as those of the original model . Checks must also be 
made of the parameter valttes used in the program or in the parameter input file to ensure 
that they correspond exactly to th,e parameter set of the model itself. 

The second stage of verification is concerned with numerical accuracy. In the case of 
fixed step integration methods comparisons can be made of results obtained with a number 
of different sizes of integration step length and wi:th different integration techniques. This 
provides the user with some understanding of the sensitivity of results to the step length and 
of the ov·eraU suitabi'li:ty of ithe numerical methods chosen_ In the case of variable step 
integration algorithms tests can be carried out to compare results with different settings of 
the relative and absolute error limi'ts· and ,with different values of the minimum integration 
step to ·be allowed. Comparisons can also :be made using a number of different values of the 
communication interval, which determines the time between output samples, to ensure that 
interesting events in :the simulation mode.I responses are not being hidden from the user 
simply because of an inappfopriate ,choice of this parameter .. 

2.2 External validation of the simulation model 

There is no single approach to the checking of a mathematical model which can provide 
a basis for definitiv,e staten.ents about the overaH validity of that model. Statements about 
model valicbty must be made in the context of an intended application. For this modelling 
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exercise the computer simulation is to be used subsequently as a basis for the design of an 

automatic control system which will ensure that a given level is maintained in one of the 
tanks. There is particular interest therefore in the accuracy of the model in predicting steady 
state conditions and in predicting the form of small transients about any given steady 
operating point. 

Agreement between steady-state measurements and steady-state model predictions is 
generally quite good for most parts of the operating range

1
but typical results with the nominal 

parameter set suggest immediately that the model is not perfect. Dynamic tests can also show 
significant differences between the simulation model predictions and the behaviour of the real 
system. Differences between the steady-state liquid levels in the simulation model and in the 
real system, for a given value of input flow rate, are found to vary slightly with H 1 and H2 

due to the limitations of Equations 3 and 4 in describing the relationships between output 
flow and the liquid level in each tank. These equations apply to an ideal simple orifice and 
the actual physical effects at the tank outlets are unlikely to correspond exactly this empirical 
model. 

Such findings provide an opportunity for students to attempt to improve the model. This 
may involve obtaining better estimates for the discharge coefficients cdl and c42 from further 
steady-state tests or dynamic tests on the real system. Parameter estimation and system 
identification methods are, of course, of general importance in the external validation of 
dynamic models and this provides an opportunity to introduce students to the idea of using 
such tools in a validation context. Although it is not necessary to use any advanced concepts 
of system identification in this application, certain important principles can be illustrated, 
such as the need to carry out tests to estimate model parameters separately from the tests 
used to generate system response data against which the predictive properties of the resulting 
simulation model are to be compared. 

3. DISCUSSION 

This exercise provides a practical and open-ended introduction to the concepts of internal 
verification and external validation of simulation models using a relatively simple nonlinear 
system. The simulation model is easily implemented and the relatively simple nature of the 
system and the variables which are accessible for measurement in the real hardware make 
this an interesting but straightforward system for the application of external validation 
methods. 
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MODEL REDUCTION, ZEROS AND GAIN 

Alan Johnson 
Krarners Laboratory 

Delft University of Technology 
Prins Bemhardlaan 6 

2628 BW Delft, The Netherlands 

Abstract. The basic modal reduction technique is modified to allow the gain and the zeros of the reduced-order 
model to be arbitrarily chosen. Use is made of the ease with which both the gain and the zeros can be changed 
in the controllability canonica1! form. An example is provided to illustrate the method. 

l. NOTATION 
Lower case letters indicate vectors, upper case letters matrices. Scalars are denoted by lower case Greek letters. 
The following symbols are used: 

f..;(A) is the i-th eigenvalue, or pole of the matrix A 
<t>(M,s) is the characteristic polynomial of the model M 
1/t(M ,s) is the zero polynomial of the model M 
IAI is the determinant of A 
I is the unity matrix. 

2. INT.R:ODUCTlON 
There are two approaches to reducing the order of a state-space model which are commonly used in control 
engineering, the modal approach [I] and the balanced realization approach (2). The modal approach decomposes 
the model into 'dominant ' and ' non-dominant' eigenvalues, where only the dominant eigenvalues are retained. 
It has tended to neg'lect the questions of how dominant zeros are to be included in the reduced model and 
whether the gain of the model is invariant under the reduction technique. More precisely, suppose the following 
continuous-time state space LTI model M(A,b,c) is given: 

x(t) =Ax(t) + bu(t) 

x(O) ="o 

y(t) =cx(t) 

(1.1) 

( 1.2) 

( 1.3) 

where AE IR"'", bE R"'1, cE R1
•

0
• The gain of M(A,b,c) is given by .k(M), its characteristic polynomial is <J>(M,s), 

and its zero polynomial 1/t(M,s). Assume M (A,b,c) has p::Sn dominant poles (the roots of the dominant 
characteristic polynomial <J>p(s)=-0) and m<p dominant zeros (the roots of the dominant zero polynomial if;m(s)=O). 
In this paper we present a method for finding a reduced-order :state space L TI model MR(AR,bR,cR) where 
ARE JRP•P,bR E RP' 1 ,~ ER txp such that k(MR)=k(M), <J>(MR,s)=<J>P(s) and if;(MR,s)=if;m(s). 

The basis of all modal approaches, Davison's technique, is shown in Fig.I , steps I to 3. The model M(A,b,c) 

8i1 8i21 is transformed to the Jordan fonn M 0 (H-1 AH,H"1b,Hc) using the non-singular matrix H = , so that 
Rz1 Hz2_ 
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IAi 0 l lgl H -!AH= 
0 

Ai, H -lb= & and Hc=[f1 f 2]. Note that k(M), 1/-(M,s) and 4>(M ,s) are invariant under a 

similarity transformation. The dominant subsystem M,(A1,g1,f1), with lsl-A11=4>p(s), is split off in step 2, and in 

the third step the reduced 'model MR(H A-1 u g f H -t) is created by a similarity transformation using the 
11 11 • &"'11 I' 1 11 

nonsingular matrix H11 • The zero polynomial 1/-(MR,s) will not, in general, be 1/-m(s), as the following example 
shows. 

Example 1 

-10.00 - 1.60 0.77 2.50 1.0 

M(A,b,c)=IM( 
3.50 - 0.88 -2.10 0.20 0 

,[2.6 3.1 0.9 3.8)) 
1.10 - 0.40 -3.00 -0.90 ' 0.4 

0 0 0 -2.67 0 

has eigenvalues = -9.4195, -0.9510, -3.5095, -2.6700, gain= 0.5206 and zeros= -0.7499, -7.3722, -2,6700. Using 
the modal approach the fastest mode is discarded, leaving 

- 1..5260 - 1.8915 15433 0.4833 

MR(AR,bR.~)=IMR( -0.6030 -2.9345 -0.4778, 0.6105 ,[2.6201 1.0549 4.7979]) 

0 0 -2.6700 0 

which has eigenvalues= -0.9510, -3.5095, -2.6700, gain= 0.4091 and zeros= -0.7148, -2.67. 
0 

To remedy this shortcoming of the modal approach a modification to the method is proposed as shown in Fig. I, 
steps 4-9. The modification consists of a number of transformations leading to the controllable canonical form, 
where the gain and zero polynomial can be easily manipulated. 

3. THE CONTROLLABLE CANONICAL FORM 
Recall that if (A,b) is controllable, M(A,b,c) described by (l.l)-(1.3) can be transformed by the nonsingular 
matrix T into the state space LTI model McCA0,bc,cJ in controllable canonical (or phase variable) form where: 

0 1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

Ac=l 1AT= ,bc=kl 1b= . ,cc=k·1cT=[cc1c02Cc3 ... Ccn1 · 

0 0 0 1 0 

- a 
n 

- a 
11 - 1 - a 2 -al lk 

The transformation is accomplished by using the matrix T: 

a11 -1 ao -2 Clz a1 1 

an-2 a .. _3 ll'1 1 0 

T=[b Ab ... A".1b] 
a11-3 a .. -4 1 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 
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Note that this is not in the fonn usuaUy giv-en, but has the advantage that all the poles are in Ac, all the zeros 
in cc and the gain in b •. More precisely, 
the characteristic polvnomial of Mc(A0 bc,cc), and hence of M(A,b,c), is given by: 

lsl-AI= Jsl-A l=s D+a sn-l+a_s"-2 ••• +a s+a c 1 ----i n - 1 n' 
(3.1) 

the zero polvnomia/ of Mc(Ac,b,,c0), and hence of M(A,b,c) is given by: 

(3.2) 

and the gain of M.(A,,b0 cJ, and hence of M(A,b,c) is given by (2.2): 

0 0 0 0 
-1 0 - an 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

-cA -1b = -c A -tb = -k -1c 0 1 0 0 0 0 =k (3.3) 
c c: c 

0 0 0 1 0 k 

4. THE METHOD 
The steps in the method are described briefly with reference to Fig. l. Notice that any uncontrollable modes are 
preserved, since these will have been introduced by the mechanistic modelling technique which produced 
M(A,b,c). 

Step 4. The uncontrollable modes are split off, so (..411,61 ) is controllable 
Step 5. Since (..411 ,61) is controllable, a T exists to fonn M c(A,,b"c0). 

Step 6. 

Step 7. 
Step 8. 
Step 9. 

Set k(cc1 +sc,2+ ... +s0
•
1c00]=if.im(s) and b '=k. 

c 

Transfonn back using T, so that i,l.i,(s)=1"m(s) and "-i=k. 
Append the uncontrollable modes. 1"1(s)=isl-A22lif.im(s) and fc.=k. 
As in Davison's technique. i/t9(s)=jsl-Azilif.im(s) and /c.i=k. 

The choice of ijt(s) and to some -extent k in step 6 presents a degree of freedom which could be usefully 
exploited. For example, it might be possible to choose if.i(s) so that the states of the reduced model resemble those 
of the original model in some well-defined way. 

Example 2 
With the same M(A,b,c) as in Example l, we wish to find a reduced model with the same eigenvalues as before, 
but with gain = 0.5206 and a zero at -4 .0. Using the proposed method, we find that: 

- 1.7621 - 1.9728 1.35031 1.8782 
MR(AR,bR,cR)=IMit( -0.7185 -2.6983 -0.6456, 1.9696 ,[-l.5107 l.6612 -4.5122]) 

0 0 -2.6700 ' 0 

The gain of the reduced model is 0.5206, and the zeros -4.0, and -2.67. 
D 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
A method has been presented which ensures that a reduced model has desired poles, zeros and gain . This could 
be necessary when process variables are decoupled and zeros are lost. It would also be useful to extend the 
method to the multivariable case. 
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1 
x· ;/\ x' •11zu x·? 

2 2 2 r------

x;Ax+bu x';W1x 
y ;f x 0 2 2 2 

y=cx 

x', ;/\ x· +g u xR=H1iX°1 . ., I I I I XR;H ! I/\ ,H 1! XR +H 1191U 
y =! x' I l 1 

I yR;f 1H;\xR I l 
<p(s).k n I ( 1 

J=sx· v I z2 

' uncontro ll able 

z=r1..tTz'+b'u u i'=r' ..tTz' +t> u 
11 TC 11 TC r y;=c;cz- y·=c z 

i-- l IC 
-- modes 

--- contro l lable 

I 
I 
I 

I x'=Tz' --- i• =A. z' + lb• u 
l1 IC 

y~c·r-1z• 
2 IC 
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Order Reduction and Determination of Dominant State Variables of 
Noolinear Systems 

Dr.-Ing. Boris Lohmann, Hohrenbergstr. 10, D - 78476 Allensbach 

By the method presented here, nonlinear system models can be simplified by reducing the number 
of state equations. The dominant state variables (which the reduced system approximates) can be 
chosen according to technical reasons or with the help of a dominance analysis. All computations 
are based on proven algorithms and most of them are free of iterations. 

1 Introduction 

The simuilation, analysis and controller-design of technical systems are frequently complicated by 
the complexity of the corresponding nonlinear system models. These tasks can be simplified by 
reducing the order of the system. Consider the current state space representation of a nonlinear 
time-invariant system 

.X(t) = f(x,u) (1) 

with the stat,e vector x of dimension n and the input vector u of dimension p. This can be rewritten 
in the form 

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)+ F g(x,u) (2) 

without loss of generality. The vector g(x,u) exclusively comprises the nonlinear summands of 
the elements of f(x,u), that is, every such term appears only once and is free from any possible 
constant factors. Starting from (2) the task of order reduction is now to find a system 

i(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) +i g(Wx,u) (3) 

of lower order n by which the behaviour of the original (2) can be imitated or, more precisely, by 
which at least the most important state variables can be approximated. The most important or so 
called dominant state variables are oftenly identified easily. These not only include the variables of 
importance in primary systems, such as measurement and feedback variables, but also include 
internal variables which are important for the dynamic properties. Once identified, all dominant 
state variables can be combined into a vector xd

0 
and are related to the original vector x by 

xd0 =Rx (4) 

where every row of the matrixR contains a single "one" and otherwise zeros. 

The special case of a linear system occurs, when the vector f (x,u) in (1) consists exclusively of 
liner combinations of the elements of x and thereby the term F g(x,u) in (2) disappears. Many 
different kinds of methods for the order reduction of such systems are already known [ 1,4, 11]. For 
nonlinear systems however they are still few 1• Worth mentioning is an approach from U. Pa//aske 
[8, 12] which is based on an orthogonal projection of the state vector of the system. Furthermore 
Singular Perturbation methods [5, 13] can be applied to nonlinear systems. 

1 However there are some very helpful methods which aim primarily n.ot a reduction of the system order but a 
simplification of the right hand side of the state equation ( 1) (2, 7]. 
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2 The Order Redudion Method 

The matrices A,B,F,:W in (3) must subsequently be determined so that .X(l) approximates the 
time curves of the dominant state varirubles. These must be chosen by the designer and combined in 
xd

0 
according to (4). Assuming an idea[ order reduction, the original system and the reduced 

system (3) react to every stimulus with the same paths xdo(t) = x(t), and xd
0
(t) = i(t) is also 

valid .. By substitution eq.(3) becomes 

(5) 

In practice this ideal cannot be reached. Following an approach to order reduction of linear 
systems by E. Eitelberg [3] it is sufficient if eq.(5) is almost fulfilled and the equation error 

- - -
d1 (t) = xd

0
(1)-Axd

0
(t)-Bu(t)-F g(Wxd

0
,u) (6) 

is kept small. It will be shown that from this requirement the matrices A, B, F can be determined 
in a straightforward manner (see also [9, IO]). The requirement for matrix Won the other hand is 
to achieve its direct task a:s well as possible, namely to reconstruct the complete state vector x 
from xd

0 
as it is used as an argument for g. This means keeping the equation error 

(7) 

as :smaU as possible. For which functions of time should this task be solved? Functions which can 
be produced by the simulation of the original system are certainly suitable. In order to cover the 
largest ar·eas of the state space as possible, it will be necessary to carry out not one but several 
simulations with various initial vaiues and input functions. This results in vectors 
x(t0; ),x(tli ),. . .,x(t.; ), i = i, .. .,r for each of the r simulations. The error equation (7) can 
therefore be viewed at the discrete points in time t0P .. ., te1> .. . , ... , t0 ,, •• ., te, . In order to keep d 2 

small, the weighted sum of the squares of the euclidean norm of d 2 (t) is minimized at the 
specified discrete points in time: 

I 

J 2 = q2Uo1 )\d2Uo1 )1
2 

+ ... +q2
(t,jd2U.J

2 
:::, ,min. (8) 

The positive real weighting factors q(t01 ) , ... ,q(te,) can be pr·escribed by the designer and can be 
used for a time weighting within a single simulation or for a weighting of complete simulations 
against each other. By arranging the error vectors d 2 side by side in matrix D2 , and the weighting 
factors q in the diagonal matrix Q, the quality gauge 1 2 can be rewritten in a matrix formulation: 

J2 = trace{ D2Q,QT D~ } . (9) 

In order to facilitate the substitution of D2 also the vectors x(l;) and x d
0 
(t;) are combined into 

matrices X and Xd
0

, leading to D2 = X-W X
4 0

• The optimal matrix W is then computed by 
evaluating the necessary condition oJ2 /OW = 0 for a minimum of J 2 with the final result 

(10) 

In order to solve the second task, the analogous quality gauge 

JI = q1 Uo1 )!d1 Uo1 )12 
+ ... + q2(t.,)jdl (te,)l

2 
= trace{ DIQQT vr } (11) 

is considered. Again the vectors d1 (t;) are combined into matrix D1 • By combining in addition the 

vectors x do(t;) (computed from 'eq.(2)) into matrix x do > the vectors u(t, ) into u and the vectors 
g(Wxdo (t;) ,u( t;}) ofnon-linerities into matrix r, matrix D1 can be expressed by 
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(12) 

with the abbreviations E = [ A,.B,ft] and Mr= [ X~0 ,Ur ,rr]. From that, the optimal matrix E
0
P

1 

is resolved by evaluating the necessary condition for a minimum of J 1 : 

(13) 

The reduced system (3) is now completely detennined. In addition to the approximation x(t) of 
x""(t) which is provided by the reduc·ed system, the complete state vector x of the original system 
(including the non-dominant states) can be approximated by the relation x( t) = Wx( t) . 

Secondary conditions of the form L =EH can be fulfilled (when minimizing J 1) by choosing 

Eopl = xdoQQT MT(MQQTMT)-I +(L-XdoQQTMT(MQQTMT)-'H)· 
(14) 

.(Hr (MQQT MTrl r1 HT (MQQr Mrri 

ins·tead of eq.(13). ff .equilibrium sets of the original system are arranged in H according to 

[ 

Xdo,stat,J Xdo,srat.m ] 

H = u.1at1 u,,az.m ( 15) 

. ,g(Wxdo.s1a1.1 >Usta1,1 ) g(Wxdo,srot, m>Ustar,m) 

and one choses L = 0, then eq.(14) guarantees that the equation error vector d2 will disappear at 
the equilibrium points. Thus also the reduced sytem possesses these equilibrium sets. If the 
equilibrium sets are identical to some steady state values of the original system corresponding to 
some system stimulii of interest, then in general the reduced system too will tend towards the same 
steady state values when stimulated by the same input functions. This formalism for the first time 
allows influencing the steady state behaviour of nonlinear order-reduced systems. It can easily be 
extended to general input .functions. 

3 Determination of Dominant State Variables 

When applying the steps described above to technical systems, difficulties may occur in choosing 
dominant state variables. Hence, the question arises if some linear combinations of state variables 
would not be more suitabie as the dominant variables. This can be phrased more generally: can a 
linear transformation of the state vector be found which allows the computation of expressive 
dominance numbers, just as the modal transformation [I] or the transformation to balanced 
representation [ 11] do for linear systems? The determination of such a transformation is in fact 
possible based on an analysis of the state trajectories, as was used in the form of controllability 
matrices to provide the starting point to B.C. Moore 's dominance analysis for linear systems [11]. 
First, the task is defined: A state transformation 

z(t) = V x(t) (16) 
( n,l) (n,n) (rr,l) 

is required, with the property, that the time-curves for all n state variables xi> .. ., x,, of the original 
system can be approximated from the first ii components z1 , .•.. , Z;, of z which are combined in the 
vector 
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(17) 

by the approximating equation 

x(t) = W z10p{t) . (18) 

This approximation has to be optimal in the least squares sense 

1 = ±(x(t; )-x(t; )r srs(x(t; )-x(t;)) = trace{s(x -x)(x -xY sr }~min. (19) 

The components of z
10

P are then dominant compared to the other components of z, In ( 19) S 
denotes a regular diagonal matrix of positiv real weighting factors s1 , . .. , s,,, by which the designer 
can influence the quality of approximation of the single state variables. The vectors x( t,) are 
known from the simulations. 

The task can be solved via a singular value decomposition [6] of the matrix o/ = S X . This 
produces the orthogonal matrices T and P and the diagonal matrix L of the real non-negative 
singular values of 'I' (sorted in non-increasing order) with the property 

o/ = TLPT . (20) 

By choosing 

V = TT S 
' 

(21) 

where the matrix TL comprises the first ii columns of T, the quality gauge J is minimized [6]. 
Furthermore the singular values 0"1> ... ,0",, on the diagonal of L indicate the inaccuracy which 
arises due to the approximation (18), i.e. the minimum value of J is given by 

" 
G(ii) = J opt = ~+I+ ... +a; = L d,2 · (22) 

;:::,;+ 1 

Hence the order reduction is done as follows : a singular value decomposition of the matrix 
o/ = S X is carried out, where the diagonal elements of S are initially chosen to be equal to the 
reciprocals of the maximum deviations of the state variable curves from their mean or steady-state 
values. The order ii of the reduced system is chosen so that the singular values 0",;+1>··., CT,, are 
small compared to the others. In the transformed system model 

i(t) = VAV -1z(t) +VB u(t) + VF g(V-1z,u) (23) 

the first ii state variables are in fact the dominant ones. The singular values O"; can be considered 

dominance size values, as C,:: is precisely that value with which J increases (i.e. the approximation 
(18) disimproves) when the state variable z; is defined as not-dominant. As a result the 
transformed system (23) can be reduced according to section 2. From the time curves z(t) of the 
resulting reduced system 

z(t) = Az(t) + Bu(t) + .F g(Wz,u) (24) 
~ 

approximations of the original curves are achieved by x(t) = W i(t) . 
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4 Outlook 

A simple and effective approach to order reduction of nonlinear system has been presented here. 
In [10] a nonlinear vehicle suspension model of order 10 has been reduced successfully to orders 
seven and five, shortening the simulation time by a factor of 10 and 12 respectively. ·Other satis
factory reductions of nonlinear systems have been carried out, both, with and without dominance 
analysis and have r,educed system complexity and simulation time. However there remain nu
merous open questions concerning the as yet young field of non-linear model simplification: 
• Firstly comes the question of which special measures can be used to improve the behaviour of 

output variables y, = c;(x,u) . 
• It would certainly be desirable to be able do without simulations of the original system, either 

fully or in part. 
• The result of the reduction in all currently known methods is judged on the basis of a 

subjective evaluation of the resulting time curves. A systematic method would be helpful in this 
and would also assist in the investigation of stability behaviour. 

• As in the theory of linear systems, the relationships between the order reduction and the terms 
of minimal realisation, of controllability and of observability are of interest. 

These issues provide interesting fields of study for ithe future, not least because in practice the 
simplification of non-linear system models is more urgently required than for linear models . 
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Abstract Observing the state of a nonlinear system by means of solving an optimization problem is shown to be 
well-posed. By making use of this result, disturbances which are slowly time varying are modelled as constant 
parameters and approximated by piecewise constant functions. 

1. Introduction 
Consider a nonlinear dynamical system described in the state space form by 

x = f(x) (1) 
where f E C 2(IR", IR"), c E IR" /{O}. Let 

4'(-;to, ·): nr--. C 1(JR,1Rn) xo 1--+4>(·,to,xo) (2) 

denote the flow of (1). I.e. for all x 0 E IR", t0 E IR, <I>(·; t0 , x0 ) is the uniquely determined solution of x = f( x ), 
x(to) = xo. 

With T > 0 let us now restrict our attention to the interval I := [O, T]. Then clearly (1) defines a rc~pping 

(3) 

ff (1) is the correct description of the dynamical system under consideration , the observation of the system 
output during a time interval of len.ght T would yield a function y E :F(IIr). Taking the inverse :F- 1(y) and 
plugging it into the flow cp one would immediately reoover the complete state function of the system. But, as a 
matter of fact, it is highly unlikely that the description ( 1) is anything but an approximation of the real system 
dynamics, given by 

x = j(x) (4) 

with j:::::: f and c:::::: c, but both j and care not exactly known. 
Therefore we cannot expect the real system output ii to be in :F(IRn). If we additionally allow for disturbances 

in the measurement, the measured output is assumably not even in C 1(I, JR). 
Given the exact initial state xo, we know that y and y are close if II! - jlj, and lie - ell. respectively, are 

"sufficiently" small. So if :F- 1 could be continuously extended to a neighborhood of 0, :F- 1 (y) would be an 
approximation of the true state x 0 at t = 0, and <I>(·; 0, :F- l (y)) might be fairly well suited to describe the true 
stat·e function in a neighborhood oft = 0. 

Now first we are going to derive conditions under which :F- 1 exists and can be continuously extended to 
a neighborhood of :F(JR"). Afterwards we point out how to use the output function of the real system to 
continuously update the approximation of the state function. 

2. Preliminaries 
In order to successfully recover the state function of system (1) by using the output on I we have to demand 

observability of ( 1) in the sense that :Fis injective. I.e. different initial states generate different output functions. 

Definition 1 Let n c IIC. ( 1) is called observable on n x I iff :Fin is injective. 

We shall require in the following that 'R c IR" is compact and (1) is observable on 'Rx I. As C 1(I, JR) c L2(l), 
we may conceive :Fas a mapping into the Banachspace £ 2 (!) . To abbreviate let Y := £ 2(!) and 0 := :F(R), and 
let < ·, · >y and II · \IY denote the inner product and the norm in Y, respectively. Since f is twice continuously 
differentiable, it follows with (2], p .99 , that 

Lemma 1 :F : 'R _. Y is twice continuously differentiable. 
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For the following outline we have to consider the derivative map of :F, :F': n x IR"-. Y, (x , z) ,_. :F' (x)z 

. b[-r'()]() Ta A"4'(··0:r) .... ll>(t;G.x'l.. ft .. given y .r xz t :=c ox z. sa~·=:~1 .. '(·;U, r)1sthe owofthehneanzedsystem 

i fr(ll>(t; 0, x))z (5) 

the association between the derivative map and the_ linearised system is obvious. Thus for all x e 1?.. , z e IR" we 
have 

(:F'(x)z](t) := cTll>J.~(t;O , x)z (6) 

Additionally we have to assume that :F'( x) has full rank for all x en. This is equivalent to assume that the 
linearized system (5) ist observable for all x e R. Using (6) we deduce immediately 

Lemma 2 foT ~])t ; O,x)ccT~J .. (t;O,x)dt is positive definite iff(5) is observable on I. 

The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1 in [6). 

3. Extension of ;:-1 

As :Fis injective, there exists a unique invers ;:- 1 : 0 ___. nr. We are now going to extend ;:-1 on Y. For 
this reason we define 

}/: Ill" x y --+ Ill ' 
1 

(x,y) ,_. 2lly-:F(x)JI~ (7) 

Then it follows from [5] that the Hessian of N(x, y) , Nr:r(x, y), is positive definite for any (x , y) En x y where 
y = :F(x) . We shall further see that for every (xo , y0 ) with Yo= :F(xo) , there exist p and c, such that N:z:z:(- , y) is 
strictly convex in Bp(xo) for ally E B.( yo). Here Bp(xo) := { x E rn.n, llx-xoll ~ p} and B, (yo) := {ye Y, llY-Yoll ~ 
c}. 

Lemma 3 For all xo e R, there exist p, c > 0 such that N:z:z:(x, y) is positive definite in (Bp(xo )nR) x B, (:F(xo )). 

The proof is omitted for reasons of space. 

Lemma 3 gives a tool to derive sufficient conditions for the existence of a unique minimizer of}/(-, y). 

Lemma 4 Let n be convex. For every YO E 0 with Xo := ;:- 1(yo) En there exist p, €y > 0 such. that }/(., y) 
has a unique minimizer in Bp(xo) nR for ally e B,,(yo). 

As R and Bp(xo) are convex, n n Bp(xo) is convex, too. According to Lemma 3, N(·; y) is convex on 
1?. n Bp(xo). And since n n Bp(xo) is con vex and compact, there exists a unique minimizer x e 1?. n Bp(x0 ) of 
}[(-, y). 0 

0 

If n is unfortunately not convex, the statement of the above Lemma is still valid for any ;:- 1(yo) E n. 
0 

Corollary 1 For every Yo e 0 with xo := ;:- 1 (y0 ) e n there exist p, E:y > 0 such that N(., y) has a unique 
minimizer in Bp(xo ) for ally E B, ,(yo) . 

Using (4], p.195, the result of Lemma 4 can be extended. 

Lemma 5 For all y E y there exists xo E n so that for all x E 1?..: 

llY - :F(x)Jly 2'.: llY - :F(xo)llY 1.e. N(x , y) 2'.: N(xo, y) (8 ) 

Lemma 5 enables us to extend ;:- 1 on Y by defining a "pseudoinverse" for :F according to the following 
definition: 

;:- :Y--+ n y >--+ argmin}/(x,y) 
:rE'R 

(9) 

For any ye Y we may regard :F(:F- (y)) as a generalised projection of y on 0. And because of (9) we 
see immediately that for any Yo e 0, ll:F(:F-(y)) - Yll S \IYo - Yll · Using the triangle inequality we t hus get 
ll:F(:F-(y)) - Yoll S 2 llYo - Yll· 

;:- may not be unique on Y . But with Lemma 4 it is obviously locally unique near 0 if n is convex . 

Corollary 2 Let R be convex. For all y0 e 0 exists c = c(Yo) such that ;:1- 1s umque. 
B.(yo) 
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As we pointed out in the introduction, we are mainly interested in an inverse of :F in a neighborhood of 
0. And although;:- might not be unique in th.e entire space Y, it is not only unique but also continuously 
differentiable in a neighborhood of almost every y0 of 0. 

0 

Theorem 1 Let Yo E 0 with ;:-1(yo) E n. Then 1there is 'Y = ;(yo)> 0 such that ;:I- is continuously 
a..,(110) 

differentiable. 

Proof: Let Cy and p according to Lemma 4. Then ;:,
1
- is unique for any / E (0, €y ). So ;:- may locally be 
s..,(110) 

described by 
y ,__. arg min N(x, y) 

r€B,(zo) 

Because N(-, y) is strictly convex in B.,(yo), this is equivalent to 

= arg min (N"'(x, y) = o) 
;r; e B,,(zo) 

Hence ;:-(y) is implicitely defined by N:r(:F-(y), y) = 0. And as Nx(xo, Yo) = 0 and Nu(xo , Yo) is positive 
definite,}/"'(-,·) meets the requirements of the implicit function theorem. Thus there exists / E (0, €y ) such that 
;:

1
- is continuously differentiable. Its derivative map in y is given by 
s.,.(110) 

with 
D:F-(y): Y ---" 1R" v >--> [DT-(y)]v 

[DT-(y)]v (N"'x(F-(y),y))-
1 1T ~J)t;O,:F-(y) ) v(t ) dt 

D:F-(-) is obviously continuous with respect to y. D 

So the problem of observing the system (1) by using a slightly disturbed output ist well posed. 

4. Design of an Observer 
Recall our intention to design an observer for ( 4) which simultanously approximates some unknown parameters 

or slowly varying disturbances. We account for unknown parameters as well as time varying disturbances by 
augmenting the state vector in (1) by some "constants". As we just saw, the observation problem is well posed. 
So we feel justified to use (1) to design an observer for (4). The restriction is that the linearization of the 
resulting system has to be observable. 

Before proceeding we have to introduce some additional notation. 
Let ft c IR" be compact and invariant with respect to the differential equation (4a) . Let <i>(-; 0, ·)denote the 

flow of (4), :i the corresponding map on Y, and 6 := F(ft) the set of possible outputs of (4). 
Additionally, let L denote a global Lipschitz constant for f on R and let ft c R. T he difference of J and f 

on ft shall be bounded by 81 and the difference of c and c on ft shall be bounded by 8c. Then it is well know 
that for any x 0 ER and x0 E ft the difference of <t>(t; 0, xo) and <i>(t; 0, xo) is bounded by 

ll<t>(t; 0, xo) - <i>(t; 0, Xa)l l $ eL 
1(81 + llxo - Xol l) (10) 

Analogously, the difference in the output functions ar·e bounded and in particular 

( 11) 

Note that, except for the invariance property which will be needed for technical reasons, no particular 
information about j is specified. 

Using (11) we see that :F(xa) and F(io) are close in Y if x0 and x0 are close in Rand with Theorem 1 the 
other way is true, too, if the model (1) is good enough that for any Xo of n, F(xo) E U,(O) . Then t here exists 
a unique best approximation Xo ER with 

N(xa,i(xo)) < N(x,F(xo)) 

for all x ER/ { x0 }. Additionally, xo depends continuously on F(xo). Hence we may use N( x , N(xo )) to measure 
the quality of the approximation x . And instead of directly trying to recover x continuously, we shall try to 
approximate x(-) at discrete points x(T k) =: xk by using the hybrid form observer which was proposed in [5] . 

We are going to show that this observer is suited to approximate the state function of ( 4) in the sense that it 
generates a sequence { x 1; h e !IN for which x1: ~ h . This sequence can then be extended to a piecewise continuous 
function (6]. 

The Newton s tep observer will be designed by using the model (1) . Hence the rules read : 
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• Given X1c as an approximation of XJ; := ~(kT; 0, xo). 
• Improve the approximation by a Newton-Step: 

i1; := X1; -Nr-~} (x1; , F(x1;))Nr(xkiF(i1;)) 

• Precede to the time T(k +I) by setting 
XJ:+1 := <l>(T; 0, ik) 

(12) 

(13) 

We are going to give conditions which assure tlhat the Newton-Step observer is applicable . Further we will 
show convergence of the observations in the sense that for any c: > 0 

( k large enough ) 

provided that the model is sufficiently good and JJxo - ioll is small enough. 

5. Proof of Convergence 
First we will give conditions which assure that, given xo and F(i0 ), a Newton Step can be performed. 

Additionally we will estimate the difference between the improved approximation and the real system state 
relative to the difference between the old approximation and the system state. 

Lemma 6 Let Xo En and io En and I\.,£> o. Then there are .6.o = .6.o(K), OJ = 01(£) , o, = oc(c:) > 0 such that 

Nu:(xo, f(io)) and Nu(xo , .F(io)) are invertib1le and llxo-N;r1(xo , F(xo))Nr(xo , F(io))-ioll $ 11:1ixo-ioll+c:. 
if llxo - ioll < .6.o, lie - cJI < 6, and m~ 11/(x) - j(x)ll < 61 . 

ren 

The proof is purely technical and therefore omitted. 

Using Lemma 6 and equation (10), we are able to estimate the difference between i1;+ 1 and Xk+l with respect 
to the difference between iJ; and x1; . 

. Lemma 7 Let IC, e > 0 and .6.o = .6.o(ic), 61 = 61(e), o, = 6,(c:) > 0 according to Lemma 6. Further let Xo En 
and Xo En with llxk - i1cll $ .6.o. Then 

]lxk+l-ik+1ll $ eLT11:llx1:-i1:ll+eLT(o1+e) 

if lie- el l < o, and ma~llf(x) - f(x)ll < o,. 
ren 

This Lemma leads directly to the final theorem. 

Theorem 2 Let K > 0 with KeLT < 1, .6.o = .6.o(K) according to Lemma 6 , Xo En and i o En with llxo - ioll $ 

.6.o . Let£ > 0 so that 1:_•;.~;. < .6.o, OJ == min{61(c:) , £}, 6, = 6c(c:). Then for all k E IN 

1) !lx1: - i1: ll $ Ao and 2) !lxk - i1:ll < (eLT 11:)k llxo - ioll + e: ~(::/~) 
if lie - ell < o, and m~ llJ(x) - f (x)ll < 61. 

ren 

Proof: Using the assumptions, the first part is easily seen via complete induction. 
The first part already assured us that the observation process is applicable. Again using complete induction, 

we see that 
k-1 

llx.1:-i.1:11 $ (eLTl\.)k IJxo-ioll+eLT(c:+61)°"(eLTl'C)i < (eLT K)" llxo-ioll+eLT(£:/1) 
L.., 1-e K 
i =O 

0 

6. An Example 
The efficiency of the method is illustrated for the system 

v 2 = VR (CAoCA ) - k1(t?)CA - k3(t?)CA 

v 
VR CB+ k1(t? )CA - k2(t?)CB 

y = (CB,t?) 
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due to Klatt and Engell [l], which describes a continuous stirred tank reactor with consecutive and side reaction. 
k;( 19) are temperature dependant reaction rate constants. All parameters are more or less uncertain and the 
concentration of the inflow CAo varies between 4 and 6 mol/L The relatively largest uncertainty is in 6.HR;..s· 
So 1this parameter as well as the widely unknown inflow were accounted for by two additional equations. 

The initial values and initial guess, respectively, were set to 

CA 1.23 CA 1.5 
CB 0.8 Ca 0.8 

i9 134 
and 

i9 134 
i9 K = 134 i9K 130 

6.HR;..s 4.2 6.HR,.,a 5.2 
CAo 5.5 CAo gueu 

5.0 

Figure 1 depicts the total error of the state observation when the disturbance and the parameter were not 
(a) and were observed (b), Figure 2 depicts the observation and the t rue values of 6.HR;..s (a) and CAo (b). 

5.5 
... , 

4 
(a) 

4.5 
(a) 

3.5 ·- -- ...... ·- ---... ·~-- ..... ·' ···-........ :· ... --·-·······--····- -------·----........ 

0 
0 20 40 60 80 JOO 120 140 160 ISO 200 

3 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 14() 160 180 200 

iimc.(sec) t ime. lscc) 

.s 

4""' (b) 

2 

0 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 

4 
0 20 4() 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 

lime,(..c) time. (sec) 

Figure 1 Figure 2: 
true values: (--),observed values: (- - -) 

7. Conclusions 
In this paper a numerical method to observe slowly varying disturbances in non linear systems was introduced. 

The disturbance is modelled as a constant and augments the state vector. The restriction is that the resulting 
system has to have a twice continuously differentiable state function and an observable linearization. If the 
resulting system is sufficiently close to the original system, a disturbance can be approximated by a piecewise 
constant function. 

The proposed method is very flexible and applicable for a large class of nonlinear systems. An application 
result was given by the model of a continuous stirred tank reactor with consecutive and side reaction. 
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A Shrink-Fit-Model for Dynamical Load Transmission 

J .Braun, F.Pfeiffer 

Lehrstuhl B fur Mechanik, Technische Universitat Mi.inchen , 
80290 Munchen, Germany 

Abstract. Shrink fits are often used as machine elements in drive trains. Their influence on the system 
dynamics have not been taken into account so far. Based on the mechanism of load transfer in shrink 
fits a mechanical model for a shrink fit is developed taking into account the dynamical behaviour. The 
reduction of the model to a nonlinear force element is shown. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The increasing demands for accurate modelling of vibration and noise in drive trains as well as the 
necessity for determining dynamical loads on machine elements require precise descriptions of all relevant 
physical effects. Fig. 1 shows a steering mechanism of a Diesel engine as it was investigated in [5] . The 

flange 

intermediate gear 

Figure I: Steering mechanism of a Diesel engine 

mechanical model used in (5) describes the dynamical behaviour of the steering mechanism very well if the 
gear stiffness values, which are calculated usually by the approach of Ziegler [6] or by DIN 3990 [2], are 
reduced by a factor of approximately six. This fact is shown in Fig. 2 for the example of the rotational 
vibration of the camshaft gear wheel. 
The frequency spectrum calculated with reduced gear st.iffness values is in good agreement with the 
measurement whereas the result received by using Zieglers stiffness values deviates distinctly. 
In [5] the shrink fit as well as the ftange (Fig. 1) are assumed to be rigid. We now assume that the 
dynamical behaviour of these machine elements explains t.he stiffness reduction, which is necessary to 
bring the simulation results in good agreement with measurements. Therefore, the dynamical behaviour 
of shrink fits and Ranges has to be studied. In this paper only shrink fits are investigated. 
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measurement simulation results 

3 3 3 

200 400 Hz 200 400 Hz 400 Hz 

Ziegler gear stiffness reduced gear stiffness 

Figure 2: Frequency spectrum of the rotational vibration of 
the camshaft gear wheel 

2 MODEL OF A SHRINK FIT 

The model has to reproduce the mechanism of torque transfer as it is described in [4] . For small loads 
the transmission of torques in shrink fits is linear elastic. If the load increases local slip occurs at the 
beginning of the joint surface where the shaft goes into the hub. The torque at the transition from no 
slip to first slip is called the elastic limit torque ME [4], the corresponding deformation 'PE results from 
the elastic deformation of the shaft and the hub. For a further increase of the load the slip zone grows 
to a load dependent depth . The res t of t he joint surface sticks. If the load reaches the slide torque Ms, 
the whole joint surface slips and the shrink fit has failed . The model representing these three ranges of 
torque transfer is shown in Fig 3. 

Figure 3: Dynamical model of a shrink fit 

The shaft is divided in shaft disks connected by linear elastic springs. The hu b is modelled as a rigid 
body. Both bodies are connected by a joint-friction element [3]. This force element consists of a friction 
element in series with an elastic spring. The slide torque of every force element is determined from the 
average shrink pressure at the corresponding shaft disk. The stiffness of the force element repesents the 
elasticity of the hub and is determined by the elastic limit load and the corresponding relative angle. 
The hub is connected t.o t.he enviroment by a spring-damper element representing t he gear stiffness and 
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damping. The equations of motion of this dynamical system have the well known form 

Mq + Dq + Kq = h(q, history, t). 
The vector of the generalized coordinates q contains the torsion angles of the shaft disks ip; and the hub 
'{JN· The diagonal mass matrix Mis constant and positive definite. The damping matrix D includes only 
the viscous damping coefficient dz of the gear tooth system whereas the stiffness matrix K contains the 
stiffness of the gear tooth system cz as well as the stiffness of the springs between the shaft disks Cwij. 

The vector h on the right hand side contains the nonlinear friction element momentums and the external 
load MT(t). 

8 
VI 

-e 
~ 

0 

l! :::; 

8 
ll"l • 

-2 2 

[rad] 

Figure 4: Hysteresis loops for different load amplitudes 
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The solution of the equations of motion has to be done by numerical integration due to the nonlinearity 
of the friction elements. A Runge-I\ utt.a method of second and third order with st.ep size control together 
with an algorithm to determine the transition point.s between the sticking and the sli di ng state of the 
friction elements is used. Fig. 4 shows the the transfered torque MM, which is the sum of the transfered 
torques in the frict ion elements, ove r the relative angle 'Prtl = <PN - <po. The hysteresis loops increase 
with increasing excitation torque amplitudes .~h . A view at one hysteresis loop shows that for decreasing 
load the complete model sticks so t hat a linear part in the hysteresis loop occurs. If the maximum load 
decreases by two times the elastic limit torque. the slope of the hyseresis loop starts to decrease. The 
reason for this behaviour is that the first shaft disk starts to slip. For a furth er decreasing torque the 
second shaft disk starts slipping and so on. 

3 FORCE TRANSFER ELEMENT 

It is obvious that the eigenfrequencies of a st icking shrink fit are very hi gh in comparison with the 
frequency range of the transfered torques (0-400H z). Therefore, mass effects are negli gib le so a reduction 
of the mo·del (Fig. 3) to a force transfer element is possible. 
The element connects the rigid shaft and hub by a non linear, continuous torque - relative angle relation. 
It can be interpreted as a linear spring in series with a nonlinear spring with decreasing stiffness with its 
deflection. The characteristic for the degressive stiffness is determined as follows. If t he load exceeds the 
elastic limit torque ME, the stiffness o f the m odel starts to decrease continuously. For an external load of 
the magni tude of the s lide torque Ms, the deflection of the element must be the maximum relative angle 
c,os [l] . These requirements supply three conditions to determine a square root function . The function 
has to go through the points (M£,<P£) and (Ms,c,os). The gradient of the function at the transition form 
sticking to sliding is Ms divided by <P£· If the applied load MM decreases, a sticking phase occurs. After 
an unloading of twice the elastic limit. load Ms , sliding in opposite direct ion begins. This transition point 
is the starting point for a new square root function . Therefore, if a transition from sticking to sliding in 
the opposite direction as before occurs a new square root function has to be de termined. 
fn f ig. 6 the simulated hysteresis loops for the reduced shrink fit modell are shown. The four constant 
force transfer element parameter (Ms, '-PE, Ms, <PS) are choosen equal to the values used for calculating 
the results of Fig. 4. The comparison shows no significant differen ce. This m eans that the reduced model 
is a very good approximation for the shrink fit model (Fig. 3) . 
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Figure 5: a) Reduced shrink fit model 
b) Torque - relative angle relation 
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Figure 6: Simulation results of the reduced shrink fit model 

4 RESULTS 

The mechanism of torque transfer in a shrink fit is discussed and a mechanical model representing the 
behaviour of shrink fits is derived. A reduced shrink fit model approximates the detailed shrink fit 
model very well. The model parameters are independent of the applied load and can be determined 
approximately by simple calculations. The verification oft.he presented model is the next task . 
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INDEPENDENT JOINT CONTROL: 
ESTIMATION AND COMPENSATION OF COUPLING AND FRICTION EFFECTS 

IN ROBOT POSITION CONTROL 

R. HU, P.C. MULLER 

Safety Control Engineering, University of Wuppertal 
GauB Str. 20, D-42097 Wuppertal, Germany 

Abstract. The method of independent joint control has been widely used in the position control of 
industrial robots. In order to improve the control performance of this type of controllers, the concept of 
nonlinearity-estimation and -compensation is introduced. With this extended method comparable results 
can be obtained as with the method of exact linearization. Especially by the treatment of unmodeled 
or inaccurate effects, e.g. friction, load variation or parameter inaccuracy, the presented control concept 
shows great advantages. 

1 . INTRODUCTION 

Today 's industrial robots are almost exclusively equiped with independent joint controllers for the 
position control, although the robot dynamics are highly nonlinear e.g. due to the position-dependent 
inertia moments and the coupling effects through the Coriolis moments. Therefore, for the improvement 
of the control performance different control concepts to decouple and compensate the nonlinear dynamics 
have been developed in the robotics research since years [lJ. Such concepts can be subdivided into two 
groups. On the one hand multivariable controllers based on the multibody models of robot dynamics 
are designed, e.g. with the help of the method of exact linearization through state feedback . On the 
other hand the structure of independent j oint control is kept and the nonlinear effects are compensated 
through feedforwarding the 'computed torques' obtained from desired trajectories or through the feedback 
of joint torques which are measured at the driven sides of each robot axis ('joint torque control') . 
Alternative to these the method of nonlinearity-estimation and -compensation (2] can be used , in which 
the disturbance torques are estimated with independent joint observers and compensated through a 
corresponding feedback. 

Of the two model-based methods the method of exact linearization is methodically more precise than 
the computed torque method , although it is more involving due to the on-line state feedback than the 
latter, in which the required feedforwarding torques can be computed off-line. In both cases , however, 
a complete knowledge of models is assumed.. Parameter inaccuracies and incompletely known friction 
effects lead herewith to a need for a robust control design. These problems disappear however with the 
method of joint torque control or with the method introduced here. While the method of joint torque 
control needs additional measurement devices, the control method introduced in this paper works with 
the usual measurements and the neoessary information for the compensation is obtained by observers. 

This observer-based control concept was first developed by Miiller and Ackermann [3) for the com
pensation of friction effects in the position control of robots. In the meantime it was also used in [4-6] . 
A general and fundamental description of this method can be found in [2] . Based on the results of [7], 
in which this method was systematically used for the development of a decentralized robust position 
controller of robots on the basis of rigid body dynamic models, we will investigate in this paper a more 
complicated case, in which the joint elasticity and motor dynamics are also considered. Like (7] we use 
simple simulation examples to compare our method with the method of exact linearization. 
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2. DYNAMIC MODEL OF ROBOTS 

An elastic joint robot together with its motor dynamics can be modeled according to [8, 9) as: 

M (q)q + h(q, q) + K(q - p ) 

Jp-K(q-p) 

Tm+m 

= 
= 
= 

0 , 

m , 

Gu, 

(la) 

(lb) 

(le) 

in which q is the vector of joint coordinates, M( q) the positive definite mass matrix, h ( q , q) the Coriolis 
and centripetal as well as the gravitational forces. The vector p defines the motor angels relative to the 
gear ratios, J and K are the diagonal matrices which stand for the effective moments of inertia of the 
motors and the stiffnesses between motor and robot arm respectively. m are the drive torques of the 
motors , T the time constants and G the torque gains. u is the vector of input voltages of the motors. 

If the effects of friction are also considered , then they are included in terms of their corresponding 
torques in the description of h( q , q). 

3 . CONTOLLER DESIGN 

3.1. Exact Linearization 

According to [9} controllers can be designed with the method of exact linearization based on (1). 
Using the joint coordinates q as output variables, a system decoupling can be explicitely given as 

(s) ( • • ) + M-1 ( )KJ-1T-1G q =as q,q,p,p , m q u , 

where the function a s is obtained from differentiations of (1). Chosing the drive voltages u as 

u = G-1TJK- 1M (q)(v - as), 

a decoupled linear system 
q (5) = v 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

has been obtained. Here v is the new input vector . If e.g. a desired trajec tory r (t) = Qd(t) is to be 
realized, it can thus be reached through the feedback 

v = q~5) + kq«l ( q~4 ) - q(")) + kq(3l( q~3) - q<3>) + k q-( qd - q) + kq( Ctd - q) + kq ( Qd - .q ), (5) 

in which k
9
c•>, k

9
(3J , k9· , k4 and k9 are diagonal matrices with positive diagonal elements which determine 

the dynamics of each joint controllers. 

This procedure is demonstrated using the following simple simulation example. 

Example 1: A one-axis robot is considered, the arm of which carries out a pendulum motion. 
According to (1), its dynamic model is described by 

Moij + mogL sinq + K(q - p) 0, 

Jp-K(q-p) m , 

Tm+m = Gu. 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(6c) 

Here Mo= 1 Nms2 and J = 1 Nms2 are the moments of inertia of the arm and the motor respectively, 
mo = 1 kg is the mass of the arm and L = 1 m the distance between the joint axis and the mass 
center of the arm. The gravitational acceleration is taken as g = 9.81 ms- 2 . Additionally, we have the 
joint elasticity K = 102 Nm and the time constant T = 10-2 s as well as the torque gain of the motor 
G = 0.3 Nm v- 1 . As desired trajectory for the robot simulation a motion with 

q,(t) ~ l 
is assumed, see also Fig . la. 

0 
(t - 0.25)2 

0.25 + (t - 0.75) 
0.75 + (t - 1.25) - (t - 1.25)2 

1 
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0$t<0.25 
0.25 $t < 0.75 
0.75 ::;t < 1.25 
1.25 $t < 1.75 
l.75$t <2 

(7) 



According to (3-5) the controller is chosen as 

TMoJ 
u= GK (v-as) (Sa) 

with 

and 

mogL . ( 
3

mogL . .) mogL .( .2 mogL K ) 
Mo smq - M-;- smqq + M;- cosqq q + M;- cosq +Mo 

K ( )( 3mogL . ') K (. ')( K K mogL ) + - q - p - -- sm q q + - q - p - + - + -- cos q 
Mo Mo Mo Mo J Mo 

(8c) 

K 
+(-TMoJm). 

Chosing the eigenvalues of the control system as>.;= -15s-1 , i = 1,2,··-,5, with an initial condition 
q(O) = 0, q(O) = 0, p(O) = 0, p(O) = 0 and m(O) = 0 a control error qd(t) - q(t ) is obtained according w 
Fig. lb. The control error comes essentially from the numerical differentiations within (8). 

a) 

rad 

0.5 

10 b) 

grad 

5 

0 

01---
-5~-~~~~~-~~~~~~ 

0 0.5 1.5 s 2 0 0.5 1.5 
Fig. 1. Control performance o{ the robot with the method of exact linearization: 

a) Desired trajectory, b) Control error 

3.2. Nonlinearity-Estimation and -Compensation 

3.2.1. State space description 

s 2 

Starting-point for the improved design of joint controllers is the coupled system (1), which is now 
written down relative to the single axes. The mass matrix is divided into a constant diagonal matrix of 
the mean values of the moments of inertia and a remaining position-dependent part, 

M(q) =Mo+ ~M(q) . (9) 

The mean values are chosen with regard to a typical work space of the robot or along a desired trajectory. 
Summerizing further for each axis i all nonlinear terms in n;, 

n; = L ~M;;(q)q; + h;(q , q), 
j 

equation (1) can be seperately considered for the single axis: 

Mo;if; + n; + K;(q; - p;) 0, 

J;p; - K;(q; - p;) = m; , 

T;ni; + m; G;u; . 
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(llb) 
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This one-axis model can then be described correspondingly in state space. Leaving out the index i 
for the sake of brevity, the desciption 

:ic = Ax+Nn+Bu, 

y Cx 

is obtained with the state vector x = ( q q p p m JT and the matrices 

[

o 1 o o ol _.Jf_ 0 .lL 0 0 
A= ~o 0 ~o 1 0 , 

4 0 -4 0 t 
0 0 0 0 -t 

Here the measurement of the joint coordinate q is assumed. 

(12a) 

(12b) 

(12c) 

The objective of the position control of robots is the tracking of joint coordinate q(t) along a desired 
trajectory r(t) = qd(t) which is determined by path planning. The control error is · 

z = Fx+ Rr (12d) 

where 
F = [ -1 0 0 0 O], R l. (12e) 

3.2.2. Tracking control and nonlinearity-compensation 

The design of each joint controller is based on the model (12). The nonlinearities and coupling 
effects, which are contained in n , will be compensated with the method of nonlinearity-estimation 
and -compensation (2]. The tracking control is reached through a feedforward , which is methodically 
determined using the method of disturbance rejection control (10]. Altogether an asymptotically stable 
control with 

z(t)--o for t - 00 (13) 

is the desired design objective. 

The time signal n of the nonlinearities and couplings is approximated appropriately by time functions, 
which are themselves solutions of an adequately selected linear dynamic system 

(14a) 

It was shown in [2) that this approximation can be best carried out with step functions, so that an 
integrator model is chosen in (14a) : 

H1 = 1, V1 = 0. (14b) 
The desired trajectory r (t) = qd(t ) is assumed to be known. For the feedforwarding however , the 

derived variables qd(t) , ijd(t) , q~3)(t ) , q~4)(t) and q~5 )( t) are needed, which although are theoretically 
available too, but do not exactly correspond to the derivations of the actually requested trajectory due 
to possible disturbance influences. Therefore, they are estimated by an observer which is constructed like 
(14a) .as well, see [10]: 

(15a) 

The approximation is based on step and ramp functions , so that 

0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 

H2 = ( 1 0 0 0 0 0], V2 = 0 0 0 1 0 0 
(15b) 

0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

is selected. 
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The design of observers for the estimation of the signal n and r , r, r (3), r (4), r(S) as well as q, p and p 
is based on a linear system, which is obtained by inserting (14, 15) in (12): 

[ f: l [~ 
NH1 J, ][ :: l + [ ~ l u , 

= V1 
0 

(16a) 

[ ; ] [ ~ 0 0 l [ :J = H2 0 
(16b) 

z = [F O RH,] [ f: l (16c) 

This extended system with the given system matrices is completely observable. Therefore, an observer 
can be designed according to one of the usual methods. Here a quadratic optimal identity observer is 
determined using [11]. It is shown at the same time that the observer can be seperated into two parts 
for n,q,p,pand r,r,r(3),r(4),r(5): 

[ ~ ] [ A-~v~CC Nv~ 1 J [ ~ J + [ ~ J u + [ i:, J y , 

(V 2 - L112H2)v2 + Lv2r. 

The desired estimated values are obtained from (17 , 18), e.g. ii= H 1v1 . 

With the estimated variables x, v1 and v2 a feedback 

( 17) 

(18) 

{19) 

is constructed. The gain matrix K. of the state feedback can be set with standard methods like pole 
assignment {the complete controllability of the matrices (A , B ) is fulfilled in the present case). The gain 
matrix K 111 for the compensation of the nonlinearities and coupling effects and the gain matrix K 112 for 
the feedforwarding of the desired trajetory are determined from the equations 

(A - BK.,)X1 - X1 V1 - BK11 1 - NH 1 , (20a) 

FX1 0 , {20b) 

(A - BK .. )X2 - X2V2 - BKv2 0, (21a) 

FX2 = -RH 2. {21b) 

Here the problem is also seperated into two parts. X 1 and X 2 are secondary matrices, which characterize 
the stationary behaviour of x(t) depending on v 1(t) and v2(t) . However, the solutions of K 11 1, K 11 2 are 
of primary interest. They result in 

With that, the controller is finally obtained. 

-K.,1 - KrJ 

-K.,2 - Kr4 

-!!/t-K:c3 - Cb + K.,s) (Mo + J) 

-!!ff K,,1; - ~ (Mo+ J) 
-( i; + K.,s) MA'J 
_TMaJ 

GK 
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3.2.3. Robustness of the controller 

The robustness of the controller (19) can easily be verified. If the parameters in the system description 
(1) are inaccurate, e.g. due to the varied loads, or unknown friction torques appear, the real system 
behaviour is then described with a modified model 

M 1(q)q + h 1(q, q) + K (q - p) = 0 , 

Jp-K(q-p) = m , 

Trii+m = Gu. 

(23a) 

(23b) 

(23c) 

Whereas the controller (3-5) is still based on the nominal model (1) so that the mismatch problem with 
its possible sensitivity is present, the controller (19) can completely react upon the modified system 
behaviour. Let 

M'(q) =Mo+ ~M'(q), 

then one has only to replace the term ni in the joint axis description (11) by 

n: = L~M;i(q)qi +h:(q, q). 
j 

(24) 

(25) 

As the design of the controller ( 19) is based on the fact that ni - and thus n: - are to be interpreted 
as unknown variables, and hence to be estimated by the observer ( 17), the controller fulfils its task also 
by varied model data. The controller (19) is structurally robust against parameter inaccuracies and 
unmodeled effects. 

4. SIMULATION EXAMPLES 

Example 1 is again used for the simulations here, in which a one-axis robot, the motion of which is 
described by (6), is considered. The control behaviour of this sy.stem based on an ideal knowledge of the 
model and the controller (8) was shown in Fig . l. Now the controHer (19) has to be tested. The two 
observers (17 , 18) are designed with the method described in [11) , which guarantees a minimal quadratic 
estimation error. The gain matrix K., in (19) is set according to the method of pole assignment for the 
poles >.; = -15 s-1 , i = 1, 2, · · ·, 5. Fig. 2 shows the simulation results. The ideal nonlinear term n(t) 
and its estimation value n(t) are displayed in Fig . 2a. In Fig. 2b the control error qd(t) - q(t ) is seen. 
It is recognized that the estimation follows the nonlinearity quantitatively very well , but with a certain 
phase delay and because of this the control error is also bigger than the result in Fig. l. 

Nm a) 

5 

01-----

0 0.5 

, , 
/ 

n(t) , n(t) 

' , 

, 
' 

n(t) 
fi(t) 

1.5 s 

10 b) 

grad 

5 

0 

-5 
2 0 0.5 1.5 s 2 

Fig. 2. Control performance of the example robot (6) with nonlinearity-estima.tion and -compensation: 
a.) N onlinearity-estimation, b) Control error 

The advantages of the controller (19) are recognized , only when the real robot problem with inaccurate 
parameters and/ or with neglected effects is regarded. Considering e.g. the infiunce of friction effects of 
the form 

F( .) _ { Fa sgn(q) + ftj 
q - -mogL sinq - K(q - p) 
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with Fo = 2 Nm und f = 2 Nms , the behaviour of the robot arm is described by 

Moii. + mogL sin q + F(q) + K(q - p) 

Jp-K(q-p) 

Tm+m 

0, 

m , 

Gu 

(27a) 

(27b) 

(27c) 

instead of (6). The controller (8) and (19) remain however unchanged. The control errors obtained from 
simulations are presented in Fig. 3, where a) is for the controller (8) and b) for the controller (19). It is 
seen that the second controller with nonlinearity-estimation and -compensation is more satisfying. 

10 a) 

grad 

5 

10 b) 

grad 

5 

0 0 

-5 -5...._~~.._~~~~~~~~--

o 0.5 1.5 s 2 0 0.5 1.5 s 2 
Fig. 3. Control errors of the robot with friction effects (27): a) Controller {8), b) Controller (19) 

If 1-oad variation and parameter inaccuracies appear in additon to friction effects, e.g. with 
M~ = l, 5 Nms 2 and m~ = 1, 5 kg, see also (23) , so that D..M~ = 0, 5 and D..m~ = 0, 5 kg, then the 
results in Fig. 4 ar·e obtained with the two different controllers, which again illustrate the advantages of 
the proposed controller ( 19). 

qd(t) - q(t) 

10 a) 10 b) 

grad gr ad 

5 5 

0 , 0 

-5 -5 
0 0.5 1.5 s 2 0 0.5 I 1.5 
Fig. 4. Control errors of the robot with friction effects and parameter inaccurrancies : 

a) Controller ( 8), b) Controller ( 19) 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

s 2 

The method of nonlinearity-estimation and -compensation has been proved to be a suitable approach 
for the design of robust position controllers for robots . In addition to its robustness, its decentral structure 
offers additional advantages, where the concept of independent joint control can further be used . This 
method has also demonstrated its good properties in practical applications [2, 12]. The requirements on 
the modeling of the robot dynamics are very low. 

A number of questions remain to be answered however . For example, the setting of the gain matrices 
for both controUer and observer should be discussed in consideration of measurement noises and possible 
saturations of input devices. The use of reduced-order observers instead of identity observer may occa
sionally bring some advantages. Further investigations will be referred to simulations of more complicated 
robot systems, e.g. robots with multi degrees of freedom . Additionally, the use of controllers based on 
simplified rigid body models for the control of elastic joint robots will be analysed . 
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Abstract. In this paper a general approach for modell ing structured real-valued parametric perturba
tions is presented. It is based on a decomposition of perturbations into linear fract ional transformations 
(LFTs), and is applicable to rational multi-dimensional pol ynomial perturbations of entries in state-space 
models. Model reduction is used to reduce the size of the uncertainty structure. 

1 Introduction 

In both robustness analysis and robust control system design the concept of the structu red singular value 
µ. as introduced by Doyle is of great importance [3]. It allows a high degree of detail in modell ing the 
conditions under which the considered control system should operate satisfactorily, both in the sense of 
stability and performance. The calculation ofµ for such models then results in a single number acting as 
an accurate measure in indicating whether the behaviour of the controlled system is satisfactory or not 
(see for instance [l , 5, 10, 11)) . 

Recently developed methods for calculating close upper and lower bounds for the most general 
cases ((6, 14]) now motivate the effort of modelling uncertainties in great detai l. The main issue of this 
paper is to offer a complete procedure for setting up the general structure for the calculation ofµ when 
uncertainties like real-valued parameter variations in state-space models and variations in operational 
conditions occur . This procedure has been implemented as a PC Matlab toolbox, offering easy to use 
interactive tools and a direct interface with the µ-Tools toolbox forµ. analysis and design (15]. 

First, we will define Linear Fradional Transformations (LFTs), the structured singular value µ. 
and some relevant uncertainty sets. Section 3 will then present a procedure for parametric uncertainty 
modelling based on a state-space model in which uncertain entries may be given as rational polynomial 
functions of a set of parameters. It will appear tliat this procedure can be interpreted as the solution 
to a multi-dimensional realization problem, also known as ND-realization problem [2]; Some concluding 
remarks follow in section 4. 

2 Preliminaries 

This section will review some of the properties of Linear Fractional Transformations (LFTs) and the 
structured singular valueµ along the lines of Doyle et al. [4]. We will give a definition of upper and lower 
LFTs and discuss the LFT concep t as a framework for uncertainty modelling. Within this framework we 
will give a definition ofµ and some relevant uncertainty sets. 

We will consider matrices with entries that are fractions of polynomials in a complex-valued variable 
s; the space of all such real rational functions will be denoted as R(s) , M E R(s)P xq will denote that M 
is a p x ,q matrix with entries in R (s). Suppose this matrix M is partitioned as: 

(l) 
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and let Au E R(s)9 ' xp, and Ar E R(s)q,xp, be arbitrary. We will then define the upper and lower LFTs 
as operators on A,, and A1 respectively: 

Fu(M, A u) := M22 + M21(l - AuM11 )- 1AuM12 (2) 
F1 (M , A1 ) := M11 + M1 2(/ - A1M22)- 1 A1M21 

Either LFT will be called well defined if the concerning inverse exists: det(l - A,,M11 ) ::f 0 and 
det(/ - A1M22) -:f 0. The matrix M is sometimes referred to as the coefficient matrix of the LFT. LFTs 
can be seen as operations resulting fro m feedback structures as given in fig.I; eq.2 t hen defines a closed 
loop transfer functions from W M to ZM in both cases . 

Fig. 1: Upper and lower LFT as feedback structure 

An important reason for using the concept of L FTs in linear system s theory is that linear interconnec
tions of LFTs can be rewritten as one single LFT. This implies that LFTs can be used to separate ly 
model specific details of the system under consideration after which a complete system description can 
be obtained by working out a ll connections. 

Another main advantage of the LFT concept is that it provides a framework for uncer tainty m od
elling. The coefficient matrix can be seen as the part of a lin ear mo del that is assum ed to be correct: the 
nominal model then results as an LFT o n A= 0. By taking A EA with AC R(s)9><P a given subspace, 
it is then possible to specify a set of linear models rather than a single one. 

A measure for determining whether all models within this set are stable was introduced by Doyle 
[3] as the s tructured si ngular value or µ and is based on a block-diagonal structure of A : 

A= {diag(61h,, ... ,6rhr, A1 1 ... 1 A1): 6; E R(s),A; E R(s)k ,+,xk,..,,} (3) 

in which 6;h,.i = l. .. r denote repeated scalar blocks an d A; , i = 1 ... / denote full blocks. As 
A C R(s)q xp we can consider the oo- norm as a measure for the magnitude of an element of A or one of 
its sub-blocks, with the oo-norm of a matrix M defined as: llMlloo := supw fr( M(jw)) with fr denoting 
the la rgest singular value. We can t hen define the structured si ng ular value as fo llows : 

D efinition 2.1 Gwen a block-diagonal structure as in eq.3 and a compatible matrix M E R (s)P>< q. 
µA(M{jw)) is then defi ned as: µA(M(jw)) := {min{fr(A(jw)): A E A ,det(/-6.(jw)M(jw) ) = 0)} - 1 

unless no A E A makes I -A(jw)M(jw) srngular i11 which case µA(M(jw)) := 0 . 

Now if we consider a matrix M as given in eq.1 as the coefficient matrix of an upper LFT , then this 
definition implies t hat µA(M11 (jw)) determines the ' smallest' A E A for which the LFT is no longer 
well defined at w . If F,, (M , 0) and all A E A are stab le transfer fun ctio n matrices, sup..,µ A (M11(jw)) 
determines the smalles t A E A for which :Fu(M, A) is unstable. 

We thus have the possibility to test the properties of a set of systems by constructing an appropriate 
LFT with A representing some bounded perturbations. For an overview of such tests in the genera l case 
of eq .3 we refer to Doyle et a l. [4]. Further more. we will not go into detail on computational issues wi th 
respect toµ bu t simply refer to recent developments as reported in [14] and available in [15]. 

We will concentrate on a res tricted set of ~s that directly results from real valued parameter 
variations in s tate-space models as considered in section 3: 

A rr: = {diag(61 h,. . . -,6,h r ): bi ER} (4) 

This implies that A is square and diagonal and consist only of real-valued repeated scalar blocks. 

3 Parametric uncertainty modelling 

In this paragraph we will consider the problem of state-space models with parametric uncertainty oc
curring as real rational multi-dimensional polynomials. This generalizes earlier results in parametric 
uncertai nty modelling a.s given by [8 , 12, 13]. An example can be found in [7]. 

Consider a vector p = (p1, ... ,p,) E Rr containing r bounded scalar parameters. Let the model of 
the perturbed system be given a.s a state-space realization in which the ent ries o f the matrices depend on 
the parameter vector p: 

x = A(p)x + B(p)u 

y = C(p)x + D(p)u, 
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Now we would like to construct an LFT as follows: 

( . ( A(p) B(p) ) -1 
Fv. M, ~) = C(p) D(p) = M22 + M21(l - .b.M11) ~M12 (6) 

with 6 E ~rr (eq.4) and the matrices M22,M21 , M11 , M 12 independent of /:l. . Note that the state-space 
description is a function of (p1 , ... ,Pr), usually denoting physical parameters, while .b. is a function of 
( 61 , ... , Or), with 6; a normalized version of Pi. 
If we consider only the non-trivial case that 6; -:f 0, i = l ... r we can then define p; := 1/6; and 
rewrite eq.6 as: 

(7) 

Note that we have transformed the problem of finding an LFT representation of eq.5 to an ND-realization 
problem (2]. 
Using a constructive algorithm we are now able to do the following statement. 

A solution to the problem of tran sforming a state-space model with parametric uncertainly to 
an LFT exists if the entries of the state-space matrices are bounded and can be given as 
real rational polynomials in the parameters. 

Real rational varying entries in a state-space model can be described as LFTs individually. Based on the 
properties of the interconnection of LFTs , treated in section 2, these individual LFTs can be collected in 
one LFT afterwards. Minimality of the obtained LFT can not be guaranteed since it is not straightforward 
to generalize the lD concepts of controllability and observabili ty to ND-systems [9] . 
The procedure consists of eight steps: 

1. Scaling the varying parameters 
Lower and u p per bound vectors for the parameter vector p can be determined. denoted respectively 
asp and p: Now define p0 := (p + p)/2 , s := (p - p)/2, 6 = (61 ... 6r) , 6; E [- 1, +l], such that 
Pi ;, p0 ; + s;6; for i = 1 · · · r . -Substitution of this result in eq.5 then gives scaled polynomial 
expressions for all varying numerators and denominators. 

2. Individual varying terms as LFTs 
The varying parts of a numerator or denominator consist of a number of te rms that can be written 
as separate L FTs acting on t he bi. 

3. Numerators of varying en t1·ies 
Using the fact that two parallel LFTs form again an LFT. the addition of all terms in each numerator 
can again be written as an LFT. 

4. Denominators of varying entties 
To obtain an LFT of the mverse of a polynomial. set up an LFT for the denominator as was done 
for the numerators in the previous step, subtract l and put the result in the feedback path . The 
obvious fact that the entries of the nominal model mnst. be bounded guarantees well definedness of 
this feedback structure. 

5. Combining numerators and denominators of individual entries 
Cascade connection of the LFTs of each numerator- denominator pair found in the previous steps 
leads to a single LFT for each entry. 

6. Combining all varying entries 
LFTs for the A, B, C and D matrices can be set. up separately and can b e rewritten as one single 
LFT with~= diag(.b..A,/:l.a , .b. c , ~o). . 

7. 'Transformation to the real-repeated blockstructure 
!:l. can be rearranged into the real-valued repeated scalar block structure of eq.4 by interchanging 
rows and columns of the LFT. 

8. Reducing the dimension of ~ 
The resulting LFT can be set in state-space form in which the uncertainty inputs can be appended 
to u and the uncertainty outputs c11n be 11ppenclcd toy. Any uncontrollable and/or unobservable 
parts of this state-space model can be removed using a standard reduction technique, thus reducing 
the dimensions of the ' block of integrators'. The same procedure can b e used to reduce the size of 
any of the real-repeated blocks in .b.. 
Rewrite the LFT by considering x as an uncertainty inp ut and :i: as an uncertainty output; this 
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implies that the block of integrators is appended to t. . Next , separate the uncertainty block 61 I 
from t. and consider its un certainty inputs as ' pseudo-states' and its uncert ainty out puts as 'pseudo
derivatives' . Removing the parts that are uncontrollable and/ or unobservable when considering all 
other inputs and outputs will then reduce the size of 61 I . This procedure can be repeated for all 
other real-repeated uncertainty blocks. 

With these steps we now have an LFT description which is equivalent to the state-space system of eq.5. 
As mentioned before, these steps have been implemented within the environment of PC Matlab, such 
that the entire procedure can be performed interactively. 

4 Conclusions 

The development of methods for analysis and design based on the structured singular value µ causes an 
increasing demand for the construction of accurate uncertainty models in the form of LFTs. Usually 
the knowledge concerning uncertainty in mathematical models of physical systems is available in terms 
of parameter variations . In state-space models this often appears as variations of entries, that can be 
approximated accurately by means of ratios of multi-dimensional polynomials in independent variables, 
having a physical interpretation. 

In this paper an algorithm is presented , which is used to transform a state-space model with this 
type of parametric uncertainty to an LFT description with a real-repeated pert urbation matrix. Although 
the dimension of this perturbation matrix may ini t ially be very high , a reduction procedure is proposed 
that usually decreases it significantly. However, this procedure does not guarantee minimali ty of t he 
resulting structure. The procedure has been implemented in PC Mat Lab , such that uncertainty models 
can be set up in an interacti ve user-friendly manner . 
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Abstract. This paper considers a mixed H2/ Hr:x> optimal control problem. An explicit parametrization 
is given of H 00 norm bou nded uncertainties, as lossless bounded real functions. An unconstrained opti
mization problem is formulated for the H 2-performance worst-case H r:x> norm-bounded uncertainty. The 
theory is applied to a Compact Disc robust control problem. 

1 Robust performance H2/ H00 optimal control 

The design of robust control systems has attracted a lot of attention during t he last decade, resulting in 
the development of H00 control theory [3). A lthough this approach is very attractive to ensure stability 
of an uncertain closed-loop system, it is not always useful for performance requirements. In particular , in 
many app li cations noise disturbances act on the system, and uncertainties lead to significant variations 
of the systems dynamics. This has led to the design problem of stating performance and robustness 
objectives in the H 2 and H 00 fr amework simultaneously (2, 4 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9, 10, 11, 12] . In [2, 4 , 6 , 7, 8, 9, 12) 
the mixed H2f H00 optimal control p roblem has been stated in terms of minimizing the H2 norm of a 
svstem with a constraint on the H 00 norm of a related transfer fun ction. In contrast to these results, 
i~ this paper a robust performance m ixed H 2/ H 00 optimal contro l problem is considered including a 
parametrization of the worst case H 00 norm bounded uncertainty relating the signals w 2 and 'z2 [10), see 
Fig . La. 

.6.(s) ~(s) 

Wz z2 W2 

W 1 G{s) Z J W 1 M(s) Zt 

u y 

K(s) . 

Fig. I : H 2/ H 00 design problem with uncer tainty. 
a: ~. [{ problem . b: .6. problem. 

The robust performance mixed H 2 / H 00 control problem is to minimize the H 2 norm of the transfe r 
function from w 1 to z1 using the feedback [((s) , while maximizing the H2 norm of the same transfer 
fun ction over the allowable uncertainties, i.e. minK(• l m axuc..11

00 
::;:7 11 Tw, - z, ( K , .6.) lb. 

In th is paper we will not consider the control design problem, but instead concentrate on the calculation of 
the worst-case unstructured uncertainty. T he theory will be applied to a Compact Disc control problem. 

2 Parametrization of H00 Norm Bounded Transfer Functions 

In [10) we developed a parametrization for strictly proper H00 norm-bounded uncertainty models. Based 
on numerical experiences with t.his parametrization, the assumption we m ake in this paper is that the 
worst-case perturbation will be loss less bounded real. The argumen t is that in maximizing the H 2 norm 
all , possibly infinite, dynamics of the perturbation will yield a perturbation on its bound at a ll frequen cies 
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and for all its singular values. To develop a suitable parametrization, let us fi rst consider lossless positive 
real and lossless bounded real transfer functions (l] . 
Definition 2.1 The real rational function f(s), s E <C, is lossless positive real if f (s) + r T C- s) = 0. 

Definition 2.2 The real rational function 6 (s) , s E <C, is lossless bounded real if .D.T{-s ).D.(s) =I. 

Le mma 2.3 Let .D.Cs) = (I- re s) )(I+ f (s) )- 1 , then .D. (s) is lossless bounded real iff f (s) is lossless positive 
real. 

Proof: .D.r(-s)6(s) = (I+fr (- sl) - 1 (1-rrc- s>)(l- f(s))(l+f<s))- 1 = (I+rrc- sl)- 1 (I+rTc- s)f(sJ)(l+ 
f (sl)- 1 = (I + fT(-sl)- 1 (1 + fT(-sl)(I + f(sl)(I + f(s))- 1 =I, and conversely. D 

Lemma 2.4 Let f(s) = H(sl-P )- 1G+J, with F+ f'T = 0, G = flT and J + fT = 0, with F E Rn xn 
and J E s.m x m , and with ff and G of compatible dim ensions. Then th e real matrices F, ff and J 
parametrizes all lossless positive real transfer funct ions r with state dimension n . 

Proof: follows by direct application of Definition 2. 1. D 

Lemma 2.5 Let .D.(s) = (I-f(s>)(I+fCsl)- 1 with f (s) = H(sl-F}- 1G+J, with F , ff and J as defined 
m the previous lemma. Th en a state space realization f or .D.(s) is given by: 

[..£1.Q__] = [ F - flT(I of: J)-_1 fJ -.J2f( (I + !)-1 ] 
fllT 2(1 + J)- 1 H (I - J)( I + J)- 1 ( l ) 

And th is is a parametrization f or all stable lossless bounded real .D.(s). 

Proof: foll ows by some matrix manipulations and is omitted here. 0 

Since matrices F and J are defined as skew-symmetric (see Lemma 2.4) , we further reduce t he number 
of free variables and end this section with the main result. 

Theorem 2.6 Define the matrices 8 and <I> as _upper triangular reE I matrice5.j. wit h zero on their diagon~l, 
and with appropriate dimensions, su ch tha t F = 8 - 8T, and J = <f> - <I> , then t he triple (8, <j!, H) 
parametrizes all stable lossless bounded real transfer function s .D.(s) = H ( sI - F)- 1 G + J, with H ,F ,G 
and J defined by (1). 

3 Worst case perturbations 
Consider Fig. l .b . The noise disturbances w 1 have unit noise intensity, and the uncertainty .D.(s) repre
sents unstructured H00 norm bounded per turbations of the nominal closed-loop system (M Cs> includes 
G(s) and J\ (s)). In contrast to [11], causality of the perturbation is assumed as an implicit and necessary 
ingredient to pose the true problem. As performance indicator we use t he variance of t he signal z1 , i.e. 
the H 2 norm of the closed-loop transfer function from w 1 to z1 . Let M (s) have the state space realization 

i Ax+B1w1 +B2w2 
(2) 

z2 = C2x + D21w1 

and let .6.(s) = H(s l - F)- 1G + .J be defined as in Theorem 2.6. T hen the closed-loop system is: 

( P~ ) (A+ B2JC2 B2H ) ( x) + ( B1 + B2J D21 ) wi 
G~ F p G~1 

z1 = ( C1 + D12JC2 D12H ) (;) (3) 

denoted in the sequel as [A], [BJ, [CJ. Notice that. D12J D21 = 0 for 11 Tw ,- z, (6) 1'2 < oo. 
Let the system (3) be stable and consider the constrained optimization problem 

max II Tw, - z1 (.D.) llz = tr(Cf[C]S {4) 
116.ll..,=1 

with the s tate-variance matrix s = sr the solution to: 

[A]S + S[Af + [B][B)7 = 0 (5) 
This optimization problem can be reformulated as an unconstrained optimization problem: 

mais tr[Cf [C]S 
(8,,P ,H) 

(6) 

with S the solution to (5), and with (F,G, H ,J) defined by (1), where F = () - ()T , J = <f>-</>T. 
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4 Example: Compact Disc player robust control problem 

In Fig.2 a schematic view of a Compact Disc mechanism is shown. The mechanism is composed of a 
tum-table DC-motor, and a balanced radial arm for track-following. An optical element is mounted at 
the end of the radial arm. A diode located in this element generates a laser beam that passes through a 
series of optical lenses to give a spot on the information layer of the disc. An objective lens, suspended 
by two parallel leaf springs , can be actuated vertically for focussing. 

Fig. 2: Schematic view of a rotating arm Compact Disc mecha nism. 

Crad 2rad Xr ad 

e Joe Z Joe X foe 

Wt f{ (s) G(s) Z 1 

- 1 

Fig. 3: Configuration of the control loops. 

In Fig.3 a block-diagram of the control loop is shown. The difference between the rad ial ( x ra d ) and 
vertical (x10<) spot position and the reference track w 1 is detected by an opt ical pick-u p wh ich generates 
a radial error signal (erad) and a focus error signal (efoc)· A control ler K ( s) feeds the system with the 
currents irad and if oc-

In the numerical experiments a model (G) of o rder 21 is used, the controller (K) is a 16th order cont roller 
designed usi ng µ synthesis (5]. The uncertainty 6 is 20 %. The noise d isturbances acting on the 
multi variable control loop are due to imperfect shape of the tracks and enter t he loop at the reference 
point w 1 . The transfer functions between the variab1es of interest are: 

[ 
z1 ] [ (I+ GJ<)-

1
GK (I+ GK)-

1 
] [ w1 ] 

z2 == K(I+crn- 1 - K(1+ c 1q-1
1' w 2 (

7) 

Our interest is in how the uncertainty b..(s) con necting w 2 witih z2 can disturb t he H 2 performance from 
w 1 to z1 • By using a general purpose optimization program the results are obtained. The inputs w 1 and 
w 2 have been scaled such that the nominal performance equals 1 (i.e. II ( I+ GK)- 1GK 11 2 = 1) and such 
that II b.(s) 11

00 
= 1 corresponds to 20 % model uncertainty. For various choices of the dynamic order of 

the perturbation t. (s) resul ts are generated and presented in the t able below. 

Table 1: Wo.rst case H2 performance for CD player 

Order of .b. no b. 0 1 2 9 14 
m axA U T,., ,_, ,( b.) II? 1 3.95 5.63 1 5.79 5.79 5.79 

The variance of the performance variables z1 increases with a factor 5 .79 for b..(s ) with two states or 
more. In the following fi gure t he perturbed transfer fun ctions are shown . 
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JQO wl -> :zl 

10-2 

IQ·> 

10~ 

102 10> 10• 102 

frequency (Hz) frequency (H:t) 

wt ·> Zl JOO wl -> zl 

10· • 

10-2 

10·> 

102 10~ 10' 10 2 

Fig. 4: Nominal(- ) and worst case perturbed (- -)transfer fun ct ion from w 1 to z1 

5 Conclusions 

A new formulation of the robust performance Hz/ H 00 optimal control problem has been proposed in this 
paper , and an explicit parametrization for a worst-case norm-bounded uncertainty has been used, yielding 
an unconstrained optimization problem. A Compact Disc system with an unstructured uncert ainty has 
been discussed. Using a numerical algorithm we have shown that it. is possible to calculate worst case 
un certainties . This allows as a next step to redesign and robustify the controller to counteract with t he 
worst case perturbation. 
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An iterative and a recursive algorithm solving the Total Least Squares Problem is presented. Jn view 
of process simulation and identification problems for continuous-time and discrete- time systems, a 
n ew method called Model Least Square is developed: The assumption is stated that the entire set of 
coeffici ents associated with the derivatives in the differential equation is deteriorated whereas the 
instantaneous values of the input and output variables are unperturbed. The methods of Total Least 
Squares, Model Least Squares and ordinary Least Squares are portrayed by unified algorithms. 

1 Introduction 

For system modelling processes, the Total Least Squares Method is an interesting alternative versus 
Ordinary Least Squares (1-4]. In various publications it is argued that it is not worth wile to apply 
the Total Least Square method , regarding the fact that the results in the op timal parameter p 
calculated by the Total Least Squares and the ordinary Least Squares method agree up to second
order terms and that even column scaling of the measurement matrix M does not influence the 
error (E , £) up to terms of second order . 

In spite of this, a new method "Model Least Squares Approach" combined with Total Least 
Squares guarantees short computation time, good convergence facilities and a great region of 
attraction and eleviates the application of the Total Least Squares. Especially for highly noisy 
data, improving the whole model M by an error matrix E facilitates the simulation. 

Moreover, the method of Model Least Square is defined as a specialized case of Total Least 
Square and investigated in detail. 

In this paper Total Least Square (TLS), Model Least Square (MLS) and ordinary Least Square 
(LS) are considered in detail. In order to avoid t edious symbols, no indices are used in connection 
with E , £ , p a lthough there are different results in E , £, p for TLS, MLS and LS; only by the 
headlines adequate distinctions are given. 

2 Total Least Square. Direct Iterative Solution 

Consider a list of measurements y to be approximated by the model M p such that t he error 
t: is minimized via Frobenius norm. If the process identification of linear difference equations is 
considered, y and M contain input and output variables a vailable from time instants. In order to 
obtain coefficient unity associated with y , a "process of normalization" is applied to the remaining 
coefficients, i.e., the parameter vector p . Moreover, the model matrix M should be improved by 

an additional matrix E . Minimizing IJE ; t: llF leads to the Total Least Squares approach [5]. The 
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original measurement vector y is partitioned into the combined model (M + E)p and into the 
error £ 

(M + E)p + t: = y . (1) 

Using the weighting matrices V and W, the resulting matrix to be minimized by its Frobenius 

norm is (VE : We). Hence, 

ii(VE: Wc)llF = tr{(VE '. Wcf(VE: Wt:)} 

The dimensions are 

Evaluating yields 

tr{ (VE: W(y - Ep - Mp)]T(VE; W(y - Ep - Mp)]} = 

...... min 
p ,E 

~mm 

p,E 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

-->mm (5) 
p ,E 

- min 
p .E 

(6) 

(7) 

tr{ ErvrvE + yrwrwy - prErwrwy - prMrwrwy - yrwrWEp + 
+ pTETwTWEp + pTMTWTWEp - yTwTWMp + 
+ pTETWTWMp + pTMTWTWMp } ~ min . 

p .E 
(8) 

Deriving with respect to the matrix E by applying matrix derivative calculus, 

8
8
E trET AEB = A TEBT + AEB, 

8
8
E trET AE = (AT+ A)E, 

8
8
E trEB = BT. a~ t rETB = B , (9) 

yields 
vTvE - wTWypT + wTWEppT + wTWMppT = 0 (10) 

(WTW)- 1VTVE - ypT + EppT + MppT = 0 . (11) 

The solution for V = W is given by 

(12) 

For general V , using the Kronecker product and the relations colABC = (CT © A )col B and 
col YPT = p © y , 

(13) 

is obtained. 
If VE in Eq.(2) is replaced by VEU, U E 'R" ... x""' , then in Eq.(13) the former matrix I has 

to be substituted by UUT . 
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E 

I p(E) 

p(l) p(O) p 

Figure l: Brief sketch concerning the algorithm n 

Deriving with respect top yields, calculations omitted, 

( 14) 

This results is independent of V. 
Omitting Eq.(12) or (13) and setting E = 0, then Eq.(14) represents the well-known ordinary 

least-squares estimation method 

(15) 

3 f2-Algorithm 

Consider E and pas obtained in Eq.(12) and (14). Starting with an initial p (O), from Eq.( 14) a 
preliminary result Eis achieved, then inserting into Eq.(12) or (13) produces p ( l) an so on, see 
Fig . 1. This algorith m is referred to as n. The result can be written as 

(p , E) = flns[p , E ; V ; p(O)) . ( 16) 

4 Iterative Model Least Square 

If the measurement vector y is considered free of noise, one has f'. = 0 . Then the model error E 
has to compensate for all the inaccuracies in the system equation 

(M + E)p = y . {1 7) 

Taking the weighting matrix W into account as before, the scalar function to be minimized is 

tr {ETVTVE} + AT((M + E)p - y]--+ min 
p.E 

{18) 

where A is a vector Lagrange multiplier . Equating the derivative with respect to E to zero and 
combining with Eq.( 17) yields 

{) 
oE tr{ETVTVE} + .>.T[(M + E)p - y) = O . (19) 

By Eq.(20)1
, 

{21) 

1 For A and a given, the problem of evaluating b from the overdetennined equation A :::: abT in order to 
minimize llXllF yields 

l!Xllr - min 
b 
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LS 

TLS 
V:W 

TLS 
v f. w 

MLS 

p .and E 
p=[M' W' 'WM] ''M'W'Wy 
t:o 

p = [(M + t)TwTW(M + t )J - 1(M + t)TwTwy 
E = (y - Mp)pT(J + ppT)-1 

p = f(M + t)rwTw(M + ·t)J-l (M + :t)rwrwy 
col E ={I® [(WTW)- 1VTVJ + (ppT) 0 i}- 1 [p® (y - Mp)) 

p = [(M + E):i W'.WM)-1 (M + E)TW 1 Wy 
t = (y - Mp)pT(pT P) -1 

Table 1: Comparing LS, TLS and MLS 

2V7 VEp + >.pT p = 0 

>. = - 2 yTvEp 2vTV(y - Mp) 
pTp pTp 

:E = -o.s(vTv)-1>.pT = ypT -:ppr 
p p 

Residual 

llW(y - Mp)llF 

11wt : W[y - (M + E)i>JllF 

11vt: W[y - (M + E)i>JllF 

llVEllF 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

Hence, for any p a solution exists. This result seems to be derived in a trivial way since the Eq.(24) 
immediately could result from Eq.( 17). However, the additional calculation of the optimum versus 
p is not trivial and >. is needed for this optimum as well . Eq. (24) coincides with the result of 
Eq.(10) or (13) specialized for W-. oo. 

If, additionally, the minimum solution should be a minimum versus p as well, the derivative 
with respect to p must vanish 

o>.T(M + E)p = O 
op 

(M+Ef>.=O . 

Using Eq .(23), the result is 

(M+Ef(-2vTv~y-Mp)) = o. 
p p 

From Eq.(26) , omitting the scalar -0.5 pT p , yields 

and 

p 

E 

(MT+ ET)vTvy - (MT+ ET)VTVMp = 0 

[(M + :EfvTVM]- 1 (M + E)TvTvy 

. ; - (ypT - MppT) = (y - Mp)pT(i>T p)-1 
p p 

An iteration for solving Eqs.(28) and (29) is defined as 

(p, E) = nMis[P, E; V ; p(O)]. 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

5 Comparing Ordinary Least Square, Total Least Square 
and .Model Least Square 

In Table 1, a comparison between the results of ordinary Least Square, Total Least Square and 
Model Least Square is given. The residual is the minimum performance. 

With respect to the rank lowering fact [6), Total Least Squares methods have poor convergence 
facilities. In spite ofTLS, MLS shows excellent convergence and yields a result very close to the TLS 
result. If the MLS result is used as the initial value for TLS, a well-balanced over-all performance 
is obtained . 
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6 Residual 

6 .1 Total Least Square 

Since 

and € = (y - Mp)(l +PT p)-1 , (31) 

11t:il!F = llii>T : i l!F=lli(~)T11F=tr{(~)cTi(~)T}=iTi( l+pTp) (32) 

(y - Mp)T(y - Mp)(l + PTP)- 1 (33) 

6 .2 Model Least Square 

From Eq.(29), 

l1JEllF = tr{p(y - Mpf (y - Mp)pT}(pT P}-2 = (y - Mp)T(y - Mp)(pT p)- 1 (34) 

6 .3 Ordinary Least Square 

For the purpose of comparison , the well-known ordinary least squares result is repeated 

(35) 

7 Recursive Algorithm for V = I and W = I 
Consider the case that M and y are augmented by an additional row mT and scalar Yo. . Then, 
the error matrix E increases by the row eT , and p changes to p + 6.p . Caused by the additional 
information mT and y,,. , the error matrix E may change to E + 6.E. 

Comparison of the algorithms for iterative TLS and MLS shows close similarities. Define L, R , 1 
and r as given in the table 

V =I, W =I L R l r 

TLS M +E M+E m+e m+ e 
MLS M +E M m+e m 

where IT and rT are referred to as the last row of L and R when proceeding from the k-th to the 
( k + 1 )-th step of recursion, respectively. Now , the derivation of the well-known recursive algorithm 
for ordinary least-squares estimation can be utilized [7,8). Hence, 

Pk = (LfRc)- 1Lf yk (36) 

P.1:+1 (Lf+1R1:+1 )- 1LI+1 Y.1:+1 . {37) 

Defining 

it results 

Adapting the algorithm yields 

LI+1Yk+1 = Lf Y1:: + lc+1 Yo. .. +1 

LI+iR.1:+1 = LIRc + lk+1rI+i . 

Pc+t 

i>.1:+1 

1 + rI+iPkl.1:+1 

= P k - r crf+ 1Pt 

Pc+ -rk [y<.._.+, - rI+1f>.1:] 
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{39) 

( 40) 

( 41) 

( 42) 

(43) 



7.1 Total Least Square 

From Eq.( 12) , 

E1:+1 = ( ~1:) = [( Y1: )PI+1-( ~ )P1:+1Pf+1Hl+PH1Pf+1)-
1

. (44) 
e1:+1 Y~ .Hl m ., +1 

From the last row of the equation above, by transposition one finds Eq.( 46) . At the k-th step the 
following calculations have to be executed until an adequate stopping condi tion is satisfied 

P 1: +1 

e1:+1 

11:+1 

Eqs. 

:=p1: 

=(I+ P;,+1Pf+1)-
1
(YA . .r.+1P1:+i - P1:+1Pf+1m 1:+i ) 

= m 1:+1 + e l:+t a nd rk+1 = m 1: +1 + e 1:+1 

(41 ) through (43), go to , . 

( 45) 

(46) 

( 47) 

( 48) 

The result of the iterative procedure per s tep k yields e 1:+1 and Pk+l based on the last results 
mk+l and YA,1:+1· 

7 .2 Model Least Square 

From Eq.(29), 

( 49) 

the last row above is given by the transposed Eq.(51 ). At the k-th step t he following procedure 
has to be calculated 

h +i 
Eqs. 

:= P1: 
T YA.•+1P1:+1 - P1:+1Pk+1m1:+1 = T 

P1:+1P1:+1 

= ffi i: +1 + e i: +l and ri:+ I = ffik+1 

(41) through (43) , go to , . 

The res ult of the iteration is denoted e !:+l a nd Pk+l . 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

8 Recursive Total Least Square Algorithm for Diagonal V 
and W 

For general but diagonal mat rices V and W , the results of the preceding section can be modified 
and computed recurs ively as well. Adapting the table yields · 

V :f I , W :f I L R 1 r 

TLS W (M + E ) W (M + E) W (rn + e ) W (m + e) 
MLS V (M +E) VM V (m + e ) Vm 

From the preceding section, except the changes in the table above and in the following der iva
tion, the results can be t aken over. Starting from Eq.( 10) , 

w o ) l( YA: ) + ( ~1: ) P1:+1 + ( ~1: ) P1 +1] Pf +1 = 0 
i: +1 YA.•+1 e 1: +1 m 1c+1 
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'9 Model Least Square Subject to Conditions 

Consider the problem of Eq.(2) subject to the condition Bp = a where B E nna x 11 
• and nB ~ np. 

Augmenting Eq.(2) by the expression µT (Bp - a) with the vector Lagrange multiplierµ , 

(56) 

By deriving with respect to E, the Eqs.(23) and (24) are achieved , as before. The resul t is the 
same as Eq.(23). Deriving with respect top yields 

(57) 

Combining with Eq.(23) and substituting into a= Bp yields 

and, finally, 
(59) 

where 
p 4 (E) = ((M + E)TVTVM]-lBT {Bf(M + EfWTWM]-lBT}-l X (60) 

x {a-B[(M+tfvTVM]-1(M+E)TVTVy} . (61) 

Additionally, Eq.(29) is in use. 

10 Distinct System Uncertainty 6p 

Distinct system uncertainties Ap are taken into consideration [9], now, in addition to the mea
surement deterioration .as discussed in the preceding sections. From Eq.(12), parameters pin t he 
vicinity of p are considered. They cause a bigger error matrix E 

E = (y - Mp)pT /(1 +PT P) . (62) 

The optimal p is the Total Least Squares or the Model Least Squares optimum. The question 
arises which parameter tolerance Ap from p = p + Ap has to be taken into consideration when 
E deviates from the optimal E by A.E where E = E + AE. 

Combining Eq.(62) and p = p + Ap and applying 1/( 1 + N)::::1 - N for N ~ 1, one has 

E = 
E = 

E 

E 

{y - Mp - MAp](p + Ap)T /[1 + (p + Apf (p + Ap)] 

(y - Mp)pT - M Ap PT + (y - Mp)ApT - 0 

1 + pT p + 2ApT p + 0 

[(y - M p)pT - M Ap PT+ (y - Mp)ApT] (1 - 2ApT p) 
l+pTp l+pTp 

(y- Mp)pT -M Ap PT+ (y - Mp)ApT 2(y - Mp)f>T ApTp 
l+pTp + l+pTp - (l+pTp)2 
~ 

E ~E 

Since col(BaT c) =(col B)aT c = (diag{a;col B}]c, one finds 

(63) 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

(67) 

a: 2colAE = -a:(p © M)Ap + o [111 , © (y - MP)] ~p - 2 [diag{p;col[(y- Mp)pT]}]Ap (68) 
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Ap a-2 (-a-(p © M - In,© (y - Mp)] - 2 diag{p;col((y - Mp)pT]} )-l colAE 

~n 

Ap* (69) 

The parameter tolerance Ap provides minimum Frobenius norm dist ance to a predetermined AE, 
as outlined in Eq.(20). Bigger Ap would yield worse approximation. 

The Frobenius norm of Ap* can be bounded by 

(70) 

If measurements are available for a set of distinct system uncertainties less than AE, then 
Eq.(69) provides the minimum norm parameter deviation. The expected Ap will exceed Ap* . 

11 Conclusion 

In view of the weak convergence facilities of the Total Least Squares problem and with respect 
to empirical data, the approach of "Model Least Squares" is suggested, consider ing the system 
matrix M deteriorated and the measured vector y free of noise. This corresponds to the field 
of process simulation and identification where only the present measurement is free of noise and 
every delayed information is contaminated with errors. A set of two equations in the error matrix 
E and the parameter p has to be solved alternatively, providing a generalized treatment" of the 
Total, the Model and the ordinary Least Squares. The Model Least Squares Approach shows a 
wide range of attraction and excellent convergence facilities. 

By means of weighting matrices V and U , the problems of contamination with noise can be 
confined to practically every submatrix or some or all rows or columns subject to measurement 
noise. 

The approach is extended to a recursive algorithm and to the case of distinct process uncer
tainty. The latter case proves useful for robust modelling and identification. 

A formula is presented relating the minimum parameter deviation Ap to the upper bound b.E 
of measured distinct system un certainty. 
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Abstract: lbis paper concerns the study of three parameters processed by a fuzzy algorithm in ocder to estimate 
the real target .in a multitarget environment. 

I lotrodueition 

The problem is to estimate. as soon as possible. the taiget of maneuvering objects directed towards dif
ferent possible targets with different techniques using fuzzy logic. This method, widely used in estimation and 
decision applications. seems interesting to investigate to :solve this problem[l] [2]. 

In this paper. maneuvering objects are considered coo.trolled by Proportional Navigation laws (P.N. laws) 
[3J. Each maneuvering object i.s .assumed to be directed towai;ds a pre-defined non-maneuvering target. The veloc
ities of both targets and maneuvering objects are assumed constant. Target velocities are supposed to be very low 
compared to maneuvering object velocities. 

Before going further in this study, the parameters of P.N. laws need to be briefly defined. 

•br.\j 

T: Target 

0 : Manoeuvring ObjCGt 
~;;._ __ __....._ _______ Reference axis 

o 
0 

is the .angle between ~O and line of sight OT 
OT is the angle between Vr and line of sight OT 
r is the distance OT 

ll is the angle !between the Reference axis and line of sight OT 

figure I : Notations 

The kinematic equations of maneuvering object 0, controlled by a P.N. law with coefficient A, and 
directed towards target Tare: 

f = VrCOSE>T - v oCOSoo 

r · it = - VrSinE>T+ v 0sino0 
do0 = < 1 - A) dor 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

It seems important to notice that these equations are derived for a target and for a maneuvering object 
directed towards that target. 
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II Contribution of the estimation of the P.N. coefficient to the target estimation problem 

The trajectory of an object controlled by a P.N. law is directly determined by the value of the P.N. coeffi
cient ac.cording to equation (3). This coefficient belongs to a specific bounded interval. The real target is charac
teriz.ed by a constant P.N. coefficient during all the length of the trajectory when the study is done from the point 
towards which the maneuvering object is directed. What is now the evolution of this coefficient if the study is 
done from an other point? 

For more convenience the P.N. coefficient. considered as a function of time t along the trajectory srudied 
from the target point T;. will be called Ai { t) . The curve of the trajectory being the same whatev~r the point 
from where it is derived. it can be deduced that if T 1 belongs to the space generated by the tangents to the trajec
tory. it exists a time t0 for which A 1 ( t0 ) becomes infinite. Frcm the integration of the equations (I) (2) (3) 
under the hypothesis that VT is very small compared to V 0 • it comes that A 1 ( t) decreases towards zero as the 
object is approaching towards the target A non target point is then characterized by a decrease towards zero of its 
P.N. coefficient A 1 ( t) as the object is approaching towards the target and/or by a divergence towards infinity at 
a particular point. The estimation versus time of the P.N. coefficient is consequently a possible way to estimate the 
real target within different possible targets. Using an extended Kalman filter to estimate the theoretical P.N. coef
ficient and the kinematic parameters of the object [4). simulations have been performed and confirm these results. 

m Optimal control approach 

An optimal guidaoce law that minimizes terminal miss distance can be derived using linear optimal coo
trol theory[3)(5]. By making several simplifying assumptions (zero acc.eleratioo target. maneuvering object com
pletely cootrollable with perfect response and small line of sight angles) the optimal guidance law can be reduced 
to P.N. law with a coefficient A equal to three. 

It is assumed that sensors are sending values of r and Tj every At. Normal acceleration r . and optimal 
control vector U; (optimal normal acceleration). seen by each possible target Ti can be derived using Kalman fil
tered parameters ; , i\ and A. The idea is to estimate. for each possible target. the optimal control vector u; and 
ci: the difference between ri and u;. Using the property that the noimal acceleration of the real target tends 
towards zero and that this convergence is faster than for the other possible targets. the complementary evolutions 
of u i and c i can be used to estimate as soon as possible the most possible targets. 

IV Conclusion: Fuzzy algorithm 

For the optimal control approach. in order to separate the different targets. fuzzy sets are built to take 
into ac.count the fast coovergence of u i and c i towards zero for the real target Membership functions are built so 
that the limits for some fuzzy sets are calculated dynamically and tend to emphasize the importance of the area 
around zero. 

For the estimation of the P.N. coefficient. fuzzy sets emphasize the fact that the P.N. coefficient has to be 
constant for the real target. 

Different sets of rules based on decisioo tables taking into account the particular behavior of the consid
ered parameters are merged using max-min methods. 

The defuzzification process is obtained by a centroid defuzzificatioo r.echnique. 

The results obtained so far with simplified decision tables show some interesting possibilities of such an 
approach. Once tuned. the fuzzy algorithm estimates the correct target rapidly with only a shcrt transition time. 
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A b~ tract The aim of this pa.per is the design of observers for single in put genenilized state space systems 
in continuous time. A dynamic precompensa.tor is used to normalize the system. Full and reduced order 
observers a..re described. 

l. iNTRODUCTION 

Let us consider the process which can be described by a generalized state space model in continuous 
time: 

Ei: =Ax+ Bu., 
y = Cx, 

(1) 

where x E /Rn, y E JR9 , and u is a scalar. E is a square matrix of rank r < n. An unique solution 
x(t) exists for all u(t) , if 6., tbe determinant of (sE- A), is not identically zero. We suppose that 
the previous condition is true in the following, and we define d as the degree of 6.. The study of 
generalized state space systems was developped by. many authors (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8], who mention 
that a lot of difficulties arise in control problems, because of dynamic impulsive motions. A way of 
bypassing these discontinuities in the response of the system is to separate tbe singular part from 
the regular one using systems equivalences, to study each part in the appropriate way. The result 
of this decomposition is called {21 the standard form of ( 1): 

ii= Aix1 + B1u, 
Ni2 = x2 + B2u, 
y = C1x1 + C2x2 , 

(a) 
(b) 

where A1 is ad* d matrix, and N a nilpotent matrix of index v: 

N = diag{N, = ( o~o: 1 oo ·- ~: ~ oo~: l }. 
(2) 

The obtention of the standard form was developped by Kailath, Verghese, Lewis, Ozcaldiran, 
Rotella, and Lefebvre (1 , 6, 7, 8, 9]. This form is useful to solve a lot of control problems, but some 
difficulties remain particularly with the observer design, when the knowledge of the singular part 
of the state is required. Concretely, the construction of a singular observer of ( 1) is not possible. 
Normal observers are proposed by many authors. Methods using the singular value decomposition 
of the matrix E were developped by El Tohami et al., Verhaegen and Van Dooren , Fahmy and 
O'Reilly, Shields (13, 14. 15. 16]. Another method using the Moore-Penrose inverse of the matr~x 
C was proposed by Shafai and Caroll . [17). A common drawback of the previous methods is that 
specific assumptions are needed in all cases. 
We introduce another approach based on the addition of a dynamic precompensat~r that normalize 
the system. We call augmented forrd tb.e resulting regular representation, and we build an observer 
of this form. The first section deals with the description of a dynamic precompensator, and of the 
resulting augmented form. In the second section we apply this result to build full and reduced 
order observers of x1 • ln the third section we define full and reduced order observers of ( 1). 
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2. PRECOMPENSATOR DESIGN 

Let us consider the generalized system ( 1) u.nder its standard form. The equation ( 2b) allows us 
to write xz as a linear combination of the successiv·e derivatives of u (12]: 

v-1 

xz = - L,N;B2u<i) . 
,i:O 

Defining v, a new input, as the (11 - l)th derivative of u, and the v.ector f as ( u 

a J"ealization of the precompensator 

is given by: 

with: 
0 1 0 0 

Ap = 0 

1 
0 0 

l 
u=--v, 

sv-1 

f.= Apf + Brv, 
u ·=Cpl, 

0 

Bp = 
0 
l 

Cr = ( l 0 ... .. . 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

0). 

Considering now the augmented state vector z as ( xf ET l, and B1 as ( B 1 0 . . . 0 ) , we can 
define the following regular state space representation, called the augmented form, of dimension 
n = n1 + II - 1: 

with: - (Ai A= 0 

3. OBSERVER DESlG N FOR x 1 

i = .4z + ih, 
'IJ = Cz + Dv, 

C v v- zB ) E fRl• n • . • - 2 1 2 . 

(6) 

Let us first consider a n observer of the augmented form. Because this representation is regular , we 
can apply usual methods t.o build an observer of z . If the pair (A, C) is observable, an observer of 
the augmented form: 

=Ai + Bv + R(Cz - Ci ), 
=(A- k C)z + (B - kfJ)v + Ky, 

could be obtained very easily by the Bass and Gura method (11], using a gain matrix I{ such that 
the eigenvalues of .4 - KC ar·e negative. 
But the observation of the complete state is not required to control the system ( 6) . In fact the 
components u, ii, . .. , u"- 1, and thus the vector f ar.e directly accessible in the augmented form 
through the precompensator. T hus. we only need the observa tion of the state vector x 1 . A full 
order observer of .t 1 exists. provided the pair (A1 , Ci) is observable [4] (i.e. -the system ( 2) is 
R-observable) . It is given by: 

i:1 = A1 .i:1+Biu +K1(1,ii - C1 ii) , 
= ( A1 - K1 C i)i: 1 +Bi u + K1Y1 , 
=(Ai - K1 C i)i1 +Bi u + l\1(Y - Y2). 



The measurement of y1 is not accessible but can be obtained from the difference between y and 
y2 = C2x2. Using the relation ( 3), informations are taken from the output of the successive 
integrators of the precompensator to build the observer: 

xi = (A1 - KiCi)i1 +(Bi+ KiC2B2)u + KiC2 L~~} N; B2u(i) + Kiy, 

=(Ai - K1Ci)ii + M1 ( fT v )T + Kiy, 

where: 

Let. us denote PCOM P the precompensator, composed of a series of 11 - 1 integrators, we have 
the following structure for a full order observer: 

SYSTEM 

Fig. 1: Observer of :t1 

lt is obvious that, provided the matrix C 1 is of full row rank q, a reduced d - q order observer of 
.r1 can be obtained (11], but for the sake of brevity, it won't be detailed here. 

4. OBSERVER FOR THE GENERALIZED SYSTEM 

The final point is the determination of an observer of the vector x = ( .rf xI )T. Such an 
observer exists, provided the generalized state space system is R-observable. The observation of .r 1 

is obtained in the same way as previously, and the vector .r2 is obtained with a matrix L1 composed 
of combinations of the components of c Li collects informations from the different stages of the 
precompensator: 

L1 = ( -B2 - NB2 

such that .r2 = L1 ( <.T vT )T. 

v u 
---PCOM Pi---- Sl' STE.\1 

Fig. 2: Observer of x 

Provided t.he matrix C 1 is of full row rank q, a reduced n - q order observer of x can also be 
obtained. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed an observer for single input generalized systems. The standard 
form is required, and an additional dynamic precompensator composed of a series of integrators is 
used to normalize the system. Informations are taken on each component of this precompensator 
to estimate the vector :r 2 . The observation of the vector :r1 is obtained using full or reduced order 
observers. 
The extension to multi inputs systems is now in development. Because the dimension of the 
augmented state z increases with the number of inputs, a minimal dynamic precompensator 1s 
required [12]. The previous results will be adapted with such a precompensator. 
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Abstract. Methods for the modeling and simulation of long-distance energy systems are considered. 
Due to Kirchhoff 's laws a special type of non linear equation is crucial for the steady state and the 
transient analysis. A reliable algorithm to solve these equations based on Newton 's method is presented. 
The uniqueness of the solution and the convergence of the method are proved by the stability theory of 
Liapunov. To apply this method, the calculation of some derivatives is necessary. An approach for C++ 
to do this in an automatic way without rewriting a program is presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Long-distance energy systems are growing fast because of ecological improvements . The size, the com
plexity and the nonlinearity of the hydraulic equations command the modeling and simulation of these 
systems. Since a computer must be used to integrate the differential equations, it is natural to use it for 
setting up the equations, too. 

The propagation of temperature and pressure are the most important phenomena in these systems. 
One builds the network for the first effect but a big part of the control equipment is needed to handle 
the second one. The wave speed of a water hammer is about lOOO[ms- 1) . The delay due to the finite 
propagation velocity is not negligible any more in energy systems for whole cities. Simulation based 
on mathematical modeling and reliable algorithms offer a good way in understanding the phenomena of 
those systems. 

2. HYDRAULIC NETWORKS 

A hydraulic network is formed by connecting together terminals like pumps, valves , pipes, etc .. The 
connection points are called nodes and the terminals connecting two nodes are called branches. This type 
of network obeys the two laws of Kirchhoff. The current law says that the total mass flow to a node is 
zero. The density of water may be assumed to be constant in the interesting range of temperature and 
pressure. Therefore one can replace the mass flow by the volume flow . The voltage law says that the 
difference of the pressure of two nodes connected by a branch is eq ual to the difference pressure of this 
branch. Now the most important branches are presented. 

2.1. Pipes 

The one-dimensional transient flow in pipes ·can be described by a pair of quasi linear hyperbolic partial 
differential equations of first order 

fJ 1 f) J 
ox h(x, t) + gA fJt q(x, t) + 2gDA 2 lq(x, t)! q(x , t) = O and 

fJ . a2 fJ at h(x, t) + gA ox q(x , t) = O . 
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h(x, t)[m] denotes the pressure head, q(x , t)[m3s-1 ] the volume flow , A the area of the pipe, D the pip e 
diameter , g the gravitational acceleration, f the friction factor and a the equivalent wave speed [7]. The 
boundary conditions of a pipe of length l at a time t are of the form 

a 
h(l, t) = --q(l, t) + R1 , 

gA 
a 

h(O, t) = - gA q'(O, t ) + R2 and q'(O, t) = -q(O, t) · 

with R1 and R2 depending only on values for r < t. These conditions describe a 1-port which consists 
of a linear port and a controlled pressure source in series. The minus sign for q' is used to have the same 
flow reference direction on both end points. The boundary conditions of a pipe can be embedded in the 
theory of 1-port networks [4]. 

2.2. Pumps 

In long- distance energy systems only rotary pumps are used . As a good approximation the transient 
behavior of a pump is described by the steady state characteristic curves of the total head increase 
dh = dh(q,w) and the shaft torque m(q,w) with w as the angular velocity. The torque equation takes 
the form 

with () as the moment of inertia and md(w) the torque of the driving motor [7]. If necessary the dynamics 
of the driving motor is taken into consideration , too. 

2.3. Valves 

The difference pressure of the valve is given by 

dh = -rlqJ
2
q 

0: 
and 

d 
dtO: = f(q, er,u) with 0 $er$ l 

with r as the resistance factor, er as the grade of opening and u as the control input. The topology of the 
hydraulic network changes at each time, when a switching component like a valve is opening or closing 
[7]. 

2.4. Steady state and transient analysis 

A large system of nonlinear equations has to be solved in the case of steady state analysis. The t ransient 
behavior is described by systems of partial and ordinary differential equations with nonlinear equations 
as restrictions. The latter ones are a consequence of Kirchhoff 's circuit laws. Investigations about the 
computing time have shown, that the solution of this system of nonlinear equations takes much more time 
than the integration of the differential equations. These circuit equations are described by the theory 
of 1-port networks most efficiently. They are of the same type for the steady state and the transient 
analysis, therefore only the first one is treated. lt is very important to use efficient algorithms to solve 
this problem in order to obtain a short computing time. A fast algorithm will be presented after the 
uniqueness of the solution of the hydraulic network equations is shown. 

3. FACTS OF NETWORKS 

Only the steady state equations are considered according to the above-mentioned observat ions. The 
circuit is formed by connecting together special terminals. A graph G = {.N, B} is related to the network . 
N is the finite set of nodes of cardinality n and B is the finite set of branches. A branch has exactly two 
end points which must be nodes. The number of branches is b. The flow qi and the difference pressure 
dh; are assigned to the branch i. The pressure hi is related to a node j . Now the laws of Kirchhoff can 
be expressed as 

and 
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with 

~={ -1 
0 

if node i and branch l are connected, the direction of the flow to i is positive 
if node i and branch I are connected, the direction of the flow off i is positive 
otherwise. 

The flow q of a network is a point q = ( q1 , ... , qb) E Rb. q is said to be admissible if q satisfies Kirchhoff's 
current law. A difference press-ure dh is a point dh = (dh 1 , • .. , dhb) E (Rb)'. dh is said to be admissible 
if dh satisfies Kirchhoff's voltage law. Let p be the natural bilinear map p: (Rb)" x Rb - R 

p(dh, q) = L· dhjqi 
] 

then Tellegen 's theorem can be expressed in the following form [5]. 

Theorem 1: For all admissible q and dh is 

p (dh, q) = 0 . 

The linear map D : Rb --+ R" 

xi = L- d;qi 
J 

is well defined. For a basis {ad of Ker D there exists a linear map A: R '-. Ker D 

q' = "'""' ai.xi L.,, j J 

whicll is bijective for some c. Tellegen's theorem leads now to the following results [2] . 

Theorem 2: A flow q is admissible iff 

Dq = 0 or q =Ax. 

A difference pressure dh is admissible iff 

or A*dh = 0. 

It is a well known fact that one can always find a basis of Ker D that xi is the flow qi of a branch i . 

4. A POTENTIAL FUNCTION 

(1) 

(2) 

Only 1- ports are considered as branches for this type of network. Then there is a b ranch equation of the 
form 

a) dh; = f;(q1) , b) dh, = const. or c) q1 = const. 

for each branch i. For the sake of simplicity only equations of type a) are considered , the ext ensive case 
is presented in [ 4]. The short form of the branch equatioll.s is 

dh = f(q) . (3) 

A flow q is said to be a solution of the ne twork equations if q and dh(q) are admissible (equations ( 1), 
(2)) and satisfy the equation above or 

q = Ax and A•f(q)=O (4) 

hold. Based on Tellegen's theorem we define the function 

q q' 

v(q) = -1 p(f(x), dx) = - L 1 f;(x)dx . 
0 ' 0 

For an admissible flow the derivative of v with respect to xi is given by 

!:Jo v(Ax) = ~ v(Ax)!:J
0

.(Ax)(x) = - "'""' Ji(""' a{x1)a{ = - p(f (Ax),a ; ). 
ux' uq ux' L...J L...1 

Each solution of the network satisfies the equation 

a 
ox v(Ax) = 0 . 

Now it is possible to give the main result of this paper . 
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Theorem 3: If the branch equations f; (3) of the network satisfy the conditions f; E Cl(-oo, oo) and 

d 
dxf;(x) S· l < 0 , 

then the solution q of the network equations ( 4) is unique. 

To proof this theorem first the functions 

q' 

g;(qi) = -1 f;(Ax)dxi 

are considered. It can be easily shown that g; is strictly convex [3] and that the condition 

limlq•j-oo g;(qi) = oo 

is satisfied. v(q) is strictly convex, since v(q) is the sum of strictly convex functions and the condition 

lim11911-oo v(q) = oo 

is satisfied, too. Because of Ker A= {O} the restriction of v(q) to v(Ax) is strictly convex and 

lim11.z:ll-oo v(Ax) = oo 

holds. It is a well known fact of the theory of convex functions that v(Ax) has a global minimum and x 
is the unique solution of 

a 
oxv(Ax)=O. 

This completes the proof. It must be emphasized that the conditions of theorem 3 are no restriction for 
hydraulic networks. 

5. A MODIFIED NEWTON METHOD 

Due to the theory of gradient systems and the present considerations a simple algorithm to solve the 
network equations is given by 

d . 
dt x' = p(f(Ax) , a;) . 

In general a faster algorithm can be constructed using Newton's method [3]. This algorithm is applicable 
since v(Ax) E C 2 and v has a unique minimum. Let lv be the Jacobian and Hv the Hessian of v. Then 
the sequence 

x(i + 1) = x(i) - o (x(i)) H;l (x(i)) f[ (x(i)) (5) 

with the tuning function o (x(i)) is well defined . The Hessian of v(Ax) is positive definite since v(Ax) is 
strictly convex. In this special case the Hessian Hv is given by 

Hv(Ax) = A·(-11 )A 

with 11 as Jacobian off of equation (3). Expanding v into a Taylor series the equation 

v (x(i + 1)) = v (x(i)) + lv (x(i)) (x(i + 1) - x(i)) + O(llx(i + 1) - x(i)ll2
) 

follows for sufficiently small !lx(i + 1) - x(i)ll· With the help of 

v (x(i + 1)) - v (x(i)) = -o (x(i)) lv (x(i)) H; 1 (x(i)) JJ (x(i)) + O(o2 (x(i))) 

one can ensure that the inequality 
v (x(i + 1)) - v (x(i)) < 0 

holds for sufficiently small o (x(i)) > 0. If the process of minimizing is considered as a (time) discrete 
process the theory of Liapunov gives an easy proof of the next theorem [6]. 

Theorem 4: The Newton series (5) converges for each initial value to the unique solution of the network 
equations ( 4) for a sufficiently small choice of the tuning function o. If v E C 3 the order of convergence 
is at least two provided that the initial value is sufficiently close to the solution. 

This theorem ensures not only the convergence it offers a way to choose o by checking the difference 
v (x(i + 1)) - v (x(i)), too. 
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6. AN ALGORITHM FOR CALCULATING DERIVATIVES 

The set of the network equations is too large to be set up by hand. It changes also during a simulation 
according to the action of switching terminals. It can be shown that the graph searching algorithm "depth 
first " offers an efficient way setting up the equations in an automatic way [4]. Although this algorithm 
can be used to calculate all required derivatives for the Newton procedure, too, a more general method 
is presented. This approach needs a modern programming language like C++ which allows overloading 
of functions of binary operations and dynamic memory management [1]. 

First a new type of variable x = (xv, (x;)) is defined .as a pair of a float variable Xv and an array of 
float variables (x;) of dimension one. Next the binary operations 

x + y = (xv + Yv , ( x i + y;)) , 

and the rule 

for the value of the real function f are introduced. Let x be a finite Taylor series of the form x = 
x(z) +I:; a~, x(z)dz;. The value of the variable x at z is defined as x = (x(z), a~. x(z)). It is easy to 
verify that these operat·ions implement the rules to handle this special kind of series. If these operations 
are used in a program all required derivatives are calculated in an automatic way. The advantage of this 
approach is that only a n·ew type of variable and overloading of some operations is required. It is not 
n·ecessary to write a new program. 

7. RESULTS 

The above introduced methods are the basis of the programming system FLUIDIX for the simulation of 
long-distance energy systems. This package consists of a graphic ed itor, a data base of mathematical 
models, an interactive simulator and a graphic post processor. The user only draws the plan of the 
circuit assisted by mouse and menus. Parameters of the models are added by the user or by the data 
base. The system derives the equations for the steady state or transient analysis automatically. During 
the simulation the user can trigger events with the mouse or keyboard. The results of a simulation are 
documented by the graphic post processor. 

The programming system FL UIDIX has been used for the analysis of long-distance energy systems 
of cities with more than 250.000 inhabitants. Therefore one can say that the methods presented in this 
paper are applicable for real world problems. 
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Modelling Non-Precise 
Observations 

and Measurements 

Reinhard \!iertl 

Technische Uni'l.1ersitat Wien 

Real observations and measurement data are often not precise real 
numbers but contain different uncertainties. Besides errors and stati
stical variation a single measure1nent is often not a real nu1nber but 
more or less fuzzy. 

This kind of uncertainty is called imprecision, and can be inodelled by 
so called fuzzy numbers which are sprecial fuzzy subsets of the real line. 

Using this kind of data. in stochastic inodels it is necessary to generalize 
statistical inference methods to non-precise data. This is possible and 
in the contribution generalizations of classical statistical procedures as 
well as Bayesian methods will be given. 11oreover exa1nples of non
precise data and their characterizing functions will be given. 
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A MARKOV CHAINS SINGULAR PERTURBATION RESOLUTION 

D. RACOCEANU. A. EL MOUD'.'11. M. FERNEY and S. ZERHOUNI 

Laboratoire de Mecaruque et Productique , E.oole Nationale d' lngenieurs de Belfort 
8, Bd. Anatole France. B.P. 525, 90016 Belfort (France) 

Abstract. This paper cootributes to the developmcat of the perturbatiooal decomposition method in the case of homogeneous 
markoviao systems, corresponding to a discret time and discret state s pace. Our work concerns the adaptation of Phillips singular 
pcnurbation method lo the category of ergodic Marko•· chains presenting the two-weighting-scale property, the equivalent of the two
timc-scale property in the case of Slate systems. 

t. 1INTRODUCTION 
Many systems, in ireason of the multiple dependency parameters, can only be studied with a random 

pattern. It is the ca."e for example in failure detection, waiting phenomena, equipment wear and so on. When the 
pattern has a great dimension. it s·eems necessary to reduce it, in order to simplify its resolution. 

2. DEFINITION OF THE STUDIED ELEMENTS {2] 

2 . -I. Ty.pe or studied systems 
The system that we are studying is the first order finite Markov chain. Its fundamental formula is : 

P(k+l) = P(K) · -r (2.l) 
P(k) is the vector of absolute probabilities at the moment k, with the component Pi(k) (i=l,. .. ,r), the 

probability that ·the system will be in the e; state at the moment k , and '[ is the transition mauix with 

components Pij(ij =l,. .. ,r) the transition probabilities between states. 

If these trdil.Sition probabilities are independent of the considered moment k . the chain is called 
homogeneous i11 time. The transition probabilitys are called in this case stationary. 

• R·emark : Observing that the fundamental formula of the first order finile Markov chain has a similar 
form to the state equation of autonomous discrele systems, we had the idea to use for its simplification o ne 
classical method employed usually for the slate 'equation resolution. It is the singular perturbation method. 

2. 2. The direct method for ergodic ch·a ii·os liait resolution 
A chain is called ergodic if its .limit distribution P (oo) exists, it is unique, and do not depends on the 

initial distribution P(O) . The fundamental formula takes than the following form (I is the identicy matrix r x r) : 

P(-x.) = P(oc.) 'r or P(oo)(I - 'r ) = 0 (2.2) 

If we note l - '[ = 'D ( 'D is caUed dynamic matrix). the (2.4) equation can be write : 

P(oc.) · 'D = 0 (23) 

Tue (2.5) system is a r equation system w1th r unknowm. The dynamic matriit i s a singular matrix, so in 
order to solve this system (solutions will be P1(c.Q), ... , Pr(o:.) ). we add a further relation. 

p [Pi(x) P 2 (oo ) ... P.(oo)] ·V = 0 

\I Pi(cc) + P 2(:x:)+ .. . +P r(ro ) = I 
(2.-t) 

• R ,emark : The presented method is simple and efficient in the case of a system with reasonable 
dimension (little r) . In the ·case of a great dimension. 1thc resolution using only this method can ask many 
computer aids, and de!.-pite ,this aids, divergences ,can appear when the system is bad conditioned. In order to 
eliminat,e this difficulty, we propose a method of simplifi.cation. 

3. MARKOV CHAINS SINGULAR PERTURBATION MODELING 

• Remar.k : the term of .. two-weighting-scale", that we utilise for designate the two-time-scale property in 
the case of Markov chains. comes from the fact that the slow part states will have a preponderant influence in the 
future evolution of the system, whereas the fast part states, even if 'they will always be present in the systems 
evolution, 1they will do this with a small frequency and for a small period of time. So the meaning is not the 
same that in automatic. We call ·then the slow part of a stochastic system - strong, and the fast one - weak. 
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3.1. Two-weighting-scale definition 
A stochastic system characterized by the (2.1) equation has the rwo-weighting-scale property if it can be 

decomposed in two unconnected subsystems : 

(P ,(k+l) P J»ll] = [P ,(kl P .lkl] · ( :· : J (3.1) 

with P{k) = [P s(k) P .,,(k)] the decomposition of the initial vector with P, E IR ri and P w E IR r i , r1 + f2 = r. 

such as the eigenvalues A. of the matrices '( s and '( r satisfie : 

I Amin('l .s) I » IA.max(T w) I (3.2) 

The matrix 'Ls (respectively'( w) regroupes the great module eigenvalues (respectively the little one) of 

the initial stochastic matrix '(. This leads to the separation of the initial system staLes in two parts, 

corresponding to the slJ'ong part and the weak one. 

3.2. Application of the Phillips singular perturbations to the Markov chains 

3.2. L Dynamics bring to the fore 
If the two-weighting-scale property exists. the fundamental equation (2. l) can be write : 

[~+ 1) ie(k+ 1)] = [~> ie(k)l ( "( 11 "( 12 ) (3.3) 
"( 2 I "( 22 

where P = [? ~] is the decomposition of the initial vector in its strong respectively weak parts r1 =dimension 

of the strong part and r2 = dimension of the weak one ( r = r1 + r 2 ) . The matrices dimensions are so : '( 11 (r1 x r1). 

'l 12 (r1 x r2), '( 21 (r2 x r1 ), 'l 22 (r2 x r2). 

3.2.2. The adapted singular perturbed form 

The Philli~ "•;:::~~~;:: :; t(o ~: f:~'") ::.~ion g;ves ' (J.•) 

µ "( 2 I µ "( 22 

. * . * I . * w1 lh : 't 12 = 't 12 I µJ • 't 21 = 't 21 t µ ·J • and 't 22 = 't 22 I µ , µe]O,l], je[O,l]. 

3.2.3. Dynamics decoupling 
ln the case of the stochastical systems, the j parameter takes the marjmal value (j = I), because of the 

disproportion of the 't 12 and 't 22 submatrices raporting to 't 11 and 't 21 ones. The decoupled fom1 of the 

fundamental equation will be: 

[1',(k+l) ;l;'w(k+ l)] =[i',(k) ;l;'w(k)l( :• : J (3 .5) 

· l -I 

"( s = "( 11 + "( 11"( ll"( 11 ' "( w = '( 22 - "( 1 1"( 11"( 12 (3 .6) 

with the initial conditions : 

"P s (0) = "P (0) and 'ie w (0) = iE' (0) 

The approach of the strong and respectively we.ak parts is : 

;E'(k) • ;e (k) w (3. 7) 

The resolution of the stochastic system (2.1) is reduced also to the resolution of two subsystems strong 
and weak, which keep the characteristics of the initial one. On top of that, the strong subsystem is almost 
stochastic. 
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3.3. The complete resolution method 
Our work concerns the adaptation of lhe singular perturbation method to the category of ergodic Markov 

chains presenting the two-time-scale property. For Markov chains. the two-time-scale property will be a property 
of two-weighting-scale of the states in the system evolution. The eigenvectors of the associated stochastical 
matrix will have the meaning of sysrem evolution directions. 

In sight of adapting the method of singular perturbation to the Markov chains. we firstly remark that the 
fundamental formula of a first order chain corresponds to the autonomous form of a discrete system. The 
methodology of resolution of ·the Markov chains by the method of singular perturbation assumes firstly the 
detection of the irreduotib1e classes, and secondly, the decomposition of each final ergodic class presenting the 
two-weighting-scale property. 

Let 2.1 be the form of the fundamental ecuation of such an ergodic subchain. 

3.3. l. Dynamics decoupling (paragraph 3.2): 

(P,(k+I) ;ew(k+I)] = [P,(kJ ~w<k>] ( ~ ' 0 ) 
'[.., 

(3.8) 

3.3.2. Strong p·a·rt resolutio.n : 

The'( s matri11:. is practically a stochastic matrix. so we obtain a Markov chain corresponding only to the 

strong part of the initial one. lbis allowed us to solve this subsystem like a markovian subchain. We apply on 
it the direct method of resolution (paragraph 2.2). The resolving system is : 

f p (00) • 'I)
1 = 0 

\ P 1 ( o:i) + P 2 ( co )+ p 3 ( oo) + ... +P ,
1 

( oo) = I 
(3 .9) 

wi·th : 'D' = l · "Cs dynamical matrix of the strong part (singular mauix) . I an identity mauix ri x ri , 

The solutions of the system are : 

P 1 (00) = s 1 • P 2 (:x:) = s.., , · · · , P r (cc) = s . 
- 1 r 1 

(3.10) 

3 .3.3. Reiujection in the 1initi.al system : 
Reinjecting the strong part solutions in the initial system equations correspondint to the weak part : 

it'(oo) = ~cc)·'( 12 + it'(cc) · '[ 22 , (3.11) 

we will obtain : 

it' (oo)( I - 'r 22 ) = ~(cc.) · 'r 12 

with : 

,;e(o:i) = [Pr 
1
+1 (°') p r 

1
+2 (ex>) ·· • Pr (co)] 

3.3 .4. Weak part resolution : 

to be calculate. 

(3. 12) 

\Ve will note 'D n = I - '[ 22 the dynamic mauix (nonsingular) of the weak part (I identity matrix r1 x r1). 

The (3.12) system becomes : 

~(oo) 1)" = ~(oo) · '[ 12 (3.13) 

We obtaiu the n equations system with n unknowns : 

[P r1+i(oo) p r1+2 (co) . . . P r <oo )] = [s 1 S2 ... s rJ '( l:! 'D , -1 

The solutions are : 

The whole system appmachiug solutions ai;e so : 
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(3. 15) 



s 1, S 2 , . .. , s rl and 1ll1 , W2 , ... , W r 2 (3.16) 

For demonstrating the applic.ability of our method. we give in following a suggestive example. 

4. EXAMPLE 

Let 'L be the associate stochastic matrix of a five states Markov irreductible ergoruc chain : 

( 

0,99 0,005 0,003 0 0.002 ) 
·rr _ 0,005 0,98 0,015 O O 
IL - 0 0,02 0.97 0 0,01 

0,88 0 0 0,005 0,115 . 
0 0 0.997 0,001 0,002 

a) The study of the two-weighting-scale : 
The eigenvalues of the stochastic matrix are: 

"-1 = 1 ~ A.2 = 0 ,98; A.3 = 0,96 ; 4 = - 0.014 and A.5 = 0,010. 

These eigenvalues can be separate in two groupes, the perturbational coefficient wdl be then : µ =I A.4 I 

I A.3 I = 0,01 << 1, so the two-weighting-scale property exists. The strong part contains 3 states and the weak 

one, 2 s•tates. 
b) Dynamics decoupling : 

with: { 0,99 0,005 0,005 ) 
~s = \0.005 o.98 0,015 

0 0,019 0,98 

c) Resolution at the limit : 

(

0.99 0,005 0.005 0 
0,005 0.98 0.015 0 
0 0.019 0.98 0 
0 0 0 0,005 
0 0 0 0.001 

"[' =(0.005 0.1121) 
w 0.001 -0.0082 

The whole system probability distribution approach is : 

i .1121) 
-0.0082 

P (co)= [ P (o:i ) ;Et (ex>>]= [P i(00 ) P 2 (o;) P 3 (o::: ) P.; (00 ) P s (o: >] 

P(oo) =[0.2100 0.4191 o.3709 0.0000041 0.0041) 

So the real dstribution : Preal (oo) = [0.2100 0,4192 0.3667 0,0000041 0.00:i09] is verry well approa::hei 

The average precision of the approach is about 0,64% . 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Our method gives satisfying approaches of the real solutions, obtained by application of the direct method 

to the initial matrix 'C. It presentes the advantage of a work simplicity (systems with little dimensions), and of a 

identificati·on of the srrong and weak parts of ilie Markov chain. so of the real corresponding system. 
Usually, for a system designer, the weak part of the Markov chain must contain all the states (events) of 

the system, wich are ·to avoid in its evolution. In this condition and from this point of view. the system will be 
well designed. 
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Abstract A stochastic approach to modelling dynamical systems by stochastic differential equations {SDEs) in 
Itos sense is shown. The modelling idea is the following: gr;eater systems are being built using· basic deter
ministic or stochastic modules where the structure design principle of Peschel and Mende [8) is used. 
"Elementary" stochastic processes such as Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes or processes with hyper-gamma 
(compound Poisson) distribution just .as small systems generating :some desired output can be used as basic 
modules. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Stochastic processes as solutions of SDEs can be mapped into a simulation model in several ways. Calculating 
the n-dimensional distribution density is theoretically always the best but very expensive, sometimes even 
practically impossible. Other ways are simulating pathwise solutions of SDEs using stochastic approximation 
schemes or calculating (deterministic) scenaria for the system on the basis of calculated dynamical confidence 
intervals by conventional numerical approximation methods. A comparison of these last to ways shows both 
methods answer different questions. Stochastic approximation shows the more probable behaviour of the system 
under stochastic but "normal" conditions. The behaviour of the system under "extremal" conditions {the 
occurence of relatively improbable sample paths of the input processes) can be discovered by this method only 
after a very high number of simulated paths. The second method is more suitable for these purposes. Two 
examples of aquatic ecosystems illustrate this. 

2. THE STRUCTURE DESIGN PRINCIPLE FOR NONLINEAR PROCESSES 

The action of the structillre design principle shall be shown with an simple example. Let a dynamical system of 

dimension n with values in R~ be given in form of n time series or, for simplicity, analytically in RT . All 

steps provided analytically in this case can be carried out numerically so that an analytically given one
dimensional function is not limiting the generality but the idea can be explained more clearly. Given, e.g., the 
function 

find an autonomous differential equation system having the given function x(t) as one of its components. Using 

dln l dx 1-1: 
di1fere.ntia4 operators F1 = - and F1cx = ---- wi·th k integer k > 0 k * 1, we find the following 

dt 1- k dt , ' - ' 

deterministic differential system (1) suitable for stochastic modelling using SDEs: 
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(1) 

. 21tA. 
x =---

! c , 
27tµ 

x(0)=--
1 c 

Xi(O) = CA .. 
1t(l+µ2) 

x3 = "2 , x3(0) = C ( ± + ~ arctg µ ) . 

with x3(t) = x(t) the given function. Changing A. and the initial conditions into inconsistent ones (such initial 
values for which real C, A. and µsatisfying the right-hand equations of system (1) do not exist) one gets struc
turally new solutions of the system (1). The system (2), e.g., 

(2) 

x1 =O, 

. - 2 
X2 -Xl X2 , 

x1(0) =a~ 0 

Xi(O) = b ~ 0 

X3 = "2 ' X3(0) = c, 
yields the following solution (with bounded definition .domain incase ab > 0): 

x1(t) =a= const., 

b 
Xi(t) = 1- abt' 

1 
x3(t) = - - ln (1 - abt) +c. 

a 
So the differential system (1) represents a greater class of functions then the (analytically) given function x(t) 
depending ,on some parameters does. Consequently, differential systems such as (l) divide the process resulting 
in the output of some real system into simpler steps each described by a simpler differential equation what 
allows a greater variability of modelling the widerlying real system. 

3. THE STOCHASTIC MODELLING METHOD 

We use SDEs in !tos sense for our modelling purposes of stochastic real systems. We want to use such Markov 
processes as basic modules which transi,tion pH>babiHty is known, because there exist unique maps of dynamical 
confidence intervals for monotonous transformations of the state variables, but not for the moments. There is 
only a small class of solutions of one-dimensional SDEs which distribution is known: Wiener process, forming 
the basic process in the widerlying stochastic calculus, Omstein-Uh/enbeck process, linear processes with 
lognormal distribution, Feller process and more general processes with Gamma or Hyper-Ganuna distribution. 
Let {Q,3.P } be a complete probability Space, 3

1 
~ 3 a family of incr:easing cr-algebras, and w(t) a Standard 

Wiener process, adopted to the increasing family of cr-aigebras 3r The following SDEs define the named above 

processes, where the coefficients a., a.,, p may be time dependent. 

3.1. Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 

The solution ~(t) of the following SOE (3) with coefficient funct.i.ons a and~ > 0 
(3) d ~<t> = - a.(t) s(t) <lt + P<t> dw(t), ~(O) = Xo · 
is called Omstein-Uhlenbeck process. Its transition probability is normal Gaussian with expectation 

J -«(u)du 

E s(t) = Xo e • 
t -2) Cl(U)du 

and dispersion D s(t) = J ~2 (s)e • ds. 
0 
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3.2. Linear processes with lognormal distribution 

The solution of the SOE (4) 
(4) d s(t) = o.(t) S(t) dt + ~(t) S(t) dw(t), 1;(0) = X0, "o > 0 , 
can be written in the form 

l;(t) ~ x0 exp {l( a(s)- ~'is)}•+! ~(s)dw(si} 
Its transition probability is lognormai. Expectation and dispersion :are given by 

and D s(t) = x~e • e • - 1 . 
Jze(u)du[ jfl'(u)dl.I l 

3.3. Processes with (Hyper-) Gamma distribution 

Consider the SDE (5) 

(5) 

If there are positiv for all t > 0 solutions of the initial value problem (IVP) 
f(t) = o.0(t) + o.1(t) f(t), f(O) = 0, 
g'(t) = o.1(t) g(t), g(O) = 1, 

then the process s(t) possesses Hyper-Gamma distribution (or compound Poisson distribution with imbedded 
exponential distribution) with characteristic function 

cp(t, u) = E e•~Ci> = ( . I )1 . ., exp{ i~og(t) } . 
1- mf(t) 1- tuf(t) 

Expectation and dispersion are defined by E s(t) = (l +µ) f(t) + "o g(t) and D s(t) = (1 +µ) f2(t) + 2 Xo f(t) g(t). 
Ii a.1(1) < 0, then g(t) and therefore the dependence on "o vanishes asymptotically fort going to infinity mean
ing that s(t) becomes 3.S)'mptotically Gamma distributed. 
Consider now the SDE (6) 

(6) d s(t) = [(l +µ) 0.0(1) + o.1(t) s(t) + o.2(1) s 2(t)] dt + Ji[o.0 (l)s(t)-o.2 (t)f(t)s 2 (t)) dw(t) , l;(O) = 0, 

with a.0 2: 0 and a.
2

:::; 0. Ihhe function f(t) is positiv for .all t > 0 and solves the IVP 
f(1t) = a.

0
(t) + a.

1
(t) f(t) + (2+µ) °'z(l) f2(t) , f(O) = 0, 

then the process l;(t) possesses Gamma distribution with the characteristic function 

'"(t u) = E e'~11 = 
1 

( )

1 ... 

't' ' 1-iuf(t) , 

expectation E s(t) = ( l+µ) f(t) and dispersion D s(t) = (1 +µ) f2(t). In both cases µ is a parameter of stochasti
city, whereµ going to infinity means deterministic motion and µ = 0 means maximal stochastic distuibances 

under which .the process s(t) remains regular in R ~ . 

3.4. Stochastic modelling of sy.stem (1) 

There are many possibilities to use these processes for stochastic modelling of system (1), e.g.: In order to 
model x1 stochastically it can be substituted by the contrary of the solution of equ. (5) with o.0 = const > 0 and 

a.1 = 0, or the Omstein-UhlenbeCk process to be shifted by the constant -
2 

7tA. can be used instead of this c 
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constant itself (the dimension of the system is then 4); in order to model Xi it can be replaced by the process 

Tl(t) = _l _ with /;(t) SOiving equ. (5) under the assumptions CX.
0
(1) = _l_ X

1
(t) > 0, µ > 1, and CL

1 
= 0; the 

l;,(t) 1-µ 
third differential equation of system (1) can be replaced by the following SDE (7) 

(7) d s3(t) = Je.i(t) dt + ~ x2 (t)s 3 (t) dw(t), 
l+µ 

where here the parameter of stochasticity is ii . 

4. APPLICATIONS 

Stochastic environmental influences like global radiation, water temperature and water flow rate can appropri
ately be modeled using stochastic pfocesses which solve equ. (3) or (5). 

4.1. Global radiation and water temperature 

Let a 0(t) = a11 + a12 e-0sait + a13 sinoot with oo = 2wT and T = 365.25 (days] be a positiv periodical function and 

a 1(t) = a 1 = ·C-Onst < 0. Then the global radiation <;(t) (kJ/cm2J solves equ.(5) with µ::::2.5. The water temperature 

0(t) can then be modeled by the following stochastically driven deterministic differential equation (8): 

(8) d 0(t) = [~l i;(t) + ~2 0(t) + ~] dt, 0(0) = eo· 

4.2. Water Row ·rate 

Let cx.3(t) = ~ 1 + ~2 cosoot + ~3 sinoot (with the same oo and T as in 4.1.) be again a positiv periodical function, 
and CL, P be positiv oonstants. Then for stochastica.l model.ling the water flow rate <l>(t) [m3/s] of a surface water 
current a shifted Omstein-Uhlen~k process (equ. (3)) in the form (9) is suitable under certain circumstances: 
(9) d <l>(t) = - ex. [ <l>(t) - cx,(t) l dt + P dw(t), <l>(O) = <l>0. 

It has to be said that the water flow is existencially depending on the precipitation which, strictly speaking, 
have firstly to be forecasted in order to model suitably the water flow of a river or a lake, what is much more 
difficult. Only under "normal" conditions, i.e. more or less regular precipitation depending only on the season, 
it is possible to reflect this reaJ process by the proposed SDE (9). 

4.3. Water .quality models 

The given above equations have been used as stochastic driving forces in two water quality models one of them 
describing the nitrogen, phosphorus and silicon dynamics together with chJorophyta, cyanophyta: diatornea, 
and detritus in a lake (see {3], [5]}, and the other describing the nitrogen cycle in the Elbe river (see [4],[5],[6)). 
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Optimal Trajectory Planning for Robots 
under the Consideration 

of Stochastic Parameters and Disturbances 
- Computation of an Efficient Open-Loop Strategy -

K. Marti and S. Qu 
Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science 

Federal Armed Forces University Munich 
855 77 N eubiberg, Germany 

Abstract. Efficient control strategies of robots should cause only low on-line correction 
expenses. Hence, the mostly available statistical and a priori informations about the 
random parameters and disturbances of the underlying mechanical system and its en
vironment should be considered already for off-line programming of robots. Measuring 
the violations of the basic mechanical conditions by means of expected penalty costs, a 
stochastic optimization problem is obtained for the computation of an optimal open-loop 
control. The stochastic optimization problem can be solved - after discretization - by 
parameter optimization. 

1. Introduction 
In this paper we discuss the trajectory planning problem for a given collision-free 

geometric path in the work space [3], x = Xe(s), 0 ~ s ~ se, where sis a path parameter. 
From the kinematic equation 

T (q, p) = x, (1) 

where x is a vector describing the position und orientation of the end-effector of the 
robot, q is a vector denoting the configuration coordinates of the robot, and p is a 
vector of model parameters, the configuration variable q can be also described as a 
function of s, i.e. q = q( s , p), O~s ~se. 

A robot is driven by the torques and forces generated by the motors of the robot. 
The torques and forces have to be calculated such that the end-effector of the robot run 
through the given path in work space. For this we need the dynamic equation 

n n 

2: Ji/Jj + 2: Diik<i.i<fk + G; = T; , i = 1, 2, ... n, (2) 
i=l j,k=l 

where Jii Diik and G; are the elements of the inertia matrix, the coefficients of the 
centrifugal and Coriolis forces and the gravity forces, respectively, which are functions 
of p and q, and r; are the torques and forces generated by the motors . 

Describing the path parameter s as a function of time t, s = s(t), equation (2) yields 

a; ( s, q, q', p) v' + b; ( s, q , q', q", p) v + c; ( s, q, p) = r;, i = 1, 2, ... n , ( 3) 
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wherev=s2
, 

ai(s,q,q',p) = ~ tJi;(q,p)q/, i = 1,2, ... n, 
2 i=l 

n n 

(4) 

bi(s,q,q' , q", p) = Llij(q,p)qj' + L Di;k(q, p)qjq~, i = 1,2,. .. n, (5) 
i=l j,k=l 

c;(s,q,p) = Gi(q,p) , i = 1,2, ... n, (6) 

and ' means the derivative with respect to s. 
The problem of optimal trajectory planning can be then defined mathematically as 

follows: 

subject to 

mm lase fo(s, q, q', q", v, v')ds 
v,q 

v(O) = 0 

0 ~ V ~ Vmaz(s,p) 

T(q(s),p) = x(s). 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

This problem was solved in [2]. Especially for the time optimal problem there is a 
so-called Phase-Plan-Method [2]. Having got v and q, we can calculate Ti as follows 

Ti= ri(v(s), q(s),p) = aiv' + biv + Ci, i = 1, 2, ... n. ( 11) 

2. Trajectory planning under uncertainty 
The coeficients a;, b; , ci in (8) and Vmax in (9) depend on the model parameter p. 

The solution q = q(s,p) of the inverse kinematic problem (10) is also dependent on p . 
Due to the very often existing uncertainty at model parameters p, we must reformulate 
these constraints. In [1] some substitute problems were proposed, so that the stochastic 
variation of the parameter p is taken into account within the optimal trajctory planning 
process. In this paper a new substitute problem is presented. 

Let p be the expectation of p. For any given ii = ii( s ), q = q( s) and setting p := p 
in (11), we get fi(s) := r;(v,q,p). From 52 = v(s) we haves= s(t) or t = t(s). Let 
q = q(tlp, fi) be the solution of 

n n 

L J;i i/.i + L D;;Jc<i.;<ik + G; = f;(s(t)), i = 1, 2, ... n, (12) 
i=l j,k=1 

with initial values q(O) = q(O) and q(O) = 0. For p = p we have q (t) = q(s(t)). If 
p =f. f>, then q = q(t ) deviates from the path q = q(s(t)) in the configuration space. 
Differentiating (12) with respect to p, we find 

n 
"(A<1>q--<*> + sPlq··<*l + cPlq(*)) + n \*l = o 
~ tJ J t} J t) 3 t , (13) 
i = l 
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where 

(14) 

d D {k) .. f . f AC 1l B(i) cC1> d (i) . - 1 2 k 1 an i are certam unctions o i , i , i an q, q , J - , , ..• - . 
Solving (13) with p := p and the initial values q(kl(O) = 0, q(k)(O) = 0, we can determine 

the derivatives ~:;(t,p) for all k = 1,2,3, ... K. 

Considering again the tra}ectory planning problem, the violations of the constraints 
(8) - (10) are evaluated numerically, as in [l], with the help of some chosen penalty 
functions. Because parameter p in (8) -( 10) is stochastic, we consider the expected 
penalty costs. It is demanded then, that some prescribed upper bounds 8u,i i = 1, 2, ... n, 
8u,o and by should not be exceeded .. This yields the following substitute problem 

r· ~i~ lo J0 (s, v, q)ds 
v, q 

subject to v(O) = 0 

Epu;(1'i(v, q,p ), Tmin,i, Tma:r,i) ::; 8u,i, i = 1, 2, ... n 

Epuo(ii, Vmax(s, p)::; 8,,o 

Epuy(T( q , p) - Xe) ::; 8T, 

( 16) 

(17) 

(18) 

( 19) 

where q in (19) is the solution of (12) with initial values q(O ) q(O) and q(O) = 0. 
In the problem (16)-(19) we have to calculate Epui, Epuo and Epuy. The numerical 
calculation of the expected values is usually very difficult because ui, u0 and uy can be 
complicated functions of p. By means of Taylor expansion of the penalty functions the 
expectations can be determined approximatively. Since q in (19) depends on p too, the 

okq 
above derivatives q(kl = opk (t,~) are needed to approximate E'Puy. 

If ii and ·Ci are discretized, the substitute problem (16)-(19) is reduced to a nonli
near finite-dimensional parameter optimization problem, which can be solved e.g. by 
mathematical programming methods. 

3. Numerical example 
In order to demonstrate the above ideas, we consider a rotary massless arm with a point 
payload in its hand. The kinematic and dynamic equations for this case are given by 
(20) and (21 ), where m is the mass of the point payload and L is the length of the arm. 

Suppose that L = 1 and m is identically distributed in [1-.6.m, 1 + .6.m], 0 :::; .6.m < 1. 
The constraints about the velocities are neglected, while Ui and uy are now quadratic 
functions. The robot is demanded to move the payload m from q0 = 0 to qe = 1. Hence, 
we chose if. = {Jqs and v = {J~s( 1 - s) with /3q > 0 and {3., > 0. 
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X2 

s 
q = -

L 

X1 

ml2q = r 

From these equations and (17) and (19) we obtain 

3 + 6m2 {32(34 < 8 
12 q tl - ,., 

{3; 1 l 1 + 6m f3 c 
_1 ___ 6....._m_2 - -6-m n 1 - 6m q + l::; oy . 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

Suppose that 8u := (1-6m)2 and 8r := 1 -
1 

-
6~

2 

ln21 + .6.m. For the time optimal 
46m 1- 6m 

problem f3t1 must be as large as possible. Hence, 

{3" _ 4 12(1 - .6.m )2 

v - (3 + 6m2)f3;2 
(24) 

and 
{3* = l - 6m

2 
In 1 + 6m. 

q 26m 1 - 6m 
(25) 

The optimal performing time is 

4 (3 + ,6.m2)f3;2 
te = 7T. 

12(1 - 6m)2 
(26) 

In [lj we have chosen {39 = 1. For 6m =/: 0 the mean deviation Eur of the new 
substitute problem is smaller than that of the substitute problem in [l). 
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ON STOCHASTf:C ltlODEUING 
OF THE FUJCTUATIOH OF AIR-POLUJTANT 

.CQllCEHTRAT ION 

Mi khai 1 Ya Postan 
Odessa Marine Engineering Institute 

34, Mechn..t kov Str. , 270029, Odessa, Ukraine 

Abstract.. Paper discusses a stochastic nodel describing 

emission or particles with random intensity into bounded 

atrrospheric donain D .and re1TOval of particles from D away 
by transport and gravity scavenging. A velocity or· trans

JXJrt and scavenging paraJTeters depend on an alternating 

renewal process. A stationary probabilistic distribution 

of concentration of particles is investif[ated. 

A simplest stochastic rrodels for trie concentration of 
pollutants in air or water environln9nt were considered in the 
works [3-5J. In these rrodels the process of concentration' s 
change was described by an stocriastic ordinary first-order 
dif.ferential equation. However, in tt1e mentioned articles tr1e 
emission intensity is assumed to be a constant and, besides, 
trie rerroval process did not depends on trie transport of' 
particles. 

Analysed below is a n'Ore general and approximate to real i ty 
rrodel in which botl1 the emission intensity of particles into 
atrrosphere and the velocity of their rerroval beyond or the 
boundaries of donain lJ are random variables . 

If c(t) denotes tt1e concentration of particles at rron-ent t 
in domain lJ , then the nathematical rrodel for tt1e variation 
of c(t) is expressed as 
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4 c(t) 
d.t 

= Q - p - a c(t) + 
Y(t) Y(t) Y(t) 

+ ('t, - ~) I (Y(t)=<J .. c(t)=<J).. a e . 
( 1) 

where: Y(t) is an alternating renewal process (or semi-Markov 
process with two states: 0 and 1); Q1' is emission intensity 
from a source in the centre of domain D wr1en Y(t)= k .. k =0 .. 1 
(kg/m3 h); '1 is the reduction of concentration velocity as a 
result of the transport of particles blown away from domain D 
when Y(t)= k .. k=<J .. 1(kglm h);~~ 0 is a coefficient which 
accounts for the gravity scavenging when Y(t)= k .. k =<J .. 1(1/h); 
I( A) = 1 if event A occurs, I( A) = O otherwise. 

Note that the equation (1) may also describe the processes 
of fluctuation of an inventory level in warehouse or an amount 
of i nforrrat ion in the buffer storage [ 2J . 

The particular case of the rrodel (1) when ~= ~ .. ~ = ft=O, 
a

0
= o .. a 1 > O was oonsidered in the paper by Grandell C5J. We 

assu~ that the following inequalities are held: 
o ~ Q0 < ~ .. Q~ > 1: ~ o 

i. e. c(t) is decreasing when Y(t) = O and c(t) is increasing 
when Y(t) = 1. The process of random walking c(t) is defined 
on the closed interval [ 0 , LJ where L =(f4 - ~ )/ a,.. i. e. 
0 and Lare the detaining boundaries (if at> 0 ). 

For investigation of the type (1) rrodel the semi- Markov 
processes of replenishment and consumption of inventory are 
very convenient E5J. 

Let us denote { tn }, n~1.. tlle sequence of the nnn'ents of' 
tin~ wllen process Y(t) is changing and let 's 

~ ( x) =nY.:, Pr f c( tn + O) '- x, Y( 'lz + O) = kJ .. 
{ (x) = lim Pr f c(t) ,< x, Y(t) = k}, 
n. t-oo 

( if the l i mi ts' existence is supposed) . 
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t 
~ (t) - J Bt (t-u) cN, (u) + ~ (0)81 (t), 

o+ 
CX> 

( 2) 

"'~ (t) = J f1 - B0 (t(u) - t(t))JcN0 (u) + W0 (t), t ~ o, 
t 

where ~ (t) = •.x< U 1 - exp(-a, t))). k=O, 1; ~( t) - distri
bution function of sojourn-titre of process Y(t) in the state 
k; t(t) = (1/a0 ) ln f1 + (La.

0
/Pc,) (1 - exp (-ai t))J. 

The runct ions ~ ( x) are expressed through the functions 
•J(.(t) by the formulae 

-a~t 

~ <U1- e 
00 

+ J f1 - B
0
(t(u) -t(t))JdW

0
(t)J, 

t 
-a t t 

~ (U1 - e 
1 

)) = 2/(b
0

+ ~~ (o)J (1 -B1 (u))du + 

0 

where 

t t - u 

+ J j (1 - ~ (y))dycN1 (u)J 
0 0 

00 

b.K. = Jt dBJ<..(t) <OO, k = 0,1. 
0 

• t ~ 0, 

( 3) 

If B
0
(t)= 1- exp(-~t),t~o. then tt1e given below 

Volterra integral equation of the 2nd kind for determination 
of WJ.(t) follows from (2) 

/ CH
0 

+ La
0
(1 - exp( - a

1
t))JW

1
(t) -

-a t t 
=A H1 e ' J f 1 - B1(t -x)JW/(x)dx + ( 4) 

o -att 
+ i\ Ht W1 (0) e f1 -B1 (t)l, t ~ O, 

where H0 = P0 - Q0 , H1 = Qi. - 11 · 
For applications it is sufTicient to know the mean and 

the variation or concentration. For calculation or E c'= 
= li• E c1 (t), i = 1,2, tr1e f ollowing f ormulae were obtained r-oe> 
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E c = L { 1 -(at /6! )C(1 + 62 )/( 1 +/\ b1 ) - Fe, (O)J -

- 2 a/~t<ai)/( 1 +Ab1 )C(A/a
1
)(1 -b4 (a1 )) +b1 (a1?1J, 

( 5) 

z 2 
E c = 2L (Ee) - L f 1 - (2ai/61 )C(1 + 6z)/(1 +Abt)-
-~(o)l - 4a1.»';(ai)/(1 +~ b1 )C(A /2a1)(1 -bt(2a1 )) + 

+ b1 (2a1.JlJ, 

where 61 =A H,/H0 ; 62=a0 H1./ a-f.H0 ; 
00 00 

w:(s) =J exp(-st) WJ.(t) dt; bJ.(s) =J exp (-st) dB1(t), 
0 0 

I 
Re s ¥J ; b J. = - b !. ( 0). 

The stationary probability that there are no pollutants 
inside domain D is equal to 

-1 
F
0
(0) = 2(1 +A b

1
) 

Particularly, if B~(t) = .1 - exp(- t-t t),t ~o ( t he 
Markov rrodel) f·ormula ( 5) is reduced to 

( 6 ) 

E c = L f 1; (a~/ 6!)Cf4( 1 ffi2 )/().. +(" )- F
0
(0)1-

- 2a
1 
w1 ( a 1)/( /.( + a

1 
)J. 

As it follows from (4) , 

* ~i(s) = w1 (OJ < 1 

+(A /a
0 

-1) ln (1 

The constant W1.(0) 

* li• s W1 (s) = 1/2. 
s- (}I-

00 

+ 61 J exp C -( s +"A +~ ) ) t + 
o - at 

f. 

+ 62.(1 - e ))Jdt J • 

may be round from cond i tion 
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For another particular case when a0 = 0, a,"> O 
tr1e solution or equation (4) is found by the method 
developed in [1J : 

s<<sJ = :," 1 (0) C 1 + 
00 Af1 n+1 

+~ (ji. n (1 -b!(s +ia}) /(s+iai)J, 
,n={} i=1 

As a
0 
~ 0 from (5) we get 

-1 

lle s ~ 0. 

Fa (O) = 2( 1 +)\ b1 ) exp (- ·6
1 
/a

1
J C 1/2 + 

·DC n 
+ a12: ( 6i /ai) 

n=:i 
In a general case the solution of equation (4) 

tray be expressed in an explicit form too (in tl1e 
Laplace-transform terns) and is given by 

* ~1 (s) = '11 (0) C .1 + 

00 n+1 .go o0 ( i'! + ... +in+L) - n-1 
+2:..,A 2: ... 2.ti x 
n=O i1 =1 ~=-1 

~1 

xll (1 -b1 (s + a-(il + ... +i1'))/ (s +ai(i1 + .. . +ik))lp 
k=1 

The above results have been used for evaluation of 
the air- pollutant concentration when transshipping 
son~ loose bulk cargoes at several Black Sea ports and 
for developrrent of tt1e reco~ndations for reducing the 
intensities Qk , k= 0, 1. 
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ON THE UNIFIED SCHEMES OF TRA..1\SSHIPMENT 

POINTS' WORK .MODELLING 

Evgeniy N. Voevudskiy,Mikhail Ya . Postan, 
Nikolay P. Didorchuk 

Odessa Marine Engineering Institute 
34, Mechnikov Str . ,270029,0dessa,Ukraine 

ABSTRACT. Paper discusses so.me unified schemes for modelling 

of transport flow's interaction at transshipments. These 

scheme.a a:re based on ·som,e new ·Classes of mul tidimentional 

stochastic proces.ses including continuous components of evo-

lutional type. 

On the bases of analysis and systematization of plenty 

of real transshipment points ( ports, coaling bases, trans

port junctions) a classifications of stochastic models of 

these systems has been worked out in the terms of queueing 

and inventory theories. Corresponding models received the 

generalized name of Stochastic Queueing Systems Interacting 

Transport Flows (QSITF), as the main distinctive feature of 

transshipments points ' functioning is availability of adja

cent types of transport int·eraction (for instance, marine 

with river-going or railroad) [11 . 

There were worked out and investigated mathematical mo

dels of :some .most widely spread types of QSITF with non-homo

geneous cargo, particularly of transport- warehouse systems 
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( TWS) , in which interaction of transport units' flow with 

continuous type of transport usually occurs, as well as of 

the systems wit h interaction between loaded and unloaded 

transport unit s. Dependence of densities of transport flows 

and rate,s of productivity of lo.ading and unloading devices 

(mechanisms) on current state of the system has been consi

dered ( i. e . availability of "feedback" is taken into consi

deration) [2 J . For multichannel 'TW:S with homogeneous · cargo 

a simple recurrent algorithm for calculation of stationary 

joint distribution of amount of cargo available at warehou

se,s and transport units queue's length has been worked out. 

For the remaining models there is being discussed the prob

lem of the analytical investigation. 

Apparatus o.f generalized line-class of Markov proces

ses is used for modelling of QSITF. These stochastic proces

ses are multi-dimentional ones and contain discrete compo

nent.a ( for description of fluctuaion of transport queue's 

length), as well as cont.inuous components ( for description 

of evolution of quantity of non-compl eted by a certain moment 

of t ime loading and unloading operations of some transport 

units, cargo's quantity at warehouses). Conditions of ergodi

city of these processes have been found out as well as their 

physical meaning as measures of reserve of loading-unloading 

fronts' through-put . 

Consider, for instance, on,e- channel TWS in which there 

arrive m independent Poisson flo·ws of transport units with 

cargo for the aim of their unloading. E,ach transport unit of 

f-th flo·w is lo1a·d,ed with i-tn ki nd of c.argo only and its 
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capacity is a random va·riable with distribution function G1 (x), 

i = 1, 2., ..• , m. Let us introduce the following notations: 

")) ( t) - whole number of transport units with cargo in the 

TWS at moment t ~ 

X ( t) - a random compon·ent describing kind of cargo at the 

transport unit which occupie.s the channel of unloading at mo

ment t ( if )} ( t) > 0 ) , X ( t) = 1 , 2, ... , m : 

~ ( t) - a quantity of car.go which is yet not unloaded from 

a transport unit which occupies the channel at moment t (in 

case )} ( t) = 0 the components )(. ( t) and ? ( t) are not being 

defined) ; 

~ i(t) , i ·= 1,2, ... ,m, - a quantity of i-th kind of cargo 

at warehouse at moment t; 

w i ( 1) , i = 1 , 2, . . . , m; - 1 = 1 , 2, . . . , - rate of i- t h kind 

of cargo unloaded from a transport unit into a warehouse when 

~ ( t) ·= i, )I (t) = l~ 
u1 ( 1), i := 1, 2, . .. ,m; 1 = 1, 2, ... , -a velocity o f i-th 

kind or cargo removal !rom warehouse when ()f ( t) = i,')} (-t ) =l. 

The unloaded cargo from a transport unit comes into the 

warehouse .immediately. The s .erv.ice discipline at the channel 

ot unloading is FIFO. 

For TWS described we introduce multi-dimentional Markov 

proces,s: 

·o Ct) = c )) ( t), .~ C t),~Ct), ~ 1 Ct), ... , ~m(t) ). 

For determination of stationary distribution !unctions 

F 0 ( y 1 , . . . , y m) = 1 im Pr { ')) ( t ):_ O, ~ 1 ( t ) ~ y 1' . . . , ~ m ( t ) ey m f 
t-oo 

= lim Pr{ V ( t)=l; £ ( t) = i, <; (t)~ x, 
t-OO } ~1(t)~y,, ... , ~m(t)~ Ym , 
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x,y1' ... ,ym ~ O; 1 ~ 1, i= 1,2, ... ,m, a set of differen

tial equations in partial derivatives and corresponding 

boundary conditions are deduced. A recurrent algorithm for 

solution of this boundery-value problem is proposed. 

The conditions of ergodicity of process 6 (t ) are 

( if K+ = \ ( 1, i) : w i ( 1 ) > u 1 ( 1) } ~ 0 ) 
co 

2= 
1=1 

co,co, .•. , 
m 

co ) ' 

co ' ... , co ) . 
m 

The values co 

2=_ F; ( 1 ) [ w
1
. ( 1 ) - u . ( 1 ) l 

1=1 • l. -

may be considered as the measures of reserve of unloading 

fronts' through-put. 

The results obtained can be used for optimization of 

design and management of transshipment points' activity . 

Some of them were applied for technological projecting of 

ports' terminals of some ports at the Black Sea coast . 
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Alternative Models of LH Puilse Generation 

by David Brown, fonadlan Foweral.:er, Allan Herbison & Robert Marrs 

AFRC Babraham Institute, B.abrabam Hall, Cambridge, CB2 4AT, England. 

Abstract. Brown et al [l] describe a model of a 1luteinising hormone (LH) pulse generator in which LH-releasing 

hormone (LHRH) and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) cells form an·excitable (Fitzhugh-Nagumo type) system, 

stimulated by stochastic input from adrenergic cells. Such a model exhibits behaviour which correlates well with 

the observed behaviour of the real neural system: pulsatile output ofLHRH and therefore LH, with varying degrees 

of temporal correlation between LHRH pulses and adrenergic pulses, depending on other model parameters; and 

a non-monotonic relationship between adrenergic pulse frequency and LHRH pulse frequency. In this paper, we 

compare this behaviour with that of an alternative model in which the LHRH and GABA cells form an oscillator. 

l. lntl'oouction 

The seaelion of luteinising hormone (LH) from the anterior pituitary into the blood stream is an essential 

component of the mechanism underlying ovulation. In ovariectom.ised animals, the steroid feedback from the 

ovaries to the brain is removed, and the neural control of LH secretion can be observed in a simpler environment. 

Such animals produce regular higb-frequency pulses of LH which correlate well with secretion of LH-releasing 

honnone (LHRH) from nerve terminals in the median eminence. The LHRH cell bodies are scattered throughout 

the hypotilalamusand iittle is known about their electropbysiological properties and interactions with other neuronal 

types. A mathematical model of the system is therefore likely to be helpful when synthesising the very large 

amount of indirect functional evidence into a coherent scientific hypothesis. Brown et al [l) present a simple 

non-linear dynamical model in which LHRH and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GAB A) form an excitable system of 

Fitzhugh-Nagumo type (outlined briefly in section 2), pulses being triggered by adrenergic input from other areas 

of the brain. This model has many properties which characterize the LH system. 

Although noradrenaline is 'believed to play in a role in LHRH pulsatile activicy, several authoi:s [2][3] have 

found I.hat pulsatile activicy can occur in the absence of adrenergic input This evidence conflicts with other 

experimental findings: e.g. in the monkey, where the extraceUular noradrenaline concentrations fluctuate in parallel 

with LHRH release from the median eminence, suggesting some connection between adrenergic input and LHRH 

pulse output, at least in this species. Nevertheless, we felt that it would be of value to examine the hypothesis that 

LHRH and GABA ceHs form an oscillator without adrenergic input; and to assess how such a system would behave 

when subject to ad.renergic perturbations. Such a modelling exercise might suggest experiments which could help 

to answer the question: does the LHRH/GABA neural network constitute an excitable system (HE - the hypothesis 

of excitability) or an oscillating system (H0 ) or a hybrid system? In section 2, we briefly outline a general model 

of which the two main competing models, HE> H0 are special cases. Section 3 describes the results of a simulation 

exercise, assessing pulse output fr~uency in relation to adrenergic stimulation fr~uency, and temporal correlation 

between stimuli and output pulses. These findings are briefly discussed in section 4. 

2. A general model 

The model components are v, the electrical activicy of the LHRH cells which are assumed to be synchronised, 

and g, the electrical activity of those GABA cells which have reciprocal connections with the LHRH cells. The 

LHRH cells form a bistable element when isolated from GABA cells and adrenergic input, and the simplest form 

in which this can be modelled is using a cubic in v; also high GABA activity depresses LHRH activicy. GABA 
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activity declines exponentially in the absence of other influences, but is subject to linear input from v. Both are 

subject to the influence, which could be excitatory or inhibitory, of the tonic level of adrenergic activity, a. The 

simplest model consistent with these requirements is 

dv 

dt 
= s0[-v(v -c)(v - l)-k1g +kiaJ 

where k1, • •• ,k5 are the synaptic strengths of the various inputs on v and g. k1, k4, k5 ~ 0, but"-z, k3 can take any sign. 

b(v) is a velocity-scaling function which in the present paper is taken to be a constant, b. By writing w = g -k3alks, 

and I"', = a("-z-k1/<,/ks) lhe equations become those of the Fitzhugh-Nagumo model (4][5), which can be further 

simplified using scale-independent variables to give the second equations below: 

dv 
s0[-v(v -c)(v - I)-k1w +I,..,] 

dv 
1'[-v(v - a )(v -1)- w + !,..,] = ~ = 

dt dt 

dw 
b[k4v -k5w J 

dw 
v-j3w - = ~ = 

dt dt 

!,.., is a quantity which reflects the influence of the tonic adrenergic input as interpreted by the LHRH/GAB A 

network. It also acts in the same way as an applied current in the Fitzhugh-Nagumo model, and is thus termed a 

network current. In the present case, to allow for the fact that the system might form an oscillator in the absence 

of adrenergic input we include a further term, I°' so that !,.., is not zero when a=O, giving !,.,, = 10 + a~kz- k1/<,/ k5). 

The adrenergic input fluctuates and the effects of these fluctuations are hypothesised to be discrete positive 

perturbations of v, of size .6v, arriving at times which follow a negative exponential distribution with displaced 

origin. Depending on the ratio of the displacement to the mean of the exponential, such a point stimulation process 

could vary from a (temporally) completely random Poisson process to a completely regular pattern of stimulation. 

There is of course a relationship between a and the distributions of .6v and ru, of a form a= qE[.6vtt..t] . where q 
is a cons1.ant. If /

0 
is the mean frequency of stimulation, and we assume that .6v is also constaru., then 

a= q.6vE[l/ru} = q.6v / 0 • In this initial analysis, we also assume for greater simplicity that the stimulations of v 

arrive at constant intervals, t..t = I/fa· Then!,.,, can be written I,..,= 10 + (k.z-k1/<,/k5)q.6v la.= I0+df
0

• 

The advantages of this formulation are twofold. F irst. it presents us with the two basic forms of dynamics 

wilhin a single general model: provided !,.., < / 1, the equations represent an excitable system; for /1 < !
116

, < 12, the 

equations represent an oscillating system without stimulatory input. The thresholds /1, 12 are functions of the other 

parameters of the system. Secondly, it enables us to consider separately the effects of changes in the tonic level 

of adrenergic input (as reflected in the network current), changes in the behaviour due to the 10 component of!,..,, 
and finally changes in the patterning and rate of the fluctuations of adrenergic input. 

The definition of what constitutes an LHRH pulse is rather arbitrary. The following definition is used in 

!his paper: a pulse occurs at time t = tP if v(tp) = 't, and v(t) < 't fort,, - e1 < t < r,, and v (t) > 't for r,, < t < t,, + ei for 

£1 > 0.1 and ei > 0. Put simply, 't is the threshold which must be crossed for a pulse to occur, and there must be a 

period of lower values of v for a time at least 0.1 before such a crossing. The minimum value of £1 of 0.1 and the 

value of 't = 0.6 used were found to give intuitively acceptable results for the present simulations. 

3. Simulation experiments 

The issues addressed in these experiments are as follows. (1) What is the relationship between pulse output 

frequency (of v = LHRH) and stimulus frequency? Is a non-monotonic relationship, which would be consistent 

with experimental findings, possible? (2) What degree of synchronisation is there between stimuli and output 

pulses? 
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The simulations were carried out using a Fortran 77 program calling NAG numerical integration and random 

number generator routines and UNIRAS graphical routines, on a DECstation operating under UNIX or a Microvax 

4000 under VMS. In the results presented, where not otherwise stated, we ignored an initial transient period of 10 

time units (equivalentto about 10 cycles of the oscillatory version for these parameters) after starting at(v, w) = (0, 0), 

and quote statistics of bebaviour for the succeeding 10 time units. In most, but not all, cases, this allowed the 

eventual attractor to be reached. The parameter values given in the legend to Figure 1 were used because, with 

lhese values, cbe excitable system variant of the model (i.e. with !,.,,, = 0) is known to exhibit behaviour which is 

similar to that o f 1ttle real system. 

Qi 
_c 

0 . I DO 

0. 0 7 5 

0 
0 050 

0 . 025 

o. oo~ - 0 

Figure l. A contour diagram of LHRH pulse frequency ifp) plotted against IM, and fa· f p (in pulses/unit time) is obtained by 

multiplying the contour codes by 0.2. The parameter values used were a= 0.20, ~ = 2.5, y= 200. 6v = 0.33. Also plotted as 

dotted lines are the thresholds on/,.,, for the unstimulated system ,to form an oscillator, / 1 = 0.0495,/ 2 = 0.1745. Two solid lines 

(OA.OB) trace the changes in LHRH pulse frequency as fa increases from a point 0 within this range (at which /0 = 0.055) 

with slopes against f. of d=-0.007 and 0.03. The figure is based on values of !,.,, spanning the range 0 to 0 .20 at 0.02 intervals, 

and off. ranging from 0 to 20 in steps of0.5. 

( 1) Relationship of LHRH pulse frequency to adrenergic stimulus frequency 

!,.., = 10 + df0 is a straight line on. the contour diagram in Figure 1, intercepting the/,.., axis all,.., = 10 and with 

slope d. Possible relationships between LHRH pulse frequency (jP) and/.,, as/,, increases from zero, can be traced 

by following straight line paths across lhis contour diagram, and assessing the intersection of vertical planes through 

them with the surface. An example is indicated by the palh OA in Figure 1: first of all_fi, rises slightly, but then 

quickly falls to zero. There are no straight line paths starting from 0 (or from any point on lhe !.,, axis in the 

oscill.ator ,rang,e, i.e. 11 < !,.., < 12) which can be drawn across the figure in which substantial departures from a 

monotonic falling relationship as/" increases occur. For all values of d,fp rises slightly or scays the same asf., 

increases; provided dis great enough in absolute magnitude, it then might fall substantially at high levels of f.,. 

The only ,cases in which_fi, rises initially and substantially as f., increases correspond lo paths starting from the 

lower left corner (i.e. /0 < /1). All. paths such that /0 < 0.03 and with d ~ 0 show a substantial rise followed by a fall 

to zero, and a possible further rise. Thus non-monotonic relationships only occur when the unstimulated system 
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is excitable as opposed to oscillatory. All lbe oscillators plotted on lbe other band seem very resistant to change 

in their natural, unstimulated frequency, except possibly at high levels of I..,, and / 0 , where stimulation keeps the 

oscillat0r above lhe pulse lhreshold of 't = 0.6. 

(2) Synchronisation between adrenergic stimuli and LHRH pulses 

The synchronisation between adrenergic stimuli and LHRH pulses is less good when considering the 
oscillator form of the LHRH/GABA network (lbe LG-oscillator). If HE holds, lben the only cases in which an 

LHRH pulse can occur are when triggered by an adrenergic stimulus; not all such stimuli result in a,n LHRH pulse, 

but lhey are necessary for pulses to occur. Thus we never get siUJations wilb many LHRH pulses per adrenergic 

stimulus; when f.. is sufficiently low, I.he adrenergic stimuli are equal in number to, and coincident with, I.he LHRH 

pulses. If f.. is sufficiently high, then n> 1 stimuli can result in just one LHRH pulse, so in this case synchronisation 

between stimuli and pulses is limited to coincidences of stimuli and LHRH pulse every nlh stimulus. 

If H0 holds, then LHRH pulses occur wil.bout simultaneous adrenergic stimuli; and this will almost always 

be the case when the natural (i.e. undisturbed) frequency of oscillation of the LG-oscillator (!.) is much greater 

than/0 • When there is approximate comparability between f.. and f,,, quite frequently the regular stimulation entrains 

the LG-oscillator, and possibly slightly modifies its pulse frequency. The simulation results already available 

indicate that when lbere is a substantial discrepancy between/
0 

and f,,, lhere is frequently a many stimuli-one LHRH 

pulse, or a one stimulus-many LHRH pulse entrainment; only in this rudimentary sense does synchronisation occur. 

The simulations results indicate in general a resistance to more than slight mOdification of I.he natural frequency 

of the oscillator, and hence lbere is very limited scope for synchronisation. 

4. Discussion 

The present simulation results have been confirmed for some other values of t.v, and qualitatively similar 

results have been obtained wilb other values ofy, and with olher temporally regular patterns of stimulation. If the 

pattern of stimulation approaches a pure Poisson process, lbe non-monotonic pulse/stimulus frequency relationship 

breaks down, indicating that substantial regularity is necessary. For much larger, possibly non-physiological, 

values oft. v (0.5-0.7), a non-monotonic relationship between J,, and J:. does occur wilb the oscillator form of the 

model. Some olher form of oscillator might also be at work in the findings detailed in [2) and [3), allbough the 

details of the present form are based on many experimental results. If a different form of oscillat0r operates. it is 

possible that it will be more amenable to modification by adrenergic input. A further explanation of the findings 

that LHRH activity can be pulsatile in I.he absence of adrenergic input is that the neural networks when deprived 

of adrenergic input are modified. That the network spontaneously bursts in lbese very different circumstances is 

no guide to lhe normal behaviour of lbe network. The findings of lbe present, admittedly limited, simulation study 

tend to reinforce this interpretation. 
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF PACEMAKER ACTIVITY 
IN BURSTING NEURONS OF SNAIL 

Nikolai I. Konone:oko 

Laboratory of Neurobiology, A.A.Bogomoletz Institute of Physiology, 
Bogomoletz str., 4, 252601 GSP, Kiev-24, Ukraine 

Abstract. A mathematical model of pacem~er activity in bursting neurons of snail including 
minimal model of membrane potential oscillations, spike-generating mechanism, inward Ca 
current, intracellular Ca ions, [Ca2+). , and their buffering, [Ca2+]in-inhlbited Ca conductance has 
been developed . The model pr<ese~ted demonstrates adaptation of bursting activity to both 
polarizing current and changing of stationary Na or K conductances, hysteresis properties. 

1. .l.NTRODUCTION 
Some identified molluscan neumns generate slow membrane potential (MP) oscillations which 
trigger buiCSts of action potential (AP) during depolarizing phase. At present there is no difficulty 
in generation of bursting electrical discharge in computer simulation based upon experimentally 
observed membrane and cytoplasmic processes in bursting neurons [3,4,8). The most difficult task 
of such modeling is to estimate correctly which the ionic channels and intracellular processes are 
necessary and sufficient to evoke electrical bursting activity in intact cells and which ones only 
accompany and modulate bursting activity generation. Earlier a minimal mathematical version of 
the slow-wave MP oscillations in bursting neurons of snail Helix pomatia based on experimental 
data has been formulated (6). Main of these data are as follows: a) the presence of a negative 
resistance region (NRR) on the stationary current-voltage relation (CVR) of a bursting neuron, b) 
activation of an outward time-dependent current upon hype.rpolarization of the bursting neuron 
membrane, c) the existence of persistent bursting activity under blocking of inward calcium 
current. Subsequent analysis has shown that minimal version describes many experimental 
phenomena including an increase of input resistance of bursting neuron during an interburst 
interval, dependence of oscillation period on polarizing current, induced hyperpolarization, 
contingent stimulation, bursting activity modulation, etc.[7]. However, oome principal facts 
obtained in experiments with intact bursting neurons coutd not be simulated in the framework of 
the minimal model. There are two main facts: firstly, "adaptation" of the frequency of slow-wave 
oscillations to constant polarizing current {2]; secondly, appearance of slow inward current with 
the time constant of about 20 s upon clamping the MP of bursting neuron at different phases of 
wave development [9J. It seems likely that both these events have common origin which is 
connected with spike generation in intact bursting neuron. It has been hypothesized that average 
firing frequency produces stationary outward current which is balanced by inward Ieaklige current 
in the absence of external influence [7]. It is easy to see that a change in average frequency 
evoked by membrane polarization has to produce adaptation of the slow-wave oscillations. In 
accordance with Adams and Levitan [l], this apparent outward current is due to a decrease in 
resting inward Ca current as a results of [Ca2+) . -induced inactivation of stationary Ca 
conductance. The model developed in this study simulates the features described above . 

2. RESULTS 

Our model has the following form: -C., ~ = Ix + I Na + I "'•W> + I JJ + I lla(rrx l + I xcrv., + I ea + I o.--co 
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11tis model includes: a) the minimal version of slow wave generation [ 6], b) spike-generating 
mechanism consisting of both TfX-sensitive sodium and TEA-sensitive potassium conductances, 
c) potential-activated Ca conductance, d) intracellular Ca ions and their buffering, e) [Ca2+]in -
inhibited stational)' potential-dependent Ca conducitance. The corresponding equations and 
parameters can be found in Appendix. 
2.1. Electrical bursting activity 

The predicted dependencies of both V(t) and [Ca2+]. are given in Fig.l. It should be 
noted that the studied model is rather stable and pe.rmits considerable changing of its parameters. 
One can see from Fig.I. that jumps of [Ca2+]. ar:e exactly coordinated in time with spike 
generation that is in accordance with data obtaine~ton intact bursting cells [5]. 

50 

II 

·1 r--·--.._ -... ,r-------- r---J IDC.~in<-> 
----- __ J ------ -- l 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--'O.DO 

Fig. l. Time course of both electrical bursting activity (upper record) and corresponding 
intracellular calcium concentration (lower record). 

2.2. Adaptation properties of the model 
In the studied model of bursting activity application of constant hyperpolarizing current 

produced at first an increase of the interburst interval with its subsequent partial restoration. As 
analysis showed, partial restoration of the interburst interval is due to the decrease of [Ca2+]in 
average level and corresponding increase of [Ca2+) . -inhibited stational)' potential-dependent 
calcium conductance. This elevation of calcium cond~ctance produced a compensatOIY inward 
current whlch depolarized the neuronal membrane. It is the so called "adaptation" of electrical 
bursting activity to polarizing current. On the contrary, the increase of stational)' sodium 
conductance evoking membrane ·depolarization and decrease of the interburst interval produced 
increase of average frequency of AP generation and corresponding increase of [Ca2+]. 
background. This elevation of l[Ca2+j . inhibited ·stational)' Ca conductance, gc..c., and produced 

· m 
restoration of interburst interval, respectively (Fig.2 ). 
2.3. Hysteresis of current-voltage c;elations 

The hysteresis of CVR of the bursting neuron membrane is the well-known phenomenon 
correlating with oscillatol)' membrane activity [4} . In this case the CVRs of intact bursting cell 
obtained with depolarizing and hyperpolarizing ramps were different; with depolarizing ramp, the 
melflbrane showed a NRR while with hyperpolarizing ramp the negative resistance was strongly 
diminished and considerable inflection was to be seen. The present model demonstrates hysteresis 
properties similar to those observed in intact bursting neurons (Fig.3) after inhibition of potentiaJ
activated sodium current participating in AP generation. This corresponds to external application 
of tetrodotoxin which suppresses APs in unc!amped region thus allowing more adequate 
registration of the hysteresis cur-ve in intact cell [4). 

Thus, despite the limitations inherent in the model studied, it predicts many features of 
electrical discharge in the bursting ceUs. The present model satisfactorily describes both the MP 
behavior of bursting neuron under current clamp conditions and the behavior of membrane 
current under voltage clamp conditions when MP was stopped at different phases of wave 
development or clamped at different levels and then shifted to testing potential. Finally, model 
experiments show that intracellular calcium ions ~en together with [Ca2+} . -inhibited re.sting 

m 
calcium conductance play a key role in adaptation of electrical activity of bursting neuron to 
polarizing curren1t in particular and to alteration of model parameters in general. 
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Fjg.2_ Effect of changing of stationary potential-dependent Na conductance, g(VJ Na , on both the 
interbu:rnt interval (upper record) and [Ca2+]. (lower record). The triangle shows the moment 
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when ~Na was changed from initial 0.15 to 0.23 l/Mn_ 
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" .·•· 
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Fig.3. Current-voltage relation obtained with slow ramp in model neuron membrane. ~ Na(1TX) is 
taken by zero. Holding potential was ramped from -80 to 0 mV and backward. 

Appendix. 
a) minimal version of slow wave generation [6] : 

-C.".:= g,(V - v,) + g~ (V - v~ ) + g~; [ I • ](V - V~ ) + g,m, h,(V - V, ); 
1 +exp k,.,. (V - V,,.) 

m.., = • , 
1 + exp[k .. (V - V., )] 

1 
h.= • ; 

1 + exp[k~(V - V~ )] 
Here and below, C is the membrane capacity, Vdenotes membrane potential (mV); mB and hB 
are the V-dependent, the Hodgkin-Huxley-like, activation and inactivation variables for gB 
conductance. 

b) spike-generating mechanism: * I x<rw = gx<TE< )n4( V - Vx ); 

dm m.., -m 
-= . 
dt rm 

dh h -h 
- = - ""--· 
dt rh 

h.,, = * 
1 + exp[kh (V -Vh )] 
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dn noo -n 1 
- = n = --------
dt 

00 * ' 'n 1 + exp[k,, (V - Vn )] 
c) inward potential- and time-dependent Ca current: 

* ~ m -m I 
I = g m2 (V - V )· -°'- = "'°' °' · m = · 

Cr C1 Or ' d ' •Cl • ' 
t •m<c..1 I+ exp[k.,rc..>(V - v .... .)J 

The dependencies of •m• -eh, •n and •m(Ca) on membrane potential were ignored. 

d) Time evolution of [Ca2+] . in the model is presented by equation: d(dCa] = -
1

Fc.. - ks[Ca]; 
m t 2 u 

Here, [Ca} is [Ca2+]. ; Fis the Faraday number; u is the volume of the cell taken 4/3nR3; k5 is 
JO 

the rate constant of mtracellular Ca-uptake by a buffer systems. 
e)stationary potential-dependent [Ca2+]. -inhibited Ca current: 

Ill 

I • l (V - V ); 
c..-c.. = gc..-c.. I (k (V v* )] I+ exp[k. ([Ca] - p)] °' + exp' c..-c.. - c..-c.. • 

Parameters for Eqs. 
I) Minimal model of slow-wave generation: 
g_K= 0.25 I/Mn; gNa= 0.02 I/Mn; gNi (V) = 0.1 I/Mn; gf= 0.1 I/Mn; c'D = 0.02 µF. 
V.= -70 mV· V = +40 mV· V = -~8 mV k = -0 2 /mV V* = -4) mV· 

K ' Na ' lJ ' Na · ' Na ' 
km= 0.4 1/mV; V*m = -34 mV; •m = 0.05 s; kh = -0.55 l/ mV; V\ = -43 mV; -eh = 1,5 s; 
2) Spike-generating mechanism: g*No(TIX) =400 1/ Mn; g*KITTAi = 10 1/ Mn; 
km=-0.4 l / mV; V*m=-31 mV; •m=0.0005 s; kh= 0.25 l / mV; V\=-45 mV; •h=0.01 s; 
k =-0 18 l/mV V* =-25 mY. 't =O 015 s· 
~ · ' n ' n · ' 

3 J Potential-activated calcium inward current: 
g*ea=l.5 l/Mn; Vc.=150 mV; km(Ca;=-0.2 1/ mV; V*m(Cal=O mV; 'tm(Ca)=O .OI s; 
4) Intracellular calcium concentration: R= 100 µ ; k 5=0.05 l/s; 
5) [Ca2+]in -inhibited calcium current: 
g*ea.ea=0.02 I/Mn; kca-ca=-0.06 l / mV; V"'ca -ea=-45 mV; kr=30 l/mM; ~=0.02 mM; 
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DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR AND SELF-ORGANIZATION OF NEURAL 
NETWORKS INFLUENCED BY NOISE 11\PUT 

V. CHINAROV 

Scientific Research Center "Vidhuk" 
Vladimirskaya Str. 61-b. Kiev 252033, Ukraine 

Abstract. The dynamic behavionr of the nenral network with only the excitatory population of neurons being 
dri\'en by external noise and the processes of self-organization in networks is investigated. The algorithm for 
the optimal trajectory in the phase plane of a system connected distinct basins of attraction is proposed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Information generated and processed by neural systems is expanded in space and time. To study its 
temporal organization it is reasonable to consider the influence of the dendritic tree topology on the network 
activity dynamics. The average number of the inter-synaptic junctions needed for processing information is 
approximately lO [ ll }. It is clear that due to such a high connectiYiry of neural nets. one may treat them as 
dynamic systems characterized by the ignorance of initial conditions and possessing the stochastic nature of 
generation of impulse actiYity. 

In contrary to gradient methods realizing associative memory organization [81 and using the feedback 
mechanism for synaptic alterations [6], relatively low synaptic fluctuations (without any feedback) may provide 
the function of mechanisms of successive recall of the stored information [ 12]. The important characteristics of 
dynamic systems with coexisting att ractors are probabiJiities of transitions between them. These attractors may 
be associated with memories stored by the neural network [7. 11. 12] . 

Several papers han: appeared in recent years dealing with the problem of the influence of noise on the 
dynamics of neural system [I . 2. 3, 11]. It was shown that transitions between attractors in neural networks 
with excitatory and inhibitory interactions (both fixed point and limit cycle types of attractors) driven by 
stochastic inputs may change substantially the level of self-organization of the network {2. 3] . In some cases 
low intensity noise may result in considerable t ransformations of the phase plane of the system and even in the 
appearance of stochastic oscillations . 

The noise may also stabilize the processes of pattern recognition in the presence of feedback describing 
the alteration of membrane potential of terminal's fibers along which the excitatory influences on the network 
are entering. Such a network effectively changes its dynamic characteristics in such a way that the phase 
portrait of a system become more stable (2) . 

In the present paper the dynamic behaviour of the neural network on the basis of the Wilson-Cowan 
model [l3J with only the excitatory population of neurons being driven by external noise are analyzed. The 
problem is actual for many neurophysiological systems. in panicular. for olfactory bulb of mammals [I . 6) and 
system controlling movement activity [2 . 10] . 

2. THE MODEL 

Let us consider the neurai network with its dynamic state to be described in the limiting case of two 
homogeneous populations of neurons (i~ 1.2) by a point on the phase plane (.\"1 _ \"2) of a system 

d\", I dt = -X; +(k, - X,) ·S ( t; a,, .r, + f, (I) + i,, (! )). (l) 

where the excitatory (.\'1) and inhibitory (.\"2) activities are the proportions of excitatory and inhibitory cells, 
respectively. firing per unit time. the factors k1-X1 are equivalent to the shunting excitation (i=l) and inhibition 
(i=2) terms in the neural membrane equations (constants k

1 
determine the interval values of automatic gain 

control (7],j/t) are the inputs to the excitatory and inhibitory populations. and the coefficients o..,k describe the 
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average strength of excitatory (o.;k>O) and inhibitory (cc.,k <0) synapses as well as average inhibitory influence 
upon the excitatory population [ 13). 

The sigmoid function S(u) in (I) represents the neuron response to the inputs from the adjae<ent neurons 
and has a form 

S(u) = l/[l +exp( - B(u-A))]. (2) 

where the parameters A and B describe, respectively, the average threshold and its dispersion over the whole 
population of neurons. The tenns ;/tJ (i=l ,2) in (l) are the noise inputs to the network. Their nature will be 
discussed below. 

We are interested here in such a case when values of the parameters o.,k. k
1
• f,(tJ+~/tJ are such that 

system (l) has two stationary stable states. These states may be either focuses (nodes). or limits cycles. The 
stable state may be characterized by the domain of attraction on the phase plane (with the boundary in a form of 
unstable limit cycle). or may possess the separatrix passing through the saddle point (unstable steady state) and 
dividing different domains of attraction. 

Due to the large-scale fluctuations of the membrane potentials in (l) there may occur, besides the 
relaxation to steady states relatively large rare fluctuations causing the transitions between them (4]. We will 
assume that characteristic probabilities W of such transitions are much less than the reciprocal relaxation times 
't to the steady state. In result of transitions between steady states some stationary distribution over the system 
states arises and dependence of statistical characteristics of a system on its parameters becomes single-valued 
(e.g., average summary activity of neural network <X1 + X2> uniquely depends on the input J,. to excitatory 
net). We will have than the following inequality when the network is to be used as a memory unit 

•, s;•sw- (1 1/, )ldf,ldtj. t 0 <1f'- 1
• (3) 

where •sw is switching time and t 0 is a characteristjc time between switchings. 
The size of mini1nal characteristic scale of the switching time is t, (tsw ~ r,) for arbitrarily fast 

changing of control parameter / 1. The times w·1 define "the safety limit" for the storing of information by 
neural network. Thus, for the reliable performance of the switching element in the working range of parameters 
the following condition must be fulfilled 

W. -~t << ,, . (4) 

Practically this is a condition on the relative weakness of noise. It leads to the situation when "activation 
energy" (this definition is of conditional nature because in the non-equilibrium system transitions are not 
described by the standard Arrhenius law) of the escape from the steady stale is much greater than the noise 
intensity and exponential factor determines, to logarithmic accuracy. the nature of dependence of transition 
probabilities W on the system parameters. In this case it has sharp exponential dependence on the control 
parameter / 1. However, in the vicinity of bifurcation points. when condition (4) is not fulfilled. "the safety 
limit" for the storing of information sharply decreases as working range of control parameter becomes nearer to 
the bifurcation point. On the other hand, the closer the system approaches to the bifurcation point the smaller 
the characteristic work of the switching and energy expenditure in memory units. 

The existence of above-mentioned ·alternative specifications of parameters for performance of optimal 
ratio between reliability and memory storage capacity of the network. makes the problem of determination of W 
as a function of system parameters (in particular. of the control parameter f (C)) to be of great significance. 

3. FLUCTUATIONAL TRANSITIONS BETWEEN ATTRACTORS OF THE NETWORK 

The problem of influence of the dendritic tree topology on the network actil"ity dynamics we consider in 
the framework of an approach taking into account the fluctuation of the membrane potential averaged over the 
small volume of neurons. Fluctuations of averaged non-equilibrium potential are calculated in following 
approximation. Characteristic dcndritic scale of the "dressed" neuron which define the damping length of 
fluctuations (diffusion length), is much less than the mean inter-neuron dista11ce and therefore the fluctuations 
of the membrane potential for each neuron are independent. 

Let ~/tJ be Gaussian stationary random process. The probability density functional for its realization has 
a form [5] 
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P(Wl] =ex{-~JI dtdt'F,,(t -t')i;,(t)i;, (t') l 
where function F is defined by relations 

+ c.<• 

F(w) = J dte~p(iwt)F;k (t). 

-<.< 

whe;~e <l>;i/w) 1s a spectral represt:ntation of the correlation function of random process "f,,(t) 

<t>;k <•) = (;, (/) · sdr- •>). 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

For the times W 1 >> t >> •, quasistationary distribution r(.\"1, X2). arising in the phase space has a fonn 

where 

p(Xi.X2) = w(_\·,.rJ, (s· = <·r1 ,.l:.2)), (8) 

f Ds1 <r>Ds2 u>oC\· u>- .\') P[ s<n J 

w(x.xJ= X(-oo)=X. Dl;,(t)D~i(t)P[sU>] (9) 

The integral in (9) is over those fluctuations which lead the system ( l) to the point .X at a moment t. 

Boundary conditions are such that fort-~ - oo, .\·( - co)= Xq (point on the initially filled attractor). 

In the case of low intensity noise the probabilities of different noise realizations strongly differ among 
themselves a11d main contrib11tion into the continuad iotegra'l gives the small vicinity of the noise optimal 
trajectol')· to which certain trajectory of the dynamic system (l) corresponds [5]. The equation for this trajectory 
may be obtained using variational principle for P[;rtJJ 

o L f dis, (f) F.k[-id 1 dr ];" u> = o. oo> 
l,k 

( 11) 

This equation in common with appropriately choosen boundary conditions defines the optimal trajectory 
X°P1

(t) in the phase plane (_:rl' .'\:"2) which starts up on the initial attractor and goes on to the saddle point 
vicinity when the limit of domains of attraction is the separatri :x passing through the saddle point. For the case 
of the white noise the transition probability is determined to logarithmic accuracy by the flux over the saddle 
point vicinity in ithe phase plane and has t11:\e foHowing form 

l.f';j =const·exp[- 2~ J dtL~~P'(t)s~P1 ( t)]. (12) 
1.k 

where 

~opt ( f) =S-l , . t+., -""a. .. r~pr _ f, (t ) . 
[ 

cLYOpl Id ropl l : 
-,,, k _ \"opt L..., IA A l 

I . I k= I 

(13) 

In order to calculate the fluctuation of the membrane potential we may consider the simple case when 
the de ndritic tree configuration enclosing neurons on the scale of order of branching length I b (distance 
between bifurcations) has a spherical symmeuy C.v

0 
where N0 is characteristic constant of a given dendritic 

greed. This .symmetry decreases with increasing of its radius and is proportional on the scale of a diffusion 
length Id to the ra tio I j<l 0>. Fluctuations of synaptic activity on the surface of such configuration determine 
than in a self-consistent manner the fluctuation of the membrane potentials (i .e. fluctuations of dynamic 
variables )(1• X2). Their statistica l properties may be calculated knowing the nature of damping of input inside 
the enclosing dendritic configuration and the intensity of .fluctuations on the synapses placed at the distances of 
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order Id' where they are statistically independent. The ratio N = lj<Ib> is a parameter one must use for the 
averaging of membrane potential 

(14) 

4. RESULTS 

The algorithm for searching of the optimal trajectory in the phase space of the system which crosses the 
saddle point and connects two distinct basins of attraction is proposed here. The optimal trajectory stans near 
the focus or the node at some point (its coordinates are determined by the searching procedure based on the 
minimum action principle). passes near the saddle point with given precision and immediately gets into the 
vicinity of the second focus or node. The transition probability is determined by the flux over the saddle point 
vicinity. Fluctuations of dynamic variables .\, X2 are determined by fluctuations of synaptic activity of 
dendritic tree enclosing neurons and its topology. 
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MODELLIN,G OF THE .EXCITATION AND THE 
PROPAGATION OF NERVE IMPULSES BY NATURAL 

AND ARTIFICIAL STIMULATIONS 

ABSTRACT 

FRANK RATTAY 
Technical University Vienna 

A-1040 Vienna, Austria 

The functional pl'operties of :a neuron can be simnlated by electrical circuits. 
This technique is of use for natural as well as for electrical stimulation. In par
ticular, a new model is proposed which shows the influence of the myelinated 
parts of the neuron. 

INTRODUCTION 

In contrast to other cells neurons are remarkable because of their shapes showing a very compli
cated fine structure and because of the electrical properties of the membrane which separates the ionic 
components of the intracellular and the extracellular fluids. In the resting state the neuron's inside po
tentiai is constant with a value of about 75mV compared to that of the outside. In general, however, this 
membrane voltage essentially depends on location.. 

As an example, we assume that a neuron generates a spike train consisting of 250 spikes/s. These 
action potentials are due to synaptic activities in the dendritic region and at the cell body. An action 
potential with a duration of 1 ms will propagate with a velocity of 50m/s (=50mm/ms) along the nerve 
fibre (axon) which may have a diameter of lOµm and a length of 50cm. Thus, 5cm intervals of excited 
membrane regions which are separated by 15cm regions with resting state voltages are traveling along the 
nerve fibre from the cell body towards the branching part of the nerve fibre (output region). Of course, 
membrane voltage is also a function of space within the dendritic area and in the different branches in 
the terminal region. 

The main elements of a neuron are the soma (cell body), the dendrites and t he axon. Dendrites 
and soma are usual'ly covered with synapses from other neurons (input zone), whereas the task of the 
axon is the transport of neural information via action potentials into distant regions . The mammalian 
axons with diameters from 1 - 20µm are usually myelinated, i.e. only in the nodes of 'Ranvier ', which 
have a Length of about lµm, the membrane is active. The internode is covered with many layers of 
membranes of Schwann cells which are tightly wrapped around the axon. The internode has a length of 
abouit 100 times the fibre diameter. The insulating properties of the internode allow a 20µm mammalian 
fibre to obtain a higher velocity of propagation as it is reached in the unmyelinated giant axons of a squid 
with diameters up to lmm. 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss several models which finally can be used to predict the 
input-output relations of a single ne1uon. 

MEMBRANE MODELS 

A patch of the membrane of a ueuron can be described by an electrical circuit consisting of a 
voltage source, which accounts for the resting voltage, a capacitance (1-3µF/ cm2 ) and a resistance. The 
conductance of the active membrane changes within a large range depending on the open/ closed status 
of the ionic channels. The membrane models which are mostly used are the Hodgkin-Huxley model for 
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Boxl I HODGKIN-HUXLEY MODEL Box 2 I CRR.SS MODEL 

. 3 4 
V = (-gNam h(V - VNa) - 9Kn (V - VK) 

-n(V - VL) + i,1)/ c (HH-1) 
m ={-(am+ f3rn) · m +am] · k (HH-2) 
n =(-(an+ f3n) · n +an]· k (HH-3) 
h = [-(a:h + f3h) · h +ah]· k (HH-4) 

with the coefficient k for temperature T (in °C) 
k = 30.1T-o.s3 (HH-5) 

and 

SWEENEY et al. {1987) transformed the original 
data of CHIU, RITCHIE , ROGERT & STAGG (1979) 
from experimental temperature of T = 14°C to 
T = 37°C. We name the following equations after 
the investigators the CRRSS model. 

• 2 
V = {-gNam h(V - VNa) - 9L(V - VL) + i,i)/c 

m =-(am+ f3m). m + Cl'm 
h = -(ah+ f3h) · h + O:h 

(CRR.SS-1) 
(CRRSS-2) 

·(CRRSS-3) 

Cl' _ 2 .S-0 .lV 
m - e.rp(2.5-0. 1V)-l ' 

Cl' - 1-0. lV 
n - 10.( e.rp( l-O.lV)-l )' 

f3m = 4 ·exp (- i'8 ), with 

f3n = 0.125 ·exp (-:0), 
O:m = 97t0.363V 

l te:rp( l!..=.Y ) ' /3 - o~ 
rn - trp(V- :23.S)• 

""""'7':'T7" ah= 0.07 ·exp(-~ ), 
Vre•t = -70[mV]. 
VK = -12(mV), 
gNa = 120[1tn- 1cm- 2], 

gi = 0.3[1tn- 1cm- 2J, 
m{O) = 0.05, 
h(O) = 0.6 

/3 - l 
h - e .rp(3-0.l v)+l' 

VNa = 115(mV), 
VL = 10.6[mV), 

gK = 36[1tn-1cm-2], 

c = l(µF/cm2), 

n (O) = 0.32, 

... 
~ - (h 
v.h - ( V - > >) I e.rp - , -· 

Vr••t = -SO(m V J, 
VL = O.Ol(mV), 
gNa = 1445[kf2- 1cm- 2], 

c = 2.5(µF / cm2
], 

m(O) = 0.003 , 

{3 - 15 .6 
h -1± (~)' e.rp 10 

VNa = 1~5[mVJ, 

h(O) = 0.75 

Comparison of equations for membrane dynamics f or unmyelinated and myelinated parts of a n euron . 
V denotes membrane voltage; VNa , VK, VL voltages across the membrane, caused by different {sodium, 

potassium, unspecific) ionic concentrations inside and outside of the neuron; gNa, g K, g L maximum con
ductan ce of sodium, potassium and leakage per cm2 of membrane; m, n, h probabilities for ionic membrane 
gating processes; a, /3 opening and closing rates fo r ionic chann els. 
Note the high conductances and the missed potassium currents in the myelinated mammalian node as 

described by the C RRSS m ode l. 

unmyelinated (parts of) neurons (Box 1) and the CRRSS model for the nodal membrane of myelinated 
mammalian nerve fibres (Box 2). Further discussions about membrane models can be found, e.g. in Ref. 
9-11. 

LUMPED CIRCUITS TO SIMULATE A NEURON 

In order to simulate neural reactions a neuron s hould be parted into segments and every segment is 
represented by an electrical circuit. Fig. 1 shows a simplified neuron which only consists of two dendrites , 
a cell body and a piece of the nerve fibre. We have approximated all the structures by cylinders . The 
following calculations are done with the reduced voltage V with V = Vmembrane - V,.. , 1 • 

With the spatial neural model described below we can simulate both the influence of an artificial 
electric field (which causes an extracellular potential Ve) as well as natural situations (Ve = 0). 

For simplicity we assume that segmentation length ~x is constant, every segment is approximated 
by a cylinder of diameter dn and the center of the n-th segment represents the average inside potent ial 
Vi,n· The outside potential (caused by an applied electrical field) is Ve,n, and the voltage across the 
membrane is 

(1) 

The currents of the n-tb segment are caused by capacity of membrane (Cn), membrane conductance (Cn) 
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and the axonal resistances to the neighboured segments (e.g. Rn/2 + Rn+i/2): 

Cn. dVn + Cn • Vn + V.,n - V.,n-l + Vi,n - V;,n+I = Q 
dt R,.f2 + Rn-i/2 R., / 2 + Rn+i/2 

(2) 

In order to see the influence of an extracellular electrical field we use (1) and obtain an ordinary 
differential equation for every segment: 

C .dV., _ -G .v,,-( V., -Vn-1 + Vn - Vn+i ) -[ V.,n - Ve ,n-1 + Ve,n - Ve,n+1 ] ( 3) 
n dt - n R.,/2+Rn-i/2 R.,/2+Rn+1/2 R.,/2+Rn-i/2 R,,./2+Rn+i/2 

Note: In the case of V.=O (natural situation) the expression (···] in eqn . (3) vanishes. Knowing 
the specific capacity c and conductances g of the membrane as well as the resistivity of axoplasm p; we 
can approximate the following variables which depend on the number N of layers of myelin which are 
wrapped around the cylinders with diameter dn and length C:.x : 

I 
! 
I_ 

--~--1~--~L .· . ] 

I . ... I 
1· .... 

I . 

+CJ" 
I 
It'. •• t l 

MEMBRANE 
~~~~~--..-~-

C:.x - dn · 7r 
Cn::::: · c 

N 

6.x · dn · iT 
G.,::::: -g 

N 

C:.x · 4 
R., = -d2 ·p; 

7T 

(4 ) 

( .s) 

(6 ) 

,~-t=J- \i, _,.,. 1 1'--'""-"'......_..__ Fig . 1. A simple neuron is re presented by 
cylinders with different diameters (top) . Th e 
circle marks the place where the bottom di
agram is situated. Segments with the same 
length C:.x, but with different diameters are 
used. The electrical components of the n-th 
segment are the intracellular resistances (along 
the axis), and the capacity and condu cta nce of 
the membrane. 

/(" . I /(,, JI" If" t I 

1 2 ----
1 •) 

"'-- L--- ----' 

Equations (3)-(6) are suited to simulate the dendrite and the cell body of a neuron. The situation 
in the nerve fibre (axon) is more complicated: The nodes of Ranvier only have a length L of lµm, and 
they are very short compared to the internode which is up to 2mm long. Even for qualitative results it 
is important to use a good model for the ionic currents, because they become the dominant driving force 
in the excitation process when threshold is reached. Secondly, even in the passive case (sma!'l distortion 
of the resting potential) the electric properties of the node are of importance, because it is not insulated 
by the many fatty layers of myelin. When the axon is segmented (e.g. 10 elements from node to node) , 
the segments which include a node have to be calculated with Eqns. ( 4a) and (5a) . 

C:.x · dn · 7T 
C., = N • C + Ldn 7TC (4a) 
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D..x · dn · 11' 
Gn= N · g + i;Ld'lr (5a) 

For every segment the ionic current density i; in (Sa) can be calculated with the help of a set 
of differential equations as it was first described by Hodgkin and Huxley [5] . For the simulation of the 
manunalian node the CRR.SS model of Box 2 [1 , 14] or one of the models described in (9) or (11] should 
be used . 

For subthreshold analysis we can approx,imatc the membrane conductance of the node by constant. 
g. 

Of special interest is the case of a fibre with constant diameter. In this case we obtain Eqn . (7) 
from Eqns. (3) - (6), for segments with acti ve membranes Eqn . (7a) has to be used . 

dV,, d · N d- N 
c · dt = -g,, Vn + 4(D..x)2 p; (Vn - 1 - 2 Vn + Vn+ d + 4(D..x)2 p; [V,,n-1 - 2V, ,,, + V, ,,.+d (7) 

( 
L N ) dV,, . LN dN dN 

C 1 + 6.x dt = -gn V,,-i, 6.x + 4(D..x )2Pi (Vn -1 - 2Vn + Vn+1 )+ 4(6.x)2Pi [V,,n-1 - 2 Ve.n + Ve,n+ d 

(7a) 

The influence of the extracellularly applied electrical field on the n-th segment of a nerve or muscle 
fibre is represented by that term in Eqns. (7) and (7a) which contains V, . It is called the activating 
function f and it is proportional to the· second difference quotient of V, , which is a function of the fibre 's 
length coordinate: 

II• 

f = dN V,,n-1 - 2V,,n + Ve ,n+1 (S) 
4p; (D..x)2 

Fig. 2. Influence of myelin. Top pan el: Th e 
ercitation of an unmyelinated fibre at the end 
of a subthreshold negative lOOµs current pulse 
is a picture of the activating function . Com
parison of the computed subthreshold reaction 
of a I 1 node axon with an unmyelinated fibre 
of same diameter shows that my1; linated ax
ons are much m ore er citable . The curve of the 
top panel is also included as the smallest one 
in the lower pan el. The excitability in creases 
considerably for myelinated fibres, even if i t is 
assum ed that the internode is a perfect insula
tor ( second smallest result). Further in crease 
is seen when N grows up {N=JOO, 200, .900). 

In order to obtain an action potential it is necessary to reach threshold voltage in a segment with 
an active membrane. This is possible for segments where f is positive. The upper panel of Fig. 2 shows 
the effect of the activating function for a nonmyelinated fibre, computed with fine segmentation . A point 
electrode above the central part of the filbre produces an electric field by a negative current pulse. A 
positive electrode current would cause a resul.t with inverse polarity, i.e. the fibre would be excited at two 
positions, however, this excitation is much weaker, which gives an explanation why cathodic stimulation 
is easier . 
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DISCUSSION 

Of course, it is possible to simulate parts of the neu.ron (e.g. the nerve fibre) with even more 
accurate models, see e.g. [3}. However, it seems that deviations from experimental findings rather come 
from neglecting the electrical properties of myelin. With our preliminary results regarding subthreshold 
reactions we have obtained thresholds which only have about half of the value expected from the McNeal 
model, which was generally used . It must be expected that many computed results in the field of electrical 
stimulation have to be recalculated. 

There exist only few data considering the ionic channel dynamics in different neural regions 
[6,7,12]. Especially in the input area there is a lack of information how to model the membrane behaviour . 
Nevertheless, many authors have obtained results with membrane models of the Hodgkin Huxley type. 
Different software is used to simulate single neurons and neural nets, see e.g. [4,13]. Some of the authors, 
e.g . [2], reduce the reaction of a single neu.ron to a combination of a simplified threshold process with 
a refractory function, and they do not look at the detailed membrane reactions because of the many 
elements involved. 
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METRIC SPACES: 
A VERY VERSATILE FORMALIZATION FRAME FOR BIOLOGICAL DATA 

Alessandro Giuliani (*) and Rornualdo Benigni ($) 

(*) Institute for Research on Senescence Sigma-Tau, Pomezia, 
Roma (ITALY) 
($) Istituto Superiore di Sanita', Roma, (ITALY) 

The standard way of representing experimental data is to write 
them on a matrix, which contains the experimental units on the 
rows and the measured variables on the columns. In some cases 
it is convenient to shift from this direct formalization to an 
intrinsic geometry representation of the data set. This is made 
by computing the distances between units in the multivariate 
space. The original unit/variable matrix is replaced by a 
symmetrical unit/unit matrix. 
The distance concept was introduced in applied mathematics by 
the French mathemathician M. Frechet in the early 1900's, and 
derives from the intuitive concept of spatial distance. In a 
mathematical sense, a distance between two points A and B 
(d(AB)) has to respect the following constraints: 
1) d(AB) is nonnegative and is zero only when A and B are 
coincident; 2) d(AB) is equal to d( BA); 3) d(AB) is never 
higher than the sum of d(AC) and d(CB). 
This definition applies to the classical Euclidian distance, as 
well as to other types of distances like Minkowski, Manhattan, 
Lagrange, Pearson, Hamming etc . .. (5). 

BIOLOGY AND DISTANCES 

In biology, there are many situations in which the use of 
distance spaces is convenient: simultaneous analys i s of 
variables at different level of definition, qualitative data, 
lack of reliable functional models ... With the transformation 
into distance matrices, qualitative as well as mixed data c an be 
expressed in terms of quantitative relationships, which can be 
treated with any mathematical algorithm suited f or interval 
scales. 
As an example, Benigni and Giuliani (1) have studied the 
relationships between mutagenicity short term assays. A number 
of assays were tested on a common sample of chemicals, and the 
responses were expressed as positive and negative. These data 
were transformed into Hamming dis tances between assays, and · 
their relationships were studied by multivariate analysis. 
This permitted the selection of classes of assays most suitable 
for the assessment of the genotoxic risk to man. 
Another example was provided by Sneath (9) , which demonstrated 
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that the distance spaces have the property of overcoming the 
problem of missing data. In his work he showed how it is 
possible to obtain a correct classification of a set of 
microorganisms by using their distances from a few "reference 
microorganisms". The problem of dealing with missing data is a 
problem of generalization almost identical to that faced by 
neural networks. 
It should be also noted that some biological data 
generated in the form of distances : for example, 
distances used by population biologists (6), the 
between the DNA sequences (7), the results of some 
tests (8), the variables used in conformational 
macromolecules (4). 

EXPLORING A DISTANCE SPACE 

are directly 
the genetic 
similarities 

psychological 
analysis of 

Therefore it is useful to explore more in depth the. common 
features of metric space representations. With this aim in mind, 
we performed a number of simulations in which data sets with 
different structures, defined in a two-dimensional frame, were 
transformed into distance spaces, and these spaces were ana l yzed 
by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (2). · 
First, a two dimensional uniform distribution of points (N=lOO) 
was generated by random extraction of two variables X and Y. 
Since X and Y were uncorrelated, PCA produced two PCs , each 
explaining about 50% of total variability. on the other hand, 
the PCA of the correspondent Euclidian distance space produced 
four PCs with eigenvalues > 1. PCl and PC2 wer e correlated with 
X and Y, whereas PC3 and PC4 (explaining together 20% of 
variance) represented new information with respect to the 
original variables. These two minor components represented the 
distance-from-center (PC3) and the distance-from-corners (PC4) 
features of the points. This result was confirmed by different 
simulations using subsets of the distance variables. 
Small perturbations of the uniform d i stribution did not 
substantially affect the distance PC patter n .· A remarkable 
perturbation has been obtained by adding to the uniform 
distribution further units, which were randomly sorted with the 
constraint of being localized in a limited area around the 
center of the data field. The PCA of X and Y extrins ic space 
again gave two PCs with almost equal explained variance. On the 
contrary, the PCA of the distance space reflected the strong 
departure from the previous distribution. Four PC's with 
eigenvalues > 1 were obtained with spatial features similar to 
those of the previous simulation. However, the relat i ve rank of 
explained variance was changed: PCl showed central simmetry (as 
the former PC3), thus reflecting the heavy density of points in 
the centre of the data space. 
Other kinds of perturbations of the uniform distribution were 
reflected by different patterns of explained variability of the 
same set of four PCs. 
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DISTANCES AND NONLINEAR DISCRIMINATION 

The PCs of the distance space act as nonlinear descriptors of 
the data space and can be usefully exploited for pattern 
recognition purposes. We analyzed the so-called "asymmetric 
structure": an "asymmetric structure" is a cluster of objects 
that belong to one class, embedded in a cloud of other objects 
belonging to another class. This case is typically not linearly 
separable. In fact, a linear discriminant analysis performed on 
the original X and Y variables failed to separate the two 
classes. On the contrary, the discriminant analysis, when 
applied to the PCs of the distance space, was able to separate 
the two groups. 
The separation was made possible by the gain of information 
produced by the two additional (with respect to the 
dimensionality of the original space) components. These 
components provided a sort of holistic description of the entire 
data set, in terms of relationships among units. 

DISTANCES AND NEURAL NETWORKS 

The above pattern recognition problem was studied with a Back
Propagation (BP) neural network in order to investigate the 
relationships between the metric spaces approach and the neural 
networks. The BP, with three hidden units, found a solution to 
the "asymmetric structure", as expected. In order to compare the 
solutions given by BP and by the PCs of distance space, we 
analyzed the space of the activation values of the hidden units 
(see also 3). Each point of the data field was defined by three 
variables (hidden units activation values ) ; this three 
dimensional space was analyzed with PCA. The analysis 
highlighted a maJor component (PCl), which explained 86% of the 
total variance. It should be noted that the PCl scores 
discriminated perfectly the two classes from each other. A 
complete discrimination was also obtained when the PCs of the 
distance space were used as inputs of a l inear discriminant 
analysis. Furthermore the PCs scores were highly correlated with 
the activation values of the hidden units . The PCs of the 
distance space were singled out in a totally unsupervised 
manner, whereas the BP procedure was by definition supervised; 
thus, the observed correlation could not triv ially depend on the 
pattern recognition task but had to rely on some more 
fundamental basis. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, the computation of distances between objects 
generates an intrinsic geometry, which, besides containing all 
the information explicitly present in the original space, al s o 
provides new information, which is based on the symmetry 
properties of the distance function. It should be s tressed that 
the computation of distances and the derivation of PCs ~s an 
unsupervised process_. The treatment of the data precedes any 
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pattern recognition step: this allows the emerging structure to 
not be influenced by the specific problem, but to be a detailed 
description of the data field with new variables. Since these 
are "natural" views not driven by the problem to be solved, they 
are also important for the exploration of the scientific aspect 
of the problem, and not only for obtaining a formally best 
discrimination. 
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AUTOMATION OF MODELLING OF MULTIENZYME SYSTFJdS USING 
DATABANKS ON ENZYME AND METABOLIC PATHWAYS (DBEl!P). 

I.I. Goryanin, K.I. Serdyuk. 
Institute of theoretical and experimental biophysics 

Russian Acad. Sci. Poustchino Moscow region, 142292 Russia. 
Abstract. The algorithm and original software allowing automate 
process of modelling systems of enzyme reaction were developed. 
Using examples with analytical solution were shown that 
developed method is correct and error is too few. Unlike 
published earlier the computer modelling of almost ideal 
relaxation oscillator were derived using new method and results 
obtained in dimensioned form. 

1 . INTRODUCTION 
Tod.ate factographical data banks store a lot of information 

about enzyme reactions and metabolic pathways. One of them 
Data Bank on Enzyme and Metabolic Pathways (DBEMP) (2] contains 
more than 6000 records with physical-chemical and kinetics 
properties of enzymes: stoichiometric and regulatory matrices, 
rate constants and etc. Quality and quantity analyses of 
multienzyme systems and automation of modelling metabolic 
pathways using information from DBEMP is one of actual task. 
The original DBsolve software has been created for this 
purposes. 

2. ALGORITHMS 
For analyzing stored data in DBEMP data bank, describing 

automatically enzyme reaction, finding steady state solutions, 
sensitivity and dynamic analysis the DBsolve program has been 
developed. It process data described as stoichiometric or 
regulatory matrices. The stoichiometric matrix contains 
information about each elementary reactions step characterized 
by rate constant. Reactions rates of each step will then be 
described in terms of mass actions kinetics. Alternatively the 
rate of each equation may described as net-flux equations or as 
any other biophysical low. 
Steps: 
1. Write down dependent reactions or steps, balance equations 
of each ligand or metabolite (1]. Set up conservation 
equations. Determine rate low. 
2. Find the dependence of steady-state metabolic 
concentrations or steady state flux upon system parameters, 
sensitivity analysis using BEATLE algorithm. BEATLE algorithm 
is project for finding steady state solutions of ordinary 
differential equations (ODE's) system parameters. It uses an 
effective prediction-correction procedure for convergence to 
steady points on curve under consideration. 
). Find the time dependence of metabolite concentration using 
DEQAN algorithm. DEQAN algorithm is designed for solving 
initial value problem for sets of stiff ODE's. It deals with a 
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numerical method similar to the Kalahan method with variable 
number of Newton iterations. 

3. EXAMPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION. 

3.1 Mechanism bi-bi ping-pong 

First example is reaction catalyzed by enzyme transketolase 
(EC2.2.1.1.)[6). Rate law of this reaction has an analytical 
solution [5]. 

Xu5P+R1b5P GraP+Sed7P 
Mechanism of transketolase action is bi-bi ping-pong: 

A p B Q 

(Fig.1) 
E EA F FB E 
Db solve input parameters is: 
1 .stoichiometric matrix (automatically created and stored in 
DPFllP): 

A B p Q E EA F FB 

1 -1 0 0 0 -1 +1 0 0 

2 +1 0 0 0 +1 -1 0 0 

3 0 0 +1 0 0 -1 +1 0 

4 0 0 -1 0 0 +1 -1 0 

5 0 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 +1 

6 0 +1 0 0 0 0 -1 +1 

7 0 0 0 +1 +1 0 0 -1 

8 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 +1 

2.Default values of elementary steps rate constant kt and 
initial concentrations of metabolites are obtained using DBEMP 
records other case values are defined by user. 
Numerical· experiment shows that time dependencies of metabolite 
concentrations obtained using DBsolve well fit to analytical 
formula [5]. 

d[P] CN1 [AHBJ - N2 [p HQ]) CEt J 
--= 
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D1= k1k3(R6+k7J 
D

3
= kj<-4 ck6 +k7 > 

D5= k1k5CR3+R7J 

Dr k~Bck2+R3) 

3 .,2 Model o.t relaxation o,scillator bas.ed on covalent enzyme 
modi:11cator. 

Advantages of DBsolve may be demonstrated on enzyme 
reaction with more complex mechanism [3]. This reaction is a 
generator relaxation oscillations. For deriving analytical 
period -and amplitude of oscillations one have to analyze system 
with 17 intermediates and 30 elementary steps The DBsolve 
program allows to .formalize this process and to obtain result 
in dimensioned form.. The result of comparison between 
analytical and numerical obtained data are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. 

·. External I Numerical Analytical solution Deviation % pararneter1 I formulas 
value 

' x10-·2 x10-2 I A T A 'T A T 
' 

0 0 
' 

1 .• 1 1 .90 ! 1 .6J5 2 .01 1 .689 5. 41 3.4 
I 

1 .2 1.75 1 .505 1.85 1 . '548 5. 41 2.0 ~I I I 
I : I 

1 .J 1 .62 1. 396 1.68 I 1 .429 3.62 2.4 
: I 

1 • 4 1 • 51 1 .302 1.58 I 1.32'7 3.82 1 • 4 
I 

' 
l L5 I 1 . 41 1.222 1. 48 1.238 4.71 1 .o I 

I ' 1 .6 1 . 3.3 1 . 152 1. 38 1 .1 61 3.62 0.4 
II 

I 
I 1 • 7 1.25 1 .091 i 1.30 1 .093 3.79 0.4 I 
I i ,I I 1.8 1 . 19 i 1 .037 I 1 .. 24 1 .032 4.03 0.6 

1.9 1 .1 J I 0.98'9 I 1. 17 
I 

0 ,. 978 3.42 1 • 3 
'Where A - amplitude of oscillations, T- period. 

4. RESULTS 

The mathematic methods using in DBsolve are similar to 
methods used in METAMOD [4]. However DHsolve handles aspect 
such as dynamic behavior metabolite and stability of steady 
state. The essential advantage of DBsolve is processing of 
stiff ODE's, which allow to investigate systems with complex 
non-linearities, and w.id·e range of parameters values. It should 
be noted that there are some problems with numerical accuracy 
of solution complicated metabolic processes (entire glycolytic 
system. Krebs circle). It is authors opinion that complex 
systems solution have to divide on iterations steps. On every 
ite~tion step systems are distributed over the rate levels. 
Thus problem transformed to analysis of algebraic-differential 
equation. 
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MATHE24ATICAL MODELS OF AN .AIMOST IDEAL BIOCHEIUCAL 
OSCILLATORS BASED ON COVALENT ENZYME MODIFICATION 
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Institute of theoretical and experimental biophysics 

Russian Acad. 8ci. Poustchino Moscow region, 142292 Russia. 
Abstract. A mathematical models for the generation of relaxation 
autooscillations in an open reaction ---+ 81 S2--+ was derived 
and analyzed. The asymptotical formulas describing the 
oscillation amplitude and period of the quasi stationary reaction 
81 ---+ 82 and taking into account all the ligand-enzyme complexes 
E, EA H ~ where derived. A numerical analysis of models gives 
a good agreement with analytically obtained values. 
1 • INTRODUCTION 
The examined reaction --+S1 --+s2~ is open and enzyme E(A,B ) 
undergoes covalent modification [1,3-5) (scheme (1a,b )) under the 
J5 S 7z. V£ S S Vz 

! \ A ,i..- .. ' A / ' 
\ J, \\ I 

E8 tA 
~ 

1a 6 1b B 
action of modifying enzymes EA and ~. As a resul t , t he 
catali tically active A-form is transformed by the enzyme EA t o 
the catalitically inactive B-form and the B-form is reactivat ed 
to the A- form by the enzyme Ee· It was assumed that the substrate 
s1 and the product s2 inhi bit competitively inactivating enzyme 
EA in case (1a). In other case (1b) S1and s2competitively inhibit 
activating enzyme ~- Case (1b) look through mo~e detailed in 
this work as so case (1a) were investiga t ed earlier [6,8 ] . 
2. KINETIC MODELS 
In kinetic models were assumed that: 1.The enzyme E(A,B ) have two 
different binding center: catalytical, which bind with substrate 
s 1 and allosteric, which modify by modifying enzyme EA and Es 
what lead t o cycle variation of two form A B; 2. Events in 
catalytical center of A and B-form is independent from binding 
with enzyme EA H ~ but A and B-form have a differ affinity f or 
81 /nd differ catalitically effectivity; 3.B-form catalitically 
inac t ive; 4.8ubstrate S1 and product 82 of main reaction S1 ~ S2 
are allos t eric inhibitors of enzyme-modifier EA and compet itive 
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to one another and not competitive to molecules A n S1A, which 
bind with catalytical center of EA' in case (1a). In case (1b) 
s1and s2 competitively inhibit modifying enzyme- ~ and are not 
competitive to molecules B and s1B which bind with ~· 5.Systems 
are open relative to s1 and s2 and are closed relative for enzyme 
forms E(A,B), EA'~· The rate of exchange between S1 , S2 and 
environment is: v1 = V1 - k1s 1 ,v2 = -v2 + k2s 2 , where v1- rate 
of influx S1 , V1- rate of influx when S1= 0, v2 - rate of outflow 

s2' v2 - rate of influx s2, R1 R R2 - exchange rate constants. 
The accepted designation are following: Ea, EAa H ~a total 

• 
concentration of E(A,B), EA and F-. K K - Michaelis constant 

"'"-13 m, m 
for S1 of A and B-form. KA- Michaelis constant for EA; Ki 1 ' Ki2' 
KB - inhibition constant of enzyme ~ and Michaelis constant of 
EB for B' . w H W' - productions rate of s2 by A and B- fo:rm, r -
relatives maximal rate for~-. k , R' , R , R' , a , b , a+2 ' 

L3 ±1 ±1 +2 +2 ±1 ~1 
b+2-rate constant of elementary step. t- dimensioned time. 

3. MATHE2ilTICAL MODEIS 
For mathematical description is convenient to use 
variables and parameters: 

s1 s2 A' B' ' w 
01 = 02 = - a= ' ~ = -, v = w + w, W= ' 

Kf.1 Ki2 Ea Ea R+2Ea 

W' R+2Ea v1 v2 k1Kt1 Ki2 w' ' '1 t, 1)1 - ' v2m ' (f1 ' €2=--, 
R+2Ea Ki2 m R+2 Ea R+2 E . R+2Ea Kt1 

R2 Ki2 K K' KA 
(f = m <f'= ~ <fA= ~= ' m 

Ki1 
m ' 

Ea R+2Ea Ki1 

System 
system 

(1b) in undimensioned time '1 may 
of material balance equations: 

a 

~= 

be 

do1 
e2 a:r- where v = w + w' , 

do2 a:r- = v - ~01 + v2m' 

a + ~ + EA (fA~ a + CB ~2 ~ 
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KB R;2 
€ ' = 

Ea R+2 

described by the 

(2) 



a ~ 
C£m + a - r -r( <f-A-+-a"""')__,( ...... 1 _+_0=1-+_0_2 ) = 0. 

wtere designated: o1 , o2 , a H ~ - undi.mensioned concentration of 
81' 82' A' H B'; v - undimensioned rate of transformation 81~ 

82 , catalyzed by enzyme E(A,B); w li w' - analogous for A and B 
separately; v1m H v2m - influx maximal rate for 81 H 82 ; <£1 H ~ 

- exchange rate constant S1 H s 2 ; C£m' <f~, C£A, ~ - und.imensioned 
Michaelis constant for A, B, EA' ~; E relative activity of 
A-forrn; EA and EB - relative concentration of enzyme-modificators 
EA and ~· E2- relative constant of inhibition ~ by s 2 , 
EA=EA01E0 , eB=~01E0 . If take in to account that relative 
concentration of enzyme EA H ~is too few (EA' EB ~ 0), forrnula 
(2) will transforrn to: 

do1 
E2ar- = v1m- <f101-v, 

a 1 - a 
---- - r = O. 
<£ + a m 

(<fA+a)(1 +o1+o2 ) 

o
1 

o 
V= U+E 1 (1-a), 

<£ + o <£' + o m 1 m 1 

4. ANALYTIC FORMULAS AND NUMERICAL SOLUTION 

(3) 

Systems (1a,b) can generate 
(Fig 1a) of variable o1 

almost ideal relaxation oscillations 
rectangular oscillation of o2 in 

case(1a) and inversely in case ( 1 b) (Fig 1 b) . A necessary 

~Jsu2 
~.~ 

~PI Fig 1b 
conditions for existence of oscillation is smallness of 
parameters <fm' <fA' ~· e, E2 and concentration must be 
S 1 S2 >>E0>>EAo~o· Model (3) come to degeneration model of first 
order with rupturing right part if E2----. O. 

do2 N 

~ (ft"= v2m- ~02- V(02) 
(4) 

In which V(02) - quasi-stationary rate Of reaction s1 ~ S2. 
Relaxation oscillation in model (4) , as so as in ilaitial model 
(3), appear because of hysteresis of f~ction v(o2 ). Such 
oscillation on phase plane of variables (o2 ,v) fit to rupturing 
limit cycle C shown on Fig 2a (for 1 a) and Fig 2b for 1 b. Using 
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derived earlier [8] point of minimum and maximum we approximate 
district of slow moving on limit cycle G (Fig.2,ab) by straight 

,.._ 6 -- a' V . a' --P t 
v ' 

' 
o,,~ , c c 

a' 
Fi~ D,~a ·:! ·51 

lines ab H ba', come to reA, ~· 
the period of oscillation: 

Fig 2b i.D ~z. 
re ~ 0 we obtain expression for m 

1 1 

'Loa= ~(1 + E - v1m) (v1m- E)' 'tob= re1 (1 + E - v1m) (v1m- £) • (5) 

corresponding for system 1a and 1b. For estimation of error, 
which we obtain us~ asymptotical formulas for determination of 
period in model (3} the control numerical integration were 
derived using original DBsolv·e software [2]. Both case (1a) and 
(1b) error not exceed some percents. 
5. RESULTS 

'The small error between analytically and numerical obtained 
results demonstrate high precision of asymptotical formulas that 
allow to change a difficult operation of numerical integration on 
calculation using analytical formulas. Derived asymptotical 
formulas may be used for great number of equivalents reaction. 
For example reaction describing system with multyloops regulation 
as so carbon metabolism [7]. And so asymptotical formulas may be 
used in theoretical analysis of mechanism dynamic organization of 
polyenzyme systems. 
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MODELING AND COMPUTER SIMULATION OF HISTAMINE PHARMACOKINETICS 
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lFaculty of Natural Sciences and Technology,Dept . of Pharmacy 
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Abstract. Histamine plays .an important role in physiologic 
and nany pathophysiologic conditions. On e of the nain 
products of histanine netabolisn is tele-nethylhistanine 
and the second important pathway of histamine biotransfor
ma.tion is oxidative deamination. On the basis of plasma 
concentrations, obtained after intravenous doses of hista
mine and nethylhista.nine to the rats in two separate 
groups of experinents, a four-compartment nodel was 
developed by the aid of a.nolog-hybrid sinulation. The re
sults shmrnd that kinetics of tele-nethylhistam.ine and 
histamine a.re comparable as well as kinetics of exogenous 
and endogenous tele-nethylhistanine . It was also found 
out that denethylation of tele- nethylhistanine and/or 
displacenent of histamine from mast cells occurs only in the 
case of very high plasma levels of nethylhistamine, where 
as the rate of hystamine netabolic pathways other than 
methylation are increased after injection of histamine. The 
results conf irned that processes of histamine metabolism. 
are adaptable. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is {Olell knmm that histamine (Hi) plays an important 
role in physiologic and na.ny pathophysiologic conditions . 
I t has been also established that one of the main products 
of Hi 11.etabolisn is tele- 11.ethylhistanine (K), which distrib
utes .as rapidly as Hi itself and undergoes further metabolic 
reactions. The second important path~ay of Hi biotrans
formation is oxidative dea.nination (4). Several studies 
indicated that alternative pathways could provide a basis 
for an adaptable phar:macokinetic system. The aim of the 
present study is to find out 1) whether the kinetics of Hi 
is comparable to the kinetics of M, 2) whether the kinetics 
of elimination of exogenous M is comparable to the elimina
tion kinetics of endogenous M and 3) {Olhether increased plas-
m.a levels of M exert an influence on plasna levels of Hi. 

2 . METHODS 

Sinc e the knowledge of pharmacokinetic properties of Hi 
and M is insuff i cient we c arried out a n i n v i vo study on 
r ats t o obtain basic pha rmac oki n e t ic p a r ameters b y 
me thod of str ipping (6) and to d e velop c ompar t mental mod e l 
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by computer sinulation (5) . Rats received an intravenous 
dose of Hi and M in two separate groups of expe riments . 
Blood samples from carotid artery were collected at speci 
fied intervals of tine. Plasma Hi and M were assayed by HPLC 
net hod (2). 

3. RESULT'S AND DISCUSSION 

The results obtained by the nethod of stripping showed that 
the two-compartment model describes plasma profiles of both 
am i nes satisfactorily. Two exponential terns were identi
fied from Hi profile and three from M profile after injec
tion of Hi and vice-versa after injection of M. 

The nethod failed at the moment of coupling the results 
obtained in two separate experinents. By the aid of analog 
hybrid simulation (hybrid conputer EAI 2000) a f our
conpartnent nodel (Figure 1) was developed by linking two
conpartnent nodel of Hi with two-conpartnent model of H. 
The procedure with an adaptive nodel was used for verifica
tion of the model structure and identification of its param
eters (3) . 

D Hi DM 
kehc 

khm c 
ke nd kemc Hi e Mc kmhc 

I* ········-···-

kh k _h k_m km 

His 
khm s Ms kems 

' 

ke hs 

F i gure 1 : Four-conpartnent mode l describing pharnacoki net 
ics/neta bolis n of Hi and M. Subscripts C and S 
refe r to c e ntral and peripheral conpartnent~ ki 
first orde r rate c onstant where subscript i ·neans: 
hnc/nhc - nethylation/denethylat i on in C, hns 
nethylat i on i n S, h and -h distribution of Hi, 111 

and -m - distribution of M, emc and ems - further 
metabolic r eactions of M in C and S, ehc and ehs -
othe r me tabolic reactions of Hi in C a nd S , e nd 
forma t i on o f endogenou s Hi, Diji a nd OM - intra ve 
nous dose of Hi and M, r esp ec tive ly . 
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The results of identification procedure on hybrid computer 
are given in Figure 2 . Identified parameters resulted from 
the curve-fitting procedure are listed in Table 1. 
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F i gure 2 : Levels of Hi and K in central compartment. 

t(min) 60 

t(mnl 
J I 

60 

Curve - model response, points - experinental dat a 
a - after injection of Hi;b - after injection of K 

Table 1 : Identified pharnacokinetic para.meters of Hi 

Parame ter (nin- 1) 
Inj e cted amine 

Histamine Kethylhistanine 

0,01 
0,3 
0,013 
0,1 
0,05 
0,08 
0 , 15 
0,32 
0 , 65 
1,00 
0 . 22 
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0,0093 
0,134 
0,028 
0,1 
0,05 
0,08 
0,15 
0, 014 
0 , 65 
1, 00 
0, 22 
0 , 78 



Excellent fitting in both central compartments was obtained 
independently of injected amine. Moreover, majority of model 
parameters kept their values indicating the effectiveness of 
the approach for studying histamine pharnacokinetic pattern. 
It is necessary to point out that three model parameters 
posessed different values regarding the injected anine. Our 
results indicate that the kinetics of M is very sinilar to 
the kinetics of Hi. The sane can be considered also for the 
kinetics of exogenous and endogenous M. On the basis of 
obtained results we additionaly found out that demethyla
tion of M and/or displacement of Hi by M (1) from mast cells 
occurs only in the case of very high plasma levels of M 
whereas the rate of Hi metabolic pathways other than methy
lation are increased after injection of Hi. These findings 
confirm the hypo~hesis that mechanisms of Hi metabolism are 
actualy adaptable . It is felt that obtained results will 
contribute substantialy to the knowledge of the fate of Hi 
in the body and will elucidate the convenience of Hi and/or 
M determination in plasma in clinical practice . 
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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF TUMOR GROWTH IN MICE. FOLLOWING 
ELECTROTHERAPY AND BLEOMYCIN TREATMENT 
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University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Electrical and Computer Engineering 

Triaska 25, 61000 Ljubljana, SLOVENIA 

Abstract 
A mathematical model was developed to describe subcutaneous growth of tumors (fibrosarcoma 
SA-1) in NJ mice under different therapeutical conditions. The Gompertz model, which turned 
out to be the most suitable model of undisturbed tumor growth in our case, was modified in 
a way that allowed the introduction of electrotherapy by direct electric current and bleomycin 
.influences on tumor growth. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Subcutaneous solid tumors in mice were treated by means of locally applied electrotherapy 
(ET) by direct current and intravenously administered bleomycin. In the study reported in 
detail previously {4] subcutaneously grown solid tumors were treated by either single shot i) 
intravenous injection of 250 µg of bleomycin into the tail vein; ii) electrotherapy of one hour 
duration, direct current 0.6 mA; or iii) combination of both, after the turners reached 30-40 
mm3. In order to asses the effectiveness of single and combined treatments, tumor volumes 
wer·e determined by measuring three tumor mean diameters (a, b and c) and by calculating 
tumor volume according to formula V=7tabc/6. The results were compared to tumor growth in 
control group where electrodes were placed subcutaneously near the tumors and physiological 
saline was injected in the tail vein exactly as in previously described experimental groups. 
Tumor growth data thus obtained are presented in Figure 1. The electrotherapy as single 
treatment significantly delayed tumor growth in comparison to control group, whereas bleomycin 
therapy had only moderate effect on tumor growth. The tumor growth delay was calculated as 
a difference of mean tumor doubling times in therapy and control experimental groups. Tumor 
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Figure 1: Experimental data and modeUed growth curves 
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doubling time was determined for each individual tumor as the time needed to double the 
initial tumor volume. The tumor growth delay was 6.7±1.2 days (v=15) (AM±STD (degrees of 
freedom)) in electrotherapy group and 0.5±0.2 days (v=12) in group subjected to bleomycin 
treatment. When both treatments were combined the tumor growth delay observed was 10.8±1.9 
days (v= 16), i.e. the effects were more than additive. 

The objective of the study was to model tumor growth after different treatments performed, 
and to extent the pharmacokinetic model of bleomycin to the pharmacodynamic model, i.e. to 
asses tumor growth retardation based on the bleomycin phannacokinetic model. Coupled model 
of both treatments should produce an additive effect of both single treatments performed. 

2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL 

The development of a model required four major steps. First the most convenient model for 
undisturbed tumor growth was sought, which served as a basis for further work. In next steps 
this model was modified by introducing the parts which reflected the influences of both 
therapies. 

2.1. Undisturbed (control) tumor growth 

Four widely used growth equations were put under investigation (5, 7]. These were exponential, 
Gompertz, Bertalanffy and Verhulst (logistic) equation (equations 1,2,3 and 4). In all of them 
V represented tumor size (volume) and V0 was its initial size at the beginning of observation. 
The values of the parameters in the equations were determined upon fitting them to actual 
growth data. 

dV 2V, V(O) Vu (I) 
dV v( a 110 - p ln ~). V(O) Vo (2) = = = = dt dt 

dV 2 dV = TJ v3 - µV, V(O) = Vo (3) = aV - bV 2
, V(O) =Vo (4) 

dt dL 

In the comparative study we fitted them to the average tumor growth data of the control 
group and also to the growth data of individual tumors in this group. Several numerical 
criteria were used to estimate model suitability, the most important being goodness of fit and 
predictability of the model [6). The goodness-of-fit parameter ,:i was calculated according to 

equation 5 [2] where X; and x; were the i-th measured and estimated size of the tumor 
respectively. The fit was proclaimed to be satisfactory when fl>0.98 (higher ,:i meaning better 
fit). The predictability was assessed by fitting a model to first m out of n measured 
experimental points and by calculating the prediction error for the rest of n-m points. 

The exponential equation did not meet our requirements at all. The rest of the models gave 
similar results with the Gompertz model being moderately more suitable. In a few individual 
cases when either the Bertalanffy or the logistic equation gave the best fit or prediction, the 
Gompertz one was always very close to them. When fitted to some of the individual tumor 
growth data the optimisation produced degenerated versions of the Bertalanffy or the logistic 
model since their parameters tended to zero or even negative values. Reaching global minimum 
of error function during optimisation of these two models also caused much more trouble than 
optimisation of the Gompertz model which was thus chosen for further modelling. The result 
of fitting of the Gompertz model to the control group data is shown in Figure 1. 

I - ,2 = 
""" ( ~ )2 L.,;=1 X; - X ; 

(5) 

L" 2 1 (L:" )2 x. - - X-
i = J I Jl ; : 1 I 
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2.2. Bleomycin pharmacokinetics 

Bleomycin concentration in the blood plasma decreases biexponentially after intravenous bolus 
injection. This can be described by a linear non physiological two-compartment model [l]. The 
central compartment represents the blood and all with bleomycin well perfused tissues. The 
peripheral compartment represents the rest of the body. 

Since our goal for the future was to find the level of interaction between electrotherapy and 
therapy with bleomycin, we split the peripheral compartment into two parts, the first for the 
tumor (T) and the second for the rest of the periphery (P), as shown in Figure 2. Bleomycin 
is eliminated from the body mostly by renal elimination which is modelled by secretion from 
the central (C) compartment [l]. Figure 3 shows quantity/time curves of bleomycin in central 
and tumor compartments. 

p 
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Figure 2: Three-compartment model 

2.3. Introducing bleomycin treatment 
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Figure 3: Quantity of bleomycin in 
central and tumor compartment 

To exert their cytotoxic properties the bleomycin molecules have to enter the tumor cells, 
where they damage cellular DNA (3]. It seemed highly inappropriate to introduce the 
concentration of bleomycin directly into the growth model since there had to be some delay 
between bleomycin entering the cells and the changing of tumor growth rate. Therefore a new 
quantity was introduced into our model, namely the influence of bleomycin therapy (BT(t)), 
which was related to the bleomycin concentration through the first order delay. Equation 6 
describes tumor growth after treatment with bleomycin. Its optimised form gives the fit to the 
experimental data of the group of mice treated with bleomycin as shown in Figure 1. 

dV ( V ) - = V a - /Jin - - r BT(t) & ~ v ' 
0 

V(O) = V0 (6) 

2.4. Introducing electrotherapy 

The influences of electric current were introduced into the Gompertz model in a similar way 
as those of bleomycin. Again it was necessary to use delay between the current itself and its 
visual effect, that is altered rate of tumor growth. The modelling showed however, that at least 
two components had to be added to the original form of the Gompertz equation in order to 
obtain a satisfactory fit to the experimental data of the third group of mice. These two 
components (ET1(t) and ET2(t)) had the third and the second order delay respectively with 
reference to electric current with ET1(t) and ET2(t) having pronounced influence in the late 
and in the early stage of observation. This suggests at least two important mechanisms involved 
in antitumor effectiveness of weak DC electric current. Equation 7 presents the modified 
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Gompertz model of tumor growth after electrotherapy with 77 1 and 17 2 being constants. The 
resuh of the optimised model is shown in figure l. 

V(O) = V0 (7) 

2.5. Modelling combined treatment 

By joining the modified mode1ls of tumor growth after single therapies a model of tumor 
growth after combined therapy was obtained based on assumption that there was no interaction 
between the therapies. Figure 1 clearly shows that this additive coupling of both therapies in a 
model does not fit ,to the ,experimental data of the group of mice submitted to both therapies 
where tumor retardation was far more pronounced than suggested by our model. 

3. RESULTS 

The Gompertz model was used for easiness of introduction of therapeutic effects and 
convergence in optimisation experiments. The data on tumor growth in control group was used 
to determine parameters of Gompertz model V0, a and ~- For both single treatments, 
electrotherapy and bleomycin, extended Gompertz equation was used. In the case of 
electrotherapy a two component effect with different time constants and second order delay of 
action had to be introduced in order to obtain satisfactory fit. The effect of bleomycin 
treatment on tumor growth was obtained by introducing the influential parameter which 
transferred the bleomycin concentration ,in tumor tissue obtained from pharmacokinetic model 
to the effect on tumor growth. The prediction of ,additive ieffect of both treatments joined in 
the model proved ,to underestimate the experimentally gained combined treatment effectiveness. 
It is the objective of our future work to evolve the model of interaction of both treatments, 
electrotherapy and treatment by bleomycin. 
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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF THE HUMAN HIP JOINT AND ITS TOTAL 
REPLACEMENT. 

Stehlik J., J . Nedoma, M. Bartos 

In this contribution the problem of mechanical processes, 

taking place during static loading in the contact area of the 

acetabulum and the head of the joint and their artificial repla

cements, will be discussed. During functional loading and during 

static loading at the contact acetabulum-head of the joint and 

artificial acetabulum-head of the prosthesis deformation of the 

contact area occurs and mutual movements of both parts of the 

joint are evoked. The submitted problem makes it, possible, for 

instance to investigate how during static loading of the pelvis 

the loading is transmitted via the acetabulum or its artificial 

replacement to the head of the joint or head of the prosthesis, 

resp. , and how the contact surface between the acetabulum and the 

head of the joint is deformed, as well as the state of stresses 

in the investigated area of the locomotor system. The aim of the 

present paper is to present a new biomechanical model of human 

joints, which better describes the function of the loading joints 

as well as the stress-strain situation on the contact boundaries 

between the head of the joint and the acetabulum. 

Let us denote by G=GaUGf the 20 region, with a Lipschitz boun

dary aG, occupied by a part of the loading human 

skeleton (see Fig.l>, where Go. denote the pelvis 

with the acet.abulum and Gf denote the femur. Let 

the boundary aG consists of three parts r ,r ,r 
"C u c 

- - -
such that aG=r ur ur . The equilibrium equations 

,; u c 

in the differential form for every subdomain Gl, 

t=a,f, are r~ __ +F~=O, 
t.J, J I. 

i , j = 1 , 2 , L =a , f . 

The stress-strain and strain-displacement rela-

tions are given by r ~ _ =2µ le _. ( u 1. >+A. 1. ekk ( u l > o __ , 
1. J 1.J 1.J 

l _1_ l l 
e .. ( u > =~ ( u _ _ + u. . > , 

1.J l. , J J. l 

i, j =1, 2, L =a, f, where A. 1., µ 1. Fi..g.1. 

represent the Lame coefficients, e (u1.) represents the small 
i.j 

strain tensor. Since processes in the bone tissues and materials 

of the total hip prosthesis <THP) are assumed to be elastic and 

reverse, then the Lame coeff'icients are taken in the isothermi c 

state and satis fy the us ual Lipschitz and s ymmetry conditions. 
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Muscular tissue causes tendinous (muscular) forces in the 

insertions which are transmitted by the insert ions to osseous 

tissue . In addition to these forces, there are other loading 

forces due to the weight of the subject which are transmitted to 

the skeleton. Based on knowledge of the physiological distribu

tion of insertions on bony tissue and skeletal sites across which 

the loading forces are transmitted due to man's body weight of 

the direction and magnitude of these two types of acting forces 

we shall find the condition of loading of the part of the 

skeleton C we denote it by rr> in the form r .. n. =P . . 
\.j J I. 

Let us assume (see Fig.1) that the portion of the studied 

skeleton is, at a certain boundary r , fixed . Thus u _=O. 
u I. 

So far, nobody has asked the question what conditions apply in 

the statically loaded stationary joint. So far the loading of the 

acetabulum and head of the femur, as well as that of their 

prostheses were calculated separately, loaded by a resultant of 

forces acting in a vertical direction which e . g. in case of the 

hip joint passes through the centre of the head and through the 

centre of the loaded area of the acetabulum. When the loaded area 

is inclined from the horizontal plane, the biomechanical equili

brium is impaired, and depending on the inclination migration of 

the head in a lateral or median direction occurs. The position 

is, however, more complicated, in particular as regards the 

action of forces and transmission of loading forces from the 

acetabulum to the head of the joint, i.e. the action of forces in 

the contact boundary between the acetabulum and head of the 

joint. These conditions are called the contact conditions . We 

shall assume that the friction on the contact boundary between 

the acetabulum and the head of femur can be neglected. 

Let us denote by r the common contact boundary between both 
c 

joint components before deformation. Let n =<n.> , t = Ct) be the 
L i 

outward unit normal and unit tangential vector, respec tively, to 

the contact r . Let boundary 
c 

vector, by -r =-r .. n .n_, -r =-r--r n, 
n '-J 1. J t n 

tangential components of stress 

us denote by -r .=-r . . n . the stress 
I. LJ J 

u =u n , u =u-u n the normal and 
n i \. t n 

and displacement vectors. Let uf, 

ua. denote displacement vectors in the femur and the acetabulum. 

During the d e formation of the joint the opposite contact point s 

are generally transfe r e d in a differe nt way, but in such a wa) 

that the joint component Ga. cannot pe ne trate into the join1 
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f component G, as both joint components are to be elastic. Then 
f a. u (x)-u <x)::;;o. 
n n 

The principle of action and reaction for the contact forces give 
f a. f C1 r Cx) =-r <x>=or Cx), r Cx) =-r Cx)=r .(x) and since the normal 
T\ T\ T\ t t t 

components of contact forces cannot be positive, i.e. cannot be 

tensile, then rf<x>=-ra.<x>=r (x):'fO. 
n n n 

During the deformation of both joint components they are in a 

contact or they ar-e not in a contact. If they are not in a 

contact, then uf-u0 <0 and the contact forces are equal to zero, 
T\ T\ 

f a. i.e. r .(x)=-r Cx)=O. If the joint components are in a contact, 
n n 

f a. f i. e. u -u =O, then there exist non zero contact forces r = 
n n n 

-ra.=r <O. These oondi tions can be writ ten in the following form 
T\ T\ 
f a. Cu (x)-u (x))r (x)=O. 
n n n 

For the numerical solution the variational formulation of the 

problem and the finite element method CFEM) will be used. Let the 

given domain G, which is occupied by the human skeleton, be 

approximated by the domain G with the polygonal boundary aG and 
h h 

let be triangulated. We introduce the FEM approximation of the 

space of virtual displacements and the set of admissible displa

cements by Vh=<vlvi.eC(G) ,vi.)T EP
1
,i=l,2,v=O on r ... for all ~ETh) 

h 

and K =<vtveV ,vf-va.::;;o on r }. The problem leads us to find a mi-
h h T\ T\ c 

nimum of the potential energy over the set of admissibl e displa-

cements K : m~n LCv). L<v>=!S
0

r .. (v)e __ (v)dx-S
0
f.v _dx-Sr P_v.ds. 

h v IC t.J LJ \. \. \. t. 
h ~ 

From the theo ry it is known that this problem is equivalent to 

the problem of finding the rninimum of the quadratic functional 

with linear constrains i.e. f ( w) =!wT B w-d Tw, C~O . In our case 
h 

f(w) is the functional L(v >, B is the positive semi-definite 
h h 

Nx N stiff matrix generated by t Ser . .< v) e . .< v) dx , d is the vector 
1.J l.J 

generated by the body and sur.face forces, C is the Mx N matrix of 

constrains, f a. generated by u -u ~ 0 
T\ T\ 

on r in the definition of the 
c 

admi s sible s et of displacements K . Here N represents a double 
h 

number of points of triangulation in which the displacement is 

no t pres cribed and M is the number of points of triangulation on 

the contact boundary r . 
c 

In the present study our inves tigations of the human joint is 

based o n the simple model, whi c h assumes the a c etabulum as being 

rigid and the hip j o int as bei ng elas tic and h a ving the ve ry 

s imple form of' a we dge. The r e f o r e in the acetabulum the d ispla-
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cement vector u and the stress-strain tensor being equal to zero, 

so that we investigate the stress-strain field in the head of the 

hip joint only. Figs 2a,b show the main stresses in the hip joint 

in the case when the hip joint is located by the relatively small 

loaded in the first case and secondly, when the hip joint is si

zably overburdened. The main stresses, given at Fig . 2a, indicates 

that in the whole joint and the femur compressive stresses are 

occurred only <we denote them by --- ><---) . The maximum of com

pressive stresses is in the place where the hip joint is maximal

ly loaded (Fig.2b). Its places where the main stresses have great 

values, these parts of the bone are characterized by a strengthe

ned bone structure. If the hip joint is overburdened, the com

pressive stresses occur in places where the joint is over

burdened. On both sides of the acting overburden force the 

tensile stresses are observed (see Fig . 2b, which are denoted by 

<---->). This fact is also observed in the orthopaedic practice. 

Zones with tensile stresses are characterized by a microcracking 

and in the case of critical overburden by the fracture zones. The 

Fig.3 represents the osteotomy model of the hip joint. 

Fi..g .2a, b . 
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MODELING OF HUMAN LOCOMOTION .AND ITS APPLICATION 
IN OONSTRAOTION OF PROSTHESES 

Victor E. BERBYUK 
Department of controlled systems optimization of Institute 
of Applied Problems of Mechanics and Mathematics Ukrainian 
Academy of Sciences, L'viv, 290601, Ukraine 

Abstract. A mathematical model r.as been proposed to investigate 
of dynamics of a musculo-skeletal system (MSS) of a man both in 
norm and with a below-knee prosthesis. Based on this model com
puter prograrn(CP) has been composed. By means of OP composed the 
series of problems of dynamics of a two-leggal walking, calcula
tion and optimization of consumption of energy on motion , opti
mization of parameters of the construction of art ificial lower 
extremities of a man has been solved. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

To solve the problems of improvement of the existent and 
creation of new efficient lower limb prostheses it is expedient 
to use wide capabilities of mechano - mathematical modeling of a 
human walk process on a prosthetic limb. There were proposed 
earlier mathematical models of biped walk having different deg
rees of adequacy in multitude of worY...s (1-7J. These models were 
used for different purposes: investigation of kinematic, dynamic 
and energetic characteristics of a human gait, a.~ irr.provement of 
prostheses, working out a.~d creation of anthropomorphous walking 
machines. 
But these models don't takes into consideration the principal 
dynamic difference between an intact and prosthetic limbs of 
muscular-skeletal system of a mai.~. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

MSS of a man is simulated by a plane multisegmental system 
of rigid weighty body. This system consists of a.11 inertial body 
(trunk) and two legs. Each leg con.sists of three elements. The 
two elements with weig..~t and inertia model the thigh and shin, 
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while the third weightless and inertiafree element models the 
foot. In addition to the weights of its component parts (the 
trunk, thighs, and shins), the external forces act:L."1g on t he 
mechanism include the interaction forces between the feet and 
the surface, which we replace by principal vector of the plane 
system of reaction forces of the support and pr:U:cipal moment of 
reaction forces of the support, referred to the point cf the 
ankle joint. It is assumed that control moments act in the thigh 
and lrn.ee joints, these moments being treated as internal forces. 
Describing controlled mechanical system is u.sed for modeling of 
human locomotion over a horizontal surface. Tlle equationB of 
motion of this controlled system is written in the forin of 
Lagrange equations of the second kind. To receive 
system of expressions describL"'lg the dynamics of 

a complete 
the MSS of a 

ma..~ with below-knee prosthesis the Lagrange equations has been 
added by cDnditions of a kinetho-static balance of feet under 
the action of ankle moments and the forces of reactions of the 
support. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

There has been set up a successive a.lgori tr"'.:l of solution 
of the problem of a human gait dynamics wit h a ~elow-knee 
prosthesis on a horizontal surface. This algorithm has the next 
important feature. It directly takes into consideration the 
principal dyn3!!11c difference between a.~ intact and prosthet i c 
limbs of a MSS of a man. This is achieved by t11e way of refusal 
from the assumption that the controlling f or ce moments at all 
the joints of a prosthetic limb are the act ive ones. In the 
given paper a mathematical modeling of human gait with a shank 
prosthesis is considered based on a supposition tr..a t a force 
moment at the prosthetic anltle jo:L~t, is a passive one. The 
value of thus moment dependE not only from the gait pattern of 
a man but from a prosthetic constructior.. es well . I::: tt1e 
algorithm proposed this r.as been shown L"l suer .. a wa:,r trmt t he 
moment at the a.Tlkle j oint of the prosthesis (function p (t,C )) 
is assumed as preset one in advance. Thus if to select one or 
another kind of the function p(t,C) with a help of the built 
algorithm it is possible to study the motion of a man with be
low-knee prosthesis of different constructions. Based on this 
algorithm proposed OP has been composed in 0- laIJ.or?Uage. Thi s OP 
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makes it possible: 
1 .to simulate a human locomotion both normal and on artificial 

lower extremities; 
2.bas,ed on preset anthropometric data and kinematics of MSS to 

calculate the forces of ground reaction and the momena of forces 
acting at the joints of legs during the motion of a man along a 
horizontal surface; 

3.to calculate the energy costs required for the preset motion 
of a human 'MSS both normal and on a below-lmee prosthesis; 

4.to solve the problems of optimization based on a minimum of 
of the energy consumption of the laws of human motion with a 
below-knee prosthesis; 

5.to solve the problems of optimization of linear, massiner
tial, resilient and other constructive parameters of below- knee 
prosthes·es aimed of reduction of energ,r costs for ambulation of 
a m&"'1 with prosthetic limb. 

Let's take some results of the use of the developed OP for 
the study of a task of optimization of resilient characteristics 
of the shank prosthesis construction. Let the construction of a 
s.ha:nk prosthesis is designed 1n such a way that 
ankle joint of a prosthetic leg may be 
p ( t )=Ga ( t )+Ka· ( t), where O ,K are the parameters 
concentrated elasticity and viscoelasticity of 

a moment at the 
represented as 
characterizing 

the prosthesis, 
respectively, a(t), a 0 (t)- angle of deviation of the shin from a. 
vertical axis and its a.,..,.gular velocity ., respectively. 
The following problem is f orniula.ted. To define parameters of the 
prosthesis 0=0 , K =K ma.king possible minimal energy costs 

* * 
during human motion with a preset gait. To estimate the energy 
consumption during motion of a man with a shar1k prosthesis was 
accepted the functional [1 ,2J. 

With the help of the GP ·developed a. formulated problem of 
optimization of resilient characteristics of below-knee prosthe
sis ha·d been decided for a number of gait patterns. The 
analysis of numerical results has shown that at a preset gait 
there exist optimal meanings of the parameters O, K, which 
r .equire m1n1ma.l energy costs during ambulation of a man on a 
below-knee prosthesis. With it predicted kinemat ic and dynamic 
charact·eristics of motion of a man on a b.elow - lmee prosthesis 
are well agreed quantitatively and qualitatively with experimen-
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tal data of a biped walk [2J. 

The OP developed rnakJes it possible to display the film 
of motion of a man, graphic dependencies of kinematic dynamic 
and 1energy characteristics of a two-leggal walking. The UBer can 
use efficiently the data bank on the existing prosthetic 
appliance and formulate the recommendations on improvement the 
construction of artificial extremities according to ti1e results 
of solution of optimization problems. The efficiency of CF is 
verified by comparison of the results of simulation of 
walking of a man both normal and on an artificial shin witr .. 
corresponding experimental data. The proposed CP can be lli3ed, in 
particular, for development of Computer Work Stations for 
solution of the problems of biomecha.nics and construction of 
prosthetic applia.i.~ce. It can be utilized for development of 
expert systems 1n making of prosthetic appliance. 

This paper is ar.. extension of the research into bipedal lo
comotion that wa.s undertaken in E~-31. 
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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER 
IN LIVING TISSUE 

Igor Lubashevskii t, Vasil Gafiychuk t 

tTechnological Academy of Russia Federation, 117049, Moscow, Russia 
+Institute for Applied Problems of Mechanics and Mathematics Ukrainian 
Academy of Sciences, 290601, L'viv, Ukraine 

Interest to the problem of mathematical modelling of heat and mass trans
fer in living tissue is partly caused by development of localized hyperther
mia, which is the method of tumor treatment based on selective heat ing 
of the diseased region by external or internal sources up to a temperature 
T+ ,...., 42 - 44°C and maintaining the desired temperature distribution in the 
region for a certain time t ,...., 20 - 60 min. Apparently in that case to opti
mize the treatment mathematical analysis of the temperature distribution is 
required. 

For last years a number of differ·ent approaches to describing heat transfer 
in living tissue has been proposed (1,2]. Within the framework of these 
approaches the obtained final bioheat equation may be written in the form: 

cp ~~ = \l(k\lT) - c* p*j(T - Ta) + q. (1) 

Here T is the tissue temperature, p and c are the density and the heat 
capacity of the tissue, p* and c* are the same quantities for blood, k is the 
t hermal conductivity of the tissue, Ti is the temperature of blood in large 
arteries of systemic circulation and is regarded as a given constant , j is the 
density of the average blood flow rate per unit volume, and q is the rate of 
heat generation. 

A more accurate description of the heat transfer process in living tis
sue is obtained if one takes into account the fact that living tissue form an 
active, highly heterogeneous medium in which blood flow rate is nonlocal 
and substantially depends from temperature distribution. In this paper we 
shall formulate a phenomenological model for the thermal response in living 
tissue under local strong heating that will include these factors. This descrip
tion can also be obtained by a rigorous analysis of the microscopic relat ions 
governing the heat t ransfer process in living tissue and the response of the 
vascular network. 
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The governing equations of this descriptions include the relation between 
j and true blood flow rate Jt which can be expressed in the form 

j - '\1(l~\7J) = Jt (2) 

where 1; :.:::::: k/(pcj) . 
The evolution equation for true blood flow rate may be represented as 

r ~t +it =Jo+ ~ j dr'G(r, r')Jt(r') [T(r') - Ta] (3) 
Qo 

where the transient term allows for a possible time delay T in the vascular 
network response to the temperature variations, j0 is a uniform blood flow 
rate when T = Ta Q0 is the total living tissue domain under consideration, 
G(r, r') is the kernel, rand r' are victors, and .6. is the length of temperature 
survival of the living tissue. 

If we consider the tumor then the temperature response of the vessels 
within a tumor is strongly depressed. This allows us to set 

G(r, r') = 0 (4) 

where the point r' belongs to the tumor domain Qt , i.e. r' E Qi . 
The properties of the given model has been analyzed numerically for the 

ideal thermoregulation when the kernel G( r, r') may be represented approx
imately by the b- function 

G(r, r'):.:::::: 8(r - r')0+(r') (5) 

where 0+ = 0 if r E Qt and 0+ = 1 for r r/. Qt and q = q0exp(- r / >..). 
Characteristics of the transient process for the system being at the state 

{ T = Ta, J = Jo} at the initial time are investigated by solving equation ( 1 )
( 3) ,( 5) . As it should be expected, when ).. » 1 and q0 is not large enough, 
the time increase in the tissue temperature is monotony. However , if the 
quantity qo is sufficiently large and the tissue temperature T attains values 
of order one during a time less than the delay time of vessel response, then 
the tissue temperature can go out of the temperature survival interval for a 
certain time and in the given case the time increase in the t issue temperature 
is nonmonotony. As it should be expected nonmonotony of the transient 
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process becomes more pronounced as the characteristic time r of the vessel 
response and the size of the region affected directly increase. 

We applied our model to investigation of heat transfer in living tissue 
containing a tumor. Typically, for a real tumour response of its vessels to 
temperature variations is depressed ( 4). By computer simulation we obtained 
the distributions of the tissue temperature T( T), the true and averaged blood 
flow rates it(T),j(T). 

As it should be expected, under the ideal thermoregulation the tissue 
temperature can go out of the survival interval in the tumour only, whereas 
in the normal tissue the increase in the blood ft.ow rate keeps tissue temper
ature within this interval. The temperature in the large tumour becomes 
already noticeably different from the normal tissue temperature when the 
latter attains the value T ,..., 0.5Li + Ta and in the normal tissue the blood 
flow rate increases twice. For the small tumour similar difference takes place 
as the normal tissue temperature comes near to the boundary of the survival 
interval (T+ = Ta+ Li) and in the normal tissue the blood flow rate increases 
by tenfolds. 
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ARE BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES TOO COMPLEX TO MODEL? 

Rudibert King 
Institut fiir Mechanik und Regelungstechnik 

Universitat Gesamthochschule Siegen 
FRG 

Abstract. Single cells consist of thousands of different compounds and reactions. Evolution theory tells us that 
none of these compounds or reactions are useless for the cell. Keeping this in mind, the question is addressed on 
which basis a selection of state variables and relation between state variables is possible. It is shown that only 
an interdisciplinary approach covering at least biology, chemical engineering and mathematics shows fruitful 
results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Comparing biotechnical processes with other processes in chemical, electrical or mechanical engineering 

shows fundamental differences. Even for an apparently simple organism, such as E . coli, more than 5000 different 
intracellular compounds are known . Each of these are necessary for growth , production or for other sometimes 
unknown purposes. For some growth conditions all of these compounds show the same specific growth rate , i.e. 
the degree of freedom of the cell reduces to one. So called unstructured models can be used here. For other, 
very often technically interesting conditions the composition of a cell shows a profound dynamical evolution . 
Here, the degree of freedom is large. Structured models are needed . 

To combine both regimes in one model a consideration of all compounds, reactions, and especially re
gulations seems necessary. This is impossible for reasons of complexity. Moreover, even the behaviour of E. 
coli, which is addressed in numerous research projects, is only known for a limited number a environmental 
conditions. For new, technically interesting organisms the situation seems to be worse. However , it is known 
that the basic principles of the cells chemistry applies to all cells. Therefore, a chance exist that at least for 
some classes of organisms for limited and well defined conditions a general model structure based on a reduced 
set of state variables can be given. A selection of these state variables on a rational basis, however, is not 
possible but involves intuition and most desirably an interdisciplinary cooperation or education. 

As an example a highly structured model is outlined with which the very complex behaviour of a bacteria, 
Streptomyces tendae, could be described. A comparison with other Streptomyces strains shows that the basic 
model assumptions hold true for these bacteria as well. 

2. A HIGHLY STRUCTURED MODEL FOR ONE STRAIN 
Cultivating the antibiotic producing strain S. tendae in a batch culture shows some remarkable patterns 

of growth. It is known for all organisms, including bacteria, that so called substantial substrates have to be 
supplied for growth. Among these the carbon, the phosphor and the nitrogen source amount to the largest 
portions. Whenever one of the sources is exhausted growth is supposed to stop . However, S . tendae continue to 
grow after depletion of phosphor or nitrogen, though with a slower growth rate. This can only be explained by 
a growth rate depending on intracellular substances, e.g. intracelullarly stored phosphates and N-compounds. 
As a result an unstructured model is not suitable to describe this strain . 

To analyse the complex growth and production behaviour DNA , RNA and proteins are measured . Three 
distinct phases of growth are found . A first growth phase is characterized by a common exponential growth 
of all compounds as long as all substrates are available in the fermenter broth. In a second phase the total 
amount of DNA in the fermenter increases when phosphor is depleted , i.e. there is still a DNA-duplication. In 
this phase the total amount of RNA is constant, whereas proteins and total cell mass increase, and antibiotic 
production starts. The last phase is characterized by a decline in the amount of RNA , constant amounts of 
proteins and DNA , and an increasing biomass. In case of a nitrogen limitation , DNA increases in the second 
phase too, however, RNA and proteins are degraded, antibiotic production starts. Here, DNA and biomass are 
constant in the third phase, the degradation of RN A and proteins slows down. 

To explain this complex behaviour the central dogma of molecular genetic is considered. It states that 
the information in a cells goes from the DNA over the RNA to proteins and other compounds, Fig. l. These 
macromolecules are synthetised out of precursors which are produced from substrates, respecti vely. 
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Figure I: Outline of the Rows of compounds and information in a cell. - flow of compounds; - - - flow of 
information 

Jensen and Pederson (1) have shown that the production of the macromolecules in Fig. l is highly regulated, 
e.g. by pppGpp and an initiator protein . Hence, whenever a limitation in the production of the precursors 
occurs the metabolism is changed very efficiently such that needless metabolic pathways are cut down. As the 
concentrations of these regulating substances change very fast with respect to the macromolecules, precursors 
and substrates a quasi steady state assumption can be applied during modeling. In the model all biological 
information are translated into apropriate material balances for the internal compounds and substrates. The 
state variables are: D - DNA, R- RNA, Pr -proteins, As - aminoacids, Nu - nucleotides ((d)NTP), U - structural 
elements, A - ammonium, Ph - phosphate, and C - glucose. A material balance for the antibiotic can be added 
readily. 
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Although model ( 1) is metabolically motivated in many parts, it is experimental in nature (2]. This is a result 
of the formal kinetics used for the reaction rates µ; . As an example, after the quasi steady state assumption 
for the initiator protein the rate of DNA-duplication looks as follows: 

t _ 9As(t) 
µo( ) - µom · (t) + K 

9A• Pr As 
9Nu(t) 

(t) + }
.,, · 9R(t) · go(t) 

9Nu '"Pr-Nu 
(2) 
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in which 9i represents the internal concentration of substance i. 
The parameters of the model are identified with methods of nonlinear optimization by fitting several 

different experiments at the same time. Fig. 2 shows a comparison between measured and simulated values. In 
the meantime this model could be applied with great success in the context of optimal control [3]. 
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Figure 2: Comparison between measured and simulated values with Ci = m ;/V: i = x - b iomass (o) ; C - glucose 
(x) ; A - ammonium(o); Ph - phosphate (x); D - DNA (x); W - Nikkomycin (o); with x; = m;/m: 
i =As - amino acid(-); Nu - nucleotides (- - -); with Yi= m;/V: i = R- RNA+0.25*DNA {o) ; Pr 
- proteins+As (x) 

3. OTHER STREPTOMYCES STRAINS 
Summarizing the effort needed to build up the outlined model it has to be concluded that a considerable 
amount of time was necessary to cope with the complexity of the biological system. If this is true for every 
new strain the financial benefit is a crucial question in an industrial environment. However, it can be shown 
that the observation of the three different growth regimes with typical patterns of synthesis and degradation of 
macromolecules can be found for other Streptomycetes too. To illustrate this the time axes of the three phases 
are normalized in Fig . 3 for different strains individually, such that corresponding phases coincide. From these 
results it is believed that the basic structure of the proposed model can be applied as well for other strains. 
The effort of modeling 'reduces' to parameter identification and to minor changes in formal kinetics. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of different strains. A phosphate limitation takes place at T =.50 (2] . 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
Biological processes can only be modelled satisfactorily if as much biological information is included as 

possible . However, the complexity of these systems requires some sort oflumping, for which up to now a rational 
basis does not exist. Intuition still plays an import role. The results presented above, however, suggest that at 
least for some classes of biological systems common powerful models can be proposed . 
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Abstract. This paper deals with the study of different ways of describing knowledge about bioprocess that 
could be of interest for integrated advanced control that includes "classical" control loop and supervisory 
control. We successively examine physics law based mathematical modelling, linear black box modelling. 
qualitative physics based modelling, fuzzy modelling, neural network based modelling and rules based 
modelling or Expert Systems.The main interest of this paper is to present approaches that are not closely 
related from a unifying control point of view. 

Key words: Modelling, control, knowledge representation, bioprocess, neural network. fuzzy and 
qualitative representations , artificial intelligence, integrated control. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The monitoring and control of bioprocesses is difficult. These processes are non-linear, time-varying and 

living cells are involved. So modelling of these systems is tedious and the lack of sensors for measuring the 
biological variables makes things sti ll more difficult. · 

So, to face these problems, the temptation is high to resort to alternative approaches such as Expert 
systems, neural networks or fuzzy sets. Very often, such approaches are used to try to deal with the lack of 
knowledge about the system. For example, fuzzy systems are used to model an unprecise understanding of the 
behaviour of the process. 

However, a thorough analysis of these modelling approaches shows that things are a little bit more 
complex. The goal of this paper is to present various modelling techniques and to try to see how they can 
improve the representation of the knowledge about a bioprocess. The first point, that we willl discuss, is the 
monitoring or control purpose for which a non classical modelling approach could seem as being relevant. 

Then we will present several techniques ranging from the classical mathematical or black box modelling 
approaches to some rather recent ones such as neural networks, ·experts systems , qualitative and fuzzy 
modelling approaches. As we are interested in the modelling for process control , it seemed important to us to 
highlight how the state and its evolution can be represented. 

After this quick overview, we will propose some ideas that can be considered as a first step to a multi 
representation approach wi~h bioprocess supervision .as an objective. 

2. ABOUT MODELS USED .FOR BIOPROCESS CONTROL 
Bioprocess modelling is one of the main bocdeneck for control and monitoring. Models are difficult to build 

because bioprocesses are complex, time-varying and experiments are difficult to carry out. On the other hand, 
heuristic knowledge is not always used 1• An improvement of the performances of the task using the model 
could be expected if we could use the full knowledge about the process. So the question is :"In what specific 
area is it possible to improve performances with a better representation of the knowledge ?". We can 
distinguish three main uses of models in the process control area: 

(i) estimation of non measurable variables, 

1 A good example of that is the modelling of the specific biomass growth rate: as expressing them as a 
function of the biological variables is difficult, an interesting approach has been to consider them as a time
varying parameter that is estimated on-line (1). However, in this approach, it is not possible to represent that if 
the sustrate concentration is equa'I to zero. then the growth rate is also equal to zero. 
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{ii) regulation of some concentration such as the substrate concentration, 
(iii) optimisation 
(iv) and supervision of the process including fault diagnosis and help to the operator. 

2 

For applying estimation techniques, we need a very precise dynamical model handling numerical values. 
So no improvements can be obtained in using a model that is not into a mathematical fonn. Much of the same 
could be said for optimization. For regulation purposes, a less precise model is sufficient, but a good 
compromise robustness/perfonnances requires a ra,ther good model. So, in our opinion the only area for which 
an approximate model could be sufficient is supervision. Indeed, that kind of model can be sufficient for 
keeping the process around the operating what can be very helpful for the operator as soon as the system is 
complex. 

In this study, our goal is to find out a way to represent the process, that can be not exhaustive, but that 
allows to describe unprecise knowledge of any kinds: qualitative, quantitative, heuristic and logical for 
example. So with this objective in mind, looking at modelling approaches from various horizons may be 
fruitful. 

3. MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
The main motivation to use mathematical models is that these models have real physical significance 

describing internal physical states of the bioprocess. Every variable has a physical signification and the 
equations are written to express a physics or chemistry law. 

Basically, these models are obtained in writing the mass and energy balances equations. In these equations, 
two kinds of parameters appear: the yield coefficients, such as Yxs, and the kinetic parameters, such as the 
specific growth rate Most often, these parameters depend on the state variables according to a law which is 
difficult to establish. 

Representation of the s,tat,e and its evolution 
The state of the system is described by the state variables and its evolution is governed by a set of non linear 

differential equations. Given an initial state, the set of differential equations and the values of the input that 
are applied to the system, the evolution of the state variables as a function of time can be computed. 

Interest and !limitation for pl'ocess control 
This type of model is well suited to the simulation of the behaviour of a system. It can also be used for 

control design (7) , either with predictive control algorithm. or with non-linear control techniques if the model 
is not too complex. However, as non-linear systems theory is in development, there is no methodology for 
designing control algorithms based on non-linear systems, that can guarantee the desired perfonnances and 
basic properties of the control loops. such as stability and robustness. Moreover, if we want to take into account 
the effect of environment variables such as pH, temperature, which can easily be used to control the process, 
the complexity of this kind of model will increase quickly, mainly because they act non linearly on the kinetic 
parameters. 

4. LINEAR BLACK-BOX MODELS 
To be able to control a system. a basic requirement is to know the effect of a variation of the inputs on the 

outputs of the system. The understanding of the ,inter.nal behaviour of the system is not necessarily needed. 
That is the reason why the black-box models also known as transfer functions have been developed and 
extensively studied in classical control theory. The generic structure fonnulation of a black box model is as 
follows: 

Y(s) -- bo + b,s+ ... bmsnm e- tsU(s) ( . fi ) d Y( ) bo + b,z+ ... bmzm -rue ) (d" fi continuot's orm an z = " z z zscrete orm) 
a0 +a 1s+ ... ans a0 +a 1z+ ... anz 

where Y(.) is the output, U(.) the input, 't (r respectively) is the dead time and the coefficients ai and bi are 
the model parameters. They can be estimated by applying an appropriate technique such as least squares 
regression, provided sufficient data y{t) and u(t) are available. Once the parameters have been determined and 
given the appropriate input and output histories, the model can be used to provide predictions of the output. 
This constitutes a simple, but effective mean of predicting the immediate effects of changing process inputs, 
based upon knowledge of its dynamics in the vicinity of some operating point. 

Representation of the s.tate and its e~·olution 
In the state space fonnulation of a black-box model: 

x(t+ l) = F x(t) + G u(t) and y(t)= H x(t) 
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the s,tate of the system is obviously described by the state vector and the evolution can be computed with the 
transi,tion matrix . In the input-output vector, the state of the system is hidden in the vector of the past inputs 
and past outputs. Indeed, it can be shown that the state space fonn of a linear system is equivalent to the inpul
output relationship, which is the ARMAX model for the discrete case or the transfer function G(s) for the 
continuous case. So, the s,tate can be computed from the past inputs and outputs, and in the same way, the 
transition matrix can be obtained from the polynomials A and B. 

Interest and limitation for process control. 
A very nice property of the black box models is that they are linear. Theory for linear systems is very well 

deveioped and a lot of properties, such as stability or robustness, are easy to study. For small deviations around 
a steady state point, a black box model is well suited to describe the system. Unfortunately, in bioprocess 
control, we are often interested in batch or fed-batch modes, for which there are no steady state. 'That is the 
reason why this kind of model is usually not used and tha't non-linear models based on mass balances are 
preferred. 

5. QUALITATIVE PHYSICS BASED MODELLING 
Qualitative reasoning was introduced as a formalism for reasoning about physical systems that captures 

many of features of human reasoning. It is especiaUy useful for modelling complex processes where the 
governing equations are known in sparse detail, such as bioprocesses (7). Qualitative modelling reduces the 
quantitative precision of real values variables by replacing them with quantitative variables that belongs to a 
set of linguistic values, usually +, 0 and -. The behav,iour of a physical system is described by the qualitative 
value of the state and of its first and second derivatives. Qualitative operators are introduced for combining 
qualitative values. The propagation of the state is made based on the Qualitative Differential Equations that 
can be seen as some constraints ,to generate all possible successive states from the active state. 

This kind of model is built from the mathematical model based on mass balances, where the real values 
variables are replaced by a qualitative variable and the parameters are replaced by their sign. 

Representation of the state and its evolution. 
The state of 1the process is described by the qualitative value of the state variables. Evolution of the system 

can be predicted with the confluences equations. However, the time is not explicitly handled by this type of 
model, which gives only the chronology of the evolution, but not the s tate variables as a function of time. 

Interest and limitation for process control. 
Qualitative models that we presented are not precise enough and often leads to an very large number of 

solutions for the system evolution. Some improvements have been proposed such as "order of magnitude 
reasoning" (1 1). Qualitative model are not really applied for process control but rather for diagnostic tasks. 
They can be used to infer a causal explanation of a behaviour with an incomplete knowledge of the behaviour 
model. 

6. FUZZY MODE LLING FRAMEWORK 
Very often the bioprocesses are characterized by the fact that information available for the description of 

their behaviour is sem.iquahtative (experience). Semiquantitative information is something that has not yet 
been fully accepted by bioengineering science. Probably the main reason for this is the fact that it is very 
difficult to incorporate sem.iquantitative information into conventional mathematical models. Fuzzy modelling 
offer a way to put subjective infonnation into a form acceptable for computers (6) . 

The main idea of fuzzy set theory is thait the logical values true ( 1) and false (0) are replaced by 
continuously graded values throughout the ho'le interval (0, I). Fuzzy theory permits a value of a linguistic 
variable. (e.g. "low", "high") to be represented and processed by a computer. The representation of such values 
is performed by using membership functions. A membership function of a linguistic variable associates with 
each possible value of a variable a real number from the interval (0, l ). This real number represents the grade of 
membership of the variable in the particular fuzzy set. 

Representation of the state and its evolution 
Fuzzy sets modelling .are a way to represent the state; instead of using quantitative values, the state 

variables are represented by grade of membership to a set of fuzzy sets. The transition function can then be 
given by a table with two entries; the state and the input at time t to which is associated the state at time t+ I. 

Most often fuzzy control do not use an explicit model of process that is to say a model capable of predicting 
the evolution, but rather an implicit of it namely a model that give the action to applied as a function of the 
error, (and of its derivate) between a measurement and a setpoint. So fuzzy theory can be seen as a kind of 
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interface :between numeric values, (e.g. the output error), and symbolic human knowledge. Add in this case, the 
state is in a numeric form . 

.Interest .and limitation for proces.s ,control. 
Fuzzy set theory :seems to be a nice way of interfacing quantitative and qualitative knowledge. Human 

knowledge can be expressed in a simple manner through rules involving linguistic variables. But currently 
fuzzy controller is still limited, for example, process with dead time are not handled correctly. 

7. NEURAL NETWORKS BASED MODELS 
Neural networks (NN) seems to be an interes,ting tool for modelling and control purposes because they are 

abile to represent an arbitrary nonlinear mapping (4). The utility of NN in providing viable process models has 
been demonstrnted in 1lhe area of chemical systems , where lhe te·chnique was used to successfully characterise 
two non-linear systems as well as interpret biosensor data (2). In the area of bioprocess (13) have used a NN to 
predict the biomass in a continuous mycelial cuhivation and in a fed-batch penicilin cultivation (12) used a NN 
for the on-1line prediction of biomass and subsuate in a continuous stirred tank reactor. 

NN's are made up of a number of simple, highily connected processing elements (PE) called neurons. A 
neuron has several inputs connections and one or more output connections and typically the NN are organized 
into layers with each PE in one layer. Associated with each connection is a weight w and each PE is a state 
(usuaUy on or off). Together these weights and states represent the distributed data of the network. The 
weights of a network together represent an energy surface, and ,their actual values determine the set of patterns 
recognisable by the network. During pattern recognition, each PE operates as a simple threshold device. A PE 
sums all the weighted inputs (multiplying 'the connection weight by the state of the previous layer PE) and then 
applies a 1threshold function, such as a sigmoid function. 

The NN must be trained in order to model a system, i.e. the weights w must be chosen in a way that the 
outputs of the network fits with the output of the system at a given input signal. To do this, several procedures 
are used. One of the most popular is the back propagation procedure which adjusts the weight of the 
connections ito minim..ize the diffey;ence 1between the actual output of the network and the desired input, so the 
network is said trained if dhe difference between the actual output of the network and the desired input is 
acceptable low. The NN is then used for ,its purpose and the weights are fixed .. 

The choice of the configuration of the NN depends on the task to be performed. For modelling physical 
systems, a feed-forw<ll'd layered network is used which consists in a layer of input neurons, a layer of output 
neurons and two or more hidden layers (13). 

Rep.resentation of the state and its evolution 
NN's could be seen as the non-hnear version of Black-Box modelling. The state is represented by the inputs 

and outputs while the evolution function is the neural network, which is nothing else than a static non-l inear 
function. 

Interest and limitation. for proces.s control. 
From the control theory view point the ability of NN's to deal with non-linear systems, e.g. to represent 

non-linear mappings or to model non-linear systems is t:he characteristic the most important given that 
bioprocesses are systems strongly non-linear. They can be exp'loited in the synthesis of non-linear controllers 
(9). The most important limitation is the lack of a methodology to configurate the NN, e.g. how many 
layers/PE are required to achieve a specific degree of accuracy for the process to be modeled.Another important 
limitation is the static characteristic of the NN that prevents to represent well the dynamic systems like 
bioprocesses. 

8. RULES BASED MODELS 
Not all bioprocesses can be represented completely by exact mathematical models which. in fact, is 

frequently needed for modern process control. For the control of a bioprocess, a priori knowledge exists which 
cannot be readily incorporated as a mathematical model but which can be represented by language-based-rules, 
such as /FITHEN conditions (rules). Rules should 1themselves !be capable of expressing dynamic relationship. 
'(8) 

An expert system (ES) is a software-based system that describes the behaviour of an expert in some field by 
capturing the .knowledge of one or more rexperts in the form of rules and symbols. At a minimum, the system 
has three parts. First it has a collection of rules called the rule base which consists in number of production 
rules of the form IFrrHEN. The first half of each rule expresses a condition which, if true, indicates that it is 
appropriate to perform the action expressed in the second half of the rule. A second part is the collection of 
facts. Sometimes these are embedded in the rule base along with the production rules, and sometimes they are 
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contained in a separate knowledge base. The third part of an ES, the inference engine is the active portion of 
the system. It performs two main functions: it matches the current state of the facts against the conditional part 
of the rules to generate a list of matching rules; and it selects one or more of these matching rules to "fire" or 
execute the action part of the rule. 

Representation of the state and its evolution 
Using the rules, in the condition part of the rules a process state is described. If this state is present (state), 

then the action part (evolution) of the rule will be executed. For example, in the next rules we can identify the 
state of the process and clearly identify the action (evolution) in response of this state: 

IF DO gradient > 20% and it is the exponential growth phase and the aeration rate was not increased 
during the last 15 min THEN conclude that there is a bad state and activate induction procedure. 

Interest and limitation for process control. 
Only, applications of ES's from research laboratories have been described. In these applications ES's which 

are rule-based systems containing IFffHEN rules, were combined with others techniques and were used mainly 
for the supervision, fault diagnostic, optimization and control of bioprocesses (1)(8)(5) . Some of these systems 
permit more than one knowledge representation technique such as objects and procedures. ES approach works 
well when the problem has a reasonably accessible set of rules , with a clearly identified expert who is available 
to help to build the system. However, this approach stumbles when the problem cannot easily solved with 
known rules or when multiple experts disagree on how to solve it. Another limitation in the development of 
ES's is the problems about the coherence or consistency of the rules base, which at present, are not resolved yet. 

9. TOWARDS A MULTI REPRESENTATION APPROACH 
From this quick review of some of the main ways to represent knowledge, it appeared to us that there were 

no approach that would be suited for our needs, that is to say that would be able to represent some quantitative 
knowledge as well as some qualitali ve one. 

The first idea that would be to replace a classical model by a qualitalive or fuzzy approach is, in fact, not 
interesting: indeed we have to lose some information that we have with a classical model and that can not be 
correctly represented with a qualitative model. The same can be said for rule based models: they are clearly 
devoted to representation of logical information, which is in fact poor. As to neural networks models, they can 
be seen as a non linear function, and from a process control point of view, we feel that problems that arise from 
them, in particular about their training, are not completely solved. 

So. we feel that progress can be made only in using a multi-representation approach, which would be able 
to retain the benefits of tradionnal approaches while improving the modelling of unprecise knowledge. There 
are two ways to imagine such a new appraoch: 

(i) either, in designing a new kind of variables, derived from real values, that would able to better 
represent unprecise information. For example, stochastic modelling is an attempt in that direction. 

(ii) or in trying to make several representations coexist. For example, we could imagine to use a classical 
model for describing the process around the operating point while re lying on rules based model far from it. 

The first approach has the advantage to be coherent by construction, but possibly could lack of flexibility. 
The second seems to be more flexible, but could be difficult to manage. For example, problem 'of switching 
from a representation to another could be difficult to solve properly. The problem is opened. 

10. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we dealt with the problem of the knowledge representation for bioprocesses with a view to 

process control. 
First, we tried to analyze the modelling limitations of tradional approaches. We pointed out that supervision 

is the only field for which a better organization of the different kinds of the available knowledge about the 
process could be of interest. Indeed, estimation and contro l techniques require a rather good model and its 
quality is closely related to the performances of the algorithms. On the other hand, supervision has as an 
objective to help the operator and as techniques that are involved are based on the imitation of human 
reasonning, they could benefit from a better use of the available knowledge. 

With this in mind, we have presented some modelling approaches that could seem relevant for improving 
the knowledge representation. We successively examined mathematical models, linear black-box models, 
qualitative physics based modelling, fuzzy modelling, neurals network models and rules based models.We tried 
to unify the presentation of each technique from a control point of view mainly in showing how the state and 
its evolution was described. 

It appeared from this review that a multi-representation for bioprocess modelling could be useful for 
supervision purposes . We think that such an approach would be especially re levant for biotechnological process 
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and that a lot of progress could be made while opening interesting research perspectives, such as estimation 
techniques for that kind of models. 
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Abstract. The paper presents a relatively simple model describing the nitrogen dynamics in an alternating waste water 
treaUnent process. Only two components, anunonia and nitrate plus nitrite, are considered, and reaction rates are described 
using empirical expressions. Despite its simplicity, the model serves well for two distinct purposes: as a prediction model 
for use in control strategies and as a steady state (limit cycle) model for process analysis. Nitrification rate limitation at low 
ammonia concentrations is shown to influence model predictions significantly. A correction factor is proposed, which 
allows the less computationally intensive case of zero order kinetics to be employed when limitation occurs. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Activated sludge processes for nutrient and organic removal from waste waters are best described by 
relatively complex models of a mechanistic nature. These models subdivide the sludge into several classes of 
organisms, and subdivide the organic matter entering and within the process into several classes of 
biodegradability (e.g. (2,5]). Combined with the various nutrient species of significance (ammonia. nitrate and 
phosphate), the state vector of these models is large and the number of kinetic and stoichiometric parameters 
are many. Although such models serve well in the design and understanding of nutrient removal processes. 
their application in control strategies is difficult due to computational complexity and the problems of state and 
parameter estimation. 

One approach to model simplification for control purposes is to freeze the slower dynamics of the process. 
The microorganisms serving as biological catalysts are not explicitly modeled. The rates of key reactions such 
as nitrification (the conversion of ammonia to nitrate via nitrite by autotrophic bacteria) and denitrification (the 
conversion of nitrate to nitrogen gas) are described with simple empirical expressions whose parameter 
estimates are updated periodically using on-line measurements. As a result of this simplification. long term 
effects such as changes in population balance cannot be described. However, the models can be used to control 
the process response to shorter term disturbances such as diurnal and weekly variations in inlet water quality. 

This methodology has been applied to an alternating type process (trademark Biodenipho, see e.g. [ 1]) 
designed for the biologically mediated removal of organics, nitrogen and phosphorus from waste waters [3,4,6). 
A characteristic of this process is the semi-batch manner in which nitrification and denitrification are 
performed sequentially in two similar aerobic/anoxic tanks. This imparts the process with a continually excited 
internal dynamic, which provides a rich source of information for the estimation of rate associated parameters. 
The models applied in the previous works describe the dynamics of the major nitrogen containing components 
only, using linear (zero order) expressions for both the nitrification and denitrification rates. This paper 
provides a general framework for these models, as well as examines the effect of describing the rate of 
nitrification with nonlinear (limitation) kinetics. A correction factor is proposed which allows the use of the 
less computationally intensive zero order kinetic model to describe the situation of limitation kinetics. 

2. MODEL EQUATIONS 

The main components of the alternating process and the basic 4 or 6 phase operation cycle are shown in 
Fig. 1. The 4 phase cycle consists only of phases 2, 3, 5 and 6, and limits the aeration time of each tank to a 
maximum of 50% of the cycle. In the current implementation, the aerated phase of each tank begins as 
indicated in the figure but is terminated when the ammonia concentration in the tank falls below a given 
setpoint value. The model equations describe the concentrations of nitrogen as ammonia (NH4-N) and as nitrate 
plus nitrite (NO~-N) in tanks Tl and T2, and account for flow associated transport into and out of the tanks, the 
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conversion of NH4-N to NO.-N by nitrification, and the 
disappearance of NO,-N by denitrification. 

The model is compactly expressed in Eqs. (l) to (4) 
for all flow and aeration patitems shown in Fig. L D is 
the dilution rnte for either tank. C denotes concentration 
wher,e the subscripts a, n, 1 and 2 stand for NH,-N, 
NO~-N .. tank Tl and tank T2, respectively. c.AN .is the 
NH,-N concentration leaving the anaerobic zone. c; ar,e 
switching functions introduced to facilitate this 
representation. c;1,5•6, c;2.3.•• c;1,6, and ~3•4 are equal to l 
during those phases whose numbers appear as subscripts 
and are equal to 0 otherwise. -~ ,js equal to l if aerobic 
conditions exist and is equal to 0 otherwise. rn and rd are 
respectively the rates of nitrification. and denitrification, 
and may be functions of the modeled states (NH.-N and 
NO,-N concentrations) and controlled variables such as 
the dissolved -ox-ygen concentration applied during 
aerated periods. 

~
ED 

9 T2 

AN 

4 tj8 5 tj 8 (tj6) 6 tj 4 (tJ3) 

Fig. I. Phase schedule of the alternating process. 
AN: anaerobic zone; TI , T2: anoxic/aerobic tanks·, 
:SED: final clarifier. The shading indicates when 
tanks may be aerated. The lower right numbers 
indicate the phase duration relative to the cycle 
length r, for the 6 phase (4 phase) schedule. 

fa formulating Eqs. (I) to ( 4 ), tanks Tl and T2 are considered to be well mixed vessels. The release of 
.ammonia due to cell lysis and hydrnlysis, as well as ,the incorporation of nitrogen into new cell mass, are not 
accounted for. Also not accounted for are the transition times between aerobic and nonaerobic conditions, and 
the possibility of simultaneous nitrification and denitrification. Despite its simplicity, the model has been found 
to describe the essential nitrogen dynamics occurring in 1tanks Tl and T2 of a 2800 liter pilot scale process 
reasonably well once sui table expressions for r0 and rd are provided. These expressions are of an empirical 
natufe since neither cel'l mass nor organic maner are modeled. Hence, for control purposes, the parameters in 
these expressions must be updated periodically based on current process information. 

dCa1 ( AN ) ---cif = s1.s.s · D · Ca - Ca1 + 

~3.4 • D ·(Cai - Ca1)-~02 · rn 

dCa2 ( AN ) ---cit =s2.3 .4 • D· Ca - Ca2 + 

dCn1 . ---cif = -c;;1,s.s · D · Cn1 + c;3,4 · D · (Cn2 - Cn1)+ 

~ 02 . r n - ( 1 - s 02) . r d 

(l) Neither the settler nor the anaerobic zone are 
explicitly described in Eqs. ( l) to ( 4 ). It is assumed 
here 1that no appreciable denitrification occurs in the 
settler, and that the settler can be described as a well 

(2) mixed vessel with respect to soluble components. In 
this case, effluent concentrations can be calculated 
based on the dynamics of tanks Tl and T2. The 

()) iNO,·-N content of the inlet sewage water is negligible, 
and any NO,-N recycled to the anaerobic zone from 
the settler is denitrified completely within this zone. 
Hence the NO.-N concentration leaving the anaerobic 
zone is identically zero. Furthermore, the NH4-N 

( 
4

) entering with the inlet sewage water (generally in the 
range of 30 ,to 50 mg/liter) is far greater than that 
whi·ch is recycled to the anaerobic zone from the 
settler (normally less than 2 mglliter). The nitrogen 

dynamics in the en.tire process can therefore be described to a good approximation by neglecting the effect of 
the two tanks' output to the settler on the two tanks' input from the anaerobic zone. or equivalently, by 
considering only the dynamics of the two tanks .as done in Eqs. ( l) to ( 4). 

3. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS 

The model given by Eqs. (1) to (4) is inherently nonlin.ear due to the dependency of ~2 on the NH4-N 
concentration. An important distinction to lbe made regarding computational effort is whether the model is 
linear or nonlinear with respect to the reaction kinetics. The former case reduces to the solution of a set of 
algebraic equations as iHustr.ated below. For d ile latter case, more computationally intensive nonlinear 
integration. routines are required. T.here are two distinct manners in which the model can be employed, either as 
a prediction model in control algorithms or as a steady state (i.e. limit cycle) model for process analysis. The 
prediction model involves a forward simulation starting from known (measured) concentrations in both tanks 
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and given (estimated) rate expressions. All or part of the Eqs. (l) to (4) have been employed as a prediction 
model in three control schemes to date: To determine the desired denitrification rate in a strategy involving the 
controlled addition of an external organic source to the denitrifying zone [J); to determine the desired 
nitrification rate in a strategy involving control of the dissolved O:\')'gen concentration setpoint [4]; and to 
determine the desired cycle length [6]. The solution to the prediction model is straightforward and has been 
shown for the case of zero order kinetics and the 4 phase operating schedule in [4). 

The steady state model describes the situation when process conditions have been constant long enough so 
that the nitrogen dynamics have attained a limit cycle. In this case only one of the two tanks need be considered 
(here, tank T2), since the dynamics in one tank will be identical to the other tank delayed by half a cycle. The 
limit cycle solution is found by solving the equations for one complete cycle in an iterative fashion until initial 
and final concentrations are identical. Since tank T2 is decoupled from tank Tl in phases 2 through 5, phase 2 
is used as a Starting point for each iteration. In phases 6 and 1, the already calculated solutions of tank T2 in 
phases 3 and 4, respectively, are taken as the solutions for tank Tl . For each iteration, the time point of 
stopping aeration must be found. In the case that zero order kinetics are employed for denitrification, 
appropriate steps must be taken to avoid unrealistic negative concentrations. 

phase NH,-N equations NO, -N equations 

2 Ct2/2 t= t1 AN 
(5) ct=/2 c'"'' ( r d re ) ( 11) a2 =C,2 ·<l>(t2-t1)+Ca .f(t2 - t,) n2 = n2 · <l> f2 - I,) - - · f2 - f 1 D 

3 c1=13 c'='2 c cAN re > (6) cl=/3 t=t2 <l>( r d re ) ( 12) a2 = a2 ·<l>f3 - f2)+ a • f3-f2 n2 = Cn2 · f3 - 12) - - · l3 - 12 D 
4 c:;· = c~;3 . <t>Ct4 - t3 ) + ( c:N - ~) . nt .. - t3) (7) c~;· = c~J3 . <t>{t4 - tJ> + ~ · ru .. - b) ( 13) 

5 c1=15 c1=1, 
a2 = 8 2 -rn ·(ls-t .. ) (8) c 1='5 c 1=1, < > n2 = n2 + r n . t 5 - t 4 (14) 

6a esp c'='s (t (CAN fn) ( a = a2 · <l> n - ts ) + a - D · r tn - fs) (9a) C~~n = c~;s · <l>(t,, - ls) + <rn ;' d) · ret,, - Is) ( 15a) 

+ D · ( c;12 - C!N) ·(In - Is) · <l>(t,, - Is) + ( D · c~;2 + r d) · < · <l>(t,, - t s) 

6b c;;s = C!p · <l:J(fs - t,, ) + C!N · f(fs - f,,) (9b) ct=ts 1=/n 2r d ( ) 
n2 =C,,2 · <l>(ts-t,,)- 0 -rte-t,, ( !Sb) 

+D . ( c;'2 - c:N) . (te - t,,)- <l>(ts - fs ) +( D · c~J2 +r d) ·(Is - t,,) · <l>(ts - Is) 

c~' = c:=;s . <l>(t,) + ( C!N - ~). f(t,) ( 10) c~=;1 = c~;s . <l>(t,) + (r,, ;'d) . f(t,) (16) 

+ o. ( cZ''3 - c:N + ~) . t, · <t>(t, > + ( D · c~J3 - r a) · t 1 · <l>(t 1) 

in the above, <l>(-r) = exp (-0 · <) and r(1) = 1 - exp(-0· t) 

The steady state 6 phase solution to Eqs. (l) through (4) is illustrated in Eqs. (5) to (16) for the case of zero 
order kinetics. where r,, and r0 are constants. The limes t,, and t1 through t6 denote when aeration in tank T2 is 
stopped and the ends of phases l through 6, respectively. C/P is the setpoint concentration of NH~-N at which 
aeration is stopped. Eqs. (5) to {16) specifically apply for when tn occurs in phase 6 and when NO,-N does not 
disappear at any time. If f

0 
occurs elsewhere or if NO,-N disappears completely before aeration is due to 

resume, Eqs. (5) to (16) will take on a different form. Since Eqs. (5) to (10) for NH,-N are decoupled from Eqs. 
(l 1) to (16) for NO.-N, the solution is found more efficiently by first finding the limit cycle for NH,-N. 

4. ZERO ORDER VS. NONLINEAR KJNETICS 

The reaction rates in the pilot scale process appear to be well described by the Monod type limitation 
kinetics given by Eq. ( 17) for nitrification and Eq. ( 18) for denitrification, with half saturation constants lying 
in the range ofO.l to 0.8 rng/liter for kNH.f and 0.1to0.2 mg/liter for kNOx· This is illustrated in the comparison 

(17) 

(18) 

between calculated and measured concentrations shown in Fig. 2. A precise 
value for either half saturation constant is difficult to judge from pilot plant 
data, as inaccuracies and noise in the measurement system influences 
strongly their estimation. Hence the rather large range quoted here for kNH4 . 

These value ranges somewhat agree _with those suggested in [2]. 
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mglliter 

• 2 • 

• • • 

t:ank T2 

'21 
hours 

Fig. 2. Pilot plant measurements (symbols) and model 
. simulations using Eqs. (17) and (18) with rn"'"'= 0.13 
mg/l/min, k~= 0.35 mg/l, rt•"= 0.14 mg/l/min and 
kNox =O. 15 mg/I. Here, on! y phases 2 and 5 were 
implemented. in order to isolate tank T2 from tank TI . 

Due to the low value range for kNox and since 
model predictions are not very sensitive to kN0 ,, good 
:r;esults can be obtained using zero order kinetics for 
the denitrification rate (ktv0 ,=0 in Eq. (18)). On the 
other hand, kNH4 has a strong influence on model 
predictions even when low values are assumed. This 
is illustrat,ed in Fig. 3 which shows the average 
e.ffiuenl concentrations of NH4-N, NO,-N and their 
sum as a function of the cycle length, tc, for several 
values of kNH4 • Fig. 3 was produced from limit cycle 
solutions ito Eqs. (I) to ( 4) using the 4 phase 
operation schedule and with parameter values as 
listed in the figure caption. 

An important distinction exists between the use 
of ze.ro order and limitation kinetics for nitrification . 
As Fig. 3 shows. there is an optimal cycle length, tc *, 
which is a function of inlet and process conditions, 
and which minimizes the steady state average total 
nitrogen concentration in the effluent, Cf,:'1. The 

value oft,* is the cycle length for which NO,-N just disappears when aeration is due to resume (4) . At greater 
cycle lengths, NO,-N disappears sooner, and a period of an.aerobic conditions occurs. At shorter cycle lengths, 
denitrification. does not come to completion in the time available and NO,-N is still present in the tanks when 
aeration resumes. 

If the nitrification rate is Zel'O order (kNH4=0 in Eq. (19)), c:1 is only a weak function oft, for ( <t/, where 
the rise in effluent NH4-N with increasing cycle length is almost equal to a corresponding decrease in NO,-N. 
In this case. operating the process with the minimum feasible cycle length regardless of inlet and process 
conditions could perhaps be justified, since this would minimize effluent NH4-N while not being very distant 
from the minimum value of c~t. 

On the other hand. when limiitation kinetics are 
employed for nitrification. t, *' represents a strong 
minimum both i n the direction of decreasing as well as 
increasing tc, and the avoidance of cycle lengths which 
are too short becomes important. This characteristic 
becomes mor1e prominent as kNH4 increases, and can be 
e;\'Plained as follO\vs The maximum NH.-N 
co:ncentraition attained in the aerobic/anoxic tanks is a 
monotonic function of the cycle kngth. Therefore, wi:th 
rate limitation occurring at low NH4-N concentrations, 
lhe nitrification rate averaged over the entire aerobic 
1period is also a monotonic function of the cycle length. 
Consequently, when deniitrification is limited by the 
time available (i.e. for tc<tc "}, a progressively ksser 
fraction of the incoming ammonia ,can be converted 
completely to nitrogen gas as the cycle length 
decreases, and the effluent totai nitrogen content rises. 
Since the aeration time is automatically varied 
according to when NH4-N in 1th.e .aerobic/anoxic tanks 
drops to a fixed setpoint value, kNH4 has only .a 
marginal effoc1t on the average effluent NH.-N, wi1th the 
greatest influence occurring in the average effluent 
NO~-N. 

As Fig. 3 indicates. the value of t/ a nd the 
corresponding minimum value of Cfnut calculated with 

mgfliter 

10 

e 

8 

e 
i 
a 

····-· ..... 

4 I a: 0 
b: 0.2 

NO,-N 

2 

kNH-4 c: 10.4 
d: 0.6 
e: 0.8 

e 
NH,-N 

0 '--~~~-'-~~~--'-~~~~~~~~ 
50 1'00 150 200 250 

t<, minutes 

Fig. 3. Average effiuent 
calculated with 0=0.05 mi11·1

, 

c .<P=0.5 mg/I, rn=0.15 g/l/min, 
and kNH• in mg/I as shown. 

oncentrations 
( , AN=20 mg/I, 
r, =0.07 g/l/min 
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the steady state model depend strongly on the value of kNH4 employed. The same is true for certain parameters 
derived using the prediction form of the model. Consequently, in addition to the more easily identifiable 
maximum reaction rates. a good estimate of kNH4 is important. Using a wrong value of kNH4 influences model 
predictions mostly by producing a wrong estimate of the time when anoxic (denitrifying) conditions begin. 
Hence, in practice, other factors which can lead to a mismatch between the model predicted and actual onset of 
denitrification (e.g. the transition time between aerobic and anoxic conditions: time delays and errors in the 
measurement system) should also be accounted for. 

A final point to be mentioned here is the choice of the setpoint value C/P, which was fixed at 0.5 mg/liter 
in producing Fig. 3. Increasing (decreasing) c.$/) will tend to counteract the general behavior associated with an 
increase (decrease) in kNH4· Hence, for a given value of kNH4• process behavior with limitation kinetics will more 
closely approach that of zero order kinetics as C/P increases. However, the concentration of NH,-N in the 
effluent is directly proportional to Ca$/)• and hence the generally more stringent regulations on effiuent NH,-N 
content will place an upper limit on the value of C/P which can be applied. 

5. CORRECTION FACTOR 

As indicated above, describing the nitrification rate 
as zero order when limitation kinetics actually apply can 
lead to false conclusions regarding process behavior. This 
is unfortunate since much less computational effort is 

( c~a· - c:) 
( 19) 

required by a model which is linear in the kinetics. The zero order kinetic model can. however, provide a 
reasonably good process description if the maximum nitrification rate. ~ax (for example estimated from data 
when little limitation occurs), is corrected by a factor according to Eq. ( 19). r:nor is the average rate occurring 
during a batch nitrification (i .e. the nitrifying tank is completely isolated throughout the aerobic period) when 
the momentary rate is described by Eq. ( 17). This correction is applied only during phases I , 5 and 6 for tank 
T2 (phases 2, 3 and 4 for tank TI), where c~ax is the initial NH,-N concentration in tank T2 at the start of 
phase 5 (in tank TI at the start of phase 2). Due to the inflow of ammonia from the anaerobic zone, the NH4-N 
concentration in tank T2 during phase 4 and in tank TI during phase I remains relatively high. Therefore. the 
nitrification rate in the tanks during these respective phases is described with r,:"'x , or alternatively, a correction 
according to Eq. ( 17) based on the tank's initial NH,-N concentration when aeration begins. Eq. (19) effectively 
introduces a nonlinear concentration dependency in the nitrification rate. This, however. is done after the zero 
order model has been piecewise analytically integrated. For example, r:nor is substituted for the constant rate r

0 

appearing in the zero order kinetic model (e.g. Eqs. (5) to ( 16)) during the calculation procedure, with C~ax set 
~t4 

equal to the current value of C 82 . 

mg/liter 
9 I Average effluent NH,-N + NO.-N 

8 

7 

I ····· ........ I 
~ 

c 

... 1f'' k,..,.. 

~ . .f a: 0.1 
b: 0.3 
c: 0.5 

6 ;-~~~--,.--~-r-~-,.-~~~~-r-~-,.-~-; 

50 100 150 200 250 
t

0
, minutes 

Fig. 4. Steady state model solutions produced from 
nwnerical integration of the 4 phase nonlinear kinetic 
model (r,, described with Eq. (17), dashed cwves) and from 
piecewise analytical integration (r,, described with Eq. ( 19), 
solid curves). Employed parameter values were as in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 4 shows a comparison between steady state 
solutions produced from the nonlinear kinetic model 
and from the zero order kinetic model using Eq. (19). 
Agreement in the calculated effluent concentration as 
well as in the optimal cycle length, t

0 
*, is good for 

low values of knh4 but becomes progressively worse as 
k0h, increases. The discrepancy which occurs is 
primarily due to neglecting the effects of flow 
transport in deriving Eq. (19). Of particular 
significance is the fact that the use of Eq. ( 19) allows 
the zero order kinetic model to reflect the behavior 
caused by rate limitation where there is a significant 
increase in the average effiuent total nitrogen as (is 
reduced below t, ". 

To point out is the fact that the use of Eq. (19) 
assumes that good estimates of ~ax and k 0h 4 are 
available. A potential alternative possibility of using 
the zero order kinetic model with estimates of the 
average nitrification rate obtained directly from 
measurements rather than with Eq. (19) has not been 
explored by the authors to date. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

A model describing the major nitrogen containing components in an alternating type activated sludge 
pmcess has been presented. Despite its simplicity. the model represents the internal dynamics of this process 
well, and is currently being used both for process analysis and in control strategies under development. The 
simplicity of the model avoids many of the problems associated with parameter and state estimation for waste 
water processes, since the various organic components and bacterial species appearing as states in the more 
complicated models are not included here. Consequently, the model is not suitable for long term prediction or 
detailed design. However, applied in an adaptive fashion. by which estimated values of the few parameters 
contained in reaction rate expressions are periodically updated, the model can be employed in control schemes 
involving a relatively short (e.g. several hours to a day) prediction window. 

Nitrification rate limitati·on at low ammonia concentrations has been found to influence model predictions 
significantly . This has been demonstrated here with regards to the optimal cycle length and the total effluent 
nitrogen concentration determined from steady state model solutions. This limitation should therefore be 
accounted for even at low values of the half saturation constant in a Monod rype reaction rate expression. The 
computational ·effort associated with limitation kinetics is, however. far greater than a model employing zero 
order kinetics, which can be piecewise integrated to form of a set of algebraic equations. To overcome this 
problem a correction to the nitrification rate occurring in the absence of limitation has been proposed, which 
allows solutions close to .those corresponding to limitation kinetics .to be obtained with essentially the same 
computational effort as with zero order kinetics. 

7. LIST OF SYMBOLS 

c., NH,-N in tank Tl, mg/I 

ca2 NH.-N in 1tank T2. mg/I 

c,,, NO.-N in tank Tl , mgl l 

C,,z NO,-N in tank T2, mg// 

c:N NH,-N out of anaerobic zone, mg!/ 

c~ NH,-N setpoint value. mg!/ 

e;out 
nt average effluent total nitrogen. mg.If 

D dilution rate. 111in·1 

kM4 NH,-N half saturati·on constant. mg/ / 
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1\1ATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF BAKER'S YEAST PRODUCTION IN AN 
AffiLIFf TOWER-LOOP REACTOR 

K.-H. Bellgard,t, G. StrauB 
Institute for Chemical Engineering, University of Hannover, Callinstr. 3, D-30167 Hannover 

l. Introduction 
The kinetics of biotechnological processes are determined by the properties of both, the 

microorganisms and the reactor. Many effects which can be important for large-scale production processes 
cannot be covered by unstructured, lumped models. In this paper, a model for baker's yeast fed-batch 
production in an airlift tower loop reactor is presented. The model is then used to analyse the process and 
possible directions for optimization. 

3. Reactor Model 
The reactor model has to describe the time and space-dependent concentrations in the gas and liquid 

phase of the reactor as a function of initial conditions, manipulating variables, and biological reactions of the 
yeast cells. The layout of the reactor and the structure of the model are shown in Fig. l. A distributed model 
was established under the following simplifying assumptions [7]: 

The hydrodynamics are in steady state, there is chum-turbulent flow, ideal mixing in radial direction, 
no dispersion in the gas phase, no dispersion over system boundaries of riser, downcomer and head, 
and a linear pressure drop over the height of the reactor. 

The liquid-phase dispersion model for the main components cell mass, substrate molasses, product 
ethanol, and dissolved oxygen is, in general form, for the concentration c of a component i in the reactor 
segmentj: 

ac .. 
(1-e.)·~ 

J at 
ac .. 

.:: -u 1 .~ + (1-E-)·(k
1

a) .. •(kH.·P.•x .. -c .. ) 
J az J l.J l. J l.J l.J 

aA. 1-e . oc . . iJE , ac. . a2 c . . 
+ E .·(__i.----=i..---.!.l. ~-~ + (1-e.)• l.J) 

lJ oz A . oz oz oz J oz2 
J 

+ QlFi·cie 01z;"cij 
- (1-Ej)·cxj·qij 

HFj•Aj Hj•Aj 

(1) 

The time and space dependency of the variables was not explicitly stated for sake of simplicity. The 
boundary conditions are of Danckwert's type. The following boundary conditions were used to describe the 
coupling of the three subsystems of the reactor at the top of the riser: 

u 1r(O) ocir(O) 
~~-==~~~-•(c . d(O) - cir(O)) + = O 
Elr·(l-Er(O)) 

1 az 
(2) 

u ld (Hd) acid (Hd) 
~~.=..;;;;'--...:;;......~~•(cik(O) - cid(Hd)) + 
Eld. (1-Ed(Hd)) 

= 0 
(3) 

oz 
(4) 

In airlift reactors, the hydrodynamics and flow characteristics are controlled by the aeration rate which, 
therefore, also ,influences the mass transfer and mixing properties. Some of these parameters were measured by 
-0ur co-workers [5,6]. The following correlations wer·e used for the dispersion coefficients, transport 
parameters, and gas holdup: 

E1 = l . 23·ct1 • 5
u 9°·5 

(k1a>or·Hd 2· [ugr]0.87. [1 

ulr ulr 

-1 
+ Ad] 

Ar 
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Towel & Ackerman [3] (5) 

Bello et al. [2] 
(6) 



<k1a>oct 0.89· (k1 a>or (7) 

<k1a>ok = 0 Oll·u 0 · 82 
• g Kastanek (3] (8) 

u
9

r{z) 
Hills [4] 

(9) 
Er { Z) = 

u >o.9:3 0.24 + 1.35· (ugr(z) + lr 
Ed { Z) = 0.89 · Er(z) Bello et al. (2] (10) 

Ek ( Z) = 0.63·ugk(z)0 . 775 Weiland [8] (11) 

The interesting components of the gas phase are oxygen and carbon dioxide which are advantageously 
described by their mole fractions. The model equations of the gas phase are 

p. ax . . p. ax . . (12) 
e . • ..:....L.~ = -u .---=..J . gi.J - (l-E · ) · (k a) . . • (k . •P .· x . . -c .. ) 
J R·T at 9 JR·T az J 1 l.J Hi ) gi.J l.J 

The cell model for the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae determines the metabolic activity, expressed by 
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Schematic diagram of the fed -batch airlift reactor (2 m3 pilot plant, reactor high 24 m) and 
schematica) representation of the subsystems riser, downcomer, and head 
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the specific reaction rates qi.i in Eq. 1 as a function of the liquid phase concentrations. For this study, the 
model of Bellgardt was usfu (1). For fed-batch production, the long-term regulation of the pathways for 
gluconeogenesis and respiration can be neglected. 

4. Simulation studies of the fed-batch airlift reactor 
After verification of the model with experimental data, simulation studies for the pilot plant were 

carried out to investigate the influence of non-ideal mixing and concentration gradients. Some results are 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The concentration profiles (not given) are relatively flat and the cell mass could be 
considered as a lumped variable. Nevertheless, the yeast metabolism switches from fermentative with ethanol 
production to oxidative with ethanol uptake during each circulation. Under the given operating conditions, 
ethanol is mainly produced in the head space of the reactor. In downcomer and riser there are both, ethanol 
production and uptake (Fig. 3); ethanol is produced in the upper parts, where the oxygen trans fer is lowest. At 
these points there is also a slightly higher sugar concentration due to distributed feeding over the height of the 
reactor. In in the lower parts of the system ethanol uptake can be found. It is clear that such a mixed 
metabolism influences significantly the overall kinetics of the process. 

The analysis reveals that for the given system substrate feeding in the riser is not optimal, because the 
substrate concentration is highest just in those parts of the reactor where the oxygen supply is low. This limits 
the productivity, because the substrate flow rate has to be kept low to avoid Joss of yield. It can be concluded 
that, here, a substrate feeding in the downcomer would be favourable. This was confirmed in simulation 
studies. 

5. List of Symbols 
A Area of reactor, m2 

kH Henry constant, mole(Nm)" 1 T Temperature , K 
c . k -3 Velocity, ms· 1 c oncentrat1on, gm k1a Volumetric mass transfer u 

d Diameter, m coefficient, h" 1 x Mole fraction 

~ 
Dispersion coefficient, ms·2 p Pressure, Pa t Time variable, h 
Height, m q,r Specific reaction rate, h" 1 z Location variable, m 

OTR Total Oxygen transfer rate, Q Flow rate, m3h"1 
E Relative gas holdup 

-3h-l R Gas constant, Jmor1K- 1 gm 
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Fig. 2 Simulation (lines) and experimental data (symbols) for a fed-batch cultivation (-- = Averaged 
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Subscripts 
d Downcomer 
e Substrate intlow 
E Ethanol 
F Substrate feed 
g Gas phase 
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A knowledge-based sofware for modelling biochemical processes - a typical 
application in pH control 

Abstract 

Mondher Farza and Arlette Cherny 

Laboratoire d'AulOmatique de Grenoble. UA CNRS 228, BP 46, 
F-38402 Saint Martin d'Heres, France. 

In this paper, we'll present a knowledge-based software devoted to modelling of biochemical 
processes. The main functional capabilities of this software are illustrated through a typical 
example dealing with pH dynamical modelling and control in a microbial culture. 

Introduction 

Mathematical models are recognized as interesting and useful tools in systems analysis, in 
process control and in experimental design. Their use in the chemical engineering has met with 
considerable success, and they are becoming standard tools in process engineering practice. In 
contrast, the existing mathematical models are rarely fully trusted by investigators in 
biochemical engineering. This is because the biological behaviour has a complexity 
unparalleled in other fields: since bioprocesses involve living organisms, their dynamics are 
often poorly understood. strongly nonlinear and non-stationary. The reproducibility of 
experiments is uncertain and the model parameters do not remain constant over long periods, 
due to metabolic variations and physioiogical modifications. Nevertheless, mathematical 
models, being the representation of our understanding and the condensed version of our 
knowledge, are necessary for bioreactor design and the successful formulation of a meaningful 
process control algorithm so that the final ob_iective of process optimization can be achieved. 
Therefore, it is interesting to develop software systems for computer-aided modelling devoted 
to biochemical processes. 

The CAMBIO softwaf'e 

CAMBIO, the computer-aided modelling software we propose, is a dedicated workstation 
providing for easy and interactive modelling and simulation of biochemical processes [ 4]. It 
allows expression of the user knowledge in a concrete form which can be built up into a 
functional diagram. This diagram has to exhibit the most relevant components of the process 
with their related interactions. 
In order to build up this diagram, CAMBIO provides the user with a set of graphical tools and 
mnemonic icons. It aHows the user to choose lhe elemen·ts of the diagram from within menus 
where graphics symbols are displayed. These symbols are associated to typical components 
and reactions proposed by CAMBIO. Indeed, CAMBIO classifies all reactants involved in a 
bioprocess into different typical funaions as substrate, biomass, enzyme, etc (Figures 1 and 2). 
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Similarly, biological and physico-chemical reactions are classified into different types and a 
graphical symbol is associated to each typical reaction (Figures 3 and 4). 
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Fig. 3. Typical reactions implied in a bioprocess 
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Fig. 4. Different configurations of a biological growth reaction, with one substrate 

CAMBIO also offers the possibility of accounting for input and output flow rates of bioreactors 
(Figure 5). Two kinds of components could be added to the medium: the first consists of 
components which will be directly implied in a biological reaction (as substrate for example); 
the second deals with components only implied in. acid-base reactions and which are added with 
a view to pH control [3]. 
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Thus, the software provides the model designer with all elements he needs to build up a 
functional diagram: first he has to choose the variables implied in the bioprocess. then organize 
them into a diagram by using typical reactions. By taking advantage of the knowledge included 
in the functional diagram, CAMBIO automatically generates the dynamical material balance 
equations of the process in the form of a mixed algebraic-differential system. Each differential 
equation corresponds to a material balance associated to a variable which is not an acid neither a 
base form. The algebraic equations are associated to acid-base reactions which instantaneously 
reach the steady state, in comparison with biological reactions. 

Modelling of a typical biochemical process with CAMBIO 

Let's consider an example dealing with a growth reaction i.e. a biomass (BIO) is growing by 
consuming a substrate (SUB). We suppose that the substrate in the reactor exits in an 
associated form (ACI) and a dissociated form (BAS) which are respectively an acid and a base 
form. The predominance of each form varies according to pH. The operating mode of the 
bioreactor is supposed to be continuous: the reactor is continuously fed with the substrate 
influent ; the outflow rate is equal to the inflow one. and the tank is filled so that the volume of 
the culture remains constant. 
We suppose that substrate is an acid compound and then pH in the reactor becomes lower and 
lower as the substrate is added. Therefore. in order to keep pH constant, some basic material, 
in this case NaOH solution, should be added in the reactor. 

l TYPICAU:XAMPI..£ • pli CONTROL 

- - - . - ... . . .. - . - ..... ' ..... - - . - .. . [!IittfftliJ@fiidihi!IMiD .. .. .. . ... - .. - .. ... .. .. ... .... . . . . 
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OH -

F ig. 6. A functinal d iagram of a typ ical biochemical process as designed through CAMBIO 
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The functional diagram of such a process as designed with CAMBIO is presented in Figure 6. 
We note that CAMBIO automatically labelled the acid and base form with the symbols Hand 
OH respectively. Moreover, some symbols are labelled with the signs '+' or '-': these are 
respectively cations and anions presented in the culture (see [ 1] and [7]). 

From this diagram and by taking advantage of the knowledge it involves, CAMBIO 
automatically generates a dynamical balance model under the form of mixed differential
algebraic equations. This constitutes a mathematical model framework and can be used for 
various modelling purposes (simulation, estimation, control,etc). The model associated to the 
functional diagram of the Figure 6 is generated as follows by CAMBIO: 

K _HP BAS ( l ) 
a- ACI 

SUB= ACI +BAS (2) 

Kw =HP OH (3) 

HP+ Na= OH+ BAS (4) 

d.BIO =Lt BIO - Kd BIO - Flel + Fle2 BIO (5) 
dt · VI 

dSUB = - !:_SUB - m BIO + Fle2 SUBe - Fle l + Fle2 SUB (6) 
dt y Vl Vl 

dNa Ae 1 Fle l + Fle2 (
7

) 
--=+--Nae - Na 

dt V1 Vl 

Equation (1) corresponds lO the acid-base dissociation constant; equation (2) states that the 
substrate SUB is the sum of the acid and the base forms; the electrical equilibrium of water and 
culture medium are described by equation (3) and (4), respectively. Finally, equations (5), (6) 
and (7) are the associated material balances to biomass, substrate and Na. 

The significance of terms appearing in the generated model is given as follows: 

BIO,SUB,Na 
BAS, ACI 
HP (OH) 
Kw 
Ka 
µ 
Kd 
m 
V1 
y 
Flel 
Fle2 
SUBe 
Nae 

: concentration of biomass, substrate and sodium, respectively 
: concentration of the acid and base form, respectively 
: concentration of hydrogen proton (hydroxylation) 
: water equilibrium constant 
: acid-base dissociation constant relative to ACI and BAS 
: specific growth rate of biomass 
: decay rate 
: maintenance rate 
: liquid volume.of the reactor 
: yield coefficient relative to the conversion of substrate into biomass 
: input flow rate relative co NaOH alimentation 
: input flow rate relative to substrate alimentation 
: concentration of the substrate in inlet stream Fle2 
: concentration of Na in inlet stream Fie l 

Application in pH control 

We will focus in this section on the use of this model in order to design and simulate a pH 
control. This consists in regulating the pH at a predescribed level pH*, despite the fluctuations 
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of the input substrate concentration, by using the input flow rate relative to NaOH alimentation, 
Fle 1, as control variable. 

For simulation purpose, we need an analytical expression of the specific growth rate; CAMBIO 
offers an interactive user-friendly environment that permits the coding kinetics rates. We will 
consider the following expression for the growth rate: 

MUMAX SUB 
µ = KS+ SUB ( pHmax - pH ) ( pH - pHmin ) and pH= -log10 (HP) 

where: 

MUMAX 
KS 
pHmin, pHmax 

: maximum specific growth rate of the biomass 
: saturation constant 
: constant parameters 

Now, we will describe how deriving a linearizing control algorithm directly from the model. 
From equations (1),(2) and (3), OH and BAS can be explained as functions of HP and SUB 
and we obtain : 

Kw 
OH=- (8) 

HP 
Ka SUB 

and BAS= HP+ SUB (9) 

By substituting (8) and (9) in (4), we have: 

Kw Ka SUB 
HP= -Na+ HP + Ka + HP (10) 

In our application, the values of Ka and pH* are such that the emire quamity of substrate SUB 
is pratically dissociated and the acid form can be neglected. Thus, equation (10) can be 
simplified and rewritcen as follows: 

Kw 
HP = -Na+ HP +SUB (l I) 

By differentiating equation (11) with respect to time t, we obtain : 

dNa dSUB 
dHP __ d_t_ + -d-t -

dr= ( K ) 1 + H;2 
(12) 

with dSUB/dt and dNa/dt given by equations (6) and (7) 

We remind that our control objective is the pH regulation by using NaOH alirnentation inflow 
rate as control variable. By applying the principle of linearizing control, the tracking error 
(pH* -pH) will be governed by a prespecified stable linear differential equation called a reference 
model [2] . In this example, we select a first order reference model for the regulation error: 

d * * - (pH - pH) +A. (pH - pH) = 0 
dt 

(13) 
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where A. is a constant positive parameter. 

Since dpH*/dt = 0 because pH"' is constant, equation (13) also implies: 

dpH * 
- = - A. (pH - pH) 

dt 

In term of HP, equation (10) can be rewritten: 

dHP * 
- = K HP (pH - pH ) 

dt 

where K is a constant positive parameter ( K = A ln ( 10) ) 

(14) 

(15) 

Now, by subtituting (6), (7) and (15) in equation (12), we obtain: 

N 
Fie I = D where 

,. ( Kw ) N = K HP (pH - pH ) 1 +- + 
HP2 

Ll BIO Fle2 
. y + ~ ( SUB-SUBe-Na ) 

Na- SUB - Nae 
D = ---Vl----

We note that Flel is a function of Na. SUB, BIO, HP andµ. In practice, all these variables 
cannot available by measurement but we can cover the lack of measurements by on-line 
estimation techniques. Let's suppose that only pH is measured. The sodium concentration Na 
can be direcly deduced by solving equation (7). Then, equation (11) gives an indirect 
measurement of the substrate SUB. Finally, we can estimate the biomass and the specific 

growth rate µ from the substrate by using available algorithms described in the litterarure [2,3] 
or some softwares dedicated to bioprocess estimation (4.6]. 

Simulation results 

The controller we propose has been simulated through CAMBIO. The values used in this 
simulation are given in Figure 7. This Figure corresponds to the screen displayed by CA!vIBIO 
before numerical integration of the model. 
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Fig. 7. Scree11 displayed befoi;e integration routine takes plac,e: values used for simulalion 
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We note that the initial conditions correspond to the steady state on the process; then a square 
wave of influent substrate has been introduced as a disturbance ( Figure 8 ). The performances 
of the controller are shown by Figures 9, 10 and 11. 
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Fig.8. Substrate in inlet stream Fig. 9. Inflow rate of NaOH alimentation 
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Fig. 10. Evolution of pH Fig. 11. Evolution of Biomass 

Conclusion 

The main capabilities of CAMBIO, a knowledge-based sofware for modelling and simulation of 
bioprocesses. are presented through the modelling and control of a typical biochemical process. 
CAMBIO allows the user to proceed to a funclionaJ analysis of his process in his own technical 
language, in order to exhibit the relevant variables with their related interactions to be taken into 
account in the modelling procedure. Indeed. CAMBIO provides the user with a set of design 
symbols and mnemonic icons in order to interactively design a functional diagram of the 
process. Then, CAMBIO automatically generates a dynamical balance model by taking 
advantage of the knowledge included in the diagram. The model can be used in various 
modelling applications. 
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Moreover, CAMBIO offers facilities w generate a simulation model (for coding kinetics, 
introducing auxiliary variables, etc). This modei is automatically interfaced with a specialized 
simulation software which allows visualization of the process dynamical behaviour under 
various operational conditions, possibly involving feedback control strategies. 
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Simulation of Metallurgical Plants with MetaMod 
Wilf:ried Lyhs 

Deutsche Voest Alpine lndustrieanlagenbau GmbH 
Neusserstr. 111, 40219 Diisseldorf I Germany 

MetaMod is a useful and easy to program tool for the simulation of industrial plants. In the modules of a simu
lated plant conservation of mass and enthalpy under consideration of equilibria of chemical reactions is 
automatically done. Ex'ternal programs, which may be user written or standard modules. can be integrated in 
simulation by adding a simple file interface to them in order to enable data communication with MetaMod. 
This paper presents the concepts of MetaMod with a simple example. 

Introduction 

The Deutsche Voest-Alpine lndustrieanlagenbau (DV Al) is an engineering company building metallurgical 
plants such as steel works including rolling mills and melting furnaces all over the world. Together with its 
Austrian mother company V Al they developed in the middle of .the seventies a new process for the production 
·Of pig iron from iron ore. In contrary to the well known blast furnace the so called COREX'-plant is operating 
without coke and therefore the main advantage of this process is a smaller pollution through offgas and dust. 

As most continuous process simulation tools available on the market are designed for the needs of the petro
chemical industry they do not satisfy all metaUurgical demands. In order to perform layout calculations for 
metallurgical plants such as CO REX-plants or to simulate their stationary behaviour in operation DV Al most 
recently developed a tool called MetaMod. 

MMCL 

The definition of a model is done via a control language called l\i1MCLl which is very similar to the control 
languages of operating systems. Commands formulated in MMCL can be entered interactively or may be 
written to a model definition file and will be interpreted command by command. 

The procedure for constructing a model will be illustrated in the following by an example which describes a 
cyclone and a combustion eh.amber (cf. Fig. 1). With this example the functionality of MMCL-commands will 
be explained briefly. 

In advance here are some common remarks to MMCL syntax. Besides the terms for commands MetaMod has 
several gr.cups of reserved words: auxiliary words, patchwords and technical units. 

Patchwords like are or with do not have a special meaning but contribute to better readability ·of MMCL
commands and therefore do not alter the interpretalion procedure of the commands. 

Auxiliary words such as input, output, temp. press etc. may occur in a command where they should explain the 
meaning of user defined words or attributes of streams. 

When variables are assigned in a model, different technical units such as t/h or m31h, kPa or bar. MW or kJ!h, 
degC or K can be used. 

1 MMCL: MetaMod Qontrol Language 
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I 

In order to give a name to the model under which it can be archived in the computer the model command is 
introduced into rviMCL. 

·combust 

·oxygen 
dust 

gas<out> 
model cyclone+combust; 

Moreover the user has to tell MetaMod 
what chemicaJ elements should be 
considered in the caJculation. This can 
be done with the elements command 
which for example can look like : 

elements are C 0 H N Si Fe; 

Fig. 1: Pan of a plant to be modelled with MetaMod consisting 
of cyclone and combustion camber This model runs with nE1e=6 elements 

which are carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, 
nitrogen. silicon. and iron. 

The chemical species to be considered in all streams of the model can be declared with the species command: 

species are C CO C02 02 N2 H2 H20<g> Si02[CR}<s> Fe203<A><s> Fe<A><s>; 

In our case only nspe= 10 species are selected from the number of all possible compounds. 

In case of species which exist in more than one state of aggregation a suffix in the name of the species like 
<s> or <g> indicates solid or gaseous states. Different modifications of a species are distinguished by suffixes 
like [CR} or <A>. 

Some more user defined attributes such as costs or particle size in the dust load of that gas can be easily added 
to the streams by the command: 

attributes are costs, fracs<5mm, fracs>Smm; 

..... 

I -
c 
co 
C02 
02 
N2 
H2 
H20<g> 
Si02[CR]<s> 
Fe203 <A><s> 
Fe<A><s> 

raite I 

temp 
press 
loss 
enth 

costs 
fracs<5mm 
fracs>5mm 

Fig. 2: attributes of Stl"eams in 
model cyclone+combust 

: 

All streams now consist of three types of attributes: the chemical 
composition, some standard attributes like flow rate. temperature enthalpy 
etc and last the user defined attributes. Fig. 2 shows all attributes of a 
stream prototype. 

Modules which are to be regulated by MetaMod can be generated by the 
define command. The module is created simply by typing its name. 
Moreover its associated input and output streams can be defined in the 
same statement. 

If there are interconnected modules as shown in fig. 1, the syntax of the 
define command provides the definition of the network in the following 
way: 

define combust with input gas<in> = cyclonelc)·clone<out>, oxygen 
output gas<out>; 

A stream named gas<in> is the input of the module combusr and is 
conn~ted lo a stream named cyclone<out> coming from a module named 
cyclone modelling a dust separating device. 

As combust is an internal module, MetaMod will automatically solve a set 
of equations including the conservation of mass and enthalpy. 
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The use-command, which is in its syntax very similar ~o the define-command, has an additional function which 
is to connect a user written progr:am to a module. Recursive calls of MetaMod are also possible with the use
command. 

use cyclone input cyclone<iin>, output cyclone<out>, dust= cyc.exe cyclone<in> cyclone<out> dust; 

In the example above the output streams cyclone<out> and dust are calculated by calling a standard program 
cyc.exe with truee parameters identifying the standard input and output of this program with the stream names 
in MetaMod. 

The modelling of chemical reactions in thermodynamical equilibrium is done with the react-command. For the 

postcombustion of carbon monoxide in modu.ile combust CO + Yi 02 ~ C02 the corresponding react

com.mand is: 

react combustlgas<out>IC02 - 0.5 02 -1 CO =kp; 

On. 1the right hand side of the command above ithe constant of equilibrium kp is calculated from a thermo
dynamical database2. 

addit_in 

mixer 

topgas#l Ol'e#l <in> 

shaft_#l 

topgas#2 · r1e#2<in> I __ _.... ________ .....,.._ 

I shaft_#2 

shan #3 

redgas#.3 Or·e#J<o11> 

MetaMod--model of a 
r;eduction furnace 

It is not possible to solve complex calculations of 
equilibrium composition with the aid of the react
command. For those purposes as for the simulation of 
a reduction shaft furnace shown in jig. 3 external pro
grams caliled via the use-command may be started. 

After all modules and streams are declared MetaMod 
must be instructed which variables are "dependent" 
and fixed and which are "independent" and therefore 
should be determined. This can be done with the aid 
of the set-command. 

set <lombustlgas<in>jpress = 1. bar, 
oxygenltemp = cyclone<in>, 
oxygenl02 = 0.95, ... ; 

In the example above the temperature of a stream 
called oxygen is identified with the temperature of a 
stream cyclon<in>, whereas the pressure and the 
value of chemical analysis 02 are set to fixed values. 

The set-command provides the retrieval of data from 
databases e.g. SQL-databases which is important 
when a MetaMod-model is used to control a running 
plant. 

Independent variables can be initiahsed with starting values by using the preset-command which has the same 
syntax as the set-command. 

ln order to create reports wi th selected dat.a. from calculations the user can define the names of these data within 
a report-command: 

report combustllgas<out>lflow, gas<out>ICO, gas<out>IC02, cyclonledustlfracs<5mm; 

2Barin, I.: Thermochemical Data of Pure Substances, VCH Ver lag, Weinheim 1989 
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If a mask including te>..1: or graphics is cr,eated in advance, the denoted data can be copied automatically to it, 
producing an easy to read r·eport file. 

When the model definition file is ready, the MMCL interpreter will produce structure and data files from it 
which will be used by the calculation part of MetaMod. For new calculations with the same model the data file 
can be modified separately. The data flow for a MetaMod calculation is shown in fig. 4. 

thermodynamic 
database 

structure file 

data file 
Fig. 4: Data flow in a MetaMod caloulation 

Summary 

report file 

MetaMod was designed for the steady state simulation of ·industrial and especially metallurgical plants. The 
name MetaMod indicates this functionality but gives also a hind to the fact, that a "meta" software is created 
which can handle existing simulation and standard programs. As a lot of standard modules for cyclones, 
pressure swing adsor:bers, mixers, heat exchangers are adapted ,MetaMod is a powerful and easy to handle tool 
for layout calculations or control purposes within running plants. 
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Modelling Two Associated Biochemical Pathways 

J.-P. Morillon, R. Costalat, N. Burgert, and J. Burger 
Institut de biologie 1theorique, 10 rue Boquel, 4'9100 Angers (France) 

t IRESTE, CP 3003, 44087 Nantes ced.ex 03 (France) 

Abstract. The behaviour of two associated biochemical pathways is modelled by two coupled sets 
of ordinary nonlinear differential equations. Existence and uniqueness of the steady state are proved. 
Results on the stability of the system are derived by both analytical and numerical studies. Domains of 
stability are given for some values of the parameters of the model , and it is proved that the association 
can increase the domain of stability. 

1 Introduction 

The most commonly ·encountered form of regulated. biochemical pathway, generally referred to as the 
Yates-Pardee or Goodwin metabolic pathway, consists of a single pathway of enzymatic reactions, where 
the last product inhibits the first enzyme (single loop negative feedback) [3] [5). When the length of a 
Yates-Pardee metabolic pathway is increased, the stability domain of its unique steady state is decreased 
[4] [5]. 
Fr·om a different point of view, G. Chauvet has suggested that the association of metabolic pathways can 
result in an increase in their stability domain [1]; this property can be viewed as non-trivial, because an 
increase in the complexity of artificial systems often results in a decrease of their stability domain. The 
question arises whether this unusual property can be verified in large classes of formal or real biological 
systems. 

In the present work, we study the existence, uniqueness, and stability of the steady state of a system of 
two associated Yates-Pardee metabolic pathways. 

2 The model 

Let us consider two biological "units" (e.g. cells or organelles), each of which contains a Yates-Pardee 
metabolic pathway (Fig. 1 ). Mass-balance and enzyme kinetics lead to write the following dynamical 
system : 

dP1 

dt 

dP; 
dt 

dPi 
dt 

dPt 
dt 

= c.t~ l p .• i - c.t~ p.• + !3· (P· - r') 
,_ t- 1 t ' ' ' 

(1) 

i = 2, .. . ,n (2) 

(3) 

i = 2, .. . ,n (4) 

where P; and Pt are the respective time-dependent concentrations of a given metabolite in the first 
and the second unit. The coefficient a:; (resp. ai) is the non-negative kinetic constant of the reaction 
P; - P;+1 in the first unit (resp. Pt - Pt+i in the second unit). f and r are given reaction functions. 
In the Yates-Pardee metabolic pathways, f and r describe allosteric reactions and can be written as: 

f( p ) - c.to 
n - l+K(Pn)µ 

(5) 
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where ao, K, µ , o 0, K* and µ • ar·e positive constants. 
Finally, we assume that association results in passive diffusion between the two units, with constant non

negative coefficients /3;. If all the /Ji are zero, the two units are said to be independent or non-associated . 

--------------1 
a• a* o• a• a• a• • 

S• p• 1 p• 2 p• 3 p• 4 n-2 p• n-1 p• an 
0 ~ l --+ 2 --+ 3 ~ 4 --+ · · · ~ n-1 --+ n --+ 

f3n-1 Tl 

l_ ______________ J 
ao µ K 

Figure 1. Model of two associated biochemical units. 

3 Existence and uniqueness of the steady state 

If system (1-4) admits a steady state, it satisfies the following system: 

f(Pn) 

a;-1 P1-1 = (oi + /Ji) P; - /3; Pt i = 2, . .. ,n 

i = 2, .. . , n 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

The reaction functions J and !* are suppose to be continuous, differentiable, and decreasing from (0, +oo{ 
into (0, +oo[. 

3.1 Existence and unicity of the st,eady stat·e 

The system (6-9 ) can be rewritten, for Oi :f 0 and a; :f 0, i = 1, ... , n, as: 

with 

M; = ( 1 +1; 
--y; 

-1~ ) 
1 +~: 

i = 2, .. . ,n (10) 

(11) 

So, taking the particular form of Mi into account, Pn and P~ are related by a relation that can be written 
as: 

( 
1 + d -d* ) ( OnPn ) _ ( J(Pn ) ) _ M ( O'nPn ) . 
-d l + d* o.• p• - f*(P*) - a:* P* n n n n n 

where d and d• are non-negative constants. 
Hence : 

( 1 + d) O:n Pn - d* a~ P~ 

a:~ P: - f" (P:) + a:n Pn - J(Pn) 
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Since all coefficients of M- 1 ate positive, the solution (Pn, P,;'), if it exists, ought to be positive. Let us 
now put 

9n(x) = O:nx-f(x) and g~(x) = o:~x-r(x)· 

The functions 9n and g~ are strictly increasing from [0,+co[ into [-f(O), +co[ and [-r(O), +co[ respec
tively. 

Then, with Eq. (14) , we have P;. = t.p(Pn) , with t.p = (g~)- 1 o (-gn) defined on [O, x], decreasing with 
values on [o,x•], with x = (gn)- 1 (!"(0)) and x• = (g~)- 1 (!(0)) . 

Let us now define h as : 
h(x) = (1 + d) O:n x - d• a~ t.p(x) - J(x) . 

The function h is continuous and strictly increasing on [O, x] and verifies : 

h(O) = -d* a~ x· - /(0) :s; O 

h(i) (l+d)anx-f(x)=g,..(x)+danx=F(O)+do:ni 2'.0. 

The funchon h equals zero once on [O,x]. Thus Eq.(13), with P,;' = t.p(Pn), admits a unique solution in 
[O, x]. We have thus proved that the system (12) admits a unique solution such that Pn ~ 0 and P;. ~ 0. 
We deduce that the system (6-9) admits a unique steady state such that Pn ~ 0 and P;: ~ 0. 

U /(0) and f* (0) are not simultaneously zero, then the solution (Pn, P;:) is different from (0, 0). Moreover, 
if some O:i equal zero, with /3; :/; 0, then it can also be proved that the system still admits a positive 
steady state. 

3.2 Positivity of the steady state 

Since all coefficients of Mi- 1
, i = 1, ... , n, are positive, we deduce that P 1 and Pt are positive and from 

Eq. (10) that all P; and Pt are positive. 

Hence, the initial system admits one and only one positive steady solution. 

4 Stability analysis 

Let us consider the case where the functions f and j" are defined by Eq. (5). The system is first linearized 
near the steady state, and the stability of the linearized system is analytically determined by the study 
of the real part of the eigenvalues. The criterion of Lienar·d and Chipart [2], applied to the characteristic 
polynomial, is used for this study, and gives us necessary and sufficient conditions for the stability, i.e. 
analytical conditions involving the coefficients of the system. In the non-associated case, i.e. when all 
{3; = 0, we get explicit conditions for n ~ 5. As an example, let us indicate the necessary and sufficient 
condition for stability for the case where n = 4: · 

where 

with 

n 

S1 = L 0-j 

i=l 

In the case of associated units, we get explicit conditions for n = n• with n ;S; 2. For greater values 
of n and n•, the calculation becomes somewhat tedious. In the particular case where n = n• = 1, the 
associated system is always stable. 

Another method is to compute the eigenvalues of the matrix with scientific software such as MAT
LAB. This compuiation requires the knowledge of the steady solution which is calculated by numerically 
solving the system (~9). Results are obtained for any value of n and n• , and it may be noted that no 
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numerical problem generally arises during this computation. However, a systematic study of the stability 
domains, even for small values of n and n*, may rapidly become cumbersome. 

Figure 2. Instability domains. 

Fig. 2 shows the instability domains in the plane 
(a3, a 4) for two associated units in the case n = 
n* = 4. The function f corresponds to an allosteric 
reaction as defined by Eq. (5). The function r is 
considered with o:0 = 0. The values of the coeffi
cients for the curve (1) are K = 1, µ = 5, ao = 50, 
a1 = a2 = 1, ai = a; = 1, a3 = a;, a4 = a;, 
and f3i = 0 for all i. This case corresponds to non
associated units. Curve (2) refers to the same values, 
except fh = 1, i.e. association occurs. Curve (3) 
refers to the same values as for curve (2), except 
(34 = 1. The systems are unstable inside the con
tours. These curves indicate how the association can 
increase the domain of stability. 

A direct solution of the system (1-4) can also be numerically obtained. Apart the fact that such a study 
may be very long, the question of discerning whether a system is stable or not remains to be answered. 
However, in all the cases studied, the same results were obtained with the three methods. This means 
that the local properties derived by linearization are global properties of the system. 

5 Conclusion 

A formal model of two associated biochemical pathways, consisting of a set of nonlinear coupled first
order ordinary differential equations, has been studied. Existence and uniqueness of the steady state ha.s 
been proved, so that no bifurcation phenomenon can appear when the Yates-Pardee metaboiic pathways 
are associated. Moreover, analytical and numerical studies of the stability of t he system show that the 
association of two units can lead to an increase of the domain of stability. From a biological point of 
view, the results suggest that the exchange of matter between compartments (e.g . cells, organelles, ... ) 
may be a source of stability for the cell metabolism. 

Acknowledgements. The authors are grateful to the Conseil general du Maine-et-Loire for supporting 
this research, and to Pr. G.A. Chauvet for helpful discussions. 
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ABSTRACT 

The analogy between the basic relationships of the n-heorem of the theory of 
dimensionality and the principle of minimum free energy for complex chemical 
equilibrium is the basis for formulating new extreme principles and 
mathematical models for describing chemical reaction kinetics and chemical 
reactions dynamics. 
The monopoly of differential equations for describing all kinds of d ynamics w as 
broken by these results, yielding algebraic equations and iterational maps 
(calculus of iterations) for simulation the temporal and spatial behavior of 
processes with chemical reactions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Traditional modelling of the kinetics of physicochemical reactions is based on 

the kinetic mass action law (KMAL) and leads t o systems of differential 
equations (rate equations). New questions have recently arisen in connection 
with simulations of chaotic behavior in physicochemical systems. How is one 
to explain the unpredictable, unsteady state solutions of differential equations 
obtained in the light of the deterministic conception of differential equations? 
Can one find a reasonable connection linking the set of difference equations 

(Xn +1 = F(X0 )), which at present involve a not very understandable conception 
of "discrete" time and generate the same scenario of chaotic 
dynamic behavior as do differential equations (which of course employ a 
conception of continuous time and space) - a connection that would have 
physicochemical meaning? Is it possible to use difference equations in the same 
way as we use differential equations to simulate dynamics, etc.? 

This report is an attempt to formulate possible answers to these questions and 
to show that there exists an alternative mathematical language based on some 
physical conception for describing chemical reaction dynamics without using 
KMAL. Simulation of physicochemical processes in plasma and in chemical 
reactions with chaotic behavior will be attempted employing this new theory . 
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2. BACKGROUND 
A new extreme principle was formulated [l]: reactions in multicomponent 

physicochemical systems proceed in such a way that at each instant of time tq (q = 
1,2 ... ) the functional: 

F = L Xi (ln.Xi - fi - 1) (1) 
i=l 

reaches its minimum in the concentration space Xi subject to the law of 
conservation: 

n 
I aii Xi= bi; j =1,2, ... ,M; i =1,2, ... ,N. (2) 

i=1 
Here fi = 0, i=l,2,. .. ,M; fi = lmq, i = M + l,M + 2, ... ,N; 7t 1 are the functions 
dependent on the time tq, the temperature Tq, the pressure P, the concentrations 

of the reacting substances at previous instants of time Xi (tq-s1 S = 1, 2 ... ) and 
other variables affecting the process, but independent of the initial 
concentrations of the components; aij-is a matrix defining the quantity of j
components in i-constituents. 

In the case of simulation of the spatial distribution of the concentration 7t1 

have a dependence on space coordinates '[2]. 
Finding the minimum (1) subject to constraint (2) is equivalent to solving the 

system of algebraic equations. 
N 

I1 x71bn1, 1 =l, 2, ... ,(N-M), L=N-M, (3) 
1=1 

with the same constraint (2), where I I Vii I I is a stoichiometric matrix for the 
system of L reactions. 

In the present paper we are treating the elements of the molecular and 
stoichiometric matrixes not as integers but as real numbers, resulting in a new 
and interesting variety of oscillations. 

3. RESULTS 
This approach make it possible to reduce the number of equations (3) needed 

for the simulation complex oscilations and presented in the figure below. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The equations we are suggesting offer extensive opportunities for describing 
spatially-inhomogeneous "self-organizing" physicochemical systems. Having 
formulated a new extreme principle as initial postulate for calculating the 
dynamics of physicochemical conversions in ti.me and space, we suggested and 
tested a mathematical apparatus for describing the dynamics of all known 
processes that can be represented by the relation: "reaction system" with the 

matrix I I vu I I. Further confirmation may be derived from the analogy 
between the 1t theorem of dimensional analysis and the stoichiometry of 
chemical reactions. 

However, a number of fundamental questions should be ad.dressed. First of 
all, the discrete one-way time of the proposed equations is crucial and requires 
thorough consideration. In our case time coincides with the traditional 
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conception of astronomical time only for "simple" closed systems. For 
"complex" open systems, such as catalytic systems, which "remember" 
intermediate states, the conception of time in its usual sense disappears. It 
breaks down into a set of "internal times" dependent on the properties of the 
system under investigation. The system itself is "the clock", and to adjust the 
oscillations that arise in such a system to the usual time is merely to pay tribute 
to the tradition. 

In the framework of the approach under development, there is no concept of 
instantaneous chemical reaction rate, that is, no concept of a limit 6.x / 6.t at 6.t -? 

0. The lack of derivatives and the discrete time do not require continuous space 
and time. 

These properties of the new method for obtaining the Xi (t) trajectory are 
fundamental to the mathematical modelling and study of the emergence of 
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unstable and self-organizing systems, where "small" perturbations involve 
reconstruction of the whole system. Perhaps the "algebraic" method of 
description of oscillations and waves· will usher in the next era in the 
interpretation and modelling of complex systems. We hope that the "calculus of 
iterations" represents a new mathematical tool for simulating different types of 
complex dynamics-including chaotk ones-and will play the same role as the 
differential equations. 

5. REFERENCES 
[l] Gontar, V. New principle and mathematical model for formal chemical 

kinetics. Russian J. Phys. Chem 55, (1981), 2301-2305, 
[2] Gontar, V. A new theoretical approach to the description of 

physicochemical reaction dynamics with chaotic behavior. In: "Chaos in 
Chemistry and Biochemistry" World Scientific, London, 1993, pp. 225-246. 
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Abstract The paper deals with the methods of system modelling for catalytic reactors and chemical 

engineering processes on the basis of the system analysis and the computer use. System modelling for chemical 

engineering pfocesses were done by taking the chemical and physical properties of all the equipments into 
consideration. 

1. Introduction 

Improving the existing active technology of chemical processes through advanced analysis systems 

depends on investigating the theoric feasibility of processes, determining the factors that carry out the 

processes, selecting the reaction mechanism and fonning the kinetic model and researching the consistency of 

the events at an industrial establishment with physical and chemical laws by means of laboratory and pilot scale 

experiments. 

It is necessary to develope new computer aided analyses models in order to solve the above mentioned 

problems. These analyses models provide the informaLion required to establish systematic models of reactors. 

The information provided by the analyses make it possible to set up huge scale reactors, to detennine optimal 

parameters for industrial processes and w desing the control systems for these processes. 

2. Fundementals of System Modelling For Chemical Engineering Processes 

In this pan, matters that are necessary and significant in determining the mathematical modelling and 

systematic investigation of catalytic processes were given. These are as follows. 

- Conrrolling the experiments by computers; examining the rate of the reaction by analysing the 

results of the related experiments. 

- Determining the reaction mechanism for the process and developing the kinetic model and 

calculating the parameters for the model by computer. 

- Selecting the type of the reactor and detennining the profile of the optimum temperature in the 

reaction medium theoretically. This is done with the help of maximum principle method on the basis of kinetic 

model. 

- Making the mathematical models for physical and chemical processes by taking into consideration 

the equa1tions of heat, mass and hydrodynamic for the type of the reactor chosen on kinetic model. 
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- Comparing the results of temperature obtained from the chemical and physical models with the 
temperature profile at the pilot scale experiment and thus detailing the model. 

- Detennining the static characteristics of processes from the model and calculating the temperature 

and conconstration profiles. 

- Establishing the dynamic model after working on the physical and chemical models of the reactor. 

Testing the endurance of the reactor at steady - state and drawing the process curve in dynamic state. 

- Developing the mathematical model that include all the equipments such as condencer, reactor, 

mixer, and seperat0r which are present in the plan of the technological process. 

3. Computer Aided Mathematical Modelling For Catalyt.ic Processes 

In orcder to achieve the methodology mentioned in the second part of this paper algorithums were 

drawn and some calculation modules were developed. These algorithms and calculation modules were 

generalized for kinetic and reactor models for catalytic processes. While developing the algorithm the process 

was regarded from a systematic point of view. 

Catalytic pr;ocess was divided into different parts and studied seperately and modeled and the general 

models for the process was found out. Then the working conditions of the reactor which were detennined earlier 

were calculated through computer on the model developed. The model was set up regardless of the real sizes of 

the reactor. The sizes were taken into account at the boundry and initial conditions. 

Kinetic models for catalytic processes wefe linearized. This can be represented as follows. · 

f(C1, .. .. Cn,K1, ....... Ks} "'1 , .. .•.. ,n (l) 

Reaction constants (Ks) were calculated in two ways; Kalman Filter Algorithm and recursive 

approach. The latter provided beuer results regarding the constants. By adding the hydrodynamic equation and 

differential temperature and material equations which were derived from the supposition that the catalyst part of 

the reactor was homogenius, to the Equation - 1 which was developed for system modelling for catalytic 

processes the following equations were derived. 

W, (C1, ....... , Cn, T) 

dT =-1- r.N-li Wi +a (T-1) 
di; Cpl 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Different algorithms were developed so as to find out the optimal values of the parameters of the 

model, to prove the validity of the hypothesis and to determine the static characteristics of the processes. 

As is known catalytic processes ar;e exothermic and heat is released in these reactions. As a result the 

temperature rises which increases 1the rate of the reaction. The process goes on in this way and a cycling 

connection occurs in the reactor. Therefore it is necessary to study the process curves of dynamic and steady 

states in the reactor. 

In making up the dynamic models for catalytic processes, the working conditions of the processes 

were exemined at different states; steady and transient. states, before stun up. 
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Catalytic dynamic models with heat exchanger that are characterized by distributed parameter nature 

are considered with heat, kinetic and mass balance and also hydrodynamic equations are shown below. 

ac; ac m 

-+-= 2. Ki (C1, ... , Ci T) (5) at a. jzl 

~+Bear= 
m 

2. ~Hi Ki (C1, ... , Cj T) (6) at a. j=l 

Initial and boundry condtions; 

Ci (0) = Ci, in T (0) =Tin (7) 

Ci, (t, t) = Ci (t b• t b·) T (t, t ) :;;:; Tb 

The dynamic equations system established for tubular co1.mtercurrent heat exchanger are given below. 

aTg dTg - + V 8 - = r1 (T er - T s ) 
dt ax 

dTcr --= 
at 

dfXB -- -
at 

r i (Tg - Tcr ) + r 3 (Txs - Tcr) 

Vxs dTXB = r4 (Tcr - Txs) 
ax 

(8) 

(9) 

(IO) 

The equations were solved through the method of finite difference for dynamic and steady states 

conditions. Figure - 1, shows 1the solution algorithm, Figure - 2 shows the changes of temperature and 

concentration of the compenents in the reactor. 

4. R,esults 

Computer methods of catalytic reactions experimental study providing wide collection program, 

analysis and interpretation results of kinetic experiment for establishing the probable mechanizm and composing 

kinetic models o f complex reactions have been developed. The selection of accurate, single - valued and 

complete kinetic models allows to find theoretically optimum temperature distribution for substantiation of 

reactor type. 

Identification procedures of the mathematical models in staties and dynamics of catalytic reactors have 

been developed and the calculations of consentrated and temperature fields were made on these bases. Stability 

conditions of stationary states and transient processes have been determined. 

The packages of programmed modules permitting the realization of general database of algorithm 

automatizing (computerizing) research and modelling of catalytic processes. 
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Runga-K!utta 

i .;;;. i+l 

Figure 1- Diagram of the solution 
algorithm. 

Greek letters and mathematical symbols: 

't : Time constant 

a : t!hennal diffusivity 
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0 .2 

Figure 2- Changes of temperature 

and concentration in the reactor. 

X : coefficient that depends on 1the lemperature and the rate of the reaction 

Ci : Concentration of the reacting components 

CP : Heat capasity of the component 

llH. : Reaction heat 
1 

K
5 

: Reaction constants 

r1,r2, r3,r4 : constants. 

T : Temperature of the mixture 

Tcr : Temperature of cooler 

Tg : Temperature of gas mixture 

T XB : Temperature of heater 

V g : Lineer velocity of cold stream 

V XB : Lineer velocity of warm stream 

W i : Reaction rate of the compenem 

Xi : Vertical coordinate of the reactor. 
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Effect of Coupling on the Oscillations 
of a Biochemical Pathway 

S. Doubabif, J .-P. MoriUonf, and R. Costalatt 
fnepartement de Physique, Facuke des Sciences, Gueliz, B.P. 618, Marrakech Maroc 

tuniversite d'Angers, Institut de Biologie Theorique, 10, rue Andre Boque!, 49100 Angers France 

Abstract. An analytic method has been applied to a biochemical pathway with coupling. The harmonic 
balancing technique can be used to determine the ·effects of coupling on the Goodwin metabolic pathway. 
lt is shown that coupling modifies the lineair filter suc:h that the amplitude of the oscillations decreases. 
The results obtained here are compared wi1th previous stability analysis of associated pathways. 

1 Introduction and model 
In our first paper (2), we showed that the parallel association of two Goodwin-Yates-Pard~ metabolic 
pad1ways ·can incr.ease the stability domain of the unique .steady state. We here investigate the oscillations 

of the Goodwin metabolic pathway [1 J by means of the harmonic balancing technique [3J, with the addition 

of some passive diffusion coupling (see Fig. l ). More precisely, we as.5ume that (i) a cell or an organelle 

u contains a Goodwin metabolic pathway (1) ; (ii) the metabolite pool P;, i = l, ... ,n, can exchange 

matter . with the outside pool Pt via passive diffusion, with a non-negative coefficient {J;. 

p· 
l 

p· 
2 

p· 
3 

p· 
4 P;_ i p· n 

.81 T l .82 n ,83 Tl ,84 T l .Bn-1 Tl .Bn Tl 
Sa-Pi -P2 ---. P3 - P4 - · · · - Pn-1 -Pn-
µt ____ ------ -- ---- -- _I 

Figure 1. Goodwin biochemical pathway with couplings. 

Implementing the transformation of Walter [3), the system ca.n be modelled by the following set of 
differential equations that describe the time evolution of metabolic concentrations : 

where 

dP1 
dt 

dP.1c 
dt 

dP; = 
dt 

f(Pn) = 

k = 2, .. . , n , 

k = l, .. . , n, 

1 +Pt: ' 
1 

µ E {2,3,4}. 

The b; are positive kinetic constan•ts, the {J; are the non-negative diffusion coefficients, and the function 
f corresponds to the allosteric feedba.ck inhibition of the first reaction by the last product. 

2 Analysis of oscillations 
For the analysis of the non-~ciated system, i.e. when all /3t = 0, we introduce the linear filter G: 
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where p denotes the differentiation operator. After one or several couplings, the harmonic balance method 
leads us to consider the following filter : 

We can first prove by successive iterations that G•(iw) = G(iw) if and only if w = 0 or f31: = 0 for all 
k = 1, . . . , n, and the argument of G* ( iw) verifies the following formulae: 

Arg G*(iw) = Arg G(iw) - d(w) , 

The above results state that d(w) < 0 and Arg G* ( iw) > Arg G( iw) if w is large enough. Since IG• ( iw) I :::;: 
IG(iw)I, the G*(iw)-curve is nearer the origin in the complex plane than the G(iw)-curve. The balance 
method gives us the following first harmonic equation: c•(iw) = 1/ F(:r:) where F is a real function of 
:r:, the amplitude of the oscillation, and w, the frequency. If the G*(iw) and l/F(:r:)-curves intersect in 
the complex plane, the amplitude :r:• of a periodic solution is smaller when coupling exists. Numerical 
simulations confirm this fact (see Fig. 2). 

1/F(z) G(O) = o(O) 

0 

G(Uoi) 

Figure 2. Linear filters in the complex plane. The 0- -curve is nearer the origin than the G-curve. 

3 Conclusion 
Our results show that coupling with exterior pools of metabolites modifies the behaviour of the oscillations 
of a Goodwin metabolic system in the following way : ( i) periodic solutions of the system with coupling 
have lower. amplitudes; (ii) coupling can give rise to a steady state, instead of a periodic solution. 
These observations .are consistent with the increase of stability observed when two Goodwin-Yates-Pardee 
metabolic pathways are associated [2].Thus the stability of the Goodwin-Yates-Pardee metabolic pathway, 
which is the most commonly encountered form ofregulated biochemical pathway, is enhanced when matter 
can be exchanged with the outside. It may be conjectured that this non-trivial property is one of the 
reasons why Goodwin metabolic pathways could compete successfully in the natural selection process. 
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Computer Algebra Syst,ems for Modeling Complex 
Processes in Polymer .Extrusion 

M. Jahnich, K. Panreck and F. Dorrscheidt 

University of Paderbom, Department of Control Engineering 

Pohlweg 47-49, D-33098 Paderbom, Germany 

Abstract_ The modeling of dynamic extrusion processes often requires the manipulation of large 
algebraic expressions , particularly if it is necessary to reduce the order of distributed parameter 
systems by means of spatial discretization. This paper deals with the application of the computer 
algebra system Maple V for a computer-aided generation of mathematical temperature models used 
in polymer extrusion. Moreover, it is shown how these models are integrated into an interconnection
oriented modeling concept. 

1. Introduction 

In order to develop new control strategies for the extrusion process, the modeling and simulation of 

instationary temperature behavior has become more and more important. 

Since extrusion has to be regarded as a complex process, the first step of modeling consists of 

structuring the process into appropriate subsystems [2,3] . These are connected by means of coupling 

systems that do represent the physical connection of those subsystems. This procedure leads to an in

terconnection-oriented modeling concept [3] . 

The modeling of temperature subsystems often results in distributed parameter models which are 

usually inappropriate for a system analysis or system synthesis. Therefore, methods of spatial discre

tization have to be applied to those mathematical models. 

Employing these methods , hand computations ar,e quite error-prone and time-consuming, especially 

for higher dimensional problems. Computer algebra has been applied in order to generate efficient 

computer code for numerical finite element packages and to derive stiffness matrices symbolically [5] . 

This paper, however, deals with algorithms creating models of finite dimension, which can be used 

with the described modeling concept. These algoritluns are based on the Galerkin's finite element 

approach. 

2. Modeling strategies for extrusion processes 

Single screw extruders are used in different fields of polymer processing. As illustrated in fig . 1, a 

screw rotates in a cylindrical barrel with a die at the output end. Solid polymer granules are added 

to the ~eed hopper and transported by the screw to the die. As a consequence of shearing in the screw 
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channel and heat transfer through the barrel from 

the barrel heaters the polymer is melted. Afterwards 

the melt is extrudated through the die where the 

product is finally shaped. 

Since there are different physical phenomena in the 

components of the extruder and in the die, the 

extrusion process has to be treated as a complex 

process. For this reason, an interconnection-oriented 

concept has been applied to modeling. Herein, the 

models are composed of subsystems and coupling 

screw extrusion die 

Figure 1. single screw extruder 

systems which describe the dynamic behavior of single components and the coupling of the sub

systems, respectively . 

In order to formulate the different models, the first step of modeling is the strucruring of the process. 

This can be done under phenomical as well as under geometrical aspects and depends basically on the 

objective of the model [3]. After that, the defined subsystems and coupling systems can be modeled 

separately. The description of the N subsystems generally leads to N nonlinear models 

(1) 

wherein xi is the dynamic state, uk,i and Yk,i are the inputs and outputs for interconnection and u is 

the global input. The coupling systems are described by M algebraic equations 

(2) 

wherein uK.j and YK,j are the input and output vectors of the coupling system, respectively. The 

subsystems and coupling systems are connected as follows : 

Ac (T T)T A B (T T)T 
YK . = KJ00 YK ,, ..• ,yK N ' UK.= K . · UK l•···•UK N . ,J • t ,J ,J , , 

(3) 

These equations represent the topology of the model . Thus, the matrices BK,j and CK,j only consist 

of zeros and ones . 

The model of the total process forms a differential algebraic equation (DAE). Depending on the 

narure of the physical connections the coupling equations can be of a "singular" type resulting in a 

DAE of higher index [2]. 

3. Computer algebra for modeling temperature processes 

The fundamental equation describing the transpon of energy in a homogeneous fluid or solid is the 

equation of energy [I]. For the extrusion process its instationary temperarure profiles can often be 

described by 

1 aT 1 - - - 6.T--41 =0. 
a at .A v 

(4) 

Herein, T is the temperature inside a subsystem, a is the thermal diffusivity, :>.. is the thermal 
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conductivity and ~v is the viscous dissipation function. For pure 

viscous mel,ts ~v is a nonlinear function of T and of the second 

invariant 12 of the fluid's shear rate tensor°!" The convective ener

gy transport is neglected here, this assumption is valid e.g. for 

melt flows in a long pipe with a constant cross-section (fig . 2) . 

The modeling of a subsystem using (4) comprises the following 

steps : 

1) introduction of dimensionless variables , 

2) spatial discretization (FEM), 

y 

b 

b x 
3) elimination of expressions which belong to 'boundary 

temperatur·es, 

4) introduction of states 8 (related temperatures at inner nodes of 

>the domain 0) and of coupling variables 8:k (related 

temperatures at nodes on the boundary r), 

Figure 2. simple extrusion die 
geometry (cross-section) 

5) computation of coupling equations, 

6) computation of output equations. 

Galerkin's finit·e element approach {4] has 'been implemented in Maple V in order to perform these

cond st·ep of the modeling procedure. For this reason, (4) has to be rewritten in the weak formulation 

J ( 1 aT I ) f aT - -q>. +V'TV'q>. --4> q>. dxdy- -q>.ds=O. 
a at J J A. v J an J 

a r 
(5) 

Employing s~eps 1 to 4 yields the sta:te spac·e equation 

(6) 

which is computed in residual form. 

The boundary integral can be disregarded since it only contributes to expressions which have been eli

mininated from (6). It will be used for the computation of the coupling equations . 

The integrand of (5) has been programmed in a maple procedure as follows: 

Genergy := 

proc{TEMP,DISS,'FORMFCN,I.AMBDA,A); 
diff(TEMP,t)*FORMFCN/A + dotprod(grad(TEMP, [x,y,z]), 
grad(FORMFCN, [x,y,z])) - DISS*FORMFCN/LAMBDA; 

end; # of procedure Genergy 

The parameters TEMP and DISS are local interpolation polynomials in x and y, 

m 

T(t,x,y) = L Ti(t) ci>i(x,y) , 
i : J 

(7) 

on the k-th eiemem T k (fig. 2) ; herein Ti and rPi ar e indexed locally in T k; m is the number of local 

basis functions. The parameter FORMFCN contains the j-th local basis function . Having called Gener-
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gy, a polynomial in x and y is yielded. Now, dimensionless spatial variables as well as related 
temperatures (} und a related dissipation function 4>~ can be introduced. 

After integrating this polynomial over T k• and after doing this for all tPj, having a support in T k• the 
results are added to the respective elements of the residual vector r. The vector r contains elements 

which belong to nodal points on r and which will be elimininated because T is supposed to be given 

here (step 3). The separation of the temperature variables at the inner and outer nodal points provides 

the state variables 0 and the coupling elements 8k, respectively (step 4) . All in all, the algoritlun com

putes a model as given in (6). 

In addition to the computation of a state space equation, the coupling equations have to be generated 

as well, in order to connect subsystems. These equations for temperature systems are based on conti

nuity requirements for the temperature and for the heat flux at the boundary of the considered domain 

and arise from the discretization of those boundary conditions 

(8) 

The vector q is the heat flux and Tb is the temperature on the boundary r . Using the weak formula

tion, the continuity equation for the heat flux. becomes 

f <40 +). V'T·ii)q>jds =O 
r 

(9) 

where 'Pj varies freely on r . The scalar <in is the heat flux normal to r. Now, the procedure cor

responds to the generation of the state space equation. The functions <in and Tb are interpolated by 

their values at the coupling nodes qi and T b,i• respectively (fig. 3). After integrating over r, the 

results are of the form 

The vectors q and Tb are the ouputs of the subsystem of the 
interconnection-oriented modeling concept. It is important to 

notice that the coupling elements do have corresponding di

mensions, i.e. the introduction of dimensionless variables is 
valid only for the considered subsystem; the modeling of the 

connections refers to its physical values. The interconnec

tion-oriented model (6) and (10) can easily be transformed 

into a model as given in (1). 

Further aspects of computer algebra in modeling and simu

lation of extrusion processes can be found in the 

coupling 
nodes 

(10) 

Figure 3. coupling of subsystems 

• generation of output equations, e.g for the computation of average temperatures or of the average 

dissipation in a subsystem. 
• elimination of coupling variables, which are only involved in linear coupling equations. This 

reduces the dimension of the process mode.I used in simulation. 
• symbolic computation of the jacobian and automated generation of computer code. 
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4. Conclusions 

The mode ling of the extrusion process often implies the manipulation of large algebraic expressions , 

especially if the order reduction of distributed parameter models is involved. Thus , the application of 

computer algebra is quite useful for the automatic generation of interconnected models of subsystems 

used in polymer extrusion. 
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OPTIMAL YIELD IN CERTAIN CONTINUOUS CHEMICAL REACTIONS 

GU.nther KARIGL 
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Abstract In this paper a consecutive ch.emical reaction of rype A ~ B ~ C is considered where source A is 
turned to a product B in a catalytic reaction, and B is decomposed to C at the same time. Suppose that A can be 
supplied in a -constant source concentration and B and C can 1be removed continuously. This continous 
extraction process is modelled by means of panial differential equations and optimal yield of B is compared for 
different modelling assumptions. It is shown that the efficiency of the reaction theoretically can be brought up 
arbitrary close to I . 

1. lNTRODUCTION 

(1) 

Consecutive reactions are very common in reaction k.ineucs. We focus our interest on reactions of type 

A~B ~C. 

where product B results from sour·oe A in a catalytic reaction and is decomposed to product C at the same time. 
It is our aim 1to maximize the yield of product B. A typical example for this situation is given by the acid 
hydrolysis of ceUulose to gain glucose and alcohol (cf. Concin (1), Grethlein (2). Saeman [4] among many 
others) . 

In a simple time-dependent model the reaction can be described by a system of ordinary d.i.ff erential 
equations. Since Rakowsky (3] it is well known that the concentration of B ruris through a maximum such that 
optimal yield can be achieved only at a certain time point depending on the reaction parameters. The situation 
is different, however, if the reaction occurs in a solvent where product A is insoluble and components B and C 
are solublre. [n this case B and C .can <be removed continuoulsy and the chemical reaction B ~ C can be 
stopped. Moreover, the .source A can 1be transported continuously through the solvent such that a constant 
initial sourioe concentration will be maintained. 

The aim of this paper is to analyze the improvement of yield B if all components A B and C are 
continuously supplied and removed through the solvent. We consider different possibilities of transportation: a 
simple time-dependent model for reference and three spatial models. For each model the optimization of yield 
B is conside!'ed using the efficiency w which is defined as 

w = output of product B I input of source A . 

Thus the efficiency .indicates the fraction of source A being converted into the reaction product B. 

2. REFERENCE MODEL 

First of all let us consider a simple time-dependent model for the reaction ( 1 ). Both subprocesses of (I) 
are assumed to be first order reactions taking place at the same time. Let cA(t), cB(t) and cc(t) be the 
concentrations of products A, B and C, respectively, and let k 1 and k2 be reaction constants. Then the process 
can be described by the foHowing model equations : 
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(2) 

The solution of system (2) is given by 

c (t) = c e-k,r 
A AO 

CA0_£_[(1+ cBo K-I)e -k:r -e-t,r ] forK~l 
K -1 c AO K 

C B (t) = 

C ( k l + C BO ) e -k, 1 
AO l 

C AO 

for K = 1 

where K = k1lk2. (The concentration of C is determined by cA(t) + cs(t) + cc(.t) = cA O + cso + cco.) The 
qualitative behaviour of these solutions with initial conditions c Ao > 0. c BO = cco = 0 is illustrated in Fig. l. 

Fig. 1 Concentrations o( A, Band C 

1• 

timet 

Next let us consider the function w(t) = cs(t)/cAO· i.e. the relative concentration of B. This function 
has a unique maxi mum at 

(3) 1· = 
1 ( c K-l) 

---
1ln K I l + 2Q.. _ _ for K -:t:. l 

kl - k2 C AO K 

_!__(l - cso) for K = l 
kl CA O 

wi th value 

(4) w· = for K -:t; 1 

Hence in the important case cso = 0. K ;e l optimal reaction efficiency yields w• = K -Jl {K- l ) (cf. Fig. 2 and 
Tab. 1). 
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Fig. 2 Optimal efficiency 

1CIO% 

8'0% 

60% . 
~ 

40% 
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0% 
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K= ,kl/k2 

3. SIMPLE FLOW MOD.EL 

As a first approach in modeHing the 
consecutive reaction ( 1) in time and space we 
consider a siruati.on where all three components 
underly a continuous movement (say in x
direction) v1rith ·constant velocity vx· As before 
both subpmcesses of ( 1) are inseparable and 
OOCUJ' at the same time, because no relative 
movement between the reaction components 
1takes place. On the other hand. however, now 

'1, solvent and catalyst 

x =O 

Tab. 1 

K w* (in %) 

O,l 7,7 

0,5 25,0 

l 36,8 

2 50,0 
5 66,9 

10 77,4 
100 95,5 

Fig. 3 

continous processing 'becomes possible (see Fig 3). The concentrations cA , cs and cc are considered as 
.functions in x and t . From the continwty equation the following model equations derive: 

OC A OC ~ - - = -v __ ._ - k c 
0 [ :r OX l A 

(5) -v x 

occ occ 
--=-v --+k, c 

Ol r OX - B 

At x = 0 source A and the solvent aroe supplied continuously. This idea corresponds to the boundery conditions 
cA(x= O, t) = cAo and cs(x= O, t) = cso lleadmg to the foUowing time-independent solutions of (5): 

-k,~ 
c A (x) = c AO e v, 

K [( c 80 K - l) - 1c~ v:r - k .. : ] -- l+----- e ' - e , 
K - l c A O K 

(K ~ 1) 

The behaviour of model (5) foHows directly from the reference model by substituting t by xlvx· (This is also true 
in the special case K = 1.) 

Another approach to the above solutions is achieved by considering the initial conditions cA(x, t = 0) 
= cA O(t = xlvx) and cs(x, t = 0) = c8 0(t = xlvx), where cAO and c8 0 are the corresponding solutions of the 
reference model. This means that the initial concentrations at distance x correspond to the concentrations in the 
reference .model which result for time t = xlvx· 
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As an objective function we choose the efficiency of the reaction w = c B(x = a)/c Ao, i.e. the quotient of 
output of product B and input of product A at the ,end of the reaction area (at distance x = a). After 
transformation to the dimensionless variable ,; = k 1alvx the optimal solution of the problem w(~ = max is 
derived from (3) to be 

~ ln K I ( l + c Bo K - 1) for K -:t:. l 
i;. = K - 1 c AO K 

C BO 
1-- forK = 1 

CAO 

This also determines the optimal length of the reaction ar,ea a*= ~*vJk 1 (for a given velocity vx). The optimal 
efficiency again is given by ( 4) 

4. PERCOLA HON MODEL 

In this section we C·onsider a variant of proc·ess (I) 
allowing for relative movement between the source product 
A and the solvent including products B and C (as well as the 
catalyst). In this case it is possible to separate the two 
subprocesses of (l) and to improve the reaction's efficiency. 

In the sequel we assume th.at product A stays at rest 
while the solvent (together with components B and C) 

undergoes a constant movement with sinking velocity vv 
(cf. Fig. 4). The concentrations cA, cB and cc are .assumed 
to depent on height y and time t. These assumptions lead to 
'the system of partial differential equations 

OCA = -kc 
Of 1 A 

y 

('6) OCB = - v OCB + kc k 
l A - ,_CB or y oy 

occ = -v. occ + k ,c 
01 >- oy - B 

which has the solution 

y 
-ki -

cs(y ,t)=cso e v, + C,io 

where •the conditions c A (v, t = ylv y) = c Ao and c B(V = 0. t) = c BO have been used. 

In this model reaction efficiency. i.e. the ratio of B to A at time t, is given by 

} I• !_ 
W = -;b J!._ Yy CB (y = bJ) dt 

AO v , 

= _!_ ,[(1 - e- 11 )(1 - e-' ) +Ceo _!_e-1]-r] 
77 ' C A O K 
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where the dimensionless variables TJ = k1blvy and T "" k 1r have been introduced. Moreover, we describe the 
relative consumption of solvent with respect to source product A by the catalyst ratio v, which is - in contrast to 
the other models discussed so far - not constant any more but yields 

v Y t 1 r 
v=--=--

b K 17 

The demand for high efficiency leads to the problem w = max which will be discussed in the next section 
Observe that r describes the first and TJ the second process of reaction (I). such that a certain separation of both 
processes is possible. 

5. TRANSVERSAL FLOW MODEL 

A more general situation is described 
by a model with horizontal source transport 
and vertical fluid transport as shown in Fig. 5. 
Let us assume constant transport velocities v.r 
and vy in horizontal and vertical directions. 
respectively. The geometry of the reaction area sourer A 

is detennined by the parameters a and b (see ---7 
Fig. 5). Again a relative movement between 
the different reacting components takes place, 

Fig. 5 

x 

such that a separation of the two subprocesses 
is possible. In the subsequent analysis all 
concentrations are assumed to depend on the 

.._ ______ ~ solvrnt incl. 

space variables x, y and on time t. 

Analogous to (5) and (6) now we 
have the system equations 

ocrl OCA 

y 

-- = -v -- - k c 
0 1 :r ox 1 

A 

(vx/vy)b a 

(7) 
OCB OCB OCB 
-- = - V - - - V - - + k I C,; - k 2 CB 

0 1 :r ox y oy 
OCc OCc OCc - - = - v -- - v -- + k c 
0 1 . :r ox y oy 2 8 

products Band C 

According to our analysis in the last sections we are interested in solutions with boundery conditions c A (x. 

y = :rv/vr t) = cAo and cB(.r, y = 0, t) = cBo which can be shown to be 

-c1 (~-L) 
cA(x,y)=cA0 e "• "1 

(Observe that these solutions again are independent of time.) 

In order to determine optimal yield Bin this model we assume cBo = 0. First we calculate the output of 
product B 
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J
a+~b 

w = "• c (x y = b)v dx 
2b B ' Y 

Ne:\.'t we denve the efficiency w - substituting for~ = k 1alvx and T/ = k2blvy - according to 

Moreover, the catalyst ratio is given by 

avx 1 i; 
v = -- = --

bvy K 'f/ 

Obviously the function w = w(~. T/) is increasing in ~and decreasing in ry as visualized in Fig. 6. From this it is 
clear that efficiency can be brought up arbitrary close to 1 (which involves, however, a dramatically increasing 
catalyst ratio) 

Fig. 6 Rtaction efficiency w 

w = O.l 

Finally w·e consider the problem w = max, v = canst which leads to the objective function 

wilh A = Kv. The problem w(T/) = max can be solved by nume1rica1 methods only. The qualitative behaviour of 
w(ry) for different values of A is indicated in Fig. 7 and shows a concave function with a unique maximum. The 
value of this maximum is given in Tab. 2. Comparing Tab. l and Tab. 2 it becomes evident that already for a 
catalyst ration of v = 1 (which implies A = /...) the maximal efficiency is higher than the corresponding values 
for the models of section 2 and 3. 
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FiJ:. 7 EJliciency for constant catalyst ratio Tab. 2 

A w* (in %) 

0,1 8,2 

0,5 27,5 

1 40,7 

2 55,1 

5 72,2 

10 82 , l 
100 96,9 

By a similar approach it is possible to minimize the catalyst consumption for given constant efficiency. 
This means to consider the problem v = min, w = const which also has a unique solution and can be treated in 
the same way. 
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ABSTRACT 

Several large-scale wastewater treatment plants have been modelled successfully using the General Purpose 
Simulator, GPS-X. The program was found to be an invaluable tool in different areas. such as: a) analysis of 
operational scenarios; b) detennination of sustained and peak capacity of plants (rated plant capacity) and c) 
investigation of plant expansion scenarios. Four cases involving simulation studies on large-scale plants are 
discussed . 

INTRODUCTION 

In the early stages of mathematical modelling of wastewater treatment plants research was oriented towards 
s imulation of isolated unit processes. The emphasis of researchers and modellers has been placed mostly on the two 
key processes - activated sludge and final settling-, but other primary, tertiary, alternative or biosolids processes 
have also received considerable attention since. Therefore, it is now possible to model a full-scale wastewater 
treatment plant from headworks t·o effluent discharge, including process interactions. Is it feasible or practical 
though? What accuracy can one expect from such .an exercise? Are these models applicable in performance 
analysis , optimization of operation, operator training, automation, planning or design? 

These questions were motivating the development and application of the General Purpose Simulator (GPS-X) to 
foll-scale plants. In the past few years, the program has been applied to more than 20 plants worldwide, including 
plants in Canada, U.S.A., Mexico, Venezuela, the United Kingdom, Sweden, and Japan. Technologies simulated 
include mostly conventional activated sludge, biological phosphorus removal and sequencing batch reactor 
processes. Some of the cases in question involve proprietary technologies and cannot be published. Four 
conventional, large wastewater plants were selected to demonstrate the benefits and challenges of such an exercise. 

MODELLING FULL-SCALE TREATMENT PLANTS 

When modelling a large-scale treatment plant, the modeller is faced with special challenges which do not exist in 
a controlled laboratory setting, or even when studying an isolated process on a full -scale plant. Some of the 
problems stemming from field conditions include: 
- Data requirements. Plants rarely monitor or sample all important streams and components. The accuracy of flow 

measurement is usually hard (expensive) to verify due to the size of the plant. Monitoring equipments break 
down, power failures occur much more often than in the laboratory. Samples get lost or worse, sampled 
incorrectly. The modeller has to deal with different operational personnel who is changing several times during 
the experiment, as opposed to a familiar laboratory assistant. 

- Unknown interactions between processes. When studying an isolated process, inevitable errors will disappear 
harmlessly at output points. In a large-scale treatment plant, one process influences the other, (e.g. the effect of 
sludge lines on influent loading), and the complexity of the simulation task is largely increased. 

- Plant has to stay in compliance while being tested. In case of a real plant subject to strict effluent guidelines it is 
sometimes impossible or takes careful planning to perform experiments, stress tests, which are easy to perform 
on pilot scale uni ts or isolated processes. 
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- Unpredictable load and operation. The plant is subjected to storms and other unforeseeable events which will 
play havoc with experimental plans and the performance of the plant. 

- Extra work load on operators. Operators are requested to do extra work in addition to their usual job requirements 
and experience, sometimes without extra compensation. 

- Lack of modelling expenise. In order for the plant model developed in a study with limited timeframe co become 
a valuable tool for planning and process analysis, the plant has to assign an engineer to the ongoing modelling 
task. Mathematical modelling requires some very specialized knowledge which is not readily available on a plant. 
On a large plant maintaining and operating the model is a substantial pan time or full time job. 

- Budget. Extra sampling to support modelling activities, additional monitors, the time of the process engineer 
committed to modelling require careful cost-benefit analysis on part of the plant, particularly smaller ones to be 
able to justify the investment in this high-end technology. 

- Hardware and software also plays a key role in the implementation of mathematical models as computer 
programs. A full-scale plant potentially has a large number of unit processes which may require a powerful 
platform. Versatility is also a key requirement - the effective simulation of a large number of what-if scenarios 
on a large-scale plant demands a modular approach from the simulation vehicle. 

CASE-STUDIES 

The size of plants GPS-X was applied to ranges from 12 to 650 MVd. Out of more than twenty cases four were 
selected for discussion based on the results and conclusions which can be generalized for other similar plants. The 
four plants are listed in Table I. All the selected plants are conventional biological technologies, consisting of 

Table l: GPS-X Case Studies 

Design flow 
Technology 

Plant name Location 
[MVd) Step-feedin g Nitrification Denitrification 

Gold Bar Edmonton, Canada 3l0 Yes No No 

Coleshill Coleshill, UK 55 No Yes Yes 

Main Toronto, Canada 650 Yes No No 

Woodward Hamilton, Canada 340 Yes Partial No 

primary clarification and the secondary activated sludge process, in all cases involving several parallel trains. 

Cold Bar Wastewater Treatment Plant, Edmonton, Alben a, Canada. This facil ity is a typical non-nitrifying 
activated sludge plant with 8 parallel trains. In 1990, the average flow to the plant was 278 Ml/d, while the primary 
plant had a rated capacity of 950 MVd, and the peak capacity of the secondary was 430 MVd . The objective of the 
study was to develop a dynamic model of the plant for use in assessing the plant capacity as well as to identify 
effective operational strategies. 

Three plant layouts o f different complexity were developed using GPS-X. In the full layout, all eight individual 
processes were simulated separately, but simultaneously. Hydraulic information to support process modelling was 
developed from a plant survey and coded into GPS-X in the form of correlation equations. In the intermediate 
layout (as shown in Figure I for illustration), three process trains were simulated, according to the three different 
construction stages, while in the simplified one the whole plant was lumped into one process. Process models 
applied in this study were a temperature sensitive version of the IA WQ model [l). and a one-dimensional flu x 
settler (2). The models were calibrated for a number of flow conditions, including diurnal and extreme flow 
conditions. Stress tests were performed on specific unit processes to determine model parameters under critical 
loading conditions, including: a, primary clarifier stress test; b, final clarifier stress test; and c, step-feed test. 
Calibration of the model for carbonaceous BOD and suspended solids removal was successful. In general, the 
results agree very well with plant data, as shown for diurnal effluent suspended solids variation in Figure 2. 

As part of this study, several changes in operational strategies were investigated using the calibrated model, 
including: 
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LAYOUT: Intermediate CPS-X MACRO LIBRARY: cnlib 
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Figure I. Intermediate layout (Gold Bar WWTP) 

- the effect of hydraulic and organic load increases over the next 20 years and the necessary plant expansion, 
- rising sludge problems in the final clarifiers. 
- step-feed vs. plug-flow operation. 
- the effect of even flow distribution on the process. 
- the generation and use of operational charts using GPS-X. 
- nitrification-denitrification operation. 

A number of interesting conclusions were drawn from the case 
studies identified previously: 
I , If the current SRT setpoint of 4.2 days is maintained. then 3 new 

biological reactors and secondary settlers will be required by 1997 
and again by the year 2008 to prevent the settlers from 
overloading. These conclusions were reached by assuming a 
constant influent concentration under increasing hydraulic load. 
Settler failure could be prevented, and plant expansion delayed 
slightly, by decreasing the SRT of the plant. However, this 
strategy can have serious drawbacks. The mixed liquor suspended 
solids concentration can become so low in the aeration tanks that 
no proper flocculation and settling will take place in the settlers. 

c:tO.D 

Effluent suspended solids. mg/I 
data 

... a.• 1. 1 ... ... 
Time [days] 

Figure 2. Diurnal calibration 

This phenomenon is further augmented by step-feeding operation, at very low SRT's, BOD breakthrough might 
occur, resulting in serious excursions beyond the prescribed effluent limit. 

2, The current operational practice to prevent denitrification in the settlers (low SRT, increased rake speed) is optimal. 
Final solution to the problem will be provided by an efficient nitrification-denitrification operational mode in the 
future. 

3, Based on dry-weather flow loading conditions, a maximum of two of the aeration tanks and one clarifier can be taken 
off service without jeopardizing process performance. Ideally all eight final clarifiers should be used with six or 
seven aeration tanks, but current piping makes this choice impossible. Important energy savings can be realized by 
the optimal use of biological reactors. 
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4, Since the study was conducted during dry weather winter conditions, no data was available for the calibration and 
verification of the model under storm flow conditions. However, for the purpose of this investigation, it was decided 
to simulate the performance of the plant under heavy storm flow conditions ( 1200 Ml/d). The results show that the 
current bypass primary and secondary plant loading limits before bypass of950 and 430 Ml/d, respectively, represent 
the maximum which the plant can handle without an operational upset. 

5, Even though imbalances in flow distribution between the individual trains were significant (10-15%), the difference 
between the combined effluent suspended solids of the plant and that of the aggregated (single process) model was 
negligible (less than 1 mg/I). 

Generally, it was found during the study that data collection is very expensive without online monitoring equipment. 
To reduce data requirements, aggregation of different process trains is a viable approach even when the flow distribution 
is significantly different of individual trains. 

Coleshill Wastewater Treatment Plant, UK. Severn Trent Water Ltd. (STW) operates about 70 activated sludge plants. 
In the future some will have to meet COD, total N, and total P consent as well as BOD, SS, and NH4-N requirements. 
STW recognizes that computer simulation can play an important role in understanding the operation of large-scale 
sewage works, allowing them to meet consents more effectively. 
The Coleshill sewage works is a 55 Ml/d conventional 
diffused air nitrifying activated sludge plant. The plant 
meets an effluent requirement of 25/45/20 (BOD/SS/ 
NH/-N) based on a 95 %-ile and 3 samples per week. 
Coleshill is probably one of the better instrumented 
plants in the world with over 150 analogue inputs to the 
site monitoring system, including: 

8 ultrasonic flow level sensors, 
16 MADOS III dissolved oxygen probes, 
4 mixed liquor suspended solids probes, 
8 sludge blanket probes, 
4 MSL respirometers, 
3 effluent suspended solids probes, 
3 ion-selective ammonia probes, Water Reclamation Woncs 

3 pH sensors, and Figure 3. Coleshill Water Pollution Control Plant 
3 temperature probes. 

The last four parameters are measured on the settled sewage (East and West) as well as the final effluent. 

The purpose of this investigation was to develop a calibrated model of the Coleshill sewage works and to link the model 
to the site monitoring system for operational control purposes. A process flow diagram derived from the physical layout 
of the plant was developed using the GPS-X (see Figure 3). 

Following a review of historical plant performance, the Table 2: Steady-state results 
model was calibrated to a number of flow conditions in 
order to assess the stability and sensitivity of model 
parameters. Operational parameters such as waste and 
return flowrates, DO setpoints, etc. were identified and 
specified as inputs to the model. A steady-state solution of 
the model calibrated to average historical plant records 
allowed for the identification of the preliminary set of model 
parameters. Results of this analysis are shown in Table 2. A 
number of simulations under dynamic conditions were 
performed. The results of a four day simulation on the 
effluent ammonia concentration are shown in Figure 4 . In 
this example, the first 2 days were used for model 
calibration, while the next 2 days were used for model 
verification. The discontinuities in the observed data (every 
12 hours) are associated with the self-calibrating feature of 
the instrument. It is interesting to note that, following 
calibration, the instrument typically returns to the simulated 

Parameters 

Primary effluent 

SS (mg/1) 

BOD5 (mg/l) 

NH4 + -N (mg NII) 

Aeration tanks 

MLSS (mg/1) 

DO (pass 3) (mg/1) 

Final effluent 

SS (mg/I) 

BOD5 (mg/1) 

NH/-N (mg N/1) 

- 4 20 -

Observed 

115 

110 

27 

2550 

3.7 

3 .5 

7.5 

9.6 

Simulated 

115 

108 

27 

2540 

;,.7 

3.8 

6.7 

9.5 



value. This finding can be used as a warning to either update the calibration of the simulator or the monitoring 
instrument for fouling. 

Main Treatment Plane, Toronto, Canada. The 
GPS-X was used to develop a dynamic 
mathematical model of the largest wastewater 
treatment plant in Canada. The plant treats an 
average of 650 Ml/d influent from 
Metropolitan Toronto, by primary 
sedimentation and the basic activated sludge 
process (non-nitrifying). Only the liquid 
stream processes were simulated in this study, 
however, the effect of sidestreams from sludge 
treatment can be simulated. The model was 
calibrated and verified based on the results of a 
9 month long audit undertaken by CH2MHill. 
Initially, several monthly steady-state 
calibrations were performed in order to find 
the range of model parameters. Then, several 
diurnal and stonn events were selected from a 
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14 
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Figure 4. Diurnal ammonia variation 
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database containing almost one year of continuous flow and quality data. During the calibration it became apparent 
that in some of the stress test cases the one-dimensional model could not handle the effect of extreme stonn flows on 
clarifier performance. A two-dimensional fluid dynamic model was incorporated in GPS-X and has been used to 
determine the flow pattern in the rectangular final clarifiers. Long-term continuous simulations were also performed 
with a duration of three to nine months to check the model's capability in matching trends in the data. MLSS 
concentration in a typical three-week period is shown in Figure 5. This specific graph pointed to potential suspended 
solids probe malfunction during the first JO days which was confirmed by grab samples and mass balance calculations. 
Once the probe was recalibrated, the measured data fits the simulation reasonably well. The output from these runs was 
also processed in probability distribution fonn. 

••oo _ MLSS. mg/I 

2000 

1000 

0 : 

c data 
- simulation 

0 

The study pointed to several possible 
improvements in the daily operation of the 
plant. Specifically, inadequate flow 
monitoring and the improvement of bypassing 
policy has been raised by studying the data and 
verifying its consistency by dynamic 
simulations. The model was also used to 
evaluate different expansion scenarios, e.g. the 
implementation of nitrification on the Main 
Plant. Several alternatives were evaluated, 
including the feasibility of maintaining an 
elevated MLSS level to increase SRT, as well 
as retrofitting the aeration system for fine-pore 
diffusers. 

.;......+1 • I I . I I I I ! I I ' I I I IW-++-t-1-'-i-i-!· I I i I I I I I I I .: . I I I I I I I - - - -

Figure 5. Long-term MLSS simulation 
GPS-X has been installed on the plant and 
since then has been used to determine best 
operational practises during emergency pump 

shutdowns and construction periods. In one instance, e.g., it provided maintenance with an estimation of the time
frame while a recycle pump can be safely taken out of service. Analyzing the effect of this operation in GPS-X, it was 
determined that there is a four hour window while the maintenance or replacement can be performed without 
hampering effluent quality. 

Woodward Avenue, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. The purpose of this project was to develop a dynamic model of the 
Woodward Avenue treatment plant. The model was used to provide support information for the development of a 
Facility Plan Report, addressing the long-term development needs of the plant. The calibrated model has been installed 
at the plant site. 
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The Hamilton Woodward treatment plant is a conventional activated sludge plant that is currently designed to treat an 
average combined sewer flow of 340 Mild. The plant is also able to cope with a 600 Miid short term peak flow. All 
flows above 600 MUd bypass the entire plant. Flows above 41 0 MU d. and below 600 MVd, will be bypassed around 
the secondary facility by operators if the final clarifier sludge blanket is too high. Another unusual aspect of the plant 
is that the primary clarifiers have a maximum hydraulic capacity of 275 MUd. This means that all flow in excess of 
275 Mild bypasses primary treatment and receives only secondary treatment. 

The complex plant operation, 
which indudes several by
passes, two different technolo
gies from two plant e1'pansions, 
and the shallow rectrangular 
clarifiers equipped with a circu
lar sludge scraper arm proved to 
be a challenge during plant cali
bration . GPS-X was used to 
organize the large amount of 
data generated by the two pro
cess trains visually to aid in cali
bration. A typical screen 
including the plant layout, man
ual and automatic controllers, 
and linear as well as histogram 
output of the simulation results 
along with monitored plant data 
during the calibration process is 
shown in Figure 6. for illustra
tion. 
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Figure 6. GPS-X interactive simulation interface. 

Selected results of a dynamic simulation for the period of April 13 to 18, 1991 are shown in Figure 7. The Figure 
indudes ftow to the north side aeration basins (which provides appro1'imately 66% of the biological treatment), and 
north side dfluent suspended solids (actual and simulated). Simulated north side flows are based on total plant infiuent 
flow. flow splits between the north and south plant, and the effects of operator control rules programmed into the 
simulation code. During periods of high flow to the north side of the plant, the effluent suspended solids· increases 
significantly. There is good agreement between simulated and actual effluent suspended solids. 
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The calibrated model was used to evaluate expansion 
scenarios for two different expected flow levels (400 and 
600 Ml/d), and three different effluent standards. 
Necessary expansion of primary and final settling 
capacities was established by traditional design methods 
and verified with the model. The proposed conversion of 
the aeration tanks to plug-flow reactors equipped with an 
anoxic zone was also simulated, with special attention of 
the required aeration capacity and taper. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Figure 7. Effect of stonn flow on suspended solids 

Out of more then twenty case studies four was selected to 
demonstrate the challenges and benefits of simulation as a 
tool on large-scale wastewater treatment plants, It was 
found that activated sludge models and primary and final 
clarification models are robust enough today to be used in 
an industrial environment even when full identification of 
every model parameter is not possible or feasible. 
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Abstract. The complex dynamic process of clarification, settling and thickening in final clari
fiers of wastewater treatment plants is very sensitive to changes in hydraulic and organic 
loading. Vitasovic's solid flux model and several modifications of the sludge settling velocity in 
this model are investigated and applied to the sewage plant of Siegen. The underflow and efflu
ent suspended solids concentrations are used for comparison of simulation results. Hydraulic 
overloading during rainfall periods are modelled very well. However, the effluent suspended 
solids concentration during dry weather periods with changes in organic loading is not yet suf
ficiently modelled by all the proposed modifications of the sludge settling model. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The activated sludge process (Fig. 1) is currently the most widely used biological wa

stewater treatment process in the developed world /Gray90/. In this process a large population 
of micro-organisms is maintained in suspension in a tank through which wastewater passes 
continuously (with volumetric flow rate Q). Air or oxygen is supplied and purification takes 
place in a series of steps. Bacteria utilize the organic material to yield new cells and provide en
ergy /Jame841. The synthesized cells (sludge) are separated from the clarified effluent by means 
of sedimentation in a solids-liquid separator (secondary settler or final clarifier). The main por
tion of the active bacteria (activated sludge) is recycled to the inlet of the aeration tank (flow rate 
R) and the smaller portion is removed (excess sludge or secondary sludge, flow rate S). 

influen1 was1ewarer air. oxygen 

aeration (Q+R) XF 
tank 

final 
clarifier 

treated effluent 

(Q-S)~ 

excess s ludge 

SXR 
Fig. I: 
Aow scheme of the activated 
sludge process. 

The micro-organisms are maintained in the aeration tank in the form of floes, which are disper
sed throughout the liquor (mixed liquor suspended solids MLSS). Purification is achieved as a 
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resu lt of micro-organism metabolism, which depends on the presence of sufficient oxygen. A 
portion of the carbonaceaous organic waste is converted to inorganic material by oxidation. The 
other part of the waste is converted into new cells. In addition nitrifying bacteria will convert 
amonia to nitrates . The rate depends on the retention characteristics of the particular process 
/Jame84/. In other words: The very operation of an activated sludge plant is based on the trans
formation of soluble organic matter into settleable suspended matter /TPN90/. Therefore, the 
separation of solids and fluid is undoubtedly one of the most important processes in wastewater 
u;eatment. Final clarifiers should produce an ,effluent with a very low suspended solids concen
tration and an underflow or recycled sludge with a high concentration of biomass for use in the 
aeration tank (biochemical reactor). 

In recent years numerous mathematical models of the complex biokinetic processes in activated 
sludge plants have been developed. The most wellknown and widely used model is the 
IAWPRC model No. 1 /HGGM86/, which also considered in this paper. However, this model 
takes not into account the settling characteristics of activated sludge in final clarifiers. 
Therefor;e, the IA WPRC model has been combined with the multi-layer flux model of Vitasovic 
/Vita89/. Several modifications of this dynamic model of the clarification-thickening process by 
Takacs /TPA90, /TPA91/, Otterpohl /OtFr92/, as well as results of an extended new activated 
sludge model of Gujer /GuKa92/ are considered. 

The aim of this paper is two-fold: Comparison of the different modifications of the flux model 
and simulation of the final clarifiers of ,the wastewaiter tr·eatment plant of Siegen. The capability 
of predic6ng or simulating the observ,ed and measured seUler failures is of specific interest. In 
the following chapters the flux model and the different modifications of the settling velocity in 
this model afe briefly discussed. Simulation results are presented for comparison. Both influent 
flow situations are considered, dry weather and storm water influent. 

2. MODELLING OF FINAL CLARIFIERS 
In this paper, final clarifiers with vertical flow characteristics are considered (Fig. 2). 

One-dimensional models are able to describe the space dependent sludge concentration profile 
along ,the vertical coordinate z, which can be measured with vertically moving turbidity sensors. 
A typical measured profile is shown in Fig. 2. The sludge blanket height and the increasing 
concentration can be observed. 

depht.....--------. 
(ml 

, · ··1--r·t 
: ······r ········:··········r········· 

, -_ -~·~::r]: : 
: :.-.... 
: : " 

10 -+' ~ .... ~,.,...... .................... ~ ......... ~ ..... 
0 2 4 6 8 

concentration [gill 

Fig. 2: 
Final clarifier of the wastewa
ter treatment plant of Siegen 
(squared pyramid) and a 
measured sludge profil. 

Sewage plant operators have observed that the settling and clarification process is very sensitive 
to changes in hydraulic loading and changes in organic loading or the characteristics of bio
mass. The hydraulic conditions can be accounted much more readily in mathematical modelling 
than the characteristics of biomass, which depend on ithe layout of the plant, food to mass ratio. 
oxygen concentration in ·ithe aeration tank, type of organics in feed etc. /TPN90/. 
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Fig. 3: Hourly measured sludge concentration profiles in a final clarifier. 
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A typical failure of a final clarifier due to hydraulic overloading can be observed in Fig. 3, 
where the concentration profiles ~e measured every hour. High effluent suspended solids con
centrations occur after a heavy rainfall (storm water influent flow). 

The model of Vitasovic /Vita89/ is based on the solids flux theory and provides a comprehen
sive description of the observed thickening function of the final clarifier, which is split into a 
finite number of uniform horizontal layers. See /Vita89/ and /TPN91/ for details. The solids 
concentration Xi in each layer of constant height h can be calculated from a simple mass balance 
around each layer: 

h dX; = Q; (X. - X .) . ( X X ) . ( X X ) dt ~ 1-I I + min Vi - I i-1 ' Vi i - min Vi jt Vi+ I i+I 

'--.,,.-----' 

bulk movement gravity settling 
. (1) 

with Qi = volumetric flow rate, Ai= cross sectional area, vi =settling velocity, i = 1,2, ... n. 
Modifications of this equation are necessary for the top layer (i = 1, x 1 = xE = effluent suspen
ded solids concentration), 1the bottom Jay,er (i = n, Xn = xR = recycled sludge concentration), 
and the feed layer (i = m, feed concentration xp and feed flow rate Qp = Q + R). Essential are 
the assumptions about the settling velocity in different models. In /Vita89/ a widely accepted 
empirical equation is used, which was originally proposed by Vesilind: 

(Model of Vitasovic, Vesilind) (2) 
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where the main maximum settling velocity v0 and the exponential decreasing parameter a are 
empirical constants. In rfPN90/ and /TPN91/ it has been assumed by Takacs et al. that the mi
xed liquor solids entering the final clarifier in the feed layer can be thought to consist of unsett
leable, slowly settling, and rapidly settling fractions. A double exponential settling velocity mo
del is proposed to account for the three settling fractions: 

(Model of Takacs et al.) 

= f nsXF = minimum attainable effluent suspended solids concentration 
= non-settleable influent suspended solids fraction 

(3) 

where Xmin 

f ns 
rh 
rp 

=settling parameter characteristic of hindered settling (rapidly settling) 
=settling parameter characteristic of low solids concentration (slowly settling) 

The two exponential settling velocity models (2) and (3) are compared in Fig. 4. 

2 

0-IL-~~~~+--~..........;.~~--~~ 

0 2 4 6 10 Fig. 4: 
concentration [gll I Comparison of two settling velocity models. 

Another modification is proposed in /OtFr92/. The settling flux terms in equation (I) are mul
tiplied by a so-called "Q-function", which has been originally introduced by Hartel /Hart90/. 
This function is dependent on the depth z, sludge volume index SVI, influem solids concentra
tion XF, and few geometrical parameters: 

(Hartel's Q-function) . (4a) 

The solids in the secondary clarifier are divided into two components: macro floes and mall so
lids. Macro floes are assumed to settle according to the function of Hartel, and small solids are 
assumed to settle with a very small constant velocity: 

Vi.Floe = Vo(SV/)e- a(SVl)X, 

V;.sot = constant . 

(Model of Otterpohl et al.) (4b) 

(4c) 

The parameters v0, a, depend on the SVI. The influent concentration XF has to be divided into 
two fractions 

X F,F/oc = (1- f)X F and XF.Sot = f XF . (4d) 

The parameter f has to be suitably chosen. See /OtFr92/ for more details. 
Gujer et al. /GuKa92/ extended the activated sludge model Nr. 1 /HGGM86/ by introducing 
flocforming heterotrophic organisms (XF1o), filamentous heterotrophic organisms (XFiJ), and 
"nocardia" type organisms (XNoc) instead of the usually assumed single population of hetero
trophic organisms (XH). The latter is not essential with respect to the modelling of final clari-
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fiers and is therefore neglected in this paper. Starting from this new biokinetic model 
/GuKa92/, Hoen and Schuhen proposed another model of the settling velocity in the final clari
fier, which takes into account both filamentous and flocforming heterotrophic organisms: 

(Model of Hoen, Schuhen) (5) 

with the empirical parameters v0, a, similar to equation (2) and the additional parameters k and 
b, where b describes the maximum settling velocity of filamentous organisms. In the case 
Xi.Flo >> Xi,Fil the model (5) converges to model (2). 

3. SIMULATION OF FINAL CLARIFIERS 
During i 985 - 90, one third of the sewage plant of the city of Siegen has been used as 

full scale pilot plant for research and experiments. Suitable measurements are available for mo
del parameter adjustment, model verification and validation. This plant is highly loaded with 
respect to substrate concentration (BOD or COD). A group of four final clarifiers with quadratic 
cross sectional area (squared pyramid) and vertical flow characteristics are hydraulically over
loaded during storm water influent flow. High effluent sludge concentrations are observed 
(Fig. 2). Models of final clarifiers should describe both, stormwater and dry weather influent 
flow situations. 

The activated sludge process is modeled by a simplified version of the IA WPRC model 
/HGGM86/, without nitrification and denitrification, considering the readily biodegradable 
substrate Ss and the active heterotrophic biomass XH = X as main state variables. In combina
tion with equation (5) of the settling velocity, the biokinetic model of Gujer et al. /GuKa92/ 
with flocforming and filamentous organisms, X = XFlo + XFil• is considered. It is assumed 
that these two organisms can grow on two substrates, inflowing soluble COD, Ss, and soluble 
hydrolysis products, SH. 

Vitasovic's final clarifier model with n = l 0 layers of constant thickness h = 1.0 m, variable 
area Ai, and influent in the fourth layer is assumed. A new wastewater treatment plant simula
tion system KSIM /Scuh93/, developed at the Institute of Mechanics and Control Engineering 
(IMR) of the University of Siegen, has been applied for simulation of different influent flow 
situations. KSIM is based on the commonly used programs MATLAB and SIMULINK. KSIM 
allows for easy interactive choice of different activated sludge models, different models of pri
mary and secondary clarifiers, several flowschemes, process control strategies etc. 

Fig. 5 shows simulation results of the storm water situation. Two and a half days (60 hours) 
have been considered for simulation. Two heavy rainfalls can be observed from the influent 
flow rate Q(t) after 20 and 40 hours. The measured activated sludge concentration of the aerator 
(biochemical reactor) has been used as feed concentration of the final clarifier. The effluent sus
pended solids concentration XE(t) and the recycled sludge concentration XR(t) have been cho
sen for valuation of the different models. The measurement range of XE was restricted to 25 
mg/I, therefore, the high effluent concentration due to storm water influent can only be obser
ved from simulation. The simulated underflow sludge concentration cR(t) corresponds suffi
ciently well with the measured values. The resultes of Fig. 5 have been obtained with the multi
layered clarifier model of Vitasovic (Equ. 1) and the settling velocity model (2). Equivalent re
sults have been obtained with the other velocity models (3) - (5). 

The simulations results are quite different in the d.ry weather situation. None of the four settling 
velocity models combined with Vitasovic's layered model of final clarifiers is able to simulate 
effluent suspended solids concentrations XE(t) which arie in sufficient agreement with measu
rement results (Fig. 6). However, is should be regarded, that the concentration level is rather 
low (between 1 and 3 mg/I) in the dry weather situation. 
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4. RESULTS 
Models for complex acitvated sludge processes are available, which can simulate the 

dynamic behavior of a large variety of activated sludge systems /HGGM86/, /GuKa92/. Mo
dels, which are able to simulat,e the settling characteristics of the activated sludge in final clari
fiers are still in an early phase of development. In this paper the layered model of Vitasovic 
/Vita89/ and several models of the sludge settling velocity have been investigated and compa
red. Measured data from a full scale pilot plant have been used for model verification and vali
dation. From simula1tion results it can be concluded, that storm water flow situations (hydraulic 
overload) are modelled very well by all considered mode1s. But none of the models was able to 
simulate dry weather flow situations (organic overload) with sufficient accuracy. Therefore, 
future research activities should be directed to improve the models of final clairifiers, espicially 
modeUs for circular clarifiers with horizontal flow characteristics are needed. 
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Abstract. A software has been developed for the simulation of a municipal waste water 
treatment plant by activated sludge including a primary settler, an aerator of the canal type 
and a secondary settler with sludge recycle. The daily variations in load and flowrate are 
taken into consideration. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Waste water treatment plants by activated sludge are the most used systems for the 

treatment of domestic waste waters, mixed or not with indusaial effluents. The quality of 
the purified water should be maintained within strict limits in spite of variations 
(periodical or not) in load and flowrate, of biomass variability, and of hydrodynamical 
characteristics of the plant. Large quantities of oxygen should be supplied, either by gas 
injection (air or oxygen) or by surface aeration, to avoid any limitation of microbial 
activity. On the other hand, sludge overproduction should be avoided as their elimination 
is costly. 

The design of new plants, the development of new control strategies and the 
training of operators would be improved by the availability of a dedicated simulation 
software. The aim of this paper is the description of such a tool, devoted to the simulation 
of a plant including a primary settler, an aeration tank of the canal-type and a secondary 
settler with sludge recycle. The software has been developed using experience gained on 
the waste water plant of a large french city (300 OOO equiv. inh.). 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The actual waste water plant includes three primary settlers (total volume=== 12 

OOOm3), three aeration tanks with air injection (total volume === 9 OOO m3) and three 
secondary settlers (total volume = 15 OOO m3). One-week long monitorings have been 
previously conducted [4]. Turbidity and UV-light and visible light absorption have been 
monitored on water at the plant inlet, at the primary settlers outlet and at the plant outlet 
over a 8-month period. Daily average pollution values have been provided by the Plant 
Managing Company. Weather data have been provided by the National Weather Agency 
and Nancy District Authority. 

Residence time liquid phase distributions have been measured on one of the 
primary settlers and on the sub-system aeration tank-secondary settler. The tracer was 
lithium chloride. Lithium was measured by atomic absorption after sample filtration. 

3. MODELING 
The simulated plant includes a primary settler, an aeration tank and a secondary 

settler with cell recycle and represents one third of the actual plant. Water flows by 
gravity and the volume of each unit is constant. Detailed equations are here omitted for 
sake of simplicity.They are based on simple mass balances. 
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3.1. Biological model 
The pollution is essentially of domestic nature. It is usually divided into three 

parts, according to its biodegradability and solubility [5]: 
- biodegradable polution 
- non biodegradable non soluble (SsASi) 
- non biodegradable soluble (Sssi) 

The biodegradable poHuition is divided into a soluble part (Ss), which is rapidly 
m,etabolized, and a non soluble part (S505), which is hydrolyzed into a reserve substrate 
(Sr) transfered across the cell wall before consumption. 

The biological model is based on IA WPRC model (1, 3]. Nitrification and 
denittifica.tion prooesses are no,t taken into account. Biomass consumes the biodegradable 
pollution. Biomass death , favored by oxygen limitaiiton or excess, produces a new 
pollution, more or less biodegradable. Monod's type kinetics are used with constant 
yields. 

3.2. Aeration tank model 
After analysis of the hydraulic residence time distributions, the aeration tank is 

modeled by a series of n units: each unit is built from a well-mixed zone, with 

backmixing (fac1tor a), and a dead zone [7] . a varies with flowrate according to the 
following relationship: 

a = 8.5 - ( 81.25 -
1 ~2)1 12 

with J = 1 + 1000/t where t is the aeration tank global residence time. Biological 
reaction is taking place only in the well-mixed zone which is aerated. Aeration is 
represented by a mass transfer coefficient (K1a) which can have a different value in each 
unit. 

3.3. Settlers model 
The primary settler retains about 50% of the non soluble polllution entering the 

plant and the secondary settler retains about 90% of ithe insoluble pollution entering the 
aeration tank. The same model :structure of layers of annular zones of equal surface has 
been selected for both settlers. The model is derived from Kabouris and 
Georgakalcos'work [2].. The differences between both seulers are: 

- for ·the setding velocity: the average settling velocity is taken as 0.8 
m/h.Vesilind's relationship is used for me secondary settler [8]: 

v = k exp(-nX5) 

where Xs is 1the 1total concentration in suspended macter. Typical value fork and n are 
respectively 6.4 (m/h) and 0.4 but they can be varied according to sludge settleability. 

- for hydrodynamics: the average wastage rate of the primary settler is 0.01. The 
recycle flowrate of ,the secondary settler is equal to the water flowrate (recycle rate J3 = 
0.98) . 

3.3. Model perturbations 
The model penurbations are derived from Neveux et al.' work (4]. Pollution and 

flowrate are represented by functions of the 1type: 

Y(t) = (y moy + YI cos( 1 ~1t - 01) + Y2 cos(6~ - 02) )(l+ r(t)*v) 

where r(t) is a random parameter varying between -0.5 and 0.5 and v, the noise 
amplirude. During heavy rain periods only a part of the total flowrate is treated. 

3.4. Actual perturbations 
Da:ta files produced by the on-line monitoring computer can be coupled to the 

software. A calibration curve has been established to relate the soluble pollution with the 
UV light absorbance and the non soluble pollution to the turbidity. Actual flowrate is 
measured every 5 min and each water is analyzed every 15 min. 
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3.5. Implementation 
The software is written in FORTRAN 77 and is implemented on a SPARK! 

SUNTM workstation. The differential equations are integration by a founh-order Runge
Kutta routine with a time step of 0.001 h. Hydraulic parameters have been determined 
from the tracing experiments, the geometrical characteristics of the actual plant and its 
operation characteristics (flowrate, recycle rate, wastage rates, aeration). 
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Figure 1: Aowrate (D) and pollution load (S) at the plant inlet 
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Figure 3: Residual pollution at the plant outlet: soluble pollution (S) and total solids (XS) 

The software produces results which ~e in agreement with the experimental values 
obuined on the actual plant. Many improvements we still possible concerning for 
examp~e sludge settleability and compression, nitrification and denitrification reactions, 
,etc .. These improvements require more ,experimental work on the plant and the advice of 
wastewater treannent experts. 
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Abstract. The simultaneous biological removal of nitrogen and phosphorus is a process of considerable 
technical and biological complexity owing to the mixed substrates and the diversity of microorganism 
populations. We have developed a mathematical model based on lAWPRC-model ~ l for this process scenario 
which describes the microkinetics of enhanced biological phosphorus elimination in addition to the degradation 
kinetics of carbonaceous components and nitrogen. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A partial recycle of sludge is necessary for the phosphorus elimination and a partial recirculation of water for 
the denitri.fication, which is usually carried out upstream. So the observed conversion rates of some 
fundamental processes are mainly controlled by the kinetics of subsequent processes.Therefore and in 
consequence of fluctuating rates and concentrations in the in.fluent it is very difficult to estimate the process 
kinetics without construction and dynamic solution of the adequate interconnected reactor balances. Fig. l 
shows the scheme of a wastewater treatment plant with nitrogen and phosphorus removal and the balancing 
units. 

/,....-··· ······ ·-···· ··· ········;~·~;~~~-~-=:~;:~~-~~~;~t~----~~~~-~:·········· ... \ 
. \ 
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Fig l: Scheme ofa wastewater treatment plant with nitrogen and phosphorus removal and the balancing units; 
e.g. Phoredox design (anaer. = anaerobic) 

For this general process situation a mathematical model has been developed which is based on lAWPRC model 
NQ I (Henze et al. 1987) describing the kinetics of the biological processes involved in accordance with the 
results of investigations. 

2. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE OVERALL PROCESS 

The model allows to calculate the concentrations of soluble as well as particulate components including 
biomass fractions sununarized in t.able l . 
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Table l: Definition of component symbols 

No symbol definition unit 

Substrate components 
1 Ss Readily biodegradable substrate -g (COD) m-3 

2 SAc Low fatty acids -g (COD) m·3 

3 XF Particulate substrate of lower molecular weight -g (COD) m-3 

4 Xs Slowly biodegradable substrate -g (COD) m-3 

Biomass fractions 
5 X 8H Active heterotrophic biomass -g (COD)m·3 

6 X8p Active phosphorus-accumulating biomass -g (COD) m·3 

7 XBA Active autotrophic biomass -g (COD) m·3 

lntracelluJar components of the phosphorus-accumulating microorganisms 
8 Xpp Intracellular stored polyphosphate phosphorus - (P) m·3 
9 XPB Intracellular stored polyhydrorybutyrate (PHB) -g (COD) m·3 

Inert component 
10 Xx Inert organic matter -g (COD) m-3 

Oxygen 
11 S0 Oxygen - g (neg. COD) m·3 

Nutrient components 
12 Sp Soluble ortho-phosphate phosphorus - g (P) m·J 

I3 SNo Nitrate and nitrite nitrogen -g (N) m·3 
14 SNH Ammonium and ammonia nitrogen -g (N) m-J 

15 Xpo Particulate biodegradable organic phosphorus - g (P) m-3 
16 XND Particulate biodegradable organic nitrogen -g (N) m·3 

The model in form of matrices of stoichiometry and kinetics of the overall phosphorus removal process are 
published by Ante et al. in Ill. These matrices allow to set up the appropriate mass balance equations for each 
component in each reactor of the plant and each actual reaction condition unit including the feed flows by 
selecting the relevant individual reaction mechanisms. 
The following balance equations consider the componentj in the first, anaerobic reactor(= balancing unit l of 
fig. I) .as examples of the use of the model. 
The concentration of a soluble component in the influent is defined by the feed and recycle stream: 

c.= C10
1;z+Ch·(C13·f33)li3 [g/m3] (I) 

lIP Vz + (a3 • /33 )v3 

The volume flow rate of the influent is given by: 

"1 o = "z +(a3-/33)v3 
' (m3/d) (2) 

The dynamic change of the concentration of soluble component j in the first reactor with volume V 1 is 
described by the convection transport expressions and the conversion rates: 

dCJ1 CJi.o · 1\0 ' CJ, · l\ (g/(n1J·d)} (3) dt= v, +~(vif ·r;)i- ~ 
) 

For example, the observed conversion rate for phosphorus (component 12) under ox-ygen-free conditions is to be 
selected from the matrix for oxygen-free conditions. Summarizing the products of stoichiometric parameter V;1 
and each process rate r; allows to formulate the observed conversion rate: 

L (vij ·r; )1 = vl2,4 · r4 + V12.s · rs + V12,6 · r6 + V12,8 · rg + V1 2, t Ob · r10b + V12.12 ·r12 (g/(m
3
·d)J (4) 

j 

The total phosphorus balance in the anaerobic re 
actor is: 

dS p ,') P1.o S P1 V1 . ( S s )( S NO ) • • ( S )( K ) -=-,-- -V - ls .,. ,, S [µHTJvXaH +µpf)pXBP ]- is Ks :ss KNo :~No i-<G'IGXBH dt 1-1 I Ks+Ss K.NO+ NO 

[g/(rn3·d)] (5) 
For particulate components X it is necessary to take into ac<:0unt the c.oncentration in the recycle stream from 
the clarifier. For the influent concentration follows: 
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Cio ,;z +C3 ·X3 ·(Cl3 -{33 )\;3 c . = 
J1.o vz +(a3 -{33)V3 

[g/m3) (6) 

For example. the observed conversion rate for phosphorus accwnulating m.icroorganisms (component 6) under 
oxygen-free conditions is given by: 

[g/(m3·d)) (7) 

.i 
The balance for phosphorus accumulating rnicroorganisms in the anaerobic reactor is : 

d,'( BP = x BP,,ovl - x BP1 VI+ µH ·( Ss )( SNO )·x BP -bpX BP (g/(m3·d)) (8) 
dt V1 V1 Ks +Ss KNo +SNO 

Most of the values of the parameters were found in the literature. The values of the remaining parameters have 
been identified by modelling the steady state of a lab-scale plant. These values are published in tables 5 and 6 in 
Ill. 

3. APPLICATION OF THE .MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Simulations of the measured concentration curves from batch experiments carried out in our laboratory have 
been made with the identified parameters. The experiments delivered the rnicrokinetics of the fermentation 
process and the production of low fatty acids. Before starting the experiments the centrifuged sludge has been 
saturated with acetate in order to fill up the organic storage and to empty the phosphorus storage of the 
phosphorus accumulating microorganisms .so that it was possible to follow the time course and the kinetics of 
.the production of organic acids by the facultativly anae~obic heterotrophs. The e~q:>erimental conditions are 
.summarized in table 2. The simulation fits well with the measured data as sho·wn in fig. 2. Therefore it has 
been concluded that the model taken as basi~ is adequate and ithe identified. parameters are relevant for the 
intended complete model of enhanced biological phosphorus elimination.. 

Table 2: Experiment conditions 

Experiment conditions Medium (g/1} 

Temperature .23°C Glucose 2,5 
Mixer velocity 150 min·1 (NH4}iS04 0,104 
PH 7,0 N~HPOa U,08 
Correction medium l n NaOH Resazurin trace (redox indicator) 
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Fig. 2: Comparison of experiment and simulation 
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For this reason we used this mathematical model to design and optimize a treatment plant by simulating a 
modified c.onfiguration and by testing the JX>SSible influence of process parameters. 
fig. 3 shows the influence of a modified configuration calcll.lated by the model. As an example the size of the 
second anaerobic reac~or of the lab-scale treatment plant which we used for identification of the model 
parameter has been varied. 

anoxic (VE) anaerobic (2,7-3,3VE) anoxic (2 VE) 

I .•....• 

---·-·91• ... 

·I····._ - •> ........... . . . . ........ . 
I • • ••••• 

. ' 
t ..... • • .. • .. • 

• 1111 ••••• 

..... ~:~=- .. • .. •.• 
~ ............... .- .. . 

..... .... 
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0% 
-- .. -.. - ............._.____....... 

XBH 2:500 x 2500 BP 

......... -·-· ... 
Fig. 3: Influence of the modification of the plant configuration by varying the size of the anaerobic reactor 

At the JX>Sition "min" the iteration has been carried out with the minimum size, then the reactor volume 
has been continuously enlarged to "max", finally for some time steps the maximum size has been used 
(VE = unit of volume); the different concentrations of the comJX>ncnts correSJX>nding to 100% of the y
achsis are indicated below the graph 

At present the e>..-pcrimental investigations are continued in a lab scale unit plant of three c.ombined bioreactors 
in or;der to obtain informations about the influence of the essential technical parameters e. g. mean cell 
residence time, water and sludge recycle rate, JX>Ssible intermediate feeding and also about the influence of the 
process c.onfiguration such as number. design, size and interconnection of the reactors. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Efficient mathematical models are a convenient instrument for effective planning of biotechnological proc.csses. 
The development and application of c.orresJX>nding simulation programs allows to increase understanding of 
the interactions of technical parameters and the microbiological activities in the complex processes involved in 
enhanced biological phosphorus removal. Moreover, the presented semistructured model pemtits to minimize 
the total costs and energy and chemical demands by indiYidual sizing of system units for a selected system 
configuration. Our mathematical process model shows an excellent agreement between experimental and 
simulated resul.ts even in the situation of inc.omplcte informations about the details of the processes involved. 
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SIMULATION OF INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT 

Abstract 
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Results of an identification and a description of the computer program for a simulation of the 
Industrial Wastewater Treatment Plant (IWT P) behaviour are presented . The attention has been 
focused on the simultaneous removal of organic carbon , nitrates and ammonium impurities in a.Carrousel 
system , [l]. The IAWPRC model, [2], was taken as a basis for the description of kinetics of biological 
processes. The complete-mixing reactor (CMR) with an aerobic and an anoxic zone, the CMR with 
the intermittent aeration and the complete-mixing tank in series model have proved to be a good 
approximation of the real system. Mathematical models together with the modules for an estimation 
of model parameters, were incorporated into the generally usable computer program which enables to 
simulate dynamic behaviour of the IWTP and thus, it gives a possibility to select the optimal regime 
of IWTP operation . 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, a biological treatment of wastewaters is the most widely spread way for the removal of 
organic carbon , nitrates, ammonium nitrogen and phosphorus. While, for domestic wastewater, there 
are available relatively good descriptions of processes occurring in such systems, [3), t he description 
of IWTP is not so simple, [4]. In the comparison with domestic wastewaters, industr ial wastewaters 
have a different composition, the arrangement of equipment in I WTP is usually more sophisticated (e.g. 
some special chemical stages for treatment of a slowly biodegradable substrate) and also variat ions of 
in puts are more irregular than in domestic WTP. The a im of t his paper is to bri ng a contribution to 
the solution of this problem by presenting some experiences from the investigatio n of the IWTP in east 
Slovakia - Chemko Strazske. 

2. THE IWTP IN CHEMKO STRAZSKE 

The IWTP in Chemko Strazske consists of mechanical, chemical and biological stages, whereas 
biological ones are represented by 2 conventional aeration tanks and by 2 Carrousel plants. One of t he 
Carro use I has the volume of 32500 m3 , another one l6000 m3 . Hydraulic retention time in these systems 
depends on the flow rate and the way of Carrousel plants combination (parallel or in series); the average 
value is about 4 days . For the period, the data for a t reatment were considered , the average fiowrate 
of wastewater was 250 m3/h, the input COD 4000 g m- 3 , nitrogen in the form of NHt 200 g m- 3 and 
nitrogen in the form nitrate 100 g m-3 . Wastewater in this enterprise usually contains a significant 
amount of slowly biodegradable and nondegradable compounds, such as hexamethylenetetramine. The 
chemical decomposition of this compound to ammonium and formaldehyde is performed prior entering 
the biological stages. The effectiveness of IWTP with respect to organic and nitrogen impurities is 
about 90 %. On the ot her hand , operational costs (the majority is given by the operation of aerators) 
have not been optimal. 

3. MATHEMATICAL MODELS 

One of the ways how to optimize a regime of WTP is by a utilization of dynami c mathematical 
models (simulators) which can help to find the best operational conditions , i.e the sufficient efficiency of 
WT P under minimal costs. The black box (also called statistical or empirical) and/or physical-chemical 
(also called mechanistic) models of individual apparatus are involved into a simulator, (4]. The physical-
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chemical models are based on conservation equations of species, equations for chemical and biochemical 
reaction rates, and mass transfer rate equations. Black box models are based on the approach considering 
only a dependence of outputs on inputs. Physical-chemical models are more suitable for an optimization 
of WTP, but usually they are more complex than the black box approach models (higher computational 
time) and an estimation of model parameters is more difficult (combination of experiments in the 
laboratory and on the plant, more sophisticated procedure of the data treatment). 

In order to derive the physical-chemical model of the equipment, a knowledge of the fluid flow 
pattern is needful. The approximation by a complete-mixing vessel is used in the majority of available 
simulators (e.g. IAWPRC, SSSP, ASIM , UCTOLD, (3]) . The description of biochemical reaction kinetics 
and stoichiometry is usually based on the IAWPRC model, [2). 

The differences among the simulators mentioned above are also in the possibility how to connect 
individual units of the WTP, distribution of the feed, a possibility to consider kinetic parameters as 
temperature dependent , time range for the performance of a dynamic simulation. For example, all these 
simulators use the connection of units in series. ln the standard version of simulators, the number of 
apparatus is limited (SSSP: 10, ASIM: 6, IAWPRC: l2, UCTOLD: 12). The temperature dependence of 
kinetic parameters is by the Arrhenius equation (UCTOLD, IAWPRC) or through the parameter values 
for some temperatures (ASIM). The 24 hours cycle is used as a time range for the simulation with 
SSSP, UCTOLD and IAWPRC programs, the ASIM has an optional length of the simulation period . 
The other limitation of these simulators is that they do not have standard modules for an estimation 
of model parameters. In spite of the restrictions mentioned earlier, an application of these simulators 
is very useful. The simulators work in the " user friendly" mode and they are s uitable for a deeper 
acquaintanance with processes in WTP, and can be also utilized for the simulation of individual units 
of the IWTP with more complex technological scheme. 

Based on a description given in the book of Andrews, [4], the GPS (Generally Proposed Simulator) 
could be very suitable for application in large IWTP control systems. Unfortunately, we have not had 
an opportunity to test this simulator. 

4. DYNAMIC SIMULATOR OF WASTEWAT.ER TREATMENT PLANT - DSWTP 

The limitations of the application of the simulators tested in our laboratory have led us to create 
our own simulator - DSWTP. The development of this simulator started with the models we have used 
for an identification of the IWTP equipment. Our attention has been focused mainly on the Carrousell 
system because of the highest influence on the quality of the outflow wastewater . Generally, the best 
model of the Carrousel system would be the axial dispersion flow reactor with the axial dispersion 
coefficient dependent on the axial coordinate with respect to aerators under operation, e.g . the value of 
the axial dispersion coefficient is very high in the space where an aerator is switched-on and this value 
is much lower in some distance (more than 10 m) from this aerator . However, such model is of the high 
complexity and it is not easy to adapt model parameters to the Carrousel plant. Another problem deals 
with a suitable algorithm for an efficient solution of partial differ·ential equations with space and time 
variable parameters. Therefore, we have used much simpler approximation of the Carrousel system than 
the axial dispersion reactor. 

Complete-mixing aerobic and anoxic reactors-in-series were used as the first approximation of the 
Carrousel system . We modified the lAWPRC biokinetic model in such a way that switching terms 
dependent on a concentration of oxygen were set to zero or to one according to aerobic or anoxic 
conditions. This procedure has resul ted in one set of biokinetic rate equations for oxic conditions and 
another one for anoxic conditions. The number and positions of the aerators under operation were taken 
into account by the number and position of the reactors with the oxic regime. The treatment of the one 
year data from the IWTP in Chemko Strazske showed a very good ability of this model for t he dynamic 
simulat ion , [5). 

The internal recirculation ratio in the Carrousel is very high (more than 40) and in consequence, 
concentrations of all species except oxygen are in ·each point of the Carrousel system practically the 
same, so the hydraulic regime is near to the CMR. This approximation was utilized in our second 
model. The extents of aerobic and anoxic processes were considered by the weights on oxic and anaerobic 
biochemical reactions. These weights have been set as a function of the number of aerators switched-on. 
The identification of IWTP confirmed validity of this model, [6]. Also, a significant reduction of the 
comput ational time due to the less number of differential equations, was observed in t he comparison 
with an application of the tank-in-series model. 
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Our third approach to modelling of the Carrousel system is based on a transformation of the 
coordinate along the direction of the sludge flow (axial coordinate), to the time coordinate. This 
t>ransformation leads to a reactor with an intermittent supply of reactants - in our case: the supply 
of oxygen (similar approach e.g [7]). The main advantage of this model in the comparison to t he two 
models mentioned above is that a transport of oxygen from gas to liquid phase can be included into the 
dynamic description . The intermittent CMR model is of a comparable complexity as the simple CMR, 
computational requirements are low and an incorporation into a simulator is easy. On the other hand , 
this model is much simpler and less computational time is necessary than in the case of the tank-in-series 
model. The other advantage is a possibility to consider the mass transfer coefficient as a function of 
the organic substrate concentration which can significantly improve the descript ion of the real system 
behaviour, [8]. 

The complete-mixing vessels are applied in DSWTP to approximate a behaviour of all other 
units involved in IWTP (homogenization tanks , chemical reactors, settlers) . If a chemical reaction is 
performed the total conversion of species which are present in less stoichiometric amount , is considered. 
As for settlers, one can consider more sophisticated approach to describe dynamics , e.g. the model 
proposed by Marsili-Libelli [9] . However, in the case of Carrousel systems, hydraulic retention t ime 
in the bioreactor is much more higher than in the settler (approx. 10:1) so , the inacuracy of the 
approximation by a complete- mixing vessel is not significant. 

The other features of the DSWTP are as follows: 
i) the number of units (models) is limited only by the capacity of a computer applied (but 

if the total number of ordinary differential equations is higher than 500 some problems with 
the numerics can occur) 

ii) the connection of the units in a IWTP is arbitrary, inputs and otputs can be directed to 
and from each unit 

iii) time variations of wastewater flow and concentrations can be considered , the output 
flows from the units are controlled by distribution coefficients, so the time variations of 
the feed flow rate are automatically reflected 

iv) the volume of liquid in homogenization tanks can vary with time , i.e. the output flow 
rate from a homogenization tank need not to be equal to the sum of input flow rates; the 
volume is checked to minimal and maximal values 

v) during the simulation period , the concentrations of components in the output streams 
are checked by the prescribed limits 

vi) the simulation time and frequency of the tabulation of results is limited only by the 
capacity of a computer. 

DSWTP creates and modifies global model in a dialog with a user. The Runge-Kutta-Hanna 
method , [10), is applied for a solution of the set of ordinary differential equations. DSWTP operates 
above the database updated by programs for a collection of data from the IWTP and programs for an 
estimation of model parameters used in a simulation. Values of model parameters are calculated on 
the basis of IWTP dynamic data and results from laboratory kiiinet.ic tests, [11), which are used as final 
value of the model parameters or as the start ing values in an optimization procedure. The least square 
objective functi on and Nelder Mead method for a search of a minimum , [1 2), are utilized to find model 
parameters. 

5. RESULTS 

DSWTP has been developed for the PC 286 computers and their analogues. The experience with 
the first version of our simulator showed the utility and the potential of this program in the improvement 
of the IWTP economics. 
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Abstract. Automatic control systems relies on modelling to predict the near 
future and identification algorithms to adapt to changing process behaviour. The 
traditionally highly complex models of the activated sludge process developed for 
scientific purposes, cannot be identified from on-line measurements and are not 
suited for process c-ontrol purposes in their present form. Model decoupling based 
on the very different time scales of the dynamic processes is one possible way of 
attacking this problem. It allows the implementation of more simple and realistic 
controllers in combination with predictions based on simplified models in a 
hierarchical control structure. This paper discusses these concepts and presents a 
reduced order model describing carbonaceous removal, nitrification, and denitri
ficaition in a medium time scale (several hours/days). The model parameters are 
identifiable from available on-line measurements and the dynamic behaviour is 
verified against computer simulations of the IA W Q m-odel no. 1. 

Key words - wastewater treatment; activated sludge; dynamic modelling; model 
complexity; model reduction; model identification; automatic control. 

l. INTRODUCTION 

A wastewater treatment (WWT) process is a highly complex system characterized by large, 
uncontrollable input disturbances. With a limited number of control possibilities and available 
on-line measurements, the main objective of the operation is to maintain a consistently high 
quality process output during transient process behaviour. The obvious problem stress the 
need for better understanding of the dynamics, operation, and control of WWT systems. 

WWT plants ,are pracitically never in steady state, mainly due to load variations. As a 
consequence the dynamical properties of the process have to be fairly well known if a plant is 
going to be consistently controUed itowards a desired result. Since the knowledge of the plant 
dynamics can be incorporated in mathematical models, it is crucial to develop models that are 
accurate and suitable for their intended purpose. The most sophisticated models available 
today, describing the structured behaviour of activated sludge plants in low level scientific 
terms, e.g. [I , 3, 13], are far too complex to be used for operational purposes. 

The high complexity of such models causes severe problems of identifiability and verifia
bility (2, 4]. Usually the models are derived from simpler unit operations and later combined 
to large plant models. Although ithe qualitative behaviour is most probably the same, the 
identification and verification become an awkward task. A number of parameter combinations 
can often explain the same dynamical behaviour. This is further accentuated when the influent 
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wastewater composition is taken into consideration; a change in its characteristics can 
frequently be explained by kinetic parameter changes. An adequate model for predicting and 
controlling WWT plant behaviour should be verifiable and all model parameters possible to 
update in a unique way from on-line measurements. Such simple, dynamical models are the 
aim for this work. 

Advanced control systems of WWT plants are still in the development stage but recent 
advancements in technology, e.g. sensors and computers, have been rapid. Therefore auto
matic control of WWT systems are now becoming feasible. Economical and environmental 
incentives are also strong driving forces for improving plant performance by means of 
control. From the standpoint of process control, a WWT process has the following charac
teristics. Firstly, all wastewater flowing into the plant must be treated and the consistency of 
the operation must be guaranteed. Secondly, the quantity and quality of the wastewater inflow 
cannot be adjusted. Moreover, WWT processes are subject to large disturbances and process 
parameters change over time due to the adaptive behaviour of the microorganisms. The 
residence time for these processes is long and the treatment systems suffer from long lag 
times and sudden, abrupt failures. In addition, there are a number of internal feedback loops, 
such as return flows from sludge treatment processes. Under these circumstances the process 
is hard to control efficiently, especially as another important control objective is to minimize 
operational costs, which may lead to contradictory performance criteria. 

With an increasing number of subprocesses (e.g. simultaneous biological carbon; nitrogen, 
and phosphorus removal) within a treatment plant, the complexity of the control task will 
increase further in order to maintain consistently good operations. It is possible to take 
advantage of the fact that the dynamics of an activated sludge system spans over a wide 
spectrum of response times - from seconds to months. This allows many control actions to be 
decoupled, i.e. several variables may be controlled by separate, local controllers by assuming 
fast dynamics to be instantaneous while controlling slow phenomena and controlling fast 
varying variables while considering the slow modes to be constant. Consequently it is 
possible to apply simplified dynamic models with different predictive time horizons. 
Therefore it is believed that control systems for the activated sludge process should be based 
on a hierarchical structure. An automatic control system may be developed on at least three 
different levels with respect to different time variations of the process. 

Finally, the necessary inclusion of the clarification and thickening processes will 
complicate the control issue, although a few structured models of the settler behaviour do 
exist, e.g. [ l 0, 12]. This is mainly due to the poor knowledge of the interactions between the 
settling parameters and the biological conditions of the sludge. 

2. MODEL REDUCTION 

The activated sludge process is recognized as the most common and major unit process for 
reduction of organic waste. The main feature of the process includes degradation of influent 
biodegradable pollutants, containing both organic carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus by use of 
microorganisms. The organisms form floes which are separated from the treated wastewater 
by means of gravity settling and recirculated back to the reactors. Basically, organic material 
is transformed into water and carbondioxide by heterotrophic organisms while consuming 
oxygen (aerobic conditions) or nitrate (anoxic conditions). Nitrogen -in the form of ammonia 
- is transformed into nitrate and water by autotrophic organisms while utilizing oxygen 
(aerobic conditions). However, the carbonaceous and nitrogenous material are present in 
many different forms, which the microorganisms react differently to and they are also trans
formed between forms through hydrolysis. Moreover, a large number of different organism 
species exist within a WWT plant and the dominating population may change over time. 
Consequently the behaviour of a plant varies. The process is also affected by the oxygen 
requirements, hydraulic flow schemes, the behaviour of the settler and clarifier, etc., as well 
as secondary parameters, such as temperature, pH, and toxic or inhibitory substances. 

Leaming from other types of complex processes it should be clear that one single model of 
the activated sludge process will never be sufficient to describe it fully . Instead, every model 
must be adjusted for its intended goal of application, whether it is a model for design, 
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research, or control. The purpose affects the complexity, structure, and predictive capabilities 
of a model. 

Improved biological insights have led to increasingly complex, structured compartment 
models to describe the bioprocesses and summarize the level of knowledge. They are usually 
structured in the sense that the activity of the biomass as well as the mixture of substrates are 
described by several variables. This kind of structured modelling is the ultimate way of 
moving from a data description towards a process description. If possible, the use of such 
structured models should be preferred over unstructured ones because of their higher 
predictive value. However, it is extremely important not to mistake high model complexity for 
model accuracy. A model of sufficiently high order may provide a perfect fit to available data 
but have no real predictive power. 

The majority of the available models describing the activated sludge process rely heavily 
on off-line analysis for identification. Consequently, these models cannot be used to devise 
practically implementable automatic control systems. In contrast, such models can still be 
used in simulations to gain insight on :the principle behaviour of WWT plants under various 
conditions and 1Lo investigate the potential of different control strategies. 

The difficulty of applying highly complex models may be exemplified by the state-of-the
art NDBEPR model [13]. It incorporates most of the current knowledge for the activated 
sludge process gained from extensive interpretation of experimental data. Consisting of no 
less than 19 state variables, 25 reaction processes, and 51 parameters it is obvious that 
available monitoring equipment is completely insufficient to support any control system 
based on this model. On the other hand, as a research model it is an extraordinary result of 
pmfound process knowledge, biological insight, hard work, and possibly even intuition. 

The traditional 'bottom-up' me1thod for research modelling - i.e. identifying each single 
reaction mechanism under extremely well controlled conditions and later putting them 
together to form a complete model - is not the way to proceed for the goals aimed at in this 
work. Instead a 'top-down' method is suggested, i.e . starting with an extremely simplified 
model where many state variables and parameters have been lumped together and structural 
difficulties have been eliminated, and step by step increase the complexity. A choice of a 
proper structure is based on criteria that include complexity, model fit (dynamic behaviour), 
identifiability, available on-line measurements, etc. It is also possible to apply general 
methods for mod.el reduction although the author believes it important to make use of 
physical insight of the process behaviour. This means that major phenomena should be des
cribed in a physically reasonable manner and parameters have some physical interpretation. 

In this paper, the IAWQ model no. l [3] is used as the basis for the reduction procedure. 
The aim of the reduced model is to adequately represent both carbonaceous and nitrogenous 
activities with sufficient accuracy for the purpose of control. Some problems which exist with 
the IA WQ model, are focused on in the development of the reduced model, e .g.: 

• lack of identifiability; 
• troublesome nonlinearities, e.g. the Monod and the switching functions; 
• difficult estimation and updating of time varying parameters; 
• complicated characterisation of the incoming wastewater; 
• mix of slow and fast dynamics; 
• limited usefulness for automatic control. 

The result of the reduction procedure is summarized in Figure I. This reduced model 
describes t'he biological behaviour of an activated sludge process in a medium time scale 
(days). Therdore it does not take rapid uptake phenomena into consideration (only one type 
of modelled carbonaceous substrate and consequently no hydrolysis is incorporated) and 
dissolved oxygen (DO) is excluded as a state variable. DO is assumed to be controlled separa
tely in a faster time scale where these measurements may be used as the basis for estimation 
of both the respiration rate and the short-term BOD by means of a respirometer [8, 9, 11]. 

Only three quality variables are assumed to be measurable on-line for keeping the model 
parameters updated - biodegradable organic subsl.rate, ammonia nitrogen, nitrate nitrogen -
on top of respiration measur<ements. Moreover, the number of parameters are greatly reduced, 
the switching functions are eliminated, and the Monod model is simplified by a fust .order 
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figure L Matrix representation of a reduced order model for daily variations [4]_ 

approximation. Of the eight basic processes in the IAWQ model only four remain. Parameters 
shown in bold in lhe process matrix (seven for the complete system) are assumed variable and 
should consequently be identified and estimated on-line. Only the parameter iXB is considered 
known and constant due .to 1the low sensitivity of the model to this parameter. An analysis of 
the simplifying assumptions, motives, and consequences is given in [4, 5]. 

3. IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL 

The issues of identification and control are very closely linked for the activated sludge 
process since the behaviour (i.e. process parameters) change over time. A model based 
process control scheme for a WWT planit mus1t be adaptive, predictive, and efficient. 
Adaptiveness means thait the model is capable of adjusting itself to changes both in the input 
and to variations of the parameters thal characterize ithe process in order to minimize or 
eliminate any instability or other undesired behaviour. Predictiveness implies the capability of 
forecasting and anticipating changes before they occur and to use this information to eli
minate process disturbances. Finally, efficiency means running the process to its full capacity 
and take advantage of its whole potential according to the applied control objectives. 

The overall goals of WWT plant operations can be summarized as: 
• keep 1the plant running and avoid large failures ; 
• comply with the e.ffluent quality requirements; 
• minimize the cost (energy, chemicals, sludge production, etc.). 

Traditionally, the first two goals have been accomplished by means of oversizing WWT 
plants which made them practically 'self-controlled' . No incentive was given for operation 
and controL Today, many plants ar.e approaching their maximum capacity in this sense due to 
increased inflows, stricter effluent regulations, etc., and are considered for expansion. 
However, a conversion of operation to a dynami,c control scheme with no or minimal struc
tural modification will most likely be an economical and more efficient alternative to a 
program of massive structural intervention. Such an approach would also provide means for 
reducing operational costs (1the third objective) as well as preparing plants for the increased 
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process complexity expected in the future, which will rely heavily on control. Plants must, 
however, be modified to include a larger degree of fl.exibility, e.g. step-feed (for influent and 
recirculated streams), variable volumes and air distribution, flow equalisation, thereby 
strengthening the control authority of the process. Moreover, a future WWT plant will not be 
viewed as a separate process, instead the sewer system, the plant, and the recipient will be 
interconnected - not only in reality but also by means of control strategies and actions. 

Process control based on predictions from models is subjected to uncertainty. However, 
unlike design, it is possible in many cases to cornect for this uncertainty by the use of 
automatic feedback control in which the amount of control exerted depends upon the 
difference between the desired and observed performance. This means that a reasonable 
amount of uncertainty can be tolerated in a dynamic model for process control, and reduced 
order models with considerable ,error in the prediction may thus prove useful. 

The earlier discussed widely different time scales for various dynamics of the activated 
sludge process significantly improve 1the possibilities for successful control by means of 
process decoupling. Thereby a high order multivariable control system where all measure
ments and control variables are connected to one very complex controller can be avoided. 
Instead many control actions can be based on a single measurement and a single control 
signal. If a control system cannot perform well enough on measured information by direct 
feedback of observed variables, then one can seek to incorporate a model of the system which 
is being controlled. Such modularization and hierarchisation are highly effective ways of 
managing process complexity. For example can the following processes be identified with 
respect to different time constants under normal plant operation: respiration rate changes, 
hydraulic phenomena caused by flow rate changes, dissolved oxygen dynamics - minutes; 
concentration changes caused by flow rate variations - hours; cell growth, cell decay -
days/weeks; temperature changes - months. Naturally, the time scale of the model must also 
be related to the time scale in which the controlled variable can influence the process. 

A computer control system has several tasks, such as disturbance detection, measurement 
noise filtering, calculation of indirect variables, and calculation of control strategies. By 
combining it with methods for real time state and parameter estimation (e.g. an extended 
Kalman filter) the modelled process behaviour can be updated and thereby the predictive 
capabilities are enhanced. This principle requires fairly simple, dynamical models which are 
identifiable from on-line measurements. The structure of such a system is outlined in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2. Slructured on-line identification and model based control. 
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4. MODEL VERIFICATION BY SIMULATION 

Verification is an important aspect of all modelling work. It is not only a question of fitting a 
model to a .set of da'ta but also of identifiability, stability, sensitivity, complexity, etc. For on
line systems the verification procedu~e is even more critical since such systems directly inter
act with a real process. For many processes (such as WWT) the models must incorporate 
methods to update the parameters in a unique fashion as operating conditions change over 
time. Thie ulitimate verification can only be accomplished by applying a model in practice, 
monitoring the results, and detennine if the purpose of the model has been accomplished. 

The reduced order model (Fig. l) is verified ag.ainst the IA WQ model to investigate if the 
same dynamical behaviour of importance in the actual time scale is incorporated. The IA WQ 
model with default parameter values for 20° C is used 1to simulate a completely mixed, single 
sludge WWT plant performing both carbonaceous and nitrogenous removal with an anoxic 
zone for the predenitrification. The hydraulic retention time is ten hours, the sludge retention 
time is ten days., and both internal and external r:ecirculations exist. More details of the plant 
conditions afe described in [4]. The parameters of the reduced order model are fust identified 
under perturbed steady state conditions from the earlier discussed basic quality measure
ments, using an extended Kalman filter. The physical outline of the plant is naturally identical 
for both models. The reduced model is then simulated using the obtained parameter values 
and directly compared to simulations of the IA WQ model, exposed to the same influent 
characteristics. A more thorough analysis of the identification methods and the verification 
results is given in [4]. 

For both models, the 1thic~ener is modelled as a constant compaction ratio [ 6]. This ratio is 
in turn C·omputed from the sludge retention time. All COD is considered part of the floe in the 
thickener. The seittler retention time is taken into account by a subsequent time lag. The 
clarifier behaviour is excluded from this part of the model verification. 

In this brief comparison between the two models, pulse disturbances (50 % increase) of the 
influent flow rate, biodegradable organic substrate concentration (the sum of readily and 
slowly biodegradable substrate for the IA WQ model), and ammonia concentration are 
considered. Since the reduced model has a different behaviour for fast transients - not the 
modelled time scale - the pulse transients appear to be the most decisive model test for the 
dynamics. Some results are presented in Figure 3. 

It is clear that the qualitative behaviour of the models are quite similar. Some differences 
are apparent and can be accounted for [4]. The predicted concentrations of active biomass 
suffer from significant offsets compared to the results from the IAWQ model. This is because 
,the parameter identification was not based on any measurements of these quantities. On the 
other hand, active biomass concentration is extremely difficult to determine accurately in a 
WWT process and consequently 1the values predicted by the IAWQ model may also be 
uncertain. Important to realize is the fact that for control purposes it is not always necessary to 
know the correct absolute value of certain variables but more often their relative change. 
Control strategies can also be based on models which can only predict the qualitative 
behaviour of a process. A compromise must be made between a model sufficiently complex 
to describe the major phenomena and a mode~ simple enough to allow its parameters to be 
updated from on-line measurements. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

From a control point of view, the activated sludge process may be characterized as a 
disturbance rejection problem. The objective is to produce a consistently high quality output 
while exposed to large input and internal process dismrbances. This may be accomplished 
with automatic control systems which are both predictive and adaptive. The high complexity 
of the process creates a demand for modularisation and hierarchisation which can be based on 
the very different time scales of the process dynamics. Such decoupling enhances the 
possibility of applying more simple and realistic controllers and predictions based on reduced 
order models . In an effectively functioning hierarchy, the interactions between systems at 
lower levels are such as to create a reduced level of complexity at the level perceived above, 
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i.e. the externally perceived complexity is reduced. 
The problem of overparametrization in corn plex models has been approached. Existing 

complex models of the activated sludge system dynamics do not have a unique set of 
parameters which can explain a certain behaviour. An attempt has been made to derive a 
reduced order model with less number of states and parameters that still preserves the main 
physical interpretations. The paramete[s may be uniquely updated from available on-line 
measurements. Simulation comparisons between the IAWQ model and the reduced model 
indicate that the main features of .the dynamics have been retained. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper. a general mathematical model describing the dynamic behaviour of a submerged granular bed 
biofiller is presented as well as simulation results obtained by two numericaJ approaches (a globaJ approach using 
finite difference method connected with a Gear's integration method for DAE systems and an onhogonal 
collocation approximation approach) with comparison with pilot plant data. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Most of the conventional wastewater plants are based on activated sludge process and a great number of 
contributions are devoted to the modelling and s imulation of such systems in view to their automatic control. 
More rec.entJy, contributions have appeared in the lilerature on the modelling and dynamic simulation of biological 
wastewater treatment planlS based on a new type of reactors. I.he so-called biofihers. Their main advantages are 
their high compacity and efficiency for biological epuration (carbon, nitrogen), their good integration in the 
environment (no noise, no smell). their low energy consumption and sludge production and the fact they don't 
need secondary clarifiers. 

The dynamic simulation of Lhese kind of process is very useful for mode l validation, perfonnance investigation. 
parameter estimation and control stra tegies development with automatic process management iri mind. In this 
context, a dynamic malhematical model for submerged granular bed biofilters is proposed here. It is presented in a 
general form and can be used for many different applications (denitrification, carbon removal, nitrification, 
denitritation ... ). Knowing the basic biological and physical phenomena, macroscopic balances equations are 
written and lead to a system of non-linear partiaJ differentiaJ and algebraic equations. 

First of all, the simulation is performed with a strategy based on the method of lines connected with an 
adaplated form of Gear's integrator for DAE systems with automatic state event detection. Moreover, in view to 
solve different problems attached to process control (estimation of unknown state variables, optimization of 
control for on line applications, ... ), the full model has been reduced to a finite dimensional state equation system 
using a functional approximation scheme : tl1e orthogonal collocation met.hod. These methods are used for two 
applications o f the biofilters (denitritation and denitriflcation) and the results obtained are compared with pilot 
plant data. 

2. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

Basic assumptions : 
• The liquid is in plug flow. 
- The gazeous phase is nm taken into account because the gazeous hold-up may be neglecced compared to the 

liquid one. 
·The suspended particles in the influent are taken into accounL 
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- The initial .amoun;t of biomass is considered as uniform in the filter. 
- The decay of biomass is neglected (lhe residence time of microorganisms never exceeds a few days because of 

washing due to filter clogging). 
- The detachment of biofilrn and particles retained by filtration is neglected (laminar now). 
- The temperature and the PH (close to 7) are constant 

Un\ike many biofilm models, the diffusion phenomena across d1e biofilm are not taken into account because 
different works done on aero bic [6) and anaerobic biofilms show that lhe biological reaction occurs only at the 
edge of the biofilm.The active/desactivated biomass concept [61 is used to describe the phenomena : when the 
support is fully settled by microorganisms, the active biomass amount stays constant while there is accumulation 
(due to inhibi,ting products) of desactivated biomass, keeping on growing and contributing to the filter clogging. 

The rates equations are based on the IA WPRC model (for activated sludge) [2] with double substrate limitation 
characterized by a double Monod-type kinetic law for the electron donor D (organic substrate ... ) and the electron 
acceptor A (oxygen, nitrate ... ). The growth rates for active and total biomass arc: 

acB = acA + ac o = µfl'U.l So s A CA 
at at at So+ Ko SA+ KA 

The stcechiometric coefficients associated to these raies are chosen to satisfy the reduction degree balance and 
the organic compound concentrations are given in terms of chemical oxygen demand (COD). 

Unlike olhers biofilter models, the retention (deep filtration) of the suspended particles in lhe filter is taken 
into account (suspended particles Ml -. retained particles Mr). The retention kinetic is written as : 

aCMr=QkXMI 

at n 
where k is the filtration coefficient which may be written by using different ways depending on lhe retention and 
was, after different ufals, considered as constant 

A material balance is wriuen for each component involved in the biological or filtra tion physical reaction, 
for a liquid in plug now ; 

accumulation = input - output ± generation 

a([]dV) = [] [] v r"" at Q ( z • z+dz) + UV 

A tenn for oxygen transfer in the liquid phase has to be added in lhe oxygen balance for an aerobic reaction. 
The pressure drop in the filter is also estimated by using the Blake-Kozeny correlation and, in· the case of a 
floating bed, an algebraic equation may be added to describe the bed rising in the filte r. Thus 1..he full dynamic 
model leads to a partial differential and (or) algebraic system (PDAE) of (n=9) equations [4}. 

2. GLOBAL RESOLUTION USING THE METHOD OF UNES 

The problem to be solved may be written in vectorial fonn with adequate initial and boundary conditions : 

D (s , t) as = r (s, l , u , p) + g (s. t, u , p) as 
ac az 

With generalization in mind, a numerical strategy inspired by differential and algebraic equations (DAE) 
treaanent associated to a space discretization using the method of lines is applied. It allows : 
- a global treatment of the system without discrimination between the variables (especial ly for algebraic ones). 
- a treamien1t of lhe physical model in its original foim, as it was written, without preliminary man ipulations. 
- the use of sophistica1ed methods which has been developed for initial value differential-algebraic equations. 
- the possibility, for further works. to use the developments involved in DAE systems (parame1er estimation, ... ). 

The main failures of the method are the large size of the resulting DAE system obtained after discretization 
(this problem can be reduced by using adequate numerical conditionment o f the system) and l.11e rigidity o f the 
fixed grid discretization scheme which is not really a problem in our case (because their is no sharp space profiles) 
and could be solved by using a moving grid approach. 

The numerical melhod of lines (7] consists of a discretization for the spatial variable (vertical position z) in 
N discretisation points. Each state variables is 'transformed into N variables corresponding to its value at each 
discretiz.ation point. The spatial derivatives are approximated using finite difference formula on 3, 5 or 7 points 
(the best results for accuracy and computation time efficiency were obtained with 5 points). 

The resulting N x n DAE system is solved by Gear's multistep and multi-order implicit method based on a 
predictor-corrector scheme {3) . At any time step, a non-linear system has to be solved in the correc1or loop. The 
Newton-Raphson meth od is used for a quick convergence and because we have a good initialization with the 
predictor. The derivatives are compu1ed analy1ically in the dynamic operator which has a block structure. Each 
block is an n x n ma,tfix corresponding 1to 1lhe model equations at one discretization poin t. ll1e extra-diagonal tenns 
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come from me spatial derivatives approximation. Thus the dynamic operator is a multi-diagonal block matrix and 
we gain memory space accuracy and computation time saving by treating it like a banded matrix, transforming it 
to a rectangular matrix for which the pivot research is done vertically. 

As the biofrlter is cleaned when tJie pressure drop reaches an upper limit. a procedure to detect automatically 
state events has been implemented. In case of time events, polynomial approximations are used to simulate flow
•rate and concentration input variations wimout introducing discontinuities. 

3. RESOLUTION Willi AN ORTIIOGONAL COLLOCATION APPROXIMATION APPROACH 

In 'the field of process control based on the use of infinite dimensional models, a compromise between the 
low model complexity and tJ1e high solution accuracy has to be found. That's why, after the global resolution 
method presented before, a functional approximation method is used to obtain a state representation wim a low 
finite dimension with a satisfying accuracy. 

As presented previously, me dynamics of the process is described by a non-linear distributed paramecer model. 
Tue partial differential equations of the model are reduced to ordinary differential equations (solved by using Runge
Kutta integration memod) by using .an orthogonal collocation method [8]. The choice of mis memod for tJie space 
discretiz.ation of lJle biofilter model has been dictated by two main reasons. First of all, tJiis method is largely used 
and accepted in chemical engineering (S] for me reduction of dynamic models of tubular reactors ; secondly 
orthogonal collocation is known to be an efficient and powert'ul melJlod, provided some precautions are respected 
about (be choice of base functions and omers parameters. Moreover, it offers the advantages mat its 
implementation is easier, that the nawre and lJle dimension of the s tate variables remain unchanged after me 
reduction procedure and that it is conservative for mass and heat balances . 
The collocation memod consists of expanding the variables as a finite sum of products of time functions and 

space functions. 
N+l 

s (z,t) = 2, f; (z) . C; (t) wil11 N number of coHoca lion poi nlS 
1=0 

Tbe first question to be put is : how can we choose me base functions fi(z) and tJie right value for N ? 

Polynomials are tile most usual choice, preferably orthogonal polynomials, avoiding ill-conditionned matrix in 
1the resolution.. In what foUows we choose me Lagrange interpo:lation polynomials, defined through (N+ I) points 
and satisfying an ormogonality condition. 

It has been shown lJlat me best approximation is obtained when the collocation points are used as 
interpolation points. Moreover the best collocation point location corresponds to me zeros of ormogonal 

polynomials such as Jacobi polynomials pN(O.~): 

f z, ~ 0. j (o. .~) 
(z -zo) (ZL-z) z PN dz=O 

1. 

Bolh parameters a and~ are considered as optimization parameters of me collocation point location. The best 
choice depends on the natui;e of the model. It has be·en shown '[I] mat. for non-linear systems, it's better to place 
the collocation points where ·tJie non-linearity is more pronounced. In general, the approximate solution accuracy 
increases witJi me collocation point number. In fact, we showed mat the model accuracy depends more on the 
collocation point location l.han on their number; inappropriate values of a, ~ and N lead to numerical instabilities. 

4. APPLICATION TO A DENITRlTATION FILTER (N02---. N2) 

The experiments were lead on a synmetic water and the data o'btained are compared wilJl me results of the 
simulations perfonned wim lJle numerical approaches (meth. 1 : method of lines ; mem. 2: collocation method). 
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The two methods give equivalent results and a good simula1ed/experimental data agreement for nitrites and 
carbon concentrations is obtained. 

5. APPLICATION TO A DENITRIFICATION FILTER (N03--+ NOT-+ N2) 

In order to dissociate nitrates and nitrites, two distinct biological reactions are considered in the model : 

denitratation (N03---. N02-) and denitrii.1tion (N02---. N2). 

NITRATE ANO NITRITE CONCENTRATION IN THE FILTER (gN/m3) 
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The agreement between the two methods is good but Jess perfect tJ1an in the case of denitritation : this is 
probably due to harder integration conditions (zeros initial nitrites concentration). However good simulated/ 
experimental data agreement is obtained for nitrites and nitrates concentrations. The resulls are less satisfying for 
carbon but it has to be precised that the simulations were performed without real estimation of kinetic and 
strechiometric parameters: some comes from the literature, some were measured experimentally (Y H· the biomass 

yield), others (C Amax· the maximum active biomass concentration) were chosen after a brief trial/error strategy. A 

better fit should be obtained by using a rigorous parameter estimation procedure, currently in development 

5. CONCLUSION 

A general model has been developed for the dynamic simulation of wastewater treaonent units by submerged 
biofilters. The experimemal/simulated data agreements obtained are satisfying and allow to strengthen the 
assumptions and to validate the biological part of the model. On a numerical point of view, the two methods used 
to reduce the distributed parameter model to a DAE system (method of lines and orthogonal collocation) give 
similar results, in an equivalent CPU time. 

For further comrol development. the collocation method, leading to a smaller dimension system, will be used 
but the global metJlod will remain necessary to validate the model reductions and to know how far it may be 
reduced without losing in consistency : the problem consists in finding a good compromise between low 
complexity and high accwacy of the model. 
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ABSTRACT 

The General Purpose Simulator (GPS-X) is an object-oriented dynamic simulation package that includes a 
wastewater toolbox. Its library, containing many of the most popu1lar wastewater treatment unit processes enables 
the user to handle the simulation of virt11ally any waste water treatment plants from head works to effluent discharge. 
In addition, GPS-X is a flexible, powerful modelling environment, where users can develop their own mathematical 
models taking full advantage of the interactive and versatile graphics GPS-X offers. The program has been applied 
to more than twenty (20) large-scale wastewater treatment plants worldwide. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the 'last few years there has been considerable progress in the area of mathematical modelling of wastewater 
treatment processes. The turning point is undoubtedly the release of IA WQ Activated Sludge Model No. l. [4] in 
1986. S.ince then, a whole family of activated sludge models (including biological nutrient removal (BNR) 
technologies) was published (2,8], along with settling (thickening and darification) [7], biofilm [ l ), anaerobic (5) 
and other process models. In fact, it is now possible to simulate the entii;e sewage works from headworks to effluent 
disinfection. 
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Figure 1. GPS-X: A simple plant layout and the Toolbox 

In spite of the development in 
dynamic modelling, there was 
practically no progress on the 
tools (computer languages) used 
to implement the algorithms. 
Most of the programs in this 
field still use Fortran, 
Turbopascal or other similar low 
level general purpose languages 
to create a working environment 
where the models can be tested 
and used for research, planning, 
design and/or operational 
control. A significant part of 
coding is spent on developing 
routines for file 1/0, menus, 
graphics and numerical 
solutions. To alleviate these 
problems and to bring efficient, 
high-power computing' into the 
reach of practising engineers, 
the General Purpose Simulator 

(GPS-X) was created utilizing the new low-cost, high-power workstation platform which has become available in 
the last few years. GPS-X is both a modelling environment for any type of dynamic process, and an extensive, 
modifiable library of most of the process models available today in this field .. 
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THE STRUCTURE OF GPS-X 

GPS-X (from a program organization standpoint) consists of a graphical user interface (GUI) written in C, and 
simulation code (including the process library) which is written in a high level specialized language. GPS-X uses 
the Advanced Continuous Simulation Language (ACSL) (6) as its programming vehicle. During an interactive 
simulation session with GPS-X, both modules are active in memory and the GUI component acts as a human 
language interpreter and a graphical output device for the cryptic simulation module. Some of the most interesting 
features of both modules will be discussed below. 

ACSL LANGUAGE FEATURES AND ACCESSORIES 

ACSL features an extensive library of numerical methods, including numerical integrators. steady-state solvers and 
non linear optimization algorithms. There are seven dynamic solvers as shown in Table I . During integration, 
ACSL can handle error limits individually for 
state variables. Our experience has shown that 
most models in the wastewater treatment area 
are stiff, i.e. some variables change on a 
timescale which is three to four orders of 
magnitude shorter, than others (e.g. dissolved 
oxygen against inert sludge constituents). The 
effect of using an improper solver (fixed step 
or a variable step with too large error criteria) 
is illustrated in Figure 2. Here. in the first day, 
the dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration in 
the four passes of an aeration tank was 
integrated using the Euler algorithm (1 minute 
timestep), then the solver was switched to 
Gear's method, with an error criteria of 104 . 

Dynamic solvers can be changed interactively 
during runtime with some exception. 

Table 1: Available integration algorithms in ACSL 

Algorithm Step Order 

Euler fixed first 

Runge-Kuna fixed second 

Runge-Kutta fixed fourth 

Run ge-Kutta-Fehl berg variable second 

Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg variable fifth 

Adams-Moulton variable variable 

Gear's stiff variable variable 

Available steady-state iteration algorithms are Newton-Raphson, steepest descent and a linear decoupled method, 
developed by Hydromantis specifically for the wastewater engineering field. The first two methods are very 
efficient algorithms for simple ordinary differential equation (ODE) systems, and will converge within a few dozen 
iterations. Some of the iterations include calculating the Jacobian matrix, which carries a heavy load of derivative 
evaluations, usually two or three times the number of states in the system. The real problem though with the 
Jacobian is that mathematical loops and controllers invalidate it by changing its elements within one iteration. 

Figure 2. Euler vs. Gear: Numerical instability 

Mathematical loops are inevitably present in a wastewater 
treatment plant model due to physical "loops", usually 
recycles. Also, DO, mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS), 
etc. controllers are typical in models. The alternative solution 
in GPS-X is to make use of a linear decoupled· iteration 
method, which requires larger number of iterations, but each 
iteration involves only one derivative evaluation, and the 
method is not sensitive to the perturbations occurring in a 
complex realistic system. This method can even handle 
parameter changes during iterations, greatly reducing analysis 
time for the engineer. 

There are two advanced optimization algorithms available 
coded in ACSL. The Nelder-Mead simplex method is a direct search method while an indirect quasi-Newton 
method called BFGS (3) is also accessible through the GPS-X GUI. Both optimization methods are 
multidimensional, so technically it is possible to optimize a ny number of parameters . Flexible objective function 
definition is provided through the GPS-X. Practical experience has shown that applying engineering "common 
sense" in selecting a few key parameters and defining reasonable limits will speed up the iteration process. 
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Another useful feature of ACSL is the explicit structure designed specifically for dynamic simulations. Table 2. 
lim all avai lable sections and their use during the simulation . This pre-defined structure essentially frees up the 

Table 2: ACSL code structure 

Code segment Executed Content 

Preinitial during loading of the program definitions, default values 

Initial before the dynamic nms starts, at time < 0 steady-state routines 

Deri vative every integration timestep differential equation system 
I 

Dynamic every communication interval communication with GPS-X 

Discrete at specified frequency discontinuous code. e.g. controllers 

Terminal after completing the dynamic run post-processing, e.g. probability distribution 

user from the tedious t.ask of organizing loops in the program and ensures that all subroutines are called when 
appropriate. 

Automatic sorting is another feature which makes ACSL especially powetiul for object-oriented code 
development. The ACSL translator will sort ,the user specified soufce code for correct execution order. In effect 
this means that no attention needs to be paid for the order and placement of object code. 

Finally, it is wonhwhile to note that the simulation code is platform independent, i.e. code developed on one 
particular type of computer can be ported to practically any other hardware without change. 

GPS-X FEATURES 

The graphical user intetiace (GUI) module of GPS-X is what most users see exclusively when using the simulator. 
GPS-X contains a wastewater toolbox which currently consists of32 objects common in the wastewater treatment 
plant as shown in Figure I (Process Table). The objects include influents, flowsheet development tools (splitters 
and combiners), primary, secondary and tertiary treatment process units. The user places these objects on a drawing 
board to build the treatment plant. Taking advantage of the set of splitters and combiners, the intetiace provides 
free flowsheeting, i.e. enables the user to simulate any possible plant layout. In a real plant model it is crucial to 
consider process interactivity (e.g. effect of sidestreams) in addition to the usual process modelling of the aeration 
tank or fina1l settler. 

The process icons provide a graphical access to an extensive set of predefined models, currently featuring more 
than I 00 different model! variations in four diffe11ent libraries. A library is defined by a fixed set of state variables, 
which is a convenient and efficient way of handling model compatibility. The four available libraries are described 
in Table 3. These libraries contain customized versions of the most important mathematical models available today, 
including carbonaceous, nitrogen-
removal and bio-P technologies, one-
and two-dimensional reactive and Table 3: GPS-X libraries 
non-reactive settler models, and 
many more. Existing models are user 
modifiable on the source code level, 
and new models can easily be 
inserted by the user. 

In addition to the usual steady-state 
and dynamic numerical capabilities, 
GPS-X features a set of advanced 
functions such as built in parametric 

I 

Library 

CN 

CNP 

IP 

CN2 

Description 

basic carbonaceous and nitrogen removal processes 

CN plus bio-P processes 

' 
industrial pollutant library 

advanced carbonaceous - nitrogen removal processes 
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or Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis, nonlinear numerical optimization capabilities, and interactive access to several 
types of data bases. Data can be extracted and visually presented both for the purpose of driving functions (e.g. 
in fluent flow or composition) or calJibration (e.g. effluent data). 

The primary purpose of GPS-X is to 
handle the large amount of information 
which the user encounters during the 
simulation of large-scale wastewater 
tfeatment plants as efficiently as 
possible. Both inputs and outputs are 
handled in an innovative, interactive 
way . Parameters to be changed during 
the run, eiither manually, or for 
automated analysis or optimization 
purposes aI'e controUed by definable 

ll'rocess colrtnll 

[IJ In.fluent f.low m3/d ·soooo.o, 
I 

0 

L9l 00 .contl'oller 

~ PIO 

(9] Total air flow pumped l nto m3/d 800000.0 

Figure 3. GPS-X controllers 

T 
100000 

GPS-X controllers. Four different types of controllers of the many available, placed on a Control Panel are shown 
in Figure 3. for illustration. GPS-X offers a variety of on-line graphs and analysis tools to enhance data 
visualization. In addition to the usual X-Y (linear) graph type (also available in GPS-X in a scrolling format), which 
is most often used for analysis of temporal variation, 'the software places emphasis on the ability to display spatial 
variations as well. Figure 4 depicts a typical histogram, where the concentration profile of a hypotethical inert 
component "A" developing in a plug flow reactor (70 mixed tanks in series) is shown after a spike in the influent. 
Steady-state values of variables can be accessed on-line in digital form, as well, and GPS-X has extensive reporting 
capabilities to help the user :keep organized. _, 

1' ,,,; component #A# 

CONCLUSIONS 

The General Purpose Simulator described in this paper is 
an open-architecture object oriented softwaI'e designed to 
facilitate dynamic modelling of large-scale wastewater 
weatment plants. The program has an extensive library of 
numerical methods and process models to reduce program 
development time for practising engineers and features a 
variety of advanced features including initeractive 
controllers and graphics, built in analysis and 
optimization tools. The program has been applied to more 
than twenty wastewater treatment plants worldwide. 
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.MODELING AND SIMULATION OF SEDIMENTATION PROCESSES IN A 
LOWLAND RIVER 

Christof ENGELHARDT, Dieter PROCHNOW, Heinz BUNGARTZ 
Institute of Freshwater and Fish Ecology 

Rudower Ghaussee 5 
12484 Berlin , Germany 

Abstrac:L In a case study a sedimentation process observed in a tidally unaffected reach of the lower Elbe River 
was simulated using a two-dimensional vertically integrated model and a three-dimensional model to predict the 
distribution of particufate matter in the turbulent flow. The observed sedimentation process could be confirmed 
by model simulation under C·ertain conditions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Sediment load is an ecological criterion for the assessment of water quality as well as dissol ved or 

particle-bound pollutants, governed by sediment transport. In a section of the Elbe River upstream from 
Geesthacht a decreasing concentration of suspended particle load was observed during several measuring 
campa•igns and for a few discharge situations [5]. The reduction of suspended sediment seems to be caused by 
a selfpurification process due to partiC'le settling. To verify this assumption the turbulent sediment transport in 
this Elbe River reach was simulated applying two-and three-dimensional mathematical models [ 1,2,3,4,6]. 

2.EQUATIONS 
The transport in rivers can be modeled by the turbulent momentum equations (Reynolds' equations) to 

determine the velocity field and by special convection-diffusion equations to calculate concentrations of different 
particle fractions each characterized by a mean settling velocity . The governing equations of a depth-integrated 
(20) model, see [2], are given as follows (sum convention on j = 1,2): 

Momentum equations 

in which: 
V; 

v, (x) 
H (x) 
X = (X 1, X2) 

Dv 
DH 
Cl 
0 

v _ avi _ _E_(n avi) + g..£!J... = _ Dv v. 
Jax]. ax.1 H ax. ax. H2 i 

J J ~ 

i=l,2 

0 

H = h + '11 

component of the turbulent velocity in i-direction, i = 1, 2, 3 
depth-averaged velocity in i-direction, i = 1, 2 
water depth 
horizontal cartesian coordinates 
vertical eddy viscosity 
horizontail eddy viscosity 
gravity 
vertical deviation of water surface above level h 
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Boundary conditions 

V, (x) = V; 8(x) or 

y_B 
I 

n = (n1, ni) 

Transport equation 

in which: 

c (x ) 
f, 
sz 

Boundary conditions 

c (x) = c8(x) or 

boundary value 
outward directed normal vector 

- .!f H s 

concentration of particulate/dissolved matter 
sedimentation rate 
turbulent Schmidt number 

boundary value 

A corresponding three-dimensional model is given in (3). 

3. COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN AND INPUT DAT A 

The area of interest is a tidaJly unaffected eight km section of the Elbe River (from km 577 to km 586) 
upstream the Geesthacht weir (Fig. I). Neither flow nor concentration sinks or sources were observed. The lock 

was assumed to be closed. 

HAMBURG 

ft-domain 

Fig. I Map of the lower Elbe River with simulated reach 

4. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

Aside from concentration measurements 
for this river section a few settling velocity 
spectra were measured simultaneously. Together 
with bathometric plans of the Elbe River these 
experiments permit a model simulation with 
following input values: constant inflow velocity 
V; = 0,4 m/s (discharge Q = 286 m3/s , inflow 
cross-section area A= 715 m2); eddy viscosities 
DH = I m2/s, Dv = 0,0015 m2/s; inflow 
suspended sediment concentration c = 35 mg/I; 
turbulent Schmidt number sz = 0,5. 

To simulate the suspended sediment load in this Elbe River reach, the program package SEDIFLOW was 
used [3,4]. In a first step the three-dimensional version of SEDIFLOW was applied to check the concentration 
distribution for the transport problem given above (for turbulent flow field see Fig. 2a,b). Because of the almost 
uniform concentration profiles in vertical direction (see Fig.'s 4a,b,c) in a second step, the same problem was 
solved by the vertically integrated model (see Fig. 3) . 
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Fig.2a Turbulent flow near surface (3D-SEDIFLOW simulation) 

Fig.2b Three-dimensional flow in detail (30-SEDIFLOW simulation) 

0.015 0.020 0 .025 0 .030 0.035 [gill 

Fig.3 Depth-averaged distribution of suspended sediment concentration {20-SEDIFLOW simulation) 
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0 .015 0 . 020 0.0.25 0. 030 0 . 035 [g/l] 

Fig.4 Three-dimensional distribution of suspended sediment concentration (30 -SEDIFLOW simulation); 
horizontal cross-section at surface (a), in 2m depth (b) and in 4m depth (c) 
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In SEDIFLOW the sedimentation rate f, is modeled by 

sedimentation rate f, = s (c - c"'l) 
s mean settling velocity of particulate matter 

{ 
c' 

Ccq = 0 ' equilibrium concentration (written in case of non-erodible bed) 

critical bed shear velocity in which: u - kinematic viscosity; QP' 

Qw - densitiy of particles and water, respectively 

The measured settling velocity spectra yield a characteristic values= 10-4 m/s of the settling velocity [5]. Using 
this value and the observed [5] typical particle diameter of 25 µm a mean particle density Qp = 1320 kg/m3 

results by applying Stokes' law. From here a critical shear velocity of vcR = 0,078 m/s is received ( gravitational 

...; 
E 
QJ 
u 
c:: 
8 

ci. 
"' :::: 
"' 

50 ~-------------------, 

+ exp.daca{5) 
40 . D 30-SEDIFLOW 

, • 20-SEDrFLOW 
30 

20 

10 

0 
577 57.s 579 580 581 582 583 584 585 586 

km Elbe River 

Fig.5 Comparison of 3D-SEDIFLOW and 20-SEDifLOW 
sinl!llation with s1.1spended sediment concentration data ,(5] 
observed in t he Elbe River 
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The bottom shear velocities obtained from 
steady state solution of the three-dimensional 
problem are almost everywhere below the 
critical value. Thus here the suspended se
diment transport was dominated by deposition. 
In two-dimensional simulation the flow solution 
was foroed to yield bed shear velocities similar 
to those of three-dimensional simulation. Fig. 5 
depicts the surface suspended sediment 
concentration at several river cross sections 
computed by the 30-and 20-SEDIFLOW 
model in comparison with the experimental 
results of Puls and Kuhl [5]. 
It is shown that the observed sedimentation 
process in a real river reach could be 
confirmed with sufficient accuracy by model 
simulation. 
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APPLICATION OF A PARTICLE SIMULATION MODEL IN 
RADIATION PROTECTION 
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D-14109 Berlin 

Abstract. As a part of a new radiation monitoring system at the Hahn-Meitner-lnstitut Berlin a 
software system for determining short-range atmospheric dispersion processes was implemented. This 
system is intended to calculate the impact of released radioactive material from a nuclear facility and 
is based on a Lagrangian random walk model simulating the trajectories of a large number ~f released 
particles. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Within the scope of environmental protection the dispersion behavior of pollutants released into 
the atmosphere is of great interest. To allow the calculation of pollutant concentrations or for estimating 
their influence a multitude of atmospheric dispersion models has therefore been developed respectively 
realized in practical applications. These models can be classified into three groups (3): K- or Eulerian 
models, which solve numerically with finite element methods the advection-diffusion~quation, descri
bing transport and diffusion of pollutants in the atmosphere. Gaussian models, which are based on 
an analytical solution of a strongly simplified advec tion-diffusion~quation . Lagrangian random walk 
models, which are derived from the theory of statistics. 

The advantage of models from the last group is an easier consideration of varying meteorological 
and source conditions and complex terrain structures. On the other hand Lagrangian random walk 
models are very computer time-consuming, however the involved algorithms allow parallelization to a 
high degree. Thus, in the last years the use of these models gains more and more in significance . 

From the variety of atmospheric dispersion problems the described application of a Lagrangian 
walk model is restricted to short- range (~ 20 km) dispersion processes caused by short-time releases of 
inert substances from one or few sources. Especially the release of radioactive material from a nuclear 
facility is considered. Within the scope of radiation protection it is required in case of an accidental 
release to predict the dispersion of the radioactive pollutant cloud for the next hours in a few minutes. 
Besides calculation of the radionuclide concentrations in the atmosphere it is necessary to take into 
account radioactive decay just as fall-out and wash- out with dry and wet deposition on the ground and 
to compute different radia tion doses caused by radioactive beta- or gamma-radiation from ground and 
cloud or by inhalation of radioactive material. To determine the gamma-radiation from the cloud a 
three- dimensional integral requiring time-integrated concentrations has to be solved. These additional 
points - radioactive decay and dose calculations - make a difference to "normal" pollutants in prac
tical dispersion models, where only calculation of concentrations is of interest. 

In chapter 2 an overview of the chosen simulation model and the integration algorithm for dose 
calculations is given . It is followed by some technical details of the implemented dispersion model as 
part of the new radiation monitoring system at the Hahn- Meitner-lnstitut Berlin. Some concluding 
remarks complete the paper. 
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2. THEORETICAL OVERVIEW 

2.1 Transport Model 

In Lagrangian random walk models the main idea is tracking the trajectories of individual relea
sed particles. These particles are considered as representatives of a pollutant ( center of gravity of a 
pollutant ensemble) emitted from a specified source. The trajectory of a particle is determined by two 
components, the transport by mean wind and the transport by turbulences of the air. The influence of 
air turbulence on the particle trajectories is simulated by random processes. 

In the simulation algorithm the position of a particle at time tn +Llt is computed from the position 
at time tn by 

Xn+ I = Xn + Llt · Un 

where the velocity Un of a particle at time tn is composed of the advective velocity iin and the turbulent 
velocity u~: 

Un =Un+ U~ . 

The turbulent velocity u~ is subdivided into a 1random and a correlation component. The correla
tion part 1realizes that particles cannot alter thei.r turbulent velocity arbitrary due to the inertia of the 
surrounding air. They have a "memory" , so-called Lagrangian correlation time, which varies from some 
seconds to a few minutes in the lower planetary boundary layer. In order to have a correlation between 
the turbulent velocities u~ and u~+l the time step Llt has to be chosen smaller than the Lagrangian 
time scales. The random component consists in each coordinate direction (u, v, w) of a N(O, 1) random 
number r and the standard deviation <7 of the particular turbulent velocity. 

In the applied dispersion model [2] the following equations build the basis for calculating the 
advective and turbulent velocities for the particle simulation: 

Yn+I Zn+I = Zn + Llt · W~ 

Un = liinl cos(270° - On) liin I sin(270° - O'n) (wn = 0) 

u" n u~ cos(270° - On) - v~ sin(270° - O'n) v~ = u~ sin{270° - O'n) + v~ cos(270° - on) 

-Al 

with a; = e ""'17" , b; = ~ v ! - Ui ' 

w' n a.., w~_ 1 +b.., <7.,, r.., +c.., 

= u, v,w 

(an wind direction in meteorological orientation, c.,, correction term, T; Lagrangian time scales). 

2.2 Deposition 

For modelling of real·istic dispersion processes the simple algorithm given in the previous section 
has to be modified respectively extended to match the special problem. Examples are the modelling of 
fall-out and wash-out - outlined in this section -, the consideration of chemical processes or radioac
tive decay as well as different release conditions like source geometries, release temperatures or varying 
source intensities. 

In practical applications especially the consideration of fall-out and wash-out respectively dry 
and wet deposition of the released substances on the ground is of some importance. Particle simulation 
models as described can be ext.ended in a relative simple way to meet these requirements. 
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The fall-out of aerosols or dust caused by gravitation is modelled by adding a sinking velocity to 
each simulation particle. This gravitational settling speed v9 is mainly a function of the diameter of 
released aerosol or dust particles. Appropriate tables or formulas can be found in the literature [4]. 

During the simulation process it can happen that the computed trajectory of a particle reaches the 
ground z = 0. In this case the dry deposition of the released material has to be taken into consideration. 
This deposi.tion can be described by a so-called deposition velocity vd, which depends on a number of 
parameters like particle diameter, sinking velocity, atmospheric humidity and friction at the ground . 
As complete models for determining vd do not exist , simplified problem-oriented attempts for vd are 
in use. In the particle simulation model each particle can be supplied with a statistical weight of 1 at 
starting time, which is reduced by a deposition probability Wd at each ground contact of the particle. 
The deposited material at this ground contact point corresponds to the value of Wd. In the implemented 
model wd is described by a function of Vd, v, and Uw(O), where Uw(O) is the standard deviation of the 
vertical turbulent velocity on the ground. 

For modelling wash-out respectively wet deposition the wash-out rate ijJ as a function of precipita
tion (especially rain) intensity, m ean raindrop size and the collision efficiency between pollutant particle 
and raindrop can be used. As wet deposit·ion concerns aU ·rel·eased particles the statistical weight of each 
simulation particle can be reduced after every time step ~t by the fraction ~t · 1/J. This fraction corre
sponds to the wet deposition on a ground point directly under the particle position . Other approaches 
for handling wash-out in a particle simulation model are also possible. 

2.3 Dose Calculation 

As mentioned in the introduction the fast calculation of gamma- radiation dose from a radioactive 
pollutant cloud is of great importance for emergency protection in case of accidental releases from a 
nuclear facility. The radiation exposure Sat fixed points (X, Y, Z) is defined by the integral 

T , J J e-µr B(µr) .• S(..X,Y, Z)= r
2 

l\(x,y,z)C(x,y,z, t)d(x, y , z)dt 

o R3 

with r 2 = (x - X)2 + (y - Y)2 + (z - Z)1 , µa material constant, Ba so-called build-up factor, Ka 
correction factor for ground radiation and C the radionuclid concentration. 

In this particle simulation mode'! time-integrated concentrations will be determined by accumu
lating the dwelling times of each particle in the cells of a three-dimensional rectangular grid . Thus, the 
above integral reduces to a volume int.egral which can be solved elegantly by an adaptive method of in
tegration [l). The main idea of th.is method is the precision- dependent decomposition of the integration 
domain. Near a ground point the calculation is done with relativ accuracy by using spherical coordinates 
whereas in the remaining domain the center point formula will be applied . Another approach in calcu
lating the gamma-radiation dose by considering each simulation particle as a single moving radiation 
source is outlined in (1). 

3. IMPLEMENTATION 

The Hahn-Meitner-lnstitut Berlin carries out basic research in physical and chemical areas and 
has for this purpose besides other ray sources a 10 MW reactor as a neutron source in operation. To 
gua·,rantee the supervision of the institute and the surroundings with respect to radiation· protection 
a new radiation control and monitoring system was installed in 1992. This system is based on VAX 
computers and was developed in cooperation with Landis & Gyr corporation, Switzerland/Germany. It 
performs continuous acquisition , processing and archiving of radiological and meteorological data and 
allows their presentation in various kinds of installation pictures, curves and tables. All measured data 
are stored ·in databases which can be accessed by other programs using a set of interface routines. 

In addition to the monitoring system the main attention of the radiation protection department 
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was directed to special software which computes - in case of an accidental release - the atmospheric 
dispersion of radioactive pollutants and several radiation doses mentioned in chapter 1. To meet the 
required time constraints a Lagrangian random walk model was implemented using a transputer duster 
from Parsytec Ltd ., Germany with up to now 29 processors TSOO and the distributed operating system 
Helios Vl.2.1. The transputer cluster is connected to the monitoring system via ethernet. 

The whole dispersion software system is organized like a "double farm" which is controlled by 
one master task, i.e. the master controls several worker tasks for particle simulation and for integra
ition which operate independently without exchanging data. At the time one simulation worker and 
one integration worker are mapped on one transputer . Though the farm concept is not well-suited 
for m~iv-parallel systems it can be used here successfully because of the small number of available 
transputers. Tests on a larger transputer cluster (128 processors) have shown that the concept is limited 
to 60 - 70 processors for this kind of software system. 

The dispersion software has a modular structure and is controlled by a number of input files. Its 
operation is completely integrated into the user interface of the monitoring system. To perform a special 
dispersion process a number of parameters has to be defined which are arranged in several control files . 
Providing a set of predefined control files with prognostic data as release profiles and meteorological data 
the simulation of different dispersion processes, e.g. for classes of accidental releases, can be performed. 
The access to the actual radiological and meteorological data measured by the radiation control and 
monitoring system also allows accompanying online dispersion calculations. Important for the particle 
simulation model is the availability of wind field data. Wind velocity, wind direction and turbulence 
data are measured by a SODAR (SOnic Detection And Ranging) system up to a height of 500 m. These 
data can be used for computing a diagnostic wind field for the vicinity of the institute [5]. A prognostic 
wind field model is not available. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The implementation of dispersion software based on a Lagrangian random walk model has shown 
that a number of phenomena connected with pollutant dispersion in the atmosphere (deposition, radioac
tive decay, variable source intensities , etc.) can be treated in a relative simple way. The independent 
calculation of particle trajectories allows an easy use of parallel computer architectures thus guarantee
ing time-limits as required in radiation protection or similar applications. 
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Abstract 

A concept for a simulation environment for local authorities is presented consisting of the necessary data bases, a 

mesoscale meteorological model, an air chemistry model, and decision support tools including result visualization. 

It is pointed out that a set of such numerical models is very complex. Simulation runs and scenario analyses take 

hours of computing time, even on today's supercomputers. Therefore a srrategy for model decomposition and 

implementation on massively parallel computers is described. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Air pollution problems are of great importance in our time. Although in recent years a variety of numerical 

models for meteorology, air pollutant transport and air chemistry has been developed, there is a lack of simulation 

environments for local authorities to support their decision making activities. In order to close this gap a 

combination of multidisciplinary subjects such as aonospheric physics, meteorology, air chemistry, ground-based 

sensing, mathematical modelling and computer science is required. 

The basic modules of a simulation environment for air pollution transport over conurbation areas with the aim 

of supporting efficiently the forecasting of smog situations, operational management and urban planning have been 

described. in [7]. Here we want to stress the special importance of parallel computation for such simulations. 

In section 2 the concept of a simulation environment for air pollution transport under consideration of urban 

decision making is presented. The chosen model domain is the region of Berlin. In section 3 the as pee LS of parallel 

model implementation are described. In section 4 some remarks about simulation resulLS and verification are given. 

2. SIMULATION CONCEPT 

This section is only a short overview. For more detailed information see [I), (5) and (8). 

The simulation environment consists of the following parts: 

- assimilation of input data. 

As input data serve orographic and land utilization data as well as emission data, which have to be prepared in 

close contact with local authorities. 

- meteorological model. 

As meteorological models we use the 3-layer-model REWIMET and, in future, the fully 3-dimensional model 

GESIMA (cf.[3) and (4)). Both models are so-called mesoscale models, which can be used for the simulation of 

regions of about 100* 100 km extension with grid spaces of 1...5 km. 

In the 3-layer model REWIMET the atmosphere is subdivided into three layers, defined according to the 

physical structure of the atmosphere. An explicit numerical solver with forward time steps and central space 

differences is used with the exception of the advection terms, where upstream differences are applied (method by 
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Smolarkiewicz). The CouranJ stability criterion is proven at each iteration and defines the new time step. The 

gradient of all variables at horizontal boundaries is set equal to zero. 
In the fully 3-dimensional model GESIMA the model area is discretisized in all 3 dimensions. To solve the 

equation of motion a MacCormack scheme is used, the resulting Poisson-equation is solved by means of an IGCG 

(Idealized Generalized Conjugated Gradient) method (cf. [4] ). A cloud physics and radiation model is part of GE

SIMA and allows to compute radiation fluxes, cloud cover, and other imponant characteristics for motion and pol

lutant transport 

- air chemistry model. 

The scheme iof chemical reactions leads to a system of OI'dinary nonl.inear differential equations. Because of the 
huge differences in reaction kinetics such systems are extremely stiff and time steps according to the quickest 

reaction muS't be used for integration. A special algorithm has to be selected to ensure stability and reasonable 
numerical 11esuhs. The chemical part has to be solved for every grid point in each time step. So even the fastest 

sequential computers need several hundred hours for a one day simulation in three dimensional space for 200x200 

horizontal grid poinlS. In any case, the most time consuming part is the computation of chemistry. 

To overcome these difficulties a lot of compressed chemical reaction schemes have been developed. For our air 

pollution model we have chosen the CBM-4 model (Carbon Bond Mechanism [2]) to compute the near surface 

concenuations of ozone, peroxyacetyl :nitrate (PAN) and nitrogen oxides. There is no need for the definition of an 

average molar weight so that this mechanism is mass balanced. Some species are handled explicitly because of their 
special character in lhe chemical system (for example isoprene which is the most emitted biogenic species). The 

mechanism involves 34 species and 82 reac,tions and contains 9 primary organic compounds. To pro.fit from the 
features of the CBM-4, detailed information of .the hydrocarbon mixture is necessary. 

The CBM-4 has been extensively tested against more than 170 smog chamber experimenlS with good results. 

Its is proposed from ,me Environmental Protection Agency of ,the U.S. A. for usage in air pollution models [2]. 

Time seeps, required for the integration of ordinary differential equation systems representing chemical 

changes, are much shorter than every other existing time scale in the dispersion equation. Thus the method of 
operator splitting can be applied. For an integration of the extraordinary stiff system the conventional method 

according lo Gear is used in order to minimize the error and to ensure stability. Of course, there are much faster 
solvers (up to a factor of 5), but they cannot compete concerning to precision and stability. Usually, they do not 

work well for broader ranges of parameiers and inputs and should only be applied with an extensive iesting. 

- decision support and visualization. 
A decision maker in an .environmental agency who is responsible for air pollution management commonly has 

to solve 3 kinds of problems: 

approval of industrial facilities, 

environment compatibility tests, and 

precautionary measW'es to prevent smog situations. 

Today he has little support for these tasks. The calculations for the approval of industrial facilities and 

environment compatibility tests are carried out with Gaussian models representing the state of the art of the 1960s. 

Up to now measures against smog can only be taken when ground-sensing networks indicate that concentration 
limits are exceeded. 

The final version of the described simulation environment should support the user, mainly, in 2 ways: 

by graphic visualization of simulation results for air pollution transport processes with complex annospheric 
models, and 

by recommending measures derived with inference algorithms from a knowledge base of an expert system. 

Besides d1e graphical ou1put the simulation results .are used to build up a knowledge base. 

3. PARALLEL MODEL IMPLEMENTATION 

Numerical models for air pollution transport linked with air chemistry have a huge demand of computing time. 
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Even on today's sequential supercomputers the time for scenario analysis and case studies is considerably too long. 
Th us, the simulation of one hour real time with the model REWIMET including air chemistry for our example Ber
lin (30*24 points in the horizontal plane, 3 layers in the vertical) requires about half an hour computing time on a 
SUN SPARC 10. More than 90% of the CPU-time is used for calculation of air chemistry and transport. In case of 
the simulation model GESIMA the situation is much worse. Just to compute velocities and cloud physics for the 
same simulation period this model needs abcmit 10 minutes on a CRAY YMP, on a SPARC several hours. Including 
air chemistry, this time increases at least by a factor of 4 or 5, consequently a real time computation even on a 
CRAY seems to be very difficult In addition, the mentioned factor is even larger on a CRAY because of bad vec
torization performance of the Gear chemistry solver wil.h a lot of recurrences and short cycles. In addition, we want 
to simulate not only the area of Berlin, but we also wane co show the consequences of reduction measures in Berlin. 
Therefore we have ,to compute the whole surrounding region of Brandenburg, resulting in a mesh of 50*50 or more. 

To overcome these pH>blems we have used parallel computers of MIMD structure according to Flynn's classi
fication. A macro package for Portable Parallel Programming using the Message Passing Programming Model 
(PARMACS) or the PVM (Parallel Vinual Machine) concept guarantees a high software portability. On the basis 
of the current PARMA CS release the simulation wiith REWIMET runs 1on the following hardware platfonns: Intel 
iPSC/2, Intel iPSC/860, nCUBE2, SUPRENUM and Meiiko (both transputer and i860 versions). The GESIMA
model, in a first step, has been parallelized with PVM and runs on a network of workstations. 

We here want to point out some details of the parallelization of GESIMA, concerning REWIMET cf. [1]. 

Vertical direction plays a panicular role in atmospheric simulation. There is a close coupling of some processes 
in vertical direction only (e.g. radiation). Consequendy, it makes no sense to decouple or decompose the model 
vertically because of the large amount of communication req11ired in such a case. Therefore, GESIMA (and RE
WIMET too) only have been decomposed horizontally, doing the vertical operations in all points sequentially. 

There is one big difference in the solution method between GESIMA and REWIMET: As a consequence of the 
nonhydrostatic fonnularion of the equation of motion, the time-discretization no longer is explicit. Thus, a Mac
Cormack scheme is used resulting in a need for solving a Poisson eqwttion for the pressure. This leads to a strong 
coupling over all points of the mesh and, therefore. a lot of communication is required. Consequently, a good bal
ance between calculations and communication has to be found. For this reason we have used a special type of the 
Crout-factorization, proposed in GESIMA for vectoriza,tion. Factorization is done in such a way, that multiplication 
wi1th upper and lower triangular matrices is decomposed in one lhorizont:al direction. As a consequence of this re
CU!11ences in this direction are cancelled. We need, at every iteration step of the conjugated gradient method, only 
one global communication to compute norms and one local communication to interchange some boundary values 
between processors. 

Now, the sta~e of the ,art is the following: REWIMET runs wi,th air chemistry on various architectures and is 
used for case studies ,and scenario analyses. Up to now GESIMA runs on a network of workstations, connected by 
Ethernet, under PVM without air chemistry. At the conference we hope to present first results of the winter-smog 
simulation (without air chemistry) and, eventually, the sommer-smog simulation (with air chemistry) by means of 
GESIMA. 

At the momenit we have achieved a speedup of more Utan 3 for a network of 4 workstations. But, if more work
stations ar,e used, the speedup rapidly decreases because of the slow communication. Presently we are porting the 
model to the MANNA-system, a MIMD-computer developed in our institute [6). Results are presented on the con
ference. 

4. Simulation results 

To verify the computational results it primarily is necessary to prove the meteorological and dispersion part of 
1lhe model wilhout chemistry in order to be SUJ1e that the model describes well the transport of an inert species. It 
should be mentioned 1that there always are difficul1ties to 1compare measured and computed data. Experimentally 
estimated wind velocities or concentrations are point measurements, but numerical data are spatially averaged over 
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the model box volume. Point measurements can be influenced very strongly by local properties, whereas box av
erages do not realize these microscale effects. 

We have selected sulfur dioxide as indicator for an inert species. At the same time, the model is able to run as 
an estimation Looi for the computation of near surface concentrations during a winter smog episode. The data for 

sulfur dioxide for industry and households are quite well documented and can be found in nearly every local envi
mnmental office. The selected smog episode has been in winter '89 during a high pressure period. In.case of rela
tively strong geostrophi.c wind the transport of a substance is dominated by advection. 

Good correspondence between the computed wind field ood measurements has been achieved during a 15 hour 
simulation period. Wind field computation under normal high pressure conditions is represented sufficienlly by the 

model. 
The full model consists of meteorological, transport and chemicai modules and has been implemented . A lot 

of work has been concentrated on obtaining enough data in the necessary resolution and with realistic daily dura

tion. 
Simulation results can be visualized as coloured maps of the concentrations over the simulation area by means 

of an MOTIF environment. A lot of scenario analyses and case studies for various reduction measures have been 
done by means of the model REWIMET and are presented on the conference together with first results of the model 

GESIMA. 
Our simulation package coupled with an actual emission data base and meteorological input from the synoptic 

weather forecasting service may help Ito find strategies for o:z,one management. Parallelism in computing is an es
semia!I fearure to obtain reasonable computation times, hoping, that i.n future such models may be used to forecast 
criticaA concentrations of photochemical oxidants and to develop a manag·ement to prevent it 
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Abstract To control a:nd monitor pumping wel'ls in water works, drainage systems in mines and building 
pits, depos·its and .industrial and agricultural contaminations, it ·is necessary to know the processes in 
the soil and groundwater zone. There are physical or chemical, and biological processes. It is possible 
to describe these processes with .mathematical models, using the heat~onductivity~uation and the 
convection-diffusion~uation. The simulation and visualisation of the processes is necessary and 
helpful making decisions for operating the system. The use of parallel computers architecture, super 
computer/vector processor as well as transputer networks is more effective then the use at serial 
computers. The compute time, the number and speed of iterations, the solution stability and the 
disc.retisation error improve, using these systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the soi.I and groundwater zone, physical •Or chemical, and biological processes take place. It 
is necessary to control and monitor these processes at 
- pumping wells in water works , 
- dr:ainage systems in mines and bui:tding pits, 
- sanitation of deposits and industrial as well as agricultural contaminations. 
The simulation and visualisation is necessary and helpful when making a decision to optimise the 
operating strategy. 
The complicated properties of the models are the following: 

complexity and strong non linearity of Large Systems, 
bad condition and strong different time constant of, Stiff Systems, 
inaccurate destination of parameters of Fuzzy Systems. 

The technology of parall.el information processing based on digital computers, has been developed 
competitively during the last few years to sequential computers. The impulse for the research come 
from necessity to increase the computer speed. 
Already since 1·979, the advantage of computers based pa~allel information processing for the 
s.imulation of processes 1in the soil and groundwater zone has been discussed by GRABER. Based on 
positive experience and on tihe new possibility of technology, the simulation has been analysed and 
adapted to current developments of devices aind a 1lgo.rithms. 

2. HYDROGEOLOGICAL FOUNDATION 

To describe the dynamic flow and the coupled energy- and mass transport processes as well as 
the energy and mass conversion in the soil and groundwater zone the following equations are used: 

- the dynamic basis equation of the mass flow -: = k grad h, (1 ) 

- the mass balance equation div -: = s ~~ -w, (2) 

- the boundary conditions. 

For each phase (air, water and soi.I) and for each migrant the fol1lowing equations: 
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- the dynamics base equation 

transport by dispersion 

transport by convection 

- the balance equation 

- the boundary conditions. 

~=ff grad P, 
~ ~ 
g2= v p 

. ~ ( ) 8P d1v g = n0 +o: &- wg. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

In addition to these basic equations, chemical reactions (mass conversion) and biological processes 
might to be considered in sink/source terms. 
The mathematical model consists ·of a system of ordinary and partial differential equations (PDE) and 
algebraic equations, whose coefficients are usually a function of space, time and the potential. 
Therefore the system is non-linear and variant in time and space. The combination of the equations 
results in two non-linear second order partial differential equations: 

8h 
- the head-conduction-equation (parabolic PDE) div (T grad h) = S &- w, (6) 

:::t ~ oP 
- the convection-diffusion-equation (hyperbolic PDE) div (0 grad P - v P) = (no +o:) &- wg· (7) 

The coupling of the mass and quality flow can be done, using the properties of the water quality (e.g. 
temperature , mass concentration, kinemalical viscosity and density) and the properties of the 
groundwater flow (speed, storage change, internal sink:s and sources). 
In these equations .are: 

~ 
v 
k 
h 
s 

speed, 
conductiv1ity coefficient, 
water level, 
storage coefficient, 

~ ~ ~ 
g1, 92. g specific quality flow, 

3. MOTIVATION FORPARALLELISMEN 

p 

0: 

W,Wg 

dispersion, 
quality potential, 
sorption coefficient, 
source I drain intensity. 

For the processes in the soil and groundwater zone large time constant and high costs per 
measurement point, and therefore low density of measurement points in the nature, as well as 
possible irreversible effects of each operations .in the system are characteristics. A CAE-system can 
he'lp the hydrologist to estimate the influence of the ecology system. 
The parallelisation of the necessary simu;lation by using transputer, will at first, accelerate the 
mathematical algorithm and therefore shorten t:he response time. At second, the real processes in the 
nature which .are parallel, are better :reflected by parallel mode.lling. Under such conditions simplified 
and more st.abile algorithms originate. The different parts of tlhese algorithms are divided into coupled 
sequential processes (similar to CSP-mode'I of HORARE). 
The use of transputer networks requires another solution of the simulation, then the super computer. 
The solution with su:per computer was a closed task. At the strong parallelity it is possible to used 
several closed tasks, which wor1< parallel at single transputers. Two ways are possible, the partitions 
of space and the partitions of processes. 

The partitions of space 
The basis algorithm of this method is, the simulation area is divided into several parts and these parts 
are simulated by traditional methods for example the finite-difference-(FDM), finite-elements-(FEM) , 
or the boundary-elements-method (BEM) .. The main problem of this method is the data exchange 
between the partitions. 'Between the transputer .as informationslines with interface need to build as 
lines of t'he discretisation grid are cut. Using FDM, many lines at the discretisation grid need to be cut, 
due to its properties. 
Using FEM this can be min1imisation, by arranging large meshes the border of each part. Using BEM 
the data exchange is Z·e.ro along th·e boundary elements. Tlherefore, no data exchange between the 
transputers is necessary. If it 1is possible, to divide the area on aquipotential line or a first order 
boundary condition, the necessary effort is also minimal for FDM or FEM. 
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The partition of p~rocesses 

The partition of processes goes out from the real processes in the nature, which are parallel. 
The nature ·s processes are reflected as a task of the transputer. For the processes in the soil and 
groundwater zone this mean, the 

processes of the quality and mass flow, 
the diffe.rent phases (air, water, soil), 
the dinerent migrants 
biological processes arnd so on 

are parallel. The data exchange between the single processes is minimal in comparison with the 
partition of area. Each partial differential equation is real.ised by a another compute part, for example 
another transputer. 

4. RESOLUTIONS METHOD 

For the acceleration of the solution of the problem th·ere are two principle ways. The existing 
sequential algorithm can work at a conventia'I, but extremely fast, "von-Neumann"-architecture. The 
technology of such computer sets limits for the acceleration, doe to the clock rate and the memory 
access time, which can be increased only limit1ed and with high technical efforts. But then the cost of 
the hardware grows exponentially with the increasing of speed . Only real parallel working systems can 
significantly increase the rate of data processing. These systems require a complete reworking of the 
algorithms. Under specific circumstances totally new resolution methods are necessary. In our in
v·estigatio:ns for the use of supercomputers for the simu·lation of groundwater flow, transputer networks 
and v·ector computers are used. Transputer systems off.er the advantage of a scalable, relative inex
pensive productivity increase. 

They are suitable for the cornstmction of a CAE-system, due to the possibil ity to use these system 
directly on the wor~ing place (l!lsing PC-plug-in-unit or auxiliary device). The disadvantage of such 
systems are communications and synchronisation problems, the same as on read distributed and 
parallel systems. It is inevitable to redesign all used algorithm .. The existence of distributed memory 
involves a llarge communication effort pre or after tihe cent~al computation part. 
The vector computer is , in contrary to a transputer system, a sequential working device, however 
specialised in the processing of large data streams. It is characterised by vector registers. stream 
buffers, cache memory and a pipeline architecture. According to the type, sequential or vectored 
processing can realised also different processors . With it a real parallelity of both processors can be 
obtained. An essential advantage of that system is,, that the complete redesign of the used algorithms 
is not necessary. Only an optimisation of the programs regarding the vectorisation is necessary. The 
vector computers remain transparently for the programmer in essential. So far such computers are 
available only as main frame computers in computer centres. 
The distribution of the problems at the transputer network can be done in two ways. For the mass 
flow, which can be described by simple matrix equations of the FE- or FD-method, the partitions of 
space can be used. The totail field is divided in single partitions, which are calculated on a 
computation node. The necessary data exchange represent a special problem, which depends on the 
discretisation method. For the siml!llation of migrations processes, which are described by the two 
coupled non-linear partial differential equations, the partition of processes can be used. The efforts of 
the d:ata e)l'!change is smaller compared with the space partitioning. The coupling of the equation is 
pea'lised by communication via data channels. 
Using a Windows environment, where service and visualisation function are already available. the 
user can communicate with the transputer network, using a special file server, as well as with a 
normal PC. Additio11al 'it is planed to 1implement a file interface to the vector computer VP 200 EX in 
the compute centre of University of'Teclmology Dresden. 
While we test the algorithm at a Supercluster-256 from PARSYTEC at the Rheinisch-Westfalische
Hochschule Aachen, the final system will consist of a PC with a Multi-Transputer-PC-plug-in-unit with 
4 T800-Processors from IN.MOS Coop. and a 'link switch unit C004 also from IN.MOS. Such a system 
1can be used easier in practical applications. 
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5. REALISATION 

So far the a'lgorithm to simulate the mass flow is implemented on a quadratic transputer network. The 
program is written in the language 3L-C. The operatiing system HELIOS has not been used 
intentionallly, because the simulation of this problem uses only a small part of the services offered by 
HELIOS .. The advantage of the chosen language is the existent debug modus and the large number 
of library tools for parallel of processing. At pmsent we are working on the partitioning for the INMOS
ANSl-C-Toolset. The software tedhnology is siimilarly for both environments. In addition to the normal 
programming steps like compil,ing and ·foking, ·at transputer networks it is necessary the known 
produce a special :loadable file. :in this file the run time code ·is stored according how to the partitions 
of the transputer network. Tlhis file also contains, all hardware arnd software descriptions and there 
linlks. Additionally it ineoessary to produced t 'h·e hardware 11:nks in a approximate way. Normally these 
takes place w,ith a link switch unit for wh1ich a'lso a conf1iguration file must be created (HELIOS 
resource maps, OCCAM programs, and so on}.At present the hardware is a Supercluster-256 from 
PARSYTEC, at the R'heinisch-Westfa'lische-T,echnische-Hochschule Aachen. During the work as the 
simulation of ttrn mass flow experiences has been made. There wiith be discussed in the following.At 
cliistribut,ed applications it is usefully to divide the working processes at each node in cqmputation 
.processes and in a message handling process. With that the algorithm can be freed of all the mes
sage exchange processing. So the coding is simplified and the reading and the services is easier. 
Furthermore such a message handler can !be used for oth·er applications. If message exchange 
becomes to complex, it could be better to use a operating system. The precision of a parallel program 
is shown not only in the static precision but also in it is dynamic accuracy, so called liveliness. 
:Each stn.:1ct1ure of parallel working, interconnected, relative independent programs, tends to a loss of 
'liveliness, which also called as jamming. That show up tor example in the construction of communi
cation loops. In such case severa1I processes of the ring transmit :a message, but no processes can 
riece~v·ed the message, doe to the unbuffered communication. A loss of liveliness can be prevented, 
when a central controlling for the communication is introduced. Also the introduction of buffers and 
the producing of additional parallel processes as sub processes of the message handling can prevent 
this effect. .In our impl·ementation we decided to use the latter variant, because the performance does 
not decrease and the concept of channel commurnication is not vio'lated. 
Tihe used message handler can only received messages. If a message needs to be transmitted, an 
additional process is started, wor:king parallel 1in the same memory and the same transputer, as the 
message handler. This process then transmits and t,erminates thre message. 
On large probl.ems and such with an 1intensive data e~change the computation time depends in 
essentially -or1 the efficiency of the communication. Figure 4 shows this fact. On our implementation 
the reilation between the total rurntime and tlhe time of the computation task is measure using different 
numbers of transputer, which are placed in a quadratic network. A simple source/sink field problem is 
t,he bases of these measurements. It can be seen clearly, that the relation does not go over 40 per 
cent and decreases with an increasing number of grid points and tiransputer nodes. This behaviour is 
based on the increase of oommun·icalion with .larger or finer distr;ibuted problems. 
The present work ·on these problems shows, that this way for acceleration of the simulation is right 
arnd sensible. Addit"ional work must be done toward the app'ly caution of more effective equation 
solvers for tlhe partitions of space and the accelerations of the communication between the transputer. 
Allso the work 011 the partil'ions of space needs to be increased. For practical usage a coupling with the 
correspondirng user environment must be realised. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The simu'lation of processes of the soH and grnundwater zone by means of parallel computer 
architecture, like super computer/vector processor and the transputer networks are very effective. The 
computation speed and 1the stability increase while tlhe number of iteration and the discretisation error 
decrease. In the future, tilile acceptance of the developed simulation programs for the solution of water 
management projects must increas•e. Also it is necessary to do additional theoretical research on 
these problems. The most .important problems are of increasing of both the effectiveness, and the 
p.araHelity of the pmgrams, and the t1se of a new transputer ·generation. 
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Hierarchical Modeling Approach for Smog 
Management 

E. SZCZERBICKI and A. SYDOW 

GMD RRST, Rudower Chaussee 5 (13.7), 12489 Berlin, Germany 

Abstract. Simulation environment for parallel implementation platform to predict and manage 
smog situations is currently under development. The environment includes the necessary data 
bases, a mesoscale meteorological model, and air chemistry model. This presentation outlines 
the concept of employing in the framework of smog management simulation environment the 
decision suppon tools based on hierarchical distributed modeling. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Smog management system is a set of tools that suppon the forecasting of smog situations, the 
operational management of an environmental agency, and the urban planning. It consists of two 
basic mechanisms of suppon: modeling suppon and decision-making support. Both mecha
nisms are of hierarchical and distributed charac~er and are planned to be implemented in smog 
simulation 1environment that is currently under development at O:MD FIRST, Berlin [5,6]. 

Decision-making support is based on problem-solving agents that are able to capture the 
natuJie of environmental agency functioning. The approach outlined in the next Section has been 
successfully implemented in different domains with complex, hierarchical modeling and deci
sion-making characteristics. It is proposed to deal with the similar complexity of smog manage
ment related decisions. 

2. DECISION MAKING AGENTS 

Because of the increasing importance and complexity of smog related problems tools are 
needed to manage the decision making processes in environmental agencies to maximize their 
performance and effectiveness. The tools should suppon the agency in reaching the following 
goals: (i) how to decompose complex smog related problems and distribute responsibilities and 
tasks among a number of problem-solving agents., (ii) how to coordinate these agents to solve 
problems cooperatively, and (iii) how to measure t:he effectiveness of the agency in meeting its 
goals. Distributed Artificial Intelligence research, 1tha1t is concerned with the study and develop
ment of computerized problem solvers and decision-makers can provide such tools [l]. The 
realization that traditional sequential approaches cannot deal with complex decision making 
problems (and smog management is such a problem) has led to increasing research in distrib
uted and hierarchical systems. This Section describes the experimental hierarchical architecture 
that is planned to facilitate the decision making area of smog management related problems. 
Such an architecture should support the basic multi-agent planning actions of task decomposi
tion, task distribution, and result integration, and allow control of agents in the environmental 
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agency to be centralized, panially centralized, or completely distributed. Smog management is a 
problem with distributed hierarchical structure typical of most cooperative problem-solving and 
decision-making situations. The operations of an environmental agency involve interactions 
between many classes of agents, that can be divided into two categories: a kernel of agents that 
provide fundamental problem-solving activities (e.g. decision-makers in an agency), and a 
group of peripheral agents that provide ancillary services (e.g. other agencies, urban planning, 
industrial planning). The organization of 1these agems may be partially hierarchical but also par
tially linear. The focus of the proposed research in the nearesr future is on the design on control 
regimes and knowledge representations that allow agents to reason about local environmental 
activities and interact with other agents coordinating global activities of an environmental 
agency. Agents will be implemented as two-element entities as depicted in Figure l . 

Planning Element 

- breaking down the tasks 

- distributing 

- integrating 

Knowledge-based 
model of agent's 
environment: 
- abilities, 
- relationships. 

Problem Solving Element 

Figure 1. Decision-making agents implementation 

The problem-solving element addresses the tasks that are assigned to the agent. It contains 
the knowledge necessary to perfonn the tasks required of the agent, the inference mechanism 
necessary to represent that knowledge, and the interfaces necessary for the agent to interact with 
the outside world. The planning element includes a knowledge-based model of the environment 
in which the agent operates, i.e. agent own abilities, abilities of other agents in the environment, 
relationships between agents. The problem-solving element performs tasks that the agent is able 
to solve itself. The planning element acts as an intelligent coordination interface that determines 
how tasks the agent is to perform may be broken down, distributed, and integrated. Agents may 
be grouped into subsystems, and each agen·t may be a member of many groups simultaneously 
as depicted in Figure 2. Communication between agents may be of direct or indirect nature. 
Agents may also be rela~ed to one another through lines of authority. Authority is used in a dis
oi.buted problem solving environments w assisc in negotiations between agents with opposed 
interests. The main issue that is to be addfessed while developing the proposed approach for 
smog r1elated problem solving is the determination of knowledge sources within agents and 
knowledge representation. The imponance of this is stressed by the fact that any environmental 
agency will have to cope with situations in which much of the knowledge will be incomplete 
and possibly in conflict with other agents within the agency. 
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authority link 

communication link 

Figure 2. Agents in a multi-agent problem solving environment 

Each agent should posses knowledge describing its view of the functioning of the environ
mental agency. This knowledge may be represented by four different types of knowledge 
sources within each agent. First, urban planning knowledge consists of skeletal plans which pre
scribe ways of decomposing problems faced by the agency and coordinating the integration of 
results. Second, task knowledge describes agents (or groups of agents) in the agency that are 
capable of carrying out tasks specified within plans. Third, agent knowledge describes rules to 
be used while interacting with other agents when distributing tasks. Last, coordination knowl
edge describes an ag,ent role within the agency, its authority over other agents, and allocation of 
i.nfonnation. The consideration of environmental issues (e.g. smog emission and transportation) 
in urban planning very often leads to conflicts and infonnational inconsistencies. In such situa
tions the knowledge representation as sets of constraints and corresponding constraint relax
ations is recommended (2,3]. The relaxations can be applied (through negotiations) when 
conflicts arise. For example ag,ent knowledge souroes can include constraints such as the data on 
simulation of smog ,transportation including specified pollutants that is needed to perform a 
given task or limitations inherent in an agent ability to perform a task. Coordination regimes 
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should be defined in the proposed architecture to allow each agent to reason about local and glo
bal planning by selecting applicable knowledge sources and by satisfying relevant constraints. 
In conflict situations agents should interact with other agents ito redo problem decompositions, 
task descriptions and distributions, and the imegration of results. The representation of a distrib
uted problem-solving activities within an environmental agency in terms of constraints may 
yield, if successfully implemented, many advantages. For example, constraint directed repre
sentation makes knowledge easy to understand, organize, and manipulate. Constraint relax
ations make for easy selection of alternatives in situations when constraints can not be satisfied. 

3. CONCLUSION 

In this presentation a framework of the decision making suppon for smog management was 
outlined. The proposed methodology, if successfully applied, may result in an architecture sup
poning the analyst in a smog management system dev,elopment including decision malting pro
cess. To accomplish this the topographical, meteorological, emission, and chemical knowledge 
should be integrated within the ,environmental agency with urban planning knowledge. It can be 
clearly :seen that the proposed architecture takes into consideration the following assumptions 
(i) distributed representation of gents with various levels of detail is suitable for modeling smog 
related decision-making problems, and (ii) knowledge representation within a problem-solving 
agent of an environmental agency in terms of cons1traints .and relaxations is suitable for plan
ning, decomposition, and exe,cution of tasks of the a,gency. The proposed modeling approach 
has been successfully applied in different domains and is suitable for computer implementation 
especially in an object o6ented compu1ting environments .. It uses hierarchical structures intro
duced in [4], the model base concepts proposed m [7], and knowledge representatioQ proposed 
in [3] . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

To develop models for flight simulators and numerical flight simulations [ 4] as well as for the 
design of automatic flight control systems (e.g., autopilots) [ 2] a sufficient knowledge of the 
process is essential. Often a sig
nificant mismatch is encountered 
between flight test data and com
puter simulations based on theo
retical models ( 1 ] of the aircraft 
motion. This mismatch may be 
caused by systematic measure
m~nt errors o~ by inadequate mod- ~~;ifk,;,, :.~: 
elmg of the aircraft and/or of the ·· ·; ,,. ,,,._\%~=~ 
measurement system. The system •·= .,,.,,,. 
identification approach is a pow- ~~;,.~-:·:_;~"' .. ·:~·. M 

erful tool for the detection and ~$£~~~
correction of these errors [ 6, 7 ] . ~~<~~~"' 
For the identification of nonlinear •· illllil•ml! 
aircraft models , flight-test data 

from a twin engine research air- Fig. 1: The research aircraft DORi'\JIER DO 128 - 6 
craft DORNJER 00128 are used. 

2. IDENTIFICATION 

The off-line identification is preferably done in two main steps according to the "Estimation 
Before Modeling" technique [ 7] which uses a Maximum-Likelihood identification. In a first 
step the well-known differential equations of the kinematic airplane model are used to 
estimate the unknown parameters of the measurement model and of the quasi static wind 
model. In the second step the propulsion system model and aerodynamic model are used to 
estimate the unknown aircraft-specific parameters. Advanced sensor systems allow to improve 
both parts of the model. 

2.1. Expansion of the kinematic model 

The measurement check as the first step of the identification makes use of a new satellite 
navigation system (Global Positioning System, GPS) with its output values latitude, longitude 
and altitude. In differential mode (DGPS) positions are determined with an uncertainty of less 
than one meter [ 5, 8]. If the model is extended accordingly this DGPS-data can be used to 
improve the accuracy of the measurement check (e.g., bias estimation of the accelerometers). 
To obtain the required accuracy of the identification model the equations in [ 7 ] have to be 
expanded to the description of the earth as a rotating ellipsoid. 

Now the inertial system is the WGS 84 [ 9 ] . Again all measurements are assumed to be affect
ed by bias , scaling factors and time shifts. These parameters are estimated by integrating the 
measured body- fixed angular velocities and accelerations and comparing the estimated and 
measured output quantities (<I>, e , 'f', x, VGs. ti., h, q:>, A., VA· ex, ~) as described below. 
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The measured angular velocity O.~ (between inertial- and body-fixed coordinate system: 
index superscript ib, measured in body-fixed coordinates: index subscript b ) is measured by 
laser gyros. This velocity includ~s the angular velocity between the inertial system and the 
earth-fixed coordinate system O.ge and the angular velocity between earth-fixed and geodetic 
coordinate system O.~g- The transformation matrix Mbg from geodetic to body-fixed coordi
nates (a function of the Euler angles) leads to o.t and to the equation 

o~/c)t = ngb =nib_ M · (nie+ neg) (1) -b -b -bg -g -g 

with 0 ~e = [ Oe · cos cp , 0, - Oe · sin cp J; ( 2) 

Oe = 7292115·10-11 rad s-1 ; f 9] is the angular velocity of the earth 

eg 
[

. . . JT 
fl = "A · cos m - rn - "A · sin rn -g . Tl T> T g ( 3) 

for determining the vector of the Euler angles~ (roll angle <I>, pitch angle e , yaw angle 'Y) 

(4) 

The acceleration g_ ~ which can be measured in the aircraft, s center of gravity includes the 
acceleration from earth mass attraction Qg, centripetal and Coriolis acceleration. Therefore 
the transport acceleration oVKg/c)t can be written as 

oV I at = M · a ib + G - n ie x ( n ie x r ) - 2 0 i·e x V - neg x V ( 5) 
-Kg -gb -b -g -g -g -g -g -Kg -g -Kg 

with G g = [ 0, 0, µ · (RM+ h)-2 J: (6) 

µ = 3986001.5·108 m\-2 ; [ 9] is the earth's gravitational constant 

I g = [ 0, 0, (RM + h) J; (7) 

which leads to the transport velocity in cart·esian coordinates 

VKg = [uK,vK,wKJ: (8) 

and further to the ground speed VGS and the true track x 
2 2 1/2 

VGS = ( uKg + vKg) (9) 

x = arcsin(vKg. (uK!+vKg2 )-l/2
). (10) 

If the acceleration cannot be measured in the aircraft's center of gravity the distance from the 
center of gravity to the accelerometers X,:;1 must be taken into account as follows 

a ib = am - 0 gb x [ xm + ogb x xm J - ngb x xm ( 11) 
-b -b -b -b -b - b -b -b 

Normally the variation of the distance e.g. by fuel consumption is negligible X :;' ~ 0. 

The position of the aircraft in earth-fixed coordinates (latitude cp, longitude "A, altitude h) can 
be obtained by 

c)cp/c)t = uKg ·(RM+ h)-l (12) 

o"A/ot = vKg. ((Rp+h)·cos<p)-1 (13) 

oh/c)t = -WKg (14) 

The up to now unknown quantities in the equations above are the local earth's meridian radius 
of curvature RM and the local earth's transverne radius of curvature Rp 

2 ( 2 . 2 -3/2 RM = a · ( 1 - e ) · 1 - e sm cp) 

( 1 2 . 2 ) -V2 Rp = a· - e sm cp 

(15 ) 

(16) 

with the earth 's s·emimajor axis a ( = 6378145 m) and the first eccentricity of the earth e 
( = 0..081'8191908426) [ 9 ]. 
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To demonstrate the effect of the expanded 
kinematic model the old model (with the 
earth described as a flat non-rotating sys
tem) and the model described here (the 
earth is a rotating ellipsoid) are compared. 
A simulation result of the determined 
earth-fixed positions of both models can be 
found in Fig. 2. The simulation uses a 00128 
aircraft model without sensor errors and 
without wind. As an input signal an aileron 
doublet with an amplitude of 5 degrees and 
a duration of 2 seconds is used. This results 
in a total position error of 9.25 m after 
100 seconds and of already 618.51 m after 
200 seconds. 

1.811 mm • ~ 
~:~ i... -~~~~~~-o~ld-/~·~_· .. _···_···_· ·_ .. ·:~···_··· ·_··._ ... _ .. 

0 SO 100 lSO 200 -+ t [s) 

8 ne/ "... .. ....... <.. / \./ 
~S1.781~i ... -......... . old ..... 

9- Sl.77 ........ . 

0 SO 100 lSO 200 -+ t [s) 

J;~;;~,~ 
0 SO 100 lSO 200 -+ t [s) 

Fig. 2: Comparison of new and old model 

2.2. Parameter identification of the aerodynamic and propeller model 

So far the major problem of the second step of the identification is the lack of experimental 
data to validate the models of the coupled aerodynamic and propeller processes in a normal 
aircraft. It is merely possible to measure ! f !V ! 
some input signals as there are the control ..!A TJ, (, ~ 
deflections of the elevator TJ, the rudder(, 
the aileron ~ and the shaft power P of the 
engine as well as the aircraft velocity VA 

(airspeed VA , angle of attack ex, angle of 
sideslip (3). The forces E and moments Q of 
aerodynamic and propulsion system are not 
available through direct measurement. The 
closest measurable output quantities are the 
accelerations ~ and the angular velocities 
QK (see 2.1.), which are state variables of 
the kinematic model. There are no directly 
measurable aerodynamic and propeHer out
put values to strictly separate the effects of 
both systems. To validate this part of the 
aircraft model it is advantageous to measure 

kinematic 

additional quantities in the research aircraft YK. OK 
like the pressure b·ehind_ the propeller (out- Fo 3. Block diagram of the aircraft model 
put value of the propulsion system) and the 10· · 

wing pressure (variable of the aerodynamic; a function of Cd. This paper will concentrate on 
the additional measurement of the pressure/airspeed behind the propeller by a Pi tot tube. 

The connection to the equations in chapter 2.1. is given by the equation 

c)V Kg I c) t = M gb · m - l · (EC + B~ ) (17) 

with the aerodynamic force (drag coefficient C0 , side force coefficient CQ, lift 
coefficient CL I see [ 3 ] I and the wing area S ) 

E~ = Mba · ( 0.5 · p · VAb
2

) · S · [- C 0 , CQ , -CL J: (18) 

and the propeller force (o is the angle between the x-axis of the airplane and of the engine) 

B.~ = ( P · VAb-
1

) · Tlprop ·[cos Cl, 0, -sin Cl JT (19) 

In this equation the term ( P · V Ab-
1

) · TJ prop represents the thrust F. The propeller efficiency 
Tlprop is given by the propeller charts of the manufacturer as a function of airspeed, air density 
and speed of the propeller. The deterioration of the propeller efficiency caused by the installa
tion of the propeller (e.g. by drag in the propeller flow) is neglected. 
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Abstract 

Model Extensions for d,escribing Properties 
of a Flight Test Measurement System 

H. Gallinger 
Technical University of Braunschweig 

Institute for Flight Guidance and Control 
Rebenring 18, D-38106 Braunschweig 

In this paper model extensions are treated that have to be made to cope with the 
properties of the measurement system aboard the Dornier DO 128 research aircraft 
of the Institute of Flight Guidance and Control. The sensors which measure the 
v,ertical motion of the aircraft have difDerent time delays due to data preprocessing. 
ln order to obtain consistent on-line data that could be used for analytical redun
dancy purposes and on-line fault detection, a continuous-discrete Kalman filter and 
Pade-approximants of the time delays are us·ed. An adaption scheme is developped 
that improves accuracy. 

1. MEASUREMENT OF THE VERTICAL MOTION OF AN AIRPLANE 

1.1 Introduction 

The vertical motion of the research aircraft of the Institute of Flight Guidance and 
Control is measured by three different sensor systems which are presented in chap
ter 1.2. One of their main characteristics are internal time delays that are due to 
data preprocessing. A continuous- discrete Kalman filter algorithm [1] is used for 
the estimation of these delays. In the Kalman filter, the delays are replaced by 
Pade-approximants which are presented in chapter 1.3. In chapter 2, an adaptive al
gorithm is presented that improves the performance of the Kalman filter. Chapter 3 
shows results of simulations. A summary is given in chapter 4. 

1.2 Measurement of the vertical motion 

The description of the vertical motion is based on the kinematic differential equati
ons of motion which describe the relation between the three-dimensional vectors of 
acceleration, velocity and position. They are the same for all airplanes [2] and are 
used here in the case of vertical motion. Assuming a flat non-rotating earth, the 
vertical movement is described by the r·elation between the altitude H and the acce
leration in vertical direction azg: 

H = a zg 
There are several sensors in the research aircraft that can be used for the deter
mination of the vertical motion: an Inertial Navigation System (INS) , a barometric 
altimeter and a satellite navigation system (GPS). 

The INS measures the acceleration in body-fixed coordinates and the Euler angles. 
With these data, the earth-fixed vertical acceleration can be computed. The measu
red acceleration azgINS is delayed due to the internal calculations 

a (s) = a (s) e -sTt rNs . 
zgINS zg 

The altitude is measured by the altimeter as a function of the static air pressure. 
This sensor is dynamically slow but no delay due to internal calculation has to be 
considered. So the measured signal H 

1 
is 

at 
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H 
1 

(s) = 
at l+Ta1tS 

1 
H(s) . 

The GPS uses the runtime differences of signals from several satellites to calculate 
the position of the receiver. It is assumed that the GPS is used in differential mode 
for high accuracy [3]. The information is delayed due to the internal calculations. 
Additionally, the GPS gives valid informations only every 0.6 sec., instead of every 
0. 04 sec. as the other sensors do. 

H (t ) = H(t -T ) 
DGPS k k tDGPS 

(tk = 0 sec., 0.6 sec., 1.2 sec . ... ) 

This behaviour is modelled using two sets of output equations within the Kalman fil
ter. Dependent on the availability of a DGPS altitude information this measurement 
is included in the output equations or not. 

1.3 Pade-approximants of time delays 

The Pade-approximants [4] represent a power series by the ratio of two polynomi
nals. With the given power series expansion of the time delay f T(s) 

-sT 1 l 2 1 n f (s) = e = 1 + - (-sT) + + - (-sT} + .. + - ( -sT) 
T 1 ! 2 ! . n! 

the Pade-approximants give an optimum choice of the coefficients a., b. of the cor-
1 1 

responding transfer function g(s) 

g(s) = 

b + b s + 
0 1 

a + a s + 
0 1 

n 
+ a s 

n 

Table 1 shows approximants of various numbers of m and n, the highest power of the 
numerator and denominator polynominal. 

0 2 m· 

1 - sT/2 
1 

+ Ts 1 + sT/2 

1 1 - sT/3 2 1 - sT/2 + (sT) /12 
2 2 2 

1 + sT + (sT) 12 1 + 2sT/3 + (sT) 16 
? 

1 + sT 12 + (sT)-/12 
n 

Table 1 : Pade-approximants to e -sT 

2. ADAPTIVE ESTIMATION OF TIME DELAYS 

Many facts have to be considered when choosing a Pade-approximant that replaces 
a delay. From the theoretical point of view a numerator and denominator polynomi
nal of high order would be appreciated. But from the practical point of view one 
tends to use transfer functions of small order because of the known problems of the 
Kalman filter algorithm with large matrices and the limitations of computing power 
on board the aircraft. Another problem is the influence of the approximant on the 
stability of the Kalman filter. 

The use of an approximant is first investigated using a simplified example. It con
sists of a low pass filter of lst order and a time delay Tt. Estimation of the state 
and the time constant of the delay is done using a continuous-discrete Kalman fil
ter algorithm. ln the Kalman filter, the delay is replaced by a Pade-approximant 
with m=l n=l (Table 1). 
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u y 
1----..· time delay Tt f------

adaption 
algorithm 

As shown in Fig. 2a, the delay 
time is estimated too high without 
adaption algorithm because there 
is a significant difference between 
the delay and the Pade-approxi
mant if the delay time to be esti-

____ ____ ____ f!~~-T- __ _ ! _______ -- , mated is too high. The quality of 

Pade- approximant 

: Kalman filter algorithm 
' 

Innovation 
' 

' the approximation increases as the 
time delay to be estimated is re
duced. Therefore an adaption algo
rithm is introduced that uses the 
delay Tad to delay the input si
gnal of the Kalm~an filter, if the 

------ -- ------- - - ------------~--------

Fig. 1 Block diagram of a simple example 

estimated delay T is not within 
given boundaries. The increase in performance is shown in Fig. 2b. The tot~l esti
mated delay is the sum of Tad and the delay estimated in the Kalman filter T. 

estimated delay T t (sec.) estimated delay T t (sec.) 

0.5 0.5 Y1(s) 
tt = 

u(s) + Ts 

T = 0.3 sec. 
Tad 

Tt = 0.4 sec. 
0.1 0.1 0 = 0.1 u 

0 10 20 0 10 20 0 = y 0.1 

time (sec.) time (sec.) 

Fig. 2 Estimated time delay without (a) and with (b) adaption algorithm 

The technique described above is now used to estimate the time delays in the sen
sors that measure the vertical motion of the aircraft. 

vertical 
-~--motion 

delay 
TtINS 

delay 
Tadaz 

vertical 
..___....,..., motion 

l 

DGPS 
altitude 

altimeter 

DGPS 
altitude 

altimeter 

adaption 
algorithm 

hDGPS 

halt 

1-----.. delay 
Tadalt 

TtDGPS _/ -

Ttalt 

Innovations 'Y 
1 Kalman filter algorithm ------~ 

'- -- - --- -- --- _ J 

Fig. 3 Block diagram of the Kalman filter with the adaption algorithm 
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In order to show the principles of the estimation including the adaption algorithm 
(Fig. 3), some parameter values are assumed. Let's take TtDOPS = 1.2 sec. and 
TtINS = 0.12 sec. Then, the Kalman filter estimate should be TtDGPS = 1.08 sec. 
This is too much to be accurately estimated, so the adaption algorithm decides to 
increase the input delay: T adaz = 0.88 sec. But at the same time, the adaption al
gorithm also has to i.._ncrease T adalt to assure that the Kalman filter estimates a 
(positive) time delay Ttalt· 

The delays in the sensors could be determined to be: 

T 
tINSe 

T 
tDGPSe 

3. RESULTS 

=T -T -T 
adalt A adaz A talt 

=T -T +T 
adalt talt tDGPS 

In fig. 4, results of simulations are presented that were done using the parameters 
introduced in chapter 2. The delays TtINSe and TtDGPSe are calculated using the 
equations given above. They are shown with these parameters: 

a . before the adaption process : T adaz = 0.0 sec. T adalt = 0.0 sec. 
b. after the adaption process : T adaz = 0.88 sec. T adalt = 1.2 sec. 

After increasing the values of T adaz and T adalt the estimation results are more 
exact. The estimated value of T tINSe shows the increase in performance: the cor
rect value is 0.12 sec., the estimated value is about 0.1 sec. 

estimated time delays in DGPS and INS before and after adaptation 

1.0 TtDGPSe 

TtlNSe 

0.2 0.2 TtINSe . 

0 10 50 100 0 10 50 100 

time (sec.) time (sec.) 

Fig. 4 TtDGPSe and TtINSe before (a) and after (b) the adaption process 

4. SUMMARY 

It is shown that it is possible to estimate time delays in the measureme nt of the 
vertical motion of a research aircraft. Different output equations were used in the 
Kalman filter algorithm according to the signals measured at the corresponding 
point of time. The delays were described using Pade-approximants. An improvement 
of the estimated delays was reached using an adaption algorithm. 
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Abstract. This paper is concerned wilb the problem of stabilizing a class of nonlinear, time-varying, differential
difference systems in presence of constraints on both control and state vectors. Our main tool is the notion of 
comparison system :linked ito the concept of vector nonn. Then. sufficient conditions are given for a linear state 
feedback control law to satisfy the asymptotic stability of the system and an invariance propeny of the domain of 
constraints. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Any real system is subjected to constraints which are consequences of physical limitations such as, for 
exampie, I.imitation of the amplitudes or response veilocity of actuators, and in many cases, it must be taken into 
account for the control. 

The design of constrained controllers for systems governed by linear ordinary differential equations can be 
based on two different approaches. The first one consis,ts in the application of the optimal control laws 
(minimization of a given performance index under the constraints). The second approach is based on the concept of 
positive invariance. It has been applied for both continuous and discrete-.time linear systems in [9], (10]. Coupled 
with the comparison method, this last approach provides interesting solutions for nonlinear systems (4), [8]. 

hi this paper, tihe considered systems are mathematically represented by differemial-ditference equations. The 
main tools are the notion of comparison systems linked to ,the concepts of vector norms and time-delay 
overvaluing systems. Recent results ((1), [2]) on determination of invariant sets for linear time-delay systems 
permit us to find a linear state feedback which stabi!i·zes the nonlinear system and satisfies the constraints imposed 
on the state and/or the control. Our results are an extension of Radhy's study (see (4), (5)) to the delay case. 

Notations 

Throughout the paper, D•p;(X;) represenL<> ·the right-hand derivative of p,{x;) taken along the motions of (l); 
'To denotes the .interval [to , +oo ); 'D is a region of IR 0 containing a neighbourhood of the origin; C( 'D) = 
C([-'t , 0), 'D) denotes the set of continuous functions that map the interval [-'t, 0) into 'D. x, e C(IR.n) is defined 
by x,(s) = x(t + s), -'t ~ s ~ 0. In section 4, the sets l(v) and g(v) are defined by: I(v) = (z e IR. k : [1z11, lz2 1, ... , 
lzkl]T ~ v}. and S(v) = C(l(v)), where vis a k-vector with positive components. At last, every vector or matrix 
ine.quality A~ B is to be understood for each corresponding com,ponent, and the abbreviation M(.) stands for 
M(t, x(t), x(t-'t)). 

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The systems considered in Ibis paper are described by the vector equation: 

x (t) = A 0(t, x(t), x(t-'t)) x(t) + A 1(t, x(t), x(r-t)) x(t-"t) + B(t, x(t), x (t-'t)) u(t), (l) 

where x e IR 0 (!be state vector), u e IR. m (the control vector), 't a positive number (the delay), A0(.) and A 1( .) are 

n x n matrices : 

Ao, A 1 : 'To x IRn x IR" -t !Rn x n , where 'To = [to , +oo(, toe IR, 
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and 8(.) is an n x m matrix : B : 'To x IR 0 x IR0 -t Il:P x m. 

The control vector u(t) is subject to linear constraints of the following symmetrical form: 
-d $ u Sd, 

wbere dis a realm-vector witb positive components. 
The state vector x is constrained to belong to the set 

(j = (x e IR 0 
: -w S x $ w}. 

wbere w is .an n-vector with non-negative components. 

The problem studied here is lhedete1U1ination of a linear state feedback control law 

u(t) = K x(t) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

sucb that the solution of (1) for any initial state function satisfying x 10(s) e (j for all s in [-'t , OJ converges 
towards tbe origin while 1tbe control veeitor satisfies condition (2) and the state vector remains in the set (j. For 
·this purpose, the notion of overvaluing systems obtained by use of veo~or norms is introduced in tbe following 
section. 

3. VECTOR NORM AND COMPARISON LEMMA 

3.1. Vector norms concept 

The vector norm concept was first introduced by Roben [61 in order to solve numerical analysis problems 
linked to linear recurrences. We recall this concept here: 
Consider the following partition of .lR 0 

: 

JR0 = E1 e ~ e ... 6' Et. where 6' denotes the direot vector subspaces sum. 
Let P; denoce the projection operator from IRn into~. and x be a vector of 1R0 

• The projection of x into E; is x; , 
SOX;=P;x=P;X;. 
Let p; be a norm defined on tbe subspace E; (i = 1, ... , k). Then the vector function p : IR 0 -t IR~ whose itb 
component is defined by: pr( x) = p,{ X;) is a regular vector nonn (VN) of dimension k. 

3.2. Overvaluing systems 

The use of a vector norm considered as a special Lyapunov vector function enables us to define a special 
class of comparison systems . 

.Definition 1 : The matrices M. N: 'To x 'D x 'D -t IR~ x' define .an overvaluing system of (1) with respect 
to the VN p and lhe domain 'D if and only if: 
1) the following inequality is satisfied along every motion of (1) and for each corresponding component : 

D• p(x(t)) $ M(t, x(t), x(t-'t)) p(x(t)) + N(t, x(t), x(t- 't)) p(x(t- t)), (5) 
'\;/ l E 'To , '\;/ x, E C( 'D). 

where M(.) = (µ;;(.)} , is such that its off-diagonal elemenL<. are non-negative, and N(.) = ( V;;(.)} is a non-negative 
matrix, 

2) lhe system (C) z (I) = M(.) z(t) + N(.) z(!-'t) has time-continuous solutions. • 
For usual norms, the expressions of the naitura1 overvaluing system are given in an explicit fonn. For 

example, if p.{x;) is ·me "max" nonn (maximum of the modulus of each component of subvector Xj), then let a 
partition of the space i!R" define .a block partition of matrix A. Ii and Ii represent the sets of indices of rows and 
columns. respectively, of block A;;-

µ;i(.) = max [a,,+ 2. la,.I], 
re ~ s e I; 

s~ r 

'V i = 1, .... k 

µ;;(.) = max ,[ l larsl] , 'V i , j = 1, .. . , k (i ~ j) (7) 
re I; s e Ii 

Vi;(.)= max [ I, lbrsll , '\;/ i ,j = 1, .. ., k 
re I; s e Ii 

The dual norm of the max nonn (i.e. lhe modulus nonn) .leads to equations analogous to the precedent ones but 
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inverting s E Ii and r E I;. 

3.3. Comparison lemma 

Let M(.) and N(.) define an overvaluing system of (I) wi'th respect to a regular VN p and to the region 'D. 

Then, the system 

z (t) = M(t, .x(t), .x(t - i:)) z(t) + N(t, .x(r) • .x(t - i:)) z(t - i:) (8) 

is an overvaluing comparison system of (1) in lhe .sense that as .long as x(t) remains in 'IJ, the inequality 

z(t) :?. p(x(t)) (9) 

holds as soon .as z
10

(s):?. p(x
10

(s)) for all s in 1the initial interval [-1: , Ot • 

Then, the stability (r;espectively the asymp~olic stability) of the so'lution z = 0 of (8) implies the stability 
(resp. the asymptotic stability) of rhe .zero solu1tion of (1). 

4. MAIN RESULTS 

It is assumed in this section that wilh the closed-loop system (1) with (4), i.e. : 

..t (t) =[Ao(.)+ B(.)K] x(r) + A10 .x(t-i:), 

il can be associated a linear oveivaluing comparison systemwith respect to a regular VN p: 

z (r) = M(K) z(t) + N z(t-'t). 

(10) 

(II ) 

Then, .the following theorems give sufficient conditions for the existence of a linear control law u = K.x which 
stabilizes (I) under conditions (2) .and (3). 

Theorem 1 : The zero solution of system (11) is asymptotically staMe independent of delay if and only if 
M(K) + N is the opposite of an M-matrix. 

Theorem 2 : It is assumed that it.he zero solution of system (11) is asymptotically SI.able independently of delay. 
Then, the set ~(v) is a positively invariant set of (1 l) if and only if 

(M(K) + N) v s; 0 (12) 

Proofs : 11he sufficient condition of theorem 1 is proved in [7], and by taking 't = 0, and by applying 
Kotelianski's conditions, it is proved that il is also a necessary one. Theorem 2 is based on results in [2]. 

Remarks: - An M-matrix is .a matrix with positive off-diagonal elemenlS such that all principal minors are 
non-negative ([3]). 

- lf ~(d) is a positively invariant set of the overvaluing comparison system (11) then 
{q> E COIP): p(q>(s)) S: d, -t ~ s ~ O} (13) 

is obviously a positively invariant set of (1). 

Theorem 3 : If there is a feedback matrix K such that M(K) + N is the opposite of an M-matrix, the constrained 
regulation problem is solved, i.e. lihere is a vector v such that the set (x E IR n : p(x) S: v} is included in q and in 
the set (x E IRn : -d ~ Kx S: d). 

5 . . EXAMPLE 

Let us consider the following two-dimensional nonlinear delayed system 

[ 
-4 + sin .x. 1 (t) 

..t (t) = 
2 + cos t 

and a linear control law: 

3 J [ x, (t) 0 J [2 + x 2 (t)J 
3 ( 2 ) 

x(r)+ .x(t - 2) + u(t), 
- + X2 t - I 1 i 3 

The state is constrained to stay in: 
(j= (x E IR2 : [- 1 - I] s; xT .~ [1 I] }. 
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and the constraint on the control u is: 
The closed-loop system is given by: 

[ 
-4 +sin x1 (t) + (2 + x 2 (t)) k1 

.i (!) = 
2 + cos t + 3 k J 

lu(r)I $; 3, "d t e 'To. 

3 + (2 + X2 (l)) ki J [ X1 (!) 0 J 
X(l) + l x(t - 2) . 

-3 + X2 (t - 2) + 3 ki 1 

A comparison system of (14) valid in (j, associated with !he VN p(x) = [lx11 lx21]T is given by: 

. -[ -3 + 2 k1 + lk1 1 13 + 2 k 21 + lk2I J + [ 1 0 J _ 
z (t) - 12 + 3 k

1
1 + 1 -2 + 3 k

2 
z(t) I 1 z(t 2>· 

A sufficient condition of asymptotic stability of (19) and of positive invariance of (j is: 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

-2 + 2 k1 + lk11+lk21+13 + 2 k21 < 0 and 1 + 3 k2 + 12 + 3 k11 < 0. (20) 
An improvement of the dynamic is obtained by choosing K0P1 = (-1.25 , -1.5) which minimizes the criterion 

max (-2 + 2 k1 + lk11 + lk21+13 + 2 k21, 1 + 3 k2 + 12 + 3 k11) , (21) 
then system (19) is asymptotically stable with the decay rate a= 0.368. 
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AbstTact. The theory of finite automata provides an adequate access to modelling, 
analysis and control of discrete-event dynamical systems arising in numerous engineer
ing applications like transport processes and production lines. This paper shows that 
finite automata are much closer related to discrete-time systems than assumed in the 
past. To this end a novel representation of Boolean functions is introduced similar in 
some sense to the canonical form of SHEGALKIN Polynomials. As a special class, 
systems which are linear in the sense of common algebra are considered in some detail. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The state equations of a finite automaton [2], [3] 

x (k + 1) = f [x (k), u (k)], 

y (k) = g [x (k), u (k)], 

(1) 

(2) 

with in{>Ut u state x and output y, are resembling those of a classical discrete-time 
system l lL [5] . The main difference is that in a finite state machine these equations are 
defined over a Galois field rather than the field of real or complex numbers. In this 
paper we restrict ourselves to Boolean vectors u, .x and y whose components can only 
take the logical values 0 and 1. This type of automata is of great importance in binary 
process control [4] and discrete-event dynamical systems. 

2. AN ARITHMETIC REPRESENTATION OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 

We recall the canonical form of She~alkin Polynomials [6] which allows the representa
tion of any Boolean function y = f (x} = f (xi, ... , xn) , using only the conjunction and 
the antivalence operation. Now by keeping the genera.I. multilinear structure of Shegal
kin polynomials and by replacing conjunction and antivalence by multiplication and 
summation in the common ari,thmetic sense, one obtains the following representation 
as a multilinear arithmetic polynomial: 

n . n j-1 

y = f (x) = f (xi, .. . , Xn) = a o + L a1 Xi + L L aij Xi Xj + 
i=l j =2 i=1 

n k-1 j-1 

+ L L L aij!k. Xi Xj Xk + ... + a123···n X1 X2 x3 ... Xn. 

k=3 j=2 i=l 
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The number of a-coefficients appearing in this equation is N = 2n which complies with 
the number of rows of the sequence table of y = f (x). Therefore, given any completely 
specifi.ed sequence table, the coefficients are determined uniquely by solving a set of 
linear algebraic equations. 

Consider for example the simple case n = 2, hence 

y = f (xi,x2) = ao + a1 Xt + a2 x2 + a12 x1 x2. (4) 

Let the switching table 1 be given, 

X2 Xt y 

0 0 /1) 

0 1 (2) 
y(3) 

1 0 
~(4) l 1 

TABLE 1: Switching table for y = f (xi,x2) 

with given binary values y(l), ... , / 4). Here the a-coefficients must satisfy the equa
tion 

1 0 0 0 ao (1) 
y(2) 

1 1 0 0 a1 
y(3) 

1 0 1 0 a2 
y(4) 

1 1 1 1 a12 y 

(5) 

which has the unique solution 

ao 1 0 0 0 (1) y 

, ai -1 1 0 0 ' /2) 
-

/3) a2 -1 0 1 0 

ai2 1 -1 -1 1 /4) 

(6) 

In the past , this ti'.l?E! of modelling Boo1ean functions has only been used in Boolean 
reliability theory l7J. It does, however, also apply to functions f (x,u) and g (x,u) 
appearing on the right hand side of equations (1) and (2), respectively. This makes 
finite state machines much closer related to dassical discrete-time systems than as
sumed in the past and provides a novel access to analysis and design of binary dynami
cal systems. 

3. ARITHMETICALLY LINEAR BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS AND AUTOMATA 

There is an appealing class of special systems which have a simple structure even in 
higher dimensions: arithmetically linear systems. The state equations of an arithmeti
cally linear automaton obviousiy have the general form 
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:x (k + 1) = A .:x (k) + B u (k) + a0, 

y(k) = C x(k) + D u(k) +co, 

(7) 

(8) 

where A, B, C and D are constant matrices of appropriate dimensions, and ao, c 0 are 
n-dimensional constant vectors. 

The arithmetically linear automaton just introduced is completely specified. Its lineari
ty results from the special feature that all coefficients of multilinear terms in equation 
(3) vanish. There is, however, another important class of automata, namely incom
pletely specified automata, which sometimes can be made algebraically linear by 
setting certain coefficients equal to zero. 

Incompletely specified Boolean functions arise whenever one or more rows of the se
quence table can be excluded by knowledge or is forbidden to occur. As an example 
consider table 1 with the first mw being excluded. Based on the notation used in 

equation ( 4), equation (6) does not directly apply, since y(l) is unspecified. However, 
the solution of the underdetermined set of equations can be made unique by setting a12 
= 0. This makes on the one hand y = f (xi.,x2) = ao + ai x1 + a2x2 strictly linear, and 

on the other hand specifies y(l) = / 2) + y(3) -y(4). The value of y(l) will in general 

not be binary. For the example y(2) = yC3) = 1, y(4) = 0 we obtain y(l) = 2 and 
hence a0 = 2, al = a2 = - 1. Therefore, 

y = f (xi,x2) = 2 - x1 - x2 

in this example. 

The automaton acc. to equations (1), (2) with dimensions n, p and q for the state :x, 
control u and output y, respectively, is said to be incompletely specified, if only a 
subset of rows is admitted in the sequence table. 

An important class of incompletely specified automata are those, which allow only a 

.subset of th·e 2n entries of :x. In such an automaton, control u (k) is said to be applica
ble to state :x (k) if :x (k + 1) = f (x (k), u (k)] also belongs to the allowed subset. 

4. EXAMPLES 

4.1 Transportation process 

An example of practical importance is the process of transportation of discrete parts 

A(~ 1) and B(.: 0), which can be writt·en in matrix notation: 

0 0 0 ....... 0 1 

1 0 0 •••.... 0 0 

:x (k + 1) = 0 1 0 ......• 0 x (k) + 0 u (k). (9) 

I . 
0 0 0 •••. 1 0 0 
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Here, x (k) and u (k) are the binary state vector and control input at step k, respec
tively. Such a model is suitable presumed that two different types of pieces are to be 
transported, e.g. raw materials for a production line. 

So far this is a completely specified automaton. In some applications a specific loading 
of the transportation line may be required, e.g. in such a way that at each step k at 

most one part B ( ~ 0) is allowed on the transportation line, since mainly parts A ( - 1) 
are requested at the end of the line. This gives rise to an incompletely specified ma
chine, and the binary control u(k) has to be selected with care such that it is applicable 
in the above defined sense. 

4.2 Tank ·with inflow and discharge 

Consider a tank with valve 1 for inflow of a liquid and value 2 for possible discharge. 
The system will be modelled as a finite state machine, and therefore binary controls 

{ 

1, valve open, 

ui = 0, valve dosed, 

and binary state 

{ 

1, tank f u 11 , 
x -

0, tank empty, 

i = 1, 2, 

will be used. From the corresponding sequence table (TABLE 2) it can be seen that 
thls is an example of an incompletely specified machine because four rows are not 
allowed for physically evident reasons. Now by means of the procedure of non-binary 

u
2
(k) u

1
(k) x (k) x (k+l) 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 1 

0 1 0 1 

0 i i x (4) } 

x(5) 
not specified 

1 0 0 

1 0 l 0 

1 I 0 x(7) } 

x(8) 
not specified 

1 I I 

TABLE 2 - Sequence table for tank 

completion proposed in Chapter 3, the degrees of freedom in table 2 can be utilized 
such as to make the state equation of the binary process arithmetically linear. The 
result is 
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(10) 

and it is emphasized that a classical continuous-time or discrete-time model of this 
process would by no means be linear. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Motivated by the general multilinear structure of Shegalkin polynomials for the canoni
cal representation of Boolean functions, a novel representation of these functions has 
been introduced. It is based on common arithmetic operations rather than Boolean 
algebra. This type of mathematical models for binary dynamical systems can be util
ized for the design of binary feedback control in a close relationship to classical dis
crete-time control systems. Details will be reported elsewhere. 
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Abstract: Coordination strategy in multilevel control systems is 

considered. Noniterative computations and data transfer between the 

levels are achieved. Linear quadratic approximation of a two control 

level policy is introduced. The lack of iterative computations 

benefits the real time implementation of such two control level 

procedure. 

l. INTRODUCTION 

The multilevel approach was sucessfully applied for mathematical 

modelling and problem solution for large scale problems [Bradys and 

Roberts 1986}; nonlinear problems with time delays (Wang and 

Jamishidi 1984); stair case problems with angular overlapping 

structures ( Takashi Shima and Haimes, 1984); optimal control and 

parameter estimation (Michalska at al .1985]. These applications 

concern the mathematical modelling of multilevel systems, 

decomposition into subproblems between layers, coordination of the 

subproblems which solutions give the solution o f the initial 

optimiation problem. The main coordination strategies, goal 

coordination and the predictive coordination perform iterative 

information transfer between the levels before achieving the global 

optimal solution (Mesarovich at al.1970]. These iterations are not 

friendly related to the real time control processes and control 

systems. In a case of distributed control system these iterations 

increase the time for control influence evaluation, as additional 

communication and information transfer is included between the 

supremal and infimals control levels, fig . l. The multilevel theory 

is not practicle applicable in real time applications, due to the 

iterative manner of operation among the computational levels. 
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2 • CASE STUDY 

This research introduces a linear quadratic mathematical model of 

two control levels system which decreases the iterative rules of 

computations up to one. The infimal control level computes their 

local control prepositions. The supremal level (coordinator) agrees 

or corrects these prepositions and the global optimization control 

problem is solved without iterative computations. The multilevel 

system operates in a way: 

1. Independant computations of the local solutions x. (A)=x.(O), 
l. l. 

by the Local Control Units LCU / the Local Subproblem SP is defined 

according the Subsystem SS definition and the LCU performance index/ 

assuming lack of coordination influenc·e X=O from the Coordination 

Unit CU. 

2. The coordination unit agr·ees or corrects the prepositions 

x. (0) by means of determining the global optimal solution xopt. 
l. 

Henc·e this strategy consists global optimal coordination 
opt 

evaluatLon of x as a function ~ of the local prepositions 

(l) 
Opt 

x 
opt . 

x(X ) = ~(x (0), i.=l, n • 

To perform this noni terative strategy ( 1), an explicit analytical 

model of ~ is proposed. 

3. LINEAR QUADRATIC APPROXIMATION 

The global optimization problem, resolved by the multilevel system 

is assumed in a block diagonal static form 

(2) min 
n 

~F(x, • • . ,x)=[ 
1 n 

0 

i "1 

n -
~ (1) 

;:-;~ (~), 

h
1
(x

1
)=0 

F. ( '( 
1 1 

~, 

h (x )=O, 
m n 

x = (x1, •• ,xn)' g = (g,, •.• ,gm)' F,F_,g_,g .. ,h.-scalar functions. 
1 1 1 J I 

Applying the goal coordination approach from the Lagrange problem 

(3) 

a nonlinear equation system is obtained 

(4) 
m ( i) 

;+I X .• (og . (x _)/ox .) + ift .oh Jox., 
j=l J J l 1 1 l 1 

i = l,n. 
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.. 
The intimal solutions with lack of coordination influences x. (O,lf) 

l. . 

are evaluated from the system 

( s) F. + lf_.h_ = O, 
1 ')( 1 l ')( 

i = l,n. 

To obtain an explicit analytical relation of x. (A,\f) Taylor series 
l. 

are involved. Hence x(A,\f) is worked out in the form 

(6) 
• • 

x(A,lf) = x(O,lf) + x~ J ,..A+ x'J. ilf-lf ), 
jO,lf ,O,lf 

the symbol l 
0 

,,.• denotes evaluation of x~ and 
* , 'f' '* 

where 

point (0,lf ), respectively x(O,lf) and the derivates x~ 

evaluated from (4) by differentiating to A and If 

(7) [ x~ 
] mxn 

1
\ ( 0, If• ) [ 

- g' l 
I = x.. I 
I 

* 
F" + If . h" I (O,lf) , 

)()( n xx J mxn 

( 8) 

[ x~ Lxn 
I [ 

- h' l I 
l(o,·/> 

= x. I 
I 

* 
F" + y, • h" I (O,Y,) ' )()( n xx J nxn 

The optimal coordination values A opt are evaluated 

inverse Lagrange unconstrained problem 

( 9) max ~H(A,Y,) = L(x(A,lf),A,lf)~, 
A, q, 

x'lf at the 

and x'lf are 

from the 

where H(A,Y,) F(x(A,Y,)) 
T T 

+ A .g(x(A,Y,)) + Y, .h(x(A,Y,)) 

This problem is worked out in linear equation form 

(10) 
dH 
dA. 

dH 

dT 
• * 

h ( 0, If ) + ( H# I • (If - If ) 
(O,Y,) 

with the solution 

,opt
1 

,,_opt J , , L 
( 11) ,.. 't' = arg 1 HA =O, H $0 r 

+ 

Using (11) in (6) explicit analytical description 

(12) xopt = x [ x(O,q,*),F,g,F' ,g ' ,F" l 
x x xJ( 

is obtained between the local prepositions Xf 0) and the system 

parameters F, g, F', g', F". The explicit analytical function (12) 

allows to perform new coordination strategy for real time control in 

multilevel systems. It introduces one step coordination procedure 

and overcomes the iterative manner of coordination computations. It 

is benefitial to apply this one step coordination in geographicaly 
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distributed systems in regards of decreased information transfer in 

the control system. 
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Abstract. In the paper an example of process, namely semibatch distillation column, modelling and 
real-time simulation with hardware-in-the-loop for multivariable control algorithm testing is presented. 
Descriptions of the process model, approach to selected control design and implementation of control 
algorithm in state space are given . Simulation results are presented in the paper and a comment is given 
about the used method for the control design evaluation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Eventhough various control algorithms with possibility to satisfy different performance specifications 
exist, in practice simple PIO controllers are frequently used. The latter are so frequent because they are 
easy for tuning since each part of them causes well known responses in closed-loop behaviour. Special 
stability tests or theoretical analysis do not need to be performed and on-line tuning on the real plant 
gives satisfactory results for majority of industrial plants. However, there is a certain class of plants 
where on-line tuning is not applicable, because of plant hazardous properties or because relatively poor 
PIO controller structure can not assure specified control performance. In this case more sophisticated 
control algorithms should be used. Use of the latter means that on-line tuning is not or is at least hardly 
applicable and controller hardware should be more capable. One possible solution of this problem is the 
test of control algorithm and hardware with real-time simulation (hardware in the loop) for which and 
adequate process model is needed . 

In our paper an example of multivariable control test with real time simulation of a plant mathe
matical model is enlightned through a case study. Multivariable processes certainly represent a class 
of problems where on-line tuning can hardly be used. On-line tuning can be used, as it is case with 
uni variable control, mainly for PIO control algorithms, while other more advanced approaches for control 
design should be used for other ones. Multivariable controller hardware in process control is limited to 
industrial PC computers and microcomputer multiloop controllers which enable implementation of com
plex control algorithms. In our case an evaluation of the multivariable control of semibatch destillation 
column with LQG/LTR (Linear Quadratic Gaussian / Loop Transfer Recovery) controller is studied . 
The column model, obtained with mathematical modelling and measured data curve fitting, is presented 
in the following section where the implementation of the control algorithm, given in the state space, with 
multiloop microcomputer controller and evaluation with real-time simulation by the aid of continuous 
simulation language SIMCOS is given in the third section. 

2. DISTILLATION COLUMN MODEL 

Distillation is a typical energy-consuming process. Even for a nonproblematic distillation , the success
ful control of the compositions of both top and bottom product can yield substantial profit resulting from 
the potential saving in utility cost. For the separation of components on the basis of volatility different 
kinds of distillation are used in the chemical industry [5, 6] . The general distillation column consists of 
a reboiler, where approximately constant vapor flow rate is ensured through the corresponding heating. 
A vapor from the reboiler goes up through the column, gives up part of its energy at ea ch plate, and 
helps the vaporization of more volatile component. The role of the distillation column is to separate the 
mixture so that the distillate has the prescribed concentration . In the condenser such heat exchanging 
must ensure that all vapor will condense. However , there is no need for cooling of the distillate, because 
part of the liquid is returned to the top of the column as the reflux flow with a temperature which is near 
to the boiling point. This is done by the reflux distributor which returns one part of the liquid from the 
condenser to the column and the other part is drawn as a top product . 

The distillation devices which can in general separate two (binary distillation) or more components 
are in most cases used as continuous distillation columns where the mixture is fed continuously into 
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the column in the prescribed place somewhere along the column. In the case of small production and 
often changing mixture, however, the ba.tch rectification (distillation is often called rectification for the 
batch type regime of column operation) is suitable. Here the mixture to be distillated is put into the 
reboiler and the procedure of separation lasts until the concentration "and/or mass of the mixture in the 
reboiler become so small that the prescribed quality of the distillate can no longer be attained. The fact 
that the possible impurities in the mixture remain in the reboiler and thus the column is not soiled, as 
in continuous operation, can be also regarded as an advantage. In some cases, this type of distillation 
·can be improved by the use of semibatch rectification. In distinction from the batch operation here the 
reboiler is continuously fed with the same flow of 1the mixture as it is the flow of the distillate which is fed 
into the accumulator. The advantage of such a type of distillation is not only the enlarged mass of the 
final product but also the constant level of the mixture in the reboiler which as the consequence ensures 
approximately constant vapor flow rate. 

A semibatch destillation column was considered in our case. In the process of dissolvents regeneration 
the task was to separate methanol from water. These components ar·e usually mixed in an impure lye and 
the semibatch distillation should enable, due to its character, the successful regeneration of methanol. 
The repeated use of the dissolvents makes for a substantial profit for the industry. In our case, the 
rectification device contained eight plates including the condenser and the reboiler (n = 8). In the 
procedure of modelling, wi1th the goat of developing a model usable for the corresponding control design, 
the following additional assumptions were made: 

• Liquid holdup is constant for particular plates. It turns out that this assumption is justified es
pecially for describing the column behaviour in the steady state (not in the phase of putting into 
operation) what i.s usually the case. 

• Vapor flow rate along the column is approximately constant (it depends mainly on the heating in 
the reboiier if the device is thermically well isolated). 

• Liquid flow rate is a function of reflux rate but is in general independent of its location along the 
column. 

• The pressure in the column varies from plate to plate. However, in the model it is pressumed to be 
constant, while deviations which occur because of this approximation are compensated through dis
tribution coefficients for the particular plates and time intervals. The distribution coefficients were 
calculated for the particular plates and for every time interval determined with the measurement 
daita of x;, which wer.e used for modelling [4], and where they are supposed to be constant. They 
.are obtained from the corresponding vapor-liquid equilibrium table for the mixture methanol-water 
[2]. 

Semibatch distillation prolongs the batch process by feeding the mixture in the reboiler, obeying the 
relation 

distillate flow = bottom inflow of mixture (1) 

Therefore, no top product (distillate) is fed into the reboiler but, rather, only the same flow rate of 
mixture. The nonlinear model of the semibatch distillation column can be described by the following 
equations [4}: 

dxi(t) 1 
dt = Mi (k2x2(t) - x1(t)]V(t) (2) 

dx;(t) 1 dt = M; {L(t)[r;-1(t) - r;(t)] + V(t)[k;+lx;+1(t) - k;x;(t)l} (3) 

drn(t) 1 
~ = Mn {[V(t) - L(t)]ro(t) + L(t)rn- i(t) - V(t)knxn(t)}. (4) 

where the equations elements are as follows: L - liquid flow rate leaving plates [1:':01], V - vapor ft.ow 
rate leaving plates(l:';01], x; - liquid molar composition of more volatile component on the plate i, k; -
distr·ibution coeficient on the plate i, M; - liquid holdup on die plate i [kmo~ . 

The issues of the modelling for the investigated distiUation column are thoroughly described in [4]. 
Eventhough in the procedure of modelling certain simplifications were assumed it should be pursued that 
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model behaves like the real process in all important details. Otherwise, the purpose of simulation model 
for control testing is not achieved. Note that especially nonlinearities, constraints and expected high 
frequency dynamics have to be included in model which is significantly different to the model used for 
the controller design. 

3. CONTROL DESIGN AND REAL-TIME SIMULATION 

For the controller design a linear time-invariant process model is usually required. In our case lin
earization procedure has been done in two steps. The first step was to obtain high order linear plant for 
every time interval determined with measurement data which resulted in a set of linear time-invariant 
models. In the second step one low (third) order process model valid for the whole time range was 
obtained from the set of high order models. The two step procedure of linearization and validation of 
models is described in [4]. 

The LQG /LTR control design procedure has been selected for controller design without going into 
details why the mentioned type of controller has been designed. One of the reasons was that it results in 
relatively high order controller usually described in state space and is not suitable for on-line tuning on 
the process. LQG controller is one of the most popular optimal multivariable controller which bases on 
a minimisation of the criterion 

(5) 

where Q, R, M are constant matrices, z is the process model state vector and u is the process model input 
vector. The controller consists of optimal state controller and Kalman filter for the states estimation. 
Each of these two parts has good properties [3] which can be destroyed with joining optimal state 
controller and Kalman filter. This problem is overcome by the aid of LTR procedure with loop-shaping 
in the frequency domain. The detailed and transparent description of LQG/LTR design procedure for 
multivariable processes is given in [3]. The result of control design procedure is a multivariable controller 
of the fifth order. The chosen controller hardware was multiloop microcomputer controller MMC-90 [l], 
which is a product of Jozef Stefan Institute, Ljubljana. It enables an implementation of various simple 
and complex control algorithms by the aid of block schemes which are later automatically converted into 
machine language. It was chosen as an alternative to industrial PC which are usually more expensive 
and space consuming. 

The MMC-90 controller was connected to PC computer which simulated the process model through 
A/D and D/ A converters. Real-time simulation with hardware-in-the-loop was realized by the aid of 
simulation language SIMCOS [7]. Regulation control to step disturbance at 5000s on both inputs was 
simulated. Set point for both outputs was determined as values of process outputs without disturbances. 
The results of the real-time simulation with hardware-in-the-loop are given in Figure 1. 

Some considerations for the described control algorithm testing: 

• The process constraints (including actuators and sensors), have to be included into control design. 

• Normalizing of input and output controller signals is neccessary. 

• A great care has to be performed with the procedure of controller design due to dynamic constraints 
of controller hardware (sampling time, numerical errors). 

• Sampling time has to be longer than communication interval of the real-time simulation. 

• Repeating the simulation is not recommendable when simulation runs are very long (in our case 
app. four hours) . 

5. CONCLUSION 

In the paper an example of process, namely semibatch distillation column, modelling and real-time 
simulation with hardware-in-the-loop for multivariable control algorithm testing is presented. Descrip
tions of the process model , approach to selected control design and implementation of control algorithm 
in state space are included. Simulation results are presented in the paper and a comment is given about 
presented method of the control design evaluation. 

While in the other fields hardware-in-the-loop testing of control algorithms and hardware is not so 
uncommon, in the process control this approach is not frequently used. However, it gives some advantages 
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Figure 1: The closed-loop system response to step disturbances on inputs of the non linear process model: 
relative molar composition on the second plate x 2 (dashed line). setpoint value (full line) and relative 
m~lar composition on the seventh plate :r; (dashed line) with setpoint value (full line) 

to control design , especially implementation of more advanced control algorithms as it is shown in the 
paper. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the presented work: 

• pr·ocess model precision is of crucial importance if it is used for control algorithms and hardware 
testing; 

·• any kind of advance control algorithm can be tested in this way if controller hardware allows its 
implementation; 

• a lot of implementation issues can be encountered and solved, before the control system is imple
mented on the real system. 
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Control model for an additional 4-wheel steering of an automobil 

Lugner P., Pfochl M. 
University of Technology, Vienna 

Abstract: To design an effective con,trol for a 4-wheel-steering that also works at critical driving condi
tions models of different complexity for th.e plant, the observer and the desired handling properties have 
to be used. With the uitilization of a recognition scheme and an adaptive observer even for an extreme 
steering manoeuv:re and slippery r,oad surface the simulations show essential improvements compared to 
a conventional, uncon,trolled automobile. 

1 Introduction 

Besides the already applied rear wheel steering in modem passenger cars, mainly Japanese cars, the 
possibility of an additional steering of all four wheels could be used to improve the driving behaviour 
especially in critical situations [l]. The design of a control scheme to utilize the possibilities of such a 
steering has to be based on a nonlinear model for the plant. Since one of the two main state variables 
cannot be measured directly an observer, a further model of the vehicle, must be introduced to estimate 
the missing information. An additional simple transfer function model of the vehicle is used to provide 
a desired handling behaviour. 

So the different physical demands and some ma,thematical restriction with respect to controller design 
leads to 3 models of different complexi,ty, see Fig.1. 

V~'hlc'le .Model ,,._ --

Fig.1 : State model 

~ '----------< adap. Obs.t"'e:r 

·~ 

2 System modelling 

Since the main emphases of this investigation is put on the principal possibilities for improvements, 
even for the plant (vehicle model of Fig.1) simplifications with respect to the vehicle body structure are 
introduced. So all 3 different models are based on the well documented 2-wheel-vehicle model (and its 
linearized equations of motion), e.g . [2], Fig .2. The two state variables are the yaw velocity ~ and the 
side slip angle /3 whereas the additional steer angles 6.6r, 6.6R are the input quantities. The driver sets 
the desired path by the steering angle 6 H. 

To gua,rantee suffident description of the system behav,iour for critical situations the nonlinearities of the 
lateral tyre for,ces S; = S;(cri), Fig.3 , have to be taken into a ccount for the vehicle model. 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Fig.2: 

2-wheel-vehicle model (mass m, moment of inertia lcG ), 
kinematics and linearized, simplified equations 
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Fig .3 : Lateral tyre force of plant Fig.4 : Lateral tyre force of observer 

The yaw velocity~ can be m easured by a gyro-instrumem but it is not possible to get reliable information 
with respect to {3. Therefore an estimate fi must be provided by using an observer [3] . Its mathematical 
description is derived from the 2-wheel-model now combined with piecewise linearized tyre forces , Fig.4. 
By this piecewise linear formulation the control feedback /{ can be calculated by standard MATLAB
software but on the other hand an adaptation scheme. based on the differen ce of measured yaw velocity 

~ and the estimated J,, has to select the intervall most suitable to describe the vehicle behaviour. 

The virtual vehicle-model, Fig. 1, offers the possibility to adapt the general handling behaviour of the 
vehicle to different desires or demands. For this investigation a driving speed dependent steering ratio 
was used , so that for steady state cornering the 4\VS-car has the desired steering characteristics of a 
2WS-car (e.g. a special understeer coefficient ku,) [4] . The corresponding reference value ~" is calculated 
using the t ransferfunction 

(4) 

that once again is based on the 2-wheel-model, Fig. :2, but now with a complete linear description S; = 
CaiO-i with the cornering stiffness Cai. 
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For the side .slip angle it is assumed, corresponding to experiments (5] that f3v = 0 is the desired value. The 
superposition of the filtered (filter Ku) reference values, the hand wheel steering input 6H( t ) transformed 
with the konstant steering gear ratio Ku and the control feedback quantities provide the additional 
steering angles t:l6p , ll6R for the front and rear wheels. 

The goal of the con<trol strategy is to keep J; as close as possible to the reference ;p., and to minimize the 
side slip angle /3 if possible to f3u = 0. 

3 Results and Conclusion 

As a representative example, for the evaluations a severe lane change manoeuvre on a road with reduced 
friction ls a~ter the start is chosen. The desired values /3., = 0, 1/J., are assumed to show no influence of 
this change. 
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A comparison of Figs.5, 6 shows a reduction in side slip angle {3 due to control though it is not possible to 
achieve a {3 very nea,r or equal to f3v = 0. Significant improvements especially when the friction changes 
can also be found for the yaw velocity tii. 
The estimated values f3, ,)J in Fig.6 indicate the switching of the observer characteristics shortly after the 
vehicle encounters the reduced friction . Greater differences of f3 to fe result by the kind of the piecewise 
linearized lateral force, Fig.4, and the applied switching scheme. 

Though the control design and the model description of the observer are not fine tuned and optimized, 
the investigation proves that significant improvements of the vehicle behaviour even for critical conditions 
a're possible. Furthermore a desired vehicle handling can be superimposed - a great advantage for future 
vehicle concepts. 
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MODELLING THE EFFECT OF PROCESS VARIABLES ON SHEET MET AL FORMABILITY 

W.M. S[NG and K.P. RAO 

Department of Manufacturing Engineering 
City Polytechnic of Hong i<.ong, Kowloon, Hong Kong 

Abstract. Theoretical influence of the process variables (strain rate and 
temperature) on the sheet metal formability near room temperature has been modeled 
following our recently proposed forming limit str ess curve prediction method, 
which involved the use of Levy-Mises flow law and Hill's anisotropic yield 
criterion. The ,results obtained have compared favourably with the experimental 
observations on a low carbon steel. 

l. INTRODUCTION 

In deep drawing, experimental observations have found that the fracture 
position, which occurs usually at the punch radius of a deep drawing cup, can be 
shifted to nearby position due to a selective cooling of the punch and the drawing 
ratio can be increased consequently. Also, a positive strain rate sensitivity is 
favourable in postponing failure after the occurrence of diffuse necking, by 
reducing the tendency of strain localization. On the other hand , heat generated 
e ither due to plastic deformation or intentional external source can accelerate 
the necking (10) . In sheet metal forming, the heat released from plastic 
deformation and the heat generated from friction can contribute to the rise in 
temperature. Especially in high speed forming, temperature increases rapidly when 
compa,red to low .speed forming. A detailed knowledge of the influence of these 
processing parameters on the stress and strain relationship is important in the 
analysis of sheet forming limits . 

2. THERMAL HARDENING 

Most of the available experimental observations on plain carbon steels have 
shown that the flow stress as well as drawability decrease with increasing 
temperature (2,3, 7) while the flow stress being dependent on strain rate (8). 
Several experimental works have found that selective heating and cooling can 
improve the drawability. During deep dr awing forming, the flange portion can be 
heated to reduce the flow stress and increase the intrinsic workability which 
assists the material flow into the cavity (3 , 9). Also, higher drawing ratio and 
elimination of breakage can be achieved by cooling the punch nose [3}. 

Notation: 

a - Exponent of Hill's yield criterion 
c - Specific heat of the material 
llE - Work 
K - Strength coefficient 
m - Strain rate sensitivity 
n - Strain hardening exponent 
R - Anisotropy value 
T - Temperature 
(3 - Temperature hardening coeffident 
c - Equivalent strain 

c1,c2 - Major and minor strains 
~d - Diffuse necking strain 
~ - Equivalent strain rate 
c1 - Strain rate in tension 
ll - Mechanical equivalent of heat 
p - Density of the material 
c- - Equivalent stress 
c-1,c-2 - Major and minor stresses 
.e - Temperature difference 
;\ - Stress-strain ratio (Eq.12) 
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tlow stress of steel near room temperature can be expressed [6) using a linear 
relationship with respect to the isothermal condi:tions using: 

n •m 
a- = K e e (1-(30) (1) 

where f3 is a phenomenological coefficient measuring thermal hardening and 0 is the 
temperature increase from a reference value. This equation, though can not be 
justified over a wide range of temperature, can be used in sheet metal presswork 
which is usually performed in a limited range around room temperature. 

2.1 Influence of temperature on instability 

When Eqn. (1) is used in the instability analysis: 

~~ = ( '~~ ) + ( :: ) ( ~~ J + ( :~ J( dT ) 
de 

(2) 

where, 
8a-

K 
(n-1) •m 

(l-(30) 
8£ = n £ £ (3) 

8cr 
K 

n • (m-1) 
(l-{30) ;;;;; m e e . (4) 

8e 

acr = 8cr ,a;e ;;;;; -K n ·m 
(3 

8T a-e aT £ £ (5) 

Substitute Eqns. (3} to (5} into (2), 

dcr n • m { n I( m ) ( de ) de = K £ £ (l-J39 l £ + (: de (6) 

Following the diffuse instability criterion, the maximum stress in uniaxial 
tension can be obtained when dcr1/de = cr1, and the corresponding strain is: 

ed = n; {1 + (3( ~!1)/(1-(30) - ( 7J( ~~~)} (7) 

Assuming constant strain rate, Eq. (7) becomes, 

(8) 

The term (dT/dc1) is positive under adiabatic conditions and normally encourages 
instability; increasing temperature lea.cding to lower diffuse instability strain 
value kdL The rise in temperature can be expressed in terms of work: 

6£ = l} CT' 6e = p c 6T (9) 

dT l} er = de p c 
(10) 

2.2. Case study 

Following the FLC prediction proposed by the authors [11), the influence of 
the variation of temperature on the FLC is demonstrated. Firstly, the tensile 
properties of AK steel, based on the work of Hecker [5], have been used in this 
study to obtain the forming limit stress curve (FLSC) for the material. The 
effect of temperature is introduced into Hill's anisotropic yield criterion: 

lcr1 + cr2la + (1+2R) lcr1 - CT'2ia) = 2 (l+R) [Kcn(l-{39)]a (11) 

Levy-Mises equation is, 

dA. = de / (2 0+Rl [ K en ] 
ca-1>) 

(1-(30) 
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The limit strains have been obtained using the following equations: 

dc:1 = [ci+2R)lcn - cnlca-i> + 'l<r1 + G"2lca-i>Jdi\ (13) 

[ I I ca-1> I I ca-1>] dc:z = -(l+2R) <r1 - a-2 + , O"'l + a-2 dA. (14) 

The influence of temperature is shown in Fig. l(a) for a thermal hardening 
coefficient (,~) of 0.0015. At this value of ~. all the predicted FLCs, 
corresponding to various temperatures lie closer to the experimental FLC [5), with 
higher temperatures decreasing the formability, which is consistent with the 
predictions of Eqn. (8) and typical experimental behaviour of steels. It should 
be noted that 8 can be positive or negative depending on whether there is a 
decrease or increase in the temperature. Results in Fig. l(b) clearly indicate 
that increasing thermal hardening coefficient leads to increased forming limits. 

3. STRAIN RATE HARDENING 

In forming processes, the speed of plastic deformation, tool geometry, 
material surface condition and lubrication can cause the variation of strain rate 
locally. It is well accept·ed that !higher material thickness can induce higher 
strain gradient across the thickness leading to increased formability. For a 
positive rate s·ensitive material, if an element is straining faster than hardening 
of an adjacent element, it can reduce the difference of strain and the tendency of 
strain localization. As a result, the i.ncreased strain rate hardening gives a 
more uniform distribution of strains under stretching and the failure strain level 
can be extended. Experimental results have shown [ 4) that the flow stress and 
total elongation are sensitively dependent on the strain rate, strain rate 
sensitivity and the type of stretching. Campbell [l ) has found t hat the strain 
rate sensitivity depends on the local stress and strain values. Because of the 
close relationship between the position of forming limit curve and the value of n, 
which in turn has interaction between the material properties and the forming 
conditions, the strain rate has considerable effect on the formability. 
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Fig. 1 FLCs based on the FLSC prediction method [ 11] using a theoretical limit 
stress of 378.3 MPa, derived from the tensile properties. Influence of 
(a) temperature difference (9), and (b) thermal hardening coefficient (~). 
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3.1. Influence of strain rate on instability 

A multiplicative type power strain hardening flow stress relationship, which 
is valid for deep drawing type mild steel [6], has been adopted in modelling the 
strain rate associated influence on the forming limits, and has the form: 

<F = K en ~m 

Mathematical treatment of this equation yields the following forms: 

where 

. 
ln<F = lnK + n lnc + m lnc 

dln<F/dlnc = n + m dln~/dlnc 

(d<F/<F) I (del c) = n + m dln~/dlne 

m = 8ln<F/8ln~ 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

Diffuse instability occurs when the load reaches a maximum in the tensile test. 
The corresponding strain (cd) can be obtained by using Eqns. (IS} and (18) : . 

£d = n + m dlne1/dlne1 (20) 

Theoretically Eqn. (20) indicates that positive strain rate sensitivity and higher 
strain rate can improve the formability. 

3.2. Case study 

The effect of strain rate is introduced into Hill's quadratic anisotropic 
yield criterion by substituting the assumed flow stress relationship (Eqn.15) with 
the exponent a equal to 2: 

a a [ ,..n ;_m]a l<F1 + crzl + (1+2R) l<r1 - <rzl ) = 2 (l+R) K ... ... 

The corresponding Levy-Mises equation takes the form: 

d;\. =de/ (2c1+R) [x en ~m](a-u) 

The limit strains have been obtained once again using Eqns. (13) and (14). 

(21) 

(22) 

The influence of the variation of strain rate is shown in Fig. 2(a) for a 
strain rate sensitivity of 0 . 006 which is typical for this kind of steel. 
Obviously, the FLC can be shifted to higher forming limits by increasing the 
strain rate. However, at this value of m, all the predicted FLCs corresponding to 
various strain rates are very close to the experimental results. However, when 
the strain rate sensitivity is increased to 0 .018, the predicted FLCs, as shown in 
Fig . 2(b), clearly demonstrate much larger influence of the strain rate on the 
material 's forming limits. Generally, the predicted FLCs are in good agreement 
with the experimental observations for mild steel sheet in such a way that higher 
strain rate and strain rate sensitivity are in favour of higher formability, just 
as Eqn. (20) predicts theoretically. Because of the inevitable occurrence of the 
thickness strain gradient during actual forming or on the scribed circle test, 
there will be some deviation between the experimental results and the present 
predictions which are essentially based on plane stress condition. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The FLC prediction method used in this study demonstrated the dynamic 
influence of the material properties on sheet metal forming limits. With the 
variations in the process parameters during plastic deformation, a forming limit 
band rather than a single curve can be obtained. Lower temperature during forming 
can improve the formability where as positive strain rate sensitivity and higher 
strain r ate have apparent favourable influence on the FLC. 
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fig . 2 FLCs based on the FLSC prediction method (11] using a theoretical limit 
stress of 378.3 MPa, deriv·ed from the tensile properties. Influence of 
the s train rate at different values of the strain rate sensitivity. 
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AERODYNAMIC INTERACTION OF HIGHLY COI\1PLIANT PLATES 

Xavier J. R. A VULA 
University of Missouri-Rolla 

Rolla, Missouri 65401, U.S.A. 

Abstract. The problem of a flexible plate moving in a fluid medium is investigated. The 
classical aeroelasticity problem dealing with small deformations of a plate under the action 
of aerodynamic forces is revisited by introducing low bending rigidity of the moving plate. 
Further, the plate is considered as an axially moving material with increasing mass coming 
into contact with the surrounding air. The deformed configuration and the leading edge 
trajectory of the plate are calculated and compared with experimental results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Thin plates are used on aircraft structures as deflectors and lift augmentation devices. 
In recent years, they have been viewed as control surfaces that can be manipulated to achieve 
stability of moving bodies. They are also used for similar purposes on hydrodynamic 
machines. Investigations of problems associated with axially moving, highly compliant 
materials such as strings, bandsaws, belts, and paper sheets have been published by Carrier 
[1], Wickert and Mote [2]. In this investigation, a mathematical model of a thin plate 
emerging along its length and subjected to inertial and steady, incompressible aerodynamic 
forces is constructed and solved by using a semidiscrete finite element method. The plate is 
considered linearly elastic but highly compliant and capable of undergoing large deflections 
with very low bending rigidity. The evolution of the deformed configuration of the 'plate and 
the trajectory of its leading edge are determined. 

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

In Fig. 1 are depicted an axially emerging thin plate and its coordinates. The 
internal and external forces and moments acting on an emerged portion of the thin plate are 
shown in Fig. 2. The equation of motion in the x-direction is 

aH a 2 x ro ax - fa(X,T) + fsuo(X-L) cosP(L,T) - frM cosP = mb aT 2 

where 5( •) is a Dirac delta function. The equation of motion in the y-direction is 

av . . .... a mb a 2 y (2) ax - mbg + t(X,T) + f 5 uo(X-L) sinP(L,T) - frM si.~ = aT2 

where fiX,T), ~(X ,T), fsu• f™ are the drag, lift, leading edge suction, and initial impulse, 
respectively. 
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INSIDE THE GUIDE : 0 < X < L-VT 

i (X. T) =X+V T 

Y( X, T) = o 
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i (X, T ) = L + x
1
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Y(X, l ) = Yr( X , T ) 

Fig. I. Axially emerging compliant plate. 
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Fig. 2. Free-body diagram of a segment of emerged plate. 

Using the notation 
a (-> 
- = (-)T aT ( · ) = ( · ) TT etc. 

Eq. (2) can be integrated and expressed in the form 

where 

V(X,TJ= mbg J~€ - J: r(€,Ll d€ + J:f5 u6(€,L)sin/l(L,T)d€ 

+ J: frM sin/l(€,T)d€ + mb I: YTT (€,T)d€ 

J: r(€,T)d€ = -mµb [J: YTT(€,T)d€ + 2V J: YeT(€,T)d€ 

+ v' J: Yee <E,TJde] 
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where 

JXL fsu o(€,L)sin,8(L,T)de 

+ 2VQxT(L,T) sin,8(L,T) + V2 sin2 /3(L,T)]sinp(L,T) 

J: frM sil1P(€,T)d€ = mbµV'kgT-1/2 J: sinp(€,T)d€ 

= mbµV 2 kgT-ll2[Qx(X,T) - Qx(L,T)J (6) 

Introducing the above integrals, the equations of motion, Eqs. (1) and (2) become 

Hcx,T) = mb [01 - ~ CQ!rr(L,T) + 2VQJ<T(L,T) sinp(L,T) 

+ V2 sin2 {3(L,T)} cos{3(L,T) +kgµ V2 T-112 {Px(X,T) 

- Px(L,T)) +PTT] 

µ. is the added mass ratio given by Tpb/4m in which b is the width of the plate, p is the mass 
density of the fluid, and rn is the mass per unit area of the plate; P and Q are deformation 
potentials; and 

Vcx,Tl = mb[gcx-L) + <1 + µ) oTT + 2µv coXTcx.Tl - oXTCL,Tl > 

+ µV 2 {sin{3(X,T) - sinp(L,T)} 

+ 2VQXT(L, 'T) sinp(L,T) + V2 sin2 /3(L,T)} sinp(L, T) 

+ kg µV'T-l/2(Qx(X,T) - Qx(L,T) >] . 
The initial and boundary conditions are 

at t = 0, {3 = 0 

at x ·- L ·- VT 13 = Qx = 0 , Px = L , and 

at x = L , p = Q = 0 I and /3x = M1e 
B* 
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Fig. 3. Leading edge trajectory of a compliant plate under aerodynamic forces. 
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Fig. 4. Deformed profiles of a compliant plate at a fixed time under aerodynamic forces. 

SOLUTION AND DISCUSSION 

Equations (8) and (10) along with (11) are solved by a semi-discrete finite element 
method using the finite difference for the time domain and finite elements for space 
discretization. Limitations on the length of this manuscript preclude a number of details about 
computations and experimental verification. The motion of a finite strip of paper is 
considered because the strip has a low bending rigidity and it is easily deformed by the 
aerodynamic forces. The computed trajectory of the leading edge with respect to time and 
the complete configurations at a fixed time are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 in comparison with 
experimentally determined values. 

The computational results have established the trends in the deformation characte
ristics of the compliant plates under aerodynamic forces reasonably well. The leading edge 
divergence can be attributed to the discrepencies in material charcaterization and 
nonlinearities. 
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Abstract. The primary aim of this paper is to argue into a variational formulation (VF) as an unified approach 
to the mathematical modelling of complex mechanical phenomena (CMP). Two opposed treatments of a VF 
(derivation vs postulation) are presented. Existing solutions of 'the inverse problem of the calculus of variations 
are discussed. Special attention is paid to the Sedov's variational equation as the basic tool of the CPM 
modelling. If a phenomenon is complex enough, only the approach based on postulating may be implemented 
to the formulation of CMP. 

1. IJ'l.1TRODUCTION 
As is well known, variational principles (VPs) play an imponant role in classical and quantum mechanics. 

However, complete agreement has not yet been reached concerning VPs of continuum mechanics (CM). 
Truesdell and Toupin (1] in 1960 pointed out that "the lines of thought which have led to beautiful variational 
statements for systems of mass-points have been applied in continuum mechanics also, but only rarely are the 
results beautiful and useful." Since that time a lot has been done, particularly by Sedov and his collaborators, 
with great contribution of Berdichevsky [2] . 

VPs in CM have been studied for a long time. The most efficient numerical methods of solving complicated 
differential equations in CM are those based upon VF. There are many papers in this area. However, in this 
paper full attention will be focused on VF as a tool for an elegant and rational creation of causal mathematical 
models. The main goal of mathematical modelling is to lranslate a physical phenomenon into a mathematical 
description, which can take either differential or variational form. 

The variational description is very general, because it may be applied not only for systems of mass-points, 
but also for thermal , electromagnetic, biological systems , etc. The generality of such description makes it 
possible to t,11eat in a unifying way various disciplines of knowledge, thereby inducing a search for analogies, 
so imponant in the times of raging specialization, leading to the disintegration. Thus, the primary aim of this 
paper is to argue that a VF is a unified approach to the mathematical modelling of CMP. 

2. TO DERIVE OR TO POSTULATE ? 
The sea11ch for a VP is equivalent to so called "inverse problem of the calculus of variarions": that is, finding 

the functional the Euler-Lagrange equations ofwhich are equivalent to the governing equations of the given 
physical problem. But now a :fundamental question arises: does such func,tional exist at all?. It appear~. however, 
that the equivalence of a VP with the original differential equations (and their boundary conditions), cannot be 
expected in all problems. For example, Finlayson [3] proved that the full Navier-Stokes equation (i.e., with 
the inenial terms present), cannot be derived from a classical VP (see Chap.3). The present work was motivated 
by a possibility of another understanding of VF, which is explained below. 

If a thought construct were to be recognized as a theory , it must be founded on axioms. Then, through 
deduction one fonnulates rheorems and conclusions. If these conclusions .are in agreement with facts known from 
other sources, the 1theory acquires "citizenship rights·. From the logic point of view it is quite inessential which 
theorems .are considered .as axioms, and which are conclusions derived therefrom. Thus, the VPs can be either 
derived (approach D), or postulated (approach P). 

When we are dealing with well known problems of classical mechanics the advantage of any of the two 
approaches cannot be seen. However, in modem mechanics we are often facing multiple coupling phenomena 
(e.g., active control of aerothermoelasticity effects). In such situations w.e rather have no choice, as we do not 
know a priori the considered phenomenon. Therefore, we cannot refer to the procedure conforming with the 
D approach. 
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An elementary example of the P approach is discussed in (4): Snell 's law of refraction is deduced from 
Fermat's principle, which is postulated. A very instructive exercise is to derive the Lame equation from the 
postulated Hamilton' s principle. A more sophisticated and up to date approach represents the so called "Sedov 's 
variational equation", which is considered in Chap.5 . 

3. CLASSICAL VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 
As was mentioned in Chap. 2, the problem of existence .and formulation of VPs for systems of differential 

equations belongs to the inverse problem of the calculus of variations. Consider here the differential equation 
in the form 

N(u) = 0, (1) 

which can be nonlinear. Assuming 1that :an operator N is the gradient of a functional F, i.e., 

N(u) = gradF(u), (2) 

the variation of the F(u) due to a variation in u is 

oF = J N(u} ou dt = o. (3) 

Clearly, if F(u) is the functional in a VP, then Eq.(1) will be its Euler-Lagrange equation . Such VP is called 
classical. Thus, the inverse problem is to find F(u) such that N(u) provides the Eq.(1 ). (Notice: in the above 
formulation we ignored complications introduced by boundary conditions, which are easily treated in the context 
of specific applications). 

The inverse problem was solved in principle by Vainberg in 1956, but his results were published in English 
about ten years later [5). Among nonlinear operators, those for which a VP, not necessarily yielding an 
extremum, can be built are referred to as "potential operators". The necessary and sufficient condition for an 
operator to be potential is basically that its Gateaux differential should exhibit a certain symmetry property. 
Unfortunately, only a few of the differential equations of interest to scientists and engineers are potential 
operators. But, if the operator is not potential, one has to spend an additional effort to obtain a VP, see below. 

4. MODIFTED VARIATIONAL PRJNClPLES 
The term "VP" in the literature has been stretched to include many different classes of functionals , and thus, 

its meaning has become somewhat fuzzy. We use the term "classical VP" merely for the formalism described 
in Chap.3. For other cases we will use the term "modified VP". For the sake of completeness, we will give brief 
comments of .such VPs here. 

Atherton and Homsy [6j showed that even if the operator does not possess a potential , special forms of VP 
may be formulated. They introduced three types of VPs: potential, alternate potential, and composite ones. 
Potential principles are those for which the equations , as written, admit a VF. Alternate potential principles are 
those for which the equations admit a VF only after a differ<ential transformation of variables. Composite 
principles are those in which, in addition to the original variables. a set of adjoim variables is defined. The most 
illuminating result is: a composite VP may always be formulated; any differential operator may be recovered 
as a part of the set of Euler equations for such VP . 

Ad joint formulation appeared .jn the famous PMP - Pontryagin's Maximum Principle (7). It should be noted, 
however, that the development of the PMP was a .substantial generalization of the early works in the calculus 
of variations and it is a postulate rather than a VP (in the .sense of Atherton and Homsy). 

Finlayson :[31 has introduced a type of VP, which he called a "r,estricted VP". It differs from an adjoint VP 
because during variation the time derivative is held fixed. By the way, we would like to pay attention to the 
interesting Finlayson' s result: the restricted VP is equivalent to the Galerkin method and this method is always 
applicable because it does not depend on the existence of a VP. 

Oden and Reddy ['8) have developed a .theory of complementary and dual VPs . This principles occupy an 
important place in mechanics, but mainly due to their utility for establishing bounds on approximate solutions 
of various class of linear boundary- and initial-value problems. So, they play rather secondary role in the 
mathematical modelling. 

In summary it may be concluded: since all presented modified VPs are the result of the D approach, they 
cannot be treated as the guide of the CMP modelling. 
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5. SEDOV'S VARIATIONAL .EQUATION 
First, it should be emphasized that Sedov [9] .introduced in 1965 a substantially weaker definition of VP; i.e., 

the functional equation obtained by assuming equal to zero the sum of V·olume and surface integrals that include 
variations of both the integrated functions and the integration regions. Of course, such definition is typical for 
1the P approach, and therefore we introduce the notion of VP in a broad sense. Now, following the concept of 
Sedov one can write down his "basic equation" in the fonn 

6 f L dr: + 6 W" + 6 W = 0 , (4) 

where d"T is the element of the 4-0 Riemannian space-time volume 1" bounded by the 3-D surface u, L is the 
Lagrangian density, W is the given integral over 7", and W is the unknown integral over u. 

In o~der to facilitate the interpretation of Eq .(4 ), let us take into consideration the law of motion of 
continuous medium in ·the standard form 

(5) 

whe~e spatial and material coordinates are denoted by x; and X;, respectively. Now, the integrated functions 
have to be specified. For the sake of simplicity let us assume that 

k k L = L (µ, µ;), (6) 

aoj 
5 W* = f ( Qk + __ k ) 5 µ k dr: , 

< ax1 

(7) 

(8) 

where ,l are so called determining parameters, Qt and Q/ are the mass and surface generalized forces , 
respectively, and P, life also surface generalized forces, but charact0erizing the internal interactions. 

Performing the variations in the Eg.(4), taking into account the Eqs.(6) , (7) and (8), and assuming that 
ox' = 0 and o,l = 0 over u and are arbitrary inside 7", the Euler-Lagrange equations take the form 

I 
BL axj k 

- - . = Q. + Qk µ , ' 
I ax I ' ax; 

(9) 

where 

(10) 

and x/ = axi1ax1 (i,j = 1, 2, 3, 4) , and µ./ = aµ.'laxi (le = 5,6, ... ,n). 
For arbitrary variations (but not equal ito zem) on any hypothetical surface inside 1" we have 

= L </ + pi + Q i 
r J I ' (11) 

aL pi + Qi 
k k ' (12) 

where o/ is the Kronecker delta. 
According to Sedov, the basic equation ( 4) may be used both in Newtonian mechanics and in the theory of 

relativity. From Eqs.(11) and (1 2) it is possible to derive, among others, the equations of the classical theory 
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of elasticity and hydrodynamics, as well as the Maxwell equations for electromagnetic field . Moreover, Eqs.(9). 
(11), and (12) lead to equations of the theory of viscous conducting flow and the theory of irreversible 
phenomena. Therefore, the Sedov's variational equation can be used as the basic tool for the CMP modelling. 

6. RESULTS 
1) The lack of classical variational principle (VP) for some physical problem does not preclude the modelling 

by means of the VP of a broad sense. 
2) Solutions of the inverse problem of the calculus of variations, which supply the modified VPs, are not 

especially valuable for a model builder. 
3) In the art of creation of causal mathematical models only che occurrence of the Euler-Lagrange equation is 

of great interest. 
4) The Sedov's variational equation is a convenient cool for the modelling of complex mechanical phenomena 

(CPM) . 
5) If we do not know a priori the considered phenomenon, only the approach based on postulating may be 

implemented. 
6) V ariarional principles (VPs) in a broad sense may be used as a unified approach to marhematical modelling 

ofCMP. 
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Abstract. Free large vibrations are studied for the case of shallow symmetrically layered 
shells. Straight simply supported shell edges are assumed that are prevented from in-plane 
motions. The influence of geometric nonlinearity is treated using Berger 's approximation. A 
unifying nondimensional closed form representation for the nonlinear natural vibration periods 
is given, which is independent of the special planform. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Following a procedure developed by the authors for flat and buckled plates [1], [2], this paper 
gives a unifying presentation of the influence of large amplitudes on the natural vibration 
periods of shallow shells with arbitrarily shaped, polygonal planform. Shells composed of 
multiple transversely isotropic elastic layers are considered. Equations of motion according to 
the dynamic version of the von Karman-Tsien theory [3], modified by Mindlin's kinematic 
hypothesis [4] are the starting point. The edges are assumed to be simply supported and the in
plane displacements are constrained such that Berger's approximation [5] holds. A multi-mode 
approach and the Galerkin procedure are subsequently applied to approximately solve the 
boundary value problem. The result of the projection is a set of nonlinearly coupled ordinary 
differential equations in time for the generalized coordinates with cubic as well as quadratic 
nonlinearities. In a single-term approximation, the corresponding solution is in terms of 
Jacobian elliptic functions which is independent of the special polygonal planform of the shell. 
For an evaluation of the real-time spectrum of the nonlinear natural fundamental frequency from 
this unifying similarity solution, only the Dirichlet-Helmholtz-eigenvalue of the corresponding 
plate must be known. 

2. MULTIMODAL APPROACH FOR NONLINEAR NATURAL VIBRATIONS 
OF SHALLOW SHELLS 

Geometrical nonlinearity is considered by means of the kinematic assumptions for the 
midsurface strains of the shallow shell according to von Karman and Tsien [3]. Taking into 
account the effect of shear, the distribution of strain through the thickness of the shell is 
assumed according to Mindlin 's first order shear deformation theory, see [4]. Using these 
kinematic assumptions when setting up the strain energy the contributions due to the in-plane, 
bending, and shear deformation become, respectively: · 

U =lnJ T2dA m 2 A-e (1) 
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where w denotes the deflection and lV x. lV y are the cross-sectional rotations. le stands for the 
first invariant of 1the midsurface strain tensor. The contribution of the second invariant is 
neglected in Eq.(l) following Berger [5]: Berger 's assumption is a reasonable well-behaving 
approximation for structures with immovable in-plane boundary conditions. It renders exact 
results in the case of a shallow shell strip and has been confinned for circular plates by Schmidt 
[6] using a perturbation technique and the von Kannan equations. Immovable in-plane 
boundary conditions are considered throughout the paper. In Eqs. (1) - (3), A denotes the shell 
area projected onto the (x, y) - plane, D, K, 1/s denote the effective membrane, bending and 
shear stiffness, respectively, where the case of symmetrically laminated shells composed of 
transversely isotropic layers is considered: 

(4) 

v is the effective Poisson 's ratio. The shear factor K
2 is commonly set to 12/1t2 . 

Neglecting rotatory as well as in-plane inertia, the field equations of this shear-deformable 
Berger-type shallow shell theory have been derived by Heuer [7] using Hamilton's principle. 
For thermally stressed and buckled plates s,ee [1], [2]. As a result, the deflection rums out to be 
governed by the single fourth-order differential equation,µ. is the averaged mass per unit of 
area: 

K (1 +sn) llllw - n [ llw - 2(H - KsMI) ]- Ks µll~ + µ~ == 0 (5) 

where n characterizes a time variant isotropic in-plane force, that is constant throughout the 
plate domain and is related to the deflection by the averaging integral 

D ( .H. d 
n == -

2
A JA w (ll w - 4 : ) A , (6) 

H is the inidal Gaussian curvature of the shallow shell. In a multimodal approach the deflection 
of the shallow shell is expanded into the orthogonal set of eigenfunctions wj of the 
corresponding linearized flat plate problem where n == 0: 

N 

w(x,t) == Icj q;(t) wj*(x) (7) 
j=l 

The initial condition of the generalized coordinates are 

(8) 
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3 

The coefficients cj carry the appropriate dimensions and may be chosen freely. The 

superscript (*) stands for nondimensional quantities .. In [8] it has been shown by lrschik, that 
the eigenfunctions of those shear deformable simply supported plates with polygonal planform 
are governed by a set of second-mder Helmholtz-differential equations with homogeneous 
Dirichlefs boundary conditions, 

• • 0 b.w- + aJ·w· = :, 
J J ' 

j = 1, 2 ... N (9) 

r: wj = 0 . (10) 

For homogeneous plates that are rigid in shear, the eigenvalues are directly proportional to the 

linear natural frequencies by the oommon factor --./ph/K, otherv.tise see Eq. (12) for j = 1. Using 
Eq. (7) as a Ritz-approximation for the solution of Eq. (5) and running through the Galerk.in 
procedure give the set of coupled non-linear ODEs: 

(11) 

The non-dimensional form of Eq. (11) has been derived by scaling the time with the 
fundamental natural frequency of the linearized plate problem, 

• p 
t = W1L t , (12) 

where ( ) . = a~. . Furthermore, in the derivation of Eq. ( 11) it has been assumed that the initial 

curvature of the shallow shell is proportional to the basic eigenmode of the linearized plate 
problem, 

(13) 

where Ca1 measures ,the intensity of the initial curvature. In that case the coefficients in Eq. 
(11) turn out to be 

(14) 

(15) 

with the following similarity numbers: 

(16) 

Ro denotes a characteristic length. Structures having the same similarity numbers result in an 
identical nondimensional result. Note that any possibly nonregular polygonal planform of the 
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shell enters only via the parameters o.j and 13; of the simple linear boundary value problems 
stated in Eqs. (9) and (10). In order to finally derive the simple form of Eqs. (11), the 
following choice must be made but without loss of generality: 

(17) 

In a single-term approximation, 

• " • • • * 2 •• 3 
q +aq+3bq +eq =0, (18) 

1the nonlinear fundamental frequency parameter. 

(19) 

can be determined in terms of the complete eHiptic integral of the first kind, compare [9]. 

w~N turns out to be independent of the special shell geometry. In the single-term 
approximation, the individual shape of the shallow shell enters the transformation into real-time 

through the linear natural frequency wfL of the corresponding plate, or, after inverting Eq. 

(12), through the linear first eigenvalue o.1 of an effectively prestressed membrane of the same 
plan form. 

The above similarity solution has been checked by comparison to various particular results from 
the literature. 
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Abstract: 
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This paper presents a modeiization appoach which considers three points of view (functional, structural, 
!behavioural) und•er which continuous physical processes can be described. First we describe the model, and 
illustrate our approach on an application example.Then we point out the uses which can be made of such a 
model in the framework of the desi:gn of integrated automation systems. 

1. Introdudfon. 
The inc~easing complexity of pJ;oduction processes, as well as the more and more strict constraints to which 

they are submitted, do that the automation of such systems can't confine itself to the design of the control 
pmcess. Consequently, engineers have 1to design not only digital control systems but merely Real Time Process 
Operating Systems (RTPOS), covering the operators' needs al[l along the life cycle of the automated process. 
This general design approach is called integrated automati-0n [12J. An integrated automation system is based on 
the rela:tions between three entities : 

- a physical process which performs some transformations on the flow of produced goods (the Operative 
System (OS)). 
-an automation system which controls and supervises the operations of the process. It includes hardware 
(actuators and sensors) and software (1the RTPOS) components. 
-a team of operators whose tasks are ,to control, to maintain, to manage the plant and its production. 

The set of actuators constitutes the Application System (AS).The RTPOS facilities can be structured as 
follows: 

- a Decision System (DS) which outputs the orders to be applied to the process through the actuators. 
- a Communication System (CS) which is in charge of the information exchanges through the system. 
-an Information System (IS) which produces the data which will be iused by the RTPOS facilities. The IS 
.can be considered as the heart of the RTPOS : it transforms the Raw Data Base (RDB) (the data which 
are directly accessed through the proce.ss or the man/machine interfaces) into a Validated Data Base 
(VDB) (the data whose pertinence is certified). The fault detection and isolation (FDI) algorithms are the 
basis of the information system, since they validate the ROB when no fault occurs, and create 
information which describe the processe's operating ability. 

The specification, the design, and the implementation of control algorithms rest on the representation of the 
system by the means of control models. In the same way the specification, the design, and the implementation 
of the RTPOS facilities requil'e an adequate modelizatio1n of the process.Taking into account the large scale of 
complex systems, as weH as the vario11s types of knowledges which a!'e available upon them, a classical state 
space description, for instance, is insufficieDt. In fact large scale systems can be considered as the 
interconnexion of a given ·set of basic components. A complete desc·ription of the system can be performed 
through the consideration of the set of these components, answering the drree questions : ' 

- what does the system do? (what are the fiunctions of the components) 
- how is the system archiitectured? (what m;e the links between the components) 
- how does the system do ? ( what is ·the componeffts and the overaH behaviour ) 

Such a description can be achieved using functional, structural and behavioural models : 
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- 1the functional model describes, independently of 1the means which are at work, the activities achieved 
by the system. Each one is supported by a hardware or a software component. Different hierarchical 
levels can be used for the expression of the functional model. Functional analysis tools exist, which 
provide both analysis rules .and a standard representation of fonctional models. 
- the structural model defines the set of the variables which have been selected to describe the processe's 
behaviour as well as, at a quaiitative level, the constraints between these variables. 
Structural properties like observability, controlability, or calculability are accessible. This model can be 
extended to the whole set of the treatments of the RTPOS . 
- the behavioural model expresses the constraint relations which link the variables of the model. These 
relations can be qualitative (state graph, rules ... ) or quantitative (algebraic, differential equations ... ). 

The modelization approach will be illustrated on the following example (figure I) : two fluids respectively at 
temperature 0e

1 
and 0e

2 
are mixed in .a reservoir. Their flows can be controlled so as to maintain the 

temperature of the delivered fluid as well as the reservoir's level constant. 

figure l : Representation of the example. 

2. Functional model. 

2.1. Functional analysis methods. 
Functional analysis methods provide structured, hierarchical, descendant approaches for the modular 

analysis, at different abstraction levels of complex systems. 
Among the most used methods, we can refer to the following ones : 

- the Flow-model is a structured method, allowing a qualitative modelization of energy and material 
flows. The model is based on a graphical representation called flow structure, in which each node 
represents a function . 
Functions are organized into classes (source, transportation, storage, distribution, barrier). 
The aim is to provide, according to Lindt[7], a systematic way to identify the objects of the control 
system as well as a diagnosis assistance. 
- the SADT method [5] [ 10] provides both a graphical model and a structured hierarchical approach. 
Two points of views are distinguished : 

- the activities of the system are represented by actigrams. 
- the data handled by the activities are represented by datagrams. 

- the Structured Analysis methods (SA) are widely used for software design application, SA-RT 
(Structured Analysis and Real Time ) allows to introduce temporal considerations. 

2.2. SADT approach following product and energy flows. 
Some recent works are devoted to functional modeliz.ation wi1~h standard functions in manufacturing 

production systems following material's flows {9] [14]. Similarly, our approach identifies a limited number of 
standard functions. The application to continuous processes calls to a functional representation based on the 
transfonnation of energy flows. 

SADT covers both the functional and the structural aspects and can be easily connected to classical 
behavioural modelization tools (transfer functions, state space equations, Bond-Graphs ). 

In fact, the energy flows are often connected with material flows. For instance a hot water flow is the support 
of both an hydraulic and a thennal ener:gy flow. Such an analysis leads to consider, similarly to Flow-Model [7] 
or Bond-Graph 1(6] approaches, a limited number of standard functions. 

We propose to consider four classes of functions : storage, exchange, power supply, distribution. 
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In order to represent these phenomenas as well as the coupling between phenomenas of different physical 
fields [2], we use a vectorial representation, in which the components are power variables (effort/flow) and 
energy variable (impulsion/displacement) (6) relat,i ve to the considered physical fields . Nevertheless this 
vectorial notation can be e.xtended to other types of variables as the humidity of a gas or a chemical 
concentration, etc ... In this way we are able to represent within the same formalism information flows. The 
RTPOS facilities can be represented under their functionnal point of view using the same tool. The interfaces 
between the RTPOS and the physical process are easily represented through the measurement activities (which 
output Raw data to the information system) and actuation ones (which are controlled by data issued from the 
decision system). Models of transformation of information into 'energy and energy into information describe 
respectively the actuators' and sensors' activities. 

2.3. Functional model of the example. 
The global function of the system is to provide a delivery of fluid at a given temperature while maintaining 

constant the level in the reservoir.The functional decomposition of the global function is shown (figure 2). 

mix 
fluids 
A3 

Q : flow of delivered fluid 
P : pressure of delivered fluid 
e : temperature of delivered fluid. 
V : volume of the reservoir's fluid 
Fyi : control of the valve number i 
ox : variation of x between the 

input and the output. 

~ (PT3) 

'--~~+-~~~---.a-~-+-~~~ 
(Q.,, P., ,e.,) 

I 
valve 2 

reservoir 
( oQi ,oP2 , 081 ) 

figure 2: Functional low level model of the example. 

TT3 

The functions Aj are elements of the operative and application system, they represent the activities of the 
physical system equipped with its actuators. The fonctions Ii are the elements of the information system, they 
describe the activities of the sensors. The information provided by the sensors and the control signals FTn and 
FfY2 (known values of FYI and FY2) constitute the Raw Data Base of our system: 

We lead the decomposition so far as to reach ithe actuator's level. Then all the functions are elements of the 
classes we've defined earlier, and all the flows are specified, especially the actuators' control signals that we'll 
have to elaborate. 

3. Behavioural model. 
A behavioural model expresses a set of relations which specify the constraints between the variables which 

appear in the functional model.The formal expression of these relations depends on the type of knowledge which 
is available upon the hardware medium of this activity, and can be analytical, qualitative, rules, numerical 
tables ... To each standard function corresponds a behavioural model. In this way, to each function of the low 
level functional model, we associate the behavioural model of the component which performs this function.The 
value of some variables are unknown they're called unknown variables, other ones are measured or known by 
the system (algorithm's data, control signal...).The behavioural model of a sensor provides a relation between an 
unknown variable (measured variable) and a known one (measured value), it's called a knowledge relation. 

3.1. nehavioural model of the example. 
Under the following hypothesis : 

- P1 = P2 = P0 with Po the atmospheric pressure. 

-bQi = 0 no leak of fluid accross the valves. 

-oei = 0 no.n variation of temperature of fluid across the valves and in the reservoir. 
The behavioural model of the system is given by the following set of relations : 
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function A 1 : 
Rl,l: Qc, -Q1 =O 

Rt,2: Pe
2 

-Po -oP1 =0 

Rt,3 : e., -01 =O 

Rt,4: Q., -f(Fy 1 )x~OP1 =0 
function A2 : 

R11:Q., -Q2 =0 , 
R2,2 : Pe2 - Po - oP2 = 0 

R1,3: e., -02 =O 

R2,4: Q., -f(Fy2 )x..j8P; =O 
Function A3 : 

R3 1 : V - Q1 - Q2 + Q3 = 0 
R3:2 : c(Q101 + Q202 - Q30 - V0) = o 

• dV 
R33: V--=0 

• dt 

4. Structural model 

Function A4 : 

R4,1 : Q3 -f(s)x~P-P3 =0 

R4,2 : 03 -0=0 
Function lj : (knowledge relations) 

Rct,l: 0e1 -TI1 =0 
Rct ,2: Fy, -Ffy 1 =0 

Rc2, 1 : 0e2 - TI2 = 0 
Rc2,2: Fy2 -Ffy2 =O 
Rc3,1 : fv(V)- LT1=0 
Rc3,2: fv(V)- LT2 = 0 
Rc4, l : P3 -TP3 =O 

Rc4,2 : 03 - TI 3 = 0 

The structural model expresses the fact that in the behavioural model a variable appears or not in a relation 
[11 ], without taking into account the formal expression of the relation. No restrictions about the type of 
behavioural models to use is ex.pressed, since the 11eal behaviour can be .linear or not, static or dynamic, 
quantitative or ·qualitative, while leading to the same structure. The goal of such a representation is to point out 
1the structural properties of the system [9]. The structural model is a bipartite graph which can be represented by 
its incidence matrix. 

4.1. Structural model of the example .. 
The fiITTlre 3 reoresents th.e incidence matrix of the system's structur1e. 

Q. Q1 Pc OP ee 01 Fy P0 Qc Q1 P, ~p 10, 02 Fy V Q3 V '9 P P3 03 TT FfTT FfLT LT TP TT 
' ' I I I , ' 2 ' 2 I y I 2 y2 I 2 3 3 

;R 1 1 
IR12 

~I 3 
~1. 4 

' l 1 .'· '· _. -: 

IR2 l 
IR2 2 
,IR2.3 
R2,4 
R3 I 
·R32 
R3.3 
R34 

1Rc1 1 
1Rci_2 
1Rc2 1 
1Rc2 2 I 

Rc3 1 
Rc32 
Rc41 
Rc42 

.. 1 l 
·... "''" 1 1 

1 . ''-· 1 

.. ~. 1 

1 
1 1 

1 · ~: l 
: ~' 

1 t 
1 • ': 

" 
l ;, 

1 1 
1 I l 

1 
... -:1: 

1 
1 l I . ~ 

1 I 

1 

figur'e 3: Incidence matrix of d1e structu~e of the exemple. 
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5. Exploitation of the model 
The three components of the model ar:e connected as shown on figure 4. The structural model constitutes a 

link between the two other ones. To each low level function corresponds a subsystem of the structural model, 
which corresponds itself to a set of constraints of the behavioural model. 

Functional Structural 

~ 

1 
I 

1 

figu~e 4 : Schematic representation of the model. 
5.1. Exploitation of the functional model. 

I 

Behavioural 

R) I 

~21 

R42 
R~ll 

Rc41 

Each standard function is defined by an input and an ou~put interface, whose interconnexions are submitted to 
constraints. The detection of incompa:tibiHties between the functions" interfaces and the data applied to their 
input andior outpu·t gives an easy way to ·evaluate the coherence of the model. 

The functional modeliza:tion of the operative and application systems expresses all the controls applied to the 
system. The control flows and the functional tree (issued from the functional decomposition) are helpfull for the 
specification of 1the decision system of the RTPOS. 

From the functional tree (figure 5a) we infer the functional .tree of the decision system (figure 5.b). 

Control 
AO 

Control 
Cl Al 

A3 Mix 
:fluids 

~ 
1

co ..._ ___ __, 
ontro 
A2 C2 

(A) 
I A4 Distribute 

(B) 

figure 5. a & b : Functional trees of the physical process and of the decision system. 

According ~o 1the hierarchical organisation of the ·Control (fig 5.b) we get the following functional model 
(figure 6). 

A 

System's state 

Control 
COAO 

X estimation of x 
Xc Value of the set point 

on x 

State of valve 1 

Fyl 

·' State of valve 2 

Control 
CZA.2 

fi gure 6 : Functional model of the C·ontml. 
Associated with the definition of the decision functions, we get their information needs that the information 

system will have to supply. 
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5.2. Exploitation of the structural model. 
Canonical decomposi,~ion. 

The canonical decomposition of a bipartite graph proposed by Dulmage-Mendelson[4], points out three 
subsystems : over, just and under-determined, this decomposition is unique. 

Ph. Declerk[3) demonstrates that this decomposition can be reached from a maximal matching on the 
calculable structure of the system. · 

Applying this decomposition to the structural model of the example, we get (figure 7) 

R33 
R3.4 
:Rq l 

1R13 
iRq 2 

Rci 1 
R23 
,1Rc2 2 
i!Rc4, 1 
l~J 

iRc~2 
R4 2 
R32 

:R.3.1 
IR I 1 
IR.1.4 

1IR2 I 

IR2 4 

IR1 .2 
IR2.2 

1 ~ 
1 

l 

I 
' 

;:. 

1 
. ,. 

I 
l 

.1 

; 
. , 

I .. 

f .-.. ,.: 
'· ~ 
1 
I I-

B 
~ .. 

· ~·~'( 

r · "; : 
1 1 

. . 

L 
l l 

1 , 1 
l l 

I I 

c 

1 D 
l 1 

1 
l l ! E 

1 
l 

figure 7 : Canonical decomposition of the structural model of the example. 

Over-detecnJjned subsystem. 
lit can be shown that over-determined subsystems constitute the monitorable part of the overall system. In 

fact, over-detecnJined subsystems which allow a complete matching on their associated digraph provide 
Analytical Redundancy Relations (ARR) which are used by the FDI algorithms. 

A matching gives a causal orientation to the set of relations which leads to the construction of altemed chains 
[ l]. These ones are helpful guides to generate computation sequences in order to get the numerical value or the 
analytical form of the ARR. The existence of an altemed chain between two knowledge relations is a neccessary 
and a sufficient condition for the existence of an ARR[3] . In the example we have a one level over
determination, so one ARR can be generat·ed which is a physical redundancy (two sensors measure the same 
variable): 

ARRl : LT1-LT2:;;() 

Just-determined subsystem. 
A variable x is said to be calculable if from a constraint Fj its unknown value or analytical form can be 

computed under the supposition that the values of all the other variables are known. Under the hypothesis of 
calculability we can find a matching from which we infer altemed chains in order to compute the values of the 
over and just-determined systems' variables. 

All the variables of the subsystem {Au B u C v D} are calculable. So we verify that the information system is 

able to provide an estimation of the variables required by the decision system. 
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Under-determined subsystem. 
A under-detennined subsystem can reveal a:n insufficiency of the behavioural model (not enough equations) 

or of the equipment (lack of sensors). It gives information about which hypothesis have to be made in order to 
obtain the knowledge of some variable, or which sensor much be introduced, in order to reduce or eliminate the 
under-determination. 

For instance let us suppose that P0 (the aunospheric pressure) is known, then the system is just-determined 

and a[! the variables ar.e computable. If we suppose that Pe, and Pe
2 

are measured too (pressure sensors have 

been placed) then ·the system is over-determined and we gain two other ARRs. 

5.3. Exploitation of the coupling. 
From the structural model we infer the computation chains of the ARRs and from the behavioural model we 

can perform the computation. 
From the ARRs FDJ algorithms are implemented, :thanks to the connexion with the functional model we can 

provide the operators with information about the faults in terms of the system's functions. 

6. Conclusion 
The three models we propose to consider ac;e complementary and easily connectable. They provide helpful 

tools for the design of the RTPOS of complex processes, and for their supervision. 
We get in this way both a modelization tool and a methodological approach to complex systems. 
Different applications ion large scale systems {3 ][ l 4] have shown the interest of such models. 
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A PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION APPROACH USING OPTIMAL EXCITING 
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Abstrac·t: In this paper, the problem of finding optimal. exciting 1trajectories for parameter identification of industrial 
robots is investigated. A cost t:uncti.on of maximizing ·the minimum singular value of a recursive matrix is used in the 
optimization procedure. The optimal exciting trajec·tories obtained is insensitive with respect to the parameter 
perturbation. The identification accuracy and convergence speed of parameters is improved. 

l.INTRODUCTION 

The paramete.r identification pfoblem is very important 'lO various model-based controller design of robot The 
implementation of identification experience needs a group of well excited trajectories. In order to find exciting 
trajectories, the approach based on trial is used in early references[l],[4],[5]. However, it is not easy to find a group of 
acceptable trajectories in a huge trajectory space by trial. Recently, Armstrong[2]-[3) proposed an approach to find the 
optimal exciting trajectories using an unconstrained non-linear pad1 optimization procedure. A group of 5-th order 
polynomials is used as exciting trajectories. In practice, the position, velocity and acceleration provided by indusrrial 
robot are limited, Armstrong's approach 11esults in excessive requirement on the velocity and acceleration of robot 
joints. Based on the above fact and considefed that a great number of industrial robots work with trajectories of second 
order polynomials, Schaefers et al [6],[7] proposed an approach for finding constrained optimal exciting trajectories by 
using the nonlinear parameter optimization theory. A group of second order polynomials is used as exciting trajectories. 
In the pre-mentioned wor'ks[2],[3),![6U 7], the condition number of the recursive matrix is used as the cost function 
which is minimized in the procedure of optimization. 

Unfortunately, the obtained optimal exciting trajectories can't be realised accurately because of the effects of 
perturbation. In this case, the optimal exciting trajectories are no longer optimal and even result in incorrect 
identific.ation results. Therefore, to find a group of optimal exciting uajectories which are insensitive with respect to the 
parameter perturbation is necessary. Unlike the pre-mentioned works [2),[3),[6],[7], in the present paper, a cost 
function of maximizing .the minimum singular value of recursive matrix is used. The identification accuracy and 
convergence speed of parameters is improved. The optimal exciting trajectories obtained are insensitive with respect to 
the parameter pertwbation. The simulation results of an industrial robot with 2-DOF show the advantages of this 
approach. 

2. THE PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION MOO!EL AND THE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Consider the following model of robots: 

M(0, p'j) + D(0, e. p)El+G(0, p) = t (1) 

where e. e ande are the joint position, velocity and acceleration vector respectively, t is the control torque (or force) 
vector, p is the unknown parameters vector, M, D and G are ·the inertia matrix, the damping matrix about Coriolis and 
centrifugal for:ce, and the gravity vec.tor, respectively. 
After having reparametrized, (1) can be rewri.uen as 

t=H(0, 0,0)p (2) 
a least square solution p is obtained : 

~~ m 
where H is so-called recu:rsive matrix, H+ =(HTH)-1 HT is the pseudo-inverse of H. 
The accuracy of the solution p, generally, is related to the calculation accuracy of inverse of HTH. The common method 
improving the estimation accuracy of parameters is to find a group of exciting trajectories such that HTH is good
conditioned (see[l]-[7]). 

Let H and t become H+SH and t+8t due 1to 1the parameter perturbations of the exciting trajectories, the 
corresponding pertwbation op of identified parameters are given by the following lemma: 
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Lemmai.[8] If crmin(H)>crmax(OH), then 
a 

118pll:5:
1 

_
6 

( lil&tll+crmax(OH) llpll) 

or 118pll:5:t.6. ( ll&tl'l-1-6 111:11) 

1 crmaxC8H) 
et= '6=~~--

crmin(H) crmin(H) 
where 

<Jmax(.), crmin(.) and llJI represent the maximum, 1the minimum singular value and the 2-norm of(.) respectively. 

Lemma2J8J If crmin(H)>crmaxC8H), 1then 

(4) 

(5) 

&on~~~ (6) 
i-.6. 

where &ond=cond(H+OH)-cond(H), ~ 1 +cond(H) (7) 

3 .. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TWO COST FUNCTIONS 

Consider the following two types of cost functions: 

fi=eond(H) 

and 

(8) 

(9) 

Theoreml. lf crmin(H)>crmax(OH), then the variation of cost function f1 due to the parameter variation of exciting 
trajectory satisfies the following inequality: 

8f2:5:Cll~.6. (10) 

where of =00=1 
1 

-
1 

l (1 1) 2 crmin(H+oH) <Jmin(H) 
1 1 1 I 1 1 .6. 

Proof: 8f2 I - 1:5: (H) <'T • (H) [ 1 A -l]=a1 A 
crmin(H+SH) crminCH) crmin(H)-amaxCoH) crmin . vmm -u ·u 

'&emarks: Comparing the 1theoreml with the lemma2, w1e see that th·e two types of cost functions have similar 
perturbation bound. From the point of view of reducing the sensi·tivity of cost function with respect to the parameter 
variation, we desire to minimize 6, which means maximizing <Jmin(H) if OH is given. This means that the cost 
fonction f1 is an index of sensitivi1ty. Moreover, in order lO reduce the identification error, we have to minimize 6, i.e., 
maximizing <Jmin(H)· So w.e propose to l.lSe f1 as the oosl function for finding optimal exciting trajectories, such that 
the sensitivity and 1the identification error .are minimized. 
T beorem2. Let the partial derivative of cond(H) with r·espect to the maximum singular value and minimum singular 
value ofH be TI and~ respectively, then 

~=-cond(H)r[ (12) 

Proof: ~ O(cood(H)) = -Omax(H) =-cx.cond(H) 
ocrmin(H) crn?inCH) 

Tl a(cond(H)) = 1 =a 
ocrmax(H) crminCH) 

then, (12) is evident. 
Remark : (12) shows 1that, wi1th the decrease of cond(H), <:rmax(H) and <JminCH) vary in opposite direction. <JmaxCH) 
decreases and <JminCH) increases. The change rate of cond(H) witll the variation of minimum singular value is larger 
than that with the maximwn singular value. In the procedure of minimizing the condition number of H, its maximum 
singular va111e has o nly .a poor decrease .and i1ts minimum singular value has a great increase if H is poorly conditioned. 

4. THE SIMULA HON RESULTS 

Consider the parameter idemification problem of an industrial robot, assume that only the rotation of the fifth and 
the sixth joints of the robot are considered. The identification model is given by (2), where 

1:=[1:6 15]T, P=[P1 P2 P3 P4 P5]T= [I'6yy m6s6 I'6xx-I6zz I6zz+I5yy m6]T (13) 

Pi is the combination of link parameters of robot and 'ti is the applied torque of i-th joint, and 
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with 

-gc5c6+r6c~·5 

·2 ·2 .. 
gs5s6-r6(2s605+s6 06+c<fi ~ 

(14) 

The limits of velocity and acceleration are: 

05S182°/sec, 0($225°/sec, 05S445°/sec2 , S~562.5°/stJ;2 (15) 

Let a second order polynomials be chosen as the exciting trajectories. 200-points are used for identification and the 

sampling interval is chosen as T=0.01 second, g=9.8lm/sec2, r6= lm. Using the cost function f1 and the constraint 
condition (15), the following optimal exciting trajectories are obtained: 

05=1.6712-l.1018t+-0.614St2 (16a) 

00--0.7677+ l .0563t+0.6387t2 (16b) 

Using the cost function f2 and the constraint condition (15), then we obtain 

05=2.5027-3.1764t+ 1.5882t2 

06=0.4334-l.3695t+3216t2 
(17a) 

(17b) 

The fig. l and fig.2 show the two groups of optimal exciting trajectories which are found by using same. initial 
condition. The fig.3a-3e show the convergence procedure of parameters using the two group of exciting trajectories. 
Tablel gives the comparison of the results of sensitivity and identification error. 
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Fig. I Constrained optimal exciting trajectories with f 1 
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Fig.2 Constrained optimal exciting trajectories with f2 
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Tablel.The comparison of calculation results 

fl f2 f 1 f2 

' 
cond(H) 2.6484 3.1197 &ond(H ~1.8494 $ 1.1182 

<max(oH)I 5.5287 7.2965 Oa $0.0308 $0.008 

·<inin(H) 16.4355 34.1813 II op II 
H $2.5879 Sl.3856 

!!.. 0.3364 0.2135 II opll 
't $0.0061 s0.0029 

Remarks: The simulation results show that to use the trajectories (16) has the advantages of the high convergence 
velocity , the small parameter error, the insensi1tivity of trajectories with respect to I.he parameter penurbation, even if 
trajec1tories(l.6) has larger condition nwnber than that of najectories(l 7). 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We have discussed ,I.he problem of finding the optimal exc1ung trajectories for parameter identification of 
industrial robots. We propose to use the maximizing minimum singular value of recursive matrix as I.he cost function. 
The optimal exciting trajectories obtained ar1e insensi;tive with r1espect to its parameter penurbation and the estimation 
errors of parameters are minimized. The present approach can be applied to parameter identification of industrial robots. 
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1. ABSTRACT 
In the field of identification of multi-input, multi-ouLpul (MIMO) systems, rne methods can be divided into two 
principal groups, according LO the model structure : t.he slate-space formulation and the input-output description in 
tenns of transfer functions. 
A MIMO system, described by the second representation can be decomposed into ny interconnected subsystems, 
where ny is the number or outputs. These subsystems can be decomposed into single-input. single-output 
subsubsystems which are the transfer functions of the model. In this paper, the transfer function outpul is called 
"partial output" ; the transfer function input m:iy be either a general input of the system or a partial output of 
another 1.ransfer function or even a white noise. This representation has two main advantages for identification : a 
minimal number of parameters has to be identified the parameters have physical system meanings. A disadvanLage 
is the unmeasurable partial output, which must be estimated. A procedure is suggested. which uses estimates of the 
partial output in a recursive way. This method identifies the input-output and noise-dynamics of the multivariable 
system contaminated by coloured noise. using a simple stage estimator. 

2 - STATEMENT OF THE PROfiLEM 
We consider the discrete- time multi-input. multi-output system described by the following model: 

.. -
i=nuBid,,\ i=nul=nv G;l;fn\ C( · 

}J(k) - I ~F .. ( ) ui(k-k -D.) + I I ' ~H1. 1
1. ( ) Sil(k) + 0

1
•
9

' Ej(k) j=l to ny 
i=! IJ q I i=J l=J IJ q 1lq) 

( 1) 

l;cj 

where D. is the sampling pcnod. q is the shift operator : q f(k l = f(k-;l), ki is the i1h irdnsfer function delay, nu is 
t.he number of inpuis Ui(kJ. and ny the numher of outputs Yj(k). Ej\kJ is a white swchastic sequence. SiI(k) is t.he 
unmeasured partial output of the 1.ransfer function Bi1(q)/Fi1{q). Bij(q), Fij(q), Gilj(Q). Hilj(q), Cj(q) and Dj(q) are 
constant polynomials, for this model. the interconnection relationships between subsystem j and subsystem I are 
represented by the trnnsrer function Gi!j(q)/Hitj\<.J) (where l;tj). This model is more general than those used by some 
authors [ l ]. (2] [3 I because it Lakes into account the imemctions between all the subsystems. 
Consider a general two-input. Lwu-output system with noisy uutpul. The interconnected model of th is system. 
according to equations ( I) is represented in figure I . 

Then, according LO the notations presented in figure l t.hc equation (l) becomes: 

i=nu i=nu l=nv 
Yj(k) = I Sjj(k) + L L. VjJj(k) + ej(k) 

i=I i=l l= I 
j:l LO ny (2) 

I ;.o J 

where: 

Bij(q) 
Sij(k) = !- qFij(q) Uj(k-kjD.) (3a) 

G-r(q) 
vT(k) = • i s·1(k l 

I J ! - qHjJj((() I 
(3b) 
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l +qCj(Q) . 
= l . qDj(q ) Ejlk) 

u 1(t) 

8 11 (q ) 

8 2 l(q) 

1- qFi1 (q) 

G121(q) v121 (l) 

l · qH121 (q) 

G221 (q) V221Ct) 

l - qH221 (q) 

G 112(q) 

S11(t) I • q H112(q) 

G212Cq ) 2 12 

s 2 ~t ) l • q H212(q) 

£1(t) 1 • qC1 (q) 

1 - ql.)1 (q) 

Figure I : intcn.:onnected system 

Assuming that f(kti) is notccl f(k). system (:'.) becomes at time l = (k+ l)~ : 

i=nu i=nul=nv 
yj(k+l) = I Sij(k+I) + ) )·v.

1
.(k+ l) + e.(k+ I ) 

i= I i:-l l;l I J J 

'" J where: 
Sij(k+ I )= Fij(q) Sjj(k) + Bij(lJ) Uj(k+ I ·kj) 
ViJj(k+ I) = Hi1j(4) Vj Jj(k ) + GiJj(l!) Sjj(k+ I) 
ej(k+ l) = Dj(q) Cj(k) + C/q) Ej(k) + Ej(k+ I) 

j=I to ny 

Ck) 

(4) 

(5a) 
(5b) 
(5c) 

With the decomposition (4), the Ml MO model is decomposed into ny MISO submodels [5]. The output of each 
submodel depends on unmeasured panial ou1pu1s: but these outputs can be estimated in a recursive manner. 

3. IDENTIFICATION 
These recursive forms (5) of the signals Sij(k+ I), vilj(k+ I) and ej(k+ I} are replaced in the equations of I.he system 

(4) : 

i=nu i=nu l=nv 
Yj(k+ I) = I. (Fij(q) Sjj(k) + Bij(q) Uj(k+ 1-kj)] + I t [ HiJj(q) Vj}j(k) + GiJj(q) Sjt(k+ 1) J 

i=1 i= ll= l.l"j 
+ Dj(q) Cj (k) + C1(q) Ej(k) + Ej(k+ l ) (6) 
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Est,im<ites of the polynomials Fijl<.\J. Bij(Q). Hiijl<.\). GiljllJJ. Djl<.\J and Cj(q) of equation t6) are given by the 
recursive least squares algorithm !4~. !71 cl [81. The quantities yi(k) and Uj(k) are obtained from an experiment and 
the unknown signals Sij(k). ViJj(k), ej(k) and Ej(k) arc replaced by their estimates : 

I\ I\ I\ I\ 

Sjj(k) = Fij(Q) Sij(k-l) + Bij(Q) Uj(k-ki) 
I\ I\ I\ I\ I\ 

ViJj{k) = HiJj{Q) v;1j{k- I)+ GiJj(Q) Sit(k) 

" i=nu I\ i=nu l=n y" 
ej(k} = Yj(k) - I Sij(k) · I I "iJj(k) 

i=l i=l l=l 
f ;< J 

I\ I\ I\ /\ I\ I\ 

E jCk) = ej(k) - Dj(Q) eJ(k-1) . Cj(q) Ej{k-1) 

Using matrix representation. system (5) becomes: 

yj(k+l) = Xj(k+I) 8j + Ej(k+I) j= 1 w ny 

(7a) 

(7b) 

(7c) 

(7d) 

(8) 

where .e_j contains all the parameter LO be identified in subsystem j ; form (8) allows Lhe estimation of the 
parameters wit.:h the help or a standard recursive algoril.hm. 

4. EXAMPLE TO ILLUSTRATE THE PROPOSED REPRESENTATION 
The proposed method is applied to the modelisation of a moving strip in a n-roller system in a continuous 
annealing line. Some authors have clealt with the web tension modelling problem {6). 

The furnace composes the main device of the line. It gives the web a thermal cycle : c:.u:h stage. of the cycle 
corresponds LO a met.al transformation. The process consists of nine heating and cooling zones. It is separated 
from the entry section und the exit section by two looping t0wers. Because of these two looping towers, the 
operations performed on the strip in the entry section and the exi t section can occur without disturbing the 
constant flow of material in the centcr (figure :2). 

t::.n t r"y 
S ..:~l1••• 

Furn••c-.: 

Figure 2: continuous annealing line 

Ex•'-
,...~...::t1••n 

In order to identify the model of t.:hc tension behaviour in lhe furnace. :i decomposition of the model into smaller 
subsysLems is chosen. This approach presents experirncnll.11 and numerical advantages : only the inputs of the 
studied subsystem have w be stimulated :ind the number or parameters to be estimated is not Loo import.ant. 
In our case, a nalural decomposition is a decomposition in which a subsystem corresponds to an outpul. In this 
paper. we only consider the subsyslcm of output Tz (figure 3). 

subsystem 2 

Figure 3 : the subsystem of output T2 

To identify the controllable and the observable parL~ of the dynamic process, the input signals must satisfy 
certain conditions. A minimal requirement is that the process dynamics have to be persistently stimulated by the 
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input signals over the measured period. This means that the input signals must be sufficientl y rich in 
information to stimulate all the modes during the experiments. Satisfying these conditions, a Pseudo Random 
Binary Signal (PRBS) is therefore used. A PRBS is a series of positive and negative steps around Lhe mean 
value. The sampling time of the successive steps is chosen according LO the spectra band which corresponds to 

real dynamics of the system. 
The wanted model is the one presenting a parametric discrete time form (for instance ARX model). Application 
of such a model to output T1 yields the following equation : 

To assess Lhe validity o f the met.hod, the response of the model obtained by the new met.hod is simulated. Figure 
4 gives a comparison between simulated outputs Ti and the measured outputs. We observe that the simulated 
output and the measured out[Jut are very close. 

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
Figure..+ : Lhe simulated output and the measured output 

5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper. we have usetl a special approach to identi fy a real multivariable system : this system is 
decomposed into smaller subsystems. Then. the smaller system models are estimated and then connected Logel.her 
to build the complete system model. The simulation or the system using the model obumcd by imerconnection 
of the subsystems is in good ;.igrecmem wi t.h lhe l!xpcrimen~ shows the validity of the approach. 
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A8Sffl4q: 

This paper presents the experimental results of the modelling and identification of an 
air conditioning system. 
The process has been decomposed in two subsystems connected in series with a natural 
feedback. It has been identified by the Model Method using Marquardt's Algorithm. 

KEYWORDS :· 

Heat Process Modelling, Parameter Estimation, Model Method. 

JNTRODUCTION : 

This paper presents the results of modelling and identification of an air conditioning process. 
The heating system is composed of two parts. The first one is used ~o heat, with an electrical radiator, a mixing of 
fresh and recycled air. The second one deals with the room heated by blowed air. The control input COM is the 
voltage applied to the radiator ; ,the recycled air temperature ( TAR ) is a secondary input. The outputs of this process 
a:re I.he temperatures of each pan, i.e. the blowed air temperature ( T AS ) and TAR for the second one. 

The structure of this system leads to a model composed of rwo transfer functions, connected in series, HI 
(with i.nputs COM and TAR and output TAS) .and H2 (with input TAS and output TAR). Notice that this air 
·Conditio.ning pl'ocess is a natural feed-back system, due to the reinjection of recycled air. 

The models HI and H2 are differential equations, i.e we have chosen a continuous time representation. Titis 
unusual choice was motivated by the necessity of physical interpretation of systems parameters, which is impossible 
with difference equations. Nevertheless, this mode.I presents a serious counterpart, i.e. its non-linearity in the 
parameters .. 

Conseq11ently, 1they are estimated by an iterative procedure based on the minimization of a quadratic criterion 
by Non Linear Programming. The method used is the Marquar:dt's algorithm because of its robustness towards 
initialization. In order to implement it, it is necessary il!o compute the Gradient and the Hessian with a sensitivity 
model. 

In the first part, we p i;esent the modelling of the air conditioning system ; the identification algorithm and its 
implementation 1compose the second pan. FinaHy, experimental ,results ·exhibit the quality of this modelling. 

I; MODFU,JNG OF THE AIR CONJ)ITJONJNG SYSTEM 

hltrnductio.o 

Previously, we have presented the structure of the process which is schematized by figure 1. 

COM 

TAR 

Figure 1. 
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Then, we are going to descnbe each subsystem. 

HJ Mode) : 

The physical output ,of HI is the heated air flow injected in H2. Pratically, the only available measurement is 
the 1temperature of this air fiow, T AS .• which becomes HI output. The air is heated by an electrical radiator controlled 
by COM input ; a secondary heat supply is provided by the recycled air flow. 

A first order system gives a good approximation of the heating dynamics. 

Thus we get the model of figure 2 : 

COM 

TAS 

TAR· 

Figure 2. 
H2 Model : 

If we consider the step Tesponse of the output ( TAR ), we see clearly that it is composed of two dynamics 
with the time constants "t1 and 't2 • 

The analysis of this thermal process confirms this situation and leads to a second order system composed of 

two lnr order systems working in parallel (see figure 3) . 

TAS 

r----1__.QL_ 
I+ s 

Figure 3. 

+ • TAR 

+ 

So we get the following 2 nd order transfer function : 

H2(S)= G(l+Z5) 
(l + t 1s) • (l + t;is) 

II ; THE IDENTIEICAIION METHOD 

Introduction : 

The choice of continuous time representation allows physical interpretation of system parameters, particularly 
for "t1 and 't2 , which is an essential advantage for a collaboration with heat engineers. 
Nevenheless, it involves a mme difficult estimation problem needing Non Linear Programming. This identification 
technique is usually known as the Model Method (see figure 4). 

y(k)' 

.__ __ s_ystcm __ __,~=·J·_ .... L 

Figure 4 . 
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Mamuardt's Method : 

The quadratic criterion is given by the relation : 
]( 
~ • " 2 J = .L..(Y1c -y1c) 
k=O 

The goal is to minimize j while changing the model parameters !!i at each iteration. 

!!i+l = .!!; + .16 
Where .10 is the parameters variation. 

The technique used to minimize J is the Marqua1dt's Algorithm. It presents the advantage to be a combination 
of Gradient and Gauss-Newton Methods. 
It realizes a good compromise between the Gradient Method, which is slow but numerically stable, and the Gauss
Newton one, which converges very quickly, but only in the vicinity of the optimum ( it is unstable with a rough 
initialization ). 

So, we use the following algorithm : 

• 10.. tends to infinity, then: 

e. 1=0.-µ•Je' -1+ _, 
1 

Whereµ=-
A. 

Which is the Gradient Met'h.od. 

• If A. tends to zero, then : 

[ 
f1 rl t ~i+I = ~i - Jee * J9 

Which is the Gauss-Newton Method. 

This technique permits a continuous transition between the two methods by an adaptive modification of the A. 
coefficient during the iterative procedure. 

lmplementatfon : 

This algorithm needs the calculation of the Gradient and Hessian of J. They are obtained by the sensitivity 
model ( O" 8 ) of the output. 

(k.11) 

This model, and the system one, are computed by the Runge Kutta 4 method. 
So we get the Gradient : 

aJ ]( 
-=-2*L(Ei:*<J9 ) ae; k=I (k.i) 

and the Hessian with the Gauss-Newton approximation : 

a21 It 
---2•"'cr •cr ae ae . - .L.. e(kj) 0~ 

1 J k=I 

III ; EXPERMENTAL RESUl,TS 

Implementation : 

In fact, the heating process is based on a Pulsed Width Modulation technique, which must be took into 
account in the identification procedure ( see the blowed air temperature oscillations ). 

The input COM is ·the excitation .• h is composed of diffo~ent steps allowing a large exploration of the operating 
domain. 
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Results: 

In the proposed experiment, we have considered two 1heat st~s foUowed by a decreasing phase. 
The sampling period was ,equal to 10 s, (figure 5 ). 
Refer to the following table for HI and H2 parameters. 

''"··"°:······ 
1fct10l 

o. . ... .... ......... . 

T rC11oq 
.. .. •.1 ;· ...... .. . .. ~- .. .. .. .. . ... ,, 

G.00 1 l90.00 

o.oo· 
G,00 llft>.OD :laG.00 ~-00 o0'40.00 

~ C•9Cl 

Model Hl Model JU 
Figure 5. 

Model HI Model H2 
; Gl =0.481 G= 0.66 

G2 =0.401 I Z= 170 
'it= 10.98 I 'tl = 6.5 

't2 = 632 

CONCl,JJSION 

We have presented the modelling of a laboratory air conditioning system and the identification of its 
subsystems by the Model Method .. 

The estimated mode.I has been validated by numerous experiments : it has also been used succesfully to design 
a control loop (Cascade Internal Model Control). 

It is important to notice the abiility of this Model to give good :results with large input variations. 
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ABSTRACT 
This article presents the modelling of a motor vehicle and its braking system (fig 1). The system to be 

.modelled consists of the vehicle with all the suspension elements - wheel, tyre and wheel-road interface. The 
model must account for the behaviour of lhe whole system according to the longitudinal and vertical axes when 
the wheel is decelerated. The mass of the quarter vebicle on each wheel bas to be adaptative during the braking 
phase in order to model 1the mass transfer. So, we bave developed a t5Ui order knowledge model from the 
functioning equations for CAD and a 2nd order representation model for control which was obtained through 
identification. The knowledge model has been ·introduced using our "Prouesse" Bond Graph Tool. We are now 
developing the complete model of a semi-trailer. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The advent of microprocessors and microcontroUers, ·their decreasing cost and concurrently increasing 

performance allow the application of a number of lheories to the control of industrial processes. For many 
applications however, industties still prefer the PID regulator. even if it tends to be digital rather than analogic. 
Today, we may distinguish two types of controls: "conventional" controls and "modern" controls. 

In industry, real systems are rarely available if the optimization of the regulation is to be tested. 
Therefore, eveu befo~e conceiving a control system. a control-engineer will necessarily have to go through a 
modelling phase of the system. This phase offers, among others, the double advantage of improving the 
knowledge of the system and subsequently of allowing the validation of the developed control. Searching for a 
model requires a number of separate stages : a characterization stage wbich allows us to obtain the best adapted 
shape or suucture of the model ; a quantitative stage which consists in quantifying the parameters of the previous 
model, generally followed by a reduction phase in the case of complex systems; and finally a validation phase 
which comipwes the real operation and the simulation of the system and which will allows us to evaluate the 
modelling quality. This work, usually done iteratively in order to increase the performance of the models, 
requires great care and experience. 

2. MODELLING • IDENTIFICATION 
The models ·can be of different types according to bow they were obtained - a knowledge model 

developed from physical laws that rule the system. or a representation model developed through identification 
from 1the overall behaviour between input and output. Each approach 'has its characteristics, advantages and 
drawbacks. It is obvious that, both methods do not lead to the same results during the first iteration, but it is no 
less desirable that both solutions converge on the same resulls. at least locally and microscopically, after a 
number of iterations and adjusonents. The general processes in designing these models are shown in figure 2. 

\ 

Actuator 

~----t Braking Regulator 

Figure I : Braking sys zem 

Vehide 

Wheel 
Speed 

· Modelling Identification 

Knowledge model Representation IIl)del 

Parameter estimation 

CAD CONTROL 
Figure 2 : Model approach 
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2.1 Th-e 'know,ledge model 
This is a theoretical mode 'I obtained from the physical faws that rule the system; it is usually 

represented by differential equations, 'bul it may also use the state representation, differences equations, or it may 
be represented 'by more general tools such as 'bond graphs which implicitly include the previous information. The 
knowledge model must be the most complete possible - general, precise and full of information ; it must 
integrate all 'the non-linearities of the system, in static as well as i.n dynamic conditions. Identity of internal 
behaviour is men achieved. For very complex systems, ·the model may reach a high degree of difficulty and refer 
to very different fields in physics, in the case of modemng an internal combustion engine, for example. 

If such a model offers the advantage of 11epresenti!ilg the real sys,tem on a wide operation range, the fact 
ifiemains that the necessary calculation powers, times and oosts increase rapidly. As an example for our 
inv·estigations, we shall give the mechanical model of a road vehicle. Known as "quarter vehicle model", it 
acro1mts for the v.ertical and horizontal behaviour of the bodywork and load suspended. 

This model (fig. 3) allows us to take account of -among others- the road surface, the vertical behaviour 
of itbe tyre, the suspension (spring + shock absorber), the transter of the s'tatic and dynamic load between the rear 
and front of me vehicle, Broulbiet's effect in the suspension, and to introduce the numerous non-linearities linked 
to the spring and shock absorber. 

The model is developed from the differential •equations .that rule the system according to the following 
figllfe .. It is to be no.ted that the vehicle model also refers lo anot:her know.ledge model, namely the mechanical 
model of the longitudinal behaviour (fig. 4). Bond graphs are chosen becau.se it is a unified and graphic method, 
and the represemation of dynamic systems is simplified (fig. 5-6). Bond graphs rely on the fact that physical 
phenomena implied in the description of complex and industrial systems can be expressed in terms of four 
generalized variaibks, i.e., effort, flow, displacement and momentum {ROSE 86). On our Bond Graph models, 
there are two special components not directly concerned wi•th energy description - the first one (bottom of figure 
5 - middle) is a module, represented as a square with a special glyph inside. Sucb a component represents the 
ability to introduce hierarchical bond graphs - the second one (figure 5 - :'bottom left band corner) represents a 
connec{Or for an external input or output, and is represente by a rin.g. 

r-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---. 

1-? fp 

'° 
__, 

M 
z2 

I 

Ksu 
Csu 

L: E -m ii 

Ko I . IC 
I I 

K i G -z 
0 f----->- 1 

' -4-
~ :z.sol 

Figure 3 : V erncal model Figure 5: Bond graph model of the f(Uaner "ehicle 

Figure 4 : Longi1udinal model 'Figure 6 : Master Bond graph model oflhL vehick 

These different models must be quadrupled and a model of the linking elements must be added to account 
for !he global behaviour of the vehicle. 

2.2 Tbe representatioA model 
This model -also called "black box model"- accounts for .the system in operation as seen from the 

outside, from its input and output variables. In 1lhis case, the model parameters have no physical significance and 
we obtain identity of external behaviour. The model is developed from experimental input/output data using 
methods of graphic, ma·!hematical, statistic or other analyses. The advantages of the representation model lie in 
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the simplicity of its structure and implementation and in its capacity to work in real time. However, it can only 
describe a limited working area and consequently it is not easy to use for simulation purposes in complex 
processes and/or in dynamics variable in time. 

The braking circuit of a vehicle consists of an actuator (servo-valve) which is essentially a function of 
the hydraulic load (constant) and of the ·circuit configuration ; so, one good representation of the actuator is 
sufficient For .the actuator model. we shall use a transfer function identified from experimental measures 
obtained on Renault's test vehicle. The transfer (servo-valve) between the required pressure and the pressure in the 
circuit is shown in figure 7. 

SV(p) Pr(p) 0.9858+0.01318 p e~OJ)()3 p , 

Pd(p) l+0.01748 p+0.000166 p2 
B(p)=Pr'(p) 21.42"' l 

Pd(p) l+0.0019 p 
e-0.012 p 

Figure 7 : Actuator model. Figure 8 : Brake model. 

The processes were the same for it.he brake model (pressure-torque transfer, shown in figure 8), but in 
this case, the variaitions of gain due to hysteresis phenomena and temperature variations appear as an input 
disturbance. It must be noted that the efforts transmitted by the tyre are given by Pacejka's mathematical model 
which is a representation model [PACE 87) . 

2.3 Tbe "Grey B·ox Model"' 
In brief, the knowledge model is precise but complex, whereas the representation model is less precise 

but simple which shows that a compromise is necessary. Considering the specifications of the regulation, 
·economic constraints, material and btiman means for the project.. etc., the art of the concrol engineer will be to 
reconcile at best both models into one often called "Grey box" wbose simplicity, cost and precision are 
"reason~ble", i. e. a model that meets the aforesaid requirements of a manufacturer. The complete vehicle-model 
is typically of the grey box type, as it associates bod1 knowledge and representation models. 

In general, when any system is to be represented by a mathematical model and a represeotation model 
has been chosen, a "measuring campaign" is first carried out on site, fmm the output correlated with the input of 
the system. Subsequently, the system will be ideotified in laboratory using one of the ntnnerous identification 
algorithms (Least square, Generalized least squares ... ). Tbe quality of the identification clearly depends on that of 
the measur,ements as well as that of the excitation [WEBE 92) ; therefore, the measuring campaign must be 
prepared wi:th a great deal of precision, so as not to occupy the system too often, too long, or in too repetitive a 
way. ln the adaptive case, parameters become adjustable and then must be estimated at each sampling period. 
Determining these parameters requires a recursive adaptation algorithm that can be implemented in real time. 

2.4 Real time identification algorithms 
Such algorithms are numerous in literature, but the algorithms based on the recursive minimi74ltion of a 

"least squares" type criterion arc the ones that can achieve the best performance and greater flexibility. There are 
different variants of these algoril.hms commonly called MCR; we chose five of them that are quite representative: 
the conventional recursive least squares. Kulhary's [KULH .84}, Fortescue's [FORT 81], Salgado's [SALG 88) 
and Benin's [BERT 85] algorid:ims. After investigation, each of the algorithms presents the following advantages 
and drawbacks : 

• Recursive least squares algorithm : it is simple to implement.. but it cannot be used to estimate 
parameters whose dynamics is wo important in .time and it may sometimes be dangerous (no control of the 
adaptation matrix) . 

• Kulbary's algorithm : it is relatively simple to implement and introduces a forgetting factor 
regrettably a constant one -which, by reducing the operation window, accelerates and appreciably improves the 
·performance compared with the previous one; however, it accepts only slight variations of the system dynamics 
and is not sui1table for our applications. Denomination : Directional Forgetting Method (DF). . 

• Fortescue's algorithm : its idea is to adjust the forgetting factor on the basis of the variations of the 
prediction error. Indeed, we admit that the estimator will be more sensitive to the parameter variations if we 
reduce (or increase) the working window when the prediction error increases (or decreases). This principle may be 
right in theory, but practically it is only verified io a deterministic environment. Denomination : Prediction
Error Forgetting Technique ( PEF). 

• Salgado's algorithm : This algorithm is a very good solution for problems of blow-up, important 
dynamics and noisy signals ; however, it requires many inibal ·Constants (whose adjusttnent soon becomes 
adaunting t:ask) as well as great precision in calculation. Therefore, we could not use it for our application. 
Denomination : Exponential Forgetting and Resetting Algorithm (EFRA). 

"' Benin's algorithm : The resultS of Kulhary's algorithm are markedly poorer than those of Fortescue's 
when high dynamics are followed through, but in many cases it avoids the blow-up phenomenon of the co
variance maUix. After observing this fact, Benin's algorithm assGciates both concepts in one estimator. 
Denomination: PEDF 
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For our application, we chose Bertin, Biuanti and Bolzern's algorithm (1985) which is the following: 
Let the model : 
y(t) = Ql(t)'0 + e(t). 
where q> is the observation vector, e the parameter vector and e(t) a white noise, the estimation of the parameters 
e is then descibed by the following equations: 

" 
e(t) = y(t) - q>(t)'0(1t-l) where E(t) is the prediction error, 

-1 
K(t) = P(t-l)q>(t).[1 +q>(t)'P(t-l)cp(t)) where K(t) is the gain matrix and P(t) is the covariance matrix, 
" A 
e(t) = 0(t- l)+K(t)E(t), 
P(t) = [l-H(t)Ql(t)'].P(t-1), 

-1 
-1 

in which : H(t) = P(t-l)cp(t).W(t) +cp(t)'P(t- l)cp(t)) , 
-1 

where p(t) can be: - ~(t) = µ(t)-(1 -µ(t)).{cp(t)'P(t-l)cp(t)] . if cp(t~ in which µ(t) is the forgetting factor, 
or : - ~(t) = l . if q>(t)={), 

µ(t) = max {µo; n(t)} 

and: n(t) = 1-{ (1-K(t)'q>(t)].[E(t) 
2
+r) .

1

e(t) 
2

} 

This algorithm - which is simple to implement and adjust - has been used for various applications in 
our lanoratory (identification of a travelling crane, identification of the angular dynamics of a vehicle, etc) and 
has always offered a very good compromise between !he ca!,cula,tion .time and the precision of the results. 

3. CONCLUS[ON 
In this paper, we have described the principle of modelling a motor vehicle and its braking system. This 

set represents a system wh.ich is pseudo-stable (due to the wheel/road interface) and fast (it requires a sampling 
frequency in the region of a millisecond). Our study allowed us to obtain a complete, validated knowledge model, 
a representation model in ;progress thanks to measuring and identification campaigns on a Renault R-19 test
veh.icle, and a grey box model which uses tje information of the former cwo and which allowed us to develop the 
algorithms for the braking regulation of a better performing RBS system than the existing ABS systems. 
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Abstract . Design of high-performance control systems for a robot manipulator having flexible links 
heavily relies on an accurate dynamic model of the system. Discretization of an inherently distributed
parameter system into a finite-dimensional model plays a relevant role both for control design and sim
ulation of the system. This work is aimed at studying the sensitivity of inverse dynamics control laws 
for a single-link flexible arm to the number of modes included into the analysis. Simulation results are 
presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The potential for successful utilization of robot manipulators having lightweight flexible links reposes 
trust in the effectiveness of controllers which are capable to reduce the vibrations nat urally induced along 
the motion of such systems. Currently used flexible manipulators move at very low speeds to limit the 
excitement of vibration ; for instance, the structure of the telemanipulator used on the Space Shut tle has 
very low resonant frequencies (0.04~0.35 Hz) and operates at an average speed of 0.5 deg/s (l] . 

Mechanical flexibility becomes important for relatively fast speed motions. The design of enhanced 
controllers must consider the effects of flexibility and then it relies upon the availability of an accurate 
dynamic model of the system. Due to the distributed nature of flexibility, the approach used to discretize 
the sys,tem as well as the order of approximation plays a relevant role for control design. Nonetheless, also 
for testing the performance of the controlled system it is important to model the system as accurately as 
possible in order to simulate a situation as close as to physical reality. 

This work reports a study on sensitivity of control laws for a single-link flexible arm to the number 
of modes induded in the model of the system. This is obtained through the usual Lagrangian approach 
·combined with the assumed modes method for modelling distributed flexibility [2 ,3]. Inverse dynamics 
control laws [4] are considered with both types of collocated and non-collocated outputs [5). The numerical 
results obtained in simulation tests are presented and discussed. 

2. DYNAMIC MODEL 

A single-link flexible arm can be modelled as an Euler-Bernoulli beam. Under the usual assumptions 
that only planar bending occurs and deflections are small, the dynamic model can be derived using the 
Lagrangian approach combined with the assumed modes method [2,3] leading to 

( J µT) (~) + (o oT) (~) + (0 oT) (8) + (g8(8,o)) = (u) 
µ pR.I 6 0 D 6 0 K 6 96(8) 0 

(1) 

where 8 is the joint angle , 6 = ( 61 ON) is the vector of modal deflection variables, J is the total 
inertia at the joint, µ is a vector describing the inertial coupling between rigid body and flexible body 
motion and is a function of the mode shapes, p is the arm linear mass density, f. is the arm length , I is the 
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identity matrix of proper dimensions, D and K are respectively the link damping and stiffness diagonal 
matrices, 98 and 96 are the gravity torques, and u is the joint driving torque ; it has been assumed that 
the arm is clamped at the joint location and then the joint torque enters directly only in the rigid-body 
equation [6]. As can be easily seen the only nonlinearity in the model (1) is due to gravity, and in 
particular the gravity torque in the flexible dynamics equations is only a function of the joint angle (7] . 

3. INVERSE DYNAMICS CONTROL 

The equations of model (1) can be rewritten as 

JO+ µT6 + 91(8,0) = u 

µO + pe6 + ni, +Ko+ 96(8) = o. 

The flexible accelerations can be extracted from (3) as 

and substituted in (2) , yielding 

An inverse dynamics control law can be designed as 

where a denotes a new input acceleration . Under control (6), the equations of the system become 

8=a 

6 = - :e (µa+ ni, + Ko + 96 (IJ)) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

where (7) is the linear system of a double integrator and (8) describes the internal zero dynamics left 
into the system. If 8d (t) denotes a desired smooth joint trajectory, the well-known resolved acceleration 
linear control can be adopted 

(9) 

where kv ,kp are suitable positive gains that shape the response of the system and guarantee that the 
joint trajectory is exactly reproduced. Regarding the internal dynamics, a simple Lyapunov argument 
can be used to show that the so-called zero dynamics (0 =: O) is globally asymptotically stable [4] which 
is a sufficient condition for the overaH system to be stable. 

Notice that control (6) requires full state feedback . There is no problem to measure the joint position 
and velocity as well as to reconstruct the flexible variables from strain gauge measurements. In order to 
overcome the drawback of lack of flexible rates measurements, it is possible to implement the control law 
by resorting to a feedforward strategy. For the given joint trajectory 8d(t) , the dynamic equations ( 4) 
can be forward integrated over time with suitable initial conditions {usually null) to provide the time 
history of od(t),6d(t). As a consequence , control (6) ,(9) can be modified into 

(10) 

where 

(11) 

(12) 
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It can be shown tha·t robustness of the system to imperfect model compensation as in ( 11) is satisfactory 
in most practical cases [4]. 

The above inverse dynamics control law (6) globally linearizes the system with respect to a collocated 
output taken at the joint level. A more challenging task is to track a non-collocated output taken at the 
arm level. In detail consider a point at location x along the arm; the angle a= B + arctg(y(x)/x) can be 
considered as a parametrized output, where y(z) = q,T(z)6 expresses the deflection as a function of the 
mode shapes at that point and the flexible variables. Proceeding as above , it is not difficult to show that 
the inverse ·dynamics control -in the case of zero gravity without loss of generality-

tl = (1 - (µ T -~<PT(x)) (per+ ;µif,T(x) )-l µ)a - (µ T - ~q,T(x)) (per +;µ<PT(x) )-l ( D6 + K6) 
(13) 

transforms the system into 

y=a 

6 = - (per + ; µif, T ( x)) - l (µa + D.5 + K 6) ' 

where, similarly to (9), a can be chosen as 

a= Yd+ kv(Yd - ii)+ kp(Yd - y). 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

The stability of the zero dynamics that can be obtained from ( 15) by setting y = 0 depends on the sign 
of the function [5j 

f(x) = 1 - q1T(x)µ . 
pf.z 

(17) 

When x = 0 (joint output) it is f(O) = 1 and the system is always stable. At an x where f(z) becomes 
negative the system goes unstable (equivalent phenomenon to nonminimum-phase linear systems) . 

4. MODEL SENSITIVITY 

The actual arm considered in this work has the following data: length of 0.5 m, linear mass density 
of 0.2 kg/m, flexural rigidity of 1 Nm2 , joint+actuator inertia of 0.1083 kg/m2 , tip payload mass of 0.1 kg 
and inertia of 0.0005 kgm2 ; the arm inertia is negligible with respect to the joint+ actuator inertia, so 
that constrained mode shapes can be used to model deflections [8]. With these data the first four natural 
frequencies are 2.1784, 15.9145, 40.1008, 92.6093 Hz which have been used in the simulated model of the 
flexible arm with a sampling time of 1 ms. The elements of the damping matrix D; have been chosen as 
O.lK;, i = 1, 4. 

In the first case study, a joint trajectory of 90 deg has been assigned and three types of control 
laws have been simulated: •joint PD control+ gravity compensation [PD+] with kp = 12,kv = 1, 
• full state inverse dynamics control [ID] with kp = 100,kv = 20, • inverse dynamics control with 
feedforward of flexible states [FI D] and same gains. Notice that the first kind of control does not ensure 
exact tracking but at least guarantees globally asymptotic regulation of the final joint position [7] . The 
following table summarizes the results obtained with the above control laws and a variable number of 
modes in terms of the maximum joint and tip tracking ·errors . 

control # modes max error (deg] max error [mm] 

PD+ 0 3.0793 5.8811 
ID 1 0.090461 5.7483 
ID 2 0.089988 5.7452 
ID 3 0.0899:53 5.7440 

FID 1 0.092417 5.7484 
FID 2 0.092057 5.7452 
FID 3 0.092054 5.7440 
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In the second case study, a trajectory of 90 deg has been assigned to the angular output associated 
to an arm point. The full state inverse dynamics control has been simulated with the same gains as 
above. The following two tables summarize tihe results obtained with a variable distance from the joint 
location and a variable number of modes: in the left table the arm point x* at which r changes sign is 
reported as a function of the number of modes, whereas in the right table the maximum joint and tip 
tracking errors are reported for stable outputs. 

x (m] # modes ma:x e.rror (deg] max error (mm] 

I# modes 
I 

x* [m] 0.20 1 I 0.0922 0.6900 
1 0.480 0.20 2 I 0.0910 0.6900 
2 0.352 0.20 3 0.0902 0.6896 
3 0.212 0.34 2 0.0900 0.6758 
4 0.148 0.47 l 0.0901 0 .6696 

5. DISCUSSION 

The foregoing numerical results indicat·e the foUowing facts: 

• As expected, the inverse dynamics control has better tracking performance than the PD control + 
gravity compensation. 

• For the joint output tracking case, there is no appreciable reduction in the error tracking (both at 
joint and at tip level) .as the number of modes used in the controller is increased. 

·• The .inverse dynamics control with feedforward of flexible states behaves as well as the full state 
inverse dynamics oontrol. 

• The range of arm points for which stable tracking can be obtained decreases as the number of modes 
increases; if only one mode is used it is possible to control nearly all the points along the arm. 

• Compared to the case of joint control, the angular tracking error is about th~ same but remarkably 
the tip tracking error is reduced by an order of magnitude. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents the identification model and the hardware system for the experimental identification 
of the inertiaJ parameters of lhe 6 degree of freedom robot SR400, which is characterised by having a 
parallelogram closed kinematic ·chain and a mechanical coupling between the joints of the hand. The 
SR400 robot is an industrial robot from Renault Automation, but we have replaced the classicaJ control 
system by a · Digital Signal Processor system from dSPACE™ (based on a TMS 320C30 Texas 
Instruments™ prooes.so.r), .in order to get .an open control .system with a big computationaJ capacity; the 
position, velocity and motor currents are now available ~ direcl measure in our system. 

1. GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTION OF THE ROBOT 
1.1 Geometric Paramete.rs 
The SR400 robot has 6 degrees of freedom. The number of moving links (denoted n) is equaJ to 8 and the 
number of joincs (denoted Nj) is equaJ to 9, :thus it contains a dosed loop which is of parallelogram type. 
Its motors <We synchronous and 1the nominal charge is IOkg. The description of the geometry of lhe robot 
is carried out using the modified Denavit and Hartenberg notation {l,2]. The coordinate frame j is fixed 
on link j, the zj axis is aJong the axis of joint j. the xj axis is aJong the common perpendicular of zj and 
one of the succeeding axis on the same link. The geometry of the robot is defined by the folfowing 
parameters (for j=l ....• Nf): 
Yj· bj, <lj• dj· ej, rj define frame j wilb respect to its antecedent frame aG). with 9j is lhe joint variable, for j 
rotational. 

Oj_ defines the type of joint. Oj = 0 for j rotational, Oj = 1 for j u:anslationaJ. 
a(j) denotes the frame antecedent to frame j, 

• µ_j indica~es if the joim j is motorised (active, ~= l) , or not (passive, ~= 0). 
lo the case of closed loop robol, the geometric ;parameters are determined tOr an equivalent tree structure 
by opening .each closed loop. Then two frames are added on die opened joints [ 1,2]. thus the number of 
frames is equal to: Ne= n + 2B , where B.= number of dosed loops= Nj - n. 
The geometric parameters of !be SR400 Robot are given in table 1. 

j aG) lli 0 1i ' l'i bj Clj d· 
I Uj lj 

I 1 0 l 0 o · 0 0 0 \11 0 
2 l I l 0 0 0 -90 d2 t12 0 
3 2 0 0 ' 0 0 0 d3 \13 0 
4 3 l 0 0 0 -90 i d4 \14 RL4 
s 4 1 0 0 0 90 0 \15 0 
6 s 1 0 0 0 -90 0 t:l6 0 
7 I l 0 0 0 -90 d2 'd7 0 
8 7 0 0 0 0 0 dR \18 0 
9 I 8 0 0 0 0 0 d9=d3 t19 0 
lO 3 '1 0 0 90 0 0 d1o= ·dg 0 0 

Table 1: Geometnc parameters of SR400 robot 

$ This work is realised in collabora•tion with Rienault Automation and lhe C .E.A., by the help of the 
French Ministry of Research and Space. 
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Figure 1. SR400 robot. 

1.2 Closed loop geometric constraint equations 
Owing to the parallelogram loop, links 3 and 7 are always parallel, and links 2 and 8 are also parallel so 
ll!le foUowing geometric constraint equations are verified : 

and 
7 A)= 7 A I 1A2 2A3 = A(z. - 07+02+ 03) = A(z, trl2) 

2Ag = 2Al lA77Ag = A(z, -02) A(z, '07) A(z. 0g)= A(z. 0) 

where A(u.0) gives the 3x3 orientation maaix corresponding to a rotation 0 around lhe axis u. 
Thus lhe values of the passive joinLS as functions of lhe active joinLS are given as: 

1.3 Geometric constraint equations due to mechankal coupling 
The motors 5 and 6 are flxed on link 4, thus a mechanicru coupling ,exisLS between lhe joints 5 and 6 such 
ithar..: 

06 = ~6 . 05 

where: ~ 6 is tbe velocity of motor 6 refened 'to lhe joint side. 

2. THE DYNAMIC MODEL 
The inverse dynamic model calculates lhe motor torques or forces as a function of the joint positions. 
velocities and accelerations. 
The joint variables of the equivalent ·tree s'tructure of the robot can be written as: 

q.tr = [ :;1 
where qa, qp represent the variables of active and passive joints (of lhe equivalent tree structure) 
respectively. 
The dynamic model of the closed-loop structured robot can be obtained as a function of the 
corresponding tree structure dynamic model using the following relation [2.4): 

r m =GT ftr = r a+ wT fp 
where: 
r m is the (mx 1) vector of lhe torques of motorised joints of the robot 

G = a;ar is the Jacobian mauix of qtr with respect to qa. 
uqa 

W = ~qp and ftr is the (nx 1) vector of the joint torques (or forces) of the corresponding tree structure. 
uqa 
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r a' rp are 1the parts of rtr corresponding to the active and passive joints respectively. 
The dynamic model of 1the tree strucrure of the SR400 mbot calculated using the base inertia! parameters 
(see section 2.2), needs 347 mui:tipUcations and 300 additions. It is obtained using the SYMORO+ 
package which uses the 1customised Newton Euler algorithm [12}. 

In the case of the SR400 robo.l. we have : 
'qa = l e1 e2 e4 05 06 07 JT qp = [ 03 e8 JT (4) 

using relations (I) and (3), taking into account the coupling between 5 and 6, and adding the effect of 
motor inertia and flfotions, we get: 

r ml= r arl + laI q1 + fsJ Sign(q J) + fvJ ·q I 

r m2 = r ar2 - r ar3 + r ar.S + Ia2 <i2 + Fs2 Sign(q2) + Fv2 G2 

r m4 = r ar4 + la4 q4 + fs4 Sign(q 4) + Fy4 G4 

r mS = r ar5 - r ar6 + Ias qs + Fss Sign(q 5) + fvS q5 + FsS6 Sign(q S) + fvS6 q5 

rm6 = r ar6 + la6 iijl6 + Fs6 Sign(\ji6) + Fv6 ~6 + fs6S Sign(q6) + Fv65 Q6 

r m7 = r ar7 + r ar3 - r .ar8 + Ia7 q7 + Fs7 Sign(q 7) + Fv7 eh 

Fvj. Fsj are the viscous and static friotion ·coefficients of .motor j and fvS6, fv65, FsS6 and Fs65 are lhe 
viscous and static friction coefficients due 1to the coupling between joints 5 and 6, and Iaj is the inertia of 
mocorj referred w l!be joint side. 
To use this mode.I in 'the robot contro'l, we have to identify tbie links inertial parameters and friction 
coeficients appearing in lhe previous equations. 

2 .. 1 Standard Inertial parameters of the SR400 robot 
These parameters are composed of the inertial paramelers of links, and motors: 
For each link :the following inertial parameters ar;e defined: 

where: 
• (XXj, XYj. XZj. YYj. YZj. ZZj) ai:e the elemen'ts of the inertia matrix jJj, defining the inenia matrix of 

lime j around the origin of frame j, 
• (MXj, MYj, MZj) we the elements of jMSj defining the first moments of link j, around Lhe origin of 

frame j, 
• . Mj the mass of link j . 
XI and the parameters laj. Fsj and Fvj for j = l, ... ,n, consthute the dynamic parameters of lhe robot. 

2.2. The base iner1tial paramete.rs 
The 'base inertial parameters are defmed as the minimum parameters which can be used lO get the dynamic 
model. They .r;epresent 1the se't of parameters which ·Can be identified using the dynamic or energy model. 
'thus its determ'ination is essen1tial for lhe identification of 't!he inertial parameters of robots [S.6. 7). The use 
of the base parameters in Newwn-Euler algori1tbm leads to reduce .tbe compucalion complexiry of the model 
(3]. 
These parameters can be obtained from .the standard inertial parameters by eliminating those which have 
no effect on the dynamic model and by Jegroupmg some otbers. in (7,8] we have presented a symbolic 
method to calculate these parameters for serial or dosed loop robots. These algorilhms have been 
pro;grammed i 1n SYMORO+. The final results of the minimum inertial parameters of the SR400 robot can 
be summarised :as follows: 
The following 11 parameters 1nave no effect on the dynamic model : 

The number of base :inertial parameters of lbe SR400 robot is 42, they we given in table 2. 
The r;egrouped relations as : 

MXR7 = MX7 - MXg ~83 +Mg dg 

X:X:R5 = XXs+YY6- YY5 
MYR5 = MY 5+ MZ(j 

ZZR4 = ZZ4+YY5 
XYR3 = XY 3 - XY7 - d4 MZ4 - d4 RL4 MR4 
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XXRo = XX6 - yy 6 

ZZRs = ZZs + YY6 
XXR4 = XX4 +YY s - YY 4 

MYR4 = MY4- MZ5 
XZR3 = XZ3 + YZ7 

(5) 



YZR3 = YZ3 - XZ7 + MZg*d8 
d8 

MYR3 = MY3-MXg d3 + MZ4 + R4 MR4 

XYR2 = XY2 + XYg 

YZR2 = YZ2 + YZg 
MXR2 = MX2 + MXg + d3 MR3 

MXR3 = MX3 + d4 MR4 

XXR2 = .XX2 + .XX8 -YY2 - YYg - d32 MR3 

XZR2 = Xq + XZg - d3 MZ3 

ZZR2 = ZZ.2 + ZZ.8 + d3 2 MR3 + Ia2 

XXR3 = XX3 + YY7+ M8*dg2+ YY 4 + 2 RIA MZ4 + RIA2 (MR4 )-YY3-.XX7 - d4 2 MR4 

ZZR3 = ZZ3 + 7.27 + YY4 +2 RL4 M24 + (<14 2 + RL42) MR4+ la7 + d82 *Mg 

ZZRt= ZZl + YY2 + YYg+ YY3 + XX7 + d4 2 MR4 +<132 MR3 + d22 MR2 + laI + (M7 +Mg)* d22 

where: MR4 = M4 + Ms+ M6 . MR2 = M2 +M3 + :M,i +Ms +M6 • MR3 = M3 + M4 +Ms +M6 

j XX.i XYi XZi YY; yzi ZZ.i I :MXi MYi MZ; Mi laj 
] 0 0 0 0 0 I ZZ.R1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 XXR2 XYR2 I XZR2 0 YZR2 ZZ.R2 MXR2 MY2 0 0 0 
3 XXR3 XYR3 XZR3 0 YZR3 ZZR3 MXR3 MYR3 0 0 0 
4 XXR4 XY4 XZ4 0 YZt ZZR4 MX4 MYR4 0 0 l~ 

5 XXR.5 XY5 XZ5 0 YZ5 ZZR5 l\1X5 MYRs 0 0 la5 
6 XXR6 XY6 I ·~ 0 YZ(, zz6 MX6 MY6 0 0 la() 

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 MXR.7 MY1 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 MY8 0 

Table 2: Base inertial parameters ·of <be SR400 robot 

Owing to 1the symmeU)' of some links the following 10 parame1ers are supposed equal to zero: 

MY7, MX5, XY5, YZ5, XZ5, MY4R, MX4. XY4, YZ4. XL.4. 

3. THE CONTROL SYSTEM [13,141 

0 
0 

Our conuol system is based on a DSP Th1S 320C30 Texas Instruments™ from dSPACE™ (processor) and 
a 486 (33MHz) PC computer. There will be two programs running in parallel, one in the DSP (which 
makes the measuring and control) and one in the host computer, which can be any of the utility modules 
made by dSPACE or our programs, to realise 1tbe interface willil the user. 
The main advantages of this DSP configuration is the high execution speed, the real time tracing the 
possibility of pseudo parallel execution and the direct measure of several digital and analog signals. 
Thus, we have the possibility of measuring the velocity and current images of the mmors and generating 
any desired ttajectory. 
We have developed some DSP and Host C language programs for the trajectory generation. using either 
classical bang-bang with velocity step or 5th degree polynomials 
In addition, the TRACE™ module from dSPACE allows the real time tracing of any of the variables of 
lhe DS P program. 

4. THE IDENTIFICATION .MODEL OF DYNAMIC PARAMETERS 
4.1 The dynamic id·entUicadon model 
Since ,the dynamic model is linear in 1ltle dynamic parameters. it .can be used to identify the dynamic 
parameters {5,6]. and can be written as follows: 

r = D (q,q ,q) K 
where 
K is the vector of dynamic parameters K = [ XT FST FVT ]T (base inertial parameters and Coulomb and 
viscous friction coeficients vectors respectively). 
Dis (nxNp) matrix. 

4.2 The energy identification model 
Using the dynamic model in the identification need to estimate or measure the joint accelerations. To 
overcome this difficully, a model based on the energy theorem bas been proposed [9]. From the energy 
llleorem we get 

y = t <irn T r m dl = H(t2) - H(ll) + i Fsj-[ tflq.jl.dt] + i Fvj·[? q?dt] 
1 .

1 
1 .

1 
I 

J= J= 

0 
0 

(6) 

(7) 

where H(lj) = h(q,q
0

).X is the total energy (kinetic and potentia!I) .at time ti, and 
velocities of motor j and joint j, respectively. 

Qmj and Qj are Ille 
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Since H is linear in the inertial parameters then (7) can be wrilten .as a Linear equation in lhe dynamic 
parame1.ers of lhe robot 

where w denotes a row matrix. 
y = w(q,q) K 

Relation (8) is function of lhe joint positions. velocities and of the input joint torques. 
To identify the dynamic parameters a sufficient number of equations can be obtained by calculating 
relation (8) between different intervals of time. These row matrices w will be the rows of matrix. W, which 
defines an overdetermined Une.ar system. 1be least squares solution is generally used in this identification. 
In order to improve .the identification process, .an excitin g trajectory using lhe following criterion will be 
used { 11]: 

(8) 

f(W,Z) = Cond(W.diag(Z)) + l:p(W .~iag(Z)) + y!n (9) 

where: Yam= minil Y ap(i)I and Yap is .the a priori values of dynamic parameter vector. 
l:o(A) denotes the smallest eigenvalue of maoix A 
Z is the a priori dynamic parameters values vector. 
diag(Z) is a square matrix with the elements of Z in its diagonal 

The a priori information about me solution vector is available from C.A.D. system or can be obtained 
from special motion tests. 

5. IDENTIFICA TlON PROCEDURE 
5.1 Identification of mo~or constants 
5.1.1. Drive Gain 
To apply relation (5), we need to calculate tbe motor torques from the current image, which 
is the measured signal. 
Thus: fj = Grj . VTj . where VTj is the joint current image and Grj is the drive gain of 
motaj. 
The experimenw determination of Gr is done by ftxing a disk to the •terminal link of lhe 
robot and by applying a conswt velocity steps signals. We do this experiment with the 
disk .alone, flrsl, and •then, we repeat .this experiment with 
d ifferent masses suspended to lhe disk as shown in t!be 
figure. 2 (151 VT2max 
If the experiments, with or without the suspended mass are 

Figure 2 

such .that q ' is the same, we can say mat the torque 
expr·essions are (1the joint axis is positioned to be 
ortllogonaJ to gravity): 

With Sus nded mass 

With suspended mass M (g is d~e acoeleralion of gravity): 

f2 = CJn VT2 = M.gJ + Fv.q . + Fs .sign(cj ) (10) 

Without suspended mass (Figure 3) 

f1 =Gr! Vn = Fv.q + Fs.sign(q) 
We bave then: 
M.g.r = GTL[ V'f2max · Vnmax I 01) 
and 
M.g.r = GT2.[ VTimin - Vnmin 1 (12) 
And Gr will be the mean of Vrl and <fr2. 
This experiment is easily done for axes 4 and 6, but for tbe other 
axes it is difficult. In [16], it bas been shown that with the 
knowledge of GTi. for one axis , the or.Der ones can be 
determined. 

VT1max VT2min 

VT1min 
Figure 3 

Torque Friction Coefficients 

Static 

Coulomb 

5.1.2. Friction parameters (Fig.ure 4 ) 
Equation (7) can be aJ·so used to identify the friction coefficienlS, Velocity 
but it is p~eferable 'LO identify !hem separately Figure 4 
Static Friction: 
For Lhe determination of r.he static friction, we apply a triangular currem signal with low frequency (0 .1 
Hz) and low peak to peak amplitude (0.3 A peak to peak) in order to evaluate, as precisely as possible, 
the motor torque value when the joint begins 10 move. To do lhal, we trace in real time both signals with 
the DSP system descri~ above. 
Coulomb and viscous coefficients · 
For severa!I velocity values, from about 3% to nominal speed, we apply classical bang-bang trajectories, 
wi·t!b constant velocity steps. Tbe LOrque signals corresponding 1to each velocity step, is filtered and the 
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mean is taken lo define the corresponding value of Fvj.Qj · + Fs.sign(qj ). Fvj and Fsj can be delennined 
from the linear inlerpolation of all lhe velocity values 
We have remarked that Fv and Fs musl be defined once for positive velocities, and once for negative 
velocities, and that the mechanical coupling of joinlS 5 and 6 incroduces an imeraction friction F56 and 
F65 seen in equation (5). 

5.2 Identification of link parameters 
The hnk parameters wiU 1be idenitified using it:he exciting trajectories introduced in section 4.2 and 
developed in [13], and using the ,energy model (section 4.2}. These trajeclories will be, at first. executed 
without charge on the robot, then with a given cbarge. 
When identifying the parameters wi'l!hout obarge. I.be parame~ers MX6, MY6. XY6 XX6R. YZ6, XZ6 of 
link 6 are supposed w be equal to zero, owing to the symmetry of link 6. 
To identify (he parame'lers of it:he c'harge, we need to re-identify the following pararne1.ers: XX6R. XY6, 
XZ6, YU, :'l:liJ, MX6, MY6, XX5R, ZZ5R and MY5R. 

6. CONCLUSION 
This paper presents the identification model of I.be dynamic parameters and the experimental installation 
of Ille SR400 robot, the base inertial parameters are given, and the identification model using lhe energy 
lheorem is presented. 
The identification procedure Lakes into account I.be calculation of only one motor drive gain, and 
identifies the joint friction coeficiems. 
It is to be noted that this procedure needs access to motor reference currents and uses particular 
crajeclories which cannot be obtained using a classicaJ industrial concrol syslem. Therefore an open 
control sys1.em is needed. 
Owing lo ilie allowed number of pages, the identified numerical values and lhe curves of lhe experiments 
are nol given. 
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SIMULATING DISCONTINUOUS PHENOMENA 
AFFECTING ROBOT MOTION 

GIANN1 FERRETII, CLAUDllO MAFfEZZONl, GIANANTONIO MAGNANI, PAOLO ROCCO 

Dipartimento di Elettroni·ca e lnformazione, 
Politecnico di Milano, Piazza Leonardo da Vinci, 32, 20133 Milano - Italy 

Abstrac.t: The paper deals with simulation of mechanical systems affected by discontinuous phenomena. These 
phenomena involve impulsive events and/or models whose structure changes depending on the values of some 
system variables. The models of three kinds .of these d.iscontinui.tiies Goint with static friction. collisions with 
rigid environment, bifurcation behavior near kinematic singularities) are given, and a simulation environment. 
based on the DAE so'lver DASSL is presented, that also .allows efficient simulation of sample-data systems. 
Some simulaition results achieved with the proposed environment are finally presented. 

1. lNTRODUCTION 
Dynamic simulation of robo.t motion is currently ·the Sl:lbject of considerable research effort, both for mechanical 
and contfo'l system design purposes. Unfortunately, detailed robotic simulation is hampered by the complex and 
non-linear nature of some phenomena tha1t affect robot motion. A nwnber of efficient packages (see [ l ], [2], [3) 
•t•o .name just a few) have been developed for computer-aided generation of dynamic models of manipulators, 
mainly in open loop configurations, which however do not take into account some typical events in real robot 
behavior, best modelled as discontinuities. Examples are transition from rest to motion, or viceversa, in joints 
affected by static friction (4), {5], c·ollisions with stiff surfaces [6J, bifurcations at kinematic singularities. 
Moreover, simulation of robots equipped with digital control systems requires a careful design of the interface 
between the computer executed algorithms and the numerical solver ·of the continuous time part of the system, 
particularly to avoid unnecessary limitations to the integration step due to the sampling times of the controllers. 
Special concepts .al'e therefore required for reliable an:d efficient simulation of such systems. 
On the other band, standafd numerical solver for ODE (Ordinary Differential Equations) systems prove to be 
inadequate for most of the simulations involving complex mechanical systems. In fact mechanical models often 
take the form of implicit DAE (Differential Algebraic Equations) systems, where the algebraic relationships 
typically arise from the presence of mechanical oonsttaints (dosed kinematic loops, interaction with rigid 
environment). 
Based on the above arguments, a new robotics simulation enviromnent is being built around one of the most 
efficient numerical solvers for DAE systems, DASSt. A special version of the solver, called DASSLRT, has 
been used, that detects user-defined •events depending on state variables, allowing accurate simulation of 
discontinuous phenomena. 
This paper first discusses the models of some discontinuous phenomena affecting robot motion and then how 
these m·odels can 1be efficiently coded using ·the DASSL-'based environment. The environment allows simulation 
of arbitrary .order DAE systems possibly affected by discontinuous events (impulsive behaviour or sudden 
changes in the ·equations describing the system) and interacting with digital controllers. 
ln particular, Section 2 discusses the modeis of friction >in the joints, interaction with stiff environments, and 
constra.ined mechanical systems near singular configurations, while Section 3 illustrates how to treat them by 
the solver DASSLRT. Section 4 describes the robotics simu!la:tion environment, Section 5 presents some 
simulations perfonned with the said environment and Section 6 conclitldes the paper with a few remarks on the 
.results achiev.ed. 

2. DISCONTINUITIES IN T HE DYNAMICS OF MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 
2. 1 J oint friction 
Apart from the case of steady state analysis and design of rotating machines, where tribology has achieved 
·considerable results in explaining the atomic details of friction [4], the thoory of friction in dynamic conditions 
is still incomplete. In particular, joint friction. models are often given the form of characteristics relating the 
joint velocity «:U to the friction torque l'F, derived by fi.ttin,g experimental observations. A typical characteristic is 
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Fig. J Frrct1011 characteriJtlC Fig.)Moror 

shown in Fig. 1, where three 
main parameters are pointed 
out: the kinetic friction torque 

i:c, independent of velocity; the 
viscous friction coefficient Dm 
= tg a. and the static friction 
torque i:8 , defined as the 
minimum torque needed to 
stan motion. 
The most severe problems 
connected to the model of Fig. 
1 are encountered in the 

simulation of velocity reversals, and are illustrated by considering the simple motor model sketched in Fig. 2, 
where Jrn, i:R and i:m are the rotor inertia, the externally applied torque and the motor torque, respectively. 
Suppose that the motor is decelerating and at instant t the velocity vanishes: ro(t) = 0 with ro(r) < 0. According 
to the mocie'l of Fig. 1, the velocity will reverse and the friction ·torque will instantaneously switch from 

i:i:(r) = 'tc to i:i:(t+') = -'tc only if 'tm - 'tR < - 1:6 in .that case ro(flo) = l/Jm ('tm - 'tR + 'tc) < 0, otherwise 
motion will stop, i.e. ~(t+) = O; motion will :start again only when li:m - i:RI > i:8. 

2.2 Interaction with a stiff environment 
The most straightforward method to model the interaction between a robot arm and the envirorunent is to 
assign a suitable ·compliance to the interaction surfaces, so .as to relate the reaction forces to the strain the 
surfaces undergo. However, in case of collisions with very stiff surfaces, huge contact forces are originated in 
very short time intervals, leading to numerical problems. Moreover, an accurate prediction of the motion after 
the collision is strictly related to the correct evaluatioa of the hysteresis cycles modelling energy dissipation in 
:the collision [7] , ·thus requiring the adoption of integration steps much smaller than the duration of the contact. 
A more efficient a.ud ac·cura~e simulation of ·collisions with stiff SU!faces can be obtained by resoning to a rigid 
model of ·the interaction, worked out on lhe basis of the impulsive dynamics. As an example, consider the case 
of the point cont.act of the end effector of a robot with a frictionless stiff surface: 

D(q) q + h(q,q) + g(q) = -i + J(q/ fo n 

where q is the generalized coordinates vector, D(q) is the inertia matrix, b(q,q) accounts for Coriolis and 
centrifugal temlS and g(q) for gravitational terms, i: is the joint torque vector, J(q) is the Jacobian matrix of the 
manipulator, fn is the amplitude of the interacion force and n is the normal to the interaction surface. A rigid 
collision can be modelled through a finite variation tiq imposed to robot motion by a finite impulse, acting on 
the ·end effector in the instant of ·collision t, detected by a null value of the relative distance of the end effector 
from the surface (x- stands for x(r), being x a generic variable): 

·being e the Poisson's coefficient, accountiag for eaergy dissipation, and v the Cartesian linear velocity of the 
end effector (in case of contact friction the computation of t.q is much more involved, [7]). 
It must be also pointed out that the capability of handling disccntinuities allows a clear and rigorous modelling 
of the transitions among different motion regimes (7), namely motion in free space, collision and constrained 
motion, where, .the bouncing phase being exhausted, the reaction forces are implicitly defined as those that 
maintain fulfilment of the kinematic constraints modelling 1the interaction with a rigid surface [8] . 

2.3 Constrained mechanical systems and singular configurations 
Every conslrained mechanical system can be modelled by a mixed DAE system [9) : 

M(q) q + V(q,q) + [a<I>(q)/oq]T A.= 't 

<l>(q) = 0 
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where M(q) q + V{q,q) = 't are the motion equations of the 
___ -> X unconstrained system. being 't the vector of external, position

independent applied forces, and A. are the Lagrange multipliers 
introduced to account for the effect of the kinematic constraints 
cl>(q) = 0. A unique solution exists for system (1) if matrix OCl>(q)/ 
aq (Jacobian of the constraints equations) has full row rank in 
every admissible configura,tion of the generalized coordinates q 
[9]; otherwise the motion of the system is not uniquely detennined 
and bifurcations may arise (9): some internal reaction forces may 

Fig. 3 The honzontal Jou bi.ii pendulum 
tend lo infinity, yielding w abrupt discontinuities in the motion of 
the system. 
To s'how how bifurcation may occur in singular configurations we 

will consider the same example treated by Ellis and Ricker [ l O] : the horizontal double pendulum, depicted in 
Fig. 3. Both links .are massless and two point masses of 1 Kg are located at the distal end of each link. Link a 

1 
is connected .to the ground by a rotary joint and is I m long, link a2 is coupled to link a 1 by a rotary joint while 
its distal end is constrained to move along the x-axis; the length of this last link is assumed to be (1 + &) m. The 
only action applied to the system is the gravity force, directed along the y-axis: this implies that the total 
mechanical energy of the system ml!St remain constant. This mechanical. system can be modelled through the 
equivalent open loop chain, obtained by removing the constraint at the distal end of the second link and adding 
the equation of the removed constraint: 

lf & = 0, the configuration q = {O n] is singular. However, starting, for instance, from the initial condition 
{q = (n/2 O]r, q = O}, the motion of the system could be assumed continuous while passing through the 
singularity so that the abscissa of point B would oscillate from -2 to +2. On the other band, this solution is 
actually singular (note that this is the only solution considered in [10)), in the sense that for any & ~ 0 the only 
(non singular) solution of motion is definetely different from that solution. In fact, if t ~ 0 (no matter how 
small .!&I is) singular configurations do not exist; moreover, as & -+ o- or & -+ o+ the moti.on of the system 
asymptotically undergoes .a finite bump as point B approaches point A 1, switching between the two branches of 
the solution of the ·constraint equation with & = 0 (S1: q2 = -2q1 + n: ; S2: q2 = n:). The finite bump can be 
computed by imposing the conservation of the mechanical energy, i.e. the kinetic energy, since the 
configuration of the system does not vary in the switch. 
Therefore, the lbehavior of the system al the singular configuration can be classified as follows : 

a) & -+ o- : S. l-+ S.2, with q+ = [ -"5 q~ 0 ]T and ~.2-+ S. l with q+ = ( -lr{s q~ +1r{s q~ ]T; 

b) & -+ o+: S. l -+ S.2, with q+ = [ +{5 q~ 0 ]T and S.2-+ S.1 with q+ = [ +lr{s q~ -2Ns q~ f; 
c) & = 0: the motion has a bifurcation among three possible solutions: either no bumps, or the same as a) or the 

same as b). 

J. THE DAE SOL VER DASSL 
DASSL [ l l) is a numerical code widely used for the solution of DAE systems of the fonn: 

F(t,y,y) = 0 (2.a) 

y(lo)=yo (2.b) 

yC'o) =Ya (2.c) 

where F, y, y ar'e N-dimensional vectors. To solve the DAE system, DASSL approximates the derivatives by 
means of the J..1h Backward Di..fferentiation Formula (BDF), with k ranging from one to five: in particular it 
implements a variable integration step and variable order version of the BDF method. DASSL adopts a 
predictor-<:orr~tor scheme: the predictor makes a .first guess of the solution at the new integration point, while 

lnus fact can be intuitively justified by noting !hat, for 1£1 ~ 0, the abscissa of point B is prevented from becoming negative; to respect this 
constraint, the smaller is ]t j, the fa.stc:r arc !he velocity variations of point B whe:n approaching point A 
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the corrector obtains the final solution by numerically solving the implicit algebraic system which derives from 
the substitution of the derivative in (2.a) with the BDF fonnula, by means of an iterative process, initialized 
with the predictor formula. 
DASSL requires a user subroutine to compute function Fin (2.a): the subroutine receives as inputs the current 
time t and the vectors y and y and outputs the residuals of function F, i.e. the vector valued function F for the 
given inputs. The Jacobian of function F, used in the solution of the implicit system, can be nwnerically 
computed by DASSL itself, or it ·can be supplied by a user-defined function in order to speed up the iterating 
process. Among the distinctive featur•es of DASSL it is worth rematking the use of a different tolerance for 
each equation, which turns to be useful for problems with solutions having differently scaled components. 
Moreover, each tolerance is split into two components: one (absolute tolerance) is constant while the other one 
is obtained by multiplying the current value of the appropriate component of vector y by the so called relative 
tolerance . The relative tolerance is useful in problems where variables change order of magnitude during the 
simulation. 
The version of DASSL we actually used in the present work is DASSLRT, a version endowed with a root 
finding algorithm. Th.is means that the program is able to feturn the time when a component of a user supplied 
function of the form g(t,y) vanishes. This fe.atUJe is effective to deal with systems whose model changes in 
colUlection with some events. 

4. A DASSL BASED ROBOTICS SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT 
4.1 General concepts 
The adoption of DASSLRT as the core of a robot simulation environment is motivated by at least three 
considerations: first, mech.an.ical models ·often take dte form of DAE systems and, moreover, models which 
derive from aggregation of submodels describing plant components are readily given as DAE systems; second, 
thanks to the variable integration step, DASSLRT is particularly accurate in the detection of input steps, which 
can typically come from digital controllers or simply from external events; finally, the root finding algoritlun 
allows great accuracy in simulating discontinuous phenomena where the discontinuity is related to state 
variables, so that it is not possible to determine a priori the time when the event takes place. 

The simulation environment is capable to deal with: 
I) DAE ~stems of arbitrary order; 
2) systems whose model can take different structures depending on the values of some state variables; 
3) discontinuities in state variables (impulsive behavior); 
4) interface of the nwnerical solver to digital control algorithms. 

4.2 Steady state computation. 
For the computation of a steady state condition for the given model, 1the user can choose a set of variables to be 
oonsidered as known .and let the program compute" a number of variables equal to the number of system 
equations. [·t is worth .remarking that <there is no oonstra.lilt on the type of the variables (inputs, states, outputs): 
for a manipulator model .. typica1ly the program computes the torques that keep the system in a certain steady 
state. 

4.3 interface to d igital controllers. 
For the simulation of hybrid (mixed continuous-time and discrete-time) systems, the user has to specify the 
sampling time and the connections to plant variables of each digital controller, as well as to write the control 
algorithm. The integration of the continuous time system is suspended at each sampling instant and control is 
transferred to the routines of the digital controllers, which modify the inputs of the continuous time system. The 
adoption of a variable integration step solver, as DASSL is, when simulating hybrid control systems, seems to 
require that the integration step be smaller than the smallest sampling interval of all the digital cont.rollers. 
This proves to be frequently inefficient since much of the computation time savings achieved with the use of 
DASSL relies on the ability of the solver to use large integration steps when the system evolves slowly. As a 
matter of fact, this possible limitation has been overcome thanks to the adoption of the following solution: when 
the integration step becomes larger than the sampling interval of a controller, the value of its input variable is 
computed using a linear extrapolation based on the last computation of the variable and possibly of its 
derivative. This mechanism proved to be efficient and reliable: especially when the tolerances adopted are not 
too severe there is a dramatic reduction of the number of steps used to cany out a simulation. 
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4. 4 Simulation of impulsive dynamics. 
Impulsive behavior, with discontinuities in the state variables, is handled by means of the root function g(t,y) of 
DASSLRT, ~o accurately detect the instant when the discontinuous phenomenon takes place. When such an 
event occurs, DASSLRT returns the control ito the main pmgrant, which modifies the value of the variable(s) 
involved in the event and restarts the simulation. 

4.5 Simulation of other discontinuities 
Models of systems undergoing structural changes al particular states, called conditional models, are fonnulated 
by means of two or .more sets of equations, each one associated to a validity region in the state space. This 
means that a particular set of equations can only be used if some inequalities are verified. At the beginning of 
the simulation, the user specifies which set of equations s·hould be used and consistency with the validity 
1conditions is checked. As the pas~ge from one validity region to artother one is detected, i.e. when a 
component of g(t,y) changes its sign, a new set of equations is adopted: should the particular equation whose 
structure is to be c.hanged assume morie than two forms, a priority hst can be supplied, which tells the program 
what form of 1the model must be taken into consideration first. Then a check is made on the consistency of the 
new model by evaluating the system with the new equations and by verifying that the conditions for the new 
equations to 1be apphed hold true. If this occurs, the simwation is restaned, otherwise another set of equations is 
considered. Th.is mechanism ensures both accuracy ·Of the simulation and consistency, since the model 
equations are changed exactly at the instant when the conditions for the change to take place become true. 

5. 'SIMULATION RESULTS 

., 

5. J. Joint with friction 
The model of the joint affected by friction, described in Section 
2. 1, has been implemented in the simulation environment, 
.exploiting the conditional model feature. While the first 
equation of the model :always states that the derivative of the 
velocity is the acceteration of the motor, the second equation 

"' ca:n actually take :three different forms, depending on whether 
[-SO'--------------" 
1- o o. 1 0.2 o.3 o.4 o.s 0.6 the motor is at rest, or in motion with positive velocity or in 

Fig. 4 Torque rnput in cases a) and b) 

motion with. negative velocity. For the simulation reported in 
this paper, 1the rotor 1inertia was set to 20 Kgm1 , no viscous 
friction was ta}Qen into account, while the values of the kinetic 
frictioR torque 'tc and of the static friction torque 'ts were set to 

10 Nm and 20 Nm, respectively. To compare a case of velocity reversal to a case of transition from motion to 
rest, two simulations were performed, with the same physical data but with slightly different input torque •

111 

(the load torque was zero). Both the simulations begi.q wtth the joint .at rest and with a ramp of 100 Nm in 0.1 s 
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Fig. 5 Acceleration rn cases a) and b) 

on 'tm, which is foliowed by a l 15 Nm step in the opposite direction, in case a), and by a l05 Nm step in case b) 
(see Fig. 4 ). After the initial transition from rest ito motion (note, in Fig. 5, the small step in the acceleration 
due lO ·the difference 'ts - 'tc;), the ve1oci1ty of the motor (Fig. 6) first increases, then decreases because of the 
decelerating effect of the torque Slep, until it vanishes. When the simulator detects this event by means of a 
DASSL root function, it changes the model, adopting the equations of motion v.ith negative velocity. Then a set 
of 'V:alues for the system with the new equations is computed and consistency is checked with the validity 
conditions associated lo the new model. Since for .the new equations the consistency is ensured if the 
acceleration does not change sign, see Section 2. l, the new model is accepted in case a) and the simulation is 
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restaned., while in case b), where the acceleration would acnaally change sign, the model is refused.. Then, in 
case b), the simulator checks the third model, namely the model of joint at rest, by imposing a null value for the 
acceleration. Since the condi1tion for consistency of this new case {applied torque less than the static friction 
torque) is satisfied, the model of joint at fest is assumed, and the simulation is restarted. · 

5.2 Double pendulum 

V::~ 
S. l 

S. I 

S. l 

To show the behavior of the mechanical 
system of Fig. 3 for very small 1£1, the 
Limit case a) has been compared with the 
case d) £ = -1 o-<>. Case a) has been 
simulated using DASSLRT, alternatively 
switching between S. l and S.2 (starting 
from S. l in the initial configuration) 
when the singular configuration is 
detected (see Fig. 7), while case d) has 
been simulated solving the constraint 
ij>(q) for variable q 

1
: 

Fig. 7 Simulabon case 

q = .ian-l (1 + (1 + £) cos(q2)J 
1 l (l + E) sin(q2) ' 

S.2 - ·' 
/ 

and using the Adams integration routine provided by the package SIMULINK [12). Defining with eiad = qia -
qid the differ·ence between the joint angle qi (i = 1,2) computed in the cases a) and d), Fig. 8 depicts e1ad and 
e.2ad. The analysis of these figures confirms the asymptotic behavior of the system as l&I ~ 0: the differences 
between the joint trajectories, computed in the cases v and d) are very small in the first 10 sand maintain still 
llim.ited after 50 s. The feliability of the simulations, from the point of view of the mechanical energy 
conservation, is confirmed by Fig. 9 where the total mechanical energy, computed in the cases a) and d) 
respectively, is shown. Note that there are larger energy errors in the case d) near the singular configuration, 
due the fact that, since the motion of the system almost has a finite bump, the joint accelerations tend to 
infinity, causing nwnericaJ problems to the solver; the slow and limited trends can be considered negligible and 
due entirely .to numerical round off. Finally it must be pointed out that the computation time in case a) took few 
tens of seconds while in case d) was more than 20 minutes (with integration routines different from Adams the 
simulation failed). 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Simulation techniques, based on the DAE solver 
4

r-:xt:..:..o·_J _~--~--~--~-~ 
DASSLRT, conceived for the simulation of ~ 

discontinuous mechanical phenomena and hybrid ~ 8 2 
system.s. have been presented in this paper. Our approach -:-
a.Hows accurate detection and handling of impulsive :::::. 0 
events affecting the motion of mechanical systems ~ .,..,,..,~_, 

(collisions and kinematic singularities) as well as the r!l -i~--------------' 
implementation of dynamic models varying their o 10 20 30 40 

ume (1) structure at particular states (as in the case of joint 
friction). Interaction between the variable-step solver and 
.sampled data systems is .also tackled efficiently. 
Based on these methods, an .advanced object-oriented 

Fig. 9 Total mechanical energrel in cases a) and d) 

so 

software envirorunent is being developed., allowing .automatic generation of efficient simulation code from 
declarative model description [13). 
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Abstract. This paper describes an object-oriented system, "MBS.IM" (MultiBody SIMulator), that models, 
simulates, and animates :the kinematics and dynamics of robotic arms and vehicles. This system creates a 
1three-dimensional graphical envimnment which can be used as a tool in robotic design and comrol. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A motivation for developing MB SIM arises from an inspection Wk in tbe nuclear industry. This wk requires 
vehioles to move safely along narrow aisles to inspect drums of low-level radioactive wasce. Safe motion 
requires sensor-based motion oontrol to avoid oollisions with walls and obstacles. Given the difficult nature of 
the environment involved, a simulation system is necessary for the development and testing of motion planning 
and oontrol algorithms. 

We desired MBSIM to be a oonvenient and flexible tool for smdying the motions of various mechanisms 
including vehicles, robotic arms, and oombinations of tbe two. Our simulation integrates the kinematics, 
dynamics, sensors, and graphics of mechanisms into a modular environment. Each mechanism consists of a 
series of links. The mechanism's kinematics and dynamics are determined from the relative kinematics and 
mass properties encapsulated in each link Sensors can be attached onto each link object as desired. These 
sensors ar:e useful for pacb generation and control routines. Mechanism graphics are constructed from graphics 
descriptions associated with each link object 

The types of systems that MBSlM can model involve physical objec1ts such as robots, vehicles, and obstacles, 
objects that share many characteristics. An object-oriented approach is appropriate for modeling these syscems. 
Common characteristics such as position and geometric shape can be developed once and reused appropriately 
via object inheritance and inclusion. The resulting software objeccs reflect the modularity of the world and can 
be dealt with intuitively. In fact. one of tbe important benefits of the object-oriented approach is the ability to 

think of software objeccs in 1the same way as we do real objects. MBSIM utilizes object-oriented inheritance to 
construct new typeS of links from existing links. To illustrate some benefits of the object-oriented approach, 
this paper includes a case study that outlines the steps taken as well as the time involved in modeling and 
simulating a mobile platform. · 

2. SOFIWARE DESIGN 

Our system i:s implemented using the object-oriented C++ language (4]. C++ is an object-oriented 
programming language that directly supports inclusion (using user-Cr<eated objects as data) and inheritance 
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(designing objects which inherit previously developed data structures and code from more basic object 
definitions). 

In MBSIM, each mechanism is constructed as a series of links. Each link incorporates the joint kinematics 
that connect it to the preceding Link. In other words, each iJink "knows" bow to move itself with respect to the 
previous link. This general joint paradigm allows holonomic and non-holonomic constraints to be treated 
similarly. This paradigm also facilitates modeiing and .simulation of the kinematics and dynamics of 
multibody mechanisms wich a wide variety of link types. The 'links contain graphic objects which describe the 
physical shape of the link and sensors which provide fee·dback of tbe environment 

3. KINEMATICS 

Following the joint paradigm, each link contains functions ito compute its angular and linear velocity and 
acceleration relative co the preceding hnk. These functions are pure virtual functions in the generic link class 
and therefore must be defined in every specific Link sub-class. This ensures a uniform interface to each specific 
link 1that ,can be used to calculate ve.locities and accelerations of any link. The velocities or accelerations are 
calculated by propagating the velocity out from the base link lO :the link of interest This propagation from link 
to link requires the uniform interface so that the velocities or accelerations can be c.alculated for mechanisms 
composed from any number and types of links. 

Each specific link also contains functions which enable velocity or acceleration joint variables to be integrated 
co yield the mechanism motion. These velocities or .accelerations would be commanded from control schemes 
such as obstacle avoidance and path p'lanning. These control schemes would generally be implemented in the 
simulation to make use of sensor feedback and dynamic cbaracteristks of the system. The commanded velocity 
or acceleration may be ou1put to an external file for ftrr.ther analysis or for future replays. H needed., this also 
enables data from external control schemes to be read and tested with the simulation. These integration 
functions in e.ach link, one for velocities and one for accelerations, contain equations which relate joint velocity 
variables to joint position variables and joint aoceleration variables to joint velocity variables, respectively. 
Inside these functions, constraint or auxiliary equations may be used to determine the specific behavior of the 
link, as in a non-ho'lonomic link. The mechanism calls t.he integration function of each link in the same 
manner, whether tbe iink is llolooomic i0r non-holonomic. 

4. INVERSE DYNAMICS 

The inverse dynamics of the system is calculated using an iterative Newton-Euler dynamic formulation similar 
to the one found in (2). The inverse dynamics yields .the forces and IOrques that each link's actuator would 
need to generate motion based on each link's posi,tions, velocities, and accelerations. This is useful to 
determine w.hether tbe desired velocity or acceleration commands are feasible for a particular actuator. Many 
control schemes such as those found cm a Denning robot produce velocity or acceleration commands rather 
'than foroes or torques. The consistent velocity and acceleration ifl.terface contained within each link enables 
only one function at the mechanism level to calculate the dynamics for each link in any mechanism in any 
configuration. Once again, by embedding the specific characteristics of a link inside the specific link class and 
using consistent interfaces co each 1hnk, general functions can be used lO yield desired quantities regardless of 
the mechanism being studied. 

S. SENSOR MODELING 

To model a mechanism in an unknown or partially known environment, we require sensor feedback of the 
surroundings. Our system currently incorporates an idealized rangefinder model. As previously mentioned the 
link. sensor file holds the positions and rotations of each sensor on the link. This file is flexible, allowing the 
user to place an arbitrary number of sensors in any position or orientation on any link. 

When activated, the sensor ourrently scans 1through all objects in d1e environment to determine whether the 
objects' enclosing spheres he on the sensor's line of sight. Once .this rough reading bas been determined, the 
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object's actual geometric characteristics are tested for intersection with the sensor's line of sight. This two
stage method reduces computational overhead. 

6. IMPLEMENTATION 

The MBSIM hierarchy, as developed above, is 
implemented into four main parent classes: 
Mechanism.. Link, Sensor, .and 
Graphics_Object. The partial class structure in 
Fig. 1 shows their inheritance and inclusion 
relations'hips. These classes are constructed 
from script flies external to .the program. These 
files :are read at run-time so additions and 
modifications of a wide variety of mechanisms 
can be made without having to re-compile 
MB SIM. 

Sample of ~ 
Multi-Body Simulator i 

Class Sh11cture I _.. P~to8mc:C1-
(l•• .. ) 

-·LI km a Member" Q( 

IM"r)'p<Dclow 
CH-• ... ) 

The Graphics_ Object class encapsulates all Fig. I. MBSIM class structure sample. 
grap'hics library function cans. The system 
ini1tially utilized SPIDGS, a public domain software library for 3-dimensional graphical display (3). (SPIDGS 
is a simplified implementation of the well known 3-dimensional graphics protocol, PIIlGS.) This 
encapsulation facilitates improvements to the graphics library. 

7. CASE STUDY 

A nuclear industry testbed vehicle is 
driven by two parallel wheels on a 
fixed axis with independent velocity 
control. The vehicle, as shown in Fig. , 
2 is equipped with twenty-four 
ultrasonic sensors. 

The following steps were taken to 
simulate thi.s vehicle. The manual 
derivation of the vehicle's kinematic 
and dynamic Link equations required 
one hour. These equations were 
incorporated imo a new class derived 
from the parent Link class, fequiring a 
second hour. The vehicle took shape 
as its dimensions were set into a 
graphics description file requiring a 
half hour. Next, sensors were added to 
·the vehicle through a sensor ~------Fi_1g~._2_._S_im_u_la_t_ed._cas_e_s_m_d~y_ve_h_i_cl_e _____ ____. 

description f.tle. Positioning and orienting the twenty-four :sensors took an hour. Another hour was needed to 
develop a routine to test the accuracy of the above files and code. The total time required to develop this new 
link and tailor it to a specific vehicle was about four and one half hoW"S. 

8. CURRENT WORK 

Current work is focused on extending the flexibility of MBSIM. These ar;eas include forward dynamics, sensor 
modeling, sensor data mapping, and graphics library improvements. 

Forward dynamics can be determined by pulling special values into the iterative Newton-Euler routine to 
determine the mass matrix .and the non-linear Coriolis, centrifugal, and gravity terms. Once found, one can 
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1then use these matrices to solve for joint accelerations given joint torques. Velocity and position are then 
obtained by integrating acceleration. 

An ultrasonic sensor is being modeled. Where appropriate, noise will be added to the returned data to more 
accurately simulate real sensor data. 

An intelligent sensor data storage array map is being developed to band.le sensor input. Histogramic in-motion 
mapping will be used mainly 'to record levels of obstacle existence evidence [l]. The map updates data from 
new readings and will 1be used to create and evaluate obstacle avoidance paths. 

Currently, the graphics routines limit the performance of our system. This is due to our hardware and the 
simple nature of the SPRIGS graphics library. While excellent for our initial learning phase, SPHIGS does not 
have the performance of commercial graphics libraries. We are upgrading our hardware and implementing a 
more advanced and ,efficient graphics library. 

9. CONCLUSION 

MBSIM, an object-oriented drree-dimensional robotic simulator, has been introduced. This simulation 
integrates the kinematics, dynamics, sensors, and graphics of mechanisms into a modular environment. A case 
study that outlines the steps taken and time involved in modeling and simulating a particular mobile was 
presented to demonstrate the system's flexibility. Current work will enhance the system's performance, 
flexibility, and sensing the environment. 
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In this paper, suitable models capable of representing impacts with friction phenomena possibly occuring 
among the. bodies of a kinematic chain and the environment, are presented and discussed in some details, 
with a particular emphasis directed toward their possible use within dynamic simulation environments f or 
advanced robotic structures. 

1 Introduction 

The present paper introduces and analyses some modelling techniques suitable for representing and 
simulating impact phenomena in presence of different friction conditions, i.e. static or dynamic, which 
may occur during the evolution of a complete robotic simulation experiment. 

The approach is partially based on previous authors results, presented in [1],[2], concerning the more 
general problem of modelling the whole set of possible "interactions between bodies and structures", 
where such denomi nation has been used for indicating all situations where bodies, belonging to the same 
or different structures, generally non in contact among them (if not due to t he constraint imposed by 
the fact of being part of a kinematic structure) fall instead into the conditions of necessari ly satisfying 
some additional constraints, as a consequence of "unusual" contact situations that can be occasionally 
established among them. 

As already mentioned , within this paper only collision phenomena will be taken into consideration. 
with the goal of detailing all a c.lass of models suitable to be efficiently used within more general dynamic 
simulation en,·ironments, for robotic applications (5] . 

For sake of simplicity, but without loss of generality, the analysis will be however restricted to the 
case of a robotic structure colliding with a mot ionless surface. As described in [4). extensions to the 
more general case of collisions between moving s tructures can be easily obtained on the basis of the here 
developed theory. 

2 Impacts with friction 

Let us start by cons·idering a rigid body, possibly belonging to a kinematic chain, that at time t = 0 is 

colliding with a motionless and rigid surface S, as depicted in figure 1, with impact velocity v(O) ~ v-

• Naval Automation Institute - italian National Research Council 
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at the contact poin t (from here on, index " - " will denote the evaluat ion of a generic q uantity a t time 
t = 0) . 

s 

'-----------
Figure 1 

Naturally enough, we assume that immediately before t he instant t = 0 the so called non contact 
condi tion (see [l)) 

holds, turning into the well known contact one 

in correspondence oft = 0 (X1 , X2, n are the minimum distance points and the common normal between 
the colliding object and surface, computed as described in [6]) . 

Moreover we assume that interactions between the surface and the object will be characterized by 
fr iction coefficients µ (static) and p (kineti c), with p S µ . 

By defining normal and t angential components of a generic vector u as 

t:;. T t:;. 
ul. = (n u)n ; UT = u - ul. (1) 

we have 
- t:;. ( T -) - t:;. - -v l. = n v n ; vT = v - v l. (2) 

Then assume that such \'ectors satisfy the following inequalities 

(3) 

where the former rep resents the necessary condition for the impact to take p lace , while the latter only 
constitutes a possible one (actually the impact could also occur with null t angent ial velocity as we shall 
later discuss) . Throughout the following, an infinitesimal but not instantaneous duration is assumed for 
the impact, and the corresponding analysis will be carried out within such "microscopic" time interval. 

Since the first condition in (3) holds, from a qualitative point of view we can interpret the action of 
the body as beginning to compress the surface, which in turn slightly deforms itself and reacts toward 
the body with a force fl. acting in the opposite direction of the unit vec tor n . Meanwhile , due to the 
second condition in (3), the body starts to creep also subjected t.o the fr iction force 

(4) 

Note that whenever a tangential stop (lvT I = 0) occurs within the "microscopic" im pact durat ion, 
then fT , as given by ( 4), must be instantaneously changed into another suitable force (still tangential) 
capable to preserve the condition lvT I = 0, and this unt il such new force f T will maintain its modulus 
within the bo und established by the well known static friction constraint 

lfr l ::::; µ\fl.I (5) 

Moreover, in case of a successive invalidation of (5 ), fT must be replaced by its original form ( 4 ); and 
so on in correspondence of any fur ther stopping situation or invalidation o f static friction condition. 
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Let us now observe that, by virtu; of the slight deforma tion hypothesis, we can assume t hat f.l consis ts 
of two contributions: the first one, f .l • of elastic nature, while the other , f;, is of dissipat ive viscous type. 

As a consequence, impact starts with a first phase of compression, existing until v .L vanishes a t a 
certain instant t*, with f ~ acting toward the body. In this phase the modulus of f~ grows in a monotonic 
way from its zero value while increasing the elastic potential energy of the surface, t h at will ac tually 
reach its maximum value in correspondence oft = t•, where the modulus of the normal velocity at t ains 
its minimum value Iv.LI = 0. Meanwhiile, within the whole compression phase, f ~· cont inuously dissipates 
energy. The modulus off~· has its maximum value in correspondence of the beginning of the impact 
(when ,!v .LI is it also maximum), and gradually vanishes toward zero a t t = t • (where Iv .i. I = 0). 

Throughout the same compression phase, another source of energy dissipation is rep resented by the 
kinetic friction force fr, :as given by (4), acting whenever !vTI > 0. 

In other words , w.ithin the collision duration time , a "microscopic" t ime interval [O , t•] exists ( ra nging 
from the impact beginning to the vanishing of Iv.LI), which identifies t.he so called compression phase, 
where the energy is in part transferred from the structure to the surface (stored as el astic energy) and in 
part lost due to the combined action of the dissipative forces. 

A successive phase, the so called relaxation phase , ranging within the time interval [t" , t1], wit h t1 
denoting the instant at which the end of the impact occurs, will obviously follow the compression one, 
where the stored elastic energy will be in part returned to the structure and in part lost again due to 
the same combined action of the dissipative forces. This phase begins when Iv .i. I vanishes at t = t •, 
with the force f~, having the same direction owned within compression (i.e. toward the body) , which 
imposes to the structure a normal velocity, v .L growing in modulus from the zero value , di rected away 
from the surface. For this reason the viscous component of the reaction force f~, always acting oppos ite 
to motion, reverts its direction by assuming now the same orientation of the unit vector n, that is toward 
the surface. Furthermore, .as it happens for the compression phase, dissipative effects exist related with 
the tangential friction force, when JvT I > 0. 

2 .1 Compression phase analysis 

Let us now restart by considering the dynamical equations of the struct ure within the t ime interval [O, t" ], 
generally gi ven by 

A(q)q + b(q, q) = M + J Tf.l + J Tf T (6) 

T hen consider t he sub-interval [O, t) C [O, t*] where lvT I > O· it c~n be shown (see [1], [2]) that 
defining the variabile o ( impulse of th e normal reaction force ) as 

{ 

!:::. 11 O = - n T fl. dt 

do = -~Tf.l. di 

(7) 

to be used as an independent one in place of time , within such sub-in terval the general ized veloc it ies 
n-ple q can be esti mated as 

q(t) ~ q(t ) t E [OJ ) (8) 

where q(t) satisfies t he following differential equa tion 

(9) 

with 

( 10) 

and initial condition q(O) = <c . 
Integration of (9) for o ~ 0 directly gives q as a function of the increasing values taken by the imp ulse 

of t he normal reaction force. 
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The above equation must be integrated (see [1]) until a threshold value a below which both t he 
following inequalit ies hold true 

lv.Ll= !(nrJ)-ql > o 
lvT l = l[(I - nnT )Jtql > 0 

ln particular, three possibilities may actually occur 

• condition (11) becomes zero while (12) still holds 

• condition (12) becomes zero while (11) still holds 

• both con di tion become zero at the same time 

( 11) 

( 12) 

The first and third condition simply imply the end of com pression , after which t he relaxation phase 
starts under kinetic or static friction condition respectively, as described in sub-section (2 .2) . In this 
cases we set a · = & denoting the value of a at the end of compression. 

The second possibility may instead take place whenever, still in compression, an instantaneous tan
gential stop occurs, which requires a switch toward static friction conditions. Such second possibility will 
be briefly analyzed in the following of the present subsection. 

To this end let us denote with l the true t ime instant, even unknown , at which we assume lvT I vanishes, 
and with l', it also unknown, the one in correspondence of which o = a. Due to the approximation v ::::::: v 
we can actually also assume t ~ i' , then , from i' onward, the dynamic equations governing the colliding 
structure become (see [1], (2]) 

{ 
A(q)q +b(q,q)= M-JTnjf.Lj- JTHTA 
HJq = O ( 13) 

with HJq = 0 representing the null tangential velocity (rolling-friction ) constraint and t he two dim en
sional vector A representing the tangential static friction force required for the fulfillment of the previous 
constraint. 

Moreover, by defining the new variable 

{ 

/3 ~ J>dt 
d(J = A dt 

(14 ) 

and using again t.he variable o as previously done, we can finally get , as shown in [1] and [2], the following 
relationships 

dq 
da 
d/3 
do 

where q(a:) immediately follows from (15) as given by 

( 15) 

( 16) 

(17) 

Naturally enough, expression (17) maintains its validity, for increasing o , only within the fulfillment 
of t he condition for the existence of a static friction s itu ation . 

As it is known , such condi tion is represented by the inequality 

which can be rewritten (keeping into account the definitions (7). (14) for variables a , [3 ) as 

ld/3 1 do 
dt s; µdt ( 18) 
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or also 
ldPI s µda 

which immediately leads to the equivalent condition 

1 :~1 Sµ ( 19) 

Then, by noting from (16) that :~ actually results in a constant value , we can immediately conclude 

that, provided (19) is t rue at a= <l, it will obviously remain true also for all successive values of a , thus 
implying the validity of (17) for any o- 2: 0:. In the opposite case, since ( 19) will be also invalid for o- 2: o, 
the possibility of occurrence of any static friction si tuation will be instead prevented from a onward. This 
obviously ,implies that in such second case we must necessarily renounce to relationship ( 17) and maintain 
differential equation (9) (valid for kinematic friction situation ) active also for all successive a- ;::: a. 

In both cases however, (condition (19) val id or not), the independent variable a must be increased 
(from the value a) until the attainment of the appropriate value a· in correspondence of which the 
equality 

becomes ~rue, thus indicating the approximate ending of the compression phase. 

2.2 Relaxation phase analysis 

When the modulus Iv i. I of the normal velocity vanishes in correspondence of the time instant t = t• , the 
compression phase ends, while the relaxation one begins. 

In our approxim ate analysis, we can estimate such ending of compression , and beginning of relaxation, 
with the attainment of the (approximate) condition !v l. ! = 0, occurring in correspondence of the relevant 
value a-· assumed by the independent variable a-. Then by still using the variable a as an independent one 
ranging from a• onward (to be used in place of time), and adopting a reasoning line strictly analogous 
to that proposed within the compression ph ase analysis, one can easily show that the same kind of 
approximate equations actually hold also for the relaxation phase. 

More specifically, in case the compression phase ends under stat~c friction conditions (validity of (19) 
at a-= 0-

0

) , we shall continue to use relationship (17) for evaluating q(a-) also within the relaxation phase, 
that is also for a- 2: a-·. 

On the con trary, if compression terminates under kinetic friction condi tions, we shall extend the 
validity of differential equation (9 ) also to the set of values a 2: a· , meanwhile monitoring the possible 
attainment of condition lvT I = 0 that, provided ( 19) also holds, drives the transition toward the eventual 
static fri ction situation , still represented by relationship (9). 

Naturally enough, while behaving in the above sketched way, the independent variable a- must be 
however increased from the initial value a-· until a suitable one , say a-1 , in correspondence of which the 
value -nTfi. of the to tal normal force is estimated to vanish , thus concluding the persistency of the whole 
collision phenomenon . 

Unfortunately enough, however, due to the fact that throughout the whole analysis the value of t he 
normal force only appears within its time integral a (see defini tion (7)), assumed as the independent 
variable , the evaluation of its zero-crossing apparently becomes a problem which is impossible to solve 
on the sole basis of the here developed approximated theory. 

In order to overcome such drawback, it then appear convenient to refer to the widely accepted phe
nomenological crit.<>rion based on the use of the so ea.lied "restitution coefficient", which states that. the 
collision phenomenon is assumed to end (i.e. - n T fi. = 0) in correspondence of a value a-1 given by the 
expression 

(20) 

where "'f just represents the above mentioned restitution coefficient, classifying the collision phenomenon 
on the basis of the percentage 1a- · of the normal impulse a*, evaluated at the end of compression that 
the nature of impact can return at the end of relaxation phase. 

As it is well known , for 1· = 0 we have the so called anelastic impacts, while for I = l we have the 
completely elastic ones. For 0 "S / "S 1 we have instead a ll the intermediate situations. 
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At this point, by concluding the present section, we finally observe that, once the collision phenomenon 
is "solved", the eventually available "output velocities" informations q( a-1 ), v .L (a-1 ) (with -n T v .L (a 1 ) 2'. 
0 , see [l], (2)) and vT(a:1 ) can be used as the new initial conditions for prosecuting the dynamic simulation . 

More precisely note that for v .L(0:1) = 0 we shall have the simulation prosecution evolving under con
tact constraints (see [l), [2]), for v .L ( 0: J) = 0 and VT (a: 1) = 0 the constraints for simulation prosecution 
must instead become those corresponding to static friction contact phenomenon (see again [I], (2)), while 
for -nTvl.(0:1) > 0 the simulation must prosecute without any contact constraint. 

3 Simulation experiments 

Extensive simulations have been performed in order to evaluate and to confirm the correctness of the 
proposed interaction models, concerning both the collision phenomena and also "permanent contact" 
conditions, as well as the transitions among different situations. 

Satisfactory results have been actually obtained and collected within the work [7], which can be made 
available to the intersted reader. Notwithstanding this fact, it is however authors opinion that, to the 
scopes of the present section, an even simple but significant experiment concerning impact phenomena, 
should be sufficient for pointing out the validity of the proposed models. 

Figure 2 

To this aim , let us consider the very simple mechanical structure depicted in figure 2, where a 1-d .oJ. 
link of mass M and lenght L is made to impact toward a rigid surface located at a distance D < L 

f h . 1 . I . . D d. h 1 d b h I - 6 ( J L2 - D") rom t e smg e rotat1ona JOmt . epen mg on t e va ue assume y l e ang c q = arctan D , 

which determines the "impact configuration" , different friction conditions turn out to persist during the 

"microscopic" impact duration , as a consequence of the specific value assigned to the term I ~~ I by the 

impact configuration itself. 
More specifically, first note that,' due to the planar motion conditions, matr ix H and normal n at the 

impact point take on the simple forms 

H=[O l];n=[~] (21) 

respectively, while the jacobian and t.he inertia matrix at the impact configu rat ion simply bt>come 

J = L [ - sin~ ] . A= M L
2 

COS q I Q 
(22 ) 

thus leading to the following expression for the term I ~~I 
(23 ) 
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Figure 3 

It then follo,,·s that the necessary and sufficient condition ( 19) for the exist.ence of static friction during 
impact, i.e. 

l~!I ~ µ 
(24) 

may or not be satisfied, depending on the value of the angle q or, equivalently, on the parameters L and 
D. 

As a first example, if the surface is located sufficiently close to the joint, so that the impact angle q 
takes on a large \·alue, not allowing t he fulfillment of (24), the collision fully evolves under dynamic friction 
conditions, where the tangential velocity VT ( o) at the contact point becomes zero only "instantaneously" 
within the impact (see figure 3). Also note that for the chosen dynamic friction coefficient p < µ, the 
link is also allowed to bounce back at the ,end of the impact, as iit dearly also apperas from the diagram 
of the corresponding normal velocity v l. (a-) shown in figure 4. 

0 

Figure 4 

In the opposite case, that is when the surface is moved sufficiently far such that the impact angle 
q takes on a small value. \;\'hen the collision ends, the link remains stopped at the contact point , thus 
evidencing what can be interpreted as a "seizing" effect for the specific case . 

This is a direct consequence of the fulfillment of condition (24) for the considered impact configu
ration . The fulfillment of (24) also joined with the fact that the system is a single d .o.f .. planar one. 
naturally implies that, from the end of compression onward, the total velocity must remain permanently 
zero (figures 5 and 6). 

Such obtained simulation results are actually in complete accordance with every day common expe
rience, as well as witb real system experiments. However, as it has been pointed out also in [3}, similar 
effects could not be experienced on the basis of previously existing, more simplified, impact models 

This also better clarifies the importance attributed by the authors to the presented examples that , 
notwithstanding their very simple nature, are however able to bring into evidence the contribution given 
by the proposed impact models. 

Conclusions 

In this paper, suit able models capable of representing impacts with friction phenomena possibly occuring 
among th e bodies of a /.:inematic chain and t he environment., were presented and discussed in some details. 
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with a particular emphasis directed toward their possible use within dynamic simulation environments for 
advanced robotic structures. 
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Abstract We have focused our research on the possible interactions between two classical paradigms of 
Artificial Intelligence, Planning and Knowledge Revision, both in a single and in a multi-planner domain. We've 
examined various thinkable ways in which plan formation, execution, monitoring and replanning could take 
advantage from Truth Maintenance techniques. The creation of a plan is based on a set of assumptions about the 
external environment and task goals. The inconsistency of these sets or the falsehood of some among their 
elements can cause failures both in plan generation or execution. On failure it becomes imponant to understand 
which assumptions were responsible for the flaw in order to get a more updated knowledge base or a consistent 
goal. Consistency restoration, multisensor information integration and updating knowledge bases, all need 
knowledge revision techniques. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Given a first order language L, we describe the st.ate of the world by means of a set S of ground sentences of 

L. Let R be a definite set of sentences of L representing the causal theory of the world. We define D=S uR a 
description of the world. We refer to the following characterization of Planner and of Reviser. 

The Reviser (Fig 1) is typically a knowledge revision system (4). It is an automaton that accepts as input an 
eventually inconsistent description D of the world and gives as output a maximally consistent subset of iL We 
give to the term "Inconsistency" a broad and indefinite meaning. It could mean strictly "logical inconsistency" 
(i.e. the description has no models), but in this case we would have troubles to check for it in a full first order 
description. It could also mean simply that. for whatever arbittary reasons, the sentences in the set ("nogood sets" 
in [2]) can't stand together. What is important to use an ATMS is that if a set of sentences is inconsistent. then 
every superset of it has to be inconsistent too. A context is a subset of D that is consistent (i.e. it has no 
inconsistent subsets) and maximal (it becomes inconsistent if augmented with whatsoever else assumption in D). 
The ATMS takes as input D and gives as output the set of final state 

all the contexts of D . The task of the Chooser is that of Planner desaiptions 
Inconsistent 

descripcion ol 

the world 

D 

A 
T 
M 
s 

Reviser 

s 
e 
r 

Consistent 

desc~lion ol 
the world 

• 
initial state 

description .---~ 

o--. @~~10 
goal 

description 

Fig 1. The Reviser Fig 2. The Planner 
selecting one of the contexts supplied by the A TMS as the preferred context. The Chooser is a 
plausibility/preferability meta-function; it is an opportune domain dependent algorithm that adopts some arbitrary 
domain dependent selecting criteria. So, the overall automaton takes as input an eventually inconsistent 
description of the world and gives as output a consistent and anyhow preferable subset of that description. 

We adopt the simple STRIPS-like definition for actions [5]. They are atomic means to modify the st.ate of 
the world. An action A changes the state of the world from S to A(S). A goal st.atement G is a set of sentences 
of L. A planner (Fig 2) is an automaton that takes as input a description D of the world and a goal statement G. 
and gives as output a plan, that is an acyclic labelled graph of states. The arcs are labelled with action instances. 
Each leaves of the graph is a final description SFi of the world in which the goal statement is satisfied. That is, 
for each complete ordered action sequence in the plan A I ··An it holds 

An(An.1 ( .. (A1 (D)) .. ))FG 
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2. INTEGRATING A REVISER WITH A SINGLE PLANNER 
We begin to study the integration of an ATMS with a single Planner. We distinguish the use of an ATMS 

during the plan creation from its use during the plan execution. 
2.1 Use of a Reviser during the plan creation 

ff the initial situation is inconsistent, then the final situations may be inconsistent too. If the situation is 
logically inconsistent the problems are more serious; in this case every sentence of Lis a logical consequence of 
the initial situation. A classical planner, before planning an action, checks for the action's preconditions to be 
verified in the current situation. Suppose that the method used by the planner to verify a sentence is complete, 
that is, if a sentence is a logical consequence of a situation D then the planner is able to prove it If the situation 
is logically inconsistent then such a planner will verify every precondition of every operator. It will be justified 
the planning of every action and the whole planning process will be vanished. In such a scenario it is justified 
the use of a Reviser to check and eventually resolve in input to the planner the inconsistencies of the initial 
situation. The resulting initial situation will be a consistent maximal subset of the previous one. In practice, the 
Inconsistent Reviser final state occurrence of an inconsistent 
initial situation Consistent Planner descriplions initial situation is not unlikely, 

in~ial especially in robot planning 
:situation kO domain, where the information 
~ about the environment come from 

a m ultisensor apparatus. In a 
. . · . multi-agent domain, the initial 

situation is also built upon 

~r00 ~~~:Sa~~~r ~;e~:;f n ~~:o:~d~ 
~ This information sources' goal staiement Q 

multiplicity is being considered as 
Fig 3. Consistency of the initial si,tuation the main cause of inconsistency. 

Another cause for the inconsistency of the initial situation is the dinamicity of the world. If the world changes 
during the time needed to the system to sinthesize the plan, then the new information coming from the sensors 
may be inconsistent with the previous ones. Before starting the execution of the plan it will be necessary to 
recheck for and eventually to restore the consistency. It will mean to retain as much of the previously held 
knowledge is consistent with the new information about the world. Once detected the contradictions and 
calculated the set of contexts, we need a good Chooser to select the preferred context In [3] we've examined a 
Chooser for knowledge revision in a multi-agent environment, presenting specific algorithms and criteria. Here I 
report simple crit:eria to judge the force of the individual assumptions. 
1. Assumptions derived from the sensor's perception are stronger then the others. 
2. The multiplicity of the sources confirms the assumption. 
3. The more the conflicts with other assumptions, the weak.er the assumption. 
4. The less reliable the agent/sensor who gave an infonnation, the wwer the assumption derived from it. We 
could estimate the agent/sensor's reliability by: 
- Self-Inconsistency (he gave information mutually inconsistent) 
- Average of Inconsistency of the assumptions derived from information received from that agent/sensor with 
respect of all the other sensor observations. 

Inconsistent 
goal stalement 

Reviser 

0 

Initial Planner 
situation 

firrnal ·stale Now, let G be a goal statement. 
descriptions If G is inconsistent then every 

Q final situation verifying it shall 
. be inconsistent too. If the initial 

. situation is consistent and all the 
operator available to the planner 
are sound then we can't obtain an 

"\.. inconsistent final situation, 
~ r0Q therefore there not exists a plan to 

·~ reach that goal statement. 
Consistent Q However, this seems Lo be an 

goa1 acceptable behaviour because it 
statement would be strange the planner's 

Fig 4. Consistency of !he goal. being able to sinthesize plans for 
goals that do not have a model. Goal inconsistency can appear, for instance, in multi-agenl cooperative domain, 
when an agent asked for collaboration adopts the goals of more then one other agent al the same time. 
2.2 Us·e of a Reviser during the plan execution 

During the execution of a plan, a robot ,could find the state of world different from the one expected. May be 
,the expected initial situation was different from the real world's one. May be the state of the world is changed 
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because of casual or unforeseen events. Most of the differences and of the changes cause inconsistencies with the 
previous expected or unchanged situation. The general frame problem is that of specifying what doesn't change 
when an event occurs [6). In our imp'lementations we have addressed this problem simply retaining from the 
previous situation as much knowledge as possible that is consistent with the new infonnation. This task has 
been accomplished by a Revisec w ,e've added a special important criterion to those presented in the previous 
section, that is simply: new coming infonnation from an agent/sensor are always the strongest assumptions. In 
this way the preferred context will always contain the latest infonnation about the world and as much knowledge, 
from the previously held one, is consistent with them and preferable according to the other criteria presented. 
May be the changes don't affect t.he plan execution. The "interesting" case is that in which the removing of 
inconsistencies caus·es the invalidity of the preconditions of a subsequent action in the plan. First of all, we can't 
be Slife that the action will not be perfonnable because of the fact that intermediate actions can restore the 
validity of its preconditions. However, there are various possible strategies. At least two extremely positions are 
worth notice: 1) the planner could stop the execution and replan from the actual situation (the situation in which 
the robot has perceived the change), 2) the planner could continue the execution until the unperfonnable action is 
encountered and then replan from 'that new situation (the situation it has reached).)Both strategies have their 
rationales and pitfalls.If it is impossible to sinthetize any other plan, then it could be considered the following 
idea. Although often events are irrevocables, sometime it could be useful to start a diagnostic process to search 
for an abductive explanation for the occurrence of the impeding event. If successful, this process may start a 
planning to remove the causes of the obstacle. The A TMS can be used as the basis for a diagnostic procedure. 

3 INTEGRATING A REVISER WITH MORE THAN ONE PLANNER 
In distributed planning [lJ a single plan is produced and executed by the cooperation of several planners. 

Each planner produces a subplan, but there may be conflicts among subplans that need to be reconciled. In 
general, both during creation and during execution Planners work in parallel. To tell the truth, many arguments 
in this area are still not well understood. Again, we distinguish the use of a Reviser during the plan creation from 
its use during the plan execution. 

c: 

"' ~ 
c 
.Q 
u 
C • 
:l ' 

:!f 

Chooser 

ATMS 

Preferred 3.l A Rev.jser during the subplans creation 
Given a goals conjunction, each planner develops a 
plan for a subgoal. The distribution of the subgoals 
is accomplished out of the system. May be each 
planner is specialized on a class of problems, may be 
they work at different levels of abstraction. As usual, 

Multi-<:ontextual we must check for interactions between the various 
global final subplans. These interactions may be "positive" (a 

subplan is part of another one), but here we are 
interes ted in checking and, possibly, resolving 
"negative" interactions (a subplan is incompatible 
with another one). We are going to study the use of a 
Reviser to check and eventually resolve these 

Inconsistent incompatibilities. Consider the following scheme. 
global final There are n planners working on separate goals. Each 

one produces its plan and then gives the final 
situation in which the world would be if its plan were 
the only to be executed. We define global final 
situation the union of each final situation. We make 
the fundamental assumption that there aren't 
synergies among the plans. It means that there is a 
new ground sentence in the global final situation if 
and only if one planner has introduced it; moreover, a 
ground sentence disappears from the global final 
situation if and only if one planner has removed it. 
Again, the global final situation may be inconsistenL I 

Planners It can happen even if the goals conjunction is 
Fig S. A Reviser as centraliz.ed controller consistent. In such a scenario, the Reviser could 

.select a preferabl·e context CFin of the global final situation. At this point, the idea is that of accepting only the 
plans whose final situation belongs to CFin. The planners whose plan is not accepted must replan taking as 
initial situation the union of the final situations of the accepted plans, i.e. CFin minus the set of the sentences 
introduced only by the rejected plans. Obviously, the plans that will substitute those rejected must be executed 
after the end of the execution of the plans accepted initially. This procedure has to be iterated until all the 
planners produce an accepted plan. Alternatively, a planner could replan using a dependency directed backtracking 
strategy. If there are mechanisms to record the dependencies 'between actions and effects the planner whose plan is 
rejected may be notified with the earliest action in its plan which introduced the problematic effects, then it could 
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replan from that action forward. These strai.egies are not necessarily alternative. Dependency directed backiracking 
may be the main tactic and total replanning may be the drastic strategy. If there is at least one planner that in 
unable to sinthesize a plan to reach its goal, the only solution is that of backtracking over the choice of the 
rejected plans. It means 1that we now accept a plan previously rejected (may be the plan whose planner has been 
unable to sinthesize another one) and reject some plans (in a minimal number) among them previously accepi.ed. 
3.2 A Reviser during the subplans execution 

Suppose that all the planners were able to produce their plan and all the final incompatibilities were solved. 
Suppose that one (or more) of the planners fails during ·execution because of the fact the world is different from 
what expected. May be the global initial situation was not correspondent to the real world situation, may be 
something is changed due to casual or unforeseen events, may be the plans were final compatibles (compatibles 
from the final situation point of view) but not compatibles in their intermediate steps. Because of the fact that 
we can't know a priori the actions' duration we can't resolve the intermediate step's incompatibility simply by 
synchronising the actions. The drastic solution is that of making a preliminary cross compatibility test among 
every action in every plan and all the other actions of all the other plans. On detecting a cross incompatibility 
one of the two planners will have to replan (may be only the subsequence of the plan starting from the 
incriminate action). When the cross compatibility tesc is successful the execution starts. As said before, the 
critical point is what happens when one of the planners fails the execution. Having resolved the eventual 
intermediate incompatibilities, the only cause of the flaw can be an unexpected external event. This situation is 
similar to that of the single planner. The planner will have to resolve its inconsistencies and then to replan in 
order .to accomplish its task goal. However, replanning in this case is not so simple. The problem is that the 
global initial situation now is changed because of the fact that the other planners have already started the 
execution of their plans. This problem doesn't exist if the planners work on separate domains. May be that the 
different initial s ituation doesn't affect the new plan, but how can we be sure of this? However, a first solution 
may be simply to ignore this problem. The planner starts to replan the unexecuted subsequence of actions 
without taking in count the changes already produced in the world by the other planners. When the planner 
produces a new subsequence of i1ts plan, it will be necessary to recheck that subsequence for cross compatibility 
as done before for the total plan. A finer solution may be making the planners able to exchange information 
about their current description of the world. Having the global plan passed the cross compatibility test, the 
global current description of the world should be consistent. Once obtained, this global description may become 
the new initial situation in input to the planner whose plan has been unsuccessful. A third solution tries to 
eliminate the time consuming cross compatibility 1.est. After the elaboration of a new plan, the planner could ask 
again the other planners for their current description of the world. Then the planner could start to simulate the 
execution on the global description obtained as initial situation. If the simulation is successful it has lower risk 
to fall in incompatibilities with the other planners. This method is not as safe as the cross compatibility test. In 
all of these cases .the main risk is that of falling in a long sequence of replanning stages when the cross 
incompatibilities ar.e frequent However, it seems that the use of an ATMS during the execution in a distributed 
architecture is not m1lch useful! 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
We've studied four cases of possible integration between the classical Planner's and the A TMS's paradigms. 

1. Use of an A TMS during a single planner planning stage; we've justified the employment of a Reviser to 
preserve the consistency of the initial description of the world and of 1the task goal. 
2. Use of ,an ATMS during a single planner exemtion stage; we've found useful a Reviser to restore the 
consistency of the description of the world, lost because of unexpecoted changes of the world. 
3. Use of an ATMS during a distributed planning stage; we've justified the employment of a Reviser to preserve 
the final consistency of the disui.buted plan. 
4. Use of an ATMS during a distributed execution stage; we've found the employment of a Reviser not more 
useful than in the second case. 
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Abstract 

In this paper car driving is considered at the leve l of human tracking and maneuvering in 
the context of other traffic. A model analysis revealed the most salient features determining 
driving performance and safety. 

Also learning car driving is modelled based on a system theoretical approach and based 
on a neural network approach. 

1 Introduction 

Road traffic performance and safety is determined by several aspects , one of which is the car 
driving behavior of the human operator. This is the subject of this paper . 

Car driving is considered in terms of lane keeping and car following or overtaking slower vc· 
hides, avoiding collisions with oncoming cars. These tasks are analysed and modeled in Chapter 
2. The result is a relationship between a variety of task and human operator related parameters 
and measures of safety and average driving speed (traffic performance) . 

Several model aspects can be related to the driver's experience level. Learning th<> driv
ing task is discussed in Chapter 3. Two approaches are followed to model learning. The first 
one is based on system theory. Learning is modeled as an adaptive estimation process o f un 
known model parameters. The second approach utilizes a neural network to describe adaptively 
the input-output behavior of learning the driving task (by adjusting the neural network weights ). 

Apart from the interest in car driving itself, the study is motivated to compare the two 
approaches and their relative benefit to describe and predict human learning behavior. For this 
purpose a simulation program is planned. 

2 Model analysis of car driving 

The overall goal of car driving is to go from A to B in a certain way (safely, in a given time, 
etc.). The principal tasks derived from this are lane keeping and overtaking slower vehicles, 
avoiding a collision with oncoming cars, based on visual cues of the outside world. 
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Lane keeping is based on two primary visual cues: the inclination of (or distance to) the 
road· side and the direction of an aimpoint. The first visual cue provides information about the 
lateral position y (see Figure 1). The direction of an aimpoint l/Ja a t distance d ahead is given 
by 

1/Ja = 1/J + yjd ( l ) 

Equation (1) shows that for large d, 1/Ja::::: 1/J and for small d 1/Ja::::: y / d; in other words: depending 
on the ' looking' distance ahead d, the driving task resembles more a (relatively easy) heading 
control task or a (relatively difficult) position control task. This can be illustrated by a simple 
root locus analysis. 

Assuming that the driver is generating a steering wheel deflection b proportional to t he 
system output o (i.e., 1/J, y or 1/;4 ), the closed loop system dynamics can be visualized by the 
poles of the root loci shown in Figure 2, containing also the coresponding transfer functions 
~(.s). 

The figure shows that good heading con trol performance can be obtained. Position feedback 
results in unstable behavior. Thus driver compensation is required (e.g. by means of a heading 
inner loop) . The difference between aimpoint control and position control is the addi t ional lead 
(zero at -u/d, with u the forward driving speed) corresponding to the implicit heading feed
back. For large d, the zero effectively cancels one of the free poles, and the task approaches the 
heading control task. In the following the value of d will be related to the driver 's experience level. 

The decision to pass a slower preceding car is based on the estimated distances to the pre
ceding and oncoming cars. The passing maneuver requires a given distance between oncoming 
vehicles Xk, which depends on the distance X1 from the preceding car at the moment of accel
erating (determining the driving speed on the opposing lane). This relationship is derived in [l ] 
and given by 

(2) 

In Figure 3, most of the parameters of Equation (2) are clarified. S1r. is the minimum distance 
to car k, Si is the distance which car i is overtaking in the left lane with respect to car j, by 
accelerating from Uio = Uj to um with a first order time constant T. 

At distance Xj from j car i is starting to accelerate. Because of the increased speed it takes 
a shorter time to overtake car j (to cover the distance Sj ). For that reason the resulting required 
distance between oncoming vehicles X1r. is decreasing with increasing Xj. T his tradeoff is shown 
in Figure 4. 

Slower cars require (of course) a larger X,1;, especially when al so their maximum speed Um 

is smaller (yielding a larger X1r."''" ). The latter is not assumed in the Figure. The Figure a lso 
reveals that slower cars can obtain a larger reduction in X 1r. by increasing Xj. 

This possibility to tradeoff X1r. and Xj allows a car to optimize its overtaking strategy 
depending on the momentaneous traffic situation. This situation can statistically be specified in 
terms of two probability density functions of the actual distances between the right-lane and left
lane cars, denoted by Pa, and Pa1c , respectively. These determine the available spacing between 
the cars. This is summarized in Figure 5. Xko and Xj0 represent the minimum car dis tances 
and Xk1 corresponds with X io· Assuming that the optimal overtaking strategy implies that the 
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distribution of Xk coincides with Pak· an e xpression for the a verage of the optimal dis tance, 
xio,,; can be deri ved (in [1]) 

(3) 

Similarly the corresponding average X1t
0
,,, can be determined , as well as the overall a verage 

driving speed, etc . [l]. These measures can be used to assess the effect of a variety of task 
variables of interest on traffic performance. In addition these measures can be compared wit h 
the corresponding measurements of a simulation experiment (discussed in the following). 

3 Learning 

For m any practical questions it is important to operationalize the experience level of the driving 
task and to have insight in t he learning process involved . 

In this chapter learning involved in car driving is di scussed following two app roaches: a 
system theoreti c approach a nd a neural network approach. The overall objective is to assess the 
relative benefit of both methods to describe the adaptive characteristics of human control t asks. 

3.1 System theoretic approach 

The system theoretic approach is based on a model of t he system and the task but on ly part ly 
known. Learning is described as an adaptive estimat ion process of the task based on new data 
(experience). 
More specifically, it is assumed that for the naive driver the system behavior and the system 
outputs (visual cues ) are partly known. In addition. adaptive con t rol is assumed in term s of 
varying weightings (t radeoffs) in the performance index which the human operator is assumed 
to optimize, or directly in terms of feed bac k control gains. Learning the overtaking maneuver is 
described as an ada.ptive estimation process of unknown parameters . 

T he partly known system model is given by 

(4) 

Yk = C(8)xk + Vk (5) 

with x , u, wand y the state, control , d isturhance and output vector, res pect ively. It is assumed 
that uncer tainty about the sys tem can be rela ted to unknown parameters (8) in the system 
model. Learning is then modelled as a parameter estimation problem. The proced ure to solve 
thi s is by adding the unknown parameters to the s ta te vector (using th e parame ter mo del 
Ok+I = 8k ) yielding an augmented non linear system 

(6) 

(7) 

with 
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and 

h=C(O)x 

This can be solved by means of an extended Kalman filter to estimate i and thus x and 0. 

In addition to estimating the partly unknown system, learning can be related to adaptive 
control behavior. 

Lateral car control amounts to feedback control of heading 1/.i and lateral position y. Thus 

(8) 

Therefore, learning the optimal control strategy can be related to learning the optimal val ues of 
l 1 and £2 • This can be modeUed by adjoining the control to the state vector i (of equation (4)) 
and consider f 1 and l 2 as unknown model parameters. These can be treated as the unknown 
parameters 0 in the system model of equation (4), yielding estimates of l 1 and l 2 by means of 
the extended Kalman filter. 

The optimal overtaking maneuver is based on the functional relationship between Xk and 
Xj i.e. Xk = f(X1 ) as shown in Figure 5. Learning the optimal maneuvering strategy involves 
the estimation of f. This, again can be considered as an estimation problem of unknown model 
parameters in f as discussed before. 

The adaptive estimation process starts with an initial estimate .\"0 . It is a nontrivial question 
how the prior knowledge of naive car drivers can be translated into .\-0 . Experience, in terms 
of new data Yk of equation (5) results in improved knowledge of the sys tem and a better task 
performance. 

3.'2 Neural network approach 

Human operator behavior can be described as the relationship between tas k inputs y and control 
outputs u (inputs to the system) . Learning this functional relationship between y and u can be 
described by a neural network (NN). 

A NN consists of a number of processi ng elements with weighted connect ions . The weights 
represent the memory of the network and r·eftec t the input-ou tpu t relatio nship. The N!\ can 
have a given structure (e.g. feedforward) and a given learning strategy (e.g. back-propagation) 
as discussed in [3] . 

Human operator learning is described in terms of adjusted weights of the NN based on 
input-output data of real life tasks. The NN assumes no specific structure of the in put -output 
relationship but requires data to be trained. Only when these are available a NN model can be 
'built ' and used for further analysis of learning, etc. 

For the car driving task (see References [l] and [4]) the human operator inputs y consist, 
for the lateral task , of heading and lateral deviation and, for the overtaking task, of speed and 
relative distances (to preceding and oncoming cars). The outputs u consist of steering wheel 
deflect.ion, gass and brakes . In Reference [4] preliminary result s are discussed to t rain a NN for 
the aforementioned car driving tasks . 
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4 . Concluding remarks 

The model analysis of car driving in Chapter 2 revealed the most interesting aspects of both 
the lane keeping task and the overtaking task. Several characteristics could be related to the 
driver's experience level. 

Learning the driver 's task is discussed and modelled in system theoretical terms. Basically, 
learning is modelled as an adaptive estimation proces of unknown system- and t ask parameters. 
A neural network is considered to model human learning of car driving by describing adaptively 
the input-output relationship. For this purpose input-output date must be available to train the 
NN by adjus ting the NN parameters. 

The next step is to simulate car driving learning and to compare both approaches and their 
capability to describe (predict ) human learning behavior in car driving. 
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ABSTRACT 

The work to be described involves the modelling of a robot manipulator with two flexible links connected 
to an actuated joint. The aim of the model is to predict all static and dynamic link deflections so that 
a model-based robot controller can be synthesised. The dynamic equations are derived from a modified 
Bernoulli-Euler beam model with a shear deformation effect model superimposed. Particular attention 
is given to the techniques used for overcoming computation difficulties in the model. The performance 
of the model is illustrated by various simulations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The control problems due to the large inertia forces generated when the links of current-generation 
robots move at high speed has stimulated research into the development of robots with lightweight 
links. The use of low-mass links greatly reduces the magnitude of inertia forces during motion and 
so avoids this particular robot control problem. However, the design of low mass links means using 
small section components which inevitably involve a degree of flexure under both static (gravity) and 
dynamic forces. This creates a requirement for a controller which can calc ulate the magnitude of and 
compensate for this flexure. Thus, in changing from a large mass rigid-link manipulator to a small, 
mass flexible-link one, we have merely replaced one control problem fo r a different one, but one that is 
hopefully easier to solve. 

This paper describes the development of a model of a flexible link manipulator system which will be 
suitable for use in a model-based controller. The theoretical basis of the model is a modified Bernoulli
Euler beam model on which a shear deformation effect model has been superimposed. This is described 
in section 2 following . 

The model developed is for a single flexible link . \Vhen two links are joined togethe r, the motion of 
the first link causes movement of the origin of the second link. Hence, to simulate motion of a two-link 
system, an iterative procedure is required, where the output of the link 1 model at the end of each 
iteration becomes the init ia'1 condition for the link 2 model. To simplify the development of this, a 
system consisting of one rigid link and one Jle:xible link was simulated first, as described in section 3. 
The extension of this to a two-flexible-link syst em is currently in progress and results will be presented 
at the Symposium .. 

2. THEORETICAL BASIS OF FLEXIBLE-LINK MODEL 

Previous research on the dynamic modelling of flexible link man ipulators has concentrated on the 
Bernoulli-Euler beam approach. A basic assumption in th.is approach is that the plane sections of 
the flexible beam remain plane and normal to the elastic axis before and after deformation. Conse-
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The authors have addressed this problem by using the Timoshenko beam model[7) and introducing some 
elements of finite element theory[S) . T he Timoshenko beam model is a modified Bernoulli-Euler model 
which takes account of both shear deformation and rotational inertia effects and thus leads to a more 
accurate model , but at the expense of greater computational complexity. The following assumptions 
have been made in the development of this model: 

• Axial elongation, Coriolis and torsional effects are negligable 

• Frictional forces and motor backlash can be ignored 

• Motion is in the vertical plane only 

• The arm is uniform and prismatic 

3. SYSTEM WITH ONE RIGID LINK AND ONE FLEXIBLE LINK 

The ini tial t wc>-link system simulated consisted of one rigid link connected via an actuated joint to one 
flexible link. With parameters as defined in figure 1, the following equations express the kinematic 
relationship of any point on the flexible link at a distance x from the acrnation point, in terms of the 
inertia frame: 

X = xcosB + wsinB Y = xsinB - wcos8 

where w is the deflection calculated using the beam model developed. 

For the rigid link, the coordinates of any point after a rotation of B degrees are obtained by setting w 
to zero[4] . 

The model was simulated using an iterative procedure in which the outputs of the first (rigid) link 
become the input parameters for the second (flexible) link. The simulation was carried out for a set of 
different payloads and for a range of speeds of the ac tuawr at the join t be twe en the two links. Figure 
2 shows the effect of variation in actuator speed on the defiection of the end point of the flexible link. 
Figure 3 similariy shows the effect of varying the payload . For purposes of comparison, figures 4 and 5 
are included to show the error in the simulated d eflections if the shear force te rm is omitted from the 
model. 

4. SYSTEM WITH TWO FLEXIBLE LINKS 

Extension to a two-flexible-link system is relatively simple and only requires the substitution of the 
flexib le link model in place of the rigid one for link l in the simulation. Results will be presented at the 
symposium. 

5. SUMMARY 

A computationally efficient model of a flexible manipulator system has been developed and used to 
demonstrate the effect of variation in the joint rotation speed and payload. The necessity of modifying 
the basic Bernoulli-Euler model by adding the shear deformation term has been demonstrated. These 
results will be incorporated in future work wi thin a model-based, flexible-manipulator controller. 
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Abstract. In this paper some simulation results are presented concerning the position I trajectory control of a 
robotic manipulalor by two types of controllers: PID controller and autonomous trajectory generating controllec. 
First the PID control schecne utilized is studied followed by a brief presentation of the autonomous trajectory 
generating (A TG) scheme. Then the simulation results are provided and discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The control of robots involves many challenging problems and possesses cenain peculiarities in 
comparison to other controlled technological systems. Among the control schemes utilized in robotics a high 
position is occupied by local PID control, computed torque control, adaptive control (several types) and robust 
control (1-3). Our purpose here is to give a short account of the kind of performance obtained by local PID 
control and autonomous trajectory generating (A TG) control [4-5). The analysis and modelling of robots has 
reached a very matwe state with important results available. Due to space limitation we skip the discussion on 
robot modelling. The models employed here are the Euler-Lagrange model and the Newton Euler model {6]. 

2. PID CONTROL SCHEME 

The PID robot control scheme has the organization shown in Fig.I where Bo is a zero-order holding 
block, and Ki:i is tachometer constanL The motor torque ti of the ith motor is equal to 

t=Km(u-K'te) (1) 

where the index i was suppressed for notational convenience, and the control signal (output of the PID 
controller) is given by 

l d e(t) 
u(t)=Kpce(t)+K. fe(a)oo+Kdc-d- (2) 

IC Q l 

where e(t) = Orcr-0 is the position error. In discrete time the above PID control signal takes the form 
k . 

uk = Kpd ek +Kid ~ es +Keli (ek -ek-1) (3) 
s=l 

where the new coefficients depend on the sampling period T as 

Kpd =Kpc , 

The incremental form of (3) is 

K .d=K . T, 
I IC 

Keli =Kdc /T (4) 

~u k = uk - uk-1 = Kpd (ek - ek-1)+ Kid ek + Kdi (ek - 2ek-l +ek-2) (5) 

The incremental fonn (5) allows to correct the control signal at each sampling period. The design problecn is to 
select suitable values of the control gains Kpd. Kid and~ which result in desirable (or at least acceptable) step 
response. The selection of these coefficients can be performed by several techniques (7). However, in robot 
~ntrol a given set of values of Kpci. Kid and ~ does not lead to the same pecformance for the various robot 
configurations. A first way to face this problem is to divide the configuration space in a set of zones and assign 
a suitable set of gain values in each one of them. A table of gain triples is then cons1ructed and applied to the 
control sysrem with the aid of suitable logic. 

(*)Under an exchange scheme between IDN (France) and NTUA within the EEC Erasmus programme. 
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3. A TG CONTROL SCHEME 

The PID control is moslly suitable ~or the problem of driving the robot end effector lO a final slate (point 
B, zero velocity) starting from an initial Slate (point A. zero velocity) without any other consideration. Consider 
now the more general problem where the ·end effector is required, staJting from the same initial Slate A. to follow 
a given path in canesian coordinates, wi th continuous specified velocity along the path. To use the PID control 
in 1lhis case the continuous path must be trans formed 'to a discrete path, i.e. to a sequence of equidistant (or not) 
points. 'The total number of these ix:iints depend on the required a~ura::y. To each one of these ix:iints one must 
associate a corresponding velocity. We thus obtain a sequence of states Eo. Et, ... , EN from which the end 
effector must pass at the limes to. ti, ... , tN· The PID control scheme 1can then be applied for each rime interval 
[t;-1. li] , 'but one needs a different gain tuning to each interval. 

An alternative scheme is the so called Autonomous Trajectory Generating (ATG) control scheme which 
assures the independence between the path and velocity control. This technique is now briefly described. 

3.1. Ho.mo,ge,neous Transformations 
Consider Fig.2 and define the following homogeneous iransfonnarions: 

i) Transformation for which the ttajec10ry segment 
is defined by f(x',y')=O, z'=O. 

[ 
L 'Ps] . -1 T 

B = : L= [s s s J L = L 
s ·· · · ·· · ·· · ' noa • 

0 0 Q: I 

ii) Transformation directly anached 
at a current point Q of the trajec10ry 

[ 

H ; p'c] , , , -1 T 
S = : H= c c c H =H c ··· ·· · · ·· · • [ n o a l. 

0 0 Q; 1 

" 

Fig.2. Definition of homogeneous transfonnations 
(All vectors with (') are defined in S, all vectors 
with (") are defmed in C. and all the others in B) 

where c'n is tangential to the trajectory at Q, and c'0 i s perpendicular. If V f = [fx. fyJT is the gradient off, then 

iii) Transformation directly aaached 10 the ,end effecLOr 
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Now.define 

[ 
.. '· ·1 SR=-~·~-~ : ~. , 

0 0 o: l 
[ 

.... "· "j 
CR= -~· ~-~; -~· 

0 0 o: l 
Then 
BR= S.sR. [n, o, al= L [n', o', a'}, p-p5 = Lp'; SR= C.cR, (n'., o', a']= H [n", o", a"], p'-Pc = Hp" 

3.2. Con1trol Pdocipie 
The control is performed in cartesian 

coordinates. For a position P of the ·end effector, Q 
is defined to be the point of the desired trajectory 
nearest to P (see Fig.3 ). The con·trol ~wuion is dte 
foUowing 

p'-p~+Kl( p'-p~ )+K2+(p'-p'c)=0 (6) 

whe.re K1>0 and K1>0 are suitable constants, i.e. 
such that the characteristic polynomial )..2+K1A.+K2 
has roots with desired negative real values. 
Obviously, the error is then convergent to zero. 
Equation (6) can be written in the following form 
which is nearer to the given data: Fig.3. Definition of point Q 

T.. T · T T ·· T · 
H p'+K

1
H p'+K

2
H (p'-p'c)-H p'r-K

1 
H p'r=O (7) 

However, all parameters .are known in B and not on S. We merefore have: 

HT p·{:l HT P',{ t)]-H T {~'};ili H TH-[-: ,
0
:' :1 

2 
anlOz=[fy(fxxx+fxyY)-fx(fxyx+fyyY)l/IVti. 

Now, noting that p" = [o, f/1 Vfl, z"]T (seeFig.2) and that p'-p'c = Hp", ~.(7) reduces to 

'P=i\-K
1
(P-i>

5
)+r, r=Ui[K

1 
v(t)+v(t), -(K

2
f/ IW l)+.Oz v(t), - K

2
z"JT (8) 

In the majority of·cases ps is constant, .and so ~.(8) reduces to: p= - K 1 P + r. 

Finally using the Jacobian relation P= J q, this equation can be wTiu.en in terms of the joint coordinates as: 
.. -1 . 
q = - K 

1 
q + 1 (r - J q) (9) 

This is the required A-VG equation. The overall scheme used in our simulati.on is shown in Fig.4. 

Runge-Kuna' 
simulation · q 

1 Direct 
· kinematics 

Passing 
fromB to S 

'----------------t--t Newton-Euler 

v(t) ~(t) 

Computation 
of't 

.. 
Computation q 

ofq 

Algorilhm ..,..._.. _____________ ....J 

Fig.4. Struc•t•ure of ATG control scheme 
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.. 

4. SIMULATION STUDY 

A large number of simalation results were oblained using the two control teehniques described above. 
Some of lhem corresponding to a 3-link robot will be described below. The robot parameters are: 

mi= !Kg, Li= O.i5m, la1 = 0.105Kg.m2, Km1 = lNmN 
m2 = lKg, L1=0.35m, la2 = 0.0004Kg.m2, Km2 = lONmN 

m3 = 0.25Kg, L3 = 0.25m, la3 ·= 0.0004Kg.rn2, Km3 = 2NmN 
where dile actuators (motors) are repr,esented by tile constants Kmi· Defining the state variables as Jq = 01, 

X2 = 02, X3 = 0:3; Jt4 = 9 l • X5 ::: 92, X6 = 93, the robot equations 1can be written as: 

i1=JC4, X2 :x5, i3=X6, i4='f1/D11 

i 5 = (DJ3 t2 - D23 t3 + H211 x42 + H222 xs2 + Hz22 x5 X6 - H2) I H222 

i 6 = CD22 t3 - D23 t2 + H311 x42 + H322 x52 + HJ22 x5 X6 - H3) I H222 

This set of equations was solved vi.a a 4th-order Runge Kuua it.echnique (see Fig.4). 

4.1. PID Simulation Results 
Since a very small value of the sampling period T ,requires a very high computing power, T cannot be 

selecited ,extremely small. Wi.th T = 0. lsec, it was found 11hat 0:3 div,erges after some tenths of second. Thus we 
have selected T = O.Olsec and adapted die Pm gains to this value. The results are shown in Fig.5. It is useful to 
observe lhe joinlS' interactions. Join1 1 does not have any influence upon the other two joints, but joint 3 has a 

strong influence on joint 2. At low speeds 1the term D2l l 912 (or H2 l l 912) can be neglected. 

4.2. ATG Simufatio;n Results 
Two types of 1trajectories were considered, i.e. a straight line segment of length 1 m, and a circle of radius 

20 cm. For a given ratio Ki I Kz, the accuracy of the ·trajectory tracking is better if K1 and K1 are large (see 
Fi,gw;es 6 and 7). Figure 8 shows the kind of results ()bt:ained when. Kz»K1. and Fig.9 those obtained when 
K1>>K2. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The local PID control scheme, although very simple, ,is not sufficiently robust This means that when 
,the robot parame.ters are known with some uncenainty the errors in trajectory trackjng increase prohibitively. 
The ATG contr·ol scheme is robust At cons<tam motion speed, the external penurbations and/or motor 
satm:ations do not have a measwable effect on the control performance (Fig. IQ). However, we have observed that 
this is no.t so if the motion is .not uniform .. 
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Abstract. This paper dea.ls with the problem of finding a good trajectory, from an initial position to a prescribed 

target point , for the end effector of a robot arm moving on a two dimensional work field a.nd avoiding obstacles 
lying on the work field. Two algorithms based on cooperative neural fields are proposed : the former is suited for 

the case where the location of obstacles is known , the latter doesn't require any a priori knowledge and is based 

on a very crude collision detector. 

1 INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 

In this paper the path planning problem for a robot arm is considerd. The motion of the end effector 
is constrained on a plane and the arm itself consists of coplanar links connected by rotational joints in 
such a way that the configuration of the arm is uniquely defined by the angles 0; , i = l, 2 .... , n and the 
workspace is delimited by the full extension of the arm. A point of the workspace can be occupied (i.e. it 
lies on an obstacle) or free (i .e. it lies on the so called free space) : the problem is to find a trajectory of the 
arm, belonging entirely to the free space, that joins the initial point of the end effe ctor to the target point 
with a line of minimal length . This problem is related to the path planning problem for a mobile robot 
(navigation problem), largely treated in the literature [1-4], but it is much more complex. This is because 
in the navigation problem only the trajectory of a point, representing the robot itself, supposed of small 
dimensions, must avoid obstacles, where as in the present problem, the trajectories of all the points lying 
on the links must be taken into account . It is also relevant for the solution of the problem what type of 
knowledge is used in the construction of a trajectory. In a global navigation system a complete map of the 
locations of obstacles on the whole work field is assumed to be known : such an assumption is not realistic 
in real time applications. In the local path-planning approach data obtained by a sensory system are 
used, both in a merely reactive fashion , either as means for constructing a partial map of the works~ace, 
following the s trategy called anticipatory planning. In this paper some modifications are introduced to 
the algorithm given by Lemmon [.5] for the navigation problem, that enable to solve the path planning 
of the arm . First of all the problem is discretized : a regular, square shaped mesh is superimposed to the 
workspace and only the knots of the mesh are considered as candidates to be occupied by the moving 
robot. The mesh points are labeled by ordered pairs (i , j), all the discretized workspace is represented 
by the set {(i,j), 1 -::; i-::; N , 1 -::; j-::; N}, the free workspace by the set of all (i,j) that the robot. may 
occupy, the collection of obstacles is represented by the free workspace complement . A point (r, I) is near 
to (i, j) if : r E {i- 1, i , i + l} and I E {j - 1, j , j + l} , and Nii denotes the neighbors of (i,j) : 

N;; = {(r,s) I rnax( I r - i I. Is - j l) ~ l}. 

Let ( i,, j,) the label of the starting point and ( ia, Ja) the target label: a trajectory (for the navigation 
problem ) is a sequence of locations ( i1c, j1c ), k = 0, l, ... , F starting at the assigned initial point ( i0 , j 0 ) = 
(i,,j,) and terminating to the target : (ip , fr) = (iG,fo). which has the property that (ik+ 1,j.,+il is 
near to ( i1c, ]1c) \;/k . A trajectory is admissible if ( i 1c , j1c) lies on the free space 'Vk. A trajectory is optimal 
if F is minimal in the set of all admissible trajectories . An admissible trajectory for the robot arm is an 
admissible trajectory of the end effector such that : 
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• The trajectory of the end effector is compatible with the kinematics of the arm. 

• During the trajectory no link passes over a. point lying on an obstacle 

Since obstacle points are discrete whereas link positions are continuous, in the simulation of a collision 
test the crossing of a link with segments (vertical horizontal or diagonal) joining obstacle points must be 
considered. 

2 COOPERATIVE NEURAL FIELD 

In the solution of the problem we use the neural network proposed in [5). It consists of N 2 neurons 
arranged as a 2D sheet called neural field. The neurons are put in one to one correspondence with the 
locations of the workspace and labeled by the ordered pairs ( i, j). Any neuron ( i, j) is characterized by: 

• a short-term activity state STA denoted by x,1 

• a long-term activity state LTA denoted by w,1 

-- { 01 • an external disturbance y;1 : y,1 
(i,j) = (iG,jG) 
else were 

, used t o start t he evolution of the net . 

{ 
l ( i, j) is on free space 

• a rate cotistant ,\,J : >.,J = 0 ( · ·} · b l 
1, J is on o stac e 

The STA and LT A dynamics is governed by the state equations: 

G (xij + >.ij Yij + >.ij L Dr,s tL i(xij )) 
(r,$)EN,, 

w7 
t) wij + >.;i I 0_1(x;j) - 0-1(x;j) I 

(1) 

(2) 

where the pius and minus notation denote new and old values of the state. respectively. The function G 
is defined by : 

G(O = { ~ ( :::; 0 
E > o 

The constant Drs are weights which characterize the behavior of the network: if they are assigned as: 

{ 
-A 

Dr, = > O 
(r, s) = (i, j) 
( ) .../.. ( . . ) A~ 2card{N;1 ) + l 
r,s -r-- i,J 

the dynamics of the net is cooperative in the sense that a given neuron turning active increases the STA 
state of its neighbors. The LTA state equation shows clearly that W;jcounts the numbers of changes of 
the STA state of (i,j) neuron. T he algorithm, shown in [5], consists of the iteration of equations (1, 2) 
starting from Wij = 0 , Xij = 0 V( i, j) until t he neuron representing the initial position changes STA state 
the first time. It can be proved [5] that: 

• the algorithm stops in at most N + l iterations. 

• Let (i,J) a point of an optimal t rajectory and (r, s) the next point of the same trajectory; (r, s) is such 
that 

(r, s) = arg max (win) 
(1,h) EN;, 

Due to this property an optimal trajectory can be easily constructed from any init ial position to the target 
by joining, s t arting from the initial position, any .neuron with its neighbor which has the maximum LTA 
state. 

3 H:OBOT ARM PATH PLANNING 

In the following we consider a 2 degree of freedom, mechanical arm consisting of two coplanar links of the 
same length with two rotational joints (fig.l); the approach can be extended easily to n-joints coplanar 
arm. Firstly the Lemmon 's algorithm is used t o define a tentative trajectory for t he end effector, then 
a full trajectory of the arm is obtained by solving the inverse kinematic problem. If the trajectory 
is not admissible the tentative trajectory is such that a link collides with an obstacle. Our approach 
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consists in modifying the map of obstacles so that the new trajectory is constrained to evolve farther 
from the obstacle. This procedure will be iterated until the solution is found or the problem is classified 
as unfeasible. There is an indetermination in the definition of the trajectory due to the non uniqueness of 
the inverse kinematics. With the simple robot considered in this paper, the indetermination occurs when 
the arm has full or null extension (82 = 0 or 82 = 7T). The proposed algorithms use a decision tree and a 
new iteration is started only when all the tree is recurred to the root. Two different algorit hms depending 
from the information that we can use, have been developped. In the first algorithm a complete map of 
the workspace is given, and a knowledge if a collision occurred is needed; at any iteration we artificially 
enlarge the obstacles in order to take away the next trajectory from the obstacle. The set G, used in the 
description of algorithms, denotes the union of the set of points occupied by the arm in the rest position 
and of the target point. 

Algorithm Al 
step 1: Set all states x,1 and w,1 to O; set >..,; = 0 on all the points lying on obstacles >.,, = I elsewhere 
step 2: Iterate equations(!) and (2) until: 

the number of iterations is N + l or x ,,1 , = l 
if the number of iterations is N + 1 (the problem is unfeasible) stop else go to step 3 

step 3: Construct the trajectory of the end effector by choosing: 

w,, = max { Wch} 
(l,h)EN,• ·'• 

step 4: Solve the inverse kinematics of the arm, at any step verify if there are interference with the obstacles, 
when necessary explore the decision tree. 
If an admissible solution has been found stop else go to step 5 

step 5: Reset all states to 0, change >. according to the rule: 
>.~=Oif(i,j)~G AND 3(r,s) I (r,s )EN,1 AND >.;:-,=0 

go to step 2 

It can be easily proved that the algorithm terminates in at most N external iterations. The most expensive 
task of the algorithm is the step 4, requiring the solution of the inverse kin ematic problem in particular 
when the extension to the n-link arm is concerned . In field application this task can be overcome by 
using at any step of the trajectory the coordinates of the next point of the end effector as set point for 
the existing controllers. 

In the second algorithm no a priori information is available about the location of obstacles but a 
device detects if a coll ision has occurred on the end effector or on a link . A partial map is constructed 
using the detector data: if a collision occurs with the end effector, then the point must be added to the 
obstacle set, if a collision occurs on a link , instead , any of the points occupied by the arm can be on 
the obstacle. Our approach is to discourage the algorithm to follow the path of the failed attempt. For 
this purpose we introduce real values for the rates >.ii , interpreted now as probability that the point can 
belong to an optimal trajectory. 

Algorithm A2 
step 1: Set x,1 = 0, w,1 = 0, >.,J = 1 V'(i, j) 

step 2: As in Algorithm Al 

step 3: As in Algorithm A 1 

s tep 4: Solve the inverse kinematics of the arm, at any step verify if a collision has occurred. 
If an admissible solution is found stop else go to step 5 

step 5: If a collision has occurred on the end effector at location (r, s) then let >.t, = 0, x;1 = 0, Wi1 = 0 'v'( i, j) 

step 6 : If a collision has occurred on a link. let ( i , j) the location that the end effector had to reach, 
decrease the rate according to the rule >.0 = o · >.~ (a fixed 0 < a < 1) ; 

step 7: If 3(T, s) I Ar. S f3 then let >.t, = 0 ( f3 small positive constant) 
step 8: Reset x;1 = 0, w,1 = OV'( i , j), change rates >. according to the rule: 

>.~ =>.~ ·a if (i , j) r/; G AND 3(r. s) I (r, s) E N,1 AND>.;:-, S 1 
go to step 2 

Note that if step 7 is omitted the algorithm can generate an infinite sequence of unfeasible trajectories. 
With the introduction of this expedient the algorithm has finite termination , t he actual maximum number 
of iterations N depends on the choice of both a and /3 and it can be showed that even in this case 
N = O(N). 
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4 EXAMPLES 

The efficiency of the proposed algorithms has been tested on several examples, here we report results 
obtained from the solution of two different examples which are particularly suited to show the charac
teristic behaviors of the proposed approach. In all cases the solution has been founded with a number of 
operations much lesser than the theoretical maximum, which is of order O(N2) for both algorithms. 

Example 1 

There are two obstacles scattered on the work field obstructing the direct path from the initial position 
of the hand to the target point ; in this example N has been chosen equal to 10. Algorithm Al finds 
a good solution in two iteration (figs.2 ,3) . The algorithm A2, which is completely blind , has spent five 
iterations in order to learn the obstacles configuration and then has found a solution which is 18% worse 
than t he solution given by the first algorithm (not showed). 

Example 2 

The work field is limited by a circular shell , with two appendices where are located the start position 
and the target position of the end-effector; in this example N has been chosen equal to 20. Fig.4 shows 
the solution found in only one iteration by the algorithm A J. In this example even the algorithm A2 
performs very good in fact only two trial has been necessary to find a trajectory of the same length of 
that obtained from algorithm Al (figs. 5, 6) . 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

A novel approach to the path planning of a robot arm is proposed: it uses cooperative neu~al fields to 
implement a highly parallel search strategy. The method can be adopted both when the configuration of 
the free space is completely known and wh en the free space must be learned by the robot itself. The results 
obtained applying the proposed algorithms to several examples are encouraging; the approach seems to 
be very attractive for real time applications. At least from a theoretical point of view a drawback of 
t he algorithms proposed is the possibility that a soluble problem can be classified as unfeasible. We 
are looking for an improvement that can exclude this possibili ty without increasing t he computational 
effort . At the same t ime we are working in o rder to generalize the approach to the case of multi-l ink and 
non-planar robot arms. 
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Abstract 

On the order of observable monovariable 
systems obtained by sliding mode control strategies 
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A systematic procedure is proposed for the determination of the system relative degree 
using a growing family of sliding surface candidates in the phase space of the system. A 
sliding regime exists on the zero level set on a candidate surface if, and only if, it is relative 
degree one. The procedure yields the order if. and only if, the system is differentially flat. 

1. Introduction: 

An important problem in the automatic regulation of systems is the determination of the 
orders of the associated system model (system dimension n, relative degree n* and diJ11ension 
of zero dynamics cx.=n-n*) whose performance is to be improved by means of state feedback. 
This usually considers two possible operating modes: stabilisation and tracking, for repetitive 
or non repetitive tasks. In this article, some new concepts introduced by Fliess [I] [2] (3], Sira
Ramirez [ 4] and Messager [ 5] (Generalized ControUer Canonical Form, linearizing dynamical 
state feedback and generalized variable structure system dynamics) will be used to propose a 
discontinuous feedback approaches for the determination of system orders. In particular 
sliding modes will be used [7]. 
A sliding surface may be de.fined in terms of state or phase variables depending on 
observability properties of the system. Nonlinear sliding surface may be proposed in general. 
However the sliding manifold is usually de.fined as an hyperplane due to simplicity of synthesis 
and the possibility of inducing closed loop linear dynamics. 

The objective of this paper is to show that, in the case of a free system fedback with a 
discontinuous control, the analysis of the sliding surface coordinate allows to validate the local 
dimensions of the presumed model associated to the system. 

2. Ma thematic formulation of the problem: 

Consider an n-dimensional monovariable dynamic syst,em of the form: 

{

dx = f(x, u) 
dt 
y = h(x) 

(I) 

where u ER, x E R 0 , y ER are respectively the input, the state and the output. Under very 
mild conditions ([12] Conte, Moog & Perdon) there exists an input-dependent state coordinate 
transformation: 

- ""( • (o:-1)) Z- -v X,U, U, •. • , U (2) 
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that places system (1) in generalized observability canonical fonn (GOCF) 

{

Z; = Z;+i i = 1, ... , n -1 
• - • (a) z" -C(z,u,u •... ,u ) 

Y=z l 

(3) 

where a=n-r is the dimension of the zero dynamics (C(O, u, u, ... , u<a)) = 0 ). In case a=O, the 
system is said to be differentially flat [13] with Linearizing output given by y=h(x). 
The relations of the GOCF with Isidori [14] normal canonical fonn are clear from the fact that 
only stat,e dependent coordinate transfonnations are allowed (T),~) = \Jf(X). Such that 

:u [ ~] = 0, which take the system into: 

Tl; = Tl; .. 1 i = I, ... , r- I 

ii,= 8(11.~. u) 

~ = cr(~, Tl) 

y = 111 

(4) 

The autonomous differential equation ~ = cr(~,0) is also the zero dynamics of dimension a=n
r. 
A stabilizing sliding surface can be readily proposed for the above system as: 

s = A1Tl1 + A2Tl2+ ... +A,-111r-1 + Tlr (5) 
such that the set {Al' A2' ... , A,_p 1} constitute coefficients of an r-th order Hurwitz polynomial. 
Ifs is forced to zero in finite time, the closed loop dynamics is given by: 

Tl; = Tl;+1 i = 1, ... , r - 1 

ii,~!= -A1Tl1 -A2Tl2-... -A,_1Tlr-I 

~ = cr(~, 111' Tl2' ·· ·, Tlr-1' -A1 Tl1 - A2 Tl2-· · · -A,_1 Tlr-1 ) 

y = Tl1 

(6) 

it is assumed that the syst,em is minimum phase i.e. the dynamics ~ = cr(~, 0) is asymptotically 
stable t<O an equilibrium point. 
The creation of a sliding motion on s entitles forcing the coordinate s to satisfy the reaching 
condition: ss < (). This, may be guaranteed by adopting the following dynamics with 
discontinuous right hand side for s: 

· s=-Wsign(s) (7) 
Evidently a sliding regime can always be locally created .on an open set of s=O if and only if 
s depends explicitly on u i.e. if thesis relative degree one with respect to u. 
The basic result to be used in the simulation and experimental procedure which is here 
proposed is based in the fact a sliding regime exists on a given representative of a family of 
sliding surfaces if, and only if, the chosen coordinate has relative degree equal to one with 
respect to u. 
So, consider a growing sequrence of sliding surfaces: 

1~-1 

s~ = Tl~ + L.,A;.~Tl; P=1,2, .. . 
i= I 

with { A1.~,A2.~, ••• ,A~_1.~,1 }being the coefficient of an P-th order Hurwitz polynomial, but 

otherwise arbitrary. It is clear that a sliding regime exists on s~ = 0 if and only if ~=r. 
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The experimental procedure is based on sequentially testing the sliding surface coordinate s
11 

for ~=1,2, ... until a sliding regime locally appears on s
11

=0. Note that if the system is 

differentially flat a sliding regime appears, for the first time, on s
0 

= 0 and there for the order of 
the systems is determined. 

3. Simulation results: 

Consider for simulation purposes a second order system already in normal form: 

{~:: :3x1 -4x2 +u 

y=Xt 

Choosing s0 = A.x1 , for, say A.=6, the condition s0s0 < 0 is only satisfied in the second and 
fourth quadrants of the phase space {y, y} and a sliding regime does not exist on s0 = 0 as 
demonstrated on figure 1. 

l.S 

2.S 

I 

0.5 

1.5 0 "' 

~ -0.5 .,, ~ 
0.5 · I 

0 '"' · l.l 

·0.S · 2 

·I 
0 LS B 

.2.s 
-0~ --0.1 O.l 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

a) s(t) b) Plan de phase x2==f(x I) 
Figure 1: Second order system - Surface: s0=6 x l 

Choose now s1 = 6x1 + x2 which is relative degree one. The condition 
s1s1 = s1(-3x1 +2x2 +u) < 0 

is satisfied, for sufficient high k when the control u=-k sign(s1) is used. The result, which 
drastically contrasts with that of figure l, is shown in figure 2. 

en..---~---~--------, 

T 

o.s 1.5 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 Oi'S 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 

umc: Jt1 KCCOnd 

a) s(t) b) Plan de phase x2=f(x1) 
Figure 2: Second order system - surface: s1 = 6x1 + x2 
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The above procedure has been successfully used in an experimental set up for the validation of 
a third order model of a system consisting of a robotic manipulator with artificial muscles [ 16]. 
The computation of the required phase variables was made by numerical differentiation. 
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Abstract . Starting from a regulator for robotic systems recently proposed by two of the authors, and based 
on the theory of Variable Structure Systems, this pa.per proposes a fuzzy para.meter adapter , which carries out 

the tuning of some para.meters of the regulator according to the opera.ting conditions. The proposed adapter is 

very simple, being characterized by a. small number of decision rules; however , as shown by simulation results, it 
allows an improvement of the tracking performances and a. substantial reduction of the chattering phenomenon. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The sliding mode technique, derived from the theory of Variable Structure Systems (VSS), has been 
used by many researchers to control robotic arms. Young [8] and Slotine and Sastry (7) fi rst introduced 
the sliding mode method in this field ; however, their methods require the inversion of the inertia matrix. 

Recently, M uraca and Pugliese [5) have proposed a new control law, still based on the sliding mode 
technique, which does not require either the inversion of the inertia matrix and the evaluation of its 
derivative. and is able to track the desired trajectory in a generalized coordinate space. T his regulator 
compensates both system parameter uncertainties and external disturbances if some of its parameters 
have enough high values. On the other hand , this choice may involve excessive amplitudes of t he control 
signals and accentuation of the "chattering" phenomenon. 

In this paper we propose a self-tuning algorithm, which adapts those parameters of the regulator 
according to the operating conditions; the self-tuning algorithm is based on the theory of fuzzy sets. The 
use of this theory, as evident from the large number of recently published papers in this field , is strongly 
growing up to synthesize regulators for plants with partially or totally unknown mathematical models 
[l , 4); recently, also adaptive controllers using fuzzy logic have been proposed [2. 3). 

Presentation of the results of computer simulations carried out to verify the performance of the 
proposed regulator in controlling a robotic system concludes the work. 

2. CONTROL LAW 

The control law presented here is suitable to be apphed to the class of second-order dynamical systems 
characterized by the vectorial differential equation 

M(q)(j + B(q , q) q = w + u. (1) 

The robotic systems with rigid links fall in this class of models, where q = q(t) and q = q(t ) are 
the generalized position and velocity vectors, respectively. belonging to R ". M(q ) is the (symmetric and 
positive definite) inertia matrix, B(q ,q)q takes into account the Coriolis , centrifugal, gravity forces and 
the dynamic friction, w(t) is a (deterministic) disturbances vector (such as static friction ), and u(t) is a 
generalized force vector , that is the control input. 

Let qd(t) be the vector of reference trajectories in the generalized coordinates, for which it is assumed 
that \I qd(t) 112 s; 1 : it describes the desired dynamic behaviour and represents the motion control specifi
cation. Moreover we assume that the state variables qi, qi, i = l , ... , n, are accessible for measurement; 
the tracking error is defined, componentwise, by e;(t) = q;(t) - qd;(t). 

The control problem consists in finding u(t) such that q(t) tracks qd(t), assuming bounded disturbances 
and bounded model misfits. 

In a previous paper by Muraca and Pugliese [5), a control law based on VSS theory is proposed for 
the above system; this uses a switching surface s;(t) = e;(t) + c;e;(t) for each phase plain of the error 
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Variables (e; I ei), and defines the input function as 

u(t) = B(q , q) q + M(q) [ qd - c e - A S(t) - f (S ) JI 

where 
S(t) = e(t) + Ce(t), 

[ :: ::~~:~~ l f{S) = . 
Un Sgn(sn ) 

•gn(C) = { 
1 
0 

-1 

( > 0 
( =0 , 
( < 0 

(2) 

(3) 

and A= diag(.A;),C = diag(ci),i = l , ... , n ; under the hypotheses that .Ai > 0. u, > 0, this regulator 
leads the system to track the desired trajectory; in fact, by substitution of the control law into the 
(undisturbed) model equation we have 

S(t) +A S(t) = -f(S(t)) : 

a Lyapunoff function for the above (nonlinear) system is given by V(t ) 
hypotheses on .A; and u; , it results 

d n n 

d V(S(t)) = L Si Si = - L (.A;s? + u; I Si I) < 0. 
t i =l i=l 

(4) 

~I I S( t) 112 and , under the 

Moreover, the proposed regulator doesn 't require the inversion of the inertia mat rix :W(q) and succeeds 
in compensating parameter uncertainties and external disturbances; as this point is concerned , in [5] 
Muraca and Pugliese have given a way to select parameters <Ti , based on the maximum values assumed 
for the uncertainties on the plant parameters and the amplitudes of external <list urbances: the higher 
are the values of <Ti, the larger are plant parameter variations and external distu rbances that can be 
compensated . However, high values of O"i lead to excessive amplitudes of the control signals and to the 
well-know phenomenon of chattering, i. e. a high frequency motion about the desired trajectory. 

3. SELF-TUNING ALGORITHM 

T his section describes, for the above shown regulator, a self-tuning algorithm based on the fuzzy set 
theory, which adapts parameters u; at the operating conditions . Withou t going int o detailed descr iptions 
about fuzzy sets and fuzzy control , which can be found in [4], we only point out that the essential part of 
a fuzzy controller is a set of linguistic control rules related by the dual concepts of fuzzy im plication and 
the compositional rule of inference. In essence , a fuz zy controller provides an a lgorithm which con,·erts 
a linguistic control strategy based on expert knowledge into an automatic decision strategy. 

First of all, the proposed "fuzzy adapter" can be considered as constitut.ed by 11 fuzzy adapters. where 
the i-th of them provides the tuned value of the parameter u i . From t he assumption that the state 
variables are accessible for measurement, the input variables of the i-th fuzzy adapter are chosen equal 
to the magnitude of the i-th position tracking error and t he i-th velocity tracking error. A block diagram 
of the fuzzy adapter for each parameter O'j is shown in Figure 1, where O i = I ei I and /3; = e;. 

o; 

fuzzifier Rules defuzzifier 
O'; 

/}; 
/3; 

Figure 1. Block diagram of the i-th fu zzy adapter. 

The first block, denoted as "fuzzifier", takes as inputs variables o; and (3; scaled by the gains Ga , 
and GfJ,, respectively. It realizes the fuzzification process that provides the degrees of mempership to 
define the linguistic variables in the decision rules. The fuzzification algorithm selected for t he inputs is 
represented by the membership functions µ(oi) and µ ((3;) reported in Figure 2. 
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µ(eti) µ({3;) 

high negative positive high 

1011 

La:, -LfJ, Lf3. 
Figure 2. Membership functions of the i-th fuzzy adapter. 

In particular, we have two membership functions µ(et;) associated to the fuzzy sets "high et;" and 
"low o;", with a same universe of discorse equal to the interval (0, La:.]; analogously there are two 
membership functions µ(fJ;) associated to the fuzzy sets ''positive /3;" and "negative {J;", with an 
universe of discorse equal to the interval [-L{3,, LfJ,) · 

Figure 2 also reports the membership functions µ(ui) of the (output) fuzzy sets "high u;" and 
"low u;", with an universe of discorse equal to (0, La.]. Actually, since the degrees of membership of 
the output fuzzy sets are computed from the decision rules, no fuzzification of adapter output u; would 
be necessary ; however, the definition of the functions µ (u;) needs for the defuzzification. 

From the previous considerations, the fuzzified variable o; consists of two elements representing the 
degrees of membership of o; in the fuzzy sets "high o;" and "loTJ o;" and the fuzzified variable /J; also 
consists of two elements representing the degrees of membership of {J; in the fuzzy sets "positive /3;'' 
and "negative {3;". 

ln consequence of the input signals et; and {J; and their associated linguistic values "high" and "lo1o1" 
and "positive'' and "negative" respectively, we have the set of the decision rules reported in Table l. 

/3; =positive 

/3; = negative 

et; = high et1 = lo!i 

<1; = high <1; = lov 

<1; = high er; = lo!i 

Table l. Decision rules for the fuzzy adapter. 

By using the classic logic about the combination of fuzzy sets, these rules provide the fuzzy variable if; 

which consists of the elements h; and l; . The former element is the maximum value of the degree of 
membership of er; in the fuzzy set "high u;"; the second one is the maximum value of the degree of 
membership of er; in the fuzzy set "loTJ u;" . 

Finally, the defuzzification process provides the actual value of parameter er; to be used in the control 
law. Taking into account the membership functions µ(u;) , this value is given by the simple expression: 

u · - La, h ; G 
' - l ; +h; C,t 

(5) 

where Gu, is a suitable gain for parameter u;. 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In order to evaluate the performances of the prop osed VSS regulator using the fuzzy adapter described 
in the previous section , we have considered the same example already used in [5, 7), that is the control 
of the planar two-link robot represented in Figure 3; the robot has rigid links of lengths /1 and /2 and 
masses m1 and m2 , and a payload of mass p is present at the end of the second link . 

µ 

Figure 3. Two-links robotic system. 
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The differential equation describing the dynamic of this system can be arranged according to equation 
(1) with n = 2. The control input u(t) is constituted by torques T1 and T2 applied at the joints of the 
links. For the numerical simulations we have used the following parameters of the robot: 11 = 12 = 1 m , 
m 1 = m 2 = 1 Kg. Moreover, a payload p = 0 Kg has been regarded as the nominal payload, while a 
value p = 0.25 Kg has been considered as a perturbed condition. The analytic expressions of the desired 
t.rajectories are the following , and their plots are given in Figure 6: 

Qld { -90° + 52.5° ( 1 - cos( 1.26 t)) t ~ 2.5 sec. 
15° t > 2.5 sec. 

Q2d { 170° - 60° (1- cos( l.26t )) t ~ 2.5 se c. 
50° t > 2.5 sec. 

For the regulator described by equations (2,3) we have chosen c1 = c2 = 5, .>. 1 = 7, .>.2 = 10, while 
parameters o-1 and o-2 have been obtained by two fuzzy adapters of the type described above, with 
Lo, =La,= 0.05 , LJJ, = L{J, = 0.1 , L,,, =Lo, = 3, Go., =Go.,= 10, G{J, = G{J , = 2, G", = G", = 1.4. 
Finally. initial vaiues equal to zero for the two parameters O'i , a final time T1 = 5 sec. and a discretization 
time equal to 0.02 sec. have been selected for computer simu.lations. 
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Figure 4. Solid lines are relative to variables with index 1, dashed lines to those with index 2. 
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Figure 5. Solid l1ines are relative to variables with index 1, dashed lines to those with index 2. 

Figure 4 reports, for the nominal case, the time plots of the most significant variables; in particular 
Figure 4a shows the behaviour of a-1 and <72 and Figure 4b reports the tracking errors e1 and e2; Figures 
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4c and 4d show torques T1 and T2, respectively. Figure 5 reports the time plots of the same variables 
referred to the perturbate case. In both figures, angles .are given in degrees and torques are given in 
Newton per meters. 

From these results we observe the substantial reduction of the chattering phenomenon on the torques 
with respect to the use of constant values of parameters CJ; (comparative analyses are shown in [6)) . 
Moreover, the similar behaviour of the tracking errors both in the nominal case and in the perturbate 
one, confirms the robustness of the proposed regulator; finally from Figures 4a and 5a we point out how 
high values of parameters 0"1 and 0"2 are required only when the tracking errors are high. 

2 

1.5 

1 

0.5 

0 

.<J.S 

-1 

·1 . 5 

-2 
0 0 .5 1.S 2~ 3 35 45 

Figure 6. Time plot of qd, (solid line) and qd, (dot ted line). 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The paper has presented an application of the fuzzy set theory to the real-time adaptation of some of 
the parameters of a VSS regulator for robotic systems, recently presented in the li terature by two of t he 
authors. The introduction of a self-tuning algorithm for those parameters overcomes the need to select 
for them high constant values at the operating conditions. which would lead to an amplification of the 
chattering. 

Moreover, the proposed fuzzy adapter is a very simple dev ice, being based on a very small number of 
decision rules. The nex t aim of the authors is towards the study of the stabi lity of the whole closed-loop 
system so as to theoretically justify the results given by simulations. 
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Abstrad : 
Within the framework of the study of robot-control efficiency, we have studied the geometric and 

kinematic models of supple robots. We have carried out the modelling, a set of programs allowing the 

automatic generation of the kinematic symbolic mode[ of open-chain robots having supple bodies, and 

their in,tegration into the EUCLID-IS CAD system. In this paper we present a mathematical method for 

the kinematic modelling of open-loop chain articulated robots, taking into account the displacements due 

to the elastic deformations of 1the links constituting the robot and the programs allowing the automatic 

generation of the geometric and kinematic symbolic models. 

The elastic deformations of the mechanical sitrucrn:r;e lead to errors that must be taken into account when 

defining 'the control law. 

The suppleness of the robot can have two different origins: 

- the links can exhibit deformations due to the applied efforts having either a dynamic (inertial, 

centrifugal ... ) or a mechanical (forces, torques ... ) origin, or both, 

- the joints can exhibic elasticity due to transmissions .. 

The aim of the this paper is to describe how we propose .to take into account the elastic displacements of 

the robot's struciture in the kinematic modelling of 1the robot. This kinematic modelling can be considered 

from four view points : 

- ,the speed of the nodes 

- the end-effector's speed 

- 1the speed of any intermediate point 

- the variou.s instantaneous rotation speeds 

We will assume that: (hypotheses) 

1) the joints are perfect ; 

2) the !bodies are suppleand and long enough to be modelized by making use of the Euler-Bernoulli 

bidimensional beams ; 

3) 1the deformations are small and they stay within the limits of the material's elastic behaviour ; 

4) the elastic behaviour of the material is linear; 

5) 1the rigid displacements of the bodies can have any amplitude. 
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Me~hod: 

The structure of the robot is described by using the Denavit-Hanenberg parameters. Unlike existing 

methods, our approach is based on developing matrices and vectors along Taylor-McLaurin. For 

kinematic modelling we Emit the developments to the first order ; so that each matrix ( resp. vector ) is 

written as the sum of two terms: 

- one main 1term representing the mouvemem of rigid bodies, 

- another term representing the small displacements due to suppleness, which is a corrective term 

as compared with the previous one. 
The string development of the '[Tii+ 1] transformation matrix along Taylor-McLaurin gives: 

[Tii+l]= [Tii+lr] + [Tii+ls~ + ..... 

wi.th: 
[Tii+lr] - being the transformation marrix in the case of rigid movement. 

[Tii+ ls] -being the supplementary transformation marrix due to the elastic (supple) displacements; it can 

be viewed as a corrective term as compared with the previous one. 

The nstantaneous rotation vector is represented as the sum of the two terms : 

ru+ 1=.fti+1 +~i 

with: 

fti + 1 the generalized rotary coordinate for .rigid movement ; 

fili the angular elastic displacement of Si, it represents the rotation between the two extremities of the 

beam. 

As a result, the kinematic model is : 

with: 

Ic 

Ic=Jc(q)g 

-kinematic wrsor, of the Sn body taking into account Rn frame and expressed in R0 frame. 

- kinematic Jacobiane marrix in dimension (mxn) 

gsTJT 

Sr - the generalized vector speed for rigid movement, 

~ - the generalized vector speed for elasitic movement, 

m degree of freedom of the task, 

n=nr+ns - total number of the mobility freedom for rigid movement (solid) and elastic displacement. 

aw We give 1the analytical expressions that we have obtained. The results are applied to various planar 

-R, RR ('SCARA- like) and PPR-·architectures. 

IG.T' We have realized a set of programs allowing lhe automatic generation of the kinematic symbolic 

model of open-chain robots having supple segments in V AX-C language. 

11'.F The software modelling tools that we have developed are under integration into the "EUCLID-IS" 

CAD system running under VAX-VMS and under SGI-UNIX. 

Keywords: 

Robotics; Mathematical kinematic modelling ; Supple robots ; Automatic generation ; CAD system 
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Abstract. In the case of robots with high gear ratios in the robot joints the problem appears when t he 
actual values of the elasticity, backlash and friction of the robot joint are needed . In the paper an approach 
is presented , which exploits a known part of the robot joint mathematical model for the estimation of 
torques. The validation of the implemented approach by simulations was succesfu ll and is represented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A joint of a geared electrical robot consists of an electrical motor and a gear. Gear ratios used are high, 
it is in the range from 50 up to 100 and more. The most frequently used gears for robots are harmonic 
drives. Therefore the model of a robot joint with harmonic drive is the best known [1,2). The gears used 
in our robotic laboratory machanism are a special type excenter gears called AKIM . Previous works of 
[l,2,3) have shown that the geared robot joint is satisfactorly modelled by a two mass model with a spring, 
backlash and friction. Therefore for our modelling approach the same model was used. The mathematical 
model used for the controlled robot joint is represented with a block scheme in Fig .l. 

j M motor friction 

i i ":(O) <,P(D) 

~r +C?+ ~~-E}-G~~-{Il--0 i l~h~ 
~ I ~:·: i 
l ~ 1 Md !+ ii 6q y 
I I ~-I I 

K KJ I I 
+ cf--f11 

Lu Ji 

M friction 

Slika 1: Mathematical model of the robot joint 

q 

The nonlinear static characteristic Md = f { ip - q) in the model represents a model of a joint backlash 
and elasticity. The upper - controlled part of the model (for the first inert ia Jm) represents the model of 
the permanent magnet DC motor with current control and a well known position and speed controller. The 
lower part of the model ( for the second inertia J1) represents the model of the robot link , where only the 
actual robot joint could be moved, while the rest of them are blocked. All the values of the mathematical 
model should be considered on the motor side of the gear. ' 

The motor inertia lm and the torque constant Km of the robot joint model are known from t he motor 
manufacturer's data. Therefore on the basis of the motor current and speed measurements the torque Md 
with motor friction could be estimated from the motor part of the robot joint model. 

2. ESTIMATION OF TORQUE 

The estimation of torque was performed on the basis of the so called distur bance observer. It is the 
torque Md and the motor friction are considered as the disturbance in the motor part of the robot joint 
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model. The disturbance observer was derived and designed in the discrete form. In the derivation of the 
disturbance observer was adopted that the dynamics of the motor current control loop is so high that 
the actual motor current values could be replaced by the reference motor current values. Therefore the 
simplified state space model of the current controlled motor with the disturbance model was transformed 
into discrete form by the method of the step invariance. The disturbance Md was modelled as a constant. 
The part of the state space vector w is measured , therefore for the disturbance est imation only a reduced 
order observer should be derived . It was derived by a standar,d procedure for reduced order observers [4] 
and is given by equation 2. 

µ(K + l} = ( 1 +h. L ).µ(I<) - h. K 1;;,T -iar(/{ ) + h2 
- Tm .q(l\) 

(1 ) 
Md(K) = µ(K) + h.q(I<) 

The nonlinear sta tic characteristic of the robot joint gear is obtained through the estimated disturbance 
Md and the t wo measured positions ( the motor position <p and the joint position q) a ccording to t he 
robot joint model. The result of the approach implemented in the laboratory would be a hysteresis due to 
frictions existing in the robot joint instead of the characteristic from Fig. I . A verification of t he approach 
in the laboratory is impossible due to unknown elasticity and backlash of the actual robot joint and while 
no suitable testbed exists . Therefore a verification of the approach by simulations is t he most suitable. 

3. VERIFICATION OF THE APPROACH BY SIMULATIONS 

The model from Fig.I without friction and with the disturbance observer were build in the simulation 
program PADSIM. Simulations were performed for a case of PTP joint movement with smoothed (sin2 ) ac
celerations, chosen values of the joint gear elasticity and backlash and chosen parameter of the disturbance 
observer. In order to verify the approach two nonlinear static characteristics of the robot joint gear were 
compared. The first was a result of the actual disturbance Md obtained for the chosen elasticity and back
lash and the second was a result of the disturbance estimated by the observer. Verification of the approach 
has shown that in order to get proper characteristic measured positions (<p and q) should be filtered by the 
first order filter. The parameter of the filter should be equal to the disturbance observer parameter. With 
additional filtering of measured positions and the estimated disturbance a gear characteristics represented 
in Fig. 2 was obtained. ,._ ) Md 

I I 
·· ···?··· __ ; ...... . 
; ~; 

'// • 

•l.H::-L·• ··· ····· · · - ... .. , 
1.IC •OOOI 

Slika 2: Nonlinear static characteristics of the robot joint gear 

4. RESULTS 

Verification of t he approach (Fig.2) shows that with additional filtering of measured positions an accurate 
nonlinear static ch aracteristics of the robot joint gear could be obtained . 
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Abstract. The paper presents .an object-oriented software package developed for educational 
purposes in the field of robotics. An emphasis has been given to an improved method of 
trajectory planning and usage of object-oriented programming technique in dynamic modelling 
of robots. 

1. Trajectory Planning 
A problem of planning trajectories for different tools has to be solved precisely in 

order to perform meaningful manipulation tasks. This problem is connected with a 
mathematical model of robot arm kinematics. If knot points along the path such as the end 
points and intermediate via-points are specified (these points must be reached by the tool of 
the robot), segments of the path between them have to be interpolated to produce a smooth 
trajectory which can be executed using continuous-path motion control technique. The path 
between the knot points in tool-configuration space should be smooth , i.e. the spline functions 
used for interpolation of the path should have at least two continuous derivations in order to 
avoid infinite acceleration. Therefore, ithe third order polynomials are used to interpolate 
intermediate segments of the path .and the fourth order polynomials are used for interpolation 
of the end segments. Adjacent spline segments can be connected by following the requirement 
that the acceleration should be continuous at the segment boundaries. An accurate value of 
the traverse time for each segment can be calculated by multiplying the presumed traverse 
time and factor S which is defined in [3] . The described algorithm has to be iteratively 
repeated until maximum of any acceleration or velocity is reached. 

This algorithm was verified by computer simulation and the results given in Figs. 1 
and 2 show that the improved iterative method for trajectory planning in tool-configuration 
space is more accurate than the method proposed in [3]. 
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2. Dynamic Modelling 
Precise control of robot motion requires a realistic dynamic model of the arm which 

can be derived by means of the Lagrange-Euler method and the recursive Newton-Euler 
technique. 

The Lagrange-Euler approach is based on the concept of generalized coordinates, 
energy and generalized force. It contains a frictional force model which includes viscous, 
dynamic and static friction. 

An alternative approach, called the recursive Newton-Euler formulation, that includes 
the forward and the backward equations is presented in [4]. If a joint-space trajectory is 
given, the velocities and accelerations of each link are recursively calculated, starting at the 
base and computing forward to the tool (forward equations). These informations are used to 
compute the forces and moments acting on each link, starting at the tool and calculating 
backward to the base (backward equations). This method is much more suitable for computer 
implementation. 

Both mentioned methods give the same dynamic model which is derived for the five
axis articulated robot arm Rhino XR-3 and the three-axis articulated planar robot. The 
dynamic models were tested by computer simulation and the results indicate that the joint 
angle and speed of each robot joint can be controlled independently. Namely, joints hardly 
interfere to each other thus making the robot arms suitable for controlled continuous-path 
motion. 

3. Application of object-oriented programming technique 
The proposed method for trajectory planning, together with kinematic and dynamic 

models of a three-axis and a five-axis articulated robotic manipulators and several control 
techniques (PID, fuzzy, adaptive and robust) are included into an object-oriented software 
package. This software is made owing to the main features of object-oriented programming 
and the C + + language presented in [ 1] , [2] and [5], so this program is very easy to use and 
modify. 

4. Conclusions 
The described method for trajectory planning ensures accurate approximation of the 

desired path and includes limits of the velocities and accelerations of each robot joint. The 
results obtained by computer simulation using realistic dynamic models of the three-axis and 
five-axis articulated robotic manipulators prove that in both cases each robot joint can be 
controlled independently. The developed object-oriented software package can be used for 
educational purposes in the field of robotics. 
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Atistrac:t.A wrilable sensors for robot navigation 311e mweliable and noisy. Therefore there is .a need to 
simultaneously employ different types of sensors to acquire the information required for navigation. In this 
paper different problems associated with the integrat.iora of several sensors in a mobile platfonn are discussed. 
The full exploi.tation of the data provided by the sensors is difficult, requiring good sensor models. In this work 
we dealt with integration of daita given by inertia.I sensors, odometry, sonars and an active vision system. 

1. SENSOR-BASED NAVIGATION 
A mobile robot is supposed to mo¥e between iposhions in an environment. To accomplish such a task 

it must be able to locate itself in the environment and must also be abk to follow a path. These two functions, 
localization and path following, are the basic building blocks of what is usually called navigation. For that 
purpose, .sensors are essential for extracting information of some struc.tures of the environment. The sensing 
prooess is essentially the acquisition of some physical measures. From that data the interesting features are 
extracted, constituti.ng •the perception of the envoonment. The role of ·extracting data. from the environment is 
played by sensors. Therefore it is crucial that sensors be chosen according to the expected types of measures. In 
the case of navigation, sensors should provide infonnation that enables the localization of the vehicle, obstacle 
detection and/or avoidance. Navigation by i.tself is well understood. Difficulties arise in getting the suitable 
data since 1the.re is a .lack of adequate sensors and ttle existing sensors are unreliable and inaccurate. For 
navigation we need sensors that measure distances, velocities, accelerations and orientations . These physical 
quantities determine the type of sensors that have to be employed. 

Two broad classes of navigation sensors can be considered, one of them used with dead-reckoning 
navigation (usua:Ily ·called internal sensors) and the ot'her used with reference guidance navigation (including 
ail the sensors whose measures require external references). Dead-reckoning refers to navigation with respect 
to a coordinate frame that is an integral part of the guidance equipment. Dead-reckoning has the advantage 
that it is totally self-contained. However, dead reckoning suffers from several sources of inaccuracy. One of the 
main scmmes of inacctrracies is the cumulative na~ure of the errors wihose sources include wheel slippage, and 
terrain m egularities. ~o reduce the problems with dead reckoning, we ·Can use landmarks or beacons along the 
trajectory. The localization of the mobile n~bot can :be corrected by sensing these landmarks and beacons. 
Reference guidance has the advantage that the position errors are bounded but the detection of external 
references or landmarks and real-time position fixing, may not a!lways be possible. However reference guidance 
has the disadv.antage of reducing the degree of autonomy of the vehicle by making it dependent of a certain 
environment As a matter of fact in this type of navigation die vehicle must rely on a map to navigate from one 
beacon to the next .and also to determine i ,ts location. To achieve a good accuracy and flexibility different types 
of sensors must be used. These sensors :include vision, sonar, laser range finders and other sensors. 

2. EMPLOYED SENSORS 
Dead reckoning is usually performed by odometry .and/or inertial guidance sensors. Odometry consists 

on the measurement of distance by means of the integration of 1the numlber of turns of a wheel. For reference 
guidance it is necessary to measurie distances. For that purpose a wide variety of range sensors can be used. 
These sensors can be divided into two dasses.: active and passive ones. Active sensing computes the distance 
betv.reen the sensor and an object by observing the reflection of a reference signal produced by the object. 
Generally active sensing methods provide range data in a direct way without a significant computational cost 
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(unlike what happens in most of the passive methods, e.g., stereo vision). In the first class ultrasonic and 
optical rang,e sensors are the most commonly used. 

The displacements of the robot ,can be classified into two classes: intrinsic or extrinsic to the 
movement commands. The intrinsic displacement is due to the action of robot actuators and the consequent 
displacement is partially predictable from the commands. The displacements of the robot not directly due to its 
actuators are referred to .as extrinsic displacements. In this case, the inertial sensors. in cooperation with other 
sensors, can be used to estimate this type of displacements. The inertial sensors' infonnation could be combined 
with odometric information to compute a better estimate of the actual displacement of the robot. This 
estimation process can also be useful on the calibration of the odometric and inertial devices. This combination 
is performed by using the redundancy of the different sources of infonnation. 

The information obtained from inertial system can be used for different tasks such as navigation, 
trajectory generation or stabilizat1ion of 1the robot The available inertial sensors are of two kinds: linear 
accelerometers and gyrometers or gyroscopes. The angular velocity can be measured by gyrometers. The 
gyrometers give an oucput with the instantaneous angular velocity, and the gyroscope gives an output with the 
integration of the angular velocity during a period of time. Angular position information can be computed from 
gyrometers' output by integration, while angular velocity information can be computed from gyroscope oucput 
by derivation. 

Considering our goal of implementing 1the navigation system for a mobile platform (Robuter) [9], we 
will concent rate on the issues related with sensor integration. Taking into account the basic features, 
availability, and cost of the sensors generally employed on robotics navigation systems, we decided to base our 
navigation system on odometry, sonar, vision and inertial sensors (accelerometers and gyrometers). 

3. SOME METHODOLOGIES FOR SENSOR INTEGRATION 
The data obtained by a sensor are always corrupted by noise, sometimes with spurious or completely 

incorrect values. In practice, it is very important to explicitly manipulate the uncertainty of the measurements 
in order to effectively use the information provided by a sensor. The correct modeling of the sensors' data is 
only par1t of the problem of sensor integration in mobile robots navigation. Another aspect i s the multisensor 
,data fusion, which seeks to combine data from multiple sensors to perfonn inferences that cannot be possible 
from a single sensor alone. This includes the improvement of the accuracy of inferences such as the position of 
the mobile robot by using multiple sensors. In this point we propose an architecture where the data provided by 
odometers. inertial system, sonar and an active vision system are combined to be used by a mobile robot 
navigation system. 

We will consider sensor integration within the framework of navigation in a partially known 
structured environment where new obstacles can show up and some obstacles can be removed. Therefore all 
data integration processes will be based on the previous knowledge of a partial environment map, even though 
this map may undergo a restricted set of changes. The methodologies for data integration will rely on the 
sensor models. 

3.LData .integratfon - ln1tr:insic se.nsor lev·el (Dead-Reckoning level) 
In this level we propose the integration of the data 1from the odometer, the accelerometers and 

gyrometer to estimate localization of the mobile platform. From the accelerometers and gyrometer we extract 
estimates of the vehicle linear and angular velocities. These two sensors are the basic components of the 
inertial system. The inertial system fonns a rigid body made up of two accelerometers and one gyrometer with 
each sensor mechanically solidary with an axis of an orthogonal system. 

Each accelerometer meas ures the linear accelera,tion along its axis and the gyrometer measures the 
angular velocity about z-axis (vertical axis). Since we consider that our vehicle moves on a plane, its trajectory 
can be defined two-dimensionally. In this case the linear acceleration of the motion has only two components 

defined by the vector a = a)+ a1] and the angular velocity is defined by the one-dimensional vector w. 
Moreover, the sensor model has to ·take into account that the exact location and orientation of each one of the 
sensors is not precisely known. The linear velocity is obtained by integrating the outputs of the accelerometers, 
and the orientation is obtained by integrating the angular velocity. By combining the odometry data and 
inertial system data we obtain a first estimate of vehicle's position and orientation. We are also considering the 
integration of velocity and orientation estimates obtained via vision. For that purpose we will use an active 
vision head mounted on the platform [3]. With such a system it is possible in many circumstances to compute 
velocities and/or orientations. By actively controlling the 3-D relative position of two cameras it is possible in 
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some circumstances, to have estimates of vehicle's egomotion. Even with a single camera it is possible to have 
estimates of the ,translational and rotational velocities provided that a certain number of assumptions are 
verified [10). Even though a general solution for determining the 3-D egomotion of a robot does not exist as 
yet, our case is a much. simpler one; indeed our robot will be navigating in 2-D. In the case where we wish to 
compute the mtatiomu ·Component of 1~he robot egomotion tihe availability of an active stereo head enables such 
a computation .to ,be perfonned in .a relatively simple way. For that purpose a landmark on the environment is 
fixated. Fixation is the process by whiclh the image of a 3D feature is kept unchanged in spite of the vehicle's 
motion {I], [B.allard 89]. A critical ·element in 01.is process is feature detennination. Features to be used are line 
segments, comers and intersections. These foatures can be characterized both two-dimensionally and three
dimensionally. Even though fixation on a 3D featme does not provide a significant improvement on the 
estimates of the l'Ota1tional angle, it allows a more precise detennination of the distance. For feature 
detennination we will not use all the available resolution of the image. Images will be subsampled in the 
regions off tihe center [5], [8]. This permits feature tracking on almost real-time. 

3.2 Dau 'integration - Extrinsic sensor level (Refe:reneie guidanc.e) 
The data provided by the sonar must be combined with the estimate of the vehicle's position and 

orientation obtained by the integration process explained above. Diffot'ent approaches for vehicle's location 
estimation are reported in the literature but in our problem we will consider two approaches. Both have proved 
to be .apphcable on actual platforms navigating in a structured environment. One of the approaches was 
presented by John Leonard and Durrant-Whyte 1[6], .[7] and uses EKF (Extended Kalman Filter) to match 
beacon observations to a navigation map to maintain an estimate of vehicle's location. The other approach was 
presented by Ingemar Cox (21 and is used on the autonomous robot Blanche developed at the AT&T Bell 
Laboratories. 

The J.Leo!ilru;d and Durrant-Whyte approach denotes the position and orientation of the vehicle at any 

ste,p k lby a state vector i(k) containing the 'position and orientation of the vehicle on a Cartesian reference 
with respect to a global coordinate frame. Additionallly !.Leonard a!ild Durrant-Whyte define a system state 
vector composed by not only the previous location state vector but also an environment state vector containing 
the set of geometric beacon :locations. The robot starts at a koown location , and it has an a priori map of the 
locations of the geometric beacons. The map used in this approach is just a set of beacon's locations and not an 
exhaustively detailed environment map. Each beacon is assumed to be precisely known. At each time stop, 
observations of .these beacons are taken, and the goal of the system is to associate measurements taken from the 
beacons with the corresponding map beacon to compute .an updated estimate of the vehicle's position. The use 
of the EKF on this approach relies on two models: a plant model ;that describes how the vehicle's position 
changes with time in response to a control input, and a measurement model that expresses a sensor observation 
in terms of the v1ehicle location and the geometry of the beacon. 

In the other approach, presented by lngmar Cox [2], for the mobile robot Blanche, the location 
estimation was developed to work in structured environments. A combination of odometry and optical range 
finder to sense 1the environment is used and a matching algorithm fror the sensory data and a map was 
developed. The a priori map of the vehicle environment consists of a 2-D representation based on a collection 
of line segments. in addition an algorithm is used to estimate the precision of the corresponding 
match/correction which allows the correction to be optimally combined with the odometric locatio~ to provide 
an improved estimate of the mbot's location. Since th·e robot's location is to be constantly updated as the vehicle 
moves, there is a need to remove any motion distortion tha't may arise. This can be done by reading the 
odometric position at each range sample. The curr·ent position and range data are then used to convert the data 
point into to world coordinates for matching ito the map. 

For a s·tructured environment the a!.gorithm proposed by I.I.Cox has proven to be effective. Indeed the 
entire autonomous vehicle is self-contained, all the processing being performed on-board. The algorithms 
enable ~he range data to be collected while the vehicle is moving. For those reasons the mobile platform 
Blanche represents a high-level of performance at low-cost 

On ithe other hand the J. Leonard and Durrant-Whyte algorithm requires much more computational 
effort and stops of the vehicle to acqu.ire the range data 

Yet in both cases a dense range m:a:p is acquired by servo-mounted range sensors. Even though we 
have decided to employ an appmach simiiar .to I.J.Cox the different sensor arrangement in our vehicle prevents 
the immediate application of the algorithm. Indeed a ring of sensors disposed around a rectangularly shaped 
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vehicle prevents many configurations of the vehicle from being detected by the sonar. The ring of sensors 
around the vehicle Robuter (set of 24 fixed sonars), will be used essentially for obstacle detection. 

To integrate the estimate of the vehicle's position .and orientation obtained from odometry and inertial 
sys·tem and ma~ched posi·tion from sonar processing, we need to have estimates of standard deviations in the 
measurements of x, y and 0, for both the matcher and odometry. Given the locations and standard deviations 
&om the matcher and the ·estimate provided by •the first level of integration, the values of the location and its 
col'l'espomding standard deviation can be updated. This updated value is fed back to the odometry where it is 
used as .t;he new value from which a new location is ·estimated. Since lhe odometry is corrected after each 
matching, failure of the sonar or matching subsystem does not lead to immediate failure of the robot navigation 
system. 

4. DISCUSSION 
Mobile robot navigation depends heavily on the quality of sensor information . Therefore, when 

designing a navigation system one has to carefully consider the types of sensors to be used as well as the related 
issue of combining and integrating the information. Even for the simple case of robot localization in a known 
and structured environment there still are open issues when considering that the robot navigates in a real 
environment. 

These considerations led us to restrict ourselves to the problem of navigation in a structured 
environment with a priori partial kn0wledge of its map. For that pi;obiem we decided to build our navigation 
system around a set of sensors that includes an inertial system, odometry, a sonar network, and one active 
vision system. 

Da·ta integration and fusion icselves have many issues that require deeper consideration and study. 
From our point of view some of these issues are sensor modeling, data association and estimation process. We 
are currently tackling these subjects within the framework of the development of a sensor system for a mobile 
platform. 
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Abstract : We want to point out the consequences of the choice of the model used by the controller, on 
the mechanical behaviour of the system to be controlled as well as on the efficiency of the control. After 
specification of the context we show how it is possible to choose an unifying control algorithm, based upon 
Cubic B-Spline curves representation. and allowing both efficiency and Soft Control. as we call it. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we first briefly analyse the mechanical contex1 of our work and the models commonly used 
to represent usual trajectories (linear, circular .... ) and show the problems that arise. We establish the 
requirements for a model able to represent all currently used contours (linear, circuJar, parabolic, free form 
shapes) and efficiently achieve the control of a mechanical structure, avoiding shocks (thus vibrations). 
minimizing the energy spent by the actuators and leading to calculations compatible with the real time 
requirements. We show how a B-Spline-based model is a geometrically unifying one and meets all the 
requirements previously stated. In addition the speed law along a trajectory can. in most cases, be simply 
obtained. assimilating the parameter to time, by adequately choosing the distribution and the nature 
(multiplicity order) of the vertices defining the contour. Trus property is illustrated by a simple example dealing 
with a linear trajectory. 

2. GENERALITIES 

Our work deals with the control of mechanical systems : robots or machine-tools. Usually the move
ments of such systems are defined in terms of trajectory of the tool, specified in a 2 to 6 dimensions space. It 
has to be noticed that machining of a surface is achieved by successive sweeping along one main direction (not 
necessarily that of one of the macrune's axis) and an incremental displacement along another main direction ; 
the tool follows a succession of trajectories. Thus all along the paper we will only consider trajectories. 

In the machine-tool or robots control domain, the user's requirements increase in terms of speed, 
accuracy and variety of shapes. That leads to high speed computation abilties and trajectory modelling 
algorithm(s) efficiency. In addition any mechanical structure exhibit own vibration modes that can be excited 
by acceleration discontinuities inducing shocks. Our problem is to define a trajectory model meeting all the 
above mentioned requirements and eliminating kinematic discontinuities thus mechanical disturbances. 

3. CHOOSING A MODEL 

In current control systems only a few interpolation algorithms are available : linear and circular ones 
always exist. in some systems free form curves can be defined by pass-points but either it is very difficult to 
control the speed along the trajectory (the feed rate) or they are micro-segmented into straight or circular 
segments for on line control (that needs a large memory). Each interpolation is related to a specific algorithm, 
usually based upon a parametric definition of curves. The multiplicity of these algorithms can lead to 
discontinuities, with sad mechanical results, when linking two different interpolations : succession of linear and 
circular segments for instance. 

3.1. Choice criteria 

The trajectol)· model has to satisfy three groups of needs : 

• those of the user : variety of shapes and speed laws, combination of high speed and accuracy, 
programming facilities either by the user or through a CAD system ; 
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• those of the computer : simple, and if possible unique, algorithm for all interpolations in order to speed 
up the calculations, lowest possible complexity of the computer in order to minimize its cost; 

• those of the mechanical system : elimination of shocks, minimization of the energy needed to follow 
the trajectories in order to reduce mechanical sollicitations, thus wear and tear. 

3.2. Towards a solution 

The successive points of the trajectory will be calculated on hne ; thus we will choose a parametric 
definition of the curves. It allows us to build a calculator in which lhe trajectoy calculations are distributed, 
using one simple processor for each axis, all those processors being synchronized by a host one distributing the 
successive values of the parameter simultaneously to all axes processors. 

The cakulations at axis processor level have to be as simple as possible. A polynomial model leads to 
simple calculations and the lower the degree is, the faster the processor will work. Obviously closed curves like 
circles can only approximately represented by a polynomial model. However it has to be noticed that sine and 
cosine functions can only be approximately calculated. The only important thing is that the error can be known 
thus bounded and made smaller 1than the resolution of the machine. 

The speed along the trajectory is V(t) = ds/dt = ds(µ)/dµ•dµ(t) /dt , µ being the parameter. The 
simpler the expression of ds(µ)/dµ will be. the simpler will be that of dµ (t)/dt , thus the easier the control of 

V(t) will be. The ideal solution being a linear relationship between µ and t (µ=A.t) , an interesting model would 
be the one allowing. by an adequate choice of some parameters, the following property : V(t) = V(µ/A.) = 
), ds(µ)/dµ for the desired speed law. 

Whichever the model ,is. it must exhibit at least a c2 continuity avoiding any acceleration discontinuity : 
that is a necessary condition for shock avoidance and deformations limitation. A polynomial model should be. 
at least, of the third degree. 

If we now consider the compatibility with CAD systems. there are two polynomial models currently used 
in such systems : the B-Spline-based one and its subset the Bezier's one. 

Only considering free form curves the Beziers's model leads to polynomials whose degree is equal to the 
number of pass-points minus one . It is obvious that if a large number of points is specified. then the degree 
becomes very high. leading to very long computations ; in addi1tion modelling of circles is almost impossible. 

The B-Spline-based models lead to a piecewise representation of curves by a polynomial whose degree is 
constant and independent of the number of pass-points. According to the c2 continuity requirement a cubic 
model can be chosen. With such a model it is very easy to represent any currently used interpolation. either 
exactly (linear and parabolic ones) or with an ·ermr that can be bounded using a sufficient number of pass
points [BOU-86 ]. It has to be noticed that in most CAD systems ~on :!,Iniforrn Rational ~ fu>lines (NURBS) are 
currently used 1to exactly represent any shape. Unfortunately when many successive interpolations must be 
linked. the degree of both numerator a nd denominator drnmaticaliy increase making this model inadequate for 
control applications. But it is easy, thanks to exactly controlled approximations. to convert NURBS 
representation into B-Spline representation (PA T-89 l. So a Cubic B-Spline-based model allows a very easy 
compatibility with CAD systems. thus. through suc'h systems, an efficient man-machine interface. 

Last but not least one can easily demonstrate that the minimization of the overall curvature, which is one 
of the properties of Cubic B-Splines is equivalent to tha,t of ithe energy needed by a moving body to follow the 
trajectory with a constant speed. 

The use of Cubic B-Splines for trajectory modelling simultaneously meets the requirement of shock 
avoidance (C2 continuity) and energy minimization. This modelling leads us to introduce the concept of Soft 
Control. 

4. CUBIC B-SPLINES MODELLING : KINEMATIC CONSIDERATIONS 

We briefly recall that a Cubic B-Spline is defined by the following vectorial expression [B00-78, BAR-
82, BOU -86) in which C(µ) is the current point of the curve. µt he global parameter and the Pi s constitute an 

ordered set of points caned vertices of the curve ; C(µ) and the Pi s have a number of coordinates equal to the 
dimension of the control space : 
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n 
C(µ) = Lpi • Nj,4(µ); with µ E(µ4.µ4+n] 

i=I 

Basic functions N 1,4 (µ) are polynomials having a local support and recursively defined by fRIE 73 I : 

N·1(µ)={l 
1, 0 elsewhere 

µ j are positive integers so that 

and. fork> l µJ :5: µ j+I 

Nik(µ)= µ-µi •Nik-1(µ)+ µi+k-µ •Ni+lk-1(µ) 
' µi+k-J-µi ' µi+k-µi+I ' 

'rt je(4, .... ,4+n-l] 

the l:1j ar,e the components of the so-<:aHed nodal vector : they are the values of the parameter at the 
junction points between two successive segments of the curve, these junction points being the Mj pass-points. 

4.1. Nodal vector effects 

. . 1f the ~ distribution is regular, usuaUy J.lj=j, the Splines are called !Jnifonn ~ubic f!-fu>lines ; if the 
d1stnbuuon 'is not regular they are called !ion !Jniiorrn ~ub1c I;!-fu>hnes. 

From a kinematic viewpoint the choice between UCBS and NUCBS is quite significant. Assuming a 
linear relationship between the parameter and the time, µ=A.t, the mean value Vi of the speed along the jth 

- MM· I M·M· I 
segment of the curve is equal to : Yj = 1 

1+ == /... 1 i+ . where Mi Mi+ I is the length of the arc. 
lj+] - lj µ ,i+l - µi 

So the speed law along the curve will depend on the relative distribution of the nodal vector and of the 
positions of the pass-points ; conversely, if the pass-points are known and for a given speed law, it is possible to 
find a nodal vector leading to a satisfying approximate solution (the approximation is due to the integer nacure 
of the~). 

In the case of constant curvarure curves (circles, straight lines). the UCBS are of great interest since 
ds/dµ is constant (with a third order error for a circle) ; thus the speed law is identical to the temporal evolution 
of the parameter. leading to a very easy control of the speed. 

4.2. Vertices effects 

All above considerations .are valid if vertices are simple ones Vertices can be considered as attracting 
points whose level of attraction is defined by the Ni 4 functions. The attraction level of a given vertex can be 
increased by increasing its multiplicity order m : Pj = Pi+ I=···= Pi+m-I _ Such a vertex will have a weight 

m 

equal to LNi+l-l , 4 _ 

l=I 

As an example let us consider an UCBS defined by n vertices {n ~ 7), so that P 0 = P 1 = P 2 and P n-J = P n·2 = 
Pn-l : in addition all vertices are aligned and equidistant. Assuming a linear relationship µ =A.t. the speed 
evolution is represented below: 

\I 

Such a speed law is particularly interesting since it means that the moving body starts from Po at rest 
(Y=O, f=O): ilS speed increases until a maximum value Ymax, according to two continuously linked parabolic 
laws ; the speed remains constant and then decreases according to symmetrical parabolic laws and the moving 
body reaches P n-1 at rest. The acceleration and deceleration speed laws are very close to the pseudo-sine law 
currently used in machine-tool control in order to avoid shocks during the acceleration and deceleration phases. 
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The result is that the movement is achieved in a near-min.imwn time but without the shocks induced by the 
classic trapezoidal law. 

By means of this example we just wanted to point out how 1easy the speed law control is, using only the 
multiplicity order of the venices. Equivalent examples can be given for other shapes of trajectories {HAD-9 1 ). 

4.3. Minimum time control 

We wlll give a third example of the efficiency of B-Spline-based Soft Control. Let us consider a 
trajectory defined by its initial and final points, given initial and final kinematic conditions and eventually a 
given number of pass-points (for instance in order to avoid any obstacle) ; in addition the movement is 
constrained by the maximum values of both the speed and acceleration. B-Spline modelling allows us to very 
easily design the trajectory leading to the minimum run time according to the various constraints, shocks 
avoidance included. The originality hes in that the trajectory's design takes into account simultaneously 
geometric and kinematic considerations in.stead of solvingfirst a geometric problem then a kinematic one. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Starting from functionnal considerations we have shown that it is possible to design a control computer 
using a B-Spline-based unifying control model. Such a computer meets all the requirements of the user from 
the tluee viewpoints of the accuracy. the speed and the variety of interpolations and speed laws. The control 
model takes into account the behaviour of any mechanical system. avoiding undesirable effects and allowing a 
Soft Control_ In addition, since the inputs of the control loops associated to each actuator exhibit a c2 
continuity. the regulators included in these loops have not to be as sophisticated as currently used ones. The 
prototype under developpement is realized using 320Cxx signal processors. It is able to renew the input of the 
control loop every 10 µs and thus is able to drive a robot or a machine-tool with a 10 µm accuracy combined 
with a 1 m/s speed. 
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Abstract: This paper is devoted to the computation of the .inertia matrix of a tree structured multi-arm robot 
system. Based on ~he PPO-Recursion proposed by the authors for the inertial , coupling. and gravitational 
dynamics of a robot [9]. a parallel algorithm for computing the inertia matrix of chain structure robot has been 
achieved [lO]. In the paper the PPO-Recursion is extended to be applied for the tree structured robot after. 
Appropriate interpretation of the dynamic properties of the branching hnk in the tree structure is introduced. 
The proposed a;lgorithm offers high parallelism and is being under the realization in a transputer network. 

UNTRODUCTJON 

While the chain structure robot manipulator is the 
mostly used robot structure, the tree structure robot 
also finds its fieild of application in some especial, but 
promising areas of the industry and scientific 
research. It is, for instance, the case of multi-arm 
robot. In the Laboratory of Automatic Control and 
Technical Cybernetics at the University of Wuppertal 
a research projeot involving a camera guided robot 
motion is being carried out. The robot system for this 
project is a Manutec R2 manipulator with a camera
arm fixed on its 4th link. Fig. I illustrates the 
configuration of this tlex.ible multi-arm robot system 
with 10 'links and 10 joints. The dynamic model 
describi ng its motion comprises 10 second order 
differential equations. 

Fig. l Manutec R2 with a camera-arm 

For the real time computation of the inverse 
dynamics of this tree type robot and for tl)e robot 
motion simulation, a parallel executable scheme 
shou1ld be used such that a tolerable executing time is 
achi·eved. In both problems, the computation of the 
inertia matrix is the most expensive part. For this 
purpose several algorithms for computing the robot 
inertia matrix have been published [2, 5, 6]. 
Moreover, many efforts have also been devoted to the 
paralleli zation of the algorithms [7, 8J. In [I OJ, the 
authors have suggested a novel algorithm for parallel 
computation of the inertia matrix of the chain 
structure robot. For 6 degrees of freedom, using 6 
processors for parallel computing, this algorithm 
leads to the lowest number of additions and 
multiplications. In this paper the algorithm proposed 
in [I OJ wi ll be extended for the tree structure robot. 

.2. INVERSE DYNAMICS OF A TREE STRUCTURE ROBOT 

The tree structured robot system consists of a group 
of chain structure subsystems connected at some 
branching links. All links except the branching links 
can be treated equally as links in an open chain 
structure. For the open chain structur robot, as well 
as for the tree structure, extensive research results 
concerning its inverse dynamics have been published 
in the past years [I, 3, 4]. Recently the authors have 
presented a novel one directional recursive algorithm 
for the individual computation of the driving torque 
component (inertial, coupling and gravitational) 
according to their physical sources [9]. This PPO
Algorithm is based on the recursive Newton-Euler 
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Formulation and offers a high potential of 
parallelism for distributed computing. In [10], the 
computation of the inertia matrix of a chain structure 
robot using the PPO-Algorithm was achieved. For 
the purpose of extending this algorithm to compute 
the inertia matrix of the tree structured robot, the 
first two parts of the PPO-Algorithm, namely the 
recursions for the angular velocity, the geometrical 
parameters and the inertial torque are listed [9]: 

A. Recursion for Angular Velocity and 
Geometrical Parameters: 

iz R; Hz 
k = i-1 k• for O<k<i. (2.1) 

;bk= Rf_,[;-ibk+(i-lzkxi-lp;)] (2.2) 

for O<k<i; with kbk = 0. 

in iz ; 
1-'k = kx Pc· I 

I 

iwi = L izkek 
k=l 

for O<k<i 

B. /nenial Torque Recursion: 

Acceleration 

j 

iEi = L izkek 
k=I 

i Ri [ i-1 i-1 i-1 ] a; = i-1 a;-1+ E;-1X P; 
i -1 

= L, ibkek 
k=I 

. * . . 
tai = lai +'EtX 'Pei 

= ±(ibk+i~k)sk 
k=I 

Centre of gravity force/torque 

Driving torque 

for O<k<i: 

'tk ='tk + ;N/Zk +i Fi• ( i~k +ibJ 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2,6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

Here 'ti is the component of the inertial torque 'M 

which is defined as (9) 

'tM =[1:1 i:1)7 = M (0)0 (2.12) 

The tree structure illustrated in Fig. 2 can be 
decomposed into three chains. The first chain is from 
the base link Ao to the branching link Am· Then 
from the two links B 11 and B21 which are connected 
with the branching link two chains are starting to 
B1p and B2r respectively. These three chains will be 
called herewith: chain A, chain B1 and chain B2. 
The formulation for the three chains A, B1 and B2 is 
reducable to new consideration for the triple links 
Am• BI I and B21. while the other links can be 
treated as links in an open chain structure. 

····~ 

------· -~ 
Branching lir.1< 

Fig. 2 Tree structure with one branching link 

For the forward propagation of the kinematic 
variables such as the angular velocity w, angular 
acceleration E and linear acceleration a of the centre 
of gravity of the links the usual recursions can be 
executed from Ao to Am and continued to B1p and 
B2r respectively. 

Concerning the backward propagation of the force 
and torque, one should consider the fact that the 
motion of the branching link Am is influenced by the 
motion of both B l l and B2 r. The following 
equations are thus valid for the branching link Am: 
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(2.15) 

3. INERTIA MATRIX OF 'fHE TREE STRUCTURE ROBOT 

According to the equation (2. l 2), the inertia matrix 
of the robot can be simply written as: 

(3. l) 

As shown in (2.5) .to (2.9), all the 'kinematic and 

kinetic variables c;i, ai, ai*, Fi, Ni of the Inertial 
Torque Recursion are linear to the joint accelerations 

e. 

Introducing the two new parameters 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

one obta,ins the individual element Mi/0) of the 

inertial matrix 

The summation should be carried out over all the 
links succeeding the link i, for each branch of the 
tree. 

Only the recursion for the geometrical parameters in 
(2. l )-(2.3) has to be executed. Then the partial forces 
and torques defined in (3.2) and (3.3) can be 
calculated. By considering the special situation of the 
branching link described in section 2, one obtains the 
following procedure for computing the inertial 
matrix of tree structured robot: 

A. Recursions .for the Geometric Parameters 

a.i Executing (2.1 )-(2.3) for i= I 1to m by setting 
the index 0 for the base Ao· 1 to m for the 
'links A 1 to Am· 

a.2 Continuing the recursion a.I until i=m+p by 
setting the index m+ l for link B 11 • and 
subseqently to the other links and up to 
setting m+p for link B1p· 

a.3 Continuing the recursion a.I until i=m+r by 
setting the index m+l for link B21, and the 
subsequent links till setting index m+p for 
link B2 r 

The recursions a.2 and a.3 are independent on each 
other and can be executed in parallel. 

B. Recursions for Inertia Matrix 

b.I Executing (3.2) and (3.3) for each link. 

b.2 Executing (3.4) for i=l to m and k=l tom. 

b.3 Executing (3 .4) for i= 1 to m+p and k=m+ 1 
to m+p by setting the index as in a.2. 

b.4 Executing (3.4) for i= 1 to m+r. and k=m+ I 
to m+r by setting the index as in a.3. 

b.5 For i= 1 tom (each link in chain A) 

where 

Mf}: is the value for Mij obtained by b.2. 

Mt1
: is the value for Mij obtained by b.3. 

Mt' : is the value for Mij obtained by b.4. 

b.2, b.3 and b.4 are independent on each other and 
can be executed parallel 

As is shown in (10], the computation of the 
geometric parameters and the elements of the inertia 
matrix 'can be organized in a manner that rends a 
high parallelism to be achieved. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The computation of the inertia matrix of a tree 
structure robot is discussed in this paper. The PPO
Algorithm {9] for robot inverse dynamics has been 
extended to the multi-arm robot manipulator. Based 
on this extension, a parallel, one directional and 
recursive algorithm in Newton-Euler Formulation for 
the computation of the inertia matrix of the robot 
system with tree structure has been achieved. This 
aJg,orithm is now being under realization on a 
transput,er-network and implemented in the DFG
Project 135113-2. 
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6. LIST OF SYMBOLS 

a•b: Scalar product of the vector a and vector b. 

axb: Vector product of the vector a and vector b. 

mi : Mass of the i-th link. 

Ci f.· The inertia of the i-th link with 11· the 
l' 

component in the direction of its own 
rotational axis. 

i P;: Position vector of the i-th frame origin 

represented in j-th frame. 

J Pc. : Position vector of the c.o.g. of the i-th link 
l 

presented in j-th frame. 
iz;: The i-th z-axis fixed on the i-th link. 

(rotational axis of the i th link). 

e i: Joint angular velocity of the i-th link. 

ei : Joint angular acceleration of the i-th link. 

;Ei: Angular acceleration of the i-th link. 

;a; : Linear acceleration of the origin of the i-th 

frame. 

ia;· : Linear acceleration of the centre of gravity 

(c.o.g.) of the i-th link 

R/ : Coordinate rotation matrix from i-th frame to 

j-th frame. 
1F;: Force acting on che c.o.g. of the i-th link. 

;N;: Torque acting on the i-th link. 

izk: The k-th z-axis represented in i-th frame. 
ib. 

k· Its magnitude is the distance between the k-th 

frame origin and the i-th z-axis. 

ibk+i J31c: Its magnitude is the distance between 

thecentre of gravity (c.o.g.) of the k-th link 
and the i-th z-axis. 
Its direction is the effective direction of 

k Fk for driving the rotation of the i-th link 

referring to the i-th z-axis. 
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Abstract. In the forthcoming distributed autonomous robotic systems it will be useful for a robot to 
recognize others robo.ts' goals and plans from visual information. This paper is about goals' recognition. Let A 
and 0 be two fObots both guided by a STRIPS-like planner. Let A be the robot which is doing an action and let 
0 be the robot which is observing A's doing the action. We show that, under simple hypotheses on the nature of 
the planner that guides A's behaviour, 0 can recognize A 's goal by means of abduction. 

l. INTRODUCTION 
Many people in the Artificial Intelligence community and, ,especially, in the Distributed A. I. comm unity [ 1) 

have shown ithe importance of plan recognition as inferring the other agents' plans from their partially performed 
portions [3][4]. There is no biunique ool"I'espondence between plans and goals because, in general, the same plan 
can be performed to accomplish different goals and the ·same goal can be accomplished by different plans. This 
paper is about goals recognition: having recognised a plan (may be .after the emire plan has been performed), try 
to recognise which were ,the ~easons for the plan to be performed. it should be obvious that the same sequence of 
wtions (plan) produces different ,effects on the world depending on the particular situation in which it is 
performed. Furthermore, if the planner possesses sufficient inference ability, then the plan's goal could be not 
simply that of adding and/or removing the facts explici.tly .listed in the actions ' definitions, but it can be some 
.state of affairs which will be implied by these changes; in other words, the goal(s) of the plan could be some 
''logical consequence(s)" of the changes made in the world by the actions in the plan (particularly the last one). If 
this is the case, then goaJ recognition is, in general, not a trivia[ problem and we show that it can be considered 
as an abduction pr,oblem. To simplify the matter (without loss of generaliity) we'll limit the discourse to (plans 
made of single) actions. We address this problem in a formal way adopting the classical and very simple 
characterisation of actions given in [6]; actions are means to modify ·the state of the world by adding and/or 
removing facts. Finally, we'd like to note that a goal ofa panial.ly performed plan is that of making performable 
!he rest of the plan, so goals recognition can be regarded as a step in plan recognition. 

2. ARD U CTION 
2.1 A general model of abduction 
Abduction is generally presented as an ahsrract hypothetical inferential schema that, given a causal theory of 

the world (a set of fonnal rulies c0r links between causes and effects) and a set of observations (facts which don't 
foUow simply from the causal theory), tries to find an explanation of the observed facts, that is a set of 
hypothetical facts which, along with the causal theory, justifies the presence of Lhe observed facts. We've found 
very general the awount of abduction given ifl [2]. d stands for a datum, e.g., a symptom. h stands for an 
individual hypothesis, e.g., a hypothesized disease. H can be treated as a composite hypothesis, i.e., each hEH is 
hypothesized to be present, and e.ach heH is hypothesized to be absent or irrelevant. 

Definition .. An abduction problem is a tuple <.DJlan.e>, where: 
•Dis a finite set of al.I the data to be explained, 
• Hall is a finite set of all 1the individual hypotheses, 
• e is a map foom subsets of Hall to subsets of D (H explains e(H)), 
Furthermore: 
H is complete if e(H)=D 
His parsimonious if .,3H'cH(e(ffl~(H')), 
H is an explanation if it is complete and parsimonious. 

Definifion. An abduction problem is monotonic if: 
'V H JI' Q-J all (HQ-J' --? e(l{'J:;;.e(H)) 

that is , a composiLe 'hypothesis does not " lose" any data explained by any of its subsets and migh t explain 
additional data 
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Definition. An incompatibility abduction problem is an abduction problem in which some collection of 
hypotheses are incompatible. 

In [2) it is proved that, for an incompatibility abduction problem, even finding an explanation is NP-hard. 

2.2 A logic-based model of abduction .. 
Let L be a propositional language. A literal is an atomic sentence of Lor its negation. A clause is the 

disjunction of distinct literals of L. Let both the data and the hypotheses be expressed as clauses of L, 1 so that D 

and Hall a.I'e given sets of clauses2. Let the domain theory I be a distinct set of clauses of L. Let e be the 
mapping so defined: 

e(H)=(deD I HuIF d} 
that is, e(H) is 1the deductive closure of HuI restricted 1to D. So we can define a logic-based explanation of a set 
of clauses D to be a finite set of dauses HQ-I all such that 

• L..JH F D, that is H is complete, 
• H is parsimonious. 
Monotonicity of the first order logic assures that this is a monotonic abduction problem. We specify the 

notion of "incompatibility abduction problem" by excluding all the composite hypotheses and only them which 

logically follows from fua, where the consistency set a is a given set of clauses3. These characterisations 
bring to the following definition: 

Definition. A logic-based abduction problem is that of finding an explanation H~H all of a set of 
observations D such that, given a prefixed consistency set a, 

,. fua ~ -.H, that is His consistent with fua 
,. fuH l=D 
,. H is parsimonious 

If there al'e a finite number of explanations for D :then the cautious explanation is their disjunction ViHi. If 
Hall is limited to atomic semences and if a:=0, then this logic-based abduction problem collapses to that defined 
in [5) and in [7). However, we' ll stay in the mol\e general framework in which individual hypotheses are 

disjunction of literals.4 There is no intrinsic relation between the ,cardinalities of Hand D. Depending on the 
domain theory 1:, an explanation H can be a set of more than one clause even if D is made of a single clause and, 
vice-versa, a single clause can be ,the explanation of a set of clauses. Sometimes may be useful to consider only 
explanations of a given cardinality. We introduce the following definition. 

Definition. An nxm abduction problem is a logic-based abduction problem in which the cardinality of D 
is n and the cardinality of the explanations H is forced to be m. 

3. ACTIONS 
We adopt the simple STRIPS-like definition for actions. Actions are atomic means to modify the state of the 

world by adding and/or removing facts. We say that an action <A changes the state of the world from S to ~(S). 
We adopt the extensional view of actions, in the sense that two different instances of the same action are 
considered as different actions. In so far, both the preconditions and the effects of an action will be expressed as 
sets of propositions of L. 

Definition. A state theory Tisa prefued set of sentences of L. A state S is a set of atomic sentences of L 
consistent with the slate theory T. 

A state represents the world where the robot is working in at a given instant. The state theory represents 
constraints that must be verified in every insLanl. To simplify the matter we ignore relations which must be 
verified between facts at different instants. 

1 It is a useful generalization of the case in which they are simple literals. 

2 Every set of clauses can be mapped in a wff and vice-versa, so Dall and H.n can be regarded as wffs of l. 

3 A set of .sentences is logically equivalent to their conjunction and the negation of a conjunction of sentences is 
logically equivalent to the disjunction of their negations. 

4 This generalization, although problematic from a pragmatical computational point of view, is conceptually 
stimulating because it provides for the c ase in which, in order to explain some observations, it is not sufficient to 
hypothesize mere faclS but it is necessary to hypothesize the presence of other rules in the domain theory (other links 
in the mapping e). It is this kind of abduction that (along with induction) is at the base of the formulation of scientific 
theories. 
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Definition. An action 'It! is a tuple <.P, AL, DL> in which P, AL and DL are sets of atomic sentences of 
L respectively calle.d preconditions, add list and delete list. 

The preconditions are facts that must hold in the current state for the action to be planned. The add list 
coniains facts that are adde.d to the world by the action and the delete list contains facts that are remove.d from the 
world by the action. It can be given a functional definition of action. 

Defr<nitioo. An action lti=<.P, AL, DL> is a partial function over the space of the states defined as follows: 
S u T .~ P: ~(S) undefine.d. 
S u TI= P: ~(S)=(S \DL)uAL 

Definition. A goal G is a conjunction of literals of L. 

We suppose that the planner has complete and correot knowledge about the environment and the effects of 
each action in ·the world. So, if the robot has already perforrne.d the action then the intent of the action cannot be 
a disjunction of literals but a literal or a conjunction of literals. 

4. GOALS RECOGNITION 
The results of this paper hold upon the following fundamental assumption: 

Assumption. The planner is correct and complete, that is, if the planner verifies a sentence p in a state S 
then SuT l=p, and if SuT 'f=p then the planner is able to prove it. Furthermore, if the planner plans an action It! 
to pursue a goal G in a state S then: 

1. Su T p! G, that is G is not al.ready satisfied in S 
2. ~(S)u TI= G. G will be satisfied in lti(S) 

Theorem. If a planner plans an action ~=<.P, AL, DL> in a state S, under a state theory T, to pursue a goal 
G, then the problem to recognise the planner's goal in planning the action is a lxl abduction problem which has 
Tu(S\[)L) as "domain theory"., -.AL as "observation", DL as consistency set and the negation of the goal as 
explanation. 

Proof. Consider a generic aotion ~=<.P , AL , DL>. Let S be suDL and ~(S) be suAL. From the 1. and 2. 
it follows 

la. TusuDL ~ G 
2a. TusuAL I= G 

From the 2a. it follows: 
2b. 1\..Jsu-.G 'f= -.AL 

If we take H for -.G, D for -.AL, ~ for DL, and I for TVs we obtain: 
• Iu~p! -.H 
• IuH l=D 

Evidently, both D and Hare made of a single clause because they are the negations of a conjunction, so this is a 
lxl abduction problem. 0 

A plan Pisa sequence of actions Ai, .. ,An. We can repr;esent a plan as the ordere.d composition of the partial 
functions corresponding 1to the actions in the plan ~=~n( .. (~1 (S) .. )=<PP, PAL, PDL>, in which PP is the set 
of facts that must hold in the initial sta~e for the plan to be performed, PAL contains facts that are added to the 
world by the plan as a whole and PDL contains facts that are removed from the world by the plan. It is 
straightforward to extend the previous resu1t to the partial function ~=<PP, PAL, PDL>. 

Example. In a classical block-world domain there are a table, three blocks and a gripper. Consider the 
following instance.d action for a robot (from [6}) 

putdown~b1 
DL: holding_b1 
AL: ontable_b1,clear_b1 ,handempty 

a1ong with the following (piece of) current state and domain theory: 
S: holding_b1 ,ontable_b2,ontable_:b3 
T: holding_b1 v holding_b2 v holding_b3 --> --,handempty 

on_b2_b1 v on_b3_b1 --> -.clear_b1 
ho.lding_b1 ~ -.on_b2_b1 /\ -.on_b3_b1 /\--,on_b1_b2 "-.on_b1_b3" -.ontable_b1 
holding_b1 ~ --,holding_b2 "-,holding_b3 
ontable_b1 " ontable_b2 "ontable_b3 --> filled_table 
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handempty--+ ontable_b1 v on_b1_b2 v on_b1_b3 

If d1e robot plans putdown_b1, then S\DL= { ontable_b2,ontable_b3}, D= { -.ontable_b 1 v -<:lear_b 1 v 

-.handempty}. We obtain the following lxl abduction problem: 

• JV{ontable_b2,ontable_b3)v{holding_b1} ~ -.H 
• JV{ontable_b2,ontable_b3}vH I= -.ontable_b1 v -.clear_b1 v -.handempty 

from which we infer abductively the following singleton explanations: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
:8 

H 
-.ontable_b1 
-.clear_b1 
-.handempty 
holding_b1 
holding_b1 v ho!cing_b2 
holding_b1 v holding_b3 
holding_b1 v holding_b2 v holding_b3 
-.filled_table 

G 
ontable_b1 
clear_b1 
1landen"4'ty 
~olding_'.b1 

...;ho1ding_b1 "..,holding_b2 
-.holding_b1 "-.holding_b3 
-.holding_b1 "-.holding_b2 "-.holding_b3 
tilled_table 

Goals 1+ 3 are l.rivial, dle oihers depends on dle state dleory and on the current state. The following clauses 
are not explanations because they satisfy dle second condition but not the first one (dley are inconsistent with 
JVDL, that is dle same to say dlat the correspondent goals were already verified). 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

H 
holding_b2 
holding_b3 
holding_b2 v holding_b3 
on_b2_b1 
on_b3_b1 
on_b2_b1 v on_b3_b1 

G 
-.holding_b2 
-.holding_b3 
-.ho!ding_b2 " -.holding_b3 
-.on_b2_b1 
-.on_b3_b1 
-.on_b2_b1 " -.on_b3_b1 

The explanation -.ontable_b1 " -.on_b1_b2 " -.on_b1_b3 is not singleton (the disjunctive goal ontable_b1 v 
on_b1_b2 v on_b1_b3 is not acceptable). 

5. RESULTS 
If a planner possesses sufficient inference ability. then the goal(s) of a plan can be generalized to be some 

"logical consequence(s)" of dle changes made in the world by the plan. We've shown that, in this case, under dle 
hypothesis that the planner is correct and complete, goal recognition can be regarded as an abduction problem 
widl a single datum to explain (a clause) making a single hypothesis (an other clause). Funherrnore we've 
charachterized 1lhis logic-based abduc1tion problem as an incompatibility one. 
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Abstract. Neural network based adaptive controllers have been shown to achieve much improved accuracy 
compared with tradilional adaptive comrollers when applied to trajectory tracking in robot manipulators. 
This paper describes a new Recursive Prediction Error technique for estimating network parameters which is 
more computationally efficient. Results show that the neural controller suppress disturbances accurately and 
achieves very small errors between commanded and measured trajectories. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The control of a robot such that it adheres accurately to some pre-planned trajectory in space is a prob
lem of acknowledged difficulty, especially when high-speed motion is demanded. The use of conventional 
controllers demands the availability of an accurate dynamic robot model. However. this is rarely achievable 
because of unmodelled dynamics (neglected time delays, non-linear friction etc.) and parameter u·ncertainties 
(deviation of link lengths etc. from nominal values). 

The emergence of neural networks has provided an alternative means of controlling high-speed robot 
motion. and investigations into their use are the subject of this paper. Neural networks can perfonn a com
bined system identification and adaptive control function. and they yield a good manipulator trajectory track
ing perfonnance without requiring an analytical dynamic robot model. 

The form of learning algorithm which has most commonly been tried in neural-network-based adaptive 
contro llers is back propagation. Recently. a new way of estimating neural network parameters has been 
developed. called the recursive prediction error technique. The main purpose of this paper is to compare the 
relative merits of these alternative learning algorithms. 

2. NEURAL ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER 

Early work on new-al adaptive controllers by Kawato (4) used a neural network in the feedforward 
loop with a conventional PD controller in the feedback loop. However. this was computationally expensive. 
requiring extensive pre-processing of non-linear transformations of the input signals. Later work by Tomo
chika [7] used a nonlinear compensator using neural networks. which inCOlJ>Orates the idea of the computed 
torque method. The neural networks are used to compensate for nonlinearities in the robotic manipulato rs, 
rather than to learn the inverse dynamics. 

The authors have recently proposed n new approach to neural-adaptive. trajectory-tracking control in 
which the neural network architecture is combined with a servo feedback controller [5] . The scheme resem
bles a standard feedforward control structure except that the manipulator's inverse dynamic model is replaced 
by a generic neural network model for each joint which ad:iptively approximates the joint inverse dynamics 
using a back propagation algorithm. The performance of this scheme is good in terms of trajectory tracking. 

Billings [2] has recently developed a scheme where the recursive prediction error (RPE) identification 
method is used to estimate the network parameters rather than using back propagation to adjust the network 
weights. This has been shown to greatly improve the speed of learning and hence it seemed appropriate to 
investigate the application of this in neural adaptive control of robots. 
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3. DYNAMIC EQUATIONS AND NEURAL CONTROLLER ALGORITHM 

Given a desired trajectory defined in terms of joint variables (qJ,qJ.qJ). the control problem is to com
pute the necessary torques to apply to the joint actuators such that the manipulator follows the desired trajec
tory, figure I. This requires computation of the inverse dynamic equation. which, for an n-link rigid robot 
arm, is given in vectorial form as: 

T = M(q)(j + V(q,q) + F(q) + G(q) = M(q)q + Q(q,q) 

The manipulator's forward dynamic equation can be readily obtained by manipulating equation(!): 

q = M - 1(q) T - M-1(q) Q(q,i/) = R( q.q,T) 

(1) 

(2) 

Equation (2) represents a nonlinear mapping from the robot input Uoi11t torque T) to the robot output 
Uoint motion). 

The robot ,jnverse dynamics can now be written as 

(3) 

where the transformation R-1 is a nonlinear mapping from the joint coordinate space to the joint torque 
space. 

In practice. robot dynamics cannot be modeled exactly. An estimated model R-1 is used to predict the 
feedforward torques and a servo-feedback is usually included to bring robustness to the overall control 
scheme. 

The system dyr;iamics ,are not time 'invariant and undergo changes such as variations in payloads, 
changes in the friction coefficienL~ of the joinL~ etc. Hence, the model estimate F?-1 has to be modified 
accordingly in order to accommodate for these changes. To achieve this, an adaptive or a learning control 
element is usually associated with the control structure.We propose a novel control architecture where RP-• 
is modeled by artificial neur.il networks. 

The nonlinear inverse tr.insformation (3) can be decoupled into n less complex transformations: 

T = R -'(q.q .q >= [r11<q.q.q) ,"-1(q.q .(j)r (4) 

where 

r;-1( q .q .q ; i = I. .... . n ) defines the inverse dynamics tr:msformation of the corresponding joint. Each 
r;-1 can be modcled by an ANN such that: 

T = R-1
( q .q ,q ) = [ fj"1 (q .q .q) rn- 1(q ,q ,q)r = [ N ,(q ,q .q ,0i) NII (q ,q .q ,0,, )r (5) 

where (: ) denotes an estimate. N; ( . ) represents the output of each ANN model used to realize the non
linear mapping r;- 1

( • ) and '0 .tenns denote the set of adjustable weights of the corresponding ANN 
model.The steps in the neural contro'ller algorithm can be summarised as follows: 

l. Present the desired inputs qJ(t ). q.i(t ). i/c1(1 ). 

2. Execute forward phase of hack propagation algorithm to give torques N at the output of ANN model 

3. Add error vector to torques N to ohtain required joint .actuator torques 

4. Measure real robot system outputs q (r ). q (t ), q (r) with calculated torques applied to joint actuators. 
and compute the error vector between desired and actual vector of positions and velocities 

5. Apply this error vector in the 'learning algorithm (BP, RPE. PRPE) 

6. Repeat steps 1-5 until convergence is achieved 

4. RECURSIVE PREDICTION ERROR (RPE) PARAMETER ESTIMATION 

Let 0 = (0 1,02, •••• 0" J7 represents all t'he unknown weights and thresholds of the network. 
with a single layer of hidden units can then he represented by 1the model (3): 

y;(k .0) = ii;1

w;}x/(k) = ji1 wag [j~ w)mxm(k)+ b/l 
j = I j = I mzol 

with 
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where .x (k) = [ .x 1(k ), ..... , x,.,, (k) ]r is the input vector to the ·network. Wjm are the weights • bi are the 
thresholds and g [.l is the node activation function . 

The equations for the RPE algorithm are (3): 

e(k ) = y (k ) - j (k ) 

P(k )=- 1-( P(k-1)-P(k-l)'t'(k) (Ai(k)l+'t'(k)7 P(k-l)'t'(k) f 1't'(k{P(k-l)) 
A.(k) 

El(k) = G(k - I) + P (k) 't'(k) e (k) 

A. (k) is the forgetting factor in the form 

A.(k) = ~A(J:-1) +(I-~) 

The number of parameters to be estimaled with a single hidden layer is given by: 

n 9 = (n 0 +I)n 1 +n 1 n 2 

The elements of the gradient 'l'(k .0) can be obtained by differentiating (6) with respect to 0; [ l ]: 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

x• if ~ 

I 5 m 5 n1 weiRhts in hidden -output layers m 0; =WJm 

dyj 
x~(l-x~)w}m if 0;= b~ !5m511 1 thresholds in hidden layers 

't' ·· = -= x~(l-x~)wfmx,,. if 0; = (J)~,/ I 5 m 511 1 weiRhls in input-hidden layers ( 12) 
If d0; 

l 5 l 5no 
0 01he1wise 

A parallel recursive prediction error (PRPE) algorithm is derived from the conventional RPE algorithm by 
choosing the Hessian H(0) to be a near-diagonal matrix [3). The algorithm can be viewed as applying the 
conventional RPE algorithm to each neuron in the network. The implementation of the PRPE algorithm is 
summarised in figure 2. 

5. COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

In order to make reasonable timing comparisons between algorithms for use on a sequential machine, it 
is not enough to compare only the number of i1er.Hions required by each algorithm. The number of arith
metic operations per itera:tion must also be included in the comparison. While the RPE algorithm will be 
shown to converge in ·less iterations than the backpropagarion algorithm. figure 3 and figure 4, it is more 
computationally burden. This implies ·that computational complexity is not a good method of judging the 
speed of an algorithm. To compare the speed of different algorithms a "normalized" complexity can be used. 
the complexity of the algorithm multiplied by a fac1or determined from the simul:ition studies. The lower the 
.norrnalis·ed complexity, the faster the algorithm. 

In order to improve convergence. {he RPE (PRPE) algorithm can be implemented using the QR 
decomposition [ i,8].This algorithm has d'istinct advaJltages over conventional recursive ones. The backpropa
gation algorithm and the RPE (PRPE) algori,thm suffer from initializa1ion problems, figure 5. while the Q.R. 
decomposition algorithm does not suffer from these problems, and ii is also robust numerically. as no matrix 
inversion is done. In addition. to improved numerical properties. Q.R. decomposition also pennits the inclu
sion of several very flexible forgetting stra1egies. Furthennore. at each iteration the number of training pat
terns used can be reduced. The goal is to be able to determine which training patterns will have a very small 
effect on the resul1ting weights and avoid the rotation of these imo the system of equations, thereby reducing 
the number of computations at this iteration and making training more eflicient. 

6. CONCLUSION 

This work presented h:1s confirmed the value of Neural adap1ive controllers in robot manipulators, 
figure 6. and has demonstrated the superior performance of the recursive prediction error algorithm for 
estimating network parameters. Computational performance has been compared using a normalised complex
ity measurement. 
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Abstract. The aim of 1this paper is to provide a comparative study, through simulation, of the robustness 
features of .the classical PID controller and an adaptive control algorithm (based on a particular adaptation 
scheme) when applied to the Automelec A:CR robotic manipulator. The robustness quality of these controllers is 
studied considering the manipulator motion traj~tory and load variations. The results show that the adaptive 
controller possesses much better performance than the pure PID controller, a fact of course that was expected 
theoretically. 

1. INTRODUCTION: THE SYSTEM ROBUSTNESS PROBLEM 

Any model of a real. system can only be regarded as an .approximation of reality. Model errors due to such 
factors as unmodelled (negl~led) dynamics and nonlinearities, errors of parameter identification, parameter 
variations during operation caused by aging and environmental conditions are collectively cal.led modelling 
:uncertainty. One ·Can say t!ha1t 1the uncenain,ty is 'C'.Onnected w.iith our ignorance or with an intentional 
simplification of phenomena. The control system uncertainty is dis·tinguished in internal uncertainty (or model 
uncertainty) and external uncertainty (or signal uncertainty). The subject of robust control theory is J,he control 
sys~m design :that takes into consideration the modelling uncenaimy given in a detem1inistic fashion . The main 
mbust control problems a.re 'conc,emed with closed-loop stability and system performance (tracking, noise 
reduction, parametric sensitivity) in the fac.e of uncenainty usually limiled to the planL If the plant uncertainty 
does not incr:ease above the admissible bound, ,the desired properties of the system are robust and then the 
controller is 'called robust too .. The system ability to maintain stability performance in the face of plant 
perturbation is called sta'bility robusmess. The plant uncertainty may sometimes be too large (sttucture
pararneter-signal uncertainty) to allow the design of a robust ,controner. When the robust design techniques fall, 
then !he literature proposes .!he adaptive .approach for the plant s,trucrured uncertainty or the neural networks 
approach for the structllfed and unstructured uncenainty. In !!he last decade the development of robust control 
·theory [ 1-4] has led to the formulation of .the so ,called robustness rne.as.ures which provide the information on the 
magni~ude of the admissible model uncertainty which preserves closed-loop stability. Using the robustness 
measures. <Cme ,can design the control!ler as "the best" one dlat considers the system robustness feature. 

The aim of lhe pfesent work is lO 1test the practical usefulness of the robustness measures. Actually, the 
computer results are useful for verify,i:ng the !robustness measurements of the control systems considered [2.5-6). 
The paper deals with the system robusmess problems and is based on the manipulator-Automelec ACR control 
case where classical PID and adaptive control algorithms afe used. 

2. THE CONTROL OBJECT: MANIPULATOR 

Figur,e l presents lhe manipulator which usually has three degrees of freedom: cp - azimuth rotation, 
r - radial translation, z - venical translation. Neglecting the resis1tance that depends on the velocities, one obtains 
two linear ,equations describing !!he vertical translation z. The equations are independent of the coordinates cp and 
r. Introducing stare variables .as follows: 

x 
1 
(t) = r (t), x 

2 
(t)= i (t), x 

3 
(t)= cp(t), x it)= ip(t) 

the dynamic behavior of ,the manipula,tor is described by ,the equations: 

x / t) = x 2 (t), x it) = ~u /0+ma[x
1 
(t)- r 

0
] x it) 

2 
+ m n x 

1 
(t) x it) 

2
) I (m a+ m n) 
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... 

Fig.I Automelec Robotic ACR Manipulator 

3. THE CONTROLLERS 

where: 
u1 (t)=F(t): force for radial movement r [N], 

u2(t)=M(t): ,torque for azimuth rotation <p [Nm]. 

m
3

: mass of the arm [Kg] (without hand and load), 

mn: mass of the hand and the load [Kg], 

r0: distance between the lwnped mass Il1n and cent.er of 

gravity [m], 
et: inertia moment of manipulator (without arm and 

hand) with regard to the axis <p [m2Kg], 
ea: inertia moment of arm (without hand and load} with 

regard to the center of its mass [m2Kg]. 
The mechanical parameters of the Automelec ACR 

manipulator are [7]: 
m

3 
= 3.7Kg, mn = 4.6Kg, r0 = 0.37m, 

et = 0.29m2Kg, ea= 0.09 m2Kg. 

The manipulator inputs satisfy the constrainlS: 
lu1 (t)I :S 15N, ILLi(t)I :::; 5 Nm. 

The main task of the controllers is to assure the manipulator movement from the initial to the desired 
points according to the reference trajectory. The complicated trajectory is approximated by a nwnber of sections. 

Figure 2 shows the structure of the manipula·tor contml system consisting of the Automelec ACR 
manipulator and two se,parate controllers for the coordinates. The controllers are described by the following 
parameters (the indexes 1and2 refer to 1the coordinates rand cp respectively): 

K 1• Ki ·= gains of proportional action; Kl 1, KI2 = integral action; T d 1, T d2 = differential action. 

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the adaptive control algorithm adopted here for the manipula10r. The 
detailed description of 1the .adaptive conaulle.r is given in [9]. The controller is designed so as to track the 
reference trajectory (r,cp) of 1the system, and consists of ·two parts; the first part is to compensate the manipulator 
dynamics on the basis of the information on the motion equations and on the estimated parameters, the second 
part is a PD block where the tracking error is the input signal. The controller action is dependent on the 
following parameter matrices: 
f: estimation level of manipulator model parameters (masses, distances, inertia moments, etc ); 
A:. tracking trajectory exactess; Kd: gain of 1the diffe[ien,tial action. 

Fig.2 Block diagram of .the manipulator control 
system with PID control 

Fig.3 Block diagram of the manipulator control 
system with adaptive control 

To determine the adaptive algorithm the generalized dynamic equation of the manipulator motion is 
needed, i.e. 

H(x.)x + C(x .x)x + G(x) = u 
where: .x =vector of coordinates representing the manipulator position (r,q>); H(x.): inertia matrix; 
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C( x, x) x""' Coriolis and centrifugal forces veclDr. G(x)= gravity forces veclDr, u: generalized input vector (F ,M). 

The above equation is ID be rransfonned as follows.: Y a= u where: 
a = v,ector of coefficients !hat are independent on x (masses, dis.tances, inertia moments, etc.), and 

Y =matrix dependent only on x, x, x. The control law is given by: 

" .. " " u = H ( x) x r + C (x , x) x r + G (x )- K d (s) 

" " " where H, C, G are matrices of the man,ipulator motion ,equation after replacing the parameters a= a (where a 
means the estimated value for the vector a). The veclDr ;ft is given by: 

d .~/dt=fYTs 
where r = res,timation level matrix-valued parameter for the manipulator parameters, and s =vector of tracking 
trajectory error: 

s = x - x r = (x - x d) + A X' 

where: x d • x d • x d =desired .trajeclDry. To determine 'rthe rtraeking error s use is made of the modified velocity 

trajeclDry x r and acceleration x r taking in,to account their de viation from the desired 

trajec1Dries (x d) nt ( x d ) . The deviations are defined as: 

where x, ·f =tracking errors ofposi,tion and speed:, i.e. X = x -x d nit= x - x d 

The adaptive algorithm is presented in [8] with all details. The matrix-valued parameters Kd, A. and rare 
optimal and must satisfy the matrix positiveness condition. In practice the matrices are diagonal with elements 
greater than zero. 

4. COMPUTER SIMULA TlON 

All simulations have been performed with linear reference 1trajec1Dry for the coordinates (r, <p) from the 
start point X0 ID the end point Xd in rthe Tref rtirne. 

S•tart point x0: tp=O rad, r=0.2 m; End point Xd: ~/4 rad, r=0.5 m. 

The plots presented in Figs.4-7 are observed for Tref=2sec .. The parameters for the adaptive comroller used 
in lhe simulation are as follows: yl = y2 = y3 = 0.3, A.l = 0.05, 'A2 = 1, Kci1 = Kci2 = 240. 

The best conrroi quality was acheived for the above parameter set The simulations have been carried out 
using an IBM PC software package developed by d1e authors. The package has been constructed for didactic 
goals; two differ;ent manipulators, some actualDr:s and sensor models are possible ID be used with the PID and 
adaptive control algoriduns (currently reseru:ch is carried out ID accomodate a neural network comroller). 

5. SYSTEM .ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS: SOME REMARKS 

The influence of the PIO regulalDr parameters to me trajectory of the system coordinates was studied. 
Respecting the l!imits of the control signals, ·the best parame!ter set for the PID controller obtained is the 
following: K 1=30, K.i=35, KI1=Kl2=0, Td1=Td2=0.8. The PID controller with the above parameters is 

compared to the adaptiv.e control resuhs; the system's rob\ilStness is compared. Actually, the system is under 
perturbation, since ·there is different ioad of the manipulalDr ann. 

Figm;es 4 and 5 iHusttale dle Ioad influence to the mov1emen't rttajectory for PD control algorithm (a,c) and 
for the ·case when the adaptive algorithm is used (b,d)'; :the system mbustness of the adaptive control is bener. 
Figures 6 and 7 .allow one K> note how the preciseness of the ,trajec1Dry tracking depends on the control 
algoriduns: the PD con:trolier does not giv,e such good resuits as the adaptive one. 

The authors have !been extensively worked on tihe mbusmess measurements. Using ·the empirical 
descripli.on of the mbusmess, together with suitable mathematical relations, we assigned numerical values to the 
particular robustness ,characteris tics. The v,erification of the measurement data (measurement scale) needs the 
computer simulation of the system measured. The ,computer simulations presented in this paper aimed at 
satisfying this taSk. A foture paper will deal with robustness measurements and their verification procedure based 
on the computer experiments for the manipulalDr control systems presented. 
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a.,c - PID control. b,d - adaptive control 
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Abstract 

An object-oriented data model is defined to describe parametrized multibody systems. Class 
descriptions for an object-oriented database and a file format for data exchange files are directly 
derived from the data model. The development of an open, modular and extendable software 
package for the synthesis and design of mechanical systems is based on the data model. 

1 Introduction 

It was the goal of the nationwide German research project "Dynamics of Multibody Sy
stems" to develop a powerful software package for the analysis and design of multi body systems. 
The software package provides a modern system architecture and advanced data management 
concepts. It is designed as an open and modular system which is extendable by the application 
engineer . The central data storage facility is an object- oriented database which provides stan
dardized interfaces for the data exchange between the modular components. Therefore existing 
modules may be replaced and new modules may be aidded without affecting other modules. 

A multibody system is defined and stored on database according to an object-oriented data 
model which is particularly described in [3]. The data model is independent from any specific 
multibody formalism and allows the description of rigid bodies, deformable bodies (see [6]) and 
geometric properties as needed for high speed an.imation (see [l]) . Since the data model supports 
the parametrization of a multibody system, synthesis and design methods may be ap.plied. 

2 A Neutral Object-Oriented Data Model 

A data model describes the conceptual database which is an abstraction of the real world, 
independent from the implementation on physical devices. The discussion of different data 
models in [5] shows, that engineering applications are described by an object-oriented data model 
in a natural and efficient way. Hence, a neutral object-oriented data model due t o Ullman [5] is 
selected to describe multibody systems. It is characterized by the following properties: 

l. Encapsulation: The internal data st ructure of the object is completely hidden . Generic 
operations are provided by the database system to access the data objects. 

2. Object Identity: Different objects are distinguished by a unique identifier. Modification 
of the internal state and the data values does not affect the identity of the object. 

3. Complex Objects: Complex objects are explicitly defined, using data types and object 
types as components . A complex object is an aggregation of several other objects. 

4 . Inheritance: Inheritance is used to construct type hierarchies. A derived class is called 
subclass, since it inherits the components and methods of the superclass. New components and 
methods may he defined for the derived class, existing methods may be redefined. 

An object-oriented data model describes the structure of the objects and their behaviour 
by classes. A class description consists of the scheme description of the object type and the 
specification of the methods, also called operations. Both aspect s are discussed next. 

At a basic level, the data model supports elementary data types which are implicitly defined 
by t he database system. These are: integer value ( int), single and dou ble precision floating 
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point value (real,double), character string of variable or fixed length (char,name), identifier of a 
component ( sname), parameter which either stores a name or a double precision value ( dparam), 
and name of a time dependent input signal (input). 

Furthermore, implicit object types are supported. These are multi-dimensional arrays with 
fixed or variable length of the elementary data types. Explicit object types are recursively defined 
by applying the following rules according to Ullman [5] : 

l. Let T1 , ... , Tr. be implicit or explicit object types, then record of (T1 , ... , Tn) defines a 
composed or a complex object type. Each component of the record is assigned a unique name, a 
data type and a short description text. Composed object types additionaly support lower and 
upper bounds , a default value and a physical unit. 

2. Let T be an object type, then setof (T) also defines a valid object type. A set is an 
unordered collection of any number of objects of class T. Each object in the set is assigned a 
unique name and a short description text. A set of objects does not necessarily define a new 
class, since a set may also be a valid component of a complex object. 

3. Let Tsup be an object type defined according to rule 1 and let T1 , ... , Tn be implicit or 
explicit object types , then recordof (subtypeof(Tsup), T1 , ... , Tr. ) also defines a valid object 
type. The definition subtypeof(Tsup) states that a new object type is derived by inheritance 
from the supertype Tsup· The derived object type is called subtype. 

Inheritance is an import ant aspect of the data model as it enables the extension and modi
ficat ion of classes without modifying the source code of existing methods . It also enables the 
introduction of new classes for specific problems, e.g. for frames, joints, forces and sensors. 

A class description also includes the specification of the available methods. Generic me
thods are used to manage and manipulate data objects and to access data values, i.e. access 
to objects in main memory (initialize and delete objects; read and write components and data 
values ; query attributes) , t ransfer of objects from database to main memory and vice versa, and 
manipulation of objects on database (delete, copy, rename, and browse objects). These methods 
are independent of the application and are introduced by the database system at the top of the 
inheritance hierarchy. They are applicable to objects of all classes . Class specific methods are 
applicable to object s of a specific class only. These methods perform the computations which 
depend on the application , and must therefore be provided by the application engineer. Class 
specific methods are inherited from the superclass and may be redefined within the subclass. 

3 Data Model for Multibody Systems 

A data model for mult ibody systems is derived from the neutral data model. It describes a 
multibody system by pred·efined classes and methods. Due to the openess and extendability of 
the system, the user may introduce new classes and methods for special multibody applications . 

Description of Dynamic Systems. A multibody system is treated as a special dyna-
mic system which is described as a parametrized input/ output block wit h input signals u(t), 
output signals y(t) , parameters p = const, and internal signals, depending on t he mathematical 
description. This allows the utilization of general purpose methods for dynamic systems, e.g . 
synthesis and design methods. 

Class dsblock describes the input / output properties of a block. The complex object type is de
fined according to rule 1 of the neutral data model: dsblock = recordof (input , output, pa ram). 
A time signal is described by a name, a unit, and a short description text. A parameter add.i
tionaly has a default value and lower/upper bounds. Independent parameters are assigned actual 
values while dependent par ameters are calculated by evaluation of a mathematical expression. 

Description of M ultibody Systems. A multi body system consists of material bodies, 
connected by constraint elements (joints) and coupling elements (forces). It is treated as a 
special input/output block , i.e . it has all the properties of class dsblock and additional ones. 
Since a multibody system may be utilized whenever a dsblock is required, a broad range of 
met hods becomes available for multibody systems, e .g. simulation and parameter optimization. 
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Class mbs describes the elements of a multibody system. The complex object type is derived 
by inheritance from class dsblock according to rule 3 of the neutral data model and is defined as : 
mbs = recordof ( subtypeof( dsblock ), global, setof(part), setof( interact)) . Class mbs inherits 
the input / output signals and the system parameters from superclass dsblock. It additionaly defi
nes the basic elements of a multi body system, i.e. a set of parts and a set of interaction elements, 
and the global data of the multibody system, at present only the gravitational acceleration. A 
detailed description is given in (3). 

Class part defines a rigid body as a collection of coordinate systems, called frames. A frame 
is described with respect to a reference frame on the same part and provides operations to 
calculate the positional vector and the rotation matrix from the reference frame to the frame. A 
rigid body with mass and inertia properties is described by class rigid, a subclass of class part. 
Class rigid inherits the definition of the frames and additionaly defines the mass , the center of 
mass and the inertia tensor of the part. In [ 6], Wallrapp describes deformable bodies in modal 
representation by class modal. Class modal is a subclass of class part. 

Interactions between two frames on different parts are described by class interact. Class 
interact defines the names of the two frames and parts and the type of the interaction. Between 
two parts, only one joint but several force elements and sensors is a llowed. Classes joint, fo rce, 
sensor are used as superclasses of more specific elements. These classes do not have components 
but define virtual methods which have to be redefined in the subclasses. Predefined subclasses 
are provided by the data model, e.g. to describe a revolute joint by class revolute, a spherical 
joint by class sphere, and a translational spring force element by class springt. 

Description of Geometric Properties. Visualization methods require powerful gra-
phic workstations and geometry data to achieve realistic images of the multibody model. The 
geometry data are either extracted from CAD systems, e.g. via standard data exchange files 
(lges, Step/Express), or edited by special geometry editors. A standardized interface to store 
the geometry data of a multibody system on database is provided by an extension of the dat a 
model which is particularly described in [ l] . 

The geometric properties of a multi body system are described by class g3mbs which is derived 
by inheritance from class mbs according to rule 3 of the neut ral data model and is defined as : 
g3mbs = recordof (subtypeof(mbs), g3global, setof(g3part), setof(g3inter)). Class g3mbs 
inherits the components of class mbs and therefore describes a mult ibody system as well as the 
geometry data of the elements. No modificat ion of existing methods is required, since an object 
of class g3mbs can be utilized whenever an object of class mbs is demanded. 

Class g3mbs consists of three components: the global graphic information, the geomet ry 
data of the parts and frames, and the geometry data of the joints and forces. The global 
graphic information provides default values for visualization modules, at present the viewing 
and projection parameters , light model and light sources. 

T he geometry of a part is described by a planar face model in terms of vertices , edges, 
and normal vectors for lighting. The planar face model defines a standardized interface between 
CAD systems and the graphics hardware: CAD systems int ernaly use different geometry models, 
e.g. Constructive Solid Geometry or Boundary Representation. These CAD models are easy to 
convert into a planar face model. Basic graphic packages such as Iris GL and Phigs provi de 
programming interfaces for planar faces because it is well suited for high speed visualization . 

The geometry of frames, joints and forces is described by parametrized shapes. These are 
predefined geometries which are scaleable by parameters to fit into the actual multibody model. 
The geometries visualize the mechanical characteristics of the elements, e.g. orientation of the 
frames, degree of freedom and kinematic movement of the joints. If new classes for specific 
elements are introduced by the application engineer, the according shape for t he visualiza tion 
of the elements must also be provided. 

Integrity Constraints. The data objects of a multibody system stored on database must 
satisfy several integrity constraints on different levels. 

Elementary integrity constraints relate t o a single object and are defined in t he class descrip-
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tion. These constraints are guaranteed by the database system, e.g. correctness and completeness 
of the data types and object types, check of lower and upper bounds for numerical values. 

Further integrity constraints exist for the multibody model which cannot be expressed by 
class descriptions . These constraints are checked by special methods , e.g. the inertia tensors must 
be positive semidefinite, the kinematic connection st ructure must be complete and a consistent 
position of t he multibody system is computed if closed kinematic loops are defined. 

4 Implementation of the Data Model 

The object-oriented data model for multibody systems has been implemented at the RUS 
using R s YST , which is an open and modular software system for the development of large 
scientific application programs, see [4] for details . It provides several components, such as an 
object-oriented database , a window-oriented user interface, dynamic memory management , error 
handling and output system. All components are accessible through a monitor program by the 
user and through a complete set of programming interfaces by the application engineer. 

The data model is realized in the following way: first of all, a scheme description for the 
RsYST dat abase is defined according to the class descriptions in [3]. Furthermore, methods for 
multibody systems are defined and realized. In particular, a window-oriented module to edit 
the data objects of a multibody system on da t abase is im plemented. This module provides 
an interface to other multibody packages , since it parses data exchange files and generates the 
corresponding data objects on database. The implement ation of the multibody software package 
is described in [2]. 

5 Summary 

An object-oriented data model for multibody systems was presented which is the core of a 
multibody system program package. The program package has three unique features: 

1. The dat a model is independent from a specific multi body algorithm and t herefore defines 
a neutral format for the exchange of multibody dat a between different multibody programs. 

2. Multibody systems are described as input/ output blocks to allow easy incorporation in 
modeling, analysis, and design packages for e.g . connecting multibody systems with control 
units . The multibody system no ionger is the central part of the modeling process but just one 
block among others. 

3. The data model is parametrized, i.e. each constant input data (e.g . mass , spring constant) 
can be given eit her a numeric or a symbolic value.This allows the utilization of synthesis methods 
to determine the actual values of symbols, e.g. by parameter optimization. 
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Prof. Dr. -Ing. Joachim Ulckel 

Pohlweg 55, D - 330'JS Paderbom, Gennany 

Mechatronic systems consist ofcomponents from different technical disciplines. They require an integrated design 
of a11 componen.ts. This leads to systems of high complexity, with 1lhe mechanical and infonnational components 
at the centre. The modelling systematics presented here allows an easy :and flexible exchange of any desired sub
systems on I.he basis of their dynamical equations. This way of modeUing considerably facilitates analysis and 
synthesis ofcomplex systems and supports distributed digi:tal simulation oriented according to the physical structure. 

On closed inspection, mechatronic systems consist of independent functional groups which reflect the functionalities 
provided by ~he cons·truction engineer. On the one hand, 1these sys~ems consist more and more of components from 
different technical disciplines, such as mechanics, electrical engineering, and hydraulics; on the other hand. computer 
science and information processing can harilly be dispensed with if high efficiency is to be assured. These decen
tralized functional groups can be called MFMs (Mechatronic Functioo Modules). Their development and modelling 
reqli!ire interdisciplinary treatment and appropriate computer-integrated design tools suitable for a specific 
methodical work. 

Therefor:e the Department of Automatic Control in Mechanical Engineering at the University of Paderbom has 
developed a Computer-Aided Mechatronic Laboratory (CAMeL) [5] which allows access to the computer
integra1ted development 1tools for 1lhe design cycle of meohatronic systems. CAMeL requires the models to be 
represented in the symbolic model description language DSL (Dynamic System Language) which is based on the 
explicit nonlinear state-space fepresentation and allows description of complex, nonlinear, hierarchically organized 
systems. 

Differential equ.ations of l st order and/or algebraic ,equations can easily be fonnulated in block diagrams. Description 
of me.cifilanical subsystems requires special treatment. For this purpose, a modelling method based on MBS (mul
tibody systems) is presented here. The recursive Newton-Euler algorithm developed by Bae and Haug [I, 3) is 
applied. This efficient (O)N algorithm (it requires only very low computation costs) makes use of the principle of 
virtual work (variational equatioru; of motion) and is based on a systematic transformation of the equations of motion 
described in Cartesian coordinates into some form of relative coordinates. 

For open-loop systems, 'this yields 1the explicit state-space form with a minimum number of degrees of freedom. In 
the case of closed-loop systems, the equatioru; of motion are combined wi,th a minimum set of algebraic constraint 
equations [2, 3]. The cesulting differential-algebraic description c.an be transformed with the help of an index 
reduction and a stabilization of constraints [4] into the explicit state-space form. This approach makes possible 
multi-level and hierarchic·al couplings, fmm elementary multibody components (e. g. rigid bodies) through 
aggregates up to the entire system. 

The Recursive Formulafion Method 

The recursive fo.nnutation of lhe kinematics can be described by means of two neighbouring rigid bodies i andj. 
A detailed presentation can 'be found, among others, in (1. 2, 3). The algorithm requires infonnation on the absolute 
interrelations between position, velocity, and acceleration of each rigid body in relation to the inertial coordinate 
system. These interrelations are then transformed into a relative coordinate system. The resulting kinematic rela
tionships for the rigid body j of a chain of joints are the following: 
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(1) 

Y; sB;;1 Y1 +B¥2 i/;;. 
With the vector of the absolute velocity Y; of the rigid body i and the vector of the relative velocity i/;; between the 

rigid bodies i and j. The derivative of the velocities with regard to time yields the acceleration: 

Y;=B;;1 Y;+By2'1;;+B;;1 Y;+BY,qii (2) 

The variational form of the Newton-Euler equation of motion [I, 3) holds for all kinematically admissible variations 
oz, and for a general constrained multi-body system which consists of n rigid bodies and can be written as: 

{ 

T • T (j,t)T } oZ1 (M,Y1 -Q;) + ~ oz, lllz. "Ai« = o . 
(j,t)•/1 • 

(3) 

The variation vectorl>Z; = [0r;1 &t;1) consists of a virtual translation&; and a virtual rotation &t;. The acceleration 

vector Y; .. [r; r w; 1 ] represents both of them. Matrix M 1 and vector Q; respectively represent the mass matrix and 

generalized forces. Oosed loops in a system are opened when a joint is imagined to be cut and its effect replaced 
by a set of cut-joint constraint equations which can be expressed as <t><•.• • lJ = 0. These constraint equations are 
then differentiated twic.e with respect to time to be included in the equations of motion by means of Lagrange 

multipliers J.... ... 1: 

(4) 

Lagrange multipliers can be eliminated at the junction body where the loops are closed, in order to eliminate the 
dependence on the multiplier in further inboard reduction of the variational equation. 

Block-Oriented Representation of Elementary Mechanical Elements 

The basic equations of the recursive algorithm employed here can be attributed to three calculation steps: firstly, a 
forward recursion for calculating the kinematic relations, a backward recursion for mass and constraint forces, and 
another forward recursion for calculating kinetics. With the model description language DSL, these three compu
tational steps can be represented in a block-oriented way [6). By means of appropriate couplings of algorithmic 
basic blocks presented - couplings which reflect the variable-dependence of the algorithm -, one obtains so-called 
elementary mechanical components, such as a rigid body with revolute joint (Fig. 1). These elements are available 
in a block-oriented fornt with uniform interfaces and can be further coupled in any desired configuration, thus 
making it possible to build up more complex mechanical structures; this will be dealt with in the followfog examples. 

TYPE: RIGID BODY j WITH REVOLUTE_JOINT _CLOSE_LOOP 

YI _..., ! 1------------'",__.IT--fi..:i.•------------- ~ --YJ 
ri. ,,,,;; :: i :--_ :. 5 ~ :::. ' ~---t. ~;· 

sij . .,,., -- i l ~ --- ~ . ·-;::r 
Ai_Cj __ L.!<...oE..!l. l ..,.. 

011/, Ot.J, 

"HSI -iq .IJ 

,____ ,__ 
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Fig. 1 : Block-Oriented Represaitation of the Recursive Algorithm 
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A Crank Slider as a Mu.lti·loo;p Mechanism 

As a simple example, a planar crank slider mechanism is used ,to demonstrate bow to treat multi-loop mechanisms 
with this kind of modelling method. On the left-band side of Fig. 2, 1tbe structure and the topological graph are 
displayed. Here, every node represents a body, while an edge represents a joint between a pair _of bodies. In the 
graph, Rand T denote revolute and translational joints respectively. A loop is a path where the beginning and the 
ending nodes ue identical. The struc.ture presented includes 1two coupled loops, loop I (l-1-2-3-4-1) and loop II 
(1-1-2-3-5-I). The right-band sid·e gives an idea of the block-oriented description. 

4 

rut 34 

Fig. 2: Block-Orieo,ud Rep·resaiulion Of• Multi-loop Mechanism 

When tbe hierarcbica 'I system is built up, the elementa·ry blocks described in the way detailed above can be coupled 
via their system inputs resp .. outputs. The management of closed-'loop systems require further, algorithmic basic 
blocks which will be presented in short in the following: 

Each mass (ml, m2, ... ) - with one joint respectively - is represented by a corresponding elementary mechanical 
block "mass i", .tbe inertial system by the block "inertial". The "controller" assures that ml keeps to a predetennined 
fefefence velocity. By cuning an edge into each loop a closed-loop system can be opened to form a tree structure 
(spanning tree). In ~his example, cuts can be made at joints (3, 4) and (3, 5), to forrn a spanning tree with three 
,chains, chain 1-4, chain 1-1-2-3, and chain 1-5. The corresponding cut-joint constraint equations (4) are put into the 
algorithmic blocks ''.cut34"and "cut35 ". The Lagrange multipliers are calculated in the algorithmic block "multiplier" 
corresponding to tbe cu1t-joint constraints of each loop. 

The .ta,ner are evaluated numerically at every discrete time step, e. g. during digital simulation. The sequence of 
these evaluations will be recognized. by the DSLcompiler in the light of the variable-dependencies. Thus, the entire 
mechanical system is coupled anew at each main step of the integration. 

The recursive a'igori tbm appHed is especially suitable for complex systems because the numeric expense rises only 
in linear aocord with the system order, ev,en on a serial computer. 1n order to save further computational expenses, 
parallel computation is employed. In the present approach, the equations of each chain of the spanning tree are 
independent of one another, so ~hey can be solved simultaneously on the basis of the augmented system equation 
of motion .. 

The Modular Structure of .a Si:x-Axis Robot 

The characteristic fea'tures of ithe mechanical robot construction, as shown in Fig. 3, are aggregates and functional 
groups (e. g. DC moto:r, gear, ... ), mark'ed by modula.r and hierarchical structuring. The mechanical aggregates 
forrnullated in this way can be complemented by co mponents ofdectrical and information processing (e. g. controller, 
observer, ... )and thus become decentrali.zed functional groups, called MFMs (Mechatronic Function Modules). 
Modularity ofthis kind is ideally suited to excha.nge individual components within the construction, but also within 
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the corresponding dynamic model [7]. E. g. lbe mechatronic funct·ion module "robot joint" contains components 
(sensors, controllers, observer, ... ) designed to compensate for unwelcome features, such as backlash, friction, and 
elasticity in the gear, already within the decentral module. 

J6 

~ J~~~ 
~ J~<lft: 
~ A4 
J3 

Ji - r.obot joint i 

Aj - robot orm j 

Fig. 3 : Modular Structure or• R·obot 

robot joint robot arm 

-

Fig. 4: 'Block-Oriented Represmution of some Robot Subsyskms 

The six-axis robot presented here consists of four main structural components, the "venical", "shoulder", "elbow", 
and "hand" axes , which are designed in a way as to form one construction series. Each main structural component 
forms a mechatronic function module, consisting of a "robot joint" with a "DC motor", a "Harmonic Drive gear" 
and the corresponding elec~ric and ekc•trnnic components, such as sensors, controllers, etc. 

Results 

Development and modelling of mechatronic systems and functional modules require interdisciplinary treatment 
and appropriate compute·r-integrated design tools (e. g. for nonlinear simulation, linearization, and linear analysis 
as well as controller optimization and generation of controller code) and suitable for a specific methodical work 
supported by CAMeL. These tools require the uniform description !language DSL which is based on the explicit 
nonlinear state-space representation. 

The systematics of modelling mechatronic systems presented here allows the mathematical model to closely follow 
tbe structure of the tecbn.ica11 system (Fig 2, 4). It also allows, especially for the mechanical components, an inde
pendent generation of aggregates and funotional groups of a system, management and then recoup ling with computer 
support in a moduilar und hierarchical way. 

The function-oriented approach to the problem and the successive build-up of the model on the basis of reusable 
subsystems makes possible a simplified and reasonable (with regard to costs) treatment of complex tasks. 
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Abstrad 

An object orienited data model is defined to describe multibody systems. Extensions for model
ling mechatronic ielements li~e sensors and actuators within the multibody system as well as in
terfaces to other dynamic systems have been developed. An implementation in a neutral model-
1ling kernel and .a format to store ithe description of a multibody system on a data exchange file 
are directly derived from this data model. Da·ta converters transfer these data to several multi
body formalisms. 

1 Introduction 

In this paper an objecit-oriented data model for multibody systems with extensions to mecha
tronic elements is described. A multibody system defined by this data model consists of rigid 
bodies connected by idea1l joints and force ielemen.ts. Measurement elements called sensors de
liver internal, time dependent quantities li'l~e distances, accelerations as well as forces. Position 
actuators are defined to model dr.ives within the multibody system. 
Th•e data model is independent of a specific multibody program and can therefore be used as a 
neutral format for the exchange of multibody system descriptions. The datamodel is given as a 
block with input/output interfaces for the connection to control units or other elements. 

2 ObJect-Oriented Data Mode.I 

Engineering applications, such as multibody systems may be described by an object oriented 
data model in a natural and efficient way, following the discussion of a data model by Otter, 
Hocke, Daberkow, Leister [1]. The data model for the description of multibody systems is 
based on the simple, neutral, object-oriented data model due to Ullman [2]. 

ln an object-oriented data model, the structure of the objects and their behaviour are de
scribed by classes. A class description consists of two parts: the scheme description of the object 
type and the specification of the available methods. Both aspects of a class are discussed in 
more derail in thre following sections. 

Object types: 
The first part of a dass description consists of the definition of the object type. At a basic level 
the data model supports a set of elementary data types, like integer values, real values or char
acter strings. Furthermore, mulfr-dimensional arrays of the elementary data types are sup
ported. New object types ar1e defined by building composed or complex object types out of al
ready defined object types (recordof) or by building collections of a number of objects of the 
same class (sdof) and by deriving class descriptions by inheritance from superclasses, accord
ing to Ullman {2]. .Applying these rules, arbitrary complex object types can be defined based on 
a sman set of elementary data types. 

Methods: 
The second part of a class description consists of the specification of the available methods. 
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The data model distinguishes between administrative methods like creating, deleting or manip
ulating objects and class specific methods which can only be applied to objects of a specific 
class. 

3 Description of Multibody Systems with Mechatronic Elements 

Multibody Systems consist of material bodies (parts) connected by constraint elements (joints) 
and coupling elements (forces, torques), seie Schiehlen [3]. They are well qualified for the dy
namical analysis of machines, mechanisms, robots, and vehicles. 

A multibody system is defined by a:n object of class mbs (multibody system), which is derived 
form the class block. Class block describes a general dynamical system and is characterized by 
input and output-signals, parameters, and internal signals which depend on the mathmatical 
model of the block. 

A multibody system is essentially composed of the two basic elements: class part and class inter
act, see figure 1. 

inenial 

Figure I: Elements of a mulitibody system 

Class part defines a rigid body as a collection of coordinate systems, or frames, respectively. An 
object of class feame is described with respect to a reference frame on the same part and pro
vides operations to evaluate the position vector a:nd the rotation matrix from the reference 
frame to the frame. Class rigid is a subclass of class part. It has all the characteristics of the 
superclass and additionally the component body of class body. Class body is used to characterize 
the mass and the inertia tensor of the rigid body. 

An object of class interact describes the interaction between one frame on a first part and one 
frame on a second part. Class interact has the components connect and member which form the 
class connect and member, respectively. The names of the two parts and two frames of the inter
action element are stored in the object of class connect. The object of class member consists of 
the components joint, force and sensor.The object of class joint defines the restrictions of the 
relative motion between the two frames imposed by an interaction element. Component force 
is a set of objects of class force and defines the forces and torques exerted by the interaction 
element. Finally component S'enso.r is a set of objects of class sensor which serves as a super
class. The derivations of this class will be discussed later. 

Due to inheritance, this class description of a multibody system represents a decomposition 
into basic elements. Therefore the class mbs consists of the components of class block and addi
tionally of the components global, part and interact Component global contains all the data 
needed for 1the overall multibody system like the ddinition of gravity. Component part is a set 
of objects of class part. Similary, component interact is a set of objects of class interact. The 
class hierarchy of this decomposition is show in figure 2. 
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part 
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I 
body 

I 
interact 

setof(interact) 
I 

I 
conn,ect member 

I 
joint force sensor 

setof(force) setof( sensor) 

Figure 2: Object hierarchy of the multibody system data mode'! 

The data model for multibody systems has been extended in the direction to mechatronics. 
Classes are added to describe elements of mechatronic systems like sensors and actuators 
within the multibody system. Sensor elements are used to determine quantities that occur be
tween two frames, e.g. kinematic quantities, applied forces, and reaction forces. These quanti
ties can be used as input signals for other dynamical systems. Class descriptions for rheonomic 
joints are available for the modelling of position actuators. The connection of these elements 
which are derived from the description of class joint with other dynamical systems like control
lers is realized via strictly defined interfaces. 

Description of Sensor Elements 
An object of class sensor defines quantities that are not explicitly defined in the datamodel to 
be computed and resolved in a desired frame. 

Three classes of sensor elements srel, sab and slin ar,e derived from the basic class sensor to 
specify a frame to which the results have to be transformed. An object of class srel consists of 
the components inpart and in[rame to specify an arbitrary frame. Class sab is developed to 
refer to the inertial frame or one of the two frames specified in the object connect for the out
put of the desired quantity. A class slin is defined to compute the amount of a certain quantity. 
To specify the observed quantity between two frames, several classes are derived by inheritance 
from these three basic classes. Figure 3 shows the hierarchy of the objects of class sensor. 

sensor 

srel sab slin 

srelfram sreljoin srelforc sabfram sabjoin sabforc slinfram slinforc 

Figure 3: Object hierarchy of class sensor 

The classes srelfram, sabfram and slinfram are defined to observe kinematic quantitites between 
two frames. Objects of class sreljoin and sabjoin are used to analyze reaction forces or joint 
coordinates. In a similar way, the classes srdforc, sabforc and slinforc are defined to obtain ac
tual exerting forces of coupling ekments. For a detailled description refer to Seybold and 
Neerpasch [4]. 
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Description of Actuators 
Classes to describe position actuators are derived by inheritance from objects of class joint for 
modelling the behaviour of multibody systems containing rheonomic constraints. Based on the 
description of class joint, new components pos, vel and ace are added to enable the definition 
of relative position, velocity, and acceleration between the two connected frames. If more than 
one component is used, the integrity will be checked. Furthermore, components are added to 
define the initial conditions of the actuator with respect to position and velocity. Using this 
scheme of inheritance the classes .revrh and transrh describing a revolute and translational rheo
nomic joint, respectively, are defined. The class jgenrh (joint general rheonomic) allows the de
scription of complex actuators with any combination of free, blocked or driven directions of 
movement. 
A class to describe force actuators is to be defined. All actuators are driven by external signals 
e.g. they may be functions of time. The signals are transmitted via the object of class input 
which realizes the input interface for signals of other dynamical systems and the connection to 
the elements defined within the class mbs. · 

4 Implementation and Data Ex,cbange 

The object oriented data model for multibody systems and its extensions has been implemented 
using RSYST, a software environment for scientific and ,engineering applications. Another im
plementa,tion, called DAMOS-C has been realized by Daberkow [5). DAMOS-C represents a 
spezialized modelliing kernel for multibody systems consisting of a data base and methods act
ing on this data base. Using this methods to accress the data means a complete data encapsula
tion, since the structure of the data on the data base is hidden by the method. The user only has 
to know the interface of the method but not the structure of the data base. 
DAMOS-C is suitable to be used as a neutral data exchange interface between several pro
gramm packages for the analysis of mechanical systems. 

S Summary 

New classes with respect to mechatronic systems have been derived by inheritance from an ex
isting object-oriented data model for multibody systems. 
Class sensor and all of its subclasses enables to measure internal, time dependent quantities of 
the multibody system. The development of class descriptions for rheonomic constraints enables 
the integration of position actuators in rnultibody systems. 
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Abstract. This paper describes a modelling concept for multi body systems developed in the ESPRIT II 
#5524 project called "High performance computing for multidiscipline dynamic simulation of mechanisms" 
(MDS)2 [4}. The concept is based on a simulation tool combining multi body simulation, the finite element 
me,thod and control engineering (FEDEM)3

. Also a STEP toolkit is developed to standardize data 
communication between different s,imulation pl'ograms. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
As mentioned above ,the MDS project was based on the general purpose program system FEDEM for 

multidiscipline dynamic sim·ulation of mechan,ism motion combining a non-linear finite element formulation with 
mechanism and control analysis. 

Modelling the system model for a mechanism is usually not a functional ity of a finite element method 
(FEM) prepmcessor, and a new module is developed within the project for this purpose. This mechanism 
modeler may import the FEM models for the diffe~ent bodies of the mechanism from the FEM preprocessor, 
in this case FEMGEN4 

.• It is also of interest to export coordinates of points on each link relative the link 
coordinate system, for instance for joints, springs, dampers, loads etc., to the FEM preprocessor as external 
points for the FEM mesh. The mechanism modeler will display simplified drawings for the different bodies and 
present joints, springs, dampers, .loads etc., as graphic symbols on the display. Control models integrated in a 
mechanism are generated 1through numerical input, however, these data will also be entered graphically in the 
next version of the mechanism modeler. 

The original input format for the interdisciplinary simulation program was quite complex and with 
redundancies that made modelling a quite tedious and cumbersome job. Early in the MOS project a decision was 
made to develop a new and c·onsistent modelling language for multi body systems including interdisciplinary 
model entities. 

2. MODELLING LANGUAGE 
2.1. Gene.rat descdption 

The MOS interdisciplinary mode'lling language [ 1,2} is meant as a unified approach for modelling at 
system level of multi body systems. The FEM modelling part is referred to by references to separate models in 
order ro reduce the complexity of the modelling language. 

The language is compost of 16 entities including the header entity (MECHANISM) for modelling of 
global parameters and the termination entity (ENDDAT A), see Table 1. Each entity occurrence is starting with 
the entity keyword followed by a number of attributes and ended by a termination character. Many of the 

SINTEF Production Engineering, N - 7034 Trondheim, NORWAY 

Running from Nov. l990 to April 1993 with partners from Germany, Italy , England, Sweden, Norway 
and coordinated by the Danish Technologica1J Institute in Denmark. · 

FEDEM - Finite Element Dynamics of Elastic Mechanisms, A multidiscipline simulation tool for 
mechanisms developed by The Norwegian lntitute of Technology and SINTEF Production Engineering, 
NORWAY 

A commercial finite eiement mesh generating program developed by FEMSYS Limited, United Kingdom 
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attributes are optional and with a default value. The language is requiring a free format interpretation both 
regarding the sequence of the entities and the sequence of the attributes within each entity. Of course also 
consistency of joints, geometry and topology etc. are checked for by the interpreting program. 

For a completed model the occurrences of entities should be exactly one for some entities as for the 
MECHANISM. ANALYSIS and ENDDA TA entities, see Table l. For the LINK and TRIAD entities one or 
more entities are required. No or one entity occurrence is required for the SENSITIVITY entity . However, the 
interpreter will for most of the entity types expect to find no or a number of occurrences for the entities. This 
is the case for the JOINT, SPRING, DAMPER, MOTION, HIGER_PAIR, LOAD, FRICTION, FUNCTION, 
CONTROL_MOD and CONTROL_IO entities. All entity occurrences have an identification number and a short 
descriptive text of 30 characters as attributes. The identification number is required while the descriptive text 
is optional. 

'Table 1 Mechanism entities 

I NAME 11 # ENTITIES I DESCRIPTION I 
' 

MECHANISM 1 Model name , g ravi ty constants,etc. 

ANALYSIS 1 Program Control par ameters , etc. 

LINK 1 : # Link posi t ion/ o rientation etc. 

TR I AD 1. : # Positions for coordinate systems 
used in joints, springs , dampers, 
loads etc. 

JOINT 0 : # I Joint definitions 

SPRING 0 : # Axial and j oint spri ngs . 

DAMPER 0 : # Axial and j oin t dampers 

MOTION 
I 

0 # Mo tion i nput : 

HIGHER PAIR 0 : # Modelling of transmiss ions 

LOAD 0 : # Mo d e lling of external loading 

FRICTION 0 : # Modelling o f joint or gear f riction 

FUNCTION 0 : # Functions defining input motions , 
forces, spring stiffness's etc . 

CONTROL_MOD 0 : # Input data for control modu le. 

CONTROL_IO 0 : # De finition of control 
inputs/outputs 

SENSITIVITY I 0 : 1 Definition of sens itiv ity output 
for optimization 

' 
ENDDATA 1 Indicates e nd of model. 

2.2. Description for the different entities 
The MECHANISM entity is the header entity for an interdisciplinary multi body simulation model. The 

descriptive text attribute for this entity may be of three lines in opposite to the 30 character text for the rest of 
the entities. The gravitational vector and the control data for the FEM processing module are optional attributes 
for the MECHANISM entity. 

The ANALYSIS entity includes all attributes for controlling the analysis. Start time, end time and time 
stepping for the time integration are required attributes while a large number of integration parameters, tolerances 
and options are optional and have a default value. 

A LINK entity occurrence is used for positioning each body of a multi body system by specifying the 
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position of the link coordinate system. Mass and damping properties of the actual body may also be specified. 
The flexibility model for the body is specified through an external FEM model reference. 

A TRIAD entity occurrence will have an OWNER_LINK reference and options for specifying the 
TRlADs position and orientation. Initial velocities and .accelerations in local TRIAD or global directions may 
be specified and lumped mass·es may be added to the TRIAD' s degrees of freedom (DOFs). Additional boundary 
conditions for one or more of the TRIAD's DOFs may be included for static or eigenvalue analysis. 

A JOINT entity occurrence will have a reference to a so called slave TRIAD and may also have 
references to one or mo!'e master TRIADs depending on joint type. More master TRIADs are used when 
distributed prismatic or cylindric joints are specified. When a so called free joint is specified a verity of joint 
types may be modellled by defining the joint constraints as hnear or non-linear springs. Different constraining 
effects may be modeUed by varying the spring lengths as a function of time or implicitly as a function of another 
variable in the model. 

A HIGHER_PAIR entity is used to model gear, rack and pinion and screw transmission types. This entity 
will refer to one or mor'e JOINT ,entities. The .transmission ratio is an attribute of this entity 

SPRING entities may be of type AXIAL or JOINT, that is linear or non-linear springs may be 
connected between points on different links or in a joint. As mentioned above, joint springs may be used to 
model elastic constraints or joint motion. 

Similar to springs. DAMPER entities may be of type AXIAL or JOINT, that is dashpots between points 
on different links or withln a joint. The damping effects may be modelled linear or non-linear. 

The MOTION entity is an alternative to using spring 'length to model motion for the degrees of freedom 
for a TRIAD or within a joint. The motion may be time dependent or an implicit function of a model variable. 

WAD entities are used to model external loading with reference to a TRIAD. The loading may be 
specified directly along the TRIAD degrees of freedom as forces or torques, or as forces or torques with general 
direction in three dimensional space. The general load direction is specified by two points referring to the global 
coordinate system or to coordinate systems on one or more links. The magnitude of the load may be time 
dependent or an implicit function of a model variable. . 

A FRICTION entity is referring to a JOINT or HIGHER_PAIR entity, that is joint or gear friction. For 
calculation of the different friction effects a so called friction function is referenced. 

The FUNCTION entity is a very general facility for the user to select between a number of predefined 
algorithms or to algorithms generated by himself for time dependent or implicit function evaluations for the 
simulation. Function evaluations may be specified and referenced from the MECHANISM. SPRING, DAMPER, 
MOTION, LOAD, CONTROL_IO. FRICTION and SENSITIVITY entities. Specific function algorithms are 
referred from the FRICTION and SENSITIVITY entities. Also spring stiffness reference from the SPRING entity 
.are using a specific function algorithm. A list of paramet·ers .are entered through this entity when~ both the 
number of parameters and the meaning of the parameters depend on function type. User written algorithms are 
easily referred to within the same framework. 

Each CONTROL_MOD entity occurrence is referring to a control element type and a corresponding 
control element parameter list. A specific control element will have a predefined number of input, output and 
internal terminais with a unique local numbering sequence. A control system will consist of one or more control 
elements coupled through a number of control variab1les with global numbering. Each entity of this type will also 
have a topology sequence to connect the control element terminals to the control variables. A number of 
predefined control element algorithms are available from a library and the user may program his own control 
algorithms to be referred in the same way. 

The CONTROL_IO entities are used to couple the mechanical and the control system in the simulation. 
This entity distinguishes between input 'to the contro'l system from the mechanical system and visa versa. Control 
input entities may 1be regarded as sensors on tile mechanical system for positions, velocities. accelerations. 
distances etc. Control output entities may be regarded as actuators on the mechanical system introducing forces 
and torques. Each entity will have a control in/out flag, a type code and up to three indexes to specify the actual 
coupling element. 

A SENSITNJTY entity is used to specify sensitivity calculations for simulation response variables with 
respect to model design parameters, to lbe used for manual or automatic design optimization. The entity will 
contain a list with initial values for design parameters and a list of references to the sensitivity function that 
specifies which sensitivities to be calculated. 

The ENDDATA entity is used as a termination indicator for the interdisciplinary multi body model. 
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3. DATA COMMUNICA HON 
The entities of a simulation model are entered into a symbolic text file containing the language 

keywords for entities and attributes with numerical or text values connected to the attributes. The file is input 
for the simulation program data interpreter. Within the MDS project a STEP EXPRESS SCHEMA5 was 
implemented for the interdisciplinary modelling language presented here. Through the STEP interface the data 
model may be communicat·ed in a standard way between different simulation programs and graphic modelers. 
The STEP EXPRESS SCHEMA and a general STEP toolkit [3] developed in the MDS project are used to 
control a STEP database and to interpret and generate STEP data files. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The modelling language presented here have been used and tested for more than a year and the feedback 

from the users have been very positive. The language itself is simple and easy to understand especially when 
none of the advanced features are used, that is it is easy to get staned. Compared to the old FEM inspired input 
data format for the simulation program in question all redundancies in the data model are avoided. Using graphic 
modelers, the user will primarily be working with graphic symbols. However for advanced features and user 
defined algorithms the file should be easily readable for manual editing, and from the users feedback we think 
that this is obtained by this language definition. 
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.MODELLING AND IDENTIFICATION 

OF FLEXIBLE ROTORS IN .MAGNETIC BEARINGS 

R. Herzog and C. Gahler 

Mechatronics Lab, CH 8092 ETH Zurich 
Switzerland 

Abstract. The modelling of flexible rotors in active magnetic bearings (AMB) is a mani
fold and demanding task which is often combined with frequency domain i.dt:nlificalion 

methods. We consider identification methods which need no a-priori knowledge, and 
methods which make use of existing finite element modelling (FEM) of the flexible rotor. 
A Matlab-based signal processor environment which includes tools for frequency response 
measurements and AMB identification was developed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Active magnetic bearings (AMB) are used to support a body by magnetic forces without 
any mechanical contact [4]. The main advantages of magnetic bearings are: absence 
of mechanical wear and fri ction, lubricant-free operation, and the possibility of very 
high rotational speeds. The basic principle of an AMB is the following: Electromagnets 
mounted around the rotor generate nttracting bearing forces. These forces by themselves 
will not lead to a stable equilibrium position of the rotor. Therefore, stability must be 
achieved through a feedback control loop: contaclless gap sensors are fed into a digital 
signal processor (DSP) which controls the current of power amplifiers driving the electro
magnets. 

Magnetic Bearings including its levitated mechanical body, the electronic circuitry, 
and its control software, naturally fall into the category of mechatronic systems. There is 
a strong need for precise modelling of such systems for two reasons. First, the modelling 
of AMB systems enables valuable prediction of their dynamic properties under various 
operating conditions. Second. precise model data is required for the controller design. 
Modelling of AMB systems is a manifold task consisLing of the following items: 

• Mechanical modelling of the rotor. With flexible rotors , many weakly clamped 
natural frequencies may occur. Usually, thi s modelling is carried out using sta.nda.rd 
finite element (FEM) software packages. 

• Mechanical modelling of housing and machinery environment. Even though this 
modelling part is frequently neglected , p ractice has shown that it often considerably 
influences systems dynamics. This raises the general question where the boundary 
of system modelling should be drawn. 

• The modelling of magnetic fields. This ca.11 be achieved with FEM met.hods or with 
approximative assumptions on the magnetic field distribution. 
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• The modelling of sensor and actuator dynamics. 

• Modelling the effects of computational delays and finite word-length precision of 
the signal processor. 

It is necessary to combine the modelling of AMB systems with identification methods 
based on a finite number of input/output measurements. For measurement and ident ifi
cation purposes we developped a link between t he signal processor and a Matlab environ
ment on a PC [3]. Frequency domain input/output measurements are perfectly suitable 
for filtering out noise and non- linear phenomena. 

2. AMB IDENTIFICATION USING THE ROTOR FEM MODEL 
It is useful to determine the AMB characteristics as a separate block, see fig ure 1. \Vhen 
applied in a double acting configuration [4], the force J of an AMB is li near to boLh current 
i and displacement x , i.e. J = kz: x + k; i , where the displacement coefficie11t /.:,. denotes 
the negative bearing stiffness and ki is the current coefficient. Both kx and k; depend on 
the bearing geometry with its magnetic field distribution and the premagnet ization b ias 
current . Since FEM modelling of the flexible rotor is quite accurate in most cases, the 
AMB parameters kx , k; can be identified using the plant frequency response P ('i w) and 
the known rotor dynamics Pn( i w). 

Controller C( s) 
~ 

-

Control Magnetic Bearing 
Current 

i - €>----
bearing Rotor displace-
force f Dynamics mcm x - PR (s) 

-- -• 

~ 
(FEM model) 

~ 

-
AMB parameters to be 

detennined 
by identification 

Figure 1: Identification of a voltage controlled magnetic bearing plant. 

T he plant frequency response equals P(s) = ki PR(s ) / (1 - kx PR(s)). Equivalently, 
PR(iwk)ki+P(iwk)PR(iwk)kx=P(iwk), k =l ... N. Since this latter equation is 
linear in the unknowns kz and k;, standard least square so lvers can be app lied . 

The measured transfer function P(s) in figure 2 illustrates the resulting fit in the case 
of a flexible rotor with one significan t mode. The truncated FEM model Pn( s) "'!hich was 
used in figure 2 has the form PR(s) =(s2 + v2 )/(s2(s 2 +w2

)). 
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Figure 2: Solid: identification result, Dashed: measured frequency response P (.s ) . 

3. AMB IDENTIFICATION USING LITTLE A-PRIORI KNOWLEDGE 
It is generally desirable that an identification algorithm be "robust" under small measure
ment noise or small perturbations of the data. For example, Lagrange interpolation which 
consists of fitting a polynomial of minimal degree through points (xk>yk) with equidis
tant abscissa Xk is known not to have this property. Figure 3 shows th is bad behaviour 
of Lagrange interpolation. The noisy measurement data (marked with o) causes large 
oscillations of the identification outpu t (solid curve). 

l ·· .... 
~ 

f 

·. 
<I') 

z 
0 
C;... 
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l.:l r ea: 

r 

FREQUENC Y 

Figure 3: Robust identification seeks to prevent large sensitivit ies w.r.t. noisy data. 

The mathematical framework of "robust ide ntification" and various identification al
gorithms were proposed recently in literature [lj, [2], [5] . Most of these algorithms consist 
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of two steps. In the first step, the frequency points are transformed to an impulse response 
function 2::-:Z hkz"' using inverse FFT and windowing functions . In the second step, the 
anti-causal part of the impulse response is approximated by a stable function using Ne
hari extension. Both steps can be easily implemented in Matlab since they rely only on 
standard matrix computations. The following items report some of our experience with 
this identification approach. 

• Usually, the sampling rate of AMB systems is quite fast , compared to the open
loop system dynamics. For identification in the z-plane a very high number N of 
terms in the impulse response function L~~ hkzk is needed for accurate results. 
We lessened this problem by applying a bilinear transform which maps the unit disc 
{izl < 1} onto a unit disc { lwl < 1} in a new w-plane. An equally spaced w fre
quency grid wk = ei'Pk corresponds to an irregularly spaced z frequency grid, which 
in tum is closely spaced at low frequencies and more loosely at high frequencies. 
After carrying out the identification in the ·w plane, the resul t is transformed back 
to the z-plane. 

• The methods proposed in [l), [2] are only applicable to stable systems. Since mag
netic bearings are unstable plants one could identify closed-loop functions , e.g. the 
sensitivity function S(s) = (1 - P(s) · C(s)t 1

, and determine plant P(s) using the 
known controller C(s). This approach ends up with a pole-zero cancellation which 
is a numerically delicate operation. Therefore, we preferred to identify the unstable 
plant and to replace the Nehari step in [l], [2] by a model reduction of the two- sided 
impulse response I::~ hkwk. 

4. RESULTS 
The methods described above allowed us a s uccessful first step in identification of AMB 
systems . Further investigations are required in order to compare different ident ification 
methods using different a-priori knowledge. 
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Abstract. Travelling wave ultrasonic motors are novel mechatronic drive systems, which are 
characterized by high torque at low rotational speed, simple mechanical design and good 
controllability. They also provide a high holding tmque even if no power is applied. 
Compared to electromagnetic motors the torque per volume ratio can be higher by an order of 
magnitude. In this paper the working principle of these motors is explained and the structure 
of a hierarchical block-oriented model is proposed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The travelling wave motor is an embodiment of a piezoelectric ultrasonic vibration motor. 
In these motors mechanical oscillations of high frequency and small amplitude are excited by 
piezoelectric elements in such a way that material points on the surface of the stator perform 
an elliptic motion. The rotor is pressed against the stator and is driven by frictional forces 
generated in the contact area. Usually the elliptic motion of the stator's surface is obtained by 
the proper superposition of two orthogonal vibration modes of the stator having the same 
resonance frequency and the motor is operated in resonanc·e. Although this driving principle is 
well known for quite a while (1-6], only few types of piezoelectric ultrasonic motors have 
been developed until recently. This is mainly due to the fact that piezoelectric materials with 
high conversion efficiency and fast electronic power control of the mechanical oscillations 
have not been available until a few years ago. After the appearance of first prototypes of 
travelling wave ultrasonic motors, much research has been devoted to develop motors with 
better performance and many papers have been published in the last years. However, most of 
these contributions have been concerned with specific problems arising in the design and 
control of the travelling w:ave motor. The present paper is ·an attempt to combine these results 
in order to obtain a general mathematical model of the motor and to identify missing links in 
the model which still require further research. Due to space limitations only few equations 
will be presented. Whereever possible the reader is referred to the references at the end of the 
paper. 
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2. WORKING PRINCIPLE OF TRAVELLING WA VE MOTORS 

The travelling wave motor is described in detail in [7 - 9]. As can be seen from Fig. 1, its 
stator is a cylindrical plate. In this plate a travelling bending wave is excited by a 
piezoceramic layer which is polarized according to the wavelength of the travelling wave. The 
rotor is pressed against the stator by a disc-spring. 

Exciution rystcm 2 
(COJiOC'·mock) 

It is well known that due to the symmetry there exist double eigenvalues in the free vibra
tion problem of circular plates: associated to each eigenfrequency ro there are two linearly 
independent eigenfunctions, which are called sine-mode and cosine-mode in the following. 
The piezoceramic layer is polarized in such a way that one group of segments (excitation 
system 1) excites the cosine-mode and a second group of segments excites the sine-mode 
(excitation system 2) of a vibration mode whose number of nodal diameters m corresponds to 
the polarization. The piezoceramic is polarized in its thickness direction and the bending 
vibrations of the stator are excited by the in-plane expansion and contraction of the ceramic. If 
the frequency of the excitation is tuned to the eigenfrequency of the free vibration, and if the 
relative phase shift of the excitation is chosen properly, a resonant travelling wave 

w(r ,<p,t) = R(r )cos(m<p- Qi), (1) 
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is generated in the stator, n being the circular frequency of the excitation. In order to achieve 
the correct mode-superposition, the vibrations of the stator are controlled using sensors 
included in the piezooeramic layer, and an electrical control circuit. 

If the stator vibrates according to (1 ), material points located on the surface of the stator 
perform an elliptical motion and have a tangential velocity. The contact mechanism which is 
responsible for the tangential stresses driving the rotor is very complicated. The contact area 
between stator and rotor moves with the travelling wave, :stator and rotor are always in contact 
near the wave crests. In most travelling wave motors the rotor is coated with special lining 
material in order to obtain a good force transmission and good wear resistance. The lining 
material's properties do strongly influence the motor characteristics. It has been shown that in 
the contact area between stator and rotor, regions of slip and regions of stick do occur due to 
the different tangential velocities of the contact points of stator and rotor [I 0, 11]. If in a first 
approximation, zero slip and point contact are assumed for the no-load case, the rotor's 
angular velocity is 

(2) 

with a being the distance between the stator's surface and the middle plane, r9 the radius of 

conttl!ct and R(rs) th1e vibration amplitude of the middl1e plane at r8 . As can be seen from 
equation (2) there is a large frequency reduction between the vibration frequency of the stator 

Q and the rotation frequency of the rotor ci> Rotor . This is due to the fact that the stator thickness 
is small and the vibration amplitude is extremely small compared to the radius of contact. If 
actual design values are inserted, a frequency reduction in the order of 1 : 40.000 is obtained. 

Most traveHing wave motors have stators of variable thickness. A stiff inner ring clamped 
to the motor casing is followed by a thin "insulating" ring, and a thick outer annular ring 
containing radial notches. The piezoceramic layer is bonded to the lower surface of the outer 
ring, .and the rotor is in contact with the "teeth" of the upper surface of the outer ring. This 
particular shape of the stator bas th_e advantage that the distance of the contact surf ace from the 
middle surface can be made large without significant increase of the stiffness of the stator. 

As mentionned before, the travelling wave motor is operated in the vicinity of an 
eigenfrequency of the stator and an electrical control is needed in order to achieve the correct 
mode superposition. The system 's behavior is dominated by the mechanical resonance of the 
stator. Fig. 2 shows the transfer function between the electrical excitation and the mechanical 
vibration. The vibrations of the stator can be controlled by 

• the amplitude of the electrical excitation, 
• the frequency of the electrical excitation (using resonance amplification), 
• the phase shift between the two excitation systems (influencing the form of the 

travelling wave). 
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Depending on the type of motor application, different controls can be designed. using the 
principles stated above or ,combinations thereof 

I I;• 

, .. 

lGI 

'IWIOlllU 
tm 

Fig. 2 Transfer function of the stator [12]. 

in the motor control some information 
about the vibration of the stator is re
quired in order to stabilize the desired 
vibration in the vicinity of the reso
nance frequency which depends on 
the motor load, the temperature and 
other parameters. This information 
can be obtained most effectively 
using piezoelectric sensors, which can 
be integrated in the same piece of 
ceramics which is used for the 
excitation. However, also 
controls have been 
succ-esfully [13]. 

sensorless 
realized 

In order to excite a travelling wave in the stator two high voltage signals of proper fre
qurency and well-defined phase shift must be generated and applied to the piezoceramic layer. 
To this end a two-phase high frequency resonant inverter can be used. The converter 
inductivity can be twied to the capacitance of the piezoceramics to form an electric resonance 
circuit. This interdependence of mechanical and electrical quantities and the complex 
information processing of the motor control make the travelling wave motor indeed a true me
chatronic system. Besides the many inter,esting technical properties of this motor it is also an 
exceUent educational example in mechatronics. 

3. STRUCTURE OF A BLOCK-ORIENTED MOD.EL OF THE MOTOR 

Before a matb.ematical model of the travelling wave motor can be formulated, the system 
has to be divided into functional modules. Fig. 3 shows one possible choice of functional 
moduies. It is based on the fact that travelli.ng wave ultrasonic motors are usually operated in a 
small vicinity of the r,esonance frequency and that - in a first order approximation - all state 
variables perform harmonic oscillations. Then the piezoceramic actuaor can be modelled as a 
linear subsystem which transforms the voltage amplitudes A1 , A2 of the electrical excitation to 
an induced strain excitation of the stator, represented by F;, F;, where the index 1 refers to an 
excitation of the sine-mode and index 2 refers to the cosine-mode. Although models for 
piezoceramic strain actuation of simple geometries ar,e readily available in the literature [14] it 
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is stiH a difficult task to take the complicated geometry of an actual travelling wave motor into 
account. 
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Fig. 3 Functional modules of the mathematical model of a travelling wave motor. 

As long as the stator of the travelling wave motor is not in contact with the rotor, it 
merely acts as a linear subsystem, which transforms the induced strain excitation F;, F; to the 
vibration amplitudes ~, Wz of the sine- and cosine-mode respectively. It can then be described 
by its (complex) transfer matrix which is in diagonal form if the stator is perfectly symmetric. 
However, in most cases due to manufacturing imperfections there is a small cross-coupling 
between the two modes. Interestingly enough, the notches of the stator do not always lead to a 
symmetry disturbance. If the number of notches and the number of nodal diameters are chosen 
properly, perfect symmetry of sine- and cosine-mode can be preserved (15). 

The motion of the stator is observed via the piezoceramic sensor which basically 
measures the vibration amplitudes Wi, it; of the stator and transforms them to the sensor 
voltage amplitudes S1 and S2 • Considering the piezoe1ectric layer (actuator and sensor) and 
the stator as a unit, it is possible to describe the ·electrical terminal behavior of the mechanical 
system as an electrical impedance which is determined by the mechanical design of the stator 
and the dielectric properties of the ceramic. Although often the simple electrical equivalent 
circuit of Fig. 4 can be employed to describe the behavior of the travelling wave motor, there 
are several limitations in the model which are .as follows 
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• the cross-coupling of modes is not modelled 
• · the influence of the rotor/stator contact is not modelled 
• the parameters can only be determined experimentally, up to now there are no analysis 

tools available that allow an a-priori estimation of the system parameters. 

The cross coupling of the modes can easily be included in the model by considering two 
independent electrical equivalent 1circuits which are connected via a cross-capacitance. It is 
much more difficult to take the stator/rotor interaction into account In a first approximation 
the stator/rotor contact can be considered as a nonlinear subsystem that transforms the motion 

c.:. 

of stator and rotor into a contact stress 
distribution represented by p (normal stress) 
and 1: (tangential stress). Of course these 
contact stresses act on the stator and on the 
rotor and have also to be considered as force 

R inputs to these modules. The corresponding 
outputs are denoted by w. and wr 

c, respectively. While stator and rotor itself can 
r. be modelled as linear subsystems, the 

stator/rotor contact is highly nonlinear and 
up to now, to the best of the author's 
knowledge, there are only few adequate 
models available, which can be used to 
describe the stator/rotor interaction. 

Fig. 4 Electrical equivalent circuit model of a travelling wave motor (one phase only). 

4. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

Travelling wave ultrasonic motors have now been investigated for quite a while. There 
are, however, stiH many fundamental questions which need to be answered, before the full po
tential of this new actuator generation can be exploited. The most important and most difficult 
problems are related to the stator/rotor contact. There is no theory explaining all the important 
interdependences between the material parameters of the contact layer, the stator and rotor 
vibration, and the forces acting between stator and rotor. Another important subject is the 
detailed modelling of the piezoceramic actuation. If these problems with be solved, the block
oriented model described in this paper can be used to characterize the behavior of a travelling 
wave motor and it 1can be used to optimize the motor parameters in the early design phase as 
well as to design optimal motor controls. 
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Abstract. The basic ideas of a modelling and simulation tool are presented which is optimized to support the 
development of mechatronic components in automotive industry. It is shown, how the advantages of object 
orientation can be used to handle very large models under realtime conditions. Special problems are discussed 
that are associated with the modelling of mechanical systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

During the last decades the automobi.le has evolved from a primarily mechanical product to a mechatronic one. 
This fact is quantitatively evident by the continuously growing nwn<ber of electronic compononents. Much 
more important is a qualitative aspect; none of the latest improvements in automobile functionality could have 
been reached, without the optimized cooperation of mechanical and electronic components. In the past, most 
of these components have been developed independently. Now the time has come, to help them grow together 
and to cooperate across traditiona!l system borders. Mathematical modelling and simulation has proven to be a 
an effective tool to support this process. For some steps of a modem automotive design cycle, it is even neces· 
sary to handle the union of all these functions in a model of the complete automobile. In terms of mathemati
cal modelling, a complete auto mobile is a very large system consisting of a great number of algebraic, diffe
rential and discrete equations. For practical purposes however it is not possible to work on this level, and the 
resulting problem turns out to be unnecessarily complex. Fortunately there exists a natural way to avoid this 
level of complexity. Each automotive component has besides its primary function a well defined interface. 
This is guaranteed by construction' Our approach is to imitate this aspect of real components to create com
ponent models that are as easy to handle as their real world counterparts. This method is made available to the 
design engineer by a new modeHing and simulation tool called ASCET (,advanced S.imularion and Control 
Engineering Iool) (5 and 6]. This tool ha.s been developped by Rcobert Bosch during the last five years and 
will now be available to customers ·and other users. 

2. MOD'ELLING 

From a classical point of view the mathematical model of a component consists of its states, its inputs and 
outputs and its parameters. It should be evident that a difference must be made between base-blocks that are 
used to define a components behavior by means of a C like simulation language and smicrure-blocks that serve 
to build more complex blocks out of base-blocks or other structure-blocks. 

2.1 Base-blocks 

The description of the base-block's behavior can be divided into several section (fig. l). In the parameter
equations section the parameter dependencies are defined. This is the only place, where parameters appear on 
the left side of an expression. In the state-equations section the block 's states are defined. For discrete blocks 
by difference equations, for continous blocks by differential equations. In the output-equations section the 
block· s state is used to define the outputs. Base-blocks that use at 1least one of the inputs to calculate an output 
are called direct blocks. If only states and parameters a:re used in the output-equation section it is a dynamic 
block. During simulation , dynamic blocks can calculate their outputs and send them to the connected receivers 
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independently from the sender blocks, even before one input i.s known for the actual time step. The inputs are 
needed only to ca!lculate the state equations. For direct blocks in general all inputs have to be known, before 
tbe output equations can 'be solved. 

Each block has its own integrator. By supporting only muhistep integration methods like Euler, Adarns-

BlockEditor: Torsionsschwinger ©®@0 
liii)ilii@i§ Tables Interfaces 

CH Float dT := 0 . 0 <= 0.001 <= 1.0e40 (sl 
Float cfeder_Grad := 0.0 <= 1000.0 <= 10000.0 [Hm/o] 
Float cFeder_Rad := cFeder_Grad * 57.296 CNm/ o] 
Float Trogheit :: 0.0 <= 0.5 <= 2.0 [kgmA2J 

Float Out .phi ( ra : StateVariables: phi, omega; 
Float Out.omega ( Variables: M_Feder , M_Gesamt; 
Float Out.M_Gesom 

OutputEquotions: 

M_Fede1r 
l'l_Gesatnt 
Out .phi 
Out .. omego 
Out.M_Gesa!llt 

:: -phi * cFeder_Rad; 
:: M_Feder + M_Extern; 
:: Phi; 
:= omega; 
:: M_Gesomt; 

StateEquations: 

phi ' 
omega' 

:= omega; 
:: M_Gesomt / Tro9heit ; 

--limlm 
IHormal 
!Error 
Uebug 
.Reset 

Fig. l: Block-Editor for a torsiona!l oscillator base-block 

Bashford etc. we avoid 
problems arising when ab
stract mathematical data 
must be transferred be
tween blocks. This garan
tuees that for each time 
step all inputs and outputs 
of blocks carry only phy
sically defined data. 

From an object oriented 
point of view, the defini
tion of a base-block can be 
used to define a class. The 
states, parameters and the 
integrator of a block can 
be viewed as the in.stance 
variables. Its inputs and 
outputs together with the 
state- and output-equation 
section are methods. This 
allows to use valuable ad
vantages of object orienta
tion. Instantiation: To use 
a base-block in a block 

diagram, one simply cr,eates a new rnstance of the block's class. Its instance variables (states, parameters, inte
grator) can be initialized with new instan·ces of appropriate classes. A block's class can be seen as an abstract 
template of a block· s behavior. The initialization procedure fixes the types of the states and parameters. So it 
is possible to create an integer or a float version or even a version supporting the complicated arithmetic used 
in automotive control units. Inheritance: A further advantage is the possibility to use inheritance and to create 
subclasses. This is a very nice feature for ,example, if a new base-block class is very similar to an existing 
class, but uses some extra states or :parameters or implements different output-equations or extra inputs and 
outputs. 

2.2 Struc·ture-blocks 

A structure-block is used to combine predefined behavior of other blocks. Fig. 2 shows how it is built up from 
blocks and connections. A connection defines a signal transmission from a sender block 's output to a receiver 
blocks· s input Like base-blocks, structure-blocks supply a parameter-section which is used to define parame
ter dependencies as well .as inputs and outputs to communicate with connected blocks. 

From an object oriented point of view, a structure-block can .also be used to define a class. Its internal blocks 
and parameters bu,iJd up its in.stance variables. Its inputs and outputs define the associated methods. Now one 
can use some advantages of object oriented abstractions . .Instantiation: To use a structure-block in a block dia
gram, one must merely create a new instance of the structure-block class. Its instance variables (base-blocks, 
structure-blocks and parameters) can be i!ll!itialized with new instances of appropriate classes. A structure-block 
dass can be seen as an abstraot template of a block's bebavior. The initializatio.n procedure fixes the instances 
of blocks and parameters that are used. This way, it is possiible to define an abstract template of, let's say, ave
hicle power ttain that can be used to model arbitrary types of gears, motors, clutches and so on. Only the inter
faces have to ~eh. lnhen'tance: A further advan1t:age is the possibility to use inheritance and to create sub
classes. This is a very nice featme for example, if a new structure-block class is very similar to an existing 
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class, but uses some extra blocks or parameters or implements extra inputs and outputs. A model constructed 
this way is scailabte in complexity. Component models can vary from very coarse grain ones, which are suffi
cient for many standard applications, to very fine grain ones .. that can be used if it is necessary to simulate very 
special effe·cts. The flexibility and the dearness of the fonnu.lation garantuee that the desired model instance 
can be constructed with little effort. 

vWi1n -) >----------~ r--------------------~>=-r.p~h~ii(lK 

>- dreh 

901"19 -) 1-----------r-r-----------., 
kupp ' -) 

Fig. 2: Block-Editor of a stnlcture-block defining a vehicle power train 

3. COMPONENTS AND INTERFACES 

The approach presented in this paper is !based on the idea of independent components. These components are 
furnished with well defined interfaces that carry coupling information of mechanical, hydraulic and electrical 

body 1 I body 2 

elastic joint 

a) elastic joints 

kinematics 

B···EJ···B 
constraint forces 

b) open chain 

B···EJ···B l kinematics constraint focces 

loop coordinator 

c) kinematic loop 

Fig. 3: Types of mechanical rigid body systems. 
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systems as well as of typical controllers and 
other digital systems. Information transferred 
across these interfaces represents real physi
cal data. In practice, problems arise with the 
idealisation of components that interact only 
via directed signals . For mechanical systems 
for example, the preconditions are fullfilled 
oruly for those cases for which all rigid bodies 
are coupled via elastic joints (fig. 3 a). All 
bodies sink forces and torques as inputs and 
source positions and velocities at their out
puts. This type of joint is very frequent in 
automotive environment, because it is often 
necessary to use rubber dampers and similar 
types of joints that decrease noise and vibra
tions and reduce peaks in transmitted accel
erations. The second type of mechanical rigid 
body system met in automotive applications 
is an open chain (fig. 3 b). In this case it is 
not enough to transmit forces and geometric 
data between rigid bodies and joints. Aux
illiary data representing the kinematic state 
of each body is sent along the chain. At the 
end of the chain constraint forces for the last 
1body can be calculated and played back 
along the chain. Reaching the beginning of 
the chain, all forces are kno\VD and the inte
gration step can be executed. This procedure 
is similar to that described in [l and 4]. For 



our purposes we prefer to solve the underlying mathematical problem symbolically, using tools like Mathema
tica [7]. Of course the interfaces resulting from this procedure .are somewhat problem specific. Replacing an 
elas·tic joint by a rigid one, not only changes the joint's model but even influences the model of the connected 
rigid bodies. For practical purposes the effects .are not so dramatic, because the changes often are inside com
plex com1xments (a complete gear •box for example) while the joints, where it is connected to the engine and 
the vehicle remain unchanged. To handle the case of closed kinematic loops, as shown in fig. 3 c, we need an 
·extra block 1that coordinates the kinematics and the calculation of the constraint forces. This coordinator re
ceives the positions, velocities and accelerations of all joints involved in the kinematic loop. This data can be 
used to calculate constraint forces as well as stabilizing ~enns according to Bawngane [2 and 3]. The stabi
hzed constraint forces are fod back to the joints and the bodies and integration can be performed. The stabili
zation in this case is necess.ary, 1because the calculation of constraint forces is performed on the basis of joint 
accelerations. Numerical ·errors during the integration of these accelerations to velocities and positions would 
cause instabilities. Numerical examples showed tb.at for moderate integration step sizes the stabilization me
thod works quite well. In practical applications this case doesn't occur as often as expected. Typical spatial 
models of complete passenger vehicles include approxilnately .two or three kinematic loops that can be hand
led very easily using this method. 

4.INTERACTIVE REALTIME SIMULATION 

As all elements of the model and toe simulation envifonment are in fact objects, they can be handled very na
turally. This means selecting a parameter and changing its value is as easy as connecting or disconnecting se
veral blocks or adding or removing a group of blocks. These features are not restricted to the windows and gra
phic objects as with many so called object oriented tools, but are :also valid for the behavioral model of each 
block with all connections and communication elements. All actions can be performed while the simulation is 
running in realtime. 

Another aspect is •using physical data at the interfaces. This allows one to split the complete model at these 
points and to replace the mooe~ of a component by the real hardware. Supplying data in realtime allows for 
hardware in the 'loop applications. 

S.RESULTS 

Several years of industrial application of A:SCET in the area of research, development, test, quality manage
ment etc. have proven the .advantages of a tool combining the practical aspects of realtime based hardware-in
the-loop .experiments :and the conceptual dearness of object-oriented modelling. It could have been shown that 
complex automotive models, like complete power-tram models for example, can be realized and integrated in 
the existing development ·and production cycle. 
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Abs tract . Described in this paper is a novel approach for the object-oriented computer modelling of 
vehicle dynamics. The key feature of the method is to represent the mechanical system as a collec
tion of concatenated transmission elements carrying out component-related tasks autonomously and in a 
coordinate-free manner. This is accomplished by applying differential geometric concepts to the genera
tion of the dynamical equations. The result is a computer library which can be used as a building-block 
system for generating vehicle dynamics simulation programs. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The modell ing and simulation of complex mechanical systems in conjunction with non-mechanical com
ponents is a recurrent task in the design process of modern mechatronic systems. Much time and money 
are spent in developing and purchasing, respectively, computer programs which accomplish these tasks 
in an efficient and comfortable manner. In the past, simulation packages where mainly developed un
der the aspects of universality and comprehensiveness, yielding huge monolythic programs which were 
easy to apply to standard problems but very difficult to hand-tailor and even more to extend to non
foreseen issues. Today, application engineers pursue a different paradigm, which can be characterized 
by Lhe divide-and-conquer strategies of early computer algorithm design (1), or, in modern terminology, 
by the object-oriented programming paradigm. In this approach, the goal is to divide a given prob
lem in clearly demarked sub-problems, which can be solved independently, and whose solutions can be 
combined without re-visiting their imlementations. The engineer can re-use in this case previously done 
work , following the idea of a building-block system and pursueing new goals by assembling standardized 
components. A very promising and widespread methodology in this direction is object-oriented design , 
which has been the basis of many successful re-designs in computer science and numerical analysis. In 
many modem applications, there is no alternative to this approach, because the overall system would 
be too broad to be tackled efficiently by one program. Examples are combinations of mechanics with 
nonlinear control elements, hydraulics, complex tire models or aerodynamic effects under the premise of 
real-time simulation. 

There have been isolated attempts to use object-oriented programming for mechanic modelling 
[8, 9] . However, the object-oriented idea was applied there more as a programming technology, while 
one of the key features of object-oriented design, namely the possibility of data-independent realization, 
has been left as an open issue. In this paper, a recent concept for achieving a coordinate-independent 
formulation of multibody dynamics by "dissecting" the system into small, independently solvable pieces 
called kinetostatic transmission elements (7, 5} is further pursued. The idea is to include the transmission 
of mass-properties into the set of quantities handled by the transmission elements. This is accomplished 
by regarding operations arising in the setting of differential geometry on RIEMANNian manifolds. The 
result is an intuitive and efficient programming environment which helps to speed-up the design process in 
vehicle dynamics substantially and is well-suited also for other application fields in which many different 
disciplines of modern engineering concur. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a short description of the client/server 
paradigm underlying the present approach. In Section 3, a differential-geometric, coordinate-free repre
sentation of dynamics is elaborated, which is the basis of the object-oriented implementation discussed 
in Section 4 . Section 5 shows the application of the derived concepts to vehicle dynamics simulation. 

2. THE CLIENT /SERVER CONCEPT OF OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING 
The client/server model originates from object-oriented program design [12], but has been also applied to 
many other fields of engineering and computer science. It is a responsibility driven approach, as opposed 
to the d.ata driven approach used in traditional programming, in that it is not the internal data or 
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algorithmic structure of the modules which determines the design, but the decomposition of the overall 
problem into autonomous pieces whose behaviour 'can be determined by abstract "services". These 
services are transactions which are supplied by particular objects acting as "servers", and which are 
requested by another set of objects acting (momentarily) as "clients". The key idea is to describe these 
services at a very high and abstract conceptual level in order to leave the details as implementation
specific issues, which can be realized in different manners, but do not affect the overall functionality. 
Examples for such high-level transadions are services such as "break" (for a breaking system of a car), 
"step" (for a stepper-motor) or "get me an ice" (for a family father) . The client/server model features 
many substantial advanitages, among which ar,e re-usability, extensibility, easy maintainance, and the 
possibility of rapid prototyping. Also, a high degree of "isomorphism" can be achieved between entities 
in the "proMem domain", i. e. the real world being modelled, and objects within the "solution domain", 
i. e. the space in. which the modelling takes place [3]. 

The application of the client/server model to multibody dynamics makes it necessary to describe 
the relationships in a coordinate-independent way. As shown in (7, 5), it is possible to model- meChanical 
·components independently of coordinate representations by regarding them as nonlinear elements capable 
of transmitting motions and forces. These ".kinefostatic transmission elements" can be easily assembled to 
form systems of arbitrary complexity. It is even possible to solve the motion and force closure relationships 
in multi body loops and also the inverse and direct dynamics problems of general multi body systems purely 
by applying these notions. As shown in the followin.g sections, it is also possible to regard the generation 
of dynamical properties such as the generalized mass or ·the generalized forces as self-contained "services" 
which can be carried out automously lby specialized objects acting on RIEMANNian manifolds. 

3. DIFFERENTIAL-GEOMETRIC MODELLING OF A MECHANICAL COMPONENT 
3.1. Structure of a Mechanical Component 
A typical mechanical component C consists of any number of articulated bodies (Fig. 1). The motion of 
the bodies can be described by the spatial motion of a "carrier body", represented by the reference frame 
K, E SE(3), where SE(3) is the Euclidean group ofrigid-body displacements, and Jc "inner" independent 
coordinates {3 = [{31 , ... , f3Jc ]T, representing the relative motion of the bodies with respect to the carrier 
body. The coordinates f!_ may themselves be rigid-hody displacements or scalar joint coordinates {3; E IR 
or {3; E T 1 (the one-dimensional toms), depending on whether the natural displacement is a translation 
or a rotation (as for e. g. for pr·ismatic or revolute joints), respectively. Altogether, the state of the 
dynamical component is described as an n -dimensional smooth differentiable manifold X having the 
structure of a product space 

X = SE(3) x · - . x SE(3) x IR x · - - x IR x T 1 x · - · x T 1 . (1) 
'---....-' '-..,.-' 

n,1; times ""times 

The solution of the dynamical equations represents a trajectory C(t): IR ___. X: t >--+ x E X, x 
·corresponding to the momentary position of the component. The component typically results from 

.................. loo .. ... ...... ........ ... .. ' 

.~·~ 

(a) mechanical model (b) differential-geometric model 

Figure 1: Model of a dynamical component. 

detaching a subsystem from an overaH system.. After analyzing it locally, it can be re-attached by 
providing a six-dimensional wrench ~ = [T, f ]T containing the torque -r and the force f necessary to 
constrain the movement of the carrier frame such that it is fixed to a predecessor body. 

3.2. Basic Intrinsic G eometric Elements 
For a:n intrinsic formulation of the dynamical equations, the notions of tangent and cotangent vectors, as 
weU as the concept of the metric are introduced. Tangent vectors are viewed as derivations o.f real-valued 
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functions ·On X , forming at each point x E X an n-dimensional linear vector space Tz termed the 
tangent vector space (2]. The basis of the-tangent vector space is given by the partial derivatives 

- 8 j 8 ( ) e; = o?r' = a; oxi , i = I , .. . , n , j = I , . .. , m , 2 

where ~ = ( x 1 , . .. , xm jT are a set of coordinates and 1!. = [ 11'1 , ... , 11'" JT may represent pseudocoordi
nates, i.e. non-integrable coordinates. The tangent vectors for rotation and translation of the Euclidean 
group, respectively, are given in a body-fixed reference system (~, 17, () by the formulas (7): 

a a a a a a 
Rotation: e1 = ( 

017 
- f] o( , e2 ~ o( - ( 0~ e3 11 0~ - ~ 

017 
a a a 
0~ es = 017 e5 = o( 

(3) 
Translation: 

In particular, the six-dimensional spatial velocity vector (the "twist") ! = [w, v jT , w = [ wE, w11 , we JT 
being the angular velocity and v = [ v{ , v~ , vc ]T being the linear velocity, has the representation 

! = W{ e1 + W'l e2 + W( e3 +Ve e4 + V~ e5 + V( e5 . 
Cotangent vectors are linear functions mapping the tangent vector space Tz to the set of real 

numbers. At each point x E X , the cotangent vectors form an n -dimensional linear vector space T; 
denoted the cotangent vector space. The basis of the cotangent vector space is called the cobasis and 
consists of a set of vectors ei E T; having the property 

• ; ( - . ) _ ,; i::i _ { l for i = j 
e eJ - v1 , v1 - O else i, j = I , ... , n (4) 

The typical representatives of cotangent vecto·rs in mechanics are the forces and moments. For the 
Euclidean group, the force vector is represented by the wrench and is decomposed in terms of the cobasis 
corresponding to the basis e; given above as 

~ = re e1 + r'l e2 
+re e3 + /{ e4 + /'l e5 + J, e6 

. (5) 

By endowing the manifold X at each point with a nondegenerate metric, one obtains a RIEMANNian 
manifold. For such a metric, any bilinear, symmetric, nondegenerate form can be used . In the case of 
the dynamics of mechanical systems, the metric to be utilized is the kinetic energy 

9z ( v , v)::: 2 T( ~; :i!.) = :!_T M(~):i!. , (6) 

wihere M(!_) is the generalized mass matrix with respect to the coordinates £ at the point x. 

3.3. Local Dynamical Equations 
Given a metric g;t and a cotangent vector Q = [Q1 , ••. , Q1 JT representing the applied forces being 
exerted upon the dynamic system, the equatio~s of motion can be represented compactly as [10]: 

l dvl . J: 
g;t[V'vv] = 9itdt + r;;1 t? v = Q; ' (7) 

where [V'u v]t is the l-th component of the covariant derivative of a velocity field v in direction of 
another velocity field u , given in coordinates by 

...., l: [ ov' i _j ] - . h i ~ i -vuv = u O?rl: + ri:; v e; , wit v = v ei , u = u e ; 

The coefficients lijl: result [2] as 

1 (Og;; Og;1 09jJ:) 1 I I I 
r;;1 = 2 0 7f1 + o?ri - 01r; - 2(9H C;i + 9it Cki + g;1 Ci 1J 

(8) 

(9) 

where the C}t are the structure coefficients related to the basis of the tangent vector space . They are 
defined via the relationship · 

[- - l ci -ej , e1 = ;1 e; , (10) 

where (e; I ei:] = e; e1 - e1 e; is the LIE bracket. It can be verified that in case of a "natural basis". 
e:: e; = 8/8x;, the structure coefficients vanish, whereas in the case of the basis of the Euclidean group 
given in Eq. (3) one obtains 

{ 

1 if {i,j, k} or {i - 3,j, k- 3} is a cyclic permutation of {l, 2, 3} 
CJt= . -1 if{i,j,k}or{i-3,j,k-3}isanoncyclicpermutationof{l , 2,3} (11) 

0 else 
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3.4. Global Dynamical Equations 
Global dynamical equations result from assembling mechanical components together. In order to be able 
to use 'the intrinsic properties of the ·components without resorting to coordinate-dependent expressions, 
one views the assembly of two mechanical components as a mapping tp from one manifold X , called the 
input manifold, representing the coordinates of the inboard mechanical component to another manifold 
X' , called the output manifold, representing the coordinates of the outboard mechanical component 
(Fig. 2). 

(a) mechanical model (b) differential-geometric model 

Figure 2: Coupling of two mechanical components. 

Let the dynamical equations be locally given with respect to the input and output manifolds, 
respectively, as 

dvl . i: 
9ildt + /ijl: t? v Q;' ( 12) 

d ,l 
I V I ,j 11: I 

YiCdt +/ijl:V V = Qi • (13) 

It is well known that, together with the mapping tp transmitting points x E X to points x' E X', 
there is an associated mappings c.p

0
: v., ,E T., ,._. -v~. E T~, , called the differential mapping, mapping 

tangent vectors defined w.ith respect to X to tangent vectors defined with respect to X' , as well as 
a mapping c.p": Q' E T;: .--. Q E T; , called the pull-ba ck function, transmitting cotangent vectors 
defined with respect to X' to corresponding cotangent vectors defined with respect to X such that 
Q ( v., ) = Q' ( v~,) . This last expression represents the condit ion of power-free transmission of velocities 
and forces, as the application of a cotangent v·ector (her·e: a force) to a tangent vector (here: a velocity) 
yields the mechani,cal quantity of power, which is set to be equal at the input and output of tp [7]. 

In analogy to the transmission of cotangent vectors, there exis ts also a pull-back function c.p" 
for the 'transmission of metrics. This function maps the metric g' at the output manifold X' to the 
corresponding induced metrix g at the input manifold X , such that the relation 

g., (v~•),v~)) = g~(r)(c.p.(v~')}, c.p.(v~))) (14) 

holds for any pair of vectors v~i), vV) at the input. The coefficients of g are given as the numbers 

fo = :g,, (e;,e;) . ( 15) 

A simple procedure for obtaining these coefficients is :as follows: For i = 1 , . . . , n do: [Step l] Transmit 
the tangen t vector v,, = e; as e; = "'· ( v r) to X' . [Step 2] Cakulate a corresponding cotangent vector 
a< such that ai( v~,) .:: g'(e;, v~,) for all v~, ,E r;, (e. g. by multiplication of e; with the generalized 
mass matrix). [Sit·ep 3] Transmit the cotangent vector a:: back to X as ai . [Step 4] Evaluate 

?J;; = &'(e;) (16) 

for j = i, .. . , n locally at X . This procedure is the generahzation of an approach first proposed in 
[11] for generating the direct dynamics of serial manipulators by means of the inverse dynamics. 

A further quantity which must be generated when coupling two manifolds repesenting mechanical 
components ar]ses from traveling along the trajectory C(t) with constant velocity v,, , and looking at 
the resulting acceleration at the output manifold: 

1 du~, I 
T/ = .dt vl = oonst. 

( 17} 
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Using the metric g' at X' , one can evaluate again a related force Q featuring the property Q( v~,) = 
g' ( '1', v~,) for all v~, E r;, . This qttanitity corresponds to the generalized gyroscopic forces induced by 
the coupling. Now all ingredients for the coupling of the two systems are at disposition. One obtains the 
dynamical equations: 

[ 9it + ![c,o" (g')];t] i} + [ /ij.t vi vt + ( c,o• Q\ j = Q; + [ c,o" Q']i . ( 18) 

4. OBJECT-ORIENTED REALIZATION OF THE DISCUSSED CONCEPTS 
According to ,the previous exposition, a coordinate-free, object-oriented modelling of mechanical sys
tems is possible by supplying at a minimum the following two categories of objects together with the 
corresponding "services": 

(I) lnpwt/Output Objects ('termed "Metric" ) 
I 
I (A) doMetr:ic·: calculate the coefficients of the metric g;; 

(B) doConnection·: calculate the term /ijk vivlc 

(C) doForce: calculate the applied forces Q; 

(D) dolnverse: resolve the dynamical equations for 1i 

(II} Transmission Elements (termed "DynamidMap") 

(A) doHotion: transmit position, velocity and / or acceleration vectors 
x' = cp(x) I V~I = c,o.(vr) l tJ~1 = c,o.(v,,) + '11 

(B) d-oForce: transmit force (cotangent) vectors Q = c,o"( Q') 
(C) doPullBackMetri·c: cakulate the ,induced metric g = c,o"(g') 

(D) doC.onnection: calculate the acceleration term .,,, 

The different types of mechanical components represent merely particular ways of implementing these 
functions, even if the g iven objects possess additional functions which are necessary for their internal 
functioning. The algorithmic structure of the objects is considered to be an "inner" detail of the objects 
and not relevant for the global coupling. In this way, it is possible to incrementally extend an initial and 
rudimentary librnry to systems of virtually any complexity, as is indeed being carried out currently fo r a 
variety of systems. One of these application fields is described in the following section. 

5. Application to Vehicle Modelling 

By the concepts derived in the previous sections, it is posible to assemble a vehicle model from pre
modelled parts of varying complexity. Fig. 3 shows as an example the components chosen for the modelling 
of a BMW 535i . Further details are elaborated in (6]. 

double-joint spring strut 
front suspension 

parallelogram steering 
mechanism 

precision-arm 
rear axle 

Figure 3: Components of the modeled vehicle BMW 535i. 

For the overall simulation, the modelling of purely mechanical components is, though a relatively 
complex 'task , only a small portion of the problem. Fig. 4 exhibits a view of a minimum set of objects 
necessary for a functional vehicle simulation environment (4]. ln this representation, the advantage of 
the object-oriented approach becomes evident, as topics from very different fields of engineering can 
be combined without having to re-visit the details of their representation or to prescribe a common 
data representation. Here, the building- block analogy becomes evident, which is indeed materialized by 
implementing 'the exhibited entities as autonomously operating objects which act as "servers" for the 
"clients" lying above in the figu ,re. 
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Figure 4: Components of a general vehicle dynamics simulation program. 

6. Conclusions 

system rrocse1 

....,.,..,., ... 

"""'''"'",.. 

The methods discussed in this paper are suited for realizing data-independent, object-oriented modellings 
of general multibody systems. Following the client/server approach of object-oriented programming, the 
overall relationships are described by two categories of objects, namely (a) transmission elements and (b) 
corresponding input and output manifolds. An intrinsic model, where the corresponding "services" are 
carried out in a coordinate-independent manner, is derived on the basis of a novel combination of well
known concepts of mechanism analysis and differential geometry. The concepts have been implemented 
with the object-oriented programming language C++. This implementation is the basis of a general pack
age for the simulation of the dynamics of modern passenger vehicles, which is being currently completed. 
The object-oriented, coordinate-independent modelling has also proved very valuable for the design of 
flexible, intuitive and effective computer models of a variety of mechatronic systems. 
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Systematic Treatment of Complex Mecihatronic Structures, 
Exemplified by Automotive Engineering - Proposal of a 
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The term mechatronics stands for a novel discipline integrating mechanical structures and 
efficienit information proce~sing and. thus meet:iflg :t':ie ever increasing deman_ds on techn~cal 
systems. :\flother.far-reachmg mtenno!l, especi.ally m th_e contex;t of _a re4eszgn of techmcal 
s.·> ·•stems, is to shift tasks usually attnbuited to mecharucal engmeenng mto the computer. 
EXJemplified by wheel suspension, .as being the oenilral aggregate of vehicle dynamics , a 
proposal for a standardized mechatronic construction unit will be developed; the latter, via 
con,sistent u.se of i~fonnation processing, will allow simplif~cation of the mechanical structure 
while ensunng opt:Imal opera:uveness through 1the use of active components. 

Basic Functions of a W1heet Suspension 

The main functions of the chassis are roughly the following: 

s~.1ppon 
gu1dar:ice 

.suspens~on 

dampmg 
steering 

drive 
brake 

insulation (noise). 

Fig. 1: Structure of an ordinary wheel suspension 

At the point of contact o~ roa~ surface and wh~ls, th~ forces bec;ome evident .that,. conducted 
,along the wheel suspensmn, m:fluence the entlrn vehicle dynamics. The longitudinal forces 
are mostly due lO drive and brake forees diverted via the wheel. They are at the root of the 
longitudinal motion, but allso of the pitching of the chassis. If the drive torques at the wheels 
can be a11tered independently of one another, the yaw of the vehicle can also be influenced. 

The latetal forces arise in steering maneuvers. Generally ~peaking, lateral forces are related 
ito the shp .angle ait the wheel ; 1the effect of forces perpendicular to the lateral force, such as 
longitudinal slip and wheel load, on die lateral forces must not be neglected either. Steering, 
apart from its general ~k of making the vehicle foUow a ~ertain course, is able to alter lateral 
displacement and yawmg of the car by means of an alteration of the lateral force. 
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The vertical forces result from the static and dynamic loads of the sprung and unsprung 
masses . They have a decisive effect on riding comfort and wheel loads. The degrees of 
freedom influenced in vertical direction are: lifting, rolling, and pitching of the chassis, but 
also the motion of the wheels . The passive mechanical transmission structure is the basis of 
wheel suspension .. The following table will display the results of a comparison between some 
important conventional wheel suspension systems /Henk.er 93/, /Reimpell 88/: . 

i diagonal control McPherson parallelogram multi-link 
I ( .. suspension arm swmg suspension 

axle) 

expenditure1 low higher high high 
+ ' -+ - -

space required small small large large 
+ + - -

kinematics2 insufficient satisfactory good very good 
(safety) - -+ + ++ 
cornfon3 satisfactory . satisfactory good high 

-+ -+ + ++ 
elasto- can be influen- satisfactory good very good 
kinematics ced -+ + ++ 

I -I 

propagation -/-
i 

about 90 % of -/- -/-I 

all front-wheel 
I suspensions I 

T able 1: Comparison between important .conv·entional wheel suspensions 

Comments on Table l : 

Further safety and comfort can only be reached through the appropriate amount of 
expenditure for construction and manufacturing and therefore with more space 
required. 

The McPherson wheel suspension represents a good compromise between economy, 
safety, and comfort. 

Sophisticated wheel suspensions assign different functions to many components which 
then yield more possibilities of variation (space-link suspension). 

Simpler wheel .suspensions., such.as the McPherson strut, combine several functions within 
one ,component (integiration of functions): in addition to its usual tasks, the strut provides 
wheel location; thus, the upper lateral. ,control arms can be spared and space saved. Yet, 
the strut is subject to bending forces, and the resulting higher friction in the seals has an 
effect on the spring behaviour. 

Although wheel suspension, in its conventional passive structure, has reached a high degree of 
perfecCJ.on in view of functionality and price calculation, the standard build-in of active com
ponents has increasingly been called for following customers ' wishes for higher safety standards 
(better traction in ABS) and more comfort (power steering). 

1 Here, "expenditure" means ·the expenses and efforts necessary for construction and manufacturing. 

2 Kinematics of a wheel suspension can be described by the change in steering angle, camber, and caster offset 
in dependence of the spring.deflection. It has a decisive ,effect on the steering, rolling, and pitching behaviour of 
the car body. 

3 Comfort is noticeably influenced by suspension and noise insulation. 
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The demand for lower consumption compels to reduce the weight of vehicles. At the present 
level of research in conventional suspension systems this will lead to a loss in riding comfort. 
To avoid ~is, the install~tion of an active suspension is indispensable; yet, additional en~rgy 
consumpllon and the weight of the new components must not even up the effect of weight 
reduction. Wheel sus~ns1on offers many possibilities for interference with which all degrees 
of freedom of a veh1de can be reached. Many active systems are already standard in the 
chassis. Examples of active systems: 

active systems (chassis}: ,control variables: 
power steering dra~.hnk distance (rack force) 
anti-blocking systems bra.King force 
anti-spin regulation traccive force 
active suspension pressure in the cylinder 

Such mechatronic systems consist generally of four functional groups. Exemplified by the active 
wheel suspension which is itself complemented by active components, the functional groups are 
the following (cf. Fig. 3): 

Mechanical supporting and joint structures (passive conventional 
wheel suspension), 

aktuators (power steering, ABS braking module, active strut, etc.), 

sensors (pressure sensors, acceleration sensors, etc.), 

compensators ~digital information processing). 

The dynamical behaviour of mechaitronic systems has to satisfy very high requirements. The 
conclusions to be drawn include two basic tasks: 

Appropriation of kinematic behaviour by means of the passive and the active com
·ponents (kinematics of the mechanism). 

Appropriation of a suitable behaviour under the influence of forces (dynamics) by 
means of actuators and sensors as signal converters as well as compensators and filters 
for information processing. 

Contrary to traditional development processes that keep to the construction and the shape of the 
projected item, tlie design of mechatronic systems has to start out from a function-oriented 
formulation of the problem, as information process ing cannot be determined by the construction. 
Proceeding in this way requires suitable design tools, in order that the problems can be described 
and treated. 

Design of 
mecfiatronic systems 

function- kirnematics 
oriented: 

dynamics 

(structure) 

construction end 
computation 

shape- production and instal-
oriented: lation 

test 

conventional system 
desicm 
construction and 
calculation 

Pr<?duction and instal-
1lat1on 

Fig. 2: The de.sign or mecbatronic and or conventional systems 

In the future, problem solving will have to be fast and flexibly adapted to changing problems. 
It is quite conceivable that a wheel suspension module will have to be adapted to different 
variauons of a construction series or even to different construction series. Thus, one and the 
same construction principle covers a whol1e range of applications, and scaling is done 
exclusively via information processing: possibility to scale tlie system. 
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Moreover, future interest will focus on the integration of the active components, such as 
steering, ABS, dampin~, and drive (etc.) and thus on the tuning of all systems influencing one 
another: possibility to mtegrate the system. 

Concept ofa Mechat.ronic Function Module "Compound Wheel Suspension" 

Modem vehicles are more and more mechatronic systems. In order to treat the complexity and 
the largeness of such systems effoctiviely and to make them manageable, suucturing in view 
of modularity and hierarchy is indispensable. On every hierarchical level, mechatronic 
function modules (see above examples) can be found whose elements are a combination of 
mechanic.al supporting and joint structures, actuators, sensors, and compensators (digital 
infonnation processing). 

Functional groups of th_is .ki~d can 1~~ defined as _standardized MEGIA IRONIC FuNCTION 
MODULES (MFM) /Casugliom 92/, /Luckel 92/. As independent blocks, they are marked by 
their function , its realization by means of the system-typical elements described above and 
their interface. In general, the mterface comprises mechanical, energetical, and information
processing elements. 

A MFM "active wheel suspension" consists e. g. of the mechanical suucture (control ann, 
crossmember, etc.), the actuator (hydraulic cylinder, steering, ABS), sensors (pressure, displa
cement, and acceleration sensors) and compensators (controller, observer, measuring filter). 

Mechatrnnic systems, such as ABS or power steering, are generally accepted today and 
employed as series products. A similar development can also be foreseen for the wheel 
suspension (independent suspension) as a central component with clearly defined functions. 
fig. 3 repi;esent:S such a MFM (exemplary with a space-link suspension as supporting and 
JOmt structure): 

cormections 
activ·e strut mechanical 

with pressure sen/hor LJ energeti~al . 

1 1nlormabon-processmg 

wheel suspension 
,.~ . ~ ·., 

(space-link suspension) i 
I - -- ------ · 

.ABS uni1 

steering knuckle with 
acceleration sensor 

i 
i 
i 
I 
i 

active st.eering 
with displacement sensor 

Fig. 3: MFM wheel suspension 

The potential of mechatronic systems resides in an informational coupling of their elements 
and thus in the possibility to purposefully optimize the base functions and to achieve 
properties which surpass by far those of ·the passive structure. 
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For a novel mechatronic wheel suspension - called MFM compound wheel suspension - this 
would mean: 

~ Redesign with highly improved properties by consistent use of 
information processing. 

~ With this, a simplification of the mechanical structure, as active 
components compensate for the drawbacks of the mechanical structure. 

Information processing allows to shift functions usually attributed to mechanics into the com
puter, thus reducing the complexity of the mechanical structure. 

Simplified Mechanical Supporting and Joint Structure of the MFM Compowid Wheel 
Suspension 

The base functions of a wheel suspension are determined by the kinematic behaviour of the 
supporting and joint structure. The efficiency of the system depends on the possibilities of 
active intervenlJ.on that allow to optimize properties of the wheel suspension by information 
processing. Distribution of tasks between mechanics and information processing is variable. 
Thus, it is most important to influence all degrees of freedom of the system independently of 
one another: 

Degrees of freedom : 

rotation: 

steering: 

active influence on braking and driving forces 
(ABS, anti-spin regulation) 

active steering (to be provided as a standard for 
front axle and rear axle) 

vertical motion: active strut as actuator without guidance functions 

For an optimal functioning, the active strut has to be relieved of the task of guiding the wheel. 
Thus, the complex task of guiding hub carrier and wheel rests with the passive mechanical 
structure. A comparison of the conventional wheel suspensions (see above) illustrates the conflict 
of goals for a wheel suspension between accomplishing the proper function (comfort and safety) 
and requiring space and effort. 

The requirement the structure has to meet is the following: The wheel suspension has to 
require the smallest space possible (simple structure, few components), so that there is more 
liberty in arranging the remaining aggregates. Here, mechatronics offers the decisive 
advantage: The active actuator compensates for the deterioration of the kinematic properties 
which results from the simplification of the structure. 

Fig. 4 shows a proposal for such a simplified mechanical structure as part of the MFM 
compound wheel suspension. Constructive details, such as the shape of the wheel-locating 
control arm (closed component or consisting of several individual control arms) or the shape 
of the rotational axis, are not dealt with m this context. Because of the clear distinction 
between wheel location, support, and steering, the guiding mechanism has to support the 
wheel and ensure the steerability. In order to waste as little space as possible, a swing axle in 
the position of a lower control arm (cf. Fig. 4) was chosen. 

This suspension is going to be called "wheel-locating transverse link suspension". The 
advantage of a passive structure extended by information processing, sensors, and actuators, 
resides in the possibility to compensate for shortcomings by active interference and eventually 
to obtain satisfactory geometrical (space required), kinematic, and dynamical properties. 

The MFM Compound Wheel Suspension 

On the basis of the wheel-locating transverse link suspension, the MFM compound wheel 
suspension defines a standardized wheel suspension module as central mechatronic aggregate 
in vehicle construction. The combination of simplified mechanical structure, active 
components and sensors with an efficient information processing offers p ossibilities to adapt a 
wheel suspension very flexibly to changing conditions and fields of application (Fig. 4) 
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Wheel suspension 
(wheel-locating 
transverse link suspension) 

A:.BS unit 

active ·strut 

'~----·-......... - .. -1 
~ , 
~.· information processing 
. compensator (filter, controller) 

~: ~~ 

active steering 

Fig. 4: MFM compound wheel suspension with wheel-locating transverse link suspension 

Several variations of such a mechatronic structure "compound wheel suspension" can be 
thought of to reach a complexity matching that of 1the problem: 

1 - MFM compound wheel suspension, with active steering only 

2 - MFM with active steering and ABS 

3 - MFM with active steering, ABS, and active damping 

Now, the design of mechatronic systems requires a design environment allowing the compute
rized des,cripuon of the problem and providing analysis and synthesis tools to meet the 
projected system properties on this basis. The software tools developed at the Department of 
Automat~c Control (MlaP) and subsumed in the Computer-Aided Mechatronic Laboratory 
(CAMeL) /J~er 91/ offor such a design environment. 

Example: Complete Vehicle 

A vehicle model, based on the MFM compound wheel suspension presented above, seives as 
an example. It comprises complete longitudinal, transverse, and vertical dynamics and talces 
into account the properties of 1the nonlinear spatial wheel suspension kinematics modelled in 
analogy to the structure of the wheel-locating transverse link suspension. The wheel 
suspensions of front .axle and rear axle are identical . It is of course possible to exchange the 
mechatronic wheel suspension for other suspension types, just as it is possible to extend the 
v.ehicle model by aggregates of motive power engineering, etc. Support for the user comes 
from lai:ge model libranes where the models of e. g. complete space-link or parallelogram 
suspens10ns are stored. 

The exampLe demonstrates the treatment of extremely complex structure in the shape of a 
mod~l or.ganiz~d in a modular .as weU as hierarchical way. The. physical aspect of the system 
remams mtact rn the model structure and allows approach to internal vanables, such as the 
for:ces acting on the control arm or the deformations of a rubber mounting. 

The MFM compound wheel suspension is based on a simplified mechanical structure whose 
drawbacks are to be compensated for by active intervenuon. The wheel-locating transverse 
link suspension, e. g., has the drawback of a vast change in camber and track width in 
dependence of the spring deflection. The lateral forces . coming into effect with the spring 
deflection impair the tracking abilities as well as the car body motion and thus driving safety 
.and ride comfort. It r:emains to be shown if the advantages of the simple axle (expenditure and 
space :required) can be counterbalanced by the poitential inherent in a mechatronic structure. 
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Modelling 
For a representation of te•chno-physical systems in the computer, the models are available in 
symbolic form as nonlinear, dynamical equation systems in state-space form (block-oriented); 
they are organized in a modular and hierarchical way. The basis is the system description 
language DSL (Dynamic System Language) IDSL 92/ developed at the MLaP. 

Because of the special structure of vehicle systems in view of their couple elements, e. g. 
elasto-kinematic wheel suspensiOf!S, the couplings with.in the multibody system . to. ~ 
modelled are formulated as dynarmcal constramts. There is another method with which 1t is 
also possible to formulate kinematic..:constraints and, in connexion with them, closed loops in 
a modular way which can eventually he structured hierarchically /Junker 94/. 

Mode'I structure: 
I 

rigid bodies with m:ass: car body, hub carrier, rim 

coup.le elements wi1thout transverse link, rubber mounting, strut and tie rod as actuators, 
mass: nonlinear ~re model, MFM comtound wheel suspension as 

aggregate · couple system), formu ated with basic systems 

, environment modeL street model for deterministic and stochastic excitation signals 

1 
controUer model: · output veC'tor feedback 

to influenc.e the.active tie rod (input: Lenkstangenweg) and the 
active stru[ (input length of spnng) 

68 differential e~ations (OE) of lst orde~ for the mechanical structure 
37 D. of lst order for the environmental model 

(aU systems described in DSL syntax) 

T.abelle 2: Model .stru.ctur,e of the vehiicle model 

Analysis and Synthesis 

The veh~cle model. is .av.~l.able. as a nonlinear, parametrized, dynarni~al system in symbolic 
fonn. It is not nonlrnear s1mulat10n (program package SIMEX: S/Mulauon EXpert) /faker et al. 
91/ which can be used for preliminary studies on the dynamical behaviour, but synthesis of 
,the compensators which wiU be the main point of imerest in the following. 

As the behaviour of the passive struc:ture is bound to produce disadvantageous effects, due to 
the s~mplification of the mechanical elements, the design ought to concentrate on the 
possibihty to improve 'the behaviour of the system decisively by optimizing the controller 
parameters of the .active struts and of the active steering rods (to the front wheels). 

T. he program package L!NEX (UNear EXpert) allows to optimize parametrized linear systems 
in view of formulated design objectives /faker et al. 91 /. Important variables in the 
~ormul~tion t?f th~ optimization task ~e the later.~ moti,~n C?f the car body and its acc~lerat~on 
m verucal direcuon. In order to defme a:ppropnare objectives, a covanance analysis taking 
into accoum stochastic excitation of the linear system is performed to compute the covariance 
matrix of the output variables; the RMS v,alues of the outputs in question are defined as 
variables tha1l are to be minimized .. 

The optimizaition kernel of .UNEX is MOPO lMOPO 89/. We have here a vector optimization 
me'thod that, at each optimi.zation step, gener.a~es a new p,arameter improving the objectives 
variables. In addition to computation of RMS values, calculation of frequency responses or 
pole areas can be performed by o·ther tools. Generally, in addition to an optimization on the 
basis of the linear model, a computation of objectives variables from nonlinear simulation (SI
MEK) is possible. 

The above example represents just a smaU part of all possibilities to synthesize a mechatronic 
SY.s~em. ~ig. 5 ,~d 6 illustrate the first, not yet OP,timal improvements wi~ two ti1_11e responses 
(linear slmulallon). Here only the left-hand side wheels of the vehicle, which makes a 
constant speed of lO m/s, run across a manhole cover of 5 cm in height. 
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The modelling of mechatronic systems is a complex field in system design. The derivation of the mathematical 
representation is necessary for the calculation of 1the behaviour of the system. The process of the derivation can be 
divided into different levels with an encapsulated functionality. On the different levels, texrual descriptions are used 
for system representation; they are logically interrelated by graph transformations. To manage the complexity 
resulting from many differ,ent part descriptions, object-orientation is employed. 

2 Introduction 

Modelling of mechatronic systems, due to their complexity, is a very time-consuming and error-bound process and 
requires systematic methods for work in a rapid and safe manner. Such a technique to manage complexity has long 
been known in computer science; it is named object-orientation. Object-orientation arranges different methods in 
a hierarchical way to manage complexity. The field of mechatronic systems yields a method to reduce complexity 
by means of physical models to encapsulate the mathematical models. 

In this paper, an approach is presented which combines the advantages of physical modelling w·ith those of 
object-oriented principles. First of all, the principles of object-orientation are explained, and it is shown how they 
can be used to accelerate the modelling as well as the software development process. Then the base classes and the 
class hierarchy Qf the mechattonic modelling approach are presented. For an internal representation, abstract data 
structures are used to reduce 1the complexity of the implementation. The topological and the hierarchical repre
sentation are explained; they are described by a special graph called "hierarchical graph". This leads to a network 
analysis of the system to calculate the static and the dynamic behaviour. This network model is used to generate 
the model equations of state in a modular hierarchical description. 

3 Principles of Object-Orientation 

The focus of object-orientation is the concept of objects and classes and the interrelation between them. In order 
to understand the nature of object-orientation, we need an idea of how an object can be modelled. The object-model 
defined in [BOOCH 91] has four major properties: 

- abstraction 
- encapsulation 
- modularity 
- hierarchy 

Abstraction and encapsulation are complementary concepts. The important thing with abstraction is to reflect the 
way the user perceives the object. On the other hand, encapsulation means hiding all items that are implementa
tion-dependent and of no importance to the user. 

The terms modularization and hierarchy denote the structural decomposition of systems; they can be used to manage 
complexity. In this context, modularization denotes systems that are combined from a number of loosely coupled 
components. 
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The most important concept in object-orientation is the idea of hierarchy. Yet, there are different specifications of 
this tenn. Two of these specifications define a 'part of hierarchy and a ' kind of hierarchy. 'Part of hierarchy 
means the aggregation of an object. In contrast, 'kind of hierarchy denotes different hierarchical generalization
/specialization concepts. In general, the term 'kind of hierarchy is associated with the term (single/multiple) 
inheritance. 

The concepts of 'part of hierarchy and 'kind of hierarchy are used in object-orientation where the most important 
hierarchical concept is that of class hierarchy. Class hierarchy is a 'kind of hierarchy in the sense of super
class-/subclass (generalization/specialization) relationships. Objects, however, are organized within a 'part of 
hierarchy. They contain variables which in turn contain parts .called instance variables ('part of hierarchy). The 
cooperation of the instance variables is encapsulated within routines that ar·e defined for the special class the object 
belongs to. These methods are the only means to communicate with the object. At least a relationship between 
classes and their objects is needed. To connect a class with the matching objects a relationship is needed that is 
called instance relationship. 

The definition of the fow major concepts "object", "class", "class hierarchy", and "method" are one possible approach 
to the object model from the point of view of object-oriented programming languages, especially (with regard to 
the terms employed) SmallTalk '[GOLDBERG 76],[INGALLS 78]. 

4 Representation Lev·els of Mechatronic Systems and their Corresponding Object Levels 
Mechatronic .systems are ·compound systems with ·elemenits from different physical disciplines, e. g. mechanics, 
hydraulics, and electrical engineering, combined with conitrollers. In order to obtain expressive results, different 
views to the system have to be supponed. These different views can be organized on three levels of abstraction ; 
they build the representation levels of rnechatronic systems (Fig. 1 ). 

I T&ch11lca1-syp1ect-relst&d. physlcslly orlertted reorese.ntstlon 

Fig. l 
Representation levels of mechatronic systems 
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The top representation level is the sub
ject-oriented one (level 1 ), comprising 
discipline-related descriptions of the 
different parts and their interconnections. 
In mechatronics, the subject matters are 
mechanics, hydraulics, electrical engin
eering, and control engineering. In each of 
these subjects, there is a special way of 
looking at the properties of parts and the 
coupling to subject-specific systems. It is 
necessary to integrate these specific 
descriptions into a method for the 
modelling of physical systems. 
The middle representation level is the 
interdisciplinary information-technologi
cal representation (level 2). One possi
bility for an interdisciplinary repre
sentation to formulate systems- behaviour 
in the time domain is the 
state-space-representation. This math
ematical description is used for the 
mathematical representation of the 
system. 
The third representation level is the data 
processing-related representation. 
For each of the three representation levels, 
there is one specific textual description 
language. For the subject-oriented level 
(level 1 ), this is Dynamic System 
Structure (DSS). 
Its textual representation consists of sub
ject-specific components (called basic 
elements) on the one hand and joints 
(called couple elements) on the other. The 
third element of DSS is the description of 
aggregates, called hierarchical systems. 
These again may consist of basic 
elements, couple elements, and hier
archical systems (recursive formulation). 



The interdisciplinary textual representation (level 2) is a description of hierarchically organized block diagrams 
based on scalar input/output relations. This is called Dynamic System Language (DSL) [SCHROER 91] . DSL 
comprises two main structural elements: basic systems and coupled syste~. For both of them, inputs and outputs 
can be defined. The description of basic systems contains key words that define a system in state-space form. The 
coupled systems contain statements to declare input/output couplings and couplings to higher hierarchical levels 
(in order to provide visibility). Furthermore, a parametrization of the systems is possible. 

The textual description on the hardware-oriente.d level (level 3) is done through the Dynamic System Code (DSC) 
and serves to provide efficient simulation and linearization code (DSC is not a topic of this paper; for further 
information, see [RICH 93)). 

This conceptual way (Fig. 1) leads from 

mechanics hydraulics electrical engineering control engineering 

[fl]l~@J~ 
-g the subject-oriented to a standardized 
iii mathematical description in the DSL 
~ language. Because of this standardiz
~ ation (from the subject-specific to the 
~ state-space description) it' s managed a s representation which is suit.able for the 
"' analysis and design of l!lechatronic 

.__ _ ___ _ ___________ _______ __, :g systems. 
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Fig. 2 
Object levels of mechatronic systems 

"' (/) 

0 

In general, computers are not organized 
in an object-oriented way. Therefore, it 
is necessary to divide the transformation 
process into object-oriented and func
tion-oriented parts. In the approach 
presented, the division is made on the 
intermediate level, the DSL-Descrip
tion. The syntactical elements ofDSL are 
encapsulated in objects which connect 
the object-oriented to the function-ori
ented representation of DSL. Or.i the top 
hierarchical level (Fig. 2), the 
subject-oriented description in DSS is 
fully object-oriented. It is useful 10 have 
as the next step a logical division of the 
transformation process, in order to make 
a clear distinction between the different 
system analyses. This transformation 
process can be subdivided into two major 
steps: the first step is the topological 
analysis of the system. It is necessary to 
identify the information flow in a 
mechatronic model and leads to a purely 
mathematical-oriented description of the 
system. The second step is the trans
formation of the vector-oriented 
description to DSL. In order to decouple 
these two steps, an intermediate level is 
introduced, called DSS-Math. This fully 
object-oriented textual description is 
based on a vectorial description of the 
state-space form. 

All its elements can be modelled in a hierarchical and modular way. Since the equations in DSS-Math have an 
object-oriented form and since the syntax is closely related to that of the implementation language (Smlllltalk), the 
equations can be analyzed syntactically and evaluated symbolically by the interpreter of the system. 

The classes of the DSS-Math systems provide methods for transforming the Math8E1 and MathHCS descriptions 
into DSL. If there are transformations of symbollically equations (e. g. the solution oflarge linear equation systems 
or the inversion of a matrix), it can be useful to integrate a formula manipulation program. In the methods which 
are. represented by keywords in DSS-Math, the information is implemented whether a formula manipulation is 

1 ln the following, class names are in italics 
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necessary or not. By analyzing the syntactical form oft!he DSS-Math elements defined (and perhaps altered) by the 
user and also the symbolical transformation of the vectorial into scalar equations, an object-oriented representation 
of DSL is obtained. 

5 The Base Classes of Hierar·chical-Modular Models 
From the point of view of object-oriented design, a discipline concerned with structuring complex systems, the 
classes, the objects and their interrelations have to be organized within a class hierarchy. For a proper identification 
of the required classes, a problem analysis will have to be performed to find out the common design characteristics. 
The characteristic the three levels have in common, as shown in Fig. 2, is the organization of the systems as modular 
and hierarchicaJ stmctures. 

This characteristic, is employed to obtain the base classes of the design. A hierarchical system can be defined 
inductive! y l[ZEfG 90, p. 29J. The ·elements of a hierarchical system are either basic elements or hierarchical elements. 
To define the relationship 1between two elements, couple ·elements .are needed. This leads to the elementary class 
hierarchy, shown in Fig. 3. It can be shown that all three object levels of Fig. 2 and their building blocks can be 
implemented as specializations of these three classes. 

Object 
BasicElement 
t <subc1asses> 

Coupl·elElement 

t.~~ubclasses> 
Hi,erarchicalSystem 

t~·~ubclasses> 

Fig.3 
Base class hierarchy of 

modular-hierarchical systems 

Every description of hierarchical systems needs a definition of the 
granular elements the description is based on. In this approach, 
granular elements have w be modelled as specializations (subclasses) 
of the class BasicEleme.nt. 
The interconnection structure of a hierarchical system can also be 
classified. In the base-class hierarchy, interconnections between 
systems have to be moddled as specializations of the class Cou
pleElemem. Every object l·evel in Fig. 2 is independent of the other 
levels. They .are not intended to be combined on the same abstraction 
level, so they are independent specializations of the class Hierar
chica!System. The transfonnation of the different object levels is 
performed by methods. 
For the imernal representation of the modular-hierarchical structure 
a special graph is used. Graphs consist of vertices and arcs and are a 
set-theoretic.al mod·el of s•tructures. The abstract elements vertex and 
arc are be specialized for the representation of modular-hierarchical 
systems, independent of the subject-specific application. This speci fie 
graph is called hierarchical graph. 

In modular-hierarchical systems, 1there are two kinds of vertices: leaf vertices and inner vertices. The leaf vertices 
contain information on the parts of the system, whereas the inner vertices contain information about the hierarchical 
and the connection structur·e of the system on its respective hierar.chical level. 

The connection structure (the arcs) of modular-hierarchical systems can be divided into three kinds of arcs: cou
ple-element arcs, wire arcs and link arcs. [n this context, couple-elements represent subject-specific couplings 
("topological coupling") ·and are only valid to connect syst,ems on the same hierarchical level (they have the same 
"father"). The other kind of coupling is the wire coupling. Wires define if subsuuctures of BasicElements, called 
Ports, are visib'le on a higher hierarchical level. The father/son relationship is represented by link arcs ("hierarchical 
coupling"). For this special kind of graphs, many methods from graph and tree theory can be implemented and 
specialized, independend from the specific use of the stmcture (abstract data types). 

For every object level of Fig. 2, 1there is a textual description of the system. The "language" used for the formulation 
of the wpological and hierarchi cal structure of the system on the diffe!'ent object levels (Fig. 2) is called DSS 
(Dynamic System Saucture). in addition to 1the structure, the properties of the parts are formulated as atomic units 
of the system, and joints are modelled as couple elements. The functionaJity of hierarchical systems is completely 
encaps1Jlated in the class HierarchicalSystem. Only addilional properties have to be modelled in specializations of 
the class HierarchicalSystem. In the next two sections, aspects of specializations on the upper two object levels of 
Fig. 2 will be presented. 

6 Multibody Systems: A Specialization of the Base Classes on the Subject-Oriented 
Leve.I 

In this chapter, the specialization of the base classes on the subject-oriented level is demonstrated on multibody 
systems. The granular elements ofmultibody systems are rigid bodies, springs, dampers, and bodies with predefined 
motions. These elements are interconnected by joints that define the relative motion between two granular elements. 
The granular elements are specialized elements of the class l3asicElemeJU in the sense of the base classes defined 
above, the joints, in the sense of the class CoupleElement. This leads to the extended class hierarchy shown in Fig. 4. 
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Object 
- Basic Element 

- Basic ElementMBS 

[ 

ForceObject 

t Damper 
Spring 

MultWrame t ControlledBody 
RigidBody 

i-CoupleElement 

t CoupleElementMBS 
L JointMBS 

- HierarchicalSystem t <subclasses> 

Fig. 4 
Extended class hierarchy for 

multibody systems 

AJl BasicElemenJ subclasses inherit the properties of this 
superclass. The class MultiFrame is an abstract class and will 
never be instantiated. MultiFrame encapsulates the common 
properties of rigid bodies (class RigidBody) and of bodies with 
predefined motion (class ControlledBody). The features both 
classes have in common consist of a reference coordinate 
system (reference frame) and a set of coordinate systems 
relative to this r,eference frame. The difference between the 
itwo classes is that 'the class RigidBody describes models with 
a dynamical behaviour that depends on the structure of the 
system. Objects of the class ControlledBody describe models 
wi'th a predefined motion within the time domain. This spe
cialization of the base classes leads to additional instance 
variables. For the class RigidBody, the additional instance 
variables "mass" and "inertia tensor" are needed and for the 
class ControlledBody a vectorial function is necessary which 
defines the motion of the object in the time domain. 
A spring in a multibody system is a part which transforms 
translatorial or rotatorial differences between two attachment 
points into forces (analogous for dampers in the (angu
lar-)velocity). Both elements need a function which represents 
the spring (damper) constant or function according to the 
respective displacement. 
After the parts, the connections that are admissible in a 
multibody system are defined. Connections in mullibody 
systems are joints; they couple two bodies to one another (e. 
g. ball and socket joints). The main property of a joint is the 
information on the degrees of freedom admitted. 

AJl elements can be represented in a textual way by the accompanying DSS part description. A description of a part 
of the class RigidBody is shown in Fig. 5 and a ball and socket joint in Fig. 6. A hierarchically assembled multibody 
system can be built up with the syntactical possibilities of DSS. Neither further information nor new syntactical 
elements added to the base classes are needed . An example is shown in Fig. 7. AJl other parts and systems can be 
represented in an analogous way. 

(1 o.o.o.o.oi 
x 

z 

OSS Description: 

RigidBody new: controlArm. 
port: pi on: MechanicPort value: (-1 ,0,0,0,0,0); 
port: p2 on: MechanicPort value: (1 ,0,0,0,0,0); 

mass: 
inertia: 
{position: 
{'orientation: 
(velocity: 
{a rig v,el ocity: 

end . 

Fig. 5 

10.0; 
(1.0,2.0,4 .0,0.0,0 .0,0 .0); 
(-i ,0 ,0);} 
(0,0,0);} 
(0,0,0);} 
~0.0,0);} 

DSS part description of a rigid body 

To transform a model in DSS representation into a mathematical representation an analysis of the system graph is 
necessary. If the description of the system is correct, its internal representation (a hierarchical graph) is performed. 
This graph, representing the structure of the system, can be analyzed and transformed into the state-space repre
sentation. 

In the case of multi body sys~ems, different methods of transforming the structure into the mathematical description 
are possible. To keep the modular structure of the system within 'the mathematical description, two fonnulation 
methods can be used with multibody systems. 
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The first one, a method for the approximate description of rigid joints in multibody systems, is the method of 
dynamic suspensions [HENT 90). To maintain the constraint e.quations in the locked directions, force laws can be 
fonnulated in order to approximately suppress these degrees of freedom. 

DSS description: 

JointMBS new: 'ballAndSocket. 
degreesOfFreedom: (PhiX, PhiY, PhiZ): 
(degreesOfFreedomValue: (0,0,0);) 
{stiltnessOfiDynamicJoint: (196, 196, 1e6, 0, o, O);} 
~dampingOIDynamicJoint: (1e3, 1e3, 1e3, 0, o, O);} 

end. 

Fig. 6 
DSS couple element description of a ball-and-socket joint 

This method holds for many fields of work, e. g. the modelling of car suspension systems, where elasticities and 
darnpings can also be found in the joincs of .the real system. Due to ·the decoupling of the masses in the system, 
every mass and every joint can be formulated in the same way, and it is very easy to couple the componencs, because 
there are only couplings between neighbouring masses, independent of the system structure (tree or loop systems). 

The second one is a recursive formulation of the system equations [JUNKER 93]. Base elements for the recursive 
calculation are 1the elements with predefined motion. In this approach, every joint is assigned to a body relative to 
its position in the structure (predecessor/successor relationships). This leads to an unambiguous assignment of the 
joint and therefore to an unambiguous calculation order. 

L 
+ 

.:~ 
McPherson 
wheel suspension 

+ carbody 

I DSS de·scriplio.n: 
! 

HierarchicaJSystem new: mcPhersonSuspension. 
port: car8ody3, wheel3 on: MechanicPort; 

part: carBody, mcPhersonWheelSuspension; 
joint carBodyMcPher, carSodyControlArm; 

L 
= 

··i. . . 
= McPherson suspension 

connect: carBodyMcPher from: carSody, atp1 to: mcPhersonWheelSuspension, atp1 ; 
connect: carBodyControlArrn from: carBody, atp2 to: mcPhersonWheelSuspension, atp2; 

wire: car8ody3 on: car8ody, atp3; 
wire: wheel3 on: mcPhersonWheeJSuspension, atp3; 

end. 

Fig. 7 
DSS description of a hierarchical system 

For both methods the interna1 representation (as a hierarchical graph) .and the external representation (as a DSS 
description) are identical; it is only the transformation method that varies. The topological and the hierarchical 
assembly are kept in the mathematical description. 
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7 DSS-Math: A Specialization on the Intermediate Level 

MathBE new: unconstraintMass. 
parameter: mass : ScalarVaJ; 

gravity : VectorVal(3); 

input: 
output: 

inertia 
force, moment 

: MatrixVaJ(3,3): 
: VectorVal(3); 

mcPos, mcVel, mcOri. mcOme 
mcOua 

: VectorVal(3); 
: VectorVa1(4); 

state: 

auxiliar: 

position, velocity, omega 
quater 

rightSide 

auxiliarEquation: 

: VectorVal(3); 
: VectorVal(4); 

: VectorVal(3); 

rightSide := ((inertia • omega crossProduct: omega) 
+ (quater quatAsTransfMatrix • moment)); 

:= velocity; 
:= force I mass + gravity; 

stateEquation: 
position' 
velocity' 
quater' 
omega' 

:= (quater quatAsKJnemMatrix • omega) / 2.0; 
:= inertia adjunctive • rightSide I inertia det; 

outputEquation: 
mcPos := 
mcVel : .. 

position; 
velocity; 

mcOri .-
mcOme .
mcOua .-

quater quatAs T rans!Matrix; 
omega: 
quater, 

end. 

Fig.8 
An instance of the class MathBE 

BASIC SYSTEM TYPE unconstraintMass( 
PARAMETER : mass. 

gravity1 . 
inertia11 , 
inertia21 , 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 

inertia31, 
force1 , 
moment1 , 
mcPos1, 
mcVel1, 

gravity3 , 
inertia13, 
inertia23, 
inertia33; 
force3 , 
moment3; 
mcPos3, 
mcVel3, 
mc0ri 13, 
mc0ri23, 
mc0ri33, 
mc0me3, 

mc0ri1 1, 
mc0ri21, 
mc0ri31 , 
mc0me1 , 
mc0ua1. 

gravity2, 
inertia12, 
inertia22, 
inertia32, 
force2, 
moment2, 
mcPos2, 
mcVel2, 
mc0ri12, 
mc0ri22, 
mc0ri32, 
mc0me2, 
mc0ua2, mc0ua3, mc0ua4) IS 

STATE position1 , 
velocity1. 
omega1, 
quater1, 

position2, 
velocity2, 
omega.2, 
quater2, 

position3, 
velocity3, 
omega3, 
quater3, 

AUXILIAR : rightSide1. rightSide2, rightSide3; 

rightSide, := 

quater4; 

(( ((inertia21*omega1 + inertia22•omega2 + inertia23*omega3) • omega3) 
- ((inertia31*omega1 + inertia32*omega2 + inertia33*omega3) • omega.2)) 
+ ( quater1 *quater1 - quater2*quater2 

quater3*quater3 + quater4*quater4 • moment1 
+ 2.0*( quater1 •quater2 + quater3*quater4) • momenl2 
+ 2.0*( quater1 •quater3 - quater2*quater4) • moment3)); 

Fig. 9 
Part of the MaihBE (Fig. 8) in DSL code representation 
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This chapter deals with the 
specialization of the base 
classes for the intermediate 
level in Fig. 2. The basic 
element in iliis description is a 
mathematical description 
which is based on the state
space fonn. These basic 
elements are called MaihBE 
(Mathematical Basic 
tlemems). For them, there are 
two types of ports: input ports 
and output ports. The inputs and 
outputs can be formulated in a 
vectorial form. For the 
description of the mathematical 
input/Output behaviour of a 
MathBE, His possible to declare 
internal variables and auxiliar 
calculations. All equations are 
formulated in an object-ori
ented way. This means a 
method 1s applied to a 
mathematical ob1ect, e.g. the 
inversion is applied to a matrix'. 
All methods wnich can be used 
in MathBE are implemented in 
two forms, to obtain different 
functionalities in different 
phases of the work with the 
elements: 

syntactical check 
symbolical evaluation 

In the phase of syntactical 
check, it 1s guaranteed that there 
are only formulations which are 
syntactically correct with 
regard to the combination of 
numerical objects or the sizes of 
matrices and vectors. 
The other phase, that of sym
bolical evaluati on, is used to 
generate the ~uations in a 
scalar format. This is necessary 
to obtain an executable code for 
standard simulation environ
ments. In this approach the code 
is generated in DSL (Dynamic 
System Language) format. As 
an exam_ple of an element in the 
MathBE:syntax, the calculation 
of the kinematic behaviour 
(position, orientation, and vel
ocity) of a free rigid body (de
pendent on the initial states) is 
shown in Fig. 8 and a (1art of the 
scalar complement in Fig. 9. 
The systematics at !he basis of 
the transformation of the vec
torial equations into the scalar 
format are encapsulated by 
methods (function calls). The 
latter "know" the objects 
involved in the method call; 

therefore, the method can be 
made to display their repre
sentation in a formula manipu
lation. 



8 Results 

The paper presents an approach which divides into logical parts the derivation process of the equations of motion 
and the transformation into state-space fonn. These parts and the interconnections between them are organized in 
an object-oriented way. The object-oriented organization makes possible a combination of different subject-oriented 
descriptions and allows a common protocol for ,equation generation. 

The common characteristics of the different representation forms are used to obtain a common base-class hierarchy, 
the topological and the hierarchical structure of the different system descriptions. The consistent separation of 
different functionalities, such as the analysis of the structure and the transformation of the vectorial equations into 
scalar ones, allows a well-encapsulated integration of a formula manipulation. 

The three levels suppon the subject-oriented view at the system by different groups of users, and the class hierarchy 
is the basis of the integration ofotherdisciplines. The classification (superclass/subclass relationships) of the systems 
is an important requirement for the treatment of complex mechatronic systems. 
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The index of differential-algebraic equations is one measure for the numerical problems in electric circuit 
simulation. The index depends on the mathematical model in different ways: setup of equations, classical 
or charge-orien·ted formulation and mode'lling of basic elements and semiconductor devices. The modelling 
of MOS transistor circuits will show this in more detail. 
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1 Introduction 

Numerical simulation is an important tool in the design of electric circuits today. The underlying math
ematical model has strong implications on the numerical behaviour during simulation. We will focus on 
the connections between models for time domain simulation and numerical properties of circuit simulation 
problems. 

CAD (Computer Aided Design) oriented modelling of circuits generally leads to systems of differential
algebraic equations (DAEs). The DAE-index is a measure for tb.e numerical problems to be expected 
when solving these equations. A short review of the different notions of index is given in the next chapter. 
In the following the basic modelling principles and the most commonly used modelling techniques are 
described. As an example a simple LC oscillator circuit will show their effects on the index. 

The index depends also on various other items: the type of the circuit, the use of classical or charge
oriented formulation or the modelling of basic elements and semiconductor devices . The modelling of 
MOSFETs (Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors) as an example will show this in more 
detail. Finally some remarks on regularization are given. 

2 The index of differential-algebraic equations 

A formulation of network equations in state space form with a minimal set of va riables leads to a system 
of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). However, the automatic generation of the equations by CAD
methods involves a redundant set of variables and thus leads to a system of differential-algebraic equations 
(DAEs) of the general form 

F(x, x', t) = 0, (1) 

which is generally nonlinear, stiff, sparse and sometimes weakly coupled. 

Differential-algebraic equations are not ODEs, as stated by L. Petzold in her famous article (cf. [14]) : 

• Initial values have to be consistent, i. e. both x(to) and x'(t0) have to fulfill (1). 

• Some DAEs can 'be solved well by standard ODE-solvers. Other however require extensive modifi
cations to the error estimates or forbid step size changes. 

"The author is supported by FORTWIHR: Bavarian Consortium for High-Performance Scientific Computing 
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The index gives a classification of DAEs with respect to their numerical problems. It is - roughly 
spoken - a measure for the distance between the DAE and a.n ODE. 

The notion of index has its origin in linear problems with constant coefficients 

A · x ' + B · x = f ( t). (2) 

If B +>.·A is a regular matrix pencil (see [10]), regular matrices P and Q exist such that 

PAQ= ( ~ : ) PBQ= (
c
0 

o
1

) (3) 

where N is block diagonal with nilpotent blocks Ni as entries. Each Ni is of the form 

0 1 0 

N;= of dimension m;. (4) 
0 1 

0 0 

The nilpotency of B +>.·A is defined as the maximum of the dimensions m, (cf. {6]). 

We will focus on the so-called differential index, a generalization of the nilpotency to nonlinear problems 
(cf. [5], [10]): 

The differ·ential index of (1) is the minimum integer m such that the system (1) and 

:t F(x, x', t) = 0 

dm 
dF(x,x',t) = 0 

t"' 

can be solved for x' = x'(x). 

Another notion of index is given by Hairer, Lubich a.nd Roche in [10]: The perturbation index is a measure 
for the sensitivity of the solutions to perturbations in the equations. A survey of the main notions of 
index is given in chapter 1 of [10]. New index concepts are investigated in recent works of Campbell and 
Gear (cf. [l]). 

Itemark: An ODE as a special case of (1) has index 0 - in all different notions. 

In circuit simulation, the index depends on the applied modelling techniqne. This will be discussed in 
the following chapters. 

3 Basic principles of mathematical modelling in circuit simulation 

Electronic circuits are modelled by assembling idealized basic linear elements like resistors, capacitors, .. . 
and nonlinear ones like semiconductor devices. The electric bellaviour of a circuit in the time domain is 
described by the waveforms of the potentials at each node between two or more adjacent elements and 
of the branch currents. 

The circuit is characterized by the type of the elements, their electrical value (resistance, capacitance, ... ), 
and by the network topology. The nodes between elements are assumed to be electrically ideal. Therefore 
two kinds of relations are needed: 

1. Characteristic element equations 
These equations relate the voltage drop between the nodes of an element to the current (cf. [12]). 
Nonlinear models for semiconductor devices like transistors are used to describe physical reality to 
a great extent. The main modelling principles are the following: 
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• A model is composed of the five basic elements resistor, capacitor, inductor, voltage source 
and current source. 

• The nonlinear controlled voltage or current sources and resistors describe the static (i.e. time 
independent) behaviour. 

• The nonlinear controlled capacitors or inductors describe the dynamic behaviour. 

2. Kirchhoff 's laws 
The voltages and branch c11rrenits of the circuit depend on the topology of the network and are 
determined by Kirchhoff's laws ( cf. 1[2]): 

·• Kirchhoff 's current law (KCL) 
The al,gebraic sum of currents traversing each cutset of the network must be equal to zero at 
every instant of time. 

,. Kirchhoff 's voltage law (KVL) 
The algebraic sum of voJ,tages around each loop of the network must be equal to zero at every 
instant of time. 

Conservation of charge over time is another important fact, which holds true for every circuit ( cf. [3], 
[16]). To guarantee this, charge-oriented modelling may be used (d. [7]). 

4 Automatic generation of network equations by CAD-methods 

In network theory many different methods for setting up the equations have been discussed. In the 
following, we will describe two of them, which are universal and weH suited for computer implementation: 

1. Sparse Tableau Approach (STA, d. [9]) 
The vector x of unknowns contains all node potentials u, branch voltages U and branch currents I. 
Applying KCL to every node and KVL to every branch, one gets together with the characteristic 
equation for every element the sparse tableau formulation 

ip(J, U), U) 0 

(KCL) 

(KVL) 

(characteristic element equations) 

(5) 

A denotes the incidence matrix, which describes the circuit topology. The structure of (5 ) implies 
that its index is greater or equal 1. Li:itstedt and Petzold [13] have shown that the index is greater 
or equal 2 if there is a loop in the network with branches containing only voltage sources and 
capacitors (see also next chapter). STA is the most obvious scheme, but it generates a very large 
number of mainly short equatiop.s even for small circuits. 

2. Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA, cf. [11]) 
The vector x of unknowns contains all node potentials u and the currents I through all voltage
controlling elements (inductors and voltage sources). KCL is applied to every node. The element 
equations - as far as they define currents as a function of branch voltages - and the ones due to 
KVL are inserted directly. The characteristic equations for all voltage controlling elements are 
added explicitly, because they define voltages rather than currents. MNA shares the universality 
with STA, but has the advantage of a smaller number of unknowns and equations. It is therefore 
most commonly used in circuit simulation programs (cf. {4]). 

The application of MNA generally leads to a DAE of the form 

C(x) -:i; + J(x) -S(t) = 0 (6) 

with the "capacitance" matrix C(x) describing the dynamic elements, J(x) the static ones and S(t) 
the independent sources. In the case of C(x) singular, one gets an index greater than 0. The index 
is 0, if the circuit does not contain voltage somces and bas capacitors at each node. 
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An example will show the different ef
fects of STA and MNA on the index: 
Consider the linear LC oscillator circuit 
shown in fig . 1, containing only a capac
itor with capacitance C and an inductor 
with inductance L. The potential of the 
only node (except ground} is u1 . 

- Formulation in STA 

+ 

L 

Fig. 1: Linear LC oscillator circuit 

vector of unknowns: x = (h, le, U i, Uc, u1 )t 

-h +le = 0 

Ui+u1 = 0 

Uc - u1 = 0 

(KCL) 

(KVL 1) 

(KVL 2) 

c 

C ·Ve -le = O 

£.ji - Ui = 0 

(char. equation for capacitor ) 

(char. equation for inductor) 

or written in matrix form: 

c 0 0 0 0 r./c 0 0 - 1 0 

0 L 0 0 0 l~ 0 0 0 - 1 

0 0 0 0 0 l~ + 0 - 1 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 Vi 1 .Q 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 ti1 0 0 0 1 

One sees immediately that the differential index is not 0. One has 

( ~~) ~ ( ~) 
Differentiation of the right part of (8) yields 

The differential index of (7) is thus 1. 

- Formulation in MN A 

and 

vector of unknowns: x = (u1,h)t 

C·u1-lc 0 (KCL) 

0 Uc 

0 h 
0 l e =0 

-1 Ui 

1 U1 

L · iL + u1 = 0 (char. equation for inductor} 

(10) has differential index 0. 
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5 MOSFET modelling and index 

In this chapter we will discuss, how the level of accuracy for modelling circuit elements may affect the 
DAE index. We restrict ourselves to different models for MOSFETs, which play an important role in 
integrated circuit design. 

An MOS transistor has four pins: Drain D, Gate G, Source Sand Bulk B , see fig. 2. Current flow is 
from drain to source, if and only if the controlling voltage drop Uas between gate and source is larger 
than a technology dependent threshold voltage VTH. 

D 

G G G B 

s 
s 

Fig. 2: MOSFET symbol Fig. 3: Simple transistor models 

So the simplest transistor model is an ideal switch in series with a resistor, which is controlled by t he 
gate-source voltage Vas (cf. fig. 3, left). This model is however seldom .used in circuit simulation, because 
the discontinuity at the switching point requires extra efforts in the numerical algorithms, e .g. for the 
time step control. 

A more popular MOS model is a nonlinear wntrolled current source, which describes the static current 
characteristics as a function of the applied gate-source voltage UGs and drain-source voltage Vvs, see 
fig. 3, right. See Kampowsky et al. [12] for a description of t he used element symbols. 

First order equations for the current were derived by Shichman and Hodges ([17]), see fig. 4: 

w { I vs = const · L · 
0 

~ · (Uas -vrH)2 

((Uas -vrH) · Uvs - ~ · U'b5) 

Vas - vrH :SO 

U vs > Uas - VTH > O 

u DS :s Uas - VTH > 0 

The threshold voltage is dependent of the bulk-source voltage Vas: 

VT H = VTo + I · ( V '-P - UBS - ~) 

(11) 

(12) 

Wand Lare the width. resp. length of the transistor, and vro, /, <.p and const are technological parameters 
which can be computed from measurements by curve fitting (see fig. 4). 

Note that both models of fig. 3 are purely static and generaliy do not affect the index of the problem. 

Extensions of this model apply more accurate equations for the current and take the parasitics into 
account, which are associated with an integrated MOS transistor (see fig. 5 and 6): series resistors at 
drain and source, a leakage resistor, overlap capacitances ibetween gate and drain resp. source, and finally 
a model for the pn-junction between bulk and drain resp. source. The latter consists of a static diode 
with exponential current characteristic and of a nonlinear capacitor. 
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Source 

u 
DS 

Fig. 4: Characteristics of an n-channel MOSFET with VTH > 0 

Gate 

Bulk 

Fig. 5: Cross section of a MOSFET 

Gate 

Bulk 

Fig. 6: Extended MOSFET-model 

Drain 
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Fig. 7: Simple MOS circuit with loop of 
capacitors/voltage sources 



Note that such a model has an inherent capacitor loop, which causes the problem to become of index 2 
if the network equations are formulated with STA (see theorem of Lotstedt and Petzold in chapter 4). 
A more detailed analysis yields that the capacitor current is an index 2 variable, while other variables 
remain of index 1. 

[n MNA formulation however this current is not induded within the vector of unknowns; hence the use 
of such a model must not necessarily lead to an index 2 problem. Nevertheless there is a hidden index 
2 problem associated with this model even in MNA formulation. As an example may serve a frequently 
used part of an MOS circuit, as shown in fig. 7. In this case there exists a loop of voltage sources 
and capacitors, such that the currents through the voltage sources - which are included in the vector of 
unknowns - are of index 2. Fig. 8 contains the current waveform in such a situation. The dashed line is 
computed with the trapezoidal rule, which is not stable enough for these problems; the continuous line 
is computed with the more stable BDF method. Other examples are given by Wriedt in [18]. 

25 
20 
15 
1'0 
5 
0 

-5 
-10 
-15 
-20 

u current vs. t~me 

-25~---....-.,_..,..~.,_.,r-T--r-.,--r-.., --r--rr-T_r-T\_'~~~, T.-rrr-rr,-~, ......... , -,,._..,~-.-.-, .... ,----.-, -..--.--~I-.-'-.-..--.,~, 

1'0 20 30 40 50 6:0 70 80 90 100 ·N 

Fi.g. 8: MOS in"'.~rter with a cirrnit like fig. 7: Current through the voltage sources of index 2 

The knowledge about the particular index 2 variables may be used in this case for a minor modification 
of the model in order to get a regularization (i.e. index reduction) of the problem (cf. [8], (15]): 

If the capacitances of the pn-junction are linked to the outer drain resp. source node rather than to the 
intrinsic nodes, then the accuracy of t~e model is not seriously reduced. However the loop of voltage 
sources and capacitors is broken in every case, and the index 2 problem is reduced to index 1. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper we have discussed the connections between models for time domain simulation and numerical 
properties of circuit simulation problems. We have seen that the mathematical modelling of electric 
circuits by CAD-methods leads to differential-algebraic systems. The numerical problems to be expect ed 
when solving these equations are mainly caused by a higher DAE-index. We have given a short review 
of the main notions of index. 

On one hand, the index of a DAE appearing from circuit simulation depends on the used modelling 
technique. To show this, we discussed the modelling of a LC oscillator circuit by Sparse Tableau and 
Modified Nodal Analysis. On the other hand, among many other items, the modelling of basic elements 
and semiconductor devices controls the index, too. As an example, we investigated how the level of 
accuracy for modelling a MOSFET affects the index. 

We saw that capacitor loops occur in mme complex MOSFET models and cause DAEs of index 2. A 
regularization by a change of the modelling technique is not aiways possible. However, a deep knowledge 
about the index 2 variables may be used to modify the model to get an index 1 DAE. 

To handle with the numerical problems in time domain simulation of electric circuits, it is necessary 
to investigate further the various influences of the mathematical model on the DAE-index: setup of 
equations, classical or charge-oriented formulation and modelling of basic elements and semiconductor 
devices. A classification of circuits with respect to the appearing index may be advantageous. 
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Abstract. In this paper a model of a synchronous machine with a special onhogonal structure is given. The model is ex
tended 'to the phenomena of magnetic saturation, where the effects of cross-magnetization arc included. Some comments 
on the necess·i1ty of including such effects to get accurate parameters for the model are stated out. With the special kind of 
mathematical modelling used for both models, w.ith and without saturation, analytical expressions can be derived easily, 
for example to make statements about all possible equilibrium points. In the case of a model with magnetic saturation it is 
shown,d1at this extended model has an orthogonal structure, too. Furthennore, with this kind of analytical analysis and mod
elling of synchronous machines it is possible to do an improve.d analysis of the dynamic behavior of power systems. 

l. Introduction 

Most of the major electric power system breakdowns in recent years have been caused by the dynamic response of the system 
to disturbances. Economical and.environmental pressures are causing power systems to be operated ever closer to their lim
its of stability. Additionally lhc dynamical behavior of ,power systems changes to be extremely non linear. Therefore it is 
even necessary to use improve.d nonr.inear models for the analysis of the dynamic behavior of these systems. 
An important model in power system engineering is that of a synchronous machine. Very often an idealized model is used, 
where all flux densities are assumed to be proportional to the currents. Therefore magnetic saturation or other nonlinear ef
fects can't be treate.d. But. which is well known from practice, saturation has a great influence to the machine's behavior 
and much ingenuity has been used in devising methods of taking it into account; for example, the use of 'Potier reactance'. 
Such methods do not, however, introduce the non! inear property into the basic theory. They are directed mainly to the deter
mination of appropriaic values of constants to suil the particular problem, the constants being defined in relation to a linear 
theory [1}. 

The accurate prediction of synchronous machine steady-state and transient 1perf onnances also requires the precise determi
nation of the machine parameters. In this context, some investigators suggested empirical approaches based on measwe
ments to detennine the synchronous machine reactances. Others proposed one or two saturation factors, obtained from the 
open-circuit saturation curves, for modifying the d- and q-axis reactances. A third group trie.d to calculate the machines 
parameters by anal yzing the flux distribution insight the machine using methods of finite difference and the finite element 
In most of these approaches, the effect of any magnetic coupling between thed-and q-axis windings, called cross-coupling 
or cross-magnetization, ,is totally ignored or is just presented partly. Many of these techniques do not give a clear physical 
insight ofthe salllra1tiolil phenomenon in the d- and q-axis frame model and do not show the effect of various saturation fac
tors on the machine parameters r21. 
In this paper we present a non linear model of I.he machine, which allows to study the effects of the non linearities in a very 
structured manner, where usually a theory which allowe.d directly for nonlinear effects introduces much complication [l]. 
The models are in such a shape, that they can ,be handled mathematically in an efficient way. It is not the goal to fit all mea
sure.d points of a saturation curve in detail, but we are intereste.d in the typical behavior and the influence of important nonlin
ear effects on the dynamics of the system. 

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a model of the synchronous machine with a special orthogonal structure 
is proposed. The model is exitende.d in section 3 to the effect of magnetic saturation, where some comments are given on 
the necessity for including cross-magnetization effects of the core. Later on, in section 4, analytical expressions are derive.d 
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with the special kind of a very compact mathematical representation of the model tomakestaiementsaboutall possible equi
librium points in dependence from the inputs. In section 5 the effoct of a magnetic saturation on the equilibrium points is 
shown, because the extended model has also ari orthogonal struc,ture. 

2. Model of the Machine 

A special kind of Park transformation, which is based on an idea of Fol.lad and Anderson [3]. is applied IO the well known 
mathematical description of the synchronous machine [4, 5) connected to an infinite bus. This transformation matrix is or
thogonal and 1therefore the transformed machine model preserves the symmetric structure from the time-variant model. 
Moreover, the deri vcd model is provided with an essential orthogonal sbUCture. The new model of a synchronous machine 
is then given by a system of explicit differential equations where the currents are divided into two groups according IO the 
d- and q-axis of the Park system. 

(2.1) 

Furthennofie, with 1this and with the possibility of defining some important linearly independent weighting vectors g, the 
system-matrix is partitioned into submatrices A 1 ... A4 compactly, where the g-veclOrs are multiplied by resistances respec
tively inductances of the machine. 

Ai := - (rg1 rEg2 rog3) Ai := - {L,&1 kMQ&1) A3 := (L& kMEJ!,,.. kMog.) ~ := - (~ rQ~) (2.2) 

As an infinite bus is assumed for this model, the system's only inputs are the mechanical torque T,.. and the excitation volt

age uE. Due to the used transformation, the following mathematical model is in Park's coordinates: 

di1 
dt = 

c 1 = rr1·Mi2 - -w + -T 
dt J J ... 

dd (2.3) 

An explanation of the model parameters is given in the appendix of this paper. To provide the machine with an excitation 
power, the excitation voltage u" ha~ to be negative. 

The g-vec~ors can also be found .in the fce.dback loops from the mechanical into the electrical part and in. the path of the 
excitation voltage uE . Although the components of the g-vectors are expressions of inductances, they don ' t have any effect 

on the equilibrium points, which will be shown later on. The mechanical part of the system is given by the two equations 

on 1the right hand side of (2.3), in which the electrical torque is represented by the tenn ifMi2 • M is called torque-matrix 

and contains the fo'llowin,g entries: { L4 -L9 kMQ ] 
M := J -kMc 0 (2.4) 

-JcMD Q 

A mechanical damping torque T4 = w is modelled to be proportional to the angular velocity of the shaft. In spite of using 

a linear magneLization curve for this model, 1the 1transforrned description has a nonlinear character, which is caused by the 
feedback 1loops from the mechanical ,into the electrical part. 

3. Modellin~ of the Saturation 

The modelling of 1the magrnetic saturation is done in such a way, •that in the case of small currents the derived model iends 
continuously to ,the model without saturatiorn. With the help of the canonical unit vector e1the electric circuit can be repre
sented by the following formulae, which contain expressions of the magnetic fluxes: 

d'¥, 
R1 i 1 ai1P, e1 (3.1) = - - - W1 

dt 

d'¥2 
w'I' ... e1 R1 ii W2 (3.2) = - -

dt 

In contrast to common saturation models in this section an analytical model for synchronous machines is developed without 
any constrainrs on the range of the currents. Therefore, this model is destined IO describe the dynamical reaction of the ma
chine on big disturbances, which for example can be calLSed by immense load changes. 

The vector:s '111 and '112 consist of the nux-components of the d- and q-axis, where w 1 and w 2 contain all voltages: 

'1'1 := (wd qtE 'l'Dy 11'2 := (11', qtQY W1 := ( ud UE UD r W2 := ( u, "12 r 
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R 1 and Ri are diagonal matrices of resistances: 

The magnetic fluxes in (3 .1) and (3. 2) must be obtained from the magnetization curve [6] . In view of the fact that the magnet
ic fiu~es of one diJe<:ition cause a cross-magnetization of the iron core in the other direction, the fluxes of one axis must be 
weighted additionally by a function of the ot:her axis'' currenlS. Therefore, the magnetic flux of one axis depends generally 
on the corresponding cunent vector and only on the nonn of the .remaining second current vector. 
H has also been found experimentally thait ·the ·effect of 1cross-magn:etizing will reduce the magnetic flux linkages in both 
lhe d-an.d q-axis. Therefore, ot:hcrauthors define the per unit d-and q-,axis mutual reactances as the per unit d- and q-axis 
mutual flux 1 inkages di v:ided by ,the corresponding per unit d- and q-axis .ampere-turns respectively, the cross-magnetizing 
effect could be includeil [2J .in thcsereactances. From 1this, the "conceptofthesaturatedreactances" can be derived [2], satu
ration facwrs Sd and Sq can be determined experimentally, where lhemuwal reactances can be calculated. Previous results 
f2] show that 

• Thefe are large discrepancies between .the measured results and t:he1unsaturated values of both the d-and q-axis mu tu
.al reactances. 

• The accuracy of the machine reactances which include only the effect of the d- and q-axis saturation factors and do 
not consider d1e cross-magnetizing effect between 1the two axes is poor. 

• The accuracy of ·the machine reactances which include the effect of both the cross-magnetizing phenomenon in addi-
1tion to .the d-and q-axis saturation factors is good. Moreover, l!he results of the machine active and reactive power 
ootputs which are calculatcrl using these reactances are in a ,good agreement with the measured results. 

• The effccl of saturation is found to .reduce lhe values of both the d- and q-axis mutual reactances. The magnitude 
ohhis 11eduction is appredable. Moreover, the reduction in the q-axis mutual reactance is larger than that in the case 
of the d--axis mutual rieactance. 

,. The effect of the cross-magneti1.ing on the d- and q-axis murual reactances is large and its negligence or improper 
representation may lead to inaccurate resulllS for !both reactances. 

In these studies d1e mathematical advantages of non linear descriptions with differentiable functions to study the typical be
havior and the influence of saturation is of ir11erest and not the "nonlinearization" of classical synchronous machine models 
wi·th reac1tances as parameters. For mathematical convenience an am.an-function is chosen to describe the magnetization 
curve and for the weighting fonc1tion ito .include ithe cross-magnetizing •effect an exponential mapping is utilized. 
The model!<ing of !'he :saturation is only shown for the d-axis, because the way for the q-axis is quite similar. 

'1'1 = '1'1 {ii. II i2 ll) = e· ~l 1212 
• «1>1( i1 ) 4>1(li1} := 

2
'1', arctan( :. 'l'oi) j = d, E, D (3.3) 
.n 2...-, 

The phenomenon of.the cross-magnetizing is shown in the Figure I, where the effect on the weighting function is demon
strated for a wide range of currents. ln Figure 2 different saturation coefficient functions for both the d-and q-axis are given. 
The dotted curves afe those given by pal ynomial functions from {2], the crossed curves are given by the proposed exponen
tial approach with 1the coefficient~ k,;i and kq. 

Fig. 1: Magnetization curve of the d-axis with respect to 
·cross-magnetization by I.he q-axis current 

1.1.-----.----.----.---.----.,.----.-----, 

0.4''-----'-----'-- --'--- "---......l.---'----' 
1.5 2 2.5 J.5 

Fig. 2: Comparison of different saturation coefficients 
for both the d- and q- axis 
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One can see from Fig. 2, that in the q-ax is case there is a good fit between the crossed and thedotte.d curve, the approximation 
is acceptable. In the case of d-axis. there is a discrepancy between the two curves, where the crossed curve form the exponen
tial approach isn't a good approximation over the whole interval of currents. On the other hand, the dotted curves show an 
overshoot over the value one, which means an increase and not a reduc,tion by the magnetic flux linkages. This is contradic
tionally to physics. 

The fluxes are limited by the value 'l',1 and the fluxes 'l'o; in (3.3) are fluxes without saturation, which leads to a linear 

dependence on the corresponding current vector. 

11'01 := ('l'cw 'l'oE 'l'ooY = Ai i1 (3.4) 

In (3.4) the rows of the nonsingular inductance matrix A1 are denoted by A.[1 , A.f2 and A.f3 • Moreover, the known weighting 

vectors g1, gz and g3 are given as the columns of the inverse A.11 
• The change in time of the magnetic flux is needed for 

the equation (3.1 ): 

.!!_ '¥1 = (!!.e-l.dlil2
) <l>1(i1) + e-~1212 i.<l>1 (3.5) 

dJ dt dJ 

The first derivation in (3.5) resulL<> in: .!!_ e-~ la2'
1 = - 2k• {xI dx1

) e°"4 la:il
2 . A time derivation of the vector <l>1 provides: 

dt dJ 

d<l>1 = a.l>1 . di1 = diaK[ ( I ) ]Ai dl1 k = I, 2, 3 
dJ ai1 d! I + .;,1lfJ1 11 • di 

The Jacobian matrix in above equation is represented as a product of the inductance matrix A.1 and a square matrix, which 

from now is called saturation matrix S1 • The inverse S11 exists for aH states. Its main diagonal elements are denoted by su. 

s12 and S13 and are called saturation coefficients. From this, the equation (3.1) of the electrical system becomes: 

.!!_i1 = 2kf"\11Si'<l>1{iI .!!_ i2) + µif { -A11R1S11
i1 - <0'1' ~11A11e1) - eAd1212 {s11A11e1U sin d + s1:ii\11e2u£) 

di dJ. 

where fac,t of the product's Si1R1 commuting is used; the product - Ai1R1 is already known as the system matrix At. 

One effect of the saturation is. thal the explicit structure of the differential equations have been lost and some more couplings 
between the two axes have been introduced. After modelling the fluxes of the q-axis in an analogous way the new model 
is received: 

= 2kf"\i1 Si1<l>{ i/ :
1 
i2) + ~·212( AiSi1X1 - <0'11 ..sug1) - µ212{ s11g1 U sin d + s1;ig2u£) 

= 2.V\21S21<l>2{ i1 r :i i1) + e'.,.;1•
2 

( ~S21 i2 + <0'1' .higc - s11gcU cos d) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

The eleclric torque can 'l be rep~csemed any longer by the matrix Mand therefore the definitions of the fluxes must be used. 

4. 'EQuilibrium Points of the Model without Saturation 

Since the synchronous machine i·s a non linear system, stability can only be computed for equilibrium points. Therefore it 
is necessary to determine the equilibrium points of the synchronous machine with respect to a fixed control vector. In this 
section some analytical expre.'\sions are derived, which can be used to make a decision about the existence and uniqueness 
of equilibrium points for a chosen input vector. It should be pointed out, that the steady-state of the original model corre
sponds to the equilibrium stale of the Park model. In the usual way the time derivation of the state vector in (2.3) is set equal 
to zero for a ,calculation of the equilibrium. points. By the last right hand equation the equilibrium value of the angular speed 
is given immediately. An equilibrium state for the entire system only exist if the angular speed of the rotor is identical to 
the angular frequency of,thc infinite bus. By using this result for the first two equations of (2.3), they become a linear system 
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of equations, if the rotor angled is fegarded to be known. These ,two equations of the electric circuit can be converted into 
two sums of the .g -vectors, because the ·columns of the system-matrices are given by terms of the g -vectors. 

0 = (ri.t + w,,L.i, + wRk.Mr}Q - Usin<5)g1 + (rEiE + uE)g, + r0i0g, 

0 = (w,,Ljd + w~oiE + w#Afoio - ri, - Ucos<5)g. - r~Qgs 
In view of the fact thauhe vectors g1• g2, g3 and the vectors g., .gs are linearly independent, the vector sums can only vanish, 

if and only if all coefficicnt:s van,ish. From these cond;itions the currents of an equilibrium state can be determined as func
tions of the rotor ang.lc <5 .and of the ·excitation voltage uE. Furthermore, the well-known synchronous reac

tances xd := w11L" and x, := w11Lq arc introduced for more convenience in writing the following fonnulae: 

. UE 
lE ·= - -

rE 

w,/<M&rqll-F. + Ur~xqcos6 - rsin6) 
i.1 = ------,------.,,.---

rf.{,.2 + XaJ:,) 
- W,!cMeUE + Urk.1sin<5 - fCOs<5) 

r~r + X,;X,) 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

No vol1tage is induced in the rotor windings in steady-state, because the rotor acts synchronously with the magnetic field 
of the stator. The last two f.unctions (4.2) represent a closed curve in the {i4 , i,)- plane by a parameter description in which 

the rotor angle 6 ,js the parameter. This CIUVe consists of an points {i4, i,) , which satisfy the equations of the electric circuit 

for a chosen conl:fol vector. But not all points of this closed line are also :solutions of the entire system. Only such points 
of the curve are equilibrium !points, which supply the machine with an electric torque that is equal to the efficient mechanical 
to~que. The efficient mccha nica l 1torque is equa!l to 1the forcing torque whkh is reduced by the damping torque in steady-state. 
Theequivalence between the efficient mechanical torque and Ute electrical torque is represented by thedifferentialequation 
of the angular speed, which is set ,to .zero. By :substituting the 1currents in this equation by the detennined functions (4.1) 

till (4.2) of the torque angle <5 , a nonlinear scalar equation for cl is obtained after a laborious calculation. 

m1 sin2 <5 + m2 cos2 <5 + m3 sin6cos6 + m..cos<5 + m5 sin<5 + 171(. = 0 

The:abbfeviaLions m1 till 171(. are used for: 

1111 = - U2 ri r x~L.1 - Lq) 

114 = 

(4.3) 

The first three cocfficicnLs arc consume But the ooefficients m.. and ms depend linearly on the excitation voltage uE and 

the coefficient m,, ha<: a I inear dependence on the forcing torque T,. .andfurthennore a quadratic dependence on the excitati

on voltage uE . 

Without malc,ing any simplifications of the model, the rotor angle equation can't be solved analytically. For a calculation 
of d a numerical method is required. Therefore it is :appropriate to know how many solutions of the equation are possible 

for a fixed control vector. Wi1th the help of ,the following substitution ( 4 .4) µ := cos 6 and 'I := sin <5 the rotor angle equa

tion (4.3) is converted into an equation of a conic section, which describes a !hyperbola in the (u, '1)- plane for every conlrol 

vec,tor. The condition µ 2 + 1J2 = 1 must be satisfied additionany, because the new two variablesµ and 'I aren't independent 

Theiefore all solutions of the equations (4.4) are on the uni',t circle .and :the hyperbola can intersect this U'!\it circle at most 
four times. This means, that for a salient pole machine at most t:our equilibria can exist for a fixed control vector. A statement 
:about the characteristics of these equilibria - whether they are stable or unstable - can't be made at this point. 

Some more parameters are used to describe the hyperbola: 
,. The directional angle, the angle between a principal axis of the hyperbola and a parallel of µ -axis, doesn't depend 

on 1the corur.ol vector., but on the msis·tance r ,of the stator w,indings .. 
• The centerof the hyperbola moves along a straight line through the origin of the coordinate system while the excitati

on voltage uE is varied. 
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• The hyperbola can be represented in a nonnal fonn by the use of the principal values in such a coordinate system, 
whose origin is at the cent.er of the hyperbola and whose axes are identical to the principal axes of the hyperbola. 

Two special assumptions are made to find out the effects of some parameters. 

4.1 Neglecting the stator-resistance r 

If the statorresistance r is neglected in equation ( 4 .3), the coefficients m1 • m2 and m.. vanish. With the help ofa trigonomet

ric theorem the torque angle equal.ion can be wriuen as 

, ,.,_ L4 - L, .... ..1 u"ME uF. . ..1 T 
u- sm £V - sm u = ,. - w 11 

2 X4 x, rE X4 

The right hand side of the equation above is given by the efficient mechanical torque. On the left hand side it can be seen 
that the anti-symmetry of the solutions is caused by the difference Lu-Lq. Generally, the dependence of the solutions on 
the parameters can be discussed, criteria for the existence and uniqueness can be given. (7) 

4.2 Turbogenerator 

As the rotor of a turbogencrator has no salient poles, the self- inductances of the stator windings are conscanL This leads 

to the condition L4 = L, • which allows to define a stator impedance Z, = j r2 + ~ . 
Z, is known from the classical theory of the synchronous machine, in which it is used to describe the drop of the induced 

voltage by the effect of a load. On condition that ld = L,, the first three coefficients of (4.3) get the value of zero and there

fore all quadratic and mixed tennes of the trigonometric functions in the rotor angle equation vanish. Thereby the rotor angle 
equation can be converted to: 

( T,. - C(J)fl) ri: z: - W11 (kME)1 r ui 

- U k.ME re Z, uE 
(4.5) 

where q is a function of the input vector. A criterion for the existence of an equilibrium point is given immediately by the 

sin-fWtction of (4.5): I q (u", T .. ) I :S 1 . 

The critical torque anglcc5e can also be detcnnined from equation (4.5): de = ; + arctan( ;
4 

) 

The critical torque angle d e docsn ' t depend any longer on the excitation voltage u£ . But only if the stator resistance r is 

omitted, the classical result de = n/2 for the critical torque angle is received. If the resistance r grows up, which can also 

be caused by an additional transmission line, the critical torque angle de is shifted toward higher values. Moreover, the equi

librium values of the torque angled are symmetric to the point de . 

5. Equilibrium Points of the Extended Model 

By setting the derivation of the s tate vector equal to zero, the unchanged equilibrium value of the angular speed is obtained 
immediately from the equation (3.9). Because the exponential functions can't vanish, the electrical part of the system in 
the steady-state can be written as: 

0 = S11 [r id + wfl'l', - u sind] gl + S12 [r£ iE + uE] g, + S13 'D iD g3 

0 = s11 [r i, - wR'l'd + U cos6] g. + Su r2 i2 gs 
Because the g-veciors are linearly independent and the saturation coefficients are always different from zero, the remaining 
coefficients have to vanish. From this it is obvious that the equilibrium values of the currents iE, io and iQ haven't changed 
by the effect of saturation. For the remaining states id, iq and oa non linear equal.ion system has to be solved for a determina
tion of the equilibrium points. 

(5.1) 
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0 = - r i, + wR'P~i.,, i,) - U 'cos.o (5.2) 

T,,. - C(J)R = 'I' ~i.,, i,) i, - '11,(i.,, i,) id (5.3) 

Only the functions of lhe fluxes determine what kind of magnetization curve is assumed. In the case of a nonlinear curve 
these equations tend to those ofthc first model, if the currents become small. In the case of the extended model it is impossi
ble to get solutions id=id(B) and iq=iq(B) from this non linear system. But from (5.1) and (5.2) a new relation can be obtained, 
in which the torque angle () is eliminated. 

rJl = [wR'l',(i,, i,) + r fdr + [wR'1'~f4, i,) - r i,]2 
(5.4) 

On the right hand side of (5.4) the electric torque appears, which is known from equation (5.3). Thus a dependence on the 
foKing .torque Tm is in:troducc.d. 

(5.5) 

Equation (5.5) is an implicit representation of the electric circuil's solutions, because lhe right hand side of this equation 
represents a function of the Park currents id and iq. 

Thesolutionsofthcclcctriccircuitcanbecompuledasthelevellineatthchcight h = U2 + 2mR (r ... - cwR) r inanumer

ical way. In the case of a linear magneli7.ation curve lhe fonction (5.5) consists of two paraboloids. 

h h 

U£ = -0,03 U£ = -0,03 

Fig. 3: electric circuit without sawratioo Fig. 4: elecuic circuit with saturation 

The first one is given by a term of the magnetic fluxes and 11he second one in an expression of the stator circuit's healing 
loss. Therefore, if the stator resistance r is neglected or not, the function is always strongly monotonous for every direction, 
which causes only one closed curve as a level line for each heighL Thus a saddle point of level lines can never occur. 

If the nonlinear magnetiZ3tion curve is assumed, lhe loss paraboloid provides only the function with unbounded values. The 
flux-:term in the function is bounded for every dir.ection. Furthermore, for a direction, which is not identical to the id- or 
iq-axis, this pan of the function tends towards .zero for an increasing argument. Thereby additional level lines exist for one 
height, which depend on the parameter r. Because saddle points of level li:nes can occur in the dependence on r, the stator 
resistance r represents a bifurcation parameter f8] in the .saturation model. If the stator resistance r is neglected in the ex
tended model, level lines exist only up to certain height. 

6. Conclusion 

Most of the models of synchronous mach,ines are based on the 'concept of linear theory, where they are "nonlinearized" to 
include for example saturation in the d- and q-axis frame model. Also, these models are simplified and for the analysis of 
the dynamic behavior of power systems, synchronous machines are represented only by their swing equal.ions. 
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In this paper a detailed model of a synchronous machine with a specla1 onhogona1 suucture is shown. The model is expanded 
by the effect of magnetic saturation with respecno ana!lytical frame given by 1the unsaturated onhogonal model. The necessi
ty of including cmss-magneti7.ation dfec·ts is reviewed. From the complete model of a saturated synchronous machine, 
which has :also an orthogonal suucture, analytical expressions can be derived easily to make a statement about all possible 
·equilibrium points. The effect of magnetic satura•tion on lhe equilibrium points with respect to particular parameters is dis
cussed with an extende.d modd. For small Cl!R1e0ls tfl.ise.x:tended model wi·th saturation converges steadily towards the mod
el without saturation. 
In general, this kind of modelling can be used for example for analytical parameter studies to compute the effect of changes 
~or particular model paramete·rs. h builds a framework for determining all kind of special machine parameters like critical 
excitation vol•tage or critical power angle. Ali! results are interpretable physically. 

Appendix 

States:: di1rcct .axis synchronous current 
quadramre axis synchronous current 
field current 
dampi1ng current of 1the d-axis 
damping current of .the q-ax is 
angular velocity of the shaft 
rotor angle or torque angle 

Parameters of the Machine: 
J inertia constant 
c damping constant 
r resistance of •the stator windings 
4J d-axis synchronous self-inductance 

Inputs.: ue ex.citation voltage 
T,,. mechanical forcing torque 

Infinite Bus: ·~ 

u 
angular frequency of the infinite bus 
voltage of the infinite bus 

coupling factor 
resistance of the field winding 
resistance oft the damper winding of the d-axis 
resistance of the damper winding of the q-axis 
q-axis synchronous self-inductance 

Mo mutual ,inductance between the damper winding of the d- axis and the stator windings 
MQ mutual inductance between .the damper winding of the q-axis and the stator windings 
ME mutual inductance between the field winding a the stator windings 
MR mutual .inductance between the field winding and .the damper winding of the d-axis 
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Abstract The aim of the paper is to present an \dea of using a model of a complete system for fault detection 
and diagnosis to support the e~gineering design process. For this purpose a simulation model of a system for 
fault detection and diagnosis of a DC motor is described. 

1. INTRODUCOON 

ModeUing and simulation approach has already been ~ecognized as a useful methodology which can be used 
efficiently when one deals with the problem of fauH detect1ion and diagnosis. An issue of using modelling and 
simulation as a research tool in the field of fault detection and diagnosis is usually hidden behind a common 
questioR: "What bnd of a model of a treated system is .needed in order to define and solve the problem of fault 
detection and diagnosis?" The researchers from ahnost all streams of the field use the tenn model. But the 
meaning of that term varies from a form of a mathenutical model to the fonn of a qualitative model (3 ,8). It 
depends on what approach !lo fault detection and diagnos·is is used: .model-based or knowledge-based. However 
:the usefu'lness of modelling comes out also in the design phase of systems for fault detection and diagnosis. Of 
1Colll'Se, the concept of models, which sup.port the design phase of a specific traditional engineering disciplines, 
is already well known. However the problem of transformation of the so called Fault Detection and Isolation 
schemes into a wo1rkable system for fauH detect.ion and diagnosis is still an open research issue (8). According 
to om experience, modelling and simulation can play here an essential role as a problem solving methodology. 
However, geneoral concepts should be first tailored to that particular problem domain. 
System designer needs a model (mode'ls) which enables him an insight into the main aspects of the problem of 
fauH detection and diagnosis for a treated process or object: 

- perception of fau.Jty behavior, 
- knowledge ·about tfeated object or pmcess. 
- :admissible experimentation pfocedures, 
- decision making about faults - diagnostics. 

A model developed with this purpose would enable rational engineering design decisions and thus acievement 
of systems objectives [5 ~-

2 . .MOD.EILING A SYSTEM FOR FAULT .DETECTION AND DL<\(,'NOSIS - A CASE STIIDY 

Fault Detection and Diagnosis ,of a DC motor in a contro'lled DC motor drive has been the main object of our 
work. Basic goal is to build a "system" for fault detection and diagnosis. which consists of three main modules: 
perception module, decision (diagnostic) module and human o.perator. ll1e latter can be treated as a part of the 
perception module which t reats nonmeasurable sensual perceptions. But at this stage, only subsystems which 
treat measurable :a:nd numerically computable auributes are included into the perception module. 
Basic fonction of the perception module is to generate symptoms from measured signals. For this purpose a 
method based on mathematical modeHing and parameter estimation is used [4 ). If a fault appears in the process 
this causes pennanent ,change in a process coeficient if it is directly affected by the fault. Estimated parameters 
of the mathematical model are later used in a decision module as symptoms/attributes of the observed behavior. 
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Because our purpose was initially only to understand and to asses the limitations of the percept.ion moduJe, at 
'ithat point we didn't make .any final de.cisi·ons about tlhe sm1c·ture of diagnostic module. However, in order to 
enable the analysis of re.la,tions between per:c·eption modul·e and decision module a neural network was used as 
.a diagnostic module .. Of course, the presented view of the system for fault detection and diagnosis should only 
lbe treated as a conceptual model of the treated pmblem solving situation. 

-- ----------------------- -------------------------------------------' 

A co·ntr.olled 
DC m·o'tor 

drive 

0 

: A proposed solution of the problem 
........................ 

~j. I Pe~ame.ter 
~" eBtlmll·liOl\ 

I ~ ' lg 
•"--~~~~~~~---

! Ap"b1~ ~~! , I 

Fault detection and diagnose · 

of .a DC motor Eksperimenter, dKigner 

REAL SYSTEM 

Model 
A pr·oposed solution of the problem 

of the 
·controlled 

DC .motor drive 

Simulation 

Par.ameter 
·esbmation 

Neural 
network 

SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT 

Figure l : Modelling a system for faull detection and diagnosis of a DC motor. 

~The claai; 
of fault 

As can be seen in Figure l ., in order 1lo understand and estimate the approach to the problem of fault detection 
and diagnosis of a DC motor:, a complete model of the :problem solving situation (design) was built and 
transfered ina simulation envirorunent. Tiie basic assumption of the approach is expectation. that experimentation 
in s,imulation environment will enable a deeper insight into complex relations between an observed object (DC 
motor) and modules of the system for fault de·t.ection and diagnosis .. Because Lhese relations can become 
ambiguous and fuzzy, when the whole problem is 1treaited in the real world of complex coMections of hardware 
and software components. 
Generally speaking., a modeller, who performes simulation e:'\-periments. should also be treated as a part of the 
simula1tion environment. In fact, he plays two roles at 'the same time. First. he is a a troubleshooting expert, who 
perfonns tests on the real DC motor. And second, he is a designer of a system for fault detection and diagnosis 
whose objective is to build a workahle system according to specified. requirements. Thus. all relations between 
objects in the re.:rl worM (DC motor - system for fatdt detection and diagnosis - troubleshooting expert - system 
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designer) are transfered in the simualtion envirorunent where well known simulation concepts ( 1,6,9] can be used 
Ito analyse them in a controled way . 

3. SJMUIA TION ENVIRONMENT 

SIMUUNK [7} was used for the implementation of the .present,ed concepts. For this purpose several of its 
foatu,res were utilized to implement the p.rinciple of modularity and the principle of separation between model 
and experiment ( 1). 1be complete model of a system C·onsists of four connected submodels: model of a DC 
motor in a controlled DC drive, model of faults, model ,of a perception module and model of a decision module. 
As a kernel, a simulaitor of the DC motor in a controlled DC motoir drive was developed. It represents an 
observed objec·t - a DC motor in its envirorunent. As a result of using the concept of experimental frame [1,9) 
a model of faults was defined. In fact, this model 1is based on :knowledge analysis of troubleshooting charts for 
DC moto.rs [2]. lt represents a description of experiments for simulaition of faulty behaviorofthe DC motor. 1be 
perception module was modelled with dlfee connected units: state variable filters (SVF), least-square estimator 
and. a unit which calculates physica'I parame.ter:s of the DC motor. Finally the diagnostic module was modelled 
wit!h a neura1 netwo:rk in the fonn of a three layefed 1perceptron. The scheme of the simulation envirorunent is 
present,ed in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Structure of .simulation envirorunent. 
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Process ofenginee·ring system design is usually an it·erative procedure. During this process. a designer must take 
several decisions which have to be supported with rational arguments or based on practical experiences. 
However, a lot of questions conceived in an analysis of complex systems. which can not be just "calculated" 
f rom simple formulas. For example, the following set of questions, regarding the system for fault d~tection and 
diagnosis of a DC motor. can not be answered in a straightforward way: 

a) Is it possible to use the proposed approach (parameter esimation) in all operating modes of the DC motor 
(corutant load, variable load, start up, shut down) ? 

b) How to estimate uncertainty of the final decision about a fault ? 
c) How to asses influence of measuring accuracy, sampling frequency and signal filtering on behavior of the 

fault detection module and diagnosis module (the problem of specification of normal and faulty behavior 
regions (3 D ? 

d) How to tune parameters of the applied algoriUUTIS (e.g. stat,e variable filters) ? 
Modeling and simulation approach, which is offered here can 'be expresed as follows: 
"First, questions about the system are translated into experimental frames [I, 9] for simulation experiments. Then 
the s·imulat-ion experiments are planned and perfom1ed. In fact, such a simulation experiment can also include 
activiti-es of construction of new models or modification of the available ones. Finally. an analysis and 
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representation of the simulation results reveals answers to the questions or new problems are identified." 
At this stage of our work. only 'rather simple experiments are treated. A fault is introduced in the model of a 
DC motor as a parameter change of a DC motor during the simulation run. Of course, according to the 
knowledge analysis (2), the change of a parameter corresponds to a real fault. A partial result of a simulation 
experiment is shown in Figure 3. As can be seen, convergence of two physical parameters of a mathematical 
model of a DC motor is represented. A fault - "dirty comutator" - was simulated in this case as a step change 
of armature resistance~- Afiter the transient phenomena, a premanent change was established only for armature 
resistance R.c. whilst "the moment of inertia J,. remained unchanged. However, such simulation experiments 
,represent very rough model of .real situations. But still "they can give some insight into answers on the treated 
questions. For example, in ,case of "dirty comutator". simula,tion experiments can be used to study the following 
problem: 
" Esimate the influence of a working point of a DC motor (temperature), sampling frequency and measuring 
accuracy on a range of nonnal and faulty behavior for parameter R., and a fault - "dirty co mutator". " 

S. CONO...USION 

Generally speaking, simulaton models can be used as conceptual 
problem :solving tools in diverse scientific and engineering 
disciplines. However, if we want to use simulaton and modelling in 
an effective way, several problems connecetd with the problem 
do.main and simulation methodology have to be .answered and 
viewed from a proper aspect. 
Our work 'can be put on the intersection of two research fields: Fault 
Detection and Diagnosis and ModeHing and Simulat·ion. We beliv·e 
that a lot of new issues can be found in such .an intersection. Of 
course, at present time we -can not already speak about some kind 
of general modelling and .simulation methodology for 'the field of 
fault detection and diagnosis. However, we want to express the need 
for such a methodology. Therefore our work can be treated only as 
an early anempt to open a new issue on the intersection of two 
research fields. 
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Abstract. We deal with a mathematical model for the magnetic field induced in an electtical 
machine, to evaluate the magnetic iron losses. Herein the magnetic hysteresis and the eddy 
current effects are directly and simultaneously taken into account. The magnetic circuit is 
decomposed into magnetic and air gap network elements, the former showing a finite element 
structure. Although the model retains the essential features of a cumbersome 3D problem, a 
relatively simple algorithm may be developed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In the design of an electrical machine, an accurate computation of the magnetic field 

clearly is essential for a realistic prediction of the performance characteristics of tnis ma
chine. Moreover, as the iron losses are a non-negligible portion of the total losses of a ma
chine, the magnetic field computations should account for the precise features of the mag
netic material used. 

The iron losses consist, at the macroscopic level, of two components, viz. the magnetic 
hysteresis loss and the eddy current loss. 
The hysteresis loss is connected with the fact that the relationship between the magnetic in
duction fl.. and the magnetic field H in the material depends on the history of the magnetic 
field. The most popular hysteresis model, at the macroscopic level, used t0 describe this com
plex relationship is ithe Preisach model [1], and to a less extent, the Stoner-Wohlfarth model 
[3] and the Jiles-Atherton model [5]. In the Preisach model the basic properties of the mag-
netic materials are preserved. ' 
The eddy current loss is caused by the currents induced in the magnetic material by the time 
varying magnetic induction. Indeed, the time varying flux qi, enclosed by each fictive loop in 
the magnetic material, induces an electromotive force from which, due to the electric 
conductivity cr of the magnetic material, eddy currents are generated. In the literature, 
different 3D descriptions of the eddy currents in electric machines may be found, however 
neglecting hysteresis effects [9],[ 10). 

In our model, described below, the coupled hysteresis and eddy current effects have 
been taken into account in a more direct way than in the a posteriori technique, used in [2]. 
Although the model retains the essential features of a cumbersome 3D time dependent prob
lem, it will lead to a straightforward algorithm, atttactive for practical use. The effectivenes 
of the proposed model is illustrated by numerical results. 

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 

In the proposed dynamic model for the magnetisation of the steel laminations in electri-
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cal machines, the magnetic circuit is divided into individual network elements. In each net
work element the magnetic field is cakulated taking the Preisach model into account. The 
network elements are interconnected by N1fundamental loops. To each fundamental loop as 
well as to each network element an orientation is assigned similarly as in classical network 
analysis. 
ln [6], Ostovic presented a decomposition technique to calculate the static magnetic fields in 
saturated electrical machines, neglecting however the hysteresis effect. Inspired by this ap
proach we propos,e a magnetic network model where the magnetic circuit is decomposed in 
Nm magnetic network elements and N air gap ·elements. The decomposition in the yz-plane 
(parallel ~o the laminaitions) correspon8s to the unifor,mity of the magnetic field in each mag
netic subregion with respect toy and z, while (in contrast with [6] ) H varies there with x. In 
an air gap element, however, His uniform with x. 

To obtain an elegant dynamic model for the magnetic field, it is essential to directly 
include a discrete variational version of the local field problem of each magnetic network ele
ment. In this way we obtain a transparant system of first order nonlineair differential equa
tions with respect to the time variable for the magnetic fields in all network elements and for 
all fundamental loop fluxes. 

2.1 Field equations for the magnetic network elements 

A single network element of length /, width w and tickness 2d is considered, the local 
axis being shown in Fig 1. Throughout the sheet, assumed w be isotropic, the time dependent 
total flux qi flows in the z-direction, and hence the magnetic field takes the form H=Hg_z. As 
d<<w, by eliminating of ed ge effects, H may be taken to vary in the x-direction only. Recall
ing that the current density l. =lg_y is related to the electrical field ~=Ef by .f..=<JE, where <J is 
the electric conductivity, and eliminating subsequently ~ and l.. from the relevant Maxwell
equations, the governing differential equation (DE) and boundary conditions (BC's) for H re
spectively are found to be: 

d2 . . past d 
ox2 H (x, t) = a.µd (x,H,H (x, t )). dtH(x, t ), 0 < x < d, t > 0 (1) 

d 
d:xH(O,t) = 0, d (] ·dt/J 

-,:-H(d,t) =.,, dt, 
u:X .. w t > 0 (2) 

[n the DE we also have taken into account the definition of the magnetic differential perme
ability µd of the material, i.e. µd = 8B/8H, with B the magnetic induction.The initial condi
tion (I.C.), corresponding to the demagnetized state of the material, is: 

H(x,0) = 0 0<.x<d (3) 

In (1), Hpastrepresents the memory properties of the material, as described by the Preisach 
model. Here the material is assumed to consist of small dipoles, each of them being 
characteriz,ed by an hysteresis loop which is rectangular as shown in Fig 2. The characteristic 
parameters he and hm of the dipoles are distributed statistically according to : 

c 
y(h0 hm) = C1 .h~.e-ahc_e-.Blhml + 2 

2 .o (he), he ~ 0 (4) 
cosh (C3 I h111 D 

The two terms at 1the right hand side correspond to the irreversible and the reversible feature 
of the material respectively. C 1, C 2 , C 3, n, a: and I~ are fitting parameters determined from 
experimental material identification. 
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The irreversible pan in the distribution function above is similar to the one proposed in [1] . 
However in [1], the reversible feature of the steel laminations is taken identical with the one 
of air, leading to a simplified reversible term independent of hm. 
Characteric for the material is the memory property, depictured schematically in Fig. 3-4 (for 
a fixed value of x); 
- when, for t increasing, H increases [decreases], the differential permeability µd depends on 
the largest minimum [smallest maximum] of Hin the past, kept in memory. 
- when H becomes larger [smaller] than the last maximum [minimum], both the last maxi
mum and minimum are eliminated from the memory ( and hence the previous couple of larg
est minimum and smallest maximum substitute the eliminated couple). 

H 

Fig. 3-4 The memory property of 1he magnetic material 

H(t) 

[( l) 

H(t) 

Fig. 5 The segment f(I) when there are oo extremes Fig. 6 The segment l(t) when H increases [decreases] 
and there is a minimum [maximum] in the memory 
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The Preisach model essentially maintains this memory property: 
- when there are no exaemes, 'µd at time t (for a fixed value of x ) is defined by the line inte
gral of y(hc,hm) over ithe segment l(t) in Fig.5: 

sign( ~~ ) . .he + hm = H(t ), 0 < he < H(t ) (5) 

- when there are extremes in the memory, ~dis defined in a similar way, the segment in Fig. 
6 now being: 

.sign( dd~ ). he + hm = H(t ), (6) 

where Hex[ stands for the last H min' respectively H ma:x when H increases, resp. decreases. 
This comp ex memory behaviour of the material results in the discontinuity of the differential 
permeability µ.d with respect to t and in its strong nonlinear dependence on H. The disconti
nuity occurs when the magnetic field H reaches an exuemum or when a maximum and the 
corresponding minimum are eliminated from the memory. 
To discretize 1the boundary value problem (BVP) above with respect to the space variable 
(continuous it-dependence) we use a finite element method (FEM) with n elements and quad
ratic interpolation functions. We are led to a system of the type 

[M] :t[H] + [K] (H] = [F) (7) 

Here [H(t ){ = [H1(t ).Hi(t ),H3(t ), ... ,H2.n+I (t )]T is the vector of unknown vertex values 
of the magnetic field and K and F are the stiffness and force matrices respectively, the last 
one corresponding to the inhomogeneous Neumann B.C.. The mass matrix Mis given by : 

M;; = { of;.Jx.t ).N;(x'JN,<x)dx. i and j = I .. . .,2n + I (7') 

Ni is the piecewise quadraitic FE-basis function corresponding to the node i and 

k = l .... ,n; x2k-I < x < x2k+I 

2 .. 2 .Field equation for the air gap el1ement 

For an air gap element the usual magnetic material propeny, corresponding to zero con
ductivity and (constant) permeability µ0, is described by : 

Rt - </J(t) t 
( ) - 2dw(t) µo (8) 

Here H, <l» d and w .have a similar meaning as in section 2.1. Eqn. (8) substitutes the system 
(7) for an air gap element. 

2 .. 3.Fundamental Loop Equations 
The interaction between the network eiements considered above is given by the N1 fun

damental loop equations, [7], 

L:Il'\x = d, t ). /i) = s0\t ), t > O, j = 1, ... ,N1 (9) 
iE~i 

Here Jfi)(x = d, t ). fi1 represents the drop of the magnetic motoric force ( mmf ) over the 

element i . . i E xj = {r = 1, ... ,Nm+ Na I element r belongs to loop j }· 
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The sum of these drops results from the mmf source sf j) (t) in the fundamental loop j. 

2.4. The Connected Mo~el 
Crucial in our method is the assembling of the Nm magnetic element problems of type (7) and 
Nf air gap ~lement equations (8) with the Nz loop equations (9) to a system of frrst order DE 
o theform. 

,,.... ,,.... ,,.... /'\. 
0 K 0 0 H M 0 v Hm ,,.....m d ,,.... 
0 0 I u Ha + 0 0 0 Ha = (10) 

·<t> 
dt /'\. /'\. 

, Lm L 0 0 0 0 <l> s a 

A _ -.ll) _.([) . . _J.N,,J -.<N,,J T A _ -.<Nm+l) _J.Nm+Na) T 
Hx_re Hm - [Hi ., ...• H2iz+l' ... ,Hi , . . . ,H2iz+il , Ha - [H' , . . .,11' ] and 

<P = [<Pl' ... ,<PN]T represent the vector of the (2n+l)N unknown vertex values of the 
magnetic fields in 

1
the Nm magnetic network elements, of t'Ce Na unknown (uniform) mag

netic fields in the Na air gap elements and of the N1 fundamental loop fluxes respectively. 
We recall 1that the flux <I> through a network element is the algebraic sum of the respective 
fluxes <l> through the fundamental loops sharing this element. 

A /\ 

The square matrices K and M have a diagonal block structure, the constituting Nm uncou-
pled matrices being of the type Kand M, entering (7). 

Lm [V] has an horizontal [vertical] block structurce, each of the Nm constituting N1 x (2n+l), 
[tLn+l) x N1 ] submatrices showing nonzero .elements only at one or two entries of the 
(2n+J)th column 1[row]. On the column [row] of Lm [V] corresponding to the nonhomogene
ous Neumann BC for the magnetic network element k a nonzero entry is found at the row 
[column] j, 1 s j s N1 , when k ·E Xj .This value is I k [-a/2dw k] when the orientations 
of the element k and the loop j coincide and is -lk [al2dwkJ in the opposite case. Here lk and 
wk are the length and the width respectively of the k-th magnetic network element. 

La is an N1 x Na matrix, the p-th column of which, corresponding to the p-th air gap element, 
1 s p s Na, is constructed similarly as the nonzero columns of Lm. U is a Na x· N1 matrix, 
the p-th row of which, corresponding to the p-th air gap element, 
1 s p s Na ,is constructed similarly as the nonzero rows of V, however with cr replaced by 

llµo. " . 
The column matrix S has the components s(J)(t), 1 s j s N1 ,entering (9). Finally I is 

*~e I~~i.:s ~:~~: s~~t~~~~~;:r~: Na while 0 stands for the appropriate zero matrix. 

A A /\ 

Hm(O) = Ha(O) = <P(O) = 0 (11) 

according to 1the demagnetized state of the magnetic network elements (including (3) and zero 
fluxes for these elements), the network topology (interconnection of the air gap and magnetic 
network elements resulting in zero fluxes through the former elements) and (8). 

It must be emphasized that the number of equations in the continuous time model (10) 
of the magnetic circuit is only piecewise constant in time, while also the width w(t) of the air 
gap elements entering (8) may vary with time. Indeed, the number and the width of the air 
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gap elements between the rotor and the stator in the electrical machine depend on the time 
varying rotor position. 
An air gap element between a moving rotor tooth R and a fixed stator tooth S, see Fig. 7, 
occurs when the angle 8 enclosed by their axes is in the range [-Sc,0~) · while the variation 
with 0 of the width w ,entering (8), typically has the form shown in Fig. 8 . The dependence 
of won e and, in particular, the critical value e above which w is negligibly small, is deter
mined from (8) by preliminary local magnetic lield calculations, see e.g. [6] and [8]. In the 
former reference an analytical expression for w versus 0 is proposed. In principle, the angle 8 
of Fig. 7, dealing with a single couple R-S, determines the configuration of all N r rotor teeth 
relative to the N s stator teeth. However, in practice, the total number of the air gap elements 
between stator and rotor as well as their respective width is found at any time t by relating, 
for each of the NrxNs couples of a rotor tooth and a stator tooth, the angle 8 with respect to 
the Critical interval (-8 C' 0 C). 

This feature of the dynamic model must be properly taken into account in the system ( 10). In 
particular, when a new air gap element is creatted at a time t, the original fundamental loop is 
spliued into two new ones, i and j , say. According to (8), w=O implies <j>=<l>.-<l>.=O. Hence, 
the fluxes at time t through the new fundamental loops have to be equal. MoieoJer this com
mon value must be the loopflux through the original fundamental loop in order to maintain 
unchanged the value of the fluxes at time t in the surrounding network elements. A dual situ
ation occurs when an air gap element is annihilated. 

w 

I S I 

I 

I 
/ 

/ 

8 
~C · I . 
I ""-,,, · "' 
. 8 I 
~· / 
. / 

v 
Fig. 8 The dependence of w on 8 

Fig. 7 The couple stator tooth S and rotor tooth R 

3.THE ELECTROMAGNETIC LOSSES 

Th~ magnetic field in the magnetic network elements leads to the eddy current losses 
and the hysteresis losses in one laminate during a time interval [T1,T2] according to the well 

known formula, see 'e.g. (.4}. ( ) 

Pee= LI2 1~ dv dt ; J = fxH(x,t ) (12) 
Nm 1 'Q 

Ph = L 1 ( ,nv.:r,J µd HdH) dv (13) 
Nm 'Q k cx.T1) 

Here .Q stands for the domain of a specific magnetic network element and the summation 
runs over all such network elements. 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS - RESULTS 
In the mathematical model for the electromagnetic losses, described above, the mag

netic circuit of the ekctrical machine is decomposed in (magnetic and air gap) network ele
ments, interconnected through fundamental loop fluxes. The model takes into account both 
eddy current and hysteresis effects in the magnetic network elements, corresponding respec
tivily to the nonzero value of the conductivity o and to the specific form of the differential 
permeability µd, the latter showing a nonlinear dependence on Has well as discontinuities in 
time. Moreover ithe time varying position of the rotor relative to the stator is also included in 
the model by means of the interconnecting air gap elements, the number and width of which 
may depend on time, as discussed at the end of section 2.4. 

The mathematical model has been reformulated in (10)-(11) as an initial value problem 
for a system of first order noniinear differential equations with respect to t. Clearly, a suit
able numerical model has to be constructed to solve this much involved problem. We devel
oped a modified Crank-Nicholson algorithm. Over each time step, we use for the magnetic 
field in the magnetic network elements a weighted average of the values of H at the end 
points of the time interval. Hereby the weight coefficients depend on the magnetic network 
element under consideration and its local space variable in the x-direction, as well as on the 
time level itself. Thus we could properly account for the hysteresis phenomena, in particular 
for the discontinuity of µd in time. 

The algebraic system at each time point may be rearranged so as to led to a subsystem con
taining the unknown fundamental loop fluxes only. Correspondingly, Nm decoupled alge
braic systems for the magnetic fields in the Nm individual magnetic network elements may be 
identified. At the other hand, the magnetic fields in the air gap elements directly follow from 
(8). 

The validity of the mathematical model has been tested by the evaluation of the 
switched reluctance motor with 6 stator and 4 rotor teeth, shown in Fig. 9. 

Fig. 9 The model of the 6-4 switched reluocance motor 

8 mmf-soume 

') fundamemal loop 

magnetic ne1twork element 

winding 

'V'V'- air gap e[ement 
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The material is characterised by the value o=5,56.106[S/m2] for the electric conductivity and 
by the Preisach function (4) with the following parameters: C 1=8,8.I0-16; C2=1,350.10-3; 
c3=1,227.10-2; n=8; a=0,104 and !3=0,022. 
The geometric characteristics measured in meter are.: width of a stator [rotor] tooth: 0,017 
[0,020]; width [diameter] of the air gap: 0,0003[0,06]; external [internal] diameter stator 
yoke: 0,135 [0,113]; external [internal] diameter. of the rotor yoke: 0,045 [0,025]. 

Restricting ourselves to one relevant numerical result, the curve K in Fig. 10, shows the eddy 
current losses in one laminate versus the frequency f of the electric current in the windings 
(f=lff, T=period). The parabolic part of K found in the range 0 < f < 250 Hrz confirms the 
well known physical behaviour of this type of magnetic losses [2], while the monotonously 
decreasing curvature of K for higher frequencies agrees with the skin effects in the lamina
tions, becoming more and more important for f increasing. 
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USE OF CATEGORI.AL THEORY FOR THE FORMATlON 
OF ALGORITHM HEGARDING SYNTHESIS OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS 

H.P. ADRON.ATIY, V.D. DMITRIENKO, N.I. KORSOUNOV 

.KRARKOV POLITECH. IN'STITUTE 
Frunze Str. 21, UKR-310002 KH.ARKOV, UKH..AINE 

The method of self-organisation of mathematical models 
evolution modelling and genetic algorithms help in completing 
synthesis of mathematical models of different objects under 
unconditional unknown conditions. Algorithms shound e n the 

basis of each method a.."1.d tIBes the theory of biological 
evolution and adaptation up tc. this moment t hey had. been 
developing independently. 

In the present times in the well lmown a.lgori thms p::;lyno
mials, rational. trigonometric and expor..ential functions are 
used.. One of J"?\'.f well lmown algori t:hm is MGUA in a l most every 

case v:e work with MGUA to concrete uni v er::.al algebra. 
An attempt had. been made to use modern a lgebra in evolu

tional modelling. Then had been presented A(M,D) algebra, where 
M ~='T'I ·b1 · .L h sia. ~tt.3 i+· +· t · / , - :::ilSl. pOSSl e lr..ierc .. ange Y. 0t re5u_,_ vlng au..,oma lG 

B = < r. t. s~. rn~. ([)~ > from the condition s~ E s~ to 
l- 't'y 't' s .k 

s~ E s~ when giT1en firial Entry xl and Exit y alfabi ts 
I a - .._...i. IJ~ .,c:. V ·, • l' i .! - ~ i">· d 0 ..,,. .l:-...-~·0 l0 nt·i"ng .. ~_. 1 ~t \ it:: Ll.. ,, - ..... I t 1 \. J.. - ~ J .1. i. - .,.1 '-' .C\. t · · ,._...,. 

d d d ... .-th . t ,....1. • • .... un en epen erec vO l autvma ; ~ - fL.'"1.al set CO!ldl vlGn; 

l. '· l. L y = m ( X, S. 
J 't"y J ; 

interchange func~ions; 
.-t h entry symbol a..."1.d i 

Exit fu.."'1.c t ions; 
i. 

x . ' 
J 

s· -
J 

s' == cp~ 
J .. :1 s 

relative 
condition of find automat 

. l ' ( x , S' } -
J 

exit s:m.bol, 
B. at moment 

\. 

t ., where j=1,2, •••• Set D contains"+", "0 11
, ".'' operatio!'ls. 

J 

Operation u+" helps with the help cf function of the form 

S~a S~~ in analyzing series of interchanging autcmats from one 
condition to another. In the set M transitional final automat 

B = < X, Y, S, ~ , ~ > with the given starting condition and 
y s;; 

given first series of symbols give the characteristics 
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( 1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

Characteristic (1) makes sure commutation operati8n and charac
teristics (2), (3) its potentness and associativeness. 

Operation "®" allows multiplication of one number form 

like Sa Sµ and move that one " · " f orms. Operation 11
· " 

q J 

allows rescamehing forms like Sa Sµ with coefficients from 
q J 

the set of whole numbers. 
Operation "+" and " e 11 can be U.."lderstocd. like operations 

of addition and multiplication of algebraic f:'.)rms a..."'1.d operation 
.. "' . like multiplication of algebraic forms numbers . A 
straight relation is .seen between algebra A ~ M,D) and algebra 
of polynoms on algebra of unperiod.ical functions, wrdch are 
used L.~ MGUA. To exclude this relation - ship while t heor y of 

evolutionary modelling is developing, with a definite dest ina
tion the results of M'GU.A must be used. 

Use of theory of c.}a tegory a.llo\S1s f :Jrtnir1g process cf 

transit of algorithms from algebra to algetn .. a and is 0apable c f 

giving new algorithms in concrete algebra. 
De!ini tion 1. Pair ( M ,D ) , where M - set of ele·-

ments, which is not empty, D - set ( may be empty) operation 
on M., is called UNIVERSAL ALGEBRA or si.rnply ALGEBHA . 

Set D of operations ea.~ be analyzed exclusively o f algeb
ra. More definitely we can talk about operationai symbols, 

which are called SIGNATORS. If to even operational symbol fI'Om 

D is put a r espective operation on set M, then algebra SIG
NATOR comes up. 

Definition 2. If A and 
r e flection of algebra f: A ~ 
each zero operation d

0 
e D, 

B - algebra SIGNATORS D, +;hen 
B is called GOMOMORFIZM, is for 
f ( d (A) ) = d (B) and f or any 

0 0 
lh n operation d ED 

r. 
and any a

1
, , a E A 

r. 

! ( d ( a , • . • , a ) ) = d ( ! (a ) , ••• 
ri 1 n n t ' f (a ) ) • 

n 
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As the product of gomomor:fizm algebra is called gomomor

f izm, then this capability helps in analysing category K
0 

universal algebra of one and the same signator. Objects o:f 

this category are - morfizm - gomomorfizm algebra, and products 

o:f morfizm - products of gomomorfizm algebra. 

Example. .Analysing algebra R
1 

( X:t, D:t) polynomials and 

algebra A (M, D) ., where X = { 0, 1 ., x , x , , x } , M = C 0, :l t 2 n 

1 s0 Clt s~:l ' :l 1 • 
S()Jc n ~n } S • t D { d d 

• • • ' m :::; m • igna ors :l = 0 ' i ' ' + ' 
I }, D = { d

0
, d:l, - ., +, ·® } consists of zero operations d

0
, 

d
1

, d , d , aslracting zero and one ,respectively in sets X , 
0 :l :l 

and M, singular operations u - "', 11
-

11
, multiplication of ele-

ments of sets in real number and binary operations of addition 

and division of e1ements of .sets X and addition and mul tips 
liuation of elements of sets M.. For sure, there is isomorphism 

of algebra f ·: Rt"" A, because of this it is not difficcl t to 

have algorithms from algebra R transferred to algebra A 
t 

and vis versa. For example, in algebra R it is known algo:l 
rithm MGUA with not linear private writings, in which in the 

first place of selection build private writings 

1 1 1 :l 1 {4) yk = ao + a X. + a X. + a x . /x , 
1 1.. 2 J 3 .. J 

where k = 1 ' cz· i = 1 ' (n-1 ) ; -{ = 2 ., n. "', <) 

In the later places of selection private writing happen 

to be in the form 

where 
-1.h 

r 

plaoe. 

r r r - 1 
= ao + a Y-:t .. 

r !' - 1 
+ a Y 

2 J 

r r-1
1
. r-1 

+ a Y y. 
3 1.. j 

(5) 

m = 1 , c:; i = 1 , ( q-1 ) ; j = 2, q; q - number got from 

place of selection of better private writing ( r-1 ) - tn 

Putting .in formula (4) in place of elements x., x. of 
I. J 

set X
1 

elements of set M and replacing operations of algebra 

R.1. by operations of algebra .A we get respective algorithms 

in algebra A~ In the first place of .selection under common 

conditions we have private writing .in the form of 
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s av s ~g 
j l 

(6) 

where j, 1 = 1,ID; p, w = ~; q, g = 1:"ri; m - max. 

possible number having synthesizing automats; k, n- number of 

symbols irrespective of entry and exit alfabits. 

In the same way we get private 'm'itings, respective to 
private writings of (5) .• 

T.his wa:l, if we have some .sets of one t:~rpe algebra, then 

with the help of gomomorphizm algebra algorithms MGUA on evolu
tionary modelling from one algebra may formaly transfer to ano

ther algebra. 

Polynomials, which is used while solving a definite prob

lem which is related to algorithm of self-organization~ can be 

analysed like objects of some category of polynomials. 

We can see the ea tegory KDP - ea tegory of discrete po

lynomiais with given accuracy and category RK.A which have lmown 
results of automatics, isomorfh category of KJ)P. 

It is not difficult to make functm .. es between analysed 

categories, in exclusion to tu1ivalent functures from catego:r.r 

of polynomials in category PKA. With the help of functures any 

algorithm MGUA in the :set of pol;y-nomials can be put i..."1 relaticn 
to synthesis of algorithm in the set of resulting automats. It 

is known, that under defL"1i te condi tio:ns we ca."1. analyze not 
exclUBive functures but their categories. 

Use of the theory of category helped in theoretical ba 

sing and combining intetive transfers of algorithms in evolu

tionary methods of modellL"'l.g from one algebra to another and 

presenting the whole sec t or of new algorithms in the way of 

algebra . .Some of there known algorithm are used while projecti
ve i.n.Btruments of measuring technique, in exclusion to resul

ting automats, querning temporary series, f or knowing a..~d clas
sifying signals. 
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K-CHARAKTER DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS 
AND ITS USE FOH ELE:CTRONIC CIRCUIT RESEARCH 

Korsounov N. I. , Dmi trienko V. D. , Leonov S. Yu. 

I\harkov Politekchnikal Institute 

Frunze str., 21, 310002, Kharkov, U'.n:ra.ine 

Modern evolution level of architecture of calculating 
and controling system, the increase of their fast-acting made 
it necessary to use gualitativly methods for solving time and 
construction coordination problems in order to pass the infor
mation between separate blocks of di.ei tal systems, whioh ele
mentary basis is VI.SI. 

There are various methods, which allow to model elekt
ronic equipment and they have various a,;)curacy and oomplexi ty. 
This is, for example.the method of modeling, based on the the
ory of digital automators, the method of elements description 
using ordinary differential equations, different methods of 
mode ling, also based on mul ticiphered functions, as well as 
the description of digital systems with the help of boolean 
differential calculus. Defects of this methods when they apply 
for modeling real digital equipment are either excessive eY
pence of calculation, which don't give wide possibility of 
their practical aplication, or low accurasy ~1d impossibility 
to describe dyn~~ic processes in moments of switchi.Jlg logical 
elements, that is necessary at up-to-date level of model:L."1.g 
VI..SI and equipment, which consists of VT....SI for getti.ri..g neces
sary aocurasy of results. 

In connection with this the question of creatir.aH the me-....., 

thods of mode ling became of present interest. These methods 
are to be rather simple in use and don' t need excessive cal
culations, but at the same time they are to have high acouraoy 
when receiving signal meanings in every r eal moment of time. 
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One of such methods is modeling, which is based on the method 

of K-charakter differential calculus. 

In frame of K-charakter differential calculus analogies 

of differential and integral operators of classic differential 

calculus are introduced, which allow to describe modifications 

K-charakter variables. By that the relation of function AF in

crease to the single increase of the independent variable 11t, 

that calls the function increase, is called the derivath.re 

of K-charakter function F ( t) by independent variable t, when 

t = ti, t E [0,T] and it can be determined by the following 

expression: 

. 
F ( t. ) = 

\ 

di. (F ( t ) ) 
L 

di. (t . ) 
l 

F(t + ~t) e F(t ) 
l. l. 

= 
bt 

,' 'I \ 
\ -'- , 

where di.(F(t. ))/dt.(t.) differential-K-charakter operator 
. \. \. 

for function F ( t.), e and I - symbols of subtraction a..Yld 
l. 

division operations by module R, ~t = 1. 
In case F (\) is protot:ype function, then the integral 

of K- charakter function defined with precision to arbitrary 

constant and appears the indefinite integral K-oha.rakter func

tion: 

F ( \ ) = J f ( tJ di.\ , 

where arbitrary K-charakter constant is not obvious. 

With the help of the K-charakter differential calculus 

it is possible to describe the dinarnic of diei tal systems both 
- ..,_1 -

on the 0 maoroapproac11•1 le7el when system dinamic is entirel;y· 

analyse d. and on the Hmicroapp:r-oaohu level, when lm.owing the 

s tructure of the system, we can explore the dinamic on the 

level of the events in system elements. That modeling allows 

considerably full to model the dinaniic of t ransitional proces

ses of switching l ogical elements of numerical equipment, and 

also to take into account the influence of orossroad.B c·onnec

tions, which we.re called by corinductive and mutual capacity 

of cor..nectoins both inside the logical elements and between 

separate bloks. of digital systems . 
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Using the K-charakter differential calculus in order to 

research the work of VLSI and electronio equipment, which 

was done on VISI on "microapproaoh" level, their functioning 

is described by the system of K-oharalder differential equa ti

ons of the following kind: 

diUo•...1t . (t . ) 
=======L =F.(Uiro (t.))~Fc.·ut.(t. ), byFc .. ...1t(t .)=Const, (2) 

di. t . J F' l. .J t-S u · 
\. 

where dtUc .. ..1L . (t . )/di.t. - the meaning of deriv-ative of the exit 
J L L 

signal for J·'s element at the moment of time t.; F .(Ui.r, (t . ))-
• J F· . L ' 

K-character function of the j's logical element at the moment 

of time t . ; Ui.n ( t. ) • 
l. p ~ . (p = T,m) - the meaning of the entrance 

signals on entrance of the logical element; Fc·ut . ( t . ) - the 
.J L-S 

meaning of the K- ol1arakter ezi t signal of the j 's logioal ele-

ment at the moment of time t i-s; i=0,1,2~-·· - natural number, 
which defines the meaning of the moment of time; j = r;Il' - the 

number of the logical element in rnodeling equipment; p = ~

the quantity of entrances of the logical element. 

The "macroapproach" is used when it is necessary to get 

more detail in!orma tion about the charaeteristios of the nu-

rnerioal system. In this case it is necessary to make its mo

deling with registration the meanings of hindrances, which 

pointed by the active conductors in the passive ones . This 

hindrances are called by the presence of crossroads connec

tions, in particular, mutual capacity and corinductivity of 

conduct ors. In this case it is necessary to solve the system 

of K-oharakter differential equations in the time irtterval 

[0, t f } : 

d iU u 
rr. r.i 

2= \ = 
d i. t 0 L 

L 

.. ± __ .L_ 

c 

'"' di.U 
I :~ i 

;-.. . 1 
~ 

di. t 0 ... 

\'""'\ 
LLL 
'. j ,., 

M . . C 
LJ C.••...il 
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where U - the quantity of the pointed hindrance in the m-th 
m 

conductor, which is oalled by the voltage change in the n-th 

conductor from zero to digit or from digit to z er o ; m = W, 
p - the number of passive conductors where the hindrance is 

analysed; U - the quantity of volta2e change in the n-th ao-
n ~ 

tive conductor, which appears to be the sourse of hind.ranee; 

n = 1,g, g - the numberB of active conduotors, which influence 

are taken into account; i - the number of section in t he n-th 

conductor, which exerte d influence on m-th conductor s ections; 

j - the number of m-th passive conductor sections, which is a 

receiver of points; 0 - the summary capacity o f e:-:i t of the 

logical element - the s ouroe of signal and o f en t rance o f 

thelogical element - the receiver of hindrance; 'r = -r ( t ) - the 

constant of time of transitional process for the time [ 0, tf], 

'r=(R. R ) / (R + R ) ; I the quantity of the ourren t 
\ rr C."..i t . '!.. n -::.· u l r. 

change in the n-th active c onduc t or, which is a s ource o f po -

int; C .. R M .. - the capac ity of mutual connection and the 
1. J l. _l 

oorinductivity between i - th s ection of t he n-th conductor and 

j-th s e c tion of the m- th conduc t or cor-.respondingly; t r- the 

long t erm of the impulse s ignal. 

Wit h the help of t h e K-charakter d i ffer ent ial e quations 

of kind (2 ) all basic elements of digital t echnique, basic 

logical elements .. .um, OR, NOT, the i mpulses f ormers, t riggers , 

arithmetical equipment and ets. are described. Unive rsal nume

rical methods of solving the systems of K-charakter differen

tial equation are elaborated. Examples of e quipment calcula

tions descibed by the systems o f K- charakte r diffe r en tial equ

ations kind (2) and (3) sh ows, t hat such model ing a l l ows t o 

get more full quantitati~;e and. qualitative charakter ist i c s , 

which r e f l eo t s the physics of process wi t h qui ck ohange o f 

s ignals and, ther e f or e , t o appraise mor e r el i able t h e workin.g 

possibility of pro j ecte d 'lLSI and also 1 elelctron ic equipment 

done on their basis. 
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DESIGNING CERMET HEATING ELE1\1ENTS 
ON CONDITION OF THEffi THERMAL RELIABILITY 

A.0.Kostikov, O .S.Tsakanyan 

Institute for the Problems in Machinery of the Academy of Sciences of Ukraine 
2/10 Pozharsky 310046 Kbarkov Ukraine 

The problem of developing reliable heaters on the base of cermet plate is raised. The principles 
of developing design systems for ceramic heaters and the thermal and mathematical models of 
the processes taking place therein are considered. The possibility of transition from a 3-D to 2-
D mathematical model is substantiated, and its application limits under different constrictions 
are determined. The heating element design procedure is described. 

INTRODUCTION 
At the present time the heaters are made in the form of a ceramic (aluminium oxide) plate 

in which resistance elements which are a wolfram-molybdenum conductor are placed. Such a 
structure of the cermet heater possesses a number of valuable properties. It works at high 
temperatures (aoove 800°C). However it is broken to pieces at relatively small temperature 
gradients. Since the latter restrict the use of the heaters it is necessary to talce measures to 
flatten temperature field of the heater so that the temperat\ll"e gradient should not exceed a 
permissible value. 

One of the uses of the heaters may be thermostating. As a rule in the thermostating 
systems the heater surface temperature should be the constant Tr-

Main factors having influence on the temperature distribution in the heater body are 
external effects (heat exchange with surroundings) and internal ones (resistance elements -
internal heat sources). Influence of surroundings and system structure elements are considered 
as known ones when the heater is designed. Therefore the only way to influence the heater 
temperature field is to change the resistance element location. 

Thus heater designing for thermostating systems can be reduced to solving the problem of 
creating a constant temperature in the heater body. Such a formulation of the problem is also 
good for the heaters used in heat devices when minimum temperature gradients in the heaters 
should be obtained. In the latter the required heater temperature Tr is determined from the heat 

balance equation 

P = J h(Tr - Ts) ds (1) 
s 

where h - heat transfer coefficient, S - heater surface area, Ts - surroundings temperature, P -
heater power. 

1. The principles of developing design system for cermet heaters 
When the heater is designed his construction (shape, dimensions, reinforcing, shape and 

dimensions of electrical leads), thermal properties (boundaJy conditions at the heater surface, 
heat conduction coefficient, required temperature) and electrical properties (voltage, specific 
resistance, maximmn permissible current) are given. A resistance element is of a thin 
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rectangular track form (Fig. 1). A heater electric.al resistance modification is obtained by 
changing the tracks width and distance between them, these being changed discretely because 
of technological restrictions. 

Fig. 1. The heater. 

A cennet heaters automatic designing procedure consists of four stages. 
At the first stage a heater plate considered as 2-D region Q={{x,y)} is divided by Nl 

subregions. In each subregion 'thermal properties {including heat source specific power) are 
considered as constants. :Specific power of N1 heait sonrees is determined by solving the 

inverse heat conduction problem. After that the heater temperature field T cJ(x,y) is determined 

by solving the heat conduction problem with the heat generation value already fmmd. 
Then the condition of agreement of this temperature with the required one 

d(Td ,T,) $ !l.T perm (2) 

is check,ed. In (2) !l.T pe171l is a permissible .difference between the temperature which was found 

and the required one, dis metric in one of the spaces of functions given in Q. 

If condition (2) is not satisfied the region :Q is divided by N2 {N2>Nj) subregions and 

inverse heat transfer problem solving and agreement condition checking are repeated. The first 
stage is repeated until condition (2) is satisfied for some N S· 

At the second stage for ·each subregion the dim~ions and shape of the resistance 
elements are determined so that their resistances correspond to the heat somce specific power 
found at the first stage .. Sinet! in one subregion the heat souroe specific power is a constant the 
resistance elements are located with constant width and step in the subregion. 

If resistance elements cannot be located at one level because of the technological 
restrictions they are placed at several levels along heater thickness. Maximum level number is 
defined by a minimum distance betw·een levels and by heater thickness. 

After locating the resistance elements condition (2) is checked for temperature Td 

which is determined from the heat conduction problem :solved for the heat source specific 
power corresponding to the found resistance elements. If this condition is not satisfied one may 
increase .either the level number or that of the subregions thus returning to the first stage. 

The third stage lies in determining the location of the resistance element levels. Since 
in a real heat device or a thennostate the heater surfaces are subjected to different thermal 
effects the temperature gradients resulting in plate destruction can increase along heater 
thickness. Therefore when locating the resistance .element levels it is necessary to watch that 
maximum temperature gradient should not ex,ceed permissible value. 

The fourth stage consists in simulating the various situations associated with an 
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inexactitude of a technical realization of the heater designed. For this purpose a deflection of 
the electrical and geometrical characteristics is set and its influence on the heater temperature 
distribution is determined. 

Thus the cermet heaters designing procedure includes detennining the characteristics of 
the optimum thermal regime of the heater and selecting the optimum location of the resistance 
elements in the heater body taking into consideration the restrictions of the technological and 
electrical characteristics. 

2. Mathematical model of a thermal process taking place in the heater 
It is generally necessary to solve the steady-state heat conduction problem for a cermet 

plate in the 3-D statement. One may reduce dimensionality of the problem neglecting a 
temperature variation along the heater thickness. The investigation of suiting the 2-D model is 
given below. 

As an evaluation criterion we take relative variation of a temperature 

e T(:r,y,8 I 2)- T(:r,y,O) e - ....... - ~ penn 
T(:r,y,0)-Ts 

(3) 

where 8 is the plate thickness. 
The results of the investigation carried out for the plate 2 mm thick are given in Fig. 2. 

It shows a dependence of e on the heat transfer coefficient h at the heater surface and on the 
heat flux q flowing through it. The straight lines going out from the coordinate beginning are 
isotherms. 

A family of isolines @=const is plotted at Fig. 2a for cases of location of resistance 
elements at one level. Having chosen some ®perm one can determine from the nomogram 

whether 2-D thermal model is suitable for given hand q. 
The resistance elements placing at several levels, the region {(h,q) : @(h,q) <®pemJ is 

extended (see Fig. 2b). 
The 2-D mathematical model of the thermal process taking place in the heater is given 

by the equation 

- kx- +- k - +-(T-Ti)+-(T - T2)= - qv o ( o T ) o ( o T ) h1 h1 
o:r o:r oy Y oy 8 o 

( 4) 

where T(:r,y) is a heater temperature, kx and ky are the thermal conductivities in :r and y 

directions respectively, h1 and h2 are the heat transfer coefficients at the surfaces z=O and z=8 

respectively, T1 and T2 are the surroundings temperatures at these surfaces, qv is a heat source 

specific power. 
On the heater edges the boundary conditions of the third kind are given: 

[kn°T+h(T - Ts )] = O (5) 
on Bound 

where n is a normal to an edge, kn is the thermal conductivity in n-direction, h is the heat 

transfer coefficient, Ts is the surroundings temperature. 

It should be noted that coefficients kx, Icy. hh h2, q"' kn, h, q do not depend on 

temperature since the heater temperature is almost a constant. 

RESlJLTS 
The suggested procedure of designing the cermet heaters allows determination of the 

heat source specific power and the dimensions, the shape and the location of the resistance 
elements and to cany out modelling of the possible thermal regimes of the heater work. 
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f 1lg. 2. Nomograms tor determining a suitability of the 2-0 mathematical model. 

The procedure is suitable for designing heaters with inconstant temperature distribution. 
It is .realiz.ed .as .a computer•aided design for IBM PC AT 386/387 or 486/487. 
The p:mcedure considered yields good ·results for a debugged technology of the heater 

manufactme and known conditions of their work 
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MODEUJNG TBE THERMAL STATE OF AN ELECTRONIC MODULE WITH 
A MICROCHANNAL SYSTEM OF FLUID COOLING 

S.F. Lushpenko. Yu.M. Matsrnty. O.S. Tsakanyan 
Kharkov, Instirute for Problems in Machinery of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences 

Abstract. A mathematical model and the method of modelling the thermal and hydraulic 
processes taking place in an electronic module equipped with a microchmmel system of fluid 
cooling is considered The results of ,calculated determining of the thermal and hydraulic 
parameters at different pressure drops between the distributor and collector of the cooling 
system are given. 

INTRODUCTION 
The development of mainframe high-speed computers goes along the lines of increasing 

the :speed and working power of logical LSl The maximal heat flow densities anticipated on 
the :sm:filce of an LSI chip shall exc·eed 80 Wlcm.2. Ther:efore, to use such electronic elements it 
is necessary to empOloy methods of intensive heat removal. 1his paper deals with the 
constructive variants of conductive-fluid cooling of microassemblies and fimctional cells of 
electronic modules who:se supporting structure is a ceramic board which should 
simultaneously ac,comodate the electrical cormectio.ns and the system of hydraulic 
microch31JDels. Besi.des ceramic boards and variants of electronic modules on almninimn 
boards are considered Their bodies have a system of parallel microchmmels, and glass
clothbase laminate printed-circuit boards are bonded to both sides of the board Such a 
construction of an electronic module has a .high heat transfer capacity mainly due to the small 
resistance in the path of the heat flow from the base oftbe chip to the fluid 

External leads 

lllicro,ch.annels 

Fig. I. Electronic modu'le with a fluid cooling system 
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The construction shown in Fig. I can be considered as a feasible construction of an 
electronic module both on a ceramic board and on a metal one. Such a construction of an 
electronic module possesses high potential capacities of heat removal. Thus, a channel 90 
mm long with the cross-section area 0.6 mm2 allows to remove the power 70 W at the 
pressure drop between the in.let of 20 kPa Unfortunately, to use the potential capacities of 
the microchannel cooling :system proves impossible due to teclmological constraints during 
manufactur.e of both 1ceramic boards and aluminium ones .. In this case, when searching for a 
rational construction before des~gning an 1electroni1c module, there arises the problem of 
determining the coostructi¥e 1characteristics of an el·ectronic module together with the 
bydr:aulic and thermal charact.erist:ics of its fluid cooling system This problem may be solved 
by mathematical modelling of the hydr:aulics of the cooling channels and the thermal state of 
the electronic module at the established regularities of heat exchange on the surfaces of the 
microchannels and module housing. 

Problem statement and calculation method 
The thennal model of an electronic module is represented by a rectangular plate whose 

body has a system of regularly arranged microchannels located parallel to its end surfaces. 
According to the layout of components, on both sides of the plate there may be specified local 
surface beat sources occupying areas of rectangular shape. Heat exchange of the plate with the 
ambientmeditml is taken into accm:mt in the fonn ofbotmdary conditions of the third kind 

The plate is assmned to be homogeneous, and its heat transfer is calculated by the 
formulas determining th·e effectiv1e he:at tr:ans:fer .. The convecfrve heat transfer coefficients in the 
microchannel:s :are consider:ed to be averaged over th.e whole sw-face, whereas the cooling 
agent temperature changes aloqg the channel.. To obtain the boundary conditions, a hydraulic 
calculation is ma.de in the channels for the whole system of channels, as a result of. which for 
each section of 1he hydraulic network the pressure drop, velocity and flow rate of the cooling 
agent become knm~n. 1be geometric and hydraulic characteristics of the network sections are 
used as addresses whi.ch are accessed in the data base constructed according to the established 
beat exchange regularities for retreival therefrom of the convective heat transfer coefficients. 

From the above-mentioned it follows that the determination of the thermal state of an 
electronic module is reduced to the solution of the heat transfer problem in the 3-dimensional 
statement, and to take into accowit the relationships between the hydraulic and thermal 
processes on the surfaces of the microcharmels it is necessary to carry out a combined 
calculation of the thennal :state of the bo:ards and the .hydraulic characteristics of the cooling 
network. This calculation is b.ased on the s1olution of FED equations with the help of an 
iterative computational procedure allowing to specify during one iteration not only the board 
temperature field, but also all the quantities directly or indirectly depending on the surfase 
temperature ofthe microchannels. 

Checking the mathematical model adequacy 
To check the adequacy of the mathematical model describing the thermal state of an 

electronic module with a microchannel system of fluid cooling, an experimental investigation 
on a model of a multilayer ceramic board with the dimensions ll8.6xlOI.3 x2.9 mm carried 
out The board has 18 channels with the length 118.6 mm, width 0.8 - 0.034 mm and height 0.5 
- 0.035 nnn. The distributor and collector are ma.de of copper tubes brazed to the board ends. 
The area of the flow section of the co.llector and distributor was 7 rnm2. The surface of the 
board was fitted with irm:nitators of chips having the area of contact with the board equal to 
lOxlO mm2. 

In the course of ,the experiment the itemperature on .the board surface along the 14th 
channel was measured, as well as the water temperature :at the distributor inlet and collector 
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outlet, and the pressure in the following points of the hydraulic network at the distributor inlet, 
at the irdets and outlets of the 2nd and 14th ,cannels. 

Comparison of the .11esults of mathiemati,cal modelling with experi.metally found 
temperatures was perfomed for different temperature regimes of the electronic module board 

I 
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Fig. 2. Temperature of board 1extemal ,surface along the axis of the 14th charmels 
at cooling fluid flow ratie 6 .. 245 g/s and total power 438 W 

K. rmm 

Fig. 2 shows the temperature change along a line which is the intersection of the board 
surface and a perpendicular there to plane symmetricaHy cutting the 14th channel along its 
l,ength. The deviation of the ,calculated ·temperature values (curve 1, Fig. 2) from the 
experimental values shown by circles indicates that the mathematical model a.ccotmting for the 
heat exchange in the channels in the form ofbmmdary conditions of the third kind with changing 
fluid temperature over the ,channel le~gth T1 = T(x) and constant convective heat transfer 

coefficient hf =haver over the channel length .needs to be corrected. 

The following regularity in the deviation of experimental temperature values from the 
calculated ones is observed: at the initial section of the channel the calculated temperature 
values are higher, at the ,end section they are lower, and at the middle section the temperature is 
within th.e measwement :error limits. The temperature profile (cw-ve 2) has been obtained by 
calculation at convective heat ttansfor .coefficients (CHTC) changing according to 

h = haver (a - bx) 

where x is the current coordinate along the microcharmel; haver is the CHfC average value 

(determined .from 'the data base). Coeffici,ens a and b are determined as a result of solving the 
inverse problem for the experimental temperatures (for the specified above regime and channel 
dimensions a=l.32; b=5.38). 

In this case the deviation of the ·calculated temperature values from the experimental ones 
is within the measurement error limits .. 

To construct a m<>re exact mathematical model, it is necessary to cany out additional 
analytical and exerimental investigations. 
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The available data base contammg information on the convective heat transfer 
coefficients and hydraulic resistances allows to model the thermal state of an electronic 
module and the hydraulics of its cooling systeIIL 

We shaH give some results of modelling the temperature regimes of an elctronic module 
being designed It has the following characteristics: the ceramic board has the dimensions 
46x46x2 mm; the number ofregularly arranged 1chips with ifhe maximtml power 5 W is 16 pcs; 
1the 1characteristic dimensions of the chip are 3.2x3.2 mm. The results of investigating the 
infiuenc·e of the nwnber ofmicrochaonels on the maximal temperatures of the chips and on the 
fluid overheating in the cooling system are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . 
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Fig.4. Temperature difference of fluid 
in the cooling system 

1: 2 channels; 2: 4 channels; 3: 6 channe'ls; 4: 9 ·Channels; 5: 11 channels 

RESULTS 
A mathemati·cal model of the thermal and hydraulic processes taking place in an 

electronic module with a mi1crochannel system of fluid cooling is suggested The adequancy of 
the mathemati caJ model :has been checked. It has shown that it is necessary to correct the 
convective heat b<msfer 1coeffictents on the surfaces of the microchannals. The available data 
base containing information 10n the ·conv1ective heat transfer coefficients and hydraulic 
resistances allows to model the thermal state of an electronic module and facilitate the process 
ofits design. 
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Abstract. Canonical Model of Distributed Computer Systems (DCS) is formulated. Results of Structural 
Robustness and Catalogue of optimal structures of DCS are presented. Stochastic Model of functioning 
large-scale DCS and unlaboured Approach. to analysis of DCS Potential Robustness are described. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Architecture of any Computing System (CS, hardware-software means for calculations) is manifested 
via its totality of properties and indices, which expose an ability of one to process information. The 
following architectural properties of CS should be mentioned: Performance, Dependability, Robustness, 
fault-Tolerance, Adaptability, Realizability of solving problems, Technical-Economical Effectiveness. To 
satisfy the requirements to modern CS it is necessary to use quite a new basis - the Calculators Collective 
Model (l]. 

2. CS CANONICAL MODEL 

As a common Model of CS we can use a couple {H, A} where H and A are, correspondingly, a 
hardware description and an algorithm of functioning a collective of calculators. The collective hardware is 
circumscribed by H = (C, C} where C = { c1 , c2, ... , c;, ... , CN} is the set of the interconnected calculators c;; 
G is a structure description of the collective network. 

The hardware H and the algorithm A are based on the following principals: 
1) mass parallelism in data processing (paraHel executing operations by set C and parallel interactions 

of calculators c; through the network structure G); 
2) programmability of the structure - adjustability of the network between calculators achieved by 

programming means); 
3) constructive homogeneity. 
As a description of the collective structure we may take a graph G whose vertices are associated with 

the calculators and edges - with the channels (connection lines) between them. 
The algorithm A admits th.e representation in the form of the superposition A(P(D)) where D = UD;, 

D; is the initial individual array of data for the calculator c;, besides in the general case nD; f:. 0; P is the 
parallel program of the computation, P =UP;, nP; = 0, P; is the i-th branch of the program, i = 1, N . 

I~ .the equival7nt form the al9orithm A of fuIJctioning the calc}llators c~llective is defined as the 
compos1t1on (A 1 * A1 ) * ... *(A;* A;)* ... * (AN* AN) where (A;* A;) determrnes the behaviour of the 
calculator c; among other calculators of the set C; Ai and A; are, respectively, the algorithm of the individual 
functioning of c; and the algorithm of the execution of the Ci interactions with the calculators c; E C / c;. 
Th.e latter algorithm is rep,resented as the superposition A;(P:( G)) in which P; is the program to establish 
connections and to realize interactions between the calculator c; and other calculators of the subset C/ Ci· 

Variety in realizations of the above mentioned model is due to different ways of accomplishing the set 
{A;}, i = 1, N, describing the set { P:} and choosing the structure G. It is also due to diversity in composition 
rules of algorithms. Hardware means which help to realize the set {A;}, i = 1, N, are Commutators. 
Efficiency of parallel computing means mainly depends on the way of commutators construction. 
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, In case, when the homogeneity principle is fully held, we have the equivalence relations: A; = Aj, A~ = 
Ai, i,j E {1,2, ... ,N}, i # j. In particular, these relations provide high adaptability for designing and 
manufacturing, they lead to the Distributed Commutator joining N Local Commutators of calculators. They 
cause no troubles in creating the network between calculators. 

Distributed CS with programmable structure is an architecturally flexible concept of realizing the 
calculators collective model [l]. A calculator of a DCS is usually called an Elementary Machine (EM). So, 
every EM of any DCS is intended to perform not only processing and storaging data but system instructions 
as well, i.e. to perform functions of organizing the collective of machines as a single whole. Let's consider 
here an elementary machine in a wide sense; every EM is .a multipole cell containing a computer and local 
commutator. As a basis to construct EM we can ta!k,e computing mediums, systolic structures, associative 
and array processors, transputers, von .Neumann''s computers, etc. 

3. STRUCTURAL ROBUSTNESS 

As one of DCS indices we can use Vector-Function of Structural Robustness: 

L(G, S, s) = {Lr(G, S, s)}, r = 1, N, 

where the component Lr( G, S, s) is the probability of forming a subsystem of r rank in a system with 
G structure for assigned availability factors :S and s of the local commutator and connection channel of 
elementary machine correspondingly. We call a subsystem of r rank a totality of r faultless elementary 
machines interconnected by channels in such a way that information transfer is possible from any EM into 
the rest of them. 

The synthesis problem of the optimal structures is as follows: for the assigned S, s, N and the vertex 
degree v one should obtain structure G which provides the maximum of coordinates of L(G,S,s). 

If systems are supposed to solve complicated problems (presented by parallel programs), then nowa
days it is sufficient to restrict ourselves to structures which are Dn-graphs. These graphs have the parametric 
description {N,w}, where w = {w0 ,w1 , ... ,w.c, .. .,wn- d; .N,n are the order and dimensionality of Dn-graph 
respectively; number wi. is such that two vertices i and j are connected by the edge if 

i -j = w.c(modN), k = O,n - 1, 

holds. The catalogue of the optimal Dn-graphs for n=2 and N $ 256 , n = 3, 4, 5 and N $ 64 has been 
compiled by means of Monte-Carlo simulation. 

The investigation of L(N, v ,g)-graphs has also been made. They are nonoriented and homogeneous 
graphs of Norder, having degree v of vertices and girth g (the length of the shortest cycle in the graph). 

4. STOCHASTIC MODEL FOR ANALYSIS OF FUNCTIONING DCS 

Modern industrial CS .are large-scale collectives of EM (e.g. the number of machines in MICROS 
systems [2] is not limited). Th.ese systems look as computing mediums and are intended for serving stochastic 
flows of jobs in the general case. Besides all components of CS are not absolutely dependable, their fai lures 
and restorations occur in stochastic time moments. There are such initial preconditions. · 

Thus, there is the situation which is in good agreement with the conception of mechanics of continua. 
Hence , we may consider a stochastic continuous model (or computing medium) instead of a discrete one to 
analyze the effectiveness of functioning CS. To calculate indices of performance, robustnees, realizability of 
solving problems and so on we can use the mean value of a number of serviceable elementary machines and 
assume that this value is a continuous function. 

Let N be the number of EM constituting .a DCS; m is the number of restoring devices (RD) ; >. and 
.µ are the failure rate and restoration one. Evidently >.- 1 and µ-1 are the mean values of time between 
failures of an EM and of time to restore a nonserviceable EM by one device respectively. 

Further, let .N (i,t) be the mean value of a number of serviceable EM at a time moment t ~ O; i is the 
number of serviceable machines at the moment t=O or i is said to be the initial state of DCS, i E {O, 1, .. ., N}. 
So, .N (i,t) elementary machines constitute a computing "kernel" at the moment t ~ 0, .N (i,O)=i. This 
kernel is intended to realize an adapting parallel programs. While realizing the adapting programs the 
number of paraUel branches is fixed automatically, it corresponds to ·the amount of serviceable EM at any 
time moment. M (i,t) is used to designate the mean value of a number of restoring devices which realize a 
restoration of nonserviceable machines at a moment t ~ 0. 
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In the distributed CS there are hardware-so£tware reconfiguration means. These means take into 
account nonserviceable machines of the computing kernel and EM restored by RD. They are also applied to 
exclude nonserviceable EM from the kernel, to make up the connected configuration of all serviceable EM 
of computing kernel, to reduce a number of branches in the adapting program, to organize its execution in 
the computing kernel with the new configuration. 

Let C
1 

(i,t) be the mean value of a number of nonserviceable EM taken into account by the reconfig
uration means at the moment t ~ 0, i E {O, 1, ... , N}; v' is a rate of "eliminating" nonserviceable machines 
from the kernel. In addition., let C

11 

(i
1
t) be the mean value of a number ofrestored EM taken into consider

ation by the reconfiguration means; v ' is the rate of including restored machines into the computing kernel. 
A mean value of including time will depend on the time of constituting the configuration of serviceable 
machines of the existing kernel and restorated ones, readjusting adapting program into one with a larger 
number of branchers, restarting this program at the newly created kernel. 

The following equation takes place: 

C(i, t) + K(i, t) + N(i, t) = N, C(i, 0) = j, K(i, 0) = N - i - j, 

where C(i,t)=C' (i,t)+C" (i,t), K(i,t) is the mean value of a number of nonserviceable EM taken into acount 
by RD, t ~ 0, i E {O, l, ... , N}. Thus, we have the stochastic model for analysis of functioning distributed 
CS. 

TABLE. Optimal Dn-graphs 

NI I N I I 
l 

N{ I N I I N I I wo "'l wo 'Uil wo W] wo WJ wo Wj 

1U l 4 bU 5 •() llU l 4o ltiU l Tl :.nu l :.w 
11 l 3 61 l 11 111 l 13 161 1 17 211 1 20 
12 2 3 62 1 26 112 7 8 162 1 17 212 1 78 
13 1 '5 63 1 24 113 1 15 163 1 17 213 1 59 
14 1 4 64 l 14 114 1 .SO 164 1 50 214 1 38 
15 1 4 65 1 10 11 S 1 34 165 3 40 215 1 40 
16 1 6 66 1 10 11'6 l 32 ' I 166 1 22 216 1 58 
17 1 4 67 l 12 117 1 43 167 1 36 217 1 64 
18 1 4 ,5g l 26 118 1 18 168 l 16 218 1 100 
19 l 4 ,59 1 15 119 1 14 169 1 16 219 1 19 
20 l 8 70 2 25 l20 l 14 170 l 20 220 10 11 
21 l 6 71 l ll l21 l 16 171 l 18 221 1 21 
22 1 6 72 1 11 122 1 36 172 l 18 222 1 100 
23 1 '5 73 1 11 123 1 34 173 1 51 223 1 68 
24 3 4 74 1 22 124 1 52 174 2 33 224 1 22 
25 1 7 75 1 10 125 1 19 175 1 40 225 1 40 
26 1 10 

' 
76 1 10 126 2 49 176 1 38 226 1 4 2 

27 l 6 I 77 l 14 127 1 15 177 l 54 227 1 61 
' 28 1 6 78 1 12 128 1 15 178 1 78 228 1 82 

29 l 8 79 1 12 129 1 1'5 179 l 17 229 1 24 
30 2 9 so 1 22 130 1 28 180 9 10 230 1 20 

I 

31 1 7 81 1 24 13 1 1 20 181 I 19 231 1 20 
32 1 7 82 1 36 132 3 32 182 l 82 232 1 22 
33 1 6 83 1 11 133 l 14 183 l 54 233 1 71 
34 1 6 84 6 7 134 1 14 184 l 42 234 1 86 
35 1 10 85 1 13 135 l 18 185 1 40 235 1 65 
36 1 8 86 1 36 ' 136 l 16 186 2 39 236 1 42 
37 1 8 87 1 24 137 1 16 187 1 57 237 1 44 
38 1 16 88 1 26 138 2 15 188 1 22 238 1 64 
39 1 7 89 1 16 139 1 30 1.89 1 18 239 l 25 
40 4 5 90 1 12 140 1 32 190 1 18 240 1 110 
41 l 9 Sl 1 12 141 1 54 191 1 20 241 1 21 
42 1 16 92 l 14 142 1 64 192 2 21 242 l 21 
43 1 12 93 1 39 143 1 15 193 1 44 243 1 21 

I 44 1 8 94 1 26 144 8 9 194 1 42 244 1 72 
4'5 1 8 95 l 17 145 1 17 195 1 54 245 1 88 
46 1 10 I 96 1 42 146 1 64 196 1 86 246 1 66 
47 1 13 I 97 1 13 147 l 54 197 1 23 247 1 46 
48 1 20 98 l 13 148 1 32 198 2 81 248 1 26 
,49 1 9 99 1 13 149 1 34 199 1 19 249 1 69 
50 1 9 100 1 18 150 2 21 200 1 19 250 l 20 
51 1 9 101 1 30 151 1 20 201 1 19 251 1 20 
52 l 8 102 l 12 152 1 16 202 l 56 252 1 24 
53 l 8 103 l 12 

I 
153 l 16 203 l 36 253 l 22 

54 1 12 104 1 16 154 1 18 204 1 38 254 1 22 
5·5 l ! Cl 105 1 14 155 l 57 205 1 24 255 1 117 
56 1 10 106 1 14 156 l 46 206 l 74 256 1 92 
57 1 24 107 1 41 157 l 34 ; 207 l 18 
58 1 22 108 1 32 158 l 36 I 208 l 18 
'59 l 9 109 1 30 159 1 21 209 l 22 
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5. POTENTIAL ROBUSTNESS OF DCS 

Theoretically (on the basis of paraHel algorithms analysis) and experimentally (by means of realizing 
adapting parallel programs of complicated problems by DCS) it is shown that the values of system per
formance is directly proportional to the number of serviceable EM. Hence, the mean values of CS power 
(performance, capacity of memory, etc.) and throughput of all restoring devices at the moment t ~ 0 are 

Q(i, t) = N(i, t)w , M(i, t)µ 

respectively, where w is power of one EM. So, in our situation it is enough to use the Function of Potential 
Robustness: 

N(i, t) = Q(i, t)/Nw = N(i, t)/N. 

Unlabored calculations based on the stochastic model of functioning DCS give us: 

+ 

+ 

+ [N(a1 + :)1(0-1 + v) - (i + j)(o-1+,\+11) + i,\] _e_"''_i_ + 
~ 0'1 - 0'2 

+ [ N(o-2 + ~~(CL2 + 11) - (i + j)(0:2 + ,\ + 11) + i,\] _a_2e-=-~-1 

.c(i, t) = N - N(i , t) - M(i, t) , K:(i , t) = M(i, t), 

i E {N - m, N - m + 1, ... , N}, 11=,;'+11", 

o-1 ,2 = -~ [,\ + µ + v =t= J,\2 + µ2 + 112 - 2(,\µ + ,\11 + µv)] ' 

if N,\ ~ m(,\ + µ + ,\µ/11) is valid. For modern computing means the inequality,\<µ«: vis known to 
hold always, therefore 

N( . t) = Nµ + i,\ - (N - i)µ -(A+p)t 
i , , , e , 

... +µ ... +µ 
will describe DCS behaviour. Evidently the mean number of serviceable machines does not depend on the 
DCS initial state in the stationary regime: 

N = lim N (i, t) = N µ(.-\ + µ)-1 . 
t-oo 

So, there are no difficulties for express-analysis of Potential Robustness of DCS with arbitrary number 
of elementary machines. 

6. RESULTS 

The results obtained in the structure robustness are the basis for fast choosing the topologies of 
industrial distributed homogeneous multicomputer systems. Analysis of potential effectiveness of DCS 
shows that in order to choose the redundansy and the number of restoring devices it is sufficiently to use 
the formulae: 

N-n<lO, lNf, m<lO,lNf, 

where 1 x r is the closest to x integer such that 1 x r > x. 
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Abstract 

Short review of 'the modds based on the theory of self-adjoint extension 
of symmetric operator for the problem of diffraction of acoustical and elec
tromagnetic waves, nanoelectronics, the theory of Stokes and stratified flows, 
the problem of hydrodynamic stability of boundary layer and biophysics is 
given. 

A class of solvable models based on the operator extensions theory shall 
be described. The first model of such sort was put forward ten years ago by 
B.S. Pavlov [1] for the description of the Helmholtz resonator. The of the ap
proach is the followivg. Let nin be the dowain in R3 with smooth boundary an , 
nex = R3 \Qin, x 0 E on. Let u.s consider the Laplace operators with the Neumann 
boundary condition in L2(nin) and L2(ner) correspondingly. Let us restrict these 
operators onto the sets of smooth functions vanishing near the point Xo E an. 
The closures ~b", ~gr of t he obtained operators are the symmetric operators with 
the deficiency indices ( 1.1 ). Consequently, the operator ~b" EB ~gr has the defi
ciency indic-es (2.2). The equality of the deficiency indices causes the existence 
of self-adjoint extensions. These extensions are the model operators. The Green 's 
function, the solution of the scattering problem, and the scattering matrix can be 
found for the model operator in an explicit form. 

To make clear whether the model is realistic or not, it is necessary to compare 
the solutions of the model and "realistic" problems. Let r 6 = ann{ x : lx-xo I < 8} 
be the opening of radius 8. Let us consider the Laplace operator with a Neumann 
boundary condition on an r d and the condition of the absence of the radiation 
from the edges. We shall call this operator the "realistic" one. T he comparison of 
the realistic Green's function with the model one shows [3], [2] that one can choose 
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the extensi.on parameters in such a way that the model Green's function coincides 
with the main term of the asymptotics (in d) of the realistic Green 's funetion. 
To obtain the other terms of this asymptotic expansion, it is necessary to take 
into account multipoles, but the corresponding derivatives of the Green's function 
do not belong to the space L2 • To include these derivatives into the domain of 
the model operator it is necessary to extend the original space and to construct 
the model in this extended space (6]. The analogous situation is for the Dirichlet 
boundary condition. 

This program is reaiized in (4]. We obtain the model in the space with an 
indefinite metric. It is important that the model is "explicitly solvable". That is, 
if the solutions of the problems in oin and ne:r (without opening) are known then 
the model solution is found in an explicit form. It should be mentioned that the 
model and realistic solutions are alike in the operator sense. The relation between 
the resolvents of the model and realistic operators allows one to obtain desired 
information about different characteristics of the realistic operator. For example, 
if one fixes a semicircle lkl < R, lmk > 0, in the upper half-plane of spectral 
parameter k, then it is possible to choose the extension parameters in such a way 
that in this semicircle the spectral characteristics (for instance, resonances, i.e . 
zeros of the S-matrix usually called scattering frequencies) of the model operator is 
the approximation with high precision of the corresponding spectral characteristics 
of the realistic operator. Thus the model gives a low-frequency approximation in 
the problem of scattering of waves by the resonator with a small opening. The 
resonator with narrow sht can be described in the framework of this approach too 
[5]. 

The model is useful not only in acoustics and electrodynamics but also in 
other fields. The model has an interesting application in nanoelectronics. One can 
use the approach for the description of transport properties of the electron in 
mesoscopic structures analogous to the system of waveguides and resonators. The 
advantage of the model is that it allows one to obtain the transmission coefficient 
and the conductivity in an analytic form. The dependence of the transmission 
coefficient on the electron energy has a resonance character [7]. T his effect may 
be used for the construction of nanoelectronic devices , for example, a transistor 
based on the quantum interference phenomena. The extension theory can be used 
for the simulation of double-barrier mesoscopic structure. The quantum do t of this 
type is modelled by the resonator with semitransparent boundary (8]. 

The described zercr-width slits model can be applied for the hydrodynamics 
problem. Let us consider the periodic system of Helmholtz resonators (in R2 ) 

connected with the upper half-plane through small openings. The corresponding 
model problem can be solved explicitly. We obtain the dispersion equation. 

(G~"(x, Xo, k)-Gtn(x, xo , ko))I = (G""'(x, x0 , k)-G""'(x , xa, ko))I + L eipanG""(xn , x0 , k) 
::=::o :r::ro n;CO 

One can see that there is quasi-stationary bands and the corresponding sur-
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face wave. We shall consider the following problem. Let there is a flow of viscid 
compressible fluid in upper half plane. The problem of influence of acoustic effects 
on the hydrodynamic stability of boundary layer may be studied with using of 
the described model. It is shown that for some parameters of the system the flow 
becomes more stable due to the influence of the acoustic field . 

The same model system can be used for the description of the another (bio
logical) system - the lateral line organ of a fish. Our model allows one the compute 
the spectral characteristics of the acoustic system of the lateral line organ and the 
parameters of surface waves and to understand the possible mechanism of sound 
detection by this organ based on the resonance of the incoming wave with the 
surface wave of the lateral line. 

The another application of the operator extension approach is to the stokeslet 
method in the fluid mechanics. Stokeslet is the singular solution of the Stokes equa
tions describing the creeping flow (low-Reynolds-number flow). The review of the 
stokeslet applications is in (10) . It is possible to construct the operator version 
of the stokeslet approach based on the extension theory. In two-dimensional case 
the Stokes equations reduce to the biharmonic equation for the stream function. 
The first idea concerning to the operator description of zero-range interaction in 
this situation is in (11]. Here we start from the square of the Laplace operator 
restricted on the set of smooth functions vanishing simultaneously with its deriva
tives of first and second order . Its self-adjoint extensions gives us the model. The 
full description of the set of the extensions is given in (12). The obtained model° is 
one for the stokeslet of the first order. It is necessary to extend the initial space L2 
by adding the corresponding solutions with strong singularities to include higher 
stokeslets into the operator scheme. 

One can obtain the operator version also for the problem for a bounded 
domain when the singularity is at the boundary. In this case the initial restricted 
operator in the space L 2 has the dificiency indices (2,2). The self-adjoint extension 
is here the model of the creeping .flow in the domains , connected through the small 
opening. Using this approach one can describe the flows in different complicated 
domains. The results may be useful for the construction of various mechanical 
devices, such as the lubrication systems and fine servo systems. 

The another interesting application of the model is in the theory of stratified 
flows. It is known that the two-dimensional stratified flow of inviscid incompressible 
fluid in gravitational field is described by the non-linear Dubreil-J acotin equation. 
We suppose that the media is a dielectric one and consider this flow in an electric 
field. In this case the modified Dubreil-Jacotin equation can be derived. It c_an be 
reduced to the linear equation which is analogous to the Schrodinger one with an 
attractive potential. Hence, the eigenstates can exist . It means that there exist local 
eddies in the corresponding flow caused by the electric field. This result may be 
useful in the theory of lightning and the related topics. In the case when the electric 
field is absent one obtains the Helmholtz equation. Of course, we can consider the 
Dirichlet problem in the bounded domain. It is clear that zero-width slits model 
described above can be constructed in this case. Here it gives the description of 
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stratified flow in the domains connected through sm all apertures. 
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Abstract 
Protocol design nowa.days is performed using formal description techniques getting rid of implementation de

tails iUld aiming at clea.r .and concise specifications. 'Based o.n the mathematical model of (extended) finite state 
ma.schines the specification lililgua,ges SDL and Estelle have been da.J1da.rclized internationally. 

In this contribution a. method is presented bridging 'the gap between formally specified protocols of interest and 
their perfor.ma.nce evaluation. Simnla.to.rs a.re generated automatically a.nd directly out of formal Es telle system 
specifications including the protocols to be evaluated using an Estelle-G compiler. The method is verified by 
comparing performance :measures obtained out of generated ·simulators with those obtained out of a. hand-coded 
runnla.tor. 

1 Introduction 
Protocol specifications using SDL or EsteUe remove the well known dr.awba.cks of informal humiUI language spec
ifica.tiona like a.mbiguity, uncompleteness a.nd unprovea.bility of desired protocol properties . Formal specifica.t.iona 
therefor·e result in correc,t specifications. On t he other hand such formal specifications a.re ba.d suited to evaluate 
protocols in the time .domain due to the level of abstraction. Moreover, implementations of formally specified 
protocols :!:u.ve to be shown ·conform to t'he specification, ·w'hich is generally a hard problem. 

[n this ·paper media. a.cc·ess control protocols for short-range mobile radio applications are ll8ed to demonstrate 
the method of genera.ting simulators, which in turn Cll.ll be e:lt!ecnted to eval.ua.te performance measures of interest. 
Thereby, the scenario in which t.he protocols ar·e assumed to ·work is highway traffic. The intention is not to give a. 
complete formal specification of a .number of ·competitive protocols or ·t o describe in detail the mobility or cha.nnel 
models used for .simulation, therefore cf.[4], but to explain iUld verify th'e a.pplica.bility of the method. The ma.in 
idea. is 'to integra.te the simulation time into the operational ·semantic of the formal system specification in such a. 
wa.y, th'a.t the time ordering of the simllh.ted events rem'ains uneffected by the interpreta.tion of the semantic of t he 
system specification. 

,2 System concept 

.Protocols under inves tigation have to be specified completely using the formal description language Estelle (2), [8]. 
The services used by the specified protocols, like the physical lay.er .service, ha.ve also to be specified in Estelle 
by using appropria.te .abstractions. The concept .a.llows to t·eplace a. service specification in a modula.r way by a. 
protocol specification, which itself aga:i.n uses e.g. service specifications of a. lower layer, cf. 2. Therefore, the 
concept supports the successive specification of a com·plete protocol stack. Embedding time progress into the 
specifica.tion, d. :sec. 7, the complete system specifica.tion 'becomes e:lt!ecutable automatically, by tra.nsl.a.ting it to 
C nsing a.n exist,ent Estelle-C compiler, cf. £3]. The C-cocie subseq,uently is compiled a.nd linked together with a 
n.umber of assisting procedures a.nd functions ·defined externally a:nd the Estelle run-time library routines, realizing 
the 'opera.tiona.l semantics of the system specifica.tion d. [2]. Fig. 1 shows the process of genera.ting a. simula.tor 
out of .an Estelle sys·tem specification. The generated simula.tor's two major fea.tures are 

1. dynamically mo.nitoring the 

• internal beha.viour of the specified protocols by observing the protocol data. flow 
• observing the activation of service primitives to a.chive this flow 

• ·c:lt!ecution of tr.an.sitions and the related .specilied actions 

2. specifica.tion of dedicated event counters as a.dditiona.i v;a.ria.bles, yielding the basis of s tatistical evaluation of 
interesting p erformance measures like thronghput or hll.lldover rates. 
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Genera.tion of a. simula.tor 
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Figure 1: Genera.t.ion of ·a. simulator 

Both, 1. and 2. are to specify, since the specifier is free to decide what •events a.re to observe or evalua.te. 

3 .Modelling protocols 

Aiming a.t formal protocol specifications of media. access control protocols using Estelle or SDL, the :first task is to 
identify states, state transitions, protocol data. units (PD Us}, and appropriate service primitives (SPs), to be able to 
specify protocol behaviour .in terms of extended finite state maschines, cf.1(12]. As a pa.rt of this state-decomposition 
process t.he specifier ha.s e.g. to decide, whether information is modell,ed nsing states or using associated variables. 
The guide.line in this process should be readability and understandability [6] of the specification. The concept of 
communicating finite state ma.schines {12] lea.dB to modular extensible protocol stacks as shown in fig. 2 a.bo,,.e the 
physical layer ·service. Co:m:munication of ea.eh vehicle is modelled by ·a.n .instance of the specified protocol stack, 
which here comprises only layer 2 {MAC) and layer 7 (nser). To enable the running applications to communicate 
using the specified protocols, a. physical layer service is n,ecessa.ry as well a.s a. timer instance, synchronizing the 
protocol instances involved. 

Tbe physical layer service itself of cou.rse i.s specified a.s a. finite state automata., d.5 . Under modelling aspects 
the embedding of a. mobility model, indicated in fig. 2 by dotted lines within the physical layer service, can be 
thought of as a. large structured variable with actual values for location, speed, . . . of ea.eh vehicle. Simila.ry the 
physical channel model represents a. complex assignment opera.tor to assign to ea.eh tuple (transmitter, receiver, 
interferer!, iDterlerer2, ... ) the probability, that the receiv,er gets the data.block. Sec. 5 explains t he specification 
more detailed. l't i.s worth noting that both, the mobility a.:s well as the channel model, can be replaced by better 
models without changes to the specification. 

Executing such a. system specification meaD.s to interpret the specification according to the standardized oper
ational semantics of the .specification language used, e.g. E'stdle [2],[B]. To do this, a. compilation of the system 
specification to executable code ·is necessary. Sec. 2 ha.s shown, how such a. translation can be generated a.utoma.t
ica.lly. 

4 Modelling of radio transmission and mobility 

For radio tr;uistnission of data.blocks a. TDMA scheme with a frame a.nd slot structure is assumed. Thereby, perfect 
synchronization :is presumed. Identical slotnumbers in consecutive frames yield logical TDM-channels. Ea.eh station 
in the system is assum,ed to tr;uism.i't exactly o.ne data.block ·per frame, using a. channel. 

To decide, whether a. receiver in a. mobile radio network is a.ble to receive a transmitted data.block during a. 
slot, a. channel model is n,ecessa.ry. The ,decision is a. functio.n of 1the actual transmitter-receiver distance and a.ll 
distances ,of the receiver to ea.eh ,simultaneously transmitting station. Since the distances change continously, due 
to vehicles mobili,ty, a.:n a.ppr,opriate mobility model is required too. 

4.1 Channel .model 

The physical channel model is taken from [l} and .consid,ers the propagation and attenuation conditions at 60 
GHz thereby in.eluding possible (multi) co-channel interfere.aces at a receiver. The model is pa.ra.meterized by 
transmission power, weather conditions, error detection/correction coding and antenna. characteristics. Signal
to-noise and signal- to-interference ratios ,a.J:e derived and under the assumption of DPSK modulation the model 
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Figure 2: System specification 

calculates the probability for reception of a. data.block. The model provides the information tha.t signal energy is 
detectable but reception is not possible whenever a. receiver is too far dista.llt from the tra.nsmitter or co-cha.nnel 
interference is present. Tra.llsmission ra.llge.s a.re up to SOOm. Dependend on the a.ctual tr=smitter-receiver dista.llce, 
the sa.me cha.n.nel a.t the sa.me time ca.n be used successfully some distance a.pa.rt {space multiplmng). 

4.2 Mobility model 

Mobility is modelled using tbe scenario of a n-la.ne highway crossing. Vehicles a.re generated from four giveu density 
parameters, ea.eh for one direction of movement. By setting thl'ee of them to zero, uni-directional {Dl) mobility 
witb a.ll vehicles moving into the same direction call be simulated, a.nd by setting two of them to zero, bi-directional 
(02) mobility with one half moving into one a.lld the other half of vehicles moving into the opposite direction ca.n 
be investigated. The movement of vehicles is modelled correlated ta.king a large number of para.meters like weight, 
len.gtb, accelleration, decelleration, .•. into account . The speed of vehicles is normally distributed a.nd consta.nt, 
as long as ·no slower moving vehicle in the same la.ne in front forces a safe speed adaption by decellera.tion in case 
that no overta.k:i.ng is possible. As soon as overta.k:i.ng becomes possible it is performed thereby a.ccellerating to the 
former speed. In [4] it is shown, that mobility is modelled realietica,Uy, by comparing mobility measures out of 
simulations with empirical data. 

5 Physical layer service 
The physical layer service is specified wring only two states, namely IDLE a.nd TRANSMIT, d . fig.3. In state 
IDLE a.ll SPe of all MAC-instances (C..SENDreq or C...NOSENDreq) interacted during a slot a.re gathered. Thereby 
the SP C...NOSENDreq, interacted by a MAC instance if it has no data.block to transmit during the actual slot, is 
only necessary for time synchronization. Using a •counter variable, the physical layer service modnl tra.nsits into 
state TRANSMIT when the last MAC i.nsta.nce has i.ntera.cted its SP (ready:=TRUE). The physical layer service 
is a.ctivated only once per slot for tra.llsmisson, because it must be known, which MAC insta.nces try to transmit 
simulta.neously. Using the mobility model variables and the channel model function mentioned, the ,physical layer 
modul proves for ea.eh MAC insta.nce whether it receives a. data.block by intera.cting the SP M..RECind with the 
a.ppropriate data.block as a para.meter or it detects signal ene rgy (M..SIGNALi.nd) or nothing (M...NOTHINGind). 
Again, the SP M...NOTHINGi.nd is oniy necessary for time synchronization of the MAC i.nsta.nces, similary to 
C...NOSENDreq. 
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Actions: 

ALL: MAC-i.nsta.nces 

M_RECind 

M_SICNALind 

M_NOTH!NCind 

rea,dy : = FALSE 

Figure 3: Finite sta.te model for the physical layer service 

6 Media access control protocols and higher layers 
Based on the service of the physical layer, to intera.ct per slot either a M..RECind or a. M..SIGNALind or a 
M...NOTHINGind to ea.eh MAC instance, ea.eh receiver is able to record the observed event for ea.eh of the past N 
Blots, where N ist the number of slots per f:ra.me. Presuming f:ra.me synchronization each station is able to code its 
locally observed channel occupan·cy information into a N bit comprising bitmap. Based upon such bitmaps, which 

bitmap da.ta. 

Figure 4: Da.ta.blockformat of CSAP 

m oreov•er can be exchanged between neighboured stations, a number of multiple a.ccess protocols for TDMA ra.dio 
networks have been defined d. [10), [13], [7], [5]. The protocols differ in their 

• assumptions on detection information obtainable 

• mechanisms to initiate and perlorm a. handover 

• protection of channels due to differences in gathering local cha.nllel occupancy information 

The most simple protocol is CSAP (Concnrrent Slot ,A.,signment Protocol). It assumes no detection ability of a. 
transceiver. The bitmap is coded 'l' for reception of a. d.a.ta.block during a. slot, 'O' otherwise. The bitmaps a.re 
transmitted piggy backed a.spa.rt of ea.eh data.block, cf. fig. 4. A station perlorms a. handover, whenever it receives 
.a. data.block with a. bitmap w.here its own transmission slot is marked 'O', due to the assumption of interlerence. 
To reduce the t·esulting handover rate, the original CSAP ·wa.s changed and a handover performed only, if in two 
consecutive frames a 'O' .is encoun;tered. A station changes its .transmission slot (channel) excluding a.ll channels 
being marked occupied ('l') in a.t least •one of the bitmaps received during the last frame . Estelle specifications of 
some MAC protocols a.re given in (4] and (11}. 

The service CSAP provides for a. ~her layer is a continous data.block stream with one block per frame from 
ea.eh station being within the receive range. Vice versa, a. station transmits under the control of the MAC protocols 
exactly one data.block per frame. 

ISO /OSI layers 3 to 6 of the investigated system specification a.r·e a.ctua.lly empty, but can be extended using 
the concepts mentioned. The specified user application only consumes the received data.blocks without exeoiting 
any application. Vice versa. the assumed user a.pplica.tion. generates ·on.e empty data.block ea.eh frame. 

7 Specification of time 
To get executable specifica.tioDB it is necessary to specify the progress .of time explicitly as pa.rt of the system 
specification, d. fig. 2. Time is modelled a:nd specified a.ccording to the discrete periodic simulation a.pproa.ch. 
The atomic discrete time unit is the du:ra.tion of a. slot. With.in the time unit a.ll events a.re assumed to occux quasi 
simultaneously. The :Estelle m'odule TIMER is specified as a. time supervisor of a.ll (MAC) protocols instances 
generated during system .instantiation in a. server client mann·er .. It •controls the begi..nn.ing a.nd the number of slot s 
of a simulation. The TIMER instance a.ct s a.s a ;server a.nd the MAC instances as clients. The TIMER synchronizes 
the system by simultaneously interacting T ..SLGTind SPs (T _FRAMEind after ea.eh N times, respectively) to a.ll 
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MAC instances. Ea.eh MAC instance starts a.synchronously its individual protocol actions according to the valid 
system time right after receiving the SP, thereby initiating the actions of the physical layer service a.s described 
in 5. The subsequent synchronization of time is a.chived by the module TIMER by waiting until the la.st MAC 
instance has indicated a.synchronously, tha.t it is ready for the next slot by interacting the SP C_ TACTreq to the 
TIMER module. 

Every Estelle' modularization of the system specification bas to regard, that interpreting the system specification 
following the standardized semantic rules of Estelle (2] must not change the time ordering of the simulated events. 
Ea.eh specification satisfying this condition ca.n automatically be translated to executable code, implementing a. 
simulator of the whole system. 

The method ·allows ,the specification of time only by using discrete atomic time units (slots), e.g. wait 5 slots 
for a. time-out. Other measures like seconds must not be applied, because no semantic is sta.nda.rdized. 

8 Results 
The comparison of results gained by executing generated simulators out of Estelle system specifica.tipons (AC_PTS, 
Automotive Communications Protocol Test and Simulation tool) with simulation results obtained out of a. ha.nd 
coded MODULA_2 simulator (RAYS), d. (9), show definitely their correspondences. For a. detailed description 
of the simulation parameters cf. (4) . Exemplary fig. 5, 6,7 show the handover rates over the density of vehicles, 
the distribution of collided data.blocks over the receive n.nge R of a. station and the throughput as the number of 
successfully received data.blocks per frame within R. This result verifies impressively, on a simulation basis, the 

O. lS-r---=c=s,--A~P....,D"'""1-. ..,..A~c-=_p=--=T=s=---e------------, 

0.15 CSAP Dl RAYS ·c::>· • 

0.12 

handover 0.0 

0.06 

0.03 

0•-+-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-1 

0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 

density .A 

Figure 5: Handover rates of CSAP 

applicability of the method. Summerizing, the ma.in benevits of the discussed method a.re: 

• forma.1 correctness proofs are possible immediately, using existing tools 

• performance evaluation is possible immediately, using generated simulators 

• no conformance testing between formally specified protocols under investigation and their respective imple
mentation is necessary. 
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Abstract 
Generative channel models based on finite state models are introduced in this paper. 

The main method applied is separated quantisation of the various fading processes and 
their superposition to the channel process. A homogeneous finite state Markov model is 
proposed with constant transition probabilities to characterize the process. In addition 
a Semi-Markov model with transition probabilities depending on the specific sojourn
time is introduced. In both models the fading processes are modelled separately. Thus, 
the transition probabilities are independent from parameters like e .g. the mean of the 
process. Due to this type of independence, these models are very useful for stochastical 
simulation and mathematical analysis of mobile radio networks. The models defined are 
compared with well known fading processes derived from discrete lowpass filters. 

In mobile radio communications the quality of transmission is influenced significantly by 
fading of the signal envelope. Traditionally burst error behaviour of radio channels is 
modelled by stochastic processes. A common assumption used is the Wide Sense Stationary 
Uncorrelated Scattering (WSSUS) channel, making the channel model mathematically 
more tractable. A well known method for simulating the characteristics of a radio channel 
is to fi lter white Gaussian processes with the shape of the Doppler spectrum of the fading 
process. Although this model is known to represent the correlation characteristics of the 
mobile radio channel quite well, it is not very suitable for investigations by stochastical 
simulation because of low numerical efficiency of digital filtering. Considering mathematical 
analysis of the radio channel there are only few methods proposed with a limited range 
of application. Probability functions a.re conventionally used describing the process to 
calculate symbol error [lO]pp. 266. 

In this paper three generative channel models are presented which are in a certain sense self
parameterizing. They can be derived from state continuous WSSUS stochastic processes. 
The main principle is discretizing the continuous state space of the process to a finite number 
of states. By this way a generalized Gilbert-Elliot model is parameterized. Algorithms 
are described how to get a mapping to finite state models. Correctness of mapping is 
shown by means of simulation considering propability of duration of fading and non-fading 
intervals. Fading processes described by a Rayleigh and a Lognormal distributioJ! an be 
modelled separately. In the same way as these state continuous processes are superimposed 
independently, they might also be combined as state discrete models to substantially ease 
the calculation of the parameters characterizing the fading process. 
These models are useful representations of the radio channel for mathematical analysis and 
to calculate its entropy. In addition they can easily be used to generate streams of correlated 
disturbed symbols for stochastical simulation. 
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The paper is organised as follows: Classical fading models are reviewed in chapter 1. In 
chapter 2 Markov models for the fading radio channel are introduced. Then the transition 
probabilities are derived. Two methods are proposed namely as an approximation, where 
level crossing rates are used to calculate the transition probabilities and as a more realistic 
model. For this model estimators are proposed to calculate the transition probabilities from 
a pattern processes gained by digital filters. In chapter 3 similar methods are derived for 
Semi-Markov models. In chapter 4 processes from these models are compared to random 
paths gained from discrete digital filters. 

1 Classical Modelling of Fading Radio Channels 

For the purpose of stochastic simulation the fading processes can be generated by quadratic 
addition of filtered independent white Gaussian noise sequences. In Fig. 1 the basic setup 
to generate the processes is described. After filtering, the two zero mean processes are 

Figure 1: Model to generate Rayleigh fading processes 

associated with the inphase and quadrature components of the fading signal. Due to [8] the 
noise equivalent bandwidth of the filters is 

x = 1,2 

Assuming for the transfer function Hx(O) = 1 and for the deviation of {Gx(n)} ac"' = 1 
the autocorrelation functions of the processes { Dx ( n)} are described by 

x = 1,2 

For non-frequency selective fading the transmitted signal is multiplied by the fading am
plitude. With a modified structure [9] (7] it is possible to generate asymmetrical spectra 
which are observed if the angle of the radio waves reaching the receiver is not uniformly 
distributed. 
Non-Gaussian density functions are usually generated by algebraic operations on Gaussian 
processes. Rician fading is obtained by adding a constant factor to one of the branches [8). It 
should be mentioned that usually the correlation is modified by these algebraic operations. 
A second method to generate correlated sequences is described in [5], pp 67. Algebraic 
algorithms are used to build a quasi deterministic channel with the desired correlation 
properties. Because several branches are needed, this method seems not to be numerical 
efficient. 
Often channel state models are used for investigations in error control algorithms. Each 
st ate is related to a certain symbol error [l]. Calculating the transition probabilities of t he 
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state model requires some effort, but the main problem is that with changing the scenario, 
e.g. the velocity of the station, the probabilities must be calculated again. In chapter 5 
algorithms are proposed to avoid this problem and reduce the numerical effort. 
Fading processes generated by the model outlined in Fig. 1 are usually denoted as ARMA 
processes [3]. They can be approximated by state models. Using a Markov chain needs 
lower numerical effort then using digital filters. In the following a brief review of Markov 
models is given. 

2 Markov Models 

Let S = {S0 ,S1 ,S2 .. ·,Sx},K E IN define a finite set of states and {Sn},n E JN0 be a 
homogeneous discrete-time Markov process. The transition probabilit ies 

Pi.J = Pr { Sn+t = j!Sn = i} 

are independent from index n. The equilibrium state probabilities can be described in 

v= vp 

with v = (vi)i=LK and p = (p;,; )i,j=t..K· The transition probabilities can be determined 
by observing the original fading process {A(n) }. Let A = {A1, A2, A3 ··· ,Ax} define a set 
of thresholds with A; < A;+1 , i = 1..K. Thus , {Sn} is said to be in state S; at t ime instant 
k if 

A; < A(n) < A;+l for n E No, i = l.. K 

Due to this algorithm a state Si is a mapping of a set of values of the original process. 
A transition i ~ j of the process {Sn} means crossing the levels 

A1 for all l = i .. j + 1 if i > j and Am for all m = j .. i + 1 if i < j . 

Thus, an approximation can be made. 

2.1 Approximation of the Transition Probabilities 

Extending [6] to a model consisting of more than only two states the transition probabilities 
can be approximated by level crossing rates (LCR) which can be calculated from second 
order statistics . In [14] a similar approach is presented. The following assumption is made: 
The original fading process {A(n)} is assumed to be slow enough or the discrete-time 
parameter of the Markov chain· is short enough so that the process only crosses one 
threshold. Thus, consecutive values are assumed to be neighbouring states. That means 
Pi ,j = 0 for all \i - jl > l. Then the transition probabilities of the Markov chain can be 
derived approximately by using the level crossing rate [5]. 

N1(Ai) 
i = 2 .. K Pi-1 ,i = 

Rt(F(A;) - F(A;_i)) 

N1(A;) 
i = 1..(K - 1) Pi,i-t = Rt(F(A;+1) - F(Ai)) N1(A1) 

PO,l = 
Pi,i = 1 - Pi,i -t - Pi,i-2 i = 2 .. (K - 1) RtF(A1) 

Nc(Ax) Po,o = 1 - Po,1 
PK.K -1 = Rt(l - F(AK )) 

PK,K 1 - PK,K - 1 

PK-1,K - l = 1 - PK - l,K - PK - l,K- 2 
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where 

Ni(Ai ) = {¥-1d exp {-;} 

denotes the level crossing rate and Re the sample rate. F(Ai) denotes the stationary proba
bility function of the process {A(n)} at the threshold Ai, !d represents the Doppler frequency 
which is f d = x. The velocity of the station is v, the wavelength is >.. Due to this algorithm 
P is a band diagonal matrix. 

2.2 .Estimation of the Transition Probabilities 

In [3] the maximum likelihood estimator for t he transition probabilities is derived. If ni ,j 

denotes the number of observed transit ions of the original process from state i to state j 
and ni denotes the total number of transitions leaving state i , then the estimator is 

• n i,j 
Pi1· = - i, j = l..K. 

, ni 

3 Semi-Markov Models 

Using a discrete-state discrete-time Markov model implies a geometrical distribution of t ime 
the process remains in a state without changing to another one. Let t his time be the sojourn
time. The probability of remaining in state i for k time intervals and changing then to j 
is 

P. ·(k) - p · .k p · . t i) - i,z t,J · 

T he assumption of a geometrical sojourn-time distribution function is not valid in general. 
Processes with a general distribution are more favourable. Due to [3] a stochastic pro
cess is denoted as a homogeneous discrete-time Semi-Markov process if the sojourn-time 
distribution densities 

Qi,j(k) =Pr {Sn+l = j, Tn+l - Tn = klSn = i} 

are independent of n . With the sojourn-time distribution functions Q i,j ( m) = l::Z'= 1 qi,j ( k) 
the t ransition probabilities of the embedded Markov chain are Qi,j = Qi,j(oo). The Semi
Markov kernel is the matrix q(k ) = (qi1(k))i,J=L K' Estimators to calculate Qi,j(k) can be 
derived in a similar way as described in chapter 2.2. 

4 Realisation of the Models and Results 

A digital filter for simulating fading channels is usually realized in the time domain, see [8) 
[15). The generation of pattern sequences for setting up a Markov model is also possible by 
filtering in the frequency domain because only sequences of a certain length are needed. For 
our models Gaussian noise has been fil tered with a second order lowpass. Rayleigh fading 
is obtained by the model outlined in Fig. 1. 
Comparing the three models is possible by measuring the correlation of the fading processes, 
or the power spectra, respectively. This type of correlation is denoted in [2] as global cor
relation and the local correlation is introduced. It can be shown, that the first order local 
correlation of models derived from level crossing rates equals t he level crossing rate itself 
related to a time unit [11]. 
The model derived from level crossing rates (LCR-Approximation) is easy to parameterize, 
but there is no possibility to influence the exact shape of the spectrum of t he process, or 
autocorrelation respectively. 
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The other two models (Markov-Model, Semi-Markov-Model) parameterized according to the 
filter process can be influenced in their correlation properties by the original filter process 
itself. 
In this paper two additional measures to characterize the correlation properties of the pro
cesses shall be proposed. Let F o( a, k) be a measure for the interval's length a process {Sn} 
is above a certain level a. The density fo(a,k) is given by the probability that the values 
of the process are greater than a for a sequence of k samples 

f O (a, k) :=Pr {Sn> a, Sn+l >a,··· Sn+k >a, Sn+k+l $a JSn-1 $a}. 

The probability density of a process {Sn} is below a level a can be defined in a similar 
way. These measures are interpreted as the probability density function (pdf) of fading and 
non-fading intervals. Let So( t 0 , tu) be a measure for the length of time a process {Sn} moves 
in a state space limited by two levels t 0 and tu and changes then to a value larger than t 0 • 

The respective density is 

so(to,t.,,k) :=Pr {tu$ Sn< to, tu$ Sn+l < to, tu$ Sn+2 <to,· ··tu$ Sn+k <to, 

Sn+k+l >to j (Sn-1 <tu V Sn-1 ~to)}• 

A similar measure with respect to a change to lower values can be defined also. 
In Figs . 2 to 5 the measured probability density functions are depicted. For the sojourn-time 
pdf the two thresholds are 0.8 and 1.0. For the fading pdf the threshold is 1.8. According 
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Figure 2: Pdf of Sojourn-Time moving down Figure 3: Pdf of Sojourn-Time moving up 

to the measures sojourn-time pdf the Semi-Markov model fits best the original process 
represented by the curve denoted 'Filter'. The mean square distances of the measured 
sojourn-pdf of the three models related to a process generated by filters (!9 / f sample = 0.006) 
are listed in the following table. 

thres- M-Model SM-Model LCR-Model 
hold up down up down up down 

0.6 0.8 36.67 54.81 12.78 6.08 1210.76 1434.40 
0.8 1.0 16.77 I 83.24 • 7.95 0.86 1133.19 1762.70 
1.0 1.2 ' 11.67 21.98 18.20 4.84 1382.88 1422.83 
1.2 1.4 25.01 59.74 16.38 32.13 1481.95 1686.01 

Considering a slowly varying process (which means a low Doppler frequency related to 
the sample frequency) the LCR-Model approximates the Markov-Model well but there is a 
significant sojourn-time in any state. Thus, in this case the Semi-Markov-Model is better 
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Figure 4: Pdf of Fading Intervals Figure 5: Pdf of Non-Fading Intervals 

than the two Markov models. Rapid fading processes do not have a significant sojourn-time 
in a ny state. Thus, the Semi-Markov-Model is approximated well by the Markov-Model. 
The LCR-Model does not fit the original very well, because only transitions to neighbouring 
states are allowed. 
The measures fading/ non-fading pdf show that no one of the three model processes fit t he 
original process represented by the curve denoted 'Filter' well, but the LCR-Model is the 
worst one, see Fig. 4 and 5. 

5 Hybrid Models and Network Simulation 

In mobile radio scenarios the fading processes are usually not modelled by a single fading 
process. Often a superposition of several processes is necessary. Two examples shall be 
given. The signal of each interferer is considered to be uncorrelated with the receivers signal 
and it's signal power is added at the receiver together with Gaussian noise. The resulting 
process of the signal-to-interference-ratio is determined by all components especially by all 
the interferers, Eq. 2. 

S . _ SPtr (2) 
sir - ~M s s 

.L.;i=l i + N 

Another scenario for a hybrid process is the superposition in a Suzuki process. The fast 
Rayleigh fading process and the ~ognormal process are superimposed there [7]. With the 
proposed state models a comfortable simulation structure can be derived. Each process is 
modelled by it's parameter-discrete approximat ion. After mapping the state to it 's signal 
value these values are combined as in the original parameter-continuous process. 
For network simulation, the influence of each station with a relevant amount of disturbance 
in respect to a certain receiver can be modelled by a finite state model. The mean value 
of t he state model is normalized to one. The actual mean of t he process, determined from 
the distance of the station to the receiver , is adjusted during the simulation run. By that 
independence of the processes from variations of the topology is gained. T he transition 
matrixes of the models need not be calculated scenario specific. 
Independence from the velocity of a certain st ation (which determines the width of the 
fading spectrum) is realized during a simulation run by sampling the original fading _pro cess 
according to t he highest velocity. Then the actual velocity can be realized by interpolation. 
The goal should be to avoid calculating new transition probabilities during a simulation run. 
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6 Conclusion 

Three finite state models for fading processes have been discussed and compared with fading 
processes generated from a digital filter model. 
Two measures have been defined and used to compare the results of the models. According 
to these measures the Semi-Markov model fits best the original process. Suggestions have 
been made how to use the derived models for simulation including the mobile radio channel. 
With this proposals there is a possibility to consider a whole network ( ISO / OSI-layer 1 to 
3 ) including the effects of the radio channel. Further investigations are necessary to define 
classes of relevant fading spectra due to characteristic error pat terns. 
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Abstract - We investigate channel assignment problems for two general classes of cellular 
radio networks . The blocking probability of a network is chosen as optimization criterion . 
Two divide-and-<:onquer algorithms are presented which for both types of networks determine 
an optimal allocation of one channel. By iteratively applying these algorithms an abitra ry 
number of channels may be allocated efficently. This method yields a blocking probability 
close to the optimum. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A growing demand for mobile radio communication is ·expected in the near future, particularly 
for urban ar·eas with high traffic density. Thus, carefully designing channel allocation to ac
commodate a maximum of calls becomes one of the most challenging tasks for cellular radio 
networks. The available channels have to be aUocated to base stations in such a way that 
channels in use at neighbouring stations do not interfere. The system can be described by an 
interference graph in which the nodes represent cells, and linked nodes indicate neighbouring 
cells, which must not use the same channel simultaneously. 

Fixed channel assignment (FCA) and dynamic channel assignment (DCA) are two basic 
methods for allocation. At low traffic intensities DCA is more flexible and has smaller blocking 
probability, while for heavy load conditions FCA seems to be superior. This is a result of Kell y 
[7] for simple linear networks and maximum packing, introduced by Everitt and Macfadyen 
[3]. A mixed form of both strategies, hybrid channel assignment (HCA), tries to sidestep the 
disadvantages by allocating a certain subset of channels fixed and the others dynamically. In 
general, the analysis of DCA strategies seems to be very difficult. Analytic results are known 
only for special cases, e.g., constant traffic intensity over all cells and linear interference patterns 
with direct neighbours. Investigations of the performance of certain DCA algorithms are often 
based ·on simulation and comparison with the corresponding optimal fixed channel assignment. 

T his shows that optimal FCA is an important question for cellular radio networks. Un
fortunately, even fixed channel assignment is NP-hard in general. For the subclass of linear 
networks there are efficient algorithms, compare [8]. In this paper we cover wider classes of 
networks which allow the efficient calculation of an optimal channel design . The purpose of this 
approach is threefold: (I) for many real world problems the class of investigated networks may 
serve at least as an approximation, (2) the performance of different DCA algorithms may be 
compared to an achievable bound, and :(3) we obtain a class of realistic scenarios to test heuristic 
procedures developed for general FCA (e.g .. , based on stochastic optimization [2), [8]) . 

Section 2 illustrates in detail our model to tackle the channel assignment problem, where 
in particular traffic intensity may vary over different cells. In section 3 we introduce the class 
of quasi-linear networks where vertices are linearly ordered such that for each node the largest 
adjacent node is less than or equal to the largest adjacent node of its next largest neighbour . A 
slightly adapted definition applies for quasi-cyclic networks which are investigated in section 4. 

This work was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft under grant no. Ma 1184/2-4. 
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2. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS 

For ease of reference we start with some basic definitions, which will be important later on. 

Defi.nitio.n 1. The pair (V, E) with a finite set V of nodes (vertices) and a set of edges E C 
V(2 ) = {e c V; lei = 2} is called a (simple) graph. A subset W C V is called independent, if 
w<2l n v = 0 holds. 

In the following we investigate the problem of assigning N channels, numbered 1, .. . , N, to 
a network Z = {Z1 , .•. ,Zz} of z cells such that a benefit function is minimized under certain 
technical constraints. The notion 'channel' has ·different meanings, depending on the particular 
technology. In FDMA-systems a 'channel' may be identified with its carrier signal, in TDMA
systems a group of logical time slots using the same frequency is combined to a 'channel'. 

Because of interference, neighbouring cells may not use the same channel. In general, these 
constraints are represented by a so called interference graph G z = (V, E) with 

V = {Z1, ... , Zz }, and E = { {Zi, Zj}; interference between Z; and Zj may happen}. 

In this paper we restrict our attention to co-channel-interference, i.e., interference may only 
occur between channels of the same frequency. 

The assignment of channels to ceUs is described by binary matrices in t he following way. 

Definition 2. A matrix MN = (mi;)~;J:,, 1 E {O, 1}%xN is called an N-channel design for an 
interference graph Gz, if each column of MN induces an independen t set in G z, i.e., the sets 
Wj = {Z;; mii = 1, i = 1, ... , z} are independent in Gz for all j = 1, ... , N. 

m;j = 1 means that the jth channel is allocated to cell Z;. The number ai of channels 
available for cell Z; under design MN is given by 

N 

a, = L m;j, i = 1, ... , z . 
j=l 

(1) 

Definition 3. An N-channel design MN = (m;j)::J:,, 1 is called admissible, if there is no N

channel design M/v = (mij)~,'f:, 1 such that mi; 2: m;j for all i,j and MJv f:. MN. Otherwise 
MN is called inadmissible. 

The performance of channel designs is ranked by their overall blocking probability for the 
whole network. For this purpose we assign to e:ach cell Z; a discrete probability measure f ; with 
support N. The blocking probability Bz; (a;) for cell Z; with ai allocated channels is calculated 
according to 

Bz; (a;) = 1 - L fi(k). (2) 
k=l 

Th is representation allows for modeling unbalanced traffic intensity in different cells, which is 
usually encountered. Extreme ·cases are ai = 0, when the blocking probability is 1, and ai---+ oo 
which entails Bz, (a;) ---+ 0, since :Lr'=l Ji (k) = 1. f;(k), k E N, describes the decrease of 
blocking probability in Zi if an ·extra channel is added to k - 1 present. This notion will turn 
out to be very convenient w.r.t. the subsequent algorithmic approaches. 

The overall blocking probabi'lity C.S(MN) of Z using MN is thus calculated as 

z z ai 

C.S(MN) = LwiBz,(ai) = 1 - LwiLf;(j), (3) 
i= l i=l j;;:;:l 
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where each cell Z; is assigned a certain weight w; ~ 0, expressing the relative importance of 
satisfying calls in this cell. In our model we neglect roaming and handover between neighbouring 
cells. [nvestigations of Everitt und Macfadyen give reasons for this widely accepted assumption; 
these effects have nearly no influence on the blocking probability [4). 

A further aspect is mobile-to-mobile-communication. H this type of communication makes 
up less than 20% of load it may be ignored [4] . Blocking probabilities of magnitude 2-4% are 
tolerable for a smooth operation of the network [12]. 

In the foUowing we will look for an N-channel design which minimizes the benefit function 
~.or equivalently maximizes I:;=l w; I:j~ 1 fi(j). Obviously, we may restrict our attention to 
the class of admissable designs. The following example deals with an important instance of 
blocking probabilies and weights. 

Example. Traffic load ..\; (in erlangs) is assumed in each cell Z;. If arriving calls in each 
cell are described by independent Poisson processes with arrival rate 11;, and the corresponding 
service times by independent random variables with distribution G; having finite expectation a; , 

then the stationary blocking probability Bz, (a;) in cell Z; is obtained by the Erlang-B-formula 
[13] 

(4) 

Without priorities among calls, weights proportional to ..\; seem to be reasonable. After nor
malization we have w; = >.;j L~=I >.k, i = 1, ... , z. These weights have been suggested in [14], 
[15]. 

We are now prepared to introduce the co- Channel Assignment Problem in a complexity 
theoretical way. 

coCAP(N), NE N: 

[nstance: 

Problem: 

A network Z = {Z1, ••• ,Zz}, rational cell parameters (f;,w;)i;; 1 , and an 
interference graph G z. 
Determine an N-channel design M;., with ~(M;.,):::; ~(MN) for all N-channel 
designs MN . 

coCAP(N) is a generalization of graph colouring, and thus NP-hard, see [8). ln particu
lar, no efficient algorithm is known yielding an adequat approximate solution of coCAP(N) in 
polynomial time. 

3. QUASI-LINEAR NETWORKS 

The next two sections deal with two general classes of cellular networks for which coCAP(l) is 
efficiently solvable. Iterative application of the corresponding algorithm leads to heuristics well 
suited for coCAP(N) , N > 1. 

Definition 4. Given an interference graph G z = (Z, E), the set of right and left neighbours of 
Zi ,E Z is defined as 

R(Z;) = {Zj E Z; i < j, Z; and Z; are adjacent}, 

.C(Z;) = {Zi E Z; j < i , Z; and Zj are adjacent}. 

With D(Z;) = IR(Z;)I + l.C(Z;)I w,e define the maximum bandwidth of the network Z as ~(Z) = 
max1 5i:-:;z D(Z ;) . 
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Fig. 1. Interference graph of a quasi-linear network (k = 4) 

Definition 5. a) A network Z is called qua.si-Jinear with reuse distance k + 1, if for all Z; E Z, 
1 $ i $ z - 1, there are integers ri ~ i satisfying 

,. R(Zi) = {Zi E Z; i < j $ r;}, 
,. r;:Sr;+i, i=l, ... ,z-2, 
• max1<i<z-1 {ri - i} = k. 

b) A qua.si- Jinear network Z is called linear with .reu.se distance k + 1, if z > k and if the 
numbers r; from a) satisfy ri = k + i, i = 1, ... , z - k, and r; = z, i = z - k + 1, ... , z - 1. 

Remark. a) Quasi-linear networks may be characterized analogously via left neighbours and 
integers l;, 2 :Si$ z, satisfying 

•• .C(Zi) = {Zi E Z; £; $ j < i}, 
·• ei $ £;+1. i = 2, ... , z - 1, 
• max2s;is;z{i - £;} = k . 

b) In the following we set for quasi-linear networks rz = z und £1 = 1. 
c) Whether a network is quasi-linear depends on a the numbering of nodes. Given some inter
ference graph (Z , E) and [( EN, the problem of deciding if there exists an appropriate renu m
bering of nodes such that bandwidth .6.(Z) :S [(is achieved, is NP-complete (see [6], p. 200). 

Fig. 1 represents the interference graph of a special quasi-linear cellular network. The 
simplest case of a linear network (reuse distance k = 1 or 2) are investigated for DCA in [l], [5], 
[7], [11]. All these papers suppose homogeneous traffic load >.i =>.which allows to solve coCAP 
easily. FCA and DCA may then be compared by simulation. 

Due to a 1representation as generalized Fibonacci numbers [9], even for linear networks 
the number of admissible 1-channel designs increases exponentially with the number of cells z. 

However, there is an efficient algorithm to solve coCAP(l) for quasi-linear networks. 

Theorem l. For any qua.si-Jinear cellular network Z with reuse distance k + 1 coCAP(l) can 
be solved in O(z2+log2(ti.(Z)+l)) steps. 

Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that G z is connected such that r; > i fo r all 
i = 1, ... , z - 1. For a 1-channel design P1,z = (p1, .. . ,pz)t'", Pi E {O, l}, 1 $ i $ z, by 
P ;,J> 1 $ i $ j :S z, we derwte the subdesign {pi, .. . ,pj)t'" of Pi ,z · Pi,i stands for the empty 
design whenever i > j. For i :S k ~ j designs may be concatenated a.s Pi,j = Pi,k Pk+ 1 ,j. 

Now, let p • = {pi, ... ,p;) an admis.sibleoptimal I-channel design and a E · {l, . .. ,z}. 
1'hen there is an index b E {la,, ... , r 11 } which induces a decomposition of P* = P 1 P2 P 3 in 
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three subdesigns with the following properties. 

P 1 = Pi,t&-l is an optimal 1-channel design for thesubnetwork {Zi, . . . , Ze6 -i}. (5) 

p2 = Pe:,b-1 = (0, ... ,o)tr. (6) 

p3 = Pb,z is an optimal 1-channel design for the subnetwork {Zb, ... , Zz}, (7) 

and P'b = 1 holds. 

{ Z1, ... , Zt,-i} denotes the empty set if f.b - 1 ~ 0. A decomposition of such type exists for 
any admissible optimal 1-channel design p•, because at least one of the numbers Pta, ... , Pra is 
equal to 1, Pb say, .since otherwise p· would not be admissible. Each of the three by b induced 
subdesigns Pi,t

6
_ 1 ,Pe:.b-l• and Pb~z has properties (5) - (7), since otherwise p• would not be 

optimal. Observe that the optimality of P 1 und P3 strongly depends on the particular structure 
of quasi-linear networks. 

Let t1c(z) denote the calculation time (proportional to the number of steps) to determine 
an optimal 1-channel design for a quasi-linear network of reuse distance k + 1 and z cells in the 
worst case. We set t1c(z) = 0 when z ~ 0. The above decomposition yields the following bound 

r., 

t1c(z) ~ L (t1c(fb - 1) + t1c(z - b + 1)). 
b=la 

Obviously, t1c(z) is increasing in z, such that 

r., 

t.dz) $ L 2 max{t1c(fr., - 1), h(z - ea+ 1)} $ 2(~(Z) + 1) max{t1c(er., - 1), t1c(z - ea + 1)}. 
b=l., 

A good upper bound is obtained by choosing a in such a way that the numbers P.r
0 
-1 ~ a+ k-2 

and z-ea +l S z-(a-k)+l are as close as possible to the same value. a+k-2 = z-(a-k)+l 
leads to a = lf J + 2. By induction we obtain the following upper bound 

t1c(z) $ 2 (~(Z) + 1) t1c(l~J + k + 1) ~ 22 (~(Z) + 1)2 t1c(l Lz/ 2J2+1c+t J + k + 1) 

~ 22 (~(Z) + 1)2 t1c(lf + ~ (k + l)J) 

< 2Llog2(z)J (~(Z)+ 1)llog2(z)J t1c(l Z + 2Liog;(z)J -1(k+1)J) 
- 2Ltog2(z)j 2 Llog2(z)-1J 

~ z2 zlog 2 (Ci.(Z)+l) t1c(2k + 4) = O(z2+log 2 (Ci.(Z)+l)). 
• 

Observe that ~(Z) $ 2k for quasi-linear networks with reuse distance k + 1, therefore the 
upper bound in Theorem 1 is polynomial in z. The following result is an immediate consequence 
of Theorem 1. The proof is based on the fact that ~(Z) = 2k for any linear network with reuse 
distance k + 1. 

Corollary 1. [8] For any linear cellular network Z with reuse distance k + 1 coCAP(l) can be 
solved in O(z2+log2(21c+l)) steps. 

Following the lines of the above proof makes clear how to construct a corresponding algo
rithm to solve coCAP(l) for quasi- linear networks. To get an efficient implementation, calcu
lating the decomposition (5) - (7) should be preceded by determining P3 = Pb~z · For if P'b = 0, 
then P 1 = Pi,e, _1 need not be calculated any more since p• is cannot be optimal. That is the 
re.ason why the expected calculation time is significantly smaller than the worst-case bound of 
Theorem 1. 
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4. QUASI-CYCLIC NETWORKS 

The idea of quasi-linear networks may be applied to certain cyclic networks . We first transfer 
Definitions 4 and 5. 

Definition 6. Given an interference graph Gz = (Z, E), the set of cyclic right and left neigh
bours of Z; E Z is denned a.s 

Rzyk(Z;) = {Z; E Z; (j - i) mod z::; l(z - l)/2J, Z; and Z; are adjacent}, 

.Czyk(Z;) = {Zi E Z; (i - j) mod z::; lz/2J, Zi and Z; are adjacent}. 

With Dzyk(Zi) = IRzyk{Z;)I + l.Czyk(Z;)I we defi.ne :the maximum and minimum bandwidth, 
respectively, as ~zyk(Z) = max1s;is;z Dzyk(Z;), .and Ozyk(Z) = min1s;is;z Dzyk(Z;). 

Definition 7. a) A network Z is .called quasi-cyclic with reuse distance k+ 1, if for all Z; E Z 
there exis.t integers r; satifying 

·• Rzyk(Z;) = {Zj E Z; i =/= j und (j - i) mod z::; r;}, 

·• T(imodz)+l ::; T((i+l)modz)+l 1 i = 1, · · ·, z, 
• max1s;;::;z{(r; - i) mod z} = k. 

b) A quasi-cyclic network Z is called cyclic with reuse distance k + I, if z > 2k and if the 
numbers r; from a) satisfy (r; - i) mod z = k, i = I, ... , z. 

Fig. 2 shows the interference graph of a cyclic network with reuse distance 3. Applying 
the algorithm for quasi-linear networks iteratively yields an efficient solution of coCAP(I) for 
quasi-qclic networks . 

Theorem 2. For any quasi- cyclic network Z with reuse distance k +I coCAP(l) can be solved 
in O((o2 yk(Z) +I) (z - Ozyk(Z) - I)2+10&2(A,~k(ZJ+ll) steps. 

Proof. Let io satisfy IRz;ik(Z;0 )1+llz11k(Z;0 )I = 
o(Z). For any admissible optimal I-channel de
sign P* = (Pi, ... , p;) there is an index a E { io} U 
lnd(.C2 yk{Z;0 )) U lnd(Rzyk(Z;0 )) = A with p; = 
I, where for some U C Z the set lnd(U) de
notes the indices of cells contained in U. Opti
mal channel designs may be determined as fol
lows. Set p; = I, one after the other for all in
dices in A, and calculate some admissible opti
mal I-channel design for the quasi-linear network 
Za = Z \ ( { Za} U.Lzyk ( Za) U Rzyk{ Za)) using the 
interference graph of Z restricted to Za. Obvi
ously IZal::; z-Ozyk(Z)- I holds. By Theorem. I 
O((z - Ozyk(Z) - 1)2+log2(A,yk(Z)+ll) steps are 
necessary since Ll(Za) ::; Llzyk(Z). The optimal 
design is obtained by comparing the Ozyk (Z) + I 

Fig. 2. Interference graph of a 
a cyclic network (k = 2) 

channel designs thus calculated. In summary, the cumulated number of steps with this procedure 
is O((ozyk(Z) + 1) (z - Ozyk(Z)- 1)2+log1(A.y.(Z)+1)). • 

Obviously, for quasi-cyclic networks with reuse distance k +I it holds that ~zyk(Z) $ 2k 
and 0 ::; Ozyk(Z) ::; 2k. As Ozyk(Z) = ~zyk(Z) = 2k for cyclic networks with reuse distance 
k + 1, from Theorem 2 we obtain the following result. 

CoroUary 2. For any cyclic network Z with reuse distance k +I coCAP(I) can be solved in 
0((2k +I) (z - 2k - I)2+log2(2k+l)) steps. 

Iterative use of the above algorithms is a reasonable heuristic to solve coCAP(N) for N > 1. 
Though, in general we will not end up with an optimum solution. Let PN denote a design 
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iteratively calculated, and PN an optimal one. An upper bound of the difference S(PN )-S(PN) 
is obtained along the following lines. Let I (Z) be the maximum number of elements in an 
independent set of the interference graph G z ' and b(i-l)N+t = w; f;(l), i = 1, . .. ' z, e = 
1, _ . . , N . By b(1) ~ b(2) ;::, ... ~ b(Nz) we denote the components of (b1, .. . , bNz) in decreasing 
order. Obviously 

S(PN) - S(J>N)::; S(PN) - (1 - I:f':·{(Z) b(i}) 

holds, since each channel may be used in at most I ( Z) cells. Of course there remains to determine 
I(Z) which unfortunately is NP-hard for arbitrary graphs. In the quasi-linear and quasi-cyclic 
case, respectively, I(Z) may be determined effectively by solving coCAP(l) in the special case 
f;(k) = l{l}(k), k EN, and w; = 1/z, i = 1, ... ,z, with the help of the above introduced 
algorithms. This yields an optimal 1-channel design Pi satisfying I(Z ) = z CZS(Pt). 

The bound given above is strict and cannot be improved without further assumptions. Of 
course, properties of the densities f; will significantly influence the performance of the iter
ative approach. Numerical experiments [9) show that decreasing (or unimodal) densities are 
favourable, as is encountered in the Erlang-B-case [10) (see (4)). 
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Effects of 'Call-Queueing in a GSM-Network 
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Abstract: Mobile commu.nication is characterised by steadily increasing demand. Since in 
mobile communication networks traffic capacity is limited by the total amount of allocated 
spectrum, the radio ;resournes have to be used ,efficiently. It is the aim to assign and operate 
radio channels in such a way, thait the network offers to the user a high quality of service on 
die one hand and to the network operator a high network performance on the other hand. 
Therefore the GSM-Network provi,des queueing/loss operation for the assignment of dedicated 
traffic chan'nels and the establishment of semi-connections (OACSU, Off Air ~all S.et-!,!p) if 
requests for radio r.esour'c'es by ithe user cannot be se,rved instantly. This paper will treat the 
effects of both fonction.s on the dimensioning of the traffic channels and the performance of 
the signaUing chan.n.eils. Both traffic problems are significant for mobile radio networks: 

1 Introduction 

The increasing demand for a mobile access to voice and non-voice services has led to the realization of a 
new generation of digital cellular telecommunication networks. These networks represent an evolutionary 
step, which is comparable to the transition between the conventional PSTN (£.ublic S.witched Telephone 
Network) and the ISDN. The European GSM (Global S:Ystem for Mobile Communications) networks 
have been the fir:st representatives which provide a 1oommon servi,ces integrated radio interface for speech 
and data. The GSM system supports an internationally compatible mobile network access and enables 
personal communication on t!he basis of personal numbers. 

Section 2 describes the specific characteristics of the GSM radio interface organization. A traffic model 
for the evaluation of call queueing is introduced in section 3. In section 4 the performance of several TCH 
assignment procedures to the radio interface is evaluated, which is formed by common and dedicated 
control channels and dedicated traffic ,channels. FinaBy the results are summarized and an outlook is 
given. 

,2 Organization of the GSM Radio Interface 

The GSM system can be considered as a mobile network extension of the ISDN and thus it is modelled 
according to the concept of circuit-switched channels on the radio interface. The main concern for the 
design of the radio interface has been a high user capacity relativ,e to the given limited radio spectrum and 
a metropolitan service area, high grade of service, low costs for infrastructure and a simple implementation 
of hand-held MS. A d,etailed description on general mobility requirements, supported telecommunication 
services on network architecture is given in e.g. i(l] and [2]. 

The GSM system operates at 900 MHz (MS-+BTS: 890-'915 MHz, BTS-MS: 935-960 MHz) and at 
1800 MHz (DCS, Digital Qommunication furstem 1.800). The subbands are partitioned by a combined 
Frequency /Time Division. Multiple procedure into several physical channels . The capacity of one physical 
channel is defined by the required transmission rate for the fullrate speech codec with a gross bitrate of 
22 .8 kbit/s. On the physical channels various information streams have to be carried. According to the 
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GSM concept logical user information channels and signalling channels are generated from the physical 
channels by means of appropriate mapping functions. Logical channels can be distinguished into two 
broad categories: multipoint and point-to-point channels. 

Multipoint channels are used, whenever there is not any point-to-point connection between the MS and 
the network established .. Multipoint channels are e.g.: 

- The BCCH (!!roadcast Qontrol Channel, BTS-MS) distributes cell specific system information, e.g. 
descriptions of the channel configurations ·of .the controlling and of neighbouring cells including pointers 
to frequencies and time-slots, identities of cell and network, radio criteria for cell selection and re
selection and parameters to con.trol network access. 

- The CCCH (Qommon ·Qontrol Channel) ·can be further subdivided into three subchannels: 
• The RACH (Random Access Channel, MS-BTS) is used for a S-ALOHA type random access 

procedure. . 
• The AGCH (Access Qrant Channel, BTS-MS) is used to acknowledge successful accesses by either 

assigning point-to-point channels or by sending explicit reject indications. 
• The PCH (f.aging Channel, BTS-+MS) broadcasts paging requests to localize an MS within its 

current LA (1ocation Area) in case e.g. of an incoming call or short message. 

The following bidirectional (BTS...,.MS) point-to-point channels are defined: 

- The SDCCH (~tand Alone Dedicated Qontrol Qhannel) carries signalling information and user short 
messages. 

- Several types of user TCHs (Traffic Channel) can be discriminated by their transmission rates and 
·offered bit er-ror probability, e.g. TCH/FS (f.ullrate Speech, 2.4 ... 9.6kbit/ s) and TCH/HS (Halfrate 
Speech, 2.4 .. .4.8kbit/s). 

- SDCCH and TCH ar·e always accompanied by an SACCH rniow Associated Qontrol Channel). It is 
used to carry frequently transmitted signalling information for radio link control, e.g . power control, 
to adjust the transmitting frame in the MS or to transmit measurement results of received signals from 
the MS. 

- The FACCH ([ast Associated Qontrol Channel ) uses on demand a certain part of the TCH time-slots 
and marks them by a specific flag. Time critical signalling transactions are performed on the FACCH , 
if a TCH has been assigned . The stolen TCH- blocks may be corrected by forward error correction, if 
the transmission conditions are sufficient. 

The concept ofTCH/H, SDCCH and SACCH has been chosen, to utilize the given transmission capacity 
efficiently, i.e. a physical channel may carry one TCH/F, two TCHs/ H or eight SDCCHs including the 
respective SACCH. At present a basic user access of one TCH and one SACCH is defined. 

3 Traffic Models 

The basis for the performance evaluation of the GSM radio interface is an appropriate traffic model. It 
describes the load as a number of MSs generated ·communication processes. The performance of the GSM 
system represents the response of the system to the offered load . The quantitative assessment of specific 
performance criteria should be oriented along the grade of service, which defines e.g. loss probability and 
call set-up delay. In accordance with ISDN, the MS processes can be subdivided into control plane and 
user plane processes. 

The control plane processes fall into two categories. The first one includes all processes required for ISDN 
signalling: Signalling for call set-up and release including connection related supplementary services, 
signalling for the execution of non-call related supplementary services and user-to-user signalling. ISDN
type signalling traffic follows directly from the users' traffic intensity and is referred to as call-related 
signalling in the following . The second category comprises location updating and handover and is referred 
to as mobility-related signalling, cp [2] . Unlike the characteristics of call- related signalling it depends on 
the subscribers' movement and the system configuration . 
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3.1 Call-related Signalling 

The following para.meters for the call-related procedure rates per MS during the busy hour are assumed: 

RAM 

>.Moc 

).MTC 

pNOANS...MOC 

PausY...Moc 

= 

= 

= 

.5 (_Ra,tio of Active Mobile Stations) 

.8 Mobile Originated Qall attempts/lb 

.4 Mobile Terminated Qall attempts/h 

PNoAN5-.MTC = .3 (Ratio of calls with no answer from called party) 

.05 (Ratio of MOCs with called party busy)1 

tR1sc ..MOC = l5s Ringing-time for ~uccessful (answered) falls (MOC) 

tR!sC...MTC 5s Ringing-time for ~uccessful (answered) ;£alls (MTC) 

tRwc ..MOC tRwc ...MTC = 30s Ringing-time for y_nsuccessful (not answered) falls 

tsusy ..MOC = 3s Channel occupation-time, if called party is busy 

tMoc tMTC = 90s Effective can duration. 

It is assumed that all indi·cated times follow a negative exponential distribution. With these assumptions 
a mean channel occupation-time l/µ. can be defined for MOCs and MTCs: 

l/µ.Moc = PNoANS...Moc · tRwc...Moc + PsusY...MOc · tsusY....Moc + 
(1-(PNoANS...MOC + PsusY...Moc)) · (tR1sc...Moc + tMoc) 

- .3 · 30s + .05 · 3s + .65 · (15s + 90s) = 77.4s 

l/µ.MTC = PNOANS...MTC. tR!UC...MTC + (1 - PNOANS...MTC). (tR!SC_MTC + iMTC) 

= .3 · 30s + .7 · (5s + 90s) = 75.5s 

In .the following a common mean value 1/ µ. :::::: 75s is assumed for both call directions. This results in a 
traffic intensity per subscriber ERLMs of 

ERLMS = >.Moc+ >.MTC · .!_ = 0.025 (Erl] 
3600s µ. 

The subsc1ribers' traffic intensity ERLMs is composed of successful call attempts wi th TCH occupation 
upon the called party has answered and of unsuccessful call attempts which are not answered. For 
unsuccessful mobile originated call attempts •the occupation of the TCH can be avoided, if the OACSU 
procedure is used, which is discussed later in this paper . 

3 .2 Mobility-related Signalling 

For mobility- related signaUing only handover is considered. U an MS has a call request, the network 
assigns a TCll in that cell where the MS is currently situated. While the call is active the MS may move 
through several cells, and in order to avoid an interruption of service, the call is handed over to the new 
cell enter·ed by the MS (inter-cell handover) and the call can be continued without perceptible disruption. 
In this paper only the inter-cell handover case caused .by movement is addressed as handover. 

To evaluate 1the rate of handover procedures per MS during the busy hour a mobility model is used, 
which is described in [2]. It is assumed that movement and call behaviour of an MS are statistically 
independent. furthermore it is supposed that a stationary equilibrium exists between calls of a cell 
which ar·e handed-in and handed-out. Therefore the rate >.Ho of handover calls per MS is: 

AHO....., PBUSY · >..w(P(l)} 

where PBuSY = ERLMs [Erl] marks the probability that an MS is in call-state and >.iu(P(l)) means 
the number of location updat·ing request of a user in. a LA with exactly one cell, cp (2]. 

1 ln case of an MTC for a busy MS the .call is &lttady blocked at 'the MSC and neither a paging procedure will be initiated 
nor a TCH will be aasigned. 
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4 'TCH Assignment 

Figure 4.1 shows the signalling procedures for a user information connection between two MSs. 

~1ATE ASSIONMEl'<T 

CMo SERVICE Rl!Q~ 

- ............... aoa ·--+ 
1 -Op•r M- Semi-+ 

S1!'MJP 

ASSIONMEllT COMMAND 

.USIG,HMENT OOMl'l£T'E 

- A(flm1:10 

Figure 4.1: CaU establishment and release. 
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AJSIQHMP'fi rnM'MAlf.Q 
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The 'calling MS initiates the establishment of a ciphered radio connection on an SDCCH. With the CM 
SERVICE REQUEST message a call request is initiated in the MSC. Then the MS sends the SETUP 
message to the network, which contains the bearer capability information, the MSISDN of the called 
mobile user and service compatibility information. The network identifies the requested service from 
the bearer capability information element tQgether wi1th the supported bitrates of the MS. The network 
returns the CALL PROCEEDING message and indicates the beginning of the connection establishment 
in the network. The network assigns an appropriate TCH to the MS by sending an ASSIGNMENT 
COMM AND message. The MS tunes to the assigned channel and initiates the establishment of a data 
link connection on the appertaining FACCH. The seizure of die TCH is completed upon the network 
receiving ASSIGNMENT COMPLETE. Then the call establishment proceeds as specified in ISDN. 

On receiving the call request, the destination MSC verifies the subscription of the addressed user and 
initiates paging. The called MS sets up a ciphered radio connection and responds from its visited cell 
with a PAGING RESPONSE message. The network delivers the call by sending the SETUP message, 
which contains the bearer capability information, requirements for service compatibility and additional 
address information, if required. The MS checks its compatibility to the requested service and confirms 
the call with CALL CONFIRMED. For an incoming call, there a.re several possibilities to allocate the 
necessary resources, e.g. TCH and interworking functions: 
- The networ.k identifies the requested service from the signalling of the GSM network or the ISDN . 
- The service is derived from ,the service profile allocated to the dialled number (multi-numbering) . 
- The network has received a call without specific service information and the MS may select the service 

by returning appropriate service information in the CALL CONFIRMED message (single-numbering). 
The network assigns a TCH by sending an ASSIGNMENT COMMAND message. Upon the MS seizing 
the TCH, the call establishment proceeds as in ISDN. In order to utilize the limited number of radio 
channels more efficiently and to remove signalling- times from the TCHs, several optional modifications 
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of the above described ·call set-up procedure can be applied. -Queueing at the transition between SDCCH 
and TCH can be used to increase the utilization of TCBs. Furthermore the assignment of a TCH can be 
delayed , until an answer from the called party has been received (OACSU). 

The call can be released independently by both users and the network following ISDN procedures. 

While a call is in progress, the MS may enter a new cell. In this case the call must be handed over to 
the new cell. Therefore handover requests have to be considered for the assignment and the length of the 
occupation-time of TCHs. 

In the following various TCH assignment procedures are considered. For comparison a standard GSM 
configuration of m = 30 TCHs and the traffic model of section 3 are assumed . In order to utilize the 
limited number of radio channels more efficiently and to remove signalling- times from the TCHs, several 
optional modifications of the call set-up procedure can be applied. Queueing at the transition between 
SDCCH and TCH can be used to increase the utilization of TCHs. Furthermore the assignment of a 
TCH can be delayed, until .an answer from the called party has been received (OACSU). 

4.1 Early TCH Assignment 

As a reference model for the various TCH assignment strategies, a pure loss system is considered. In this 
model a TCH is assigned when a SETUP message or a CALL CONFIRMED message is received from 
the MS or a handover request is p resent in the network . All requests for a TCH are treated with equal 
priority and experience the same blocking probabi!ity. Using the Erlang-B formula a total number of 
NMs ::::: 830 users can be served in case of no call type should experience a higher blocking probability 
than 23. 

4 .. 2 Call Queueing without Off Air Call Set-up 

In the following queueing systems with different priority discipl ines for various call types are investigated . 
The initiation of originating and terminating cal'ls is always performed on SDCCHs. Since priority queues 
with more than two priorities can be analysed only in a very restricted manner, the following results are 
mainly gained by simulation. The constraints for call queueing in general are limited waiting-times for 
specific call classes a:nd low blocking probability for handover calls. 

4 .2.1 Priority -Queue with Limited Waiting-Capacity 

Figure 4.2 shows the discussed queueing model. The queue is characterized by a finite waiting-capacity 
(s = 9), FIFO discipline and two priorities: 

- priority 1: handover calls 
- priority 2: normal calls. 

µ 

Figure 4.2 : Priority queue with limited waiting-capaci ty. 
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The iblocking probability of the total arrival str·eam and the complementary waiting-time distribution for 
boH'l priorities a.r·e gained by simulation and shown in figure 4.3. 
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.Figure 4.3: Blocking probabilities (dependent on N MS) and the complementary waiting-time distribu
tions for tb.e various priorities (NMs = 1000). 

A blocking probability of '2% of the arrival stream would aUow for a number of N MS = 980 users. 
However, the maximum waiting-time of 8s for handover calls wiU then be exceeded by more than 2%, 
which cannot be tolerated. For handover calls the blocking probability may be reduced by allowing a 
handover call (Prio1) to enter a completely filled queue by removing the last queueing call (Prio2 ) from 
the queue. In this case mainly the limited waiting-time may contribute to the blocking probability of 
handover requests. 

4.2 .. 2 Priority Queue With Waiting-Time Control 

A user will only wait a limited time until the connection is completed. Therefore the model of the 
previous subsection is refined by a wa·iting-time control. It is assumed that the patience of a user waiting 
for call completion can be described by a truncated normal d·istribution (N(µ,u)) for the waiting-time 
(0 ~ W ~ l45s with µ = 30s and q = 15s). Furthermore, data and speech calls are discriminated 
according to the traffic model of section 3. Three arr•ivai s·treams are discriminated by priorities: 
- priority 1: handover calls 
- priority 2: data calls 
- priority 3: speech calls. 
The refined queueing model is shown in figure 4.4. 

00 Prio1 
Affo I I l THor 

00 f'·ri0z 
AD I I I TwDr 

00 Prio3 
As 

t I 1 Tws'f 

Figure 4.4: Priority ·queue witlh waiting-time control. 

U is assumed that speech calls (data calls) represent a ratio of 0 .9 (0.1 ) of the total number of normal calls. 
Since this model cannot be itre~ted analytically, the blocking probabilities and waiting- time distributions 
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for handover calls and normal calls are gained by simulation. If the waiting-time of a call is exceeded, 
the call is Mociked and remo¥ed from the queue. Figure 4.5 gives the blocking probabilities and the 
complementary waiting-time d.iskibutions for the various priorities. 
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Figure 4.5: Blocking probabilities (dependent on N MS) and the complementary waiting-time distribu
tions for the va.rious priorities ( N MS = 1 OOO). 

4.3 Call Queueing w:ith Off Air Call Set-up 

The queueing opera:tion described in the previous section is forther refined by performing the complete 
originating call est·abhshment procedure for speech calls on the SDCCH. In this case a TCH is assigned, 
if the calle<l party has answered (OACSU). This procedure m.ay lead for a fixed user to the unusual 
situation that at answer instant a TCH is not yet available for communication. T he called party has 
1lhen to be informed of the waiting situation by an appropriate announcement. In case the originating 
speech call arrives at .a destination, which does not return any answer, a TCH request may be generated 
by time-out of a supervisory-timer. This timer may comprise e.g. the mean establishment time of the 
network connection and the mean ringing-time at the called ·end. This timer is not considered in the 
following simulation results. Figure 4.6 shows the blocking probabilities and waiting-time distributions 
of the various call types. 
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Figure 4.6: Blocking probabilities (dependent on N MS) and the complementary waiting-time distribu
tions for the various priorities (NMs = 1000). 
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4.4 Repercussions of Call Queueing ,on the SDCCH Occupation 

Call queueing and OACSU have been applied to increase the utilization of TCHs. However a call request 
will spend its waiting-time on .a:n SDCCH and thus increase the mean occupation-time of SDCCHs. For 
the call- related signalling the mean occupation-time is: 

2 

l/µ = 2: l/µ; with: 
i=O 

1/ µo = 4s, Basic Signalling time 

l/µ 1 = Additionally OACSU related signalling time, cp subsection 3.1 

l/µ 2 = Mean wai,ting-ti.me for TCH assignment 

In table 4.1 the additionai SDCCH occupation-time is given for the discussed models. 

Model of section Type Priority l/µ1 l/µ2 L.t=o 1/ µ; 
4.2.1 : MOC, MTC 2 - 4.25s 8.25s 
4.2.2 MOC/ D, MTC/ D 2 - 0.96s 4.96s 

i 
MOC/S, MTC/S 3 - 2.88s 6.88s 

4.3 MOC/:S 1 I 18.9s 0.5s 23.4s 
' MOC/D, MTC/D 2 - 0.65s 4.65s 

MTC/S 3 - 0.9s 4.9s 

Table 4.1: Additional SDCCH occupation-time. 

For mobility-related signalling procedures the SDOCH occupancy is: 

l/µ = l/µo 

5 Summary 

In this paper the radio access in a GSM system has been highlighted and the effects on the performance 
have been investiga,ted. It shows that a very robust protocol solution has been chosen for multipoint 
and point-to-point access signalling channels. Specific queueing models have been studied to improve 
the utilization of user information channels. The elements of the radio access, SDCCH and TCH, have 
first been wnsider,ed separately. In a following step the in,teraction between these elements has been 
investigated, e.g. it bas been shown, how the use of OACSU removes load from TCHs and increases 
the load on SDCCHs. The GSM system may be considered as a potential platform, from which a new 
generation of mobile telecommunication systems may evolve. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, the results of performance evaluations by analysis and computer simulations of beacon
vehicle communication protocols/options for Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC), currently 
being proposed as candidates for standarization of the data link layer in Europe (CEN!TC278/WG9) and in 
North America are presented. D.ifferent approaches (random delay counter versus persist mechanisms, 
adaptiive algornhms. singl·e slot public windows versus multiple slot public windows, variable versus fixed 
frame structure, etc.) for the medium access control protocols are compared. The non-completion (failure) 
rate or the percentage •Of the communication zone which was required in average I maximum to complete 
the transaction are used as important indicators to evaluate the performance of the analyzed schemes and 
parameter settings with 1regard to tiheir capability to reoover suocessfully after a packet collision. The traffic 
intensity I number of lanes and the speed of the vet:ticles, the length of the communication zone and the 
amount of data and the length of messages to support a specific application are taken into account. These 
performance evaluations ar'e also important for the design of RTI systems to calculate the required 
communication zon·e, the transmission I receiv·e range, the required downlink I uplink transmission rate , the 
number of beacon heads. and antenna characteristics. 

1. lnt11oduction 
The main important characteristic of 'beacon-vehicle communications is the limited communication zone I 
time, depending on transmission parameters. number of beacon heads, orientation and width of beam of 
ant·ennas on :beacons and vehicles , installation height of antennas, traffic intensity, speed of vehicles and 
supported application{s) . 

Due to the random arrival of vehicles , appropriate medium access schemes and efficient recovery 
algorithms after packet ·collisions are required to satisfy the communication needs of the relevant RTI 
applications (Automatic F·ee CoHection & Access Control., Dynamic Route Guidance, etc.), which rely on 
vehicle-beacon communications. Such access schemes have already been proposed and analyzed in (1], 
(2], ;(3] and (4]. The communication requirements o.f the various applications can vary significantly: e.g. for 
Automatic IFee Collection (AFC) a sequernce of relatively small data packets must be exchanged between 
the beacon and the ve1hicles with a very high reliabil1ity; while for Dynamic Route Guidance large amount of 
data has to be transmitted on the downlink {beacon to vehicle direction) but only short messages are 
transmitted on the uplink (vehicle to beacon direction). 

2. Types of 'Beacon Confiqurations 
Assuming a TDMA scheme (5). in principle it is possible to avoid data collisions on the uplink using short 
1communicatiorn Z!Ones (e.g. 5 meter in longitudina'I direction) in: 
• single-lane scenarios (i.e. only one vehicle 1can be physicallly present in the communication zone 
• multiple-lane scenarios with one (or more) antennas for each lane (acting synchronous in downlink 

transmissions. 
Data collisions on the uplink are possible if: 
• short commum·icalion zones 1in longitudinal direction ar;e used (e.g. 5 meter) are used and: 

• more than one motor cycle is present in the scenarios above 
• multiple-lane scenario and one beacon antenna covering all lanes for both uplink and downlink 

communications 
• multip'le-l.ane scenario and several 'beacon antennas, bllt each covering more than one lane for 

uplink communications 
• lamer communicat·ion zones (e.g.> 5 meter) in longitudinal direction are used 
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In this paper. we further focus on the scenarios in which collisions can occur, and on the compalision of 
d1i:fferent medium access schemes and recovery algo1rithms_ 

Due to the fact, that tlhe medium acoess control protocols proposed for standardization will include 
appropl'iiate algorithms to recover ~rom pack.et collisions, system designers/ implementers might consider to 
avoid comp'lex beacon configurations (e.g. sev,er:al antennas ,in multiple-lane scenarios) by possibly relying 
on the recovery capabi'lity of thle proposed algorithms, taking the performance of the analyzed schemes and 
parameter settings and communication requirements of the supported application(s) into account. 

3. Characteristics of V1ehicte-Beacon Communiications 

European DSRCfMAC Protocols 
The European DSRC/MAC pmtoools proposed for standardization :are based on: 
• .TOMA (Time Division Multiple Access): the vehicles share the medium by transmitting in (different) time 

slots. In lhe "Collision" scenarios described abov1e, data 1collisions occure. when two or more vehicles 
transmit in the same time slot. 

,. Half-duplex mode: The beacon and the vehicles share Uile same physical channel: Either the beacon 
t1r:ansmiits data on tihe downlink., which ca11 be received by the vehicles in the commuication zone, or the 
vehides transmit data on the uplink., which can be :received by t:he beacon, if no collisions occured. 

• Public I Private Windows: The beacon contro'ls Ihle medium 'by offering two different types of windows to 
t lh:e vehicles: 
• Pub:lic Windows: The beacon broad·casts periodica'lly specific messages on the downlink. (PWA I 

BSD including a "B·eacon Service Table (BST)" (containing important information on the supported 
application(s), currenUy valid protocol parameter settings etc.) and a so called "Public Window 
A'llocafion". Immediately after the t~ansmission of t!his PWA I BST message a "Public Window" is 
opened, whi'ch may be accessed by velhicles 1in t'he communication zone for uplink transmissions, 
(1mainly) f:or addre.ss acquisit1ion of newly arrived vehicles in the communication zone. 

In the MAC schemes ana1lyzed 1below, we distinguis'h between: 

,. Singl,e-S1ot Publ,ic 'Up'link. Window: The window ,contains only one time slot for uplink. transmission 
of any vehicle in the communication zone (see F1igure 4-1 below). 

• Mu.lti1ple-Slot Public Up.link. Window: The window corntains more than one (n) time slots for uplink. 
transmission of vehicles in t'he communicafion zone (see Figure 4-1 below). The data 
messages sent by a maximum of n vehicles can be received successfully by the beacon in 
a mulliiple-slot window, provid,ed that all n vehidles are transmitting in different time slots. 

Advantag:es of the multiple-slot window approach are: 
• If several vehicles transmitted successfullly in different time slots. the beacon can first serve 

vehicles requesting applications with a higher priority 
• Only o:n:e PWA I BST messag·e must be transmitted to o.ffer several public uplink. slots. 

A disadvantagte of tlhe multiple-slot window appr,o·ac'h is, that if only one vehicle intends to use the 
public window, an (unneccesary) delay is 'caused de;pend.ing on the number of slots in the window. 

Performance analysis in [3] and results from computer simulations (see Section 6 below) show, that 
the trade-.off between tihe advantages I disadvantages of the single slot window approach versus the 
multiple-slot w,indow approach described above depend on the length of (PWA I BSD data. slot 
duration, PWA limeout values, traffic intensity, amount of application data and other parameter 
settings, and must be forther analyzed. 

• Pnivate Windows: Once ttie (randomly chosen) address of a vehicle transmitted in a public window 
1is known to the lbeacon. the beacon can al'loc:ate private windows for that specific vehicle for further 
data exchange. The priva~e window ,is a time slot ~eserved for exclusively use by the specified 
vehicle to protect it against data col lisions transmitted by other vehicles . 
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Vehicle to Roadside Communication (VRC} Frame Structure 
While the medium access control protocols, proposed for standardization of DSRC in Europe and described 
above, are based on a quite flexible sequence of public and private windows I messages on the downlink 
and upl ink, the TOMA protocol [7] used by the Vehicle to Roadside Communication NRC) system, 
developed in response to the many short range communication needs of the IVHS User Services in North 
America , 1is based on a fixed frame structure (see Fig. 3-1), consisting of a Reader Control Message (RCM), 
Slot Data Messages (SOM), and Activat,ion Slots (AS). The reader control message is transmitted by the 
madside ,lbeacon and is the mast(er signal for the v·ehicle t~ansponder. The Activation Slots are used to 
.resolve contention for the data slots and is the first message sent lby the vehicle transponder when entering 
the communication a:riea. After receiving an l:O(s} in the Activ.ation Slots, the beacon transmits an RCM 
directing the vehicle transponders to either receive or transmit infonnation during the Slot Data Messages. 

RCM Slot Data Messages Activation Slots 

I I I 
IEI<------ 10 ms 

Fig. 3-1: Hughes TOMA Protocol (Open :Road Frame) 

The RCM can be regarded to correspond to the 
PWA I (BST) message of the European proposal, 
the Activation Slots are equivalent to the Public 
Slots, and the Slot Data Messages correspond to 
the private downlink I uplink messages I windows 
of the European proposal described above. 

4 . Analyzed Medium Acc1ess Control Schemes 
Bas·ically the.re are two schemes [3] to reduce the probability of data collisions in public uplink slots and to 
recover from such collisions <lrice they occured: iRandom Delay Counter (c) and Persistence Mechanism (p) 

Random Delay Counter Medhanism: A veihicle entering the communication zone of a beacon will 
receive a PWA I :BST message opening a public wind·ow. Using the random delay counter mechanism it 
randomlly choses a value C between 1 and the maximum random d.elay value c specified (e.g. in the BST). 
This random value indicates in which time slot the vehicle should transmit. The maximum delay counter 
value specified is sensible with regard to the performance of the access scheme, because a higher value 
causes longer delays while a smaller value increases the probability of collisions. Optimal values were 
analyzed in [3) and are validated by the simulation results in Section 6 below. Using a random delay counter 
a vehicle transmits only once in a specified number of c slots, and the probability that a vehicle transmits 
within a specified number of c slots is 1. The random delay counter mechanism can be applied to both the 
single-slot window as well as to the multiple-slot window approach. in which case the maximum delay 
counter value shou'ld be specified according to the number of slots in the public uplink window. 
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Figure 4-1: Examples of the Random Delay Counter Mechanism 
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P1ersistence Mechanism: Using ,tlhe persist,ence mechanism, a vehicle detennines for each slot whether 
to transmit in this slot or not by chosing a random value u between O and 1: If the value u is below or equal 
to the specified persistence value p (e.g. :in the ssn the vehicle transmits in this slot, otherwise it waits for 
the next public slot and decides again. Therefore according to the persistence value p specified, the vehicle 
transmits with probability p in each time slot. Unsimilar to the random delay counter mechanism described 
above, using the persistence mechanism a vehicle may transmit more than once in a number of c slots, and 
the proba-bility that a vehicle does not transmit in a number of c slots is greater than O (for p < 1). 

Adaptive Schemes: ilf the probability is low (irefer to {3] for details) that there are two or more vehicles in 
the communication zone, which can cause collisions, it 1is reasona'ble to use adaptive, "immediate response" 
schemes for the single-slot window approach ·in the following way: Initially a vehicle immediately transmits 
in the next public uplink slot after a PWA I BST message was received. Only in case of collisions, which are 
assumed to have occured if no acknowledgement for that vehicle was received before the next PWA I BST 
message is received, the vehicle switches to the random delay counter or persistence mechanism described 
above. 1ln the perfonnance evaluations below these schemes ar·e refered to as "Immediate Response" 
schemes ("1 c - counter" or "1 p - persistence" mechanism) . 

Another option of an adaptive scheme being analyzed is the following: Each vehicle responds immediately 
as defined above, but instead of switching to the maximum random delay counter value c or persistence 
value p once a collision occured, the vehicte increments (decrements) a vehicle specific maximum value 
whenever a new collision is determined until the overall maximum c (or minimum p value) is reached . In the 
perfonnance evaluations below these schemes are refered to as "Increment" schemes ("ic - counter " or "ip 
- persistence'" mechanism). 'Instead of controling the increment value by the vehicles beacon-controled 
incremernt algorithms f'bc - counter" or "bp - persistence" mechanism) are currently being investigated. 
For the "ic - count·er'' mechanism analyzed iin the perfonnance ·evaluations described in Section 6 below, 
starting from a vehicle specific maximum value c' of 1, this value was simply incremented by 1 whenever a 
collision was determined, until the maximum c value was reached . For the "ip - persistence" mechanism the 
vehicle specific p"value was initially set to 1. When the first collision was determined it was set to 0.75, and 
on further coHisions it was set top':= p' - ,(1-p~i2 until p' <= p. If p' < p then p' := p. 

5. Stochastic Simulation Model and Perf,ormance Evaluation Parameters 
The performance of the following medium access control schemes (see Section 4 for details) has been 
evaluated, taking the data exchange of a (typical) Automatic Fee Control (AFC) application into account 
(Figure 5-1), and using a modified version of the SIMC02 I SIMC03++ simulator described in [2] and (6]: 
• Basic random delay counter (c): non-adaptive • Basic Persist.(p): non-adaptive 
• Random delay counter - immediate response (1 c) : adaptive • Persist - imm. resp. (1 p) : adapt. 
·• Random delay counter - incremented c (ic) : adaptive • Persist - decrement p (ip) : adapt. 

The downlin'k transmission irate was assumed to be 500 koiUs, thie uplink transmission rate was 125 kbiUs; 
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Figure 5-1: (AFC) Application Data Exchange 
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the duration for the trans
mission of PWA I BST 
messages including the link 
tum around time was 2 ms 
(0.5 ms), the assumed PWA 
timeout value after the end 
of a public window was set 
to 1 O ms, which was used 
only if application data to 
vehicles was sent, other
wise a new PWA I BST 
message was immediately 
transmitted. The duration of 
public slots was set to 4 ms, 
1 ms (0.5 ms). An ideal 
channel (no bit errors) 
was assumed for first eval
uations and comparisions. 



The number of 'lanes was set to 3, and the traffic intensity was 2400 veh./h/lane, resulting in a road intensity 
of 7200 veh./h. The vehicles wern generated it1sing a Poisson arrival process taking the specified road 
intensity into account. The investigated speed of the vehicles was set to 100 km/h and the length of the 
communication zone was assumed to be 5 meter. 

For the perfonnance evaluations of the VRC protocol (IVHS America), the downlink and uplink transmission 
rates were both set to 500 kbit/s. In the fixed frame structure (see Fig. 3-1 above). the Reader Control 
Message (RCM) was set to 0.5 ms, each slot of the Slot Data Messages to 1.4 ms, each slot of the 
Activation Slots to 0.2 ms duration, and the time duration between frames to 1 ms. The number of 
Activation Slots was vanied between 4, 8, 12 and 16, and the number of Data Message Slots was set to 1, 
2, 3, or 4 respectively. Both, the random delay counter mechanism and the persistence mechanism were 
invest:igated for the VRC protocol and compared with the European approach, using also 500 kbit/s for the 
downlink and uplink channe.I, and mult>iple-slot public uplink windows with 4, 8, 12, and 16 slots respectively. 

6. Results of Pe·rformance Evaluations by Simulation 
For the perfonnance evallllation of the analyzed med~um access control schemes and parameter settings, 
described in Sections 4 and 5 above, the following perfonnance parameters were defined: 
!Non-completion (Failure) Rate: Percentage of vehicles which were unable to complete the transaction 
before the end of 1the communication zone was reached . 
Maximum Distance for Completion of Transact·ion: If the 1completion rate is 100%, this parameter indicates 
the maximum percentage of the communication zone used until the completion of the transaction . 
Average Distance for Completion of Transaction: This parameter indicates the average percentage of the 
communication zone used until the completion of the transaction . 

In the diagrams the key for each simulation run is indicated as follows (examples below): 

#of slots 
Up [Data] 

Examples: 

Up s'lot 
in ms 

Method 
(c, 1c,ic,p,1 p,ip) 

% of coll. 1in 
Pub. up slots 

% of comms zone 
at av. dist. of compl. 

% of comms zone 
at 100% completion 

Fl.exible down/up message sequence (Non-fixed; European approach) : 
s3 4 c 3 1.4 23.5 88.3 (Multiple-slot 3, 4 ms, max. c 3, 1.4% ·coll. , 23.5% at aver .• 88.3% at 100%) 
s1 1 p0.6 1.1 16.4 41 .3 (Single-slot, 1 ms. persist 0.6, 1.1 % coll. , 16.4% at aver., 41 .3% at 100%) 
s4 O 0 p 0.6 0.5 15,2 24.8 (Multiple-slot 4, <1 ms. p 0.6, 0.5% coll., 15.2% at aver .• 24.8% at 100%) 

Fixed frame structure (VRC Protocol): 
s8 3 ·0 c 8 0.1 O 16.9 36.2 (Act. slot 8, 3 Data slots, <1 ms. c 8. 0.10% coll., 16.9% aver., 42.7% at 100%) 
s4 2 0 p 0.4 0.36 18.2 31.2 (Act. slot 4, 2 Data s., <1 ms. p 0.4, 0.36% coll., 18.2% aver., 31 .2% at 100%) 

Figure 6-1: Public Uplink Slot: 4 ms 
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Discussion of Resu'lts 
For each medium access scheme and parameter settings, several simulation runs with a sample size of 
100.000 vehicles were performed using different values for the maximum delay counter c or the persistence 
value p respectively. Those simulation runs with the best performance for a specific value of the maximum 
delay counter c or the persis1:ence value pare shown in Figure 6-1 to Figure 6-12 for better comparision with 
the analyzed schemes. The results shown in Fig. 6-5 and F,ig . 6-6 above can not be compared directly with 
the results in Fig . 6-1 to Fig . 6-4, because more phases were specified in those cases. Also, due to the 
d~ffer:ent (flXed) frame structure in the VRC appmach, with no I minimum BST being transmitted and with a 
maximum number of bits in the data slots, 'the results in Fig. 6-7 to 6-12 (fixed versus non-fixed) should be 
compared with respect to the fact that a 'Slightly d'if'ferent sequence and size of messages for the AFC 
application described in Section 5 had to be specified for the fixed frame structure. The pefonnance 
evaluation of the analyzed medium access schemes and parameter settings show the following results: 

• The adaptive schemes (''immediate response" 1c,1 p and "increment" ic,ip mechanism) 
show a'lways better results tlhan the non-adaptive sohemes for the single-slot window approach. 

• The basic random delay counter mechanism (c) shows a better performance than the basic persistence 
m echanism (p); however: 

• The adaptive schemes show better results for the persistence mechanisms (1 p,ip) than the random 
delay counter mechanisms (1 c,ic). 
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• For the ana!lyzed parameter settings the "increment" mechanism does not show significant advantages 
compared to t,he '",immed,iate response" mechanism. 

• The sinq'le-slot window approaoh shows always a better performance with regard to the average 
distance at completion of the transaction. 

·• The m:u'ltiple-slot window approach (with 3 slots or 2 slots) using the basic random delay counter 
mechanism (c), showed better results for very short PWA I BST messages (0.5 ms) and very short 
public uplink slots (0.5) with regard to t:he distance at 100% completion. 

• The performance decreases w:it'h an increasement of the number of activation (public uplink) slots 
above 4 (or 5) (4, 8, 12, 1·6 were analy~ed 1in the fixed versus non-fixed comparision). 

• For t'he analyzed AFC application, a fixed number of 4 data slots as specified in the Hughes TDMA 
frame structurn (see Fig. 3-1) ·does not show the best perfomance; in the simulation results, a number of 
.3 data slots was tihe optimal va'lue 1in most cases. 

• In the comparision between the fix1ed v·ersus the non-fixed approach. the persistence mechanism 
showed slightly better resullts than the random delay counter mechanism. 

• The (European) approach us;ing a flexible s·equence and variable size of messages showed advantages 
over the fixed frame structure. especially with respect to the average distance of completion . 

• The optimal values .for llhe maximum random delay counter c and the persistence value p (for the 
investigated scenarios, especially for the fixed versus non-fixed comparision), as well as other optimal 
parameter settings must be further ana'ly.zed. 

7. Conclusions 
The performance of several med•ium access schemes proposed for standardization of the DSRC Layer 2 in 
Europe and in North America (IVHS America) have been evaluated. The adaptive schemes based on a 
persistence mechanism and applied to the single-slot window approach showed better results in most cases. 
However l1he multiple-slot window approach using tihe basic random delay counter mechanism showed 
better performance for very short 'PWA / IBST messages and very s1hort public uplink slots with regard to the 
percentage of the communication zone used at 100 % completion. The (European) approach using a 
flexib'le s·equence and variable S'ize of messages showed some advantages over the fixed frame structure, 
especiaUy with respect to the average distance of 'completion. Further research activities will include 
adapt'ive beacon-controlled schemes and optimal parameter settings. e.g. PWA I BST duration, slot 
1durat'ion, number of slots in put>lic upHnk windows (a1ctivation slots) and in data slots (Slot Data Messages in 
VRC approach), IPWA time-out values, values for adapt1ive persistence mechanisms or for the random delay 
counter. etc .. in different environments (length of communication zone, speed of vehicles, traffic intensity, 
etc.) and a further [3] accurate ana1lysis using Marcov chains. 
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User d·ensities in radio communication systems with dynamic channel assignment 

Abstract 

Dipl. Ing. Gunter Kleincil 
Siemens AG Austria, EZE 

A-1030 Vienna, Erdberger Lande 26 

In this paper a m1.1.lti-cell r:adio communication system with dynamic channel assignment is considered. For 
such a system the achievable channel-densities are calculated and the influence of parameters like the required 
signal to interference ratio, usage of power control or the propagation conditions are investigated. 

1 Introduction 

Mobile communications is a rapidJy growing market and the analogue cordless and cellular systems of today 
are now being substituted by new digital systems. And already now the work on the next generation of digital 
radio communication systems, which will lead us into the year 2000, has started. All these evolving new mobile 
services require spectrum, which is a limited resour:ce. As there is .an ever growing demand for higher capacity, 
the dncienc ·,use of spectrum is an essential requirement for modem communication systems. In order to handle 
ve·ry high user densities .and not 1to use up itoo much spectrum, channel reuse is one of the most powerful means 
to 1tackle this problem. 

In this paper first a performance measure for the efficiency of a multi-cell system is derived. From this formula 
it can be seen that for the comparison of different system solutions the channel reuse is an important factor. 
Under the assumption of evenly distributed users an analytic formula for the channel reuse has been derived. 
The theoretic result is compared with the result ·®t.ained by computer simulations. For the simulations a 
dynamic selection of the best channel is used. Jn the case of interference the disturbed connection is switched to 
a 'better channel. if available. The channel reuse which can be achieved depends on many parameters, like the 
required signal-to-interference ratio, the channel selection algorithm, the propagation conditions, handover 
possibilities, power control, the number of interfering cells, the service quality and many others. The 
dependency of the channel reuse on such parameters has been investigated by means of computer simulations. 

2 Spectra:) efficiency 

ln the CCIR repon 662 [ l) the following defini1tion of specLral efficiency is given : 

E~+r. . Commu. nication 
~.u1ciency = -----------

Bandwidth * Time •Space 
(l) 

Using tlUs definition, a simple calculation leads 1to a formula which is especially useful for judging the 
efficiency of cellular communication .systems: 

E~m . channel infonnationrate • h 1 _./ . • l 
~J1c1ency = - c anne uenslty 

channel bandwidth - cell size 
(2) 

The channel-information rate is the information per time which can be carried by a single communication 
channel and the channel-bandwidth is the spectrum which is needed for such a single communication channel. 
The first factor in formula (2) containing the relation .of the dwmel-information rate to the channel-bandwidth 
depends e.g. on the .source coding and on the modulation type. A more nanow band modulation method 
improves this factor but requires usually a higher signal to interference ratio, which reduces the channel-density 
and therefore does not automatically improve the specLral efficiency. For this reason it is important to know 
how the channel-density is influenced by the required signal to interference ratio. 
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Because of the interference from the other cells, 1not an available channels are usable in every cell. The number 
of usable channels per cell divided by the total number of c'hannels is defined as channel-density and is equal to 
the reverse of the reuse-factor. 

As can be seen from (2) reducing the cell siZJe is one of the most effective measures to increase the efficiency. 
Therefore it is inter·esting to know, ,if the channel-density is influenced by the cell-size. 

3 Estimation of Channd Reuse and Channel De·osit.Y 

Let us assume a multi-cell radio system with evenly distribu~ed portables. For calculating the signal strength S 
the following propagation law is used: 

S = Konst * ,-n (3) 

In the aibove formula r is the distance from the signal ·source and n is the propagation exponent which is 
typically in the order of 4 in the case of indoor propagation but varies .a lot depending on the scenario. 

When asswning that the channels we used periodkaJly by the portables then the resulting signal to interference 
ration at the base station for a ·communication with a portable .at the oe.11 boundary can be calculated as: 

( )
nil ( )n/2 

( 1 r1 

= t. l+ j*R~usemin = t. l+ j/Channel_densitymax 
(4) 

By using an approximation for the sum the following result can be obtained: 

i (s): Re use . = = C * -
rrun Channe I_ density rNX I 

(5) 

for Sf[ > l and with C =: 1. .. 2 depending on the value of n. 

4 Simulatii0n of u.ser densities 

4.1 Si:mulati0n-scenario 

For investigating the channel-density a multi-cell system •Consisting •Of hexagonal or square sized cells is used. 
As result the channel-density is calculated .as a function of the required signal to interference ratio. For 
comparison purposes one reference curve is defined which is robtained by using the following parameters: 
• system with I 28 hexagonal ·cells 
,. l 0 orthogonal ·communication channels a r·e available 
,. propagation ·exponent n = 4 
• no power control is used 
• the channel-density is increased until a first interruption occurs 

The selection of a channel is done on basis -of the best signal to inte.rtierence ration at the fixed and the portable 
station and is done dynamically and decentralised. If an ,existing connection is interrupted due to increasing 
interference and a 'better channel •can be found, then handover is performed. 

4.2 Comparison of the analytical 'estimation with the 'simulation result 

For the calculation of 'channel-densitymax' an optimum ·channel-distribution has been assumed outside the 
centre cell. The simulation shows that if a high signal to interference ratio is required, then this maximum 
channel-densi.ty can be almost achiev:ed. But for low signal to interference values the practically achievable 
channel-density is lower, because -of the interfer;ence between the ourtcer cells, which does not allow to optimise 
the channel distribution for the central cell only. It is possible to 1take this fact into account by using a sub 
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optimum channel-distribution. Under this assumption the same dependency as given in formula (5) can be 
derived, only the factor C is a little bit higher compared with the optimum case. When assuming such a channel 
distribution, then the simple analytical result matches very well with the simulation results. 

4.3 .Inoue.nee of the channel number on the channel density 
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Because .the channel-density is defined as the ratio between the usable channels and the maximum number of 
channels it is independent from the actual number of total avail.able channels. This has been confirmed by the 
simulations. 

4.4 Influence of the cell shape on the channel density 

With hexagonal cells a slightly better channel-density can be achieved then using rectangular cells, because the 
distance between the portables at the cell boundary and the base station is smaller. 

4.5 Influence of power control on the channel density 
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If power-control is only used by the portables then the improvement of the channel-density is small, because in 
l.h.is case the channel-density is mainly limited by the down link. Only if both the portable and the fixed station 
apply power-control, then a significant improvement of the channel-density can be achieved. 
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4.6 Influence ·of .handover on the channel density 

Handover principally leads to an improvement of the channel-density. In case a good channel selection 
algorithm is used, .this improvement is rather small for static environments however for an environment with 
moving users handover is a very important feature. 

4. 7 Influence of the propagation conditions on the channel density 
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The influence of the propagation conditions on the channel-density is very significant. 

4.8 Influence of the cell size o.n the channel density 

If the propagation exponent is ·constant, then the channel density does not depend on the cell size. Practical 
r;esults obtained from indoor propagation measuPements show that typically the attenuation coefficient is lower 
for short distances and higher for long distances. Such a propagation law leads to slightly higher channel 
densities for larger cells then for smaller cells. lnstead of using an attenuation coefficient varying with the 
distance a constant value can be used and gives about the same results, if the value of the propagation 
coe·fficient at the cell boundary is used as the constant value. This also explains the slightly higher channel 
densities for larger cells because of the higher attenuation coefficient at the boundary of a larger cell. But this 
effect of channel density r·eduction for small cells is minor compared with the user density increase obtained 
with smaller cells which is still almost proportional to the inverse of the cell size. 

5 Summary of results 

For a multi-cell radio communkation system with dynamic channel allocation the achievable channel densities 
have been investigated. A fonnula has been derived which shows the dependency of the channel density on the 
required signal to interference ratio and the propagation exponent, which are the two most important factors. 
This fonnula has been v,erified by means of computer simulations, which further show the importance of using 
an efficient channel selection algorithm. I't can also be seen I.hat power control increases the efficiency only if 
used by 1the portable and the fixed station and that handover gives only a small improvement in the case of 
static scenarios but is important for dynamic scenarios. 

6 Ref:erences 

{I} CCIR Report 662, "Definition of Spectrum Use and Efficiency", Documents of the XIVth Plenary 
Assembly, Kyoto, 1978 
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Macroscopic Simulation of Single Vehicles 
in Motorway Networks 

Dipl.-Inform. Christiane Theis 
Universitat Karlsruhe, Institut fiir Verkehrswesen 

KaiserstraBe 12, Postfach 6980 
76128 Karlsruhe 

Germany 

Abstract: This paper gives a description of the mesoscopic simulation model 
DYNEMO which was developed in the 1980s at the Institut fiir Verkehrswesen in 
Karlsruhe. It allows to simulate larger motorway networks in a macroscopic way but 
also to watch single vehicles on their way through the network. Since information 
about the state of the network can be giv·en to the vehicles, DYNEMO can be used 
to investigate the influence of route guidance systems on traffic flow. Additionally 
fuel consumption and emissions of the simulated vehicles can be calculated. 

1. Introduction 

For estimating the influence of route guidance systems on traffic flow by simulation, 
a model is needed which can simulate large networks with high traffic loads. Thus 
a macroscopic model describing the traffic by parameters as density (number of 
vehicles per kilometre), volume (number of vehicles per hour) or mean speed would 
be the suitable tool. To obtain information about the route decisions of the vehicles 
in the simulated network or about their travel time it is useful to watch these single 
microscopic elements on their way through the network. 

The DYNEMO model joins both a macroscopic model for describing the traffic state 
in the sections of the network and single vehicles as microscopic elements. 

DYNEMO was first developed at the Ins·titut fiir Verkehrswesen in Karlsruhe [4] and 
was in 1992 integrated in the VISUM system of the consultancy PTV system in 
Karlsruhe, where further development of the model takes place. 
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2. The Traffic Flow Model 

In DYNEMO a stretch is divided up in sections and is characterized by a speed
density-relation. Each section of the stretch is regarded as an area with a constant 
traffic state characterized by its mean speed and density during one time step. The 
length of the section does not change during the simulation. Figure 1 gives an 
impression of the sections and characteristics a stretch consists of. 

k..1 

section i-1 .section i section i+l 

Figure 1: Sections of a stretch characterized by mean speed and density 

The speed-density-relation describes the possible states of traffic that can occur in the 
sections of the stretch. Figure 2 shows the graph of such a relation between mean 
speed and density. The mean speed is calculated from the speeds of all vehicles in 
a given section, the density means the number of vehicles divided by the length of 
this section. It can be seen that the mean speed decreases by increasing density. Each 
point of this curve represents one traffic state. 

v 

Figure 2: A speed-density-relation 

During the simulation the whole system is updated in time steps, e.g. every 10 se
conds. The states of all sections are calculated from the states in the time step before. 
First the nwnber of vehicles in a section for the next time step is determined. The 
number of vehicles in section i is the result of the number, position and speed of the 
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v·ehides in sections i-1 and i in the time step before. The speed-density-relation of the 
regarded stretch gives the mean speed vi according to that new density. This forms 
th·e macroscopic part of the simulation model. 

The microscopic part of the model is represented by single vehicles with individual 
parameters. Each vehicle has a desired speed out of a desired speed distribution and 
it has a type. llis vehicles ar·e now moved on the stretch due to the macroscopic 
parameters of the section they are located in. The mean speed of all the vehicles in 
a section must be the mean speed calculated as described above. But the speeds of 
the single vehicles can differ from this mean value in that way that vehicles with a 
higher desired speed drive faster than vehicles with a lower one. The variation of the 
speeds of the vehicles in one section decreases with increasing density, that means 
that in sections with higher loads the traffic state is of much more importance for the 
speed of a vehicle than its desired speed. 

3. The Network 

The network consists of stretches with lanes, stretches are linked together with nodes. 
At every node the possible turns from incoming to outgoing stretches are defined. A 
desired speed distribution is assigned to every stretch. Each lane has its own speed
density-r·elation taking into account that on different lanes a different range of traffic 
states can occur. Stretches can be closed for certain types of vehicles, e.g. for trucks. 

New vehicles are created in traffic sources and put into the system at the beginning 
of stretches and are taken out at the end of stretches. An origin-destination-matrix 
must be giv·en to determine the volumes to be put into the system and to find the 
destination for a vehicle starting its way at a certain point. 

4. Ways Through the Network 

The way a vehicle takes through the network to reach its destination can be given by 
the user or cakulated by best way algorithms following certain criteria as estimated 
travel time, length of way or costs. (Costs for pas.sing a stretch or a node can be 
defined by the user.) 

For modeling the influence of route guidance systems (as for example RDS-TMC), 
vehicles must obtain information about the traffic state of the network and 
recommendations about new routes to their destination while they are on the way. 
In DYNEMO decision points can be put anywhere in the network, on stretches or in 
traffic sources. These decision po.ints contain specific information for the different 
types of simttla~ed vehicles. For ev.ery type of vehicle new routes to every destination 
can be provided. Additionally for each route the percentage of vehicles obeying it 
must be defined . Such new routes can be updated during the simulation in given 
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time intervals, so that the route guidance can react dynamically on the actual loads 
of the stretches. It is also possible to define a delay of providing the information as 
in reality the driver cannot be informed immediately about the actual state of traffic. 

5. Additional Features and New Development 

In 1988 a module was added to the simulation model to estimate fuel consumption 
and emissions of the vehicles {3]. The calculation is based upon engine maps and 
regards speed and acceleration of the vehicles at every time step. 

The DYNEMO model was developed to investigate traffic flow on highways. It is 
now extended to simulate urban networks as well. This means that nodes are no 
longer only connections between stretches but they must be modeled as intersections 
with traffic signals or priority rules. The sim;ulation of buses and trams will also be 
possible in the next version of DYNEMO. 
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Abstract. Very often investigations in potential effects of different measures on traffic flow cannot be 
carried out in real world traffic. Models have to be used, representing traffic as detailled as needed. 
The analysis concerning changements in individual driving behaviour requires very detailled models. 
A microscopic approach to modelling traffic is presented in this paper. Its empirical background is 
described as well as some examples of application of the model. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In various disciplines scientists and engineers develop m odels describing processes of those parts of 
the reality, they are dealing with. Traffic engineers are looking at the movement of vehicles and were 
developing models that represent these movements: models of traffic flow . Different types of traffic 
flow models have been developed, that have to be destinguished by their level of abstraction. On one 
ha nd there are the macroscopic simu lati on models forming the highest level of abstraction. 
Macroscopic models are looking at quantities of vehicles. They represent traffic flow as the movement 
of a liquid, and they describe it by aggregated parameters like traffic volume, traffic density and mean 
speed . Whereas, on the other hand, microscopic models treat the vehicles individually. This is the 
lowest level of abstaction. Here the movement of individual vehicles is described as a result of actual 
traffic conditions, for example the relations to surrounding vehicles and road conditions. Other types 
of models, socalled mesoscopic models, form the inbetween levels of abstraction. One microscopic 
approach will be described in this paper. 

2. A MICROSCOPIC SJMUl.ATION MODEL 

The development of microscopic traffic fl ow models has a long tradition a t the Institut far 
Verkehrswesen at the University of Karlsruhe. The investigations started in the late sixties and led to 
the development of a microscopic simulation model for traffic on unidirectional carriageways based 
on human perception of and on reaction on changes in distance and speed difference to surrounding 
vehicles . Within th is model the movements of individual vehicles on both, urban and interurban 
carriageways are described. Its kernel is formed by two models representing the basic vehicle move
ments: the longitudinal and the lateral movement. The first deals with the movement on one lane, 
concerning models are often called car following models. The latter focusses on the movement 
between lanes, models are called lane changing models. 

2.1 Car following Model 

Wiedemann [8) developed a model representing the longitudinal movement as a reaction to the 
perception of distance and speed difference to the leading vehicle. He defines four different states of 
interaction relativ e to the front vehicle. Each of these stat·es is related to one basic type of driving 
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behaviour. The first is called uninfluenced driving behaviour. No front vehicle is obstructing the own 
movement, the driver is driving at his desired speed or tries to reach it by accelerat ing. The second 
is the closing behaviour. The driver has perceived that he is approaching a slower vehicle in front. He 
reacts by decelerating, trying to reduce his own speed to the speed of the front vehicle always 
keeping a safe distance. The third is the fo llowing behaviour, where the driver follows the front 
vehicle at low speed differ·ences and at a distance near the desired following distance. The driver tries 
to keep speed difference and acceleration low . Finally, the emergency braking behaviour represents 
the behaviour in case of emergency situations, with the actual distance being lower than the minim um 
desired distance. The driver will react trying to avoid an accident and to reach the minimum distance 
again. 

In the model the four types of driving behaviour are separated by socalled perception thresholds, 
representing, that a driver perceives a changement in distance or speed difference only if the physical 
stimulus exceeds certain minimum values . In this case the physical stimulus is produced by 
changements in the seen size of the front vehicle, depending on the distance to the front vehicle (for 
the size) and on speed difference (for the velocity of changements). Therefore, the thresholds are 
defined to be functions of distance and speed difference and are illustrated in the phase plane below 
(Fig. l) with the x axis being the speed difference and the y axis the distance to the front vehicle. 

The threshold SDV 
indicates the perception 
of speed differences at 
high distances. BX is the 
minimum distance, the 
driver values to be safe 
at the actual speed, 
whereas AX is the 
minimum distance for 
standing vehicles. 
CLDV, OPDV and SDX 
delimit the followi ng 
behaviour describing 
that the driver perceives 
speed differences 
causing an closing or an 
opening process or 
gradually increasing 
dis tances respectively. Fig.1: 

dx 

(lnae~sin~ distance) 0 

--Uninfluencf'd Closing Follow ing Emergency 
DrivU'lg Bchaviow· &haviour Bra Kin 

Phase Plan and Thresholds of Car Following Model (Wiedemann [8 1) 

Differences in perception, reaction and driv ing abilities between drivers and differences in properties 
between vehicles are considered in the model. The functions calculating thresholds and the 
procedures representing driving behaviour are not deterministic, but are characterized by the use of 
normal dist ribu ted parametres leading to a natural distribution of the calcu lated values . 

2.2 Lane Changing Model 

The lateral movement of interest on unidirectional carriageways is the movement between lanes. 
Human lane changing behaviour is the result of parallel decisional processes, that have to be 
simplified in the m odel. The lane changing behaviour is represented by a sequential algorithm, the 
decision to change the lane depending on the following three questions: ls a lane change desi red, for 
example because of an obstruction on the actual lane? ls the situation on a neighbouring lane and 
hence a change to that lane advantageous? ls the movement to the neighbou ring lane possible and is 
it sa fe? 
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The decision to change the lane is again based on human perception of the interesting traffic situation. 
Hence, the lane changing behaviour is modelled in a similar way as the car following behaviour. 
Human estimation of distances and speed differences needed for the three decisional questions is 
represented by analogous thresholds as above. This model has been developed by Willmann (9) . 

3. EMPIRICAL BACKGROUND 

The strength of the microscopic model is its empirical background. All stages of model development 
(model design, calibration and validation) were based on extensive empirical investigations of traffic 
flow and of human driving behaviour. The model has continously been calibrated and validated 
against empirical data. The development of the car following model was based on psycho-physical 
studies and on extensive measurements on driving simulators and in traffic flow: Michaels (3), (4 ], 
Todosiev (7), Hoefs [2]. The basis of development of the lane changing model was formed by 
measurements on a stretch of German motorway, on a two-lane carriageway first (Sparmann [6]) and 
on a three-lane carriageway later (Busch [l)). In the years that followed continous measu rements were 
undertaken furnishing data for both basic models. Models were calibrated with microscopic data, they 
were continously validated and revalidated using macroscopic data. The result is a very detailed 
traffic flow model based on the measurable behaviour of individual drivers. 

Since the end of 1992 very detailed measurements were undertaken enabled by the possibility to use 
an especially equipped car. The equipment consisted in different sensors (radar and infra-red), first 
only in front and later also at the back of the car allowing to measure distances and speed differences 
to front vehicles and to following vehicles r·espectively . In the first two series the driving behaviour 
of 14 test drivers in the measuring vehicle was recorded and evaluated in relation to the situation in 
front of the vehicle. In the third series, vehicles following the measuring vehicles were recorded . Both 
types of measurements are used for a new calibration of the car following model. Results ca n be 
presented at the conference. 

4. UTIUSA HON OF THE MODEL 

The very detailed representation of driving behaviour was the basic requirement for using the model 
in different applications, especially when potential changements in driving behaviour itself are to be 
investigated. The model can be employed to assess potential effects on traffic flow in all kind of 
investigations that are not possible, too dangerous or too expensive, when undertaken in real world 
traffic. 

Some examples for that kind of investigations are: Analysis of the effects of a general speed lim it on 
German Autobahn of 100 km/h, 120 km / h or l30 km/h; analogous investigations in a speed lim it 
only for a proportion of vehicles: those vehicles without catalytic converter; investigations in vehicle 
emissions under different general conditions for both pollutant and noise emissions; different 
investigations of changed driving behaviour, for example a socalled ecological driving behaviour. In 
most of these investigations, the very detailled way of representing traffic was needed to be able to 
model the interesting changements correctly. But the model was used to estimate more general, often 
macroscopic, effects like capacity, safety and emissions. 

A very recent investigation has been carried out within the framework of the European R&D 
Programme DRIVE reported for example in [5}. Here the model was used to estimate possible effects 
of onboard information systems, supporting the driver in his driving task, such as headway control, 
speed control or lane changing advice. Two types of influence were defined: a s upported mode with 
the driver being supported by additional information and a controlled mode passing control over 
vehicle m ovements to the system . A theoretical model was developed, describing both types of 
influence of these information technologies on driving behaviour. This model was integrated into the 
simulation model and connected to the model of natural human driving behaviour. Simulation runs 
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were undertaken looking at potential benefits of these technologies on road capacity and traffic safety. 
Differences in traffic flow between not supported, partially supported and completely supported 
driving as well as between different proportions of equipped vehicles are shown to be a result of 
these investigations. 

Furthermore it was possible to connect the model on-line with other programes. One example was an 
investigation in socalled Intelligent Variable Message Signs (IVMS}, where the model was used as a 
tool to test the IVMS-implementation in a closed-loop-procedure: the model supplied the IVMS with 
traffic information, while the IVMS used this information to control different message signs for 
example indicating different speed limits, that did again influence the simulated traffic flow. Another 
application was the connection of the traffic simulation with an AI-system controlling traffic lights in 
a simulated urban network (part of the city of Hamburg) . The AI-system again used traffic 
measurements to control the traffic lights. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The level of detail necessary in modelling real world processes depends on the kind of investigation. 
The same holds for traffic flow models. It was shown that the described microscopic approach has 
been especially useful for investigations concerning changements of individual driving behaviour. But 
for scientific investigations it is important to consider, that the more deta illed the used model is, the 
more emphasis has to be put on empirial studies forming the empirical background of the model 
(calibration and validation). 
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Abstract 

The performance evaluation and simulation of mobile communication networks requires the real
istic and efficient modelling of the movements of mobile stations. In thls paper, the mobility model 
of the integrated simulation tool "SIMC03++" (Simulation of Mobile COmmunications) for the per
formance evaluation and verification of short-range vehlcle-beacon and inter-vehlcle communication 
protocols is presented and validated with motor-way meastl1'ements performed by the Dutch Ministry 
of Transportation (Rijkswa~erstaat). The results of a comparison of the motor-way measurements and 
the traffic scenarios simulated by SIMC03++ are discussed . The comparison shows a very good cor
respondence in important aspects like following distances between vehlcles , average speed of vehlcles, 
distribution of vehicle classes over the lanes. 

1 Introduction 

New RTI applications will require more or less extensive communications to exchange relevant informa
tion between vehicles and roadside beacons (e.g. Automatic Fee Collection, Route Guidance, Parking 
Management, Medium Range Preinformation, Intelligent Intersection Control, Emergency Call, etc.) and 
be,tween vehicles (lnteUigent Cruise Control, Intelligent Maneuvering Control, Lane Access, Emergency 
Warning, etc.). To guarantee the functionality of the developed communication protocols and RTT ap
plications and to optimize the parameters under various environmental conditions, computer-simulations 
ar·e essential for the system design, as well as for the specification of standards (CEN / TC278) for an 
·operational Integrated Road Transport Environment (IRTE) network [l]. 

The mobility model used in SIMC03++ to simulate the movement of vehicles (private cars, trucks, 
busses, etc.) under various environmental conditions (multi-lane motor-ways / rural roads with section
wise speed limits, intersections, etc.) has been validated with Dutch motor-way measurements performed 
in I991. The basic simulation model (vehicle movements, communication protocols, data exchange, and 
RTI applications) is described in Section 2. In Section 3 the road traffic characteristics, which are relevant 
for communications, are described. The modelling of various traffic scenarios and mobility characteristics 
is discussed in Section 4. In Section 5, the Dutch motor-way measurement scenarios are described. The 
results of the Dutch motor-way measurements and the corresponding SIMC03++ simulation results are 
compared in Section 6. Finally, the conclusions from these comparison and a summary of SIMC03++'s 
further extension are discussed. 

2 SIMC03++ Simulation Model 

For the performance evaluation of communication protocols, a simulation model is required, which allows 
the integrated simulation of both, vehicle movements in a dynamic network and the communications 
between vehicles and roadside beacons and between vehicles [7]. Figure 1 shows the basic building blocks 
of such a simulation model and their interdependency. First, realistic vehicle dynamics, based on mobility 
mechanics, traffic statistics, environmental conditions and driver behaviour must be simulated. The 
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Figure 2: Vehicle-Beacon-Communication 

exchange of information of current vehicle and road characteristics, conditions, fixed and dynamic traffic 
situation and restrictions (e.g. speed limits, traffic lights} .ar·e important for the IRTE system and require 
communication links to roadside infrastructure and/or between vehicles. 

For these communications, which might be single- or multi-hop, specific communication protocols 
(medium access control, logical link control, routing strategies, etc.) are currently being developed by 
communication groups of the DRIVE II programme and within standardization bodies (e.g. CEN / 
TC278). Due to their interdependency with ,the vehicle movements, the environmental conditions, and 
the current traffic scenario, the protocol performance should be ·evaluated by integrated simulations of 
the dynamic network and the corresponding data fi.ow. Communication relevant parameters, like channel 
characteristics, roadside communication infrastructure, etc. are taken into account in these simulations. 

Computer-simulations based on this realistic simulation model, provide the required results for tbe 
determination of minimum requirements / optimal values of communication characteristics, and allow an 
accurate performance evaluation of the developed communication protocols. 

3 Road Traffic Characteristics Relevant for Communications 

The modelling of the traffic should be as accurate .as necessary (concerning the effects of the mobility 
on the performance of the communication protocols) and as lean as possible (in order to allow efficient 
implementation in the simulator). Therefore it is necessary to analyze, which characteristics of the road 
traffic are relevan't for the communications. In vehide-beacon communications, a relatively short section 
of a motor-way (up to around 100 m) is relevant, whereas in vehicle-vehicle communications a longer 
motor-way section has to be regarded (several kilometres). The topology of the network (relative position 
of veb.icles towards each other) is of special importance for the protocol functionality and performance 
for inter-vehicle communications. In the following, the specific characteristics regarding vehicle-beacon 
communications are discussed in more detail: 

Speed and vehicle types Each beacon provides a characteristic communication zone, which depends 
on a number of parameters, such as the antenna configuration and transmission medium. As the length 
of the communication zone is limited in any case, the speed of the vehicles determines the available 
communication time of each vehicle. In addition, the vehide type has to be taken into account. Figure 
2 shows the simplified model of a communication zone (microwave): the zone gets shorter, the higher 
vehicle antenna is positioned. Since ,the typical position of the vehicle antenna depends on the vehicle 
types, different vehicle types have to be taklen into account. 

For the calculation of shadowing effects additional vehicle-type specific parameters have to be taken 
into account {see also figure 2): the height of the vehicle's antenna, its longitudinal position (distance from 
vehicle front) and the height of the vehicle in front. Furthermore, the exact knowledge of the following 
distances between vehicles is necessary (see below) . 
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Traffic Intensities and Distributions of Inter-arrival Times Due to the characteristics of the 
communication of vehicle-beacon communications, it may occur, that several vehicles transmit data at the 
same time in the same communication zone (see figure 2) . Therefore the characteristics of the free traffic 
flow have a strong influence on the systems performance: the traffic intensity as well as the distribution 
of the inter-arrival times (following distances of vehicles on a specific lane) are of importance. The higher 
the percentage of vehicles, that have very short inter-arrival times, the higher the probability, that the 
protocols have to cope with data collisions (3] [6] [5). 

4 Modelling of Road Traffic Scenarios 

The simulation tool SIMC03++ has been designed to fulfill the simulation requirements of performance 
evaluation of new communication protocols. In the following section, the model approach for the simula
tion of various traffic scenarios is discussed in detail. 

4.1 Simulation Scenarios 

The new mobile communication protocols, currently being developed for vehicle-beacon and inter-vehicle 
communication systems must provide optimal functionality for traffic scenarios with different characteris
tics. Therefore the following classes of road traffic scenarios can be simulated by SIMC03++: motor-ways, 
rura! roads, intersections, road nanowing scenarios, access ramps. Up to 6 lanes and a lane-specific traffic 
intensity can be specified for each direction. Special road characteristic like speed limit, blocked lanes can 
be added. All maneuvers of vehicles, that are implemented in the mobility model (see section 4.3) are 
influenced by the specified road conditions. 

4 .. 2 Vehicle Generation 

The initial generation of vehicles and their basic characteristics is one of the key problems in realistic 
traffic models. SIMC03++ allows to generate (and simulate) several vehicle classes (private cars, vans, 
trucks, etc) with the following statistical properties: overall percentage of the class (lane specific), average 
speed and inter-arrival time, reaction time, set of risk factors, maximum speed, intended speed and vehicle 
length. These characteristics include all those parameters, that are necessary to ensure both a realistic 
traffic generation and a realistic behaviour of vehicles. 

Whenever a new vehicle is generated, its individual intended speed, its set of risk factors, the reaction 
time, the vehicle length and height, etc. is assigned, using a (pseudo) random number generator according 
to statistical distribution determined by traffic measuremen,ts. 

4.3 SIMC03++ Mobility .Model 

The mobility model of SIMC03++ is based on a microscopic view of the traffic. The behaviour of all 
vehicles depends on a set of rules and was designed to determine the reaction of a vehicle according to 
its local traffic environment. These rules take into account factors such as acceleration, deceleration, 
overtaking maneuvers, merging maneuvers, selection of the preferred lane, etc. The periodical update of 
the mobility scenario in small mobility time steps (several ms) ensure the continuous movement of all 
vehicles and creates a realistic traffic flow. 

As the decisive factor for vehicles' reaction, risk factors were introduced, that are calculated before 
each mobility step [2]. The actual speed of surrounding vehicles and the distance between them are used to 
determine a risk factor for each direction. These risk factors are used to assess the actual traffic situation 
the vehicle has to r·eact in. The factors are compared with a set of 'maximum risk factors ': each set is 
specific for each vehicle and influences the vehicle's traffic behaviour. By parameterizing these maximum 
factors with a distribution function, different types of driver' behaviour were modelled in the mobility 
model. In normal situations, ·the calculated risk factors ar'e smaller than the vehicle's maximum factors. 
Therefore the vehicle attempts to drive with its intended speed. It also tries to move to its preferred 
lane if it was caused to change lane by former driving activities. If the risk factors exceed the vehicle's 
maximum risk factors, a corresponding rule (e.g. about deceleration or overtaking) initiates the required 
vehicle actions. 
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5 Road Traffic Measurements on Motor-Ways 

The mobility model of SIMC03++ was validated by comparison with Dutch motor-way measurements 
(2] carried out as part of a project commissioned by the Transportation and Traffic Research Division of 
Rijkswaterstaat. Measurements were done during several months in 1991 on the A2 motor-way between 
Utrecht and Amsterdam, via the research facility of the Motor-way Qontrol ~ignalling ~stem (MCSS) 
yielding arrival instants, lane, speed and length of passing vehicles at I6 cross-sections [I] [4]. A study 
section of 2.9 ikm was chosen between cross-section A2E53.200 and A2E50.300 in the direction Amsterdam 
to Utrecht. This is the only section along which there are no entrances or exits. There is however, an exit 
about 400 m after the end of the study section. This has an influence on the measurement data, as will 
be discussed in. the next session. 

For th.e validation of the mobility model of SIMC03++, different measurements were analysed. For 
each measurement site, the following parameters were measured per vehicle: 

,. lane, in which the measured vehicle was in, indicated by the lane number (I=right/2=middle/3=left 
lane) 

• Arrival time (in hrs:min:sec) of the vehicle 

• Current speed of the vehicle (in km/h) 

• Length of the vehicle (in m) from which the vehicle class can be derived: e.g. 'Car': length < = 5 
meter; 'Truck': length > 5 meter 

T:o be able to compare the measurements with the simulation results, the following methods were 
applied: 

I. The traffic statistics (average speed of vehides, standard deviation of speed, traffic intensity, etc.) at 
the beginning of the study section were computed and specified as simulation input parameters for 
SIMC03++ (dataset MESI) . Based on these road traffic characteristics, vehicles were generated 
by SIMC03++ (dataset SIMl) and simulated according to the mobility model described in sec
tion 4. Finally the traffic statistics at the end of the simulation range, corresponding to the distance 
between the measurement sites ·were computed and reported in the simulation results file (dataset 
SIM2) in order to compare them to the measurements (dataset MES2 holds data from the end of 
the study section). 

2. Instead of generating the vehicles according to the measured traffic statistics, it is also possible to 
feed SIMC03++ directly with the measured data (arrival time, lane, vehicle class, vehicle-length), to 
simulate the further behaviour of the injected traffic according to the mobility model of SIMC03++, 
and finally report the simulation results (traffic statistics) at the end of the study section (second 
measurement site) 

,6 Comparison of the SIMC03++ Model with Measurements 

The table 1 and the figures 3, 4, 5, 6 show characteristic results of a comparison of a 3-hours measurement 
on the A2 with high traffic intensity and data generated by SlMC03++ are shown. The data at the 
beginning of the study section (datasets MESI and SIMI; vehicle generation using method 1 as described 
in the previous section) and at the end of the section (after 2.9 km; datasets MES2 and SIM2) is presented. 
The comparisons of the measurements and the SIMC03++ results show: 

1. Comparison at the beginning of the study section (MESI vs. SIMI) 
Th'e lane-specific traffic intensity, the mean parameters speed and inter-arrival time as well as the 
distribution of vehicle classes correspond very good: the maximal relative error between the measured 
data and the data generated by SIMC03++ is around 6 % (table I) . Furthermore the distributions 
of inter-arrival times and speeds for the different lanes show as well a good correspondence (figures 
3 and 4). 
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Parame,ter Lane Beg.. of Section End of Section Comparisons 
Measur. SIMCO Measur. SIMCO MES! MESl MES2 

MESl SIMl MES2 SIM2 SIMl SIM2 SIM2 
l 

I 

1212 1212 l.040 1298 1.2 3 7.1 3 24.8 3 
intensity ( veh/h/lane) 2 1704 1802 1752 1634 5.6 3 -4.0 3 -6.7 3 

3 1333 1353 1460 1456 1.5 3 9.2 3 -0.4 3 
1 95.2 94.7 I 94.3 87.5 -0.5 3 -8.1 3 -7.23 

I 

mean speed (!km/h) 2 109.'3 107.6 109!6 
i 

106.8 -1.1 3 -2.3 3 -2.6 3 
3 118.3 I 118.0 118.6 '1 116.4 -0.3 3 -1.6 3 -1.9 3 
1 2.66 

I 
2.70 .3.24 2.53 1.5 3 -5.0 3 -21.0 3 

mean inter-arr. time (sec.) 2 I 1.98 1.85 1.93 2.05 -6.6 3 3.7 3 6.2 3 
3 2.59 2.53 2.36 2.34 -2.3 3 -9.6 3 -0.8 3 
1 77/ 23 77/23 71 / 29 80/ 20 

car/truck distr. (3) 2 97/3 97/3 I 98/2 96/ 4 
3 100/ 0 100/ 0 100/ 0 100/0 

Table 1: Comparison of measured data and SIMC03+ + data 
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2. Comparison of simulated data at the end with measured data at the end of the study section (MES2 
vs. SIM2) 
The comparison shows, that some results differ considerably (up to 25 %). This can be explained as 
follows. The fact, that there is an exit following 400 m after the end of the study section, causes a 
change in the characteristics of the measured traffic. Therefore the intensity of the traffic (and the 
mean following distances) on all lanes differs from the data measured at the beginning of the study 
section. Since SIMC03++ is currently designed to provide free traffic flow on a straight motor-way 
(see next paragraph), the influence of an approaching exit is currently not taken into account, but 
may be included in the set of mobility rules in the future. 

3. Comparison of simulated data at the end with measured data at the beginning of th~ study sec
tion(MESl vs. SIM2) 
In order to prove the ability of SIMC03++ to provide a free traffic flow with constant statistical 
characteristics for several kilometres , the simulated data is compared with the data measured at the 
beginning of the study section (comparison between measured data at the end of the study section 
and SIMC03++-data see previous paragraph). The data (see table I and figures 5 and 6) shows a 
good correspondence between simulation and measurements even after 2.9 km (maximal error below 
10 %). 
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7 Conclusions 

In this paper, the functionality of the integrated simulation tool SIMC03++ (Simulation of Mobile 
COmmunications), which has been designed for accurate analysis and performance evaluation of IRTE 
specific communication protocols (medium access control, logical link control, multi- hop routing strate
gies, etc.) for vehicle-beacon and inter-vehicle communications, based on realistic mobility models, road 
traffic scenarios has been presented. 

A comparison of the motor-way measurements and the traffic scenarios simulated by SIMC03++ 
shows a very good correspondence in important aspects like following distances between vehicles, average 
speed of vehicles, distribution of vehicle classes over the lanes especially at the generation point but also 
after a longer highway section . Therefore it can be concluded, that the simulator SIMC03++ is a tool, 
which is very well suited for the performance evaluation of mobile communication protocols (short-range 
beacon-vehicle and inter-vehicle communications), which require the simulation of realistic road traffic 
mobility and scenarios. 

Due to its sophisticated design, its modular concept, and its characteristic in combining very accurate 
communication protocol behaviour and channel characteristics with realistic mobility models for a variety 
of road traffic scenarios, SIMC03++ provides not only valuable results for the evaluation, refinement and 
verification of the communication protocols, currently being developed by the communication projects of 
the DRIVE II programme (COMIS, GERDIEN, etc.), but also for the evaluation of proposed standards for 
beacon-vehicle communications (CEN TC 278; ISO TC 204), as well as for other mobile communication 
networks, like GSM (Public Land Mobile Network), UMTS (Universal Mobile Telephone System), MBS 
(Mobile Broadband System, RACE II Project), and any other large mobile communication network with 
a rapidly changing topology. 
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Use of the Simulation Model AIRPORT MACHINE for 
investigating Problems of Air Traffic 

The main topic of this paper will not be the design of a simulation model but the experience in using a special one : 
The AIRPORT MACHINE. This simulation model is obtainable by 'Aviation Simulation International, Inc., USA'. 
The Airpon Machine is a model for the simulation of an airpon with all necessary features as runways, taxiways, 
positions. aprons and terminals. 

1.0 Discussion of the Problem 
The goal of our research is the increase of capacity and the safety on airpons. Capacity is defined as the maximum 
number of aircraft in an hour for a special operation (e.g. arrival), which can be handled with a facility (e.g. runway). 
Many airports arowid the world have to cope with a shortage of capacity, and the possibilities to build new runways or 
terminals decrease from year to year. Because of this we have the problem that there is no possibility td make more 
than little improvements for overloaded airpons like a change of the runway utilisation strategy or the building of a 
few new taxiways. 
But before someone can guarantee a capacity increase or the feasibility of a new procedure it is necessary to test the 
new strategies and this leads us to the main problem: 

Where should oew improvements be tested ? 
Testing on a real airport or introducing of new technology without a simulation is not only very expensive because of 
the training for the affected controllers and the installation of the necessary technologies or buildings, but also danger
ous for the aircraft. Another point is that the controllers become overloaded with the control of normal and new pro
cedures. Finally. such a test would disturb the normal traffic and this could have major impact on the average delay 
per aircraft. 
The solution for this problem is the usage of a well designed and validated simulation model. This model should be 
able 

to simulate the most imponant features of an airport such as the complete airport structure and main air traffic 
control and management procedures and 
to give detailed output repons which should include characteristic airport parameters like capacity and delay. 

2.0 Input Data 
2.1 Overview 
The main work for getting an appropriate baseline simulation is the collection of input data (figure 1). We have 5 dif
ferent sorts of input data: airport structure, operational parameters, operational procedures, airspace structure and 
flight-schedules. 
Information e.g. about the airport structure as the position of runways can be fowid on maps or could be obtained from 
the affected airport agency. Especially the operational data and procedures (e.g. taxi speeds. aircraft separation, use of 
positions) can be obtained from traffic observations at the considered airport. A very important part of the input data is 
the flight-schedule. This plan influences the whole simulation run including the results. 

2.2 Examples 
Aircraft Separation: 
Every flying aircraft is trailing a whirl at the end of the wings, called 'wake vortex'. These wake vortices cause great 
problems in the landing phase of flights. If we have a sequence of two or more landing aircraft a small trailing air
craft may be strongly influenced by the high energy wake vortices of the bigger leading aircraft. This forces the con
troller to increase the separation between special types of aircraft. 
The problem is now to get average values for the separations which depend on the combination of arriving aircraft. 
A possibility to get these data is to record radar data of arriving aircraft about a long period of time (perhaps a month) 
and to analyse it. Because the simulation model needs data for minimum separation only periods of high traffic de
mand should be analysed and false data (e.g. caused by wrong aircraft-id's) should be eliminated. 
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Figure I : Input Data 
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As mentioned befolie the flight-schedule is one of the most imponant data of the whole simulation and should be se
lected carefully. Figure 2 shows the .structure of the arrival flow 'over the day for a complete month. The thick curve 
shows the avel".age over a month for every hour of the day. 
For the baseline simulation of an airport it is necessary to choose on the one hand a day which has the same character
istic peaks and vaHeys as the average day and which has on the other hand a high traffic demand for the simulation of 
overload situations. To get such a day we have valuated all days in the following manner: 

To every hour max(O, 3- (difference in aircraft for this hour relative to the hour value of the average 
day)) was assigned as hour-value and for the day we have summed up these values. After this we have 
choosen the day with the highest value and the highest traffic flow. 

For the simulation of a future scenario it is necessary to cr<eate a flight schedule with the future traffic flow including 
the distribution of aircraft types, source and destination airports, positions at the airport and flight routes. 

3.0 Inte:raction Mode 
ln comparison to other airport simulation models the AIRPORT MACHINE has the advantage of an interaction mode. 
This means that the user can intervene in a normal simulation run and can e.g. 

change the arrivaVdeparture runway, 
change the preassigned parking position, 
change the taxi route, 
choose the next .aircraft for crossing a taxiway intersection, 
choose the next departllre, 
stop taxiing aircraft and 
stop the push back (leaving of position) of aircraft. 

Within this interaction mode it is possible to test new procedures together with controllers directly in a simulation run. 
The controllers can handle aircraft in the simulation like they would do with real aircraft. 

4.0 Simulation Resul1ts 
The output of the airport machine includes the following resul,ts: Runway-, air-, taxi-, crossing- and gate-delay, taxi
distances and 1taxi-times. 
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Ail results are given for the implemented airlines and the aircraft types (e.g. wake vortex classes). Additionally the 
taxi-delay is given in form of delay per node of the airport link system and the runway-delay for every hour of the day 
and per runway. The most important results for the estimation of runway capacity are runway- and air-delay. The per
formance of the taxiway system is characterized by taxi-delay and -times. 

Flow 
IA /hi 

hour of day 

Figure 2: Daily flow ofa month together with average flow. 

Figure 3: Analyzing tool for the AIRPORT MACHINE 

5.0 Analysing Tool 
Figur;e 3 shows our additional analysing tool for the AIRPORT l\1ACHINE. With the AIRPORT MACIITNE we have 
had the problem that the graphic interface shows only the activi.i:y of aircraft and not directly the values for flow and 
delay. Therefore we have implemented a program which is able ~o show the delay in form of colored circles at the 
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current aircraft positions and curves for arrival-/departure· and total-flow, taxi-in-, taxi-out-, air- and runway-delay 
and the percentage of occupied positions. The user has the possibility to select two curves at the same time. The color 
of the delay-circles depends on the length of the delay. E .g. yellow stands for a delay between 8 and 15 minutes. In the 
upper right edge are shown values for the length of runway- and taxi-queues, the number of occupied positions and 
the number of moving aircraft. 

6.0 Example for an Investigation 
In the past we have made several investigations with the AIRPORT MACHINE for former BFS (Federal 
Administration of Air Navigation services) and FAG (Frankfurt Airport Agency). One of these investigations was to 
simulate the introduction of a new departure controller in Frankfurt. This additional controller should concentrate on 
the creation of an optimal sequence of aircraft according to the type-dependent separation at the ends of the departure 
runways. 
The test was conducted with 3 different teams, each consisting of an airspace-, an airport-controller and an operator of 
the DLR (figure 4 ). If a situation has occured where an interaction was needed, the operator has called a code-word 
and the affected controller has told back how the traffic should be handled. The special actions for each controller and 
the codewords of the operator can be found in figure 4. 

Figure 4: Example for an investigation. 
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MA.KSIMOS: MACROSCOPIC SIMULATION AND OPTIMIZATION 
OF SIGNAUZED URBAN ROAD N.ETWORKS 

Karin Putensen 

Technical University Hamburg-Harburg 

LohbrUgger Kirchstraf).e &S D-21033 Hamburg Germany 

Abstract. Dynamic simulation of traffic flow in urban areas may help to solve traf

fic engineering problems in design and operation of traffic control systems. Within 

this paper a macroscopic simulation model of urban traffic flow and some of its 

applications in traffic control are described. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Traffic flow in urban areas is strongly influenced by geometric limitations of 

roads, by the road network topology and by the signalization of intersections. 

Recent claims for more safety and priority to public transport increase traffic capa

city problems in the cities. Dynamic simulation of traffic behaviour becomes more 
and more relevant and may help to cope w'ith the.se problems in the design and 

operation of traffic regulations. In this paper a macroscopic model for dynamic 
traffic flow in urban road networks are presented and the some applications like 
optimization of signal control using this model are discussed. 

2. SIMULATION MODEL FOR URBAN TRAFFIC FLOW DYNAMICS 

In this section a macroscopic model for the s 'imulation of urban traffic flow 
(MAKSIMOS) is presented. The model approach has been derived from hydrodynamics 

which have been applied successfully to motorway traffic flows (Payne, 1971). The 

detailed cour.se of individual vehicles is neglected ln favour of the advantage of 

macroscopic approaches, i.e . fast simulation of large networks. 
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Figure 1: Road section with flow variables 
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2.1. Model Description 

The model is formulated in time and space discrete variables which describe 
traffic flow as a nonstationary, dynamic process. The urban road network is divi

ded into segments of 40 - 100 m length. T h e model describes traffic flow dynamics 

b y the aggregate variables density per segment, average speed pe r s egment and 

volumes at the segment borders (cf. figureO . 

Traffic state transition is calculated for time intervals o f three seconds based 

on a set of nonlinear , time discrete difference equations which describe traffic 

phenomena in the segmentated network in the range from free t raffic fl o w up to 

saturation and congestion. 

Macroscopic Traffic Variables: 

ci(k) traffic density in segment i for time k ·T [veh/kmJ 

qi(k) traffic volume leaving segment i during k·T.st<(k+l)·T [veh / h] 

v1Ck) mean speed of the vehicles in segment i for ti me k · T [km/ h] 

Model Equations: 

density: ci(k+1} = ci(k) + ~ ( q i- 1(k) - qi( k l) 

volume: q .(k) = c-(kl v-(k) 
l I l 

mean speed: vi(k+ll = ()vi(k) + ( 1- ()l V( c(kl ) 

with c ( k) = O'.Ci(k) + (1 - a}ci+l(k) 

with T time interval (3 sec.) 

L seg men t length with + > vmax 

V(-) Speed-Density Characteristic 

cc ~ constant weighting factors 

The density ist determine d by a balance of vehicles entering and leaving a seg
ment during the time interval [ k·T, (k + ll·T [. Unde r stationary conditions , it is assu

med that the mean speed vi( k) depends on the density ci(k) within segmen t i and 

additionally on the dens ity ci+1(k ) in the following dow nstream segment which is 

foresee n by the driver. This infl uence on the mean speed is re flected by t he s peed

density characte ristic (see figure 2). For t he dynamic behaviour of the mean speed 

vi(k) it is assumed that adaptation to the stationary value of the speed-density 

characteristic V takes p lace according to a fi r s t order diffe re nce equation . 

The specific characteristics of urban traffic flow like - flow interruption by 

s ignalized and not s ignalized intersections - and - turning flows with and without 

separate Janes - can be taken into account based o n the described m odel structure. 

To model turning flows the seg ment before the intersection is d iv ided into 3 sub

segm ents for left turning, right turning and straight o n t raffic. The intersection 

itsel f is divided into ove rl apping segments for eac h access road (see figure 1). 

-
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Fjgure 2: Stationary Speed-Density Characteristic 

2.2. .Evaluation ·of Traffic Flow Performance 

The simulated traffic flow can be evaluted by four different performance indices 

- travel time, delay time, mean speed, weighted mileage - which have been p roved 

to be suitable measures for the assessment of traffic quality. These criteria can be 

derived from the s tate variables by the followin~ formulas ( t =number of time inter

vals, s = numbPr of segments): 

(1) overall travel time [veh· s]: 

(2) overall de lay time [ ve h · s J: 

(3) overall mean s peed ( m / s J: 

(4) weighted mHeage [veh·m2 /s): 

2.3. Calibration of Model Parameters 

t s 

II 
k = l i=l 

t s 

II 
k = l i= l 

z s 

II 
k=1 i=l 

t s 

c.(k)· L·T ' 
l 

c.(k}· L· v. (k ) 
I l 

c.(k) · L 
I 

min! 

-> min! 

-> max ! 

L L(l·ci(k)·T·vi(kl)vi(k) _,. max! 
k = l i=1 

T he parameters of the mode l have been adjusted to measurem e n ts from tes t sites 

in Hamburg, Germany in 1987 and 1992. The tot a l length of the tes t si t e was 450 m 
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with 8 observation points. Measurements have been taken at short distances before 

and behind a signalized intersection in 1 sec.-intervals, because the model has to re

present traffic flow during acceleration and deceleration wi th the same parameters. 

Figure 3 s hows for two different locations a comparison of time diagrams of 

measured and simulated volumes (aggregated to 3 sec-intervals). The results demon

strate that the model reproduces traffic flow dynamics quite well. 

- ::::ee.su:e:ne::::it 

1~00 

tl::ric (•] 

1400 
tlr:ie (s] 

Figure 3: Comparison of measured and simulated volumes at measurement 
point 4 (stop line) and 8 (end of section) 

3. APPLICATION TO TRAFFIC CONTROL PROBLEMS 

3.1. Coordination of Signal Control by Optimization 

The described model has been used for an optimization of the signalization in 

urban road network s. An heuristic optimization algorithm has been developed for the 
determination of optimal control parameters, like begin and duration of green t imes, 

with respect to the chosen performance index . To reduce the number of parameters 

the signal program of an intersection is determined by only two parameters - begin 

and duration - of green period of one access road. Each couple of opposite entran

ces have the same s ignal times. The sig nal times of the neighbouring entrances 

could be calculated using these two parameters. Therefore the total number of opti

mization parameters is 2 • (number of signalized inte rsections within the network). 

The optimization has to d etermine those parameters values which minimize 

(or maximize ) the chosen criterion, e.g . delay time for a given (possibly dynamic) 

demand scenario. This sets up an integer nonlinear optimization problem which can 

on ly be solved conveniently by he uristic algorithms. The algorithm developed here 

is a step-by-step search-algorithm based on steepest descend, which takes into 

account the c haracteristics of thi s special problem. 

For example , a simple topology with 3 signalized intersection with a distance 
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of 300 m and 400 m has been chosen (see figure 4). The s igna l program of inter

sect.ion 3 and all green times were assumed to be fixed. The coordination of t he 
other two intersections has to be optimized relative to intersection 3 using the per

formance index delay time. Figure S shows the 3-dimensional presentation of the 

delay time as a two-dimensional function of the begin of red time of intersection 1 

and 2. It is interesting to note that already, in this simple example different local 

optima of this function occur. The path of a particular optimization procedure which 

leads to the global optimum (52,52) is indicated by a b old line with arrows. 
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Figure 5: Performance ir:idex - delay time - for different signal settings 

3.2. Tidal How Syst1ems and Traffic Diversion 

Dynamic simulation of traffic flow in urban .areas may help t o s o lve traffic 

engineering prob lems in different areas. For the design and development of traffic 
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systems , simulation can compare different alternatives . Furthermore, the develop
ment of control strategies and algorithms can be simplified and improved by simu

lations. During operation of traffic systems , simulation may help to predict and con

trol the traffic evolution with model based control schemes. 

This model has been especially applied to a Tidal Flow System in Barcelona. 

Tidal Flow Systems are roads with reversable lanes , which are allocated to the di

rection with higher demand. These systems are nowadays mainly based on fixed 

time table. The described simulation model has been applied to the Barcelona 

system to develop and investigate traffic responsive lane switching strategies based 

on actual measurements (see DRIVE V1020, 1991). Another example for an efficient 

application of this model is the deye]opment of diYersion strategies for a congested 

road via alternative routes . The investigations for this application have shown that 

the traffic diversion has additionally to take into account and to modify the signa

lization along the alternative routes. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper a macroscopic model for traffic flow in urban road networks has 

been presented. The model offers to the us er high flexibility when specifying a par

ticular topology, allowing the inclusion of signalized and nonsignalized intersections, 

single-lane and multilane roads , etc .. First verifications of the model show that it 

reproduces real traffic phenomena quite well. Though the presented application 

used the model in an off-line mode, the model might be even more valuabl~ for on

line applications due to its macroscopic nature, e .g. supporting the opera tor by 

quick predictions of alternative control decisions. Possible fields of further applica
tions are: model based traffic surveillance and control (e.g. C remer, Henninger 1993), 

traffic responsive rerouting , traffic management systems including public transport. 
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Nonlinear Models in Population Economics 
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Abstract. We consider a three sector demoeconomic model and its interdependence with the accumulation of 
human capital and resources. The primary sector harvests a renewable resource which constitutes the input into 
indus.trial production, '111e secondary sector of our economy . . Both sectors are always affected by the stock of 
knowledge. The tertiary sector (schooling, training) is responsible for the accumulation of this stock that 
represents a public good for all three sectors. The central focus of this study is to demonstrate the use of 
nonlinear dynamical systems theory in modelling the interaction of economic processes and population 
dynamics. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We introduce a model that attempts to investigate the interdependence of economic and demographic 
development. (see e.g. [I) , [2), {l8], {3] , [8]) The employed framework combines Malthusian constraints and 
economic ·growth 'theory. Though the wealth of the industrial countries may distract attention from Malthusian 
forces, nevertheless they are qui,te visible in many developing countries. A recent warning in this direction is 
the book by the well known political scientist Kennedy '[7]. The second foundation of the model applies 
insights from the 'new' theory on economic growth (see e.g. [9], [11),[12]), where the state of human 
knowledge is crucial in order to fuel development and growth. 

The model is fairly general and may in principle cover as limiting case a society of bunters and gatherers 
(see [ 10]) that lacks collective action and highly civiliz.ed and organized societies observed in industrializ.ed 
countries . However , and despite this attempt of generality one has to take a humble view of such a modelling 
exercise. That is, it :remains a ' toy model' in the words of Romer [13), and it is necessarily so, because the 
growth of human knowledge by definition escapes the descript·ion by simple formulas. 

Our objective is to investigate mechanics underlying the joint development of the population and the 
economy (at the sectoral level). These stylized patterns of development are contrasted with empirical evidence 
compiled to support or refute our model. 

2. THE MODEL 

We consider an entirely competitive economy , wbef'e die labour force L is divided and migrates between 
three diffe.rent kinds of employment: 
1. the primary sector (L1), which harvests natural renewable resources (agriculture, mining industry, etc.) 
2. the secondary or industrial sector (Lz) and 
3. the tertiary sector (research and education) (L3) 

The output Hof ·the primary sector is given by a standat'd production function in the inputs labour L1 and 
the available resou:rce stock R. In addition, technology A improves the labour productivity (e.g. by using 
tractors instead of horses). 

(1) 
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The net growth of the renewable r,esource stock R is affected by two counteracting factors, indigenous, 
biological growth g(R) and the harvest H. 

R = dR/dt =g(R)-H(AL1.R) (I) 

The growth funct,ion g is assumed .to be of the logistic type illustrated in Clark [5]. 

g(R) = 8R(R -R), g(R) > O,g" < 0 for 0 < R < R (2) 

The coefficient R determines the saturation level of the .resource stock and the parameter e determines the 
speed at which the ,r;esource regnerates. 

Using the harvest H and labour L2, the secondary sector produces the output Y. Again, technoloy A 
affects the labour productivity and may also increase the production frontier over time. 

Y(A,H,l2) = A&1 Hp, (A&3 l2)l'i. 0 <P1.fi2,£2,£3 <l,fi1 +P2 =I (3) 

Finally , 1the output of the tertiary sector E adds new technologies and ideas to the stock of knowledge A. 

E(Z.~,P,A) =[(z I P)Y1 (~I p)Y2 Ar3 ]pr4 0 < r1.r2.r3,y4 <l (4) 

The output E depends on two kinds of inputs, industrial products Z and of course, labour ~. As usual, 

this production function is itself affected by progress A. In addition, the output E may depend on the 
population or some measure of density P. 
Human knowledge, as a[r;eady mentioned, is a stock variable that also depreciates. The net growth rate of 
knowledge can be described by ,the differential equation 

A= dA I dt = E(Z, l3, P,A)- t5A 

where t5 stands for the depreciation factor. 

(II) 

1be tot.al ratio of the population P entering the labour force, the labour participation ratio I , depends 
positively ,on the real wage w net of lump sum taxes 'r raised by the ,government on wage income. 

L = l(w - r) P = ( ( w - r) I (w0 + w - r) ]P (5) 

Endogenous population growth n follows a Malthusian law (see Woods (16]). As long as output per capita 

y = YIP is below some exogenous given subsistence level ysub, the population will decline, while a positive 

population growth rate will set in when output per capita exceeds ysub. For analytic and numerical 
convenience we use the function 

n = b log(y I y 1"b) (6) 

where b represents a constant scaling factor. 
The evolution of the population is described by 

p = n(y,ysub)P (III) 

The economy set out exhibits two externalities .that are not properly reflected in competitive markets. 
Firstly, free access to renewable r;esource harvesting may lead to the tragedy of the commons. Secondly, the 
existence of a ,public stock 'knowlege' which shifts tbe production frontiers outward in all three considered 
sectors so that increasing re·tums to scale apply for the entire economy. 

The 1tragedy of die commons associated with resource exploitation may require restricted entry into the 
primary sector to sustain the resource basis . This restriction might be achieved by taxing the output of the 
primary sector. This tax T raises 1the factor price p of the primary inputs for the secondary sector. Hence, the 
optimal choice of inputs for the prima,ry sector follows from equating the price p to marginal costs MC plus 
taxes T. 

p = MC+ T = w I H Li + T (7) 

Marginal costs are determined by the wage w paid for one additional worker divided by his (marginal) 

product, H Li (Varian (15]). (Subscripts denote partial derivatives of the function with respect to the 

corresponding .argument.) Now, the cost minimizing input allocation of the industry follows from the 
condition that the ratio of the marginal products must equal the factor prices. 
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(8) 

Employing one more worker, the secondary sector has to pay the common market wage w, while the price p 
has to be paid for increasing the factor input H. 

Additionaly the assumption of constant returns to scale production functions leads to equating marginal 
costs MC and average cos·ts AC in each sector. lbis yields a further constraint e.g. in the secondary sector. 

AC=(pH+wl2 )1Y=tr (9) 

where 7t is the price of the industry good, which is equal to marginal costs under competitive allocations. 

Secondly, as already mentioned, the s·toclc of knowledge A must be properly managed. Failures to 
organize collective actions properly wiU hinder economic growth. Total tax revenues TR =TH+ 'Cl., given by 

1the sum of taxes levied on the harvest TH plus taxex levied on the workers rL are used to finance the inputs 

L3 and Z into the production of E. Admitting the possibility of conuption c (governmental institutions may 

divert part of the total tax revenue into their own pocket) only a part of the collected taxes 

(1- c )(TH + rL) is used for financing ,the tertiary sector. The distribution of this amount is assumed to 

follow a constant pattern determined by a proportion (1-s) spent on the factor costs of the input Jabour w~ 
and a proportion s spent on the industrial products ttZ,: 

(1-c)(TH + rL)s = tr2. (10) 

(1-c)(TH + a)(l-s) = wl 3 (11) 

Summarizing our model can be described by a .three dimensional system of differential equations (l)-(III) 
and six implicit constraints (5), (7)-(11). 

3. EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE: A CROSS SECTION STIJDY 

In the following a short empirical assessment of the functional relationships outlined in section 2 is given 
(see also Hazledine [6]). We use a cross-section of 23 low-income countries (per capita GNP ~ US $400 in 
1989) in Africa. Data ar1e taken from three sources: Britannica [4], World Resources (18] and the 
Weltbevollcerungsbericht [ 14]. 

Firstly we estimate the production functions (1), (3), (4) by ordinary least squares. The results are shown 
in table 1 (t-values are given in the brackets). 

TABLE 1 E . ed od fun . : stunat or uct1on ct1ons 
ln(H) ln(Y) lni'E) 

constant 5.998 (35.42) constant 1.163 (0.65) constant 4.375 (9.24) 
ln(L1) 0.587 (2.91) ln(J...i) 0.199 (l.12) ln(Z/P) 0.570 (7.72) 
ln(R) 0.356 (1.63) I ln(H) 0.695 (3.09) ln(I-:3 /P) 0.298 (2.15) 

ln(P) 0.979 <14. 70) 
R2 0.741 R2 0.719 R2 0.933 

As a measure of 1the labour force we use the percentage of population at working age (15-65 years). The 
percentage of population working in agriculture, industry and services yields the distribution of the labour 
force to each sector. The output H, Y and E of each sector is taken as the percentage of GDP out of the 
primary, secondary and tertiary sector. Resources are equated with arable land. The percentage of GNP spent 
on education yields an 1es·timate for z. As there was oo reliable estimate available for A, we excluded it from 
the list of independent variables. The ·estimated coefficients are the marginal productivities of the 
corresponding factor inputs and contain information a'bout the overall returns to scale. All coefficients are 
positive and their sum suggests ·that ea.eh of the less developed regions suffers from decreasing returns to scale 
in the primary and secondary sector while the tertiary sector exhibits increasing returns to scale. The 
independent variables used in our model are likely to be correlated, such that the estimates might be biased 
upwards. 

Furthermore Figure 1. illustrates ·the positive correlation between population growth n and per capita 
output y of 1the secondary sector. The Malthus ian Jaw ·seems not to be refuted by the data. 
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4 . . BALANCED GROWTH PATHS 

The complexity of die model - a three dimensional system of nonlinear differential equations and six 
implicit constraints - complicates numerical investigations of our system. Altemativley one can study the 
systems behaviour along balanced growth paihs, wh.icb arr·e characterized by constant growth rates of the state 
variables. Using this framework several questions can be raised and srudied: 
• What are the forces to escape Ma'lthusian traps and sustain .economic growth? 
• What are the conditions of a take off in societies with low ·industrialization at the outset? 
• What are potential contributions to efficiently use tax revenues? 
• Does there exist any optimal population growth or technological progress? 
These numerical simulations and thus necessarily stylized patterns of development can be contrasted with 
empirical evidence compiled to support or to refute our results. 
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Abstract 
Microeconomic models, e.g., concern models, usually suffer from too simple dynamic equations and 
from too unrealistic economic data. We investigate a new iterative design method , including numerical 
simulation, numerical solution of optimal control problems by direct optimization methods and modeling. 
The capability of the method is demonstrated by the refinement of a quite simple first concern model. 
In the end, very complex micro- and macroecononomic phenomenona known from reality, have been 
obtained for various numerical calculations. 

lntrod uction and first concern model 
Mathematical models of microeconomic processes are very important for many purposes. These models 
can , e.g., help to explain macroeconomic phenomenona or help to improve the mangement of a concern. 
Especially concern models are well known in literature, see, e.g., FEICHTINGER and HARTL (1986), 
HILTEN et al. (1993), KAMIEN and SCHWARTZ (1981), KORT (1989), KORT et al. (1991) and LESOURNE 
and LEBAN (1978). The proposed concern models generally can be (and should be!) improved by an 
additional refinement . Usual insufficiencies are: 

• Quite simple dynamic equations to enable an analytic calculation of the optimal open-loop 
or feedback controls or/and the optimal limit cycles. 

• Inexact economic data and inexact data of the concern due to the difficulties to get and to 
use these data for numerical calculations. 

• Fuzzy definition of the business policy due to differ·ent possible management approaches. 

In the sequel we will illustrate the iterative refinement of a concern model via numerical simulation, 
numerical solution of optimal control problems by direct optimization methods and modeling. For the 
first model we use, see LESOURNE and LEBAN (1978), FEICHTINGER and HARTL (1986) and WILL (1992): 

x = 
y = 
j = 

(1-T)P-D, 

I - o (X + Y) - (1 - 7) P + D , 
e-rt D 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

with P = pF-w L- Pk Y -o (X + Y) and F = a(X + Y) 0
" £ 01

• The dot denotes the derivative w. r. t . 
the independent variable t E [to,t1]· Initial time to and terminal time t 1 are fixed. The state variables 
X, Y and J denote equity capital and loan capital of the concern and the accumulation of the discounted 
dividends, respectively. With the output F , the profit P is the difference between sales proceeds p F 
and labour costs w L, loan capital costs Pk Y , and depreciation o (X + Y). 7 denotes the tax rate and r 
denotes the notational interest on equity capital. The performance index J(t1 ) is to be maximized with 
the control functions D, I, and L, which denote dividend, investment, and number of employees. The 
state constraints 0 $ Y and Y :S K.X (borrowing limit) and the control constraints 0 ~ D , 0 $I$ Ima.x, 
and 0 $ L have to be fulfilled for all t E [to , t I]. For analytical and numerical calculations with this first 
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concern model, see LESOURNE and LEBAN (1978), FErCHTINGER and HARTL (1986), WILL (1992) and 
KOSLIK et al. (1993). 

Refinement of the .first concern model 
New direct optimization methods, e.g., the direct collocation method DIRCOL, see VON STRYK (1993), 
VON STRYK and BULIRSCH (1992), enable an comfortable, fast and reliable numerical solution of optimal 
control problems. In detail, major advantages of the direct ·collocation method are: 

• Even non differentiable model functions, e.g., :i and Pk in the new model, can be handled, 
since no explicit numerical integration of the differential equations is done, see Fig. 1. 

• The large domain of convergence enables the oomputation of the optimal solution even with 
a poor initial guess. 

·• Although the calculabon of the adjoint differential equations is not necessary, the direct 
collocation method DIRCOL yields accurate estimates for the adjoint variables. These 
estimates facilitate the use of an highly accurate indirect optimization method , e.g., the 
multiple shooting method. 

143 

03 

5/83 5/93 

Fig. 1: Real economic functions 
with mean value and fluctuation 
for the period May 1983 to May 
1993 in Germany (Wesfr Infla
tion rate i (thick black curve), 
interest rate Pk for loan capital 
(thin dark gray curve), current 
yield Pm (thick gray curve) and 
two risk premium rates Pr low 

and Pr hig h for the equity capital 
in the concern (thin light gray 
curves) . 

Various refinements of the first concern model (1) - (3) lead to the new concern model: 

s = Sc ' (4) 

L = Le , (5) 

} ' = }'c , (6) 

x = + [ + ( 1 - T) { P - Pr X) (7) 

Xm = - I + ( 1 - 'T) X m Pm , (8) 

Xr (1 - r) Pr X , (9) 

d = - d In (1 + i ) (10) 

with 
F = o(X + Y) 0

• L"'', 

and 
1 

P = d (p (F - Sc) - a S - w L) - Pk Y - b (X + Y) 

Equations (4) and (5) represent the level of stocks S E [Sm;n, Sm...x) and number of employees L ~ 0 (new 
controls Sc E [Se,min, Se,ma.x] and Le E [Le,min, Lc,ma.x]) . The loan capital Y E [O , K. X] can be controlled 
via the new control Ye E [Yc,min , Yc,m...x] replacing the former I, see (2) and (6). T he owner of the equity 
capital X ~ 0 in the concern holds a remaining part Xm ~ 0 of his capital in alternative capital assets, 
e.g., fixed-interest stocks. With the help of the investment I E [Imin, Ima.xJ, the capital flow between X 
and Xm can be directed , see (7) and (8) . T he dem and for a risk premium by the owner of the equity 
capital X ~ 0 in the concern is modeled in Eq . (9) . For numerical calculations with real economic data 
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or realistically modeled economic cycles, see BREITNER et al. (1993) and KOSLIK et al. (1993), it is 
necessary, to calculate an exact discounting function d(t) for a variable inflation i(t). The derivation of 
the Eq. (10) and the initial condition d(to) = 1 for d(t) can be found in KOSLIK et al. (1993). For the 
investigation of realistically modeled economic cycles it is comfortable, to add the equation 

. 27r 
kp = k1(t) (11) 

for the position kp in an economic cycle with the initial condition kp(to) = kp,O· The duration k1 of 
the economic cycle can be chosen even discontinuous. With the help of kp, the economic functions can 
be modeled as trigonometric functions, e.g., i(t) := i,,.. +iv sin kp(t ). All the economic parameters and 
function , e.g., 'T and o have been determined carefully. The owner of the capital (X + Xni ) and the 
management of the concern try to maximize the total profit, 

--+ max 

with respect to the control functions Sc, Le, Ye and I. 

The derivation of the Eqs. ( 4) - (11), the related initial conditions and the state and control constraints for 
the design of a realistic concern model requires some iterations of simulation, optimization and modeling. 
Optimal solutions for various economic settings have to be calculated numerically for all preliminary 
models. These solutions must be compared to well known real phenomenona in micro- and macroeconomy, 
see, e.g., HEINEN (1985). A further refinement of the model - equations, boundary conditions, constraints 
or model functions - is required, as long as unrealistic solutions are obtained . The final , complex and 
very realistic concern model can be found in KosLIK et al. (1993) . 

Numerical results 
Various numerical calculations with the realistic C·oncern model have shown its validity. The optimal 
solutions gain insight into the optimal management of a concern on the one hand and can help to 
understand macroeconomic phenomenona on the other hand. The numerical results include optimal 
solutions and optimal limit cycles 

• for the real data of the inflation i, the interest rate for loan capital Pk and the current yield 
Pm, see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2; 

• for realistic economic cycles including non-constant cycle duration k1 E (3 years, 9 years]; 

• different planing horizons t1 (1 year, 3, 5 and 10 years); 

·• for the best possible duration kz • (t) of the economic cycle related to the initial conditions 
(best case analysis), see Fig. 3; 

·• for the worst possible duration k1.(t) of the economic cycle related to the init ial conditions 
(worst case analysis). 
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Fig. 2: History of loan capital Y ver
sus equity capital X (black curve) for 
the moderate risk premium Pr low· The 
dots on the curve mark the collocation 
nodes of the direct collocation method 
DIRCOL. The borrowing limit (thick 
gray line) and Jines of constant j oint cap
ital G := X + Y (thin gray lines) are also 
depicted . 



10 -· ....... . • • 
• •• , . ... . , .. 

2 ~I ----~~~~ ...... ~~~~ ....... ~~~~.._~~~~.____,, 

Fig. 3: Best case k1 * E 
(3 years, 9 years) versus kp 
(dots): Good estimate with 
the help of the direct collo-

2 kp 10 cation method DIRCOL. 

Many of the calculated optimal solutions and optimal limit cycles can be found in KOSLIK et al. (1993). 

Our future research in this area is devoted to the numerical calculation of optimal solutions with in
direct optimization methods, e.g., the multiple shooting method, too. Furthermore, the application of 
differential game theory, see, e.g., BREITNER et al. (1993), is planed for t he handling of unknown, future 
economic data. 
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ECONOMY, DEMOGRAPHY A.ND OCCUP.ATION OF TiiE TERRITORY INSIDE 

A fiUNCTION.AL ECONOMIC AREA (FEA) 
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La laguna, Canary islands, Spain 

.A.bstr:a.ct The phenomenon of Mass Tourism in the 1960' s has converted the 
islands of Teneri.fe in Canary Islands into typical Fwictional Economic Area 
where the booming economic development has been disturbed by several crises 
affecting the welfare of the islanders. ln particular these crises have 
induced perverses efects in the economy as the wiemployment and the black 
employment. ln this paper we simulate the generation of this black employment 
and we find that such pernicious results is generated by the high level of 
unemployment. 

l .1NTRODUCTION 
The economic model which has taken form historically in the Canary 

Islands was substained by Agriculture for Export of different cash-crops, 
controlled by a dominant minority (generally associated with foreign 
entrepreneurs). lt based its high levei of productivity in superb c limatic and 
environmental conditions and on its coexisten.oe with a subsistence agriculture 
or an economy of scarcity that left availabl,e plenty of cheap labour for the 
commercial plantations. This model gave rise to a succession of crises which 
cyclically impoverished the islands causing .great waves of emigration as an 
ecological ,escape valve (according to Antonio Machado Carrillo's terminology 
DOil, whenever the demogra.phk capacity was reached. 

In addition, the phenomenon of Mass Tourism in the 1960's 
substantially modified the productive structure producing a clear imbalance in 
the economic ecological health mechanism known up to then. Precisely the 
impact of this dominant economic activity on population, land occupation and 
standard of living conditions has conv,erted the two main islands of the 
Archipelago: Gran Canaria and Tenerife into typkal Functional Economic Areas, 
where we can find the following trends in economic development during the 
last twenty years: 

1) Firstly an :accelerated growth in the number of tourist places is 
perceived, which has expaned the tourist resorts to a 150000 beds in 
Tenerife. 

2) Together with this development of the tow-ist industry there has 
been an overall growth in population and urbanized land alerting us to the 
appearance ,of phenomena like overcrowding and excessive urbanization in the 
not too dist,ant future. 

3) This urban sprawl is due not only to the high index of natural 
increase on the islands but also to the foreign residents occupying villas 
near the tourist complexes. ln addition, this new form of settlement has given 
rise to a chang,e in the net direction of migration. Previously negative in 
sign, the emigrants were mainly young single males, it is now positive in 
s ign , the loss being exceeded by the influx of outsiders . 

4) Lastly , the spectacular increase in per ca pita income among the 
inhabitants is not directly corresponded by a comparable increase in the 
social conditi·ons and f acilities determining the citizens ' Quality of Life . 
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Indeed, the Standar of living of the population and simiraly the 
booming economic development in the islands has been d isturbed by several 
crises affecting the welfare of the islanders. In particular as consequence 
these economic crises have had pernicious results on the present development 
of the economy. The most significant of these is the high level of 
unemployment seriously affecting the future of the islands. This has reached 
more than 207. of the working population, threatening imminent strangulation of 
the prospects for economic development in the Archipelago. 

Associated with the high index of Wlemployment there is another factor 
affecting negatively the economic situation in the islands. This is the 
phenomenon of black employment, fruit and motive f orce of a Black Economy 
unquantifiable in terms of Regular Accountancy which contributes to a certain 
financial chaos in the islands . 

In this article we aim to evaluate quantitatively the degree to which 
this type of employment has repercussions on the economy in general. 
Concretely, we study this phenomenon in the island of Tenerife and with the 
aid of diverse econometric modelling and simulation techiniques we undertake 
an analysis contrasting real data with diverse economic theories intended to 
explain the underground economy within the framework of the world economy as a 
whole, and in particular that of Spain. 

We can already put forward that our 
s ignificant both in explaining black employment 
practical justification of the theories which 
phenomenon. 

study is sen to be highly 
in the Canaries and in the 

set out to explain such a 

2. BLACK EMPLOYMENT AND THE 'BLACK' ECONOMY 
In the opinion of all the experts: -rhe growth of black employment is 

found to have the existence of relatively low incomes as one of its 
fundamental cause" . In consequence therefore, periods of economic crisis give 
rise to the appearance of this type of employment, the driving force and basis 
of the Underground Economy. Similarly the accelerated growth of the Canary 
economy, resultant population overflows and the weakness of the development 
model have provoked these succesive crises giving rise to the phenomenon under 
study here. For this reason we set off from the hypothesis that the Canary 
economic scenario is one of the clearest in having trigged the appearance of 
this type of employment. 

We consider that the 'Black' economy must be understood as the set of: 
activities that should be accounted for within the concept of gross 

interior product, but may be omitted i n practice because one or more of the 
partic ipants attempts to hi.de them from the public authorities 

(Official definition offered by the OECD, Ruesga Benito {11). page 55) 
Under this definition enter activities such as legal but underclared 

production drug-dealing, prostitution, income in kinf-goods rather than money, 
and an enless variety of hidden acuv1t1es. However, it seems that the 
quantitative evaluation of this sort of economic activities may be difficult 
or even impossible. For this reason we need to restrict the black employment 
in such a way as to make its evaluation feasible, so we must resort t o t he 
satistical series at our disposition. It should also appreciated that there is 
a substantial di'1.ergence between the data collected by the EPA (Encuesta de la 
Poblaci6n Activa quantifying the total number of adults considered a ctive in 
employment , and the real figure for those affiliated to the Social Security 
(reflecting those employded officially). Contrasting the annual difference 
between both series, we are able to evaluate the amount of black employment at 
least at its minimum limit. 

Thus being established the concept of this employment we wish to 
l 
Surve y of Ac tive Population 
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evaluate, let us then proceded to examine the various theories that purport to 
explain its appearance. We have already put forward that the existence of 
lower incomes largely explains this. What is more, the fall in income for the 
average Canary islands family stimulates a search for additional earnings 
outside the legally regulated labour market. However, this income-drop: 

... is due not so much to the behaviour of the reaL salary as to the 
rise i.n unempoLyment Levels and in consequence to the decrease i.n the number 
of earners per f amity. The pool of unemployment i.n this way becomes one of the 
fundamental sources of Labor supply for the unr,eguLated sector. 

(M. Gonzalez, A. Vega, ... , page. 45) 
Thus in essence, the existence of low incomes and the unemployment pool 

or reserve must be considered as indicators that to a greater extent enlarge 
or justify black labour . We are thus interested in estimates the size of each. 

Annual unemployment for Tener if e is quoted in the satistical series put 
together by the INEM Unstituto Nacional de Empleo), and so these data are 
known for the last 12 years at least. Under other conditions, the existence of 
low incomes is found to be intimately related to the personal income 
distribution and its greater or lesser degree of concentration. So we can turn 
to the data collected by the annual reports llnformes Anuales) elaborated by 
the Banco Bilbao-Vizcaya, which being based on information obtained by the 
Family Budget Survey (Encuesta de Presupuestos Familiares) appear in the 
following tables: 

Table I. 

DISTRIBIJC'ION PORCENTllAl DE LA RENTA FAMIUA:R DISPONIBLE, IPOR DE~ILAS DE HOGARES, 
'SE·GUN El NIV.EL MEOIO DE INGRESO'S IPOR HOGAR 

1.• 2.• 3 . 4. s.• 6 ." 1• a.• 9 ." 10. 

1981 . . ... . . .... '' ,. 2.41 3.98 5.20 6.31 7.48 8.80 10.01 11.53 15.05 29.23 
1986 .. ... .. .. ··· · · · 2.72 4 .10 5.35 6.39 7.49 8 .55 9.93 11.39 14.97 29.11 
1987 .. . . ....... . . .. 2.64 4.21 5.33 6.45 7.45 8 .63 10.08 11.46 14.90 28.85 
1988 .. . .. .. ' . .. ... . 2.72 4.29 5.38 6 .62 7.64 8.74 10 .04 11.51 14.95 28.ll 
1989 . . . .. . . . .. . ... . 2.74 4 .29 5.38 6.44 7.62 8.65 9 .79 11.40 15.07 28.62 
1990 ..... .. . ..... . . 2.89 4.47 5.22 6.32 7.66 8.48 9.75 11.78 15.08 28.35 
1991 . ...... . ... 2.85 4.49 5.31 6.31 7.63 8 .50 9 .86 11.83 15.14 28.08 

EVOLUCION EN LA DISTRIBUCION f>ERSONAL DE LA RENTA ESPANOLA. ANOS 1970 A 1991 j 

~IMl8...U-liaf00.-lde 

~-·,,. 1ndtce Oe<:t1as Qu1nt1las '°9 YelOrft en:rem. 
a• 

Gam lnfenor Su~nor lnfe-no< Suoenor Dec:1,as Ou1nt11as 

1970 ··· · · · ·· • ··· · · 0.457 1 .44 40.76 4 .57 53.02 28.31 11.60 
1971! ......... . .... 0.446 1 .76 39.57 4,94 51.95 22.48 10.52 
1980 .... .. ... ..... 0.363 2.41 29 .23 6.39 44.28 12.13 6.93 
1986 ··· ·· ····· ··· 0.356 2.72 29.11 6.82 44,08 10,70 6.46 
1987 ······· ··· ··· · 0.353 2.64 28.85 6.85 43.75 10.93 6.40 
1988 ... . . ..... . ... 0 .345 2. 72 28.11 7.01 43.06 10.33 6.14 
1989 ·· ··· ··· ···· ·· 0.349 2.74 28:62 7.03 43.69 10.45 6.21 
1990 .. ....... . .. . . 0 .. 347 2.89 28.35 7,36 43.43 9.81 5.90 
1991 .. . .. ... . . 0.346 2.85 28.08 7.34 43.22 9 .85 5.89 

As one may appreciate from these, in the second tables a coefficient is 
set out that could well be used as an indicator of the separation of wealth 
between Spanish families knowing the coefficient between the lst and Sth 
2Porcentual Distribution of the familiar income by deciles of homes, according 

to the medium level of earnings 
3 Evaluation of the personal distribution of the spanish income, 
1970-1991 
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quintile. If this coefficient increases, a greater difference arises between 
the incomes of the richer and poorer families. Therefore an increase is 
perceived in the very low incomes which respect to the mean. We can accept the 
value of this coefficient as an index accurately defining the appearance of 
low incomes and so are able to work further with it. 

However, it happens we only have available six consecutive values for 
this coefficient, besides this deriving from the overall Spanish national 
income figures. We therefore find ourselves obliged to both enlarge the series 
of observations and relate the data to conditions in Tenerife. 

With this intention in mind, let us try to relate our indicator with 
some other for which we might have a wider range of observations at our 
disposal, preferably without being aggregated at the provincial level. What 
should this new indicator be? 

or household income distribution is 
Public Expenditure that enrich the 
result in a more equal income 
has given special attention to this 
few years (EL PAIS, Tuesday 1 June 

It is known that the family 
intimately linked with the increase in 
Welfare Benefits system, etc. should 
distribution. By the Spanish goverrunent 
instter through it pal icies during the last 
:993, see graph) 

crecimiento de la renta 1980-1990 
Nr\181es:c1eieilt3~ desde~~:nm pobres;'.ii 0. ma$-ricos:-0 -~f: . - ' . .. ~ ..: ... ~ .... ... , . . ..; ~ . 
1121· 3 I 4 I s I 6 I 1 18191Tol 

' 2.9 2.2 
. 4.8 

1,1 

: -4 ,2 

We must admit that in Spain the behaviour of the state has achieved the 
reduction of difference between rich an poor, at least during the 1980's 

On the other hand: 
PoLici.es which expand social expenditure in a recessi.ve economic 

situation (the case of Spain) will resu.Lt i.n acceleration the decrease in GNP 
by contri.bu.ti.ng to a Lower rate of saving. 

Banco Bilbao-Vizcaya, page 94 
In other words, Social expenditures and the GNP growth rate seem closely 
related in a reverse correlation. This fact already recognized as a perverse 
effect of the Welfare economy (Cameron, [SJ) drives us to seek a functional 
relationship that will interconnect the increase in equidistribution of income 
with the GNP variation. If: 

X denotes the coefficient of the family income distribution ext reme 
t 

values in quintile in time t, deflated by the contribution of public 
expenditure and 

Y the GNP varaiation rate in time t 
l 

the equation: 
(1) X = A + 8 x Y 

t t 

allows us a relationship to be established between the two indicators. In this 
4 

Income Growth 1980-90 
Income levels ranging from l, poorest to 10, richest. 
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way if we evaluate the parameters A and B with the aid of the least sqaure 
method we will obtain: 

A = 4 .6626 and B = 0.32034 
When we perform this linear regression adjustament with tha aid of the six 
values collected for X in Table 2. . We then confirm that the test of the 

t 

significance for the constant A and the variable Y , gives us sign ifciantly 
t 

high values (23.6362 and 7.2571 respectively), that the factor R-squared is 
very near unity: R

2 = 0. 946ll, and that the Durbin-Watson correlation test 
justifies the goodness of fit giving a value of l.'8972 (very near the optimum 
of 2). That is, the .regression carried out using equation (1) involves a 
seri·es of indicators which gives a good test of the significance of the 
adjustment as a whole, permiting us to accept as valid the hypothesis that the 
income differential compares well with the GNP growth rate. 

Table 2. Variabl.es which are used in equation (1) 

Years Variable y Variable X 
t t 

1986 3.20 6.46 
1987 5.64 6.58 
1988 5.16 6.29 
1989 4.75 6.14 
1990 3.69 5.71 
1991 2.29 5.49 

With all the foregoing discussion. we can make use of the equation (l) 

to widen the range of ·observations of variable X , limiting ourselves to the 
t 

economic conditions of T·enerife in order to undertake a simulation of the 
black employment found in its economy 

3. SIMULATION OF BLACK EMPLOYMENT 
Having collected the hypothesis relative to the nature and development 

of the black or unrregulated employment UE in the coordination of the 
t 

variables X and U (unemployment in period t, let us proceed to simulate the 
l l 

action of these on ur applying various multiple linear regressions. We begin 
t 

establishing a direct relationship between X • U and UE through equation (2) 
t t 1. 

(2) UE = A + B x X + C x U 
t t t 

Given the linear r·egression of (2), we can find the following values of 
the parameters: 

A :;:: 5840.6 B = -41. 2778 and C :;:: 0.83163 
But it happens that the different test for the goodness of fit of this 
regression do not indicate the pressence of optimal fit, since the values 
obtained for the sattistical test of significance of the parameters A and 
variable X : 0. 29950 and -0.0094131 and the significance of the regression as 

t 

a whole with a R
2 

of 0.66163 invalidate the good use of equation (2 ). We must 
thus recur to a new hypothesis t o better describe the generation of black 
employment. 

For this we set off from a t heory of frequent use in Econometrics. It 
is one which justifies persistence in the repetition of habits, or the 
propensity to repeat a certain behaviour. That is, we are speaking of the same 
circumstance recognized by Brown (41 in the propensity to consume, that in his 
words: 

The habits, custo ms, standards and leve ls associ.ated wi.th real 
consumption previously enjoyed become "impressed" on the human physiologic al 
and psychological systems and thi.s produces an i nertia or ''hysteresis" i.n 
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consumer behaviour. Because of this inertia, consumer demand reacts to changes 
in consumer income with a certain slowness, and thus past real consumption 
exerts .a stabilizing ef feet .on current consumption ... 

Therefore taking this idea up again in our discussion, the black 
employment must be a function of the present uneployment and of the black 
employment found in the past . So, parting from the hypothesis that the effect 
of the persistence of habits is, besides being continuous, an inverse function 
of time, the migration flow in the immediately previous period is that which 
must ex·ert a greater influence on the present. In consequence we may formulate 
the following equation: 

(3 ) VE = A + B x X + C x U + D x UE 
t t t t-1 

Preceding therefore to make an test of regression to equation (3 ) with 
the aid of the variables refering to a period of 12 years, we find the 
foll owing parameter values: 

A = -10566.0, B = 92.9095, C = 0 .18980. and D=l.0548 
We also find the the t'Student test of significance give us the values: 

-l.6129 for the coefficient A 
0 . 071049 for the variable X 

t 

l. 3793 for the variable U . and 
t 

8 . 2202 for the delayed variable VE 
l -

it being t he test R
2 

that gives us de significance of the regression as a 

whole equal to 0. 97537 and the Durbin-Watson test leads us to the value 2.2441 
(near to 2}. That is, the simulation we carried out using equation (3 ) models 
the generation of the black employment with a very good fit. Taking this in 
account , the values found in the test of significance of the variables invite 
us to vary equation (3) slightly, and by this means we can proceed to pay less 
attention to the comparatively meanningless value X , obtaining the equation 

t 

(4) which follows: 

and 

(4) UE = A + BxU + CxUE 
t t t-1 

In this case, the multiple regression gives us the following results! 
A = -10244 . 7 with a significance level of -2.3685 
B = 0 .19393 which leads us to a better test of significance than 

previously for the variable U : l. 7018 
l 

C = 1.0546 w ith the significance that assumes a t ' Studem test of 9 .005 
for the delayed variable VE . 

t 

In addition, t he goodness of fit improves overall as R
2 

increases to 0 .97535, 
as does t he Durbin'Watson test from which an estimation of 2. 2318 is obtained 
-nearer to the optimal value of 2 - . This improvement in the simulation of UE 

t 

is clear Jy reflected in the following 
calculation of equation (4) is seen. 

graph where the accuracy in the 
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We can thus conclude that the generation of black or unrregulated 
employment in the island economy of Tenerife responds jointly as much to the 
unemployment increase as to the persistence in the habit of population to 
generate and maintain a black economy. The income differential does not 
substantially affect this unrregulated employment, but we must accept that 
unemployment itself include the income difference as expressed in the qoute 
from M. Gonzalez et al. ,((6)) 
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Abstract. In recent years quantitative calculus has become an increasingly important tool in policy impact 
analysis. In this paper, we introduce a newly comprehensive mathematical model based on System Dynam
ics, and apply this model to a dynamic policy simulation on the l'esource allocation of Research &. Develop
ment (R&.D) in China. System 'isomorphism is used to evaluate the main functional loops of the model , 
and the variable structural control is also used to make out more rational R&.D policy. 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowaday quantitative calculus bas become an increasingly important tool in policy impact analysis 
and precise policy-making. One of the analysis of quantitative relationships in complex social &. economic 
was originated by M . I. T. System Dynamics Group with the theory and methodology of System Dynamics 
( Forrester, 1961; Roberts, 1978, Senge, 1990). For decades System Dynamics models were used to 
analyse the interrelationship and dynamics change over time among the social &. economic variables, and 
got some existing .findings. As China is still one ·of the less developed economics, large scale investment on 
R&.D as developed countries is impossible, but t he low increasing rate of R&.D input also affects the catch 
up with the scientific&. technological more advanced. As the prospects !or entering into modem industriali
sation are not so obvious nor can be taken for granted that late-comers have the advantages, less develop
me.nt countries including China must pay attention to the rational R&.D input so that the development can 
take place through synchronization of build up science&. technology capacity and elimination of obstacles to 
development. Concerning this issue, we have developed several System Dynamics models (Xu Qingrui et al , 
1984, 1986, 1989, 1992). 

As any social &. economic model is not perfect, System Dynamics modeling usually lacks of a more 
f.ormal:ized procedures of mathema,tica:J analysis, .and trial-and error approach was always used to the real
ising acceptable policies, the number of policy al~ematives is limited by the analyst 's own experiences &. 
judgement rather than the auainment of objective criteria (Toyoda , 1991) , and the cost of policy test &. 
simulation is relatively high. The broad dynamic simulation model is based on our further study of mathe
matical analysis of system behavior and system structure. In this paper, we introduce a System Dynamics 
model on the R&.D input, based on System isomorphism we mathematically make out the main functional 
loops which is helpful to ting the varing characteristics of this model. In t he meantime we also intend to in
duce variable soucture control in the model for more rational test &. simulation of R&.D resource allocation 
policy. 
II. SYSTEM ISOMORPIDSM ANALYSIS OF R&.D INPUT ?Yl<ODEL 

By system thinking , the input of Research &. Development must be coordinated with the develop
ment of economy, education, finance as well as modification the internal soucture of science &. technology 
per se. So there are 5 subsystems in this model,economy subsystem, population subsystem, education sub
system, finance subsystem as well as science-technology subs~em. 

The a ctual System Dynamics model of R&D input consists of around 250 variables and 50 feedback 
loops , so the evolving rule of system is more complicated, and traditionally a great deal of tests are needed 
to observe the impact of each parameter and feedback loop on the system behavior. The focus of iso
morphism analysis is trying to change the structural analysis to find out the functional loop of the total sys
tem so as to the effectiveness of policy test and simulation of this R&.D input model could be highly raised. 

Let system is X, x, y, . . . are the elements of system, the structural relationship is x-y . Assume 
the mapping from X to the directed graph is F, then we have: 

F(x)=apex x, V xEX 
F(x-y) =apex x-apex y=F(x)-F(y) . 

For each loop C in the directed graph , define 
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{ 

1 if are i is in Ci,.and direction is the same.as the loop direction ; 
Ci = - 1 if are i is in Ci,and arc direction is reserved to to the loop direction ; 

0 if arc i is not in Ci,. 
Based on above difinations, ,the algorithm of finding the functional loops is done as follows, 
( l) Symbolizing the system X with its equiv.alent directed graph D, evaluating out the total related 

matrix R. and r.elated ma·trix R. 
Here , D is the directed & connected graph with n apexes and 1 arcs , 

{ 

1 if apex i is ·the starting apex of arc i ; 
then, R= (rij)zm,r!J= -1 ~apex~ ·~ the ~inis~g apex of arc i; 

0 if apex 1 is not m .arc 1, 

(2) Finding the non-singular sub-matrix, and assuming it is Ra. then R= (R11 , R 12 ); 

( 3) Calculating the basic loop matrix C0 Ci is defined as: 
~= (C1T ,c:rr , • •. ,c(l-n+tlT)T= [I-RTi CRT2)-l] 
( 4) For every loop q,, Cl, the couesponding vector of et and C1 , verifying whether the direction 

number of •common arc in these two arcs is the same or not, continuing step ( 5) when it is true , or turning 
to step (7); 

( 5) Calculating g ( c;t, C1
), and checking up whether the its non - vanishing vector has the same 

sign, if it is true then ctEBClris the functional loop of the system; 
( 6) Returning to step ( 4) ; 
(7) Calculating R..(D,q) .and R.(D,Cl,), where 
R.. (D,Clr) =~[C1E..,C2E,., ... CnE..]@R..(D) 
BJ:= O, l, ... , Om:i 
(8) Finding the adjacent matrix P(D, q), 

P(D,Ci,.)=Rl°(D,Ci,.) • R._-T(D,Ci,); 
( '9) Checking up the whether there exist non-zero element in every row and column of P(D,q,) 

(±)P (D, Cl,) , .if it is ttue then UEBClr is the functional loop of the system ; 
(1 0) Returnin.g to step ( 4 ) • 
We applied this algorithm to figure out the functional loops of the R& D input model as Figure l 

showed. 

INPUT ON 

EDUCATION 

\ 
s&T 

EFFIClENC'f 

OF R&.D 

PERSOi."<NEL 

\ 
OUTPUT 

s &. T 

FORfilGH 

OF/ 

ON AR RESER VE 

-<" -ON AR. INPUT ON BR 

.INPVrON ~ 
FOREIGN TECH. 

ACQUISffiON i 
LEVEL OF BR 

OF J 
TECH. 

Figure 1. Main Functional Loops in the Mode.I 

m. VARIABLE STRUCTURE SIMULATION OF R&D INPUT MODEL 
The dominant ch.aracter.istics of System Dynamics model lies in the fact that the behavior of the 

model is mainly relied on the model ~s strucrure. Actually many modelers tried to forecast the long-range 
behavior of the system by using the .fixed modei structure, and it ·is expected to be improved. Recent years, 
variable structure control bec-omes th.e main pillar of control theory and application (Ryan, 1976; Gao 
Weibing, 1988). And the form of variable structure control .is described as follows, 

x=f(x ,u,t) 

( ) -{u~ (x) , whens1(x)>c, 
u, x - u,-(x), when s 1(x) < c. 
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Here x E R" • u E Rm, t ER, and s1 (x) is the switch function vector, and c is the constant, usual-
ly u+(x:):;t:u- (x). 

Then the adjusonent of model structure was realized by using DYNAMO language stated as follows: 
A STATE. K=CLIP (STATEl. K . STATE2. K . TIME. K. CTIME) 
C CTIME = NTIME (TIME OF CHANGE) 
LSTATELK= .• . 
L STATE2. K= ... 
And STATE. K refers to x , STATEl. K to ut(x), STATE2. K to u1- (x) • CTIME to c. 
Traditionally some of the models of Chinese R&D input were developed by the thought of planned e-

conomy. With the open-policy and introduction of market economy in China. the sources of R&D input 
could be foreign capital (like joint venture ) , own -raised money, government funding, venture ·~pital, 

~ R&.o Input--.... 

Naticnal Income Labor Productivity 

~ F~ Asset Input _....r _/ 
Education Input~ 

~ -~· .. . .... . . .. . .. ... ~ 
· National lncanc . 

---..... 
Labor Productivity 

• Foreign lnvcsunent • ,_ .... ... . ---"\:...- - , 

~-
/; 

Input 

/ Education Input 

Input 

:- • • . N;tioniu. Ii\oO.ne .. . · ; Labor Pra!uctivtty 

Foreign lnvcrunent / 

Loan 

Vcnrure Ospital 

' Own-raised Money ; 
' -. .. ... ~ .'\._" -F~ ~t Input 

~ Education Input 

Figure 2. 

loan et al. And the model structure was changed step by step during model simulation as Figure 2 showed. 
The simulation results of fixed model structure and variable model structure is showed as Figure 3. 

From Figure 3 • we can see that under the fixed model structure, the education input over national income 
should be greater that the R&D input over National Income (NI) before 2010. But considerring the varity 
of model structure induced by Chinese economic reform, the input of education should greater that the input 
of R&D until 2026 ( see Figure 4) . The delay of emphasizing the R&D input compared with education in
put w'as to some extent caused by the diversification of sources of R&D resource, and the variable structure 
adjustment of the model .is made to simulation the new R&.D input policy under changeable environment. 
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper , we think 'that the relationship between model structure and model behavior, variable 
strucrure control are the two main pillar.:; for the development of System Dynamics and the development of 
social & economic models. 

We tried to analyse the relationship between model structure and model behavior in a mathematical 
framework of systemisomorphism, the knowledge of system isomorphism could be used to find the main 
functional loops in the R&D resource allocation model , and then the time and cost of test and simulation 
could be reduced to a great extent, and the effectiveness of policy test could be highly raised. 
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Fi::;n r ~ t. . Sir.iulation Re~ul t ( 2) 

we also tries to construct and simulate variable structure model on R&.D input based on the thought 
of v:ariable structur·e control theory. As the variable structur.e control theory is mathematically difficulty for 
many social &. economic rnodelers, we r·ealized the variable structure adjustment step by step on the R&.D 
input model by using the System Dynamics language DYNAMO, then made out R&.D input policy. Accord
ing to our research, the R&.D input in China should take an exponential growth form, the ratio of R&.D in
put over National Income should be 2. 2 % in 2000, and in 2050 the figure should be 3. 2%. But priority 
of input by government should be given to the education before 2026, and then the coordinative develop
ment between economic, science &. technology and education as well as sustainable development of China 
could be realized. 
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A MODELING SYSTEM OF SOCIOECONOMIC SYSTEMS BASED ON SYSTEM DYNAMICS 
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Reijing Institute of System Engineering 
P.O. Box 9702-19 
Beijing 100101 

P.R. China 

Abstract. In this paper a model i ng sys tern of soc i oeconom i c systems is proposed. 
The system combines quantitative management methods and ma thema t i ea 1 methods with 
system dynamics method. All of these methods can be constructed as system 
objects. Using object-oriented approach people can build models conveniently. The 
system is a useful and appealing tool for fast model building by users who are 
1 ess f am i I i ar with computer p1·ogr amm i ng . 

J • I ITTRODUCT I ON 
Socioeconomic systems are very complex. In tht=> past. people simulated or 

modelerl the systems using general-purpose la11gu'lges (e.g.'. C, FORTRAN) or 
s i mu 1 at ion I anguages such as GPSS. DY~AMO. SLAM. and so on. The methods employed 
were the evenL·-sf"l1eduling approach and process approach . Adopting these 
languages t:v ~:lmuJ ate a socioeconomic system is vE>ry time-consuming and costly. 
especially for complex or large systems. The purpose to simulate (or model) such 
a system is to solve difficult problems and make decisions as soon as possible. 
Sometimes the time needed to simulate a system is too long to do simulation 
research or to use the results of simulation. So it is necessary to develop a 
modeling tool in which people can simulate socioeconomic systems easily. 

System dynamics can describe socioeconomi c behaviors systematically. System 
dynamics is a rigorous method for qualitative description, exploration and 
analysjs of complex system in terms of their processes, information, 
organizational boundaries and strategies. which facilitates quantitative 
simulation model ing and analysis for the design of system structure and 
control[5J. The original system dynamics software was DYNAMO and DYSMAP2. Both 
of these programs facilitate rigorous development of large models. In addition, 
the most recent development has been that of STELLA. It takes full advantage of 
the graphics interface of computersl6] . 

For modeling socioeconomic systems, these system dynamics software, DYSMAP2 
and STELLA, have two disadvantages. First, system dynamics can not describe all 
behaviors and processes of socioeconomic system. Secondly, these software still 
needs programming with computer . In this paper. we propose a mode 1 i ng too 1 whj eh 
makes use of system dynamics method, quantitative management methods. and 
mathematical methods. Some of quantitative management methods can be directly 
used. And some of them needs integrating into system dynamics method. So that we 
can get a powerful tool. The system is built through object-oriented approach. 
We use obj~ct-oriented approach to realize th~ organic relationships among these 
methods. 

Each of all these methods is codf•d into modules. In this paper, we call 
them syst.f·m objects. Some of these modules c~n he integrated into bigger module. 
So thi~ tool can describe all kinds of methods. Users can add modules into this 
systf~m. Thi:· modules and variahles of the diagrams are presenterl by icons. It is 
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a particularly useful and appealing tool for fast model building by those users 
who are less familiar with computer programming. It is excellent for 
demonstrating the r elationship between system feedback structures and system 
behaviors and for involving system actors more closely in the model building and 
analysis process. 

2.TIIE DESCRIBrNG AND MODELING OF SOCIOECONOMIC SYSTEMS 
2.1 System dynamics method and object-oriented approach 

System dynamics came into being with its sharp system views. The system is 
objective. universal a nd it exists everywhere . All things are part of a system. 
Both the boundless universe and micro-world, without exception, are made up of 
systems. A system contains subsystems, some related and conditioned systems can 
make up of a much larger system. System objects are representations of some real
wurld things(3J. And systems and subsystems can be considered as system objects . 
The interaction of system objects can make up of another system object. 

System dynamics is a branch of system science and a tool for understanding 
and analyzing certain kinds of complex problems. It is a unique tool for dealing 
with problems about the way systems behave through time. The field is based on 
developed concepts in system theory, and on the available technjques of computer 
simulation. The behavior of a system is determined by the nature of the 
relationships between its constituent parts. System dynamics has t he character 
of relating events in the organization or its environment to possible actions 
that r ea li ze lawful state transitionsl5]. Only actors are able to change the 
state of the system. Object-oriented ar~roach can more naturally simulate the 
sty l e in which mankind understand the real world. It can reflect the 
relationships between system behaviors and time. The interaction between objects 
makes it possible to send message from one object to anotherl3], and·the state 
transitions can be reali zed. 

In system dynamics. the basic unit of a system is the feedback loop whi ch 
integrates state. rate or. say, action and information of a system. They 
correspond to the three constituents of the system, i.e. unit, motion and 
information. The change of state variable is determined by the result of decision 
or action. The feedback loop can be realized through the interaction of system 
objects. The influence of information is expressed by message of object-oriented 
approach. Action and information of system dynamics correspond to the behavior 
and commun i eat ion of object-oriented approach. So the operators (or me thods) of 
system dynamics can be abstracted as a series of system objects. They consist of 
State. Rate, etc. 
2.2 Quantitative management methods and system objects 

System dynamics method is an approach to study socioeconomic behaviors with 
time-varying. Quantitative management methods are basically static methods . There 
is no obvious boundary between dynamic methods and stat i c methods. Static methods 
can be used in dynamic methods. So we can use some of quantitative management 
methods in system dynamics method . Quantitative management methods in this system 

. inc lude mathematical programming, networks, operations management, and so onl 2]. 
The mathematical programming methods are the most extensive. These comprise 

three major classes: 1 inear programming, nonl inear programming, and dynamic 
programming . The linear programming approaches are most widely used. They address 
a wide variety of problems such as resource al location, optical scheduling, 
network flow ana lysis, and transportation or routing problems. 

Many decision problems can be depicted as a set of junction points 
i nterconnectt-:d by a series of 1 ines . The junction points may r epresent geographic 
locations, physical facilities, or activities. Connecting lines may portray 
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mutes. layout designs. or job relationships. Usually, manager wants to find the 
series of connections that best achieves some specified objective. 

Frequently, decision makers must cope with a variety of planning and 
operations problems that cannot be strictly characterized as mathemati.cal 
programming, or network situations. Instead, the problems involve unique features 
that require specialized treatments or tai 1 ored solution approaches. So we should 
use operations management, including inventory, queuing theory, and sequential 
problems. 

In foregoing paragraphs, we set forth several typical quantitative 
management methods. All of these methods can be coded as system objects. In this 
system. we call them Decision Trees, Bayesian, Utility Analysis, Integer 
Programming, Goal Programming, Assignment, inventory, Queuing and so on. 

Mathematics is an essential method of quantitative decision making for 
socioeconomic systems. Many mathematical methods were integrated into th is system 
(tool). Mathematical methods as system objects mainly inc lude Square, El(po, Sin, 
Sum. Max, And, Nor, Delay, Smooth. Switch, Multiply, ·Divide, Integral. 
Coefficient, Correlation, and so on. 
2.3 Building system objects 

Properties of system objects include encapsulation, or hiding their 
internal contents from other system components, composite data and activity 
specification; and abstraction to support reusability by property inheri tance 
from super classes to sub classes[lJ. Reu:-:;e in Object-oriented development is 
achieved either by inheritance and specialization of generic objects or by using 
more specific objects a s building blocks in applications. 

When abstracting all kinds of me t hods mentioned above as system objects, 
we followed these regulations: 

(l)Objects should be modelled as composite specifications of data and 
activity. 

(2)System should be modelled as a network of synchronously communicating 
objec t.s. 

(3)The interface for each objects should be specified as events/message 
types, it wdl accept and produce, with their triggering effects on objects 
methods. 

(4)0bject oriented models should embody classification and inheritance 
mechani s ms. 

(5)0bject models should abstract and not contain low leve l application 
detail. Reuse should be fac i 1 i ta ted by making object mode l generic for subseq11ent 
specialization in new applications. 

3.USING OBJECT-ORIENTED APPROACH TO BUILD MODELS 
3.1 Organizing the objects 

There are a number of cd teria to use for the c lassif ication and 
organization of objects and classes of objects. One c lassificat ion originates by 
considering how similar the classes of objects are to each other. This is 
normally the basis of inheritance hierarchy; a c lass can inherit another class. 
Another classification can be made by considering whi ch objects work together 
with which ot ht>r objects or how an object is r:i. part of another. 
3. 2 Objects in teraction 

In order lo obtain a picture of how the object fits into t he system, we can 
descr i he different scenarios or use cases in whi eh the object takes part and 
commnn icates with other objects. In this way , we can fully describe the object's 
surround ings and what the other objects expect from our objects. The object's 
interface can be decided f rom these scenarios . We then a l so consider how certain 
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objects are part of other objects. 
3.3 Operations on objects 

The object's operations come naturally when we consider an object's 
interfacc[4j . The operation can also be identified directly from the application , 
when we consi der what can b~ done with the i terns we mode 1. They can be primitive 
or more complex such as rutting together some report of information form several 
objects. If one obtains very complex information, new objects can be identified 
from them. Generally, it is better to avoid objects that are too complex. 
3.4 Object-oriented model construction 

Object-oriented construction means that the model is des~gned and 
implemented. It is executed in the target environment. Using object-oriented 
approach people can develop models ·through the re lationships, behaviors and 
interactions of system objectsl3]. The interaction is expressed by means of 
system dynamics. System dynamics has the character of relating events in the 
organization or its environment to possible actions that realize lawful state 
transitions. The proposed dynamic mode 1 ing system enables an exte nsion of the 
object-oriented paradigm in the possibilities they offer to make a dynamic model 
of a dynamic reality. 

4.THE SYSTEM OR TOOL FOR USERS 
For users. this system is a powerful v1s1on tool. The interface consists 

of windows and menus. According to the contents of windows and menus. users can 
select system objects, and then build the relationships between them. In this 
way , the models can be built. 

Three steps for model development are app l ied: (a) Identifying a problem and 
c·onr.ertual izing a system m1.,del representing the problems by system ob jects; (b) 
developing a causal-loop diagram of system func t ions and building the 
relationships and interactions of system objects; (c)rnnning and testing the 
moclf•l. The system {tool ) can ind icate thE· unstable factors of deve l oped models. 

S . CO NCI ,US I ONS 
The charac teristi c: of the system (tool) is saving time, convenient, and 

prac tical for users. For a srecif ic problem. users should select different system 
objects first . and then model the problem through the relationships and 
interactions of t he system objects . In this way, the new model to develop can be 
created. This system is a powerful tools for developing models. It is a 
users-oriented and an automation system. This tool is built especially for 
modeling socioeconomic system. We can still use this idea to build other similar 
systems for model i ng. This system is an open system. The methods or socioeconomic 
behaviors that not existed in the system can be created through the interactions 
of the system objects existed in the system . 
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Teaching .Mathematics with Modelling 
Dr Judy A.11.Wi'lkinson, 

Department of Electronics and Electrical Engineering, 
University of Glasgow. 

Abstract: Engineers shouid be taught mathematical t·echniques through the exploration of 
models based on physical systems. Working in teams students exploit commercial software 
packages to provide solutions to these models directly. They are aware of the numerical 
methods used but do not write algorithms or perform arduous calculations by hand. The 
emphasis is on fe.alising and criticising the model and the solutions. 

1. Introduction 
The body of knowledge requifed by electronics and electrical engineers is expanding; 

this means that we should teach subjects in a way that is relevant to current industrial practice. 
Therefore we believe that in order to teach mathematics to Engineers today we should start with 
the modelling process and introduce the mathematical techniques by solving the equations 
arising from the models. This shows the students the reasons for learning the mathematical 
language necessary to solve engineering problems. 

The growth of computing power and the availability of sophisticated software packages 
enables us to teach students to select a relevant method for solving a problem and realise the 
scope .and limitations of that method. 

In our course a new topic is introduced by the discussion of a physical system. After 
the mathematical equations have been obtained students explore solutions using software 
packages and then compare them with 'the practical situation. At the same time the students 
must have some realisation of the basis of the numerical methods available and this is given 
using a traditional approach with examples solved using paper and pencil or a simple 
calculator. 

First students are taught how to set up the model and understand the assumptions on 
which it is based; then to use an exploratory approach rather than proceeding by rote, to 
methods of solution and finally to appreciate the limitations of the methods. Students need to 
know the methods that arie available but how far they must be able to produce computer code is 
questionable. However they do need to be abl1e to critically assess the answers they obtain 
using commercial packages, discuss why the programmers have used these methods and 
evalua1te the different approaches. 

2. Context 
The dass is composed of second ye.ar students, most of whom are 18 to 19 years old. 

They have spent one quarter of the first year on Mathematics and have acquired basic skills in 
numerical calculations, graph plotting and algebra with an introduction to differential equations. 
This course replaces a numerical methods course 1that was taught in a Mathematical rather than 
an Engineering oontext The students ~e expected to spend about 120 hours on the material; 40 
hours is spent wi1th the lecturer present, half on blackboard discussions and half around the 
computers, 40 hours using computers with minimal support and 40 hours reading the lecture 
notes and text book references. 

The class size is about 36 students and 18 p.c's are available with MA 1HCAD software 
installed. Each p.c. is connected to a printer and a copy of the manual is chained to the desk. 
This set-up allows the students to explore solutions to equations using MA 1HCAD and present 
their results in the appropriate form ·either as a table or as a graph. The ease of access to 
software and printing facilities encourages this exploration and gives students confidence in 
presenting and interpreting their results in a professional manner. 
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3. Teaching Technique 
The syllabus is divided into topics ea.eh of which is covered in two, one hour sessions. 

Before the session the students have lecture notes containing references to other texts and 
precise instructions on which section should be read and what background information they 
should acquire before the class. Usually the topic is introduced with a physical system which is 
made manifest. For example a large pendulum is brought in, two coupled springs are 
demonstrated or a filter circuit is displayed on an oscilloscope. This physical realisation of the 
model is vital in providing the students with concrete images that relate to the abstract 
mathematics; at this stage in their development as Engineers it reminds them of the physical 
world they are attempting to model. By questioning they are led to the bare bones of the 
problem and they learn how the assumptions can be refined to make models of different levels 
of complexity. 

A few minutes is often spent at the beginning of a lecture with the technician or 
craftsman who has made the physical system explaining what information they needed in order 
to build it to a given specification. For instance to obtain a given frequency of swing from the 
pendulum it is necessary to adjust the length of the rod. How this is done depends on the 
accuracy which is required. This introduces discussion of the size of error expected from the 
model and assumptions about the tolerances of the components. Meeting the person who has 
built the circuit or system reinforces the importance of these ideas and relates the discussion to 
a manufacturing context. 

Deliberate gaps have been left in the students lecture notes where answers to questions 
can be inserted following guided discussions in class. This is an important technique to ensure 
that the students are participating in the lecture rather than passively acquiring information. 

Once the topic has been introduced and the equations built up the students go off to a 
computer to work on an investigation of the model. 

4. Assessment 
The form of the assessment dictates what students do; thus its structure affects the 

learning process. We believe that group learning can be very effective in teaching modelling. 
Students help ea.eh other and gain confidence in tackling the software packages in a group 
situation. They are allowed to chose with whom they work. All members of the group sign the 
assignments stating they have participated in it and agree with the results. 

Each topic is assessed by a tutorial and an investigation. The tutorial consists of " back
of -the-envelope" calculations which can be done by hand or using very simple calculators. The 
investigation is a more open ended exploration of the model using software packages. The 
students work in groups of four on all these assessments. 

Two case studies are carried out over the Christmas and Easter period and the first two 
weeks of the second and third terms These are based on the previous investigations or practical 
work but are more open ended with students modelling a system as far as they wish. The case 
studies can be undertaken as an individual exercise or in a group. Students are given specific 
guidelines and recommended texts but encouraged to make their own assumptions and specific 
models. 

The mark for the course is an average of the marks from the group assignments and 
case studies but in order to ensure that all students acquire a modicum of technical mathematical 
ability they have to get 903 or over in two class tests. They can sit the tests ( obviously with 
the same format but using different examples) at weekly intervals in the second and third terms 
until they achieve the required standard. 

5. Course Design 
The choice of physical systems which the students will investigate is extremely important for a 
modelling course and we are building up a library of suitable models. This is not easy because 
we need physical systems that can be demonstrated in the class room and are of direct interest 
to an electrical or electronic engineer is required Figure 1. illustrates the method by which the 
topics were selected. The lecturer decides that a mathematical technique is necessary for an 
electrical or electronic engineer in the second year of their course and seeks a suitable physical 
system, the mathematical model of which can be solved by the specific technique. 
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Course design: selection of 
techniques useful for engineers1 

Mathematical 
techniques to be taught 

i determine appropriate system 

I 

Physical model giving 
rise to 

equations which can be solved 
by that technique 

Figure 1: Logical path of lecturer in designing course 

The students path is different for they must model the system and in doing so discover the 
techniques to solve the equations but this is placed in a richer context that the primary concerns 
of the lecturer. 

Physical system 
e.g. circuit, pendulum, electrical 
filter, semiconductor process 

ModeJIJing criteria 

1 Back of envelope 

~-------11 Assumptions...,.~----~ sums. 
Obtain physical 

modify 
: equations or 

incorporate 
new ones. 

: Equations representing ' 
! physical syst,em 

Manipulate equations, 
Find abstract model 
Select method of solution 

Determine best val u,es of 
· unknown coefficients 
Determine initial or 
boundary conditions 

'-----4--1 Compare with reality 

Figure 2: Student's path 
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.6 Examples of Physical Systems used 
The physical systems used at the beginning of the course are basic, fundamental models that 
have wide applications in Engineering such as the pendulum or two coupled masses on a 
spring. The pendulum is used to introduce second order differential equations with linear and 
then non-linear terms. Adding loss terms and then allowing foroed oscillations gives rise to a 
variety of mathematical techniques for solution an·d a range of physical interpretation of the 
results.f l) .. The natura1 progression through the model highlights the different methods of 
solution from complementary functions, Laplace transforms to the Runge Kutta method for 
solving non-linear equations. The analysis using computer software reinforces the ideas of 
frequency, critical damping and decay time, phase plane plots and resonance. 
The two coupled masses on a spring is used to introduce matrices, eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors. The relationship of the results of the calculations .to the motion of the masses on 
the spring introduce important concepts for second year students. They should have a physical 
understanding of eigenvalues and eigenvectors before they acquire the mathematical techniques 
needed to .solve complicated matrix equations. 
Another example of physical systems are electrical circuits and filters which relate to their 
practical electronics course. 
For example in the filters topic we start from a practical circuit but then synthesise mathematics 
and circuit design .to consider such aspects as 
i) The relation between the shape of a function and its physical properties 
ii) The scaling of quantities 
iii) The normalisation of a physical modeI to see basic underlying features. 
iv) The insight gained &om different scales in graphing functions, in particular linear and log 
plots. 
v) Curve sketching and approximations to functions. 
vi) Complex algebraic manipulations. 
before returning to the model of practical filter circuits and comparing the data from the design 
with the practical implementations. 
This is only a second year course so we are looking at the frequency response for a stable 
system but the aspects introduced above are very important for engineers to grasp. Again we 
are relating the abstract mathematical forms to concrete examples. 
Other models which engineers should be familiar with ar·e the Ising spin model which can 
describe hysteresis or neural networks, harmonic oscillators as a model for the wave 
representation of matter, Markov chains for reliability. 

7.. Results 
The quaility of work &om students working in groups and using computer packages is 
extremely high. They present their work well and clearly which we find is lacking in hand 
written solutions. They are prepared to annotate the output far more than in a written 
mathematical submission. By en~bling them to explore a model using fairly powerful packages 
it is possible to check that they understand the basic concepts and can relate them to the 
physical system. The mathematics becomes a tooi but the students become craftsmen and can 
select and use the appropriate tool. 
By starting from the physical system and then building up a model we relate the abstraction of 
the mathematics which many students find difficult to ,concl'ete phenomena at the beginning. 
We do not start from the rmthema,tics and then give ,the model as a hypothetical example at the 
end ofthe topic but we start from the physical system and ask questions from the beginning, 
introducing the mathematical techniques as neede<l. 
We u:se the strengths of ,engineers- the ability to work in teams to solve problems and the 
development of lateral thinking to illuminate and enhance the approach to the mathematics. 
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Abstract 

In the recent years, fuzzy technology [l]has b~n successfully applied into many areas, such as process 
control, diagnosis, eva.luation, decision ma.Icing and scheduling, especia.lly, in simulation where accurate math
ematica.l models c.a.!11 .not or V·ery ha.rd be established. In this pa.per, the concepts of fuzzy Petri nets a.nd active 
fuzzy Petri nets will first be presented, which a.re quite sui,table for modeling the concurrent systems with fu:i;zy 
behavior. Then, the active simulation will be introduced, in which the simulation model described by a.n active 
fuzzy Petri net not only ca.n show its fuzzy behavior, but a.lso has the ability actively triggering some very 
useful actions , such a.s a.utoma.t.ic warning, rea.l-time monitoring, simulation result checking, self-adapting, 
error recovery, simulating path tracing, state inspecting a.nd exception handling, by a unified approach while 
some specified events occur . As a powerful simulation tool, an active fuzzy Petri net is concurrently driven by 
a network interpreter and a.n event monitor. 

Keywords: Simulation, Fuzzy, Active, Petri net 

1 Introduction 

Incompleteness, uncertainty and parallelism almost .are three general properties of the real world. Concerned 
about uncertainty, randomness has been discussed thoroughly in probability and statistics, but we know fuzziness 
much less than that we know about randomness. In the recent years, fuzzy technology based on fuzzy mathematics 
has been successfolly applied in many areas, such as process control , diagnosis, evaluation, decision making and 
scheduling, especially, in simulation where accurate mathematical models can not or very hard be established. 
Ideally, simulation of the real world should have a set of suitable tools for describing, testing and running its 
model conveniently, including being able to reflect its Incompleteness, uncertainty and parallelism. In this paper, 
we are planning to solve some of the problems. Besides, a concept of active simulation will be introduced, in 
which the simulation model not only can show its fuzzy behavior, but also has a certain ability which can actively 
trigger some very useful actions by a unified approach while some specified events occur. Some simulations about 
production activities and economical plans will be presented as examples. The fuzzy approach is able to be used 
in the real-time area. 

2 Fuzzy Petri Nets 

In Petri nets, mainly there are two kinds of nodes, transition nodes and place nodes, represented by bars and 
· circles respectively. There are two kinds of lines connecting from transition nodes to place nodes or from place 

nodes to tr.ansition nodes. Petri nets are executable. At the beginning of execution, a Petri net is initiated so 
that some place nodes in the net are set some tokens represented by points in the node. During execution, the 
transition nodes are checked to see whether all their input lines have already been connected to those place nodes 
with at least one token, if they are, then the transition nodes are fired. The result of firing is to delete one token 
from each of their input place nodes, and to add one token to each of their output place nodes with a line from 
the transition node. A Petri net is executed so step by step c.ontinuously changing the tokens in its place nodes. 
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Fuzzy Petri nets are generalization of Petri nets using a fuzzy approach. A fuzzy Petri net is composed.of two 
kinds of fuzzy nodes: fuzzy transition nodes and fuzzy place nodes represented respectively by the following two 
diagrams(figure 1.): 

CXl 

an 

figure 1. 

where a.1: and Pi represent fuzzy degrees of the input lines and output lines respectively with their values in [O, 1]; 
I.1: and Oj represent allowed maximum input and output on the input lines and output lines respectively with 

their values in [O, oo ); 
T is the threshold of the transition node, which controls state transition of the node; 
f is the state transition function of the transition node, which is a monotonous increasing function defined 

on input strength S(i.i:, a.1:) of the input lines, where i.1: is the allowed maximum input h. when the token in the 
corresponding input place node is greater than or equal to the allowed maximum input l.i:, otherwise, it is the 
token in the corresponding input place node, S(i.i:, a.1:) are some non negative monotonous increasing functions; 

d is a non negative number which represents a delay of the transition node from getting the inputs to sending 
out the outputs. 

Tk is the token of the place node represented by a non negative real number. 
In fuzzy Petri nets, transition nodes ar,e allowed having input lines or output lines only from/ to place nodes 

and place nodes are allowed having input lines or output lines only from/to transition nodes. Fuzzy Petri nets are 
also executable. At the beginning of execution, a fuzzy Petri net is initiated so that some of its place nodes are set 
certain non negative real numbers as their tokens. During execution, the fuzzy transition nodes are checked to see 
whether their current state transition function values are greater than or equal to their corresponding thresholds, 
if they are , then those transition nodes are fired. The result of firing is to subtract each input i.1: of the fuzzy 
transition node from the tokens of its corresponding input place nodes, and after a delay d , to add corresponding 
output strength R( O;, /3;) of the fuzzy transition node to each token of its output place nodes, where the output 
strength R( 0;, /3;) is a non negative monotonous increasing functions defined on the allowed maximum output 
O; and the fuzzy degree of the output line fJ;. A fuzzy Petri net is executed so step by step continuously changing 
the tokens of their fuzzy place nodes. 

Strength computation functions S( i.1:. ai:) and R( 0;, fJ;) can be defined differently in different applications. 
For example, they can be defined as min( it, a-1:) and min( O; , Pi) or ii: *Cki: and O; * fJ;. 

Obviously, Petri nets are the special cases of fuzzy Petri nets. In order to prove that, it is just needed that 
let fuzzy degrees ·0'1: and fJ; be I or 0 (In fact, 0 means no ,connection), let the threshold T be 1, the fuzzy place 
nodes ,can only assume non negative integers as their token va'lues, and let both functions f , S and R be minimum 
functions . 

Fuzzy Petri nets can be widely applied in simulation of many physical , economical, even social systems. It is 
quite suitable for describing and analyzing various large complicated concurrent systems. Now , we are going to 
give an example to explain their applications . 

A modern enterprise usually is composed of many sub-enterprises or factories. It can be considered as a 
network composed of these sub-enterprises and factories according to "supply and demand" relationship, in 
which, one factory maybe needs other factories to supply raw materials, and on the other hand, also to supply 
its products to some other factories . During production, many complicated materials and l'roducts flows are 
running concurrently inside the whole enterprise. It is easy to see that a fuzzy Petri net could be used to describe 
the dynamic behavior of the enterprise. Here, a fuzzy transition node can be used to represent the production 
department or manufacturing division, and a fuzzy place node can be used to represent the warehouse or depository 
of materials or pr-oducts of the factories , where the tokens of the place nodes represent the numbers of materials 
or products. The "supply and demand" relationship among the factories could described by input or output lines, 
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where the fuzzy degrees of the connecting lines might be used to represent the proportion of materials or products 
damaged from the starting points to the ending points of the lines. Accordingly, the function S and R can be 
defined as the product of two arguments, and the thresholds of the transition nodes are used to represent the 
needed minimal materials for manufacturing their products, and accordingly the state transition function f can 
be defined as the minimum function. The inputs and outputs of the nodes represent the inputting materials and 
outputting products respectively. Thus, we have established a simulation model for the manufacturing process of 
an enterprise. 

Using this simulation model, we 'can do many meaningful things, such as testing the situation of overstock or 
shortage about materials or products during manufacturing in different distribution schedules of raw materials, 
and answering the questions such :as "where the bottleneck of manufacturing is?", "how to adjust the production 
schedule ?" and "how to improve the original distribution of raw materials" . In fact, the fuzzy Petri nets can 
be used to simulate many large systems which connect many nodes together by a certain relationship relevant to 
"supply and demand" or "producing and consuming'', such as planing and scheduling systems on traffic networks, 
resource distribution systems, even economy macroscopic adjustment and control systems. 

3 Fuzzy Active Petri Net and active simulation 

A fuzzy Petri net, like a computer programs, can be executed by an interpreter. Once a fuzzy Petri net is 
established and initiated, the behavior of the net is fixed . It can not do any additional actions needed according to 
varying states or situation of the net, such as automatic warning, real-time monitoring, simulation result checking, 
self-adapting, error recovery, simulating path tracing, state inspecting and exception handling. However, these 
functions are so important and useful for almost all the practical systems. To meet these demands, we are going 
to prese,nt a kind of network named "Fuzzy Active Petri Net", which combines the ideas about fuzzy Petri nets 
and active databases. In an active fuzzy Petri net, besides a fuzzy Petri net which can be passively executed by an 
interpreter as mentioned last section, there is another rule base composed of a set of rules which -can be actively 
fired by an event monitor according to some events occurred currently. So, the simulation model using active 
fuzzy Petri nets not only can represent various complex objects with fuzzy behavior, but also can actively perform 
some specified actions according to a condition when a certain event occurs . This would make the simulation 
able automatically to trigger many very useful functions during simulation by a unified approach. 

A rule in the rule base has the following unified form: 

RULE < rule name> [(<parameter>, ... )] 
PRIORITY <priority> 
WHEN < event expression> 
IF < :fuzzy logical expression> THRESHOLD <threshold> 
THEN < action>, ... ELSE < action>, ... 
E'N.D RULE 

Where <rule ·name> identifies the rule; < parameter> is optional, if any, it may occur in the following event 
expressions or fuzzy logical expressions. Usually, the parameters can be the states of the nodes of fuzzy Petri 
nets , for example, the time a transition node fired , the token numbers of some place nodes , the duration between 
two times of firing of a transition node or two transition nodes, the duration between two times of changing of a 
place node, or frequency or number of firing of a transition node, etc .. Through these parameters, the rule base 
is related with the active fuzzy Petri net , so the behavior of the active fuzzy Petri net can be monitored by an 
event monitor, and actively trigger .some needed actions; 

< event expression> is an expression of some more basic events presented in [2). which is used to describe 
various events possibly to occur during simulation time; 

< :fuzzy logical expression> is a well-formed logical formula in a certain fuzzy logic [1] which usually has 
truth values in (0, l] ; 

< threshold> is a number in [O, l]; 
< action> represents an action needed to be performed when an event specified by < event expression> 

occurs , which could be any function menitioned above. When the current truth value of < :fuzzy logical 
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expression> is greater than or equal to <threshold>, the actions following THEN are performed, otherwise 
the actions following ELSE are performed, where the actions in the action sequence are performed from left to 
right; 

< priority> is a number in (0, 1], which represents the priority of the actions in the rule. It is used to 
determine which actions should be performed first when there are other actions belonging to other rules needed 
to be executed. 

An active fuzzy Petri net is concurrently driven by a network interpreter and an event monitor. The network 
interpreter has been described in last section. The event monitor continuously checks the rules in the rule base 
to see whether certain events in some rules already have occurred, if they have, then to fire the rules and perform 
the actions in the rules according to current truth value of their fuzzy logical expressions. It can be implemented 
by software or hardware. That means, the event monitor can be implemented as a process under the control 
of the operating system with high priority which makes the monitor executed constantly. In a multi-processor 
environment, the monitor can be implemented on a specially dedicated processor. The event monitor also can be 
implemented under the help of some special hardware, especially in the case where the events are some interrupting 
signals. It can make some rules fired directly when corresponding events occur. It would get more efficiency but 
higher cost. 

Obviously, the active fuzzy Petri nets can be used for simulation with some fascinating active functions in many 
areas. For example, in order to control the execution of a plan, usually, a PERT diagram is used, from which we 
can see whether the plan has been delayed or advanced. As we know, a PERT diagram can only represent a static 
plan , and has no any active behavior. However, an active fuzzy Petri net does. It can be used to describe the 
execution procedure of a plan dynamically. Furthermore, an active fuzzy Petri net has combined a fuzzy Petri 
net with an event monitor, it makes us able to simulate the execution of the plan vividly and to trigger various 
needed actions automatically when some events occur, for example, when a certain crucial task has been delayed, 
the materials or products in some storehouses have been piled too much , a factory has been lacking of materials 
for manufacturing for two days, etc .. According to [2], some atomic events can be used to compose an event 
expression which can express a very complicated and meaningful event. 

4 Conclusion 

In the paper, we have presented two networks, fuzzy Petri nets and active fuzzy Petri nets, which can represent 
much more complicated systems with fuzzy behavior than the Petri nets can. Especially, theY are very suitable 
to be used for simulating those concurrent systems with "supply and demand" or "producing and consuming" 
relationship between components of the systems. Furthermore, the active fuzzy Petri net combines the fuzzy Petri 
net with the active database technology. A system represented by an active fuzzy Petri net can be simulated 
vividly and trigger various needed actions automatically when some specified events occur. It makes the simulation 
process able actively to conduct various remarkable actions, such as automatic warning, real-time monitoring, 
result checking, self-adapting, error recovery, simulating path tracing, state inspecting and exception handling. 
Here, particularly we want to emphasize the self-adapting ability, which can adjust the paramet ers of the active 
fuzzy Petri net, such as the thresholds of the transition nodes, the fuzzy degrees of the input/ output lines of the 
nodes, the delay of the transition node from getting the inputs to sending out the outputs and allowed maximum 
inputs and outputs on the input lines and output lines, according to running situation of the network. Thus, 
the network will evolve with the simulation process going on and become a changeable network. Therefore, it 
is possible to improve the network through simulation processing itself. Now, in Beijing Institute of System 
Engineering a fuzzy Petri net interpreter and an event monitor have been established in a PC/ DOS environment. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper. an index---reliable productivity is put forward to describe the FMS reliability. We also presented 
an FMS reliability mOdeling method using Colored Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets. An model is built for a 
manufacturing system. 

INTRODUCTION 

FMS is a capital invest intense and high complex system. In the operation periOd, there are many faults 
happened in the FMS. Besides the faults caused by hardwares and softwares. there are also some human 
interference errors. The faults hMe serious effect on the efficiency of the FMS. Though, there are tons of 
papers about the reliability analysis work. there lacks a good method of modeling and analysis the reliability of 
FMS. Considering the significant difference between FMS and conventional continuous time system, the Mean 
Time To Failure index which is generally used in continuous time system can not reflect the reliability of FMS. 

The problems which made FMS reliability analysis difficulty arc as follows : 
1). The meanings of reliability is quite different with conventional continuous time system. 
2). The main purpose of FMS is to improve prOductivity. while any kind of fault will certainly affect the 
productivity of FMS, so. it is necessary that an FMS reliability index should reflect the effect of any kind of 
faults happened in the system. 
3). The main advantages of FMS is the flexibility. the rout ing and manufacturing flexibility have important 
effect on FMS prOductivity and hence reliability. While the flexibility of routing and manufacturing is also an 
important basis for the scheduling system to impose control to the FMS. hence it must be seen that the structure 
of the FMS is a dynamic structure, <in model used to evaluate the reliability of FMS should be an dynamic 
model. 
4) In the FMS. there are many human interference. the faults c:iused by the human operation errors are 
transfered in the system through the movement of workpieces and tools. 

Considering the above mentioned factors. an FMS reliability model built should take into consideration of the 
various distinct properties of FMS. In this paper. we put forward a new index--rel iable prOductivity to 
describe the reliability of FMS. An Colored Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets (CGSPN) melhOd is used to 
model and analyze the FMS reliability. 

Definition l. The FMS reliable productivity Rp is the probability o f the FMS to complete its ideal 
ptoductivity. ideal means there an: no any kind of faults in the FMS. 

where 
Ro represents prOductivity of FMS under the affect of faults. 
Ri represents ideal productiv ity of FMS without the! afft:et of faults . 
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FMS RELIABILITY MODELING 

Miriyala and Viswandham[ 1] used Process Spanning Graph method to evaluate the reliability of FMS. Two 
reliability indexes ----Part Reliability and System Reliability are given and evaluated. The two indexes can 
reflect the reliability of F.MS to some extent. Windahl and Winkdhake[2] have reported the availability 
analysis results after the survey on 40 assembly lines. They also gave some methods to increase the availability 
of the assembly lines. 

In this section, we will present an FMS reliability modeling and analysis method using CGSPN. The CGSPN 
method for FMS modeling is using modular approach. The modules (subnets) for the machining centers, 
buffe.rs. load/ unload stations, and automatic guided vehicle(AGV) arc simil<lr to that of the normally used as in 
[3], but we made some modifiC<ltions for load/unload stations and m<1chining centers in order to fit for the 
purpose of reliability modeling of FMS. 

The load/unload stations model is shown in Fig. 1. In which. the human operation error is added by using a 
random switch. The prob<lbility h refers to the correct opemtion prob<1biliLy, and 1-h refers the error 
probability. A color RED will be assigned LO the token in pince p, if the error occurs, then the RED color is 
gone with the token which n:presems the type of workpicce to place p~ and so on. If the RED color token 
reaches the machining center <1nd been machined. then the machine will break down. This is what we said the 
human error transfer in the system with the movement ofworkpieces. It is the same situation for the human 
operation errors happened to the tools. The random switch before place p2 represents the mix of the product. 
Different switch is on will send a token with different colors(represents different workpieccs) to the place p.2.; 
Place p

4 
represents the workpiece is rendy for 10<1ding. the transition ~ represents the fixture time for the 

workpiece. p5 represents workpieces is rendy to be mnchined. p6 represents the unloading station, transition 
t., represents the time needed to unload ,the workpiece. place p..3 denotes the empty paUetes. 

The machining centers model arc represented by Fig.2. In which. ~ represents workpieces to be machined. Ri 
represents the workpiece is being machined. Ps represents the idle state of the machining centers, idl, id2 are 
1two different colors represents mnchine 1 and machine 2. We can also add id3. id4,.. if want to use more 
machines. p"O represents .machine is broken down and needs 10 be repaired. the time distribution for the 
machine break down is denoted by the firing rat,io of t,0 • The selection between mmsition t,, and t,.a means 
whether the workpiece is damaged by the machine brea~down. The damnged workpiece will go out the system 
through itransition I.Jo , so it will not be ndded to the product count. The dot line block represents the transfer of 
the workpiece from one machining center to another. The place PA is defined on Fig.4. It represents the AGV 
module. 

We can now use the above modules to built the FMS reliability model. Consider a simple manufacturing 
system shown in Fig.3. Where. Ml . M2 represents two m::ichining centers. each one has one input buffer and 
output buffer. LU represents the lend/unload station which has two working platcforms. AGV represents the 
automatic guided vehicle. BUfFERS represents common buffers. We assume two kinds of workpieces will bw 
manufactured. Workpiecc 1 can be machined eit'her or machine 1 or m<lchine 2 by one time. Workpiece 2 
should first be machined by machine 1. and then on machine 2. The product mix is q:l-q. The human 
operation error probability is 1-h. The other parameters can also be assigned. but we did not need it now. 

Fig. 4 shows the CGSPN model built for the manufacturing system Fig.3 . In which. places p
1 

, p2 , P, , P+ , 
Pt, p, .p7 . Pe . pf .p,e. P,, . p,2 , p"'. andt1 .l.z. t_,,t.., . It .t6 .t7 .l, ,tf , t10 ,t 11 .t,l,t,3 · 
have the same meaning as stated above. place p represents common buffers. Now we give the colors set used 
in the model. 
Cl=(RED,NORMAL). RED---human operation error. NORMAL--human operation correct. 
C2=(1.'2) 1--workpiece 1. 2---workpiece 2. 
C3=(1RED.2RED), lRED--wrong workpiece l. 2RED--wrong workpiece 2. 
C4={lf.2f,2hl), lf--finished workpicce l. 2f--finished workpiece 2, 2hl--workpiece 2 has finished first 
machining. 
C5=(idl.id2), idl--machining ccnter l is idle, id2--machining centcr 2 is idle. 
C6=(mlpl,mlp2.mlplRED.mlp2RED.m2pl.m2p2.m2plRED). mlpl--workpiece l on machine 1, m l p2-
workpiece 2 on machine l, mlplRED--wrong workpiece l on machine 1. mlp2RED --wrong workpiecc 2 on 
machine 1. m2p 1--workpiece 1 on machine 2. m2p2---workpiecc 2 on machine 2. m2pl RED--wrong workpiece 
l on machine 2. 
€ ---normal token. no char~ictcr . 
...U ---finished workpiece waiting to be unloaded. 
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null--no token. 
nulll-·no token in machine l's relev·ant place. 
null2··no token in machine 2's relevant place. 

Then the places in Fig.4 have the following colors which are combinations of the above color set. 
C(p, )={Cl}, C<Pa)={ C2}, C{P.J )={~}. C(!\)={C2,C3}. C(~)={C2.C3 }. C(Ig)={C2 }, C(p

1 
)={C6}, 

C(P, )={C5,nulll,null2},G(J1 )={C6},C(~={C6}, C(p,i.)={C6} .. C(n.J ={ C6,nulll,null2}, · 
C{fh)={E .. C2,C3,C4} C(:!k)={.f}. C(p/S')={C2,C3,C4},c·(fl~={C2.C3,C4}. 

When the time distr:ibution in the model belongs 10 the exponential distribution, then the index of Ro and Ri for 
.the above CGSPN model (Fig.4) can be ·calculated by adopting .the method of solving Markov Chain State 
Equations[ 4 J with only the modification in the generation of the reachability tree and the consequent Markov 
State Equation. If .the time distribution does not belong to the exponential distrbution. then simulation method 
should be used ·~o get the evaluation r!:Sults about the reliability index R' 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we just present the method of applying Petri nets in the FMS reliability modeling and analysis. It 
may be interestering to study the following problems from the FMS reliability point of view. First, since there 
will have faults during the operation of FMS, whether the proposed method can be applied to the justification 
of the scheduling systems. The second problem may be lhe application of our method in the design phase of 
'fMS in order 10 determine the requirements on the hardwares and the detection devices, so as to improve the 
efficiency of 1the ™S. The last problem may be the application of the proposed method in the reliability 
optimization, such as Lo find the optimal maintainenoe strategy. 
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In this paper, an efficient simulation modelling method for parallel simulation 
(SMPS) is presented suited for the parallel multiprocessor system and the problem 
oriented ICSL-2 continuous system swnula1tion language'C"-l .At first the data relational 
graph representing .any inherent parallelism, data dependence and communication among 
the simulation tasks of a simulation model, which bas been implemented, is contructed 
automatically by analysing the simulation model writen in the problem-oriented ICSL- 2 
continuous system simulation language. Second an improved heuristic algorithm is 
presented to get suboptimal parallel simulation model. Finally an improved brancb-aod
bound algorithm is suggested to optimize the result above to get a optimal parallel 
simulation model suited for the multiprocessor systems. Th.is algorithm bas been proved 
through emulation on PC 386. 

Introduction 
As we know, the parallel multiprocessor technology bas become ao important issue 

and many parallel algorithms aimed to improve the parallel multiprocessor efficiency 
and speed up computation speed have been studied.Parallel simulation algorithms for the 
continuous system simulation can be d.iv:ided into three kinds according to their 
parallelism granularities: the basic operator level parallelism, the equation level 
parallelism and the submodel level parallelism. 

In the equation level parallelism, the parallel computation of the right-hand side 
function and the parallel integration algorithms are considered. The work we proceed 
belongs to this parallelism. It bas the followillg parts: 

.. Based on the problem-oriented simulation model represented in ICSL- 2 continuous 
system sim·ulation language, tbe data r·elational :graph ·to denote the relationship among 
the right-band side functions.algebraic equations and data communication is constructed 
automatically . 

. An improved heuristic allocation algorithm is presented to obtain the suboptimal 
parallel simulation model. Finally an improved branch-and-bound algorithm is suggested 
to optllnize the result above. 

Definitions 
In order to set up .a framework for our discussions, we first introduce a set of 

definitions which are used in the description and analysis of the algorithm. 
1. The priority of task i, denoted as level(i), is recursively defined as follows: 

a. level(i) = Weight(i), if task i has no subtasks 
b. level(i) = Weigbt(i)tMax (level(k)tC(k,i)), otherwise 

k fO S l 

where the Si is the set of the subtasks of task i. C(k,i) is the communication 
time between task .i and subtask k. Weight·(i) is the ex,ecution time of task i. 

2. The subtask of a task is referred to the task which musted be scheduled after 
this task. 

3. The schedule upper bound:the maximum time when the last task on each processor 
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is completed. 
4. Feasible schedule:If all the tasks on the processors have been scheduled, the 

schedule is called a feasible schedule. 
5. Speedup is defined as the ratio of the run time on the single processor to the 

run tizne on the multiprocessor. 
6. Parallel efficiency is the ratio of the speedup to the number of the processors. 
7. System efficien,cy is the ratio of the sum of aU task/ s execution tizne to the 

sum of the ·end tizne of the last ·task on each processor. 
8. Computation len·gth is the maxinum of the end time of the last task on each 

processor. 

SMPS algorithm and its implementation 
'The vector form of the dynan1fo model of a co.ntinuous system can be given below: 

X/ = F (t, X, U) (1) - - -Y = G( X) 

- ---where X is the state vector,U is the input v.ertor of the system, F,G are 

the state transfer function, generally F is called right-band side function, X ' 

is the derivative of X a.nd Y is tibe output vector . 
lo formula (1), the computations of some right-hand side functions might include 

the same computation units, such as the table function generators etc, which can be 
abstracted and represented in algebraic equations. So we can think each right- hand 
function or each algebraic equation contained in some rig'ht-band side functions as a 
task to construct the simulation task set of system simulation model. In order to 
generate the set of simulation task which can run efficiently on the multiprocessor, 
it is necessary to give a data structure which can represe.nt any inherent parallelism, 
data dependence and communication .among the simulation tasks. So we introduce the data 
relational graph (DRG). The generation procedure is given as Fig 1. 

sou.me program in ICSL-2(problem-oriented) 

go on with the grammatical and lexical analysis 

generate the middle data structure 

generate the linked list task node 

construct the input-output node table 

find the parent node of each node :and link them 

data relational graph 

Fig 1. The flow diagram of the generation ·of the DRG in SMPS algorithm 

As an example, according to the flow diagram above, we can generate the data 
relational graph of the PHYSBE blood circulation mode]C'"l as Fig 2: 
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8 : task 

n : name of task 

Fig 2. The data relational graph of PHYSBE mode.l 

The paraUel schedule of the simulation tasks .and the allocation of their 
processors a:r·.e .carried out o.n the DRG generated. Because of the characteristics that 
the relationship betw·een the tasks of the continuous system simulation model are 
determinstic and can be got from the input and output set,the computation time of each 
task can be preevaluated. As experience shows, the static task allocation strategy is 
suitable. At first, an reasonable task occupying processor priority is presented in the 
algorithm(SMPS), in which the data communication time is also considered, to get a 
suboptlinal parallel allocation result.The algorithm is ,giV'en below: 

1. Compute the priority(level(i)) of ·each task. 
2. Determine the priori.ty of the task's occupying processor according to the level(i) . 
The lar,ger the level(i), the higher priority of task i is. Wben more than one 

task's level are same, the larger the sum of subtask' s level the higher priority is. 
Otherwise the higher priority is allocated to the task i whose precedent task are more 
on the idle processor. If any condition is not met, the priority of the task i is 
determined arbitrarily. 

3. Repeat the procedure above to aUocate the simulation task on idle processor and 
compute the schedule upper bound(UBOUND). (See definition 3) 

4. Compute the schedule lower bound(LBOUND).: 
LBOUND = MaxG: (Weight(i)tc(i,j))/n,Ma.x (level(i))) 

1 ... ~ i.~ 

Je ~· 
5. If UBOUND = LBOUND, it shows ·that the optimal schedule has been got, otherwise 

go on to optllnize the result above. 
6. The optimization algorithm: 

(1) Return to the initial schedule state. 
(2) Select arbitrarily a task different from the initial task in the subptimal 

schedule at the schedule initial point. 
(3) Compute the lower bound of this schedule: 

LLB = max(LLB1,LLB2,LLB3) 
where LLBl = the ma.xinum of the end time of the last task on each processor currently. 

LLB2 = the mininum of the e.nd time of the last task on each processor currently 
+ the maximum of the level of the task not scheduled. 

LLB3 = (the sum of the end time of the last task on each processor currently + the 
sum of the execution time and the com.mun.icatio.n time of the tasks not scheduled)/( the 
number of the processors) .. 

(4) If LLB > =UBOUND return. 
(5) If the feasible schedule has been got, compare it with the last optlinal 

schedule and select the shorter schedule length as the current optimal schedule length . 
Judge whether the schedule is optimal or not. If yes,the algorithm ends, else return to 
select again . 

('6) If the new f.easible schedule is not got, recure to schedule. 

Case study and experimental results 
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This algorithm has been proved through emulation on PC 386. We run it with some 
cases. First the PHYSBE blood circulation rnodelC"'l has been selected to illustrate the 
function and efficiency of our algorithm because this model has been widely dis.cussed 
in literatures. The runing result is as follow: 

NUlTlber of CPUs Computation Lengtbl Parallel Efficiency System Efficiency Speed up 

1 282 1 1 1 

2 147 0.97 1 1.92 

3 ,97 0.96 1 2.91 

4 79 0.89 I 0.90 3.6 

We alw test our algorithm with a complex model, which includes 213 algebraic 
equatio·nS and .21 one-<>rder OD.~. the result is :as follow: 

I 

Number of CPUs Computation Lengtl: Para.Uel Efficiency System Efficiency Speed up 

1 7665 1 1 1 

2 3833 0.99987 1 1.9997 

3 2.555 0.9996 1 I 3 

4 ! 191-8 
I 

0.999 1 I 3.996 

5 I 1536 I 0 .. 998 I 1 4.99 

6 
I 

1447 1 0.882 1 5.30 
i 

From the cases we call draw our conclusion: 
(1) From the e.xampl•es selected, the n·u.mber of the processors can reach up to 4-6, 

which is far higher than the number of the processo.rs fit for the general continuous 
system parallel integration algorithms. 

(2) The speedup obtained becomes larger -with the increase of the number of the 
pr·ocessor. 

(3) The speedup is not infinite, the reaso.n for it lies in the relational 
constraints among the simulation tasks of the simulation model. 

Conclusoin 
By runing our a}gorithm with the •cases, we can summarize the advantages of SMPS: 
i(l) Ou:r algorithm is the problem oriented. [t is the extension of the ICSL- 2 

continuous system simulation languag·e. It .is tr.ansparent for the users. 
(2) It :runs faster than other .dgorithms and its result is optimal. 
(3) It exploits the internal parallelism of the models.. If it is used with the 

existed parallel integration algorithms, t.be result ·will be more effiecient. 
(4) It is impleme·nted in ANSI C, the transplantation is very easy. 
We are now developing :a new version which can run on the minisuper computer 

developed by BICAST. 
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to give a mathematical model for flexible manufacturing systems 
(FMS). Such a model should take into ac.count machine failures and should remain relatively tractable 
while tackling t.he control design problem. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Recently, there has been a great. deal of interest. for the problem of production control in manu
facturing systems with failure prone machines (KG83l [AKS90) [AK86) (Sha88). For the mod eling of such 
a system , discrete event.s <lynamic systems (DEDS) are considered here. Two main approaches are often 
used to model FMS with DEDS : stoc:hast.ir. que11ing net.works with finite state Markov processes (Ho87] 
and flow models [MG88]. 

When using st.ochast.ic qneuing net.work , such a DEDS consists of jobs (parts) and resources 
(machines, operators, ... ). Jobs travel from resources demanding and competing for services. The 
dynamic of the systems is determined by int.erac:t.ions of timing of various discrete events associated with 
the jobs and resources. With this approach , jobs occupy the resources for a random/deterministic period 
of time. To model DEDS analyt.ically, t.he most. used mat.hemat.ical t.ool is t.he finite state markov process. 
It is assumed that the state, input. and out.put set.s are finite . The transition state and output map can 
be modeled by matrix of transit.ion probability. But. t.he number of stat.es in a typical DEDS can be 
combinatorially large. This formulation is unfort.u11at.ely only useful wben used for evaluating transfer 
lines over a long horizon to obtain results corresponding t.o t.he steady state of the system. These models 
came with two criticisms. First., the demand cannot be used to control t.he system, the input of the 
system is continuous, so only t.he out.put. can be evaluated. Second , a minor change in the system may 
lead to major changes in the model . 

On the other hand, flow models-which are deterministic-consider the flow of parts trough the 
system . Let :rn(t) be the surplus (if positive) or bac.klog (if negat.ive) of type parts n at time t. It is the 
difference between product.ion and demand, and is given by: 

wi th dn the demand rate for type parts n , and u,.(t ) t he production rate for part type n at time t. Here, 
results on the transient response of the system can be obtained. However it. is difficult to include machine 
failures in this model. 

To solve this problem, a different. approach is proposed in this paper. We describe each state of our 
system by one flow model. Each state correspond t.o a configuration of the system . Each configuration 
is generated by the state of all t.he mad1ines . But. we have to model the transitions between models, 
i .e. during t.he evolution of .the system, mad1ine failnres appear, leading to a change from one model to 
another. 

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The problem could be defined as follows : for z1 different. typf' of parts , we have to produce n;, i E 
{ 1, 2, ... , p} it.ems of each type at t.he t>nd of a period of t.ime T. 

We consider a flexib]f' manufa.c:t.nri11 ~ system wit.h m machines where each machine can be in either 
functional or breakdown st.at.e. \Vi t.h this sys t.em we may produce the p types of part. . Each part type 
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requires processing; for some specified operat.ious. Tlit! system is flexible in the sense that each machine 
can process different operations with virtually no set.ups but not necessarily at the same production rate. 

For a part type, a machine is considered as having two states: - the part needs to be processed 
on this machine - the part. does not. use this machine . But a machine can he either in funct. ional or 
in breakdown state, without consideration for the part types it. can process. Therefore, only two states 
are important for a part .type , the machine is used or the machine is not used (failure or not in use). 
A model with the state of the machines for all the part types leads to an exponential number of states 
for the whole FMS. So as to reduce the number of states, we introduce the concept of "path". A path 
is a sequence of machines where a part type can be processed. For example, part of type P1 may be 
processed at machine M 1 , then at. M 2, then at M3 ; they may also follow another path {M1 , M2, M4} or 
{M3 ,M4 ,M6 ). If the product.ion on the FMS is complex enough, the number of states with the paths 
approach is much less than the number of states with the machines approach, i.e. with m machines and 
s paths, the 2m states of machines <lo not lead to 2' states of paths, some of them cannot be reached due 
to the fact that different paths can share common machines. 

3 Hiernrchical model 

A hierarchical model is based on separating different tasks with a time criterion. Gershwin [Ger89] 
proposed a structure for prod11ction planning problems in manufactur ing; systems. The main idea is to 
treat e~·ents and variables according to the speed of their dynamics , so that at any control level some 
events may be considered as static at. one end of the time scale. A slightly modified hierarchy is used 
here. 

3.1 Fi.rsit-level 

At this level, we must. take the changes in machine states into consideration in order to obtain the 
state of paths. Our FMS consist of m machines producing p types of parts. For each part type we have 
some possible paths; for exampli>: 
6 machines producing 3 part. typPs with 3 pat.lis per part t.ype. 

Operation Part type l 
' 

Part type 2 Part type 3 

1 sr. Ml M4 Ml M2 M5 Ml M2 Ml M3 
,2nct M2 M5 M4 M3 M6 M5 M4 M2 M6 

3rct 
j M3 M6 M6 M4 Ml M4 M6 M3 M2 

I 4th I Ma M6 M3 
' 

Each operation can bave a different. dnrat.ion, i.e., for part type 1, the second operation on path 1 (on 
machine M2) can be the same as t.he second operation on path 2 (on machine M5), but with different 
processing time. To define t.be behavior of a machine between the functional state and the breakdown 
state , a discrete-markov chain with an exponent.ia1l law is used . For each machine, this leads to a descrip
tion by two parameters: the mean time between failure (MTBF) and the mean time to repair (MTTR). 
As .all machine a r·e assumed independent, probabilities of events can be summed. With this law, we can 
calculate off- line the different. models and the transit.ion probabilities matrix of the set of modes: 

- Enumerate all the st.at.es for the machines,::=:= {{1,6, ... ,{2 .. }, {; = {cr1,cr2, ... ,er,.,). n;,(j E 
{ 1, 2, . .. , m}) is the binary state of the it/, machiue (fun et.ion al or breakdown). {; is a configuration 
of fun ctional or breakdown machines of the real system. 2m is the number o f system states with the 
machines (states of rrwcliines) . 

- With the previous table, calculate the path state </>1 corresponding to the machine state {1. But 
we must take into account. the fact that. different. states of machines { {; , {j} can lead to tbe same state of 
paths </>1. 

- T he set of states of paths <l> = {</>1,<Pi, .. . 1 </>1} is obtained, with f =Card{<?>} the number of 
system states with t.he paths (-~f.afC$ of path$). 

- For all the possible transit.ions between machines states, we can obtain this transit.ion probability: 

O'.,t f31c TJ( Ctk. ' f31c) 
0 0 1 - µk 

0 1 Jlk 

Prob{{(I.~ + 1) = {1 1{(1.:) = (1 } = Pij =TI:~;" 17(0'1.:, f3k) 1 0 ,\k 

1 1 1 - ,\k 

with ,\k = l/(MTBF1 * bt) and /Lk = I/(MTTRk *lit) , lit is t he sampling period (T). 
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- With t.he link bet.ween {c; , <Pi} ancl {c;. 4>m} we snm p;; t.o Prob{if>(k+ 1) = 4>tl<P(k) =<Pm} to 
obtain 11';;, the probabilit.y t.o jump from I.lie st.at.e of pat.lis ef>; to <P; dne to a machine failure . 

With the above example, only 16 st.a.t.es of pat.hs are obtained versus 64 states of machines: 

State of path N Stat.e of pat.h N St ate of path N State of path N 
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 00 1 0 000 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
000100 0 00 2 1 0 0 0 00010 ·2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 :1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 l 1 0 1 1 0 Q 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 

I 010100101 l I 10010001 0 1 2 0 l 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

N is the number of system states (machines states) that lead to this path state. Each machine has an 
MT BF equal to 10 units of time and an MTT R of 1 unit of time. 

A breakdown state for a. path is due to machine failure for at least one of the machine involved in 
this path. The number of state f is less t.han 2rn because different configurations of machines can lead 
to the same configuration of paths. 

For a system with only one configuration ( no machine breakdown) , the evolution of the number 
of parts produced is modeled by the linear discrete-time equation : 

with : 

:r.(t: + 1) = :r (I.·) + Bu(k) ; :r(O) = :r.o 

x(k) E ~P :r.(k); is the stock available for part. type i at. the beginning of P 11 period, p is the 
number of products (pa.rt type) . 

u(A~) E ~· production rates at period k , 

s = r:;=l q; 
.q; is the number of possible paths to produce pa.rt. type i 

u( k) is made np with snbvect.ors u;( /.: ); ( 1 s; i s; 71; l s; j S q; ) . 
ui( k ); is the product.ion rate for part type i considering path j. 

Matrix B is the control mat.rix which depends on the r.onfigurat.ion of operat.ing paths. The elements of B 
will be zero when a pat.h is not. used to process t.he considered part. t.ype , otherwise an element represents 
the fraction of processing time for a part. t.ypt> in t.t-rms of the sampling period . The sampling period T 
is constant and represents the interval bet.ween any two successive periods k and k + 1. 

Since we have modeled our rea.1-syst.em as a set. of exclusive systems, we must now define the way 
the real-system evolves from one syst.em t.o anot.her . Different. parameters must be introduced to represent 
the change of model for tbe syst.em in I.he i11ve11t.ory halanre equation : 

1f t.he system is operating i11 modi"' i, i.e . t.lie ronfig11ration of t.lw machines gives us the i 11' path con
figurat.ion , t.lw form process {r(~:} : A: = 0, 1, ... ,N} is a fi11it.e-st.at.e Markov chain taking values in 
F = { 1, 2, .. . , !} , with transit.ion probal>ilit.ies "lr;j such t.hat.: 

Pr·ob{i·(k + 1) = jli·(k) = i} 7r,j 

P1·01i{1'(0} = i} 71"j 

I 

L: "lrjj i 
j:l 

Each state of t.he markovian chain is associated wit.It a control matrix B1 , I E { 1, .. ., !} . These matrices 
will depend on the wnfigurat.ion of operat.ing paths. f mat.rices B1 should be computed to represent. the 
control mat.rices for pat.hs in fun ction oft.he s t.at.e of machines . T is chosen such that: 

T « min{MTBF, MTTR} 

This choice is made to ensure t.hat. all ma.chine breakdowns and repairs a.re known t.o the controller 
1.e. no machine can breakdown and he repaired within a single period T. 

This model, in term of control , leads to a discrete time markovian jump linear system. Associated 
wit.ha quadratic cost criterion, a set. of coupled Ricca.t.i matrix equations should be solved to determine 
the control law . An algorithm t.o solve such a problem is described in [AKS93). and many results 1n 

optimal rnnt.rol can be exploit.ed . 
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3.2 Second-level 

The second-level cont.roller lrns a longer time-scale and longer period than the first-level controller. 
The changes in system state are uot considere(l at this level. The demand for each part type must be 
taken into account for t.his level. Tlw i11veut.ory balance eql,tat.ion for this level can be written as: 

i(k + 1) = i(k) + Bu(k) - d(k) + e(k) 

with: 
i(k) ,E ~P x(k); is the stock available for part type i at the beginning of k1h period, p 

is the number of products (part type) 
ii( k) E gt$ production rates at period k 
d( k) E gtP cl em ant! for all part types at the end of period k 
e(k) = x(N) E gtP product.ion made by first-level dur,ing the previous horizon 
i(O) is given 

Here B is a control matrix which sums the product.ion of different paths for each part type. To ensure 
that we can use an average value for the control matrix B within a single period T, the sampling period 
is constant and is chosen such that: 

T» MTTR 

To guaranty the continuity between levels, we can choose the sampling period of the second level 
equal to the horizon of the first level. Capar.it.y constraints must be taken into account at this level to 
ensure a feasible control. For that purpose, they can be included in the cost. criterion of this level, using 
penalty functions. 

4 Concluding remarks 

The problem of mathematical modd for a FMS with failure prone machine is st.udied in this paper. 
To cope with t.he demand, we use a discrete-time flow model. And t.o take breakdowns of machines into 
account., we propose t.o use a markoviau jump pararrn~ter in t.he above model. A hierarchical model is 
used to ensme capacity constraints on t.lte machines. The met.hod proposed in t.his paper is a compromise 
between fully det.erminist.,ic models and stocha.stic queuing net.works. 
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The analysis of manufacturing system is a complex problem A manufacturing system is often 
considered as a discrete event system and has always a discrete model. These models give an 
exact description of discrete systems and give an.a.lyrical results about steady state. But it don't 
always allow the transient analysis. The continuous approach of Petri nets modelling gives an 
analytical expression and permits some analysis of these systems. 

Keywords: Continuous Petri net, transient analysis, manufacturing system. 

1 .Introduction 
The analysis of manufacturing system is a complex problem [5)[6]. A manufacturing 

system is often considered as a discrete event system and has always a discrete model. These 
models give an exact description of discrete systems and give analytical results about steady 
state. But they don't always allow the transient behaviour studies. Among the modelling tools, 
the Petri nets (PN) are known and used [1](2]. But the discrete form of this tool does not give a 
transient analysis. The continuous Petri Nets have been defined [3)[4]. It can be seen as an 
approximation of timed Petri net. The marking of a place which is an integer in ,discrete Petri 
nets becomes a real number in the continuous Petri nets and the transition firing at accurate 
times becomes a continuous crossing. The continuous approach of this modelling gives an 
analytical expression of these systems. 

In this paper, continuous Petri nets model with variable firing speeds is presented. This 
model is called variable continuous Petri net : VCPN. The application of this tool to study the 
transient behaviour of manufacturing systems is pointed out on an example of manufacturing 
system. 

2. Continuous Petri nets 
This model is based on the following idea : with each transition is associated a maximal 

firing speed. In the net, this firing speed will depend on the marking of upstream places.It's 
called variable firing speeds continuous Petri nets. 
Let us consider a station (Fig. 1-a). This station is composed by a queue and two servers. 

Station i P'i 

Ni(t) .6. ;:::: 0,5 
1 

-> • [I]-... 
Queuei Servers Ui = 2 

- a - - b-
Figure 1.- a - A station. 

- b - Continuous PN associated with the station. 
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In Fig 1-b, the tokens in Pi represent the number of customers in the queue. The place P'i 
represents the servers. The place P'i corresponds to a reading operation and has a constant 
marking. The maximal speed of transition Ti (Ui = 2) is equal to the inverse of the service time. 
If the number of customers is greater than the number of servers, the production is limited by 
the number of servers.. Otherwise, it is the input number of customers which limits the 
production speed. 

2.1 Firing speeds 
In a VCPN, the firing speed of a transition depends on all the input constraints. Hence, the 
firing speed of a transition is proportional to the smallest marking of upsrearn places. 

__ PD Ti ' p~--

--D~ 
Figure 2. A transition with 3 input places 

The expression of firing speed is : 

Vj = Uj min (mi) , mi E 0Tj 

Where °Tj is the set of input places for Tj. 

The expression for the firing speed in Fig. 1-b is : 
Vi = Ui min (mi, rn'i) = Ui min (mi, 2) because m'j is always equal to 2. 

If 0 ~ mj ~ 2, then vj = mi. Ui 
v. 

I 

4 

2 

And If mj ~ 2 , then Vi = 2. U i = 4 

m i 

3 

Figure 3. The firing speed function of marking 

2.2 Markings 
The variation of marking dmj during the interval of time dt is given by the following expression 

n 

dmi = ( L Wij· vj).dt for each place Pi 
j =1 

n 

Where "L wi j· vj" represents the balance of the marking for 
j= l 

Then dM = W v dt . 

Where M = [mi] is the marking vector, W = [ Wij] is the incidence matrix which represent the 
net structure and v = [ Vj ] the Firing speed vector. 

This system of equations rnpresents the marking behaviour of each place. It is a non
linear system. Its evolution is obtained by the successive resolution of a system of equations. A 
change in the equations corresponds ,to the change of a phase. A phase is defined as the period 
during which there is no change in the expression for the speed. 
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3.Application to transient analysis of manufacturing system 
The manufacturing systems studies are generally in steady state. We are interested about 

the transient behaviour of these systems. We limit this study to an example of particular class of 
manufacturing system: the manufacturing lines. A manufacturing line is made up of a number 
of production stations in series. w ,e distinguish between the "open" manufacturing lines which 
have a variable number of pallets .and the "closed" manufacturing lines which have a constant 
number of pallets. We are interested in the "closed" manufacturing lines in this paper (fig.4) . 

This study of manufacturing lines is done with the following assumptions. 
Assumption 1 : The buffer preceding the manufacturing system is never empty and the buffer 
succeeding the manufacturing system is never full. 
Assumption 2 : The machines has no failure. 
Assumption 3 : The capacity of the buffer stocks is not limited. (This assumption is not 
retrictiv,e. The behaviour of the line can be easily deduced from the analysis of the unlimited 
capacity case) 

I s ~ ffiIIJJB ~ .. ffiIIJJ8 
S2 

d1 d2 

Figure 4. Example of manufacturing line 

The maximal firing speed Ui corresponds to the inverse of service time for each station 
(di=l/Ui). Initially, all the pallets ar,e in the first station and all the other buffer is empty. 

Let us consider the VCPN with two places and two transitions given in fig.5 which 
modelled the example of manufacturing line (fig.4). The place Pl is marked initially by n and 
the place P2 have no marking. n represents the total number of the pallets. 

In the VCPN of this example, the firing speed of Ti is : vj = Ui min (mi, I) because there is one 
machine per station. Vi represents the production rate of each machine. 

( ~Ul=2U . U2=U ) '--0., G)·-1-
Figure 5. The VCPN representing the example manufacturing line 

The evolution of the second buffer 52 is pointed out thanks to the marking of the place P2 in the 
continuous Petri nets as follows. The evolution of buffer S 1 i.e the marking of place PI can be 
deduced thanks to the invariant [mr (t) + mz(t) = n]. 

Phase 1 : [O, tl l 
m1 (0) = n and mz(O) = 0 => vr = U 1 = 2U and v2 = mz. U2 = m1. U 
dm1 /dt = m1U2 - U1 < 0 and dm2 /dt =Ur - m1U2 = 2U - m1U > 0 

= > rn2 (t) = 2 (1 - exp(-Ut)] 

The change of phase occurs at time ti when the marking of P2 is l(t1 = (ln2)1U). The 
marking has an exponential evolution in the first phase. 

Phase 2: [tl , t2[ 
m1 (t1) = n - I and m1 (t1) = l => v1 = 2U and v2 = U 
dm1 /dt = - U and drn2 /dt = + U 

= > m2 (0 = Ut + 1 - In 2 
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Th,e change of phase occu~s at time t2 when the marking of Pl is 1 : [t2 = (n - 2 +ln2)/U]. 
The marking has a linear evolution in the second phase. 

Phase 3 : [ t1 , + oo [ 
m1 (t2) = 1 and m2 (t2) = n - 1 = > v1 = 2U.m1 and v2 = U 
dm1 /dt = U - 2U.m1 and dm2 /dt = 2U.m1 - U 

=> m2 (t) = n - 0,5 - 2 exp[2(-Ut + n -2)] 

The marking has an exponantial evolution in the third phase. In this example, there are three 
phases. In the third phase, the markings tends towards its stationnary values (Fig. 6). 

~ m2(t) 
n 

I 

n - 0.5 [ 
n-1 

1 

0 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -/ -
? I 

/ 
/ 

./ 
,/ 

- - ./ 
/, 

/ 

l I 

/' 
/· 

-------..--

Figure 6. The P2 marking illustrate the transient phases 

t 

One can notice that in this example, three phases. Two ,transient phases and the third stationnary 
phase. In each phase, the analytical expression of place P2 markings corresponding to the 
buffer S2 is presented. The analytical values of the steady state corresponds to the average 
marking in the discrete system. The duration of transient phase is equal to [(n-2+ln2)/U]. It' s 
depend on both n (number of palets) and U ( machine speeds). 

Conclusion 
We first hav,e introduced the continuous mode~ of Petri nets by the model which have 

variable firing speeds. The study presented in this paper shows the interest of the continuous 
Petri nets tool in the transient analysis of the manufacturing lines. It is possible thanks to the 
analytical expression of markings in the continuous Petri nets. Much work remains to be done 
to define a dynamic properties of general manufacturing systems and extending these results. 
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Abstract. The dynamic modelling of logical systems widely calls upon the event notion . In 
terms of Function Chart Grafcet or Petri Nets for instance, events are generally represented by 
"rising or falling edges" of logical variables . However, numerous ambiguities are encountered in 
the models because the translation of events into edges is not formal enough. In this paper, we pro
pose a Boolean algebra the definition-set of which allows us to describe the time behavior of the 
inputs and the outputs of any logical system. In this algebra, we have defined two unary opera
tions in order to formally express the events . Th en, we are giving 14 properties related to these ris
ing .and falling edge operations and their composition with the operations AND, OR, and NOT. 

Key Words. Boolean algebra, event, logical system, Grafcet, Interpreted Petri Nets. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The notion of event is widely used in describing the dynamic behavior oflogical systems, mostly 
when it is represented by combinatory equations, Grafcets or Interpreted Petri Nets (IPN). The 
use of events in the transition conditions of a graph introduces a wide variety of descriptions that 
turns out very useful for the representation of real time systems [15). It actually allows for the 
conditioning of the clearing of transitions by the occurrence of an event (event - connected 
approach ) and not only through the checking of a condition (condition-connected approach) [14]. 
Both these approaches are joint in the Interpreted Petri Nets if one associates a predicate and an 
event to each transition [10) . 

In this paper we will show that, even though the relevance of the notion of event cannot be 
questioned, the same cannot apply to the rigor of its definition or its use in the transition 
conditions of Grafcets or Interpreted Petri Nets. We will first demonstrate the limits and 
inaccuracies of the notion of "edges" and the interest of building an "extended" Boolean algebra so 
as to reach a more formal approach of events in transition conditions. This Boolean algebra will 
then be described, and its main properties given. 

2. PROBLEMATICS OF THE TAKING INTO ACCOUNT OF EVENTS 
From a theoretical point of view, the notion of event corresponds to a zero time spectrum 

information, i.e the information that translates the supposedly instantaneous change of state of a 
logical variable or of the function of logical variables [1], (7), (2]. The concept is then translated in 
the notation "rising edge : i" or "falling edge : J.." of the variable or of the function of variables [11) 
(Fig. 1). 

Yet in practice, the use of edges is often limited to the sole elementary logical variables as the 
evaluation of expressions that hold edges of functions of logical variables - as in equation (1) - is 
not mastered. 

E 1 = i(a · c+b) · ..L.{a · b+c) (1) 

When the restrictive hypotheses of non-simultaneous events or of total independence between 
the a, b, c variables can be emitted, heuristics such as (2) or (3) may be used (4) : 

1' (a · b) = i a · b + a · i b (2) 
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I (a+ b) ia·b+a-ib (3) 

t 

iu 
t 

Fig. 1 Rising edge and falling edge of a boolean variable. 

One only has to examine such an expression as (1) to identify the cause of the difficulties met in 
evaluating such logical equations. ln fact, in this expression, "+" and "." represent the two 
operations of composition of Boole's Algebra and "-", the Wlary complementary operation ; these 
operations are thus perfectly defined by their truth table. However, "i" is only a mere notation 
that shows that the designer of this expression is interested in the change of state of the function 
(a· c + b) and not in its logical level "1". In [3) the authors actually stress that grafcet transition 
conditions that hold edges of variables are not defined according to Boole's Algebra. 

So as to develop and evaluate such expressions, whatever the number of variables that make up 
the logical functions, and taking into account the possibility of dis tinct simultaneous events, we 
now wish to build an "extended" Boolean algebra that holds two event-connected Wlary 
operations : the "rising edge" and the "failing edge". Thus equipped with an algebraic definition of 
edges, we will establish a set of properties that allows for the development and the evaluation of 
expressions such as ( 1 }. 

3. BUILDING OF AN "EVENT-CONNECTED" BOOLEAN 

3.1 Set of definition 

The set of definition for the researched algebra must : 

• faithfoHy represent the inputs and outputs of any \,ogical system, 
• allow for the temporal taking into account of events, 
• hold at least two elements., 
• be closed Wlder all the operations defined on it. 

Taking these four criteria into consideration, we have retained and will note n the set of 
functions defined on R +• , whose range is 113 = { 0. 1} , that verify the following property. 

I = { u : .R +• ~ 113 I 

'v'te 'R +": (3£, > 0: ('v'(E1.E) E JO.E,[ ~. u (t - E1)=u(t-E2)))} 

By definition, all u functions of n are then piecewise continuous and can admit a double 
discontinui ty at certain points. The general shape of a function of the set I is represented in 
Fig. 2. 

u ( t ) l .. E--...... o~, ---(C • 
l I I 

0 -r;--1--------1(1o-.....i:Q-i----t ... ~ 
t1 t2 t :; t. t 

Fig. 2 Example of an element function nf the .<;et I . 

At the points of discontinuity, the problem of the value of the function is posed. The function can 
actually be considered as right-continuous or left-continuous. As J.P. Frachet, we will hold for the 
right - continuity, as it is more natural to the physicist, it being causal [5). At the date of 
occurrence of an event, we will therefore consider that the function has already changed its value. 

We admit the exist ence of points that present a double discontinuity ( u ( t 2) = 0 ; u (t4) = 1) so 
as to ensure that n is closed under the edge operations. 
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It may be stressed here that such a definition of the elements of I is perfectly in conformity 
with the practice of automaticians who frequently r epresent the time evolution of boolean values 
as timing diagrams. 

3.2 Convention of notation 

To make the reading of thi s paper easier, and to avoid all possible mixing of the operations on 
the elements of n (function u : lR +·• 4 1B ) and the booleans (values taken by these functions at a 
given time), we will from then on note "A" the logical operation AND, " v" the logical operation OR, 
"-." ,the NOT operation on a boolean. The notations ".", "+", et "- " will be dedicated t o the 
operations on I . 

Furthermore, we have carefully distinguished the function from the boolean, i.e the value taken 
at a given time by this fnnction. For instance. u , v, w are three functions element of n while u(t), 
v( t) , w(t) are three booleans. 

3.3 Defioitioo of operations ,on n 
After having explained our set of definition and precised the notations, we can defined the 

following operations on I. 

the AND operation 

with \ft E lR ••. ( u · v) ( t) = u ( t) A v ( t) 
( u . v) 4 ( u · v) 

the OR operation 

.1 ·L4n . .• 
w1th'itE1R .( u+v)(t) =u(t)vv(t ) 

( u. v) 4 ( u + v) 

the NOT operation 

n4n . h ·m ·-- w1t V'te • .u(t) = -.u (t) 
U 4 U 

By definition, 11 is closed under these operations and I is a boolean algebra (6 ) [8] [9] . 

3.4 Taking event into a·ccounit in this algebra 

All the interest of this algebra resides in the fact that we can now strictly define two·extra unary 
operations to formally express the notion of event. 

the RE operation (rising edge) 

:n4n .
1 

i 
with \ft E JR • . U ( t) 

U4 U 

the FE operation (falling edge) 

]I 4 JI • I -
1 with 'it E lR • .+u(t) = u(t)" (3£0 >0:V'e:E ]O.e:n[.u (t- e:) =l) 

U4+U 

The images oft under the fun ction i u (respecti vely J, u ) are thus determined at all moments as 
the logical AND between two booleans. The first boolean is the value of the u-function (respectively 
the complement of the value) at that moment, whereas the second boolean is the value of a 
predicate at the same moment. The truthfulness of the predicate depend s on the value taken by 
the function u on the interval ]t - Ew t[. 

For the function represented on Fig. 2 for instance : 
• iu(t) = 1 if t e [t1.t2(u ]t2.tju {t4 } and if te )0.t1]u]t3, t1 ]u]t4, oo[ i.e. t = t 1 or 

t = t1. 
• J,.u(t) = 1 si tE JO. t 1[ u {t1 } u lt::. t-tl u]t,..oo[ and if te ]t1,t2]u]t2,t3 ] i.e. t = t 2 or 

t = t :1· 

By definition , n is closed under these two operations as the functions i u and J, u are defined in 
R +· , with boolean values and verify the property of the elements of 1I developed in paragraph 3.1. 
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.3.5 FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES 
The following properties < (4) to ( 1 TJ ) have be en demonstrated on the set ll (these proofs a s well 

as an example have been developed in [12) : 

u + iu = u 

u+.!.u=ii 

(4) 

(7) 

u·iu=iu (5) 

(8) 

Tu=lu 

.!. U: = Tu 

(6) 

(9) 

i (iu) = iu (10) i (.!.u) = .!.u (11) .i. (iu) = o· (12) 

i (~ u;) = ~(tu,· <i= !\.,
1 
uj) 

i (,~ U;) = ~ ( i U; · (j = gj •I)~) 
4. CONCLUSION 

(14) 

(16) 

.i. (ITU;) = i ( i U;. n i uj + (uj. ~) ) 
i = l i = 1 (j : l). (j ~ i) 

t (±u;) = i (ru, .. ·n. iuj+ <~. ~>) 
1=1 1=1 (J: l). (J 'I ) 

(13) 

(15) 

(17) 

In this paper we have presented the results of a theoretical work that aims at making up for the 
lack of a formal definition of the notion of event as it is practiced in Grafcet. We have therefore 
built up an a\gebr.a on a set ll of functions defined in lR •' with boolean values. In this algebra, 
two operations have been defined for the formal definition of events : the rising edge operation and 
the falling edge operation. Fourteen properties have then been gived in relation with the edge 
operations and their combinations. This work, though it has an inner finality, is actually part of a 
global project that aims at the analysis of the coherence and of the dynamic behavior of complex 
systems. The Boole's algebra that we have presented has actually allowed u s to design a ~odule of 
formal calculation and of simplification of combinatory expressions. This module of formal 
calculation is itself used for the analysis of the dynamics of grafcets and the automatic generation 
of the equivalent automaton (AGGLAE Project of the LURPA [13 ]). 
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Abstract. A mathematical model of information-computer systems with hierar
chical structure is build in general assumptions concerning the distributions of failure 
and repair times of the systems unit. The main characteristics of the reliability of 
such systems are obtained. 

The Information - Computer Systems have in main a specific structure: the in
formation from some principal control unit is forthcoming to several next units, each 
of that in its turn communicates the information to the following units etc. This 
takes place in systems in which are carried out the circular transsmition of infor
mation signals (or managment signals) or collection of information from downstairs 
elements. 

vVe will consider the system S with hierarchical structure: the principal unit a0 is 
connected with a 1 units of first level, each of that is connected with a 2 units of second 
level etc. The units of the last n - level are called extreme elements, their number is 
N = a1 · a2 · . .. ·an and they formed K = a 1 · a2 · . .. · an-1 groups. 

The system's unit may be unable to operate either it is failured, or it is discon
nected as a result of failure of some unit. The failure of ( i, j) unit ( i - indicates the 
level, i = 0, n , j - the number of the unit of i - level, j = 1, Ni , Ni = a1 · a 2 · ••• • ai 

) leads to the disconnection of all units that are connected with this unit and are 
controled by it and of all preceding units connected with it and that do not belong to 
any efficient way. We will understand here under an efficient way a chain of functional 
connected operating units from the principal (0, 1) to one of the extreme. 

The restored unit is included in system simultaneously with all previously discon
nected operative units (with that level of efficiency at the moment when these units 
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are disconnected) that formed an efficient way with the restored unit. Moreover, the 
disconnected early units uncle repair continued (but not start again) their repair if 
these uni ts are functionaly connected with restored unit. 

The system is considered in failure (total failure) if t he number of efficient ways is 
less than R (l ::S< R < N) and at this moment all operative units are discon.nected. 

It is assumed that 

- the failure times aiij) and the repair times a~ij) are independent in totality random 
variables with limited mean 0 < Ea~ii) = T~ii) < oo, i = 0, n,j = 1, N;, k = 0, 1, 

the distribution functions of failure and repair times are considered absolutely 
continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, Fkij) (t) = 1- F~ii) (t) > 0, t > 0, 

the restored unit is as good as new, 

there are not queuie to repair, 

- the disconnect ion and including of the units in system as failure as are taking place 
instantaneously. 

The functioning of such system is described (see [1]) by the semi-Markov processes 
~ ( t) = { ~01 ( t)' 61 ( t), ~12( t)) ... '61 ( t ), ... '~ij ( t)) ... ) ~nN ( t ); Vot ( t )' Vu ( t)' V12( t)) 
... ,v21(t), ... ,V;j(t), ... , vnN(t)} where 

~ · ·( ) = { 1, if the (i,j ) uni t is operative at the moment t, 
'
1 t 0, if the (i,j) unit is under repair at t he moment t. 

v;1(t) - is (if fo(t) = 0) the repair time of (i,j) unit from it last failure and (if 
fo(t) = 1) the lifetime of (i,j) unit from it last join in the system (without taking in 
consideration the possible time of disconnection). 

The phase space of system's states is (Z, Z), (see [2]) where Z = {(d; x(ii)) : d E 
D , x(ii ) = (xo1,X11, ... , X1N1 ,X2i, ... ,X2N2 , X;i, .. . ,Xij-1 , 0,X;j+1 , . .. , XnN), 

x km > 0, k = 0, n, m = 1, N k, ( k, m) -:j; ( i, j)} ; 
D = {d: d = (do1,d11, ... ,d1N1 ,d21, .. . ,d2N2 , ••• , dkm1·· ·,dnN),dkm = 0,1 , k 
O, n ,m = l ,Nk} 
Xkm - points the time passed by the last change of "phisical" state of the ( k, m) unit, 
dkm - describes the "phisical" state of the (k, m) unit: 

d _ { l , if it is operative (or disconnected in an operative state), 
km - 0, if it is under repair (or disconnected in an failured state). 

Z - O"-algebra of Borel sets in Z. 
We define the set of operative system's states Z1 and the set of failure system's 

states Z0 proceeding from the concept of total system's failure. 
Z1 = {(d; xCiil) E Z: d E Dt} , Z0 = { (d; x Ciil) E Z: d E Do} where 

N N 
D1 = { d E D : L Su ~ R} , Do = { d E D : L Su < R} , 

u= l u = l 
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{ 
[ . ". . ) + 1, if u i= O(mod(an · an-1 · ... ·a;)), 

U . _ <ln <ln-l ··• <la+l 

' - [ " ], otherwise, 
an · lln-l " ····a.~+1 

where [ ·] denotes entire part of the number. 
The mean life time T1 of the system S is given by 

n M n ~ 

T1 = {I: II II TJ:;l} · {I: I: II II TJ:~)}- 1 

dED1 i=O ;=l dEDo (i,i)El s=O v=l . . 
(s ,v);C(t,J ) 

and the mean repair time T0 of the system S is given by 

n M n ~ 

To= { L II II Ttl} · { L L II II TJ:~l}- 1 

dEDoi= Oj=l dEDo (i.j)Els=O v=l .. 
(s.v);C (•,J) 

where I - denotes the set of units under repair that are not desconnected at the state 
d. 

Suppose now that the system S is homogeneous: the units of the i-level are of the 
same type T~ij) = Tfl, k = 0, 1, i = 0, n. The system will be considered under total 
failure when the number of operative extreme groups is less then P ( l ~ P < K) , an 
extreme group is operative if it contains Q or more operative units from an. 

Then may be suggested an iterat ive algorithm for determining T1 and T0 • For 
example, when P = 1 

where 

T (O) s ( 1) 
T - i + . 

I - Ti( 0 ) s,. ( 1 ) + s + ( 1 ) ) 

Ti - TJ0l5+(1 ) + T1(0l5_(1). 
0 

- T1<
0 l5.(1) + 5+ (1) , 

S+(n - i) = [rt-;>s+(n - i + 1) + A 11_;r"-· -S_(n-i), i = l,n -1; 

An-i = TJn-i)S+(n -i + 1) + T1Cn-i)5_(n -i + 1), i = l , n -1; 

S_(n - i) = [An_i]an-• , i = l , n -1 ; 

S.(n - i ) = an-i (S+(n - i) + Tti.-i) S.(n - i + l)] A:':i'- 1
, i = 1, n - l ; 

S+(n) = (r1(nl + yJnlfn - I: c;,, (r1Cnlr"-k (rJnl)k; 
k=an-Q+l 

s_(n) = c::-Q+i (T1c">)Q-1 (rJ">rn-Q+1 ; 

s.(n ) = c::-Q+i (r
1
("))Q-i (TJ">r"-Q ; 

It should be mentioned that the results ar,e obtained in terms of structure and means 
of failure and repair times and in a suitable for coding form. 
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MODELLING OF SYSTEMS RELIABILITY BY 

MEANS OF SEMI-MARKOV PROCESSES 
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Abstract. A new method of reliability analysis of complex systems is suggested. 
It is based on modelling of their evolution by means of semi-Markov processes. The 
results are obtained under general assumptions concerning the distributions of failure 
and repair times of the system's unit. 

We will consider a complex system S with repairable units. It consists from 
N, (.N ~ 1) units and has a definite functional structure. 

The failure time of the i - unit is a random variable (r.v. ) a~i) with the following 
dist ribution function (d.f.) Ffi)(t ) = P(a~i) 5: t),i = l ,N, and the repair time 
is a r.v. ag) with d.f. FJi>(t) = P(a~i) 5: t),i = l,N. It is assumed that d .f. 

F~il , k = 0, 1 , i = 1, N are absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, 
and r.v. a~i) are independent in totality and have finite means (0 5: Ea~i) < oo) 

The i - unit may be in on~ of the following states: operative, operative discon
nected, under repair or disconnected under repair. 

The disconection of i- unit (or a totality of units) may be a result of total system's 
failure or of some functional connected with it system's unit and the i-unit does not 
belong to any efficient way. We will understand here under an efficient way a chain of 
functional connected units, whose functioning involves the system's viability. When 
the system's failure occurs all the remained operative units are disconnected. At this 
moment the repair of units under repair in system is done only. 

The disconnected units are included in system with that level of operation or 
repair which find theirs at the moment of disconnection or of total system failure . 
These inclusions are taking place simultaneously with some restored unit in condition 
that these units generate an efficient way. 

Moreover it is assumed that 
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- the restored unit is as good as new, 

- there are not queuie to repair, 

- the disconnection and including of the units in system as failure as are taking place 
instantaneously. 

The concept of system ~s failure is introduce proceeding from its functional struc
ture: it may be as a result of the failure of one or a group of units. 

The i- system's unit functioning i = 1, N , represents a sequence of alternate peri
ods of operating and repair (with possible disconnection) and the system's functioning 
- an analogue of superpossition of the N independent alternate renewal processes (see 
[2]). . 

Let <i(t ) i = l , N- alternate processes with possible disconnection periods that 
model the functioning of i-unit with P{~;(O) = l} = 1 and <;(t) = 1, if in the 
moment t the i-unit is operating or disconnected in an operative state, <;(t) = 0 if 
it is under repair or desconnected under repair. Following the approach suggested in 
[l] we wiU consider the semi-Markov processes 

<(t) = {6 (t), ... , <;(t), ... , ~N(t); U1(t), ... , Ui(t), ... , UN(t)} 
that is modelling the system's evolution. Here u;(t) is the repair time of the 

i-unit from its last failure if ~;(t) = 0 and is the life time of the i-unit from its 
last join in system if ~;(t) = 1 (without taking in consideration the possible time of 
disconnection). 

The phase space of system's states is (Z, Z), 
where Z = {z = (d; x(i> ) : d ED , x(i) E R~) } ; D = {d: d = (d1 , ••• , d;, . . . ,dN,di = 
0, 1,i = l , N} 

( i) (') (") - . R+ ={x ' : x ' =(x1 , . .. , Xi- 1, 0, x;+1, ... , x N), xk>0, k=l , N , kf.i} 
Z - a -algebra of Borel sets in Z . 

We will define the semi-Markov kernel of the processes ~(t) 

Q(t, (d; x(i)), { b; [O, y]ln)}) = 

where I= {i: d; = 0, i tf Id} ; Id - the set of indices of disconnected units in the state 
(d; x(i)) {b;[O,yj(n}} = {z E Z : z = (b; y(n)),y(n) E [O, y]n} ; 
[O, yj(n) = ([O , Y1L [O , Y2], .. . , [O, Yn-il , 0, [O, Yn+1L ... ' [O, YN]); 

[O ·] = { [O , x; + y], if i <;/ Id,i f. n; 
' y, [O, x ;], if i E Id, i f. n; 

The states d and b differs by the n- component only here. In other cases the 
transition probability from (d; x(il) to {b; [O, y](n)} is zero. 
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Let us define the mean values of the being time of ((t) in the states from Z 
e(d.:rUl) = min{ [~~dn) - Xn]+' n rt Id}, (2) 
where[~ - x]+ r.v. with d.f. P{[( - x]+ :::; t} = P{( - x:::; t I ( > x} = [F (x + t) -
F(x)JIF(x). 

The relations (1)-(2) (see [2]) completely define the semi-Markov processes ~(t) 
that model the evolution of the system S. 

The mean life time T1 of the system S is given by 

'"" nN r( i) T - LdED1 : i=l d; 

1 - '"" '"" IlN yU) 
LdEDo LnEI : j=lj-:f;n d1 

and the mean repair time To of the system S is given by 

'"" IlN T(i) T, _ LdEDo i=l d, 

0 - '"" '"" IlN T(j) 
LdEDo LnEl 1=lj-:f;n d, 

where 
y(i) = { Ea~'\ if d; = 1; 

d, Ea~'), if d; = O; 

D 1(D0 ) - is the set of operative (repair) states. 
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Abstract. In the last 10 years, an increasing number of measures have been 
developed in software quality analysis. The int·eractive decision support process is 
meant to provide assistance in selecting the most qualitative program for solving any 
particular problem. The notion of distance as mechanizm ensuring a quality control 
and classification of software is used. 

Keywards: Software measures, Classification, Decision Maker (DM), Interactive 
Decision Support System (IDSS). 

1. INTRODUCTION 
An abundant growth of software means is noticed at present. The main idea of this 

article is to show what we can automatize the decision support process for software 
quality like an Interactive Decision Support System (IDSS). The role of the IDSS is 
to help the DM to: 

- Analyse and give an expertyze of program quality; 
- Choice of the qualitative program for solving his problem; 
- Construct the optimal program. 
The measurement of the program features has a capital importance for the assur

ance of software quality, for the processes of quality determination and evaluation , 
by facilitating software control during its entire life-cycle. 

No less important is the task of assessment of the already existing programs as 
a large knowledge base concerning programs in the context of which each program 
would be characterized by a diversity of quality measures The Interactive Decision 
Support System includes: 

- Analysts of programs displaying as many as possible characteristics of their 
qualities ; 

- Multicriterial analyser for optimal program determination (Pareto optimal set 
of programs [2]); 

- Classificators of programs ensuring possibility to perform an optimal partition 
into classes and a rapid search' of the required program; 

- Programs controling the of the programming process (able to signal the existence 
of drawbacks , the level of closeness to the priori estimation, or to the "etalon" of the 
class) and displaying the program time qualitative profile (i.e. change of the program 
quality characteristics in case of debugging and testing ). 

All the above enumerated tools will help to exert a quality control over the software 
development and support processes. 

2. PARTITION OF PROGRAM SETS INTO CLASSES 
Let's have the following marking: E - stands for the analysed finite set of programs, 

where the programs are denoted by x 1 , x2 , ••• , Xn. Fis the mark for the set of measures 
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characterizing the quality of program. We assume I F I= p and mark the measures 
characterizing the x program as x1 , x 2 , •• • , xP. Mx [i] C R is the ith component of 
Mx vector i.e. it is the assignment of the i-characteristic for the x program. The d 
distance between the correct programs for this space makes: 

d(x,y) = ~t,(M,[i]- M,[i])' 

Within a claster analysis the d magnitude represents the dissimilarity measure [l]. 
This measure is used in the algorithm of the automatic partition and classification of 
n programs into nonintersecting classes. 

3. THE STRUCTURE OF IDSS 
Having done the partition of programs space into non- intersectional sets the DM 

can proceed to the multicriteria analysis of programs within each class [2] in order to 
find " the best" program ( a kind of an "etalon'') for this class. Different measures 
of program evaluation, can serve as criteria. Actually, the representative of the ith 
class is not by all means a real physical point but an averaged index of the class. 
Such a standart becomes the real program (or some programs) with the best quality 
coefficients. Before writing any program it is possible to predict its complexity by 
using the program specification. One can find different measures of kind in literature 
[3]. In case we fail to find an appropriate class for solving the given problem we 
proceed to constructing an optimal program for this problem. The optimal program 
having been constructed it is included in the E spase of programs. This information is 
colected in the Program Data Base . Construction of automatic systems performing 
accounting and analysis of the existing program base as well as the program quality 
control at a developing stage are both necessary and possible. This can be the IDSS. 
The main subsystems of the Interactive Decision Support System are: 

- Quality Analysis; 
- Program Choice; 
- Classification of Program Set; 
- Program Constraction; 
- Program Data Base. 
The DM has acces at ail these subsystems. 
All enumetated above means wiH help to carry out a quality control during the 

processes of the software development and support processes. 

4. REFERENCES 
[lJ E.Diday et al. Optimization et Classification Automatique. INRIA. Domaine 

de Voluceau. Rocquencourt. 1979. 
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and Control. March 1992. vol.1. No. 1. Bucharest. 
[3] Coulter, N.S., Cooper, R.B.,Solomon, M.K., Information Theoretic Complexity 

of Program Specification. Computer Journal , vol 30, No.3 , 1987. 
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AUTOMATION OF MODELLING FOR .PERSONAL HYBRID COMPUTER 

Michael G. lEVIN, Olga M. PETROVA. Alexander M. BURCHAKOV, Igor A BEIU 

Moldova., Academy of Scienoes, Institute of Power Engineering 
5 Academy str, 277028, Moldova, Kishinev. 

Features of a system software for the professional hybrid computer 
(PHC) p] are presented in this paper. The core of PHC software is 
modelling automation system, including a number of subsystems and 
providing the experiments preparation and conducting. 

The PHC intellectualization level is conditioned by automation degree of 
the analogue processors and system on the whole, by perfection of interactive 
means, control and hardware diagnostics automation, comfort of analog- digital 
programs debugging. 

The necessity of the inteHectuaHzation of user - PHC relations 
processes manifests itself on the all stages of analog - digital problems 
pr·eparation and solution, but two steps are of particular importance: 

- input of initial mathematical description of a modelling object; 
- cakulahon of the variables and time scales, transmission coefficient 

values of the analogue processor operational ·elements. 
The importance of these stages are caused.. in the first place, by difficulty 

of formalization and a great computational efforts and, in the second place, 
there is a necessity «to remove» analogue processors with its demerits upon 
model preparation from PHC users .. 

The PHC can include up to 3 Iv1AP- 45 with hard configuration, 
each of them is intended for modelling of objects, described by a system of 
diff ererrtial equations of 6th order and a system of linear and non - linear 
algebraic equations. 

The PHC system software has been realized for PHC architecture. Its 
core is a system of computer - aided simulation based on a principle of 
decomposition into subsystems. Functionally the subsystems are represented 
by three levels of program modules: 

- the first (lowest) level provides communication with iv1AP- 45 on the 
physical level; 

- the second level is composed of programs forming the address, digital 
and control data; 

- the third level includes programs, intended for communication with 
user; these have reference to the programs of the second and partially to the first 
lev·el. 
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The computer - aided simulation system is designed on a module 
principle which allows to obtain an «open» system providing a rather 
simple substitution or inclusion of new program modules, if necessary. 

The initial dialogue subsystem organizes user interface in regime of menu. 
The model description subsyst,em (MDS) is intended for the introduction of 
initial mathematical description of the modelling object. For this purpose the 
authors worked out specialized language HYBRID, with grammar rules 
similar to thos,e of C language and permit to generate the language 
constructions describing ordinary differential equations in the Cauchy's form, 
linear and non - linear algebraic relations, functional dependencies and 
auxiliary information. The file, containing initial object's description in the 
HYBRID language can be created with assistance of any text editor (Fig.1). 

@nam (Task_Ol.Section_X] { Task name } 

@dif (X] { Differential equations } 
d(XOI) = -1.0•XOl + 25.0; 
d(X02} = -7,6.0•XOl + LO•X07; 
XOl (O} = -5.5; X02(0) = 0,.0; 
-2.0 < XOt < +10.0; 
-5.9 < X02 < +9.'9; 

@alg (X] { Linear algebraic equation } 
X07 = +0.5•X02 - 12.0•X14; 
-7.5 < X07 < +7.5; 

@mul i[X] { Non-linear algebraic equations } 
X14 = 23.0•X01/X02; 

@end [X] 

Fig. 1 

The translator, realized in C language. transforms this description into the 
internal format, creating the files «Initial problem» and «Control» (Fig.2) . 

The subsystem of computer- aided analog programming (SAP) reads 
the information from the file «Initial problem», calculates optimal scales values 
of the analogue variables, transmission coefficients of the MAP' s operational 
elements and writes received information in the file «Computer problem». The 
problem of optimal scaling can be formulated as follows: maximize the sum of 
all peak voltages at the outputs of design elements of the analog unit with the 
weight coefficients with the limitations on the variables and time scales, 
summators and integrators transmission coefficients, which are determined by 
analogue equipment physical features and requirement to increase precision of 
modelling. These limitations can contradict each other; therefore, the algorithm 
of preliminary decision of optimal scales vector existence problem was 
suggested [2,3]. The optimal scaling problem is a problem of linear 
programming and can be solved by two author's algorithms, taking into account 
all peculiarities of this problem. 
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The subsystem of automatic commutation (SAC) reads data of model from 
the me «Computer problem» and, interacting with MAP-45 hardware by 
means of the interprocessors exchang·e subsystem (IES), makes a complete 
.automatic setup of the design simulation. 

The subsyst·em of control with decis.ion of the analogue pa:rt (SCD) 
through IES gets access to the all operational elements, control blocks and 
time service (initial .information for SC is stored in the file «Control»). 
The results of modelling are 'Written into the mes «Tables» and «Graphics». 

The subsystem of graphic data (SGD) provides simulation design of 
graphs, phase-plane picture and other data output onto the screen of display 
or printer. 

The tests subsystem (ST) allows to check the capacity for work of the 
analogue coprocessor and system on the whole in the static and dynamic 
regi.mes. 

The extension of the system software is possible by means of the 
additional subsystems inclusion. Now the work on creation a bank of 
analog - digital models for energetical electronics devices is under progress. 
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ARCHITECTURE OF THE ANALOG-DIGITAL COMPUTATIONAL SYSTEM WITH A 
MATRIX ORGANIZATION OF THE ANALOGUE PROCESSORS 

Michael G. LEVIN, Olga M . PETROV A, Anatoly A. ZHURA VLEV 

Moldova, Academy of Sciences, Institute of Power Engineering 
5 Academy str., 277028, Moldova, Kishinev. 

Features of the professional high-performance hybrid computer, based 
on the IBM PC family and original matrix analogue co - processor, are 
presented in this paper. 

We shall define the personal hybrid computer (PHC) as the desktop 
inhomogeneous computer system based on personal digital computers and 
small - scale computer - aided analog co - processors designed for personal 
computations and simulation of the most prevailing continuous and continuous 
discrete processes to be carried out by non - programming professionals. 

The productivity of analogue processor presenting the main calculational 
power of each hybrid computational system in considerable degree is conditioned 
its ability to execute commutation of the operational ele ments , puttings the 
required values to transmission coefficients , initial conditions and e tc. according 
to program. Without full automatic modelling scheme setup, the PH C creating is 
impossible. «Free setup» programming technology based on the matrix
module or matrix - commutational principles of designing a computer- aided 
analog processor is elaborated by the authors [lJ . 

The matrix - module principle is based on the merging a series of matrix 
analog processors - modules with fixed internal communications by means of 
autocommunication of intermodule connections between main variables. Each 
matrix processor - module is supplemented through a se ries of small - scale 
intramodule commutators completed with nonlinear units and comparators which 
lead to the increase of the columns and rows in a matrix. This principle allows to 
bring down to minimum the number of switches in a computer- aided processor 
and to decrease maximally the crossing communications between the design units 
via analog gates, which results in the increased accuracy and reliability of 
a processor while decreasing by few tens the number of switches. However, it 
requires application of additional digitally contro lled potentiometers . 

The matrix - commutational principle allows to decrease the number of 
potentiometers through elimination of a full matrix of coefficients stipulated by 
matrix in real - time problems. 

These principles were taken as a basis when creating PHC with inhomogeneous 
matrix analogue multiprocessor (MAP- 45) and digital IBM PC family computer. 
The matrix integrating analogue processor (MIP), linear and nonlinear analogue 
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processors (LAP and NAP), functional analogue processor (F AP) and parallel 
logical processor (PLP) are united by commutational analogue processor (CAP) 
in the analogue multiprocessor (A1v1P). AMP is completed with digital control device 
(DCD), time and interrupt service (TIS), processor of analog to digital and digital 
to analog conv;ersion of information (PCI). digital RAM, input and output registers 
(RGI and RGO) forming functionally complete analogue multiprocessor MAP-
45 (Fig. l). 
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MAP- 45 operational elements are connected to each other by means of 
automatic commutation elements, forming the analog circuit for the complete set 
of nonlinear differential equations system of 6th order and linear and non -
linear algebraic equations system. 

The important features of MAP - 45 are the presence of internal working 
memory, which makes it possible to store up to 128 values for each of 29 variables, 
generated by the operational elements, and the extension of variable set due to 
the addition of the analog equivalent for the current time, leading to possibility 
to solv.e a more general class of problems. 

There is an additional possibility to increase the order of the considered 
differential equations by means of connection of 3 MAP- 45 co - processors. 
MAP- 45 enables to communicate with real hardware through 8 separate channels. 

The procedure of modelling taken one's bearings on the «free setup» 
programming technology of MAP- 45 was elaborated by the authors, the ways 
of organization of effective analog - digital computing processes in the one class 
automated systems of scientific research of continuous- discrete power 
engineering electronics devices were proposed and investigated. 

REFERENCES 
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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING 
OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS MANUFACTURING PROCESSES 
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Abstract. In this paper a new mathematical model for production processes of composite ma
terials on polyimide, carbon and ceramic matri.xes is developed . The model is based on the idea 
of combination of three independent before theories: structural mechanics of composites describing 
the dependence of material characteristics on structural parameters, consolidation theory considering 
conditions of liquid and gaseous to solid phases transition and their feat ures , and heat-mass-transfer 
theory in multiphase media modelling technological processes in composites . The mat hematical prob
lem statement has been given, and its applications for specific types of composites and some computed 
results are shown. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Prediction methods existing up to now don 't allow to perform completely the problem on designing 
new materials with properties given before , for example with a given strength , stiffness, thermostability 
etc. One of the principal reasons of this fact is the absence of mathematical models taking account of 
formation and development. of microdefects of a material structure (cracks , pores etc.) and also the 
effect of technological factors on a change of structure and properties of composite materials. 

2. MODELLING OF A COMPOSITE STRUCTURE 

For composite materials on polyimide. carbon and ceramic matrixes independently of a production 
technology the same model of a structure can be formulated applicable practically for all up- to-date 
structures of reinforcing by fibers. 

Composite material is considered to be a multilevel structure in the overwhelming majority of 
cases, with six structural levels (Fig. l). Each n-th structural level is represented by a collection of 
repeating structural elements being periodicity cells of the n-th ~pe (PCn) n=l , ... 6. Periodicity cells 
are domains of definition for boundary problems of the special type the solution of which allows to 
define material properties at the n-th structural level by properties of components at the n-th level. 
As such properties only mechanical features will be considered (strength and stiffness) . 

At the first structural level there is a composite material as the whole having either a fabric structure 
or a layer-fiber two-dir·ectional structure produced by winding , or multidirectional structure . For 2D 
winded composite a periodicity cell consists of S layers of unidirectional material, the layers are laid 
at differen1t angles <I>, in planes orthogonal to the same di,rection. Periodicity cell of a mul tidirectional 
composite consists of bundles of unidirectional material guided in S different directions (usually in 
three, four or five ones). For a fabric composite its periodicity cell consists of s layers placed in the 
orthogonal direction to the same Ox1 direction, therewith each the layer represented by the element 
of the second structural level is formed by the system of curved threads of unidirectional material and 
consists of a collection of PC 2. PC2, in its turn , consists of a continuous collection of components 
characterized by curving angle <1>({{2 ) ) in the certain plane 0~{2)~f2), --;r ~<I>~ 0, where <(n) are local 
coordinates in the periodicity cell of the n-th structural level. Each component from the continuous 
collection PC2 being the element of the third s tructural level , as components of periodicity cells 2D 
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and multidirectional composite , is represented by unidirectional material. 
Unidirectional material being, in essence, a thread of separate fibers consists of repiodicity cells PC3. 

According to the model developed in the paper this cell is formed by two components: microcomposite 
with a destructed fiber and microcomposite with non-destructed fiber but curved at the certain angle 
that is a technological defect of the thread. 

Microcomposite with a destructed fiber is a collection of periodicity cells PC4d, the component of 
which is a destructed fi.ber and its surrounding matrix. Microcomposite with a non-destructed fiber 
consists of PC4, the component of which is a non-destructed fi.ber and matrix being elements of the 
5th structural level. 

And finally a matrix undergoing phase transformations in technological processing consists of several 
solid phases , for example amorphic and crys talline phases . and also voids (pores, cracks). 

Mechanical properties of these phases and also all fi.bers are described by the model of a linear 
t hermoelastic body. On solving successively boundary problems for the periodicity cells of the 6th 
and then 5th etc. levels mechanical features of the whole composite are determined which correspond 
to the model of nonlinear-viscoelastic medium of the non-stable type: 

( 

. ) T : t, {:n);;;{:ft)O 
€ = F u(r) , B(T) ,tp;(T), z,(r,~( .. }) , 

T:O, {:n):;;O 
(1) 

where u is a stress tensor ,€ - strain tensor, () - temperature, tp; - volumetric concentrations of matrix 
ph ases, ~(n ) - lo cal non-dimensional -coordinates in PCn , t- time. 

Viscoelasticity and non-s tability of a composite are caused by phase transformations in its matrix 
in technological processing, and the cause of non-linearity is the presence of defects a t the 3rd and 4th 
structural levels. At the 3rd level due to breakage of separate fi.bers a part of microcomposite with a 
destructed fiber 'Pd gradually increases depending on stresses in fibers. Semilength of periodicity cell 
PC4 called non-effective fiber length depends on s tresses in the destructed fiber that allows to simulate 
the effect of fi.bers' breaking in real composites . Complete destru ction of the composite occurs when 
stresses in the matrix in PC4 or PCS reach its strength limit , t herewith damage parameter z, reaches 
the value equal to l : 

(2) 

where u (n ) are tensors of microst resses at th e n-th s tru ctural level connected to u by functionals of 
stress concentrations Y(n) : 

(3) 

3 . MODELLING OF HEAT-MASS TRANSFER IN COMPOSITES' MANUFAC
TURING 

Relations of composite mechanics obtained according to the model described in the above part 
contain the collection of structural parameters : 'Pi - volumetric part of fibers, 'P2 and ip3 - volumetric 
parts of amorphic an d crystalline ph ases in the matrix, ip9 , ip1 - volumetricparts of gas and liquid 
phases placing in pores , and also 'Pd - part of destructed fibers, ip, - part of threads in the s th 
direction, therewith \P t + tp2(t) + cp3(t) + ip9(t) + tp1(t) = 1, 0 ~ 'Pd(t) ~ 1, 2:. tp, = 1. Presence of a 
greater number of matrix solid ph ases is possible. 

In technological processing structural parameters change with time that is described by the following 
system of heat-mass-transfer equations: 

0
; 1 = O; p; o;i = J9 i - Ji9 + lri -1;1 + (h2 - 123)(-I}i, i = 2,3; 

op~;i = div (K;gradp) + 12i - 1;2 + h; - 1;3 + {119 - 191), j = l,..g ; 

pc~~= div(AgradB) - (c9 I<9 + c1K1)gradp gradB+ 

+ 129 l:. e~ 9 + h 9 t:. eg9 + 119 t:. e?9 , 
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where p; - phase densities, p = RpgB - pressure in gas and liquid phases, K1, /{9 - gas-permeability 
and filteration tensors, .>. - heat-conduction tensor, c; - heat capacities, J;; - mass-transfer intensity, 
~e?i - heat effects of phase transformations, (} - the same temperature for all phases. 

4. TECHNOLOGICAL STRESSES 
Calculation of technological stresses (T in a composite is based on the solution of the equilibrium 

equations system: 
div(tp,u) - grad(ip9 + 1f'1)P = O; tp, = 1- <p9 - <p1, (5) 

wherein to the relation ( 1) should be substituted for (T and deformation should be expressed in terms 
of displacement vector: f: = ( 1 /2) (gradt7 + (graduf) . 

5. EXAMPLE OF COMPUTED RESULTS 
In Figure 2 the dashed curve shows the temperature technological regime of heating the cylindric 

shell made of fabric composite on carbon matrix. The first peak of heating corresponds to the stage of 
matrix solidification, i.e. transition of liquid to solid (amorphic) polymer state, and the second peak 
of heating corresponds to the stage of matrix carbonization and amorphic to new solid (crystalline) 
state transition . Solid curves show changes of elas ticity modules E1 and £ 2 and Poisson coefficients 
v23 in manufacturing processes calculated according to the mathematical model above-developed. 
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Figure 2. Computed results for changing mechanical features of carbon-carbon composite material 
in t echnological processing. 

G. CONCLUSION 
Numerical investigations conducted allow to establish that the mathematical model developed de

scribes adequately enough changes of composite properties in technological processing . 
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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF FRAGMENTATION OF THIN SHELLS 
IN EXPLOSION 
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Abstract. A simple one-dimensional mathematical models which allow to calculate a number of frag
ments of thin elastoviscoplastic cylindrical and spherical shells and thei r in itial velocity in internal explo
sion are present in this paper. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Increase of orbital debris in consequnce of explosion of spacecraft and their elements is one of main 
sources of obstruction of spase near Earth. Before the estimations of number of fragments in explosion 
of spacecrafts, distribution of their mass and velocity were empirical, on the basis of data of separate 
experiments on the Earth or on orbits (such the well-known models DEBRIS , EVOLVE, PIB , IMPACT). 
In this paper presents a simple mathematical models which allow to calculate a number of fragments in 
explosion of spacecraft and their initial velocity. 

2. SETTING TO A PROBLEM 

The next simplifical assumptions were done : 
1. The body of spacecraft is simulated by cylindrical or spherical shell. 
2. The shell is thin: h/r «: 1 (h - thickness, r - radius of shell) . 
3. Influence of inside explosion is simulated of pressure p = p(t), which depends on Lime and 

uniform distribution along inside surface of shell. Characteristic time of action of loading is -r » h/ a0 

(a0 - speed of sound in material of shell). 
4. Material of she ll is considered as elastoviscoplastic and process of its deformation is adiabatical 

[ l] . 
5. A condition for the specific (per mass unit) dissipation D to attain some limit value D. is 

adopted as criterion of beginning of f~ilure: 

1. 

D = J ~ d dt =D • . 
0 

Here t. is the time of beginning of failure, D. is the material constant which determined experimentally 
of inves tigating the flat collision of two plates with break-off failure in a plate target, p is the density, d 
is the dissipation [2] . 

6. It is assume that break-up of shell is the result of circular tensile s tresses a t the expense of 
expenditure of supply elastic energy which was accumulated in shell to moment t = t. of beginning of 
failure (3J . 

As the result were obtain formulas for the number of fragments N . For cylindrical shell 
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where p0 is initial density, do is initial diameter of shell, -y is the specific (per area unit) energy which 
spend to form unit of failure surface, E. is density of accumulating elastic energy to moment t = t. , the 
mark[ ] is the whole part of number . For spherical shell the number of fragments is 

where k is form coefficient (k = s/p2 , sis area of external surface of fragment, p is its half-perimeter). 

3. RESULTS 

Many calculations were carry out for shell with varies h and do and varies dependence p = p( t) 
which is sumulate influence of powerful and weak explosions . Some results of calculations are present 
in table 1 (cylindrical shell) and table 2 (spherical shell) . Here (e:). is plast ic deformation at moment 

t = t., I is typical size of fragment (I= 27rr/N for cylindrical shell and I= 4rJ-;rk/N for spherical shell) , 
k = 0,2 , material of shells is alluminium alloy, 1· = l,5m, h = 3mm , p = p0 /( l + t / r)3 , p0 is initial 
pressuire, r is typical duration of loading.It is show that number of fragments N and their velocity Vo is 
function of impulse of pressure 

f. 

I. = J p(t)dt. 
0 

The dependences V0 - I. , N - V0 were constracted. They satisfactory agree with experemental data ([4-6] 
etc.) . 

Po.GPa r, n1c N I l/ h I V0,m/c I t. , me I (e:). I I. , Ji: Pa· c I 
0,01 1,00 979 3,21 439 1,640 0,207 4,28 
0,01 10,00 990 3,13 1057 0,951 0,189 8,31 
0,01 100,00 992 3,17 1148 0,904 0,186 8,92 
0,10 0,10 980 3,21 54 1 0,996 0,196 4,95 
0,10 1,00 1026 3,06 2539 0,277 0,145 9,40 
0,10 10,00 1044 3,01 3080 0,242 0,137 23,30 
1,00 0,01 980 3,21 547 0,899 0,194 4 ,95 
1,00 1,00 1242 2,53 7481 0,063 0,085 57,70 
1,00 100,00 1268 2,48 7903 0,061 0,083 60,80 

10,00 0,01 1181 2,66 160'96 0,043 0,079 47 ,70 
10,00 0, 10 2009 1,56 18203 0,018 0,048 141,00 
10,00 1,00 2213 1,42 21114 0,017 0,046 164,00 

Po ,GPa r , rnc N · 10-3 I l /h I Vo,m/c I t. , n1c I (e: ). I I., K Pa· c I 
0,01 10,00 1097 1,52 597 0,688 0,0402 6,23 
0,01 100,00 1097 1,52 653 0,660 0,0402 6,53 
0,1'0 1,00 1098 1,51 2021 0,205 0,0400 15,50 
0,10 10,00 llOO 1,51 2409 0,187 0,0401 18,20 
1,00 0,01 1098 1,52 447 0,415 0,0402 4,95 
1,00 10,00 1257 1,41 7632 0,057 0,0366 56,50 
5,00 0,01 1099 1,51 3105 0,078 0,0398 21,40 
5,00 0,10 1670 1,23 12390 0,026 0,0273 93,30 
5,00 1,00 1919 1,15 15 104 0,023 0,0252 113,00 

'I 

10,00 0,01 1173 1,47 6145 0,040 0,0357 47 ,50 
10,00 0,10 2294 1,05 18170 0,017 0,0221 137,00 
10,00 1,00 2613 0,97 20999 0,016 0,0210 157 ,00 

Tab les 1,2. 
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Abstract. Two new models of deformable solids are being considered, whi ch t akes into account the 
accumulation of micro-structural damage in the material , in th e process of dynamic deformation, the 
influence of damage to a stressed-strained state and the temperature effects. T hese models ( the damaged 
and porous thermoelastoplastic media) serve as a description of deformation and the ductile failure of 
metals , solid fuels and explosives and belong to a class of models with internal variables. The entropy 
criterion of macro-failure and methods of concerning the parameters of the models are proposed. The 
tes ting of the models and the numerical solutions of some dynami c problems are discussed too . 

1. INTROD UCTION 

The evaluation of the durability of materials under intensive short-term stress is one of the basic 
problems of the mechanics of soli ds. Dynamic fracture is a complicated mul t istage process, including the 
appearance, development and confluence of micro defects and the formation of embryonic micro-cracks, 
their growth right up to the break-up of the bodies with their division into separate par ts. T hree basic 
types of dynamic fracture can be singled out: ductile , brittle and the mechanism of adiabatic shear 
failure. Ductile fracture , observed under normal conditions in metals, soli d rocket fuels and explosives, 
are characterized by the appearance and development un der plasti c deformation of dispersed s pheri cal 
micropores . A large number of orientared, coin-type micro-cracks, capable of growing in the process of 
deformation are formed in the brittle fracture of th e material. Fracture of this type can be obse rved in 
berilium, concrete, mineral rock and certain types of steel. The mechanism of shear fai lure is observed 
under high speeds of deformation, for example, when a " plug" is forced out of the target. In this case 
the resultin g hear is concentrated in thin layers with a thickness of up to severa l tens of a micron, are 
positioned along s urfaces with maximum tangent stresses. T his leads to the development of intensive 
plastic flow . 

Below , two new models which describing the initial stages of ductile fracture (formation and growth 
ofmicrodefec ts) are discussed. These models are geared towards modern usage of the numerical modelling 
of nonstationary non-homogenous processes of deformation and fracture of bodies in a complex stress
strained state. 

2 . MODELS OF CONTINIOUS DUCTILE FRACTURE 

2 .1. M o d e l of th e D a mageable Thermoelastoplastic M edium. 

This model belongs to the class of model media with internal variables , in which additional scalar 
or tensor variables of state, that characterise damages are introduced [l, 2) . An understanding of the 
measure of damage to material was fir st introduced in the works [3-5]. The scalar internal variables of 
state w is used for models of the damageable media [6] . T his describes the appearance and growth of 
the damaged material in the deformatory process (w varies from 0 in an undamaged mate rial to 1 in a 

Typeset by A~'-'I'EX 
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complete fracture). Let is be assumed that the full deformation C:;j can be expessed in the form of the 
sum t:;; = e:f; + e:f1 , where e:f; - elastic deformations and e:fi - plastic deformations, while: €fj = 0. 

Returning to the heat equation and the second law of thermodynamics, expressed in the form of 
the Clausius-Duhame inequality we get 

1iT = (.!.O';· - oF )ii'. - oF w - .!.divq 
p ] 0€f; I} ow p ' 

( 1) 

d i ( oF ) .,, 
d = dM + dF + T ;:;: o, c M = O'jj - P oc:P. c:;;, 

I) 

oF dT ___ f gradT
1 

oF oF 
dF=-poww, T O';;=poc:f;,11 =-r · 

where U - specific internal energy, p -density, O'ij - components of the stressed tensor , q - heat flow , 7/

specific entropy, T - absolute temperature, dM - mechanical dissipation, <IF - dissipation of continuum 
fracture , dT - thermal dissipation , T;j = O'ij - p~ - tensor of " active" stress. 

( •) 

In the frameworks of the linear thermodynamics, with assumpt ions of small elastic deformation 
and the nonnegativity of each of the components of fun ctions of dissipation ; introducing a specifi c heat 
capacity under constant stress c,, , accepting that module J( and Jt depend on the variables of damage w 

in the following way: 
/{ = /\'o(l - w), µ = µo(l - w) , (2) 

where ](0 , µ 0 - are the module of the undamaged material , assuming that the behavior of the material 
can be described by a flow equations with Mizes ' criteria of plasticity, and t hat the variab le of damage w 

is expressed by a kinetic equation of the Tooler-Butcher type, finally we encl up with the following sys tem 
of constitutive equations: 

"' 
I " ( Al ow O' = /\ ot: u - o v T - To) + 3 ow dw' (3) 

0 

( 
I )'Q' \ I 2 ( • 1 · f ) / / 2 y'> 

Tij + /\Tij = JLQ C:jj - -
3

t: kkUij , T;]Tij ~ - - , . 3 

pc,,T+ ov&T = T;;if; + Aw2 + div<j, 

. B( ' )m H ( ' ) ' Tij ' O' 
W = O' - O' 0 O' - C! • ' Tij = 1 - W ' O' = 1 - W ' 

where O' = uu/3, H(x) - function of Heaviside, B , m, u. - constants of the material. The symbol 
V' designates J auman ' time derivation . Here ,the yield strength Y and the shear mod ulus µ depend on 
temperature, pressure and other variables of state liJ . 

Model (3) generalizes the Prandtler-Reuss model of elastoplastic flow and takes into account the 
anisotropy of plastic deformation (in the case where r f. 0), the accumulation of damage in area of intense 
tension, the effects of the processes of the deformation and accumulation of micro-structurial damage, 
and termal effects. Model {3) is used to express the behavior of metals [8]. 

2.2. Mode l of Porous Thermoel.astoplastic Medium 

The model of porous thermoelastoplastic medium [9) is suggested to explain the dynamic behavior 
solid rocket fuel and explosives, which even in their initial condition have scattered micropores .The system 
of cons titutive equations of the porous medium turns out to be analogous to that of the model of the 
damaged medium (3), if intend of the variable of damage w the variable of porosity o (0 S a ~ 1) is 
inserted - volumetric total contents of micropores (the voids in the materials). As a kinetic equation for 
variable a the equation of the ductile growth of pores is used , taking into account the influence of its 
gases {10]: 

(4) 
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+ 2 oo ,. 2 oo " 
17 = --Y /no-po(-) , 17- = -Y /no-po(-). 

3 Q 3 0 

Here 17 is the dynamic ductility of the material, o-0 - initial porosity, Po - initial pressure of the gas in a 
pore, k - index of the adiabate of the gas. The first term in (4) explains the process of the expansion of 
micropores, the second it's plastic swelling. 

3. CRITERION OF BEGINNING OF MACROFRACTURE 

Criterion of beginning of macrofracture (the origin of cracks - the new free surface in the material) 
is the condition for the achievement of the specific dissipation of maximum meaning D. (6, 11): 

l. 

D = j ~(dM + dF + dr}dt =D •. 
0 

Here t. - time of fracture, D. - the constant of the material, experimentally defined. 
Tnis criterion may be referred to the class of entropy criteria of failure. Such a criterion makes it 

possible to describe in principle the process of failure using the mechanism of cumulative microstructural 
damages occurring, for instance, at break-off failure in tension waves ( in this case a decisive contribution 
to d is made by the term dF = Aw2 the power of continual failure d issipation along with the power of 
mechanical dissipation dM = r;iifi. Use can also be made of the mechanism of shear failure which is 
the case , for example, in problems of punching plate targets of a finite thickness with a flat-face striker. 
In this particular case , narrow zones of intensive adiabatic shear are known to develop in the target in 
places of stress concentration. The work of plastic deformations converts almost completely to the heat 
that, because of high local deformation velocities, has no time to extend over any significant distance 
from the zones of developed plastic deformations. As a result, the temperature in the zones rises and 
great thermal gradients occur which causes an additional plastic flow and a further concentration of 
local plastic deformations and even tually forces a "plug" out of the target. At shear failure, a decisive 
contribution to dissipation d is made by the terms dM = r;;if; and dr = - 9 9'°r"dT. The latter is the 
power of thermal dissipation and is given by dF = x(_gradT} 2 /T in the case of the Fourier law of heat 
conduction ij= -xgradT. 

4. CONCERNING THE PARAMETERS OF THE MODELS 

The material characteristics are se lected from th e experimental data from the flat collision of two 
plates with results of numerical modelling (6, 11 ]. The deformation anisotropic. parameter f can be defined 
from the experiments of tension-pressure or normal shear [ 12] . In ruture calculations let r = 0 given the 
absence of necessary experimental data for the investigation of mater ia l. In particular experiments (13) 
for the break-off fracture of a l Omm titanium alloy targets which impact from 2mm aluminum plates 
with a wide range of velocities were used. Numerical investigation was carried out with an adiabatic 
approach. The significance of the limit of the strength D. = 75kJ / kg was defined for titanium alloys . 

For the definition of porous, thermoelastoplastic model parameters, the problem of the impact
compression of micropores [9] is used. This is used to define the interactive parameter A of deformation 
and micropore evolution (A is replaced by A in the equation for the model of porous media). Firstly the 
problem of the adiabatic compression of individual micropore wi th initial inner-radius a 0 and external 
radius b0 , with or without gas was solved . External pressure was defined as the following with t represent
ing the duration of the process: P(t) = PoH(r - t) . From the average temperature of pores when t = r 
can be defined:Tav in the case where ao :/; 0 and T~v in the case ao = 0 The increment of temperature 
D..Tav = Tav - T~v was attained due to the porosity of the individual cell . The problem of dynamics of 
micropore can be solved with a one-dimensional approach. The gas in the pores is considered ideal. As 
constitutive equation for the material of pores the equation for thermoelastoplasticity is used (13) with 
the same coefficient of dynamic ductility 1J which is found in equation (4). Then the problem of plate 
collision with velocity V0 is numerically solved . However in the plate of the investigated material initial 
porosity a 0 = (a0 /bo)3 is introduced. The velocity of collis ion V0 and the thickness of the striker hare 
selected so that the surface pressure equals Po and the duration T. The selection a parameter A must 
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make sure that the increment of surface temperature equals l:lTa,,. Fof VRA-fuel we managed to attain 
the value A : A = 5kPa · s. The results of the calculations correspond to experimental data and the 
calculations of other scientists. 
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Abstract. The given paper presents mathematical modeling oft.he process of the 
high velocity deformation oft.he finite-thick target when objectH of different Bha.pes 
strike it . The differential Biller-La.grange schem,e is constra.cted , which makes it 
possible to calculate in tw<:>-dimeosion coordina.te8 with cylindrical 13ymmetry seLt.ing 
great deformations of elastic-plastic materials. 

Accordiug Lo estimates of Russia's National Spa.c.e Agency a.nd NASA the Earth 
is orbited by about 70000 objects which, for same reason or other, have stopped 
t.heir activity. The~ a.re diBabled sa.t.ellit.es,the last sta.get! of carrier rocket.I!', various 
fragmentR and debris that remained after unsuccer'l.-ful or em"'rgency launchings, 
etc. The ground equipmen,f. makes it possible to trace the objects whose effective 
reflecting surface is not le&> than 0.1 metre. They constitute a.bout 1/3 of their total 
number a.nd can be further prognoeticated. The other objects a.re not seen from the 
Earth and there are only some probability characteristics of their location. . 

Besides, this "debris" is concentrated near inclination planes of orbits, which is 
typical for Baikonur and Canaveral launching sites. This leads to the appearance of 
a. serious danger both for piloted ships a:nd for non-piloted space vehicles. It is a.ll 
the more complicated because these objects collide and this leads to their fort.her 
defragmentation and redistribution of velocities of orbits' inclination angles. 

Thus mathema.tical modeling of objects behavior during their collision is of 
great interest.. The present work contains the results of numerical investigatjons 
of compact medium high-speed deformation processes occurring during fragments 
collision. The investigations were carried out in the 1 - 20 km/s range of collision 
velocities. In the same time we estimated the influeuce of the shape of colliding 
bodies on the processes of load a.nd unload waves formation, the formation of the 
crater. Also studied was the distribution of the iuitia.l striker impu6e ou the a.xial 
and radial components in the target. For the sake of definitiveness we'll confine 
ourselves to the investigation of the impact of spherica.l, elliptical a.nd cylindrical 
strikers upon the target which is a. final thickness plaLe. The information obtained 
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as a result of calculations may be used thereupon when calculating the durability 
of the cover canst.ruction which consti.tut·es the .spa.ce vehicle hull. 

The interaction of the striker and target within the above-mentioned range of 
velocities is a. complex process. In t.he initial time moments that follow the collision 
the pressure in the impact ·zone reaches very high values which leads io the melting 
or even evapora.t.ion of ihe substance. A little later the pressure decreases and the 
ac·count for durable properties of materials comes in the foreground . The above-
indicated factors should be given account to in a correct mathematical model of 
high-speed deformation. 

In a two-dimensional axially symmetric system of coordinat es the laws of mass 
conservation 1 of the quantity of motion and energy written for the substa.uce volume 
w(t), restricted by the moving contour -y(t) , bas the following form: 

~ 1 p dw = 1 p (Wn - D.,.) d-y; 
W w(t) -,(t) 

~1 pWdw=1 pW(W,.-D.,.)d-r+1 pnd-y; 
vi w(t) -,( t ) -,(t) 

~ 1 p E dw = 1 p E (W.,. - Dn) d-y + 1 (p n W) d-y ; 
vi w(t) -,(t) -,( t) 

here p - is t.he density, W - the velocity, E = e + ~2 - the specific fuU energy, 
p - pr·essure, W.,. - the mass velocity of the substance, directed according to .normal 
to -y(t), D.,. - the velocity of surfac·e -y(t), directed according to normal to it. The 
system of equations is completed by 

P = p(p, E). 

The collision of the striker and the target a.t high speeds results in substantial 
deformations of the substance. In this connection special ea.re is required when 
choosing the difference schen1e. The application of difference schemes, which use 
the La.grange representation, is difficult since the difference net becomes highly 
distorted at strong deformatious. The restructuring of such a net is quite a difficult 
procedure, moreover - not a.lwa.ys possible. 

In the schemes th.at use the Eiler syst..em of coordinates there occur difficulties in 
tracing the free and con ta.et bounda.ries a.nd in fulnlling the corresponding bouuda.ry 
conditions on them. 

The idea of the method of big particles (MBP) [1] was taken as the basis in this 
work. The MBP scheme was modified as follows: 1. the scheme was transformed 
into an invariant one in respect to coordina·tes transformation; 2. a.n additional 
algorithm was introduced for giving and tracing the contact a.nd free boundaries 
during their movement on the motionless Eiler net [2]. This led to the appea.rance 
of additional calculation stages connected with the movement of boundaries> with 
giving and redetermining new boundary cells as well as satisfying the corresponding 
boundary conditions. 
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Analytical means 

In this section we shall present some typical analytical formulas that arise in studying 
priority queueing systems MrlGrll with orientation. For more details we refer the 
reader to the book of Klimov, G.P. and Mishkoy, G.K. [l] . 

For the sake of definiteness we assume that the absolute priority is realized. This 
means that arrival of the higher priority requests in the system, busy with queuing 
orientation or servicing the lower priority request, interrupts both the orientation 
and the service. Let us assume that when the system becomes free of the higher 
priority requests the interrupted orientation will be continued, while the interrupted 
service is restarted and the orientation gets instantly annulled as soon as the busy 
period is completed. 

Let us denote by B;(t), Cj(t) and II(t) the distribution functions of duration of 
service of requests of the i-th priority class, duration of orientation of the device for 
servicing the requests of j-th class, i -=/= j, i, j = 1, ... , r and busy period , respectively. 
Let a; be the parameter of the arriving Poisson flow of priority i and Cfk = a1 + ... +a.1;, 
ao = 0, a = ar· Let {3;(s) , Cj(s) , n(s) be the Laplace-Stieltjes transforms of the 
distribution functions B;(t),_ Cj{t), and II(t) respectively. 

Statement 1 The Lapla.ce-Stieltjes transform n( s) = 7r r( s) of the distribution func
tion of a busy period is determined from the system of recurrent functional equations 

a.1;7r.1;( s) = a.1;-17r.1;-1 ( s + a.1;) 

+ a.1;_i{7r.1;_1(s + a.1;(1 - ?r.1;.1;(s))) - 7r.1;_1(s + a.1;) } (1) 

x v.1;(s + a.1;( 1 - ?r.1;.1;(s))) + a.1;7r.1;.1;(s), 

7r.1;.1;(s) v.1;(s + a.1;(1 - 7r.1;.1;(s))):ir.1;.1;(s), (2) 
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- h1<-1 (s + ak(l - 7rH (s))), 

hk(s) -
f3k(s + O'k-1) 

1- +qk-l [l-f3k(s +ai.-d]vk(s)' 
s qk-1 

vk(s) = C1< (S + 0"1<-dl - 11"k-1(s)]), 

where k = 1, ... , r and 7ro(s) = 0, .... 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The functions 7rk(s), 7rH(s), 1ru(s), hk(s), vk(s) included in the above formulas 
are the Laplace-Stieltjes t ransforms of distribution functions of some supplementary 
random intervals having rather determined independent meaning. 

We write down now expressions for the first moments 7rH, 7rH1, ?rkkh hkl , Vku 

of the above random intervals. Let Pk = L:7=1 a;b;, where k = 1, .. . , r, 

and f3k1 , Cii are the first moment s of the distribution functions B;( t), Cj(t) respec
tively. 

Statement 2 If Pk < 1 then 

4>2 · · · cl>k + P1<-1 

1 - Pk 

bk 
7r1;1 = 

1 - Pk' 
bk <1>2 .. . cl>k-1 

hk1 = , llkJ = CkJ . 
1 -Pk-1 1 - P1<-1 

Numerical Algorithms 

In this section we deal with the numerical methods for solving the system of func
tional equations ( 1-5 ). We need them in order to evaluate the Laplace-Stieltjes 
t ransforms 7rk(s) , 11"kk (s), 1ru(s), hk(s ), vk(s) and the first moments 7rkh 7rkkl, if'H1, 

hk1 , 111<11 as well. 
Let us observe first that in order to evaluate 7rk(s) for fixed k (k = r, ... , 1) and 

s we have to solve equation (3). For this a simple iteration process 

- (0) 1 
1rkk = ' m=l,2, .... (6) 

allows to obtain any prescribed accuracy. The convergence of processes of such type 
is proved in Gnedenko, B. V. et al. [2] . 
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l,From equations (1-5) it follows that at any iteration of the procedure (6) we 
have to evaluate two values 1Tk-i(sk1(s)) and 1Tk_1 (sk2(s)) with 

(7) 

For the last the above reasons are available too but with new values s = SkJ ( s) and 
s = Sk2(s) respectively. 

The same situation arise when we want to evaluate all other characteristics. Such 
type of procedures has been used in Mishkoy, G.K. et al. [3]. where the software 
for queueing priority systems with orientation were elaborated. Unfortunately such 
type of procedures are very much time consuming especially for large r ( r ~ 5 ). 

In this paper we propose a new effective method for evaluating these character
istics by using a single iteration process. 

In the sequel it will be convenient to make use of the following times 

s(r, 1) - s, 

s(k - l,2j - 1) 

s(k - 1,2j) 

sri(s(k,j)) , 

Sr2(s(k,j )), 

k = r, ... , 1, j = 1, ... ,2r-k, that may be arranged in a binary tree . The main idea of 
this procedure is to solve the system of equations (1-5) for fixed rand s with respect 
to the collection of the unknown values 7ru(s( k, j)), where k = r, ... , 1, j = 1,. .. , 2r-k. 
To this end the we define an iteration process each iteration m of which represents a 
recurrent procedure constructed by means of the above binary tree in t he following 
manner 

O"k- 11Tk-1(s(k - l,2j - l)(m)) 

+ O"k_i{7rk-1(s(k- l,2j)(m)) - 1Tk-1(s(k - l , 2j - l)(m) )} 

x vk(s(k - l,2j)(m)) + ak7rkk(s(k, j)(m)), 

1Tkk( s( k, j)(m)) 

~t;>(s ( k, j)(m)) 

s(r, l)(m) 

s(k- I,2j - l)(m) -

s(k - 1, 2j)(m) 

Llk(s(k -1,2j)(m))7rk;)(s(k,j)(m)), 

hk- 1(s(k - 1, 2j)(m)), 

s, 
Sk1 ( s( k , j)(m)), 

Sk2( s( k, j)(m)), 

where k = r, .. ., 1, j = 1, ... , 2r-k , Ski(s(k,j)(m-l)), i = 1, 2 are determined by (7) 

with ;ri;-i)(s(k,j)(m-l)) instead of 1rkk(s) and hk(s), vk(s) are determined by (4-5), 
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m = 1,2, .... The initial values for ;r1~(s ( k,j )<0>), k = r , ... , 1, j = 1, ... , 2i may be 
taken arbitrary in the interval [O, l]. 

This iteration process may be easily performed at the computer and turns out 
to provide very rapid calculations for the above mentioned characteristics even for 
enough large values of k ( k 2: 5). 

We have evaluated the function 7r.1:(s), for different values of kin the following 
table. The distribution functions Bi(t), Ci(t) are taken to be exponential with 
parameter 1 and ai = 1, i = 1, .. ., k. The first number inside each column represents 
the value of the characteristic 7r.1:(s), the second one being the processing time in 
msec. All calculations were performed at the computer IBM PC 386. 

t k=5 k= 1 k=9 k = 10 
.00 1 0.0308 33 0 .0166 104 0.0104 363 0.0085 725 
0.50 . 0.0257 27 0.0146 99 0.0094 368 0.0078 719 
1.00 0.0219 22 0.0129 93 ' 0.0085 363 0.0071 720 
2.00 0.0164 22 0.0103 88 0.0071 363 0.0060 621 

' 5.00 0.0085 22 0.0060 82 0.0045 308 0.0040 620 
10.0 0.0039 17 0.0031 76 0.0025 263 0.0023 522 
20.0 I 0.0015 16 0.0013 66 0.0011 263 0.0010 522 
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THE "NESTED HASHING" METHOD APPLIED FOR SIMULATION OF 
WALK 

Yu.G.Gordienko and E.E.Zasimchuk 

CHAOTIC 

Institute of Metal Physics of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences 
36 Vernadsky Blvd, Kiev, 252142, Ukraine 

Abstract. The new method <''nested hashing"), which .substantially 
reduces the number of calculations for .simulation of many 
phenomene related to chaotic walks of particles, is proposed. 

1.INTRODUCTION 

Many phenomena, like the size distribution of clusters and 
appearance of spatial inhomogeneity in plastically deformed 
crystals can be under.stood as the final product of a dyna~ical 

processes which include chaotic walk, chaotic generation, 
annihilation, agglomeration etc. Simulation of these processes 
can be achieved through very different algorithms using random 
welks of N particles on 20 lattice with S•S .sites. Calculating 
new coordinates for particle and determining presence of empty 
site at the new position of particle are necessary stages of 
these algorithms. The letter often requires execution of many 
comparison operations and takes ~ore time than the former does. 
Thus, search in large systems is a serious obstacle for 
investigation of their temporel evolution. 

2.0RDINARY METHODS OF SEARCH 

The primitive successive search can be carried out on the 
2xsxs matrix with S•S values of coordinates and sxs values of 
emptiness <or fullness) of sites. One discrete time step <i.e. 
moving all of particles for one spatial step> requires C ~ S•S 
operations <magnitude comparisons> and M ~ S•S•(E+D) bytes of 
computer memory, where D and E are the length in bytes of the 
values of coordinates and emptiness respectively. Usually, N « 
S and it is more convenient to use ciphered form to describe 
the coordinates. For example, for the lattice with S = 255 the 
ciphered form of particle coordinates X=00001101 <X=13 in 
decimal form> and Y=11111111 <Y=255 in decimal form> is 
XY=OOOOllOlllllllll. This technique demands C ~ N•N comparisons 
<the number of other operations is negligible) and M ~ 2•N•O 
bytes of computer memory. However, the more substantial gain in 
speed can be obtained by means of hash-coding (1). The hashing 
function H is supposed to provide uniform distribution of all 
particles in G = rN" groups which contain P = ~ particles with 
the same value of hashing function. For this method the nu~ber 

of calculations is C ~ 2xNx~, and the required memory i.s M ~ 
<2•D+h>N bytes, where h is the length of hashing function value 
H<XY>. But this method can be significantly improved. 
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3. "NESTED HASHING" METHOD 

Applying the hashing procedure L to the G hashing function 
valu,e:s H<XY> we can obtain the rG new hashing :function values 
L<H<XY>>. Applying the hashing procedure R to each 0£ ·the G 
groups o:f P ciphered coordinates XY we can get the tP" new 
hashing :function values R<XY> :for each group. I:f L and R meet 
the requirements o:ffered for H then the number 0£ calculations 
can be r ·educed up to C "' 2 xN x { t'P+ rG°> at the expense 0£ the more 
complex al~orithm and larger required memory M "' c2xD+h•l•r> o:f 
bytes, where r and l are the lengths in bytes of values R<XY> 
and L<h<XY> >. A:fter k repeatitiona ~:f these operations we can 
obtain the search tree with k hashing stages and the reduction 
in calculations up to value -k 

C<k,N> "' 2kxN2 +l 

with inevitable 
required memory. 
need.ed :for the 
certain N can be 

complication o:f algorithm and increase o:f 
The nu1nber of "nested hashing" stages. <Kmin> 
minimal number of calculations <Cmin> :for 
easily obtained: 

The "nested hashing" method can be compared with the 
binary search in ordering tables ClJ. The number of operations 
required for realization of the binary search is Cbin "' N•lnN. 
But £or the "nested hashing" method all changes of particles' 
coordinates do not cause restructuring in the search tree, 
because all insertions related to particles' displacements are 
take place in "'leaves". As a result the structure o:f the search 
tree remains constant. Moreover, the method proposed does not 
demand the magnitude ordering a:fter one o:f the particles was 
displaced. The demerits o:f the method kproposed are the large 
requested memory M "' <2xD+Cl•r)x(2 - 1>> and significant 
complexity o:f the algorithm. 

This method is success:fully used for simulation of 
behavior of vacancies during plastic de:formation o:f crystals. 
The hashing functions values L<A> <and RCA>> are obtained by 
left <and right> masking the argument A <i.e. by extracting the 
le:ft <and right> hal:f of the argument A>. In reality, the 
number of calculations ia smaller than Cmin, because 
aggloaeration causes decrease o:f the number of mobile 
particles. The advantages of the method allow to solve the 
above mentioned problems ~ith computers possesing the modest 
computational resou rces <:for example, on personal computers>. 
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ON A CLASS OF LIMIT RELIABILITY .FUNCTIONS FOR 
St~RIES-PARALLE AND PARALLEL-SERIES SYSTEMS 

K ltZYS'ZTOF KO LOW ROCK I 
Department of Mal.hemaiice 

Mafii.ime University 
Mor8b 83, 81-962 Gdynia, Pola.nd 

A hstract.ln tbe paper some i.en-elemeni. dared cl888e8 of limit reliability functions for 
series-parallel and pa.raUel-series 1sysi.ems with identical oomponen\s are fixed. Nen, the 
ret;ul'8 are tr.ansfered ·,i,o \he sy.sl.ems wi\h unalike compooen\s. These systems are such 
that at least the number of their series or ihe number of their parallel componen\s tends 
to infinity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
ThP- resul\s of the investigations of order statistics limit disi.ribuliona &re contained in the 
worb of the following 1udhors M. Frechd .(1927), R. A. Fisher and H.C.TippeU (1928), E. 
J. Gumbel (1935)., R. von Mises (1936) and B. W. Goiedenko (1943), L. de Ha.au (1970), 
N. W. Smimow (1949). W. D.ziubd:ziela (1977), H.Chernoff a.nd H. Teicher (1965), L. Smith 
(19R2,1983), E. J. Gumbel (1962), B. Kopocinski (1973), R E. Barlow and F. Proecha.n 
( 1975) and W. Feller ( 1978). The paper presents the resul\s of the author's effort to enend 
and C.O put an end io ihe current st&t.e of the investigatioDB on the limit dishibutioDS of 
maxim.in .and .minimax sLa.Wtics in the sequence of independent random vviab)es not 
oec-R.sea.rily idenlicalJy distributed. The terminology ·proper io reliability theory is used. 
2. ESSENTIAL NOTIONS 
Denote by E0; 1 where i = 1, 2, ... 1 le , j = 1, 2, ... 1 l0, system components and by X ;,; 
lh~i r lifefunes being , by 1tbe .usumpt.ion 1 indepe.odent random variables . A system is 
called eeriu-pa.rallel ii i'8 Jife\ime is given by 

(1) X = max{ min {X··}} 
l<i.<~ ' 1< ·<1 · JJ . ) -- ~-· 

and it is called paraJJel-eeries if i\s lifetime is .giveo by 

(2) X - min { ma.x {X .. }} 
- l<i.<~ I< '<I, JJ . -- ~-

Moreover , these syste.ms a.re called regular if 

l1 = l-;i = . . . = l,. = l , where l E N 

and they are called homogeneous if random variables 

x,; , i = 1, 2,. .. , k, J = i, 2, ... , 1, 

have the same distribution function 

l"(:i:) = P(X,; ~ z), 
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i.e. components E1; have the same reliability .function 

R(:z:) = P(X,j > z) = 1 - F(z) 1 x·E (-001 00). 

Assuming k = kn and l = ln,where n ten.ds to infinity and kn and ln are some sequences of 
na.turaJ. :numbers such iha.i Bi ileasi oue of them i.eods k> infinity, we get some sequences 
oft.be regular homogeneous sy.siems corresponding io the sequence(~, l") . Replacing n 
by a paiitive real number i and assuming tbait let .a.nd lt are positive real numbers, we 
get some families systema conesponding to the pair (kt, le). For these families of systems 
1t.here exist. families of reliability functions. The family of reliability functions of systems 
there exist tb1e families of relia!bility fund.ions given by 

R,t(:i:) = 1- [1- (R(z))'•]~,x ·E (-00,00),t E. {O,oo) 

for a. series-parallel system and 

R,(x) = [l - (F(:z:))1']~, x E (-001 00), t E (O,oo) 

for a. paralle11'eries system. 
3. RESULTS 
We 888ume ihe following definition : 
A reliabiliiy function R(z) is called an asymptoti.c reliability function of a regulBI' ho
mogeneous eeriett-parallel system if ihere e.xist functions~> 0 and b, E (-00,00) such 
dtcd. 

where CR is a set of continuity points of R(x ). A pair (a,, b,) is called a norming functions 
pair. 
The up to now .known resuhs r·.elaiive to the possible limit distribution fundiQDB of the 
seque:uce of sbiist.iCB (1) i (2), fixed for 

rcan be formula.ied as foUow:s : 

The only possible nondegenera\e asympio1ic reliability functions of the regular homogene
ous sy.s~m wiih equal numbers of series and par.allel components are one of the following 
types: 

{ 
1 for x::; 0 

R1 -- 1 - exp(-:z:-a] for :z: > 0 , where a > 0 , 

R:i = { l - exp[-(-::)-°'] for z < 0, where a> 0 
0 for x~ O, 

R.3 = 1 - exp(- exp(-z)] for z ·E (-oo, oo). 

for a series-parallel system and 

R(z) = 1 - Rt(-z), z E c~ ,i = 1,2,3, 

for a para:l.lel-.series .system. 
In a. )natural wa.y the problem of the exis.i.ence of asymptot.ic reliability funciione for 
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series-parallel and panillel-eeries systems with different numbers of series and parallel 
componenls and wHh unalike components appears. This problem is pa.11.ly solved in [1-7] 
and the r·esul~ may be formulaied as follows : 
The only po88ible oondegenerat.e asympLotic reliability functions of the regular homoge
noous seriee-paraJlel are one of the followin,g types : 
1° ~(z),i=l,2,3, 
if (under BOme condition on the way of changing of l,) 

if 

30 

if 

le, = t, j l, - dnt :1 >> s, s > 0, c > 0. 

~ - { !- exp(-exp(-z0 
- !Il 

for :t<O 
for x ~ 0, where a > 0 , 

R& = { 
1 - exp[- exp((-z )a - !Il 
·O 

for ::z: < 0 , where a > 0 
for x~ 0, 

_ { 1 - exp[- exp[P(-:z: )0 
- !]] 

~ - 1 - exp(- exp(-:z:a - ~ll 
for ::z: < 0 , where /3 > 0 
for x~ 0, where a > 0 , 

R, = {i- exp(- •lll>HE 
for :z: < ::z:1 

for Z1 $ ::Z: < X2 

for x ~ x:h where X1 < ::z:1 , 

le, = t , l, - c ln t ""' s , s E (-oo, oo), c > 0. 

for .x < 0 , where a > 0 
for x~ 0, 

{ 
1 for z < 0 

~ == 1 - [1 - exp{-:t"Il" for :t ~ 0 , where et > 0, 

R 10 = 1 -[1- exp(-expz]" for x E (-00,00). 

lim let == le , lim lt = oo. 
i-+oo t-oo 

4° Under the same BBeumptions on a pair (le,,, l,) as in the cases 1°, 2° and 3° , the only po
ssible nondegeneraie uympiotic reliability functions of the regular homogeneous parallel-
~scries system are ,one of the following types : · 

~(:t) = 1 - Rt{-:t), z E CR; ,i = 1,2, ... ,10. 

The above results may be transformed Lo the nonhomogeneous systems, i.e. the systems 
with unalike components. These resuhs ar·e given in [8], [9] a.nd (10] and summarised in 
[11]. The fixed d888e8 for nonhonqeneous systems a.re also ten-element but these classes 
may be regarded as more exiensive in the eenee that ten types of asymptotic reliability 
functions, whicli forms depend on some propertiefi of the reliability functions of plU'ticular 
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components and on the frequences of their appearance in the system, have been fixed. 
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STABILITY OF PERIODICAL AND CHAOTIC VIBRATIONS 
IN SYSTEMS WITH MORE THAN ONE EQIULIBRIUM POSITIONS 

Olga A. Cherno1van, Yuri V. Mikhlin 

Dnepropetrovsk State University 

kazakova 4, 34, Dnepropetrovsk 320050 Ukraine 

Abstract. Models tnat may be obtained by the discretisat1on 
o~ elastic systems that have lost stability are considered. 
The stability of one-dimensional periodical and chaotic v ibra
tions in a spase with a greater number of dimensions has been 
e xamined Cover a sufficiently wide finite range of time> with 
the use of computer. 

Some recent papers discussed regular and chaotic behav ior 
of the model governed by nonautonomous Du~fing ' s equation with 
two potential pits [1,3J 

x•• + dx ' - p x + a x = fcos(wt) ( a • p , d. -f >O ) ( 1) 

Here C'> re-fers to the differentiat ion with time. Computer 
analysis have shown that as the amplitude of external factor 
increases, the vibration period successively douoles; beginning 
with certain values of f, a chaotic behavior is observed in 
the s y stem. the region of the chaotic vibrations possessing al l 
proper- ties of a "strange attr· actor·" -

This model (and more general model s) may be obtained by 
the discretisation <Bubnov - Galerkin procedure) of an elastic 
system that has lost stability under a constant compressive 
force. Consider. for e x ample, nonlinear bend vibrations o~ 
a rod witnin the context of Kirchho~f hypotesis, the rod being 
subjected to an axial compression and a di s tributed external 
~orce of the ~orm Fsin(pi* x/ l)cosCwt ) . Supercritical behavior 
o~ the rod is investigated. The displacement of a nonlinear 
system and the distributed effects are approx imated by two 
harmonics Fourier series expansion ~or space coordinates. One 
obtains a set o~ two second order o.d.es. coupled only in the 
nonlinear terms <a system with two deg r ees o~ ~reedom ) : 

"'>: 
~· 2 

., , 
"' 

. + d;,~ , p x + a ~{ + c xy = fcos(wt> 
3 2 

y• . + dy' by + ay + e x y = 0 <a,p,d,b,c,f >O> 
(2 ) 

The same system o~ equations may be obtained in the problem 
about nonlinear forced oscillations o~ long cylindrical shells 
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within the context of Karman-Tsien equations linked diametrical 
displacement and stress function (4J in assumption that shell 
compressed along generatri x axial compression forces applied to 
the arc of the circle. Diametrical displasement are approximated 
DY reduced Fourier series ~or space coordinates. After discreti
sation we receive again t he system (2). So equation <2> have 
sense ~or the various elastic systems a+ter branc hing of the 
initial eqilibrium state. 

It is possible enen;;y " p\..1mping" from one space mode of 
vibrations to another in tne model (2 ) . Therefore~ it is 
possible to formulate a problem of stability of periodical and 
cnaotic vibrations of system witn one deg ree of ~reedom <x =x( t), 
y=<)) within the limit of model wit 1 .:t gr· ec-.tet- numbet- of dimen
sion. As perturbation variables y.y' are chosen here. 

If for initial values of this variables ( which are 
su~ficiently smaller then initial values of x . x· variaoles > 
inequality :y(t): < :~:(y( t(l)); is -u·ue fat· the r·ather· lan;ie 
interval of variable t value change, we say about stability of 
investigated solution on the ~inite time interval. otherwise -
aoout instability. In such a wa y correctness of the model ( 1) 
is estimated within the limit of more general elastic system. 

We suggest the following view o~ the test function: 

1) R < z) = 1 Oz. 

2 ) R ( z ) = 1 0 z ( 1 + ; 1 n ( 1 + : 1: ma:.: f x \ 0 ) : 
xmax = max :x<t> :, 0 <= t <= T . 

In the case 1) insta bility is fi>:ed after e :-:ceeding o-f 
vat· iable y it ' s initial value non u-,e or·det·":; in tne case '2) 

taking into account that in the regime of chaotic oscillations 
unlike of the periodic solution maximal value variable x< t> may 
e xceed initial one in many times. that, in its turn, influence 
on the yltJ behavior. Tne calculation are r ealized on the 
interval of time 0 <= t ~= T in suc n a way that ~urtnering 

increasing T wouldn't change boundaries of stability and insta
bility in the space of parameters. 

Numerical results were obtained ~or the following value of 
parameters: a=lOO= · p=lO= d=0.1,5; c=400= w=3 .76 . The parameter 
b was varied from -440 to +8800, cor respond to te real geomet
rical characteristics of rods and shells. The amplitude of the 
internal force f varyes from 0 to 2 .5, and it is known (1,3J 
that chaotic oscillations take place for the values of ~ 
nearing 1 ano more. Chosen of initial conditions almoust doesn ' t 
influence on the stability of solution in c orrespondence with 
above proposed criteries. Some results are displayed below. 
Symbol y ma rks stability, n - instability . On the horizontal a x i s 
value of parameter b with variable step <step 10 near zero and 
step was increased far from the zero>, on the vertical - value of 
parameter ~: o, 0.2, 0 .75, 0.9, 1.2, 1.8. 2 .5. 
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b=-440 0 -8800 
+=O nnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy Shell. 
0.2 nnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy T=20. 
0 .75 nnnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy y 
0.9 nnnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 
1.2 nnnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyvyyyyy 
1.8 nnnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

d== l , y ( 0 > =O. 01, 
y" <O> =O 

f': (z)=iOz 
2. 5 

+=O 
0.2 
0.75 
0.9 
1. 2 
1. 8 

+=O 
0.2 
0.75 
o. 9 
1.:: 
1. 8 

-f=O 
t). 2 
0.75 
0.9 
1. 2 
1. 8 
2.5 

nnnnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyvyyy 

nnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy Shell. 
nnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy T=20. 
nnnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 
nnnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy a=l,y C0>=0.003, 
nnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyvyy y' (0)=0.001 
nnnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy R(z)=lOz 
nnnnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy yyyyyyyy 

nnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy Shell. · 
nnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy T=20. 
nnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy a=1. y<0>=0.01 
nnnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy y' ( 01=0 
nnnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy Rlz)=10z{1 + ;ln(l + 
nnnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy yyy +:xmax/x(O) :> :>, 
nnnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy y yyyyyy xma x=max:x< t> :~ O<=t<=T 

nnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyvy Shell. 
nnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 
nnnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyvyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyvyy 
nnnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 
nnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 
nnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 
nnnnnnnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyyyyyy yyyyyyyyyy 

T=20. 
d= 1 • y ( 0 j =O. 003. 

y ' ( 0 ) ==O. 001 
f':(z)=lOz\1 + :ln ( l + 

+;;.zma;.:/x(O) : > :}. 
xmax=max;x(t) :. O<=t <=T 

Results. The stability (over a ~in1te r ange o~ time> o~ 

one-dimensional models with periodical and cnaot1c behav1or. in 
a space with a greater number o~ dimension has been examined 
with the use o~ computer. 
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Mathematical Model of Allocation Problem of Geometric Objects 
of Arbitrary Spatial Form 
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of Ukrainian Academy of Sciences 

2/10 Pozharsky Str. , 310046, Kharkov,Ukraine 

Abstract. A mathematical model of optimization problem of allocation of geomefric objects 
of arbitrary spatial form in a given domain is constructed. At this it is assumed that allocation 
objects are the sources of physical-mechanical fields and they are connected between themselves 
by routes of definite profiles according to the given scheme of connections. 

1 Introduction 

During synthesis of technical systems consisting of discrete sources of physical-mechanical 
fields (loads, thermal sources, electromagnetic sources, etc.) with given metrical characteristics 
(dimensions) connected between themselves with routes of given profiles (roads, pipelines. cables, 
etc.) a number of optimization problems arises. 

To solve these problems successfully both in systems of automated design and in different 
intelligent technological systems it is necessary to have its such mathematical model that would 
allow to t ake advantage of both modern mathematical methods and computat ional facilities. 

We choose a class of point sets (called cp-objects [2]) in the arithmetic Euclidean space Rk 
(k = 1, 2) which may be taken as a model of allocation objects (supports of physical-mechanical 
fields). 

Definition 1. Nonempty set TC Rk ( k = 2, 3) is called a cp-object if T - canonically closed 
(T = c 1· T = Clint T) or canonically open (T = int• T = int Cl T) and in any point x E Cl T 
(closure T) there is its neighbourhood such that is its interior and its closure have the same 
homotopic type [l ]. 

As it is known , the position of <p-object T; in R3 is fully determined by three coordinate 
of origin of its eigen coordinate system v; = (x;, y;, z;) and its t hree angular parameters /i = 
('Pi, 1/J;, w;). v; = ( v;, Ii) are called parameters of allocation of cp-ob jects T;( i = 1, 2, ... , m ). 
Any cp-object T1 is determined by the equation of its FrT1 (frontier T1 ) with respect to eigen 
coordinate systems OX' as follows Ji (X') = 0 where f 1 (X ') ~ 0 if X' E T1 • 

Making use of the equation f 1 = 0, we shall write the equation of the cp-object T1 with respect 
to fixed coordinate system OX in Rk as follows F1(X,v1,11 ) =Ji [L(X - v1)] = 0 where Lis 
an orthogonal operator depending on the angular parameters / 1 = (cpi, 1/;1,w1). 

On the basis of equations of type F1 = 0 <!> -functions <l>;j( v;, Vj, /i, Ii) are constructed for 
any pair of cp-objects T; and Tj which possess characteristic properties 

~ij(v;,vj, 9;,9j) > 0, if CIT; n CIT;= 0, 
~ii( v;, v1, 9;, 9j) = 0 , if int T; n int Tj = 0 and FrT; n FrT1 # 0, 

<1>;1( v;, Vj, 9;, 9j) < 0, if int T; n int T1 -:j:. 0. 
( 1) 

The physical field u(x, y, z, t) = u(X, t) in a synthesis system is described in the general case 
by the non-stationary boundary value problem of the type 

Au= P,Bp.t = fj,j = 1,2, ... ,n·, (2) 
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where X E T0 , A is the given operator; Bj are the given operators, defining boundary conditions, 
initial conditions and conjugation at boundary surface of a medium; fj are the given functions; 

{ 

P;(X, t) if X ET; 

p = 0 if X r/: ( .D Ti) \ Ti· 
J=l 

(3) 

As it follows from (2) and (3), the physical field of a synthesis system is the function of kind 

u = u(x, t, v), (4) 

where v = (vi,v2, ... ,vm)· 
We suppose that each rp-object Ti has points a;h E FrT;(i = 0, l, ... ,m;h = 1,2,. .. ,hi) 

which determine the location of the "entrances-exits" of routes J([f(i < j = 1,2, ... ,m- l;r = 
1, 2, ... ,k;; h = 1, 2, ... ,kj ) connecting these objects according to the given matrix 

Coo co1 ... Con 

C= 
C10 C11 •·· C]n 

, Cij = (5) 

Cno Cnl •• · Cnn 

where Ci j = 0 if i = j. 
We assume that the profile S[t· is determined by the following equation ai[Jh(x, y, mif) = 0 

h rh _ ( rh rh rh ) w ere m;j - m1 , m2 , ... , mk,; . 

Definition 2. Axis c;';jh of route J([jh is the path c;';f(t): [tij• tfj] ~ T0 such that G'[f(ti) = 
aij E Fr T1, c;[J'( tt) = afj E Fr Tj and satisfies the requirements: 

(6) 

2. G'[f(t) E c1~. t")" 3. Intersection of any plane normal to axis G'[jh(t) of route J([jh forms the 
l) 1 IJ 

profile S[f of this route. 

2 The Basic Optimization Problem 

It is necessary to allocate <p-objects T;(i = 1, 2, ... , m ) generating physical fields (2), (3) in the 
domain T0 and form routes Kif of the given profile S[f ( i < j = 1, 2, ... , m - 1; r = 1, 2, .. ., k;; 
h = 1, 2, ... ,kj) according to the matrix (5) and with account of the given additional requirements 
on the allocation of the <p-objects T;(i = 1,2, ... ,m) and routes I<[f· (i < j = 1,2, ... ,m - l; 
r = 1, 2, ... , k;; h = 1, 2, ... , k1 ) their connecting is so th.at some functional K. would reach its best 
value. 

Remark. Additional restrictions on the allocation of the <p-objects T;(i = 1, 2, ... ,m) in the 
domain T0 may be requirements to th·e physical field u(X,t,v) (4). These restrictions may be 
represented in the general case by the following system of inequalities 

(7) 

where Dk is the given operator; uk is the limit value of the physical field in the domain n k c To. 
As it is known, in the work [3] the inequality determining the route J([f of given profile Sif 

has the kind 
n.rh(X rh { rh)I ( rh.)11 ()Th rh) > 0 
Hjj '(jij ' (jij 1 (jij ' ij ' mij - ' (8) 

where G'[f is axis (6); (G'ft)' -i-th derivative of the function G'[f; 8if -is the angle determining 
orientation of profile srh.. nrh = -wrh(£r!i.Ai:h(X -(ji:!i-) mrh.). g ' AT!i are operators of rotation. 

l) ! IJ t) I) I) I) 1 IJ 1 IJ l t ) 
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The conditions of transversality [3] of routes K[jh and (;?-objects Ti in points ad1 are deter
mined by the system of equations 

{ 

ar:.fi( t1 
·) - B!ari - v· = 0 I ) I) l T t 

rh(tl ) I + I. _ 0 µij ij - µd µri -
'I/Ji}'( t~j) - 1/J~ + 1/J~· = 0 

rh(tl ) I. _ 0 
(;?ij ij - (;?d - , 

d = i, j; { = T, h; i < j = 1, 2, ... , m - 1; T = 1, 2, ... , kj; h = 1, 2, ... , k j, 
where B; is the operator of rotation. 

(9) 

To provide the requirements of item 3 in Definition 2 it is necessary to fulfill the following 
inequality 

Pi:h(t) - R'h(t) > 0 
1) t) - ' 

( 10) 

where Pijh(t) is the radius of curvature of axis a[}'; R';1h(t) is the radius of curvature of the 
"ex ternal" Fr Sr~. 

t) 

To simplify the designations we shall redesignate all routes K[}' (0 < i < j = 1, 2, ... , m-1; r = 
1, 2, ... ,k;; h = 1, 2, ... , kj) as follows K;(i = 1, 2, ... , 'Y)· 

3 Mathematical Model 

Making use of <l>-function ( 1 ), the mathematical model of the basic optimization problem 
may be represented as follows: 

To determine 
extr K(tb, te, v, a , m, 8), (11) 

on the feasible region of solution W, which is given by inequalities (7), (8), equations (9) and 
also inequalities ( 10) and systems of inequalities which determine: 

conditions of allocation of routes K; in the domain T0 

Foi(tr, tf, a;(t), m;(t), 6i( t) ) ~ 0, i = 1, 2, ... , ')', 

where t~ is the "origin" ofroute !{;; tf is the "end" ofroute I<;; a;(t) is the axis of route J{i; m;(t) 
are the metric characteristics of the route profile Si; 6;(t) is the angle defining the orientation 
of the profile S;; 

conditions of mutual non-intersection of routes J(i and Kj 

conditions of mutual non-intersection of routes !(, and (;?-objects Tj 

Hi;(t~,t~,a;,m;, 6;,vj) ~ O,i= 1,2, ... ,')'; j = 1,2, ... ,m; 

conditions of mutual non-intersection of routes (;?-objects T; and Tj 

conditions of allocation of (;?-objects T; in the domain T0 

<l>o;(Vi) ~ O,i = 1,2, ... ,m; 

additional requirements to the location of (;?-objects T; in the domain T0 

F;(11;) ~ 0, i = 1, 2, ... , k; 

additional requirements to the location of routes J\i in the domain To 

P;(tt,tf.ai,m;,8;) 2 0, i = 1,2, ... ,l; 
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4 Conclusions 

The stated problem ( 11) includes optimization both on a set of functions (variational prob
lem) and on a set of vectors in the Euclidean arithmetical space. 

If this problem has a strict hierarchical structure allowing to perform optimization on the set 
of vectors 11, and then on the set of functions o"i(t),B;(t),m;(t)(i == 1,2, .. . ,/), then the process 
of its solution is considerably simplified [4]. 

If the profile of all routes is represented as a ci rcle and each rou te has one and the same 
profile over the whole length (circle of one and the same radius), then the variational problem 
may be reduced to determination only of route axes a;(t)(i == 1,2, .. .,/). 

If the routes axes consist of several parts which are specified, though unknown are the 
coordinates of the points of connection of these parts, and, in addition, the orientation of the 
routes profiles and their metri c characteristics are defined on finite sets, then the stated problem 
is reduced to optimization on a set of vectors in the corresponding Euclidean arithmetical space. 

5 Results 

Mathematical model of problem of allocation of <.p-objects in the given domain is constructed 
with simultaneously forming of routes of given profile. 

For some class of boundary value problems the continuous dependence of function u(X, t, 11) 
by parameters of allocation 11 of <.p-objects [5] has been proved. 

A number of optimization problem of allocation of non-point sources of physical field in the 
given domain are solved [5], [6] . 

A number of problems of optimal allocation of geometric objects of arbitrary spatial form in 
the given domain are solved [7]. 

Programming system for layout of a box of a complex technical system of block structure 
having hierarchical structure is created [4). 
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES OF rtEAL-TIME MODELLING 
Anatoly Ao i~AUMOV 
Nikolay p. Kislenko 

Novosibirsk State Technical University 

P·B· 241, Novosibirsk-104, 63010L+, Russia 

Abstract. The considered problem is software for experi
mental strategy synthesis and real-time data processing. 

The researched method is the variant of FCS called as Im
mertion ~ethodoit consists in such transformation of ini
tial problem that solution can be realized more efficien
tly 0 

During moxe than thirty yeaxs beginning from J·Kiefer's 
publications [1] , [2] theorems of optimality and equa
lity of experiment designs for regression model are used 
and developed in theory and practice in the next form: 

~ C -x > a) = a,.~<~), ~ ~ = t ( -:J: t, o..) -+ e L. ) ~ = '1, No , 

~ -vector of unknown parameters, ~(x.) - basis vector 
of regression model, -€. \.. -realizations of errors of observa
tions ·Then the theorem of optimality and equality for D-
optimal experiment design 

~-(:X1>Xt, ... ,:x: ,") :X:\.E:.~ 
~ - ~"> '!>2, ... ) ~.., ' ., 

t{ 

'II? ·')!o ~S· =1 ~\,.., , . \. , 
'-=o 

is written as 
1) Designs ~ • maximize 

2) Designs ~· minimize 
Z) h°\Q.X, et (x, ·~· )-:: W\ 

\ M (~)\ ( minimize \ 1.)(~ )\); 
m°'x A(:) c4. (:r;, s) ~ 

:ic EX 
_,I 'X~'JE • 
Statements 1)-3) axe equivalent. Here \~(~)\is deter-
minant of design !> information matrix , \])(!. )\ is dete
rminant of dispersion matrix , )\(:x.) is function efficien-

tly, d(-x.,~)-::~('X.)'l)(~)\.(l(x)' W\ is number of parameters 
in the model• 
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However , in 1988 we are pllblished the result refllting 

the statement of optimality and equality theorem and thus 

serving as the beginning of Kiefer' s theorem recomprehesion 

and overproof ·In particular , the next statement was peo-

ved: 
'4L 14'-In general case D-optimal experiment design ~ can-

not be invariant relatively unlmow model parameters t:k. 

This fact except a practical usage of Kiefer's theorem in 

the form of it was written above and therefore computer 

software on this basis can't be used always (see, f.e. 

[3], [41 ) oThere is showed that the usage of J oKiefer' s 

and V ·Fedorov '' s results in the problem of complicated dy

namic system active identification can result in essenti

al deterioration of received solutions and models qualityo 

In accordance of our statement represented above some new 

:iriginal rep.roaches for active identification problem are 

suggested. In particular , there is an £,-invariant im

mersion method. 
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A Discrete Model ot a Dynamic System 
a multis tand mill - a stri p 

1eonid Kuznetsov 
Polytechnic 

JJ Mos:r:ovst;:aya Street , 398055 Li:petsk, Russia 

Abs t r act . We conside~ a system digitiza~ion of differsntial -

ciffe~ence equations in this paper. It is important to stress 

that various d.iffe:-ence equations have different delays . The 

d.iscre:e description preserves delays which are the basis for 

the real "'ti.'ile ' s decompo~.ition . On the bas is of the initial des

c::-ipt i on we build a moch.ilar vec t or-matriY discrete model which 

is clo::.e to a conventic>nal form . 

The i~itial sys:e~ description has the form [2] : 

X. <.:.. 1· - A .. < ... ) . ~el·,.:.. ,.. ... .,.J < ... . , 
I.. - .<,. • I.. -t' L l \ \, t · .I"'. •l I.. ' 

Y. v 
( -1 ~ 

' I 

(2) 

(3) 

where A ,A, , . . are factors matrixes ; X(t),l1(t), .• are the state 
)( .~ 

':ectors , externa l effects and output va lues ; 8 is the s h i f t 

operator which is determined in the following way : 

8h ( t ) =8 ( h
1 

( t) , .l\ ( t ) , •.. , h_ ( t) ) T:: 

= 0\ ( t-'ti ) , h
2 

( t-'1:
2 

) , • • • , l\ ( t-\ ) ) T' 
(4 ) 

't. , ~=1 ,2, ... , l , are time delays . 
• 

(1) is a system of differential equations, (2) is a system of 

difference equations, (3) is a system of algebraic equations . 

While digitizing the time moments are used 

t=cl'r + d'C + •• • +cl,'CL' JEZ ={0,1,2 , . •. } , •=1 ,2, ••• ,t . (5) 
11 22 ' • 0 

Here Jt, ~=1 , 2, . . • , L, may be considered the decomposition coor-
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dinates of ton the basis of~, i=1 ,2, .•• ,L. Time moments hav-
... 

ing the same cocrdinates sum 
./. + d ~. • • J.. = J !• =K . ~ jl 'I ' 

1 z l • :1 
( 6) 

are 1....l...11ited into L(k) grcup which k number plays tl·:e ro l e of as

soc.iated discrete: tirr.e. For each L(k) group the modular vectors 
X(k),h(k), ... are buil~ and they include all vec.tors X(t ) ,h(t), 

suc.h as tEL ( k) ir. the certain ·order [ 1 ] • 

The digiti:ation of a differential system (1) is carried 
out by its solution in the interval 't, \.=1,2, •.• , t. The solu-

l 

tions of a differential linear system (1 ) are the matrix expo-
nents with the a...~gt.ur.e~ts of the form (5) . From he~e in accord
ance with the order of vectors following X(t),h(t ) , ... we build 
a modular matrix ir.. mcdular vectors x ( t), h ( t ) , ... which deter-

mine the effect X(k-1)--X(k),h(k-1 )--x(k),W(k-1)--+X(k).As a re
sult on the basis of the system (1) an equation is built with 

modu.la:- vectors and matrixes 
X(k)=~ (k )X(k-i )+ID, (k)h(k-1 )+!II (k)W(k-1). 

x n v (7) 

A discrete analcg~e of the difference system (2) is constructed 
for mcdu.lar vect8re. :r.(1-:) ,h(k ) , ..• by modular matri:=-:es designing 
~ (k),~. ( k),~ (k) frc:m B ,Bh,B matrixes of the initial system 

x r" \,/ x v 

(2) . As a result ·::e get: 

h ( k ) =<l> ( k ) x ( k ) +Oh (l{ ) h ( k-1 ) +~ ( k ) w ( k ) • ( 8 ) x . v 

A discrete analcg~e of the equation (3) is built similarly: 

Z(k)=I'x(k)X(k)~r~(k)h(k-1 )+fw(k) W(k ) . (9) 
Unlike the ini~ial presentation (1 )-(3) a system (7)-(9) 

is not stationary due to changing 
X(k),h(k) , ... anc matrixes W(k),~(k) . 

of vectors dimensionality 
The presentation (7) -(9) 

allows the usage of space states of a modern control theory of 

control analysis ~~~ synthesis . 
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ANALYSIS OF SOME MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
IN NON-LINEAR DYNAMICS 

A.A . Zevin 

Transmag Research Institute, Ukraine Academy of Sciences . 
320005 Dniepropetrovsk, Piesarzhevskogo 5, Ukraine 

Abstract. T'he cases are indicated where the use of a quasi- con
servative model for a non- linear ~'11arnic system may result in 
a mistaken conclusion on the stability or periodic solutions. 
It is shown that the oscillations of swing cannot be explained 
within the framework of the universally adopted model. 

1 . I NTROOUCT l ON 

Analytical investigationE:. of non- lj_near dynamic systems 
are usually conducted via perturbation methocls . 1'he correspon
ding unperturbed system admits an exact analytical solution; an 
approximate solution of the initial problem and the multipliers 
of the variational equation are expressed as a power series in 
a small parameter µ (see, for example, [1,5,6} ) . 

When nonconservative and nonautonomous terms are small, a 
quasi-conservative model is often employed ; here the unpertur
bed system is usually integrable or consists of disjoint oscil-
lators (note that this approach is ut1lized in studies of 
synchronization of weakly connected objects, in 
planets [1} ) . The result of stability analysis 
true feir ilE(O,µ.); however, the critical value 

particular , 
is certainly 
µ• remains 

urJrriown. It proves out that for some syst ems, µ~ is quite 
small, so the quasi-conservative model leads to a wrong con
clusion on the stability even for small u. Such systems are 
indicated in two subsequent sections. In the last section the 
mathematical model of swing is discussed. 
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2. NONAUTONOMOUS SYSTEM 
Oscillations of a quasi-conservative system with one de

gree of freedom are usually governed by the equation 

~ · _,,(x'-"1l'l(x x· ,,.,. ' ~ TJ /-µ.., f ,Ull .. ) 

where ~(x,x,Llt)=ip(x,x,wt+2~ ) . The small parameter method 

(I) 

enab-
x(t,µ) close to the solution 

x (t) for µ= O. However, a rigorous qualitative analysis shows 
0 -

that the value u. may be ver-j small, provided that the position 
force f(x) is not monotonous. To illustrate it, let us consider 
forced oseillations of a pendulum (T=2n/w , f=w~sinx, tp=-coswt). 
Let x (t)=x (-t ), x (O)>O , then there exist solutions 

0 0 0 

x (t,µ ) ~x (t), x (t ,µ ) ~-x (t) as µ----.. 0. Using the pro-
1 0 2 0 

eedure of small parameter method [ 5], one can find that x·
1 

( t, µ) 

is unstable, x
2

(t,µ) is stable for small µ. In fig.1 the am
plitude-frequency CUI'iles for the solution x ( t, µ) obtained via 

2 
direct numerical calculations are shown (1.µ=0 .1, 2 .µ=1, J.µ=2); 
solid and dotted lines correspond to stable and unstable ·solu
tions . .As seen, x

2
(t,µ) is unstable for WE(O,w.(;1)). Therefore, 

for any sma~l µ there is a frequency interval where the qua
si-conservative model yields the wrong conclusion on the stati
li ty of the solution x

2
( t,µ). 

Fig.1 
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If the position force is repulsive (f(x)x<O for X*O), the 
unperturbed system has only the trivial periodic solution 
x(t)=O . An asymptotic method testifies to instability of the 
periodic solution x(t,µ). However, a qualitative analysis (J) 

shows that x(t,µ) may be stable, provided that f (x) does not 
decrease monotonically. For example, forced oscillations of a 
pendulum about the upper equilibrium point (f(x)=-w 2 stnx) beco-o 
me stable beginning with some amplitude A<n. 

3. AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM 
In the case of weakly connected objects the unperturbed 

system consists of n disjoint oscillators. It proves out t hat 
SUCh approach may resUl t in error even f Or Ver'",f Weak ties. When 
the position forces of oscillators are hardening ( f.(x )/x in-

1 

•)rease with x). As an example, let us cons i der the sys tem shown 
in fig.2. 

i;i-t g •"\ 
.le ..L • c.. Fi g.J 

Due to the symmetry , for any µ, there exist in-phase and 
out- of- phase solutions x 1 (t,h) and x2 (t,h) ( x~(t,h) =x~(t,h) , 
x 2 (t,h)=-x2 (t,h)) where h is the t otal enerD'V of the system. 

1 2 °" 
For small h they are stable, however at some h=h~ two periodic 
solutions branch off the solution x 2 (t,h.) (fig .3 where A

1 
and A are the amplitudes)). A detailed analysis shows that 

2 

both of them are stable while x2 (t,h) becomes unstable for 
h>h. . Since the bra.nching point P ---40 as µ --40, then the 
asymptotic approach points to the instability of x 2 (t,h) for 
all h and, therefore, gives the wrong resul t for h <h.,. 

4. MATHEMAT :1 CAL MODEL 'OF SW I NG 

Swing ar e usually modelled with a pendulum having a peri-
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odically varying length, so they often serve as an example of a 
parametrically excited system [4]. Upon neglecting the noncon
servative terms, the corresponding differential equation is 
wtitten as f ollows 

where 1 and 
pendulum, g 

Equation 

et ( ., dx \ ., 0 dt " dt I + g c,X = ( 2) 

x are the length and angle coordinate of the 
is the accelleration due to gravity; l(t)=l(t+T ) . 
(2) admits 2T-periodic. solutions x ( t ) and 

1 
- / + \ 
~- l t. I 

..:: 
for which the length reaches respectively its minimtun 

and maximum at the point .:r=O. The stability analysis shows 
that - 1 t\ is stable, - (+\ ..£.. 1\ ) .,L.2 t. ) is unstable [2) . Meanwhile, 
actually the oscillations of swing resemble t he solution 
x

2
( t) (the length increases under squating and diminishes un

der raising). This contradiction is explained by the next con
sideration: in fact, the length is not an independen t func
tion of time but is defined by the swing motion, so that any 

perturbation (say, a small delay) of the motion causes a change 
in l(t) . Therefore, the universally adopted model of swing 
is not correct; they should be considered as a self-sustaining 
system (l=l(x,±)). 
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odically varying length, so they often serve as an example of a 
parametrically excited system [4]. Upon neglecting the noncon
servative terms, the corresponding differential equation is 
wtitten as follows 

~here l and 
pendulum, g 

Equation 

d~ ( I ~ ) + g Ix = 0 ( 2 ) 

x are the length and angle coor dinate of the 
is the accelleration due to gravity; I(t)=I(t+T). 
(2) a~Tiits 2T-periodic solutions x ( t) 

l 
and 

x
2
(t) for which the length reaches respectively its minimum 

and maximum at the point x=O. The stability analysis shows 
that x

1 
(t) is stable, x

2
(t) is unstable [2]. Meanwhile, 

actually the oscillations of swing resemble the solution 
x

2
(t) ( the length increases under squating and diminishes un

der raising). This contradiction is explained by the next con
sideration: in fact, the length is not an independent func
tion of t i me but is defined by the swing motion, so that any 
perturbation (say, a small delay) of the motion causes a change 
in l(t) . Therefore, the universally adopted model of swing 
is not correct; they should be considered as a self-sustai ning 
system (l=I(x,x)) . 
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An Improved Model of a PropeUer Aircraft 

W. Dunkel 
Technical University of Braunschweig 

Institute for Flight Guidance and Control 
Rebenring 18, D-38106 Braunschweig 

1. INTRODUCTION 

To develop models for flight simulators and numerical flight simulations [ 4 ] as well as for the 
design of automatic flight control systems (e.g. , autopilots) [ 2] a sufficient knowledge of the 
process is essential. Often a sig
nificant mismatch is encountered 
between flight test data and com
puter simulations based on theo
retical models [ 1] of the aircraft 
motion. This mismatch may be 
caused by systematic measure- '""-· . . 
ment errors or by inadequate mod- :ihW41.:.;:· · .. ''\.. . . .::-:-..... .. ...... . ... 
elmg of the aircraft and/or of the .. '=t?.:\,,.,,p;~!>~=~~''' · .~.;;.,, ... 
measurement system. The system -..:.· .. · '::::~::.~:.~ ... #W\::" ... 
identification approach is _a pow- ~=:~~;_i.: m:~~~'.i'.:':~' .. ·, 
erful tool for the detect10n and ~~i~--... ' "'· . )~ 
correction of these errors [ 6, 7 ] . ~p~,,;.,..;;x,,_~, ... . '· "' 
For the identification of nonlinear 
aircraft models, flight-test data 
from a twin engine research air- 0 0 
craft DORNIER 00128 are used. Fig. 1: The research aircraft D RNIER D 128 - 6 

2. IDENTIFICATION 

The off-line identification is preferably done in two main steps according to the "Estimation 
Before Modeling" technique [ 7] which uses a Maximum-Likelihood identification. In a first 
step the well-known differential equations of the kinematic airplane model are used to 
estimate the unknown parameters of the measurement model and of the quasi static wind 
model. In the second step the propulsion system model and aerodynamic model are used to 
estimate the unknown aircraft-specific parameters. Advanced sensor systems allow to improve 
both parts of the model. 

2.1. Expansion of the kinematk model 

The measurement check as the first step of the identification makes use of a new 'satellite 
navigat ion system (Global Positioning System, GPS) with its output values latitude, longitude 
and altitude. In differential mode (DGPS) positions are determined with an uncertainty of less 
than one meter [ 5, 8 ]. If the model is extended accordingly this DGPS-data can be used to 
improve the accuracy of the measur,ement check (e.g., bias estimation of the accelerometers). 
To obtain the required accuracy of the identification model the equations in [ 7 ] have to be 
expanded to the description of the earth as a rotating ellipsoid. 

Now the inertial system is the WGS 84 [ 9]. Again all measurements are assumed to be affect
ed by bias, scaling factors and t ime shifts .. These parameters are estimated by integrating the 
measur,ed body- fixed angular velocities and accelerations and comparing the es timated and 
measured output quantit ies(~, e , 1¥, x, YGs, h , h, if>, A., VA• ex, ~) as described below. 
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The measured angular velocity Q~ (between inertial- and body-fixed coordinate system: 
index superscript ib, measured in body-fixed coordinates: index subscript b) is measured by 
laser gyros. This velocity includ~s the angular velocity between the inertial system and the 
earth-fixed coordinate system Oke and the angular velocity between earth-fixed and geodetic 
coordinate system Q~g· The transformation matrix Mbg from geodetic to body-fixed coordi
nates (a function of the Euler angles) l,eads to Q~b and to the equation 

c'JcI>/c'Jt = Ogb = Oib_ M ·(Oie+ neg) (1) - - b - b - bg - g - g 

with Q ~e = [ Oe · cos cp, 0, - Oe · sin .cp J; ( 2) 

Oe - 7292115·l0-11 rad s-1 
; [ 9] is the angular velocity of the earth 

eg [ · · · . JT 0 = A. · cos m - m - A. · sm m -g .,., .,., .,. g ( 3) 

for determining the vector of the Euler angles ·~ (roll angle cl>, pitch angle 8 , yaw angle'¥) 

( 4) 

The acceleration ~~ which can be measured in the aircraft's center of gravity includes the 
acceleration from earth mass attraction G g• centripetal and Coriolis acceleration. Therefore 
the transport acceleration c'JVKg/c'Jt can be written as 

c'JV v ~ I c) t = M b. a bib + G - 0 ie x ( 0 ie x r ) - 2 0 ie x VK - 0 eg x V - • ._ - g - - g - g - g - g - g - g - g -Kg 

with Gg = [o, 0, µ·(RM+ hr
2
J; 

µ = 3986001.5·108 m3s-2 
; [ 9] is the earth 's gravitational constant 

!g = [o, 0,(RM"" h)J; 

which leads to the transport velocity in canesian coordinates 

V Kg = [UK, VK, wKJ: 

and further to the ground speed VGs and the true track x 
2 2) 1/2 

VGS = ( UKg + vKg 

x = arcsin(vKg. ( uK!""vKg2
)-1/

2
) . 

( 5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

If the acceleration cannot be measured in the aircraft 's c,enter of gravity the distance from the 
center of gravity to the a,ccelerometers Xb1 must be taken into account as follows 

a ib = am - ogb x [ xm + ngb x xm J - [l&b x xm ( 11 ) 
-b -b -b -b -b -b - b -b 

Normally the variation of the distance e.g. by fuel consumption is negligible X :;1 ~ 0. 

The position of the aircraft in earth-fixed coordinates (latitude cp, longitude A., altitude h) can 
be obtained by 

c) cp/ c'Jt = uKg ·(RM+ h)-l ( 12) 

c))..,/c)t = vKg · ((Rp+ h)· ·coscp)-1 ( 13) 

a h/c'Jt = -wKg (14) 

The up to now unknown quantities in the equations above are the local earth's meridian radius 
of curvature RM and the local earth 's transv·erse radius of curvature Rp 

RM = a · (1 - e2
) · (1- e2sin2cp)-3/ 2 

R p = a · ( 1 - e 2sin2cp) -V:2 

(15) 

(16) 

with the earth's semimajor axis a ( = 6378145 m) and the first eccentricity of the earth e 
( = 0.0818191908426 ) [ 9]. 
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To demonstrate the effect of the expanded 
kinematic model the old model (with the 
earth described as a flat non-rotating sys
tem) and the model described here (the 
earth is a rotating ellipsoid) are compared. 
A simulation result of the determined 
earth-fLxed positions of both models can be 
found in Fig. 2. The simulation uses a D0128 
aircraft model without sensor •errors and 
without wind. As an input signal an aileron 
doublet with an amplitude of 5 degrees and 
a duration of 2 seconds is used. This results 
in a total position error of 9.25 m after 
100 seconds and of already 618.51 m after 
200 seconds. 

:~ lf.-1 ~~~·~· -~···~· ··~···~····~~;~~-·"/~·~~·· ·~· · ·-~· · --~~-·-"~-~-w...;.;./ .. 

iO 50 100 150 200 - t [s] 
CiO Sl.78. l~t .. -···.... old .· B ne/ ····... ,....--"(_ ./· \ __ / 
& Sl.77 ·-... .. . · .. . 

0 SO 100 150 200 - t [s] 

~;~;;~,~ 
0 SO 100 150 200 - t [s] 

Fig. 2: Comparison of new and old model 

2.2. Parameter id·entific.ation of the aerodynamic .and propeller model 

So far the major problem of the second step of the identification is the lack of experimental 
data to validate the models of the coupled aerodynamic and propeller processes in a normal 
aircraft. lt is merely possible to measure !' f I y I 
some input signals as there are the control ~..!A ~ TJ , C, ~ 
defl.ections of the elevator l], the rudder C, 
the .aileron ~ and the shaft power P of the 
engine as well as the aircraft velocity VA 
(airspe,ed VA , angle of attack a:, angle of 
.sidesHp a). The forces Rand moments Q of 
aerodynamic and propulsion system are not 
availabk through direct measurement. The 
closest measurabl·e output quantities are the 
accelerations ~ .and the angular velocities 
0 K (see 2.1.), which are state variables of 
the kinematic model. There are no directly 
measurable aerodynamic and propeller out
put values to strictly separate the effects of 
both systems. To validate this part of the 
aircraft model it is advantageous to measure 
additional quantities in the research aircraft 
like the pressure behind the propeller (out
put value of the propulsion system) and the 

+·IQ{" 
Qr 

kinematic 

Fig. 3: Block diagram of the aircraft model 

wing pr,essure (variable of the aerodynamic; a function of CL). This paper will concentrate on 
the additional measurement of the pressure/airspeed behind the propeller by a Pitot tube. 

The connection to the equations in chapter 2.1. is given by the equation 

oV Kg I ot = M gb · m - l · ( RC' + R; ) (17) 

with the aerodynamic force (drag coefficient C0 , side force coefficient CQ, lift 
coefficient CL /see [ 3] I and the wing area S) 

BC'= Mba·(O.S·p·VAb
2 )·S·[-c0 ,cQ,-cLJ: (18 ) 

and the propeller force (ci is the angle between the x-axis of the airplane and of the engine) 

1 '[ ]T B.~ = ( P · VAb- ) · llprop · cos Cl, 0, -sin Cl (19) 

ln this equation the term ( P · V Ab-l) · 71 prop represents the thrust F. The propeller efficiency 
llprop is given by the propeller charts of the manufacturer as a function of airspeed, air density 
and speed of the propeller. The deterioration of the propeller efficiency caused by the installa
tion of the propeller (e.g. by drag in the propeHer flow) is neglected. 
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To put things into perspective the already mentioned Pitot tube behind the propeller is inte
grated into the flight test equipment. This sensor in the propeller area measures the air pres 
sure and allows to determine the airspeed at this point. By an additional measurement of the 
radial pressure distribution in the propeller area (see Fig. 4) in a ground test the accompanying 
distribution for axial str·eam is known. For non-a..xial stream the distance of the sensor to the 
propeller (safety requirements) and the speed distribution near to the sensor has to be taken 
into account. 

160 

I 120 •. 

~ 80 

~ 40 =. 
0 .. 1.5 

~~~~~~~!~ 1.0 ~ O / [m) 

05 -1.0 vertical 
--- 1.0 1.5 -- -1.5 position 
[m] positio n 

i F [N] 

p [Pa] 
--+ 

400 600 800 1000 1200 

Fig. 4: Measured stream velocity (F = 2490.9 N) Fig. 5: Thrust as a function of P. pressure 

This knowledge is used to extend equ. (19) with equations describing the drag of the parts of 
the aircraft behind the propeller (e.g. the nacelle of engine and tank , see Fig. 1 ) according 
equ. ( 18) where VA is replaced by the measured speed behind the propeller. The mean air ve
locity behind the propeller (calculated from the measurement as mentioned above) can also be 
used to refine the calculation [ 6 ] of the propeller flow effects on the wing. 

There is a second application for the Pitot tube. The integration of the pressure over the whole 
propeller area (measured in the ground tests) leads t o the propeller thrust valid for the airplane 
at rest and axial stream. Figure 5 shows this calculated thrust as a function of the pressure 
measured by the Pitot tube. 

3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The additional measurement signals available from DGPS and Pitot tube mounted behind the 
propeller allow to improve the aircraft model. Additional measurement equations containing 
further unknown parameters are introduced in the model. The introduced uncertainties can 
be reduced by additional information obtained from ground tests of the propeller and from 
wind tunnel test data of the wing profile. 
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Hamiltonian Systems in Biomathematics 

JOSEF HOFBAUER 

In this paper I discuss some Hamiltonian (and more general conservative) systems arising 
from ODE models in Mathematical Biology. I will present few results and many more open 
problems. 

Lotka-Volterra Systems. The most well-known case is the classical predator- prey 
model: 

x = x(a-by) y = y(-c + dx). (1) 

The phase portrait (restricted to the biologically interesting nonnegative quadrant x, y ~ 0) 
consists of a one parameter family of closed orbits. Hence the system is Hamiltonian, 
although not in the usual sense: One either has to make a (noncanonical) coordinate 
transformation u = log x, v = log y, or consider a suitable symplectic form, different from 
the standard one, on IR~. The Hamiltonian is the well-known function of Volterra, 

H = -dx + clog x - by + a log y. (2) 

If we allow the coefficients a, b, c, d in (1) to be time-periodic (with the same period, 
say 1 ), which in biological terms would model seasonal variations, the dynamics of ( 1) gets 
already complicated. The time 1 map is an area preserving map, often a twist map. Due 
to parametric resonance, interesting bifurcation phenomena may arise locally. The main 
problem, however - which I think is open - is the stability of (1) in the large: Is each 
solution of (1) bounded, as t-+ oo? Or is this true at least for small periodic variations? 
Equivalently, does this area-preserving map have arbitrarily large invariant curves (which 
bound the possibly chaotic orbits starting inside such a curve)? This calls for KAM theory. 
However, as far as I see, the standard versions produce only invariant curves of finite size. 

The general Lotka Volterra equation inn dimensions reads 

n 

Xi = xi(ri + L aiixi) · (3) 
j=l 

The best framework for Hamiltonian systems in higher dimensions are Pois.wn structures. 
See [Pe] for a discussion of this concept, that generalizes the more familiar symplectic 
structures, and tha,t allows to consider Hamiltonian systems also in odd dimensions. It 
turns out that, in this sense, (3) is Hamiltonian e. g. in the case of a skew-symmetric 
interaction matrix A, i. e. ai; = -a;i· The Hamiltonian function is again Volterra's well
known constant of motion, similar to (2), see [SZJ. More generally, it was recently shown 
by Plank [P], that (3) is Hamiltonian whenever there exists a constant of motion of the 
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form H = TI xfi ((30 + 'L, f3ixi) with f3i =/:- 0. In dimensions 2 and 3, this covers essentially 
all Hamiltonian systems of type (3), as shown in [P]. In higher dimensions, this is open. 

A concrete example would be a two prey-two predator system, as studied in [K]. The 
Hamiltonian function is again Volterra,s, but now indefinite. Hence local sta,bility is not 
clear, even though the equilibrium is elliptic, but could be deduced from KAM theory. 
Again, stability in the large is an open question. 

Another interesting problem is which of these Hamiltonian systems are completely in
tegrable. This appears to be rather difficult. The only nontrivial example known seems to 
be the so-called Moser-Caligero systems, [M, (1.1)], where r1 = 0 and A is a tridiagonal 
matrix (with skewsymmetric signs). 

Gam,e Dynamics. We consider two separate populations of players, with n possible 
strategies in the first, and m in the second population. If A, B are the two payoff matrices, 
then such a game can be modelled by an evolutionary dynamics, which describes the change 
in time of frequencies x1 and Yi of strategies in the two populations: 

±1 = x1((Ay)1 -x ·Ay) i = 1, ... ,n 

Yi= Yj((Bx)i-Y ·Bx) j = 1, ... ,m. 
(4) 

For zero-sum games A = -BT, this differential equation on the product Sn x Sm of two 
probability simplices, can be shown to be Hamiltonian for a suitable Poisson structure. 

Actually, also for general A and B, ( 4) has a conservative dynamics: If one linearizes 
at interior equilibrium points, then the eigenvalues are symmetric with respect to the 
imaginary axis (like the eigenvalues of a linear Hamiltonian system), and one can find an 
invariant volume (see [HS, chs. 17, 27)). This raises the question, whether (4) is Hamil
tonian in general. However, it was recently shown in [HJ , that this is not the case. 
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Producing reliable software for the control of large and complex discrete event systems, 
especially where a very high degree of safety is required, is a very time consuming and 
expensive task. Today's solutions lack a number of desired properties like clearness and an 
appropriate description level of the control task, leading to a clumsy software develop
ment process which requires a high degree of testing and tends to result in a product with 
poor modifiability. We propose a new method of control software design which shows its 
qualities especially in those cases, where the description of the system can appropriately 
be separated into a description of the types (abstract data types) and a description of the 
instances. 

Our approach has the following advantages: 

• The control task is modeled in a formal , but natural and domain specific language, 
combining object orientation with a typed temporal predicate logic. 

• From the specification (the task description) an executable control software module is 
automatically generated by a well defined and verifiable transformation process. 

• The system's overall behavior is modeled by the behavior of its classes rather than the 
instances thereof. Thus producing variams of the control software is often reduced to 
the task of exchanging the set of instances and their structural relationship (topology). 

• The generated software is efficient, therefore real-time constraints can be met. The rep
resentation of the software is machirze i11depe11de111. It can be adapted to different hard
ware platforms. Instead of a software module also a hardware solution can be derived. 

• It enables the automatic, formal proof of important properties of the software (espe
cially those which are regarded as highly safety critical), thereby contributing the reli
ability of the software and to considerable savings of testing. 

• With automatic generation of the control module and the reduced need of testing, mod
ifications of the specification get much cheaper. 

An outline of our approach is as foUows: the control task is regarded in principle as an 
automaton, with the events of the system as input symbols and the resulting control 
actions as output symbols. The states of the automaton are expressed by predicate logic 
formulae based on a number of predicates, which are given through the attributes of the 
system components. 
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The transition function is specified in the same predicate logic language, except that a tem
poral operator ("next_state") has been added. For each input symbol one specifies a num
ber of so called partial transitions, each of which describes certain aspects of the whole 
transition function. More precisely each partial transition describes a binary transition 
relation, i.e., the set of pairs (actual state. next state), it allows. 

The partial relations :are constraints. By solving these constraints we derive the state tran
sition function and the output function 1of the automaton. In case of contradictions in the 
specification of the aut1omaton there is no solution. This fact can be translated into a mean
ingful error message in terms of the specification language. 

The formal representation of the automaton allows to model check the automaton. Impor
tant properties of the system (liveness and safeness properties) can be proved automati
cally. If a property is shown not w hold, the checker comes up with an input symbol 
.sequence which leads to the violation of the property. 
Properties and the output of the model checker are formulated in the same control specifi
cation language as is used for the specification of the automaton. 

Our approach has been used successfully to describe and generate automata with a state 
space of 25000 states. Most recently our solution has been extended in order to deal with 
infinite domains. 
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One of th,e key indices of bioelectrical activity of different tissues in the heart is the 
cardiac transmembrane potential (CTP) [1] . From CTP recordings it has been established 
that myocardial tissue has exceptional electrophysiologkal characteristics, a special feature 
being its slow rate of repolarization coupled with rapid depolarization. A shematic 
representation of electrogram and CTP curves is given in Fig. 1. This curve may be divided 
into three segments: 1. rapid upstroke or depolari.zation, 2. slow segment or repolarization, 
and 3. isoeiectric line or resting membrane potential. 

The biochemical processes taking place in a myocardial cell can be formally represented 
by the following gross reaction: 

(1) 
A > B 

denoting transformation of a substrate A into the new state B, which gives rise to the 
dynamks of CTP variation; B exercises an autocatalytic influence on the process of its own 
formation. Stating the problem in this way enabtes us to apply our new model (NM) to 
calculate the dynamics of CTP variation [2]. 

Using the NM we obtain the following one-dimensional map describing the dynamics of 
CTPs: 

(2) 

k=l 

Xn= k=2 

0 <Xn-1 ::; pl 

Pl < xn-1 ::;pz 
l +-----
~ + wkxn-1 k=3 Xn-1 > P2 

wher,e b equals Hie sum of the concentrations of the components An, Bn of reaction (1) at the 
instant tn, p1, p2 are control parameters responsible for the transitions between limbs of 
transform function (2), and empirical parameters w0 k , wk can be found by statistical 
analysis of the experimental data. 

Fig. 2 presents the phase diagram of map (2). Each limb corresponds to a particular 
segment of the CTP: the .first limb characterizes the process of depolarization, the second
repolarization, and the third describes the isoelectrk line.. Together with the bisector y = x, 
the middle portion of the second limb and the third limb form narrow "corridors" 
corresponding to the long "quasicontinuous" regions of the trajectory characteristic of the 
second repolarization phase and of the isoeledric region. 

Uy altering the relative position of :the different sectors of the map with the. help of control 
parameters, we can obtain a wide range of CTP (Fig. 3A). 

Fig. 3B presents the derivatives of modelled CTP trajectories, the dynamics of which 
reproduce the characteristic features of actual ECGs. The model makes it possible to vary 
the form and ampli,tude of the ECG over a wide r,ange. Fig. 4 illustrates the variability of R
R intervals-heart rate variability (HRV). Reduction of HRV is typical of the most highly 
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variability can easily be linked to changes in the shape of the CTP and ECG; this point is of 
practical interest in real-time diagnosis of cardiac abnormalities. 

Thus, the model has the potential to en.compass a broad spectrum of cardiac 
abnormalities. 
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Abstract. The paper proposes a new item of mathematical modelling curriculum. An essential feature of this 
item is the extensive use of pitfalls encountered in scientific literarure. 

1. L'ITRODUCTION 
The skill of the building of an adequate mathematical model of a real phenomenon is very important and 

difficult problem that a teacher of modelling must develop in his srudents. Since mathematical modelling is a 
multi-stage activicy requiring a variecy of concepts and methods, there are many "opponunities" to produce 
wrong models, which lead to absurd solutions. It seems that too small stress is laid on the role of pitfalls in the 
teaching of mathematical modelling. That is why in our book [l] we have written: "In realicy there are many 
doubts and even errors before the modeler reaches a satisfactory model. It is good to learn of several setbacks 
suffered by great exponeru of mathematics and mechanics, as a warning and ... comfort.· 

This paper proposes a new item to teaching of mathematical modelling . An essential feature of this item 
is the extensive use of pitfalls made by prominent scientists. We suppose that the knowledge about such 
"specific" pitfalls can be used as a valuable encouragement for the beginning modelers. 

All the pitfalls appearing in a vast scientific literature can be classified into four groups suited the four 
siages of a mathematical modelling process. It is why we start with a short description of modelling process. 

2. Al"'ll OUfLINE OF MATHE~LATICAL MODELLING PROCESS 
There are two main ways of formulating mathematical models. The first, theoretical in principle, is based 

on direct application of physical laws, while in the second, the fundamental role is played by the experiment. 
In this paper we shall concern only about the first way. 

The complex process of investigation of phenomena may be schematically illustrated by means of notions 
from the set theory. Let us introduce the following four sets: 
- R, whose elements r are real objects or phenomena, 
- P. whose elements p are physical models, 
- M, whose elements m are mathematical models, and 
- S, wb..ich elements s are solutions of the mathematical models. 

Now we are in position to discuss fig . I. The four circles marked by R, P, M, S represent respective sets 
introduced above, while arrowhead continuous lines represent four main activities of the investigation process . 
The picture shows that there is no unique relationships between the elements of different sets . It is easy to 
accept, knowing that the same physical model may represent different phenomena and vice versa, i.e. a given 
phenomenon, when modelled according to different modelling purposes may result in different physical models. 

Similar siruations appear for successive pairs of sets and this fact is reflected in the Fig. l. Additionally. 
let us note that not every physical model p has its counterpan in lhe set M of mathematical models, and not 
each mathematical model m has its solution within the set S. Except for continuous lines there are also broken 
lines. These show an influence of respective modelling stages on the previous ones. It often happens lhat certain 
observations, results, or, even, difficulties encountered at the subsequent stages imply necessary modifications 
of previous results. Thus, all these activities which are symbolized by broken lines will be called modifications. 

It should be stressed that in practice most modelling does not take lhe precise form shown in the Fig. I. 
The figure is there just to give some idea of the underlying relationship between real world problems and the 
malhematical techniques used to find solutions to them. 
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Fig. i. Scheme of the process of investigation of the phenomena 

3. CLASSIF1CATION OF PITFALLS 
All the pitfalls within the mathematical modelling process can be classified into four following groups: 

1. missing an important faccor/component of a physical model, e.g .. [2]. 
2. falsification of a theory applied, e.g., [3], 
3. errors 011 a stage of model analysis, e.g .. [4]. 
4. errors at a stage of model verification. e.g., (5]. 

The examples of ,each kind of pitfalls will be shown during the conference in a poster session. 
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Abstract. This work presents a suitable mathematical formulation of a 
robot and obstacles such that for on-line collision recognition only robot joint 
positions in the workspace are required. In addition to this, three collision 
avoidance methods are presented which allow the use of redundant degrees of 
freedom such that a manipulator can avoid obstacles in work space while track
ing the desired end-effector trajectory. These coUision avoidance methods are 
based on optimization of a suitable function, on influence of joint angle rates and 
on control of ,the self-motion of the manipulator, respectively. The effectiveness 
of the porposed methods is discussed first theoriticaUy and then illustrated by 
simulation results. 

INTRODUCTION 
A robot manipulator is defined to be kinematically redundant if it possesses 
more degr·ees of freedom than are required to achive the desired position and 
orienta,tion of the end-effector. One of the adventages of robot redundancy is 
the potential to use the extra degrees of freedom to maneuver in a congested 
workspace and avoid collisions with obstacles, where obstacles are defined as 
objects in the robot workspace [1]. 
The majority of the work reported to date concerning obstacle avoidance for 
robot manipulactors 'has dealt with high-level path pilanning, in wich the end
effector path is planned off-Hne so as to avoid collision with workspace obsta
cles. Alternatively, the obstacle avoidance problem of redundant robots can . 
be solved on-line by the robot controUer at the low level such that a redun
dant robot closely tracks the desired end-effector trajectory and simultaneously 
avoids workspace o'bstades [2]. 
This work presents suitable mathematical formulation of robot and obstacles 
such ·that for on-line coUision recognition only robot j oint positions in the 
workspace are required. This can essentiaUy reduce the calculation time be
cause the joint positions in the workspace can be computed from the jointvari
able through robot geometry at any time. It is supposed that the obstacles 
in the workspace of the manipulator are represented by convex polygons. For 
every link of a redundant robot and every obstacle in the workspace a boundary 
ellipse is defined su·ch that there is no collision if t'he robot joints are out of this 
ellipsis (3] . 
In addition to this, three ·collision avoidance methods are presented that allow 
the use of redundant degrees of freedom such that a manipulator can avoid ob
stacles in the work space while tracking the desired end-effector trajectory. 
The optimization method is based on the generalized inverse with boundary 
ellipse functions as optimization ceriteria. The method permits the tip of the 
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hand to approach any arbitrary point in the free space while the kinematic con
trol algorithm maximizes the boundary ellipse function of the critical link. 
A new and simple approach to collision-avoidance control through influence of 
joint angle rates over the entire motion is developed. This method is based on 
augmentation of the manipulator forward kinematics and the Moore-Penrose in
verse of the corresponding augmented Jacobian matrix. As the variable vector 
of the augmented system has elements with different physical units , a Moore
Penrose inverse of the augmented Jacobian results which influences joint angle 
rates. 
A further approach to avoid collision of the links of redundant robots with ob
stacles consists in control of the self-motion of the manipulator. This method 
is based on coordinate transformation and inverse kinematic and leads to the 
favorable use of the ability of r,edundant 'robots to collision-avoidance. 
The effectivness of the porposed methods is discussed by theoritical considera
tion and illustrated by simulation results in [3] . 
The figure below gives a shot of simulation of the motion of a manipulator 
between obstacles, a further demonstration is provided in a video film . 

[l] Allgeuer H. Kinematische Steuerung von Robotern mit redundanten Frei
heitsgraden. Dissertation, Technical University Vienna, TNF, 1992. 

i[2] Coibau,gh R., Seraji H., Glass K.L. Obstacle Avoidance for Redundant 
Robots Using Configuration Control. Journal of Robotic Systems, Vol. 6, 
Nr. 6, S. 721-744 , 1989. 

[3] Rahmanian-Shahri N. Steuerungsalgorithmen zur Vermeidung von Kol
Jisionen der Glieder redundanter Roboter mit Hindernissen. Dissertation , 
Technical University Vienna , TNF, 1993. 
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Abstract. The knowledge based system DIOPRAN-EXPERT II is an interactive software system for the 
application of experimental methods in process identification. It suppons the user during the selection and 
application of appropriate methods. The present paper explains the ba.'i0ic structure of the system, the rules being 
usro. the extraction of the n!X.>dtXi facts , and the storage of the expen knowledge in decision modules . 

1. Probtemspecitication 

The design of signal and system models basro on mea-;ured data requires both extensive knowledge in the field 
of experimental process analysis and comprehensive knowledge of the system itself. The support of the control 
engin~ requ•ires therefore besides the provision of a muhitude of well-known methods in the field of process 
analysis as a software package interactive suggestions for the selection and application of appropriate methods 
depending on the problem and the available information [l ). With the system DIOPRAN-EXPERT II developed 
by us the information necessary for the solution of the problem is mostly automatically derived from the 
available da1a. DIOPRAN-EXPERT II is the consistent funher development in conception, content, and 
software technology of the expen-system DlOPRAN-EXPERT (2) in which the algorithms for experimental 
process analysis established with DIOPRAN 88 were joined with suggestions for their application (as PRO
LOG-rules) for 1the first time. The areas of application for DIOPRAN-EXPERT II include: 

the design of signal mGdels; 
the design of dynamic and s1a1ic, linear a.'i well as non-linear input/output models; 
the provision of suitable test signa'i paltems and experiment s1ra1egies; 
the data pre-processing. 

2. Structure and operation of the knowledge based system 
DIOPRAN- EXPERT U 

Depending on the user's level of experience it is distinguished 'between an interactive mode of operation and an 
automatic execu1ion according to standard senings. According to figure l first of all the required information 
(1he a-priori fac1s) is queried s1aning from 1he problem 10 be solved and the available measured data. With the 
available fac1s the rules for the melhod selection are ac1ivated and a suitable method is selected. Its results are 
stored in 1he process da1abase and lead to the generation of funher facts. The illustrated processing steps are 
repealed until a solution of the problem is reached. Typical cydes ,are 'lhe data pre-processing, the determination 
of system properties (linear/non- linear. disturbed/undisturbed) , the s1ructure search, as well as model estimation 
and validation (3) . 

2.1 Fact extraction and storage 

The facts con1ain statements about 1he propenies of 1he signals involved with lhe process and the system 
behaviour. They are derived by ca!lculation and evalu.ation of .characteristic values and functions, utilisation of 
derived signals a.'i well as detennina.tion of the order of precedence and structure search or they are entered by 
1he user as a-priori facts. They hav.e the purpose 10 srore 'Ille deriv·ed knowledge about the system or the signals 
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Fig. I: Compone1s of the knowlege ba<;ed Sys1em 

for the user in a natural language way. They also appear in the conditional section of the rules for method 
selection, i .e. lead to the ac tivation o f the rules. They ar·e stored in the fact base as object-anribute-value--
1riple1s. Wi1h the object 1the kind of the fact described is characterised. It can be: 

a formal descrip1ion of the system (e. g. dynamic system), 
a description of the available measured data (e.g. signal model), 
a characterisation of the propenies of the methods being applied (e.g. test signal pattern) . 

The attributes characterise the features or propenies of the objects, like for instance the strength of the 
disturbance. the auto correlation of the disturbance, the time variance of the parameters of the o bject "dynamic 
system ". The values contain the specific properties as numerical values, sets of values, or qualitative statements 
(e.g. correlated/ uncorre lated disturbance). Only ,those facts are generated that are required for the further 
processing (rule activation), that represent the ·resuh of problem being processed, or that contain infonnation 
about the data being used. The facts are arranged in a way that depending on the respective values new objects 
can be g·enerated . Therefore a structuring from common to increasingly more specific statements takes place. 

2.2 Storage of methodological expert knowledge 

The methodological knowledge is stored in DIOPRAN-EXP.ERT II as decision modules . They contain rules for 
the selection o f me thods or for the generation of facts , es.tablish the dialogue with the user and the output o f 
in termediate results (3). 'The modules al-low (O capture the ,typical strategy of an e"pen in process analysis, 
which approximately turns o ut as follows: 

defini tio n of the sub tac;k , 
acquisition of the required data, 
analysis of the data with the methods. 
evaluation of the results obtained 'bac;ed on gathered experience. 
repetition of the pre,·ious steps until a satisfying solution is reached. 
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In th1..• resull of the rule dt.-cision a successive module is call1..'d . ThCt"cforc a module is executed only. if the 
n1..>t:cssary preconditions arc met. This way a local restrict ion of the scope of the rules is achieved , i.e. only 
chose faces are us1..'<i. which contribuce 10 !he funher d1..>cision. The rule base is therefore structured into 
subareas. This way !he system can relatively easily be restructured or extended. For the notation of the modules 
a SfX'Cial S)'ll l3X was developed, with which the methodological knowledge is stored in a readable fonn. This 
comprises the specificacion of the module name, the definition of required data, the list of functions , the 
dcfinicion of inputs and outputs, the definition of the rules for decision making as well as suggestions and 
comments to the theoretical background. Figure 2 shows the notation of a module for trend detection. In it first 
of all the signal is loaded from the process database. With the function "sigOrd" the order of lhe trend is 
determined and following that it is checked whether a trend is present and has to be corrected. The result of the 
investigation is stored in the fact base and output as an intermediate result. In presence of a trend a correction 
has to be made in the successive module. 

:NAME 
:OATEN 

:FUNKTION 
:TEST 

:VERZWEIGUNG 

:EINGABE 
:AUSGABE 

:BESCHREIBUNG 

:ENDE 

TestForTrend; 
STRING < ITrend >; 
EINGANG VEKTOR <signal >: 
AUSGANG WERT <order > : 
AUSGANG FAKT <fact>= ["signal modcl":"treod": < ITrend > ); 
<order> = sigOrd( <signal>); 
correction < - (<order> ! = 0) ; 
nocorrection < - (<order> = = 0); 
correction - > < IT rend > = "present", A USG ABE correction, 

nocorreccion 
MAKEF AKT. MOD UL Trend Correction; 

- > < IT rend> ="not present". AUSGABE nocorrection, 
MAKEFAKT. MODUL Continue; 

correction "The signal concains a trend. "; 
nocorrection "The signal contains no trend."; 
"The function 'sigOrd ' is called. le calculates the order o f a trend contained in the 
signal. The order search is made via the assessment of the progress of the infonnation 
criteria and the certainty measure over the order."; 

Fig. 2: Decision module for trend detection 

2.3 Storage of procedural knowledge 

The proct.'dural knowledge is present as MATLAB and C or C + + functions. which are called during the 
execution of 1he modules [3). To avoid reprogramming all methods the internationally accepted software 
packagC! MATLAB wac; utilisl:!d. Missing procl:!dures were programmed in MATLAB as M-files, in case they 
were mainly based on matrix operations. Algorithms that generate dynamic structures or contain many logical 
decisions were establishro a~ C or C + + functions. To the individual problems the following methods among 
1>1hers are appliL>d: 

data pre-processing: 
* significance test , 
* iest for normal distribucion, 
* removal of data inconsistencies via statistical error limits, 
• filtering and trend correction; 
estimation of static system models: 
* detennination o f the ordL"f of precedence o f input variables, 
* structure search via gtmeration methods, 
* detennination of ti1e strt.-ngth and , ·110 correlation of the disturbance , 
* detennination of the correlation of the inputs, 
• determination of the time variance of the parameters: 
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estimation of d)11amic system models (pan1mctt.'r ~stimation fllr the impulse response or difference equatio n 
modcll: 
* sample period cht.'Ck. 
"' det-..nnination of che dday time, 
• model order search. 
* determination of disturbance strength and auto correlation; 
estimation of signal models (polynomial, periodic, and auto regressive models): 
* model order search. 
* determination of dominant frequencies; 
experiment strategies for static systems: 
* design of complete, panial and saturated experiment strategies of lst and 2nd order, 
• design of Placken-Burman and Hanley plans; 
test signal panems for dynamic systems: 
* design of optimal test signal panems for impulse response models based on Placken-Burman plans, 
* design of PRB (pseudo random binary) sequences for difference equation models. 

3. Software technological approach 

The storage of knowledge in DIOPRAN-EXPERT II is in contrast to most of the already known systems which 
make us·e of expt.>n-system shells combined with identification packages implemented using decision modules 
as described already earlier. For the execution of th~ decision modules corresponding C + + classes with 
funct ions belonging 10 them Wt.'re developed. They are programmed such that the source code is usable without 
change on IBM-compaciblc PCs and workstations HP 9000. Only standard C + + and the class library "common 
\ icw" by "Glockenspiel C + +" were ust.'<i . Tht.-refore the system can run under Microsoft Windows and 
X-Windows. For the n:alisation of the algorichms MAll..AB with its toolboxes SIGNAL PROCESSING, 
SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION , and CONTROL SYS'ITMS were also available. 

-4. Assessment and future development 

Wich the knowledge ba~ed syst·em DWPRAN-EXPERT II developed as part of the DFG project "Measured 
Data Information" a tool 1s made available which enables the user to sensibly select and apply appropriate me
thods in experimental process analysis. Based on the problem specification and depending on the current level 
of knowl~ge a st>quence of investigations ·is undenaken to derive missing infonnation and finally a satisfying 
so.lution of ,the prob'lem. Experiments appropriate for the acquisition of process data required for model im
provement are suggested . The present system can easily be extended with further methods. This. is particularly 
rt'C<munended if panicular preconditions must be met for the application of a method, if the user is required to 
~ter suitable initial values, or an iterative solution requires intervention after each cycle. 
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Abstract 

A number of one-step, multi-step , explicite and implicite methods have been de
veloped for solving stiff systems. They are mostly modifications of well-known 
numerical methods. This paper aims at evaluating the possibilities of solving stiff 
systems by the Modern Taylor Series Method. 

1 Introduction 

The best-known and most accurate method of calculating a new value of a numerical 
solution of a differential equation 

y' = f(t , y) y(to) = Yo 

is to construct the Taylor series in the form 

where h is the integration step. 
The simulation language TKSL/386 (an implementation of the Taylor Kunovsky 

Simulation Language on an Intel 80386 based personal computer) has been created 
to test an algorithm of the Modern Taylor Series Method . 

The main idea behind the Modern Taylor Series Method is an automatic inte
gration method order setting, i.e. using as many Taylor series terms for computing 
as needed to achieve the required accuracy. 

2 Stiff systems 

The paper lists ·a number of stiff systems of linear differential equations, nonlinear 
differential equations and differential equations with discontinuities. In all the cases 
the analytic solution is known to verify the accuracy of the computation. For each 
system a sourc·e code of the system in TKSL/386 will be shown . The results of the 
solutions will be given in corresponding figures. In the left part of each figure the 
solution as a function of time will be shown, in the right part of the figure separate 
values of time and of the variables will be listed ( corresponding to the position of 
the cursor - a small circle in the graph ). 
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As an example the following nonlinear stiff system has been solved by the 
TKSL/386: 

Yi_ = -0.04 • Yl + 10000 * Y2 * Y3 
y'2 = 0.04 * Y1 - 10000 * Y2 * YJ - 30000000 * Y2 
Y!i = 30000000 • Y2 * Y2 

The corresponding source text in TKSL/386 is: 

var y1,y2,y3,SUHA; 
const tmax=1000,eps=1e-20; 
system y1'=-0.04•y1+10000•y2•y3 1:1; 

sysend. 

y2'= 0.04•y1-10000•y2•y3_30000000•y2 1:0; 
y3 '= 30000000•y2•y2 1:0; 
SUHA=y1+y2+y3; 

Y1(0) = 1 
Y2(0) = 0 
y3 (0) = 0 

The results are in Fig. l. It is typical of this system that SUM A 
entire time interval (SU M A = Y1 + Y2 + YJ). 

1 m the 

•T 168.6103515625 

Figure 1: 

3 Conclusion 

SUM 1 
Yl 8.132915937705296 
YZ 3.0058167171BE-0006 
Y3 8.567081056117987 -----· 

.... 
The Modern Taylor Series Method yields an extreme accuracy of the computation 
- the Modern Taylor Series Method used in the simulation language TKSL/386 
increases the method order automatically, i.e. the values of the terms 

are computed for increasing integer values of p until adding the next term doesn't 
improve the accuracy of the solution. 
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Abstract. DYNAST i.s a ver,,atile .software tool for modeling, .fimv.lation and analy"i3 of general 
linear ,a,, well a.s nonlinear dynamic ay.stema, both in time and frequency domain. DYNAST admits 
.system description,, in the form of a .set of eqv.ationa, of a cav..fal or acav..so,l block diagra,m, of a mv.ltipole 
diagram re.specting physical law.s, or in the form combining the above approache.s. 

DYNAST was designed as a ' simulation tool' for practicing engineers rather then as a 'compu
tational environment' for mathematically oriented enthu·siast. Many operations were automated, and 
up-to-date computational methods were utilized tG ma~e the program robust and readily available for 
the most typical simulation tasks with the aim of distracting the nser from the investigation of her/ his 
dynamic system as little ·as possible. 

DYNAST can be used as an equation solver for systems of nonlinear first-order algebro-differential 
and algebraic equations in the implicit form. The equations can be submitted in a natural way (without 
convertin·g them into bloc.le diagrams) using .a rich variety of functions including the Boolean, event
dependent and tabular ones .. The equations, .as well as any o,th·er input data, are directly interpreted by 
the program without .any compilation. 

The main purpose ofDYNAST is, however, to simuiate dynamic systems decomposed into subsystems 
defined independently of the syst·em structure. The structure can be hierarchical. There are three types of 
subsystem models available in DYNAST. The 1causal 'blocks, specified by explicit functional expressions 
or transfer fonctions, are typical for any simulation program. But the variety of basic blocks is very poor 
in DYNAST, as its language pennits to define the block behaviour in a very flexible way. Besides the 
built-in basic blocks, also user specified multi-input multi-output macroblocks are available. The causal 
bloclc interconnections are restricted by the rule, that only one block output may be connected to one 
or several block inputs. In the DYNAST block variety, however, also a.causal blocks are available with 
no r,estrictions imposed on their interonnections, as they ar,e defined by implicit-form expressions. 

The physical-level modeling of dynamic systems is based i.n DYNAST on subsystem multipole 
models. T hese models respect the continuity and compatibility postulates which apply to all physical 
energy-domains. (The former postulate corresponds to the laws of conservation of energy, mass, electrical 
charge, etc., the latter one is a consequence of the system connectedness.) The multipole poles correspond 
directly to those subsystem locations in which the actual energetic interactions between the subsystems 
take place (like shafts, electrical terminals, pipe inlets, etc.). The interactions are expressed in terms of 
products of complementary physical quantity pairs - the 'through' variables 'flowing' into the multipoles 
via the the individual poles, and the 'across' variables identified between the poles. 

Thanks to the multipole modeling, the physical model of a system in the form of a multipole 
diagr.am can be constructed in a lcit-like way from multipoles exactly in the same - isomorphic - way 
e:s the real system is formed from the corresponding real subsystems. The system structure is submitted 
to DYN AST by specifying the mutual incidence between the multipole poles (without any need for 
construction of a bond graph, for example). 

The causal and acausal blocks as well as the multipoles can be combined to form metamodels. 
Any of the subsystem models ·can be stored in independent data files. This allows for creating model 
libraries for typical reus.able subsystems at different level ,of their abstraction and idealization. 

The equation formulation approach used in DYN AST both for multipole and block diagrams evolved 
from the 'extended method of nodal voltages' developed for electrical systems [5] . As DYNAST formu
lates all the equations of diagrams simultaneously, it has no problems with the 'algebraic loops'. As the 
formulat'ed equations ·ar,e in ,the implicit form, neither it makes any problems with the 'causality' of the 
physical models. 

DYN AST uses only one, but robust and efficient integration procedure to solve nonlinear equations, 
both algebro-diff'erential and algebraic (much more efficient that the procedures used in MATLAB, for 
example [7]}. It is based on a stiff·stable implicit "backward-differentiation formula [3). During the in
tegration, ithe step length as well as ·the order of the method is varied continuously to minimize the 
computational time while respecting the admissibl•e C·Omputational error. Jacobians necessary for the 
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integration are computed by symbolic differ·entinlion. Their eva.luation as well as their LU decompo
sition, however, is not performed at each iteration step if the ·conv·ergence is fast enough. Considerable 
savings of computational time and memory are a.chieved by a consistent matrix sparsity exploitation. 

The solution ·can start either from initial conditions specified by the user, or from the initia.l 
conditions computed by DYNAST and corresponding to a steady-state of the system, either static or 
periodic. In the former case, DYNAST automatically sets the derivatives of all the variables to zero. 
To accelerate the computation of periodic responses of weakly damped dynamic systems the iterative 
f algorithm is utilized [4]. Also, fast Fourier transformatio:n is available in DYNAST for spectral 
analysis of the periodic-steady state responses. 

The automatic lineari·zntion of nonlinear ·equations by DYNAST allows for the small-excitation 
analysis of nonlinea.r systems in the vicinity of a user-specified or computed operating point. For the 
linearized systems, DYN AST is then ·able to compute numerically their rationa.l transfer functions 
(and also transforms of their initial-condition r·esponses) in a semisymbolic form. The functions a.re 
then expressed with the La.place operator s as a symbol, and with the polynomial roots and coefficients 
as numbers. The computation is based on such transformations of the linea.rized system matrices [1], 
that the polynimial roots of the rational functions can be comput .. ed by solving the two-set-eigenvalue 
problem using the QR algorithm. To avoid the solution of the generalized eigenvalue problem, the 
formulated equations are reduced first using a sparse matrix transformation procedure [2]. 

For the resultin.g semisymbolic-form functions, the program ·can yield semisymbolic-form frequen
•cy- and thne-domain ·charader:istics. The latter characteristics a.re computed by partia.l fraction 
decomposition of the semisymbolic functions followed by the inverse Laplace transformation using closed
form formulas without resorting t·o any approximations. 

In case of linear or linearized dynamic systems, DYN AST provides also a.n option for their numeric 
frequency analysis by direct solving the formulated equations at discrete frequency points. This 
approach is especia:l!ly useful for distributed-parameter dynamic systems [6]. In this way, DYNAST 
is also able to compute sensitiviHes and toleran•ces of the frequency characteristics with respect to 
the ·system or ambient parameter deviations .. 

DYNAST runs on PC's, b11t it is easily transport able to o ther computers as it is coded in FORTRAN 
77 and C languages. It is accompanied by a menu-driven graphical environment designed for the 
approach differ·entiated according to the user's experience . The block and multiport diagrams can be 
submitted in a graphical forn:i by setting them up 011 the computer screen using a. schematic capture 
editor. DYNAST can be easily augmented by 'mrious pre- and postprocessors because all its input and 
output data are ava.ila.bl·e in the ASCII code. 

DYNAST has been preceded by seve,ra.l simulation programs developed by groups headed by this 
author. In 'case of DYNAST and his imminent predecessor, SADYS, the author wishes to express his 
grateful acknowledgment first of all to the late Prof. Thomas Rubner-Petersen from the Danmarks 
Tek.niske Hojsksisle in Lyngby and to Dr. Zdenek Oliva, the former author's graduate student . Also the 
feedb&ck from the numernus users of t he programs W'05 very helpf:ul. 
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A model of a centrifugal separator for corn 

V.1. Gorelov 

Moskow Institute of Food Technology 

Ryazanscy prospect, 70-2-24, 109542, Moskow,Russia 

Abstr.act. A model of centrifugal separator is considered to improve 

technological processes of separation in food industry without considerable 

expenses. Trajectory, stability, control parameters and other main motion 

propeties are defined for this model. 

Corn separation process is the division of mixture in fractions with sieves. 

The existence of the force being able to push fractions through sieves is 

indispensable condition of division. On the whole, it's the gravitational force 

with small vibrations. Intensification of separation can be realized with help 

of introduction more powerful centrifugal force than gravitational one. We 

can express that this for.ce easily yield to the modification and sieves form is 

a cylinder (from condition of technical simplicity). 

I consider the relative motion of the rough solid in the interior sufrace of 

cylinder with vertical axis rotating by law 

s=ut+asinwt. 

In this case differencial equations of the motion have the form 

.. f ( . )2 z z=g- r u+ac.o cos c.ot+y ~ 
( . )2 . 2 ry +z 

Y=am
2 

sin mt-f(u+aoo cosoot+ :Y) J ry 
( 

. )2 . 2 ry +z 
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where g - acceleration of the gravitation; 

f - coefficient of the fraction; 

r - radius of cylinder; 

z - displacement down; 

ry - displacement by sufrace. 

Depending on the relation between u and aw there are 4 possible variants 

of the motion: stoping, the motion with pauses, the continuous motion, free 

falling. The continuous motion is the best case for our separation. 

The system of differential equations is solved by introducing small 
parameter e=fu /w from the change of variables and time 

t1 =wt, z=rp, y=aq 
Arbitrary integral constantes are defined with help of integral constantes 

of averaged system. The .solutions have the form 
z=F1 (r,w,a,u,f,t), 
y=F2 (r, w,a,u,f, t). 

There solutions have stability with respect to small perturbations. 

If we have optimization test in the form productivity of separators; that 

control law for the parameter a is an algebraic equation. 
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MODELLING OF THE POWER CONSUMPTION 
IN AGROINDU:STRIAL COMPLEX 

L.Ba!irmunaeva 
Insti&.ute of M:athem.Wce, Moldova 

The Udemive rile of con8WD.p\ion of the ,pow.er resources int.emiatently demands to 
find the waye of their economy. This pioblem became especially preesing for Republic 
Moldo"¥L Lade of Uie ·own fuel power reeources and rapid rise in iheir prices make 
wone the co~plicated state of t.he republic economy. 

The propmed mathematical model of t.be regional AIC serves as a bw for solving 
of um problem. 

The dmign&hona for deecripnon of the model of .the AIC are: i - index of it.ems 
of i.he agricuhural produciion .(i E I); I - 11et. oC indexes ·of itema oC t.he agricult.ural 
product.ion (J = 11U12U1:-. U I,); 11 - 1subeet of inde~es of it.ems of t.he vegetables 
(11 EI);12 - .subed ofindexett of ik!ma oHhe perennial plant.ation (12 EI); ]3 - subeet. 
o{ .indexee of it.ems of the stock-raising production (Is E J); J, - subset. of indexes of 
item.a of the bread graim, iecbnic:al and fodder crope (I~ ·E I); j - index of items oft.he 
indu.Rrial product.ion (i e J}; J - aet of inde~es of items ,of the industrial production; 
t ·index ,of directions of utilisalion ·of Lhe agriculiural ,production (t E T); T - eet 
of i.ndexea of directions of utilisati.on ·of Lhe ~t.uml production (T = T1 U T2 ); 

T1 ·• subeet. of indexes of direction.a of u·lilisa&ion of 'ihe agricuUural production for 
ihe local DJMkei (T1 E T); T:i - 11ubeet. of indexes of dlledions of utilisation of the 
agricultural product.ion for the export. (T:i E T); T3 - su'bed of indexes of direct.ions 
of utilisations of the agricultuxal produdion for ihe industrial production (T3 ET); 
n - index of items of technical a.nd biologic.al resources ( n == 1, 2, ... , N); /1 - crop 
yields or productivity of one head of the animal; A - land under crop; ~ • area to 
t.be i perennial plantations or numbers of 'he basic head of the animal giving the 
i production; Q.i; - rate of .input.I ·of i agricultural production for output. of unit of 
j induairial produda; Q1 - demand of :inhabitant.I for i produda; Q; - demand of 
inhabila.u'8 for j .food product.a; C, - volume of export of the i ~tural product.a; 
O; - volume ·of ·exporl of the j induairial produda; b,.. - expenses of the n reaource 
for ou~put of unU. of the i agricultural produda; b,.; - .expenaes of the n reaource for 
·ouitpui o{ unit. of ihe j indusirial produda; H,. - quantity of the n resource at the 
beginnin,g oft.he lo~g period; g., - power capacity of unit of the i fa.rm p.roduds; 
g;,gj • power capacity of unit o{ lhe j indmtrial produdl for lhe local market a.nd 
apori; gt - bioenergy con&en1 of t.he agricultu.ral land in 1 heciare or 1 head of the 
animal for the produd.ion of ihe i agricultural produci:I; g,. - power capacity of unit 
of the n reeource; :z:, - laud under i crop ia forecuW.g period ( i E I \ ]3 ); X,, -
volume of output of the i ~t.ural produciion for ~he t direction of utilisation 
(~ x., = x.); x.;, x; -volume oI t.be ·output. of the j ind~rial produde for t.he 
local marRl and ·expon; Yi - increase of the .land under perennial plant.ations or 
inc:rew of the basic head Of the animal• giving ibe i agricultural produda in the 
forecasting period; Y" - increue ·of 4he n reeource in the forecasting period. 
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H. is necessary k> determine minimum of the pow·er expenses: 

N 

F = Lg;X; + L9;X; + }':gjxj + L g:Yt + Lg~Yn. 
i.El jEJ jEJ iEI, U Ja " 

Condii.iom of ibe problem: 

l. Balance of produdion and ·consumpUon of the agricultural products: 

x, - kY. = f,R, 

2. C.Ondiiiona of uiililalion .of the agricultural. raw ma.ieriala for the processing 
induiry: 

L°';(x; + x;>- L:xit = o, i E J. 
jEJ tET 

3. ·Condii.iona o{ sabd.adion rof tbe eolveD't. demand of inhabit.ants for foodnuftB: 

V; > rl. AJ - ..,,, jE J. 

4. Conditions ·of expori of O.e agroindunrial products: 

i E J, 

j E J. 

5. Conditions of ubliaa.hon of ·the tedmical and biological reaourcea for t.he pro
duction of agroindusiriai produda: 

L:b,..X, + Lb,.;(x; + xj) s H" 
&El jEJ 

(for bard limited reeourcee) or 

L:·b,..X, + L b,.;(x; + xi) - Y,. :S H,. 
i·EJ jEJ 

(for le. limited reeoUJ'Ce.8). 

6. N.on negalive:nea of variabiea. 

At present ihe mulli¥ers:ion Ra1ement of a problem .is expedient. U allows to use 
several criteria and dill'eN11t. w.lues of i.he 'limi\in:g conditions. 
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On Analysis of r x c x t Contingency Tables 

Hedayat Yassaee, Sharif University of Technology, Iran. 

October 26, 1993 

In this paper we plan to analyze data which are obtained in r x c x t contingency table 
form. Data are obtained in this fashion. Suppose that we have N observations which 
are categorised in t different classifications in a random fashion. Then we classify 
each observed categorised frequency into an, for example, mk x nk contingency table 
form. The main perpose of this paper is to analyze data according to some models. 
We use some distribution and models on probability cells and test some hypotheses 
on parameters. 

Analysis of contingency tables has brought attentions of several research work
ers. Some have investigated on estimating cell frequencies of tables and other have 
studied on parameters of models used in analysis of contingency tables and some 
researchers on both. We shall give references which are recently published, see 
Kullback and Cornfield (1976), Goodman (1970) , Koch (1973), and (1969), Yassaee 
( 1977). 

In this paper we assume that there are N observations which are categorized 
according as a multinomial distribution. These observations may be taken from a 
continuos distribution or even a multivariate distribution. We assume there are t 
categories. We let Pk be the probability that an observed value from N is categorised 
in kth classification. If we take f ( x) to be the probability density function of the 
distribution in which N observatin is taken from, then we define kth category as the 
interval (xk-i,xk) and 

J:t:• 
Pk= f(x)dx 

We define Nk be the frequency of observations in .kth category. Now, we classify Nk 
observations in mk x nk contingency table form. We assume Piik be the probability 
that an observation in N is categorized in ij kth cell. Suppose we use the model 

Piik 
Pii(k) = - = µ + ai(k) + /3i(k} + 1k + Eijk 

'Pk 

L ai(k) = L /3i(k) = 0, i = 1, 2, · · ·, mk; j = 1, 2, · · ·, nk 

J 

We plan to estimate the model as well as testing on the model and parameters 
involved in the model. We use a new definition of discrimination information statistic 
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to estimate the model and its parameters. We take all mk x nk table to be r x c 

contingency tables. 

r = L L L Npijdn Npijk 
' ' L njjk . ) "' 

""' ""' ""' N l N PkPiilk) - ~ ~ ~ PkPii(k) n 
k . . niik . ) 

(1) 

In the model we used. we have Pi.P;•ri..' = vi.( u + a:;m + B.m +'Yi. l. For sirnolicitv. 
. - - .. ' ' - ,. ' ,, ... ' , . , - - . 

we take O'.i(k) and /3;(k) as O:i and /3;. Therefore, 

I . = N" ""' ""' ( + + f3 + ) l N Pk(µ + ai + /3i + / k) 
~ ~ ~ Pk µ O'.i i /k n 

. . k nijk 
• J . 

N 
NL L L Pk( mu+ 0:1 + /3; + /k)(ln 77k + lnpk + ln(µ + O'.i + /3i + 11...(Jl. ) 

i j k t) 

We now mini.mize this distrirnination information statistic with respect to pa
rameters Pk,µ, a:,, /31, /k· 

To give an application of our research problem, suppose that N units of a cur
rency money is specified as the budget for spending on technical and theoretical 
educational programs in t regions. In each region there are re different categories 
of technical-theoretical program. Suppose that the probability that a unit of the 
money is devoted to kth region is Pk and assume that given this unit oi money for 
kth region, the probability that it is spent for ij th category of technical-theoretical 
program is Pii(k) = ,µ + O:i + /3; + /k· Then Pijk = PkPii(k), where Pijk is the probability 
that a unit of the budget N is spent for ijth category at kth region, or simply ijth 
category. If we :are given niik 's, the budget for ·each possible classification, then we 
may be interested in investigating whether the model is applicable (or it is applied 
for distributing the budget Nin this program). 
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CONTROLLED BIFURCATION TRANSITIONS FOR SIMULATION OF 
CHAOTIC AND COMPLEX PERlODIC OSCILLATIONS 

V. Gontar and M. Gutman 

The In1t.emational Group for Scientific and 
Technological Chaos Studies (lGCS), Uen-Gurion 

University of ·the Negev, Beer-Sheva, 
P.O. Box 1025, 84101 Beer-Sheva, Israel 

We propose a method for obtaining solutions of one-dimensional discrete maps in the 
special form of quasi-continuous orbits (QCOs), the segments of which resemble orbits of 
differential equations. These QCOs may be effectively applied for computation simulation 
of complex dynamical processes. The proposed technique also has heuristic value, in that it 
can be used to obtain new types of oscillation modes and new bifurcation phenomena [1]. 
Some of these orbits have been examined by one of present authors (V.G.) for discrete map 
modelling of the dynamics of physico-<:hemical processes [2]. 

We demonstrate our method for 1the discontinuous logistic map: 
Xn+l = Pl Xn (1 - Xn) mod p2, (1) 

whose phase diagram is given in Fig. la (p1, p2 are the control parameters). This scheme 
corresponds to the conditions necessary for type V intermittency, where the point of · 
discontinuity is a stable fixed point [3). The presence of a "trap"-the right-hand side of the 
scheme crosses the bisector twice-gives the orbits a form characteristic of intermittency, 
that is, w ith upper laminar (continuous) segments. 

At the same time, the discrnte orbit under consideration can be interpreted as the 
Poincare map generated by the heterodinic phase trajectory of a three-dimensional dynamic 
system coming out of a single saddle periodic motion and entering another. As a result, one 
obtains a rich selection of chaotic and periodic orbits of varying complexity sha·ring one 
specific feature-long laminar segments (Fig. 2a, b, c). We use the function mod p2 to obtain 
the above-mentioned heterodinic motions between two saddle fixed points. The value of the 

( 

1500 ) 
parameter p2 is determined on the initial bifurcation diagram I, Xn = f(pl), pi.>>Xinn 

• n: l OOO 
corresponding to its maximum value Xmax at the selected point of the bifurcational transition 
(BT). Next, a BT is constructed for the map with the obtained value of p2 (controlled BT), 
and the value of the parameter p1 corresponding to the QCO accumulation region of 
required shape is determined on this BT. For example, if we select the value of the P2 at a 
point corresponding to the second doubling bifurcation (Fig. 3a), we obtain orbits with 
laminar segments of the second order (every second iteration of an upper segment lies on a 
smooth curve) (Fig. 4a); and we obtain orbits with gaps at every second peak (laminar 
segments of the 3rd order) (Fig. 4b) if we select p2 at the point of third doubling bifurcation 
(Fig. 3b) . 

This method makes it possible to combine laminar segments of different orders in a single 
orbit. Thus, for the following logistic map with two points of discontinuity: 

Xn+l = PiXn (1-xn) mod Pi+l, (2) 
where i = 1 for Xn<P2 and i = 3 for Xn~P2, the phase portrait of which forms two "traps" 
(Fig. lb), we obtained orbits with laminar segments of order 1 and 2 (Fig. 5). The control 
parameters p1, p2 and p3, p4 for this orbit are respectively equal in value to Pl and P2 for 
the orbits in Fig. 2b and Fig. 4a. · 
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A natural extension of the method might be the use of the parameter p2 as a complex 
function, e.g. p2 = f (p1). Further, we demonstrate that it is possible to obtain BTs of 
different types by means of appropriate functional manipulation of the control parameters 
and argument of the initial one-dimensional map. Application of controlled BTs to maps 
transformed in the indicated manner is another way of modifying the form of quasi
continuous orbits. 

0 o.~7 o .;H Xn, ·O o . 3'4 
0 

o.ss x."' 2.8 

F.ig. 1 
Kn. a K.., -

!59i7 5939 !J961 
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The Parallel Simulation System "mosis" 
G.Schuster, F .Breitenecke'r 

Technical University of Vienna, Dept. Simulation technique 

' "mosis" is a simulation system for continuous systems with the aim of efficient 
parallelisation of simulation models on a multi-processor network w ith distributed memory. 
It is based on the so-called "Model Interconnection Concept" which provides modular model 
development for b1ig simulation models and is based on an object-oriented point of view. This 
has been a research project on the Technical University of Vienna and its first step - the first 
release of the free experimental simulation system "mosis" - will soon be completed . 

The name of the system - "mosis" -
s t ,a n d s to r t h e term "ll....Q..d u .i a r 
simulation ~ystem" which also exp'lains 
the main concept based on . The 
"model interconnection concept" 
assumes that every large simulation 
model (e.g. the description of a 
complex mechanical system} consists 
of several smaller models that are 
interconnected via special uni
directional '!:inks (where the data are 
transferred). The part models can be 
implemented and tested independently 

Simple Control Loop 

and as a last step they can be linked together to describe the whole system . 
A very easy examp.le of this is the algorithmic description of a control loop : one part 
,describes the plant; 1its output is used by the controlller (represented by the second model) -
its output is sent to the first mode:1 
which changes the behavior of the rea1I 
system. 

In this concept, the definition of a 
model is a very general one: It can be 
used for very difforent things, as 

the usual meaning of a model: 
the mathematical description of 
a real system in a continuous 
and/or time-discrete manner. 
a test model (i.e. a model 

. J. 
Sk>v•Processon 

specially implemented t o verify the behavior of another model) or a model for 
statistical evaluation the output of other models 
a function table or ev,en a single constant 
even an interface to the real world via A/D and D/ A converters (Hardware in the loop) 

In mosis, models are defined in a CSSL style simulation language based on "C". They are 
translated to "C", compiled and linked with the run-time system. In the resulting program 
they ·can be prepared for simulation. But when the system is started, the information about 
the mo,de'ls is only inherent 1ly present on the main processor. In order to simulate it, an 
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instance must be created . (Object oriented view: Class definition - > object creation). Those 
instances can be connected with (physical or logiical) links . With this, it is possible to create 
more than one instance of a single model, ev1en on differ,ent processors in the network. This 
can be useful especially for parameter studies , optimization etc. 

The biggest problem is to keep 1data interchange between the instances as little as possible; 
therefore two restrictions have to be done: 

the communication is done strictly one way from output to input (no questions back) 
data transfer is only done at fixed times (usual'ly at equidistant time intervals) 

These restrictions result on special care that must be taken for choosing the integration 
algorithm: When the values of input signals are used between two communication points, 
they have to be interpolat1ed /extrapolated which can :result in numerical problems. 

Efficiency : Care has to be taken at the partitioning of the whole problems into small models. 
They should not be too big (which limits the maximum number of processors that can be 
used in a useful manner) but on the other hand they should not be so small that the 
communication 'between the processors takes much more t ime than t he calculation of the 
state variables . Besides that, the user should care that most instances are capable to 
calculate the output values at time ti+ 1 with the inputs only from time ti. If this is not 
possible, the second model has to wait for the resu 'lts of the first one; this would delay the 
whole execution. 

"mosis" has 'been imp:lemented on PC's w ith MS-DOS, UNIX-Clusters under PVM and 
XWindows and the Transputer System Cogent XMP. It w ill be freely available on the 
simulation server of the Technical Univerrsity of Vienna . 

The Simulation System 11 mosis 11 

Model description: 
".m" 

C-Source ·file 
".c" 

Us,er-11C11-procedure 
s 

, Compiled Programs ~ ,: 
.·t ('Models, User procedures) I: 
J d Wf -we 

~::#;~~;~;;':rW!ti!'~ft,~t;N)!.f'~;WJti1:)•$::}''.;,i~~iqi~'\~~~-\;;i: 



Optimization in Discrete Event Simulation 
- An approach with Genetic All,gorithms 

M. Salzmann. F. Breitenecker 
Technical University of Vienna. Dept. Simulation technique 

One of the first scientists that worked on optimization using Genetic Algorithms (GAs) was 
John Holland. In 1975 his work consisted of two main topics: 

• encoding complicated structures with simple representations 
• looking for simple transformations to improve those structures 

Holland proofed that GAs are probabilistic algorithms which start with an initial population 
and improve the solutions of problems by means of genetic operators. These operators are 
similar to natural reproduction. In many cases the initial population consists of a certain 
number of solutions represented by bitstrings and a simple genetic operator would be 
"crossover": Two parent solutions are taken, a cross site is chosen and an exchange of parts of 
bitstrings is performed (see figure below}. 
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This and many other genetic operators are the backbone of the GAs which can be applied in a 
wide range of applications. 

One of these applications is the discrete event simulation. for example the job scheduling 
problem: 
Cenain jobs are given which have to be done until different points of time. If there is a delay a 
fine has to be paid. The problem now is .to minimire the costs on the production and therefore 
to avoid this fine . 
A solution is reached the following way: 

• An initial population of possible solutions is chosen 
• A couple of simulation nms (e.g.: using GPSS/H) is perfonned 
• The total costs(= fitness function} az;e computed .and stored 
• Using selection, crossover .and mutation a new population is generated 
·• This continues until a satisfying job schedule is found 
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